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Preface 
Proceedings of the 26th International ESAFORM Conference on Material Forming (ESAFORM 

2023) 
 

The 26th International ESAFORM Conference 2023 was held in the historic city of 
Kraków, Poland, between 19-21 April 2023 at AGH University of Science and Technology.   

ESAFORM is an association with the mission to stimulate applied and fundamental 
research in the broad field of material forming. Its annual conference, the International 
ESAFORM Conference on Material Forming, is used to achieve one of the main goals of 
ESAFORM: to spread scientific and technological information related to material forming 
within academia and industry. The most important idea of this event is to bring together 
researchers in the field to encourage discussion, collaboration and interchange of ideas. 

ESAFORM 2023 was hosted by AGH University of Science and Technology. AGH is a 
modern state university that develops partner collaborations with colleges and universities in 
Poland, Europe, and all over the world. AGH is one of Poland's best technical universities, with 
approx. 18,000 students at 16 Faculties (various engineering faculties, science, sociology, 
business and management). AGH University widely collaborates with international scientific 
and industrial partners.  

The ESAFORM 2023 was attended by more than 300 participants from 27 countries. 
During the event, approx. 240 presentations were delivered across sixteen organized mini-
symposia focused on a broad spectrum of forming-related topics.  

The proceedings present papers from MS01: Additive Manufacturing, MS02: 
Composites Forming Processes, MS03: Extrusion and Drawing, MS04: Forging and Rolling, 
MS05: Formability of Metallic Materials, MS06: Friction and Wear in Metal Forming, MS07: 
Incremental and Sheet Metal Forming, MS08: Innovative Joining by Forming Technologies, 
MS09: Lionel Fourment MS on Optimization and Inverse Analysis in Forming, MS10: 
Machining and Cutting, MS11: Material Behaviour Modelling, MS12: New and Advanced 
Numerical Strategies for Material Forming, MS13: Non-Conventional Processes, MS14: 
Polymer Processing and Thermomechanical Properties, MS15: Sustainability on Material 
Forming, MS16: Property-Controlled Forming. 

The ESAFORM 2023 was organized under the patronage of the Dean of the Faculty of 
Industrial Computer Science and Modelling of the AGH University, the Mayor of the City of 
Kraków and the Minister of Science and Education in Poland. The conference was also co-
financed from the state budget under the programme of the Minister of Education and Science 
called Excellent Science and by many supporting companies.  
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Abstract. Metal Fused Filament Fabrication is an Additive Manufacturing method of 
manufacturing metal parts by using filaments composed of metal powders encased in plastic 
binders. It is advantageous for manufacturing parts with complex geometries using a wide range 
of materials, including stainless steel, copper, tool steel, nickel alloys, and titanium. When support 
structures are not required, complex parts with interior cavities can be produced using this method. 
In this study, interior channel cross sections for cold plates, the main elements in cooling high-
power electronic units, are designed and fabricated without the use of support structures. 
Specimens are made of 17-4 PH stainless steel and copper using the method with two different 
systems. Straight and angled interior channels are fabricated separately to investigate the 
characteristics of supportless manufacturing and observe the sagging or warping effects on the 
liquid channel faces. Surface roughness and Coordinate Measuring Machine measurements are 
performed for parts to check if the quality requirements are fulfilled in terms of shrinkage and 
assembly. Density is determined for parts using the Archimedes method and compared with the 
porosity results obtained from Scanning Electron Microscope. 
Introduction 
Additive manufacturing (AM) [1] is a method that can be used to manufacture complex parts with 
a novel approach. Since AM has more freedom than conventional manufacturing processes it 
participates more in the industry day by day. With AM, most of the limitations in traditional 
machining can be eliminated, pushing the limits of design, creativity, and effectiveness in 
manufacturing. Furthermore, rapidity and affordability are other critical properties of AM that 
would create an innovative path for cutting-edge technologies and products.  

Polymer-based materials and metal powders constitute two major branches in AM when raw 
materials are considered. According to the desired material and function of the parts, several AM 
methods can be used. Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is one of the most popular AM methods 
that extrudes material through a nozzle and constructs a part layer by layer. On the other hand, 
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [2] is a process that various type of materials in powder form are 
distributed over a dynamic table and melted by a high-power laser to bond metal powders to each 
other layer-by-layer according to the 3D geometric model of the desired part. In SLM, parts can 
be manufactured with aluminum alloy powders, steel powders such as maraging steel, stainless 
steel, etc., and titanium alloys. These materials can be selected according to the application area, 
i.e., structural requirements, corrosion levels, thermal properties, etc. [3]. 

Manufacturing parts with interior channels is challenging due to the design and production 
criteria. By using traditional methods such as conventional welding, brazing, and friction stir 
welding (FSW), structures with interior channels can be produced in a limited manner. With the 
help of recent advancement in AM, especially in SLM, manufacturing limitations have been 
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decreased. Complicated, cost-effective, and functional parts can be produced as end use artifacts 
[4]. Manufacturing of these parts with multi-staged conventional methods reduces freedom in 
design. SLM can produce structures that have voids inside due to the advantageous properties of 
the process itself [5]. More functional and effective parts with interior channels can be obtained 
with parameter optimization of AM machinery [6]. 

As mentioned, the SLM method is highly preferable for metal part production in AM. But a 
newly developed process called Metal Fused Filament Fabrication (M-FFF) is an alternative 
approach for metal part production. Developments and studies about this alternative show that M-
FFF has great potential in metal production. For example, in the study of Henry et al. [7], 17-4 PH 
Stainless Steel (SS) is printed via the Atomic Diffusion Additive Manufacturing (ADAM) method 
on a Markforged Metal X 3D printer. It is shown that the material response is sensitive to extrusion 
paths and porosity is measured as 3.3% with scanning electron microscopy. Rodriguez et al. [8] 
manufactured parts with copper using the same 3D printer. The relative density of pure copper is 
found to be lower than 95%, which is worse than the other two AM technologies, SLM and 
Electron Beam Melting (EBM). Lower electrical conductivity, yield, and tensile strength are 
measured in the parts compared to the parts manufactured with SLM. Galati and Minetola 
characterized the same process [9]. Dimensions of the green parts and the sintered parts were 
evaluated. Relative density was around 90% for the sintered parts, which was far lower than the 
published values. Finishing operations must be performed to obtain desired surface finish and 
accuracy. 
Design and Fabrication of Parts 
Test parts are designed and manufactured using the M-FFF method to perform preliminary tests 
and measurements. Design and fabrication steps are explained in this section. 

Design. 
Parameters such as material, channel type and size, cooling path, and fin location can be 

optimized and adjusted to increase the thermal performance of a part used in thermal applications. 
Cross-section of the channel affects the thermal performance of the cold plate proportionally 
according to its heat transfer area. Since support structures printed inside the part cannot be 
removed after fabrication, interior channels must be printed without support structures to obtain 
the desired flow. To produce desired channel geometry, the design process must be performed 
according to the overhang angle criterion of the selected material. 

Copper is used for manufacturing with the M-FFF method, which has advantageous thermal 
properties for thermal applications. Since pure copper’s overhang angle requirement is 50º, angles 
larger than 50º are chosen for supportless manufacturing of channels. As stated before, the thermal 
performance of different types of channel cross-sections is one of the key points. Four different 
channel cross-sections are designed to control the quality of the test parts. 50º of overhang angle 
is considered during the design of these cross sections. In the first cross-section, droplet alike cross 
section (CS1) is designed, which is a typical shape for supportless manufacturing. A bigger flow 
area is formed in the second cross-section (CS2), which is like a triangle. In the third one, a column 
is constituted in the middle of the cross-section (CS3) to increase the heat transfer area. In the 
fourth cross section (CS4), two fin structures are added throughout the channel path. Essential 
dimensions of cross sections are remarked in Fig. 1. Specified cross sections have different 
perimeters of 12.9 mm, 15.7 mm, 20.7 mm, and 23.2 mm, respectively, which will directly affect 
the heat transfer area of the interior channel. 
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Fig. 1. Dimensions of the cross sections in mm. 

Two kinds of testing parts are designed to observe the manufacturability of the cross-sections. 
In the first testing part (Fig. 2a), the aim is to monitor the quality of the cross-section, supportless 
manufacturing results, and uniformity of sintered part over a straight channel. In the second part, 
the same parameters are utilized for the angled channels in Fig. 2b. Also, a cylinder part is designed 
with 10 mm in diameter and 10 mm in height to determine the density and porosity parameters of 
copper. 

 

  
Fig. 2. Wire frames of the straight and angled test parts: (a) straight channels, (b) angled 

channels. 
Outer regions of the parts don’t include sharp corners like channel cross sections. Radii are 

created to eliminate sharp corners and residual stress that shows up during sintering, and to 
conserve the part’s uniformity. In the M-FFF systems, the desired part is manufactured larger than 
the desired part considering shrinkage due to binder material in filaments. Printing simulation of 
straight and angled test parts made of copper are demonstrated in Fig. 3. Part details related to 
printing are noted in Table 1. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Support control and layer view in the CAM software. Yellow is raft, orange is ceramic 

release and white is the part. 
  

(a) (b) 
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Table 1. Properties of the test parts as stated in the CAM software of the M-FFF system. 

Test parts Straight Angled Cylinder 
Printed dimensions [mm] 46.4x20.9x11.9 66.2x66.2x11.9 Ø11.6x11.9 

Final part dimensions [mm] 40x18x10 57x57x10 Ø10x10 
Print time [hour] 7.2 13.2 2.5 
Wash time [hour] 12.5 31 20 
Dry time [hour] 4 4 4 

Printed part mass [g] 89.6 178.2 16.3 
Final part mass [g] 53.7 111 6.5 

Number of wall layers 4 4 4 
 
Fabrication.  
Straight and angled interior channels are fabricated separately to investigate the characteristics 

of supportless manufacturing and observe the pouring or warping effects on the liquid channel 
faces. The fabrication process is performed using The Metal X 3D printer of Markforged. The 
Metal X Printer uses the ADAM method, which has a build volume of 300x220x180 mm. The 
printer has two nozzles, for metal material extrusion and ceramic support release material 
extrusion. The Metal X printer has two resolution options, 50 and 200 μm. After printing desired 
parts, green parts, which include both plastic and metal materials inside, are acquired Fig. 4. Green 
parts are subjected to a washing process to remove binders and clean parts, which results in 
obtaining brown parts. Then the sintering process is employed on brown parts to remove all plastic 
and binder materials and bond metal powders together. To obtain uniform shrinkage and prevent 
warping during sintering, the part is printed on a raft material, the same material as the desired 
part. A thin layer of ceramic powder between the green part and the raft helps to separate the parts. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Green state of the manufactured straight and angled test parts. 

While printing the test parts, 200 μm resolution is used. Test parts are made of 17-4 PH SS and 
copper. Since only 17-4 PH SS was initially available in producing company, a straight test part is 
manufactured with 17-4 PH SS (Fig. 5) to control the convenience of support generation on the 
CAM software. Then, the straight and angled (Fig. 6) test parts are produced with copper. Also, 
the cylinder part used in some characterization tests is shown in Fig. 7.  
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Fig. 5. Straight test part made of 17-4 PH SS. 

   
Fig. 6. Straight and angled test parts made of copper. 

 
Fig. 7. Cylinder test part made of copper. 

Material Characterization and Quality Control 
Before material characterization and quality control tests, the test parts are inspected visually. High 
surface roughness at the bottom face of the test parts is observed due to the ceramic layer between 
the raft and the metal part. Some defects on the column structure of CS3 and the fin structure of 
CS4 are observed. Interior faces of the straight and angled test parts are less rougher than the 
internal faces of the channels manufactured with the SLM method. Measured masses of the test 
parts and the mass values calculated in the CAD software are stated in Table 2. 
 

Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM).  
Dimensions of the straight and the angled test parts are measured with the Delta Slant gantry 

type CMM. Mainly, outer dimensions of the test parts are measured with the CMM, such as width, 
length, and height. For CS1 and CS2, channel height and width are measured with CMM as 
appropriately as possible. For CS3 and CS4, the CMM probe couldn't touch the faces of the interior 
channel since the probe diameter is 0.8 mm and the probe is bent while touching the interior faces. 
In addition, because of the deterioration of the column and the fin structures of CS3 and CS4, the 
risk of breaking the probe is increased. Thus, a microscope and a digital caliper are used for the 
measurement of these dimensions. 

 
Table 2. Masses of the test parts. 

Test part Material Mass in CAD [g] Actual mass [g] Difference 
Straight 17-4 PH SS 48.9 43.0 -12.1% 
Straight Copper 53.7 54.3 +1.1% 
Angled Copper 111 112.8 +1.6% 

Cylinder Copper 6.5 6.7 +3.1% 
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Outer dimensions of the test parts are shown in Table 3. When the results are elaborated, it is seen 
that 17-4 PH SS part has more deviation than the copper counterparts in x- and y-axis, which are 
length and width, respectively. But in z-axis, 17-4 PH SS has a better result. Similar deviations are 
observed when the outer dimensions of the copper test parts are compared. For all outer dimensions 
in all axes of the three test parts, actual dimensions are greater than the CAD models, and much 
higher tolerances are obtained than the traditional manufacturing methods. 
 

Table 3. Outer dimensions of the test parts. 

 Part Straight Straight Angled 
Material 17-4 PH SS Copper Copper 

Width [mm] 
CAD dimension 18 18 57 

Actual dimension 18.43 18.14 57.16 
Deviation 0.43 0.14 0.16 

Length [mm] 
CAD dimension 40 40 57 

Actual dimension 40.57 40.27 57.11 
Deviation 0.57 0.27 0.11 

Height [mm] 
CAD dimension 10 10 10 

Actual dimension 10.09 10.29 10.24 
Deviation 0.09 0.29 0.24 

 
The results of the essential dimensions of channel cross-sections are shown in Table 4. Similar 

results are obtained when the straight and the angled copper test parts are compared. Dimensions 
for the channel height are less than the nominal dimensions. Fin thicknesses are mostly greater 
than the nominal dimensions, but there are some deteriorations in the fin thicknesses of both 
structures. These deteriorations affected average fin thickness negatively. 0.82 mm and 1.32 mm 
of fin thicknesses are observed when the lower and the upper limits are considered, which can be 
originated from spoilt extrusion, pouring, and uncontrolled shrinkage, as seen in Fig. 8. 

CMM measurements of the cylinder test parts are shown in Table 5. The height of the cylinder 
is measured to be more than the nominal dimension. The actual diameter of the cylinder is 9.9 mm, 
with a 0.1 mm deviation from the designed value, which is acceptable when compared with the 
traditional machining methods. 

Surface roughness.  
Surface roughness is a surface property that determines the surface quality of a part. Summation 

of deviations in the normal vector of surface expresses surface roughness. Surface roughness 
affects the appropriateness of assembly, friction, and wear on the surface. Ra value indicates an 
arithmetic average of height deviation from the mean profile of the surface, and Rz value indicates 
the distance between the upper and lower points on the surface that is investigated. Surface 
roughness of the test parts is measured by the Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-400 device. Ra and Rz values 
are measured for upper surface, side surface, and bottom surface of the test parts and are indicated 
in Table 6. 
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Table 4. Dimensions of the channel cross sections. 

 Part Straight Angled 
Material Copper Copper 

CS1 Height [mm] 
CAD dimension 5.5 5.5 

Actual dimension 5.34 5.35 
Deviation -0.16 -0.15 

CS2 Height [mm] 
CAD dimension 5.5 5.5 

Actual dimension 5.36 5.33 
Deviation -0.14 -0.17 

CS3 Height [mm] 
CAD dimension 4.63 4.63 

Actual dimension 4.18 4.11 
Deviation -0.45 -0.52 

CS3 Fin Thickness [mm] 
CAD dimension 1.0 1.0 

Actual dimension 1.25 1.07 
Deviation 0.25 0.07 

CS4 Height [mm] 
CAD dimension 5.5 5.5 

Actual dimension 5.36 5.37 
Deviation -0.14 -0.13 

CS4 Fin Thickness [mm] 
CAD dimension 1.0 1.0 

Actual dimension 0.99 1.05 
Deviation -0.01 0.05 

 

  

a) front view b) back view 
Fig. 8. Deteriorations on the fin structures of CS3 and CS4 of the straight test parts. 

 
Table 5. Dimensions of the cylinder test part. 

 Part Cylinder 
Material Copper 

Diamete
r [mm] 

CAD dimension 10.0 
Actual dimension 9.9 

Deviation -0.1 

Height 
[mm] 

CAD dimension 10.0 
Actual dimension 10.34 

Deviation 0.34 
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Table 6. Surface roughness of the test parts. 

 Top Surface Side Surface Bottom Surface 
Part Material Ra [µm] Rz [µm] Ra [µm] Rz [µm] Ra [µm] Rz [µm] 

Straight Copper 1.95 12.01 6.07 31.65 26.02 105.3 
Angled Copper 1.33 8.3 12.33 51.5 32.79 129.2 
 
As seen from Ra and Rz values of the straight and the angled copper test parts, results are similar 

to each other. When surfaces are compared, the best surface quality is obtained on the upper 
surface, which is close to the surface roughness values of machined parts. Regarding the side 
surface, Ra and Rz values are fairly average and increased compared to the upper surface since the 
staircase effect is more perceivable. But on the bottom surface, surface roughness is increased 
significantly due to the ceramic layer residuals. Due to the sintering of the part, ceramic layer 
becomes more powdery and spoils the quality of the bottom surface of the final part. 

Archimedes method.  
Undesired porosity throughout the parts decreases the strength of the material and can cause 

crack propagation after force is applied. Also, density must be specified for the unknown materials 
to calculate other material properties and obtain the mass. To gain insight into the porosity and 
density of parts, Archimedes method, a measurement procedure to determine the density of parts, 
is applied for copper cylinder test parts. This method is based on measuring the test part’s weight 
in air and water where the part is fully submerged. This difference gives the buoyancy force, which 
equals the weight of the displaced fluid. Since the part is completely submerged and the volume is 
the same for both cases, the ratio of the density of the test part and the density of the fluid equals 
to the ratio of the weight of the test part and the weight of the displaced fluid. As built parts are 
used, which means no machining or grinding operation is applied on the cylinder specimens. 
Density is evaluated according to the ISO 3369 test standard. Archimedes method is performed by 
using Precis XB 220A device at 24ºC ambient temperature. Measured densities of copper 
specimens are calculated via Eq. 1; where ma is the mass of test piece determined by weighing in 
air, mw is the mass of test part in liquid, and ρw is the density of distilled water at 24ºC ambient 
temperature which equals to 0.9973 g/cm3 as specified in the standard. After the specimens are 
laid on the attachment in the water side of the device, no significant air bubbles are observed on 
the outer surfaces of them. 

𝜌𝜌 = � 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎
𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎−𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤

�𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 (1) 

After measuring the masses of the test parts in air and water, respectively, density values are 
obtained. The average density value for the test parts is found as 8.6462 g/cm3 where the standard 
deviation is 0.0383. Relative density is calculated as 96.50%, where Markforged specifies it as 
98% in the datasheet for copper used on the 3D printer. That means copper specimens have 3.50% 
porosity inside on average. Defects in the part, such as open pores or closed pores infilled with air 
or bubbles, can be the main reason for the difference in relative density, which increases the 
porosity level of the parts. 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Analysis.  
SEM is used to analyze the porosity of the copper parts after sectioning. Manufactured copper 

cylinder parts are used for sectioning; specimens are machined by a lathe and ground with 800-
grit sandpaper to obtain a surface as smooth as possible. Then, the Phenom XL G2 SEM is used 
to observe sections of the parts in a detailed manner. Randomly distributed voids are detected 
during screening. Although grinding marks are observed, porous structures are obtained as 
separable throughout the section. There is no significant distribution of voids on the sectioned 
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surface according to the occurrence in some specific areas, such as around the peripheral or close 
to the center. Screening images show that voids are distributed randomly around the sectioned 
surface. Some images obtained with the SEM are demonstrated in Fig. 9. Images are subjected to 
image processing on ImageJ software to perform porosity analysis. 3.92% of porosity is obtained, 
close to the result obtained in the Archimedes method. Average area of the pores is 18.08 µm2, 
which corresponds to an average diameter of 4.8 µm.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Some SEM images of the cylinder test parts. 

 
X-Ray Scanning.  
X-ray imaging is performed to investigate the interior quality of the channel sections by taking 

images of the parts. X-ray inspection is done by using the Nordson Dage Quadra 7 instrument with 
an X-ray power of 160 kV. Details of the channel sections are illustrated in Fig. 10. Since the test 
parts subjected to X-ray scans are made of copper, details of the channel sections are obtained 
coarsely in observation because of the high density of copper. As a result of changing the areas of 
the cross sections, a blurry view around the channel occurs. The column structure of CS3 and the 
fin structure of CS4 is observed more precisely due to the constant and straight sections.  

 

 

Fig. 10. X-ray inspection of the angled test part. 
 

Summary 
In this study, manufactured test parts using the M-FFF method are subjected to preliminary 
material characterization and quality control tests such as measurement of surface roughness, 
determination of dimensional accuracy with the CMM, scanning of parts with the X-ray device, 
calculation of the density with the Archimedes method and determination of porosity within the 
part with the SEM analysis. According to the CMM results, dimensions of the test parts are mostly 
greater than the nominal dimensions. For overall dimensions of the channel sections, mostly 
smaller dimensions are measured. Surface roughness results are significantly satisfying for upper 
and side surfaces compared to the SLM method. Thus, the M-FFF method can be used for the parts 
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that include liquid paths in terms of pressure drop. The result of X-ray scan shows that a device 
with more powerful X-ray source must be used to obtain images with finer details. Obtained results 
of density and porosity are lower than the datasheet results, which means that the manufactured 
parts must be qualified in terms of strength and leakage according to the application area. Despite 
these, the M-FFF method can be used for fast prototyping due to its speed, price, and modularity. 
As future works, process parameters and product range may be improved for the M-FFF method. 
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Abstract. The additive manufactured parts can be made by the use of suitable layer thicknesses of 
the polymer in order to respect the requirements of a refined geometry and of a surface appearance 
of the physical object that should be as similar as possible to the original CAD model. An other 
important variable is the digital datum that can represent a key variable of the realization 
procedure. The methodology proposed and followed in the present investigation got the objective 
to get a physical model, through the information obtained by a 3D scanning device, taking into 
consideration not only the digital treatment but also the building direction to guide the FDM layer 
deposition in order to realize the required surface appearance. The profiles of the specimen in the 
digital environment were compared to each other before realizing. The physical object obtained 
after digital treatment was similar to the one obtained by the original CAD. 
Introduction 
The prototyping is very useful in the initial phases of the project in order to verify some important 
features of the object to be definitively realized. In particular those related to the concept, 
geometrical and ergonomic characteristics. Sometimes such prototypes in particular for polymers 
got also properties very similar to those obtained by other technologies. For example injection 
molding widely used in fields when too much resistance values are not required. 

The quality of the manufactured component is a function of the technology utilized and, in the 
sector of the additive manufacturing, on the type of technique among FDM, SLA, polyjet, etc. In 
particular the layer thickness and the deposition strategy, also represented by the building 
direction, are the main variables of the manufacturing process. 

In addition the digital information for model realization represents an other variable affecting 
the process. In general the information to the 3D PRINTER is given by the Computer Aided Design 
and the geometrical information translated into some working formats like those based on the 
Standard Triangulation Language initially applied on STereoLithography some tens of years ago. 
Such formats are used by some researchers [1] and by the authors in previous works [2]. But, the 
input information can be also supplied to the management software of the machine unit using 
directly control nodes of the realized elements such as curves, surfaces, solids and composition of 
them [3]. The problem is represented by the amount of information sent into the machine software 
to generate the control instructions. That means time consumption and queues in processing digital 
data with related errors in loading and redundant instruction generation.  

For this reason the STL represents a simplification in terms of digital information due to the 
approximation of the surface of the object to be realized with a surface characterized by an elevated 
number of triangles connected to each other by their vertices or nodes. The solid appearance of the 
digital object is represented by the versus of surface normal of each triangle. The external versus 
means a solid object while the internal versus a cavity or hole. Under these conditions the file 
format and the approximation to the original digital geometry play a key role in the precision of 
the input file in terms of geometry and then on the physical object respect of requirements [2-4]. 
Of course smoother and more accurate is the surface of the object better the STL approximation 
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is. The improvement can be in general obtained managing the approximation tolerance in terms of 
the distance between the surface of the triangle to the original surface of the object and/or in terms 
of the number of triangles of the approximating surface.  

The problem is represented by the description of the approximating surface when the geometry 
is detected by some 3D SCANNERS or similar techniques by which is possible to acquire the 
entire surface of the physical object or part of that. The technique of acquisition naturally 
determines the quality of the digital information with some musts represented by reduced setup 
and detection times. Normally but not always the acquired information is represented by a cloud 
of nodes that can be translated in the different available formats [5]. STL is one of them able to 
represent with a generally low amount of storing memory the acquired surface of the physical 
object. Such technique is very useful when some digital archives need to be realized about already 
existing geometries or when the realized geometry needs to be compared with original one in the 
computer aided environment [6,7]. Such procedure is very useful when simple geometries are 
detected while still represents a newness for those geometries characterized by complicated 
structural elements such as double curvature surfaces [6]. In particular when they are connected 
with planar ones. When using the described tools some computing phases need to be performed 
before comparing the detected with the original ones. The level of computing must be of course as 
high as high is the building performance of the RP machine used [8]. In particular the building 
strategy represents the key variable to tune other than the layer thickness in order to get a physical 
model respecting given geometrical requirements.  

Considering that a methodology is proposed in order to evaluate the building direction variable 
in obtaining a FDM physical object, starting from the digital data acquired by a 3D SCANNER on 
photopolymerized physical model, as similar as possible to that given by the same technique when 
using original information. A compact FDM machine was used for the purpose with a digital input 
supplied with the STL format. The digital model was treated in order to increase the quality of the 
geometry up to the one of the original STL. It was observed that different digital treats are required 
when different building directions are considered. 
Methodology, Digital Treatments and Experiments 

Methodology.  
The present investigation aims at proposing and applying a methodology to manage the digital 

data points given by a 3D scanning of an high quality complex surface made in a UV photopolymer 
shown in Fig.1. In order to use those as input for realizing a physical object with a surface as 
similar as possible to the one of the original. The acquired geometry was refined in its surface and 
in the connection between the complex part of that and the planar one. This acting on lines and 
surface elements and on the number and typology of triangles composing the approximating STL. 
The main variable of the investigation is represented by the building direction when reproducing 
by FDM the digital models with and without treatments. The methodology is reported in Fig. 2. 

Digital treatments.  
The data cloud obtained by the 3D scanner using LED-CMOS systems in order to get the shape 

of the physical object were computed by CAD in different ways, some of them reported in a 
previous research of the authors [2] in order to solve the problem of the connection between the 
complex part of the component represented by the dome and the planar part of that represented by 
the basis. Fig. 3 shows the particulars of the photopolymer model acquired as digital information. 
The digital treat was made considering a planar basis of 5.5 mm in order to include the defective 
scanned zone of the component and then rebuilding completely the basis with a thickness of 5.2 
mm. After that the digital model was treated in the STL format improving the number of triangles 
approximating the CAD surface and applying some smoothing sequences using the Materialise 
software. 
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Fig. 1. Photopolymer model utilized to get the digital information by 3D SCANNING. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Methodology. 

 

 
a)                                       b)    

Fig. 3. Particulars of the physical photopolymer (a) model and of the STL (b) obtained by the 
scanning device. 

 
CAD profiles of the shape. 
The profiles captured on the original shape in the CAD environment were reported by two 

equations. 
The equation of the profile of the original CAD model in the longest direction: 

y = -8E-07x6 + 6E-05x5 - 0.0012x4 - 0.0091x3 + 0.4423x2 - 0.8688x + 0.549                              (1) 

and the equation of the profile in the shortest direction: 

y = 2E-08x6 - 4E-06x5 + 0.0002x4 - 0.003x3 - 0.0234x2 + 0.0015x + 24.554                                   (2) 
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where y represents the axis along the height of the dome and x the one on the basis in the longest 
and in the shortest directions respectively.  

All of the digital models were realized by FDM after the comparison of the original CAD 
profiles with STL like shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. CAD and STL main profiles. 
CAD STL 

 Profiles given by CAD. 
Original profiles by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Profiles given before digital treatment. 

Profiles given after final digital treatment. 
 
Realization of the physical objects.  
The manufactured components were realized by a FDM compact machine taking into 

consideration the building direction. In one specimen the building direction was parallel to dome 
axis of the model while in the other the building direction was perpendicular. A 0.2 mm thickness 
layer was used with a filament in PLA material and a temperature of the extruder between 215 and 
220°C selected. The scanning velocity of the extruder was 100 mm/s during working and 150 
mm/s in idle movements. The comparison among the different physical models realized was made 
taking into consideration the CAD information, that without and with digital treatment along 
different building directions. 
Results and Discussion 

Digital treatments.  
They were made in terms of the rebuilding of some reference nodes, lines and surfaces with 

related control points normally in the critical connections between the complex part of the model 
and the less complicated part represented by the planar basis. Such problem was already reported 
by the authors in a previous work of some of them [2]. Those are zones in which the building in 
the CAD environment requires the due attention and the digital data obtained by the scanning 
devices need to be always verified in order to be sure that the connections be always ensured. The 
lack means continuity solutions in the surface of the digital and subsequently of the physical 
models over those typical of scanning devices [8] and of the 3D printers [9]. 

Some of these problems may be corrected directly acting on the control points as described 
preserving the cloud points of the complex part when possible. The STL should be a subsequent 
way to simplify the problem by considering a surface alone able to approximate the whole 
mathematical elements of the model prior and after the treatments. The connection problems 
sometimes evidenced their effects in the physical realized models directly and in those realized by 
digital information obtained by the scanner. In Fig. 3a) the light waviness at basis of the 
photopolymerized model is evidenced and captured by the 3D scanning and sometimes amplified 
depending on the acquisition time, on the device and on some diffusive modes of the LED based 
light used by the SCANNER (fig. 3b). In Figs. 4a) and 4b) the comparison between 3D scanned 
STL after basis rebuilding and original STL is reported. After triangle refinement and smoothing 
the comparison can be observed in figs. 5a) and 5b). The improvement of the surface of the digital 
model was made using the Materialise software by which a further discretization of the 
triangulation representing the approximation to the cloud surface detected by the scanning device 
is made. In that way the dome surface is better described and the connection with the rebuilt plane 
improved. 
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 a)                                            b) 

Fig. 4. STL 3D scanned surface (a) and the STL obtained directly by the original CAD (b). 
 

 
a)                                            b) 

Fig. 5. STL 3D scanned surface after digital treatments (a) and STL obtained directly by the 
original CAD (b). 

 
Profiling.  
The different profiles were computed in the CAD environment supported by image analysis 

techniques and then compared. The equations of the two semi-profiles are reported in the previous 
paragraph.  

The comparison between the STL profile obtained directly by the CAD original model, the 
profile plot of points of the original CAD model and the STL obtained by the digital rebuilt model 
is made in the Fig. 6. An excellent approximation to the original profile is obtained in the STL 
standard. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Comparison between different profiles obtained along one direction of the object: CAD, 
STL and STL after digital rebuilding. 

 
Realization of the FDM physical objects.  
In Fig. 7 the comparison between the FDM models realized directly by the original CAD and 

that generated by the scanning device with the building direction parallel to the dome axis is 
shown. The problem at the basis is clearly observed. When the building direction is perpendicular 
to the dome axis the FDM produces its best performance and then the continuity solutions appear 
evidenced and the difference highlighted as in Fig. 8. In both the cases the waviness detected by 
the 3D SCANNER is copied on the FDM model reporting not only the original information of the 
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model geometry but also that of the physical photopolymer model from which the digital data were 
initially acquired. The connection problem to the basis due to the difficulty to catch at the same 
time the complex part of the model and plan part exists in that phase. 

In Fig. 9 the FDM physical objects were realized from digital information detected by the 3D 
SCANNER after some reported treatments in order to allow the connection between the dome and 
the planar surface. By such operation the planar level is improved and the connection rebuilt. Such 
improvement appears able to describe the physical model when the building direction is parallel 
to the dome axis. But some continuity solutions still persist when the building direction 
perpendicular to the dome axis is applied as can be seen in Fig. 10. It means that the configuration 
perpendicular to the building axis requires further digital treatments in order to get a geometry as 
similar as possible to the one obtained when the original CAD is considered. Further corrections 
of the geometrical elements, the increase in the triangulation density as well as the smoothing of 
the STL surface permit the increase in the quality of the surface appearance of the FDM physical 
object like shown in Fig. 11. In other words the profiles of Fig. 6 are correctly reproduced on the 
realized models. In this way the FDM physical object appears similar to the surface of the original 
FDM without the need to plan a machining phases. 

 
 

   a)                                            b) 
Fig. 7. Comparison between FDM physical object realized by the CAD original data (a) and that 

directly obtained by the 3D scanning device information (b) with building direction parallel to 
the dome axis. 

 

 
   a)                                            b) 

Fig. 8. Comparison between the physical object obtained by the digital data directly given by the 
3D scanning device (a) and model made by FDM considering the original CAD data (b) with 

building direction perpendicular to the dome axis. 
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   a)                                            b) 

Fig. 9. Comparison between the FDM model obtained after digital treatments (a) and that given 
by the original CAD (b) with the building direction parallel to the dome axis. 

 

 
   a)                                            b) 

Fig. 10. Comparison between the FDM model obtained after the digital treatment (a) and that 
given by the original CAD (b) with the building direction perpendicular to the dome axis. 

 

 
   a)                                            b) 

Fig. 11. Comparison between the FDM model obtained after further digital treatment (a) and 
that given by the original CAD (b) with the building direction perpendicular to the dome axis. 

 
The results can be reported in terms of the dome height. In particular the realized FDM object 

obtained  by the 3D SCANNING device with the building direction perpendicular to that gives an 
height of 20.52 mm with a thickness basis of 2.63 mm. The rebuilt model without the final digital 
treatment is about 23.68 mm while the one obtained after is about 23.6 mm. The original data get 
a FDM model with a dome height of about 23.79 mm.  

Such results are very useful in particular when these methodologies, as already reported by 
other authors [10,11], need to be applied in a manufacturing system. 
Summary 
The investigation aims at defining the best profile shape of the STL model under given conditions 
taking the dome reference from a 3D SCANNED one and by applying different digital treatments 
in the computer aided environment in order to get a physical result as similar as possible to that 
obtained by the original CAD information. In the realization of the FDM models the building 
direction variable is considered.  
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First of all the basis of the STL model was rebuilt and the connection with dome properly 
managed. But such digital treatment was able only to permit the realization of a FDM physical 
model with a building direction parallel to the dome axis. With a further treatment consisting 
mainly in a heavy refinement of the triangles approximating the cloud points a smoother surface 
of the dome than before was obtained. The final treatment got a profile very close to the STL of 
the original CAD model as shown by the comparison of them and to the original CAD information 
described by two equations obtained through the longest and shortest sides of the model.  

Finally, the comparison between the two main FDM physical models, in particular the one 
obtained directly by the original CAD and the other one given after the digital treatment of 3D 
scanned data allows to state that they are similar to each other. Under the conditions of the present 
investigation when treating polymers the building direction represents the key variable for the 
obtaining physical surfaces respecting requirements. To do that many digital treatments are 
required. 
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Abstract. The rough surface finish caused by the stair step effect is the major drawback in the 
application of sheet metal laminates in rapid tooling. The application of laser metal deposition 
(LMD) and subsequent post-processing (milling, ball burnishing, and laser polishing) to reduce 
the stair-step effect in hybrid additive metal laminated forming tools was recently presented. In the 
present study, the energy consumption and manufacturing time of the hybrid process are compared 
with the conventional (milling plus hardening by heat treatment) as well as with full LMD and 
milled components. The hybrid process requires significantly less energy and manufacturing time 
compared to the LMD components. Since the surface hardness is sufficient for tooling in the hybrid 
process, no additional hardening is required, also resulting in a shorter manufacturing time and 
lower energy relative to the conventional method (depending on the part mass, a minimum of 29% 
is faster). The optimal sheet laminate combination based on the economic criteria for the tool with 
a radius of 6 mm is presented.   
Nomenclature 
Symbol Unit Description Symbol Unit Description 
E MJ Energy consumption CL mm Cutting length 

a mm Length of square part X - Mass ratio of final part to
the initial

d mm Diameter of cylindrical hole  T s Process time
c - Ratio of thickness to length  ρ kg/mm3 Density 
t mm Sheet thickness SEC MJ/kg Specific energy 
n - Number of sheet layers Q mm3/min Material removal rate 
m kg Mass of part f mm/min Feed rate 
ae mm Radial depth of cut PL W Laser power 
V mm

3
Volume of stair step ap mm Axial depth of cut 

Introduction 
Metal sheet lamination or layer laminate manufacturing (LLM) as a rapid tooling method was 
patented for show molds in 1942 by Hart F.V [1]. For several years, different industries, especially 
the automotive industry, showed high-interest beginning in the 1980s [2]. However, the main 
drawback of the LLM method is the segregated surface, named the stair step effect, due to the 
stacking of sheets with different thicknesses to build a defined radius or angle. There are various 
methods for reducing the stair step effect in forming tools made of sheet metal laminates. The state 
of research in this area (use of a flexible intermediate layer [3], chamfering the corner of the 
laminae [4], machining of the laminae [5], ball burnishing [6], brazing or soft soldering [7]) is 
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already summarized [8]. In [8], the stair step effect was reduced using laser metal deposition 
(LMD). Based on the DIN EN ISO/ASTM 529000 [9], direct energy deposition (DED) is a 
subcategory of the additive manufacturing (AM) process in which concentrated energy is applied 
to the filling material. LMD is also a DED process in which a laser is used as an energy source and 
metal powder as the filling material. The main advantage of the application of LMD is that the 
manufactured tool does not require an additional hardening process. The local heating of the 
surface during LMD, compared to heating the entire part for hardening in conventional 
manufacturing, can result in significant energy savings. In [8], three post-processing processes 
(milling, ball burnishing, and laser polishing) have been explored to produce an improved surface. 
By milling, the extra material is machined from the deposited surface. In ball burnishing, the 
surface roughness is improved by plastic deformation. Laser polishing involves re-melting the 
surface with a laser (without additional powder) to improve the roughness. It is shown that the 
post-processing by ball burnishing can improve the tool's hardness; however, the best surface 
roughness is achieved by milling.  

In the following, the economic aspect of the introduced hybrid additive laminated tooling 
concept is compared with the conventional method (milling followed by hardening) and with the 
fully deposited part by LMD, which is milled afterward to improve the surface roughness. In 
addition, an approach to identify the optimum sheet combination is provided.  
Procedure and Methodic  
Sheet lamination offers the possibility of combining different sheet thicknesses. As shown in 
Fig. 1, the number of possible sheet combinations with three sheet thicknesses 0.5, 1, and 2 mm 
increases exponentially with increasing radius. The selection of the proper combination is a multi-
objective optimization depending on the required tool strength, energy consumption, cost, and 
placement of functional elements, e.g., sensors, heating, or cooling channels. This study will lower 
the number of possibilities based on energy consumption and manufacturing time. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Number of the possible sheet combinations for different radii with 0.5, 1, and 2 mm 
sheet thicknesses. 

 
For systematic evaluation, it is necessary to define the process route of each method. As shown in 
Fig. 2, the hybrid additive laminated tooling starts with manufacturing the sheets. The sheets are 
laser-cut in different thicknesses and stacked based on the proper order. Next, the stair step areas 
(volumes) are filled with LMD, followed by post-processing.  
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Fig. 2. Process route of hybrid additive laminated tooling. 
 

For the calculation of the total energy consumption of hybrid additive laminated tooling (𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻) 
as shown in Eq. 1, the energy of sheet production (ES), cutting energy by laser (EC), required 
energy for the production of powder (EP), and deposition (ED) during LMD, and finally, the energy 
consumption during post-processing (EPP) are considered.  

𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻 = 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 + 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶 + 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 + 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 + 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃  (1) 

For the energy consumption of the conventional method (𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶), only the production energy for bulk 
material (EB), milling (EM), and hardening (EH) are studied, as seen in Eq. 2: 

𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 = 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵 + 𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀 + 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻   (2) 

To calculate the energy consumption of a fully deposited part by LMD with milling (𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷) as 
post-processing, the powder production (EP), deposition (ED), and milling (EM) energies are taken 
into account (see Eq. 3).  

𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 = 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 + 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 + 𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀   (3) 

For the estimation of the production time (T) for each process (hybrid, conventional, and fully 
LMD), the manufacturing time of the sheet, bulk material, and powder production are not 
considered.  

Hybrid additive laminated tooling. 
Since the manufacturing energy and time for a systematic evaluation strongly depend on the 

part geometry, it is assumed that an academic square part with length a and with a cylindrical hole 
with diameter d has to be manufactured (Fig. 3a). The ratio c is defined as the thickness of the part 
as a fraction of the length. In the hybrid process, it is assumed that the part is made from n sheets 
with a constant thickness t (Fig. 3b). The same geometry is used for the calculations for the 
conventional and fully LMD parts. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Assumed geometry for calculations (b) cutting length (CL). 
 

The mass ratio (X) is defined as the mass of the final part (mP) to the mass of the initial state 
(mP + ms) as shown in Eq. 4. By taking into account that all the used sheets have an equal density 
(ρ), the mass ratio (X) can be defined as a ratio of final part surface (AP) to the total initial surface 
(AP + As), as illustrated in  Fig. 3a. It yields the relation of the length of the square (a) and hole 
diameter (d) as provided in Eq. 4. 

𝑋𝑋 = 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃
𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃+𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠

= 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃
𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃+𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

= 1 − 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑2

4𝑎𝑎2
⇒ 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑎𝑎 ∙ �4(1−𝑋𝑋)

𝜋𝜋
  (4) 

Considering volume constancy, the length of the square (a) can be determined as:  

𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑎𝑎3 = 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃
𝑋𝑋∙𝜌𝜌

⇒ 𝑎𝑎 = �
𝑐𝑐∙𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃
𝑋𝑋∙𝜌𝜌

3   (5) 

For the determination of the energy required for laser cutting, it is required to compute the cutting 
length (CL) of sheets (Fig. 3b). The cutting length (CL) is the sum of the perimeter of the square 
and the hole as provided in Eq. 6. Replacing the Eq. 4 and 5 in the Eq. 6 yields the cutting length 
(CL) as a function of the material yield ratio (X), density, sheet thickness, and final part mass: 

𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 = (4𝑎𝑎 + 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑)𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎
𝑡𝑡
⇒  (4𝑎𝑎 + 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑) 𝑐𝑐.𝑎𝑎

𝑡𝑡
= 1

4𝑡𝑡
(𝑐𝑐∙𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃
𝑋𝑋∙𝜌𝜌

)
2
3 ∙ ��4𝜋𝜋(1 − 𝑋𝑋) + 4� (6) 

The cutting length is calculated for three sheet thicknesses (Fig. 4a). It is concluded that the 
thinner the sheet thickness, the higher the cutting length for the same final part mass. For 
calculating the energy required for the laser cutting, the cutting information of the laser machine, 
model TC1005 from the company Trumpf, is used. Three steel sheets with a thickness of 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 mm are used for the calculations. The feed rate for cutting the sheets with thicknesses 0.5, 
1.0, and 2.0 mm are 9, 8, and 5 m/min, respectively. A laser power of 1700 W is required for 
cutting 0.5 and 1.0 mm sheets and 1200 W for 2 mm sheets. The total energy consumption of the 
machine for laser cutting the 0.5 and 1.0 mm sheets equals 42 kWh and 38 kWh for 2 mm sheets 
[10]. The cutting time can be calculated based on the cutting length (CL) and feed rate during 
cutting. Afterward, the total energy consumption for laser cutting (EC) can be calculated for 
different steel sheet thicknesses, as shown in Fig. 4b, assuming the density of steel (ρ) is 
7900 kg/m3. It can be seen that for the same final part mass, the thicker sheet thickness requires 
lower energy for cutting.  
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Fig. 4. (a) Cutting length, CL (b) cutting energy with TC1005 machine. 
 

Based on [11], the production of a 1 kg sheet requires 19.37 MJ of energy. Therefore, the 
required energy for sheet production (ES) is equal to 19.37 [MJ/kg] · (mP + ms). The energy required 
for the production of the powder differs depending on the production method. According to [12], 
for producing the powder by gas atomization, 24.48 MJ/kg of energy is needed. In the hybrid 
method, it is assumed that the mass of the sum of the stair step volumes (𝑚𝑚Step = 𝜌𝜌 ∙ ∑ 𝑉𝑉i𝑛𝑛−1

𝑖𝑖=1 ), see 
Fig. 1, is 1% of scrap mass (mS), i.e. the required powder by laser metal deposition (LMD) is 1% 
of mS. The required powder energy production (EP) for hybrid additive laminated tooling is 
EP = 0.2448 [MJ/kg] · mS. The deposition energy consumption with Lasertec 65 3D machine from 
the company DMG MORI as reported by [13], is 76.11 MJ/kg. By considering 1% of the scrap 
mass, the deposition energy for the hybrid method is ED = 76.11 [MJ/kg]· (0.01mS) or  ED = 0.7611 
[MJ/kg] · mS. 

Since only the sheet thickness of 1 mm will be considered in the rest of the calculations, it is 
assumed that the track distance during the post-processing is 1 mm and that for ball burnishing 
and laser polishing, the tool moves through the whole cutting length (CL). The essential energy 
required for ball burnishing is considered based on the Ecoroll hydraulic aggregator HGP6.5, 
which is 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸.

𝐵𝐵 =  3 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘. For laser polishing, the laser power during the polishing is considered as 
essential energy consumption (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸.), where 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸.

𝐿𝐿 = 1000 W. The energy required for post-
processing for the hybrid method (𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻) by ball burnishing and laser polishing is 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 = 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸., 
where 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 is the post-processing time. To compute the energy required for milling, the specific 
energy of finishing (SECF) from [14] is used, i.e. SECF = 5.79 MJ/kg. It is assumed that 20% of 
the deposited material (1% of mS) needs to be milled. Therefore, the required energy is:  

𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 = 0.2 ∙ 0.01 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 =  0.01158 [𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘] ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆  (7) 

To determine the milling time, the radial depth of cut (ae) and axial depth of cut (aP) need to be 
defined to calculate the material removal rate Q = f · aP · ae where f is the feed rate of the cutting 
tool. Therefore, the milling time is calculated as 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻 = 𝑄𝑄𝐹𝐹

𝐻𝐻

0.01∙𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠
.  
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Conventional method.  
For the production of bulk materials per kg, according to [15], 17.73 MJ of energy is required. 

This value is used to calculate the total energy required for producing bulk material in the 
conventional method:   

𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 17.73 [𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘] ∙ (𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃 + 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹) = 17.73
𝑋𝑋

∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃  (8) 

The milling process is divided into two steps: rough milling and finishing. The specific energy 
(SECR) for rough milling is 0.848 MJ/kg [14]. The 99% of the scrap mass must be rough-milled, 
and the rest should be machined by finishing. The total energy and production time for the milling 
of the conventional method are calculated as shown in Eq. 9: 

 𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶 = �0.99 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 + 0.01 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹 � ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 = 0.8974 �𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
� ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶 = 𝑄𝑄𝐹𝐹

𝐻𝐻

0.01∙𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠
+ 𝑄𝑄𝑅𝑅

𝐻𝐻

0.99∙𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠
 (9) 

The energy consumption of the hardening process is significantly dependent on the type of 
hardening and furnace type. In this study, the furnace N120/85 HA from the company Nabertherm 
with an energy consumption of 13.6 kWh, is used for the calculations. It is assumed that the part 
will be quenched at 850 °C. According to [16], the required time for heating a part with a thickness 
of 80 mm is one hour. Considering the thickness of 80 mm and the thickness-to-length ratio (c) of 
25% (see Fig. 2a), the length of the square (a) is calculated to be 320 mm. For steel, the 
corresponding weight will be approximately 64.7 kg. Considering the hour of homogenizing time, 
the required energy and time are evaluated as shown in Eq.10. Here, it is considered that during 
the homogenizing, the furnace works with 50% of its maximum power. It is noted that 1 kWh 
equals 3.6 MJ.     

𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 
𝐶𝐶 =

�13.6+13.6
2 �𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘ℎ

64.7 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
∙ 3.6 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘ℎ
∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃. = 1.14 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃  𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻 

𝐶𝐶 = 2 ℎ
64.7 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖

∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃 = 0.031 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃  (10) 

Fully deposited part (LMD plus milling).  
For calculating the energy consumption of fully LMD parts followed by milling, the extra 

powder is required to be considered. This powder is waste material discharged during the 
positioning of the nozzle. This value is assumed as 20% of the final part mass. With this, the energy 
consumption for the powder production for the fully LMD part and the required energy during the 
deposition are: 

𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 = 24.48 �𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
� ∙ (0.2 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃) = 4.896 �𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
� ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃  𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 = 76.11 �𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
� ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃  (11) 

Considering the 1% of the part mass that needs to be milled, the required energy and time for the 
conventional method are: 

𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 = 0.01 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹 ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃. = 0.0579 �𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖
� ∙ 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑   𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷 = 𝑄𝑄𝐹𝐹

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

0.01∙𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃
= 𝜌𝜌∙𝑓𝑓∙𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ∙𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒

0.01∙𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃
 (12) 

Results and Discussion 
The energy consumption and manufacturing times are calculated based on the equations provided 
in the previous section and considering the following process parameters for the different processes 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Process parameters for milling, laser polishing, and ball burnishing. 

Process Laser 
polishing 

Ball 
burnishing 

Milling 
Rough Finishing 

Feed rate f in [mm/min] 1000 900 600 200 
Laser power PL in [W] 1000 - - - 
Radial depth of cut ae in [mm] - - 25 25 
Axial depth of cut ap in [mm] - - 2 0.25 

 
The total energy consumption for all three processes is shown in Fig. 5. It shows that the fully 
deposited method (LMD plus milling) has a very high energy consumption compared to the hybrid 
and conventional methods. It can be seen that there is no significant difference between the hybrid 
and the conventional method. Also, there is no significant difference between the different post-
processing methods since the post-processing portion of the total energy consumption of the hybrid 
method is insignificant. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of total energy consumption between hybrid, conventional, and fully 

LMD with the milling method. 
 

 

The calculated manufacturing time for all three processes in Fig. 6a shows that fully deposited 
parts require a very high manufacturing time compared to the hybrid and conventional methods. 
The conventional method has a higher manufacturing time, even without considering the part 
transportation for hardening, than the hybrid method, as shown in Fig. 6b.  
Between the different post-processing methods, the milling shows a shorter time; however, the 
difference between ball burnishing and laser polishing is insignificant. Since the processing time 
highly depends on feed rate, track distance, and tool diameter, the order of post-processing would 
be different. It should also be considered that the advantage of using laser polishing as post-
processing is saving the cost of new tools and programming time. Also, laser polishing is a 
contactless process, so there is no tool wear. Finally, the focal distance of the laser allows the 
treatment of limited access areas. However, as mentioned, the main drawback is the reduction of 
the hardness of the treated surface [8].  
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Fig. 6. Total manufacturing time (a) with LMD plus milling  (b) without LMD plus milling. 
 
As shown in Fig. 1, a high number of possible sheet combinations exist for each radius. 
Considering the same mechanical performance for all combinations, i.e. the tool strength is the 
same for all combinations, the number of sheet combinations can be limited by considering the 
energy, cost, and manufacturing time issues. For optimizing the sheet combinations, the following 
criteria are considered: 

● The normalized laser cutting time (𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁),  
● the normalized energy of production of metal powder and deposition energy (𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 + 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁 ), 
● the normalized energy required for the laser cutting (𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁). 

These factors (time and energy consumption) are desired to be kept as low as possible. For 
instance, for a radius of 6 mm, the energy and time are individually calculated and evaluated for 
all 520 combinations with different sheet thickness arrangements based on the mentioned criteria. 
The results are plotted in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the break-even point is around 0.33 for all 
criteria. Considering this value, the number of sheet combinations is reduced from 520 to 24. 
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Fig. 7. Determination of break-even point for tool radius of 6 mm. 

Summary 
A systematic energy and manufacturing time evaluation of the introduced hybrid additive 
laminated tool manufacturing is provided. The results are compared with the conventional process 
route (milling followed by hardening) and also with a fully deposited part using laser metal 
deposition followed by milling as a post-processing method. The results show that the hybrid 
method is much more economical and faster than the fully deposited method and is comparable 
with the conventional method. However, the hybrid method is more suitable due to its ability to 
produce complex shapes in a shorter time. The production time depends considerably on the part 
geometry, but in this case the hybrid process is at least 29% (depending on the mass) faster than 
the conventional process. Laser polishing between the three post-processing methods provides an 
acceptable surface roughness without additional tooling costs and programming challenges 
compared to milling and ball burnishing but with lesser hardness (around 9% less as deposited). 
Since sheet lamination theoretically offers a high number of sheet combinations, the economic 
evaluation reduces the number of suitable sheet combinations for more effective manufacturing.     
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Abstract. The present study developed theoretical models for simulation of surface topography 
and roughness of parts produced by the selective laser melting (SLM) process and their evolution 
after burnishing as post-treatment. The simulation algorithm has been integrated by combining 
principles of selective laser melting process, i.e., formation of the melt pool and kinematic of 
motion, followed by mechanic of burnishing through Z-map approach. To verify the simulation 
results, 316L stainless steel was 3D printed and then burnished under different burnishing depth. 
3D surface profile and surface roughness of as-printed material and those post-processed by 
surface burnishing (SB) were measured through microscopic examination and surface roughness 
measurement, respectively. The results obtained through comparison of confirmatory experiments 
and simulation model affirmed that the proposed approach is accurate enough to predict the surface 
topography and roughness of as-printed and post-treated samples.  
Introduction 
Among various approaches for additive manufacturing (AM) of metallic material, selective laser 
melting (SLM) was significantly attractive to researchers and industries because of its ability to 
produce parts with complex geometries. However, due to the layer-upon-layer nature of 
production, the SLM suffers from a poor surface finish.  

The post processing of AM samples by surface burnishing (SB) has some advantages over other 
mechanical surface treatment process. Compared to material-removal process [1-3], the burnishing 
causes surface sever plastic deformation and results in modification of surface and subsurface 
layers in terms of hardness, compressive residual stress and microstructure refining. On the other 
hand, compared to non-material removal process [4-6], burnishing results in superior surface 
finish. It has been reported that the surface finish of burnished samples can reach optical scale 
under optimum processing conditions [7]. On the other hand, further advantages of burnishing 
over the other non-material removal processes is its independency of complicated infrastructures 
such as ultrasonic apparatus or pneumatic units. The process can be implemented by a simple lathe 
or milling machine.  

Recently, researchers have attracted it for the post-processing of metallic and non-metallic 
materials produced by AM. Rotella et al. [8] used ball burnishing for the post-processing of 
stainless steel GP1 produced by SLM. Sunny et al. [9] used interlayer roller burnishing as 
sequential to SLM to reduce the tensile residual stress of each built layer before addition of next 
one. Raaj et al. [10] applied SB for post-processing of Inconel 718 manufactured by electron beam 
additive manufacturing. Brujin et al. [11] stated that the SB is a suitable process for processing 
polymeric (fused filament fabricated) material produced by 3D printing. They stated that unlike to 
material removal-based surface finishing, burnishing doesn’t change the chemical composition of 
samples because the temperature rise is limited.  

The additive manufacturing chain that includes the SLM and post-processing must be designed 
and then optimized to a certain level to obtain the desired surface finish. In order to do so, the 
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developing an integrated simulation model which can predict the final surface finish in short period 
of the time will be more vital. Thus, in the present work, novel physics-based theoretical 
simulations are proposed to predict the surface roughness evolution of parts produced by SLM and 
post-processed by the surface burnishing process. Accordingly, the present work aims to simulate 
the 3D surface topography and roughness of parts made by SLM and then modified by the 
burnishing process. 
Theoretical Simulation   
The topography of the surface in the SLM process is generated through the formation of the 
solidified melt pool and duplication using kinematic motion. Thus, the shape of melt pool during 
the printing process must be modelled in the first step. Heat input from the laser power source is 
calculated using a point moving heat source solution that is successfully used for the SLM 
process [12]. The point moving heat source solution was derived from a general convection-
diffusion equation, which can be expressed as:  
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where T is the localized temperature, P is the laser power, η is the coefficient that determines how 
much of the laser heat source is absorbed by powder; κ is thermal diffusivity, RT is the distance 
from the heat source location, VL is the scan velocity during the printing process that is in y 
direction; k is the heat conduction coefficient, and ρ is the material density. Fig. 1a represents 
a schematic illustration of the cross section of melt pool and its geometrical characteristics of the 
SLM process. It is created by the distribution of temperature induced by moving laser heat sources. 
The cross-section of the melt pool in xz plane (as shown in Fig. 1a) determines the formation of 
a surface generation of the SLM process. During the printing process, the maximum melt pool 
depth can be calculated by substituting the melt temperature in Eq. 5 at the location of x=0, y=0 
as shown in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the molten pool depth (d) is the absolute root of the following 
equation:  
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where Tm is the melting temperature.  
According to the reports of several researchers, the profile of the melt pool cross-section is 

a paraboloid [13]. Accordingly, the equation of cross section profile, the consumed powder 
bandwidth (W0) and melt pool width (W) (as shown in Fig. 1b) are calculated by Eq. 3:  
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Fig. 1. (a) formation of cross section of melt pool (b) powder band width (c) solidified melt pool 

and formation of hump (d) generation of surface topography. 
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where th is the layer thickness. 
Once the melt pool is solidified, as a result of surface tension, a hump is formed on the upper 

side of the melt pool, as shown in Fig. 1c. Liu et al. [13] stated that the profile of the hump is 
a portion of an ellipse.  

In order to calculate the maximum height of the hump area (that is usually called melt pool 
height), the mass conservation law is utilized. Accordingly, it is assumed that the mass of the 
region bounded by powder during melting is equal to the mass of the hump region after 
solidification. Hence, it can be said that the area of the region bounded by powder (i.e., Am as 
shown in Fig. 1c) is equal to the hump area (i.e., As as demonstrated in Fig. 1e). Therefore, it can 
be written:  
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By printing through a longitudinal direction, the melt pool with a fixed cross-section is lengthened 
to a predefined length. But, in the lateral direction, the cross sections of melt pools interact based 
on the hatch spacing value (s). Therefore, only a part of the ellipse contribution in the generation 
of surface topography, as shown in Fig. 1d. Accordingly, the surface generation equation can be:  

( ) ( )
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                         (5)  

The obtained 3D surface profile of the material after SLM is named H (X, Y, Z).  
In order to model the evolution of SLM surface topography after burnishing, Z-map approach is 
being utilized that transforms the cloud of points from tool coordinate system to workpiece 
coordinate system through series of transformation matrix. Here the initial surface topography is 
the H (X, Y, Z) which is obtained for 3D printed material; this matrix will be updated by applying 
the Z-map transformative model [14]. According to the principle of Z-map model, different 
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reference frames on the roller, burnishing tool, machine tool, and workpiece were defined and 
presented in Fig. 3. Here the reference coordinate system OW-XWYWZW that is called the workpiece 
coordinate system. During the burnishing process, the OW-XWYWZW is fixed on the workpiece. The 
OM-XMYMZM is called machine coordinate system. Its origin is connected to the machine spindle. 
It has translational movement with respect to workpiece coordinate system (as shown in fig. 3a-
3c). The tool coordinate system, OM-XMYMZM has similar origins to the machine coordinate system 
(Fig. 3b). It is transformed into a machine coordinate system through a rotational movement. The 
local coordinate system that is located on the roller is shown by OK-XKYKZK. Depending to the 
number of rollers distributed on the circumference of the tool (as shown in Fig. 3d), the OK-XKYKZK 
is transformed to the tool coordinate system by a rotation considering the angle between each 
roller. Accordingly, the main formulation that transforms an individual point on the roller to 
workpiece coordinate system is:  
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where Φk is angle between the k-th roller and tool axes that is function of initial phase and number 
of roller which can be calculated by Eq. 7. ω is the annular velocity that is ω =2πN/60. Also, Vf  is 
the feed velocity.  
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πΦ + −

Φ =                                                                                                                                               (7) 

 
Fig. 2. (a) A schematic illustration of multi-roller rotary burnishing for flat surface including 

workpiece and tool coordinate systems (b) tool coordinate system (c) coordinate of an arbitrary 
point P on the roller with radius of r (d) trajectory of an obituary pint of P on different 

coordinate system i.e. roller, tool, machine and workpiece (e) real rotary burnishing tool with 
multi-roller. 
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In order to implement the algorithm, following steps need to be taken into consideration: 
a) Initializing the burnishing process: burnishing parameters including the feed velocity (Vf), roller 
number (NR), roller radius (R), depth of penetration (δ), and spindle speed (N) are set.  
b) Discretization of workpiece surface: here, a slice of the workpiece with length of feed per 
revolution in XW direction and width of 2R equal to the diameter of the burnishing tool in YW 
direction is considered. Here, the Z-map model of the workpiece with m*n grids is established. 
The length and width of each grid are selected based on the gridding of the 3D printed surface in 
such a way that the hatch spacing is divided to 50 elements. Thus, the Δx equals s/50. Also, the 
width of each grid is selected as long as its length, i.e., Δy=Δx. Therefore, the selected region in 
XW direction must be divided to:  
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c) Setting up the time increments: By identifying the processing length equal to f, it can be inferred 
that the process ends when this length is swept with burnishing tool. Therefore, the processing 
time can be obtained by dividing the burnishing feed rate i.e., f, by linear velocity i.e., Vf. 
Accordingly, the time increment (Δt) for processing the mesh length (Δx) with the same linear 
velocity is obtained by using the following formula:  
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d) Discretization of the roller: Here it must be taken into consideration that the projection length 
of the roller element must be within the size of the workpiece’s grid region. In other words, within 
each time increment, only one grid point of the workpiece is swept over by the discretized point 
of roller. In order to discretize the tool, couple considerations must be taken into account: 
(i) dividing the depth of penetration in different layers: based on the simulation's accuracy, the 
depth of penetration in axial direction (i.e. direction of ZK) is divided into other parts and then the 
depth of each layer is δi (i=1, 2, …, ni) will be dδ=δ/ni; (ii) for each δi, there is a secant that causes 
variation of spreading angle. Their values can be calculated using the following equation:  
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Each layer must also be discretized based on dividing its corresponding spreading angle. 
Accordingly, the ηi is divided into nj parts. Thus, each angular increment is calculated by:  
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The value of nj can be calculated arbitrary or based on interconnection with workpiece gridding 
using following equation:  
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Fig. 3. Discretization of the roller in the contact region to check if the burnishing tool is within 

workpiece region. 
 

Where Δx is the length of each grid in workpiece. Once the ηij is determined, the position of each 
point in the roller coordinate system can be identified: 
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For the time t, the coordinate of the transformed point of the roller from the local coordinate system 
to the workpiece coordinate system i.e. (XW

P, YW
P) is checked with the Xmax and Ymax in H matrix. 

This point is accepted if the transformed point is within the workpiece range. 
e) Checking the coincidence: For each transformed point (XW

P, YW
P), a coincidence limit compared 

to workpiece gridding points i.e. H (X, Y) is defined where the distance between the points is less 
than ε. In other words, if the distance of (XW

P, YW
P) and H (X, Y) is less than ε, the coincidence 

condition is met. In the present work, the coincidence limit has been set to ε=0.01µm. 
f) Checking the engagement: For the coincident points, the values of ZP

W are compared with the Z 
in H matrix. If the ZP

W is less than Z, in the H matrix, the Z is replaced by ZP
W; otherwise, the Z is 

kept.  
g) 3D surface topography: When the process is finished (i.e., t=tmax), the updated workpiece matrix 
determines the final surface topography. 
Experiments  
In the present investigation, the stainless steel 316 L blocks with dimensions of 70 mm in length, 
30 mm in width, and 10 mm in thickness were built by laser powder bed fusion process. An EOS 
M280 3D printer machine with 1100 nm wavelength discontinuous Yb-fibre laser was used to 
manufacture samples. The volumetric energy density for fabrication was set on 100 J/mm3.The 
samples were printed based on optimized standard EOS parameters with 195W laser power, 1083 
mm/s scan speed, 90 µm hatch spacing, and 20 µm layer thickness. As-built samples were 
detached from a substrate using wire electrical discharge machining. 

A multi-roller rotary burnishing process was utilized for post-processing as-printed samples. 
The commercial burnishing tool model SPF20-S20 manufactured by SUNGINO cooperation 
comprises four rollers made of hardened steel. The length and diameter of rollers are 10 mm and 
4 mm, respectively. During each revolution of the tool, a width of 20 mm can be burnished by this 
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tool. Thus, its more efficient in the vibration of flat surfaces compared to a single roller (or ball) 
burnishing tool. Fig. 4 demonstrates the experimental setup. 

The main characteristic that needs to be measured in the present study is surface topography 
and roughness. In order to do so, a 3D surface roughness machine, namely TylorHobson was 
utilized. Measurements were carried out in a 1 mm2 squared area. 

The experiment was planned for confirmation of the developed model. For the SLM process 
mentioned in section 3.1, the sample was built based on the standard EOS parameter used for 3D 
printing of stainless steel 316. Then, the obtained surface topography and roughness of until 
material were compared with the predicted values. 

For the burnishing process, from our preliminary experiments and the developed model, it was 
found that the main burnishing factor that has the greatest influence on the surface roughness 
evolution of the SLM sample is the burnishing depth. Thus, in the present study, the burnishing 
experiments for processing as-built material were carried out by variation of burnishing depth at 
0.05 mm and 0.075 mm and 0.1 mm, while the spindle speed and linear velocity were kept constant 
at 800 RPM and 200 mm/min. 
  

 
Fig. 4. (a) Burnishing experimental setup (b) multi-roller burnishing tool (c) burnished sample.  

Results and Discussion  
Fig. 5 illustrates the comparison between the measured and predicted surface roughness (Ra) of 
different samples. According to the presented results, it is seen that they are in good agreement in 
general; it indicates that the developed evolutionary simulation is reliable. It is seen that the 
maximum distance from the peak and valley (Rt) for as-built material measured through surface 
roughness is 12.303, while the predicted value is 12.276 µm. Moreover, the arithmetic surface 
roughness (Ra) value for the SLMed sample measured by the experiment was 6.62 µm, while the 
simulated value is 7.10 µm. For the burnished sample with depth of 0.05mm, the surface peaks are 
flattened due to plastic deformation. The Rt value was measured at 6.595 µm while the predicted 
one was at 7.353 µm. Fig. 5 illustrates that the arithmetic surface roughness values which were 
obtained through experiments and simulation are 2.65 µm and 3.23 µm, respectively. Moreover, 
for the samples processed by 0.075 mm and 0.1 mm burnishing depth, the measured values of Rt 
are 4.943 and 2.818, respectively. The Rt values obtained by the simulation model for the same 
processing conditions are 4.852 and 2.45, respectively. Also, the arithmetic surface roughness 
value which was measured by experiments are 1.11 µm and 0.288 µm, respectively. On the other 

(a) (b) (c) 
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hand, the predicted values of Ra, which the simulation model calculated, are 1.31 µm and 
0.355 µm, respectively.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Comparison between measured and predicted values of Ra and Rt under different 
conditions. 

 
Fig. 6 shows that there are consistencies between the measured and predicted surface 

topography of the samples. In all the samples its seen that sinusoidal behaviour exist in one 
direction and the variation of surface peaks and valleys are following same trends while the 
burnishing depth increases.  
Summary 
The obtained results can be summarized as follows: 
● The surface roughness of SLMed sample fabricated at EOS standard setting were in close 

agreement with those derived from the simulation model. The prediction error for calculating 
the Ra and Rt were about 7.5% and 2%, respectively.   

● It was found that the prediction error of the surface roughness increases as burnishing is 
applied as a sequential process. Also, the error values increase by increasing the burnishing 
depth. However, the maximum prediction error in the worst case is 18.8% for Ra and 12.8% 
for Rt. This difference can be attributed to fracture of agglomerated partially fused particles 
because of high degree of plastic deformation resulting in big scratches on the surface of 
burnished sample during experiment; which hasn’t been included in the model.  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of measured and simulated 3D surface topography (a) As-built (b) 

burnishing depth of 0.05 mm (c) burnishing depth of 0.075 mm (d) burnishing depth of 0.1 mm. 
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Abstract. Nowadays, the advantages of Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) technology attract both 
industry and researchers. Indeed, it is possible to build up complex geometrical parts with higher 
mechanical properties than those obtained by conventional methods. However, LPBF involves 
complex phenomena due to the high heating and cooling rates that lead to out-of-equilibrium 
conditions. For this reason, few metal alloys are easily processable up to now. Nevertheless, 
research on new steels by LPBF has been growing in recent years, in particular, regarding the 
development of tool steels. This work thus focuses on the development of the tool steel AISI S2 
by LPBF. The process map has been investigated by varying the laser power from 100 to 250 W 
and the scan speed from 400 to 2000 mm/s. By combining surface analysis by means of 
profilometer observations, density measurements by pycnometry, defects characterization and 
quantification and investigations on the melt pool morphology, the best process window is selected 
to have fully dense, defect-free parts. Furthermore, this study allows to have comprehensive 
insights on the effect of the parameters on the type of defects generated during the manufacturing. 
Introduction 
Among Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies, Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) is a 
suitable technique to create near net-shape parts starting from powders. The advantage is to achieve 
complex parts in terms of geometry, avoiding difficult manufacturing processes. Moreover, the 
final mechanical properties of parts by LPBF can be higher than those obtained by conventional 
methods [1].  

LPBF process involves complex physical phenomena, such as absorption and transmission of 
laser energy, rapid melting and solidification of material, microstructure evolution flow in a molten 
pool and material evaporation [2]. These complex phenomena may result in defects such as gas 
porosities, lack of fusion areas, cracks, spatters, key-hole porosities and balling [2-5]. Despite the 
problems and complexity faced during the process, the manufacturing of new alloys by LPBF has 
been growing over the recent years. Research is focusing on microstructural aspects, to gain 
comprehensive insights of the effect of the out-of-equilibrium conditions during melting and 
solidification on the final parts, both in terms of quality and mechanical properties. Significant 
attention has been given to the evaluation of the melt pool formed during the process [6-10], as it 
is crucial for understanding the processability and the type of defects generated.  

Nowadays, one limitation of the LPBF process lies in the choice of raw material. Indeed, LPBF 
implies the use of metallic powder usually obtained by Gas Atomization (GA), a process that is 
difficult to control [11], especially for certain type of alloys. Therefore, few metal powders are 
easily available in the market (316L, Maraging Steels, Al, Ni and Ti alloys). LPBF manufacturing 
of other alloys has proved challenging and therefore there is a shortage of supply and demand for 
the less common raw material on the market. 
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In particular, tool steels are difficult to process by LPBF, due to their complex chemical 
composition and poor weldability [12]. Indeed, their high carbon content (up to 1.5 wt. %) 
promotes the formation of martensite, which leads to crack formation within the printed part under 
the effect of residual stresses due to rapid cooling. The influence of increased carbon content on 
LPBF processability has been investigated more deeply in recent studies [12-15]. However, other 
recent works already showed the possibility to manufacture low alloy steels  
(~ 0.5 C wt. %) [6,16-21]. The present study thus aims to provide the basis for understanding the 
processability of low alloy tool steel grade AISI S2. The process map for this steel is developed 
exploring different sets of parameters. In particular, the volumetric energy density has been used 
to investigate the effect of different parameters on the types of defects generated and to select the 
process window for fully dense and defect-free parts.  
Materials and Methods 
Commercial gas atomized powders AISI S2 Tool Steel (0.49 C, 1.2 Si, 0.6 Mo, 0.6 Mn, Fe bal., 
wt. %) were used as raw material, provided by Sandvik Osprey LTD. The powder is in a spherical 
shape with a mean size of 31 µm, as revealed by SEM observations (Fig. 1). The bulk density of 
powders (ρbulk = 7.8 g/cm3) was measured by means of a gas pycnometer AccuPyc II Serie 1345. 
 

 

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of (a) AISI S2 powders and (b) zoom on a particle with spherical 
morphology. 

Starting from the powders, 20 cubes of 10x10x10 mm3 were produced with an Aconity MIDI 
LPBF machine under Argon atmosphere. Different power (P) and scan velocity (vs) were used 
(Table 1). P is considered as low (100 W), moderate (150 W), medium (200 W) and high (250 W). 
vs is considered as low (400  - 800 mm/s), medium (800  - 1250 mm/s) and high (1250  - 2000 
mm/s). A laser spot size of 80 µm with a gaussian distribution, a layer thickness (t) of 30 µm and 
a hatch spacing (h) of 80 µm were used for all samples. The scanning strategy implied a rotation 
of 90° for each layer, with no contouring. No substrate preheating was applied. Fully printed 
samples showed good dimensional tolerances (Fig. 2a), according to the desired initial geometrical 
features. Samples 1-2-3-6-11 were stopped during the manufacturing process due to evident 
surface defects that affect the quality of the subsequent layers (Fig. 2b-c-d). These samples were 
not considered for subsequent density measurements and profilometer analysis. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Examples of (a) a fully printed and (b), (c), (d) interrupted samples. 
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The volumetric energy density (Ed) was used to correlate the results observed with the 
processing parameters (Eq. 1).  

𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑 = 𝑃𝑃
𝑡𝑡∗ℎ∗𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠

                                                                                                                           (1) 

Table 1. Processing parameters and volumetric energy density for each sample. 

Sample P [W] vs [mm/s] Ed [J/mm3] 
1 100 400 104 
2 100 600 69 
3 100 800 52 
4 100 1000 42 
5 100 1200 35 
6 150 500 125 
7 150 750 83 
8 150 1000 63 
9 150 1250 50 
10 150 1500 42 
11 200 500 167 
12 200 750 111 
13 200 1000 83 
14 200 1500 56 
15 200 2000 42 
16 250 500 208 
17 250 750 139 
18 250 1000 104 
19 250 1500 69 
20 250 2000 52 

 
After production, the density of each sample (ρ) was measured through a gas pycnometer and 

the relative density was calculated using the bulk density of powders, according to Eq. 2.  

% 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =  𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

∗ 100                                                                                                  (2) 

The surface of the as-built samples was checked using an Alicona Infinite Focus G5 optical 
profilometer for roughness analysis. All the as-built samples were cut by Electro Discharge 
Machining perpendicularly to the laser scan direction of the last layer to obtain the cross section. 
After cutting, samples were hot mounted with an electrically conductive bakelite, then ground and 
polished down to 1 µm. Defects within the cross sections were analyzed through an optical 
microscope Olympus BX60 and quantify through Olympus Stream Analysis Software. Nital 3% 
was used to etch the cross sections.  
Results 
According to Eq. 2, all samples show a density above 96.5 %. A good correlation is observed 
between the density value and the fraction of internal porosity obtained by image analysis     (Fig. 
3a). In image analysis, all kinds of defects are considered. Small gas porosities are detected in all 
samples. Key-hole porosities at the bottom of melt pools are observed in samples produced with 
high Ed (Fig. 3b). Large spatters containing a porosity are detected in samples with low vs (Fig. 
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3c). Cracks perpendicular to the building direction, initiated from the edge are detected in a few 
samples, without any specific correlation with processing parameters (Fig. 3d). Lack of fusion 
defects are visible in samples with low Ed (Fig. 3e).  
 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Correlation between density and porosity, (b) key-hole porosity, (c) entrapped 
porosity within large spatter, (d) crack perpendicular to the building direction initiated from 

sample edge and (e) lack of fusion defects. 
Fig. 4 shows the most representative overviews of the sample’s cross sections together with the 

corresponding zoom on top area. Nital etching allows to observe the features of the tracks within 
the sample and to distinguish the brighter top layer. The melt pool morphology is clearly visible. 
Increasing Ed (from left to right in Fig. 4) leads to a change in the type of defects due to a different 
melt pool morphology.  

 

 
Fig. 4. (a), (c), (e), (g), (i) Cross section overviews and (b), (d), (f), (h), (j) zoom on tracks 

and top layer after etching with Nital. 

Profilometer observations reveal different features of the surface roughness. The surface aspect 
depends on the quality of the scan tracks generated by the laser passage. The scan tracks generated 
with low Ed as result of low P (Fig. 5a) are more irregular than those obtained with high P (Fig. 
5b). With intermediate value of Ed, P and vs, the surface appears more regular, with only small 
spatters (Fig. 5c). On the contrary, high Ed and P and low vs lead to an irregular surface despite the 
good overlapping of the scan tracks (Fig. 5e). In general, low vs results in an irregular surface (Fig. 
5d). 
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Fig. 5. Profilometer observations of the top surface after printing. 
Discussion 
The first approach in the LPBF of a new alloy consists in searching the best parameters to achieve 
fully dense and defect-free samples. Process maps are commonly used for this purpose. Although 
the primary aim is to obtain the best parts, investigations of defects generated using different 
parameters can provide good insights of both the alloy studied and the pure functioning of the 
LPBF process.    

In this work, the effects of the two variable parameters (P and vs) are investigated together with 
the variation in Ed (Eq. 1). All samples are compared in terms of density, amount and type of 
defects, tracks overlapping, melt pool morphology and surface quality. Particular attention is given 
to the quality of the top surface and the morphology of the melt pool within the top layer. Indeed, 
they can provide useful indications of the defects that may form in a hypothetical subsequent layer 
and thus understand the phenomena that have occurred in the layers below. 

The use of low/moderate P (100  - 150W) and low vs (400  - 800 mm/s) (samples 1, 2, 3, 6 and 
7) does not allow for fully printed samples. The printing was stopped, excepted for sample 7. 
Despite the wide range of Ed (52  - 125 J/mm3), the low P could not generate sufficient liquid phase 
for the powders to bond together, resulting in poor densification [3]. The metallurgical bond 
between layers is also compromised, leading to the possible material tear out (Fig. 2b), as also 
occurred in the top layer of sample 7 (Fig. 4f). Moreover, the low vs causes an unstable melt pool 
generating big spatters (Fig. 2c-d) [22] that are not re-melted by the subsequent passage of the 
laser. If spatters are larger than the layer thickness, the spreadability of a new layer of powders is 
impeded, causing gaps and compromising the metallurgical layers bond [4]. Large pores (~ 400 
µm) are found for instance in sample 7, that are located inside a big spatter (Fig. 3c). As the process 
advances, the presence of poorly printed layers leads to an irregular surface (Fig. 5d), affecting the 
printing of the subsequent layers.  

With similar P (100  - 150 W) but higher vs (1000  - 1250 mm/s) (sample 4 and 5), low Ed values 
(~ 40 J/mm3) generate a shallow melt pool (Fig. 4b) [6]. As consequence, the metallurgical bond 
between two subsequent layers is compromised, causing the presence of lack of fusion areas (Fig. 
4a-b) [5] that leads to low density (Fig. 3a). In this case, the poor metallurgical bond is caused by 
balling phenomena [3], visible in the top surface (Fig. 5a) where the tracks are clearly 
discontinuous. The increase in vs is thus seen to avoid the generation of large spatters. This is easily 
understood since the higher vs allows a faster cooling of the melt pool, and decreases the possibility 
of melted droplets being splashed out of the melt pool [22].  

Low Ed values (~ 54 J/mm3) resulting from higher P (200-250 W) and high vs (1500-2000 mm/s) 
(samples 14, 15, 19, 20), leads to similar observations. Indeed, balling phenomena also occur, 
bringing about a low density (Fig. 3a) due to lack of fusion areas (Fig. 4c-d). However, this effect 
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is more restrained than observed at lower P. Indeed, the parts density is higher and the internal 
porosity are lower (Fig. 3a). In the present case, the higher P allows a better melting of the powders, 
leading to a better overlapping of the tracks as visible in the top layer (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, the 
melt pool height increases (Fig. 4d), allowing a better metallurgical bond with the previous layer. 
Therefore, the little increase of Ed (from 40 to 54 J/mm3) results in a better processability, but the 
level of defects remains still high (Fig. 3a and 4c). 

The combination of a moderate/medium P (150-200 W) and a medium vs (750-1200 mm/s)  
(Ed = 50  - 111 J/mm3) allows to achieve fully dense and defect-free parts (sample 08, 09, 10, 12 
and 13). Indeed, this combination of parameters generate an ideal melt pool (Fig. 4h), regular and 
homogeneous within the cross section. The tracks have a proper overlap, which affects positively 
the density of the samples (Fig. 3a) and the spreadablilty of the subsequent powder layer. Indeed, 
no defects are found (Fig. 4g). Only small gas porosities are observed, which does not adversely 
affect the quality of the final part. Small spatters are visible in the top surface (Fig. 5c), but these 
can be easily re-melted by the subsequent laser passage. This range of parameters and especially 
the combination 200 W / 750-1000 mm/s (Ed ~ 97 J/mm3) is thus considered as optimum for the 
realization of AISI S2 steel parts manufactured by LPBF. 

Finally, high P (250 W) and low vs (500-1000 mm/s) lead to a high Ed (104-208 J/mm3) (sample 
11, 16, 17 and 18). The deep melt pool (Fig. 4j) allows a good overlap of the tracks (Fig. 5e), 
resulting in high density above 99,5% (Fig. 3a). Despite this, the high Ed causes an instability of 
the melt pool, that is clearly irregular within the cross section (Fig. 4j). Indeed, increasing the melt 
pool depth also increases the possibility of gas entrapment, resulting in higher porosity. The large 
porosity detected (Fig. 4i) may be formed due to denudation process of powders around the melt 
pool due to the high Ed [2]. Key-hole defects (Fig. 3b) are also observed, formed due to the high 
Ed that causes metal evaporation and generate a recoil pressure towards the melt pool bottom [23]. 
Furthermore, the combination of low vs and high Ed increases spattering [4], in terms of number 
and size of spatters. As a result, the spreadability of the subsequent layer of powders is 
compromised. The final part exhibits many surface irregularities, as shown by profilometer 
observations (Fig. 5e) and in the top layer of the cross section (Fig. 4i).  

Based on the above explanations, it can be assumed that the “not processed” window (Fig. 6) 
results in an insufficient Ed to generate an adequate melt pool. Extensive balling and lack of fusion 
areas are expected due to the low P (100  - 150 W) and the high vs (1500  - 2000 mm/s).  

 
Fig. 6. Process map for AISI S2 tool steel by Laser Powder Bed Fusion. 
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Summary 
The processability of the tool steel AISI S2 has been investigated and a process map has been built 
considering surface morphology, density measurements, defects characterization and 
quantification, tracks overlapping and melt pool morphology. The main outcomes can be 
summarized as follows: 

- Medium vs (750  - 1000 mm/s) and P (200 W) (Ed ~ 97 J/mm3) allow to achieve fully dense 
and defect-free parts; 

- High vs (1000  - 2000 mm/s) and low Ed (35  - 69 J/mm3) cause lack of fusion and balling, 
regardless of the P applied; 

- Low vs (400  - 1000 mm/s) and mostly high Ed (69  - 208 J/mm3) cause large spatters and 
key-hole porosities, regardless of the P applied; 

This work establishes a reference for further investigations of LPBF S2 tool steels. Furthermore, 
it lays the ground for the development by LPBF of new steels based on the modification of the S2 
tool steel or similar grades. 
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Abstract. Metal foams are a relatively new class of materials with many interesting combinations 
of physical and mechanical properties. Among them, the closed-cells aluminum foams are the most 
interesting for structural applications in the aerospace industry. There exist different methods to 
produce metal foams. An innovative manufacturing technique was developed in this study, proving 
the possibility to produce closed-cells aluminum foams through the cold spray additive 
manufacturing technology (CS). In particular, two different sets of samples were produced by 
varying the cold spray process parameters aiming at: i) studying the advantages and the issues of 
cold spray for manufacturing precursors for metal foams; ii) analyzing the correlation among the 
CS printing strategy and parameters, the foaming process and the physical and the morphological 
characteristics of the resulting foams; iii) finally, finding appropriate conditions to form closed-
cells aluminum foams via CS. 
Introduction 
It is a matter of fact that, in the aerospace industry, the main trend at the design stage is currently 
directed toward the wider employment of lightweight materials, due to obvious environmental and 
economic reasons [1]. In this scenario, the closed-cells metal foams are rapidly emerging as a new 
class of advanced materials with very low specific weight and novel physical, mechanical, thermal, 
electrical and acoustic properties due to their cellular structure consisting of solid metal containing 
a large volume fraction of gas-filled pores [2].  

Metal foams of different metals are available, such as: aluminum, nickel, magnesium, lead, 
zinc, copper, bronze, titanium, steel and even gold [3]. The more used in structural applications 
are aluminum foams that are characterized by low density coupled with high energy absorption 
capacity, high specific stiffness and reduced thermal and electrical conductivity; these materials 
can be used as core for sandwich structures, internal anti-buckling reinforcement for thin walled 
structures and so on [4,5]. 

The closed-cells aluminum foams can be manufactured through several methods [6]. The gas-
releasing particle decomposition in semi-solids process, which is known as powder compact 
melting technique (PCMT), starts from a compacted powders mixture of aluminum alloy and a 
blowing agent in form of fine particles, obtaining the so-called foamable solid precursor [7]. 
Heating the precursor to a little above the melting temperature of the alloy leads the compacted 
metal matrix in a semi-liquid viscous state; the foaming agent decomposes and releases hydrogen, 
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which blows bubbles in the soft alloy. Under these conditions, the released gas forces the melting 
precursor material to expand, modelling a highly porous structure. 

In order to ensure satisfactory foaming results, appropriately starting powders have to be chosen 
[8]. The most suitable materials for foaming are pure aluminum or cast alloys (e.g. AlSi10Mg and 
AlSi12) coupled with titanium hydride (TiH2), which is the foaming agent. Several other foaming 
parameters, which have to be suitably controlled, influence the final foam quality. The most 
important are powder mixing composition, particles dimensions and shape, distribution of blowing 
agent within the metal matrix, compaction pressure, time and temperature of foaming and heating 
rates [9].  

Based on the mechanisms ruling PCMT, an innovative manufacturing technology was 
developed by the authors in this study, proving the possibility to produce closed-cells aluminum 
foams through the cold spray additive manufacturing technology. The problems encountering 
when using the traditional PCMT-based manufacturing processes for foams can be overcome 
through cold spray [10].  

CS is a significantly greener, low-temperature, non-combustion, and scalable alternative 
process with an extraordinary potential. The bonding concept in CS is based on kinetic rather than 
thermal energy. During CS, feedstock powder particles (5-50 µm) accelerated to supersonic 
velocities (300-1200 m/s) by preheated compressed gas passing through a convergent-divergent 
nozzle, undergo severe plastic deformation upon impact and bond to the substrate [11]. CS, as a 
“cold” technique, can be used to process thermally sensitive materials [12,13], like the powder-
based solid precursors for metal foams. The key idea is spraying the powder mixture on a metallic 
substrate and then carry out the foaming process in order to obtain the final foamed component. 
The shape of the precursor can be ruled by using a complex shaped substrate or by imposing a 
complex trajectory at the cold spray gun.  

In line with this topic and with the scope to explore in details the developed manufacturing 
process, two different sets of samples were produced by varying the cold spray process parameters 
aiming at: i) studying the advantages and the issues of cold spray for manufacturing precursors for 
metal foams; ii) analyzing the correlation among the CS printing strategy and parameters, the 
foaming process and the physical and the morphological characteristics of the resulting foams; iii) 
finally, finding appropriate conditions to form closed-cells aluminum foams via CS. 

For this scope, AlSi10Mg fine powders were mixed with titanium hydride particles to form the 
powder mixture precursors. Then, the low-pressure cold spray facility was used for the powder 
deposition by using different CS printing parameters; hence, the foaming process was carried out. 
SEM observations of the cross-sections of both the precursors and the resulting foams were carried 
out, pointing out the effectiveness of the process and the critical issues to be faced when cold 
spraying precursors for metal foams. 
Materials and Methods 
Micron sized powders of aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg and titanium hydride TiH2, provided by LPW 
South Europe and Dymet, respectively, were used in this experimentation. The particle mean size 
of AlSi10Mg powder is 25 µm, while the mean diameter of TiH2 particles is 10 µm.  

The powder mixture was obtained through the sound assisted fluidization bed processes; the 
use of fluidization makes it possible to handle and process large quantities of powders, so obtaining 
a mixing to the scale of the primary particles [14]. The fluidization and mixing tests of these 
cohesive fine powders were performed by the experimental apparatus schematically reported in 
Fig. 1. It consists of a metallic fluidization column equipped with a porous plate gas distributor to 
maximize the uniformity of the gas flow rate entering the column. The acoustic field is introduced 
inside the column through a sound wave guide located at the top of the column. Pure dry nitrogen 
from a compressed tank is used as fluidizing gas. All the tests were carried out at room temperature 
and ambient pressure conditions. Both the preliminary fluidization/mixing tests and the 
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preparation of the final AlSi10Mg-TiH2 mixtures to be used to produce the metal foam precursors 
were performed in this experimental apparatus. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Sound assisted fluidization bed process apparatus. 

A mixture with a 2.5 wt.% of TiH2 was prepared. The following fluidization process parameters 
were used based on preliminary fluidization/mixing tests: i) gas flow rate: 70 l/min; ii) acoustic 
field: 80 dB-150 Hz; fluidization time: 30 min. The SEM picture (Fig. 2) shows the effective 
mixing achieved with the blowing agent particles homogeneously dispersed within aluminum alloy 
powder. 

 

 
Fig. 2. SEM picture showing AlSi10Mg-TiH2 mixture achieved through sound assisted 

fluidization bed process (2.5 wt.% of TiH2, nominally). 
The low-pressure cold spray facility was used for spraying the powder mixture constituting the 

foamable precursors. The spraying parameters such as fluid temperature and fluid pressure, stand-
off distance (the distance between the substrate and the nozzle) and horizontal speed nozzle across 
the substrate were chosen after a preliminary experimental campaign that is not discussed in this 
paper for the sake of brevity. Two different sets of samples were produced by varying the cold 
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spray process parameters, in agreement to what reported in Table 1. The first raw of Table 1 reports 
the CS process parameters (CSL) used to obtain less compact precursors characterized by internal 
microporosities that should promote the bubbles growth and the formation of lightweight 
materials. The second raw reports the CS process parameters (CSH) used to manufacture more 
compacted precursors. 

Table 1. Deposition process main parameters. 

 Gas used 
Gas 

temperature 
[°C] 

Gas 
pressure 

[bar] 

Stand-off 
distance (SoD) 

[mm] 

Speed 
nozzle 
[mm/s] 

CSL Air 400 6 30 1.0 

CSH Air 600 7 5 1.0 
 

The mixture was sprayed on a C40 thin steel plate producing a 30x40 nominal plane shape. One 
single pass was imposed to the spray gun, in agreement with the strategy shown in Fig. 3a. 
Macrographs of the foamable solid precursors manufactured via cold spray under CSL and CSH 
process conditions are shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c, respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 3. a) Cold spray deposition strategy; b) macrograph of foamable solid precursor produced 
with CSL process parameters; c) macrograph of foamable solid precursor produced with CSH 

process parameters.  
All the precursors made via cold spray were inserted within a preheated furnace set at a 

temperature of 660°C for the foaming process. The time needed for expansion was estimated in 
the range of 4-6 minutes; afterwards each sample has been taken out from the furnace and cooled 
at room temperature. 

The cold sprayed precursors (obtained via CSL and CSH process parameters) before foaming as 
well as those resulting from the foaming process were cut for the cross-section observations. 
Hence, all the specimens were mounted and prepared according to the international ASTM 
standards for metallographic analyses through SEM microscopy. The blowing agent distribution 
after the cold spray deposition was analyzed, the shape of the cell and the expansion of the foam 
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were examined for the foamed samples. EDS inspections were also carried out with the scope to 
analyze the phenomena resulting from the foaming process, highlighting the critical issues of the 
manufacturing technology, for leading optimized process conditions. 
Results and Discussion 
The results from the SEM observations of the cross-sections of the cold sprayed precursors before 
foaming obtained by using CSL and CSH process parameters are reported in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, 
respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 4. SEM observations of the cross-sections of the cold sprayed precursors before foaming 

obtained by using CSL process parameters at a) 150x, b) 500x. 

 
Fig. 5. SEM observations of the cross-sections of the cold sprayed precursors before foaming 

obtained by using CSH process parameters at a) 150x, b) 500x. 
From Fig. 4a the thickness of the specimen was estimated to be equal to about 800 µm. 

Moreover, voids and microporosities are well visible with the particles that are not completely 
deformed during the impact. This is clearer by looking the picture in Fig. 4b at 500x magnification. 
The white particles are the fragile TiH2 powders that keep entrapped among aluminum particles, 
forming cluster and agglomerations homogeneously dispersed within the metal powders. 

The cold sprayed precursors obtained by using CSH process parameters are denser and more 
compact, as expected from literature [15], the particles deformed and flattened, and the coating 
thickness reduced at about 500 µm, due to particles compactness (Fig. 5a). The higher 
magnification picture in Fig. 5b shows a precursor appearing quite dense and free of porosity, with 
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the foaming agent particles (the lighter zones in the figure) homogeneously dispersed within the 
aluminum-silicon matrix. In fact, as proved in literature [16,17], the cold spray technology can 
create metal matrix composite depositions by mixing fragile materials with ductile material 
particles that deform and promote the coating formation and grow-up. Moreover, a stratification 
of TiH2 particles, related to technology employed, can be identified.  

Anyway, in both the examined cases, EDS analyses confirmed a weight percentage of TiH2 
within the coatings equal to 2.5±0.5 wt. %., proving the capability of CS to deposit the AlSi10Mg-
TiH2 mixture of precursor. 

Fig. 6 shows the micrographs of the cross-sections of the aluminum foams obtained starting 
from the above-described precursors.  

 
Fig. 6. Micrographs of the cross-sections of aluminum foams produced starting from precursors 

obtained by using: a) CSL process parameters; b) CSH process parameters. 
It can be seen from Fig. 6a that no foaming occurs when the precursor is not quite compacted, 

and the CS process parameters are not properly set. In this case, the foaming agent was not capable 
of expanding the thick and so-already existing porous structure. The possible reason is that the 
oxygen entering within the porous material oxides completely the metal matrix that cannot expand 
and form the bubbles under the force of hydrogen released by TiH2 dissociation mechanism. On 
the contrary, it can be seen from Fig. 6b that the material expands when the precursor is denser 
and well compacted, leading to a foam relative density [3] equal to 0.35, with the foam percentage 
porosity of 65%. Under these conditions, the aluminum matrix melts, and the foaming agents 
blows to form the closed-cells aluminum foams.  
Summary 
Based on the experimental results presented and discussed in the previous sections, the following 
conclusions could be drawn: 

● The cold spray technology seems to be an effective technique to produce precursors for 
closed-cells aluminum foams. 

● The sound assisted fluidization bad processes can be used to mix effectively micron size 
AlSi10Mg and TiH2 particles forming the precursor, under the following process 
parameters: i) gas flow rate: 70 l/min; ii) acoustic field: 80 dB-150 Hz; fluidization time: 
30 min. 

● An existing porous structure for the precursor does not enhance the foaming process and 
the bubble formation.  
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● The CS process parameters need to be properly set (appropriate process parameters were 
found here: gas temperature: 600°C, gas pressure: 7 bar, SoD: 5 mm) to produce dense, 
compact and free of porosity metallic precursors, which are the characteristics to be 
ensured for a successful foaming. 
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Abstract. Cold spray is a novel production technology for creating metallic layers on various 
materials. Using a pressurized gas travelling at supersonic speeds, the metallic particles are 
accelerated and impact the target surface obtaining adhesion through mechanical interlocking 
between the powders and the substrate. This method is especially well suited for coating 
thermosensitive materials like composites since it only requires a little amount of heat, as the 
powders remain in a solid state. The quality and comprehension of this manufacturing process can 
be greatly improved by using machine learning techniques. In order to evaluate the characteristics 
of the particle's deformation upon collision, the goal of this work is to forecast it using machine 
learning approaches. The parameters chosen as an input for the model were related to 3 macro-
categories: process parameters, powder parameters and substrate parameters. As regards the output 
parameters, flattening and penetration were chosen as they are the main characteristics of the 
coating on which homogeneity and adhesion depend. In order to obtain reliable results, a mix of 
data FEM and experimental data were used to train the neural network. The model was then tested 
on a dataset of experimental data.  
Introduction 
The drive to reduce weight and manufacturing costs has raised the demand for polymeric materials 
dramatically in recent years. Thermosetting polymers, in particular, have become widely employed 
in a variety of industries, including aerospace, since they may be used as matrix for fibre-reinforced 
composite materials. However, as environmental concerns become more generally acknowledged, 
the use of thermosets is severely limited since they cannot be reused or recycled once the curing 
process is complete. High-performance thermoplastic materials, such as PEEK or ABS, are gaining 
popularity because of their high toughness, high melting temperature, and 100% recyclable nature. 

Nonetheless, several applications remain out of reach because of these materials' poor surface 
qualities, such as poor wear and scratch resistance and low electrical conductivity. As a result, 
surface metallization may be the best option for combining the benefits of metals with 
thermoplastic polymers. However, when using the most common metallisation procedures, the 
melting temperature of the metallic materials to be sprayed must be reached, modifying its original 
properties and causing thermal distortions in the substrate.  

Cold Gas Dynamic Spray, which uses kinetic energy and involves temperatures well below the 
melting point of the metallic particles, can be an adequate alternative for improving the surface 
properties of polymers [1]. 
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This approach is based on the high-speed impact of solid-state metallic particles; no chemical 
reactions are required, and deposition is made possible in large part by mechanical interlocking 
between the particles and the substrate [2]. 

Although this technology has been widely explored and employed on metal substrates, the 
underlying physics when the substrate is a polymer is yet unclear [3]. Because the final coating 
characteristics (such as powder deformation or penetration depth, which are closely related to 
coating adhesion) depend on a variety of factors, including the properties of the metallic powder 
and the polymeric substrates, as well as the spraying parameters set for the process, it is currently 
impossible to accurately predict how the metallic particles will behave when they impact on 
various substrates. 

For this reason, several computer models have been developed recently to mimic the Cold Spray 
process' operational parameters and predict how a particle would behave when it comes in touch 
with a substrate [4-6]. The coating process utilized on polymers and composites, however, has 
only been the subject of a small number of publications published so far. A physical model that 
could precisely depict the processes that occurred when metallic particles were deposited on non-
metallic substrates, however, was not practical to develop. In order to validate those models, it 
would be necessary to gather hundreds of testing scenarios and outcomes utilizing top-of-the-line 
tools (including sensors and high-speed cameras). 

In this scenario, machine learning might potentially reduce the number of required experimental 
trials. As machine learning (ML) solutions are typically considered "black boxes," in order to have 
accurate forecasts, it is necessary to feed the model with accurate and numerous data. For this 
reason, training the model with a mix of experimental data, which are accurate but often scarce 
and fragmented, and computational data obtained from Finite Element models (FEM), which do 
not suffer from the issues of experimental data but are less accurate, could be a good solution to 
obtain accurate predictions of the coating characteristics. 

With knowledge of the process parameters, particles and substrate characteristics, a machine-
learning approach is used to forecast the deformation and flattening of the metallic particles after 
deposition.  

Using low-pressure equipment, 30% of the data from the training set and the entire test set were 
collected experimentally, employing SEM analyses to determine the flattening and penetration 
depth. 

The remaining test dataset was produced by performing a FE simulation of copper, aluminium, 
steel and particles collision upon PEEK and ABS-based polymeric substrates. Three best Machine 
Learning models have been selected: Linear regression, Gaussian process regression and Neural 
networks.  In order to provide a methodological approach for future studies, a comparison of the 
results obtained with a dataset entirely composed of data obtained from the FE model and of the 
results obtained with the dataset composed of a mix of experimental and FEM data is proposed. 
Materials and Methodologies 
Input and output parameters.  
The input parameters for the employed strategies fall into three macro-categories: impact velocity, 
which includes all the other process parameters such as temperature and pressure; powder 
parameters (Yp), which represent the yield strength of the powder material and parameters of the 
substrate (Ys), i.e. the yield strength of the substrate material, which also takes into account the 
presence of the fibres since these, if positioned appropriately under a layer of matrix at least 
comparable to the size of the powders, only stiffen the substrate, thereby causing a variation of the 
yield strength. The considered output parameters are the penetration depth of the particle and the 
flattening. The definition and evaluation of both parameters is furtherly illustrated in the following 
sections. 
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Dataset.  
As highlighted in the introduction, the datasets employed were constructed employing both 

FEM and experimental data. In particular, the first training dataset is composed of 30% 
experimental data and 70% FEM data (mixed data), while the second dataset contains only FEM 
data. The test dataset for both suggested models is fully made up of experimental data. 

CS experimental input data generation.  
The substrate selected for the deposition was Polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK) and Acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS), both unreinforced and reinforced with long carbon fibres.  
The copper, aluminium and steel spherical powders were provided by LPW South Europe. Low-

pressure cold spray equipment (DYCOMET) was used to conduct the aforementioned depositions. 
Air was used as the carrier gas since earlier research found no discernible changes when other 

carrier gases were used [7–9]. The samples were positioned on a platform, and the spraying gun 
was installed on a robot (HIGH-Z S-400/T-CNC-Technik) and operated remotely while operating 
perpendicular to the substrates.  The process parameters employed and the characteristics of the 
powders employed for the experiments are highlighted in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Characteristics of the powders and process parameters employed for the CS 

experiments. 
Particle parameters Copper Aluminium Steel 

Mean radius [µm] 20 18 23 
Yield strength (Yp) [GPa] 0.033 0.18 0.29 

    
Process parameters    

Inlet Gas temperature [°C] 100 - 400 100 - 400 100 - 400 
Standoff distance [mm] 10 - 4 10 - 4 10 - 4 
Inlet gas pressure [MPa] 0.5 - 0.6 0.5 - 0.6 0.5 - 0.6 

Gun traverse speed [mm s-1] 7.5 7.5 7.5 
 

For the purpose of measuring the flattening of the powders, the top surface of the coating was 
examined. The mean radius of the particles after the collision with the substrate (r) was measured 
using Image J software to calculate the percentage of particle flattening, defined as 𝑟𝑟/𝑟𝑟0 [%] =
(𝑟𝑟−𝑟𝑟0)
𝑟𝑟0

100 , where r0 is the mean radius of the particle before the impact. The flattening values 
taken into account are the average flattening values calculated on three separate 500x500 micron 
micrographs that were examined. In order to evaluate the radius before and after the impact, SEM 
micrographs were analyzed through the Image J software, as portrayed in Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1. Evaluation of the particles' mean radius before (r0) and after the deposition (r). 
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To measure the penetration depth, the specimens were cut perpendicular`r to the top surface to 
inspect the cross-section and evaluate the height of the particle upon the impact [Hs0]. The 
penetration depth was defined as 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 [%] = (𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻0−𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
 100. The specimen cross section was 

analysed in order to evaluate the height of the particle after the impact, SEM microscopy was 
employed as shown in Fig 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Evaluation of the particles' mean height before (Hs0) and after the deposition (Hs). 

FEM input data generation.  
A Lagrangian reference frame, which is frequently utilized in literature to represent high-

velocity impact with minimal computing expense, was employed to model both the particle and 
the substrate. Using a 2D-axisymmetric model and an explicit dynamic analysis that took into 
account adiabatic heating effects, it was possible to simulate a spherical particle hitting 
perpendicular to a substrate that is at least five times bigger than the particle. This particle-to-
substrate size ratio was determined by assuming that the elastic waves reflected from the 
boundaries did not reach the interface upon impact.  

In keeping with the average particle size of the powder utilized for the experimental tests, a 
particle diameter of 20 microns was used for the simulation. The features of the substrate and the 
particles have been identified via earlier experiments using the supplies on hand at the testing site. 

The Johnson-Cook model for plastic materials was used to model the behaviour of both the 
particle and the substrate's materials, and one of the ABAQUS software's algorithms—the surface-
to-surface penalty contact algorithm—was used to model the interaction between the substrate and 
the impacting particle. The impact simulations were performed for each material combination 
(copper, aluminium, 316L steel, on PEEK and ABS) by varying the particle's speed between 50 
m/s and 350 m/s with an increasing step of 30 m/s. The model generated 50 different values for 
the particle's penetration and flattening ratio depending on the input parameters.  
ML Approaches and Performance Evaluation 
We used three machine learning approaches: Linear regression (LR) Gaussian process regression 
(GPR) and Neural networks (NNs). LR is a simple method for determining a linear relationship 
between variables. This relationship illustrates the functional connection between the independent 
and dependent variables for a specific dataset. Consequently, LR models the unknown or 
dependent variable and the known or independent variable as a linear equation [10].  

GPR is a nonparametric Bayesian method used for regression [11]. It performs well on small 
datasets and it infers a probability distribution model over all acceptable data-fitting functions. The 
neural network employed is a function-fitting neural network with three layers which is trained on 
the whole dataset. It can generalize an input-output relationship after training the data.  

In order to evaluate the performance of the ML approaches, we calculated the Root-mean-
square error (RMSE) [11], the R-Squared [12], the Mean Squared Error (MSE) [13] and Mean 
Average Error (MAE) [14].  
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RMSE is the square root of the squared mean error and is an outlier-sensitive metric. 
R-squared is a linear regression model goodness-of-fit metric which represents the proportion 

of the variance in the dependent variable explained by the independent variables. R-squared 
measures the strength of the association between the model and the dependent variable. 

The MSE indicates the mean squared discrepancy between the observed data values and the 
estimated data values.  

MAE represents the distance between the predicted value and the measured value. When the 
values of these metrics are low, the model is more accurate. 
Results and Discussion 
In this section, the experimental results on the FEM dataset and the mixed dataset (FEM and 
experimental data) will be shown and discussed. Below are the best findings from each experiment. 

Experiments with FEM-based dataset.  
Observing the output by training the model with FEM data, it was possible to assess that the 

best models on the test set for penetration and flattening prediction were the forecast obtained with 
the GPR method (see Fig.3 and Fig.4). More specifically, the GPR model shows improved the 
penetration values and a decline in flattening performance. To comprehend this decline in 
flattening model evaluation metrics, further studies need to be conducted.  

 
Fig. 3. Performance for the penetration depth prediction for FEM data. 

 
Fig. 4. Performance for the flattening prediction for FEM data. 
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Since the error values are quite small, we may conclude that the FEM models are capable of 
approximating the experimental data fairly correctly.  In this context, machine learning can be an 
excellent tool for accelerating finite element analyses, which require a high computing cost. For 
this reason,  machine learning may be used to simplify the models without losing information or 
to perform predictions on additional combinations of materials without the need to run additional 
simulations. 

Experiments with dataset MIX.  
The top models for the penetration on the test set are NN and LR for the flattening prediction, 

according to training the model with mixed data, as we can see in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 5. Performance for the penetration depth prediction for mixed data. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Performance for the flattening prediction for mixed data. 

It is possible to observe that by integrating the training set with experimental data,  the 
prediction error may be furtherly lowered.  In fact, by including 30% of experimental data in the 
training dataset, it is possible to obtain more accurate models.  

Future investigations are required in order to assess the optimal value of the ratio between the 
experimental data and the FEM data in the training set, in terms of the accuracy of the prediction 
and the resources employed to create the dataset. In Fig. 7, we depicted the comparison of 
performance for penetration and flattening. For penetration, the best results, except for R-Squared, 
are achieved when the models is trained with mixed data. A similar behaviour is also evident when 
we consider the flattening output parameter.  
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Fig. 7. Performance for penetration and flattening prediction for FEM and mixed data. 

Summary 
This study provides an overview of how machine learning techniques can be used to more 
accurately predict particular coating features, such penetration and flattening, in order to increase 
process efficiency. To be more precise, two sets of data, FEM data and mixed data (experimental 
and FEM data), were used to test various models, and the best ones—the GPR, LR, and NN—
were selected.  

The performed experiments show that the models get more accurate as the amount of data 
available increases. In particular, models fit the data better when trained on the mixed dataset. By 
providing a preliminary examination of the contribution of the parameters influencing the coating 
deposition, the use of machine learning appears to contribute to the optimization of the Cold Spray 
process. Future research can assist expand the dataset required to train the models and forecast the 
ideal combinations of parameters which will enhance the coating process. 
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Abstract. Direct metal laser sintering is a 3D-printing technology involving a multitude of 
physical phenomena requiring the fine-tuning of multiple parameters (e.g., laser power, layer 
thickness) to achieve satisfying fabrication results [1]. Modifying each of these parameters can 
significantly influence the resulting material characteristics of the fabricated parts [2]. This work 
investigates the impact of the modification of the process parameters on the material characteristics 
of hardened aluminum specimens. A design of experiments was used to fabricate 85 aluminum 
specimens using 17 printing parameter sets. The specimens’ dimensional accuracy, surface 
roughness, hardness, density, porosity, and thermal conductivity were investigated. Standardized, 
as well as self-designed test setups were used for this purpose. Furthermore, porosity 
measurements and microstructural investigations were performed using scanning electron 
microscopy and reflected light microscopy.  
Introduction 
Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is a well-known manufacturing technique that fabricates 
metallic structures following the layer-by-layer deposition principle. The metallic powder is 
selectively melted by a high-energy laser beam, following instructions from a 3D-CAD model 
(STL format). The solidification of tiny melt pools generated along the laser tracks create strong 
bonds between the different layers [3]. 

Due to the high process complexity of DMLS, every alloy requires tailor-made printing 
parameters (“standard parameter sets”) to achieve maximum part density. Each parameter (e.g., 
hatch distance) can indeed influence one or several of the involved physical phenomena during 
printing (e.g., powder bed formation, fluid dynamics of the molten pool, solidification, residual 
stresses, heat absorption), resulting in strongly differing micro- and mesostructures [4]. It is also 
possible to modify these parameters to adjust the material characteristics of the fabricated 
structures (e.g., porosity). Furthermore, this can achieve parts with specific material characteristics 
(e.g., mechanical strength, thermal conductivity, damping capacity). However, to adjust the 
properties as desired, it is necessary to study all the involved phenomena, their mutual influence 
and their impact on the solidified micro- and mesostructure.  

In this paper, we present the results of our work aimed at determining the influence of the main 
DMLS process parameters on the material properties of manufactured parts. We followed a design 
of experiments (DoE) methodology, and fabricated 85 specimens with 17 different sets of printing 
parameters (5 specimens per parameter set). The material characteristics (dimensional accuracy, 
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surface roughness, hardness, density, porosity, and thermal conductivity) were then investigated 
using professional and self-designed tools.  
Method and Material 
The process regarding the development, fabrication, and characterization of aluminum specimens 
with different material characteristics is schematically shown in Fig. 1.  

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Process for investigating the material characteristics of aluminium specimens fabricated 
with different printing parameter sets. 

 
Design of Experiments. A DoE was performed, using the following variable parameters: laser 

power (P) [W], laser speed (v) [mm/s], hatch distance (h) [mm], and layer thickness (t) [mm]. The 
full factorial design (4 factors, 2 levels) results in 16 experiments with different energy densities 
(E) [J/mm³] given by: 

𝐸𝐸 =
𝑃𝑃

𝑣𝑣 ⋅ ℎ ⋅ 𝑡𝑡
 (1) 

To detect non-linear dependencies between factors, we added the “center point” experiment 
corresponding to the average values of parameters. 

The specimens had the shape of rectangular solids (12*12*75 mm³), directly attached to the 
build platform without a support structure. Each printing parameter set from the DoE (17) was 
used five times. We, therefore, fabricated 85 specimens in total. The powder material is 
“StrengthAl” from the company m4p GmbH, a hardenable high-strength aluminum alloy 
consisting of Aluminum (main alloying element), Magnesium, Silicon, Scandium, Titanium, 
Zirconium, Manganese, and Chrome [5].  

Direct Metal Laser Sintering. The fabrication of the specimens was executed with an EOS M290 
printing system with a build volume of 250*250*325 mm³ and a 400 W Yb-fiber laser (spot size 
100µm). A ceramic blade (hard recoating) was used for the powder recoating, and Argon as an 
inert gas. The platform temperature was set to 180°C. The exposure sequence of the specimens 
was directed against the gas flow to keep the concentration of impurities as low as possible. The 
“stripes” exposure pattern was used (stripe width 7 mm), and the rotation angle was set to 67°.  

The specimens were hardened afterward (precipitation hardening – 6 hours, 350°C, slow 
cooling in the air). Machining (milling, turning) was then performed on the specimens to achieve 
proper test geometries. 

Material characterization. One set of specimens (17 different printing parameter sets) was used 
for microstructural investigations and porosity measurements via scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) (JSM-IT500 – JEOL) and reflected light microscopy (RLM) (Axio Imager.M2m – Zeiss). 
The specimens were embedded in cold embedding resin (CEM 1000 Blue Pulver) with subsequent 
grinding and polishing operations (Silicon Carbide paper – grain size P1200, diamond suspension 
– grain size 3 µm, Silicone Dioxide suspension – grain size 0.05µm). The metallographic 
specimens were then further treated with a Keller-Wilcox etchant. 

The four remaining sets of specimens (4x17 specimens) were used to investigate the specimens’ 
dimensional accuracy, surface roughness, hardness, density, porosity, and thermal conductivity. 
All tests were performed at room temperature (20°C).  
  

Design of Experiments Direct Metal Laser Sintering Material characterization

laser power,
laser speed,

hatch distance,
layer thickness

85 hardened specimens
(StrengthAl)

dimensional accuracy, 
surface roughness, 

hardness, density, porosity, 
thermal conductivity
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Material Characteristics 
Dimensional accuracy.  
The dimensional inspection of the specimens (as-build) was executed using an outside micrometer 
(Micromar 40 ER – Mahr) with a resolution of 0.001mm. Both side lengths of the quadratic 
specimens were measured ten times (20 measurements per specimen). The dimensions as a 
function of the applied energy density are shown in Fig. 2.  

There is quite a large dispersion in the measurement results (the standard deviation is high, for 
a given energy density, but there is also significant variability depending on the energy density: 
11.906 – 12.433 mm). This phenomenon is at least partly due to the increase in the size of the melt 
pools when the energy density increases. Bigger melt pools also tend to aggregate more particles 
on the edges of the test specimens. It can be seen, however, that specimens fabricated with the 
same energy density but with different printing parameter sets (e.g., 112.23 J/mm³) show 
differences regarding their dimensions (red circles vs. black crosses).  

 

 
 Fig. 2. Dimensional accuracy of printed specimens as a function of the applied energy density. 

 
Surface roughness.  
The surface roughness of the specimens (as-build) was measured using a perthometer (MarSurf 

GD25 – Mahr). Each side of every specimen was measured twice (8 measurements per specimen). 
The arithmetic average roughness (Ra), the average peak-to-valley profile roughness (Rz), and the 
maximum peak-to-valley profile height (Rmax) as a function of the applied energy density are 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The graph shows a correlation between the applied energy density and the surface roughness. 
The surface roughness slowly increases with the applied energy density, partly due to the increase 
of the size in the melt pools. Indeed, more particles adhere on the edges of bigger melt pools, which 
results in rougher surfaces. However, the energy density partly explains the observations. 
Specimens fabricated with the same energy density but with different printing parameter sets (e.g., 
112.23 J/mm³) may not have the same surface roughness (red vs. black).  
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Fig. 3. Surface roughness of printed specimen as a function of the applied energy density. 

 
Hardness.  
The hardness testing of the specimens (milled) was performed using a universal hardness testing 

machine (ZHU 187.5 – ZwickRoell). Here, the Vickers hardness (HV) was measured using a 
diamond pyramid with an angle of 136° and a test force of 98.07 N. Each side of every specimen 
was measured twice (8 measurements per specimen). The HV as a function of the applied energy 
density is shown in Fig. 4. 

The range of variation of the measurement results is extensive (46.2 – 163.1HV). The results 
show that the hardness increases to a certain energy (~70J/mm³). It then decreases again. This 
phenomenon is a consequence of the different printing parameter sets (different energy inputs) in 
combination with the subsequent hardening process. In the case of DMLS parts, hardening 
(“solution heat treatment”) already occurs during the fabrication process when the melt pools 
quickly cool down. The second annealing step, called "aging treatment" still has to be performed 
afterward. Therefore, the solution heat treatment varies due to the different energy inputs of the 
printing parameter sets. Besides, specimens fabricated at lower energy densities show a more 
significant standard deviation in the measurement results than those fabricated at higher energy 
densities due to differences in the resulting porosity. The probability of hitting a (hidden) pore 
with the indenter is much higher in a porous material than in a more homogeneous one (the porosity 
increases when the energy density decreases, as shown later in this paper). It can also be seen that 
specimens fabricated with the same energy density but with different printing parameter sets (e.g., 
112.23 J/mm³) show differences regarding their hardness (red circles vs. black crosses).  

 

 
 Fig. 4. Vickers hardness of printed specimens as a function of the applied energy density. 
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Density. The density (ρ) [g/cm³] of the specimens (milled) was determined according to: 
𝜌𝜌 =

𝑚𝑚
𝑉𝑉

   (2) 

where m [g] is the mass, and V [cm³] is the volume of the specimens. The specimens’ weight 
was measured using a high-precision scale (AG204 DeltaRange - Mettler Toledo) with a resolution 
of 0.0001g. The specimens’ volume was calculated using the dimensional inspection’s measured 
volume. The density as a function of the applied energy density is shown in Fig. 5.  

The range of variation of the measurement results is wide (2.21 - 2.65 g/cm³). The density 
significantly increases up to an energy density of about 30 J/mm³ and stays more or less constant 
above this point. There are no significant differences between specimens fabricated with the same 
energy density but different printing parameter sets (e.g., 22.45 J/mm³, red circles vs. black 
crosses).  

 
Fig. 5. Density of printed specimens as a function of the applied energy density. 

 
Porosity and microstructure.  
The porosity (pore size and pore size distribution) of the 17 metallographic specimens was 

measured using RLM and image processing software (ZEN core – Zeiss). The average total pore 
area in percent as a function of the applied energy density is shown in Fig. 6.  

The range of variation of the measurement results is large (0.04 – 21.16%). The porosity 
significantly decreases for an energy density below 30 J/mm³. It stabilizes around 30 J/mm³ before 
slightly increasing for higher energy densities (>110 J/mm³). Specimens fabricated with the same 
energy density but with different printing parameter sets (e.g., 22.45 J/mm³) show differences 
regarding the average total pore area (red circles vs. black crosses). 
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Fig. 6. Average total pore area of specimens as a function of the applied energy density. 

The structure of the 17 metallographic specimens was further investigated using RLM and 
SEM. In this paper, we compare two specimens, the one with the lowest porosity (0.04%), and the 
one with the highest porosity (21.16%). 

At first, the metallographic specimens (polished, not etched) were investigated using RLM, as 
shown in Fig. 7. Here, the different porosities are noticeable (Fig. 7, A vs. Fig. 7, B). A closer look 
at the porous structure (Fig. 7, B) shows that the pores are homogeneously distributed throughout 
the entire geometry. Due to irregular cooling rates (which depend on the build height and geometry 
of the printed part), DMLS parts can have an inhomogeneous microstructure with anisotropic 
material characteristics [6]. In our case however, the build height did not appear to influence the 
pore size and pore size distribution.  

The metallographic specimens (polished, not etched) were further investigated using SEM, as 
shown in Fig. 8. Here, a magnification of 50 was used. The pictures clearly show the differences 
between the specimens regarding porosity. In the image of the porous structure (Fig. 8, B), fine 
powder particles that were not melted during the print job are still visible. There are significant 
differences in the size and shape of the pores. Also, note that the build direction cannot be detected 
from the pictures.  

The metallographic specimens were etched to investigate them via RLM further, as shown in 
Fig. 9. Now, the typical laser beam tracks due to the layer-wise manufacturing principle of DMLS 
are visible. Fine powder particles are again apparent in Fig. 9, B. Splashes or inclusions could not 
be detected.  

In addition, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) was used to investigate the 
distribution of alloy elements in three different specimens (porosities: 0.23%, 1.11%, and 21.16%). 
The results show that Aluminum (the main alloy element) and Magnesium are homogeneously 
distributed, also around pores. The remaining alloy elements (Silicon, Scandium, Titanium, 
Zirconium, Manganese, and Chrome) could not be detected due to the detection limit of the EDX 
apparatus (0.2% by mass) (JSM-IT500 – JEOL).  
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Fig. 7. RLM images of metallographic specimens showing different porosities (polished, not 

etched). A: dense structure fabricated with 112.23 J/mm³. B: porous structure fabricated with 
14.96 J/mm³. 

 

 
Fig. 8. SEM images of metallographic specimens showing different porosities (polished, not 

etched, magnification 50x). A: dense structure fabricated with 112.23 J/mm³. B: porous structure 
fabricated with 14.96 J/mm³. 

 

 
Fig. 9. RLM images of metallographic specimens showing different porosities (polished and 

etched). A: dense structure fabricated with 112.23 J/mm³. B: porous structure fabricated with 
14.96 J/mm³. 

 
Thermal conductivity. The specimens’ thermal conductivity was measured using a self-

designed test setup consisting of a hot plate (50°C) and a cold plate (0°C). On both plates, flux 
sensors are installed to measure the heat flux. PT1000 sensors are attached to each side of the 
specimens to measure the temperature gradient, as illustrated in Fig. 10.  
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 Fig. 10. Schematics of the self-designed test set-up used to measure the thermal conductivity of 
the fabricated samples. 

 
The sensors are connected to an Arduino board, and digital tabletop multimeters are connected 

to a computer. The measured values are then used to calculate the thermal conductivity (λ) [W/mK] 
in Matlab (MathWorks) using: 

𝜆𝜆 =
𝜙𝜙 ⋅ 𝑥𝑥
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 ⋅ 𝐴𝐴

  (3) 

The heat flow (Ф) is obtained by: 

𝜙𝜙 =
𝑄𝑄
𝑡𝑡

  (4) 

where (Q) [J] is the heat flux, t [s] is the time, x [m] is the length of the specimen, ΔT [K] is the 
temperature gradient between the two PT1000 sensors, and A [m2] is the surface area of the 
specimen extremities in direct contact with the flux sensors.  

We verified the validity of the measurements using a series of reference measurements using a 
known material with a thermal conductivity of 180 W/mK. All measurement results were located 
between 189.5 W/mK (5,3%) and 95.6 W/mK (4.4%). The average value for all 20 measurements 
was 179.02 W/mK.  

Every printed specimen was measured five times. The measurement time was 180s. Fig. 11 and 
12 show the thermal conductivity as a function of the applied energy density and the porosity. 

Fig. 11 shows a wide range of variations in the measurement results (48.78-112.39 W/mK), 
probably due to substantial porosity variations between the different specimens, as shown  
in Fig. 12. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Thermal conductivity of printed specimens as a function of the applied energy density. 
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Fig. 12. Thermal conductivity of printed specimens as a function of the porosity. 

Summary 
An EOS M290 printing system was used to fabricate 85 aluminum specimens (StrengthAl) with 
17 printing parameter sets, following a DoE approach (5x17 specimens). The modified printing 
parameters are the laser power (P) [W], laser speed (v) [mm/s], hatch distance (h) [mm], and layer 
thickness (t) [mm]. The specimens were then hardened (precipitation hardening) for 6 hours at 
350°C with slow cooling in air. The specimens’ dimensional accuracy, surface roughness, 
hardness, density, porosity, and thermal conductivity were then measured using professional tools 
and a self-designed test setup. Microstructural investigations were also performed using RLM and 
SEM.  

The results show that changes in the process parameters (P, v, h, t) strongly affect the material 
characteristics, and while some variations follow visible trends, the energy density alone does not 
fully explain them. The hardening process also has an influence. Further work is required to better 
understand the physical mechanisms active during the formation and solidification of the melt 
pool.  
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Abstract. In the field of additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, the development of metal-
based extrusion processes constitutes a significant industrial trend in the recent years. Respective 
processes are differentiated into powder bed, powder-fed and wire-fed depending on the used 
feedstock. Among those, powder-fed AM represents the most widely used approach, despite its 
physical limitations leading to intense thermal gradients and an uncontrollable defective 
microstructure of produced parts. In this context, extrusion-based AM using a wire semi-finished 
product in the semi-solid state offers a novel alternative for the direct processing of metallic alloys, 
avoiding the limitations mentioned. For this reason, a new method for consecutive extrusion of 
semi-solid AlSiMg aluminum wires has been developed at the Institute for Metal Forming (IFU, 
Stuttgart, Germany), particularly investigating the influence of the material´s microstructure on 
the process result. By modifying microstructure via heat treatment, a specific modification of the 
rheological material behavior can be achieved in terms of a pronounced shear-thinning 
characteristic, thus systematically affecting extrusion and deposition. First, an experimental setup 
for continuously extruding semi-sold aluminum wires was realized. Subsequently, experimental 
investigations were carried out on the extrusion of aluminum wires prepared via the strain induced 
melt activated (SIMA) process as well as untreated aluminum wires, using a conductively heated 
printhead concept. The objective was to determine process parameters necessary for successful 
extrusion and deposition of the modified aluminum material as well as the final proof of concept 
regarding a specific transformation of the material´s microstructure during the extrusion process. 
Introduction 
Additive manufacturing (AM) represents one of the most rapidly advancing manufacturing 
technologies in recent decades and has a particular importance for various industrial sectors, for 
example in the field of product design, automotive engineering as well as aerospace and bio-
medical technology [1,2]. In this context, especially AM of metals has become substantial for 
producing industries. The AM processes applied here are categorized according to the raw material 
and the energy source used. In terms of the raw material, a distinction is made between powder 
bed, powder-fed and wire-fed processes. The energy sources used to melt the raw material as 
rapidly as possible include electron beam, laser or electric arc [3]. However, such AM processes 
still suffer from a wide variety of technological disadvantages. Due to the high energy input during 
the production of metallic AM parts, for example, complex thermal gradients can occur in the 
workpiece’s volumes, leading to defects such as porosity, lack of fusion, part distortion, cracks 
and delamination [4]. In addition, especially powder bed-based melting or sintering methods entail 
high production costs and a long process duration [5].  
Against this background, recent studies in the field of Additive Manufacturing (AM) focus on the 
development of a wire fed semi-solid AM process route. Wire as feedstock offers some significant 
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advantages based on the simpler process set up and higher deposition rate in contrast to powder 
resulting in a shorter process duration on the one hand and overall reduced equipment and 
production costs on the other hand [6]. The general process methodology based on wire as a 
feedstock involves heating the material into semi-solid state inside of the print head as well as a 
subsequent deposition in layers onto a print bed, similar to conventional fused deposition modeling 
(FDM) with plastics. Thereby, the direct processing of metallic alloys in the semi-solid state can 
be achieved through the specific control of the microstructure present in the material and therefore 
the resulting rheological behavior. The pronounced shear-thinning characteristic of semi-solid 
metals with a globular microstructure enabling the production of three-dimensional structures due 
to a low viscosity during extrusion and a dimensional stability of the deposited material [7]. 

Initial investigations in the field of semi-solid AM have been done in respect to the processing 
of low melting lead alloys, showing the general feasibility of this approach [8,9,10]. In the 
following, the semi-solid extrusion of magnesium alloy wires on a modified FDM-printer was 
discussed by Lima et al. [11]. Here, focus was put on the transformation of the feedstock material 
into the required globular microstructure within the print head. For aluminum alloys, first 
investigations using a conductively heated print head and an Al4018 welding wire were carried 
out by Herhold [12]. However, due to high friction as well as an inappropriate temperature 
distribution inside the print head, no satisfying results were obtained. Sharma et al [13] applied a 
modified print head design utilizing induction heating to temper an iron core and through 
conductive heat transport thereby the actual aluminum wire that is passed internally. This approach 
resulted in a steady state extrusion of a four-layer rectangular test piece made of Al5356 wire. 
Englert et al. [14] adapted the aforementioned inductive heating approach by equipping an 
extrusion nozzle with a modified induction coil. In the process, though, no cross-section reduction 
of the wire in the printhead has been implemented, and only continuous heating was realized. In 
this way, an Al4018 wire could be heated directly within the nozzle to subsequently produce cubic 
shaped parts. In both cases, however, interactions between the induced magnetic field and the print 
bed, the deposited part and other components of the machine assembly occurred.  

In order to improve the semi-solid wire-fed AM process of aluminum alloys, a deeper 
understanding of the material behavior during the process is needed. Current state of the art focused 
on inductive heating of the wire, thereby successful extrusion could be investigated. However, due 
to the induced electro-magnetic field, interactions with the layered specimen as well as the machine 
parts could be observed. Additionally, in semi-solid forming normally a solidification pressure is 
needed, to produce a defect-free microstructure, which is difficult to apply with an inductive 
heating coil. In this paper the evaluation of viable process parameters for semi-solid additive 
manufacturing utilizing aluminum wire and a conductive heated print head design is presented, to 
eliminate the mentioned negative effects of the inductive heating approach. Thereby, an 
implementation of the specific transformation of the material´s microstructure into the extrusion 
process itself and the conductive heating design can reduce the overall process complexity, 
allowing a low-cost production approach. 
Material and Methods 
Raw material. When additive manufacturing is performed with semi-solid metal wires, particular 
attention must be paid to the liquid phase content of the material structure, as this crucially 
influences the continuous extrusion process. Here, low liquid phase contents result into increased 
extrusion forces and possible clogging of the nozzle, whereas high liquid phase contents enhance 
the formation of droplets at the nozzle opening. The formation or presence of droplets during 
extrusion has been referred to as an undesirable factor by several authors [8,12,13] resulting in a 
reduced accuracy of the manufactured parts. Due to the strong correlation between the processing 
temperature or rather the liquid phase content associated therewith and the resulting material´s 
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flow behavior, selection of a suitable aluminum alloy is a key issue. In this regard, suitable metal 
alloys for semi-solid metal forming processes usually offer following properties: 

1. Solidification range (ΔT), defined as the temperature range between solidus and liquidus 
temperature, should found as extended as possible. Here, a range between 20 and 130 °C is 
recommended. [15] 

2. Temperature sensitivity of solid phase content (−dφs/dT), which indicates the change in solid 
phase content per temperature unit for a specific alloy composition, should not exceed 0.015 
[16]. Thus, in general a 1.5 % change in solid phase content of the melt is permissible for 
every 1 °C change in temperature. [15] 

3. Processing temperature specifies the temperature interval in which the required solid phase 
content of 0,4-0,7 for the respective semi-solid processing procedure is present. [17]  

4. Globular microstructure leads to shear-thinning material behavior and is therefore a 
mandatory requirement for semi-solid forming processes. [18] 

Based on the alloy-specific requirements described above, an Al4018 welding wire from 
Drahtwerk Elisental W. Erdmann GmbH & Co. [19] has been chosen as raw material for the 
investigations presented in this paper. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the material 
used, according to Drahtwerk Elisental W. Erdmann GmbH & Co. [19] and its thermophysical 
properties in accordance to the above-mentioned selection criteria. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition of Al4018 welding wire in wt.% 
[19] and its thermophysical properties [20]. 

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti Al 
7,19 0,14 0,00 0,00 0,6 0,00 0,02 Base 

ΔT = 65 °C −dφs/dT = 0.004 processing temperature 
= 565-595°C 

Fig. 1a) shows the microstructure of the wire material used, which is characterized by an enclosed 
silicon phase (dark) in an α-Al phase (bright). This cold worked microstructure is transformed to 
the necessary globular microstructure in the aluminum welding wire through heating into the semi-
solid state as a sub step of the strain induced melt activated (SIMA) process [21]. In the present 
case of processing given Al4018 wire, a cross-section reduction of 44 % was performed in the last 
drawing stage, which means that the threshold value of 30% specified by Loué and Suéry [22] has 
been exceeded and a sufficiently high cold forming ratio with regard to optimal SIMA process 
requirements is reached. For heat treatment a convection oven was used to heat up the sample to a 
temperature of 575°C for a period of 15 minutes. In general, thixoforming operations require a 
solid phase content of 0,4-0,7 [17]. Therefore, within the corresponding temperature range for the 
present alloy (approximately 565-595°C), isothermal holding at 575°C has been chosen [20]. After 
heat treatment the aluminum filament was quenched in water. Fig.1b) illustrates the resulting 
microstructure, consisting of globular α-Al grains embedded in eutectic phase (intergranular) and 
eutectic phase enclosed within solid grains (intragranular). 
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Fig. 1. Microstructure of the utilized Al4018 welding wire as is a) and after heat treatment b). 

 
As an evaluation criterion to determine suitability of the generated microstructure for semi-solid 
additive manufacturing, grain size and grain shape were calculated using the image analysis 
software Fiji. Perfect globular grains feature a shape factor of unity. In general, a globular 
microstructure that is suitable for semi-solid forming is considered to feature a shape factor 
between 0.6 and 1 and a grain size smaller than 100 μm [23]. Compared directly, the microstructure 
produced in the filament material by heat treatment with the chosen parameter combination has an 
average grain size of 71 µm and a shape factor of 0.75 and is therefore within the stated limits. 
The heat-treated welding wire with a globular microstructure is utilized for extrusion and 
deposition studies in the course of semi-solid additive manufacturing. 

Additive manufacturing setup. A prototype 3D-printer equipped with wire-feed and conduction 
heating devices was developed and built up for the present study. This AM setup consists of custom 
as well as commercially available components. Fig. 2 shows the setup used on the left and a 
schematic illustration of the printhead cross section on the right. 

 
Fig. 2. Photograph of the additive manufacturing setup used a) and CAD rendering of the 

printhead cross section b). 
 

The general design of the printhead includes a modular setup consisting of a main body and a 
nozzle separated by spacers. These spacers, between nozzle and main body, allow for thermal 
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decoupling of these components from each other through the resulting air gap whereby a large 
temperature gradient as well as separate heating of the two components can be realized. The 
guidance inside the printhead has been designed with an exchangeable inlay, allowing guide 
sleeves from different materials and with different diameters to be investigated. A conventional 
pinch roller extruder, which is usually applied for FDM with plastics, is used for wire feeding. The 
extruder is driven by a stepper motor, whose speed and thus the wire feed rate is controlled through 
the open source software Estlcam. For tempering the nozzle, conventional cylindrical cartridge 
heaters with an electrical power of 200 watts are inserted in appropriately prepared mounting holes. 
Control of the heating cartridges and thus of the temperature distribution within the nozzle is 
performed via a control unit. Thereby, current nozzle temperature can be measured by means of a 
thermocouple (Type J) integrated into the printhead and connected to the control unit.  
For extrusion objectives, the aluminum wire having a diameter of 2 mm and a section length of 1 
m is first supplied to the pinch roller extruder. After leaving the extruder, the Inlay guides the wire 
until its heating into semi-solid state inside the nozzle and its subsequent extrusion through the 
nozzle opening. For the final deposition of the semi-solid aluminum, a heated print bed is used on 
which an additional 2 mm thick aluminum sheet is placed serving as a substrate. The relative 
movement of the substrate to the print head is performed manually. Entire extrusion and deposition 
of the semi-solid aluminum wire takes place without inert gas atmosphere. 

Experimental procedure. The aim of the investigations presented in this paper was to produce 
primitive samples with a simple geometry using the principle of semi-solid AM to demonstrate the 
fundamental feasibility of the project at hand. These samples should feature a homogeneous 
microstructure without defects and metallurgical joint between the layers. For this purpose, the 
extrudability of the heat-treated welding wires having a globular material structure was first 
investigated using the AM setup described above. During these investigations, numerous process 
parameters were changed according to Table 2 in order to initially demonstrate feasibility of the 
semi-solid AM process and afterwards to determine its ideal parameter combinations. 

Table 2. Parameter variation extrusion trials. 
Experimental parameter 

Wire material heat-treated (575°C, 15 min) 
Material of Inlay  stainless steel  copper brass 

Inner diameter of Inlay  
[mm] Ø 2,1 Ø 2,4 

Nozzle temperature [°C] 565-630 (gradual increase in 5°C steps starting with 565°C) 
Main body temperature [°C] 540 560 

Due to the modular concept of the printhead, especially the influence of different materials and 
variations of the inner diameter of the inlay on the extrusion process could be investigated during 
the experiments. Here, copper, brass and stainless steel with internal diameters of 2.1 mm and 
2.4 mm were analyzed. The inlay socket was made from stainless steel in all tests conducted and 
provided secure seating for the inlay inside the printhead as well as its reinforcement due to low 
wall thickness. Regarding the temperature distribution in the printhead, a constant main body 
temperature was maintained in all tests, while the nozzle was heated in 5°C increments, starting at 
565°C. The starting temperature of 565°C at the nozzle corresponds to the required processing 
temperature range for the considered aluminum alloy in the semi-solid state, which is between 
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565°C – 595°C. The feed rate was set to 1 mm/s, corresponding to an approximate deposition rate 
of 3,1 mm3/s, in all experiments carried out. The quality of the final extrusion samples was 
evaluated on the basis of the external appearance and microstructural analysis. For this purpose, a 
digital light microscope with a maximum magnification of 5000x was used. The preparation of the 
samples involved mechanical sanding and polishing followed by etching of the sections with 
5 % NaOH solution for 60 s. Finally, a transfer of the ideal process parameters found, was 
performed to the processing of untreated welding wire. The objective behind this approach was 
the implementation of the necessary microstructural transformation into the extrusion itself and 
therefore eliminate the additional step of heat treatment. 
Results and Discussion 
Based on the experimental results obtained, the influence of, on the one hand, the design of the 
guidance (inlay) and, on the other hand, the printhead temperature control on the extrusion quality 
were evaluated. With regard to the guidance, the tests performed showed extrusion of the 
aluminum wire with an inner diameter of 2.1 mm rather than 2,4 mm. This is due to the fact that 
the bigger inner diameter results in a larger air gap between the tube wall and the wire having a 
diameter of 2 mm, leading to a significantly lower heat transfer. Actually, no melting and thus no 
extrusion of the aluminum welding wire was observed with the inlay variant having a diameter of 
2.4 mm. Because of this, further investigations on the guidance material were only carried out 
using the inner diameter of 2.1 mm.  

In the examinations on suitable materials for the guidance, stainless steel, copper and brass were 
investigated in combination with the temperature settings for nozzle and main body listed in 
Table 2. When combining brass as material for the inlay and a nozzle temperature of 590°C, as 
well as both main body temperatures listed in Table 2, continuous extrusion could be achieved. 
However, a more detailed analysis of the nozzle cross-section after the performed tests revealed 
the positioning of the melting zone located near the contact area between aluminum wire and 
extrusion shoulder, the entire brass inlay had been disintegrated (see Fig. 3). This disintegration of 
the brass guidance can be attributed to diffusion of alloying elements into the semi-solid aluminum 
in combination with subsequent mechanical abrasion. Therefore, a brass inlay is not suitable for 
the semi-solid AM process in terms of a reliable process control.  

 
Fig. 3. Cross section of the inlay (brass) and inlay socket (stainless steel) with melted aluminum. 
For stainless steel and copper as inlay materials, melting of the aluminum wire could be observed 
for a nozzle temperature of 590°C due to the formation of droplets at the nozzle opening, but no 
further extrusion. This can be attributed to the friction between the guidance and the semi-solid 
aluminum alloy itself, which prevented extrusion. However, by increasing the nozzle temperature 
up to 615°C in the case of stainless steel and 625°C for copper and simultaneously turning off 
active heating of the printhead main body, extrusion of the semi-solid aluminum gets feasible. The 
applied heating strategy relocated the melting zone closer to the extrusion shoulder and also 
decreased its dimensions. As a result, this led to reduced friction between guidance and wire, thus 
enabling extrusion.  
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The above described methodology for the extrusion of heat-treated wire also led to successful 
extrusion of untreated aluminum wires. Regarding this, Fig. 4 shows respective cross-sections of 
nozzles with a) stainless steel and b) copper as guiding material. The stainless-steel inlay reveals 
a gradual melting and simultaneous transformation of the untreated aluminum wire over a length 
of ~4,9 mm. The copper inlay, on the other hand, shows a significantly shorter melting and 
transformation zone, which is exclusively present at the immediate extrusion shoulder and nozzle 
opening. During the extrusion tests, the significantly larger melting zone within the stainless-steel 
inlay implied higher friction between the semi-solid aluminum and the guidance causing an 
increased force demand for the extrusion process in comparison to the copper inlay. Furthermore, 
when using the stainless-steel inlay, a nozzle temperature reduced by 10°C compared to the copper 
inlay had to be used in order to restrict the formation of the melting zone. Without reducing the 
nozzle temperature applied in the case of the steel inlay, no extrusion has been achieved using the 
extruder applied in the present study, since the required feeding force clearly exceeded the 
available capacities of the stepper motor. Even with an adapted temperature profile, steady-state 
extrusion was only present to a certain degree while using the stainless-steel inlay, as the force 
provided by the extruder was partially insufficient due to stick and slip effects and stagnation of 
the wire feed occurred. For the copper inlay, the forces required during the process to extrude the 
semi-solid aluminum did never exceed the extruder's capacity due to the already explained 
comparatively small melting zone (see Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Nozzle cross section with stainless steel a) and copper inlay b). 

Table 3 shows the parameter combinations determined in the course of the extrusion studies 
providing a suitable operating window for steady state extrusion of aluminum welding wires.  

Table 3. Best parameter combinations for extrusion and deposition. 

Material Inlay 1 Inner diameter 
Inlay 1 [mm] Temperatur 

nozzle [°C] Temperature main 
body [°C] Wire material 

stainless steel 2,1 615 not heated heat-treated, 
untreated 

copper  2,1 625 not heated heat-treated, 
untreated 

Fig. 5 presents the resulting microstructure of fully extruded samples from untreated welding 
wires. In both cases, it can be seen that a complete transformed microstructure consisting of 
globular α-Al-grains embedded in an eutectic matrix is present. The smaller average grain size in 
the sample extruded with the copper inlay is attributed to the shorter holding time of the material 
in the semi-solid state caused by the reduced melting zone. This fact also contributes to the 
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considerably finer porosity, since the coalescence occurring in the semi-solid state with advancing 
holding time leads to coarsening of pores. Both of the presented grain sizes are sufficiently small 
for semi-solid extrusion however the smaller grain size produced through extrusion with the copper 
inlay is generally considered a beneficial factor and has a positive effect on the extrudability of the 
semi-solid aluminum. 

 
Fig. 5. Microstructure of extruded untreated aluminum wires with a) stainless-steel and b) 

copper inlay. 
The manufacturing of a basic specimen took place using an untreated aluminum welding wire with 
the copper inlay as well as the corresponding process parameters listed in Table 3. Fig. 6a) shows 
the sample after extrusion and deposition of the semi-solid aluminum using the ideal process 
parameter combination. During the trials, a heated print bed with temperatures between 550-600°C 
was needed in order to achieve a good bonding of the layers. This can be attributed to the semi-
solid state of both the already deposited and the just extruded aluminum, that enables an interface-
free bonding of the two layers shown in Fig. 6b). The porosity described above is also found in the 
extruded specimen and can be classified as a defect in the material indicated by intergranular pores. 

 
Fig. 6. Experimental procedure and specimen manufactured a), microstructural analysis of the 

specimen b). 
Summary  
In the present study, a novel manufacturing method has been presented enabling semi-solid 
additive manufacturing of aluminum wire utilizing a conductively heated printhead design. This 
also involved the fabrication of basic specimens by using a heated print bed as well as a manually 
moved aluminum substrate (6000 series) with a deposition rate of up to 3.1 mm3/s. Thereby the 
required microstructural transformation of the untreated aluminum wire took place during heating 
inside the printhead, eliminating the need for an additional heat treatment. In the course of the 
experimental evaluation, three different inlay materials as well as variations of the inner diameter 
were tested. For 2.4 mm as an inner diameter no melting or extrusion could be observed due to an 
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excessive air gap and therefore poor heat transfer between guidance and aluminum wire. With 
brass as guidance, disintegration of the inlay material occurred in the melting zone, while stainless 
steel led to stagnant extrusion caused by a large melting zone resulting in high friction along with 
stick-and-slip effects. Copper with an inner diameter of 2.1 mm was found to be the most suitable 
choice and consequently has been applied for the fabrication of simple specimens featuring a 
partial interface-free bonding of consecutive layers. However, the extruded material also exhibited 
defects in form of porosity. 

In future studies, a dedicated machine setup will be developed, which enables a controlled 
movement of the print bed in x-, y- and z-direction at a pre-defined speed. In addition, a reworked 
printhead concept including a heat sink will be implemented in the system in order to be able to 
influence the dimensions of the melting zone. 
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Abstract. Additive manufacturing (AM) of continuous fiber reinforced composites (CFC) is 
becoming increasingly important in the field of lightweight construction. The major advantage lies 
particular in the automated manufacturing process and in the production of complex geometries. 
Most work was done with traditional fusion filament fabrication (FFF) and the lack of separate 
consolidation units. AM CFCs produced in this manner have shown increased consolidation-
related volumetric flaws -i.e. deconsolidation defects decreasing mechanical performance. The 
presence of deconsolidation defects, normally indicates either poor process parameters selection 
or inadequate in situ consolidation. Recently, there were several efforts in modifying the FFF of 
CFCs to minimize deconsolidation defects through in situ thermo-mechanical pressing. However, 
there are only limited fundamental knowledge on the in situ thermo-mechanical consolidation of 
FFF-CFCs. The present paper analyses the stated problem and proposes ways to decrease 
deconsolidation in FFF CF-PA6 laminates. For this purpose, we used a self-developed FFF 3D 
Printer coupled with a thermo-mechanical pressing unit. The influence of extrusion-, consolidation 
temperature, printing speed and in situ consolidation pressure on laminate microstructure and 
flexural strength was investigated. A comparison with FFF laminates printed in a common 3D 
printer was performed. The controlled 3D printing consolidation process leads to a homogeneous 
distribution of fibers in the matrix material and to an improvement of the material parameters of 
the reinforcing composite. 
Introduction 
Due to the efforts to increase efficiency, minimize costs and reduce emissions, many branches of 
industry are undergoing radical changes. Lightweight engineering through 3D printing provides 
measures towards these goals, as it allows several effects to be achieved at the same time: a) 
Lightweight engineering saves emissions in transport industry. b) In combination with 3D printing, 
it makes it possible to produce complex lightweight components economically in a resource-saving 
manner. c) Due to its flexibility and automation possibilities, 3D printing can be used particularly 
well in the field of structural element design. When high-performance materials such as 
composites are used, it becomes interesting for the automotive and aerospace industries. 3D 
printing is increasingly recognized as a technical solution in these areas and will significantly 
change the way complex, ultra-lightweight components are manufactured. 
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The company Markforged (MF) was a pioneer in industrial use of AM CFC and produces 
components with considerable complexity. The mechanical properties of materials produced with 
this technology are lower than those of conventionally produced fiber composite components, such 
as those produced with automated tape laying or cast polymer molding technology. One of the 
reasons for the weakening properties is the high void content in the laminate caused by a poor 
choice of printing process parameters and resulting an inhomogeneous distribution of fibers in the 
matrix material [1,2]. An insufficient utilization of the reinforcing fibers is the result and can lead 
to premature failure of the component. In a preliminary investigation, the influence of 
consolidation in 3D printing of CFC was shown. It has been found that increasing the contact 
pressure on the molten filament can lead to a reduction in voids in the laminate and an 
improvement in mechanical properties [3-6]. 

Increased consolidation is not feasible with standard 3D printing technology of fiber 
composites. What would be required is a time-delayed additional consolidation in the range of the 
crystallinity temperature of the matrix material. This is the aim of the present work, which 
describes a technology for in-situ consolidation. 

For this purpose, a self-developed consolidation printer (CP) and the MF technology were used. 
The following approach is considered: Specimens of the used material are printed with the CP 
technology under controlled conditions at the crystallinity temperature and compared with the test 
specimens of the MF technology. Material tests and microstructure analyses are carried out and 
compared with each other. By preparing microsections of the specimens, a closer look inside the 
structure of the material is obtained which defines the basis for further understanding in terms of 
its homogeneity.  
Materials and methods 
Parameters on the behavior of the matrix material as a function of time and temperature are not 
part of the manufacturer's specifications. For this purpose, preliminary tests had to be carried out, 
which are necessary for a controlled thermal consolidation of the material. The preliminary 
examination of the filament, the technical approach of the MF printer and CP, the test specimens 
and the defined process parameters are documented below.  

Filament material. 
The thermoplastic prepreg used in this study was a 1K roving of continuous carbon fiber, which 

was pre-impregnated with a nylon matrix (CF-PA6) [7]. The CF-PA6 filament has a diameter of 
about 0.389 [mm] and a fiber volume fraction 𝑓𝑓 of 35.0 ± 0.1%. This value is in accordance with 
results reported by other authors, such as He et al. [8]. After a differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) analysis the glass transition temperature, crystallinity temperature and the melting 
temperature of the CF-PA6 prepreg material as well the PA6 matrix material of MF without 
reinforced fibers was determined (see Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Results of DSC measurement. 

Material Glass transition 
temperature [C°] 

Crystallinity 
temperature [C°] 

Melting 
temperature [C°] 

CF-PA6 66 169 225 
PA6  54 163 242 
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CFC 3D printer. 
To analyze the conventional consolidation strategy of 3D-printed CFC, the mechanical 

technology as well as the software of a Mark-two printer of MF was used. The mechanical 
construction of the MF printer has been reported by the manufacturer and in many papers [9-11]. 
For a consistent printing quality, some adjustments are made according to the manufacturer: The 
distance between the nozzle tip and the printer has to be set with a shim leveling to 0.127 [mm] by 
a constant nozzle temperature to 250 [°C]. A new continuous fiber filament role with a low 
moisture content was used for printing the test samples. To ensure a good hold of the printed 
pattern on the print bed, an adhesive glue, recommended by the manufacturer, was applied on the 
print bed. The default parameters of MF at the slicer software Eiger are used as printing condition 
for the CFC CF-PA6 material print. 

Consolidation printer. 
For a detailed consolidation study a consolidation test bench was developed and constructed. 

All technical functions for continuous fiber 3D printing are similar to MF. The printing bed is 
moving in x-, and y-axis direction and the printer head is moving in z-axis direction with a 
trapezoidal   Tr8 x 1.5 [mm] thread. The filament feeder, cutter, hotend and nozzle are MF 
components. With this technical setup, the process and the printing quality of MF can be 
reproduced. In order to implement the influence of the consolidation, an in situ thermomechanical 
consolidation roller is installed after the nozzle tip. There is no mechanical coupling installed 
between the nozzle and the consolidation unit. Therefore, the fiber can only be deposited in              
x-direction and no curved paths are possible with this setup. Each path must be deposited 
individually to obtain the part width of the three-point bending specimen (see Fig. 2 CP Specimen).  

With a load cell (HBM PW4M), the current consolidation pressure in the printing process was 
measured. The diameter of the consolidation roll is 26 [mm] and is tempered with a 12 [V] 30 [W] 
cartridge heater. The rotation of the consolidation roller is transmitted to the CFC filament by the 
contact pressure. The distance between printing nozzle and the consolidation role is adjustable and 
is in this study about [mm]. The consolidation roll is on the same level as the nozzle tip and applies 
a contact force about 5 [N] to the filament.  

The printer was prepared with an open controller board from GT2560 Ref A+ and can be 
operated with an open-source slicer software. Various process parameters such as speed, 
temperature and the layer height can be changed additionally. These parameters were controlled 
with the Repetier-Host software (Hot-World GmbH & Co. KG). The G-code for the specimen 
geometry is developed independently in-house and imported into the control system of Repetier-
Host. The schematic process of the consolidation test bench is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic process of the consolidation test bench. 

 
Specimen geometry and mechanical testing. 
The material tests were carried out using three-point bending tests. The dimensions are 60 x 15 

x 2 [mm] (length x width x thickness) following the testing standards ISO 14125 with a line offset 
of approx. 0.9 [mm]. The pure PA6 coating and CFC loops at the reversal points produced by the 
MF printing process are removed. The printing strategy as well as the printing composition of the 
MF and the CP specimen is shown in Fig. 2. Each specimen consists of 14 layers, with 15 lines 
per layer. The layer height, printing speed and nozzle temperature for both printers were chosen 
of the default settings of MF and is listed in Table 2. The consolidation force on the CP samples 
is about 5 [N] for each line, while simultaneously maintaining the matrix material at its crystallinity 
temperature of 170 [°C] (see Table 1). In order to obtain reliable results of the mechanical tests, 
eight test samples are produced per series. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Print path in a layer of MF and CP. 
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The three-point bending tests were conducted on a universal testing machine Z020 (Zwick/Roell). 
The manufacturer’s software testXpert II was used on the testing machine to initialize the test 
parameters and record the test data. 

Process parameters and data analysis. 
The process parameters of the CP printer were controlled and measured with the Repetier-Host 

software and are listed in Table 2. The control of the process parameters of the MF system was 
realized with the Eiger software and contains the standard parameters of MF (see Table 2). 

 
Table 2. Printing conditions. 

Variation Fiber-
orientation 

Nozzle 
height 
[mm] 

Consolidation 
force roller 

[N] 

Printing-
speed 

[mm/s] 

Nozzle 
tip 

temp. 
[C°] 

Consolidatio
n roller temp. 

[C°] 

Printing 
bed 
[C°] 

Internal 
temperatur

e 3D-
printer [C°] 

CP 0°  0.127 5 15 250  170  30  30 
MF 0.127 - 15 250  -  -  30 

 
An HBM QuantumX MX1615 interface was used for data acquisition of consolidation pressure 
and chamber temperature of the CP printer. The visualization and data storage were implemented 
with the software catmanEasy. To ensure the correctness of the measured data, a reference 
measurement was made using a high-resolution balance. 

Microstructural analysis. 
The binocular microscope Axio Lab.A1 with a 5X and 20X magnification (Zeiss, Oberkochen) 

was used to observe the fiber distribution as well as the void content of the test specimens. The 
images were taken with a 2.0 MP Pixel-Fox digital camera (Dietermann & Heuser Solution, 
Greifenstein-Beilstein) and processed with the manufacturers image measuring software. 
Results 
In order to be able to assess the quality of the laminate, detailed information is required on the 
micro- and macrostructure as well as the respective mechanical properties of the laminate. For this 
purpose, the following investigations were carried out. 

Cross-sectional observation. 
Typical examples of cross-sectional microscopy images of the MF and CP specimens in the 

direction perpendicular to the fiber are shown in Fig. 3.  
The 3D printed laminates of MF (see Fig. 3a), show a lot of micro and macro voids in the 

laminate. Larger voids have a size of approximately 200 [µm]. Individual layers with insufficient 
intimate contact are to be recognized in the observation. Layers in the laminate have a height of 
approximately 600 [µm] and indicate a deconsolidation mechanism in the printing process. 
Further, horizontal cracks indicate a delamination. The fibers show a good distribution in the 
matrix material. 

On the right side on Fig. 3 the laminate of the CP test bench specimen is shown. This laminate 
has hardly any micro and macro voids. Individual layers are partially marked with larger matrix 
areas (see Fig. 3b yellow circle). A reduction in deconsolidation is shown in the region of the 
joining zone of each layer. The layer heights are significantly lower compared to the MF samples 
and are about 270 [µm] (see Fig. 3b).  
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Fig. 3. Microscopy images of a cross-section perpendicular to the fiber direction with a 20X 

magnification of a) MF and b) CP laminate with 14 layers. 
 

Fig. 4 shows the laminates of MF and CP in 5X magnification. An expected high number of voids 
and delamination in the MF composite can be seen (see Fig. 4a). CP has a uniform mesostructure 
with a low proportion of voids (see Fig. 4b). 

 

 
Fig. 4: Microscopy images of a cross-section perpendicular to the fiber direction with a 5X 

magnification of a) MF and b) CP laminate with 14 layers. 
 

Bending test results. 
Fig. 5 shows the bending strength a) and the bending modulus b) of unidirectional CFC 

specimens printed using MF and CP, respectively. The average values of bending strength and 
bending modulus are 38.9 ± 3.2 [GPa] and 518.1 ± 42 [MPa] for MF specimens, and 39.2 ± 3.9 
[GPa] and 610.9 ± 32 [MPa] for CP specimens, respectively. The CP specimens show an 15% 
improvement in bending strength and about 1% improvement in bending modulus. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of ultimate bending strength a) and bending modulus b) of the MF and CP 

technology. 
Summary 
In this study, a technical approach of a time-delayed thermal-mechanical consolidation of 3D 
printed CFC was investigated firstly. After a DSC analysis of the CF-PA6 material the glass 
transition temperature, crystallinity temperature and the melting temperature was determined. The 
CP test bench had the same technical approach as the MF printer, except for an additional in-situ 
thermo-mechanical consolidation unit. In the printing process, a force of 5 [N] was applied on the 
filament at a temperature close to the crystallinity temperature of the matrix material. In order to 
analyze the effects of in-situ consolidation in terms of microstructure and mechanical properties, 
a comparison was made with the printed test samples of MF technology. 

The adopted process of in-situ consolidation has shown an improvement of the mechanical 
properties and the microstructure (15% for the bending strength and 1% for the bending modulus). 
In addition, the reduction of the void content was found in the CP composites in comparison to the 
MF composites. In summary, the MF laminates show clear signs of deconsolidation, while the CP 
composites are much more homogeneous.  

In a next study, the influence of in-situ consolidation on the voids in the laminate and on the 
distribution of the fiber matrix will be analyzed. For this purpose, a traditional 2k full factorial 
design of experiment (DoE) will be used to investigate the different influences of the process 
parameters and microstructure of the 3D printed CFC laminate.  
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Abstract. In recent years the interest in finding new shape memory polymers has increased. 
Withal, fewer studies approached the use of regular materials such as polyethene terephthalate 
(PET), a widely available material. The research investigated the shape memory characteristics of 
regular PET 3D printed samples in two testing cycles. The recovery temperature was determined 
through dynamical mechanical, followed by tensile testing and heat treatment of the specimens. 
The results show PET has good shape memory properties, recording a slight increase in shape 
recovery during the second testing cycle without affecting the sample integrity. The thermal 
analysis of the recovered material shows that heat treatment time or/and temperature need to be 
improved to stabilise the PET material structure. 
Introduction 
Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is an extrusion-based additive manufacturing technology that 
uses filament shape thermoplastic materials as a feedstock. The material is heated until it reaches 
a viscous state and deposits layer-wise to build parts [1]. 

FFF disposes of a large variety of materials, including regular (polylactic acid), engineering 
grade (e.g., polycarbonate), or even high-performance polymers (e.g., polyether ether ketone) 
[2,3]. The technology is used for many applications, such as conceptual models, functional 
prototypes, tools and fixtures, replacement parts, biomedical applications, and others [4]. 

The design and production of a Shape Memory System (SMS) is another application of FFF. 
They are referred to as 4D printing because of their shape-changing behaviour over a period of 
time. These SMSs are compliant mechanisms that achieve motion based on a stimulus, in this case, 
shape change. This can be thermal, electromagnetic, light or pH-based and others [5-6]. 

The SMS is characterised by one or more shape-changing sequences and depends on the number 
of constituents. This way, the SMS can be divided into single, double, triple and multiple material 
mechanisms [5-7]. Regardless of the number of constituents, the working principle of polymeric 
SMS was classified into three mechanisms. The first is the dual-state mechanism. Here the 
permanent shape is memorised by the strong links of the polymeric chains (i.e., covalent bonds) 
and the temporary shape is maintained by the weak links (e.g., chain entanglements). The second 
is the dual-component mechanism. This one uses a more rigid component to “remember” the 
permanent shape and a softer one for the temporary shape. The third is the partial transition 
mechanism which uses a mixture of materials to provide the transition phases [8-10]. 

The shape memory properties are evaluated through the Fixity ratio (Rf) and Recovery ratio 
(Rr). Those are used to determine the Shape Memory Index (SMI) of the SMS [5-7] as follows: 

𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 = 𝜀𝜀𝑢𝑢
𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚

                    (1) 

𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟 = 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚−𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝
𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚

                    (2) 
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𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 × 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟                    (3) 

where εm is the specimen's elongation at 100%, εu is the elongation after release, and εp is the 
elongation after recovery. 

For heat-sensitive SMSs, the permanent shape results after the part’s manufacturing (i.e., after 
printing). Then the part is heated (at a temperature T1 above the glass transition temperature) and 
deformed to a temporary shape. Then the permanent shape is recovered by heating the part at the 
same temperature, T1 [5-7]. 

Polyethene terephthalate (PET) is a semicrystalline thermoplastic material and is characterised 
by both amorphous (i.e., transparent) and crystalline (i.e., opaque) phases [11,12]. It is widely used 
in the food industry for food and liquid containers [13,14] and as feedstock for additive 
manufacturing technologies such as FFF as a new or recycled material [15,16]. 

This work focused on evaluating the shape memory effect of specimens made of regular, neat 
PET. The sample deformation was made at room temperature in two testing cycles compared to 
the standard testing procedure. Shape memory specimens’ cold deformation is documented in the 
literature [10,16,17]. The results show PET shape recovery is possible even after two cold 
deformation cycles. 
Materials and Methods 
The chosen material was a natural PET filament from BasicFil. This was printed as samples (i.e., 
type 5 of ASTM 638-14) using an Ultimaker 3 printer. Before printing, the material was dried in 
an oven at 65°C for four hours. The manufacturing instructions were generated using Cura 5.2.1 
slicing tool using the main parameters described in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Printing process parameters. 

1 Nozzle diameter (mm) 0.4 13 Print speed (mm/s) 30 
2 Layer thickness (mm) 0.15 14 Travel speed (mm/s) 250 
3 Extrusion width (mm) 0.4 15 Retraction distance (mm) 7 
4 Number of walls 4 16 Retraction speed (mm/s) 35 
5 Wall ordering Outside to inside 17 Combing mode Not in skin 
6 Z seam position Back left 18 Avoid printed at travel Yes 
7 Top/bottom layers 11 19 Z hop height (mm) 1.6 
8 Top/bottom pattern Lines 20 Regular fan speed (%) 15 
9 Lines direction (°) 45/135 21 Maximum fan speed (%) 30 
10 Extrusion temp. (°C) 245 22 Brim distance (mm) 0.1 
11 Bed temp. (°C) 70 23 Brim width (mm) 3 
12 Initial layer speed (mm/s) 15 24 Enclosure Yes 

The printing speed was controlled independently by each constructive element of the sample 
(e.g., walls, solid fill). The first layer and the brim were printed at a lover speed (i.e., 15 mm/s) to 
increase the adhesion with the build plate. To avoid the samples’ deformation outside the gauge 
length, the walls closing was positioned in the samples’ back left side (Fig. 1). This prevents 
closing contours from being placed by the slicing tool in the specimens’ gauge or transition zones. 
Compared to the ASTM 638-14 standard specifications, the sample’s thickness was increased to 
obtain an equal number of bottom and top layers. This way, the resulting thickness is 3.3 mm. 
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Fig. 1. CAD and printed specimen configuration. 

 
The shape memory properties were determined by using the following steps: 

1. Measurement of specimens’ gauge length after marking; 
2. Deformation at cold with 1 mm/min up to εm, the100% elongation; 
3. Sample holding between clamping system for 5 minutes at εm; 
4. Measurement of εu, the elongation after the release; 
5. Heat treatment of the specimens in an oven at temperature T1 for 5 minutes; 
6. Measurement of εp, the recovery length. 

The above-described steps were repeated for a second testing cycle, in which the new gouge 
length was the εp from the previous cycle. The testing cycles were performed with five replicates 
using an Instron 4411 universal testing machine with a load cell ok 5 kN. At the moment of testing, 
the laboratory had a temperature of 21°C and 52% moisture. 

The heat treatment temperature T1 was established through dynamic mechanical analysis using 
TA instruments DMA 2980 equipment. Furthermore, to better understand PET’s shape memory 
behaviour, musters of specimens’ gauge zone at εu and εp were thermally analysed using 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). An additional set of samples was prepared for the DSC 
measurements. The used equipment was a DSC 3+ from Mettler Toledo. 
Results and Discussion 
A dynamic mechanical analysis of the PET material was done to determine the recovery 
temperature for the shape memory characterisation. The test was performed in the multi-frequency 
method using a single cantilever bending at a frequency of 1 Hz. The temperature scans were 
performed at 2°C/min starting from 0 to 151.4°C when the material lost its properties. The glass 
transition temperature, Tg, occurs in a range, not on a single point or value. Based on the storage 
modulus onset, the Tg is at 76.22°C. It is the temperature at which this blend of PET starts to lose 
its mechanical properties. According to the loss modulus, the upper limit of the Tg range is 
81.90°C. Usually, for shape memory polymers, the upper limit of the Tg is given by the tan δ 
modulus [10], because it is higher than the others. For the chosen blend of PET, the resulting tan 
δ modulus Tg value lies between the previously mentioned temperatures. All three diagrams are 
presented in Fig. 2. Based on these findings, a heat treatment temperature of 80°C was considered 
optimum for sample shape recovery. 
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Fig. 2. Dynamical mechanical analysis of the chosen PET material. 

 
All tested samples recorded similar deformation and shape recovery. In the first deformation-

shape recovery cycle, the specimens presented a necking at the level of the gauge (see Fig. 3b). 
After the heat treatment at 80°C for 5 minutes, they partially recovered their shape (see Fig. 3c). 
Withal, in the second deformation-shape recovery cycle, the PET samples showed better shape 
memory effect compared to the previous one (see Fig. 3c and 3e). 

 
Fig. 3. Example of the PET samples at each step of the testing plan, with (a) initial, (b) first 

deformation, (c) first shape recovery, (d) second deformation, and (e) second shape recovery. 
 

The fixity ratio, Rf, calculates the capacity of a material to memorise a shape by dividing εu at 
εm (Eq. 1). As presented in Fig. 4, the printed PET showed a good Rf in both of the testing cycles. 
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The samples recorded a slight increase in the second cycle compared to the first; the average fixity 
ratio is approximately 95%. 

The recovery ratio, Rr, provides information regarding the materials' capability to recover their 
original shape when heated at temperature T1. In the Fig. 4 plot, it is shown that in the first cycle, 
the PET samples showed an average recovery of 99.27%, and in the second cycle, it slightly 
increased to 100.19%. An example of the recovered parts is shown in Fig. 3. 

The shape memory index gives information regarding materials' shape memory properties 
based on the previously presented ratios. Fig. 4 shows that PET samples averaged an SMI of 
94.45% in the first testing cycle. The same samples gave an SMI average of 96.62% by performing 
a second set of trials. The resulting plot for each sample is presented in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Fixity ratio, recovery ratio and shape memory index of the tested samples. 

 
To obtain more information regarding the shape memory properties increase in the second 

cycle, the stress-displacement plots of samples were analysed. Choosing the displacement instead 
of strain gives a more objective view as the specimens were elongated unevenly (see Fig. 5). At 
the first elongation, the samples showed similar peaks of the maximums stress with an average of 
44.96±0.68 MPa and average stress at yield (at εm) of 28.33±0.28 MPa, in the second deformation 
cycle gave average maximum stress of 38.84±0.54 MPa and a 27.43±0.5 MPa yield average. By 
analysing the plots (see Fig. 5), it can be observed that the highest difference between the two 
cycles is at the maximum peak. For the rest of the tests, the results were comparable. As the 
samples are stretched, they follow the same pattern. First, a decrease of the load between 1 and 
1.5 mm of displacement as the sample is necking. Then a slight but constant increase of the 
strength at yield. 
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Fig. 5. Stress-displacement diagrams of the tested samples. 

 
As the samples were elongated during the tensile test, the material situated in the gauge zone 

started to change its appearance from clear-transparent to an opaque white colour. This means that 
by stretching the sample, a change in crystallinity occurs in the material structure, from an initial 
amorphous to a semicrystalline state (Fig. 3). To find more information about the material 
behaviour, several DSC analyses were done on musters taken from the gauge zone. All studies 
were done by heating the material with 5 K/min from 20 to 100°C. 

The first analysis was performed on a sample elongated at 100% (Fig. 3b). The result is 
presented in Fig. 6. It can be observed that between 40 and 60°C, the stretched material is taking 
energy, receiving a heat amount of 1.49 J/g. Because the material is deformed, it tends to regain 
its normal shape and consumes energy. 

 
Fig. 6. DSC diagram of a first cycle elongated sample. 
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For the samples, after the first shape recovery, the DSC curves show that the heat-treated 
material is also absorbing energy between the 34 and 63°C range (see Fig. 7). However, the amount 
of energy required is less compared to the elongated materials. The material absorbed 0.72 J/g for 
the first sample, respectively 0.53 J/g for the second. 

 
Fig. 7. DSC diagram of shape recovered samples. 

 
Thermoplastics are characterised by covalent bonds of the polymeric chains and weaker bonds 

resulting from the chains’ entanglements [11]. When stretched, the capacity of the chains to align 
with the load direction before breaking gives the maximum elongation. During the heat treatment, 
the polymeric chains tend to recover their natural state and reform the chains’ entanglement. The 
DSC analysis of the heat-treated PET (Fig. 7) shows that the material required additional energy 
from the system. This suggests that an insufficient temperature or/and recovery time during the 
heat treatment possibly affected the polymeric chains’ entanglement reformation. This aspect 
correlates with the decrease of the average maximum stress of ≈6 MPa during the tensile testing 
(Fig. 5). Further investigations are required for the structure of the elongated and heat-treated 
material to understand the PET shape memory properties better. 
Summary 
PET is a common thermoplastic material widely used in the food industry due to its good 
mechanical properties and processability. However, its shape memory properties were not 
thoroughly evaluated. 

This study focused on evaluating the shape memory properties of PET 3D printed samples in 
two deformation-shape recovery cycles. Even if the samples’ deformation was performed at cold, 
they obtained an average shape fixity of ≈95 in both testing cycles. On the other hand, the PET 
recovered its initial shape on an average of ≈99% testing cycle, respectively ≈100% in the second. 

DSC analyses of the material heat-treated after elongation suggests that recovery temperature 
or/and time were not chosen accordingly to allow polymeric chains to entangle enough. 

Further investigations are needed to better understand and control the PET material shape 
recovery during heat treatment. 
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Abstract. Although it is experiencing a wide diffusion, there are still several limits to the use of 
additive manufacturing (AM) for the fabrication of metal components. This includes low 
productivity, poor dimensional accuracy and uncertainty about the mechanical properties of the 
final parts. The main cause of these undesirable effects lies in the intrinsic complexity of the metal 
AM processes, such as Laser Metal Deposition (LMD). Accurate monitoring of the process and 
optimization of the process parameters are therefore of fundamental importance to ensure the 
overall quality of the product. Nowadays, several optical methods are under development for the 
monitoring of geometric characteristics and their correlation with specific process parameters, 
such as the standoff distance. This paper presents a comparative study between two optical in-
process monitoring methods performed on AISI 316L multilayer samples produced by the LMD 
process. The first is a laser line section method based on a laser diode mounted on the deposition 
head, while the second method uses a high-resolution CMOS camera placed on the horizontal 
plane with a front view of the sample. In both cases, ad-hoc image processing algorithms were 
used to process the data, reconstruct the morphology of the component, and extract geometrical 
information. Results were then validated using an offline scanning system and micrographic 
analyses. Both proposed systems allowed the monitoring of the deposition quality using 
appropriate Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The study showed a good capability of the 
prototype systems to detect deposition defects due to undesired variations of the process conditions 
and to monitor the standoff distance. 
Introduction 
Despite the widespread adoption of additive manufacturing (AM), there are still several limitations 
to the use of some technologies for the fabrication of metal components. Laser Metal Deposition 
(LMD) is an AM technique implemented in several industrial sectors thanks to its several 
advantages. Although it is still characterized by poor dimensional accuracy, mainly due to variable 
thermal cycling, localized heat accumulation, irregular powder flow, etc. [1]. In-situ monitoring 
and process control can be used for avoiding unpredictable build failures and minimizing the time 
and cost of post-process characterization procedures [2]. 

The monitoring of the LMD process is carried out in different fields: monitoring of the thermal 
field for the high temperatures developed by the laser during the process [3], monitoring of the 
powder flow [4] and monitoring of geometrical parameters of the produced component [5]. Among 
the several outputs that need to be monitored and controlled to ensure the quality of the 
process/component, standoff distance and layer height are very important. In fact, a wrong standoff 
distance can lead to height deviations from the ideal building path [6]. 
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Nowadays, several optical methods are under development for the monitoring of geometric 
characteristics and their correlation with specific process parameters. These methods are based 
mainly on the use of CCD/CMOS camera, laser scanners and structured light scanners. 

The CCD/CMOS cameras are widely used, as they are flexible and easy to implement. These 
systems can be used to monitor the melt pool geometry, its temperature, and the layer height during 
the process. Although, these method are not particularly suited for the evaluation of complex 
freeform geometries and they have been mostly applied to simple geometries such as thin walls 
[7]. In some monitoring system setups, the CCD/CMOS cameras are mounted on the deposition 
head. Toyserkani and Khajepour [8] studied a closed-loop control system for LMD process, based 
on a CCD or CMOS camera. A pattern recognition algorithm returned the tracks height and the 
angle of solid/liquid interface in real-time and the PID controller used these feedbacks to modify 
the laser pulse energy in order to improve the output. Hsu et al. [9] proposed a vision-based 
inspection system made up of three digital cameras for measuring the cladding height in the Direct 
Energy Deposition (DED) process. After the calibration of the system, an image-processing 
technique is employed to isolate the laser nozzle and the melt pool in the captured images. The 
height of the coating is then calculated using the distance between the nozzle tip and the center of 
the melt pool.  

On the other hand, laser scan systems are also implemented in various works in the literature. 
This technique is based on the triangulation principle and, mounting the equipment on the 
deposition head, a three-dimensional representation of the built component can be obtained [10]. 
With respect to the CCD/CMOS cameras, this monitoring technique is usually more expensive 
and require additional movements of the deposition head during scanning. Nevertheless, the 
monitoring of complex geometries is less difficult to perform. In [11], Rodriguez-Araujo et al. 
used a scanning system based on a CMOS camera coupled to a laser line mounted to the laser head 
to acquire the 2D profiles of the deposited layers. Cao et al. [12] used a commercial laser 
displacement sensor to study the surface topography detection of 24CrNiMo alloy steel produced 
by direct laser deposition. Arejita et al. [13] presented a closed-loop control algorithm that 
dynamically controlled the melt pool size, deposition speed and standoff distance combining data 
from a laser line profiler and a NIT Tachyon 1024 micro-core MWIR camera. 

Structured light 3D imaging systems project coded patterns into the object rather than a single 
line and utilize a coding approach to calculate the depth of each observed point. The precision of 
the measurements strongly depends on the calibration of the equipment according to the measured 
volume, but an acceptable accuracy can also be obtained by basic equipment [7]. Some authors 
have used a 3D scanner to monitor the part geometry [14]. Garmendia et al. [15] have integrated a 
structured light-based scanner into a DED system in order to obtain a complete reconstruction of 
the manufactured geometry, making possible to monitor the product quality while it is being built, 
avoiding any suspension of the production process or offline measurement.  

Due to the high cost of the components, the complexity of the additional movements required 
for 3D scanning and the harsh environment in which the systems are operating, laser line scanners 
and structured light 3D imaging have become popular only in recent years [7].  

Regarding the investigated geometries, in the literature, most studies deal with the monitoring 
of monolayers or thin walls component [16,17], while few studies focus on the geometric 
monitoring of massive and multilayer components made by LMD [18,19]. 

This work presents a comparative study between two optical in-process monitoring methods 
performed on AISI 316L massive multilayer samples produced by the LMD process. The first is a 
laser line section method (LL) based on a laser diode mounted on the deposition head, while the 
second method uses a high-resolution CMOS camera (FC from now on) placed on the horizontal 
plane with a front view of the sample. In both cases, ad-hoc image processing algorithms were 
used to process the data, reconstruct the morphology of the component, and extract geometrical 
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information. Results were then validated through an offline scanning system and micrographic 
analyses. 
Material and Methods 
The monitoring systems compared in this work were a laser line scanner and a high-resolution 
camera (Fig. 1(a)). The first system comprised a laser line diode with λ=532 nm and 5 mW of 
power as light source and an industrial CMOS camera (IDS UI148xSE-C) as receiver equipped 
with a 12.5 mm lens. These two components were assembled on an aluminum support structure 
properly designed to make the system configuration flexible according to the sample geometry. 
This system was configured as a layer wise system and it requires an additional movement of the 
deposition head after the completion of each layer. Data were acquired in a video format with a 
framerate of 8 frame/sec, while the scan speed was set to 200 mm/min (equal to the deposition 
speed). In this way the resolution, meant as the distance between two adjacent points on each single 
profile, was on the order of 0.06 mm, while the resolution along the scan axis was on the order of 
0.4 mm depending on the camera frame rate and scan speed. 

The second monitoring system consisted of a high-resolution camera, DSLR CANON EOS 
760D equipped with a 50 mm lens focused on its minimum distance. The camera was placed on 
the horizontal plane with the lens oriented to get the sample length (Fig. 1(a)). 

With the aim to compare the above-described systems, two samples (sample A and B in 
Fig. 1(b)) were fabricated by means of a LMD system, with the same material, geometry, and 
process parameters. 

(a)  

(b)  
 

(c)  
Fig. 1. (a) LMD with the monitoring systems (laser line on the left and fixed camera on the 

bottom), (b) sample A and (c) sample B. 
 

The LMD system was a prototypal machine composed of a 3 kW CO2 laser source and a 
pneumatic powder supply system. The AISI 316L stainless steel powders were carried by the gas 
to the 3-way multijet nozzle that conveyed them into the melt pool. Helium with a flow rate of 
5 lpm was used as carrier gas, while with a flow rate of 11 lpm was used as shielding gas. The spot 
diameter was equal to 2 mm. The substrates (with a thickness of 25 mm) were also made of 
AISI 316L stainless steel. The samples were multilayer massive blocks (10 layers) with 
dimensions of 25 x 50 mm2. These components were realized by adopting a bidirectional hatch 
strategy with a 90° rotation of the deposition direction at each layer and consequent modification 
of the deposition starting point. A 30% overlap between adjacent tracks was used. The sample A 
was realized in standard operating conditions, while during the fabrication of the sample B, defects 
were induced: laser shutdown at layer 3, powder flow suspension at layer 5, and deposition speed 
variations (50% and 150%) at layer 7.  
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Both methods followed a similar workflow, as shown in Fig. 2. The laser line scanner (LL), 
after the frame extraction and image processing (conducted by using an ad-hoc MATLAB 
algorithm), provided a detailed 3D point cloud of each sample layer. The latter was analyzed by 
GOM Inspect software for the computation of specific process indexes in order to check their 
suitability for process anomalies and defect detection. On the other hand, after the frame extraction 
and image processing, the high-resolution fixed camera (FC) provided a 2D single profile of the 
sample which was a local description of the geometry of the sample (the track facing the camera).  

 

 
Fig. 2. Process monitoring workflow. 

 
The collected data from both monitoring systems were then analyzed considering geometrical 

parameters. The average layer height was evaluated as the average distance of each layer point 
with respect to the base plate. The min-max layer height range and standard deviation were also 
considered. 

The actual standoff distance was calculated as the difference between the design height of the 
tool center point (i.e., the tip of the nozzle) with respect to the base plate and the average height of 
the deposited layers, measured with the monitoring methods described above. In this way, it was 
evaluated the actual distance of the nozzle from the deposition plane and it was compared with the 
design (theoretical) standoff distance (SOD_T), which was set at 12 mm for this kind of nozzle. 
As can be seen from Fig. 3(a), the FC analysis of the different parameters can be done in-process. 
On the contrary, the LL analysis is performed at the end of the deposition of each layer. Fig. 3(b) 
shows one of the frames processed with this last method. 

 

(a)  (b)  
Fig. 3. (a) Frame analyzed by the FC system and (b) by LL system. 

 
The validation procedure of the considered monitoring methods was carried out with an offline 

3D scanning system (HandySCAN 3D by Creaform) with known accuracy used for the 
reconstruction and measurement of the external surface of the entire samples. Additionally, the 
samples were trimmed, polished and chemically etched, in order to perform a micrographic 
analysis (Hirox MXB-10C) for estimating the height value of each deposited layer. 
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Results and Discussion 
The point clouds collected for each layer by the LL system were analyzed by means of the GOM 
Inspect software and, as first check, a colored map was extracted showing the height of each point 
with respect to the base plate (see Fig. 4). As it is possible to observe, the colored maps well 
described the layer surface, highlighting the differences between sample A and B with the 
detection of the areas affected by the induced defects. More in details, at layer 3 the laser shutdown 
produced a lack in the deposited material, which can be seen from the missing traces on the layer 
surface. At layer 5, the interruption of the powder flow had a similar effect on the part morphology. 
It is worth highlighting also how at layer 5 there is still a propagation of the defect induced at layer 
3. Finally, at layer 7 the variation of the deposition speed induced a huge protrusion. It was not 
possible to perform the same analysis by the high-resolution camera due to the different nature of 
the two monitoring systems. 
 
 Layer_3 Layer_5 Layer_7 
Sample A_LL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample B_LL 

   

Fig. 4. Colored map showing the layer surface at layer 3, 5 and 7. 
 

After the analysis of the entire layer surface made on the LL point clouds, the cumulative 
average height and the average layer height for each layer were evaluated for both LL and FC 
systems. The min-max height range and standard deviation were also computed in order to 
examine the variability within the entire layer surface for the LL and along the single profile for 
the FC. As shown in the Fig. 5(a), referring to the sample A, both systems enabled the effective 
monitoring of the cumulative average height (H_avg), showing a quite good convergence. This is 
because the layer surface was fairly homogeneous, without significant irregularities and defects, 
in accordance with the micrographic data and scan performed by the HandySCAN 3D. As reported 
in Fig. 5(b), the layer height values evaluated for each deposited layer (Delta_H) were quite similar 
with maximum differences on the order of 0.15 mm. It was also noted that the standoff distance 
(SOD) tends to decrease with the increase of the layer number. Slight reductions in standoff 
distance usually leads to a variation in the laser power density and powder flow distribution, 
deviating from the optimal conditions [4]. As a result, the amount of caught powder and the layer 
height decreases [20]. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. (a) Cumulative average height and (b) average layer height evaluated for each layer of 

the sample A. 
 

The same evaluations were carried out on sample B. In this case, as can be observed from the 
graph (see Fig. 6), the deposition of ten layers was not possible as for sample A, due to the critical 
reduction of the standoff distance at layer 7 (layer growth higher than expected). The abrupt 
standoff distance reduction is to be avoided because it can cause equipment problems due to close 
interaction between nozzle and component. Considering the cumulative average height (see 
Fig. 6(a)) and the layer height (see Fig. 6(b)), there was still a convergence of results, with a 
significant difference registered at layer 5 where, from the colored map reported in Fig. 4, defects 
due to the powder flow interruption and the propagation of defect induced at layer 3 can be 
observed. 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Cumulative average height and (b) average layer height evaluated for each layer of 

sample B. 
 
More generally, due to the 2D nature of the data coming from the FC, only the upper profile of 

the part facing the camera can be evaluated. This means that every process anomaly causing lack 
of materials within the layer, not affecting the first trace, is undetectable by this monitoring system 
(layer 5). On the other hand, when defects cause protrusions (anomalous material accumulation) 
within the deposited layer, even if these are not located along the side facing the camera, the FC 
technique is capable of detecting the irregularity (layer 7). Considering the layer 3, quite a good 
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convergence was found between LL and FC even in the presence of lack of material due to the 
laser interruption. Although, the area affected by the defect has a small extension with respect to 
the entire layer surface (see the colored map in Fig. 4), and it had a little influence on the average 
height value. 

The standoff distance was also almost convergent with a more significant deviation registered 
at layer 5, for the above-mentioned reasons. Thus, both systems enabled the effective monitoring 
of the individual layer height and cumulative average height of the component, as well as the 
evaluation of the standoff distance for sample A and, to some extent, also in the presence of 
induced defects (sample B). 

Although, from a monitoring point of view, the average layer height did not clearly indicate the 
onset of defects observed on sample B. For this reason, besides the average value, the min-max 
layer height range (Range) and standard deviation (Std_Dev) were also considered for the defect 
detection. In this case, considering first the LL system, there was an increase of these two 
indicators at layer 3, propagating at layer 4, a subsequent increase at layer 5 and another increase 
at layer 7 in correspondence of the last induced defect (see Fig. 7(a)). 

Considering the FC system (Fig. 7(b)), in this case the range and the standard deviation were 
less sensitive to the induced defects except for the layer 7. The FC system indeed is capable of 
identifying, apart from the track facing the camera, only protrusions and accumulation of material 
exceeding the height of the visible track, see Fig. 3(a). Defects in the form of lack of material are 
not identified by this method. 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 7. (a) Monitoring of the min-max layer height range and standard deviation performed by 

the LL method and (b) performed by the FC method. 
 

Finally, the validation of the monitoring results was carried out considering the 3D 
reconstruction and the micrographic analysis of sample A. In the first method, the validation was 
conducted on the sample A. With this aim, a 3D comparison between the point cloud of the layer 
10 obtained with the LL and the mesh obtained with the HandySCAN arm was carried out 
(see Fig. 8(a)). The estimated absolute average deviation was on the order of 0.055 mm, with 
maximum values approaching 0.2 mm. These deviations could be caused by unmolten residual 
powder that remains on the sample after the last layer deposition and which the process gas is 
unable to move away from the sample. This thin film of powder could slightly alter the in process 
scanning with LL. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8. (a) Comparison between the point cloud of the layer 10 obtained by the LL technique and 
the mesh obtained by the HandySCAN arm for sample A; (b) comparison between macrography 

and profile obtained by the LL method for sample A and (c) sample B. 
 

The second method for the validation was a micrographic analysis. From Fig. 8(b) it is possible 
to observe a good correspondence between the transversal profile extracted from the LL system 
and the cross-section achieved by the micrographic analysis. Using this method, it was possible to 
evaluate the cumulative average height as well as each average layer height on the sample section. 
Micrographic analysis of sample B was also performed and compared with the profile extracted 
from a corresponding section (Fig. 8(c)). 

Results for sample A are then reported in Fig. 9. The maximum deviation found with respect to 
metallography, for both techniques, was 0.13 mm. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of layers average heights as determined using each of the methods. 

Summary 
A comparative study between two optical in-process monitoring methods performed on AISI 316L 
multilayer samples produced by the LMD process has been presented. The first was a laser line 
section (LL) method based on a laser diode mounted on the deposition head, while the second 
method used a high-resolution CMOS camera placed on the horizontal plane (FC) with a front 
view of the sample. The systems enabled the effective monitoring of the average height of 
deposited layers and of the standoff distance. These also allowed the monitoring of the deposition 
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quality by means of appropriate KPIs as the min-max layer height range and standard deviation. 
The conducted analysis has shown remarkable results: 

● The LL system was capable of evaluating the entire layer surface. At first, the 3D 
comparison tool allowed the detection of all the induced process defects in both forms, 
lack of material (layer 3 and 5) and material accumulation (layer 7). It was also possible 
to assess the average layer height, the min-max range and the standard deviation of the 
height values recorded at each layer, allowing a rapid detection of process defects.  

● The FC system was capable to retrieve a single profile of the side facing the camera, which 
was almost sufficient to describe the layer geometry for the sample A (without induced 
defects), but it became ineffective when tested on sample B for the detection of defects in 
the form of lack of material. 

● Regarding the standoff distance evaluation, the FC method offer the possibility to measure 
it directly via image analysis (nozzle – part distance), while the LL method allows only an 
indirect computation through the calculation of the height of the part. 

● Both methods are threshold dependent in the image analysis, especially the FC when it is 
used in-process due to continuous variation of environmental light conditions. The use of 
illuminators is than recommended, in both closed and open chamber applications. 

● Another important criterion for comparing the LL and FC methods is the capability to 
work in-process. In this case the FC method has advantages because it can work in-process 
and it does not require an additional movement of the deposition head to measure the layer 
surface. In this way, it can evaluate both the layer height and the standoff distance and it 
can generate an alert when the measured values exceed selected safety thresholds. On the 
other hand, the FC method appears to be more suitable for single track monitoring and 
generally simple geometries, while LL is more suitable for complex geometries requiring 
multi track and multilayer strategies.  
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Abstract. The applications of nanotechnology are growing widely as nanoscale structures provide 
unique properties such as high surface area unique plasmonic response and excellent conductivity 
that can be utilized for a wide range of applications. Optical absorption expansion of copper using 
carbon nanotube composite is one of the applications of nanotechnology for additive 
manufacturing of metals, particularly copper. Cu-CNTs mixtures at different percentage 
concentrations will be prepared via Resodyn, an acoustic mixer machine. Pure copper powder will 
be used with a spherical powder shape. The evaluation of the samples will be performed via 
spectroscopy to determine the reflection and thermal absorption of the light by the Cu-CNTs 
composition. The enhancement in the thermal absorption of Cu powder via additions of CNTs 
leads to the improvement in the bonding of particles by absorbing laser power. Due to the lower 
thermal expansion coefficient, sintering is possible at lower laser powers < 40%.  
Introduction 
Copper is one the unique metals having ductility and exceptional electrical and thermal 
conductivities of 58x106 S/m and 400 W/m.K [1-3] Therefore, many engineering applications are 
possible due to these properties such as heat exchangers and heat sinks, thermal energy storage 
systems, etc., [4,5]. Moreover, heat transfer is further enhanced by making some geometrical 
changes by making fins, extended structures, and porous structures[6]. Metal Additive 
manufacturing (AM) has made it possible to manufacture complex structures with high accuracy 
and less material loss. Therefore, several complex components are being manufactured using 
different metals [7,8]. Despite having favorable properties, copper has the disadvantage of having 
high reflectivity which makes it difficult to manufacture using AM techniques such as L-BPF. The 
reflectivity of the copper can be reduced by increasing the absorption of the copper powder.  

Considerable work is noted in the literature on additive manufacturing of copper powder. Lykov 
et.al [9] performed the additive manufacturing of pure copper powder using selective laser melting 
with a laser power of 200W. They manufactured cuboidal shape geometries and measured the 
maximum achieved relative densities. A maximum of 88% relative density was reported at 200W 
of the laser power. Jadhav et.al [10] also used pure copper to produce parts with a laser power of 
300W. In their work lower relative densities were achieved due to insufficient diffusion of heat 
within the copper particles. Due to very high thermal conductivity, the heat was dissipated instantly 
from the melt pool. The issue of the lower laser power was addressed in numerous studies using 
high laser power up to 1kW which resulted in 96% relative densities of manufactured parts. 
However high laser power resulted in significant reflectivity due to that damage to the optical 
mirror [11–13]. In solution to this problem, the green and blue lasers were also by various authors 
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[14]. The remedy to address this problem is either by playing with laser parameters such as laser 
power and scan speed etc. or by modifying the absorption rate of the copper powder. 

In the present work, Cu-CNTs powder mixture with CNTs having percentage concentrations in 
the range of 0.1%-0.3% CNTs was prepared using a Resodyn, an acoustic mixer machine. The 
cold isostatic hydraulic pressing method was used to fabricate the copper pellets. The copper 
powder was used with a spherical shape[15]. The evaluation of the samples was performed via 
spectroscopy to determine the reflection and absorption of the light by the Cu-CNTs composition. 
The enhancement in the thermal absorption of Cu powder via additions of CNTs leads to the 
improvement in the bonding of particles by absorbing laser power. Due to the lower thermal 
expansion coefficient, sintering is possible at lower laser powers < 40%. 
Material and Methods 
The experimental setup for the laser sintering of carbon nanotubes composite mixed copper 
powder consisted of Resodyn, an acoustic mixer machine to mix Cu-CNTs in different 
concentrations. Cu-CNTs pellets were produced via compaction by using Autotouch 40Ton 
Hydraulic Press. Sintering was performed via fiber laser (I.P.G) having a wavelength of 1064nm 
and 200W power in a custom made sintering rig capable of maintaining an inert environment to 
avoid any oxidization and contamination.  

The copper powder and CNTs were mixed using Resodyn, an acoustic mixer machine, and 
compacted using the hydraulic press. The effects of mixing ratios on the quality of samples are 
investigated experimentally. From Sigma Aldrich, a copper powder with spherical-shaped powder 
particles was used. Different weight percentage ratios of CNTs were added to achieve higher laser 
absorption and less reflection. In mixing and compaction, CNTs weight percentage was the 
operating parameter. To get the same size pellets compaction parameters were the same for all sets 
of experiments. During the compaction process, a die with a diameter of 20mm is used, which 
results for each sample, the diameter remains constant.  

The Cu-CNTs composite spectroscopy was performed with Perkin Elmer Spectrum Two FTIR 
a well-known and easy-to-use equipment for spectroscopy. 
 

Table 1. Physical properties of Copper and CNTs. 

Product Form Particle Size Purity (%) Melting/Boiling (C) Density (kg/m3) 

Powder 
(spheroidal) 

10-25 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 98% 1083.4/2567 8960 

Carbon nanotube 
(Multiwalled) 

10-20 n𝜇𝜇 95% 3652-3697 2200 

 
Compaction of Cu-CNTs. 
The present work demonstrates cold isostatic pressing using hydraulic press technology of Cu-

CNTs mixtures. Spherical-shaped copper powder is received from Sigma-Aldrich with a purity of 
98% having a particle size of 10-25 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and multiwalled carbon nanotubes are received from 
Cheap Tubes with a purity of 95% and length of 10-30 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. Further technical and physical 
properties of copper powders and carbon nanotubes are listed in Table 1. Cold isostatic hydraulic 
pressing is a well known method for powder compaction. The compaction process is illustrated in 
Fig. 1, where the compressive force is applied by moving the piston from the bottom of the 
compaction die. 20mm diameter Cu-CNTs pellets were produced using this die. The compaction 
pressure for each pellet was 793 MPa and the compaction holding time was 10 mins. 
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Fig. 1. The Schematic Diagram of Autotouch Hydraulic press compaction process. 
 

Laser sintering. 
The laser sintering of the Cu-CNTs composite pellets was carried in controlled temperature and 

air pressure, using a specially designed laser sintering rig shown in Fig. 2. The laser sintering rig 
contains two Calex PMU21 USB infrared temperature sensors to record the sintering temperature, UVFS 
Broadband Precision Window, -B Coated from Thorlabs to allow the laser beam to the sample and Argon 
gas connection to avoid oxidation and contamination during laser sintering. Fiber laser from IPG of 200W 
is used for laser sintering having wavelength of 1064nm. The laser sintering parameters are shown in Table 
2. The laser spot size is fixed at 5μm. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic of laser sintering setup demonstrating the passage for laser beam, argon inlet. 

Outlet, laser filter and copper pellet in the inert environment. 
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Table 2. Laser sintering parameters of sintering which include the laser power, laser spot size, 
and laser scan speed. 

Power Percentage Spot size Scan Speed  
(%) (μm) (mm/s) 
15 5 5 
20 5 5 
20 5 2 
25 5 2 
40 5 1 
40 5 1 
40 5 1 
40 5 1 
40 5 1 

Results and Discussion 
Spectroscopy of Cu-CNTs Composition. 
Before performing the spectroscopy on Cu-CNTs samples, the reflectance of the pure copper 

pellet was measured and compared with the broadband mirror.  
Fig. 3 presented the reflectance of pure copper where the reflectance of the copper pellet was 

measured laser wavelength of up to 1070 nm. The reflection and absorption of the Cu-CNTs and 
the pure copper are shown in Fig. 4. From the spectroscopy of the pure copper powder, it is 
observed that reflection is 100% at 1064 nm of wavelength. This high reflection of copper powder 
causes difficulties in laser sintering at low laser power and the reflection of the laser beam can 
damage the laser source. The addition of multiwalled CNTs reduces the reflection of the copper 
and increases the laser absorption. From Fig. 4 it can be analysed that the reflection of the Cu-
CNTs gradually decreases with the increase of CNTs. The addition of 2% (mass) of CNTs reduced 
copper powder reflection at 1064 nm of wavelength by 8% compared to the pure powder. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the spectroscopy results of green pellet and broadband mirror. 
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Fig. 4. The results for the reflectance of pure copper powder and Cu-CNTs powder with 0.5%-

2% CNTs by mass percentage. 
Laser sintering of Cu-CNTs Composition. 
The pure copper compacted pellet was first laser sintered in the specially designed laser 

sintering rig shown in Fig. 2. The pure copper powder compacted pellet was first sintered to adjust 
the laser parameters. Fig. 5(a) shows the laser sintered pure copper pellet in the laser sintering rig 
with an Argon gas environment to prevent contamination and oxidation. Fig. 5 (b) shows the laser 
sintered pure copper pellet in an open atmosphere environment which clearly shows the 
contamination and oxidation. The laser parameter for pure copper sintering is shown in the Table 
2. Fig. 6 (a), (b), (c), and (d) present the maximum pellet temperature for different scan speeds and 
laser power percentages. Fig. 6 (a) indicates that increasing the power percentage up to 40%  and 
lowering the scan speed of the laser from 5 mm/s to 1 mm/s resulted in the pellet temperature being 
up to 570°C. Similarly, Fig. 6 (b),(c), and (d) present the temperature rise as a function of laser 
power and scanning speed for the Cu-CNTs powder containing 0.5%-1.5% of the CNTs. The same 
sintering parameters were used for the copper pellet having CNTs. Cu-CNTs pellet having 0.5% 
(mass%) of CNTs achieved the maximum temperature of 594 °C while with 1% and 1.5%, CNTs 
raised the pellet temperature up to 618°C and 657°C. Comparing to pure copper, with 1.5% CNTs 
13% higher temperature was achieved which shows better absorption of the laser beam power into 
copper pellets.  
 

        
                            (a)                                                           (b) 
Fig. 5. (a) Laser sintered pure copper pellet in sintering rig (b) laser sintering of copper pellet in 

open atmosphere environment. 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

 

 
(c)                                                                    (d) 

Fig. 6. The sintering temperature of pellet as a function of laser power percentage and laser 
scan speed (a) Pure copper powder (b) 0.5% CNTs mixed copper composite (c) 1% CNTs mixed 

copper composite (d) 1.5% CNTs mixed copper composite. 
 

Microstructure of laser sintered pellets. 
Cu-CNTs compacted laser sintered samples have mechanical properties that are determined by 

the microstructure distribution. The microstructure of the laser sintered pellets were analysed using 
Zeiss EVO LS-15 SEM. Fig. 7 shows the SEM images of laser sintered pellets without using 
polishing. Fig. 7 (a) shows the microstructure of the laser sintered pure copper pellet. The higher 
reflection of pure copper causes the loss of mechanical bonding of the powder particles leaving 
small pores on the surface. The addition of 0.5% of CNTs in the copper powder increased the 
bonding of the powder particles. Fig. 7 (b) shows the overlapping of the powder particles. In Fig. 
7 (c), the addition of CNTs 1% of copper resulted in good consolidation of the particles and 
increases small pores on the surface comparing 0.5% of CNTs. The increase of CNTs percentage 
of 1.5% in copper resulted in high density in the pellet. Fig. 7 (d) shows the melted particles due 
to heat expansion in the pellet. The higher persistence of CNTs in the copper caused coarse 
particles on the surface of the pellet. 
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Fig. 7. SEM image of laser sintered samples (a) Pure copper pellet (b) 0.5% Cu-CNTs (c) 1% 

Cu-CNTs (d) 1.5% Cu-CNTs. 
Summary  
In this paper, the copper powder absorption was modified by adding different percentages of 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs). CNTs were added up to 1.5% to increase the laser power absorption 
ability of the copper powder. Spectroscopy was performed and results revealed that the reflectance 
of the copper powder by the addition of CNTs was decreased by 8%. Lesser contamination and 
oxidization were observed by using a specially designed laser sintering rig. The temperature of the 
pellet during sintering was controlled by adjusting the laser operating parameters. Improved 
consolidation of powder particles was observed by using a sintering rig as compared to the laser 
sintering in the open atmosphere environment. 
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Abstract. Among Directed Energy Deposition (DED) processes for metallic materials, Wire Laser 
Additive Manufacturing (WLAM), distinguishes itself by the use of a laser beam to melt a metallic 
wire and produce beads. Successive depositions of overlapping beads generate volumes to obtain 
parts. Thus, controlling bead geometries is essential for the additive manufacturing process. 
Several research works have studied these geometries and the influence of the main manufacturing 
parameters on their dimensions, but few investigated the effect of feeding direction or wire angle. 
Moreover, all studies on wire angle were carried out with lateral feeding and a constant laser 
orientation. This paper focuses on the influence of the deposition head orientation for a coaxial 
wire feed with 3 laser beams on bead geometries. An experimental campaign is conducted with 
different orientations relatively to a horizontal substrate and the external profiles are measured 
using optical instruments in order to extract the average profiles and characteristic dimensions. 
Results indicate an influence of the head rotation around its axis and lateral tilt on the height, width, 
and asymmetry of the beads. 
Introduction 
Metal additive manufacturing represents a major challenge for the development of new production 
strategies. Several processes are already in use, with either powder or wire as feedstock material. 
The use of wire results in simpler installations by reducing the constraints linked to powder 
handling, while producing solid parts with large volumes, as observed in Wire Arc Additive 
Manufacturing (WAAM). Wire Laser Additive Manufacturing (WLAM) is also based on a 
metallic wire, but with a laser beam as energy supply. Several configurations can be found in this 
category, depending on different technological choices or additional elements. For example, hot-
wire limits the laser power required for manufacturing [1]. Differences are also possible in terms 
of material and power input, as the wire can be supplied along a different axis as the laser beam or 
along the same one, resulting in a coaxial configuration. This technology can be achieved by the 
use of multiple laser beams [2] or a ring beam [3]. 

Because of the wide variety of experimental devices and possible use cases, each installation 
requires the set-up of manufacturing recipes, often in an empirical manner by conducting several 
experiments. The usual approach consists in manufacturing single beads to define the initial 
process parameters, then in the study of overlapping beads to obtain surfaces, and finally in the 
study of layers, for single-bead walls or massive parts. Two profiles can be identified to describe 
single bead geometry: the external profile, also called reinforcement, and the internal profile, 
called penetration (Fig. 1). Rather than describing the complete geometries, specific dimensions 
are often used to characterize beads, as seen in figure 1 with width W, height H, contact angle θc 
and penetration P. Other typical dimensions not shown in the figure are the cross-section area A, 
which is considered as the additional area relatively to the initial part, and the dilution ratio, defined 
by the ratio between the area of the bead penetrating the substrate and the total area. 
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The existing literature proposes several models to describe the reinforcement profiles, including 
elliptical [4,5], sinusoidal [6] or polynomial models of degree 2 [7,8] or 4 [9]. A comparative study 
by Ding et al [10] highlights that most of these models present a satisfactory representation of the 
beads, while Xiong et al [11] establish that the optimal model is linked to the ratio between wire 
feed speed and travel speed. Most studies focus on relations between bead dimensions and the 
main process parameters: laser power, wire feed speed and travel speed, showing that width and 
height can vary independently. Abioye et al [12] and Medrano-Tellez [13] establish that the link 
between power and wire feed speed is essential to guarantee stability, with two main process 
defects: dripping when power is too high compared to wire speed and stubbing when it is too low. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Cross section of a bead with its dimensions. 

 
One study focuses on feeding direction and found that it influences the appearance of the beads, 

with front feeding resulting in smoother beads [14]. For lateral configurations, where both laser 
beam and wire have different axes, the angle between wire and substrate also influences the 
produced geometries. However, the deposition head considered in this study uses three laser beams 
distributed around the wire to obtain a coaxial configuration. No articles investigating the influence 
of orientation and inclination on bead geometry for coaxial heads were found in the available 
literature. Most papers for coaxial technologies focus exclusively on wire feed speed, travel speed 
and laser power, with an occasional mention of the distance between the beams intersection point 
and the workpiece [15]. However, head orientation relatively to the travel direction can vary during 
manufacturing. In addition, variations in head tilt relatively to the substrate can be used to gain 
collision-free access to specific areas of the workpiece, or to manage gravity.  

Therefore this study focuses on whether the tilt and orientation angles of a 3-beam coaxial head 
to the substrate have an effect on produced external bead geometries. This paper presents the 
experimental setup and process conditions before describing the method used to identify the effect 
of both head tilt and rotation. The obtained results are then presented and discussed before 
concluding. 
Experimental Setup 
The additive manufacturing cell (Fig. 2) is based on laser-wire technology, implemented by a 
Coaxworks head carried on a ABB IRB4600 robot and using an Ytterbium fibre laser power source 
with a maximum power of 4 kW. The feedstock is a 1.2 mm diameter IN718 wire and the parts 
are produced on S235 JR steel substrates which are 80mm long, 40mm wide and 10mm thick. A 
Xiris weld monitoring camera is attached to the head, enabling process monitoring. In addition, 
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the head's optics are protected by a flow of compressed air to expel smoke and spatters, and the 
weld pool is protected from oxidation by a flow of Argon at a pressure of 2 bars. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Overview of the WLAM setup. 

 
The head divides the initial beam into three laser beams, equally placed around the vertical axis 

of the head (z-axis) at 90, 150 and 30° angles to the x-axis respectively for beams 1, 2 and 3, and 
with an angle of 17.5° to z. In standard production configuration, the head is oriented so that its z-
axis follows gravity. 

Initial tests established a process window depending on three usual parameters (power, wire 
feed speed and travel speed) regarding both stubbing and dripping defects. In addition, two 
additional phenomena were observed. At low laser power and low wire speed, lack of fusion 
appears (Fig. 3a), where the energy is sufficient to melt the wire, but not the substrate, resulting in 
a bead without adherence. This phenomenon was already observed by Medrano Tellez [13], who 
characterizes it by a head speed too high for the power. In contrast, with low travel speed and high 
wire feed speed while keeping sufficient laser power to melt it, a wider and higher melt pool than 
other beads is obtained. Its behaviour is close to that of a liquid (Fig. 3b), similar to what can be 
observed in WAAM. 

 

         
Fig. 3. Beads and process views for two defects: lack of fusion on the left and liquid behaviour 

on the right. 
Method  
According to the process window, an operating point with a travel speed of 1 m/min, a wire speed 
of 2 m/min and a power of 2.2 kW is used for all experiments. These parameters were determined 
with a working distance of 2 mm, which means that the intersection point of the three laser beams 
is 2 mm below the substrate surface. The dotted red segments on figure 4 stand for the axes of the 

a) b) 
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three laser beams, the continuous red segment for the head axis, and the black outline for the laser 
spot boundaries. 
 

    

     
Fig. 4. Power density and laser spot limit for different head orientations. 

 
During manufacturing the substrates remain fixed and the head travels along the x0 axis of the 

substrate in the positive direction, with different orientations. To describe the head orientation, an 
intrinsic Euler formalism is used, corresponding to a rotation of angle φ (precession) about z0, 
corresponding to the tilting direction, followed by a rotation of angle θ, called tilt, about x' and 
finally a rotation of angle ψ about z''. The angle α = ψ + φ will be used and referred to as head 
rotation, as it approximates the total rotation of the head around its axis when θ is small (0.2° 
deviation for θ = 7.5°). The limits of these angles are fixed by technological constraints (cable 
management and laser safety), with α constrained in the interval [-70°;70°] and θ inferior to 8°. 
For the experiments θ varies on two levels between 0 and 7.5°, φ on 8 levels between 180 and 
135°, and α on 5 levels between -60 and 60°. Only the value φ = 0° is considered for θ = 0°. 
Therefore 45 tests were carried out, with four 60 mm beads deposited on each substrate, spaced 
8 mm apart with a waiting time of around 1 minute to reduce the possible effects of thermal 
accumulation. Preliminary tests established that geometries of beads produced under these 
conditions are independent of manufacturing order. The produced parts were measured using an 
optical 3D measurement system over an area of 3.6 mm by 3.6 mm in the bead centre. The 
deposition direction x0 was identified before subdividing the y0 axis into 1000 intervals between -
2 and 2 mm, resulting in a local height distribution for each value of y, corresponding to the 
variations in height inside the measurement window. The mean value and the standard deviation 
σ of the z values according to y were determined, leading to a statistical bead profile over the entire 

  

 

a) φ = 0°, θ = 0°, α = 0°  

1 

2 

3 

x0 

y0 
z0 

c) φ = -90°, θ = 7,5°, α = 30°  

b) φ = 0°, θ = 0°, α = 30°  

d) φ = 180°, θ = 7,5°, α = 0°  
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measured area. Under the assumption of a Gaussian distribution of the values, a 95% confidence 
interval can be considered as ±1.96 σ. Using this mean profile, the parameters H, W and A were 
determined with their confidence intervals. A new value Ar is added, which represents the ratio 
between the area on the right of the bead (corresponding to positive values of y) to the total area, 
with the middle of the base serving as centre. This value is only determined for the mean profile 
and expresses if the bead is tilted to one side, serving as an indicator for asymmetry. 
Results and Discussion 
Among the 5 beads produced with θ = 0° and varying α, the angles α = -60° and α = -30° present 
stubbing, contrarily to the other beads which have a smooth appearance (Fig. 5). For α = -60°, the 
measurement area is not located in the centre but close to the start when stubbing is not as apparent. 
The dimensions as functions of the angle α are displayed on Fig. 6. The confidence interval for α 
= -30° is much larger than for the other values, while it does not appear for α = -60° after the 
measurement zone shift. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Beads with or without stubbing (welding direction from right to left). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Variations in bead dimensions for different head rotations. 

These results do not show a significant evolution of the dimensions depending of the head 
rotation, except for Ar. This variation limited to around 4% of bead area indicates that the rotation 
without head tilt may introduce a slight asymmetry in bead profiles. It is notable that the 
configuration corresponding to an almost even ratio between left and right is achieved with α = -

θ = 0°, α = 0° 
 
θ = 0°, α = -60° 
 
θ = 0°, α = -30° 
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30°, which places the beam number 3 on the front and the other two on the back, resulting in a 
symmetrical distribution on both sides of the melt pool (Fig. 4). Moreover, more matter is displaced 
to the right when beam 3 is placed on the side where y is positive, and more on the left when on 
the y negative side.   

Some configurations with θ = 7.5° lead to dripping at the start of the bead, where a drop of 
material remains on the wire before being deposited, leading to a shifted start of the bead (Fig. 7). 
The rest of these beads is stable, which would rather indicate a defect in the starting parameters, 
particularly the duration between wire positioning and laser start. The variations in dimensions as 
a function of φ for different values of α are plotted in figure 8, and the dripping conditions do not 
lead to a wider interval, except for φ = -135°, α = -30°. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Beads with dripping at the start. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Variations in bead dimensions for θ = 7.5°. 
No significant variations in bead area can be observed, as the differences between mean values 

are inferior to the confidence intervals. This was expected as the ratio of wire feed speed to travel 
speed remains constant. Changes can be observed for the width and height, but they remain small 
(around 10%) and seem to be more related to head rotation than to the tilting direction. To help in 
the geometry comparison, 5 profiles are selected and displayed on Fig. 9. 

φ = 90°, α = -60° 
 
φ = -90°, α = 60° 
 
φ = -90°, α = -30° 
 
φ = -135°, α = -30° 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of selected bead profiles for θ = 7.5°. 

 
The width seems to depend little on the tilting direction, but more on the head rotation when 

the head is tilted (Fig. 8), whereas it does not seem to vary without tilt. Indeed, the widths for 
α = 60° are always smaller than those obtained for α = 0°, in turn smaller than for α = -30°. Fig. 9d 
compares beads and illustrates the width variation. The maximum width is then obtained for  
α = -30°, which corresponds to the only configuration tested where one laser beam is at the front 
of the wire and two beams are at the back (Fig. 10). The effects of head rotation on the ratio 
between area on the right and total area are observed again, and Fig. 9c shows the asymmetry in 
the full profile between two orientations. 

  
Fig. 10. Laser spot on a nominal bead model with θ = 7.5°, φ = -45° and α = -30°, 3D view on 

the left and top view on the right. 
In contrast to the two previous quantities, bead height depends on the tilting direction. Indeed, 

variations due to the angle φ are greater than those observed by varying the angle α, but only for 
α = 60 or -60°. The height of the beads therefore depends on both tilting direction and head rotation. 
To ease the analysis, the head axis and laser spots are plotted in Fig. 11 for all the configurations 
of Fig. 9.  

a) b) 

c) d) 

1 

2 

3 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the different configuration of Fig. 9. 

 
For the following discussion two terms are introduced: the front/back tilt to describe the angle 
around the y axis, and the lateral tilt to describe the angle around x. Thus, between φ = 45 and 
+45° lateral tilt does not vary, while the head is tilted either towards the front (φ = +45°) or the 
back (φ = 45°) of the melt pool. Fig. 9a shows that this variation from front to back tilting does 
not affect bead profile significantly. Fig. 9b highlights that change in lateral tilt leads to change in 
height without affecting width. Maximum height is obtained by tilting the head to the left side, 
where two beams are located. Indeed, as seen in figure 11, both α = 60 and -60° correspond to 
configurations where one laser is aligned with the y axis and on the right side (y positive). 
However, the configuration α = 0° also corresponds to a beam aligned with the y axis, but no link 
between α and H is observed for this value. When α = 0°, beam number 1 is aligned with y and 
located to the left of the profile, while for α = 60° it is beam 3 on the right side and beam 2 on the 
right side for α = -60°. The observed variations may also be influenced by defects in the power 
distribution between the beams, or defects in wire positioning. Further studies would allow to 
quantify their effects on the presented results. 
Summary 
In this paper the influence of orientation parameters on single beads external geometries was 
investigated. The beads were measured to extract mean profiles with their associated confidence 
intervals, allowing to obtain dimensions for the different tested angles. Results showed that head 
rotation mainly influences the width and asymmetry of the beads, with symmetrical and wide beads 
obtained when one beam is placed at the front and two beams at the back. For configurations with 
one beam on one side of the melt pool and the other two on the opposite side, the height of the 
bead depends on the lateral tilt of the head. No influence of front or back tilting was observed in 
this study. 

The measured variations for a tilt angle up to 7.5° are around 10% of nominal values. A higher 
tilt angle could amplify these effects but achieving it on this setup would require using the 2-axis 
positioner, changing gravity direction relatively to the part. This study focused on external 
geometries without studying the penetration. However, a change in power density can lead to 
variations in bead-substrate interactions. Further analysis of dilution and penetration are part of 
the perspectives of this work. 
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Abstract. Cermets are composite materials made of a ceramic reinforcement and a metal matrix, 
generally cobalt as binder, with mass content from 6 to 20 wt.%. Cermets are produced by 
conventional sintering process and are known for their high hardness, low friction coefficient, high 
wear resistance, and high melting temperature. Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) is an additive 
manufacturing technology widely applied for direct fabrication of functional metallic parts with 
complex geometry such as internal channels or lattices structures. Considering several studies, 
production of cermets by L-PBF process is challenging. Recent publications have demonstrated 
the feasibility to produce WC-Co parts by L-PBF combined with Hot Isostatic Pressure (HIP) heat-
treatment. HIP process is sometimes additionally performed as post-treatment to remove defects. 
HIP is performed at high temperatures and isostatic pressures in a furnace [1]. In this study, 
following an experimental design a parametric optimization was conducted in order to maximize 
the mass density of WC-17Ni. Process parameters were compared to those used for WC-17Co 
parts from recent study [2]. To improve the printed specimen integrity, the as-built samples were 
heat-treated. As-built and HIP samples were analyzed and compared in terms of mass density, 
microstructure, crystallographic phases, and macro hardness. 
Introduction 
Laser power bed fusion (L-PBF) is an Additive Manufacturing (AM) process employed for the 
production of complex functional parts using metal powder as feedstock material. The powder 
material is spread on the build platform by the scraper and compacted by the roller. Laser beam is 
controlled by the scanner on the XY plane, and the platform is moved in the Z direction. Then a 
new powder layer is deposited, and the process is repeated until the complete part is built. The 
final properties of the built parts, such as roughness, porosity, cracking propensity, and mechanical 
properties, depend on process parameters, such as laser power P (W), scanning speed Vs (mm/s), 
hatching distance Hd (µm) and layer thickness l (µm) [3-8]. These factors are important because 
re-melting depends on the amount of the volume energy density VED (J/mm3) absorbed during 
the process [9], which is defined by the following equation: 

 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =  𝑃𝑃
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ×𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ×𝑙𝑙

                    (1) 
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Results in this study will only be reported in VED and expressed in J/mm3. Cermets are composites 
material made of a hard refractory carbide embedded in a ductile metal binder matrix, usually 
cobalt matrix. The choice of transition metal such as Co, Fe or Ni, has been done based on their 
good wettability and solubility of W and C and based on their good mechanical properties. 
Cermets, also known as Hardmetals are extensively utilized for manufacturing of cutting tools and 
are classically manufactured by powder sintering [10–14]. Considering several studies, it can be 
concluded that L-PBF manufacturing of WC-Co parts remains challenging [15–17]. Studies show 
that preheating of the building plate to a high temperature is a key factor to allow the manufacturing 
of solid samples with reduced porosity [18]. Recently, the manufacturing of complex-shaped WC-
Co parts were also demonstrated in without preheating plate [2]. Even with internal porosity and 
short cracks could be eliminated by post HIP treatment [19–23]. However, for developments in 
the field of hard metals, many studies have been conducted to find alternative materials to replace 
cobalt due to environmental issues related to its production. Therefore, new alternative binders are 
considered, especially Ni and Fe-alloys. In this study, nickel was chosen instead of cobalt. 
Nowadays, only a few studies based on the use of nickel as alternative binder could be found in 
the literature. Gu D. et al. [24–26] present different results using a mix of pure nickel and pure 
tungsten powder, with a particle size of 45 µm and 2.5 µm respectively. Tungsten carbide is formed 
by adding free carbon with a particle size of 30 µm, to obtain a tungsten carbide nickel powder 
with a ratio of 85wt.% W, 10wt.% Ni and 5wt.% C. First test was conducted on L- PBF process 
using a CO2 laser. The following suitable parameters were chosen, a laser power of 1200W, a layer 
thickness of 100µm, a hatching distance of 150µm and a scan speed in the range from 800 mm/s 
to 1200 mm/s. Volume energy density of 83 J/mm3 allowed to manufacture W-Ni-C by L-PBF. 
The samples showed a good densification level of 96,3% and the microhardness of the block-
shaped WC formed at a laser scan speed of 800mm/s was 1619.7 HV0.1, which increased to a 
maximum value of 1870.9  HV0.1 by increasing the scan speed at 1000 mm/s. Different phases 
were observed such as the hexagonal WC and the cubic Ni2W4C (M6C) phase [24,25]. 

Present article focuses on the AM of parts using Ni as alternative binder. First, the possibility 
to produce L-PBF parts was evaluated by determining the optimal process parameters. In a second 
step the benefits of HIP post heat treatment process will be evaluated to eliminate residual porosity 
and cracks. Finally, the microstructure, crystallographic phases and macro hardness will be 
analyzed. To compare the mechanical properties, manufacturing WC-Ni by L-PBF, was compared 
with sintered-HIP conventionally prepared WC-Co. 
Material and Methods 
Characterization of the powder. 
Commercially available powder of agglomerated-sintered WC-17Ni, manufactured by spray 
drying by Oerlikon Metco® was used in this study. The powder was initially developed for thermal 
spray applications such as HVOF and HVAF. The granulometry distribution was measured using 
an Occhio 500XY nano particle analyzer (Occhio SA, Liège, Belgium). The particle size 
distribution is between 15 and 53 µm. SEM images of the particles are shown in Fig. 1. The 
particles have a spherical morphology. The average size of the WC grains (dark grey) is in the 1-
2µm range. The carbide grains are uniformly distributed in the nickel matrix (light grey). 
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis indicates that the chemical 
composition of binder content was close the range stated by the supplier (C: 4.7 – 5.5, Ni: 14.5 – 
19.5). In particular the measured nickel and carbon content was 20.1 wt.% and 5.1 wt.% 
correspondingly. X-ray diffraction was carried out on initial powder to determine the different 
phases. The XRD pattern shows only the WC and Ni phases in the initial powder (Fig. 1 d). 
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Fig. 1. SEM images of the WC-17Ni particles at different magnification (a) overview at x400, (b) 

cross section of particles, (c) overview at x3000 and (d) XRD pattern of WC-17Ni powder. 
 
L-PBF and characterization equipment.  
Pro X 200 DMP equipment supplied by 3D Systems® was used. The volume of the working 
chamber where the parts were manufactured was 140 × 140 × 125 mm3. The L- BF machine was 
equipped with a 400 W fiber laser having a wavelength of 1070 nm. To prevent oxidation the 
working chamber was filled with nitrogen during manufacturing. Cube-shaped samples with 
dimensions of 10 × 10 × 10 mm3 manufactured using L-PBF were used for post-treatment in order 
to reduce porosity. Samples was subjected to capsule-free HIP, which is a cycle applied during 
industrial processes. HIP was performed at 1450 °C with a furnace maintained at a pressure of 40 
MPa for 5h. The relative density of the manufactured parts was determined by image analysis of 
microscope images using ImageJ [27]. The microstructure and elemental distribution were 
analyzed using a Zeiss Supra 55VP v2 SEM and EBSD maps were also recorded. X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) was employed for phase analysis using an X'PertPro MPD diffractometer with CuKα 
radiation. Phase quantities were obtained from Rietveld analysis performed with the MAUD 
software [28]. Vickers hardness (HV) was determined by applying a load of 30 kg for 10 s to all 
samples. Palmqvist toughness was determined by crack propagation measurement after 
indentation test [29]. 
Results and Discussion 
Optimization of process parameters.  
In this study, the possibility to produce cermet by L-PBF without preheated plate and the optimal 
process parameters will be determined. L-PBF process parameters were determined following a 
designed experimental optimization (DEO). Two different step was realized, first, single tracks 
were deposited with a powder layer thickness of 30 µm with different laser power and scan speed. 
Single tracks width was measured in order to determine the hatching distance. 
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Table 1. Ranges of L-PBF manufacturing parameters applied in the experiments. 

 
 

Then, 3D objects with simple geometries (cubes and parallelepipeds) were manufactured. The 
principal purpose of these experiments was to determine the parameters enabling the production 
of materials with the lowest amount of porosity and cracks. Table 1 summarizes the parameter 
ranges tested in the DEO. For manufacturing the cubes, two different scanning strategies were 
used, a hexagon (H) strategy, which reduces the residual stresses in the workpiece and allow 
creating large surfaces and a classical round trip (Rt) strategy with 90° rotation between each layer. 
The evolution of the porosity for WC-Ni sample is shown in Fig. 2. For a power of 160W, the 
porosity was the highest. Many of the cubes were not printed in full height and manufacturing was 
cancelled during the process. Following these observations, several parameters were set as non-
optimal for this powder and parameter ranges were modified. In particular the width of VED 
window was decreased to 180 J/mm3 - 300 J/mm3 for 200W and 250W respectively. At the first 
stage for a VED of 200 J/mm3 and for 300 J/mm3, cubes with a hexagonal scanning strategy were 
manufactured but, the porosity was high due to inappropriate hatching distance. 

For the Rt scanning strategy, samples had the lowest porosity rate of 1.06% and 0.84% for 
200W and 250W respectively. Hexagonal scanning strategy shows a minimum porosity of 1.20% 
at 208 J/mm3. For the lowest VED of 180 J/mm3 porosity was the highest but it could be decreased 
by increasing the VED value. 

 
Fig. 2. Sample porosity vs. VED for round trip and hexagonal scanning strategies. 

 
The microstructures of fabricated samples are shown in Fig. 3. Cracks are present in all samples. 

The smallest number of cracks is observed in the samples manufactured at VED 208 J/mm3 and 
300 J/mm3 with a hexagonal and round-trip scan strategy respectively. During the fabrication of 
the samples with larger scanning surface the round-trip strategy presents some difficulties with 
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several defects. This problem was solved using optimized parameters at 208 J/mm3 with hexagonal 
scanning strategy. 

 

 
N.B. = No built 
Fig. 3. SEM images of samples manufactured via (a) the round trip and (b) the hexagonal 

scanning strategy. 
 

The material optimization stage determined parameters to achieve minimum porosity levels of 
1.2% for WC-17Ni. In order to solve the remaining porosity problems, HIP post treatment is 
applied on the as-built samples (Fig. 4). HIP significantly modified integrity, microstructure and 
crystallographic phases. In particular, porosities and cracks were no longer visible in the images 
because high temperature and the external pressure promote material diffusion, allowing for pore 
and crack closure. According to image analysis, the relative density of the as-built samples was 
98.80%, whereas of the samples after HIP post-treatment was 99.99% (Fig. 4 b). 

 

Fig. 4. Cross-section images of (a) as-built and (b) HIP-treated samples. 
 

Microstructure and mechanical characterization. 
The results of the XRD analysis performed on the as-built and HIP samples are shown in Fig. 

5. The diffractograms show several phases. The most intense peaks correspond to WC. 
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Fig. 5. XRD patterns of (a) the as-built and (b) HIP-treated samples. 

 
At the same time the initial WC carbide has partially diffused in matrix and formed the complex 
phases such as W2C carbide and the Ni3W3C ternary phase (M6C). Also, the Ni matrix phase is 
present in the XRD pattern of the as-built sample. The XRD patterns of the HIP samples are 
presented on Fig. 5 b. A significant phase transformation is observed for the sample after HIP 
treatment. In particular, the W2C carbide and M6C phase have disappeared. The W-C phase 
diagram established by Okamoto in 2008 [30], allows to explain the disappearance of the W2C 
phase. A temperature of 1450°C during HIP treatment allows the binder dissolution, then slowly 
cooled to room temperature, which leads to the disappearance of the W2C phase. 

EBSD analysis was performed on different samples to see the distribution of the different 
phases and to determine the carbide grain size. A 0.2µm step size was used and grains orientation 
was colored according to the inverse pole figures. No preferential orientation was observed for the 
samples.  An indexing rate of 40% and 85% is obtained for as-built and HIP sample respectively 
(in Fig. 6 noise reduction was applied). The indexing rate is very low for the as-built sample (Fig. 
6a), due to the presence of nano-sized grains making phase detection more difficult. A very large 
part of the map is non-indexed (black area), the other phases are detected but are present in very 
small fractions. In the as-built sample the most abundant phases are the WC phase (blue: 32.60 
vol.%) and the W2C phase (green: 9.26 vol.%). The other phases are present in area fractions lower 
than 1%. The phase distribution map shows a homogeneous distribution of the WC and Ni phases 
with a respective volume fraction of 72% and 13% for the HIPed sample. Dissolution of the 
smallest carbide grains is observed. The smallest equivalent WC grain size is 0.23 µm and 0.71µm 
for as-built and HIP sample respectively. The average grain size increases for the WC grains, from 
0.60 µm to 1.58 µm for the HIP sample. The EBSD shows no preferred orientation of the WC 
grains in the as-built or HIP-treated material. However, a heterogeneous size distribution of WC 
grains is observed in both cases with zones of small and large grains (Fig. 6c and 6d). Further 
analysis is required to determine the preferential arrangement of the grains in the single track. 
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Fig. 6. EBSD grain mapping of WC-Ni (a) As-built and (b) HIP-treated sample and 
corresponding EBSD orientation map of WC-Ni (c) As-built and (d) HIP-treated. 

 
Macrohardness tests were performed on the as-built and HIP-treated samples. Three 

measurements were performed per sample according to the standard methods at 30 kg. To reinforce 
the density obtained by images analysis results, the density variation of the samples is also 
measured by pycnometer. Results of mechanical tests are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Characteristic values of the different WC-Ni samples. 

 

Material cracking was observed near the corners of the indent for the as-built sample, which 
indicated high material brittleness (Fig. 7 a-b). The mean value obtained for the as-built samples 
was 992 HV30, with a mean Palmqvist value of 1255 N.mm-1. The hardness of the HIP-treated 
(966 HV30) samples was slightly lower than that of the as-built samples. No material cracking is 
observed, likely due to elimination of the fragile W2C phase (Fig. 7 c-d). Some dark points are 
observed on the optical image of the HIP sample, but these points do not correspond to porosities 
but to marks due to polishing process. 
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Fig. 7. Optical microscopy images of the WC-Ni samples before and after indentation tests; (a-b) 
as-built and (c-d) HIP-treated samples. 

Summary 
The manufacture of WC-17Ni parts using L-PBF was found to be feasible despite the presence of 
porosities and cracks. Samples with the lowest porosity fraction (1.2%) and highest integrity were 
obtained using a volume energy density of 208 J/mm3. The as-built samples contained the brittle 
W2C phase and some small-scale pores and cracks. The sample microstructure, relative density, 
and hardness were significantly improved through HIP post-treatment, resulting in close-to-zero 
porosity and no cracks. HIP allowed the complete dissolution of the undesirable brittle W2C and 
M6C phases. Initial phase present in the powder is observed in the sample after the HIP process. 
The macrohardness of the L-PBF-manufactured WC- 17Ni parts are comparable to the values 
obtained for the sintered WC-Co samples, with a hardness value around 1000 HV30. The feasibility 
of L-PBF additive manufacturing to generate dense cermet samples using alternative binder as 
nickel was successfully assessed (Fig. 8).  

 

 
Fig. 8. L-PBF built plateform with samples manufactured from WC-17wt.% Ni powder. 
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Abstract. Numerous studies have been conducted to improve the adhesion quality at the interface 
between the filaments which remains one of the weak points in the FFF process. The interfacial 
adhesion of printed parts has already been investigated by several authors for amorphous polymers. 
However, for semicrystalline polymers, the influence of crystallization on adhesion kinetics as 
well as the description of partial melting at interfaces between filaments are not well taken into 
account in the models describing FFF process. The purpose of this work consists of proposing a 
predictive multiphysics model that enables the prediction of the adhesion degree for semi-
crystalline polymers during FFF process. The coupling of a crystallization and melting model 
allows the estimation of the crystalline degree evolution at the interface. The use of a recent model 
predicting the molecular mobility as a function of temperature and crystallization makes it possible 
to estimate the degree of healing in anisothermal conditions. Finally, a parametric study is 
performed in order to propose process window improving the adhesion quality. 
Introduction 
In recent years, additive manufacturing has been the subject of many studies, regardless of the type 
of technology. The Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) process being the most widespread, a great 
deal of attention has been paid to it. It is one of the affordable additive manufacturing technologies 
with a simple technology and a fast manufacturing speed. Nevertheless, one of the notable 
limitations of the FFF process is the decrease of the mechanical properties, compared to 
conventional processes like injection molding. These mechanical properties are low in the 
direction normal to the interfaces, resulting in high anisotropic properties [1]. The decrease in 
mechanical properties is related to the presence of porosities and the low interfacial strength 
between filaments. A lot of researches have been performed to improve the quality of the parts 
manufactured with this process [1,2]. 

Adhesion in the FFF process takes place in several steps. First, the material melted by the nozzle 
is deposited on the previous filament, intimate contact occurs and interfaces develop with the other 
filaments. This phenomenon called coalescence is strongly controlled by the rheological behavior 
of the material and the surface tension but also external pressures such as nozzle crushing. When 
coalescence begins, the healing process starts with the diffusion of polymer chains through the 
interfaces in order to create a real molecular bond with the others filaments [3]. 

Coalescence and healing are only possible if the chains present at the interfaces have sufficient 
molecular mobility [4]. Molecular mobility is governed by the thermodynamic state of the 
polymers, for the amorphous phase, mobility is restricted below the glass transition [5]. Finally, in 
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the case of semicrystalline polymers, crystallization may limit the adhesion phenomenon. These 
mechanisms are therefore strongly dependent on the rheological behavior evolving with the 
temperature and the crystalline degree of the polymer [6]. 

Studies were conducted to predict the thermal history of the FFF process and its influence on 
interfacial adhesion. A large majority of the studies consider the heat transfer at the interface 
assuming a homogeneous temperature within the thickness of  the filament [3,7]. But some studies 
have proposed thermal modeling at the filament scale in order to estimate more precisely the 
interface temperature [2]. From these works, numerical Finite Element Method (FEM) models 
were developed and showed good agreement with experimental tests in the case of amorphous 
polymers. 

However, for semicrystalline polymers, even if some works take into account the influence of 
crystallization and melting enthalpies o heat transfer, none of them realize a real link with the 
adhesion physics [8]. The only studies that propose to predict the healing degree as a function of 
crystalline degree assume that adhesion stops abruptly at the beginning of crystallization [9]. In 
spite of this approximation the authors obtained consistent results with the experimental. 
Nevertheless, several studies  showed that despite the presence of crystals, for low crystallinity 
degree, the adhesion mechanism can continue because the amorphous phase still has a certain level 
of mobility [10,11]. In recent years, a promising time-temperature-crystallization-superposition 
(TTCS) model has been studied in order to predict the evolution of molecular mobility as a function 
of temperature and crystallinity and could allow a better understanding of adhesion with  
semicrystalline polymer [10,12]. 
Multiphysics Modeling of FFF Process 
In this work, heat transfers, phase transformations and adhesion physics are implemented in a 
coupled multiphysics model. The model does not represent the rheology of the deposited filament. 
Assuming an instantaneous flow, a non-deformable oblong section will be taken to build the 
model. The simulation is performed in a single computational step where the use of boolean 
conditions allows the model to evolve in order to represent the successive filaments deposition. 
This allows a strong coupling between heat transfers and phase transformations. 

The numerical resolution was performed on a 2D model simulated by FEM on COMSOL® 
software. In agreement with the work of [2], we develop a dimensionless modelling with the 
simplifying hypothesis that the thermal exchanges occur mainly in the plane orthogonal to the 
deposition direction. A comparison between 2D and 3D models validated this assumption. The 
deposition is simulated by the domain activation method and the boundary conditions change 
according to the deposition steps.  

Heat transfer and phase transformation are computed on the whole domain. At each calculation 
step, the healing degree is evaluated on filaments interfaces in order to predict their evolution over 
time as a function of temperature and crystalline degree. 

The driving mechanisms of coalescence are more difficult to quantify and can make the 
simulation complex. Indeed, some authors agree that the phenomenon is driven only by viscous 
effects and surface tension [2,13]. While others describe a strong influence of the printing nozzle 
pressure on the filament geometry [3].  

Based on these studies, our model will consider an oblong geometry with a constant and 
homogeneous section without defects. The oblong geometry allows to take into account the 
porosities present between the filaments. The fillet size will be based on micrographic observations 
of a printed part. An 8 filament high wall was simulated in one step. The model being adaptive, it 
is possible to simulate a wall of several filaments wide as shown Fig. 1. 
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Heat transfer. 

The thermal model is represented in Fig. 1. In the domain, we solve the energy equation coupled 
with crystallization and melting. The source term present in the energy equation term depends on 
∆H the crystallization and melting enthalpies and α the crystalline degree. In order to represent 
the effects of the heating nozzle, the initial temperature of each new filament is considered uniform 
and set to TNOZZLE to represent the extrusion set point. The bottom surface of the first filament is 
fixed at the temperature TBED throughout the simulation process in order to represent the printing 
plate setting. Heat transfer between the environment and the deposited filaments are considered 
only convective. It is considered a constant chamber temperature TChamber throughout the deposit. 
The boundary conditions are re-evaluated at each deposit thanks to boolean variables in order to 
make the model evolve with the deposit. Thermal contact resistances (TCR) were applied between 
the filaments to represent contact imperfection [2].  

The characterizations of thermal conductivity 𝑘𝑘, heat capacity Cp and density 𝜌𝜌 were performed 
on PAEK (Polyaryletherketone). The thermal property measurements were performed above the 
glass transition in the semi-crystalline solid state taking into account the influence of temperature. 
We will consider a linear variation of the thermal properties with temperature and will realize the 
simplifying assumption that the values are identical whatever the crystalline degree. 

Model parameters such as layer thickness, printing speed, nozzle temperature are chosen as 
representative of real process  [14]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the case study.  

 
Phase transformation: Crystallization/melting. 

In order to predict the evolution of the crystalline degree as a function of the thermal history, a 
phase change model including crystallization and melting was added to the model.  

Given the high heating rates of the interface during deposition, we will consider that the material 
undergoes a simple melting without simultaneous melting and recrystallization [15]. It is therefore 
possible to model the two mechanisms separately by considering a transition temperature TTransition 
at 300°C. 
● Crystallization kinetics 

In the case of the FFF process, crystallization generally takes place in non-isothermal 
conditions.  In order to model the formation and growth of crystals we chose the Nakamura model 
Eq. (1) which is the most widely used in the literature [16].  
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𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝐾𝐾𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇).𝐺𝐺(𝑑𝑑)    , 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑ℎ 𝐺𝐺(𝑑𝑑) = 𝑛𝑛 (1 − 𝑑𝑑)[− ln(1 − 𝑑𝑑)]1−
1
𝑛𝑛                               (1) 

where 𝑑𝑑 is the relative crystalline degree, 𝐾𝐾𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) the Nakamura kinetics coefficient calculated 
by 𝐾𝐾𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑇𝑇) = 𝐾𝐾𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑇𝑇)1/𝑛𝑛 obtained in isothermal conditions and n the Avrami index [17]. 

Furthermore, in the FFF process, when the previously crystallized filament is heated due to the 
new deposit, it is possible that at low interfacial temperatures the polymer is partially melted. The 
kinetics of crystallization from a partially melted state is not well explored and no model is 
available in the literature. We will therefore assume that during a recrystallization from a partial 
melt, the kinetics is not impacted and therefore the polymer behaves as if it had simply stopped 
the crystallization. As our PAEK has too high crystallization kinetics to be characterized by 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), a test campaign was performed on fast scanning 
calorimeter (FSC) to estimate the thermal dependency of the isothermal Avrami coefficients 
𝐾𝐾𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑇𝑇) over the large temperature range [160°C – 300°C]. 
● Melting kinetics 
The melting kinetics has been further explored in the case of thermoplastic polymers. It has been 
shown that the thermo-kinetic models available in the literature taking into account the heating 
rate only allow to represent a restricted range of rates [8]. Moreover, these models cannot predict 
the interruption of melting during isotherm or cooling. 
In several works,  authors  made the assumption that the melting behavior depends only on the 
temperature by considering an instantaneous mechanism independent of the heating rate over a 
certain range [18]. In this study, we also have chosen this approach by taking a statistical 
distribution model of the crystalline lamellae thickness which is temperature dependent Eq. (2).  

𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 .𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇)                                                                                                                     (2) 

Melting function was estimate by temperature integration of the melting peak measured on DSC 
and weighting 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 in order to represent the melting under conditions of incomplete 
crystallization, case where 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 1.  
 

Implementation of the melting and crystallization models in the same simulation model allows 
to predict the melting zone and time available for the interfacial healing. For example, it can be 
seen in Fig. 2 that the interface melted during the deposition because of the heat provided by the 
hot filament. 
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Healing coupled with crystallization degree. 

Prediction of healing at interfaces was also added in the modelling taking into account the 
coupling of an anisothermal healing model and a time-temperature-crystallization-superposition 
model  
● Healing model. 

In order to represent the adhesion kinetics in the anisothermal case, we proposed to use the 
empirical model largely defined in Eq. (3). 

𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻(𝑑𝑑) = ��
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑤𝑤𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻

𝑡𝑡

0

4
                                                                                                             (3) 

where  𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻 is the healing degree and 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑤𝑤𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻 the experimental measured welding times to 
achieve complete welding of an interface under isothermal conditions. 

Several authors showed that in the case of several thermoplastics, the welding times can be 
considered as equal to the molecule reptation times 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 [19] with a good agreement with the 
experiment. In order to simplify the numerical solution, an integrative form was proposed by [2]. 
Taking into account the assumption that the relaxation times are equal to welding time, we obtain 
Eq. (4) with ∆𝑑𝑑 the calculation step, and t the simulation time step. 

[𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻]𝑡𝑡+1 = �
∆𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛
+ [𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻]𝑡𝑡4�

1
4

                                                                               (4) 

● Time / Temperature / Crystallization Superposition (TTCS). 
In order to represent the evolution of the molecular mobility during the process, it is necessary 

to know the relaxation time of the polymer according to its local environment. To our knowledge, 
no study takes into account the crystalline degree in its adhesion model. Indeed, while the evolution 
of molecular mobility as a function of temperature is well known with the time-temperature-
superposition TTS, few studies focus on the influence of the presence of crystals on polymer 
diffusion.  

But recently, some studies have converged to present a time-temperature-crystallization-
superposition TTCS principle Eq. (5) based on experimental approaches [12]. 

 

Fig. 2. Remelting of the filament surface after a second hot filament deposition. 
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𝜏𝜏(𝑇𝑇,𝑑𝑑) = 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ,𝑑𝑑0,𝑇𝑇) .𝑎𝑎𝜉𝜉(𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑0,𝑑𝑑) . 𝜏𝜏(𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑0)                                                           (5) 

where 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 and 𝑑𝑑0 are respectively the temperature and crystalline degree reference and 𝜏𝜏 the 
reptation time. 

The model proposes a shift of rheological properties similar to thermal shift but with the 
crystalline degree. The postulated TTCS is very promising and has shown its consistency on 
several polymers. Moreover, several previous studies have shown that the evolution of rheological 
properties is proportional to the volume of crystallites and not to the shape or size of crystals [20]. 
These observations suggest that they can be applied to all types of crystallization. Moreover, the 
principle of TTCS allows to correctly represent the state of molecular mobility in cases of 
isothermal and anisothermal crystallization. Its general validity must be evaluated in order to apply 
it widely to all polymer families. Nevertheless, being the only model available in the literature, we 
will use it to predict the evolution of the mobility depending on the temperature and the crystalline 
degree. The thermal shift factors were fitted using the Williams-Landel-Ferry equation (WLF) [21] 
and the crystalline shift factors using a power law as proposed by defined [10] in Eq. (6). 

ln[𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑0,𝑇𝑇)] =
−𝐶𝐶1(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)
𝐶𝐶2 + (𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)          𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑       𝑎𝑎𝜉𝜉(𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ,𝑑𝑑0,𝑑𝑑) =  10 𝐵𝐵1.𝛼𝛼𝐵𝐵2              (6) 

where C1, C2, B1 and B2 are fitting coefficients. 
Rheological measurements were carried out in our laboratory between 360°C and 400°C under 

nitrogen in the amorphous state in order to estimate the thermal shift factor. The model coefficients 
of the crystallinity shift factor are taken from the literature [10].  

As previously explained, by integrating all these models in the same study, the multiphysics 
model is able to predict the evolution of reptation time as a function of temperature and crystalline 
degree in anisothermal condition. In order to explain the model, we have calculated the evolution 
of the relaxation time for several constant cooling rates. The results are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Relative crystalline degree and (b) the reptation time evolution under different cooling 

rate. 
 
Fig. 3B represents the evolution of the creep time as a function of temperature and crystalline 

degree Fig. 3A. We notice that at high speed, the polymer remains amorphous during the cooling 
and the material follows the TTS law. But when the speed decreases and the material crystallizes, 
the reptation time increases quickly from the first moment of crystallization. 
Results and Discussion 
As said previously, a wall of 8 filaments high and 1 filament wide is simulated. All results are 
evaluated in the middle of the interface between the 5th and 6th layer so the results will begin at 
32s. The simulations carried out from the multiphysics model allow to estimate the evolution of 
the crystallinity rate and the degree of healing according to the thermal history at the interface.  

Simulations were performed with the TTCS model and with the TTC model in order to show 
the importance of taking into account the crystallization on the adhesion. Both cases were 
simulated with the same parameters except that the crystalline shift factor was numerically fixed 
at 1 to model the TTS.  

With the conditions used in the simulation, it can be seen in Fig. 4, that the 5th filament 
crystallizes rapidly during cooling. During the next deposition, the heat generated by the upper 
filament partially melts the interface. The difference in the evolution of the degree of healing 
between the TTCS and TTS models describes the low molecular mobility of the chains due to the 
presence of crystals at the interface. Indeed, the final degree of healing is divided by 10. 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of computed temperature, crystalline and healing degree with TTS and TTCS 

model. 
 
To show the influence of the thermal environment on the adhesion degree, we varied the 

chamber and bed temperatures between 150°C and 270°C as shown Fig. 5. It is first noticed for 
temperatures lower than 200°C, i.e. where the cooling is fast, that the filament crystallizes 
completely before the next deposition. In these cases, only melting can allow a noticeable decrease 
of crystalline degree and thus a better adhesion. Because during deposition the interface 
temperature is not high enough to allow a total fusion, the healing degree are very low (<0.09). At 
high temperatures, the crystals are not yet formed at the time of deposition (T≥250°C) therefore a 
better healing degree is obtained. 

This numerical study allows to estimate the process range in order to obtain a correct interface 
with a complete crystallization at the end of printing. Other parameters such as nozzle temperature, 
printing speed, number of beads per layer, deposit order can be tested to evaluate their influence 
on crystallization and adhesion. 

 
Fig. 5. Evolution of computed maximum interfacial temperature, lowest crystalline degree and 

final healing degree reaches after deposition as function of chamber temperature. 
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Summary 
A multiphysics model was developed to represent the thermal history, crystalline and adhesion 
degree evolution at the filament scale in the FFF process. Modeling development allowed to 
calculate the evolution of the crystalline degree on the whole domain and in particular at the 
interfaces. Indeed, the model describes crystalline degree remaining after the melting generated by 
the deposit and the time before recrystallization. A brief parametric analysis demonstrates the non-
negligible influence on the crystalline evolution on interfacial adhesion. In fact, it is shown that 
complete healing is only possible if the crystalline degree is close to zero. This model allows us to 
understand the influence of many printing parameters on adhesion and therefore to propose groups 
of parameters in order to improve the printing quality. 

In order to confirm that the model correctly predicts the evolution of the crystalline degree as 
well as the effective adhesion degree of the printed part, an experimental study will have to be 
carried out and the adhesion values confronted with mechanical tests. Moreover, a next study will 
aim to model more finely the melting kinetics as well as the recrystallization kinetics through an 
experimental campaign. 
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Abstract. In the Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) process for metal components, a CAD file is 
sliced into layers with a thickness of 20-80 micrometers and the component is built up layer by 
layer. For this purpose, a metal powder layer is applied in each case and melted locally. This 
process is repeated until the geometry is completely established. The mechanical properties of the 
manufactured part are controlled by the cooling rate. It is currently not considered in the design of 
LPBF components, that the printed part has a varying heat flow into the surrounding powder and 
into the support plate depending on its slenderness. As a result of the different temperature 
histories, different microstructures with correspondingly different mechanical properties are 
formed in the untreated state (as-built). These differences must be considered in the component 
design. In this work, walls of various thicknesses were produced from 316L stainless-steel alloy 
using the LPBF process. The walls could be used to create plane-strain-compression-test 
specimens of various heights and orientations. The tests were performed according to Graf et al. 
[1] and the flow curve was calculated from the force-displacement curve while taking friction into 
account. Following that, tensile strength, Young’s modulus, yield strength, and yield stress were 
determined inversely. A clear dependence of the mechanical parameters on the degree of slimness 
was discovered, which was confirmed by microscopic examinations. To summarize, the plane-
strain-compression-test is a quick and reliable method for determining the local variation of 
mechanical properties. 
Introduction 
Since its development in the 1980s, additive manufacturing has gained in importance from year to 
year [2]. This results from the large variety of shapes that layer-by-layer construction makes 
possible. Thus, it is possible to manufacture topology-optimized components where material is 
only provided along the load paths [3]. Consequently, fewer resources are consumed for such 
components and the degree of lightweight design is maximized [4]. However, the optimized 
structure is often very complex and can only be manufactured with a great deal of effort or not at 
all using conventional manufacturing processes, such as milling or turning [5]. Additive 
manufacturing processes such as selective laser melting (SLM) are increasingly being used to 
produce complex shape-optimized geometries [6]. 

In most cases, the topology-optimized geometry consists of thin structures that converge at the 
connection points and thus lead to material accumulations. Since thicker component areas cool 
more slowly than narrow ones, different cooling rates develop in the different component areas 
[7]. In addition to the grain size, the cooling rate of the material determines the composition of the 
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microstructure. For example, in steels, martensitic, bainitic, ferritic, pearlitic and austenitic 
structures can develop [8]. In narrow areas, the cooling rate is higher, which is why a 
predominantly fine-grained martensitic or bainitic microstructure with an increased tensile 
strength develops [9]. In thicker areas, the cooling rate is lower, especially in the center of the 
cross-section, resulting in a coarser-grained softer ferritic or pearlitic microstructure with a lower 
tensile strength [10]. Furthermore, with an increased cooling rate, the average grain size decreases, 
which leads to strengthening by grain refinement [11]. Thus, depending on the cross-sectional 
area, a locally varying property profile develops over the component [12]. 

For complex components, empirical determination of the phase fractions and the resulting 
properties is only possible with a great deal of effort. Therefore, these are calculated by means of 
simulations. Zhang et al. determined the phase composition for Ti-6Al-4V by implementing a 
phenomenological phase transformation model into conventional simulation methods for additive 
manufacturing [13]. Another phenomenological microstructure model to determine the phase 
composition for Ti-6Al-4V was proposed by Nitzler et al. [14]. However, simulations of the L-
PBF process to determine the phase composition take a lot of time and have no direct impact on 
the optimization of the part geometry. 

In order to consider the properties resulting from the LPBF process during topology 
optimization, it is necessary to consider them in advance. This results in new challenges in the 
modeling of the anisotropic material behavior, the development of robust optimization algorithms 
and the integration of the process simulation into the structural optimization [15]. Considering the 
self-weight of the intermediate structure, the process-dependent loads, and the material properties 
dependent on the process time, Wang et al. provide an approach for a corresponding topology 
optimization [16]. Another possibility to consider process-dependent material properties is the 
description of geometry-dependent local material properties. A first step for this is the 
determination of the phase composition and its coupling with the mechanical properties depending 
on the slenderness of the manufactured structure. 

The plane-strain-compression-test is an efficient test method for calculating the flow curve up 
to large plastic strains. It is based on the theoretical principles of the work of Nádai [17] and 
Orowan [18] and converted into a practical test for determining mechanical properties by Watts et 
al. [19] and Sellars et al. [20]. In this experiment, two opposing punches locally compress a strip-
shaped sheet specimen. To avoid stress concentrations and consequently an early specimen failure 
due to fracture, the use of punches with rounded edges is recommended [21]. However, this 
increases the friction component, which must be eliminated by calculation to improve the quality 
of the results. In addition to friction, shearing, i.e. the deformation of material volume to the side 
of the punch, also has an influence on the measured force [22]. The ratio of punch width to 
specimen height influences both the friction component and the shear component. The larger this 
ratio is, the larger the friction component becomes and the smaller the shear component becomes 
[23]. The aim of the work is to efficiently obtain local flow stress differences in additively 
manufactured components using the plane-strain-compression-test, which is first investigated on 
small LPBF manufactured cuboids. 
Materials and Methods 
Specimen manufacturing.  
The plane-strain-compression-specimens of 316L powder from m4p material solutions GmbH 
were produced with an EOS M290 from EOS GmbH. A laser power of approx. 200 W, a scanning 
speed of approx. 900 mm/s, a vector distance of 0.1 mm and a layer thickness of 0.04 mm were 
used. The laser was focused to a diameter of about 0.08 mm and the LPBF-process took place 
under argon atmosphere. Three narrow walls with a cross-section of 30 mm x 13 mm and a 
thickness of 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm were produced in each case in upright (0°) and 
horizontal (90°) orientation. These already have the final dimensions of the plane-strain-
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compression-specimens and are used under as-printed conditions. Furthermore, three blocks each 
with the dimensions 30 mm x 13 mm x 25 mm were printed in upright and horizontal position. A 
plane-strain-compression-specimen with a thickness of 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm was 
eroded from each of these blocks by the wire EDM machine MAKINO U6 from Makino GmbH. 
(Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1. Printed parts for the plane-strain-compression-test a) on the build plate, b) as blocks for 

wire EDM and c) as walls. 
Plane-strain-compression-test.  
The produced specimens were tested in a compression test on a Galdabini Quasar 50 universal 

testing machine with a maximum test load of 50 kN using 2.7 mm wide punches (Fig. 2). The tests 
took place under room temperature and with a quasi-static strain rate of �̇�𝜑 = 0.01 𝑠𝑠−1 to avoid 
influences due to microstructural changes of the material. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Universal testing machine GALDABINI QUASAR 50 kN and the schematic structure of 

the plane-strain-compression-test. 
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During the test, raw data for applied force 𝐹𝐹 and the distance ∆𝑡𝑡 traveled by the punch. To 
determine the flow curve, the stress 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓  was calculated according to equation 1 and the corrected 
equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑 according to equation 2 [24, 25]. 
 

 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 = √3
2
⋅ 𝐹𝐹
𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣

 
(1) 

 
 𝜑𝜑 = � 2

√3
⋅ ln � 𝑡𝑡0

(𝑡𝑡0−∆𝑡𝑡)�� − 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 

 

(2) 

𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 is the product of the punch width 𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝 and the actual width of the specimen, 𝑡𝑡0 the original 
thickness of the specimen and ∆𝑡𝑡 the distance traveled by the punch. The plastic strain results from 
the difference between the total strain and the strain 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 until the yield stress is reached. Since this 
is a comparative study, plastic flow was assumed for all specimens from an elongation of 0.02%. 

Microstructure analysis.  
Dynamic image analysis according to ISO 13322-2 using the CAMSIZER X2 particle analyzer 

from Microtrach Retsch GmbH resulted in percentiles D10 = 20 µm, D50 = 32 µm and 
D90 = 46 µm. The chemical composition of the powder was determined using the BRUKER 
TIGER S8 fluorescence spectrometer from Bruker Corporation. 

To evaluate the microstructure, the specimens were cut perpendicular to the axis of motion of 
the punches and embedded in an electrically conductive resin. The specimens were then surface 
ground with 240-1200 µm grit sandpaper, polished with a diamond suspension, and final polished 
with a < 0.05 µm silica solution. Samples were etched for 12 s and at a temperature of 60°C in 
V2A acid solution (100 ml water, 100 ml hydrochloric acid and 10 ml nitric acid) and subsequently 
analyzed using Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.'s Phenom XL Generation 2 desktop SEM. Both BSD 
detector analysis and EDX analysis were performed. For EDX analysis, three areas were examined 
in each sample, from which the mean value was determined. 
Results and Discussion 
Chemical composition.  
Since the very high temperature of over 2800°C [26] for a short time can lead to the evaporation 
of individual elements and thus influence the mechanical properties, an EDX analysis was 
performed on all samples over an area of approximately 0.2 mm² (Table 1). From the 
measurements it can be seen that some of the main elements are lost during the LPBF process and 
therefore the proportion of minor elements increases from 0.1% to up to 2.7 %. In correlation with 
Fuerschbach et al., this burnup occurs particularly for the elements iron and nickel, with the 
manganese content also decreasing slightly [27]. In contrast, the molybdenum content increases 
by approx. 1 wt.% and the silicon content by 0.1 wt.%. The measured values are in a similar range 
for all samples regardless of the orientation and the manufactured geometry, so that it can be 
assumed that the determined flow curves do not vary decisively due to the chemical composition. 
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Table 1. Chemical composition [wt.%] of the used 316L powder. 

Alloy element Fe Cr Ni Mo Mn Si other 

Powder 67.7 17.5 11.3 1.6 1.2 0.6 0.1 

Block 1 0° 3 mm 65.9 17.3 10.4 2.6 0.9 0.7 2.2 

Block 1 0° 1.5 mm 66.3 17.5 10.7 2.5 1.0 0.8 1.2 

Block 4 90° 3 mm 66.0 17.3 10.3 2.6 0.9 0.7 2.2 

Block 4 90° 1.5 mm 65.4 17.2 10.5 2.7 0.9 0.7 2.6 

Wall 0° 3 mm 66.3 17.4 10.5 2.7 0.9 0.7 1.5 

Wall 0° 1.5 mm 65.9 17.5 10.8 2.5 1.0 0.7 1.6 

Wall 90° 3 mm 65.7 17.4 10.4 2.6 0.9 0.7 2.3 

Wall 90° 1.5 mm 65.5 17.3 10.2 2.6 1.0 0.7 2.7 
 

Microstructure analysis. 
Fig. 3 a) shows the microstructure of the specimens prepared in different orientations and initial 

geometries. To compare the grain sizes, three large grains were marked in each image. It can be 
seen that the grains in the samples eroded from the blocks are larger than those of the walls. The 
line intersection method was used to determine the average grain size, which was 27.0 µm for 
"Block 1 0°," 19.5 µm for "Block 4 90°," and 18.5 µm for "Wall 0°." Due to insufficient etching, 
the average grain size of "Wall 90°" could not be determined. A smaller grain size leads to an 
increased yield strength and improved ductility as a result of grain refinement strengthening [28]. 

Furthermore, it can be seen in Fig. 3 a) that the microstructure and grains of specimens 
fabricated in 0° orientation are stretched in the build direction and perpendicular to the 
compression direction, respectively. This results in anisotropy, with specimens fabricated in 0° 
orientation having lower tensile strength than those fabricated in 90° orientation [29]. Relative to 
the same specimen cross-section, the specimens printed in 90° orientation exhibit a more spherical 
grain structure regarding the x-y-plane. The direction of grain growth is influenced by the heat 
flux, which flows through the component to a large extent in the opposite direction of construction 
[30]. Therefore, the grains of the components produced by the LPBF method exhibit elongation in 
the build direction (Fig. 3 b)). 

In all fabricated specimens, a cellular substructure is formed, with the dark core elements 
demarcated by light edge regions (Fig. 4). According to Prashanth et al. and Zhong et al., this 
substructure is formed by a local enrichment of heavy elements, such as molybdenum, due to a 
high solidification rate and associated effects of constitutional undercooling [31, 32]. In addition, 
the shell areas of the cells have a high dislocation density and thus increase the mechanical 
properties of the printed samples [33]. Due to the layered structure, the cells pass through several 
heating phases, which reduces the solidification rate, especially in areas far from the surface [30]. 
Therefore, larger cells are found on the surface. 
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Fig. 3. Detected texture and grain sizes within SEM investigation of the a) Block 1 0°, Block 4 

90°, wall 0° and 90° at a thickness of 3mm and b) stretching of the grains depending on the 
orientation of the printed samples. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Cellular substructure within SEM investigation of the a) Block 1 0°, b) Block 4 90°,  

c) wall 0° and d) wall 90° at a thickness of 3 mm. 
 

Flow curves. 
Finally, the qualitative difference in mechanical properties between thin and thick LPBF-

manufactured specimens is shown. For this purpose, the repeatability of the compression tests is 
first presented using three flat compression specimens of equal thicknesses each made from three 
blocks in 0° orientation (Fig. 5 a)) and 90° orientation (Fig. 5 b)). In the figure, the influence of 
friction and shear due to the different ratio of punch width (constant) and specimen thickness (1.0, 
1.5, 2, 3 mm) can be seen. The scatter increases with decreasing specimen thickness, so that the 
result for 1.0 mm is not included in the evaluation. 
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Fig. 5. Flow curves for specimens of thicknesses 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm taken 

respectively from blocks printed in a) 0° orientation and b) 90° orientation. 
Fig. 6 shows the results for the directly printed walls, where the orientation again gives a clear 

difference in strength. However, as with the samples from the blocks, the same clear trend can be 
seen. In order to be able to make qualitative statements regarding the strength change due to the 
material properties exclusively on the basis of tests, the same specimen thickness from the block 
is compared with the printed specimen in the following. 

 
Fig. 6: Flow curves for as-printed plane-strain-compression-specimens at an orientation of the 

blocks of a) 0° and b) 90°. 
Fig. 7 shows the flow curves for specimens with a thickness of 1.5 mm (a)) and 3 mm (b)) up 

to a plastic strain of 0.7. Both specimen thicknesses show higher flow stresses of the printed walls 
than the specimens of the same thickness from the blocks. The qualitative progression of the flow 
curves shows small differences, which are, however, not related to the material condition, but are 
rather seen in the test setup, or the specimen preparation. 

The specimen printed in 0° orientation (block, 1mm) shows a lower slope than the specimen 
printed in 90° orientation up to a corrected plastic strain of approx. 0.25. From this value, the 
curves converge again up to the corrected equivalent plastic strain of 0.7. In contrast, the 1mm 
thick walls diverge from a plastic deformation of 0.2. It should be mentioned again that the grain 
growth of the specimen printed in 0° orientation was perpendicular to the punch width 𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝 and in 
90° orientation parallel to the punch width 𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝 (Fig. 3 b)). 

In the flow curves determined in the plane-strain-compression-test, this behaviour agrees only 
for the 1.5 mm thick walls. The flow curves of the 3 mm thick specimens from the block initially 
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show minor differences and finally meet at a yield stress of approx. 1110 N/mm².  Thus, the 
analysis of the yield stress as a function of the compression direction or orientation in the build 
space leads to the result that no clear correlation can be identified. This result is confirmed in 
particular by the 3 mm thick walls. 

 
Fig. 7. Calculated flow curves for plane-strain-compression-specimens with a thickness of a) 

1.5 mm and b) 3 mm. 
Summary 
In this work, the mechanical properties of different specimen geometries produced by the LPBF 
method were investigated in the plane strain compression test. The work shows that different 
mechanical properties can occur in components depending on the geometry. This results in a 
locally varying property profile for geometries with high complexity, which are usually produced 
by the LPBF method. Based on the research, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

● The chemical composition of different LPBF specimen geometries is not significantly 
different. 

● The grains are elongated along the build direction (for a specimen orientation of 0° 
perpendicular to the punch width and for a specimen orientation of 90° parallel to the punch 
width) and are larger for thick structures than for thin structures. 

● The flow stress is significantly dependent on the component thickness and the orientation 
in the build space. The thinner the sample is printed, the higher the yield stress becomes 
compared to strips of the same thickness made from blocks. The influence of the orientation 
in the build space could not be clearly correlated. 

● In areas close to the surface, a more pronounced cellular substructure develops due to a 
higher solidification rate, which also positively influences the mechanical performance. 

● The plane-strain-compression-test is an effective test method to quickly obtain flow curves 
even from thin additive manufactured specimens. Thus, it is possible to estimate the effects 
of the local microstructure on the flow curve. 

An industrial application is the consideration of these manufacturing-specific properties in the 
topology and structure optimization of components. However, further investigations are necessary 
for the practical application of the results in optimization programs. Accordingly, further 
geometries are to be considered in future investigations. In addition, a more detailed investigation 
of the phase composition and the resulting mechanical properties as a function of the 
manufacturing geometry is necessary. 
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Abstract. To improve process understanding and increase the numerical prediction quality of a 
wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process, this paper focuses on determining the 
parameters of a numerical model that reproduces an experimental setup of a welding process, with 
particular attention given to the actual shape of the weld bead. The dimensions of the heat source 
(HS) model in a welding process are determined based on experimentally measured weld pool 
sizes as well as temperature history at selected points below and adjacent to a weld seam. The 
whole experimental setup is accurately reproduced within the Simufact.Welding software and an 
optimization procedure is applied to obtain the best possible agreement between experimental and 
numerical results. A validated numerical model with reliable parameters for two heat sources is 
later used to predict and observe material behavior during the WAAM process of more complex 
parts. 
Introduction 
The wire arc additive manufacturing process is becoming increasingly popular in many 
engineering industries due to its high deposition rate, low costs, nearly nonlimited build size, and 
near-net shape manufacturing of complex geometries. It enables the production of structurally 
efficient and free-formed shapes in a shorter time as compared to other AM processes. Moreover, 
varied materials can be applied together to obtain functionally graded materials [1,2]. The main 
advantage of WAAM is its ability to manufacture high-quality parts with strong structural and 
mechanical properties. All these and other advantages of the WAAM process are the reason for 
many research works focused on its applicability in aerospace, automotive, biomedical, or marine 
industries [3-7]. Most of the focus is concentrated on the microstructure and mechanical properties 
of the manufactured parts [8], controlling deposition shape [9], and analysis of the residual stress 
or distortions [10,11].  

WAAM is executed by depositing subsequent layers of molten metal on top of each other until 
the expected geometry is created. Welding metals is a process that includes heating and cooling 
cycles, which strongly influences chemical-metallurgical reactions in liquid metal, phase 
transformations, grain growth, and therefore final material mechanical properties [12]. To better 
understand the mechanisms taking place during WAAM and to minimize the costs of experimental 
investigations at the same time, a simulation approach is eagerly applied, where not only finite 
element models [11,13-17], but also neural networks [16,18,19] or mathematical [20], recursive 
models [21] are increasingly used. However, to accurately simulate the final properties of the part 
obtained by the WAAM process, a realistic heat source shape and distribution is necessary [22].  

Thus, to improve the understanding of the material behavior during a WAAM process, this 
work aims to determine the parameters of a numerical model that reproduces the welding process, 
with particular attention given to the actual shape of the weld bead. In this study, the dimensions 
of Goldak’s heat source [23] model in a welding process are determined based on experimentally 
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measured weld pool sizes as well as temperature history at selected points below and adjacent to 
a weld seam.  
Experimental Procedure 
The welding experiments have been conducted with an Arc 605 WAAM system of GEFERTEC 
GmbH (Berlin, Germany). As welding material, AWS A5.18 with a wire diameter of Ø = 1.2 mm 
was chosen. The chemical composition of the welding material is stated in Table 1. To conduct 
the temperature measurement a DMC Plus measuring amplifier of HBM (Darmstadt, Germany) 
was used.  

Table 1. Chemical composition of AWS A5.18 % weight. 

C Mn Si Cu Fe 
0.06 - 0.13 1.4 - 1.6 0.7 - 1.0 ≤ 0.3 Rest 

 
To ensure the reproducibility of the experiments and reproduce a real WAAM process concerning 
the thermal characteristics as far as possible a device was constructed as shown in Fig. 1a. All the 
parts are made of AISI 1045, which is considered to be sufficiently comparable to the AWS A5.18 
and thus a real WAAM component of AWS A5.18 concerning the thermal characteristics. Since 
the measurement of the melt pool temperature is not possible during the welding, the temperature 
measurement took place at four relevant points near the welding seam via type K thermocouples. 
To improve the response time of the thermocouples, the thermocouples were spot-welded at the 
indicated positions. In detail, the temperature was measured at the upper substrate surface near the 
welding seam (TC 1), at the lower substrate surface directly below the welding seam (TC 2), and 
at two points within the base plate at different distances to the welding surface (TC 4 and TC 5), 
as seen in Fig. 1b.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup for welding experiments with temperature measurement a) 

macroscopic image and b) cross-sectional sketch indicating positions of the thermocouples. 
Since the melt pool characteristic is not stable when starting the welding process and thus not 
representative for the weld bead, the temperature measurement took place at least 75 mm after the 
starting of the welding process to ensure a quasi-static process state (Fig. 1b). With the device it is 
possible to perform welding experiments with and without preheating the substrate. The preheating 
of the substrate and the device enables the reproduction of the welding process of a real component 
in higher detail. In this case, preheating was not applied and thus the starting temperature of the 
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substrate was room temperature. Other relevant welding parameters are shown in Table 2. 
Subsequent scanning electron microscope (SEM) analyses of the welding seam were conducted 
with a Phenom XL G2 of ThermoFisher Scientific (Waltham, USA). 

Table 2. Welding process parameter. 

Welding 
mode 

[-] 

CMT-process 
frequency 

[Hz] 

Process 
gas 
[-] 

Gas flow 
rate 

[l/min] 

Current 
 

[A] 

Voltage 
 

[V] 

Feedstock 
velocity 

[mm/min] 

Axis speed 
[mm/min] 

Cold metal 
transfer 
(CMT) 

3 Ar18CO
2 15 144 14.6 4,000 400 

Results and Discussion 
Temperature history plots show the highest recorded value (712oC) directly under the weld seam 
at the location of TC 2. The second highest temperature is noted by TC 1 – 180oC – on the top 
surface of the substrate. Thermocouples 4 and 5 record ca. 100 and 50oC as maximum values of 
observed temperatures (Fig. 2). Although TC 1 and TC 2 are in the same cross-section, the peaks 
of the respective temperature plots are temporally shifted to each other. TC 2 temperature plot 
represents the heat transfer from the electric arc, which is a moving HS, into the material by 
conduction. TC 2 temperature rises within a few seconds when the electric arc is passing the cross 
section above TC 2 and is falling shortly after the electric arc passed the relevant cross-section. 
TC 1 temperature history represents the heat transfer from the welding seam to TC 1 through the 
substrate by heat conduction. Thus, as long as the welding seam (TC 2) has a significantly higher 
temperature it acts as a stationary heat source regarding TC 1. Since TC 1 is 20 mm away from the 
welding seam and heat transfer by conduction takes time, the peak of TC 1 is delayed compared 
to TC 2.  
 

 
Fig. 2. a) Temperature history recorded by four thermocouples during the welding process of a 

single weld seam, b) schematic sketch of welding process at t0 and c) schematic sketch of 
welding process at t1>t0. 

As is presented in Fig. 3a, SEM analyses are made in two locations: first at the cross-section in the 
middle of the weld seam (V1); second at the cross-section in the longitudinal direction at the end 
of the weld seam (V2). Fig. 2b shows that the depth of the fully melted zone of the base material 
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reaches ~1.41 mm during the welding process. A mixture of liquid and austenite phases existed 
till the ~1.9 mm level during the welding process. Lastly, the heat-affected zone reached a depth 
of ~3.5 mm. The longitudinal cross-section V2 enabled the estimation of the amount of material 
that overflows in the front and rear direction (Fig. 3c), which enabled the prediction of the initial 
values of the front and rear lengths of Goldak’s heat source model. It is also visible there that the 
depth of the melted zone is not constant in a vertical direction and varies along the weld seam, 
which might be a result of the cold metal transfer mode. 
 

a) b)  
 

c)  
Fig. 3. a) Locations of the SEM analyses; b) in the middle of the seam, c) at the end of the seam 

in the longitudinal direction. 
Numerical Simulation 
To reproduce the experimental setup in a digital form, the Simufact.Welding 2021.1 software 
(Hexagon, Stockholm) is used, where a ground plate, substrate plate, and holding clamps are also 
included in the FE model (Fig 4a). To minimize the influence of the geometry of the weld seam 
on the quality of obtained results, a cross-section from metallography (Fig. 3b) was applied to 
represent the expected shape of the welding seam (Fig 4b). 
 

a) b)  
Fig. 4. FE model developed in Simufact. Welding software: a) full setup, b) cross-section of the 

weld seam. 
Material properties of the AISI 1045 steel substrate, such as density and thermal capacity are taken 
from the literature [24, 25] (Fig. 5a, b), whereas thermal conductivity was measured with Linseis 
LFA 1000 Laser Flash test machine (Linseis Messgeräte GmbH, Selb, Germany) (Fig. 5c). 
Material properties of the AWS A5.18 wire are taken from the Simufact.Welding 2021.1 material 
database. 
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a) b)  

c)  
Fig. 5. Material properties of AISI 1045 as a function of temperature: a) density [24], b) heat 

capacity [25], c) thermal conductivity measured by Authors. 

The convective heat transfer parameter ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 in the function of temperature for a substrate (Fig. 
6b), is calculated based on classical heat transfer equations characteristic for natural convection 
that is present over a flat surface facing up: 

𝛽𝛽 = 1
𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓

                (1) 

𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 = (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠+𝑇𝑇∞)
2

              (2) 

𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 = 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠/𝑝𝑝               (3) 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 = 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠−𝑇𝑇∞)𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐3

𝑣𝑣2
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃             (4) 

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 0.54𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿
1
4              (5) 

ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑘𝑘
𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁                         (6) 

where: 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 is the top surface area of the plate, 𝑝𝑝 – circumference of the plate, 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 – Prandtl number 
(at 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓), 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁- Nusselt number, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 - Rayleigh number, 𝑣𝑣 – kinematic viscosity (at 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓), 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 - 
characteristic length, 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 - film temperature, 𝑘𝑘 – thermal conductivity (at 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓). 
The weld seam is treated as a horizontally placed cylinder, for which the natural convection 
parameter ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 is presented in Fig. 6a and calculated with the following equations: 

 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

0.6 + 0.387𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷

1
6

�1+�0.559
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 �

9
16�

8
27

⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫
2

                       (7) 

ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 = 𝑘𝑘
𝐷𝐷
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁                         (8) 

Properties of air at atmospheric pressure such as: kinematic viscosity 𝑣𝑣, thermal conductivity 𝑘𝑘 
and Prandtl number 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 are described as functions of temperature with following equations: 
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𝑣𝑣 = -0.0000000000000108002806777848 T3 + 0.0000000000784312587177112 T2 +  
+ 0.0000000931723588917573 T + 0.0000131184421229409        (9) 

 
k = 0.00000000000464104563529673 T3 - 0.0000000252204641238776 T2 +  

+ 0.0000756242633211078 T + 0.0236352337830901       (10) 
 

Pr = 0.000000000000000000025041212039251900 T6 - 0.000000000000000207919919188157 T5 +  
      + 0.00000000000067316897714983 T4 - 0.00000000109717750688835 T3 +  
      +0.000000941818163402441 T2 - 0.000346614970760939 T + 0.737371365505794                (11) 

a) b)  
Fig. 6. Convective heat transfer coefficient as a function of the temperature of the a) weld seam, 

and b) substrate to air. 
A single seam is welded digitally with the same speed (6.66667 mm/s), voltage (14.6 V), and 
current (144 A) as welding parameters applied during the real experiment. The air temperature and 
initial temperature of the wire are set to 23oC, the initial temperature of all plates is set to 21.5oC, 
and arc efficiency is assumed to be 80%.  

Goldak’s heat source model [23] was used to describe the volumetric heat flux density 
distribution, where af, ar, b, d are parameters related to the shape characteristic of the welding arc 
(Fig. 7). Values of the front (4.96 mm) and rear (11.49 mm) length of the heat source one, are read 
from the microscopic analysis presented in Fig. 3c. Values of the width and depth parameters are 
established based on optimization procedure applied to obtain a similar picture of the melted zone 
between the simulation and experiment. During this procedure, an advantage of applying two heat 
sources was used [26], which enabled to improve results in terms of temperature history recorded 
during the real test, especially on the top surface of the substrate. A targeted adjustment of the 
parameters for both HSs was done at the same time, to compare the calculated shape of the fusion 
zone and temperature history to the experimental data shown in Fig. 2 and 3b. The final values of 
the obtained parameters of both heat sources are gathered in Table 3. 

 
Fig. 7. Goldak’s double ellipsoid heat source model; af – front length, ar – rear length, b - width, 

d – depth. 
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Table 3. Obtained Goldak’s heat source parameters. 

 af [mm] ar [mm] b [mm] d [mm]  
HS 1 4.96 11.49 3 2 
HS 2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 

Validation of the Numerical Simulation Results  
The simulation results with 2 heat sources show a particularly good agreement with the available 
experimental data. The geometry and size of the melted zone visible directly below the weld seam 
agree well with the microscopic results (Fig. 8). Based on the phase diagram characteristic of AISI 
1045 steel, the fully liquid phase is assumed to occur above 1525°C, a mixture of liquid and 
austenitic phases is observed at temperatures of 1425-1525°C, and only the austenitic phase is 
present at 770-1425°C. These temperature ranges are used to determine the calculated geometry 
of the melt zone during FE simulation. As shown in Fig. 8, the fully liquid phase can be seen to a 
depth of ~1.46 mm, austenite + liquid to ~1.7 mm, and the pure austenite phase to ~4 mm. In 
contrast, if only one heat source is used, neither the geometry nor the size of the melt zone visible 
directly below the weld seam is realistically calculated, as a comparison of Fig. 8b with Fig. 8c 
shows. Moreover, the calculated Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) (see Fig. 9) between measured 
and simulated temperature history (for using HS1 and HS2 together) at selected points equals 6.25, 
44.6, 7.07, and 3.91oC at TC 1, TC 2, TC 4, and TC 5, respectively. Such well prepared and 
validated the numerical model with dependable Goldak’s heat source parameters can be later used 
to predict and observe material behavior during the WAAM process of much more complex parts.  
 

a)  b)  

c)  
Fig. 8. Peak temperature distribution in the middle of the weld seam according to the simulation 
with a) 2 HSs; b) 1 HS; b)c) SEM-image of the weld seam indicating the temperature distribution 

during the welding process. 
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a) b)  

c) d)  
Fig. 9. Comparison between experimental (dotted lines) and numerical results (continuous lines) 

in terms of recorded temperature history in selected points: a) TC1, b) TC2, c) TC4, d) TC5. 
 

For investigation purposes, also single HS models were calculated when only 1 Goldak’s heat 
source was applied to weld a seam. Obtained results in form of temperature-time plots are 
presented in Fig. 9. As is noticeable, the application of the 2 HS model enables to obtain reliable 
temperature history at different locations of the base plate. Especially the prediction of temperature 
history on the top surface of the substrate is improved in comparison to the single HS model. 
Summary 
In this investigation, the parameters of Goldak’s heat source model are determined based on 
experimentally measured weld pool sizes as well as temperature history at selected points below 
and adjacent to a weld seam. A single 300 mm long seam of AWS A5.18 wire is welded onto an 
AISI 1045 base plate. Four thermocouples are measuring temperature history: first on the top 
surface next to the weld seam, second directly under the weld seam, and two more thermocouples 
are placed under the base plate on two diverse levels. A microscopic analysis of the weld seam cut 
in the middle of its length gives information about the expected heat zone size and is also a hint 
for dimensions of the Goldak’s HS. The whole experimental setup is accurately reproduced within 
the Simufact.Welding 2021.1 software and an optimization procedure is applied to obtain the best 
possible agreement between experimental and numerical results. In this case, a two-heat source 
model gives the most accurate results, where not only a melted zone of the material is accurately 
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predicted but also temperature history under the substrate, under the weld seam, and on the top 
surface of the substrate are very close to reality.  
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Abstract. There are two types of structures in bone with different densities: cortical bone, a denser 
region, and trabecular bone, a porous part. Poly(lactic acid) - PLA, a biopolymer widely used in 
additive manufacturing (AM), can be applied for fabricate products for medical and dental 
applications since it is biodegradable and biocompatible to several mammalian cell lines. This 
article proposes a methodology for generating STL to produce by AM a structure with geometry 
similar to that of trabecular bone using a mathematical model that describes the population 
dynamics of bone cells. Bone density values obtained by solving the differential equations model 
with finite differences are used to develop a mesh surface. This surface is converted into a 
binarized mesh using a binary algorithm and, finally, the STL file is obtained by applying the 
multidimensional arrays tool from Matlab® software. The produced file is analyzed by BoneJ® 
using the same procedure currently applied for bone tomography to obtain some geometry 
parameters as trabecular thickness, trabecular separation, bone fraction and connectivity; and the 
degree of anisotropy. 3D Printed samples were successfully produced by Fused Filament 
Fabrication (FFF) using PLA filament. It was noticed that the produced structure is similar to the 
morphology of the trabecular part of the femoral head, comparing the different strategies of obtain 
STL and real bone tomography.  
Introduction 
Bone architecture can be classified as cortical or trabecular. Cortical bone is made up of a compact 
region of mineralized material, while trabecular bone has structures known as trabeculae, which 
are highly porous [1]. Bone is a mineralized conjunctive tissue that exhibits four types of cells: 
osteoblasts, osteocytes, osteoclasts, and bone lining cells [2]. Bone composition is given by 50-
70% of inorganic material (hydroxyapatite), 20-40% of organic material (collagen I), and 5-10% 
of water and other materials, such as lipids and fibrillin [3]. 

The trabecular region of the bone is the most affected by fractures and is the area where bone 
weakening can happen with different carcinomas and pathologies. However, more facts need to be 
clarified about the characteristics of this tissue region, as well as the strategies to reproduce it 
aiming as a replacing bone tissue (bone tissue engineering) and technical-academic studies 
(orthopedic surgeries). 

It is noticed many techniques to reproduce the trabecular bone structure as capture and image 
processing using computed tomography that stands out as a gold standard [4]. This process is 
relatively high cost and it need for real experiments, so the use of mathematical models as Wolff 
and Roux laws is an alternative to obtain this architecture as a digital image. These mathematical 
approaches describe the architecture of trabeculae as responses to mechanical stimuli [4]. Recent 
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progress has shown that this approach can be considered outdated since bone architecture can be 
related to cell effects [4] and bone cell remodeling [5]. 

A mathematical model developed by Komarova et al. [1] describes the dynamics of bone cells 
population, in view osteoclasts and osteoblasts in a basic multicellular unit. The authors explain 
the effect of local regulatory factors on cell production rates, employing a power law 
approximation. A system of differential equations is defined for variations in cell population 
(osteoblasts and osteoclasts) and bone mass. This model has been used in recent years in several 
studies to describe different phenomena and bone pathologies. Ayati et al. [6] adapted the 
mathematical modeling of Komarova et al. [1] to study the healthy cell population and those with 
tumor cells. In this paper, the cell diffusion and bone density were evaluated, with cell and bone 
density are described in one dimension. Valério et al. [7] investigated using the model to the 
anomalous (tumor) and healthy growth of the bone mass, considering disturbances in the origin, 
and applying the method of finite differences in two dimensions. Peyroteo et al. [8] studied the 
application of the finite element method to solve the remodeling equations and analyze the results 
in conditions of healthy bone and osteoporosis. 

The work of Fernández-Cervantez et al. [9] applying the space-time adaptations of Ayati et al. 
[6] proposes to solve the system of differential equations using Euler's method for the temporal 
part and the finite difference method for the spatial part, to obtain a porous piece with a structure 
like the trabecular bone. Then, the authors used the 3D printing binder jetting technique to obtain 
printed pieces. The authors found patterns and profiles similar to those of trabecular bone 
morphology by assessing the image produced with the patterns of real trabecular bone. 

In the image processing analysis of the trabecular bone structure, some parameters are important 
as defined by McGregor et al. [10]: Trabecular Thickness, Trabecular Separation, Bone Volume 
Fraction, Degree of Anisotropy and Connectivity. These parameters can be analyzed to mimic the 
trabecular structure, knowing that the study of Trabecular Thickness and Trabecular Separation 
dispersion in a certain range of values is important, since real bone does not have isotropic 
trabecular thickness and separation [11]. These characteristics of bone morphology may be key 
factors for tissue compatibility and regeneration when applied to tissue engineering scaffolds. 

Filament Fusion Fabrication (FFF) is a simple 3D printing technique and relatively cheap when 
compared to other techniques that have greater precision [12]. In this technique, it is possible to 
obtain, with a 0.2 mm nozzle, structures that simulate a corresponding trabecular thickness of 0.2 
mm. Most of the bones in the human body have thin trabecular, however, the femoral head bone 
has an average trabecular thickness of 0.19 mm, being the thickest documented [10]. Therefore, 
these structures have the potential to be printed by FFF, despite the relatively low accuracy of the 
technique compared to more robust AM techniques. Obtaining files that can be read by 3D printer 
software is essential for the operation of the technique, such as STL files that describe the surface 
with triangulation [12]. The present work seeks to apply the mathematical model proposed for 
cellular remodeling to obtain a STL that mimics the bone trabecular structure, for so it is analyzed 
the different bone parameters in comparison with real bone of femoral head in pieces printed by 
FFF. 
Modeling the Bone Dynamics 
Bone is a mineralized conjunctive tissue that exhibits four types of cells: osteoblasts, osteocytes, 
osteoclasts, and bone lining cells. This tissue performs important functions in the body, such as 
locomotion, support, and protection of soft tissues, calcium and phosphate storage, and bone 
marrow shelter. Despite its immobile appearance, bone is a highly dynamic organ. Bone material 
is continuously reabsorbed by osteoclasts and “rebuilt” by osteoblasts [8]. 

The model of bone remodeling proposed by Komarova et al. [1] takes into account that both 
osteoclasts and osteoblasts can produce local factors capable of activating or inhibiting themselves, 
or activating or inhibiting another cell type, i.e., signaling respectively autocrine and paracrine 
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factors. A simplified hypothesis considers that autocrine and paracrine factors only regulate the 
production rate of osteoclasts and osteoblasts and their removal rates are proportional to the current 
number of corresponding cells. Some growth factors were neglected, such as the action of the 
nuclear factor kappa β ligand-receptor activator (RANKL) and insulin (IGF) that can promote 
osteoclasts and osteoblasts survival. These assumptions reduced the number of parameters helping 
its implementation.  

Equations (1) and (2) present the Komarova model describing the dynamics of cell populations 
for bone remodeling along the time (t). The main variables of the model are: number of cells of 
osteoclasts (C), number of cells of osteoblasts (B) and bone mass (𝜌𝜌).  

       
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

=  𝛼𝛼1𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔11𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔21 − 𝛽𝛽1𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)                                                                                                   (1) 
𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

=  𝛼𝛼2𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔12𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔22 − 𝛽𝛽2𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)                                                                                                   (2) 

The constants 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 and 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 are called as cell production and removal activities, respectively, and 
𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 represents the efficacy of autocrine or paracrine factors derived from osteoclasts (index 1) or 
osteoblasts (index 2).  

Komarova model also propose Eq. 3 to calculate the bone mass 𝜌𝜌 (𝑡𝑡) as a function of the cell 
population in steady state (𝑡𝑡 →  ∞), the constants are 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 that corresponds to the normalized activity 
of bone resorption (index C) and formation (index B). The term inside the parentheses in Eq. 3 
corresponds to the number of cells that actively resorb or form bone, and the variables 𝑑𝑑 and 𝐵𝐵 
indicate the values of number of cells in steady-state. 

𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

=  −𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�0,𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑑𝑑� + −𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�0,𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) − 𝐵𝐵�                                                   (3) 

To obtain estimates of the initial parameters, Komarova et al. used experimental data obtained 
from the histomorphometry analysis of bone sections [1]. 

A second model is proposed by Ayati et al. [6], an extended mathematical model adding a 
diffusion cells term (𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖), that it is multiply by the Laplacian of cell number, obtaining a field with 
cell population. The spatial distribution of C(t), B(t) and 𝜌𝜌(𝑡𝑡) is calculated using Eq. 4, 5 and 6, 
where u = (x, y, z). A numerical finite difference method can be used to solve this system.  

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

=  𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝛻𝛻2𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼1𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔11𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔21 − 𝛽𝛽1𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)                                                    (4) 
𝜕𝜕𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

=  𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵𝛻𝛻2𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡) + 𝛼𝛼2𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔12𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔22 − 𝛽𝛽2𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)                                                   (5) 
𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

= −𝑘𝑘1(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�0,𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝑑𝑑�  + 𝑘𝑘2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ((𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡) −𝐵𝐵)                                                (6) 

Methodology for STL Surface using Cells Models 
Two strategies (S1) and (S2) were developed in this article to produce the three-dimensional 
surfaces based on the presented models. The same cubic envelop was used for both strategies 
wherein bone and porous regions were produced, so a Basic Multicellular Unit, BMU. The first 
strategy used a 2D methodology for each layer and the second one calculated the regions in all 
envelop. The surfaces were transformed in STL file format for allowing 3D printing. The 
application of Matlab’s tool stlwrite was used to export the surface volume produced with the two 
strategies. 

Strategy 1 (S1). 
This strategy is based on solving differential equations in two dimensions and applying the 
isosurface tool. Bone density values obtained by solving the differential equations model with 
finite differences are used to develop a mesh surface. This surface is converted into a binarized 
mesh using a binary algorithm and, finally, the STL file is obtained by applying the 
multidimensional arrays tool from Matlab® software. Strategy 2 (S2) solves the differential 
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equations in three dimensions, and with the obtained three-dimensional matrix, an isosurface 
similar to the one produced in S1 is created. 

For two dimensions (x and y), applying finite differences in Eq. (4) and (5), Eq. (7) and (8) 
represents the model used for this strategy: 

 

 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛+1) − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑡𝑡
=
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖+1,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
(𝑛𝑛) + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑚𝑚2
(𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐) +

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗+1
(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛) + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗−1
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑦𝑦2
(𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐)

+ 𝛼𝛼1𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔11𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔21 − 𝛽𝛽1𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡),                                                                               (7) 
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛+1) − 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑡𝑡
=
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖+1,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
(𝑛𝑛) + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑚𝑚2
(𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐) +

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗+1
(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛) + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗−1
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑦𝑦2
(𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐)

+ 𝛼𝛼2𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔12𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔22 − 𝛽𝛽2𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡).                                                                             (8) 
These meshes at different times can be “stacked” using the Marching cubes algorithm 

(isosurface tool from Matlab®) to obtain a three-dimensional surface. Using these meshes in Eq. 
6, also a mesh is produced for bone mass. This strategy, called here as Strategy 1, would 
correspond to cell migration in the z direction that would continuously produce an extracellular 
matrix.  

Strategy 2.  
A second approach to obtaining an STL that mimics bone structure from bone remodeling would 
be to simply solve Eq. 5-7 in three dimensions applying finite differences. Strategy 2 (S2) obtained 
a three-dimensional matrix, an isosurface similar to the one produced in S1 is obtained with the 
Eqs. 9 and 10 for the population of osteoclasts (C) and osteoblasts (B). 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘

(𝑛𝑛+1) − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑡𝑡
=
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖+1,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘

(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛) + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘

(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑚𝑚2
(𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐) +

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗+1,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛) + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗−1,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑦𝑦2
(𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐)

+
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘+1

(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛) + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘−1

(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑧𝑧2
(𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐) + 𝛼𝛼1𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔11𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔21

− 𝛽𝛽1𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡),                                                                                                                            (9) 
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛+1) − 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑡𝑡
=
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖+1,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘

(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛) + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘

(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑚𝑚2
(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵) +

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗+1,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(𝑛𝑛) + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗−1,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑦𝑦2
(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵)

+
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘+1

(𝑛𝑛) − 2𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
(𝑛𝑛) + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘−1

(𝑛𝑛)

∆𝑧𝑧2
(𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵) + 𝛼𝛼2𝑑𝑑(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔12𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡)𝑔𝑔22

− 𝛽𝛽2𝐵𝐵(𝑢𝑢, 𝑡𝑡).                                                                                                                            (10) 

Numerical Application  
Parameters for bone dynamic model.  
Table 1 shows the parameter values used in this article based in Ayati et al. [6]. The 𝑔𝑔11 value is 
different in a single cycle event, in this case is equal to 0.5 and for oscillatory changes the 𝑔𝑔11 
value is equal to 1.1. 
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Table 1. Summary of parameters used in the model.  

Parameters Description Value 
α1 Production rate of osteoclasts 3 [day-1] 
α2 Production rate of osteoblasts 4 [day-1] 
β1 Apoptosis rate of osteoclasts 0,2 [day-1] 
β 2 Apoptosis rate of osteoblasts 0,02 [day-1] 
kC Rate of bone’s resorption 0,45% [day-1] 
kB Rate of bone’s formation 0,0448% [day-1] 
DC Diffusion coefficient of osteoclasts 1x10-6 [bone mass mm-1] 
DB Diffusion coefficient of osteoblasts 1x10-6 [bone mass mm-1] 
𝑑𝑑 Cell population of osteoclasts in steady-state 1.06 [cell mm-1] 
𝐵𝐵 Cell population of osteoblasts in steady-state 212.13 [cell mm-1] 

𝑔𝑔11 Autocrine signaling factor of osteoclasts  0.5 [single] 
1.1 [osc.] [dimensionless] 

𝑔𝑔21 Paracrine signaling factor of osteoclasts -0.5 [dimensionless] 
𝑔𝑔22 Autocrine signaling factor of osteoblasts 0.0 [dimensionless] 
𝑔𝑔12 Paracrine signaling factor of osteoblasts 1.0 [dimensionless] 

 
Temporal Part Analysis - Single Remodeling Cycle. A separate function was created in auxiliary 
file to solve the Ordinary Differential Equations using adaptative Runge-Kutta method (ode45) in 
150 days (t in days). The results are shown in Fig. (1).  

Fig. 1a and 1b show that the addition of 10 active osteoclast cells led to a consequent increase 
in the number of osteoblasts, and consequently, the stabilization of the number of osteoclasts 
returns to a steady state. 

Fig. 1c represents the evolution on percentage of bone mass: according to the role of the cells 
has an initial drop, related to the consumption performed by osteoclasts, and slow reformulation, 
related to the increase in the number of active osteoblastic cells. 

Temporal Part Resolution - Periodic Remodeling Cycles. The literature points out that the 
change of osteoclasts parameters can be used to obtain the periodic cycles of remodeling. 
Komarova et al. [1] investigated the influence of each parameter on the stability and type of steady 
state obtained: the authors show the protagonist of the autocrine factor of osteoclasts (g11); also, 
others authors point the same argument [14,15]. Low g11 values reproduced only one remodeling 
cycle, while values greater than 1.1 lead to a dynamic remodeling with oscillations with 
increasingly higher amplitudes. These results were therefore obtained in Figs. 1d, 1e, and 1f, 
below, where a progressive variation in cell number and mass is evident. Therefore, changing the 
model constants to obtain a non-stationary response applying the adaptative Runge-Kutta’s method 
analogously can be seen in Fig. 1d, 1e and 1f. 

The initial value problem for this ODE system can exemplify the bone remodeling mechanism. 
However, the bone mass distribution is only for a single BMU. Ayati et al. [6], Valério et al. [7] 
and Fernández-Cervantez et al. [9] solved the presented model by adding a diffusive term for cell 
population and bone mass shown in Eqs. 6-9.  
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Fig. 1. Response to a bone remodeling cycle with the respective cellular behavior of osteoclasts 
(a), osteoblasts (b), and bone mass variation (c) and to periodic bone remodeling cycles with the 

respective cellular behavior of osteoclasts (d), osteoblasts (e), and bone mass variation (f).  
 

Different BMUs were evaluated at each point of a given mesh or solid block. The approach of 
Valério et al. [7,9] and Fernandez-Cervantez et al. [9] were replicated below, in the respective 
Strategies 1 and 2. While in Strategy 1 the cell distribution is solved in x and y, in Strategy 2 it is 
solved in x, y and z. In order to obtain a three-dimensional block with the structure of trabecular 
bone, in the first form, therefore, it was necessary to apply the Multidimensional Matrices 
technique and the application of the isosurface tool after binarizing the data of each mesh x and y. 
In the second strategy, the matrix obtained already had orientations in three dimensions, which 
allowed the direct application of the isosurface tool, and binarizing the volume.  
Resolution Space Part - Strategy 1.  

The addition of a diffusive term to the bone cell remodeling model proposed by Ayati et al. [6] 
allowed the assessment of cell population distribution and bone mass. Therefore, the non-trivial 
steady-state conditions obtained in the temporal resolution (previous item) are defined for the 
temporal part of the model. The diffusive part is solved using finite differences, as follows. By 
defining a remodeling time in a series of meshes with different initial conditions the parameters 
are defined for a time of 150 days. Fig. 2 shows the distribution grids for the final time of 150 days 
for cell populations and bone mass. In this figure we can see the distribution of cells in different 
areas, that is, where there are osteoclasts there is less population of osteoblasts, Figs. 2a and 2b. 
Also, denser regions could be seen in Fig. 2c areas with presence of osteoblasts, and less dense 
regions could be seen in populated osteoclasts areas. A loop was used in this case, with dt = 0.01 
days. 

 
Fig. 2. Distribution of the cell population of osteoclasts (a), osteoblasts (b) and bone mass (c) 

with S1. 
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Resolution Spatial Part - Strategy 2.  
Strategy 2 only proposes solving for x, y, and z dimensions and plotting an isosurface from the 
volumetric data produced at t = 150. It assumes the same conditions as Strategy 2: a series of 
meshes with different initial conditions (different amounts of cells).  

The distributions of cell populations and bone mass can be obtained as shown in Fig. 3. This 
figure shows the three-dimensional distribution of cells and bone mass. As consideration of 
isosurfaces produced: the marching cubes algorithm connects areas with the same value (defined 
as isovalue). For this, the data was binarized (a 3D Matrix of zeros and ones) to produce the 
isosurface in Fig. 3c. The stlwrite algorithm in Matlab was applied in order to export the STL files. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution of the cell population of osteoclasts (a), osteoblasts (b) and bone distribution 

(c) generated by Strategy 2 (dimensionless) in 150 days.  
Analysis of 3D Printed Pieces  
Experimental Setup.  
The pieces were printed using the 3D Printer by FFF Dual Extruder N2 (Raise3D, Tesla, USA) for 
S1 and the Ultimaker 2+ for S2 (Ultimaker, Netherlands). The printing conditions were: nozzle 
temperature of 220°C, layer height of 0.15 mm, bed temperature of 60°C and printing speed of 5 
mm/s (S1) and 60 mm/s (S2). The pieces were analyzed by microtomography using the equipment 
Easytom 130 (RX solutions, France) in Institut Clément Ader to obtain the microCT images.  
Microtomography analyses.  
The application of microtomography (microCT) of the printed pieces allowed the complete 
geometry of the manufactured workpieces. Fig. 4 shows the microCT images of the S1 (Fig. 4a), 
S2 (Fig. 4b) and of real bone (femoral head (FH) gently provided by the National Institute of 
Technology (INT-Brazil), Fig. 4c). 
 

 

 

Fig. 4. MicroCT images obtained of the printed pieces with the different strategies: a) femoral 
head bone, b) S1, c) S2; the macrographs of the printed pieces: d) S1 and e) S2 obtained with 

magnifying glass (scale in cm). 
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The Bone J (ImageJ software plugin) was used in these analysis to obtain the parameters: 
trabecular thickness (TbTh, usually a mean value of thickness of the trabecula), trabecular 
separation (TbSp, the mean distance between the trabecula, it is similar to pore size), bone volume 
fraction (BV/TV, the fraction of material in the sample), degree of anisotropy (DA, it estimates 
how geometrically non-isotropic is the bone fraction), and connectivity (Conn, it gives an estimate 
of the number of connected trabeculae in the image) [11], [13].  

The procedure to analyze the microCT images obtain were using the following image 
processing: no local means, unsharp mask, cropping image, binarize (Huang’s method) and then 
use Bone J tool in the binarized images. For comparison, the microtomography of the femoral head 
(FH) bone also was characterized using the tool BoneJ. The choose of this kind of bone was 
because the parameters evaluated that could be printed by FFF was of this type of trabecular bone 
[10]. It is visible that pore size (TbSp) in S1 is greater than in real bone (FH). Some isotropy in z 
axes could be seen in Fig. 4a (FH). The morphology in S2 is closer of real bone, but the layers of 
3D printing FFF technique misleading the accuracy.  

 
Table 2. Bone parameters obtained with BoneJ of microCT images. 

Strategy TbTh (mm) TbSp (mm) BV/TV DA Conn. 
S1 0.89±0.299 2.001±1.180 0.402 0.564 457.25 
S2 0.418±0.165 0.946±0.432 0.323 0.657 2663 
FH 0.213±0.072 0.552±0.217 0.2940 0.688 617 

 
The real bone data, trabecular femoral head bone, is near that observed in the literature [10] as 

seen in Table 2. However, the comparison of the strategies shows that median values are greater 
than real bone. Peyroteo et al. [8] with the same mathematical model implemented an algorithm 
for density that could assess more precise thickness and separation between struts. Also, the 
distribution in the histogram in Fig. 5 can provide that the profile in the distribution of TbTh and 
TbSp in FH and S2 were closer. As seen in Fig. 5, the profile of distribution of TbTh and TbSp is 
closer than S1, and S1 has greater TbTh and TbSp. It is interesting to notice that DA in S2 is near 
of the real bone. Nevertheless, S1 seems different than the others probably because of the 
methodology of this strategy, a bone mesh growing in time and not on space. 

 
Fig. 5. Histograms for TbTh (a) and TbSp (b) for the different strategies and the femoral head 

bone. 
Some modifications can be made in the algorithm proposed in methodology to reproduce exact 

profiles and morphological parameters, modifying some parameters in mathematical model and 
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printing conditions. But it is interesting to notice that porosity and pore size (related to TbSp 
parameter) greater than in real bone morphology it is necessary to provide angiogenesis [3] and 
permeability of nutrients in damage tissue [16, 17]. Future works can search the biological 
response in these printed pieces geometries, in comparison with the gold standard [17] of 
architecture scaffolds in Bone Tissue Engineering. 
Summary 
This work reproduced the structure of trabecular bone using the mathematical model of cell 
dynamics. Pieces with trabecular architecture were successfully printed by FFF technique, a 
cheaper AM kind of 3D printer. It was possible to evaluate the most influential parameters of the 
human bone and compare real bone parameters and printed pieces via micro-computed 
tomography. Comparing morphologies S1 and S2, the average TbTh in S1 is double of S2. S2 was 
similar to FH in terms of the TbTh and TbSp about the profile distribution, although high 
variability in S2. DA, an important parameter for the angiogenesis, was closer in S2 than in S1 
compared with FH. Therefore, the results here presented suggest that S2 can be applied to future 
works along with the optimization of the mathematical model and the printing parameters. 
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Abstract. In additive manufacturing processes, the resulting products might have highly 
anisotropic granular morphologies due to the complex thermal history. The most commonly 
observed morphology is columnar structure. The resulting morphology of grains is accompanied 
by the orientation alignment leading to plastic anisotropy. It has been shown in a recent study 
through local crystal plasticity calculations that the morphology evolution does not influence the 
mechanical behavior without considering the texture evolution [1]. However, the local frameworks 
do not consider the effect of the grain size which could be complicated due to high aspect ratio of 
the grains. This study aims to investigate the influence of the developed anisotropic grain structure 
on the macroscopic response through both local and non-local crystal plasticity frameworks to 
address the capacity of these models in capturing the realistic response. An additional subroutine 
is implemented (see [2]) into the crystal plasticity frameworks to obtain the slip resistance values 
at each material point based on grain geometries and misorientations. This allows the size 
dependent yielding of the crystals. 
Introduction 
Additively manufactured (AM) metallic alloy parts offer many benefits. The usage of additive 
manufacturing technology to create complex products has shown significant promise (see e.g. [3-
6]). Through empirical studies over almost three decades, developments in additive manufacturing 
techniques have made them utilized in many industrial areas such as aerospace, automotive, 
construction. In these last decades, AM technology has become an important manufacturing 
methodology rather than a prototype production method. However, its application for 
manufacturing critical components is restricted by the inherent uncertainty associated with 
qualities, which frequently results from the variability in the manufacturing process itself (see e.g. 
[7]). 

Some of the recent AM methods are based on melting and solidification of metallic powders 
during the process. Different kinds of microstructures can be resulted due to the complex thermal 
history of these processes which involve high temperature gradients and also high heating-cooling 
rates. This thermal history is highly dependent on the process parameters such as scanning strategy, 
hatch spacing, scan velocity. The high cooling rate in the complex heat transfer course during the 
AM processes results in the directional growth of grains. The thermal history influences not only 
the grain structure but also the grain orientation substantially (see [8]). Grain growth occurs along 
the direction of the highest temperature gradient where the solidification develops (see e.g. [9,10]). 
As a result, the final microstructures of AM products are observed to have anisotropic 
morphologies and consequent textures (see e.g. [11-13]). When additively made products are 
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examined, it becomes clear that crystal orientation alignment frequently occurs concurrently with 
the development of columnar grain structure (see e.g. [14-16]). Also, a common defect in AM 
products is their porous microstructure (see e.g. [17,18]). However, porosity is not examined in 
this study in order to solely focus on the grain and orientation alignment.  

Additively manufactured parts show altered microstructures and mechanical properties with 
respect to the process parameters. Therefore, analyzing microstructures has importance for not 
only estimating their characteristics but also for adjusting the process parameters to achieve 
desirable mechanical properties. 

In a previous study, the mechanical properties of microstructures consisting of elongated grain 
morphology are investigated through a rate dependent local crystal plasticity finite element 
framework (see [1]). In this paper, different crystal plasticity mechanisms are employed through 
different ABAQUS UMAT subroutines. First, simulations are conducted with only the local 
crystal plasticity framework. Then, a lower-order strain gradient crystal plasticity is implemented 
where, the impact of intrinsic size effects is addressed. A higher-order strain gradient formulation 
could also have been used as in [19,20] through a UEL, however it is omitted in the current study. 
A lower-order approach can be a good starting point for comparing different crystal plasticity 
mechanisms.  

Along with the implementation of lower-order strain gradient crystal plasticity, a different 
mechanism is also studied to recalculate the initial slip resistance of each material point as in [2]. 
With this method, the slip resistance of each slip system for every material point is calculated 
considering grain orientations and the distance of points to grain boundaries.  

The structure of this work is as follows. Firstly, the crystal plasticity frameworks used in the 
finite element simulations are described. Then, the method for determining model parameters and 
producing polycrystalline representative volume elements (RVEs) is provided. Orientation 
restrictions on the grains to obtain a more realistic grain alignment are given. Finally, the outcomes 
of crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM) simulations are shown and thoroughly 
explained for the three methods used.  
Crystal Plasticity Frameworks 
In the current study, first, a local finite strain rate-dependent crystal plasticity framework (see [21]) 
is adapted for the analyses of microstructures (see [22,23] for example applications of this 
framework). In this framework, the deformation gradient 𝑭𝑭 is multiplicatively decomposed into 
elastic part 𝑭𝑭𝑒𝑒 and plastic part 𝑭𝑭𝑝𝑝. Plastic velocity gradient can be obtained by integrating the 
plastic slip rates �̇�𝛾 overall slip systems as 

Lp=ḞpFp-1=∑ γ̇αN
α=1 (mα⊗nα) (1) 

where 𝛼𝛼 defines the slip system. 𝒎𝒎𝜶𝜶 and 𝒏𝒏𝜶𝜶 are the slip direction and slip normal of the slip system 
respectively. In this work, an aluminum alloy is analyzed with all 12 slip systems of the face-
centered cubic (FCC) crystal. All slip systems are active at all times, since a rate-dependent model 
is used. The slip rate of the slip systems �̇�𝛾𝛼𝛼 is governed by the power law 

�̇�𝛾𝛼𝛼 = �̇�𝛾0 = �𝜏𝜏
𝛼𝛼

𝑔𝑔𝛼𝛼�
𝑛𝑛
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛(𝜏𝜏𝛼𝛼)  (2) 

where �̇�𝛾0 is the reference slip rate, 𝜏𝜏𝛼𝛼 is the resolved shear stress, 𝑔𝑔𝛼𝛼 is the slip resistance and 𝑛𝑛 is 
the rate sensitivity exponent. The slip resistance consists of statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) 
and geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) parts.  
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𝑔𝑔𝛼𝛼 = �𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼
2 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼 2  (3) 

For local crystal plasticity simulations, only the hardening from SSDs is considered, which is 
described by the following relation,  

ġssd
α =∑ hαβN

β=1 �γ̇β�  (4) 

where N represents the number of total slip systems and latent hardening is  ℎ𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 = 𝑞𝑞𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼ℎ𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼, where 
𝑞𝑞𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 is the latent hardening coefficient. Peirce and Asaro’s (sech) self-hardening law is used for 
the self-hardening, 

ℎ𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 = ℎ0 �
ℎ0𝛾𝛾
𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠−𝑔𝑔0

�, (5) 

where ℎ0 is the initial hardening modulus, 𝑔𝑔0 is the initial slip resistance and 𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠 is the saturation 
slip resistance. The implementation of a lower-order strain gradient framework into the crystal 
plasticity subroutine enables the inclusion of additional hardening as a result of GNDs. This 
implementation allows an intrinsic length scale parameter to be defined and the size effects to be 
captured [24]. 

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼 = 𝑔𝑔0�𝑙𝑙𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼   (6) 

where 𝑙𝑙 = 𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇
2𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠2𝑏𝑏
𝑔𝑔02

 is the length scale parameter, 𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇 is the Taylor coefficient, 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 is the shear modulus 

and 𝑏𝑏 is the length of Burger’s vector. Density of GNDs on a slip system 𝛼𝛼 is defined as, 

ηgnd
α =�nα×∑ mαmβ∇γβ×nβN

β=1 � (7) 

Numerical Analysis 
All the crystal plasticity simulations are conducted with the commercial finite element analysis 
software ABAQUS using brick (C3D8) elements. The material used in all finite element method 
(FEM) simulations is AA6016 in T4 condition. The hardening parameters are fitted in a previous 
study (see [1]). The hardening parameters are taken as initial hardening modulus ℎ0 = 190 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, 
saturation slip resistance 𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠 = 95 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 and initial slip resistance 𝑔𝑔0 = 47𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀. Cubic elastic 
coefficients for aluminum sheet are used as 𝐶𝐶11 = 108.2 𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, 𝐶𝐶12 = 61.3 𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, and 𝐶𝐶44 =
28.5 𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 [25]. Reference slip rate �̇�𝛾0 is taken as 10−3 𝑠𝑠−1 and rate sensitivity parameter 𝑛𝑛 is taken 
as 20. A strong latent hardening is assumed for aluminum and 𝑞𝑞 is taken as 1.4. To observe the 
strain gradient effects clearly, the length scale parameter is taken as 500 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 in non-local strain 
gradient CPFEM simulations. 

The user subroutine code (UMAT) based on [21] is modified to recalculate the initial slip 
resistance 𝑔𝑔0. This modification will be referred as geometry-dependent slip resistance subroutine 
in the consecutive sections. With this subroutine, initial slip resistance is calculated by the distance 
of material points to grain boundaries and grain orientations. This theory aims to simulate the 
influence of dislocation piling up at grain boundaries. The details can be found in [2]. The aim of 
this method is to examine size effects based on Hall-Petch relation. Initial slip resistance is 
calculated as, 
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𝑔𝑔0𝛼𝛼 = 𝜏𝜏0 +
𝐾𝐾�1−𝑚𝑚𝛼𝛼′�

𝑐𝑐

√𝐿𝐿𝛼𝛼
 (8) 

𝜏𝜏0 is taken as the critically resolved shear stress of a theoretically infinite crystal which is 
considered as zero. This value is taken as close to zero, which is 0.05 MPa. 𝐿𝐿𝛼𝛼 is the distance of a 
material point to grain boundaries in the slip direction. K and c are empirical coefficients taken as 
0.414 and 0.134. Their values are obtained by fitting the stress-strain curve of 300 grain RVE with 
47 MPa initial slip resistance. 𝜇𝜇𝛼𝛼′ is the Luster-Morris parameter for each slip system and is found 
from the misorientations of grains as 𝜇𝜇𝛼𝛼′ = � 𝒎𝒎𝐴𝐴

𝛼𝛼 .𝒎𝒎𝐵𝐵
𝛼𝛼

�𝒎𝒎𝐴𝐴
𝛼𝛼��𝒎𝒎𝐵𝐵

𝛼𝛼�
 � � 𝒏𝒏𝐴𝐴

𝛼𝛼 .𝒏𝒏𝐵𝐵
𝛼𝛼

�𝒏𝒏𝐴𝐴
𝛼𝛼��𝒏𝒏𝐵𝐵

𝛼𝛼�
 � where 𝒎𝒎𝜶𝜶 and 𝒏𝒏𝜶𝜶 are slip 

direction and slip normal respectively. Subscripts A and B correspond grains A and B respectively. 
Polycrystalline RVEs with 300 grains are generated through Voronoi Tessellation (see [26]). 

Each morphology represents different grain elongation levels and is named as Equiaxed, Needle1, 
Needle2, Needle3 in consecutive parts of the paper. Grain aspect ratios are (1,1,1), (0.5,1,0.5), 
(0.25,1,0.25) and (0.1,1,0.1) for Equiaxed, Needle1, Needle2, Needle3 respectively. Grain 
morphologies can be seen in Fig. 1. 

10% displacement is given to RVEs as the loading condition with 10−3 𝑠𝑠−1 strain rate. 
Boundary conditions are applied such that all surfaces are kept straight and it is ensured that the 
stress triaxiality value stays constant at 0.33 during the loading (see e.g. [27]).  

 

 
Fig. 1. Polycrystal RVE morphologies, from left to right: Equiaxed, Needle1, Needle2, Needle3. 

 
Initially, all the RVEs are simulated at the same set of random orientations with the 

aforementioned crystal plasticity mechanisms separately. Following ZYX Euler convention, 
different orientation angle restrictions are assigned to corresponding RVEs. Crystals are tilted 
around the building direction (Y-axis) by restricting the X and Z rotations while the Y rotation is 
kept at zero. For restricted cases, [-90 +90], [-30 +30], [-10 +10] restricted intervals are assigned 
to Needle1, Needle2, Needle3 respectively. No restriction is applied for random orientation cases. 
Numerical Results 
Firstly, only the effects of grain morphologies are compared. All RVEs are assigned grains with 
the same set of random crystal orientations. A series of crystal plasticity finite element analyses 
using the three aforementioned mechanisms (i.e. local, strain-gradient, and geometry-dependent 
initial slip resistance subroutine in the local framework) are performed on every morphology by 
applying 10% strain in building-direction (Y axis) and the normal direction (Z axis) separately. 

When there are no orientation restrictions on the grains (i.e., each one is randomly oriented), all 
three methods give very similar stress vs. strain responses. In Fig. 2a and Fig 2b, the results under 
the non-local crystal plasticity and geometry-dependent initial slip resistance modification are 
shown. Due to the presence of additional slip resistance from GND densities in the framework, 
higher amount of hardening with respect to the local framework is observed. However, beyond 
that, isotropic response is obtained for randomly oriented RVEs with all three methods. 
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To examine the results in a more realistic case, the crystal orientations of the grains have been 

increasingly aligned with the loading direction as the aspect ratio increases. The orientations of 
equiaxed grain morphology have been kept unrestricted. The rotations of crystals in X and Z axes 
have been restricted to previously mentioned intervals of Euler angles and the results are presented 
in Fig. 3. When the grains become more aligned, misorientations start to diminish gradually. 
Analyses in local framework have shown that, rather than the morphology, orientation has more 
impact on the mechanical response. A more anisotropic response is obtained for Needle2 case with 
[-30 +30] restriction compared to Needle1 and Equiaxed when the responses are compared in 
building and normal direction loading cases. However, the extreme case RVE with Needle3 
morphology and [-10 +10] angle restriction does not show significant anisotropic response. This 
is because the misorientations between the grains are so small that it behaves as if there is a crystal 
symmetry between the grains. 

 

a) Non-local, building direction b) Modified , building direction 

Fig. 2. Stress vs. Strain response of RVE finite element simulations with randomly oriented 
grains using different frameworks. 

 

a) Building direction b) Normal direction 

Fig. 3. Stress vs. Strain response of RVE finite element simulations with restricted crystal 
orientations using local framework with loading in building and normal directions. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of GND densities [1/𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇] in RVEs from strain gradient framework 
simulations after loading in building direction with restricted orientations. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of the same simulations through the strain gradient crystal plasticity 
framework. Needle2 shows highly anisotropic behavior compared to other morphologies similar 
to local framework. General trend of decrease in stress results stays same as the orientations 
become more restricted. However, there is an increased gap between the stress response of RVEs. 
This is a result of reduced misalignment between the grains causing GND densities to exist in 
smaller quantities. This can be seen in Fig. 5 as well, where the distributions of GND densities of 
all morphologies are shown. GNDs are most prominent at the grain boundaries. As the grains 
become more oriented in a particular direction (in this case, the building direction), the density of 
GNDs and their contribution to hardening begin to decrease. 

 

a) Building direction 
 

b) Normal direction 
 

Fig. 4. Stress vs. Strain response of RVE finite element simulations with restricted crystal 
orientations using non-local framework with loading in building and normal directions. 

 
a) Equiaxed b) Needle1 

c) Needle2 d) Needle3 
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the modified initial slip resistance 𝑔𝑔0 in RVEs with restricted orientations. 

The stress vs. strain results of simulations using the geometry-dependent initial slip resistance 
calculation subroutine are shown in Fig. 6. The most important factor here is that both of the 
previous methods do not affect the yielding point of the material significantly. This is because the 
initial slip resistance of the material is taken as constant. However, when the influence of 
morphology and orientation on the initial slip resistance is taken into account, overall yielding 
points of the RVEs also differ. As the grain orientations become more aligned, the yield stress of 
the RVE decreases as a result. In Fig 6b, it can be seen that stress values of Needle2 and Needle3 
become closer when they are loaded in normal direction as opposed to building direction. This is 
a result of modifying the initial slip resistance. In both previously examined methods (i.e. local 
and non-local cases), Needle3 shows a higher stress response for normal direction loading. 
However, modifying the 𝑔𝑔0 decreases the yield point so much that the stress value of Needle3 

 

a) Building direction 
 

b) Normal direction 
 

Fig. 6. Stress vs. Strain response of RVE finite element simulations with restricted crystal 
orientations using modified  after loading in building and normal directions. 

 a) Equiaxed b) Needle1 

c) Needle2 d) Needle3 
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becomes lower than that of Needle2 at the end of displacement. This is a different result compared 
to ones obtained with other frameworks, since Needle2 shows the weakest response in normal 
direction in both local and non-local methods. Similar in other methods, anisotropic behavior is 
the strongest in Needle2. 

The distribution of initial slip resistance calculated from the grain geometries and orientations 
are shown in Fig. 7. The randomly oriented Equiaxed morphology and the [-90 +90] restricted 
Needle1 morphology shows a similar distribution. This is also seen in Fig. 7 from their yield stress 
distributions being similar. On the other hand, when the misorientation between grains decreases 
in Needle2 and Needle3, there are fewer points with high initial slip resistance. 
Summary 
In this paper, anisotropic granular morphologies which developed in additive manufacturing 
techniques are examined with different crystal plasticity frameworks. Grains are elongated step by 
step for different RVEs.  

Firstly, only the effect of morphology is examined with different crystal plasticity frameworks. 
It has been observed that when the strain gradient framework is taken into account, morphology 
without providing the proper texture does not significantly change the outcomes as in the prior 
study [1]. However, using a non-local model has benefits in terms of locating the GND density 
accumulations, especially at the grain boundaries. The influence of texture on GND densities is 
discussed and results have proven that lower-order SGCP can be a useful framework for the 
recognition of dislocation pile-ups in additive manufacturing products. 

Different stress responses are obtained for different loading directions when grain orientations 
are restricted. Even though the lower-order SGCP framework contributes to hardening and makes 
stress responses stronger, it does not change the general trend observed in the previous study. In 
Needle1’s case, a large range of possible orientations does not yield an anisotropic response 
regardless of the framework used in simulations. Needle2, on the other hand, shows a highly 
anisotropic response from the results with all frameworks since orientation restrictions on the 
grains is much narrower compared to Needle1. While Needle3 is assigned with most narrow 
orientation restrictions, the material shows less anisotropic behavior than Needle2. This is a result 
of building and normal directions lying on the symmetry axes of FCC crystal. Heavily aligning all 
grains with the loading direction causes the material to act similar to a single crystal specimen 
since grain misorientations become small. Without a modification of the initial slip resistance of 
grains, Needle3 displays a stronger response compared to Needle2 in normal direction. However, 
by modifying its initial slip resistance based on grain geometries and orientations, the yield stress 
of Needle3 is predicted to be lower than all other morphologies in normal direction. 
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Abstract. As an easily processable Al alloy, AlSi10Mg manufactured by Laser Powder Bed 
Fusion (LPBF) has received a lot of attention so far. However, it is well known that microstructural 
heterogeneities at the scale of the melt pool – in particular the weaker Heat Affected Zone whose 
microstructure evolves during the deposition of the next layer – exert a strong detrimental effect 
on the ductility of AlSi10Mg LPBF. In this work, a 2D Finite Element (FE) model is developed in 
order to tackle this issue and help in guiding the optimisation of LPBF process parameters. The 
model is calibrated using experimental measurements of the melt pool height. Furthermore, to 
allow for the efficient simulation of 5 successive layers, a remeshing procedure is implemented. 
No heat accumulation is observed during the deposition of these 5 layers. The thermal history of 
the HAZ can thus be studied with a thermal model for one layer. 
Introduction 
The Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) of Al alloys has been the subject of extensive work for 
almost a decade, dating back to the pioneering work of Thijs et al. [1] and Olakanmi et al. [2]. 
Among the wide variety of available Al alloys, the hypoeutectic AlSi10Mg alloy has received a 
particular attention in view of its good castability and weldability, its high melt fluidity and low 
shrinkage upon solidification [3-5]. However, microstructural heterogeneities at the scale of the 
melt pool remain a matter of concern, by compromising the ductility of AlSi10Mg LPBF 
components [6,7]. Indeed, the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) whose microstructure evolves during 
the deposition of the subsequent layer has been shown to play an essential role in the tensile 
fracture of AlSi10Mg LPBF. The Si eutectic precipitates that are originally finely distributed in a 
cellular structure, tend to coarsen and globularize under the influence of the heat input associated 
to the deposition of next layer, as can be seen in Fig. 1.  As a result, the fine cellular structure is 
broken, thus creating a weaker zone for damage initiation [6]. The microstructural homogeneity 
and the ductility of AlSi10Mg LPBF components may be restored to some extent by thermal or 
thermo-mechanical post-treatments but this improvement in ductility is achieved at the cost of a 
loss in strength [7-9]. As an alternative to post-treatments, optimisation of the processing 
parameters with the aim of minimizing the thickness of the HAZ appears as a viable option [10]. 
Physically based and validated Finite Element (FE) models are essential tools in that respect. 

In this work, a 2D FE model is developed in order to tackle this issue and help in guiding the 
optimisation of LPBF process parameters. Two different calibration procedures were tested i.e. 
using experimental measurements of (1) the cell size or of (2) the melt pool height. Furthermore, 
to allow for the efficient simulation of 5 successive layers, a remeshing procedure is implemented. 
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Fig. 1. SEM micrograph showing the fine cellular microstructure at the core of the melt pool 
(MP fine), the coarser cellular structure at the outskirts of the melt pool (MP coarse) and the 
Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) where the cellular structure of the fine eutectic Si precipitates is 

broken and globularized. 
Materials and Methods 
Sample fabrication.  
In order to obtain experimental data for the calibration and validation of the FE model, two sets of 
AlSi10Mg LPBF samples, named as set A and set B, were fabricated under very distinct processing 
conditions. Samples of set A were processed using a MTT SLM 250 machine. The building 
parameters were as follow: a laser power of 175W, a scan speed of 195 mm/s, a powder layer 
thickness of 60 µm and a pre-heating temperature of 200°C. Samples of set B were fabricated 
using an EOS SLM equipment and the following processing parameters: a laser power of 370W, 
a scan speed of 1300 mm/s and a powder layer thickness of 40 µm without pre-heating i.e. 
considering a building platform temperature of 35°C. Both sets of samples were fabricated in the 
vertical direction. The processing parameters of set A were chosen to enhance the thickness of the 
HAZ, as opposed to the processing parameters of set B. More details may be found in [6,8,10]. 

Characterization.  
Samples for microstructural characterization were ground and polished following standard 

practices and then etched using Keller’s reagent (95 vol.% distilled water, 2.5 vol.% HNO3, 1.5 
vol.% HCl and 1 vol.% HF). Scanning electron microscopy was carried out using a Philips XL30 
microscope. Image analysis was performed using the ImageJ software to determine the Al Cells 
size in the MP fine, MP coarse and HAZ (Fig. 1). The melt pool height was only measured on the 
last deposited layer, since the melt pool of the previous layers are overlapped due to the systematic 
re-melting of the underlying layer during the deposition of each new layer.  

Finite Element model.  
A 2D thermal finite element model of the LPBF process has been developed as follows. The 

temperature evolution in the part is given by the non-linear equation for an isotropic material: 

𝛻𝛻.𝑘𝑘𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 + 𝑄𝑄 = 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

                   (1) 

where ∇ is the gradient operator; k is the thermal conductivity, Q the power generated in the part, 
ρ the density, cp the heat capacity and t the time. The enthalpy of fusion and vaporization are 
included in the heat capacity that is thus defined as an apparent heat capacity.  
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The boundary condition at the free surface for the heat exchange is defined as: 

−𝑘𝑘𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻.𝑛𝑛 = 𝑞𝑞𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − ℎ(𝛻𝛻 − 𝛻𝛻𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) − ℇ𝜎𝜎�𝛻𝛻4 − 𝛻𝛻𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎4�                (2) 

where n is a unit vector normal to the surface; Tamb, the ambient temperature, h, the convection 
coefficient (taken as 20 W/m2K); σ, the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant (5.67×10-8 W/m2K4), ℇ, the 
emissivity and qlaser  the laser heat source. The laser is modeled by a Gaussian heat source: 

𝑞𝑞𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋2

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �2𝑙𝑙
2

𝜋𝜋2
�                  (3) 

where P is the laser power (i.e. 175 W or 370 W); R, the laser beam radius (40 µm); A, the laser 
absorbed energy; r, the radial distance from the beam centre.  

The thermophysical properties are considered temperature dependent. These properties are 
obtained from [11] for the base plate made from aluminium alloy 2024, and from [8] for the 
AlSi10Mg powder bed and consolidated part. The laser absorbed energy A is chosen as a tuning 
parameter of the 2D FE model and is obtained through calibration based on experimental 
observations. In this study, two different calibration procedures have been tested: (1) based on 
experimental measurements of the cell size and (2) based on experimental measurements of the 
melt pool height. The academic finite element code LAGAMINE is used. It is developed since 
1984 at the University of Liege [12-15]. To switch between the desactivated elements, the unfused 
powder, to the bulk material and vary the bulk properties, element birth and death technique is 
employed. The mesh of the system and boundary conditions are summarized in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Finite element domain with the boundary conditions: laser heat source, heat loss by 

convection, radiation, and build platform temperature. Desactivated elements are illustrated to 
highlight the birth and death technique. 

 
The dimensions of the studied domain are 3.79 mm in height and 3.64 mm in width, that is large 

enough for the melt pool to reach a thermal steady state and to reproduce the heat drain effect of 
the build platform and previous solidified layers. The domain is discretized with 2D quadrilateral 
elements. Furthermore, the domain is divided in two zones: a fine meshed zone of size ranging 
from 40 µm to 2.5 µm where the laser is applied, fine enough to capture the steep thermal gradient, 
and a coarse zone below to save in number of elements and computation time. 

In particular, a 2D multilayer simulation of the LPBF process was performed in this work, in 
order to investigate the effect of the number of fused layers on heat accumulation and thus on the 
thermal history of LPBF AlSi10Mg components. To reduce the computational costs of this 
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multilayer model, that can be high even in 2D, a remeshing strategy has been developed in order 
to keep the number of node constant independently of the number of layers under consideration. 
It consists in picking the temperature field at the end of the simulation for the first layer and set 
this temperature as an initial nodal condition for the second layer. This operation is then repeated 
for the third layer and so forth… As shown in Fig. 3, the change in powder bed height with the 
number of fused layers is incorporated in the coarse part of the mesh while the fine part remains 
the same. This approach allows to perform multilayer simulations while keeping the computation 
time reasonable. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Meshed domains for the first, second and fifth layer. The number of elements remain 

constant between the domains. The fine mesh part are the same between the domains while the 
coarse part changes. 

Results and Discussion 
Sensitivity to the mesh size.  
Convergency was tested based on the size of the fine mesh zone ranging from 40 µm to 5 µm in 
Fig. 4. Based on the analysis of the line profile in Fig. 4(b) extracted from the temperature maps 
of Fig. 4(a), mesh convergency is shown. A mesh size of 10 µm offers a good compromise between 
accuracy and computation time. This is also demonstrated when analyzing the melt pool area with 
the laser beam travel time in Fig. 4(c). We should notice that it takes 1.8 ms for the melt pool to 
reach a steady state where its size no longer changes. Therefore, the size of the model is large 
enough to study the thermal history in the heat affected zone. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Temperature map of the melt pool taken at t=1.8 ms for different mesh refinements.  

(b) Corresponding temperature line profile at x = 2025 µm position and (c) melt pool area with 
the laser beam travel time. 

 
Model calibration.  
The results of the calibration of the 2D thermal model under the processing parameters of set B 

are shown in Fig. 5(a) for the calibration based on the melt pool height and in Fig. 5(b) for the 
calibration based on the cell size that can be computed from the cooling rates extracted at the 
liquidus isotherm line [6,8,10,16]. Fig. 5 shows a remarkable result in that the 2D FE model can 
only be calibrated against the melt pool height. Indeed, the cell size values computed from the FE 
model are systematically larger than the experimental values. This is a marked difference to 
previous reports concerning analytical model as e.g. Rosenthal’s model [6,10,16] for which 
calibration based on cell size may be preferred in view of its greater flexibility as cell size may be 
measured at any location within the sample contrarily to the melt pool height that is only accessible 
in the last deposited layer. 
 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Melt pool height and (b) cell size calibration for the 2D thermal FE model. 
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This observation can be understood considering that the cell size is computed from the cooling 
rate that depends in turn on the thermal gradient. The heat flux transmitted by conduction in the 
part is also proportional to the thermal gradient. However, in the present 2D FE model, the heat 
flux is not evacuated through a surface but through a line. In this case, fewer paths are available 
for these fluxes. Therefore, the 2D model systematically experiences a lower thermal gradient 
compared to a 3D model. The 2D FE model will thus always overestimate the cell size. 

The effect of the number of fused layers for samples of set B is studied by analyzing the thermal 
history of three points of interest (POIs) in Fig. 6. These POIs are located in such a way that their 
respective spacings correspond to 2 times the powder bed thickness, i.e. 40 µm. In this way, the 
thermal history can be compared between the fused layers. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the thermal 
history of POI1 exhibits five peaks corresponding to the five fused layers. The first peak 
corresponds to the maximum temperature experienced during the direct application of the heat flux 
of the laser. In view of the location of the three POIs, the maximum temperature of POI2 is then 
reached during the fusion of the third layer while the maximum temperature of POI3 is reached 
for the fifth layer. When comparing the temperature of the first peak for the three POIs, it can be 
seen that they have the same value around 2700K. In a similar way, the second and the third peaks 
of POI1 and POI2 match each other with values around 1750K and 1350K, respectively. The good 
match between the peaks for the three POIs indicates that they is no rise in temperature as the 
successive layers are fused. Furthermore, this observation is confirmed qualitatively by looking at 
the temperature distribution around the melt pool in Fig. 6(b-c). Indeed, the temperature 
distribution and the melt pool size obtained for the first layer (Fig. 6(b)) and for the fifth layer (Fig. 
6(c)) are very similar. The cold area at the right-hand side of Fig. 6(c) corresponds to unfused 
powder. 

This observation that the heat accumulation remains negligible during the deposition of five 
successive layers can be explained by considering both the thermophysical properties of AlSi10Mg 
and the processing conditions. Indeed, LPBF AlSi10Mg exhibits a high thermal conductivity with 
values ranging between 110 and 130 W*m-1*K-1 [8]. These values are much higher than those 
reported for LPBF Ti6Al4V (5-34 W*m-1*K-1)[17] or stainless steel 316L (14-34 W*m-1*K-1) [18] 
for which heat accumulation is observed. The high thermal conductivity of LPBF AlSi10Mg thus 
allows the rapid evacuation of heat from the melt pool and its vicinity towards the top surface of 
the part where it can be dissipated first through radiation just after the laser is switched off and 
later through convection. Moreover, the high laser scan speed (1300 mm/s) combined with a 
medium laser power (370W) used for the processing of set B samples result in relatively low heat 
input when compared to the processing parameters of [17] and [18], which also contributes to the 
negligible heat accumulation. 

Microstructural observation of the HAZ dimensions along the whole sample height brings 
further confirmation of the above finding. Indeed, the HAZ has been found to exhibit a constant 
width throughout [8], thus also suggesting that the average temperature in the part remains 
constant. This result implies that the thermal history of the HAZ in LPBF AlSi10Mg processed 
under relatively low heat input is independent of the number of fused layers, and that it can be 
studied using one layer FE thermal model. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Thermal history of three POIs; temperature maps (b) for the first layer and (c) for the 

fifth layer. 
 

The influence of the processing parameters on the thermal history of the HAZ is studied by 
comparing the result of FE simulations for the two sets of processing parameters A (“Sirris”, with 
a relatively low laser power of 175W, a slow scan speed of 195 mm/s and build platform 
temperature of 200°C resulting in a relatively high heat input) and B (“Anyshape”, with a laser 
power of 370W, a high laser scan speed of 1300 mm/s and build platform temperature of 35°C 
resulting in a relatively low heat input). These two parameters sets have been selected as (1) they 
are far enough from each other to expect different thermal histories and (2) the corresponding 
microstructures have been characterized in details [8]. 

The thermal histories in the HAZ for the two sets of processing parameters are plotted in 
Fig. 7(a). For set B (Anyshape), a peak of temperature is observed at 650K lasting for 1.5 ms. For 
set A (Sirris), on the contrary, the peak is wider, lasting over 2.5 ms. In the latter case, the end of 
the peak is not clearly visible as the temperature of the peak does not fall back to 473K, that is the 
build platform temperature, within the frame of the simulation. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Thermal history of the HAZ and (b) corresponding SEM micrographs for set A (Sirris, 

average HAZ size: 5 µm) and set B (Anyshape, average HAZ size: 1.3 µm). 
 

The difference observed between the duration of the peaks of temperature for the two different 
sets of processing parameters can first be explained in terms of the input energy. This energy is 
equal to A921 J.m-1 for set A (Sirris) while it is A284 J.m-1 for set B (Anyshape) (here, the A 
coefficient stands for the laser absorptivity). The excess energy injected under the processing 
parameters of set A takes longer to be evacuated from the part, giving way to a large temperature 
peak. Moreover, the build platform temperature also plays a role: a higher build platform 
temperature (set A) leads to smaller thermal gradient and consequently to a decrease in heat 
conduction, which again tends to increase the width of the peak. These observations are in 
agreement with the experimental HAZ size shown in Fig. 7(b). The results from the FE simulations 
are thus consistent with the experimental observations. 
Summary 
A 2D FE model for the thermal history of LPBF of AlSi10Mg is developed and calibrated using 
experimental measurements of the melt pool height. In order to allow for the efficient simulation 
of the deposition of five successive layers, without incurring excessive computational cost, a 
remeshing procedure is implemented by keeping a constant number of nodes independently of the 
number of fused layers. The results from the multilayer FE simulations highlight that no heat 
accumulation is observed in LPBF AlSi10Mg under processing conditions corresponding to 
relatively low heat input. In this case, the thermal history of the HAZ is independent of the number 
of fused layers, and it can be studied using a thermal FE model for one single layer. Indeed, the 
influence of two different sets of processing parameters on the thickness of the HAZ is correctly 
predicted by single layer FE simulations. 
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Abstract. Aluminum-Matrix Composites (AMCs) are particle-reinforced aluminum matrix 
composites that are well-established in high-performance lightweight components in the 
automotive and aerospace industries. So far, the use of AMC materials has been limited to 
components manufactured using casting technology (e.g. brake discs). The adaption of AMC 
materials in Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes, such as powder feedstock for Direct Energy 
Deposition (DED), is dependent on the availability of the corresponding semi-finished product. 
An approach for the production of such a semi-finished product is presented in the current work. 
This study presents, how powder as semi-finished product for the DED processes, is produced 
from cast ingots manufactured by Direct-Vacuum-Casting (DVC). The novel DVC process allows 
a SiCP particle content of up to 35%, whereas conventional AMC casting processes can only 
achieve a fully embedded SiCP particle content of up to 20%. Particular attention is paid to ensuring 
that the SiCP particles remain completely embedded in the aluminum matrix after the semi-finished 
product has been produced. However, there is currently not an extensive literature existing on 
semi-finished products from AMC materials in AM processes. Therefore, in these investigations, 
ultrasonic atomization technology was used to produce of AMC powder with an average size of 
80 µm as a feedstock material. The microstructure analysis of this powder demonstrated the 
presence of primary SiCP particles with non-optimal distribution. Nevertheless, the AMC powder 
was used in the subsequent DED process studies. It was possible to develop the fundamentals for 
the deposition processing of AMC powder. As demonstrated by microscope techniques, secondary 
SiCP particles were precipitated in an aluminum matrix with complete embedding during 
deposition, pointing the way forward to develop AMC powders as semi-finished products in AM 
processes. 
Introduction 
Aluminum matrix composites (AMCs) are composed of two material systems situated in one 
material. The aluminum alloy represents a matrix that utilizes low density and corrosion resistance. 
Ceramics are a possible reinforcement component of the hardness and wear resistance. Due to this 
unique combination of properties, AMCs are pertinent in various industrial sectors, such as the 
automotive and aerospace industries [1]. Conventionally, solid or liquid processing routes are 
available to produce AMC parts, such as sintering, stir casting, and squeeze casting [2]. These 
processes enable the production of AMC parts with completely embedment and an even 
distribution of ceramic particles in the matrix. The performance of AMC parts can be further 
enhanced by increasing the fraction of ceramic particles in the matrix. Therefore, the novel casting 
processes as Direct-Vacuum-Casting (DVC) allow a SiCP particle content of up to 35%, whereas 
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conventional AMC casting processes can only achieve a fully embedded SiCP particle content of 
up to 20% [3]. However, the disadvantages of conventional processes are high tooling costs, 
limited component geometry, and size. Therefore, AM technologies are currently being developed, 
enabling the production of AMC components without the tooling and lead-time required in 
conventional processes [4]. 

The processing of AMCs using AM is still in the initial stage due to the lack of technologies to 
produce feedstock materials, especially AMC powders. The appropriate morphology, size, and 
chemical composition of AMC powders are crucial for the AM technologies, such as Laser Powder 
Bed Fusion (L-PBF) or Direct Energy Deposition (DED), to obtain fully dense components. Also, 
the uniform distribution of the reinforcement phase within/around the alloy powder particles is 
significant to achieve the desired mechanical performance of AMC components. The available 
methods to fabricate AMC powders are ball milling [5] or gas atomization [6]. During the ball 
milling, AMC powders arise mechanically by the collides of powder particles. The powders 
produced by this method exhibit, e.g. less sphericity and a mismatch between the reinforcement 
and the matrix. The more desirable approach to fabricating AMC powders is gas atomization, 
where the initial material is melted in a crucible and then sprayed by high-pressurized gas jets. 
This method ensures the production of spherical AMC powders with a uniform distribution of 
ceramic particles in the matrix. However, a prerequisite to fabricating such powders is a 
sufficiently long homogenization (by separately added ceramic particles) during melting to avoid 
segregation. Therefore, using a previously homogenized AMC material, e.g. by a novel DVC, 
could reduce the processing time of powder production and ensure good powder properties. 

The current work presents an approach to the production of AMC powder. An AlSi9Mg 
aluminum alloy reinforced with 20 vol% SiCP particles (SiCP /AlSi9Mg) was considered. The 
initial material SiCP /AlSi9Mg was manufactured by DVC and then atomized into SiCP /AlSi9Mg 
powder using a novel ultrasonic atomization (UA) technology. In subsequent DED process studies, 
it was possible to develop the fundamentals for the deposition processing of SiCP /AlSi9Mg 
powder. The microstructure evolution of SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder and as-deposited SiCP /AlSi9Mg 
material were investigated using different microscope techniques to determine the presence of SiCP 
particles and their embedment behavior in the matrix. 
Material and methods 
Initial material. 
AlSi9Mg aluminum alloy reinforced with 20 vol% SiCP particles (SiCP /AlSi9Mg) manufactured 
by the DVC process [3] was used in this work. The average size of SiCP was 9.3 µm (=F600). The 
chemical composition of the aluminum matrix AlSi9Mg is listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of AlSi9Mg alloy in [wt.%] according to the EN AC-43300. 

Si Mg Fe Cu Mn Zn Ti Pb Al Others 
9.0 - 10.0 0.25 – 0.45 <0.19 <0.05 <0.1 <0.07 <0.15 <0.03 Balance 0.1 

 
Powder fabrication. 
The SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder was produced in the company 3DLab on the ATOLab+ machine 

using UA technology. In this method, the feed rods are gradually melted by the welding arc, 
creating a melt pool on the vibrating platform. The droplets are separated from the melt pool by 
ultrasonic vibrations and discharged by the inert gas flow. During the discharging stage, the formed 
droplets are solidified leading to the production of powder particles. The atomization process of 
investigated material was carried out in an atmosphere of pure argon (>99.998%) with a flow rate 
of 15 – 20 Lmin-1. A significant process parameter was the vibration frequency of 35 kHz, the 
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amplitude of 80%, and the arc current of 130 A. Finally, the atomized SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder was 
sieved with a mesh size of 100 µm. 

Specimen manufacturing. 
DED is performed with a laser metal deposition (LMD) system, Lunovu e-LMD. The LMD 

system consists of a 2.5 kW solid state laser power source, a coaxial nozzle corresponding powder 
feed unit, a 5-axis kinematics and a scanner (see Fig. 1). Laser wavelength and spot diameter are 
960 – 1080 nm and 1.6 mm, respectively. Argon is used as a shielding gas with a 12 Lmin-1 flow 
rate to avoid the atmospheric contamination. The nozzle uses a 3 Lmin-1 powder gas flow rate to 
carry the powder to the melt pool. Substrate – nozzle distance is 13 mm to focus the laser and 
powder, simultaneously. The rotation of substrate is chosen between 5 – 10° angle to prevent the 
reflection (see Fig. 1b). 

 
Fig. 1. (a) LMD system components, (b) demonstration of the rotation of substrate and (c) 

deposition strategy of the additively manufactured part. 
 

The cuboid (length 30 mm, width 30 mm, high 2 mm) was deposited with a bidirectional 
scanning strategy (with a rotation of 90° to the scanning direction) (see Fig. 1c). The process 
parameters for the deposition of this part are listed in the Table 2. The distance between parallel 
track lines was defined as the hatch distance and was approximately 1.7 mm. The number of layers 
was 6. The overview of the additively deposited part is presented in Fig. 1d. 

 
Table 2. Parameter setup for the manufacturing of the cuboid by DED process. 

Laser Power, [W] Scan Speed, [mms-1] Powder feed rate, [gmin-1] 
1750 (1. Layer) 

1800 (Upper Layers) 500 1.3 

 Powder analysis. 
To investigate the morphology (=sphericity) and distribution size of powder particles, scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) (Phenom XL, Thermofisher Scientific), equipped with a Secondary 
Electron (SE) detector was used. The imaged powder particles were analyzed with the integrated 
software ParticleMetric in the SEM to determine the distribution size and sphericity, represented 
as aspect ratio. The aspect ratio is an index for sphericity, where an aspect ratio of 1 equates to 
ideal powder sphericity. Approximately, one hundred powder particles were analysed. 

For the microstructure analysis, the powder particles were ground using silicon carbide grinding 
papers with 1200 grit size and oxide polished (0.05 µm silica solution, Struers OP-S Suspension) 
using a vibratory polishing machine. The Digital Microscope (DM) VHX-7000 (Keyence 
Deutschland GmbH) was used to investigate the presence, size, morphology, and embedment 
behaviour of particles in the matrix of powder particles. The size of the particles was measured 
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with the integrated software in the DM on approximately 25 particles. The chemical composition 
of particles was measured by SEM using the energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) to 
determine their type. 

Analysis of as-deposited specimen. 
To investigate the porosity and microstructure of the as-deposited specimen, the cuboid was 

sectioned lengthwise to the deposited direction. The sectioned sample of this cuboid was then 
ground on silicon carbide grinding papers with grit sizes from 240 to 2500, polished using three 
steps diamond suspension (6 µm, 3 µm and 1 µm), and oxide polished (0.05 µm silica solution, 
Struers OP-S Suspension). The determination of porosity was carried out using the integrated 
software in the DM. The microstructure analysis of the as-deposited specimen was carried out in 
the same way as in the case of powder. 
Results and discussion 
Initial material. 
SEM image of initial microstructure of as-cast SiCP /AlSi9Mg is presented in Fig. 2. This 
microstructure exhibited a uniform distribution of SiCP (primary) particles in the aluminum-based 
matrix. 

 
Fig. 2. SEM BSE image of initial microstructure of as-cast SiCP /AlSi9Mg. 

 
Powder analysis. 
SEM SE image of powder particles of SiCP /AlSi9Mg is shown in Fig. 3 a. The powder particles 

were spherical and free of satellite particles. The size distribution and the aspect ratio (=sphericity) 
of powder particles in cumulative frequency are depicted in Fig. 3 b,c. The results have shown that 
the average size (d50) of powder particles was 80 µm. The particle size distribution (between d10 
and d90) ranged between 63 µm and 92 µm that was suitable for DED process. The powder 
particles exhibited very good sphericity, only 10 % of all particles had an aspect ratio below 0.98 
(d10) (see Fig. 3 c). 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) SEM SE image, (b) particle size distributions and (c) aspect ratio of SiCP /AlSi9Mg 

powder. 
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DM images of powder particles of SiCP /AlSi9Mg in cross-sections are presented in Fig. 4. The 
powder particles exhibited three predominant types of particles. Their chemical composition was 
locally determined using EDX analysis (see Table 3), indicating the presence of SiCP (primary), 
Al-Si-C and Al-C particles. 

 

 
Fig. 4. DM images of particles of SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder in cross-section. 

 
The similar morphology of the detected SiCP particles in the powder particles, such as in the 

initial material, suggests that these particles exhibited resistance during welding arc melting 
(atomization process) and were transferred into the powder without re-melting. Therefore, the SiCP 
in powder particles were determined as primary. However, their average size decreased from 9.2 
µm (as-cast) to 4.5 µm (powder), which indicates their partial dissolution. Some primary SiCP 
particles had internal cracks due to high thermal stress during the rapid solidification of droplets 
into powder particles. Furthermore, voids were formed at the interface between these SiCP particles 
and the aluminum-based matrix, indicating the non-optimal embedment of these SiCP particles in 
the matrix. The presence of primary SiCP particles was not determined in every particle, indicating 
their non-uniform distribution in powder particles. The Al-Si-C particles were formed by the 
reaction of molten aluminum alloy and SiCP particles [7,8]. The average size of these particles was 
8.5 µm. Al-C particles were formed by the similar reaction, depending on the different local 
temperature and composition [7]. The low oxygen content in these particles indicates their reaction 
with oxide layer Al2O3 on the surface of initial material [9]. Moreover, some powder particles 
were formed without any precipitated particles. 

 

 
Fig. 5. SEM BSE images of particles of SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder in cross-section. 
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Table 3. Chemical composition (at.%) of phases in the microstructure of SiCP /AlSi9Mg 
powder. 

Spectrum C Al Si O 
Spectrum 1: SiCP (primary) 49.5 1.5 49.0 -- 
Spectrum 2: Al-Si-C 37.8 17.0 45.2 -- 
Spectrum 3: Al-C 79.4 12.3 2.8 5.5 

 
Analysis of as-deposited specimen. 
The internal porosity of the as-deposited cuboid is 6.0%, and the pore size ranges between 5 

µm to 120 µm. The formation of such high porosity in the as-deposited samples indicates the 
contamination issues as the result of moisture uptake in aluminum powders [10] or oxygen trapped 
in SiCP particles powders processed by atomization process. Nevertheless, the as-deposited SiCP 
/AlSi9Mg material was used for the analysis to investigate the presence, morphology and chemical 
composition of SiCP particles and their embedment behavior in the matrix. 

 

 
Fig. 6. DM image of the as-deposited cuboid from SiCP /AlSi9Mg in the longitudinal section. 

 
The microstructure of as-deposited cuboid consisted of uniformly distributed and well-

embedded particles in the aluminum alloy matrix. The microstructure from different areas within 
this part was found to have similar characteristics (see Fig. 7). However, the size of particles was 
finer at the bottom of the part (Fig. 7 c) as compared to the top/center and edge (Fig. 7 a,b). 

 

 
Fig. 7. DM images of microstructure of as-deposited cuboid from SiCP /AlSi9Mg: (a) at the 

edge, (b) at the top/centre and (c) at the bottom/centre. 
 

The microstructure of as-deposited cuboid exhibited two predominant types of particles. Their 
chemical composition was locally determined using EDX analysis (see Table 4), indicating the 
presence of SiCP and needle-like Al-Si-C particles (see Fig. 8). The size of the SiCP was between 
22 and 26 µm at the top of the part and 13 µm at the bottom. The shape of these particles was 
almost angular. Compared to SiCP (primary) in powder particles, the SiCP particles in the as-
deposited part exhibited a different morphology (larger size and almost angular shape) and were 
uniformly distributed. That indicates the formation of these SiCP particles during deposition via 
mechanism of complete dissolution of powder structure (e.g. primary SiCP) and their precipitation. 
Therefore, the SiCP in powder particles were determined as secondary. The in-situ formation of 
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SiCP is thermodynamically possible and can result from the reaction of e.g. Al-C with Si in the 
melt [7]. In addition, needle-like Al-Si-C particles were formed and uniformly distributed in the 
microstructure of the as-deposited part. The oxygen content in these particles indicates their 
reaction with oxide layer Al2O3 on the surface of powder particles [9]. 

 
Fig. 8. SEM BSE image of as-deposited cuboid from SiCP /AlSi9Mg (top/centre). 

 
Table 4. Chemical composition (at.%) of the measured spectrums in the microstructure of as-

deposited cuboid from SiCP /AlSi9Mg (top/centre). 

Spectrum C Al Si O 
Spectrum 1: SiCP (secondary) 36.1 1.8 60.3 -- 
Spectrum 2: Al-Si-C 9.6 53.2 9.2 28.0 

 
Conclusions and outlook 
In this work, SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder was produced via ultrasonic atomization technology from the 
SiCP /AlSi9Mg manufactured by the DVC process. The produced SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder was then 
processed in the DED process. The investigations of the SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder and as-deposited 
SiCP /AlSi9Mg material with the focus on the microstructure analysis were carried out. The 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
• The SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder exhibited a particle size distribution between 63 µm and 92 µm 

and high sphericity, indicating its suitability for the processing with the DED process. 
• In the microstructure of SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder, three predominant particles: SiCP (primary), 

Al-Si-C and Al-C were determined. The primary SiCP particles were not uniformly distributed 
in powder particles and their embedment in the matrix was non-optimal. 

• The porosity of the as-deposited sample from the SiCP /AlSi9Mg powder was 6.0%, indicating 
moisture uptake in aluminum powders or oxygen trapped in SiCP particles powders processed 
by atomization process. Nevertheless, the as-deposited part was used to study the evolution of 
the microstructure during deposition.  

• In the microstructure of the as-deposited SiCP /AlSi9Mg material, two predominant particles 
were determined: SiCP and needle-like Al-Si-C. The different morphology (shape, size) of 
these SiCP particles compared to the primary SiCP particles (whether in powder or initial 
material) suggested their formation via the mechanism of dissolution and precipitation (as 
secondary SiCP). The distribution of secondary SiCP was uniform in the as-deposited material 
with the well-embedding. 

Future work will focus on reducing porosity in the DED-processed SiCP/AlSi9Mg material. 
Therefore, it is necessary to realize measures, such as drying the powder before the AM process, 
increasing the control of the gas atmosphere during the atomization process, or ensuring 
appropriate conditions for powder storage are needed to avoid of powder contamination. 
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Abstract. This study aimed to explore the capability of different additive manufacturing (AM) or 
3D printing technologies to rapidly manufacture mold inserts for injection molding as well as to 
evaluate the performance of the printed mold inserts and the quality of the injection molded parts. 
Fused filament fabrication (FFF), stereolithography (SLA), and multi-jet fusion (MJF) 3D printing 
technologies were used to produce the mold inserts, whereas a cosmetic compact base was selected 
as the case study part. The results obtained show that it is possible to use the mentioned 
technologies to manufacture tool inserts for rapid prototyping or low volume production of 
cosmetic compact bases using injection molding. When using the FFF mold inserts, the cosmetic 
compact bases produced were not of the best quality and surface finish but still acceptable for 
prototyping purposes only. The vertically printed SLA mold inserts as well as the MJF mold inserts 
produced cosmetic compact bases with no flashes and the best surface finish. The MJF mold inserts 
had excellent thermal properties so that apart from HDPE, a higher melting temperature ABS was 
also successfully molded. Also using the MJF mold inserts, the highest production number of 80 
cosmetic compact bases of a good quality could be achieved. 
Introduction 
Rapid Tooling (RT) is a rapid production of tools or molds using additive manufacturing (AM) 
also as known as 3D printing technology, which were introduced a couple of decades ago [1]. 
Additive manufacturing is a layer-by-layer process using only one machine, which is capable of 
joining materials to manufacture a desired three-dimensional object. This technology is the 
opposite of traditional manufacturing, where an object is carved by removing the unwanted extra 
material [2]. In other words, rapid tooling is the use of AM technologies to produce tools, molds, 
or dyes, in order to produce parts using a subsequent manufacturing technique such as injection 
molding to produce parts or prototypes instead of using an AM technology directly, which may 
take longer and cost more if a certain quantity is required [3-5]. Although the process and 
technology used for rapid tooling is the same as the ones used in AM, the purpose is different. 
Using rapidly and additively manufactured tools/molds, the final products or prototypes are 
expected to be better since the parts can be molded from the desired molding material and fully 
dense. 

RT could save time and money in the injection molding industry since the designer can analyze 
the performance of the AM tool and confirm that the tool has met its objectives before starting the 
long and expensive process of manufacturing the conventional tool steel mold. This will save a 
company months of work and tens of thousands of euros [6,7]. On the other hand, if a rapid tool 
will be used for the actual production of finished parts and not only to produce several prototypes 
to test the tool and its expectations, then surface finish will also be an issue and a very good quality 
product is expected [8]. In rapid manufacturing/rapid prototyping process, surface finish is not that 
of an issue since these technologies have a free form nature [1]. 
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RT can be divided in two categories, namely direct and indirect tooling. These two categories 
are further divided into other two categories which are soft tooling and hard tooling [10]. Hard 
tooling is used when high production runs are required. Normally for hard tooling tool, steels are 
applied using metal AM technologies such as, laser beam powder bed fusion process (LB-PBF). 
On the contrary, soft tooling is mostly used for a few runs. Therefore, this process could make use 
of thermoplastic materials, epoxy resins, and low melting temperature metallic alloys using AM 
technologies such as fused filament fabrication (FFF) and stereolithography apparatus (SLA). 

This study aimed to explore the capability of different AM or 3D printing technologies to 
rapidly manufacture soft tools for injection molding as well as to evaluate the performance of the 
3D printed soft tools and the quality of the injection molded parts. 
Materials and Methods 
Case Study Part.  
A small Terra cosmetic compact of Toly Product Ltd. Malta was selected as the case study which 
consists of a lid and base. For this study, only the base was considered, as can be seen in Fig. 1, 
which is mass produced from a mixture of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and styrene 
acrylonitrile (SAN) polymers. The injection mold used in the actual mass production process had 
two sliders, one at the front and another at the back. The back section has sliding cores to form 
holes on each side of the cosmetic base to accommodate two metal pins, which are used as a hinge 
to allow the user to open and close the lid of the cosmetic compact. At the front side of the base, a 
protruded bump is formed using another slider which is used as a snap-fit join to lock or release 
the lid, Fig. 1a. The part was injected from the center on the bottom side, using a 2-cavity hot 
runner mold. The injection point can be easily observed on the center bottom of the original part, 
while the four ejector pins are located in the well sections of the part, as can be seen  
in Fig. 1b. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Small Terra cosmetic compact top view (a) and its base’s bottom view (b). 

 
Part Design Simplification.  
The design of the cosmetic base required slight simplifications so that the cosmetic bases could 

be produced without the above-mentioned sliders using a cold runner mold instead of the hot 
runner mold as in the actual mass production. The holes for the hinge metal pins and the snap-fit 
bump to lock the lid both of which are formed by the sliders were eliminated. On the bottom side, 
the base had six ribs in its recess to give the part extra rigidity and strength. Two of these ribs, one 
on each side, were eliminated to decrease part complexity and also at the same time to give space 
for ejector pins. The remaining four ribs which are close to the hinge and snap-fit areas are slightly 
thickened since they were considered to be weak so that it was not ideal for the tooling/mold inserts 
which are to be manufactured using additive manufacturing. The last necessary simplification was 
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to alter the parting line, which also determines the design of the core and cavity inserts as well as 
the position of the gate, as can be seen in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Ejector pins position on old (a) and new (b) part design; new parting line and gate 

position (c,d). 
 

Mold Design and Manufacture.  
The mold designed for this study was a 2-plate, 2-cavity cold runner mold, without sliders as 

previously explained. The mold design started from a complete mold base including the mounting 
and cavity plates, locating ring, riser/spacer block, the locating sleeves, ejector pins, ejector 
retainer plate and support plate, etc. The cavity plates from both injection and ejection sides have 
a pocket for a metal insert on which two pockets on each side were machined to accommodate the 
3D printed or additively manufactured (AM) mold inserts, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Other mold components or features such as runner system, gate type and size, ejection forces 
including the number and position of the ejector pins, cooling time including the cooling channels 
were calculated or designed according to guidelines given in Kazmer [11] and Menges et al. [12], 
although they are for conventional mold design. However, since the aim of this study is not to 
achieve high production rates and the shortest of cooling or cycle time as well as the printed mold 
inserts are manufactured from polymer materials with a low heat conductivity, these calculations 
were not given a great deal of importance. They serve mainly as starting points of the mold design 
and to ensure that the deviation in the injection molding process including the molding results 
comes from the 3D printed mold inserts. 

In deciding the gate type, the type of runner system, the desired method of de-gating, the 
allowable level of shear rates through the gate, the resulting flow that is desired as well as the 
material used in injection molding were all considered. A tab gate is usually used for a simple cold 
runner type characterized with a manual de-gating, moderate melt shear rates and radial flow. 
These characteristics were all desirable for this study, and thus, a tab gate, with dimensions as 
shown in Fig. 2, was designed. The shear rates and the pressure drop at the gate as well as the gate 
freeze time were also calculated according to Kazmer [11].  
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Fig. 3. Metal mold plate, metal insert, and 3D printed (AM) mold insert of the ejection side. 

 
Although the cooling system and its efficiency is of great importance, it was kept simple not to 

compromise and complicate the machining of the channels. The cooling channels layout in the 
metal inserts can be seen in Fig. 4. Each cavity had its own U-shaped cooling line. The cooling 
channels were 46 mm apart on the ejection side and just 27 mm apart on the injection side as shown 
in Fig. 4a-b. On the ejection side, the cooling channels could not have been machined closer due 
to the ejector pin holes, while on the injection side there are no such restrictions, the cooling lines 
were made closer for increased efficiency, higher cooling and thermal dissipation rates. The flow 
direction of the coolant with a temperature of 19˚C, is indicated by the arrows in both Fig. 4a-b. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Cooling channel layout on ejection (a) and injection side (b) of the mold as well as the 

cross-sectional view of ejection side (c). 
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In this study, three polymer additive manufacturing or 3D printing technologies were used to 
print the mold inserts, namely fused filament fabrication (FFF), stereolithography (SLA), and 
multi-jet fusion (MJF). Two desktop FFF 3D printers (Up Plus 2 and Zortrax M200) were used to 
manufacture the mold inserts using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). ABS was selected based 
on its overall good properties for mold inserts such as good heat resistance, relatively high heat 
deflection temperatures, hardness, and toughness. For SLA technology, the mold inserts were 
printed with Formlabs Form 1+ printer using its standard resin and with Viper Si2 printer using its 
Accura Xtreme resin. Regarding the MJF technology, ProJet 3500 together with VisiJet M3-X 
material was used to build the mold inserts. 

Fig. 5 shows an example for a mold insert that was manufactured using the FFF 3D printer 
Zortrax M200 before and after the removal of support material, and Fig. 6a shows another example 
for SLA mold inserts manufactured using Viper Si2. Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c show the final mold setup 
from the ejection and injection side which has two pockets and, on each of which, 3D printed mold 
inserts can be mounted, in this case two different FFF mold inserts 3D printed using UP Plus 2 
printer. 

 

 
Fig. 5. An example for mold inserts FFF 3D printed on the Zortrax M200 before and after the 

removal of support material. 
 

 
Fig. 6. SLA 3D mold inserts manufactured using Viper Si2 (a), ejection side (b) and injection 
side (c) of the 2-cavity mold with two different FFF mold inserts 3D printed using UP Plus 2. 
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Injection Molding Experiments.  
The experiments were carried out on Boy 22E injection molding machine. Considering the fact 

that the mold inserts are printed from polymer materials, the selection of the molding materials 
was based mainly on a low processing temperature range. For the main injection molding 
experiments, high density polyethylene, HDPE HMA 016 from ExxonMobil Chemical, was used 
to produce the cosmetic compacts with the main processing parameters as shown in Table 1. Apart 
from HDPE, molding experiments using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) were conducted to 
test the mold inserts printed using high temperature materials.  

 
Table 1. Injection molding parameters for HDPE. 

Temperature Injection Holding Cooling 
Melt Mold Pressure Speed Time Pressure Time Time 

165°C 19°C 800 bar 15 cm³/s 1.5 sec 342 bar 3.5 sec 35 sec 
 
Results 
Mold Inserts Temperature and Cooling Time.  
Using an infrared camera, the temperature of the mold inserts as well as the parts upon mold 
opening can be observed as can be seen in Fig. 7 (left). The temperature of the parts and the cavity 
of the mold inserts was around 100˚C. Thus, after ejection of the part, further cooling of the mold 
inserts is required before closing them again to start a new molding cycle. In the case of Zortax 
mold inserts, further cooling time (open mold) of 240 s was required, which resulted in a total 
cycle time of 280 seconds including the injection time, the holding time, cooling time (with the 
mold closed) and the further cooling time with the mold open. Although the temperature of the 
mold inserts increased after each molding cycle, the desired mold temperature could be reached 
approximately at the same time as can be seen in Fig. 7 (right). 
 

 
Fig. 7. IR thermal image of part (left) and parts’ temperature decrease during further cooling 

after the mold is opened (right). 
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Evaluation of Molding Process and Molded Parts Quality.  
Using the FFF printed mold inserts, several molding problems occurred especially during 

demolding e.g. puncturing of the parts by the ejector pins as the parts tended to stick onto the 
cavity surface of the mold inserts due to the relatively rough surface of the mold inserts as well as 
some flashes formed on the molded parts. This was solved by further decreasing the part 
temperature before demolding, the application of mold release agent, and the reduction of the 
ejection speed. Even though the mold inserts were printed with 100% infill, certain areas had voids, 
which collapsed slightly inwards during the first molding cycles. This was replicated on the 
molded parts. Overall, the cosmetic compacts were not of the best quality and surface finish but 
they are acceptable to produce prototypes with molding quality and from the desired molding 
material. 

In contrast to the desktop FFF printed mold inserts, the quality and surface finish of the mold 
inserts printed with SLA Viper Si2 using Accura Extreme were excellent. However, the inserts 
printed horizontally showed steps on the top curved surfaces of the mold inserts which were 
replicated on the molded parts and also caused a formation of small and thin flashes, as shown in 
Fig. 8. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Viper Si2 SLA horizontally printed inserts using Accua Extreme (left) and the molded 

cosmetic compact base (right). 
 

The problems related to the above step and flash formation was eliminated by printing the mold 
inserts vertically. A finer surface finish of the curved sections of the mold inserts could also be 
achieved. This resulted in very few flashes only after the 15th molding cycle, while all front features 
of the molded parts were clearly replicated. A total of 27 molding cycles were carried out with a 
relatively good quality of the produced cosmetic compact bases, as can be seen in Fig. 9a. 

Similar to FFF mold inserts, the tab gates of the SLA mold inserts lasted only a couple of 
molding cycles before breaking off. However, the strength and hardness of these SLA inserts were 
better compared to the FFF inserts. The rest of the mold features sustained the heat and pressure 
from the injected melt. The protruding sections of the mold inserts including the core on the 
injections side turned brownish in color as can be observed in Fig. 9b. 
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Fig. 9. Molded cosmetic compact bases (left) and used SLA mold inserts vertically printed using 

Viper Si2 and Accua Extreme resin (right). 
 
The MJF mold inserts manufactured on a PolyJet 3500 printer using VisiJet M3-X material had 

excellent thermal properties. These inserts should be capable of withstanding temperatures up to 
350˚C after annealing. Therefore, apart from molding using HDPE, ABS, which has a much higher 
processing temperature of around 200˚C, was also successfully used to mold a few parts at the end 
of the experiments using these mold inserts. No part puncturing occurred in the entire molding 
experiments and no flashes were formed up to the first 22 molding cycles. The parts produced 
show the best surface finish compared to ones molded using other mold inserts, Fig. 10. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Cosmetic compact bases top and bottom view molded using MJF mold inserts. 
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Fig. 11. MJF mold inserts with cracks after 40 molding cycles using HDPE and other 6 

successful molding cycles using ABS as the molding material. 
 

The MJF inserts performed excellently and, in contrast to other mold inserts additively 
manufactured using FFF and SLA 3D printers, the gate of the MJF mold inserts was not broken. 
The only drawback was that these inserts were discovered to be quite brittle and after a 
considerable amount of number of cycles, they cracked as shown in Fig. 11. These cracks initiated 
from weak areas such as the mounting holes. Other points of crack initiation were the ejector pin 
holes. These cracks kept propagating and getting bigger in size and depth, and after 40 molding 
cycles using HDPE and other 6 successful molding cycles using ABS. Despite the cracks, parts 
could be still injected but slight flashes were formed through the cracks formed. 
Summary 
Although there were some molding problems in the first runs when using the FFF mold inserts and 
the cosmetic compact bases produced were not of the best quality and surface finish, these could 
be substantially improved in the next runs. When using the vertically printed SLA mold inserts as 
well as the MJF mold inserts, the results obtained were excellent since no flashes were formed in 
the first few molding cycles and a good surface finish was also achieved. The MJF mold inserts 
had very good thermal properties so that apart from HDPE, ABS was also successfully molded 
which is the main material for the actual mass production of the cosmetic compact bases. The SLA 
inserts were considerably less thermal resistant, but a total of 27 molding cycles were easily 
accomplished producing 54 good cosmetic compact bases. The maximum production number of 
80 cosmetic compact bases could be achieved using the MJF mold inserts. This proved that, using 
advanced materials available today, some of the AM technologies which are normally used for 
rapid prototyping, rapid manufacturing, and soft indirect rapid tooling applications, can also, easily 
be used, in hard direct tooling. This saves time and resources, which could give companies a 
competitive advantage, since development and manufacturing time are substantially reduced. 
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Abstract. Fiber-metal-laminates (FML) provide excellent fatigue behavior, damage-tolerant 
properties, and inherent corrosion resistance. A 2017-developed single-step process that combines 
deep-drawing with simultaneous infiltration (in-situ-hybridization) yields promising results. 
However, Fluid-Structure-Interaction (FSI) between the hybrid stack and the fluid pressure 
complicated the defect-free processing of double-curved parts. In this work, a Finite Element (FE) 
simulation approach for modeling the in-situ hybridization of FMLs is expanded to incorporate a 
both-sided (strong) FSI, aiming to facilitate apriori virtual support for process- and part 
development. Using Terzaghi's effective stress formulation, the proposed framework can predict 
metal sheet buckling and resin accumulation resulting from local fluid pressure during infiltration 
of the textile interlayers on part level. Different conditions are simulated, outlining the high 
relevance of considering strong FSI during process simulation. The part-level results are compared 
with experimental findings. Modeling challenges are discussed, along with suggested future 
enhancements of the simulation approach. 
Introduction 
The aerospace industry has driven the processing and application of Fiber Metal Laminate (FML) 
in recent decades [1,2]. Combining the best features of metals and composite materials, FML 
provides excellent fatigue behavior, damage-tolerant properties, inherent corrosion resistance, and 
good fire resistance [3,4]. Product examples are GLARE (Glass-Fiber Reinforced Aluminum 
Laminates) or ARALL (Aramid-Reinforced Aluminum Laminates). Beyond flat structures, defect-
free manufacturing of three-dimensional curved FMLs with a high degree of automation still 
proves difficult and is extensively investigated in the literature [1,5, 6]. Despite experimental trials, 
several numerical models with varying focus and scale have been proposed and validated, enabling 
a prediction of potential wrinkling, fracture, or strains with metal sheets or fibers [6–10]. A strong 
FSI  during in-situ hybridization has not been modeled so far. The classical manufacturing process 
using an autoclave is time-consuming, expensive, and the achievable geometric complexity of the 
components is very low [11]. In this regard, Mennecart et al. [12] suggested and developed, among 
others [13,14], an alternative manufacturing process by combining deep drawing with 
thermoplastic resin transfer molding, called hybrid liquid composite molding (HyLCM).  

A schematic illustration of the principal process steps is given in Fig. 1. The stack is positioned 
between a matching punch and a die. The stack is clamped during the whole process using 
circumferential blank holders. In the first step, the hybrid stack is only slightly deformed, 
temporarily sealing the outer rim. Subsequently, reactive resin is centrally injected through a hole 
in the lower metal layer while deep drawing proceeds. The fluid pressure can bend the metal top 
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layer during injection, as illustrated in Fig. 1. During the last 20% of the tool stroke, the resin is 
forced outward and infiltrates the core GF layers. The heated molds enforce isothermal curing. 

 

Objective 
In a previous work [10], the authors presented a macroscopic process simulation model for the 
outlined process, which allows modeling the deep drawing of the FML stack, including transverse 
compression of the textile core layers and the simultaneously arising fluid progression. The deep-
drawing model was verified with close-to-process trials. However, the presented model only 
incorporated a weak Fluid-Structure-Interaction (FSI). Local deformation was considered during 
fluid progression, but fluid pressure-related deformation was neglected.  

As experiments and available literature show that an accurate prediction of potential defects 
requires modeling a strong FSI, this paper aims to implement and investigate a both-sided coupling 
between FML material deformation and fluid progression.  
Exemplary Processing Results 
Process trials are conducted at Leuphana University Lüneburg (Germany) with different parameter 
settings combining two DC04 metal sheets (1 mm) with six core layers made from a glass twill 
fabric (280 g/m2, INTERGLAS 92125 FK800) [15]. A thermoplastic matrix (Arkema Elium® 150), 
with an initial viscosity of 100 mPas, mixed with 2.5 % hardener, is injected.  

 
  

 

Fig.  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1. Visualization of the combined deep-drawing and LCM 
process (HY-LCM) from Stacking (1.) to intermediate injection (3.) and final polymerization 
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Fig. 2 summarizes a shaping of a part during the tool stroke and the distance to the Forming Limit 
Curve (FLC). The distance to the FLC indicates forming margin before failure. During dry forming 
trials, the FML stack is deep-drawn without buckling, as no additional fluid pressure is present, 
and other parameters are adjusted suitably. This changes when injecting the reactive resin. Driven 
by the fluid pressure between the metal sheets, bending of the metal sheet is observed close to the 
injection port and later towards the side walls of the geometry.  

These observations are schematically illustrated in more detail in Fig. 3 (a,b). The resin first 
accumulates between the metal sheets, especially near the inlet and the side walls. The blank holder 
seals this region and prevents fluid-induced deformation in the flange area. Fig. 3 (b,c) shows that 
the fluid is forced through the flange during subsequent tool closure. Fluid is pushed out of the 
bottom area and other regions where high compressive stress is induced by the deep drawing of 
the metal, such as the punch radius or the side walls. These exemplary results illustrate the high 
relevance of strong FSI modeling for reliable virtual product- and process design for in-situ 
hybridized FMLs. 
Process Simulation Model 
This work's applied process simulation model originates from WCM modeling [16, 17], which has 
been expanded and verified to account for hybrid FML forming and weak FSI [10]. A schematical 
overview of the macroscopic FE-based simulation framework is given in Fig. 4.  
  

 

Fig. 2. Shaping and distance to the Forming Limit Curve, data obtained with GOM ARGUS 
measurements. 

 

Fig. 3. Visualization of the FSI during FML processing; (a) Schematic section cut; (b) Photos 
illustrating the resin distribution; (c) Infiltration sequence and observed effects. 
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Two fully-coupled submodels provide the core part of the model to describe the intra-ply 
behavior of the textiles (a). The FE-based draping submodel captures the macroscopic deformation 
mechanism, such as membrane, bending, or compaction behavior. A superimposed FE/CV-based 
fluid submodel describes the fluid progression and pressure field using Darcy's law for porous 
media flow. This approach implies that the fluid is modeled homogenized and purely liquid regions 
cannot be modeled discretely. Both submodels are formulated three-dimensionally, enabling a 
local prediction of fiber orientation, FVC, and modeling of squeeze flow as well as infiltration in 
the thickness direction. Despite that, the framework comprises a material model for the metal 
sheets, see Fig. 4b, and an interface model which describes the dry and infiltrated contact behavior 
during processing (cf. Fig. 4c).  

 

 
Draping submodel.  
The relevant deformation modes of the glass fiber textile are in-plane shearing (membrane), 

out-of-plane bending, and compaction. They are implemented through a superimposed reduced-
integrated continuum shell (SC6R) and a hyper-elastic material formulation (St. Venant-Kirchhoff 
material) in a thickness direction within a user element, see Fig. 4a. This approach neglects the 
required decoupling between the membrane and bending behavior [16]. In the case of the FML 
modeling, an overestimated bending stiffness can be accepted as the bending stiffness of the stack 
is dominated by the metal sheets. For a description of transverse compaction modeling, including 
identified material parameters, the reader is referred to our last year's contribution [10]. 

The hypervisco-elastic in-plane membrane model [18] has not been explicitly characterized for 
the here applied glass fiber textile. Yet, its prediction on the here-applied geometry has been 
compared to a membrane model designed for the used material [19]. A pre-study showed 
comparable fiber orientation, which is reasonable as the geometry is relatively simple and does not 
induce defects or shear looking. The former model was chosen as it proved more robust in 
combination with active strong FSI.  

A transverse shear stiffness of 𝜅𝜅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,11, 𝜅𝜅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,22 = 1.0 N/mm² is used to adapt the out-of-plane 
bending stiffness within the continuum shell. Based on these parameters and the underlining 

 

Fig. 4. Process simulation modelling framework in ABAQUS, clustered according to interface, 
metal sheet and textile modelling.  
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membrane model, the model overestimates the textile's bending stiffness by approximately 100. 
However, compared to the bending stiffness supplied by the metal sheets, the bending stiffness of 
the textile is negligible.  

Fluid submodel.  
Darcy's law, in combination with mass conservation, is applied in a transient explicit 

formulation and is embedded in the superimposed user element (cf. Fig. 4a) to solve the pressure 
field and model flow front progression [17] 

� 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 �̇�𝑝
 

𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘
 𝑑𝑑v =

𝑲𝑲(𝜙𝜙)
𝜂𝜂 ⋅ 𝜑𝜑

� div(grad(𝑝𝑝) − 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) 𝑑𝑑v
 

𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘
 (1) 

Using Eq. 1, a transient single-phase flow based on an explicit time integration scheme can be 
modeled. Here, 𝐾𝐾(𝜙𝜙) is the permeability tensor as a function of the current FVC 𝜙𝜙. The viscosity 
is given by 𝜂𝜂, and 𝜑𝜑 = 1 − 𝜙𝜙 is the porosity.  

 The in-plane permeability values are given by  

and the permeability in the thickness direction, which has not been measured for the material 
yet, is estimated using a downscaling factor of 100 based on the results of a comparable material 
[20]. This estimation in the thickness direction is not a critical assumption as the fluid is contained 
between the sheets, and pressure-relevant flows are in-plane.  
Based on the pressure field within the saturated domain, fluid progression is implemented using 
the flows across every element surface at the flow front in combination with element-based 
saturation values. The saturation values are updated in every increment, and saturated elements are 
added to the transient domain governed by Eq. 1.  

Strong FSI.  
To this point, a one-sided (weak) FSI is presented in the model as the deformation drives the 

pressure field and fluid progression in the textile. Terzaghi's effective stress, according to 
MacMinn et al. [21], is implemented to consider the fluid pressure and drag forces acting on the 
porous medium. As Eq. 3 shows, this yields two new nodal force terms that add up with the 
material reaction forces. 

𝒇𝒇�RNode = 𝒇𝒇�RMat + 𝒇𝒇�R
p + 𝒇𝒇�Rd       with  𝒇𝒇�R

p = −det(𝑱𝑱)𝑝𝑝𝑰𝑰     and      𝒇𝒇�Rd = det(𝑱𝑱)𝜑𝜑𝑵𝑵 grad(𝑝𝑝)    (3) 

The first one represents the reaction forces 𝒇𝒇�R
p  caused by the fluid pressure within the skeleton 

structure of the deformable porous medium, and the second one representing the fluid drag 𝒇𝒇�Rd  
between flow and fabric. In Eq. 3, 𝑰𝑰 is the second-order unit tensor, and 𝑵𝑵 represents the element 
shape function. Using the permeability values in Eq. 2, the method can be applied to the glass 
woven fabric without further adjustments. This formulation has been validated in [22]. 

Metal sheet.  
The model comprises an elastic-plastic material model with isotropic hardening based on the 

built-in Johnson-Cook model for the metal sheets using conventional shell elements with a 
constant thickness (cf. Fig. 4) parameterized by Trzepiecinski and Lemu [23] for the same material. 
A comparison between experiments and the simulation on a single metal sheet yields a good 
agreement of the obtained reaction forces and deformations [10].  
  

𝐾𝐾11(𝜙𝜙) = 0.009 ⋅ 𝑒𝑒−11.3⋅𝜙𝜙,𝐾𝐾22(𝜙𝜙) = 0.004 ⋅ 𝑒𝑒−11.8⋅𝜙𝜙,𝐾𝐾33(𝜙𝜙) = 0.01
𝐾𝐾1(𝜙𝜙) + 𝐾𝐾2(𝜙𝜙)

2
 ,  (2) 
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Interface. Contact behavior between ply and tool interfaces is modeled using penalty-based contact 
algorithms in ABAQUS/explicit, cf. Fig. 4. In the case of dry friction (solid contact), coulomb 
friction is modeled using coefficients of friction (CoF) that have been identified by Kruse et al. 
[24] (𝜇𝜇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 = 0.2, 𝜇𝜇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀= 0.253, 𝜇𝜇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀,𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀=  = 0.334). Due to the metal sheet, high 
contact stresses of 2000 N/mm2 are necessary to prevent excessive contact penetration. A damping 
of 1 N/s mm is used to reduce contact oscillations. In case of an infiltrated contact, hydrodynamic 
friction is used in combination with maximal tangential contact stress of 𝜏𝜏𝑀𝑀,𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 = 1 ⋅ 10−4 N/mm². 
Arising contact slips of several millimeters prevented the proper usage of cohesive zones during 
draping. 
Small-Scale Application 
Before part-level application, the outlined simulation approach is applied to a small slice of the 
final geometry to investigate the impact of infiltration during a processing sequence, see  
Fig. 5 (a,b). Similar to the physical process (cf. Fig. 1), an initial dry deep drawing phase is 
followed by a central injection phase within further punch movement, see Fig. 5c. Afterward, the 
partly pre-infiltrated stack is draped into the final shape without additional injection.  

The tools are modeled as rigid surfaces, and displacement boundary conditions drive the blank 
holder and the punch. The stack is modeled as outlined above. The three textile core layers are 
homogenized into a single instance with an initial thickness of 1.2 mm. A constant pressure of 5 
bar is applied to the inlet nodes between 0.5 and 4 seconds. Each metal sheet has an initial thickness 
of 0.5 mm. The tool geometry is derived from a deep-drawing configuration, resulting in a non-
constant cavity in the closed state.  A velocity of 100 mPas is assumed. 

 
  

 
To assess the impact of fluid progression along with strong FSI during processing, Fig. 6a 

comprises results for a dry deep-drawing reference. It shows that during a solely dry forming, the 
fabric layers are squeezed between the metal sheets, leading to significant compaction in the 
thickness direction below the blank holder and on the radii (cf. Fig. 6a). As deep-drawing of the 
metal sheets induces substantial in-plane strains, the textile layers are also compressed in the not 

 

Fig. 5. Small scale demonstrator: (a) Slice position; (b) Setup and (c) Processing sequence. 
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directly contacted side-wall region, recall Fig. 2. Consequently, the cavity is not entirely occupied 
by the FML laminate after the tool has closed completely. 

Considering the injection and resulting FSI between fluid pressure and FML stack, see  
Fig. 6b, allows for predicting the above-made experimental observations. Injection leads to a 
severe increase in stack thickness towards the inlet. During the pre-infiltrated deep-drawing face 
(4.), the resin is forced through the side wall regions and eventually the blank holder. The fluid 
pressure prevents comparable high FVCs during processing and enforces a more homogeneous 
distribution. In this regard, the average FVC for the dry setup is predicted at 51.3 %, compared to 
only 40 % in the case of strong FSI consideration. 

 
Part-scale Application 
Finally, the outlined model is deployed on part level using the same geometry as for the physical 
process illustrated in Fig. 1. The modeling setup, comprising the FML stack, punch, lower tool, 
and blank holder, is shown in Fig. 7. Model settings are identical to the small-scale simulation 
trials, yet the simulation starts with a pre-saturated area, not matching the exact processing 
sequence, see Fig. 7b.  
  

 

Fig. 6. Small demonstrator results: (a) Dry conditions; (b) Conditions according to Fig. 5 (c). 
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This adaption was necessary to reduce the required computational effort. The nonlinearity of 
implemented, interacting physical effects and the substantial stiffness differences between the 
fabric layers and the metal sheet requires a relatively small stable time increment during time 
integration in ABAQUS/explicit. A fluid amount of 100 ml is prescribed for the model (100 mPas). 
The outlined setup is simulated with both configurations to assess the impact of a one-sided (weak) 
and a both-sided (strong) FSI. The comparison of predicted punch reaction forces in Fig. 7 shows 
that significant differences only arise within the last 30% of the tool stroke when the available 
space of the metal sheets to evade the fluid pressure reduces to the cavity. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Process simulation on part level; (a) Setup and (b) Tool stroke and obtained reaction 

forces during partly pre-infiltrated conditions using weak or strong FSI settings. 
 
In contrast, significant differences arise early during processing when comparing the spatial 
distribution of the flow front, see Fig. 8, and the resulting FVC (cf. Fig. 9). Due to the local increase 
in the part thickness, less fluid is pushed toward the circumferential blank holder region. As a 
result, the flow front progression is overpredicted by the weak FSI approach.  
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Fig. 8. Impact of FSI on flow front progression: (a) One-sided (weak) FSI, fluid pressure is not 

considered; (b) Both-sided (strong) FSI, fluid pressure leads to material deformation. 
 
Fig. 9 summarizes the resulting FVC distribution and thickness for different regions of the 

geometry during 25, 70, and 100 % of the tool stroke. Regarding FSI consideration, comparable 
interactions to the small-scale demonstrator are present. As before, the compaction of the fabric 
results in increased part thickness in regions not directly contacted by the tool surfaces. This 
applies to both configurations. 

Moreover, strong FSI increases the local stack thickness significantly as the fluid pressure beads 
the metal layers surrounding the fabric stack. Consequently, severe differences are predicted 
already at 25 % during processing. These differences reduce towards the end of the tool stroke as 
the FML stack is squeezed into the cavity, yet the average FVC for the weak FSI configuration is 
still 4% higher (55.8 % weak, 51.8 % strong). 

 

 
Fig. 9. Impact of FSI on FVC and part thickness (h) during partly pre-infiltrated forming. 
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Comparison with experiments.  
Comparing the strong FSI results outlined in Fig. 8b and Fig. 9b with the above-introduced 

experimental observations, see Fig. 3, it becomes apparent that several effects can be predicted 
correctly. Although the single-phase-based modeling approach cannot predict pure resin areas, it 
can give a good prediction of where fluid accumulates during forming and in the final state. 
Moreover, fully-coupled interaction modeling between fluid, fabric, and metal sheets allows for 
predicting the onset of buckling of the metal sheets in the corners of the dome geometry. This 
buckling leads to flow channels similar to experimental observations, reducing the area's local 
FVC. 
Summary 
A fully-coupled macroscopic process simulation model for modeling producing in-situ hybridized, 
double-curved FML is presented. Experimental observations in the literature and on the here 
investigated FML process indicate a strong interaction between fluid pressure and forming of the 
FML stack. Reported defects such as buckling of the metal sheets, dry spots, or resin accumulations 
in corners could not be comprehensively numerically predicted so far, which hinders process- and 
part development. 

Using an FE-based simulation approach combined with a control volume-based fluid 
progression model, the arising FSI can be considered directly via additional nodal reaction forces 
at the element nodes. Simulation trials on a slice of the actual geometry comparing a solely dry 
configuration with one that matches the processing sequence, including central injection, underline 
the importance of considering strong FSI in process simulation. Simulations on the part level 
confirm these observations and show that the simulation approach can predict the experimentally 
identified effects, such as resin accumulation and metal sheet buckling. 
Outlook 
For now, a relatively small time increment of 1E-07 is necessary to stabilize the simulation, 
resulting in substantial computation times on the part level. An improved interface modeling 
technique and stable time increment algorithm are assumed to improve the model's performance. 
Beyond that, a two-phase flow model would allow for predicting air entrapments and resin-rich 
regions. However, a two-phase model presumably requires a non-monlytic approach by coupling 
a proper-fluid solver with the proposed draping submodel. Heat transfer and resin kinetics should 
also be implemented into the proposed framework to increase prediction accuracy and support 
process parameter identification. 
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Abstract. Forming of conventional reinforcements to manufacture 3D fibre-reinforced composite 
parts with complex geometries is limited by the architecture of the reinforcement made of initially 
straight fibres. On the opposite preforms obtained by Tailored Fibre Placement (TFP) are made of 
curvilinear fibre tows maintained on a backing material through stitching. In theory, the degree of 
freedom offered by TFP allows to form doubly-curved parts from preforms whose designs are 
determined from the desired final fibre orientations. In practice, it requires numerical tools to 
determine the design of the flat TFP preforms from the desired 3D parts, known as flattening. 
However, flattening is a virtual process which cannot be validated directly. Besides, the behavior 
of TFP preforms during forming has never been studied. Consequently, developing a numerical 
model to predict the formability of TFP preforms was considered as of first importance. Moreover, 
numerical forming can be required in a flattening algorithm [1]. Based on the Finite Element 
Method, a TFP preform is modelled at the fibre tows scale using 2-node beam elements. The 
stitching yarn, which ensures the cohesion of the layers, is modelled implicitly using an embedded 
element approach. The backing material is removed. A full-scale simulation of forming is 
experimentally validated. A tetrahedral shape, which corresponds to a corner bracket, is used to 
demonstrate the potential of TFP preform forming. An orthotropic design of the final part is 
achieved without defects using a simple forming device, which represents important progress in 
the field [2]. 
Introduction 
Forming of conventional reinforcements to manufacture 3D fibre-reinforced composite parts with 
complex geometries is inherently limited by the architecture of the reinforcement made of initially 
straight fibres. As opposed to regular fabrics, fibrous reinforcements made by Tailored Fibre 
Placement (TFP) are made of curvilinear fibre tows maintained on a backing material through 
stitching. In theory, the degree of freedom offered by TFP allows to form doubly-curved parts 
from preforms whose designs are determined from the desired final fibre orientations. The 
flattening step which consists in determining the flat pattern from the desired final part is virtual 
and can only be computed numerically for complex parts. However, developing such a numerical 
tool would require prior knowledge of the behavior of a TFP preform during forming (or 
unforming). Therefore, it is of primary importance to investigate the forming behavior of TFP 
preforms before focusing on the flattening step. Moreover, Sun et al. [1] shows the option to use a 
forming numerical tool as a step of the flattening operation to determine the reverse trajectory to 
be imposed to the final configuration in case of double diaphragm forming. This is why this work 
focused on developing a numerical tool to model the behavior of TFP preforms during forming. 
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Previous work on TFP investigated the advantages of aligning fibres with the principal stress 
directions in 2D parts [3-5]. For instance, the stress concentration in notched plate can be removed 
by using curvilinear path circumventing geometric discontinuities [6-9]. The work by Uhlig et al. 
[10] compared the strength of TFP and Non-Crimp Fabrics (NCF) open-hole laminates using 
cyclic and tensile tests and showed similar performances. Examples of work focusing on the 
manufacturing of 3D shapes using TFP is quite limited. Takezawa et al. [11] manufactured a car 
hood from two distinct layers with optimal orientations based on Gaussian curvatures 
considerations. Rihaczek et al. [12] determined optimized flat pattern to form a stool by bending. 
This work follows a double objective. The first one is to demonstrate the ability of manufacturing 
3D orthotropic parts from specifically designed flat TFP preforms which cannot be achieved by 
forming conventional textiles and will therefore represent a major improvement in the field of 
fibrous reinforcement forming. The second one is to propose a first efficient model to simulate the 
forming of TFP preforms. Validation of the proposed modelling strategy is addressed by 
experimental and numerical forming on a tetrahedral shape. This shape has a highly double 
curvature and corresponds to a corner bracket widely used to design composite structures. The 
forming of conventional reinforcements on this shape has been largely studied [13,14] and showed 
the complexity of manufacturing such a shape without defect. 

This paper is organized as follow. The second section describes the experimental work on TFP 
preform forming on a tetrahedral shape with quantitative measurements. The next section 
introduces the finite element modelling strategy. Finally, the last section presents the results of the 
forming simulation and its comparison with the experimental forming. 
Experimental Forming on a Tetrahedral Shape 
TFP preform architecture.  
A TFP preform is built from a continuous fibre tow deposited on a flat backing material along 
curvilinear trajectories and maintained in place through a zig-zag stitching pattern as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The thickness of the preform is achieved through stacking of several layers. When 
manufacturing a TFP preform, the stitch length, width and tension can be varied. Depending on 
the layout pattern, intra-layer and inter-layer overstitching create additional bonding between the 
fibre tows in a layer and between layers. The numerous interactions between the different 
components of a TFP preform, namely, the backing material, the fibre tows and the stitching yarn, 
inherently make its realistic modelling difficult. Moreover, depending on the nature of the backing 
material, the formability of the 
TFP preform can be limited. When 
using a thermoforming process, a 
non-woven polymer film which 
will add polymer in the final part 
is a good choice. However, in this 
work the forming experiment are 
carried-out at ambient 
temperature. Since the cohesion 
conferred by the stitching yarn 
between the layers was deemed 
sufficient, the backing material 
was removed prior to forming. 

Material and manufacturing of the TFP preforms.  
The TFP preforms where manufactured at IRT Jules Verne using the TFP ZSK © CMCW 0200-

900D-2500 embroidery machine. A PolyVinyl Alcohol (PVA) water soluble film was used as 
backing material and removed by washing. Then, the TFP preform were dried in an oven at a 
temperature of 60◦C. The 2690 tex PET/E-glass continuous tow (from P-D-Glasseiden GMBH, 

 
Fig. 1. TFP principle [2]. 
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Oschatz, Germany) was stitched onto the PVA film (Gunold® Solvy film 80, Stecker) using a 24 
tex PET stitching yarn (Serafil fine, Amman). The stitching length and width were set to 2.5 mm 
and the stitching tension to 5 10-2 N.  

TFP preform design.  
The objective is to obtain an orthotropic configuration in the final tetrahedral part. In practice, 

the determination of the flat pattern from the desired final configuration, namely, the flattening 
step, would require a numerical tool for complex geometries [1]. However, for the case of a 
tetrahedral shape, the flat pattern was determined analytically based on the assumption of the fibre 
tows inextensibility. Fig. 2 (a) shows the desired configuration of a 2-layer TFP preform. On each 
face of the tetrahedral shape, a 0/90° orientation is achieved.  Since fibre tows are aligned with the 
three edges which converge through the vertex of the tetrahedron, their length must be conserved 
in the flat configuration. These constraints are satisfied with an angle of 120° between the edges 
in the flat configuration Fig. 2 (b). Therefore the fibre tows have initially an angle of 120° between 
the two layers on each face. During the forming step, a uniform in-plane shear deformation 
characterized by an angle of 30° is expected. Fig. 3 shows the flat pattern with is split into two 
layers. It should be noticed that several combinations of 2-layer lead to this flat pattern. As it will 
be highlighted at the end of this section, it was noticed to late that the chosen one was not optimal. 

Forming device.  
The forming device shown in Fig. 4 is composed of a tetrahedral punch mounted on the cross 

head of a universal testing machine (AGXplus by Shimadzu). Two transparent square plates (550 
mm × 550 mm × 10 mm) made of poly(methyl methacrylate) are used as blank-holder. One plate 
is fixed within a metallic frame and the other lies directly onto the preform and only applies its 
self-weight. A pin system prevents the movable plate of the blank holder from moving in the plane. 
The tetrahedral part of the punch is 120 mm high and on top of a 20 mm thick base. The stroke 
punch stroke is 140 mm with a speed of 15 mm/min. 

Quantitative measurements.  
Optical measurements were carried out to compare the results with the forming simulations 

presented the last section using a camera positioned along the displacement axis of the punch 
which takes a picture every 2~mm. This setup allows visualizing the 2D displacement field 
orthogonal to the punch displacement. Moreover, at the end of the experiment, a picture of one 
face of the punch was taken to measure the inter-layer angle. Red-ink markers were drawn on the 
TFP preform in order to compute the 2D displacement field and a python script based on the open-
source image-processing library OpenCV was used to track the position of these markers. This 2D 
displacement field allows extracting the preform contour for comparison with the simulation 
results in the last section. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. Desired orthotropic configuration (a) and analytically determined flat pattern (b). 
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Fig. 3. TFP preform flat design  
(with reduced number of fibre tows for visibility). 

Fig. 4. Forming device. 

 
Results.  
The final configuration of the forming process as well as the force-displacement curve is shown 

in Fig. 5. No apparent defects such as wrinkles or fibre tow slippage were noticed. The force-
displacement curve shows a first phase with a slow increase until 120 mm before increasing rapidly 
once contact with the thick base (120-140 mm) is established. Therefore, the minimal blank-holder 
used was sufficient to obtain a final configuration free of defects. Concerning the final inter-layer 
orientation, from the picture taken on one face, the trajectory of the fibre tows was extracted 
manually by drawing curves using Inkscape and saved as a svg file for post-processing. Then a 
python script extracted the curves representing each fibre tow and the angle at the intersection of 
two fibre tows was computed. Fig. 6 (a) shows the extracted trajectories and while Fig. 6 (b) 
presents a nice distribution of the inter-layer angle around 90°. Considering a normal distribution 
of the angles, a mean angle of 90.72◦ with a standard deviation of 4.31◦ is obtained. However, it 
must be noticed that due to the choice of the layers to obtain the flat TFP pattern, the fibre tows 
are parallel along the symmetry line of the faces. Another choice for the layer layout which 
eliminates this orientation defect was noticed too late. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. Final configuration of the forming process (a), force-displacement curve (b). 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. Manually extracted trajectories of the fibre tows on a face (a), inter-layer angle 

distribution on this face computed at fibre tows intersections. 

Finite Element Model of a TFP Preform 
Modelling strategy.  
The model developed to simulate the forming of a TFP preform without backing material is based 
on the finite element method. Since the backing material is removed prior forming in this work or 
in a melted state when a thermoforming process is used, its contribution is neglected. To take into 
account the flexibility offered by the TFP technology in the preform design, it was chosen to use 
a semi-discrete approach where the preform is modelled at the scale of the fibre tows.  

Hypothesis.  
In this model, the fibre tows are considered to be quasi-inextensible. Although the backing 

material is removed prior forming, the stitching yarn is assumed to ensure the cohesion between 
the layers thanks to inter-layer overstitching.  

Fibre tows.  
The fibre tows are modelled as a continuum medium using 2-node shear-flexible beam element. 

The initial formulation of this type of element can be found in [15-17]. Since fibre tows cannot be 
considered as a perfect continuum medium, the section moduli, which relate the cross-section 
forces and moments to its deformation and curvatures, are considered to be independent. A high 
value of the tensile modulus ensures a weak enforcement of the quasi-inextensibility constraint. 

Stitching yarn.  
The stitching yarn is the component of a TFP preform whose contribution is the most difficult 

to take into account. To avoid burdensome computations implied by a realistic modelling of the 
stitching yarn and its interactions with the fibre tows, it is modelled implicitly as an embedded 
constraint between crossing fibre tows of adjacent layers. In other words, the stitching yarn is 
assumed to act as a perfect bond between fibre tows of adjacent layers which intersect. The 
embedding constraint principle is illustrated in Fig. 7 where two fibre tows intersect. To apply this 
constraint a node is required at the intersection between the elements of the lower fibre tow and 
those of the upper fibre tow. On the kinematic side, the displacement of this node is computed as 
function of the displacements of the lower beam element it is embedded in (host element). As a 
consequence, forces which are computed at this embedded node are transferred on the nodes of 
the host beam element. To take into account the resistance to rotation between crossing fibre tows, 
a linear torsional spring is added at each intersection. The vertical offset between the two crossing 
fibre tows in Fig. 7 is only for visibility purpose.  
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Fig. 7. Embedding constraint principle: Transfer of forces from an embedded node to the nodes 

of its host element. 
TFP preform model.  
Therefore, in this work, a 2-layer TFP preform without backing material is considered where 

the fibre tows are modelled explicitly using 2-node shear flexible elements and the stitching yarn 
is modelled implicitly through an embedding constraint where the fibre tows of adjacent layers 
intersect each other. The resistance to in-plane shear is taken into account through a linear torsional 
spring at these intersections. 
Numerical Forming on a Tetrahedral Shape 
Material parameters.  
The model requires six independent material parameters for the beam elements corresponding to 
the six independent deformation modes (one for tension/compression, 2 for transverse shears, 2 
for flexions and one for torsion). An additional parameter is required for the resistance to rotation 
between crossing fibre tows. No characterization of these material parameters was carried-out and 
their estimation is given in Table. 1.  
 

Table. 1 Values of the material parameters for the beam elements and the torsional springs. 
Modulus Tensile Transverse 

shear 1 
Transverse 

shear 2 
Flexion 

1 
Flexion 

2 
Torsion Torsional 

spring 
Value 1400 700 700 1 0.1 1 1 
Unit kN kN kN kN mm² kN mm² kN mm² N mm 

        
Finite element solver.  
A research code based on an explicit scheme is used to simulate the forming process with a time 

step of 10-4s. The contact interactions between the TFP preform and the tools, namely, the 
tetrahedral punch and the blank-holders are solved using a forward increment Lagrangian 
multipliers method. 

Finite element model.  
The first layer is composed of beam elements of 2.5 mm. The second layer is meshed with the 

same element size but nodes additional nodes are required at intersections with the elements of the 
first layer. These additional nodes are embedded in the corresponding host elements of the first 
layer. The total number of beam elements is 22190 and the simulation runs in 12 h using four cores 
of an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H CPU 2.20 GHz processor. A friction coefficient of 0.2 between 
the fibre tows and the forming tools was chosen for simplicity even though it might be different 
since the blank-holders are made of different polymers. A displacement of 140 mm is imposed to 
the punch. Concerning the blank-holder, the fixed part is clamped and the movable part can only 
move along the punch axis as in the experiment. Rigid surfaces are used to model the tools. 
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Results.  
A comparison between the experiment and the simulation is shown in Fig. 8 (a). In this figure, 

the contours of the preform in the experiment and in the simulation are superposed on the left part 
and shows good agreement. In Fig. 8 (b), the inter-layer angle field on one face of the punch is 
displayed. The colormap shows a distribution of the inter-layer angle around 90° as expected, 
except along the line of symmetry of the face as explained in the experimental section. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 8. Superposition of the preform contour in the experiment and simulation (a), inter-layer 

angle field on a face of the punch (b). 

Summary 
This work demonstrates the ability to form a 2-layer TFP preform on a doubly-curved part with a 
final orthotropic configuration. Only a minimal blank-holder setup was needed to form the preform 
without defects. The orthotropic orientation in the final configuration shows great improvement 
compared to forming of regular fibrous reinforcements. The design of the flat TFP pattern was 
obtained analytically by considering the inextensibility of the fibre tows. A first finite element 
model was proposed to simulate the forming of TFP preform without backing material. Based on 
a semi-discrete approach, the fibre tows are modelled explicitly using 2-node shear-flexible beam 
elements while the stitching yarn is modelled implicitly using an embedding constraint. It assumes 
the stitching yarn to act as a perfect bond between crossing fibre tows of adjacent layers. Additional 
linear torsional spring take into account the resistance to in-plane shear of the reinforcement. 

In future work, the development of a numerical tool to determine the flat pattern of more 
complex parts is of interest. Besides, a model which takes into account the backing material is 
currently developed. 
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Abstract. Though the level of machine digitization in flatbed-knitting (FBK) today is high, the 
design and development of knittable data sets are still currently very time-consuming, digital 
simulations methods are calculation expensive and insufficient in terms of accuracy of fit and 
technical properties. Knitting process retrofitting activities are executed mostly manually by an 
operator on the basis of the operator´s experience. This circumstance makes it more difficult to use 
the diverse potential for flexibility and on-demand purposes in future-networked-production for 
lightweight constructions for Automotive, Aerospace and aviation or Medical-Products. New 
easy-to-learn, intuitive, calculation inexpensive digital augmented workflows for the planning of 
knitted objects with complex 3D-shapes are needed. With regard to the requirements of composite 
forming, the aspects of wrinkling, slip and permeability are of particular importance. However, 
flatbed-knitted fabrics are subject to different requirements in some cases, which implies different 
questions from those posed by research in the area woven textile composites. In order to address a 
few of the questions raised by previous research on textile composites, this paper covers some of 
the current research topics in the field of 3D-knitted flatbed-knitting fabrics and shows references 
as well as potentials to already researched problem fields of textile reinforced composites. In doing 
so, the author strongly refers to the topics of the summarizing publication "Advances in composite 
forming through 25 years of ESAFORM" by P. Boisse et al. [1].  
Introduction 
To give a first impression of the current possibilities and concepts in the development of three-
dimensional shaped flatbed-knitted textiles, a brief summary of current geometry-based 
approaches follows. The approaches presented currently show their greatest potential at the level 
of purely plastic-shape reproduction. Special consideration of material parameters to extend the 
product properties of the planned object are given little attention here. However, the presented 
methods could be suitable to derive FEM-calculable models on macro-scale level. A 
standardization towards certain restricted geometric variables is emerging. Most noticeable is the 
representation of a knittable geometry in quad and partial triangle meshes (Fig. 1).  

The formation of these types is described in the following. Furthermore, technical knitted 
fabrics with different property zones in particular are currently a major focus of the author’s work. 
The mutually influencing material and stitch properties generally lead to results that are difficult 
to predict in the initial development stages. In the field of today's "craft / non-simulation-based" 
planning and individualization of 3D-knitted-technical-textiles, these property zones play a major 
role. On the one hand, mesh ratios are used to influence the plastic-shape and, on the other hand, 
to design zones with references to external forces. Different mesh-loop ratios often result from 
technical knitting/binding variations for loop formation. These are also not considered in depth 
here. In Yordan Kyosev's publication from 2019 entitled "Topology-Based Modelling of Textile 
Structures and Their Joint Assemblies", these are considered in more detail. Specifically, starting 
on page 100 of the aforementioned publication, the framework for FEM calibrations at the meso-
scale level is described.   
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Depending on the yarn properties at the micro-scale level, for example, the stitch height in 
combination with the pre-tensioning by yarn feeders has an influence on the strength of the knitted 
fabric under pressure and tension on macro-scale or product-scale level. The product scale level 
can be seen as the sum of all parameters acting on the entire textile-product. In order to be able to 
represent property changes at this level, additional geometry-based calculation models are required 
in addition to all the other levels mentioned above. Therefore, at the end of this paper, the author 
presents a new approach with reference to the mentioned influences of the stitch ratio on product-
scale level.  

In addition to the basic principles introduced below for the development of geometric standards, 
the author considers the field of research (varying ratios) to be one of high priority for technical 
design using digital simulations. 

As illustrated, different stitch ratios have a major influence on the technical properties, shape 
contours and surface finish of 3D knitted technical textiles. The basic technical possibilities for 
influencing shape and thus important design criteria for three-dimensional technical textiles are, 
in addition to the stitch ratios: Darts and Notches, short- and Long-Rows with decreases and 
increases. In all these areas, elastic yarns and yarns with different properties can have a strong 
influence on the prospective shape. Knitted fabrics also have a highly indiscreet structure. This 
reality assumption makes it difficult to calculate distortions or other plastic and material property 
changes using FEM methods. Taken together, this forms a complex set of requirements for future 
tools for digital simulation, especially with regard to industrial use.   
FEM-Simulations 
Y. Kyosev sums up this challenge in textile technology in general as follows: during the modelling 
with FEM, the real system (…) has to be idealized first in order to achieve a somewhat simplified 
physical system. This first step is the building of the physical model, where certain assumptions 
have to be made [2]. 

To address the problem of abstracting real complexity in the field of flatbed-knitting, the author 
proposes the reduction of complexity in the form using of discrete Knit-Meshes. These digital 
Knit-Meshes in the form of stitch-ratio-proportion quad-meshes and partly triangulated quads can 
be used for dynamic-FEM calculation. Similar to the digital simulation of woven surfaces, the 
properties on the three levels: micro-, meso-, and macro-scale level give important parameters for 
the calculation. For the calculation method proposed in the paper, the author follows Y. Kyosev’s 
statement: "The macro scale is the most important for the applications. It deals with the mechanical 
behaviour of the structure as a continuum membrane or plate with known properties" [ibid.]. 
Furthermore, Kyosev describes that there are several methods to obtain the properties at the macro-
scale level, which are mostly derived on the specifications of the meso-scale.  Most often, various 
mechanical tests with material samples are used [ibid.].  

Despite the necessary connection of the different property levels described by Kyosev, the 
author devotes himself for the time being only to the macro level. This serves to set up a digital 
simulation model for deriving the internal forces at different stitch ratios within a knitted fabric. 

In addition to the references to the field of textile composites outlined in the further text, the 
large medical technology companies and their customers in particular would have great advantages 
from further process innovations in the digital design of flat-knitted products. Since the author's 
previous focus has been on consumer products and medical devices, the demonstrator of the paper 
for the purpose of illustrating the process, in dealing with varying ratios, will be a bandage.  

By using 3D CAD data from 3D scans and FEM calculation methods, the processes in the 
individualization of bandages could be further simplified in the future. In particular, specific body 
parts with high concave and convex plasticity (e.g., popliteal fossa, crook of the arm, kneecap) can 
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benefit from the use of scan data and semi-automatic data set optimization. Prosthetic applications 
would also be conceivable with reference to textile composites.  

Knit-Meshes  
Several methods are currently known for creating knittable mesh topologies. K. Wu et al. describe 
in their publication "Wearable 3D Machine Knitting: Automatic Generation of Shaped Knit Sheets 
to Cover Real-World Objects," 2021, the following approach. The first step is to convert the cut 
mesh into a quad-dominant mesh where there are only triangles, quadrilaterals, and pentagons exist 
and all faces have the same size and the and have the same ratio between the edge lengths of course 
and wale [3]. 

Furthermore, they describe that the directions of course and wale are already determined during 
a surface cutting procedure. In two referenced earlier works, previous developments are 
introduced. Herein they also describe, on one hand, a vektorfield-oriented anisotropic remeshing 
pipeline and, on the other hand, the use of a local anisotropic parameterization method in 
conjunction with an extraction approach to generate an anisotropic quad-dominant mesh with 
relatively few triangles and pentagons [ibid.]. Through this form/step of categorization and 
modularization, they achieve an anisotropic quad-dominant mesh. In particular, this geometric 
property supports a later good calculability in the form of FEM calculations.  

G. Nader et al. described another, partly similar, process in their 2021 published Work “KnitKit: 
A flexible system for machine knitting of customizable textiles”. The construction of the knit mesh 
starts here with a parameterization which generates orthogonal stripes with equal distances. It is 
followed by a remeshing step, which generates an adequate quad-dominant Knit-Mesh. The edges 
of this mesh are consistently aligned with the knitting direction and are divided into two groups: 
course-edges and wale-edges [4]. 

To create the wale and course contours/curves, they use a unit vectorfield-based analysis of the 
surface of an input mesh at each node/vertex. At each vertex of the input triangular mesh, they 
start by computing  𝑣𝑣��⃗  c as the rotation of �⃗�𝑣w by π /2 in the respective local tangent plane. From 

Fig. 1. Function zoned and topography optimized knit mesh. 
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this cross-field (�⃗�𝑣c; �⃗�𝑣𝑤𝑤) there is an orthogonal, equally spaced stripe pattern computed using 
Knoppel et al.’s [2015] method [ibid.]. In another concept, first published in 2019 by Mariana 
Popescu, a graph-theoretic foundation is set. Basically, a 3D geometry, Mesh or NURBS-Surfaces, 
is needed. A gauge edge and a knit-end-edge are marked with curves or surface edges. Between 
two more "left-side" & "right-side" bounding edges, an intermediate frequency curve (tween 
curve) or contouring curve series is created. These are subsequently subdivided in weft-direction 
in the height dimension of the planned stitch-ratio [5]. To create the warp lines of the knitting 
pattern, the vertices must be connected by edges. Resulting Edges describe the directions of the 
knitting pattern and represent the weft and warp directions of the knitting pattern. In the stitch 
creation step, only "weft" edges are added. Before the edges are added, for each vertex a set of 
potential connection points is defined. Two sets of at least four closest vertices on the adjacent 
contours are added to a list for the later Wire Frame-Mesh. If the four nearest points fall on the 
same coordinate, the knit-mesh will show a decrease or an increase. Through these superposed 
points the ends of a warp-line-segment will build a common end-point. This constructs a triangle 
as shown in red in Figure 1. This symbolizes a decrease or increase within the resulting mesh. 

In a thesis published in 2020, Max Eschenbach summarizes various approaches, but especially 
M. Popescu's graph-based computational basis of knit meshes and knittable paths in a 
compendium. Part of his work is the publication of Cockatoo, which is a prototypical open-source 
software toolkit for generating (3d) knitting patterns from NURBS surface and mesh geometry [6]. 

Due to the comprehensibility of the latter approaches, the same categorization/modularization 
is applied in the further process. It is assumed that both the computability by kinematic-FEM-
Computation and the basic structure of the mesh by quad-dominance and decrease/increase-
triangles are well suited for the evaluation and simulation processes presented in the following. 

The basic design features of an FEM-compliant geometric calculation basis are derived from 
the general remarks on textile FEM calculation by L. Girdauskaite et al. and interpreted for the 
present focal field of technical flat knitting. Girdauskaite et al. describe the basic method in an 
article summarizing on textile physical tests [7]. 

 The crossing points of weft and warp lines represent the joints for a kinematic FEM calculation 
explained later. Between the crossing points, constructed lines behave like rods with constant or 
limited flexible length. This flexibility allows a later consideration of constituent material 
properties. However, these are not yet considered in the present paper. An outlined concept for 
linking the macro-scale-knit-meshes with the meso-scale-binding-variants is touched upon under 
headline Experimental measurement. 

The purpose of the presented process is the evaluation of form-giving cut features and the 
subsequent fit optimization by means of additionally entered different stitch ratios. However, as 
described, an accurate distribution of forces at the macro level requires further linkage with 
property models at the meso-scale level. These will be considered in further studies.   
Simulation Differences for Woven Textiles 
At this point, the research results presented so far will serve as a comparison between digital 
simulation of woven and knitted textiles. Due to the technical characteristics of the structure and 
the machine binding logic of both textile-production-methods (Knit & Woven Fabric), 
fundamental differences arise. These differences create very different geometric assumptions at 
the macro- and meso-scale levels for calculating shear and other material properties such as the 
effects of stress and strain on the textile. 
Measuring Textile Composites, Knitted & Woven Materials 
Analysis and modelling of the deformation behaviour of fabrics, textile composites and prepregs 
can be performed more or less at one or more of three scales: (1) microscopic, (2) mesoscopic, and 
(3) macroscopic. In terms of scale, simulations of flat-knitted three-dimensional textiles are 
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currently mostly subjected to macroscopic analyses of the behaviour of the entire mesh 
shell/geometry (continuum membrane; Kyosev:2019), similar to the summary publication 
mentioned above regarding woven textiles by P. Boisse et al [8]. Since simulation methods at the 
macro level for three-dimensional flat knitting have so far been little standardized and are often 
very application-specific, (1), (2) and (3) are currently usually considered separately or a link is 
neglected.  

Another complicating factor is that there are no generally valid calculation concepts for the 
shear behaviour of the individual stitch loops, taking into account different ratios, or the many 
different combinations for stitch loop/mesh formation and various knitting techniques (e.g., 
plating, weft insertion). Compared to woven fabric, the complexity of derivation increases here. 
This is because a stitch loop has multidirectional intersections and connections, as shown below. 
Experimental Measurement 
Experimental measurement for woven materials relates in part to the derivation of different shear 
angles. P. Boisse et al. describe essentially two different methods. One is the picture frame test 
and the other is the bias extension test [ibid]. Whether these two test methods are usable for the 
three-dimensional flatbed- knitting has to be evaluated in experiments. Furthermore, the 
researchers state earlier in 2017 that two relationships are required to analyse the results of an in-
plane shear test [9]. A kinematic relationship that relates the in-plane shear angle to the extension 
of the Sample. For flatbed-knitting, the second dependence might be different and a third is 
required. For example, instead of shear angles, the focus of a question could be directions vectors 
related to truss centres resulting from the construction properties for stitch/mesh-loops at the meso-
scale level. A mesh loop on the meso-scale level is described by a quad cell (polygon) in the digital 
model on the macro-scale plane. The centre of a truss can be related to one another cell-truss-
centre. Changes in the positions of any node 𝑖𝑖 in certain directions 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣����⃗  can be analysed. The 
resulting direction vectors can be used to optimize an FEM-based deformation analysis. The forces 
applied in warping experiments would then be expressed in "flow directions” within the knitted 
fabric. The third dependency can be achieved through investigations at the micro-scale level. Here 
we are concerned with the forces acting within the mesh loop elements at the yarn level. These can 
be represented in global coordinates by the relationships between the internal nodal forces and 
nodal displacements [10] within the truss:  

𝐹𝐹 = 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾                                    (1) 

Analyses could take the form of deviation measurements in applied 2D samples. This form of 
quality determination and analysis of visual warpage behaviour is today part of the craft practice 
in the development of three-dimensional knitted fabrics (for e.g.: car seats.). Color-coded zones or 
knitted-in measuring points could be detected and assigned with the aid of invariant moments (e.g.: 
Hu moments). This enables a point or area-accurate comparison between textile at rest and 
distortion. 
Digital Augmented Experimental Measurement  
Another possibility arises from taking 4D scans. With the help of the evaluation of different 
recording frames, the exact distortion behaviour in motion could be investigated. In the author's 
experience, point cloud data is also very well suited for machine learning-based analyses of the 
behaviour of specific clusters.  

Colours, patterns or point-groups can be used as invariant moments or invariant geometries. 
Knitted-in position-sensors would also be conceivable.  
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DIC, Invariant Moment & Geometries (3D-Scan) 
The described procedures have similarities to the digital image correlation (DIC) which was 
described by Boisse et al. The DIC method is divided into a two-dimensional & a photogrammetric 
three-dimensional analysis method for pattern recognition.   

The mentioned Hu-moments are rather used for shape recognition of geometries as a whole 
with closed contours. It hereby forms an important foundation in AI-assisted shape recognition. 
Based on the briefly described different approaches of image and geometry analysis, further 
methods can be designed which can be adapted for flat-knitting-/ and woven-textile-/ -based-
composites. The experimental and digital augmented measurements and evaluations of deviations 
or errors will be important here in the future in order to achieve further simulation concepts for 
adequate computation. 
Reengineering 3D-Scans and Remeshing 
To obtain a computable mesh shell of a 3D scan or a 3D model, e.g., of a knee, the approaches 
presented above (Knit-Meshes) are partially applicable. Behind each of the approaches is the 
assumption that certain geometric properties are given. Therefore, the approaches can be described 
as application-specific. A generalistic approach for the construction of knit meshes is currently not 
known to the author. Therefore, each approach has advantages and disadvantages when applied to 
an arbitrary geometry. The author uses a workaround of proprietary software processes and 
commercial applications. These are described briefly below to provide a summary at the end of 
the paper with respect to the process foci described above (slip, wrinkling and permeability) in the 
development of textile-composite materials.  
Knitting Technicians Best Praxis 
The concepts presented for knit mesh creation have, as mentioned, in part very application-specific 
advantages & disadvantages. The author considers the lack of possibility to influence the position 
of darts or gores & notches to be the biggest disadvantage. In practice, these are used by knitting 
technicians in addition to changing the stitch ratio in order to influence the shape and material 
properties. The author therefore focuses on the removal and insertion of material quantities in 
certain cut sections with excess material or excessive stretch. Cut material-areas are adjusted at the 
edges and provided with the triangular shapes described above (increase/decrease) Afterwards the 
mesh is joined at row transitions. This is followed by the calculation of the internal warpage 
behaviour by means of kinematic calculation (Fig. 2).   

In order to ensure a quantitative evaluation of the results, a geometric invariant is used. In 
addition to the visually observable effects, this gives another possibility to evaluate the shape 
accuracy after given adjustments. 
Knit Mesh Preparation 
A feature of the commercial NURBS modelling software Rhinoceros 3D is used to create the quad 
mesh. The integrated quad mesh tool allows a homogeneous quad recalculation of given NURBS 
or polygon geometries. The generated quad geometry is relatively uniform and quad-dominated. 
The ratio deviations from the actual mesh ratio are readjusted by dynamic relaxation. Here, as 
shown below, all segments dS are equated and relaxed in the knit-mesh ratio. 
Dynamic Relaxation 
The dynamic relaxation method is based on discretizing the continuum under consideration by 
lumping the mass at nodes and defining the relationship between nodes in terms of stiffness. An 
iterative process is followed by simulating a pseudo-dynamic process in time, with each iteration 
based on an update of the geometry [11]. Considering Newton's second law of motion in the 𝑥𝑥 
direction at the 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ node at time 𝑡𝑡: 
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𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)                     (1) 

The forces generated by the expansion of each edge segment led to a realignment of the whole 
mesh due to the internal references of the discrete structure.  

According to the principle of equilibrium of forces, the relationship between the residuals and 
the geometry can be determined: 

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡 +  ∆𝑡𝑡) =  𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 +  ∆𝑡𝑡) +  ∑𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡+ ∆𝑡𝑡)
𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡+ ∆)  × �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗(𝑡𝑡 +    ∆𝑡𝑡) −  𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡 +  ∆𝑡𝑡)�                     (2) 

 
The sum must cover the forces in all the connections between the node and other nodes. By 

repeating the use of the relationship between the residuals and the geometry, and the relationship 
between the geometry and the residual, the pseudo-dynamic process is simulated. Residuals 
𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡),𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡)are computed until the structure is in static equilibrium [ibid.]. 
Reducing Wrinkles 
Fig. 2 shows the comparison of a relaxed mesh-shell to an author-edited mesh-shell. The wrinkles 
that appeared after the material was relaxed into a uniform knittable mesh-ratio were achieved by 
removing material and changing the mesh proportions in certain areas. This process is described 
below. 
FEM – Calculation 
To simulate the shape accuracy of a knitted fabric, taking into account the knitted fabric weave 
and stitch ratios, three main laws can be required for the modelling of mechanical systems – 
kinematic, constitutive (material) and equilibrium [12]. 

Only kinematic equations were used to calculate the following patterns. Since textile kinematics 
assumes that relationships between the movement of individual nodes in a mechanical system 
consisting of nodes and connecting edges lead to internal deformations, a readability of a 
deformation due to external and internal force influences in the knit mesh can be assumed. The 
algorithms used are based on the basic algorithm of the kinematic model. All points �⃗�𝑥 on a doubly 
curved geometry surface can be parametrically represented with surface coordinates 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖: 

�⃗�𝑥 =  �⃗�𝑥 (𝐾𝐾1,𝐾𝐾2)                                (3) 

The elementary length 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 of a surface segment, between two closely spaced points/nodes (i, j) 
is given by the initial prepared Knit-Mesh and its constituent uniform mesh ratios. The stitch ratios 
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correspond to the selected stitch ratios of a knitted fabric. In this case, an initial stitch ratio of 1.47 
mm width and 1.1 mm height was chosen. For faster simulation calculation, the stitch ratio was 
multiplied by a factor of two (2.94 mm x 2.2 mm). The lower number of nodes (i, j) and edges 
speeds up the calculation.  

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2 = 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖                               (4) 

An angular threshold is used to define the possible shear inside each triangular face of the 
triangulated simulation quad-meshes. This threshold value is basically present. It is represented by 
the given initial angle of the triangular legs of each face. This determination thus represents a part 
of the Stiffness matrix, where K is the stiffness matrix of the system, u is the vector with the nodal 
displacements and F represents the external forces.  

 
𝐾𝐾 ∙ 𝐾𝐾 = 𝐹𝐹                       (5) 
  
In addition, internal forces act. The external forces pull the Knit-Mesh against a given avatar, 

which acts as a collision object. While the internal forces are generated by the one recurrence of 
the inner triangles edges(diagonals). These represent a simplified truss. This form does not give 
exact results, but serves as a necessary variable for the computational model. The virtual external 
work is due to the external forces described and can be represented by Eq. 1. 

The equilibrium state is reached when the nodal displacement 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 = is less than 0.01mm/s for 
given forces 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖. 

The material constitutive parameters were disregarded for the time being, since a large number 
of experimental measurements are necessary for this. T. Pusch sums up that: due to the strong 
anisotropy of continuous fibre fabrics, the material properties depend on the type of loading. This 
requires a high level of testing for a complete experimental analysis. In general, the directional 
properties can be investigated in tension, compression, bending, and shear tests by experimental 
measurements on knitted material specimens fabricated for survey purposes [13]. Yarn elongation 
and/or stretching are considered to be neglected for the time being in the descriptions of 
deformation shown. Truss and Quad-Edges behave roughly stiffly. 
Geometric Invariants  
In a digital simulated polygonal representation of a knitted fabric (zoned Knit-Mesh, Fig. 1), 
geometric invariants are required in order to draw conclusions about the shape reproduction of 
knitted fabric (shape-fidelity) due to compressive, tensile and relaxation stress. In this case, 
invariance can be related to physical reality. However, this requires a high level of testing for a 
complete experimental analysis as mentioned above. Invariance describes a property that remains 
unchanged after operations or transformations of a certain kind have been applied to objects. The 
author hypothesizes that on the one hand distance deviations between the simulated knit geometry 
and a 3D-Scan-avatar-model may be suitable for a) predicting shape-fidelity from given deviations 
and b) enabling optimized parameter sets for repeated FEM simulation. On the other hand, area 
deviations in the quad faces and length deviations of the warp-/ and weft-, truss-lines or of the 
edges of the faces could be used to evaluate strongly overstretched areas. The method proposed 
extends the previous experimental measurements and proposes a purely digital computational 
model for virtual simulation. In further research, this digital data can be enriched with real 
measurement data to obtain a material property (micro-/ & meso-scale) database. This database 
may then be used to inform future simulations of knitted fabric. Furthermore, it may serve as 
training data for machine learning algorithms. 
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Used Geometric Invariants 
To evaluate the kinematically calculated distortions resulting a) from the cutting treatment and b) 
from altered mesh ratios, a distance deviation between the 3D scan and the approximated knitted 
mesh structure is used as a geometric invariant for quantifiable quality determination. 
Distance-Map 
In order to display the deviations of the generated knitted fabric quantitatively, a point cloud of 
the 3D scan is compared with the calculated knitted topography. For this purpose, a tool for 
distance analysis of geometry and point clouds in the Rhinoceros 3D software is used. Four 
different additionally applied mesh ratios were calculated. The deviations and Input-zones are 
shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. List of deviation und ratio variants. 
Deviations Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 
Mean 0.3021334 mm 0.2793425 0.2868251 0.2223705 
Standard 0.8120128 mm 0.7525181 0.7775481 0.5867296 
Average 0.02830526 mm 0.02766336 0.02774314 0.02790652 
Max. 14.86173 mm 9.210369 8.264878 4.742685 
Mesh 
Ratio 
Zone 
(mm) 
 

Equal (grey) 
Course 1,47 
Wale 1,1 

Equal: 1,47/1,1 
Red: 1,47/0,8 

Equal: 1,47/1,1 
blue: 0,8/0,8 

Equal: 1,47/1,1 
Red: 1,47/0,8 
blue: 0,8/0,8 
green: 0,6/0,8 

Ratio 
Plot 

    
 
Summary 
At the beginning, the special requirements and challenges for working with woven-based 
composites were outlined. These can be found in: wrinkling, permeability and slippage.   
From the author's point of view, the basic assumptions for calculation and analysis models behave 
somewhat differently. This is mainly related to the more complex material-internal force 
relationships. Nevertheless, the surveying apparatuses can be used to analyse the material 
behaviour under other implications. These were listed under the heading "Experimental 
Measurement" and "digital augmented experimental measurement". 
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Abstract. Due to an increasing volume of shipments, there is a significant need for more delivery 
vehicles. One approach to reduce the associated increase in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions is a 
new light weight design approach involving the substitution of conventional materials with glass 
fiber mat-reinforced thermoplastics (GMT) based on polypropylene (PP). The application of GMT 
by compression molding is a widely used process in the automotive industry. However, application 
in the commercial vehicle sector requires much larger dimensions, making it necessary to clarify 
whether the manufacturing process and material are suitable for semi-structural applications on 
this scale. To find this out, two replacement geometries are abstracted in this study and 
manufactured by varying the main manufacturing parameters. The feasibility can be demonstrated 
by recording and analyzing the resulting process variables and measuring the formed fiber 
distribution. At the end of the paper, recommendations are given for the production of GMT 
structures on the scale of commercial vehicles. 
Introduction 
Background.  
Current studies on the development of parcel services clearly show that national and international 
shipment volumes have risen sharply in recent years and continue to rise further. While 2.4 billion 
shipments were delivered in Germany in 2011, the total increased to 4.5 billion in 2021. Compared 
with the previous year 2020, this represents an increase of 11.2 %. By 2026, the volume of 
shipments is forecast to reach around 5.7 billion [1]. To cope with the growing volume of 
shipments, significantly more delivery vehicles will be needed. In addition to high investments, 
the increasing volume of traffic also leads to greater strain on the infrastructure in inner-city traffic. 
This in turn results in longer idle times for all road users and increased emissions of greenhouse 
gases, which are crucial to climate change. For this reason, it is a necessary consequence to reduce 
the emission of climate-damaging combustion gases such as CO2. 

Two thirds of the vehicle fleet of parcel services consists of light commercial vehicles. These 
include commercial vehicles with a gross vehicle weight of up to 7.5 tons [2]. Current floor 
assemblies for box bodies of these light commercial vehicles consist of numerous individual parts, 
which entails many manufacturing and assembly steps. This is not only time-consuming but also 
cost-intensive. Furthermore, the lightweight potential of such bodies is limited and therefore 
requires a new and systemic development approach. 
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Project approach.  
In this project, a process is to be developed that allows the modular subdivision of the loading 

floor for light commercial vehicles. For this purpose, an integral design with materials not 
commonly used for this area will be applied. By reducing the vehicle weight, the mass-dependent 
driving resistances correlating with CO2 emissions can be minimized and the assembly effort for 
the floor structure can be kept to a minimum [3]. On the other hand, the lower unladen weight of 
the vehicle means that more parcels can be moved with a single vehicle, so that in total fewer 
delivery vehicles need to be used to cope with the increasing volume of parcels (cf. Fig. 1a). 

Within the scope of the project, the floor modules will be manufactured from GMT, which is 
processed by compression molding (cf. Fig. 1b). The PP based material offers excellent weight 
specific mechanical properties, outstanding cost efficiency and a high degree of design freedom. 
The advantages over thermosets are based on shorter process times, almost unlimited recyclability 
and higher toughness [4-6]. Compression molding is well established and has been used in the 
automotive industry for many years. The heated GMT cuttings are pressed into cavities at forming 
pressures of up to 200 bar, so that complex structural components can be produced via flow 
movements of the material [4, 5]. Furthermore, due to the higher fiber length compared to fiber-
reinforced granules in injection molding, higher mechanical strengths can be generated [6]. 

 
Fig. 1. a) Illustration of a commercial vehicle up to 3.5 t with box body and the associated 

project goals b) Design model of the floor module based on GMT. 
 

Fig. 1b) shows the current design status of the topology-optimized CAD model of the floor 
module. The opposing requirements for stiffness and minimum weight can be met via 
reinforcement ribs. By stringing together eight modules, the entire store floor of the delivery 
vehicle is represented. A base plate can be mounted using threaded inserts integrated in the 
compression molding process. On the underside, the modules can be connected to the different 
geometries of the vehicle manufacturers underbodies. 
Experimental Approach 
To validate the process concept, it is necessary to investigate whether compression molding of 
GMT is suitable for the large dimensions of commercial vehicle sector in terms of mold filling and 
homogeneous fiber distribution. As shown in [4], the filling of the cavity in the course of the 
material flow movement can lead to accumulation of glass fibers in some places and thus to voids 
in other places of the component. These phenomena correlate with the final mechanical properties 
of the component. Rubio et. al. [5] found that the simpler the geometry, the more homogeneous 
the resulting properties are. Pöhler [7] investigated the fiber content of compression molded 
reinforcement ribs with a length of 90 mm as a function of the geometric design parameters. With 
a nominal fiber content of about 52 %, the fiber content in the rib tip was reduced up to 30 %. For 
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a compromise between lightweight construction and homogeneous cavity filling, Pöhler defined a 
demolding angle of 1.0 °, a minimum rib width of 3.0 mm and an insertion radius of 6.0 mm [7]. 

Rib geometry.  
Since no comparable work is available for rib lengths greater than 90 mm, two different rib 

lengths are considered in this study and need to be investigated. As the final geometry of the floor 
module had not yet been determined at the time the tests were carried out, the rib lengths 87 mm 
and 200 mm were selected in order to be able to analyze a clear influence of the rib lengths. The 
rib length L, which is more than twice as long, is compensated by an increased demolding angle α 
and width W at the uppermost point. The minimum rib thickness is identical. Since a modular 
compression molding tool is used, other main dimensions of the rib are identical (cf. Fig. 2 a-b) 
and Fig. 3 a-c). A list of all different parameters is given in Table 1. 

 
Fig. 2. Dimension of investigated ribs with a) cut view and b) longitudinal view. 

 
Table 1. Parameters of “Rib 87 mm” and “Rib 200 mm”. 

Parameter Rib 87 mm Rib 200 mm 
Rib length L 87 mm 200.0 mm 
Insertion radius R 5.0 mm 6.0 mm 
Rib width top W 4.3 mm 9.8 mm 
Demolding angle α 0.4 ° 1.0 ° 
Flange thickness T Depending on material insert and mold filling (1.7 mm – 11.5 mm) 

 
Process technology.  
The used compression molding tool can hold various cavities due to the pocket in the lower 

mold plate. Temperature regulation up to 95°C is enabled via a water-based temperature control 
unit. A cutout of the same size as the face of the cavity is provided in the upper mold plate, so that 
sealing of the process via vertical flash faces is possible (cf. Fig. 3 a). 

Holes for piezoelectric pressure sensors are recessed at various positions within the cavities so 
that the resulting pressure in the cavity can be measured. In the cavity for the shorter rib length, 
holes are also provided for temperature sensors at the same position on the opposite cavity wall. 
In both cavities, two temperature sensors are positioned at the lowest point parallel to the direction 
of material flow in order to be able to measure the temperature of the melt shortly before the mold 
is completely filled (cf. Fig. 3 b-c). 

As in Stallmeister et. al. [8], piezoelectric load cells are used to record the resulting press force 
and a draw-wire sensor is used to detect the press stroke. The data from the pressure sensors, the 
load cells and the draw-wire sensor are recorded simultaneously, so that no time offset has to be 
considered in the analysis. 
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Fig. 3. a) Compression molding tool and b) – c) cavities with the respective geometric positions 

of the sensors. 
Materials.  
A widely used PP-based GMT with a fiber mass fraction of 52 % from Mitsubishi Chemicals 

Advanced Materials (MCAM) is used for the majority of the tests. According to the manufacturer, 
the material has good flow properties, a very homogeneous fiber distribution and is applied for 
semi-structural applications. A GMT with 33% fiber mass fraction from MCAM is used to analyze 
the flow behavior as a function of the fiber content. The main properties can be found in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Material properties of the GMT used according to MCAM. 

Material properties GMT PP-GF52 GMT PP-GF33 
Thickness (laminate) 4.8 mm 5.4 mm 
Density (laminate) 1.34 g/cm³ 1.12 g/cm³ 
Density (molded) 1.40 g/cm³ 1.16 g/cm³ 
Tensile strength 145 MPa 70 MPa 
Tensile modulus 8600 MPa 4600 MPa 
Melting point 165°C 166°C 

 
Process sequence.  
GMT cuttings with the dimensions of 260 mm x 50 mm are used for specimen production. To 

achieve a defined mass for the specific trial, smaller sheets are added until the desired weight is 
reached. Fig. 4 a-d) shows the following process steps. 

 
Fig. 4. Process sequence: a) GMT in furnace, b) heated GMT, c) GMT stack on cavity, 

d) manufactured rib. 
 The cuttings are placed next to each other in a 250°C convection oven and are heated for 
10 minutes (cf. Fig. 4 a-b) Before transfer to the compression molding tool, the sheets are stacked 
in the oven to minimize temperature loss to the ambient air. After the GMT stack is centered on 
the cavity, the press stroke of a hydraulic forming press with a maximum press force of 50 tons is 
immediately actuated to form the rib (cf. Fig. 4 c-d). Closing speed of the press is about 
30 mm / sec. The press force F is calibrated based on the desired forming pressure p, which is 
calculated from the press force F and the projected area of the cavity Acav, before the test (cf. Eq. 1). 
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Forming pressure p is maintained for a time s of approx. 60 seconds. After completion of the 
pressing process, the rib is ejected via the ejector unit of the tool. 
 𝑝𝑝 =

𝐹𝐹
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

                                            (1) 

Process Parameters.  
In order to obtain various information on mold filling and fiber distribution in the ribs, applied 

forming pressures (100, 150 and 200 bar), mass of the inserted material (approx. 450-650 g) and 
temperature of the cavity (25°C and 90°C) for GMT PP-GF52 are systematically varied. The cavity 
temperatures 25°C and 90°C are marked T25 and T90 in the following. The investigations are 
mainly concentrated on the 200 mm long rib type and are occasionally carried out for the 87 mm 
long rib type (approx. 350 g – 400 g of GMT). Furthermore, the influence of a reduced fiber mass 
fraction (33 %) is investigated for defined test points. Each test point is performed at least twice. 

Analysis methods.  
To evaluate the quality of the ribs, the complete shape was visually inspected. In this context, 

it is useful to determine the resulting flange thickness by measuring the local thickness in at least 
three places and then calculating an average value. Furthermore, the resulting pressures in the 
cavity are analyzed as a function of the geometric position in the cavity. By means of the 
temperature measurements within the tool, it is possible to estimate the flowability of the GMT 
melt. 

In order to gain an insight into the resulting fiber contents and distributions, X-rays of the ribs 
and point density measurements as a function of cavity depth are performed. While 2D X-ray is 
very well suited for the detection of fiber accumulations and voids, density measurement allows a 
quantitative and time-saving measurement of the resulting fiber content, since a determination of 
fiber content via ashing method according to DIN ISO 1172 [9] is too time-consuming for the large 
number of samples (up to 120 specimens). PP has a density of approx. 0.9 g/cm³ and E-glass fibers 
of approximately 2.6 g/cm³ [4]. Considering the specification for the pressed laminate, fiber 
accumulation or voids can be classified numerically (cf. Table 2). This is done by measuring the 
mass of the sample in ambient air (mGMT) and under complete coverage with a known fluid (mF). 
The difference between the masses is the mass of the displaced fluid. By dividing with the known 
density of the fluid ρF (in this case ethanol), the volume of the displaced fluid and thus the volume 
of the specimen VGMT can be determined. Afterwards, the density ρGMT of the body can be 
calculated (cf. Eq. 2) [10]. 
 

𝜌𝜌𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 =
𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝑉𝑉𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
=

𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹

𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹
=

𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ∗ 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹
𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹

                                            (2) 

Results 
Mold filling.  
In the following, only the results for complete shaped ribs with a length of 200 mm and the material 
PP-GF52 are considered, since mold filling for the 87 mm long rib is already state of the art. The 
heated GMT stack has an approximate temperature of 200°C before insertion, which was 
determined in advance with an infrared camera. At a forming pressure of 100 bar and a low cavity 
temperature (T25), the mold filling can be improved with increased GMT mass (450-660 g), but a 
complete mold formation is not possible (cf. Fig. 5 a-c). Instead, the resulting flange thickness 
grows with increasing material input (up to 8.2 mm). If the temperature of the cavity is increased 
(T90), complete mold formation is already possible from an inserted mass of 450 g. For this material 
input, the resulting flange thickness is reduced from approx. 3.2 mm (T25) to 2.0 mm (T90). 

At a forming pressure of 150 bar, mold formation is possible from a GMT mass of 490 g (T25). 
A positive influence on mold formation can be observed due to the lower flange thickness (2.1 mm 
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at 450 g GMT mass). Once again, complete mold formation is possible with a mass of 450 g when 
the cavity is heated up (T90). 

If the forming pressure is increased to 200 bar, complete ribs are possible in some cases from a 
mass of 450 g (T25). Reliable mold filling can also be achieved starting from a mass of approx. 
490 g (cf. Fig. 5 d). Variations between individual test points may be due to different transfer times 
and resulting temperature losses. 

Basically, it can be stated that mold tempering is very advantageous for complete mold 
formation. It is also advisable to increase the forming pressure and the insertion mass. However, 
it must be considered that the increased GMT mass can lead to an undesirably high wall thickness 
in real components. 

 
Fig. 5. Mold filling of the 200 mm long rib for selected process parameter combinations a) – d). 

Process Monitoring.  
Fig. 6 shows the recorded process parameters for the rib geometry with a length of 200 mm 

produced from GMT PP-GF52. The calculated forming pressure p, the measured values of cavity 
pressure p1 – p4 and the temperature TF1 – TF2 in the base of the rib as a function of time t are 
presented for two different combinations of process parameters (cf. Fig. 6 a-b). Since the calculated 
forming pressure p is proportional to the press force F, the force is not shown separately (cf. Eq. 
1). Furthermore, the recorded press stroke changes only minimally as soon as the maximum press 
pressure has been applied, so this is also not shown. The process start is defined as soon as the 
measured force rises. 

Forming pressure.  
In both diagrams it is visible that forming pressure drops minimally after a steep start. 

Subsequently, the desired forming pressure level is reached with a reduced gradient. This 
phenomenon is due to the fact that the stacked GMT layers are initially compressed and start to 
enter the cavity since the mentioned threshold value is reached. After a compression time of at 
least 60 seconds, the process is terminated. 

Cavity pressure.  
With a small time offset, which is based on the distance between the insertion radius and the 

1st pressure sensor, the cavity pressure at sensor p1 increases with a similar slope. It is noticeable 
that the maximum pressure in the cavity is clearly below the calculated forming pressure. 
Furthermore, it is visible that the pressure p1 does not remain constant and decreases over time. 
The qualitative trend of the sensors p2 - p4 corresponds essentially to the described trend of p1. 
However, there is a premature pressure drop with increasing cavity depth (p2, p3/p4) and nearness 
to the outer wall (p4). This effect will be due to the thermal shrinkage of the GMT, as the material 
thickness decreases with increasing cavity depth, allowing the heat to dissipate faster. Furthermore, 
the heat can be dissipated even better at the outer edges of the cavity, so that full pressure drop 
occurs first at sensor p4 (cf. Fig. 6 a-b). 

Furthermore, a fundamental difference can be observed in the characteristics of the cavity 
pressures for different process parameters. While the cavity pressures p1-p4 at a forming pressure 
of 150 bar for a high cavity temperature (T90) start almost simultaneously and reach a common 
maximum (cf. Fig. 6 a), a clear time offset in the pressure rise and a difference in the respective 
maxima can be seen at a pressure of 100 bar and a low cavity temperature (T25). In addition, the 
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cavity pressures are maintained for a significantly shorter time and are significantly lower in 
relation to the calculated pressure (cf. Fig. 6 b). 

 
Fig. 6. Process diagrams with parameter combinations a) 150 bar, 649 g, T90  

and b) 100 bar, 662 g, T25. 
Temperatures.  
Examination of the resulting temperature in the base of the rib at two positions provides 

information about the temperature of the melt - and thus the flowability of the GMT - and about 
the geometric characteristics of the flow front. In the case of Fig. 6 a) both sensors reach their 
maximum almost simultaneously. However, the temperature at the sensor with the smaller wall 
distance is about 10 K lower.  Compared to the set cavity temperature, there is an offset of 30-40 
K. In comparison with other forming pressures and GMT masses, no significant differences can 
be observed. 

In the second example (cf. Fig. 6 b), the maxima of the temperature sensors occur with a time 
offset. Here, the melt seems to first hit the sensor in the outer areas of the cavity wall. Compared 
to T25-cavity wall, the maximum temperature offset is 40-50 K. At a maximum of 70°C, the 
temperature of the material is significantly below the melting temperature of the material, so that 
a clearly poorer flowability can be concluded. 

For temperature sensors T1-T4, which are aligned orthogonally to the press direction of the 87 
mm long rib, temperature offset of the GMT is even lower to the prevailing temperature in the tool 
(cf. Fig. 3 c). If the cavity is not heated, the maximum measured temperature is 40°C. If the cavity 
is heated to 90°C, the temperature of GMT is 100°C. It can be concluded from this that the 
outermost layer of material solidifies immediately on the cavity wall and the molding is driven 
from inside the structure. 

Further analysis of cavity pressure. 
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the measured cavity pressure sometimes differs significantly from the 

calculated forming pressure p. Insufficient pressure within the cavity can result in the GMT not 
being properly compacted. As a consequence, air pockets and fiber accumulations could result, 
since the pressure is not high enough to push fibers all the way to the bottom. In order to investigate 
this in more detail, the maximum ratio of the acting pressure ratio pr,max was determined for all test 
points for the pressure sensor p1 (cf. Eq. 1 and 3).  
 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 =

𝑝𝑝1,𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚

𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚
                                            (3) 

Fig. 7 below shows this ratio as a function of inserted GMT mass, rib length, glass fiber content 
and cavity temperature for both rib types. Low values for a 200 mm long rib for a cavity 
temperature of 25°C (cf. Fig. 7 a) are due to insufficient mold filling. It can be observed that the 
ratio can be increased up to 0.75 when the forming pressure and GMT mass are increased. A further 
increase is possible with a tempered cavity, but the maximum is at a value of about 0.85 (cf. 
Fig. 8 b). The above-mentioned ratios can be achieved with a reduced fiber content (PP 33) even 
with significantly lower GMT masses (cf. Fig. 7 a-b). 

Much less mass is required for the mold filling of the 87 mm long rib. Specimens prepared 
show that ratios of up to 92 % can be achieved even at low forming pressures and when using 
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GMT PP-GF52 (PP 52). At cavity temperature of 90°C and use of GMT PP-GF33 (PP 33), even 
a ratio of 1.0 is possible (cf. Fig 7 a-b). 

From the results, it is concluded that the moldability of GMT is more advantageous with lower 
fiber content and shorter ribs. This is justified by the lower flow resistance due to reduced fiber 
content and shorter material flow paths. The impact of a reduced pressure ratio on the mechanical 
properties must be determined by separate investigations. 

 
Fig. 7. Maximum pressure ratio of sensor p1 as a function of process parameters for a) cavity 

temperature of approx. 25°C and b) cavity temperature of 90°C. 
Qualitative fiber distribution.  
A low pressure ratio could mean that a homogeneous fiber distribution might not be present for 

a rib length of 200 mm. To investigate this in more detail, the results of the X-ray images of the 
ribs are presented and analyzed below. 

When analyzing the X-ray images of the 200 mm long ribs (cf. Fig. 8 a-e), it is noticeable that 
for the most part there is a very homogeneous fiber distribution. Only at a forming pressure of 
150 bar and a low material loading of 488 g there are larger voids (cf. Fig 8 a). Smaller voids in 
the base of the ribs cannot be completely eliminated for PP-GF52 by increasing forming pressure, 
GMT mass and cavity temperature (cf. Fig. 8 b-c). In comparison, there appear to be fewer voids 
for a PP-GF33 (cf. Fig. 8 d). Increasing the temperature to 90 °C almost completely eliminates 
them (cf. Fig. 8 e). 

 
Fig. 8. X-rays of the ribs with a length of 200 mm for different parameter combinations a)-e). 
The full height (200 mm) and approx. half of the width (145 mm) are shown starting from the 

cavity wall. 

 
Fig. 9. X-rays of the ribs with a length of 87 mm for different parameter combinations a)-d). The 
full height (87 mm) and approx. 75% of the width (217 mm) are shown starting from the cavity 

wall. 
 

In relation to the total rib length, the voids are significantly more pronounced in the 87 mm ribs 
(cf. Fig. 9 a-d). For PP-GF52, minimization is possible by increasing the cavity temperature 
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(cf. Fig. 9 a-b). For PP-GF33, the voids are again smaller, but complete elimination is not possible 
by tempering the cavity (cf. Fig. 9 c-d). 

Quantitative fiber distribution. 
 To determine the density, the ribs are divided into rectangular test pieces. For ribs with a length 

of 200 mm, the test pieces have a size of 20 mm x 20 mm and for ribs with a length of 87 mm a 
size of 10 mm (parallel to flow direction) x 20 mm. For comparison, an average value is calculated 
for each height row (cf. Fig 10 a-b). 

 

 
Fig. 10. Density measurements for both rib types with materials a) PP-GF33 and b) PP-GF52. 

 
For rib length 200 mm, it is noticeable that the density, despite decreasing cavity pressure, rises 

continuously with increasing rib depth. When using PP-GF52, the density is many times below the 
value from the data sheet for the starting material. It is possible that the prevailing pressure is not 
sufficient to cause enough compression for the large wall thicknesses. A lack of glass fibers is 
unlikely at this point (cf. Fig. 10 b). For PP-GF33, the density is more homogeneous, with a 
tendency to increase as well (cf. Fig. 10 a). 

In the deepest row, the density for PP-GF52 is significantly lower than in the penultimate row 
for many ribs. This will be due to the voids detected in the X-ray image. In contrast, for a high 
forming pressure and a tempered cavity, almost no drop is observed and the density value 
corresponds to the data plot for molded GMT. Obviously, an increased forming pressure, a 
sufficient amount of GMT and a tempered cavity leads to a satisfying compression and fiber 
distribution in the material (cf. Fig. 10 b). 

For the 87 mm long rib, the value for compressed GMT from the data sheet is achieved (almost) 
for all specimens in the first row. With decreasing rib depth, this remains relatively constant and 
decreases again more strongly in the last row. In this application, a strong decrease is also observed 
for PP-GF32 (cf. Fig. 10 a-b). Basically, the findings made correlate well with the X-ray images 
and the certain pressure ratios. Voids occur only in the lowest areas and are more pronounced in 
the geometry of an 87 mm long rib. This can be answered by the low demolding angle. 
Furthermore, the increased pressure ratios for the GF-PP33 and the 87 mm long rib result in 
improved compression. This can be compensated for a 200 mm long rib by a high forming pressure 
and tempering of the cavity. A sufficient amount of GMT is also essential. 
Summary 
In the research project, floor modules for delivery vehicles should be produced from GMT using 
the compression molding process. Due to the dimensions prevailing in the commercial vehicle 
sector and a topology optimization carried out, reinforcing ribs up to a length of 200 mm may be 
required to meet the mechanical requirements. This goes beyond the previous state of the art, so 
that it was necessary in this study to abstract two substitute geometries of the floor module and to 
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test the process for its suitability for this application scenario by varying the most significant 
process parameters (e.g. forming pressure, mass, temperature of cavity, fiber content). 

By analyzing the mold filling, the resulting process parameters (e.g. resulting pressures and 
temperatures in the cavity) and methods for qualitative and quantitative determination of the fiber 
distribution, a basic feasibility for the application in the commercial vehicle sector can be 
demonstrated. To prevent voids without any fibers, it must be ensured that the demolding angle of 
the cavity is greater than or equal to 1 °, sufficient amount of GMT is used (≥ 450 g), high forming 
pressure (≥ 150 bar) is applied and that the tool is heated (≥ 90 °C). 

The knowledge gained will be used for further design of the floor module. Nevertheless, further 
mechanical tests will have to be carried out to confirm the study carried out. Moreover, a process 
simulation with the 3DTimon software will be validated on the basis of the recorded measurement 
data. This is to be used in the final stage to predict the manufacturing process of the whole floor 
module. 
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Abstract. This research presents a methodology for the compaction characterization of 
thermoplastic prepregs with a twill weaving style under a range of parameters typical of the 
thermoforming process applied to magnesium alloy-based fibre metal laminates (FMLs). The 
compaction tests were conducted making use of a plate-to-plate mode testing setup. The through-
thickness and transverse width of the prepregs were evaluated on the FML specimen cross-section 
at varying compaction force and temperature. Significant deformations were observed at the lowest 
compaction force above the prepreg polymer melting point, whereas a further increase in the 
compaction force led to gradually smaller through-thickness and in-plane deformations. 
Additionally, a higher decrease in thickness and increase in width of the prepregs were detected at 
higher temperatures. 
Introduction 
Nowadays, the aerospace and automotive industries are facing more and more environmental and 
economic challenges to manufacture parts that have to meet the requested high standards. In 
particular, the energy efficiency in transportation can be enhanced by reducing the weight of their 
structures. FMLs, as a hybrid material system interlacing metallic and fibre-reinforced polymer 
(FRP) sheets (hereafter called prepreg), show high potentials for that thanks to the high strength-
to-weight ratio they offer, combined with good fatigue and impact [1] performances. 

The manufacturing of the FML components usually involves the forming of the metal and 
prepreg sheets into the designed shape individually, followed by the bonding of the two parts with 
adhesives [2,3]. However, this process chain necessitates a long time and use of several dies, 
which, overall, increase the manufacturing costs. On the contrary, thermoforming, as a single step 
forming technique, facilitates the manufacturing process since the forming and bonding of the 
metal and FRP sheets are carried out simultaneously at elevated temperature.  

It is worth underlining that, being the FML a hybrid system, the inhomogeneity in the metal 
and prepreg characteristics exacerbates the challenges of quality control during both the 
manufacturing step and subsequent in-service life of the formed component [4]. Therefore, a more 
comprehensive understanding of the metal and FRP sheets deformation mechanisms during 
forming becomes mandatory, also in the view of improving the FML formability. Among the 
deformation mechanisms arising during forming, the transverse flow of the prepreg significantly 
affects the performances of the formed component, especially in case of parts having a doubly-
curved shape and high thickness [5]. During deformation, the prepreg transverse flow may be 
induced by an uneven distribution of the normal pressure at the bending areas, where the polymer 
matrix is squeezed outwards transversely. As a result, a change in the fibre volume fraction is also 
obtained [6].  

The FML part thickness variation during the fabrication process significantly depends on the 
part geometrical features. In the stamping process of hat-shaped parts, a reduction of the thickness 
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was observed at the radii at the bottom as a consequence of high compaction forces [7]. Under a 
uniform normal pressure, the polymer matrix is squeezed transversely from the high-pressure 
region toward adjacent areas facing a lower load. Similar results were also presented in the [8] 
when stamping cup-shaped components: material accumulation was found in the bottom and side 
walls adjacent to the radii areas.  

Another potential driver behind the thickness variation of FML parts is the structure of the fibres 
within the prepregs. For uniaxially oriented, namely unidirectional (UD), prepregs, since the fibre 
can migrate with the resin along the transverse direction, only the matrix is squeezed along the 
longitudinal direction due to the inextensibility of the fibres [9]. While for the cross-plied UD or 
woven fabrics, even if the transverse behaviour can be limited to some extent due to the pin-joint 
structure [5], the influence of a normal pressure gradient on the nonuniform distribution of 
thickness cannot be neglected. 

The polymer matrix of the prepregs used in existing FMLs is either thermosetting or 
thermoplastic. Thermosetting polymers, such as the epoxy resin, have been widely used, such as 
the FMLs named GLARE [10]. However, their forming cycle is quite long due to the time needed 
for the thermosetting polymer curing process [11]. On the other hand, thermoplastic polymers 
represent an alternative solution thanks to some benefits such as good recyclability, outstanding 
toughness, and shorter forming time [12]. The thermoforming process applied to FMLs with 
thermoplastic resin-based prepregs has to be carried out at temperatures higher than the melting 
limit of the thermoplastic resin. Due to the high mobility and flow characteristics of the polymer 
matrix at elevated temperatures, its thickness dynamically varies at varying process parameters. 
After forming consolidation takes place, during which the molten polymer matrix transfers into a 
solid state by cooling down below its glass transition point. The compaction behaviour of cross-
plied UD carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastic tapes (CF/PPS and CF/PEEK) at different 
temperatures and normal pressures was investigated in [13]. Above their melting points, the 
thermoplastic polymers exhibit dramatic deformations, with higher in-plane deformations and 
gradually smaller through-thickness displacements as the temperature rises. 

To gain a comprehensive understanding of the deformation mechanisms arising during the 
thermoforming process applied to magnesium alloy-based FMLs with a PA6 thermoplastic 
polymer matrix, the compaction behaviour of the prepregs was experimentally investigated at 
varying thermoforming parameters. 
Materials and Methods 
Materials.  
The FMLs investigated in this study are made of two layers of AZ31B magnesium alloy sheets 
(thickness 0.5 mm) as skins and one layer of glass fibre-reinforced PA6 consolidated prepreg 
(Tepex® 102-RG600 (2)/47% Type B, thickness 1 mm) as core. The mechanical characteristics 
of the magnesium alloy sheets and prepregs in the as-received condition were determined by 
carrying out standard tensile tests (ISO-6892) on a 50 kN MTS™ 322 hydraulic dynamometer, see 
Table 1. The main material data of the prepregs are presented in Table 2.  
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of the AZ31B sheets and prepregs. 

AZ31B sheets  Prepregs  
Elastic Modulus 45 GPa Tensile modulus 18 GPa 
Yield Strength 158±2 MPa Tensile strength 380±5 MPa 

Tensile Strength 248±4 MPa Strain at break 2.3% 
Shear Modulus 16.7 GPa Flexural Modulus 16 GPa 
Poisson’s Ratio 0.35 Flexural Strength 300 ±5 MPa 

 
Table 2. Main characteristics of the prepregs. 

Layup Value Unit Longitudinal Transversal 
Fibre E-Glass  

Weaving style Twill 2/2  
Area weight (dry 

fabric) 
600 g/m² 

Yarn count 1200 tex 
Yarn density 2.5 2.5 1/cm 
Weight rate 50 50 % 

Fibre content  47 Vol-% 
Thickness per layer  0.5 mm 
Laminate density 1.8 g/cm³ 

 
Compaction tests.  
To assess how the prepregs behave during the thermoforming process, compaction tests with 

the above-mentioned material system were conducted on the testing apparatus shown in Fig. 1 (a). 
The prepreg is positioned in the centre of the AZ31B sheets, as shown in the sketch of Fig. 1(b). 
The width of the AZ31B sheets (40 mm) is twice that of the prepreg (20 mm), which facilitates 
the observation of the change in the width of the prepreg. The tests were performed on the MTS™ 
322 hydraulic dynamometer equipped with the MTS™ 651 environmental chamber for heating up 
the specimen to the testing temperature. To achieve a uniform temperature distribution, the 
apparatus is heated up for 1 hour before assembling the specimen. Afterwards, the metal sheets 
and prepreg stacked according to the sketch of Fig. 1 (b) are placed on the lower punch for 5 
minutes to assure they reached the target temperature (Tt). The force F is applied to the specimen 
in a controlled way when the upper and lower punches touch both the surfaces of the FML 
specimen, in a plate-to plate configuration. The normal pressure p can be calculated from Eq. (1), 
where A is the contact area of the prepreg with the metal sheets.  

𝑝𝑝 = 𝐹𝐹
𝐴𝐴
  (1) 
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Fig. 1. Compaction tests: (a) testing apparatus, and (b) sketch of the employed FML sample. 

 
Three levels of testing temperatures were selected to assess the effect of temperature on the 

compaction behaviour of the prepregs, namely 215℃, 235℃, and 255℃. Among them, 235℃ and 
255℃ are both above the PA6 melting temperature, which is 220℃, while the 215℃ testing 
temperature was selected to have a comprehensive evaluation of the prepreg compaction behaviour 
both below and above the melting point of the polymer matrix. To investigate how the FMLs 
behave differently under various levels of compaction force, the compaction tests were carried out 
at each testing temperature applying different forces, namely 40 N, 120 N, 200 N, 600 N,1000 N, 
and 2000 N, which is equivalent to the normal pressure varying from 0.1 MPa to 5 MPa. To be 
consistent with a typical thermoforming cycle, a ramp-dwell loading method was used as shown 
in Fig. 2: the force rises at 10 N/s to the target force (Ft) in the ramp period, followed by its holding 
in the dwell period for 240 s, after which the specimen is left to cool down to room temperature 
(Tr) still with the force applied to finish the consolidation process. For each testing condition, three 
tests were performed to assure the repeatability of the results.  

The tested specimens were saw cut along the A-A and B-B planes as shown in Fig. 3 (a), and 
then these two cross-sections were polished. The through-thickness and transverse width of the 
prepreg within the FML were measured by making use of a microscope. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental procedure of the compaction tests. 
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Results and Discussion 
Thickness variation.  
After the consolidation process at different forces and temperatures, the thickness of the prepregs 
was measured on the cross-sections shown in Fig. 3. Fig.4 reports the normalized thickness t/t0 
versus the compaction force F for the three levels of testing temperature. Overall, the measured 
thickness changes dramatically at temperatures below and above the melting point of the PA6 
polymer matrix. At 215℃, the thickness reduction is very limited, regardless of the compaction 
force, as the solid state of the polymer matrix at this temperature imparts thermally stable 
properties to the prepreg, resulting in an almost elastic response [11]. When testing above the PA6 
melting point, the polymer matrix viscous response induces a more obvious decreasing thickness 
at increasing loading. For both the testing temperatures above the PA6 melting point, the prepreg 
thickness decreased dramatically when the applied compaction force was lower than around 600 
N, then it remained stable at increasing compaction force.  

 
Fig. 3. Scheme of the prepreg thickness measurement method: (a) selection of the cross-sections, 

(b) before and (c) after consolidation. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Normalized thickness of the prepregs at varying compaction force.  

 
Fig. 5 shows the morphology of the FMLs in the cross-section when tested at 235°C under  

40 N, 600 N, and 2000 N compaction forces. When a compaction force of 40 N is applied, the 
warp and weft fibres within layer 1 and layer 2 are separated by the polymer matrix present in a 
high amount between them. At increasing compaction force, the gap between the warp and weft 
fibres becomes narrow as more polymer matrix together with some fibres is squeezed towards the 
adjacent areas; the warp fibres within layer 1 touch the weft fibres within layer 2 when the 
compaction is 600 N, which is shown by the neglectable gap between them in Fig. 5 (b). Fig. 6 
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shows the micrograph of the edge of the FML at 600 N compaction force. The concurrent pattern 
of squeezing flow, also known as shear flow (namely the resin pushes the fibres transversely), and 
bleeding flow (namely the resin bleeds out without shifting the fibres) enables the high 
compressibility of the prepregs. At the same time, the undulation of the weft yarns is gradually 
flattened at increasing compaction force, inducing a more uniform distribution of the warp fibres 
between these two plies of weft fibres. As more warp fibres in the middle area along the thickness 
direction are squeezed out, the gap between the two plies of weft fibres becomes narrower. When 
there are not enough warp fibres separating these two plies of weft fibres, two plies of weft fibres 
with the same orientation meet each other thus acting as an individual ply with a larger thickness 
as shown in Fig. 5 (c), which is relevant to 2000 N compaction force. Due to the PA6 lower 
viscosity at 255℃ than at 235℃, the higher flow and mobility of the polymer matrix facilitate the 
squeezing flow of the resin together with the fibres from the centre to the edge areas, which causes 
a further reduction of the prepreg thickness for the same loading conditions.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Morphology of the FMLs on the cross-section tested at 235℃ under (a) 40 N, (b) 600 N, 

and (c) 2000 N compaction force. 
 

 
Fig. 6. SEM image of the edge of the FML at 235 ℃ under 600 N compaction force. 
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Width increase.  
The compaction force promotes a redistribution of the fibres and matrix via a transverse 

squeezing that influences the prepreg width. Fig. 7 shows the normalized width w/w0 versus the 
compaction force F for the three levels of testing temperature. As expected, like the through-
thickness compaction behaviour, no changes in the prepreg width can be observed at 215°C testing 
temperature, regardless of the applied compaction force. When the testing temperatures are above 
the PA6 melting point, the normalized width increases at increasing compaction force, but for 
values lower than 600 N, whereas, for higher compaction force values the normalized width 
reaches a steady state. The transverse widening observed in experiments was shown to grow in 
tandem with the increase in temperature. As a result of its lower viscosity at these temperatures, 
the molten polymer matrix is able to transfer the load to the fibres, which permits an increased 
motion of the polymer matrix and fibres.  

 
Fig. 7. Normalized width of the prepregs at varying compaction force. 

Summary 
In this research, the compaction behaviour of thermoplastic prepregs with a twill weaving style 
under a range of parameters typical of the thermoforming process applied to magnesium alloy-
based FMLs was investigated. By conducting compaction tests, the through-thickness and 
transverse width of the prepregs within the tested FMLs at different loading conditions were 
measured and compared. The main findings can be summarized as follows:  

• When testing below the melting point of the polymer matrix, the prepregs exhibit no 
significant variations in the thickness and width. Above the melting point of the polymer 
matrix, a dramatic decrease in the thickness and an increase in the width of the prepregs 
were observed.  

• Most of the compaction occurred when the compaction force was below 600 N, above 
which a compaction limit was reached with just slight variations in the prepreg thickness 
and width.  

• Moreover, the lower viscosity of the polymer matrix at higher temperatures allows for a 
greater compaction.  

The results of this experimental research of this study are the basis for the analytical modelling 
of the compaction behaviour of the PA6-based prepregs with a twill 2/2 weaving style at elevated 
temperatures, which will be further implemented into FEM to predict the thickness distribution of 
thermoformed FMLs with doubly-curved shapes. 
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Abstract. Process simulation software for hot press forming is a vital tool for the development of 
complex continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic parts for structural applications. The 
simulation tools need to be accurate to truly facilitate the design stage, which in turn requires 
accurate material characterizations and constitutive models. The material forming behavior is 
composed of different deformation mechanisms, one of which is the separation of adjacent plies 
or delamination. Currently, the resistance against delamination or ply-ply adhesion is modeled as 
a constant tensile stress that needs to be overcome, the value of which is based on an educated 
guess. To date, no standard exists to characterize this material property for thermoplastic matrix 
composites (TPC) in melt. Hence, we discuss and evaluate several methods to measure ply-ply 
adhesion of TPCs. The most promising approach, a so-called probe test, was further pursued and 
a setup was designed and manufactured for the use in a rheometer. Subsequently, we measured the 
required normal force to separate two C/LM-PAEK tapes in melt. Repeated tests on the same 
specimen resulted in an increasing adhesive peak force, which we relate to a change in the amount 
and distribution of the matrix material at the ply’s surface. The peak force increased also with 
increasing compression time and pressure. We found a reasonable correlation of the average 
measured peak force with the values currently assumed in simulation software. 
Introduction 
Hot press forming is an attractive technology to manufacture small to medium-sized parts from 
continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastic blanks through remelting and reshaping. The process is 
rapid, cost-effective, and automatable. Complex parts can be produced with tailored lay-ups based 
on unidirectional (UD) fiber reinforced tapes using automated fiber placement (AFP) or automated 
tape laying (ATL) processes [1]. Moreover, thermoplastic matrix composite (TPC) parts can be 
welded to create large structural components [2]. However, the development of a proper 
production line becomes increasingly difficult with more complex parts and materials, as defects 
like forming-induced wrinkles could occur. 

The development stage of a new part is facilitated by process simulation software that provide 
design engineers the tools for virtual design iterations and, with that, reduce trial-and-error costs 
[3,4]. The predictions of these simulations need to be accurate, especially on defect generation, to 
truly enable first-time-right defect-free manufacturing. In turn, accurate predictions require 
accurate material characterization and constitutive modeling to properly describe the material 
behavior during forming. Hence, different deformation mechanisms that occur during forming are 
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commonly considered, which can then be characterized and modeled separately to capture the 
material’s forming behavior.  

One of the considered deformation mechanisms is delamination [5], which describes the 
separation of adjacent plies during the hot forming process. The resistance against delamination, 
or the ply-ply adhesion, is currently often described as a constant tensile stress based on an 
educated guess [3] or as a certain adhesion stiffness [6]. Moreover, the adhesive tension (normal 
direction) as used in numerical simulations indirectly affects the friction between adjacent plies 
(tangential direction) through the use of a penalty method that models the normal pressure in the 
ply-ply contact [5]. In our recent work [7,8], we investigated the ply-ply friction response to 
improve the constitutive friction modeling, for which the coupling with ply-ply adhesion of TPC 
in melt needs to be investigated in more detail as well. A standard to characterize the ply-ply 
adhesion for TPC in melt is to the best of our knowledge not defined. 

The study of Mulye et al. [9] seems to be the only one that dealt with characterizing the ply-ply 
adhesion of TPCs in melt. These authors used a DMA with only the molten matrix material to 
measure the polymer melt strength as function of the debonding rate, which was subsequently used 
in a forming simulation for a fiber-reinforced PA-66 part to improve the prediction of local 
discontinuous plies (patches). Although the prediction of the patch’s position and orientation 
improved, characterization of only the matrix material itself could result in an overestimation of 
the ply-ply adhesion, especially for plies with high fiber volume fractions. Contrary, the fibers 
were included in studies on the characterization of ply-ply adhesion of thermoset composites [e.g. 
10-13], using different methods.  

Given the above, this research aims to develop a setup and method to measure the required 
normal force to separate TPC tapes in melt for the characterization of ply-ply adhesion.  
Background 
The mechanisms and factors influencing ply-ply adhesion of TPCs will be presented in this section 
together with a brief description of some experimental methods to measure adhesion. 

Ply-ply adhesion.  
The creation of a bond between two molten TPC plies that are brought into contact develops 

through two mechanisms [14,15]. First, intimate contact or sufficient wetting needs to be 
established, meaning that the polymer chains of both surfaces are in close physical contact. 
Secondly, at locations with intimate contact, the polymer chains interdiffuse over the interface to 
form an entangled network, a process referred to as healing.  

The formation of intimate contact is hindered due to the asperities on the ply’s surface. Hence, 
the degree of intimate contact can be enhanced by applying a normal pressure. A lower viscosity 
of the polymer also promotes intimate contact formation. Thus, the time required for intimate 
contact depends on the applied pressure and polymer viscosity. The presence of fibers at the 
surface leads to local dry fiber-fiber contacts, which do not contribute to the formation of a strong 
bond. Therefore, Çelik et al. [16] proposed an effective intimate contact, considering only the 
intimate contact of matrix-rich areas in a study on contact development of UD C/PEKK tapes with 
AFP. Squeeze flow and percolation of matrix material increase the effective intimate contact. 

The healing process starts once the polymer surfaces are locally in intimate contact. The 
polymer chains diffuse and form entanglements across the interface, leading to a fully entangled 
network comparable to the one in the bulk. The time required to establish this state depends on the 
polymer dynamics, for which generally de Gennes’ theory of reptation is used [17]. A typical time 
in this theory is the reptation time, which denotes the required time for a certain polymer chain to 
escape from its initial configuration and, with that, form new entanglements with neighboring 
chains. According to Wool et al. [14], the strength of an interface grows through interdiffusion 
with time to the power ¼ and a fully entangled structure is achieved at a timescale comparable to 
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the reptation time, which is probably in the order of less than a second for the polymer melt 
considered here [18].  

The timescales involved in ply-ply bonding of TPCs are, however, not so straightforward, as 
experimental studies found hundreds of seconds for healing [15,19] or intimate contact formation 
[20]. Polymer degradation, reducing the chain mobility, could have affected the healing process in 
the study of Avenet et al. [15], while the relatively long timespan for intimate contact formation 
found by Levy et al. [20] is probably due to the low consolidation pressure applied (1.34 kPa). 

Adhesion test setups.  
Adhesion was frequently characterized for thermoset composites for a variety of purposes as 

well as for the performance of (pressure-sensitive) adhesives. An overview of the different 
methods found in literature is visualized in Fig. 1 [21,22]. Crossley et al. [22] designed a setup to 
peel prepreg tape off a surface (Fig. 1a). A comparable test method is the T-peel test (ASTM 
D1876) [23], the fixed arm peel test [23], and the floating roller peel test (ASTM D3167), as 
visualized in Fig. 1b-d, respectively. For all four tests, the adhesion is quantified by gradually 
peeling surfaces from each other. Other techniques for adhesion characterization are the probe 
[10,12] and loop test (ASTM D6195), schematically illustrated in Fig. 1e and 1f, respectively. An 
interface is created by bringing the surfaces into contact and the formed adhesion can subsequently 
be measured by pulling. The probe and loop test are based on a more direct separation of the 
surfaces in normal direction, though the loop test actually features a combination of peeling and 
pulling.  

 
(a) Crossley Test 

 
(b) T-Peel Test 

 
(c) Fixed Arm Peel Test 

 
(d) Floating Roller Peel Test 

 
(e) Probe Test 

 
(f) Loop Test 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of several testing methods to measure adhesion [21,22]. 
 

Design of the Test Setup 
A brief concept evaluation will be presented first followed by the final design of the test setup.  

Concept evaluation.  
From the four peel methods (Fig. 1a-d), we expect that the T-peel test  

(Fig. 1b) would suit the best for the use with TPCs, as it avoids the use of moving or rolling parts 
and the specimen can be pre-consolidated to form the ply-ply bond, closely resembling the 
situation in actual hot press forming. Contrary, the formed contact with the loop test (Fig. 1f) is 
not predefined and the stiffness and geometry of the loop will affect the measurement. The probe 
test will be more robust regarding contact formation and probably results in a more straightforward 
separation by pulling compared to the loop test.  

Preliminary experiments were conducted with both the T-peel and probe method to determine 
the best suitable approach. During testing with the T-peel method, unwanted movement of the 
specimen due to slight misalignments and/or the convective heat flow in the oven resulted in 
variations in the pull force. Further, this measured force is a combination of adhesive failure and 
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tape Prepreg  

tape 
Prepreg 
tape 

Prepreg 
tape 

Prepreg 
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Prepreg 
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bending of the specimen. Contrary, the pull force measured with the probe test can directly be used 
to calculate an apparent tensile stress for adhesive failure, as considered in simulation software for 
hot press forming. The probe tests was also slightly easier regarding specimen mounting and test 
cycle time. However, we observed slippage of the specimen in the clamps during the probe tests 
and specimens tended to bend in the force direction. These effects need to be minimized to reduce 
variations and to obtain a pure ply-ply adhesion measurement. All in all, the probe test was found 
the most promising. 

(a) (b)  
Fig. 2. Test setup mounted in an Anton Paar MCR501 rheometer (a) and (b) exploded view of 

the test setup with top and bottom fixture featuring direct connections for the rheometer. 
 
Setup design. 
The probe test fixture as used for the preliminary tests was further developed. The final setup 

mounted in an Anton Paar MCR 501 rheometer is shown in Fig. 2a. An exploded view of the 
designed setup, consisting of a top and bottom fixture out of stainless steel with direct connections 
for the rheometer is shown in Fig. 2b. The clamps at either side of the fixtures can be used to fix 
the TPC tapes. The usable surface area of each fixture is 40x20 mm2, resulting in an overlap area 
of 20x20 mm2 in case of a 0°/90° interface. Protective layers out of steel, measuring 40x20x1 mm3, 
were used to shield the fixture from the molten polymer and served as a backing material for the 
TPC tape (see Fig. 2b), as will be discussed in the next section. 
Experimental Work 
Materials.  
The composite material used in this research consisted of a unidirectional (UD) carbon-fiber 
reinforcement with a pre-impregnated LM-PAEK thermoplastic matrix. The tape, known as 
TC1225 C/LM-PAEK, was manufactured by Toray Advanced Composites. The melting 
temperature equals 305°C, according to the manufacturer.  

Specimen preparation.  
The tape material was supplied in 12 inch rolls, from which 39x18 mm2 strips were cut with the 

fibers in the longitudinal direction. The strip width was chosen slightly smaller than the width of 
the fixture to ensure that the whole specimen was supported. The matrix material at the ends of the 
strips was removed using a blow torch to improve the clamping of the specimen in the setup. Next, 
a co-consolidation step was used to bond a strip to the protective metal plate. A bond between the 
metal plate and the tape material stronger than the ply-ply adhesion avoids parasitic bending of the 
specimen during testing, i.e. the metal served as a rigid backing material. Strips were placed on 
the protective layers in an oven at a temperature of 330°C under a slight pressure (around 50 kPa) 
for 10 minutes. The specimens were dried overnight before testing.  
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Test procedure.  
Two co-consolidated strips were clamped in the top and bottom fixture of the test setup (see 

Fig. 2b) to form a test specimen. The fixtures were then mounted in an Anton Paar MCR501 
rheometer and the oven was set to the test temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡. A nitrogen flow was applied to avoid 
degradation during testing. A schematic illustration of the experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 
3. The tapes at the top and bottom fixture were brought into contact with a controlled compression 
force 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐, resulting a normal pressure 𝑝𝑝, for a compression time 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐. After 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐, the force was put to 
zero for a short period of time 𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥 to ensure a force reading equal to zero at the start of the 
measurement. Subsequently, a constant upward displacement rate �̇�𝜆 was applied to the top fixture 
to separate the plies, yielding a peak force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Besides the force, the time 
𝑡𝑡 and displacement 𝜆𝜆 were logged as well with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The measured 
data was smoothed with a Gaussian filter with a 50 points window to suppress the high-frequency 
scattering.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Experimental procedure used to measure ply-ply adhesion. 

 
Experiments.  
All tests were performed at a temperature of 340°C and a displacement rate of 0.05 mm/s. In a 

first series of experiments, the effect of repeated testing of the same specimen on the peak force 
was investigated. Repeated tests on the same specimens, under different conditions, greatly 
reduces the experimental time required for a full characterization of the ply-ply adhesion. A normal 
pressure of 15 kPa was applied for 120 s followed by separation of the plies, which was repeated 
for ten times and performed for three specimens. 

In a second series of tests, we investigated the effect of the compression phase on the subsequent 
ply-ply adhesion force by varying the compression time and pressure as listed in Table 1. The 
measurements were conducted in triplicate and a fresh specimen was used for each test. The longer 
compression times marked with an asterisk were only measured with a pressure of 15 kPa.  

 
Table 1. Test matrix for the second series of tests to investigate the effect of the compression 

phase. Compression times marked with * were tested only with a pressure of 15 kPa.  

Parameter Input Unit 
T 340 °C 
�̇�𝜆 0.05 mm/s 
𝑝𝑝 3, 15, 31 kPa 
𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 10, 30, 60, 120*, 240*, 480* s 
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Microscopy.  
The ply’s surface in the contact area was analyzed using a Keyence VHX-7000 digital 

microscope before and after testing to investigate whether the test invoked changes in the surface 
morphology of the tape. Micrographs were made from tapes in pristine state and after being 
measured for 3 and 12 times. 

 
Fig. 4. Normal force versus displacement curves for a single specimen measured ten times with a 

compression phase (time of 120 s and pressure of 15 kPa) between each run. 
Results 
The normal force-displacement curves of a specimen tested repeatedly for 10 times are shown in 
Fig. 4. A clear peak adhesion can be observed followed by a gradual decrease in force towards 
zero at full separation around 0.3 mm. The peak force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 gradually increases with increasing 
number of repetitions. The average trend of 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 over three specimens as function of the number 
of tests is shown in Fig. 5a. The error bars denote the standard deviation, indicating a large spread 
between the specimens. The increase in 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 with succeeding tests is further visualized in Fig. 5b, 
in which 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 is normalized with the first measured peak force for each of the three specimens.  

 

(a)  (b)  
Fig. 5. Average peak force with number of repetitions (a) with the error bars denoting the 

standard deviation over three specimens and (b) normalized peak force with repetitions for each 
of the thee specimens measured. 

 
The effect of the compression phase on the measured peak force is shown in Fig. 6a and 6b 

through varying the compression time and applied pressure, respectively. A longer compression 
time or higher pressure resulted in a higher 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥. Within the chosen experimental window, the 
peak force continued to grow without showing a sign of an asymptotic value. Even for the tests 
conducted with an extended compression time at a pressure of 15 kPa (see Fig. 6a), a limiting 
value for the peak force was not reached.   
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(a)  (b)  
Fig. 6. Effect of the compression phase on the measured normal peak force through (a) the 

compression time and (b) the applied pressure. 
 

Micrographs of the surfaces of the plies before and after testing are visualized in Fig. 7. The 
pristine state, shown in Fig 7a, clearly shows the fiber direction with matrix material distributed 
over the whole surface, shown by the lighter shade areas in the micrograph. The matrix material 
tended to form clutters in the contact area on the ply’s surface after three repeated adhesion tests, 
as visualized in Fig. 7b. We observed a partition on the ply’s surface, as highlighted in the 
micrograph by the red line, with contact (left) and non-contact (right). With more repetitions, the 
clutters formed into larger patches of matrix material, as visualized in the micrograph of a ply’s 
surface tested for 12 times (see Fig. 7c). Note that the micrographs only show a small part at the 
boundary of the ply-ply contact, though the observations outlined above a more general and apply 
to the whole contact area.   

(a) (b) (c)  
Fig. 7. Micrographs of the ply’s surface (a) in pristine state and after tested for (b) 3 times and 
(c) 12 times. The red line approximately corresponds to the border between contact (left) and 

non-contact (right). The matrix material is visible by the lighter shade color. 
Discussion 
Repeated tests.  
The peak force increased with the number of repetitions on the same specimen (see Fig. 5), 
meaning that reconsolidation of a specimen in the setup affects the subsequent ply-ply adhesion. 
The change in adhesion after repeated reconsolidation suggests to measure a specimen only once, 
consequently increasing the experimental time required for a full characterization of the ply-ply 
adhesion. More importantly, this reconsolidation effect disputes the representativity of the initial 
consolidation to simulate the actual ply-ply bond during hot press forming. Based on the 
experimental observations and the micrographs of the ply’s surface as shown in Fig. 7, we believe 
that the force increase relates to a change in the amount and distribution of the matrix material in 
the contact area after repeated testing. The formation of clutters and larger patches of matrix 
material may be due to polymer strings between the top and bottom ply. These polymer strings 
tend to pull matrix material towards the ply’s surface during a ply-ply adhesion test. Once a 
polymer string fails, the polymer settles in clutters on the ply’s surface. With more repetitions, 
more matrix material gathers at the surface, forming larger agglomerates and increasing the 
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subsequent peak adhesive force. A change in the matrix material itself through degradation was 
found less probable to explain the increase in ply-ply adhesion based on control tests without 
nitrogen and DSC measurements. 

Besides the increase in adhesion with repeated testing, quite a large spread was obtained on the 
measured peak force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 as indicated by the error bars in Fig. 5a. This variation could be 
attributed to local variations in the fiber volume fraction at the ply’s surface, leading to different 
effective intimate contacts between the specimens. Preliminary tests with an additional layer of 
matrix material in the ply-ply interface substantiated this idea of a change in effective intimate 
contact, as we measured a lower spread in 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 (not shown here).   

Effect of the compression phase.  
In the second series of tests, the effect of the compression phase on the measured peak force 

was investigated using fresh specimens for each test (see Fig. 6). The peak force increased with 
increasing compression time and pressure, as expected from literature. A higher pressure enhances 
the formation of effective intimate contact, resulting in a higher adhesion [15,16]. The timespan at 
which we observed an increase in ply-ply adhesion is also comparable to findings in earlier 
research on TPCs [15,19,20]. It remains unclear which mechanism, either intimate contact 
formation or healing, dominates this behavior. A ¼ power relation between force and time seems 
to appear at longer compression times, suggesting a healing process, though more experiments are 
required to validate this trend. 

An apparent tensile stress 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 can be computed through dividing the measured peak force by 
the total surface area of 18x18 mm2, which can be used in process simulation software to describe 
the ply-ply adhesion. The maximum apparent tension values for different compression times and 
pressures are listed in Table 2, which are of the same order of magnitude as considered elsewhere. 
For example, Haanappel [5] estimated an adhesive tensile stress of 100 kPa for forming 
simulations with C/PEEK using the software package AniForm [4]. Recently, the tensile stress 
was lowered in an update on AniForm based on advancing insight. Lastly, Mulye et al. [9] found 
an average tensile stress of 6.2 kPa in their research on a thermoplastic composite with a PA-66 
matrix. 

The compression phase in the ply-ply adhesion tests was necessary to create a bond between 
the two ply’s surfaces that were brought into contact. Ideally, the created ply-ply bond mimics the 
one present in pre-consolidated blanks or in layups produced with AFP or ATL to properly 
simulate the actual hot press forming process. However, the exact time and pressure that should 
be used for the compression phase remains unclear. Future research could be to investigate which 
values for the compression time and pressure should be used to mimic a certain process or the use 
of pre-consolidated specimens could be considered. 

 
Table 2. Maximum apparent tensile stress 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 in ply-ply adhesion for different compression 

times 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 and pressures 𝑝𝑝 computed from the measured peak force and the surface area. 

𝝈𝝈𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 [kPa] 𝒕𝒕𝒄𝒄 [s] 
10 30 60 120 240 480 

𝒑𝒑 [kPa] 
3 0.3 0.7 1.1 - - - 
15 3.7 5.3 11.2 22.1 31.2 47.5 
31 8.5 15.5 19.9 - - - 

Summary 
A setup was designed and manufactured to measure the required normal force to separate two 
plies, or the ply-ply adhesion, of thermoplastic matrix composites (TPC) in melt. The design is 
based on a so-called probe test, as used in adhesion tests for thermoset composites, and can be 
mounted in a rheometer. TPC tapes were brought into contact for a certain compression time under 
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a controlled pressure, after which the formed bond was separated with a constant upward 
displacement rate while measuring the normal force. Repeated adhesion tests on a single specimen 
with a compression phase between each run resulted in an increase of the normal peak force, 
implying that a fresh specimen needs to be used for proper ply-ply adhesion characterization. The 
increase in force was attributed to the formation of clutters and patches of matrix material in the 
contact area on the ply’s surface, increasing the peak force after each adhesion test. 

Increasing the compression time and applied pressure resulted in an increase of the peak force. 
A higher pressure is expected to increase the formation of intimate contact, consequently 
increasing the ply-ply adhesion. The compression time could affect the peak force through both 
the formation of intimate contact and the healing process. The latter mechanism might prevail as 
the force versus time curve seems to follow the typical ¼ power law relation, though the data is 
not conclusive enough on this aspect. Future work is to determine suitable parameters for the 
compression phase to mimic the ply-ply bond as formed in pre-consolidated blanks or after the 
AFP or ATL process. 
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Abstract. Abdominal wall hernia repair mostly involves the implantation of a synthetic mesh 
material. The link between the mesh microstructure, mechanical behaviour and clinical outcome 
is still not fully understood, complicating the selection of a suitable patient-specific mesh. Here, 
we created a parametric 3D model of a synthetic mesh based on X-ray microfocus computed 
tomography (XCT) images. The model was implemented in a TexMind Warp Knitting Editor 
software and then exported for finite element model (FEM) analysis. This model allows better 
understanding of the mechanical behaviour of the mesh and identifying the influence of single 
structural parameters that are essential for the design of the mesh. We also used the XCT-based 
filament paths to directly build a FEM, representing all 3D structural details of the as-produced 
product. Whilst the mechanical analysis of the mesh is feasible, important difficulties are 
identified, related to the initial relaxed mesh contacts configuration and necessity of the mesh 
pretension in experiments and calculations. 
Introduction 
An abdominal hernia is a medical condition in which an internal organ partially protrudes through 
the surrounding structures, i.e. the musculofascial layers of the abdominal wall. There is a lifetime 
risk for inguinal hernia of about 27% for men and 3% for women. Consequently, abdominal wall 
hernia repair is among the most frequently performed surgeries, and it is mostly performed on 
adults younger than 65 years old [1]. Hernia repair involves in most cases the implantation of a 
synthetic mesh material to substantially reduce the rate of hernia recurrence [2,3]. Nowadays, a 
wide range of mesh types is available for the surgeon to choose from in terms of polymer type 
(degradable or not), fibre structure (mono- vs. multifilament), textile structure (woven vs. knitted), 
strength, stiffness, elasticity, pore size, weight per area, etc. [4]. Depending on the manufacturing 
process, synthetic meshes can be divided in woven, non-woven or knitted (weft or warp). 
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Nowadays, however, most commercially available meshes are fabricated by warp-knitting since it 
allows to achieve the desired mesh properties, both structurally and biomechanically [5]. 

Clinical outcome and postoperative quality of life are strongly influenced by the structural and 
biomechanical properties of the mesh, [6]. Biomechanically, the mesh should ideally behave in a 
similar manner to the native tissues of the abdominal wall, whilst being able to withstand the in 
vivo mechanical loads, as internal abdominal pressure can reach values up to 20 kPa [7]. Current 
mesh designs generally can withstand the high forces within the abdominal wall, but often have 
anisotropic characteristics concerning elasticity. In that case, mesh positioning should conform to 
the elasticity of the abdominal wall. However, many of the biomechanical tests used in vitro for 
the mechanical characterization of synthetic meshes currently still lead to inconsistent and non-
robust results. Only scarce information is available on the biomechanical behaviour of the meshes 
after implantation, which if present strongly relates to the biocompatibility of the material and 
consequent tissue ingrowth. There is, hence, a need for better understanding of the structural 
changes during loading and the in vivo effects on mechanical properties of the meshes to be able 
to improve their design. 
State-of-the Art of Warp-Knitted Meshes Modelling and Mechanical Characterisation 
The warp knitting technology provides a unique possibility to produce structures, which satisfy all 
technical requirements for hernia repair [8, 9]. Especially the mesh type fabrics produced by fine 
mono-filaments have excellent seam slippage characteristics – the longer chains of loops remains 
stable during deformation [10]. At the same time knitted meshes provide a reduced contact area 
with a foreign body, hence decreasing the risk for granuloma bridging and providing sufficient 
open space for tissue ingrowth [11]. 

The mechanical response of surgical warp-knitted meshes is studied in [12-15]. The mesh 
biaxial tension and shear mechanical response is studied experimentally in these papers (including 
in-vivo measurements). In [16] the mechanical response of the mesh represented as a membrane is 
modelled, which advances this work towards a model of a warp-knitted loops in a mesh structure. 
These developments are included in a general “landscape” of geometrical and mechanical models 
of warp-knitted fabrics [17-20]. The available geometrical models create an idealized 3D sketch 
of the fabrics, which does not represent the relaxed state of the material and has to be refined using 
mechanical modelling with finite element method (FEM). 

X-ray Microfocus Computed Tomography (XCT) provides the opportunity for direct 
observation and modelling of the 3D geometry of textiles [21], including knitted fabrics [22] in a 
relaxed or loaded state. In the present paper we compare parametric FEMs of a warp-knitted 
surgical mesh created using the TexMind software [20] and a “digital twin” of the real mesh, with 
an XCT-based FEM. These fine-tuned parametric models would allow optimization of the surgical 
mesh in future work. 

Developments of the XCT-based geometrical models and simulation of their mechanical 
behaviour is well-aligned with similar studies of the composite reinforcements under forming [23]. 
Materials 
A DynaMesh®-CICAT Visible mesh (FEG Texiltechnik, Aachen, Germany) was used in this 
study. This mesh is designed for the extraperitoneal repair of primary ventral (umbilical, 
epigastric) and incisional hernias [24]. This anisotropic large pore surgical mesh is a monofilament 
(+/- 100 µm) polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, grade SOLEF 1008 of Solvay Solexis) mesh with 
black orientation strips (Fig. 1a) that act as guides in the correct positioning of the implant during 
surgery, for conforming to the elasticity of the abdominal wall. Moreover, the black orientation 
filaments, are impregnated with iron oxide for allowing MRI visibility of the mesh. The PVDF 
filaments provide good biocompatibility, as they induce less granuloma formation and are less 
affected by degradation and embrittlement when compared to their polypropylene-based 
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counterparts [25, 26]. The warp-knitting pattern used in this mesh is the key to tear propagation 
resistance and provides the desired high porosity of the mesh.  
 

 
Fig. 1. The surgical mesh DynaMesh®-CICAT: (a) a photo; (b) XCT 3D rendering. 

 

XCT Registration and Analysis of the Mesh 3D Image 
A 2 cm by 2.5 cm piece of the DynaMesh®-CICAT surgical mesh was placed in between two half-
cylinder Styrofoam parts to keep the fabric straight, while preserving a relaxed state. The assembly 
was slid into a polysulfone (PSU) sample holder and mounted on the rotation stage of a Bruker 
SkyScan 1172 scanner, equipped with a closed Hamamatsu 100 kV/10 W microfocus X-ray tube, 
and a 12-bit detector of 4000 × 2700 pixels. The acquisition parameters are listed below (Table 1). 
Cross-sectional imaging reconstruction was performed by applying a filter back-projection 
algorithm in the BRUKER SkyScan software NRecon, with a post-alignment filter to optimize the 
center of rotation value and a median filter to improve the signal to noise ratio. 
 

Table 1. XCT acquisition parameters. 

Tube Voltage [kV] 37 Detector Rows 1332 
Tube vCurrent [µA] 234 Detector Columns 2000 
Tube Power [W] 8,7 Exposure timing (ms) 215 
Hardware filter None Voxel size (µm) 8,94 
Rotation step [deg] 0,4 Frame Averaging 3 
Sector scan [deg] 180 Random movement ON 
Detector binning 2x2   

 
XCT-based 3D voxelized structures are not suitable as input for mechanical modelling as the 

voxels create stepped surfaces, which result in an unrealistic and erroneous mechanical behavior 
in the modelling. Therefore, the aim was to perform a finite element meshing of each individual 
filament in the surgical mesh structure, extracted using the Avizo XFiber module (Fig. 1b), 
allowing to obtain smooth filament surfaces.  
Transformation of the XCT Dataset Into a FE Model 
The transformation of the XCT dataset into a parametric FEM started with the processing of the 
filament segment nodes and points, by visual inspection of the location and interpenetrations. The 
original points that represent each filament segment are replaced with interpolated points, with an 
inter-point distance of 178 μm. This distance allows representing the filament segment without 
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over-constraining the spline or losing information. The distance is controlled by the smaller radius 
of curvature, where more points are needed. 

With the new equidistant points, a spline is created that serves as the base for a path pultrusion, 
allowing the creation of each individual yarn. It is possible that for some tight curvature radii, a 
spline can be created, but a pultrusion of the specified fibre diameter will not provide realistic 
results, as it generates self-penetrating fibres. Here, having the equidistant points comes in handy, 
as it is possible to manually edit the points in question and reduce the curvature radius. 

To reduce the required computational resources, a general element size of 100 μm was used in 
the model. One fibre had a high curvature, forcing to reduce the element size to 20 μm, to avoid 
negative volumes (Fig. 2a, inset). The boundary conditions were set for biaxial tension (Fig. 2b). 
 

a b  c 
Fig. 2. FE models based on the XCT image, Abaqus (a), with boundary conditions for biaxial 

tension (b), and exported from TexMind for LS Dyna (c). 
Parametrical Modelling of the Warp Knitted Structures 
Fig. 3 shows the knitting pattern and the idealised geometrical model of the warp-knitted mesh. 
Depending on the run-in settings on the machine (derived yarn length per 480 loops) and the 
bending stiffness of the monofilament yarns the loops will be formed with different geometry. A 
more stiff filament, at sufficiently large yarn length, forms wider loops, while lower yarn length 
per loop, and material with lower bending rigidity, forms narrow loops. The yarn length per loop 
influences the possibility for slippage of the yarn during deformation, and in this way wider and 
larger loops will result in a larger initial elongation and a lower elasticity modulus. 

 

a b 
Fig. 3. Pattern of common warp knitted fabrics for production of hernia mesh, lapping and 

threading notation (a), idealised geometrical model (b), by TexMind Warp Knitting Editor [20]. 
 

The idealized geometrical model can be refined by adjusting the loop centre position in the 
horizontal direction, based on the sum of the horizontal projections of the resulting forces of all 
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yarns during the knitting process, the flexibility or stiffness coefficient and a scaling factor [19]. 
Fig. 4 represents the reconstructed FE geometry of one unit cell of the investigated mesh structure, 
compared with the parametrically modelled one. From the XCT image the yarns can be well-
recognized. The loops move not only around the horizontal axis, but they rotate as well under the 
influence of the yarn tension. Such a rotation of the knitted cells is not implemented yet in the 
parametrical model, but this can be an extension of the model in the future, in a similar way as the 
correction of the horizontal loop centre position.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of the parametrically modelled structure, two different machine gauges (a,b) 

with the one obtained by XCT analysis (c). 
 

The parametric modelling of the warp knitted structure is performed without information about 
the available yarn length per loop. Two figures with different machine gauge (spacing between the 
needles) and level of side deformation are visualised at Fig. 4a and 4b and they still have different 
configurations than the reconstructed geometry Fig.4c. The reconstructed geometry shows longer 
loops in the transition areas between the single linear elements, which can be achieved as well with 
larger run-in for these steps on computer-controlled machines. For the proper modelling in such 
case an iterative process with variation of the loop length per each loop and comparison of the 
simulated and extracted geometry is required, but its implementation is a complex procedure.  

The modelled warp knitted fabrics store the coordinates of the single yarns in the memory and 
as files with lists of 3D coordinates. During the application of explicit FEM software for the 
modelling process, the element length influences the integration time step. In order to keep all 
elements with equal length, the curves of the yarn paths are fitted with cubic splines, and then 
starting from the first node of each yarn, the next node for export for FEM is located from the yarn 
path so, that the element length remains constant to the value, specified by the user (0.25 mm in 
this case). The computed nodal coordinates are saved as a text file for LS-Dyna or Abaqus, with 
the required format as nodes, and then elements between these are placed by interpolation. The 
complete process is implemented as C++ library, using The Visualization Toolkit (VTK) for 
visualisation and processing. The model exported in LS Dyna is shown in Fig. 2c. 
Modelling of the Biaxial Tension of the Mesh 
Biaxial tension on X and Y directions with the equal displacements U0 on the two axes was applied 
in LS Dyna to the FE model, exported from TexMind and in Abaqus for the XCT-based model. 
Fig. 5 shows the calculated displacement – force diagrams. The initial regions with low resistance 
are corresponding to the regime of unbending of the filaments and transition of the loops to the 
locked condition. In XCT-based model, Fig. 5a, this region exhibits certain resistance to loading, 
albeit low. For the loading in X direction this low stiffness behavior continues till the end of the 
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calculation. The inset in Fig. 5b shows details of this region for TexMind model. The jumps and 
negative force values correspond to the resolving of contacts caused by the sliding of the yarns. 
The forces in this region in this model should be taken as zero. After the loops are locked, the 
resistance is given by the elongation of the yarns. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Biaxial tension diagrams, calculated for the XCT-based digital twin in Abaqus (a) and for 

the idealised model in LS Dyna (b).  
 

The graphs in Fig. 5 are plotted without specification of the absolute values of force and 
displacement, because in the present calculations FE convergence problems have forced us to use 
quite arbitrary values for the filaments and contact properties, based on the FE convergence 
requirements rather than on the physics. However, the present results allow making certain 
observations, which highlight difficulties in achieving true-to-life calculations. 

The transition-to-locking regime depends very much on the fabric conditions and pre-tension 
(not accounted for in the calculations). This most probably explains the fact that in TexMind 
calculations, the force is the same in both directions: TexMind model operates with ideal distances 
between the filaments in the loop contacts. In the XCT-based model apparently the fabric is looser 
in X than in Y direction, which also corresponds to the behavior described by the manufacturer  
(dyna-mesh.com) The pre-tension will be “the must” for the experimental measurements and for 
the future modelling, as it allows stabilization of the initial tension conditions. 
Summary 
We have created geometrical and mechanical models for warp-knitted abdominal wall meshes. 
The models are built as “digital twins” with the help of 3D imaging with XCT, and using design 
of 3D mesh structures with TexMind software. XCT represents exact knitting pattern, so should 
theoretically result in the most accurate simulations. TexMind possesses the ability to virtually 
tweak the knitting pattern and, in that way, to optimize the pattern in terms of mechanical behavior. 
As such, we would able to optimize current mesh designs, or even come up with new mesh patterns 
that more closely resemble the mechanical behaviour of native fascia tissue. 

We developed a methodology of 3D image acquisition of surgical abdominal meshes with XCT 
and methods and routines for creation of FE models for the real meshes on micro-level. The 
analysis of the mechanical behavior of a complex mesh under biaxial tension is feasible, whilst 
important difficulties are identified for development of true-to-life finite elements modelling. In 
future work, the limitations of the present study will be tackled to obtain models of the larger part 
of the mesh (as in Fig. 1b), a more precise reproduction of the knitting pattern and an experimental 
validation of the mechanical properties. 
  

https://en.dyna-mesh.com/dynamesh-cicat-gb/
https://en.dyna-mesh.com/dynamesh-cicat-gb/
https://en.dyna-mesh.com/dynamesh-cicat-gb/
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Abstract. Understanding the mechanical properties of carbon fiber reinforcements is necessary 
for the simulation of forming processes. A unit-cell mesoscopic model provides a tool to 
implement virtual material characterizations which can be served as an input for macroscopic 
modelling, avoiding complex experimental tests and significantly reducing calculation time. 
Meanwhile, the occurrence of some local defects during the forming process, such as the gapping, 
would be easier to be detected through a mesoscopic approach. In this research, a novel mesoscale 
model for biaxial non-crimp fabric is developed based on the geometry measured from the results 
of X-ray tomography. A hyperelastic constitutive law is applied to the fiber yarns which are 
considered as a continuous medium. One type of unit-cell model is chosen and validated through 
a comparison with experimental tests and its in-plane shear behavior is studied.  
Introduction 
Biaxial non-crimp fabric (Bi-NCF) is increasingly used nowadays due to its higher lightweight 
potential and lower cost of manufacturing in various areas such as aeronautics and automotive [1]. 
Unlike a woven fabric, its fiber yarns in both directions are straight without any undulations and 
each of them is bound with a stitching loop along a specific direction that can be adapted to a 
desired formability [2]. Different stitching patterns strongly effect the final mechanical properties 
and drapability of the Bi-NCF [3,4]. Some optical observation methods were carried out by many 
researchers in order to better understand the internal geometry of NCFs, which is a critical step for 
the mesoscopic modelling [5,6].  

In the literature, macroscopic approaches are commonly used to predict the forming behavior 
of fibrous reinforcements [7-10]. However, such an approach may encounter difficulties when 
predicting some local defects, such as the gapping which occurs when the two adjacent yarns move 
away from each other and leave an empty zone without fibers. These gapping defects are often 
detected through a numerical result of the in-plane transverse strain at this macroscale [7,11]. 
Furthermore, yarn-yarn and also stitch-yarn slippage, which usually occur in non-crimp-fabrics, is 
hard to be seen via a macroscopic continuum approach. An alternative is using microscopic 
approaches, where each filament of the fiber yarn is modelled by beam or solid elements. This 
micro-model is realistic but complex and time-consuming. Therefore, mesoscopic approaches are 
much more used on the Biaxial-NCF or even UD-NCF [12,13]. 

Mesoscopic modelling considers each fibrous yarn as a solid medium and the surrounding 
stitches are modelled by finite beam or bar elements. The contact behavior between the stitches 
and yarns are considered as well. Therefore, the local deformation of NCFs, such as the yarn’s 
compression, the slippage between yarns and stitches, as well as the development of gap, is visible 
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at this scale. This work aims to develop and introduce a unit cell mesoscopic model in commercial 
software Abaqus, on which virtual material characterization can be conducted and different 
stitching pattern can be analyzed.    
Unit Cell Mesoscopic Model  
In this research, a 0°/90° carbon fiber biaxial 
NCF with a polyester tricot stitching is selected. 
The two layers are bound together during the 
production process with loop formation in the 
warp direction. The fiber yarns in the warp 
direction which are characterized with a “Z” 
stitching pattern are shown in Fig. 1a, and the 
weft fiber yarns are shown in Fig. 1b. Its areal 
weight is 600 𝑔𝑔/𝑚𝑚2. 

 
In order to better understand its internal 

geometry, an X-ray tomography was firstly 
carried out, as shown in Fig. 2a. Several 
geometrical parameters, such as the width and thickness of weft and warp fiber yarns, the knitting 
position (where the stitch passes through the two layers of fiber yarns), the initial gap between 
fiber yarns, were measured to serve as input for the mesoscopic model.  
 

     
(a)                                                              (b) 

Fig. 2. Geometry of NCF (a) X-ray tomography (b) tricot stitching pattern schema [24]. 
 

The cross-section shape of the fiber yarns was assumed to be circular, flat, elliptic or biconvex 
in several researches [14-16].  In this study, the yarn’s section was built as a half elliptical shape 
and the yarn is considered to be straight as an ideal initial configuration. The tricot stitch pattern 
is shown in Fig. 2b. It is complex to observe the stitch geometry since some of stitch yarns are 
hidden between the fiber yarns. Researchers use tracer fiber techniques to extract the stitching path 
[6] and define mathematical equations to describe these explicitly [17]. For an example of stitching 
loop shown in Fig. 2b, the A, B, C and D points are the knitting position where the stitch yarn goes 
through the two layers of fiber yarn. Their locations can be confirmed from tomography results. 
From A to B and C to D, two elliptical equations are respectively used to describe the stitch yarn 
to wrap around the weft and wrap yarn. From A to C is a straight line to describe the piercing 
stitch. Through repeating these steps, the whole stitching pattern can be generated. After 
assembling the fiber yarns and stitches, a simulation of the shrinkage of the stitch is carried out in 
order to tighten the initial loose structure and realize the interaction between the yarn systems [18]. 

 

         (a) Warp                          (b) Weft 
Fig. 1.  carbon biaxial non-crimp fabric 

architecture. 
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Fig. 3. Modeling of biaxial NCF. 

 
One selected type of unit cell model is shown in Fig. 3. It has the smallest size to contain at 

least one entire stitching loop and is able to represent the entire mechanical properties of the NCF. 
A half yarn position is chosen as this model’s boundary rather than the gap position because it will 
not break the stitching loop connection (which is point D in Fig. 2b). Otherwise the separation of 
stitches may happen which requires additional boundary conditions.   
Boundary Conditions and Periodicities  
It is assumed that the biaxial NCF is a periodic medium if the internal slippage is neglected and in 
order to guarantee this periodicity, appropriate kinematic boundary conditions need to be imposed 
on the unit cell so that it can represent the mechanical property of entire fabric [19]. The 
displacement field 𝜑𝜑�𝑋𝑋� of the structure can be split into two parts, as shown in Fig. 4: the 
macroscopic displacement field 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚�𝑋𝑋� which is known since it is the input of the simulation and 
the periodic local displacement 𝑤𝑤�𝑋𝑋� which is unknown [20,21].  

 
Fig. 4. Initial and deformed periodic structure, displacement field. 

 
This can be expressed as: 

𝜑𝜑�𝑋𝑋� = 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚�𝑋𝑋�+𝑤𝑤�𝑋𝑋�                                                      (1) 

To ensure the periodicities, it is necessary to make sure that the local displacements of two 
opposite sides 𝑋𝑋+ and 𝑋𝑋−  are equal 

 

𝑤𝑤�𝑋𝑋+� = 𝑤𝑤�𝑋𝑋−�                                                              (2) 

Then the boundary conditions can be obtained as: 

𝜑𝜑 �𝑋𝑋+� −𝜑𝜑�𝑋𝑋−� = 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚 �𝑋𝑋+� −𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚�𝑋𝑋
−�                                         (3) 
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Mechanical Behavior of the Fiber Yarn and Stitch 
In this study, the polyester stitch was modelled by two-node beam elements and was considered 
as a linear elastic material. A traction test was carried out to measure its tensile stiffness.  A 
hyperelastic constitutive law which had been proposed by A. Charmetant [22] was used for the 
carbon fiber yarn.  

Hyperelastic constitutive law.  
The fiber yarn is specific as it contains thousands of filaments of carbon fibers, giving it high 

tensile stiffness and relatively low shear stiffness. From the cross-sectional images at the 
microscopic scale, the two-point covariance, which represents the probability that two points 
separated by a distance x to belong to the same phase of the fiber, looks similar along the width 
and thickness of each fiber yarn [20]. Thus, it can be assumed that the spatial distribution of these 
filaments inside the yarn is isotropic and the fiber yarn is considered to be transverse isotropy. 
Four deformation modes are used to describe the fiber yarn’s behavior, which are the elongation 
along the fiber direction, the compaction of the cross section, the transverse shear (distortion of 
the cross section), and the longitudinal shear along the fiber direction, as shown in Fig. 5.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Four deformation modes of fiber yarn (a) elongation (b) compaction of cross section (c) 

transverse shear (d) longitudinal shear. 
 

Thus, the deformation gradient tensor, 𝐹𝐹, which allows the transformation of fiber yarn from 
its initial position 𝑋𝑋 to its deformed position 𝑥𝑥, can be split into four matrixes associated with these 
four deformation modes.  

�𝐹𝐹� = �𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔� ⋮ �𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐� ⋮ �𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑� ⋮ �𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑ℎ�                                              (4) 

The hyperelastic equation defines the material’s elastic strain energy potential based on the 
strain state. Four physically based invariants 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,  𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ,  𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ are defined as a function of 
the classical invariants 𝐼𝐼1 to 𝐼𝐼5 of the right Cauchy Green strain tensor 𝐶𝐶 and then used to describe 
these different deformation modes.  

These classical invariants are expressed as: 

𝐼𝐼1 = 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒(𝐶𝐶),  𝐼𝐼2 = 1
2

(𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 �𝐶𝐶�
2
− 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒(𝐶𝐶2)), 𝐼𝐼3 = 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑(𝐶𝐶) 

𝐼𝐼4 = 𝐶𝐶 ∙ ̇𝑀𝑀,                     𝐼𝐼5 = 𝐶𝐶2 ∙ ̇𝑀𝑀                                                  (5) 

where 𝑀𝑀 is a structural tensor defined by a unit vector of preferred direction 𝑀𝑀, i.e. the fiber 
direction: 

𝑀𝑀 = 𝑀𝑀  ⊗   𝑀𝑀                                                                   (6) 

The four physically based invariants are introduced in [22] and expressed as: 
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𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 1
2
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝐼𝐼4 ,  𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1

4
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝐼𝐼3

𝐼𝐼4
) ,  𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 1

2
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝐼𝐼1𝐼𝐼4−𝐼𝐼5

2�𝐼𝐼3𝐼𝐼4
+ �(𝐼𝐼1𝐼𝐼4−𝐼𝐼5

2�𝐼𝐼3𝐼𝐼4
)2 − 1) ,  𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ = � 𝐼𝐼5

𝐼𝐼42
− 1  (7) 

Then, the deformation energy is assumed to be the sum of the energies of these four 
deformation modes: 

𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹) = 𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒� + 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐� + 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) + 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑ℎ(𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ)                       (8) 

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is defined as 

𝑆𝑆 = 2 𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶 = 2(𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔

𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶 + 𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐

𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐
𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶 + 𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶 + 𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑ℎ

𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶 )                  (9) 

Experimental tensile tests and compaction tests on woven fabric and single fiber yarn were 
carried out in several previous researches [22,25]. Since the studied Bi-NCF is also made of 
carbon fibers, the same material parameters are temporarily used and are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Parameters of the constitutive model for the yarn. 

Deformation mode Strain energy function Material parameters 
Elongation 𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒� =

1
2
𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒=108500 N 

Compaction 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�
= |𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑐𝑐      0   𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 > 0  
𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐=1.25 Mpa    𝑃𝑃 = 1.84 

 
Transverse shear 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) =

1
2
𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑=0.6Mpa 

Longitudinal shear 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑ℎ(𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ) =
1
2
𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑ℎ𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑ℎ2 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑ℎ=2Mpa 

Numerical Study 
The virtual tests such as the elongation tests or compaction tests can be done on the unit cell model. 
In this study, an in-plane shear simulation was carried out to validate this unit cell model through 
comparing the deformed geometry and the shear force with the experimental results, after 
assuming that the shear deformation is uniformly distributed. Fig. 6a shows the in-plane shear 
deformation schema. The nodes at the bottom corner were fixed and the nodes at the top corner 
were stretched. The unit cell length was 10 
mm, and the displacement of the stretched 
nodes was set up as 5 mm. The deformed 
configuration of this unit cell is shown in Fig. 
6b. During the shear deformation, it can be 
seen that one segment of stitch is always 
stretched and another one is compressed. The 
fiber yarns are also compressed by the 
tightened stitches. In order to validate the 
deformed geometry, the yarn’s width as well 
as the gap are measured. They all show a good 
agreement with the experiments. 
  

          (a)                                      (b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Schema of an in-plane shear 

deformation [26] (b) Deformed unit cell model. 
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       The shear angle during this deformation can be expressed as: 

𝛾𝛾 = 𝜋𝜋
2
− 2𝜃𝜃 = 𝜋𝜋

2
− 2(√2𝐿𝐿+𝐷𝐷

2𝐿𝐿
)                                                         (10) 

where L is the unit cell length and D is the displacement. 
In order to compare with the experimental results, the reaction force 𝐹𝐹 which is measured at 

the fixed nodes is normalized by the frame length [23]: 

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛 = 𝐹𝐹∙𝐿𝐿
√2𝐿𝐿+𝐷𝐷

/𝐿𝐿                                                                     (11) 

The simulation results of normalized shear force and shear angle are shown in Fig. 7, showing 
a good agreement with the experimental results. 

 
Fig. 7. Shear force normalized vs. shear angle. 

Summary 
A unit cell mesoscopic finite element model with explicitly described geometry of fiber yarns and 
stitches is proposed in this study. This model is validated through an in-plane shear simulation, 
where the shear force and the deformed geometry are in good agreements with experimental 
results. It shows that this model is able to conduct virtual material characterization and 
significantly reduce the necessary amount of experimental tests. Furthermore, the geometry of 
stitches and yarn’s section can be easily adjusted which allows for the analysis of different stitching 
patterns, with the opportunity to develop tailored NCFs with optimized deformation behavior for 
specific applications.  

The hyperelastic constitutive law that is applied on carbon fiber yarns in this study does not 
consider the bending behavior which is necessary when conducting forming simulation and 
analyzing gapping defect. The generalized continua approach is needed to be developed and 
implemented in the future work.  
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Abstract. Validation of composites forming simulations is essential to improve simulation 
predictions. Detailed validation requires reliable and well-controlled forming processes with 
precise methods for comparison to simulation results. This study presents some preliminary results 
from press forming experiments with cross-ply laminates shaped over a dome geometry. The 
material studied is a unidirectional carbon-fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite. The forming 
experiments were combined with a deformation measurement technique based on photogrammetry 
to measure the in-plane deformation on the surface of the laminate after forming. The obtained 
full-field deformation measurements allow for a direct and quantitative comparison with 
simulations. The accuracy and precision of the methodology are discussed in detail. The 
combination of a versatile forming experiment and a detailed analysis method as presented in this 
article could enable a more precise validation of composite forming simulations.  
Introduction 
The development of composite forming simulation models based on finite elements has already 
resulted in various commercial implementations to date. [1] These high-fidelity design tools can 
be used to address challenges in the complex relation between part design, process design and the 
occurrence of defects through the prediction of deformation and stress during processing. In this 
way, virtual design iterations using simulations allow engineers to mitigate some of the risks 
associated with production delays, unforeseen costs and wasted material.  

However, like any model, composite forming simulations will have inherent limitations in terms 
of accuracy and precision. Moreover, because simulations are generally an ideal representation of 
reality, they cannot always account for material variability or uncertainties in boundary conditions. 
The prediction of wrinkling is a particular challenge in composites forming, because these defects 
can be relatively small compared to the overall geometry and the physical buckling phenomenon 
underlying this defect is sensitive to the aforementioned variabilities and uncertainties. Therefore, 
validation efforts are required to evaluate the limitations of current simulation models. Knowing 
the discrepancies properly can serve as a basis for future improvements to composites forming 
simulations. 

This article follows up a previous publication [2] where a dome was used to study wrinkling 
with changing laminate geometry and layup on a simple generic toolset. Wrinkles were observed 
more easily by not closing the press fully and careful choice of the boundary conditions allowed 
the material behavior to dominate over handling influences in the result. Those results already 
taught a lot about the material’s limitation in forming. However, for validation, the wrinkling can 
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mainly be used as a qualitative measure, limiting the accuracy due to subjective interpretation. 
Wrinkling quantification may be possible through measurement of the laminate surface and an 
appropriate wrinkling metric, such as local curvature as featured in the work of Dörr et al. [3] 
Nevertheless, a quantitative comparison of wrinkles may still be complicated due to the variability 
in exact shape, size and location of individual wrinkles and folds. Hence, despite wrinkling being 
the predominant defect of interest, it only allows for an indirect way to validate many of the 
complex inputs (e.g. material models) to the simulation.  

In a related field of study, sheet metal forming, a well-established technique to validate 
simulations is the measurement of the deformations. Hence, professionalized and automated 
implementations of such systems, for example the ARGUS system by GOM Metrology [4], could 
serve as a source of inspiration to further develop high-end techniques applicable to composites 
forming. For metal forming, typically, a polka-dot pattern with a 1-5 mm resolution is applied to 
the blank using direct printing or chemical etching. The deformed pattern after forming is digitized 
using photogrammetry and used to calculate major strain, minor strain and thickness reduction. 
These quantities may be compared against simulations directly or related to forming defects 
through a forming limit diagram.  

In composites forming the main deformation of interest is arguably the reorientation of the fiber 
direction(s), or the related shear angle [5]. Limited extensibility in fiber direction will have a 
pronounced effect on the overall deformation, resulting in dominant shear behavior and local 
thickening rather than thinning. The fiber directions may be tracked intuitively using drawn 
lines [6], a tracer in the fabric [7,8] or directly from the materials’ inherent pattern [9,10]. 
However, full field strain measurements, using photogrammetry for example, provide a more 
complete picture of the local deformations. Haanappel et al. [11] have applied photogrammetry on 
a dot pattern to measure the deformation from stamp forming thermoplastic composites, allowing 
correlation of the measured shear strains on the top surface with simulation results. Sachs et al. [12] 
extended this technique by applying a pattern on both sides of the laminate to measure the relative 
movement of the outer plies through the thickness direction, used to validate ply-ply slip and 
friction in the simulations. Kunze et al. [13] showed that photogrammetry can even be applied on 
internal plies of a layup through CT measurements and a pattern applied with a special paint for 
good x-ray contrast.  

This article presents a study where the versatile dome forming experiment is combined with a 
deformation measurement technique based on photogrammetry. The resulting measured 
deformation fields enable a quantified means to directly validate the in-plane material behavior in 
composite forming simulation models. By varying the blank dimensions and layup, the dome 
experiment allows for a wide range of deformations, highlighting the influence of the various 
underlying deformation mechanisms. However, in this study the layup will be limited to cross-ply, 
because of the pronounced role in-plane shear deformation has during forming and the direct link 
with wrinkling defects through the other dominant deformation mechanism, namely bending.  

On a historical side note, there is a striking resemblance between the study described in this 
article and the work by Martin et al. [14] published 30 years ago. However, the capabilities of 
modern day computer simulations require a more detailed and quantified look into the local 
deformations, making this topic ever more relevant today. 
Method 
In preparation for the forming experiments, flat laminates were prepared from Toray TC1225 and 
Solvay APC materials, both are unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite 
tapes typically applied in the aerospace industry. Some datasheet characteristics on these materials 
are collected in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Material characteristics, from datasheet [15,16]. 
 Toray TC1225 Solvay APC 
Fiber T700 AS4D 
Fiber areal weight [g/m2] 145  145 
Fiber volume fraction [%] 59 59 
Matrix LM-PAEK PEKK-FC  
Resin content by weight [%] 34 34 
Glass transition temperature [°C] 147 159 
Melting temperature [°C] 305 337 
Consolidated ply thickness [mm] 0.14 0.14 

 
Laminates were press consolidated from loosely stacked plies inside a picture frame mold, with 
multiple laminates separated by caul sheets and release agents applied to all tooling surfaces. 
Solvay APC was consolidated at 375°C, 10 bar for 15 minutes and Toray TC1225 at 365°C, 10 bar 
for 20 minutes. Finally, blanks were cut to final dimension using a water cooled diamond saw. 
Blanks were dried at 120°C overnight and press formed the same day. The test matrix for the 
forming experiments is comprised of different layups and blank dimensions according to Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Test matrix with number of formed blanks for combinations of width and layup.  

The same test matrix was used for both materials. 
  [0/90]2s [45/-45]2s [90/0]2s [0/90]4s 

W
i
d
t
h 

40 mm 2   2 
80 mm 2   2 
110 mm 2   2 
140 mm 4 2 2 2 

      

 # Plies 8 16 
 Length 295 mm 380 mm 
 Thickness ≈ 1.1 mm ≈ 2.2 mm 
 Tool gap 3.1 mm 4.2 mm 

 
Prior to forming, a dot pattern was applied in a rectangular grid to all blanks, see Fig. 2a. Dots 

are spaced 5 mm apart with a 1.7 mm diameter and the grid is aligned with both fiber directions in 
the layup. The pattern is painted onto the laminate using a heat resistant silver spray paint and a 
mask in the form of a sticker. This mask was cut using a CNC-plotter and applied to the laminate 
using transfer tape to prevent deformation. 

Press forming was conducted on the 200 ton Pinette Emidecau Industries press at TPRC, in 
which the same procedure was applied as previous research [2]. Steel tooling was used having a 
square base and a hemisphere dome shaped cavity, with dimensions according to Fig. 1. The 8-ply 
laminates use a 1.1 mm nominal cavity, where it is 2.2 mm for all 16-ply laminates. The tool 
temperature was 220°C for all experiments. 
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Fig. 1. Hemisphere tool set illustration with dimensions in millimeters. A single male punch is 

used in combination with two female dies for specific nominal cavity sizes. 
 

The forming process cycle consists of suspending the blank in a shuttle frame, equal to the 
previous study [2], with the dot pattern facing downwards towards the female die tooling. The 
blank was then heated to 365°C for Toray TC1225 or 375°C for Solvay APC inside an infrared 
oven, before a quick automatic transfer places it between the press tooling, which close to form 
the part. The velocity of the tool is approximately 100 mm/s initially and switches to 20 mm/s 
when the tools are spaced 10 mm apart. No consolidation pressure was applied, instead a fixed 
tool gap was used according to Table 2.  

The deformation measurement method and calculation is similar to the study of 
Haanappel et al. [11], which utilizes photogrammetry to digitize the dot pattern on  formed parts. 
First, the part is photographed in a dedicated photography set-up with adequate lighting, a remote 
control turntable, a surface with reference marks and polarizing light filters to cancel out unwanted 
specular reflections. A Sony DSC-RX100M3 digital camera was used with a small aperture (f/8) 
and a low iso-number (200) for a large depth of field and high picture quality. Each part was 
photographed from 16 equidistant angles around the part, at a fixed elevation. An example photo 
is shown in Fig. 2b. 

 

 

  

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 2. (a) Dot pattern on undeformed laminate (b) Formed Solvay APC [0/90]2s 140 mm wide 

part in photography setup (c) Digitized dot pattern in the PhotoModeler [17] software with 
camera positions for individual photos. 

 
These photos were subsequently analyzed in the photogrammetry software PhotoModeler [17] 

First, all visible dots are marked for each photo. Then, the software optimizes for the camera 
orientation and parameters to determine the locations of each dot in 3D space, including a 
confidence region. A reference length is used to scale the point cloud to real world length units. 
An example of a final PhotoModeler project state is shown in Fig. 2c. The undeformed 
configuration was not analyzed with photogrammetry, but assumed to match the design of the 
paint mask pattern. Finally, points are sorted to have corresponding node locations and meshed 
with a triangular element topology that is the same for both configurations. 
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Fig. 3. Vector definitions in initial (left) and deformed (right) configurations. 

 
The deformation can now be calculated for each triangular element by comparing the deformed 

configuration with the initial configuration, see Fig. 3. Elements in the initial configuration are 
defined by three nodes in 3D space (𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2,𝑋𝑋3), linear shape functions, two fiber directions (𝐹𝐹1,𝐹𝐹2) 
and a local coordinate system. The deformed configuration is similar, but has unknown fiber 
directions still. The deformation gradient tensor 𝑭𝑭 is readily calculated from the shape functions 
[18] based on the 2D nodal coordinates in their respective local coordinate systems. 

The deformation gradient tensor maps the fiber directions to the deformed configuration using   

𝑓𝑓1 = 𝑭𝑭 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹1      and     𝑓𝑓2 = 𝑭𝑭 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹2 .                                                                                                  (1) 

And, based on the difference in fiber directions between configurations, the shear angle is 
calculated using 

𝛾𝛾 = cos−1(𝑓𝑓1 ⋅ 𝑓𝑓2) − cos−1(𝐹𝐹1 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹2),                                                                                             (2) 

based on unit fiber directions. Although only a single fiber direction is present on the outer ply, 
it is assumed that the second fiber direction on the ply below behaves according to the same 
deformation gradient. The latter term in equation 2, the initial fiber angle, is 90° for all laminates 
considered in this article. Next, the Green-Lagrange strain can be calculated from the deformation 
gradient according to 

𝑬𝑬 =  1
2� (𝑭𝑭𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝑭𝑭 − 𝑰𝑰) ,                                                                                                                      (3) 

where 𝑰𝑰 is the second order identity tensor.  Standard tensor coordinate transformation rules are 
applied to align it with the first fiber direction. Finally, results calculated for each element are 
averaged component wise in the nodes for continuity arguments.   
Results 
Only six parts in Solvay APC material were analyzed for in-plane deformation due to an identified 
issue,  which will be addressed in the discussion section. Pictures for each of the formed parts are 
nevertheless included in the digital dataset that is published alongside this article. 
Fig. 4 shows the obtained results for a Solvay APC [0/90]2s dome with a width of 140 mm. Three 
components of the Green-Lagrange strain show that the majority of the deformation occurs in shear 
(xy-component). Most shear deformation is located in the four corners, near the base of the 
hemisphere, with a 10-13° shear angle at maximum. The shear deformation is not exactly 
symmetric over the vertical axis because the laminate was not centered over the dome geometry. 
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Fig. 4. Deformation results for a Solvay APC [0/90]2s dome 140 mm wide. The xx-direction is 
based on the local fiber direction, originally in length direction of the laminate. 

 
Four distinct areas with significant compressive normal strain in xx-direction (fiber direction) are 
observed, which correspond with the locations of the wrinkles on the formed part. In the vicinity 
of a wrinkle the material is concentrated, bringing points closer together, therefore showing a 
compressive strain. The transverse strain (yy-component) has a band of positive strain values 
running in length direction  over the dome, which could be related to transverse flow deformation. 
Near the wrinkles the distorted elements result in local high and low values for the transverse 
strain.  

 
Fig. 5. Results for six domes from Solvay APC. Above: Absolute shear angle. Below: Strain in 
fiber direction (approximately indicated using an arrow). (a) [0/90]2s 40mm (b) [0/90]2s 80mm 

(c) [0/90]2s 110mm (d) [0/90]2s 140mm (e) [45/-45]2s 140mm (f) [0/90]4s 140mm. 
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Fig. 5 shows the most relevant results for each of the six parts analyzed. Subfigures (a)-(d) show 
parts with the same [0/90]2s layup and a varying width. It is observed that the shear deformation 
increases with width and the deformation is propagated more from the base of the dome towards 
the edge of the laminate. However, for the 110 mm and 140 mm wide parts the shear deformation 
is close to zero on the far left and right edge below the dome, indicating a sudden drop in in-plane 
deformation. This finding corresponds with the observations for the Green-Lagrange xx results in 
Fig. 5a-d, where wrinkling is indicated for widths of 110 and 140 mm by compressive strain. The 
results obtained for these parts thereby illustrate the interrelation between in-plane deformations, 
in particular the presence of local wrinkling, and the resulting decrease in shear deformation 
elsewhere in the part.  

The part with a [45/-45]2s layup in Fig. 5e shows a completely different shear deformation 
pattern and no compressive strain in fiber direction. Indeed, no wrinkling was observed on this 
part. Therefore, this is possibly an interesting validation case for simulations due to the reduced 
influence of bending whilst still introducing large shear deformation.  

The part with a [0/90]4s layup in Fig. 5f has the same typical shear deformation pattern in the 
four corners as the 8-ply variant, however, less shear deformation is propagated from the base of 
the hemisphere to the part edge, which may be related to the longer laminate length. Also, some 
deformation is concentrated around the two PI-tapes that were used to handle the molten laminate 
throughout the press forming process, indicated with magenta lines in Fig. 5f. This means that the 
influence of the tape cannot be neglected for this forming process, possibly due to adhesion and 
friction with the laminate, or an effect on the local laminate temperature. 
Discussion 
Because of the goal to use these deformation measurements for accurate validation of forming 
simulations, the discussion in this article focusses on the several aspects concerning the accuracy 
and precision of the methodology and its results. 

Fig. 6 shows the element values for absolute shear angle. The element value is an intermediate 
result in the calculation, right before the nodal averaging is applied to obtain Fig. 5. For some 
parts, a pattern of lines is observed in these element value, possibly indicating an accuracy issue. 
Interestingly, this pattern cancels out during the nodal averaging step in the calculation, hence they 
are not observed in Fig. 5. Moreover, it seems that not all parts suffer equally from this artifact, 
meaning it is an inconsistent error in a fixed methodology. 
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Fig. 6. Element values of the absolute shear angle. Subfigures a-f correspond with Fig. 5, in 

which the nodal values are plotted. 
 

The cause for the observed element value artifacts was found in the application method of the 
dotted pattern onto the undeformed laminates. Fig. 7 shows a zoomed photo of an undeformed 
laminate, where alternating rows of dots are shifted horizontally. The same issue was found for 
the pattern in the paint mask sticker. Possibly, the scanning strategy of the plotter introduced this 
relatively repeatable error. The shift was quantified to be approximately 0.2 mm from a leftover 
sticker. 

 
Fig. 7. Zoomed area of an undeformed laminate. A distortion is observed in the dot pattern 

where every other row has a horizontal shift. 
 

Due to the repetitive nature of the error, a correction was attempted by manually assigning a 
0.2 mm displacement to every other row of nodes in the undeformed configuration. This technique 
allows to resolve the striped patterns in the element values observed in Fig. 6c and 6d. The parts 
in Fig. 6a and 6f don’t seem to have any issues, therefore not requiring any correction. Finally, 
parts in Fig. 6b and 6e have an inhomogeneous error and correction only works successfully for 
some areas. The effect on the nodal values is mostly zero, since alternating plus and minus 
contributions are averaged to zero in central node locations. However, non-zero contributions 
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remain in the nodal values on the edges of the part. The magnitude of which can be understood 
geometrically from the angle formed by the distortion and the grid size, through ∆𝛾𝛾 = �0.2

5
� ≈ 2.3° . 

Hence, it may be concluded that the inaccurate placement of the pattern resulted in a significant 
loss of accuracy for the nodal values on the edge of the part. Moreover, because the error can be 
inhomogeneous and inconsistent between parts, it is impossible to truly correct for.  

The precision of the photogrammetry technique used to measure the locations of the dots in the 
deformed configuration will inevitably lead to a precision for the in-plane deformations measured. 
The PhotoModeler software [17] output includes precision values on the x-, y- and z-coordinates 
for each node, specified as one standard deviation for a normal distribution. This probability can 
be propagated using Monte Carlo simulation to assess its influence on the nodal values for each of 
the in-plane deformation results.  

 

 
Fig. 8. Solvay APC [0/90]2s 140mm wide. (a) Euclidean length of the precision vector (standard 

deviations on x- y- and z-positions) (b) Standard deviation on the nodal absolute shear angle, 
obtained using Monte Carlo simulation from the precision on node positions. 

 
An example is shown in Fig. 8 for the 140 mm wide [0/90]2s part in Solvay APC. The precision 

on the nodal positions, resulting from the photogrammetry analysis, is shown in Fig. 8a. It is 
observed that the majority of points was determined with a standard deviation of about 0.015mm 
on its 3D position, with a few outliers. Subsequently, a thousand meshes in the deformed 
configuration were sampled, with each node position based on individual normal distributions in 
x-, y- and z-direction. The resulting in-plane deformation values are approximately normally 
distributed with a standard deviation indicative of the precision, see Fig. 8b. Instinctively, a large 
precision vector results in higher standard deviation on the deformation in the surrounding area. 
Besides a few outliers, the majority of points has a standard deviation less than 0.15° on the 
absolute shear angle and 0.15% on each of the Green Lagrange strain components. Naturally, these 
values will be affected by the details of the photogrammetry implementation and are therefore 
specific to this study. 
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(a)   (b)   
Fig. 9. Nodal results from quadrant averaging for Solvay APC [0/90]2s 110 mm wide. Dashed 

lines indicate symmetry planes. Results plotted on undeformed geometry.  
(a) Mean value (b) Standard deviation. 

Process variability is another important aspect to consider in validation studies. Although not 
directly obtained from the analyzed parts in this study, the expected symmetry in the forming 
results may be used to estimate this variability. Fig. 9 shows an example were the symmetries were 
used to average the absolute shear angle over each of the four quadrants. In this way, a more 
reliable mean deformation was obtained to compare against simulations. The spread is indicated 
by the standard deviation, which is higher than the precision achieved with the photogrammetry 
method. Nevertheless, it is recommended for future studies to analyze repetitive experiments to 
account for inherent process variability. 
Summary 
This article presented results from a forming study on cross-ply laminates from unidirectional 
thermoplastic composite material combined with measurements of the in-plane deformations. This 
proposed combination of methodologies is able to provide high-resolution strain and shear angle 
data, allowing a quantitative validation of composite forming simulations. It is particularly suited 
to investigate the delicate balance between the in-plane shear and bending (wrinkling) mechanisms 
that dominate the forming of cross-ply layups, which can be influenced experimentally by 
changing the width and layup of the laminate formed over the dome geometry.  

Validating and improving forming simulations requires the most accurate and precise 
knowledge of the real-world process as possible. To this extent, the accuracy and precision of the 
deformation measurement technique have been discussed. An accuracy concern was raised related 
to the undeformed dot pattern in the current study, which affected the nodal results on edges of a 
part. However, this mistake can easily be overcome in the future. Furthermore, propagation of the 
precision in photogrammetry towards the in-plane deformation results using Monte Carlo 
simulation showed that, in this study, a standard deviation of 0.15° on the shear angle and 0.15% 
on the Green Lagrange strain values were achieved. As such, the repeatability of experiments may 
be the bottleneck to obtain reliable data for validating composite forming simulations accurately. 
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Data Availability 
The dataset in this study is available in the 4TU.ResearchData repository under 
DOI: 10.4121/21688493 
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Abstract. Polymer and polymer matrix composites (PMCs) have found applications in aerospace 
sector. Thermosets (TS) possess higher corrosion resistance, shape retention and durability. 
Thermoplastics (TP) are easier for remolding in comparison to the former. Surface metallization 
is one of the recently applied trends for electrical and thermal properties improvement. In different 
metallization methods, primary restrain is the thermoset surface degradation, whereas 
thermoplastics have been found to be favorable for metallization. The presented article is part of 
continuous study aiming the cocuring of thermoset-thermoplastic resin with fibrous reinforcement. 
The composite manufacturing stage consisted of resin infusion (RI) process route for realizing the 
composite. Main objective of this stage was the through thickness and linear direction 
impregnation of thermoset to ensure the sound composite comprising contact between 
thermoplastic layer as well as fiber reinforcement. Fiber reinforcement combined with the resin 
infusion auxiliary materials were placed over the thermoplastic material prior to the vacuum 
bagging stage. Catalyzed thermoset resin impregnation in the vacuum bagged preform was 
conducted under the cocuring cycle. The composite panel was subsequently metallized via low-
pressure cold spraying technique. The coating formation was analyzed with process parameters 
variation. Qualitatively, coating formation on such hybrid composite substrate was observed. 
However, the substrate manufacturing was found to have influence on the coating quality. 
Adhesion pull-off test displayed detachment zone directly in the coating substrate interphase. 
Presence of voids and less thermoset resin was noticed in the case of coating attempts varying 
process parameters such as traverse speed and standoff distance. Higher adhesion was noted with 
lowest selected 1 mm/s traverse speed and 10 mm standoff distance.  
Introduction 
Recent industrial sectors advances are aided by advanced materials and manufacturing technique 
development in order to ensure improved performance [1-7]. Specifically, in the aerospace sector, 
there has been an increase in the usage of polymer and PMCs to exploit the weight reduction as 
well as the high strength to weight ratio advantages. Reduced electrical and thermal conductivity 
are main limitations for the polymeric and PMC materials system, which have been addressed by 
using various techniques. Metallization is one amongst them, with primary focus on electroless 
plating, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD), which depicts their 
inherent process drawbacks [8]. Besides that, thermal spray processes suffers from substrate 
surface deterioration in high temperature conditions as well as high temperature induced flames 
[9]. On the other hand, since cold spray is the low processing temperature method, it is feasible to 
metallize polymer and PMCs [10,11]. Literature suggests adapting low pressure cold spraying 
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(LPCS) process for metallizing thermoplastic polymer substrate [12-14]. Major investigations 
comprised of deposition attempts of Al [8], Ti [15], Sn [16], Cu [13] and also formation of 
interlayers [13]. The focus of the cold spray (CS) study was in determining processing parameters 
influence on coating performance for the substrate materials such polymers and glass fiber 
reinforced polymer (GFRP), carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP), and carbon fiber- 
polyetheretherketone (CF-PEEK) reinforced PMCs [17,18]. Conversely for the thermoset based 
composites, easier metallization is not feasible owing to the challenges including erosion of brittle 
matrix, fiber breakage, and exposure of fibers [19]. Che et al. attempted Al high pressure cold 
spraying (HPCS) study for CFRP substrate yielding substrate removal and fiber breakage [20]. In 
case of Cu deposition on thermoset epoxy substrate, presence of erosion and reduction in 
deposition efficiency (DE) was observed [12]. Several diverse strategies have been applied for 
mitigating the issues arising in thermoset metallization.  

The “co-curing” strategy was described in literature in which placement of thermoplastic 
coupling layer  over the thermoset substrate are subjected to the cure together to manufacture a 
hybrid composite [21]. During co-curing, diffusion of thermoset precursors in the thermoplastic 
species is intended to provide a reaction induced phase separation and interphase. The resultant 
heterogeneous morphology can exhibit the TP and TS mechanical interlocking [22]. Some 
investigations applied this approach for welding the TP and TS surfaces. The employed welding 
processes ranged from resistance welding, induction welding to ultrasonic welding [21,23,24]. 

Under the resin infusion process, the presented work contains a co-curing concept for 
manufacturing of thermoset-thermoplastic composite and LPCS process for metallization. The 
investigation is concentrated on realizing the co-cured hybrid composite and studying the effect of 
the CS process parameters variation on the coating quality. For manufacturing purposes, resin 
infusion process has been employed. A microstructural analysis was followed by the CS campaign. 
Adhesion between the coating and the substrate being important criteria, was assessed by the 
adhesion peel-off test. The article includes findings of this campaign and discussion based on it.  
Materials and Methods 
The material selection for the presented work was conducted focusing on advanced aerospace 
applications point of view. A high Tg (217°C) temperature amorphous thermoplastic PEI (ULTEM 
1000) film was used with the resin infusion stack to form TS-TP composite. The high-density 
aerospace application grade RTM6 epoxy resin was selected for realizing a thermoset resin infused 
composites.  

Vacuum assisted resin infusion (VARI) from the out of autoclave (OoA) manufacturing route 
was employed for the composite manufacturing. The RTM6 epoxy resin flow in the reinforcement 
was induced under VARI action (Fig. 1 a). Progressing flow front towards the spiral outlet is 
visible in the image. Placement of PEI layer bellow CF reinforcing layers and auxiliary materials 
is followed by vacuum bagging operation of the preform maintaining the vacuum inside the 
vacuum bag cavity. Two stage curing cycle was opted for facilitating the co-curing of the TS-TP 
inside the CF reinforcement. The designated curing temperature 180°C was considered for the 
Epoxy resin curing stage (also evidenced in literature for PEI-Epoxy interphase generation).  As a 
primary stage, resin and mould preheating and beginning of resin infusion was initiated at 90°C 
temperature. Total two hours of dwell time was dedicated at the 180°C curing temperature with 
the intermediate hold at 160°C temperature. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Resin infusion set-up for hybrid composite manufacturing consisting of 8 CF layers 
(b) LPCS metallization set-up (c) LPCS process schematic with general process parameters 

illustration. 
The experimental scheme of process parameters for the LPCS of the manufactured composite 

panels is indicated in the Table 1. Fig. 1 (c) depicts illustrative view on the cold spraying process 
and highlights the relative process parameters while the actual set-up is included in Fig. 1(b). 
Processing parameters namely, traverse speed and stand-off distance (SoD) were varied while 
keeping constant interline length 3 mm and air flow 383 L/m. Al plus Al2O3 (min 1%) powder was 
utilized for the composite surface metallization. The cold spray gas temperature and chamber 
pressure were maintained constant at 360°C and 6 bar for each variation respectively. The total 
approximate spray duration to coat the composite sample (40*50*3) was 106 s. The manufactured 
reference case and metallized composite panels were subjected to the microstructural analysis by 
the optical microscopy (OM). Prior to the OM observation, the samples were subjected to the 
metallographic specimen preparation according to the standard prescribed procedure. The samples 
were cut by the abrasive disc cutter and polished with the abrasive rough paper grades and fine 
polished subsequently. 

Table 1. Cold spraying processing parameters conditions. 

Sample 
identification code 

Gun Traverse 
Speed (mm/s) 

SoD 
(mm) 

Interline 
length (mm) 

CS05 1 10 

3 
CS06 2 10 
CS07 1 30 
CS08 2 30 
CS12 2 20 

 
Adhesion peel-off test was conducted for determining the adhesion strength of the coated 

composite specimens. During the peel-off test, the Araldite (industrial grade) adhesive was applied 
over the sample surface and the test stub (dolly) with 10 mm diameter.  Required force for the 
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complete debonding of the specimen and the stub was recorded for each combination. The failure 
surface observation of coated and uncoated surfaces was undertaken to understand the mode of 
failure and adhesion behavior of the coating-composite. 
Results and Discussions 
Analysis of manufactured hybrid composites.  
In the primary stage of manufacturing a direct resin infusion step is conducted as opposed to the 
hybrid interlayer method [25] where hot pressing action is necessary. The presence of distribution 
media aided in the uniform distribution of the epoxy resin through the fiber bundles. The uniform 
pressure distribution due to the vacuum bagging operation resulted in the close contact between 
three interacting constituents beyond the preheating temperature of 90°C. The resin viscosity was 
decreased upon the preheating operation prior to the RI step. This step facilities reduction in the 
voids as well as smooth flow of the RTM6 through the spiral inlet and beginning with the linear 
flow front movement plus the transversal flow of the rein through reinforcing stack. A close contact 
between the PEI thermoplastic layer and the reinforcement stack being infused with the thermoset 
resin is established under vacuum. The flow front movement in all associated trials were found to 
be linear. The visual inspection of coated hybrid composite panel in the cross-sectional view 
indicated close contact of coating with the substrate. Fig. 2 (a) presents the coated hybrid panel 
which is further elaborated in Fig. 2 (b) and (c). The in-plane and through thickness percolation of 
the RTM6 Epoxy resin through the fiber tows during the RI process is highlighted in the Fig. 2 
(b). A clear distinguishing presence of both the PEI and RTM6 resin was detected in the OM 
images acquired after the etching operation. In the micrograph Fig. 2, light-orange areas are 
highlighted as the PEI film and dark-orange areas corresponded to the RTM6 infused in the 
reinforcing fiber tows. Light areas are fibers and metallic particles. The empty spaces between the 
fiber tows, the inter-tow regions are filled with majorly RTM6 in the remaining substrate.  

 

 
Fig. 2. The cross-sectional optical micrograph after the resin infusion depicting (a) hybrid 

composite panel cross sectional view (b) Presence of Epoxy resin in the inter-tow region and 
PEI-RTM6 close contact, magnification 10x. (c) PEI-coating region, magnification 50x. 

 
The main area of interest is the interphase created at the top surface where PEI and Epoxy are 

said to have been experienced inter-diffusion in the curing stage. The dwell time of the 2 h was 
sufficient for cocuring of PEI-RTM6 constituents upon inter-diffusion. 
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Analysis of metallized hybrid composites.  
The cold spray process parameters variation and its influence on the hybrid composite coating 

was assessed. The experiments were conducted at constant N2 gas temperature and chamber 
pressure. The interline length after a preliminary campaign was determined to be 3 mm for each 
trial for covering the entire available surface area. The spray gun was facing the substrate side with 
PEI layer adhered to the composite substrate. Al (plus Al2O3) Coating was formed in each process 
parameters variation indicating the suitability of the gas temperature of 360°C for the PEI polymer 
softening. As indicated in Fig.2 (c), the softened PEI formed a close contact with imparting Al 
particles, also some amount of particle-particle bonding can be expected. The high velocity impact 
(also including the variation in the traverse speed and SoD) resulted in the adherent coating as 
confirmed in the visible inspection. The Fig. 3 left side images are representative sample top 
coating surface.  

 

 
Fig. 3. LPCS panels with processing parameters variation and subsequent adhesion pull-off test 
coupons. The images contain top surface view to highlight the coating pattern and positioning of 

defects. 
 

Visible voids extending from the coating through the TP layer and eventual up to the fiber 
reinforcing material was created in process of cold spraying. The formed coating top surface 
carried the impression of the fiber tows intertwined in the substrate reinforcing layers, where the 
voids appeared only in the inter-tow cites. Such occurrences are highlighted by means of the white 
arrows.  The primary reason can be the substrate condition, which is favorable for the substrate 
excessive softening and cracking in the substrate while the particle impact impinges the coating 
particles into the substrate surface. Such abrupt occurrences are noted between the consecutive 
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passes and is the combined result of the manufacturing and coating processes. Overall, the coating 
thickness in the range of 0.3 mm to 1.5 mm was achieved. In comparison, lower traverse speed 1 
mm/s in combination with SoD 10 and 30 mm achieved improvement in the coating thickness as 
compared to the cases with faster traverse speed of 2 mm/s. The possible reason for such attribute 
can be the greater exposure of the spray gun over the allocated surface locations of the substrate. 
Also, another process parameter SoD plays important role, where the intermediate 20 mm value 
with the higher traverse speed yielded thinner and less adherent coating on the substrate surface. 
Increase in the SoD generally promotes scattering of the impinging coating particles in the spray 
path and loss of coating material or loose bonding. Similarly, a faster nozzle speed can be 
insufficient for the bonding of the metallic particles with the available softened TP surface. 
Thirdly, as previously mentioned, the effect of the overall substrate manufacturing condition i.e., 
voids in the panel, voids between the TP layer and the fiber reinforcement, non-uniform contact 
between the TP and TS constituents, can affect the coating quality. In the opportune condition of 
optimum balance between the manufacturing and spraying condition, uniform and more adherent 
coating can be realized.  

Adhesion test.  
The adhesion pull-off tests were undertaken for the coated samples with different coating 

conditions. Referring to the Fig. 3 top left side image, the topography of the coating top surface 
was not flat. The pull off test necessitates a stronger attachment between the flat coating surface 
and the pull off stub (dolly) prior to the test. 
The coated samples were hence roughly 
grinded on the 320-mesh abrasive paper 
and were subjected to the application of the 
adhesive on the dolly and substrate surface. 
The circular impression of the stub was 
remained on the coated substrate post 
failure (highlighted with red arrows in Fig. 
3). A complete detachment of the stub from 
the glued substrate surface and presence of 
any mode of failure i.e., adhesive or mixed 
mode was considered as the success of the 
test.  

The obtained adhesion strength values 
for each condition of processing parameters 
are reported in the Fig. 4. Fracture surface 
observation (Fig. 3) indicated the presence 
of adhesive mode of failure, where certain 
portion of coating was detached from the 
substrate. Some loosely bonded Al 
particles are visible around this 
impression.  

The inferior coating condition of 2 mm/s, 20 mm SoD also yielded a void and crack passing 
through the substrate in the circular impression. This again can be linked to the combination of 
manufacturing condition and spraying parameters influence. There is also a trend of reduction in 
adhesion strength with faster traverse speed, which in combination with SoD changes derives 
loosely bonded coatings with the substrate. The case of lowest SoD on the other hand provides a 
direct exposure of coating particle stream avoiding the particle scattering and less availability of 
the contact area surface in each time interval. These worked as the favorable working conditions 
for the interlocking of the impinging metallic particle in the softened PEI matrix. The designated 

Fig. 4. obtained adhesion strength trend 
corresponding to the various cold spray 

conditions. 
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Tg for PEI is 220°C, and the provided gas temperature of 360°C can also in a way induce the 
substrate heating. This could be the primary condition for each of these coatings to be formed on 
the RI manufactured composite panels. The reinforcing fiber and encompassing RTM6 resin was 
well adhered to the PEI top layer, since the failure images show few cases of the substrate damage 
and fiber pluck out. Further research on the remaining CS condition is underway for determining 
the adhesion behavior of the coatings.  
Summary 
Hybrid thermoset-thermoplastic composite manufacturing was feasible by implementing resin 
infusion route. The manufacturing condition affected the coating deposition. In the cold spraying 
of PEI-CF- RTM6 epoxy composites, a clear influence of processing parameters traverser speed 
and SoD was found. Highest adhesion strength was obtained with lower values of traverse speed 
and SoD. Increase in SoD resulted in weaker bonding. Microstructural observations exhibited 
particle -particle bonding and coating particle encapsulation by means of PEI softened matrix 
during CS.  
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Abstract. The recyclability limitations of wind blades significantly reduce their environmental 
benefit as a green energy source. Therefore, the use of new and sustainable materials is crucial. 
The Zero wastE Blade ReseArch project (ZEBRA), led by the French technical research 
center IRT Jules Verne, is looking to accelerate the industry transition to circular economy by 
designing and manufacturing the first 100% recyclable wind blades using the thermoplastic resin 
Elium®, developed by Arkema, with a consortium regrouping: LM Wind Power, Arkema, 
CANOE, Owens Corning, ENGIE and Suez. In this work, the polymerization kinetics of the 
reactive thermoplastic resin Elium® was characterized through isothermal and dynamic 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) tests. The experimental curves are fitted to two different 
models from the literature; then the model parameters are identified and used as input to 
simulations. One model is selected and evaluated using a PAM-RTM© simulation for pure resin 
and the infusion of Owens Corning glass/Elium® composites [1]. The numerical results are 
compared with experimental data collected from Vacuum-assisted resin infusion (VARI) tests with 
the help of a robust monitoring system [2]. Then the model is used to predict the flow and 
polymerization behavior for thick and more complex parts. 
Introduction 
The main objective of the ZEBRA project is to reduce the economic cost and environmental impact 
of wind turbine blades by studying the possibility to accelerate the wind market’s transition to a 
circular economy. From a strategic consortium, an establishment made to bring together the entire 
value chain: from materials development to wind turbine blade recycling, manufacturing, 
operation, and dismantling was made. The roles in the project consortium are demonstrated in Fig. 
1(b). The ZEBRA project, led by the IRT Jules Verne, brings together industrial players and 
research centers and aims to demonstrate the technical, economic and environmental feasibility of 
thermoplastic wind turbine blades with an eco-design approach to facilitate recycling. The project, 
launched for 42 months, has an overall budget of 18.5 million euros. 

To make wind blades sustainable and recyclable, different stages are necessary, from eco-
design to recycling passing by manufacturing. This paper mainly focuses on the reactive 
thermoplastic resin Elium® which replaces the conventional thermoset resin generally used. 
Vacuum-assisted resin infusion (VARI) processes [8] are generally used to make large or complex 
parts. Indeed, VARI is well known as a low-cost and straightforward composite manufacturing 
method, even if a large quantity of consumable material is used and wasted. Although the VARI 
process allows the manufacture of large and complex geometries, it is also sensitive to many 
factors. 
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Fig. 1. Zebra project: (a) the first 100% recyclable wind blade manufactured by LM wind power, 
(b) ZEBRA project and the role of the consortium partners. 

 
First, the manufacturing conditions, particularly the atmosphere around the manufacturing set-up, 
which is not always controlled, especially for very large parts. The study presented here shows 
that the Elium® resin is very sensitive to the boundary and initial conditions of the process, notably 
in terms of temperature. Stacking defects, ply misalignments or geometrical difficulties will also 
cause high variability in the process control. Good management of the tooling and the consumables 
used (flow medium, vacuum bag, etc.) will also have an essential influence on good infusion. The 
operator efficiency can also lead to variations in the quality of the infusion. Mastering the infusion 
process depends on identifying the main risks associated with the different induced variabilities. 
Most of these variations can be identified in situ by a robust process control monitoring system. 
However, depending on the complexity and size of the part being manufactured, in situ monitoring 
can be complex and expensive. The numerical simulation tool is therefore valuable for anticipating 
possible challenges on the first hand, but also to propose appropriate infusion strategies leading to 
an optimal part quality. It is well known that the simulation of the composite transformation 
process requires a complete ecosystem, both numerical and physical. A complex multiphysics 
coupling is therefore necessary and needs to be fed by measured experimental data. Furthermore, 
the simulation will operate within a specific set of process conditions. Therefore, several results 
will be presented depending on different initial conditions, especially in temperature. As the 
simulation is complex, the work in this article will mainly focus on the polymerization kinetics of 
the Elium® resin used in this project. For a good description of the kinetics, both dynamic and 
isothermal tests are necessary to describe this very sensitive resin behavior correctly. The study is 
presented through three parts; first an experimental approach to validate the modeling of a thin 
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plate in the filling and polymerization phases. Second, the model is used to predict the process 
behavior for thick plates, the paper is concluded with some discussion and perspectives.  
Experimental Set-Up and Observations 
To study the whole infusion process, an experimental approach with increasing complexity is 
followed, along with using a robust monitoring system to observe the behavior of the resin, its 
temperature evolution, and its degree of polymerization over time. First on simple and thin plates, 
then on thicker and more complex parts. Focus on the thermal evolution and therefore, closely 
related to the polymerization will be explained here. To have access to the desired data, a complete 
monitoring bench was set up with several instruments such as thermocouples [13], heat flow 
sensors, dielectric sensors [11], optical fibers [12], profilometers, standard and infrared cameras 
for front-flow monitoring. The idea is to take benefits of each method and synchronize them to a 
unique monitoring system. All these data, in addition to revealing quantitative information about 
the infusion process, also allow a better understanding of the flow and resin transformation 
mechanisms. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental set up: (a) infusion #19 using heat flux sensors, (b) infusion #13 and 

infusion #46 using thermocouples. 
Many experiments led to a good understanding of the resin and of the process. In this work, only 
three of them are shown and are described in the Table 1 below.  
 

Table 1. Experimental conditions of infusion 13, 46 and 19. 

Parameter #Exp13 #Exp46 #Exp19 

Initial resin temperature [°C] 24.8 19.6 19.5 

Peak temperature [°C] ≈ 65 60-78 ≈ 40 

Time to peak 2h56 3h52 4h10 

Thickness of the plate [mm] 25 25 ≈ 4.7 
 
Experiments #13 and #46 are also described in Fig. 2(b). They are infused under the same setup, 
stacking, and boundary conditions. Only the initial resin temperature was different. The idea was 
to check its influence on the process. Indeed, an important data for mastering the resin Elium® is 
the thermal behavior for both filling and polymerization phases. To observe it, several experiments 
were done by using thermocouples (Fig. 2(b)). The acquired data, such as described in Fig.3(a), 
are then used  to monitor the infusion but also to compare experimental data to numerical 
simulation. Also, using heat flux sensors as described in Fig. 2(a) gives information about the 
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polymerization time and behavior. Fig. 3(b) shows the behavior of the heat flux in two different 
places. A post-treatment of these data leads to an estimation of the polymerization degree during 
the process.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Experimental observations: (a) temperature evolution during both filling and 

polymerization phases, (b) heat flow measured during filling and polymerization phases and the 
interpreted degree of polymerization. 

In Fig. 3(a) it is possible to see that during the filling phase (0 to 0.4 units of time), the thermal 
behavior is mainly isotherm. On the contrary, after that step, the temperature rate quickly increases, 
and the behavior becomes mainly dynamic. It is also shown that the resin is very sensitive to its 
initial temperature but also very sensitive to its own reaction. It is therefore necessary to model 
both the isothermal and dynamic behavior (respectively Fig. 4(b) & Fig. 4(a)). Both DSC tests are 
then necessary, and the results are shown on Fig. 4.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Interpreted DSC scans of the resin: (a) dynamic kinetics, (b) isothermal kinetics. 

The specific behavior of the resin and its sensitivity have a direct impact on the appearance of 
defects and geometrical distortions or internal stresses, which can occur even from the beginning 
of the process. To manage such difficulties, a multiphysics model and a numerical workflow, 
considering both isothermal and dynamic description of the polymerization kinetics during the 
whole process is necessary. 
Modeling and Infusion Simulations 
Several approaches exist in the literature [1, 3-7, 9, 14] to numerically model the behavior of the 
polymerization kinetics of the Elium® resin. Some of the previous studies follow a physico-
chemical theory [3, 6, 7, 9] which leads to a subtil and detailed description of the mechanism 
during the polymerization. These models are often quite complex and require a lot of work to 
integrate and validate them into a simulation software. Moreover, for a manufacturing process 
simulation, staying at a larger scale without going into chemical details is enough. A macroscopical 
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approach is then enough to be able to reach the polymerization and thermal behavior of the resin 
during the filling and curing phases. From the literature two mathematical models seem to be 
adapted to model the resin kinetics [4, 5]. 
First, the polynomial form of Bailleul [5], coupled with an Arrhenius law (Eq. 1).  

   
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝐴𝐴0𝑒𝑒
−𝐸𝐸0𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅  �𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

7

𝑖𝑖=0

 (1) 

This one is easy to identify but stay very sensitive since a polynomial form of degree 7 is used. 
Eq. 2 represents the second model which is a semi-empirical Arrhenius type autocatalytic model, 
adapted for the Elium® resin by the work of Han et al [1].  

    
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝐴𝐴1𝑒𝑒
−𝐸𝐸1𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(1 − 𝑑𝑑)𝑛𝑛1 + 𝐴𝐴2𝑒𝑒

−𝐸𝐸2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑑𝑑)𝑛𝑛2𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚2 (2) 
However, most of the works in those papers do not identify the kinetics for both the isothermal 
and the dynamic scans. Indeed, it is often difficult to satisfy a good fitting for both approaches. 
Nevertheless, as said earlier and considering the sensitivity of the Elium® resin, it is proposed here 
to assume some modeling error (while remaining within the experimental tolerance) which gives 
some flexibility in parameter fitting and identification to fit both isothermal and dynamic DSC 
curves. An inverse optimization method leads to the identification of the model parameters. Fig. 5 
shows the results of the fitting for the two models. As can be seen, the Bailleul model does not fit 
properly for high temperature rate. It was then decided to only implement the identified Han model 
into PAM-RTM©. However, to ensure that PAM-RTM© solver compiles and computes the 
models correctly, a comparison of the numerical results from an in-house solver using the open-
source library FreeFem++ [10] was made.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Fitted model for the DSC approach: (a) dynamic behavior, (b) isothermal behavior. 

Before comparing the thermal and chemical behavior of the resin, a correlation test simulation on 
the filling phase is also proposed in Fig. 6 for experiment #19. Indeed, many other parameters will 
influence the polymerization of the resin, such as the thickness of the part, the material defects like 
the preferential channels, gaps or overlaps, the influence of the flow medium, etc. Filling tests 
were carried out on thin plates first. Virtual sensors were also introduced into the PAM-RTM© 
infusion simulation software. It was experimentally found that the wetting effect at the flow front 
location could be neglected at first [8] for thin plates. A camera and infrared camera system were 
used to follow the flow front experimentally and the comparison with the simulation is shown in 
Fig. 6. It can be observed that the simulation gives a good flow result for this simple case. The 
value Δt on the figure represents the difference between the experimental and the numerical filling 
time for each step. At the beginning, there is a little delay between both approaches. It can be easily 
explained because of the fast track just under the inlet in the experimental set-up, which is not 
considered in the simulation. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6. Flow front comparison between experiment #19 and simulation on PAM-RTM©. 
More local measurements were also made using the flow sensors to reach the thermal behavior of 
the resin and then deduce the degree of polymerization. It was useful to compare with the 
simulation and validate the model by confronting it with manufacturing cases. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison between numerical and experimental data of experiment #19: (a) heat flow 

sensors, (b) extrapolated vs numerical degree of polymerization. 
However, in Fig. 7(b) there is still a strong experimental variability in the polymerization phase. 
In the same way, the discrepancies between the experimental and simulated results shown in Fig. 
7(a) also introduce some limitations either for the numerical model or experimental variabilities. 
The gaps between the flow measurements and the simulation approach (Fig. 7(a)) can be explained 
by different assumptions: 

- Numerical initial conditions do not exactly match the initial measured temperature and thus 
affect the simulation results.  

- Numerical boundary conditions do not represent the real forming process: considering the 
tooling thermal behavior, process artifacts (blanks, flow medium, ...), and convection around the 
part and mold.  

- The use of a perfect numerical description of the material (perfect stacking, perfect 
permeability, no sensor intrusiveness, ...), which does not correspond to reality. Variations may 
therefore apply. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of temperature between numerical and experimental approaches: (a) 
experiment #13, (b) experiment #46. 
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To check some of these assumptions, the simulation of experiment #13 and experiment #46 was 
made by applying different initial resin temperatures (Table. 1). Results can be seen in the Fig. 8. 
It can be seen that the model properly considers the variation of the initial resin temperature, which 
has a major impact on the peak time.  

It is now shown that the infusion process using the Elium® resin is very sensitive to the initial 
condition, other simulations were made considering the boundary conditions. To do that, 
simulations on a 25 mm thick plate were carried out to predict the filling and polymerization 
behaviors for thick parts taking into account the influence of the tools on the thermal behavior.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Influence of the set up on the thermal and kinetics behavior: (a) 25mm thick plate 

modeling using PAM-RTM© (Quarter of the part using symmetry of the problem), (b) 
temperature and polymerization field during the curing phase, (c) temperature behavior over 

time considering the mold. 
 
To illustrate the influence of the boundary conditions on this process, Fig. 9 shows that the mold 
can have a considerable impact on the thermal behavior and then the polymerization of the resin 
if the part is thick (Fig. 9(b)). On Fig. 9(c), the management of the boundary condition (through 
the thermal conductance with the mold or the convection with the air) led to a better mastering of 
the simulation. Further investigations are under work to check the influence of these mechanisms 
on the final distortion of the part.  
Summary 
The work presented in this paper presents a simulation approach to the filling and polymerization 
phase of the Elium® resin using the commercial PAM-RTM© tool from ESI group. It is first 
shown that the polymerization model must take into account both the isothermal behavior and the 
dynamic behaviors of the chemical reaction. Consequently, a larger range of error in the modeling 
is made but by comparing with the experimental values, a good consistency on the simulated 
results is still possible. In fact, because of a robust and advanced monitoring system, it can be 
noticed that the behavior of the Elium® resin is very sensitive to its environment - boundary and 
initial conditions - and that the simulation allows having quite good predictions. It will also allow, 
in future works, to propose reliable predicted infusion strategies adapted to the studied case.   
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Abstract. This research presents an automatic algorithm, implemented in a Visual Basic 
Architecture (VBA), for the optimization of the gate location in thermoplastic injection molding 
of short fibers reinforced composite materials. The algorithm receives, as input, the geometry of 
the component and, according to the user’s choice, defines the injection points grid, and relevant 
versors, on a pre-constructed mesh, automatically runs the finite volume method (FVM) simulation 
and exports the fiber orientation tensor (FOT) on each node of the mesh. The nodal coordinate of 
the part and the relevant FOT are then used as the training dataset for a Gradient Boosting (GB) 
algorithm for the full correlation between injection gate locations and the resulting fiber orientation 
distribution (FOD), allowing to define the injection gate configuration better suited to maximize 
the effectiveness of the reinforcement fibers. By coupling the trained GB algorithm with a finite 
element method (FEM) simulation it was confirmed that the developed algorithm can predict the 
influence of the gate location on the FOD and the resulting mechanical performances, improving 
the stiffness between 3.8% and 32.6%, on simple and complex geometries alike. 
Introduction 
In recent years, the injection molding process has been growing in both importance and utilization 
thanks to the development of innovative polymers and reinforcements [1, 2]. This is especially the 
case in the automotive industry, where lightweight design [3] and recyclability [4] are becoming 
ever-growing focus points for research and development. Although injection molding is 
considered a fairly well-established manufacturing process, several independent parameters must 
be properly set to achieve a high quality of the molded parts, especially in terms of minimizing 
warpage, shrinkage, and weld-lines on the critical region of the component [5-7]. Besides, the 
recent trend is to incorporate woven composite into an injection-molded thermoplastic matrix to 
achieve recyclability while enhancing the mechanical properties of the molded part [8]. 

For the case of short fibers-reinforced thermoplastic polymers (SFRTP) the fiber orientation is 
influenced by both the component geometry and the injection gates configuration. As it is well 
known from various recent contributions, fiber orientation is responsible for static, fatigue, and 
fracture properties of SFRTP [9, 10]. In addition, as demonstrated for both short glass fibers (SGF) 
and short carbon fibers (SCF), the interaction between polymer matrix and fibers reinforcement 
plays a pivotal role in controlling the notch sensitivity [11, 12]. Accordingly, controlling and 
optimizing the fiber orientation in injection molded components becomes of paramount 
importance to maximize the effectiveness of the reinforcement. 
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For SFRTP, the fiber orientation distribution (FOD) is influenced by both the injection gates 
and the geometry of the component, and in a lesser manner by the applied processing conditions. 
The component geometry varies from case to case and is not easy to generalize. For this reason, 
recent contributions dealing with the optimization of injection-molded components focused on 
controlling the global thickness distribution and inserting local rib networks to limit the warpage 
[13, 14]. On the other hand, injection gate (IG) design has also attracted the interest of researchers 
over the years, and various modeling technics have been applied to achieve greater optimization 
considering different criteria, as hereafter summarized. 

Zhai et al. [15, 16] developed a recursive approach and a sequential linear programming 
algorithm to identify the IG locations, allowing for a balanced filling on injection-molded parts. 
The optimization criterion is based on a uniform distribution of the clamping force during the 
filling phase and was validated on a U-shape part. Li et al. [17] developed a black-box algorithm 
for the optimization of the IG considering the injection pressure, warpage, residual stress, and weld 
lines as optimization criteria. Similarly, Moayyedian and Mamedov [18] proposed a multi-
objective optimization approach to defining the combination of process parameters and IG 
locations, allowing for a reduction of the molding defects, such as shrinkage, warpage, and short 
shot. More recently, Moayyedian and Mamedov [19] also proposed a methodology for the 
reduction of the same molding defects but based on an artificial neural network and Taguchi 
techniques, showing a relatively low margin error, quantified in 15%, and attributed to 
uncontrollable process variability. Besides, the only contribution dealing with fiber orientation 
optimization for the SFRTP focuses on the IM process parameters, thus the IG location was 
considered a constant in the analysis [20]. Other recent contributions proposed case studies 
investigating the effect of different IG configurations, and process parameters, on the filling time 
and quality of the molded component [21-23]. However, being these highly customized 
approaches, they can hardly be extended to different geometries and, most of all, they are all based 
on unfilled thermoplastic polymers. Accordingly, a general and customizable design approach for 
the gate location in the case of SFRTP seems to be missing in the literature, 

To this aim, this research presents an algorithm able to automatically set up a user-defined 
number of injection molding FVM simulations, implemented in Autodesk Moldflow Insight 2023, 
run them, and export the fiber orientation tensor (FOT) on one or more control volumes defined 
by the user. The coordinates IG points, relevant versors, and the average fiber orientation tensor 
in the control volumes of interest are used to train and validate a machine learning (ML) model, 
based on the Gradient Boosting (GB) algorithm.  

The proposed algorithm can suggest the best IG location allowing for the maximization of the 
FOD along one or more regions of interests and directions, with assigned priorities, resulting in 
customized stiffness enhancement. The maximization is carried out considering the load path, thus 
the directions along which the reaction forces are maximum, because of the applied displacements. 
The procedure has been developed and tested considering three geometries with an increasing level 
of feature complexity by mapping the FOD and relevant mechanical properties from the FVM 
simulation onto the FEM simulation, implemented in Abaqus 2020. The application of the IG 
optimization procedure allowed improving the component’s stiffness between 3.8% and 32.6%, 
showing the effectiveness and the generality of the proposed algorithm. 
Materials and Methods 
This chapter is subdivided into three sections. The first deals with the proposed VBA algorithm 
for the automatic definition of the injection gate grid and the export of the FOD from each one of 
the FVM simulations. The first section also includes some details of the implemented machine 
learning model, based on the Gradient Boosting (GB) algorithm. The second section briefly 
describes the material properties of the employed polyamide-6 reinforced with 20% of short carbon 
fibers (PA6-20CF) and the relevant calibration into the FVM simulation. Finally, the third section 
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explains the mapping procedure for the transfer of the FOD, and relevant mechanical properties, 
from the FVM to the FEM simulation, for the evaluation of the stress distribution on the considered 
components as a consequence of the applied displacements.  
Gate Location Optimization Algorithm  
The IG location optimization algorithm is composed of four steps, as summarized in Fig. 1. All 
the steps are implemented in VBA programming, except for the ML-GB model of step#4, 
implemented in Python 3.11 and coupled with the scikit-learn 1.1.1 and SciPy 1.7.1 open-source 
libraries. In the algorithm, step#1 is devoted to the definition of the IG candidates on the selected 
model geometry that can be defined by the user on a predetermined grid or manually deployed. 
Step#2 receives the matrix with the IG candidates, and their relevant versors, to assure a 
perpendicularity onto the geometry and prepares the input files for the FVM simulation, 
comprehensive of all IG configurations to be tested. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Working flow for the injection gate (IG) optimization algorithm. 

 

 
After the completion of all FVM simulations setup in step#2, step#3 creates a single result 

dataset file including i) coordinates of the IG point, ii) coordinates of all the nodes of the mesh 
(same for each simulation), and iii) results of the FOT (6 components) for each node. During 
step#3, the user is required to input the locations of interest and the relevant direction, or directions, 
along which the FOD should be oriented. To this aim, FEM simulations have been utilized to 
identify the regions of interest on the considered parts and, within those regions, the directions 
along which the stress components are maximum. Thus, by aligning the fibers along these 
directions, their effectiveness can be improved, allowing for an improvement in stiffness. 

Before reaching step#4, the dataset constructed in step#3 is utilized to train and validate the 
prediction part of the architecture, based on the GB algorithm. 80% of the database is utilized for 
training purposes, whereas the remaining 20% is dedicated to validation. During the training, a k-
fold validation, with k=5, is employed to assure accuracy and the absence of overfitting. If both 
conditions are satisfied, the user is presented with the location of the IG allowing for the 
maximization of the FOD in the locations of interest. 

At this point, two important clarifications must be made. First, if the user is not satisfied with 
the accuracy of the prediction carried out by the GB model, the procedure can be upgraded by 
setting a finer grid for the IG location candidates in step#1, where only the new FVM simulations 
must be run and then integrated with those of the previous phase. Second, the proposed 
methodology considers only a single injection gate. Future studies are going to be focused on the 
direction of multiple IG optimization for better applicability in industrial applications. 
Material Properties and FVM Simulation Setting  
For the setting of the FVM simulations, the material properties relevant for the PA6-20CF material, 
as calibrated in previous works of one of the authors [9, 10, 12], have been employed. For their 
calibration into the FVM simulation, necessary for the subsequent mapping onto the FEM mesh, 
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the Ramberg-Osgood constitutive model, Eq. 1, has been employed and coupled with an 
anisotropic Hill’48 yield function, Eq. 2. The α and β parameters are calculated according to the 
FOT, for each element of the mesh as in Eq. 3, referring to the region of the model where it is 

maximum. In Eq. 3,  represents the first eigenvalue of the fiber orientation tensor on each 

element of the mesh, whereas ,  and , are the reference values for the considered 
material, and are calculated during the material properties calibration. Fig. 2 shows the 
experimental engineering stress-strain curves for the considered PA6-20CF material (Fig. 2a), the 
comparison between experimental and constitutive modeling load-displacement curves (Fig. 2b), 
and model constants and reference values for the Ramberg-Osgood and anisotropic Hill’48 models 
(Fig. 2c). 
 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 

 

(3) 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Materials properties and (b) comparison between experimental and constitutive 
modeling results of load-displacement curves for 0°, 45°, and 90° directions.  

(c) Model constants for the Ramberg-Osgood model and anisotropic Hill’48 yield function. 
 
As concerns the mesh for the FVM simulation, the same mesh strategy, 3mm side 3D tetrahedral 

elements, has been employed and verified through mesh sensitivity analysis. In terms of injection 
molding process parameters, to avoid any bias, the same mold temperature, molten material 
temperature (at the nozzle), and cooling temperature of 285°C, 85°C, and 25°C, have been 
employed in all simulations. Regarding the injection time, it has been kept automatically controlled 
during the simulation, to avoid short-shot, whereas the post-pressure has been set at 80% of the 
injection pressure, for a total of 20s.  
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FVM-FEM Mapping and Tested Components 
To test the improvement of the FOD with respect to the applied displacements, a mapping 
procedure to account for the FOD-dependent material properties in the structural FEM simulation 
has been employed. The structural FEM simulation has been implemented in ABAQUS 2020. The 
procedure is summarized in Fig. 3 and is based on the Ramberg-Osgood and anisotropic Hill’48 
formulations presented in the previous section whereas the mapping is carried out by Autodesk 
Helius 2023. 

 

Fig. 3. Main steps in the mapping procedure for the consideration of the fiber orientation of 
the FVM simulation into a FEM structural simulation environment. 

 

For each element of the FVM mesh, a corresponding set of elements in the FEM mesh is located 
based on their relevant position in the GCS, the same for both simulations. According to the FOT 
of each element of the FVM simulation, a specific set of mechanical properties is mapped onto the 
FEM simulation mesh. This procedure has been successfully applied and validated in other works 
of one of the corresponding author [9, 10, 12]. To test the IG design algorithm, three components 
have been considered, as shown in Fig. 4. The three parts have an increasing level of complexity 
and have all been subjected to a tensile displacement of 5 mm. 

 
Fig. 4. Mechanical parts use for the validation of the IG location design algorithm. (a) 

Bored cube, (b) Multi-thickness element on a square base, and (c) Pump housing. 

The three geometries of Fig. 4 have been all meshed with C3D10I tetrahedron elements, thanks 
to their good compatibility with those of the FVM simulation, whereas a quadratic integration 
scheme has been employed to allow for a better description of the deformation behavior between 
the edges and within the elements. The total number of elements for the three models is 306,165 
(Fig. 4a), 243,183 (Fig. 4b), and 211,149 (Fig. 4c), respectively. The FEM simulations have been 
implemented in the ABAQUS/Standard environment, considering a static-implicit solution 
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technique. Finally, the simulation time has been divided into 100 steps for easier export and 
comparison of the results among the simulation cases of the same part. 
Results and Discussion 
To validate the IG location optimization algorithm, the procedure summarized in Fig. 1 has been 
applied to the three components of Fig. 4. The results, and relevant considerations, are reported in 
this chapter of the paper.  

The initial step, prior to the application of the IG design algorithm, is the identification of the 
regions of the model subjected to high stress, or stress concentration, due to the displacement 
boundary conditions, or specific geometrical features. Accordingly, three FEM simulations 
considering only elastic material properties equal to E = 14GPa and ν = 0.37, representative of a 
sort of 0° direction for the PA6-20CF material, have been implemented. The results, reported in 
Fig. 5, allowed identifying two regions of interest for Model 1, four for Model 2, and three for 
Model 3, respectively. In Fig. 5, the normalized stress components (-1, +1 range) on the regions 
of interest are reported and are utilized as a reference for the directions along which to maximize 
the FOD. Rather than a quantitative estimation, the aim of this preliminary phase is the definition 
of the regions of the model where to focus on the optimization of the effectiveness of the FOD. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Identification of the regions of interest from isotropic properties FEM for  
(a) Bored cube, (b) Multi-thickness element on square base, and (c) Pump housing models. 
 
As defined in Fig. 1, the algorithm requires the definition of a mesh grid and the list of the IG 

candidates, with relevant versors, to assure perpendicularity with the geometry. For the three 
models of Fig. 4, 80, 70, and 140 IG candidate locations have been randomly assigned on an 
automatically generated 3 mm mesh grid in the relevant FVM simulations. The results, in terms of 
stress components (σx,y,z) for the best and worst IG locations, among the tested candidates, for the 
three tested components, are reported in Fig. 6a, 6b, and 6c, respectively.  

The stress components of Fig. 6 are the average values relevant to a control volume of R = 5 
mm around the element with the peak stress. As expected, a lower fibers alignment along the 
directions of loading (load path) results in a lower stress component along the same direction, a 
fact caused by a lower stiffness of the material. Since all simulations have been set up considering 
a displacement boundary condition, the reaction force is calculated according to the material 
properties, Fig. 2a. Thus, the higher the alignment of FOD with the reaction force direction, caused 
by the applied displacement boundary condition [9, 10], the higher the resulting stress. 

This fact is clear when analyzing the difference between the best and worst IG configurations, 
for all three components reported in Fig. 6. For instance, in Model 1, due to the proximity of the 
two regions of interest, the average improvement is around +30%. For more complex parts, such 
as Model 2, the improvement is represented by a reduction of the compressive stresses, which has 
also a positive effect on the performances of the component due to the low compressive strength 
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of fibers reinforced materials. In general, the IG design algorithm gives priority to the regions 
identified by a high normalized value, as shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, in some conditions, 
the optimization may result in a higher improvement of the effectiveness of the reinforcement in a 
region of the model which is not the main priority. This is clearly visible from the results of Fig. 
6c, where region ③ shows a higher stiffness improvement than region ②, although the latter has 
the highest priority according to the normalized stress presented in Fig. 5c. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. FOT distribution (FVM simulation) and stress components (FEM simulation) for the 
best and worst IG locations for (a) Model 1, (b) Model 2, and (c) Model 3. 

From a general perspective, it is interesting to highlight that, according to the results presented 
in Fig. 6, for all three models and even before the final optimization stage, implemented through 
the ML-GB algorithm, the average improvement in terms of FOD is clear and quantified in 28.7%, 
16.3%, and 13.4% for the three investigated components. The almost two times higher stiffness 
improvement estimated for the bored cube part is related to the relative simplicity of the geometry, 
which makes it easier for the IG optimization algorithm to identify the best IG location. 

In order to achieve full optimization for the IG location, the FOD resulting from the FVM 
simulations of each of the three components have been utilized for training and validation for the 
ML-GB algorithm. The average deviations between true and predicted values for the FOD for the 
components have been calculated at 5.6%, 4.8%, and 3.5% for the training datasets, and 5.2%, 
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4.8%, and 3.4%, for the validation datasets, respectively. These deviations are the average ones 
relevant for the 5-fold validations and show the quality of the prediction and the absence of bias. 

By employing the trained GB model, further improvements on the FOD could be achieved, as 
reported in Fig. 7. For the case of Model 1, due to the low complexity of the geometry, the FVM 
simulation-based analysis was sufficient in identifying a fairly good IG location, thus the stiffness 
improvement provided by the application of the GB algorithm is minimal. However, for both 
Model 2 and Model 3, the application of the trained GB model allowed identifying a better IG 
location, not previously included in the FVM simulation database, which achieved a further 
improvement of the effectiveness of the fibers reinforcement. For Model 2 the average stiffness 
improvement, with respect to the results of Fig. 6, is quantified in 4.6%, whereas for Model 3 is it 
quantified in 3.3%. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Stress components for the best IG locations before and after the GB-IG optimization for 

(a) Model 1, (b) Model 2, and (c) Model 3 
Summary 
The research presented in this paper detailed a highly customizable algorithm for the optimization 
of the injection gate location in the thermoplastic injection molding process for the maximization 
of the effectiveness of the fibers reinforcement in SFRC. The IG prediction algorithm proved to 
be able to achieve a concurrent optimization of the FOD in various regions of interest while 
prioritizing those with the highest stress distribution. Being implemented on freeware SW, the 
proposed algorithm can be implemented directly to various components, from low to high 
complexity, allowing for higher exploitation of the potentials of SFRC. On the other hand, as also 
previously mentioned, more research work should be oriented on extending the proposed 
methodology to multi-gate injection molding, to allow for the application to bigger geometries 
where a single IG is not sufficient. In addition to that, the influence of the injection molding process 
parameters on the FOD is going to be accounted for as well, to allow for a more comprehensive 
and realistic prediction and optimization of the IG locations. 
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Abstract. The through-thickness compaction behavior of engineering textiles significantly 
influences the resulting component properties during liquid composite molding processes (LCM). 
It determines the final fiber volume content and thus the necessary press force, the permeability as 
well as the final mechanical properties. In the present work, the behavior of a uni- and bidirectional 
carbon fiber non-crimp fabric (UD- & Biax-NCF) with the same fiber type and areal density of 
fibers in the respective main reinforcement directions is tested in a punch-to-plate setup. Thereby, 
the influence of the relative fiber orientation at the interfaces of a layup as well as the number of 
plies is investigated. A combined influence of roving nesting and superposition of stitching 
patterns is observed. This results in a common influence of decreasing resistance to compaction 
for higher numbers of layers, while the relative orientation of the interfaces in a layup is only 
significant for the Biax-NCF. 
Introduction 
Non-crimp fabrics (NCFs) have straight fibers compared to woven fabrics with undulated fibers 
and therefore provide a higher lightweight potential. The resulting component properties during 
liquid composite molding processes are significantly influenced by the through-thickness 
compaction behavior. It determines the final fiber volume content (fvc) and thus the necessary 
press force, the permeability as well as the resulting mechanical properties [1]. The compaction 
behavior of woven fabrics as well as biaxial NCFs (Biax-NCF) has been investigated more 
extensively [2-8], compared to unidirectional NCFs (UD-NCF) [9-11]. 

A typically measured thickness or fvc vs pressure diagram for engineering textiles has two 
distinct regions: the first region is dominated by a low compression resistance due to the low 
bending stiffness of crimped fibers and closing of initial gaps between the fibers; in the second 
region the fibers come into contact with each other and the resistance to compression is more 
dominated by an increasing number of high Hertzian contact forces [12]. The compaction behavior 
is largely determined by the architecture of the textile, the type of fiber and the areal density [4, 5, 
10].  Textiles with a higher areal density tend to have a smaller resistance to compaction because 
they have more yarns in a roving and usually a more rounded shape of fiber bundles [4, 7, 13] 
Additional factors influencing the compaction of multi-ply stacks are the number of layers and 
layup sequence [7]. Increasing the number of plies in a layup reduces the resistance to compaction, 
due to rovings of different layers sliding into gaps at the inhomogeneous interfaces. This effect is 
called nesting and usually more pronounced for woven fabrics compared to NCFs [14]. For NCFs, 
the compaction behavior is also influenced by the superposition of the stitching patterns and 
tension in the stitching during production [7, 10, 14].  
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In a recent benchmark by Yong et al. [8] two glass-fiber fabrics (woven and Biax-NCF) were 
investigated at over 20 institutes in dry and wet conditions in order to investigate the conformity 
of compaction test results. Thereby, no distinct influence could be attributed to the size of the 
specimen, shape of the testing device or weight determination method. However, three main 
sources for variability were identified: thickness measurement method, machine compliance and 
specimen saturation in wet compression tests. However, a correction of the machine compliance 
as described by Sousa et al. [15] led to a good agreement between different institutions.  

The compaction behavior of textiles is strongly dependent on the individual properties of the 
fabric and care must be taken when conducting the experiments to obtain compliant results. In this 
work, the behavior of a uni- and bidirectional carbon fiber NCF with the same fiber type and areal 
density of fibers in the respective main reinforcement directions is tested, based on the principles 
for the measuring method outlined in [15]. Thereby, the influence of the relative fiber orientation 
at the interfaces of a layup as well as the number of plies is investigated. 
Experimental Procedure 
Materials.  
In this study, a unidirectional (UD300) and bidirectional (MD600) non-crimp fabric both without 
binder are used. The fabrics are manufactured by Zoltek and produced from the same PX35-50K 
continuous carbon (CF) fiber heavy tows. Both fabrics are stitched together with a 76 dtex PES 
yarn in a Tricot pattern. The UD-NCF consists of a single layer of aligned CF tows with thin glass 
fibers (GF) on the back for improved handleability and the MD-NCF of two layers in a 0°/90° 
orientation. Both fabrics have a similar number of CFs with about 300 g/m2 in their respective 
main reinforcing directions. The most relevant characteristics of the NCFs used in this study are 
listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Characteristics of the investigated NCFs. 

 Stitching 
length 

Tow width Areal density 
0° 90° Total 0° 90° stitching 

Unit [mm] [mm] [mm] [g/m2] [g/m2] [g/m2] [g/m2] 
UD300 3.6 5.0 - 328.86 309.86 9.7 (GF) 9.3 
MD600 2.6 5.0 2.5 602.24 301.53 292.52 8.19 
 
Punch-to-plate compaction tests.  
The compaction behavior is investigated with a simple punch-to-plate setup mounted on a 

universal testing machine with a 50 kN load cell, cf. Fig. 1 a). Undeformed stacks of two, four, six 
or eight plies with a size of 200 x 200 mm2 are compacted with a 150 x 160 mm2 punch at a 
constant speed of 1 mm/min. Each measurement is repeated four times with a new stack of material 
for each test. Additionally, three different layups for each material are investigated with relative 
orientations of 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 0°, 45° 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 90° between the CFs at the interfaces of each ply in a stack, cf. 
Fig. 1 b). In the UD-NCF layups, the front side (f) of the fabric with a zigzag pattern is facing up 
for each ply. This is the same for the Biax-NCF in layups with a relative interface orientation of 
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 45° or 90°, while every second ply is flipped over with its back side (b) facing up for 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 =
0°. The fabrics were stacked randomly to represent the typical case of an automated stacking 
process.  
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Fig. 1. a) Experimental punch-to-plate compaction test setup; b) Schematic lay-ups of the 
investigated combinations for different relative fibre orientations at the interfaces with the PES 

stitching of the NCFs in orange and the GF in green. 
 

The fabric stacks of 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿-plies are compacted to a remaining thickness 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 equivalent to a 
theoretical fiber volume content 𝛷𝛷 of 65 %, cf. Fig. 2 a), according to  

𝛷𝛷 =  𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿
𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚

=  (𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖−𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶)∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿
𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚

,  (1) 

where 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 0.00181 𝑖𝑖/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚3 is the density of the utilized CFs and 𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴 is the areal density of 
the CFs in the stack, which is approximated by subtracting the weight of the stitching 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 
and GFs 𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 from the total measured areal density 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. a) Theoretical fibre volume content for a single layer (𝒏𝒏𝑳𝑳 = 𝟏𝟏) according to Eq. 1; b) 
Machine compliance curve during the loading stage. 

 
Machine compliance adjustment.  
Based on the results of the recent benchmark conducted by Yong et al. [8], machine compliance 

has a significant influence on the measured thickness during compaction tests. Therefore, the 
machine compliance was measured based on the method outlined by Sousa et al. [15]. Without a 
fabric, the top and bottom plates are brought into contact with each other (𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 = 0) and further 
pressed together with a prescribed speed of 1 mm/min. The machine force is measured as a 
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function of the cross-head displacement, cf. Fig. 2 b). The results were used to correct the true 
remaining stack thickness 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟  of each trial according to  

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 − 𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡(𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐),  (2) 

where 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 is the measured thickness according to the cross-head displacement reading and 
𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡(𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐) is the thickness correction depending on the compaction force. The slight non-linearity 
of the curves indicates a small instability in the testing setup caused by non-controlled elements in 
the testing fixtures used (e.g. un-parallelism of the plates, internal friction, different materials). 
However, a good agreement is found between the compliance curve measured prior to testing of 
the UD- and Biax-NCF. 
Results and Discussion  
Influence of machine compliance.  
In order to highlight the importance of adjusting the results for machine compliance, especially for 
varying numbers of layers 𝑛𝑛L, Fig. 3 shows the results of the UD-NCF for the [0∘ 0∘⁄ ]𝑖𝑖-layups 
with ([0∘ 0∘⁄ ]𝑖𝑖) and without ([0∘/0∘]𝑖𝑖raw ) machine compliance adjustment. Especially for high 
fiber volume contents, Φ is linear in 𝑛𝑛L but very sensitive to small changes in the individual ply 
thickness, cf. Eq. 1. Since the compaction forces for all configurations are of the same order of 
magnitude, the thickness correction Δ𝑡𝑡 results in larger deviations for the final fvc for fewer layers. 
This results in a deviation of ΔΦ = 8 − 15% from the targeted final fvc of Φtarget = 65%. The 
maximum forces reduce due to the averaging over the smallest common resulting stack thickness 
𝑡𝑡rem among all trials after adjustment according to Eq. 2. Most importantly, however, the position 
of the curves changes in relation to each other. While an increase in the resistance to compaction 
is observed for the raw data, a decrease is observed after taking the machine compliance into 
account. 

 
Fig. 3. Influence of the machine compliance adjustment on the results for UD-NCF with a 

[𝟎𝟎∘/𝟎𝟎∘]𝒏𝒏-layup. 
 

Influence of the number of layers 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿.  
The resulting forces over fiber volume content for different 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 are presented in Fig. 4. All 

compaction curves show the well-known non-linear shape with progressively increasing forces 
[2]. For Biax-NCF the resistance to compaction decreases for an increasing number of layers 
independent of the layup sequence due to nesting of the layers. This observation is more 
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pronounced for a 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 of 0° or 90°. The offset of 45° decreases the area of superimposed stitching 
seams compared to continuously stacked layups [7]. This also results in a smaller scatter in the 
experimental results for 𝛥𝛥𝜃𝜃 = 45°. Since the layers were stacked randomly, it is possible for 
stitching patterns for a 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 of 0° or 90° to coincide between the layers causing an increased 
resistance to compaction for some of the trials as shown by Korkiakoski et al. [10]. The decrease 
in resistance to compaction seems to diminish as the number of layers increase, indicating a 
threshold for even higher 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿. In literature, this threshold is reached at about 10-15 layers for many 
textiles [2, 3, 6]. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Compaction test results for different relative interface orientations 𝛥𝛥 | a) Biax-NCF; b) 

UD-NCF. 
 

A similar trend is observed for the UD-NCF, but mainly for an increase of 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿 from two to four, 
cf. Fig. 4 b). A further increase of the number of layers only slightly affects the compaction 
response with strongly overlapping experimental scatter. Presumably, the GF on the back of the 
UD-NCF prevent such a strong nesting effect as for Biax-NCF.  For 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 45° the results for 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿 =
8 is even lower compared to 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿 = 6 and all curves in general are closer to each other just like for 
the Biax-NCF. This further indicates a noticeable influence of the superimposed stitching. The 
threshold for the influence of 𝑛𝑛𝐿𝐿 for the UD-NCF seems to be nearly reached for 8 layers, indicated 
by a very small decrease in the compaction resistance for more than six layers.  
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Fig. 5. Compaction test results for different number of layers 𝒏𝒏𝑳𝑳 | a) Biax-NCF; b) UD-NCF. 
 
Influence of the relative interface orientation ΔΘ.  
To make it easier to assess the influence of the relative interface orientations, the results are 

shown again in Fig. 5 depending on the number of layers 𝑛𝑛L.  For Biax-NCF the [0f∘ 0b∘⁄ ]𝑖𝑖-layup 
requires the smallest compaction force to achieve a targeted fvc independent of 𝑛𝑛L, cf. Fig. 5 a). 
This reinforces the assumption that the influence of the number of layers is caused by a 
combination of nesting of rovings as well as the influence of superimposed stitching patterns. For 
the [0f∘ 0f∘⁄ ]𝑖𝑖-layups, mainly superposition of stitching causes a decreasing resistance to 
compaction for larger stacks, while for the [0f∘ 0b∘⁄ ]𝑖𝑖-layups the effect is amplified by a stronger 
possibility for nesting of the rovings. In contrast, the compaction behavior of UD-NCF is barely 
influenced by the relative layer orientation and very similar for the respective number of layers, 
cf. Fig. 5 b).  
Summary 
In this work, a study on the compaction behavior of UD- and Biax-NCF for different layup-types 
and relative fiber orientations at the interfaces is presented. First, the relevance of considering the 
machine compliance was emphasized, especially in order to study the behavior for different 
numbers of layers. Comparing the UD- and Biax-NCF to each other, some similarities can be 
observed. With an increasing number of layers, the resistance to compaction for both materials 
decreases independent of relative interface orientation. This effect is weakest for ΔΘ = 45°, 
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indicating a combined influence of roving nesting and superposition of the stitching patterns. The 
stiffness decrease is smaller for the UD-NCF, which is presumably due to the glass fibers 
preventing pronounced nesting. For both fabrics, the influence of 𝑛𝑛L is diminishing, indicating a 
threshold for these effects. However, more experiments with even more layers are necessary for 
both materials to identify the exact threshold. An influence of the relative interface orientation is 
only distinctly observed for Biax-NCF. Turning over every second layer in a [0f∘ 0b∘⁄ ]𝑖𝑖-layup 
reduces the required forces for a targeted fvc, which can be used to reduce required pressing forces 
[16].  

The results of this study allow a better understanding of the two investigated non-crimp fabrics 
and could be used to parametrize an analytical or simulation model to design molding processes. 
Therefore, the compaction behavior for different velocities as well as very high and low numbers 
of layers should be addressed in further studies.  
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Abstract. Stab protective clothing is used in a wide range of applications, including military and 
police applications, but is also becoming increasingly important for civilian users. A relatively 
new way of manufacturing personal protective equipment is additive manufacturing. This makes 
it possible to produce new types of stab protection geometries by applying polymer layers to 
textiles. Such composite structures represent a mechanical system of rigid bodies with constraints, 
especially with large continuous protective surfaces. As a result, the wearing comfort is limited. 
This paper presents two methods for numerically simulating the forming of reinforced textiles with 
solid polymer elements over the body as part of the development and optimization process of such 
garments. 
Introduction 
Stab protection clothing is getting more important for both military and civil users, as the statistics 
of the national polices of several countries shows. The fact that in countries such as the UK or 
Germany more than 40,000 attacks with a knife or other sharp object are reported each year [1, 2] 
is an argument that wearing stab protective clothing is essential for various professions. There are 
several investigation the possibilities of improvement of the stab resistance of textile structures, 
based on the using non-woven fabrics [3], or triaxial textiles [4]. The properties of the fabrics are 
important and normally fabrics with very high density and high seam slippage resistance are 
required [5]. Analytical methods for investigation of the stab resistance for woven fabrics is 
reported in [6]. Other researchers use combination of different fiber types and found that the use 
of wool fibers in combinations with aramid significantly increases the stab resistance of the woven 
structure [7]. In the latest decade the additive manufacturing provides new possibilities for 
integration of protective elements in the textiles, as both laser sintering [8] and fused filament 
disposition of polymers [9] are applied for such applications and demonstrate that can satisfy the 
norms. The placement of additional solid elements increases the stab protection especially against 
needles and other small elements, but with the increasing of the size of these elements, can again 
gets negative effect in the reduction of the wear comfort of the protective clothing. This work 
presents a method for numerical simulation of the forming of reinforced textiles with solid polymer 
elements over the body as part of the development and optimization process of such clothing. 
Problem Description 
Safety textile products for stab protection have often additional elements, who have to stop the 
sharp elements and avoid the interpenetration on the human body [10]. In order to ensure some 
freedom of the motion, it is essential to have smaller protective plates on the areas of the body, 
where more motion happens or where the radius of the curvature is lower (Fig.1), and larger plates 
on the more statical areas and such those with lower curvature, in order to keep the protection rate 
higher. 
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Fig. 1. Curvature areas on the human body, hier viusalised as Gaus curvature. 

 
The protective elements can be produced with different form and integrated on the textile 

structure using additive manufacturing. Fig. 2 demonstrates one possible form of such protecting 
elements, which can be printed over knitted structure.  

 
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of a possible protective elements applied to a knitted fabric. 

 
After determining and testing the required thickness and suitable material for the panels [9], the 

main task for the developer of protective clothing with such elements is the placement of the 
protective elements in a way, which provides the best function – in this case stab protection and 
the best wear comfort. In order to provide best function, elements the plates are prepared with a 
form which allow that they incline in each other (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3. Element of the protective structure a) and b) side view c) cross-section.  
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The convex triangle element on the two sides can incline in the concave negative elements on 
the other sides of the next plates and in this way to provide dense structure (Fig. 4a). Such structure 
retain small flexibility and allow some limited bending over curvatures which depends on the 
distance between the plates (Fig. 4b and 4c).  

 

a  

b 

c 
Fig. 4. Set of additive manifactured elements a) in horizontal direction b) bent with larger 

distance between the plates c) bent with smaller distance beween the plates. 
 

The principal question is with which algorithms, software or method the forming over the body 
of such composite structure (basis textile and plates) can be simulated in order the optimal 
parameters for the geometry of the plates, the distance between these, the elasticity of the textile 
and the final pattern construction can be optimized. The common clothing CAD software can 
perform well draping simulation on the body, but consider all accessories as buttons in the best 
case as connected to the textile, but ignore their contact detection. The classical FEM software 
would require complex mezzo-scale level simulation of the structure, connected with the plates, 
but such one requires large simulation times and is not really suitable for engineering development 
process at the current time.  
Proposed Procedure 
The classical methods from the last 25 years in the area of composites forming are reported very 
detailed in [21]. The commonly used and reported there shell and solid shell methods could be 
extended for simulation of the current case of soft materials with integrated plates, but as in the 
current case the properties of the structure are dominated by rigid bodies, the authors decided to 
use another technique. The basis textile structures can be generated as 3D geometry using different 
software packages. Wisetex is very powerful for creation of woven fabrics [11], TexMind Weft 
[12] and Warp Knitting Editors [13] provide 3D geometry for the corresponding structures [14, 
15]. In the current case the weft knitted structure is generated parametrically with the TexMind 
Weft Knitting Software and exported as STL file. 3D protective elements can be created with 
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Autodesk Fusion 360 and also saved as an STL file. The human body can be obtained by 3D or 
4D scanning, but for the testing of the procedure is generated with MakeHuman [16]. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Task describtion – protective elements, placed over elastic textile have to be formed to 

suit the human body. 
 
For the simulation with large number of contacts and complex geometries with rigid bodies 

with constraints the impulse based methods are reported to provide very good performance and 
simplicity of the code [17, 18]. In the current case the implementation of BulletPhysics [19], 
especially its Python port is applied [20]. The Library allow import of the geometries as contact 
shapes from STL files, setting friction coefficients and all required dynamic effect. For the 
simulation the physical system is simplified and the complete textile layer, which provides the 
connection between the plates is replaced by a constrains between the plates. As suitable 
replacement of the complete knitted structure (Fig. 6a) two point-to-point constrains between the 
plates are applied (Fig. 6b). 

 
 

 
Fig. 6.  Modelling of the elasticity of the knitted structure as paired springs (connecting links). 
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Fig. 7.  Modelling of the elasticity of the knitted structure as paired springs (connecting links). 

 
The paired two connection between each plate actually leaded to very stiff structure (Fig. 7), 

where the rows moves completely as a rigid type and does not allow single plates to move over 
the human body as it is the case if the distance between the plates is larger.  

In a second trial the two pairs are replaced by only one per connection between the plates 
(Fig. 8a). In this way the single elements have more freedom to more around the body, as it is the 
case if they are produced with additive manufacturing over flexible textile structure. The starting 
simulation step is visualization in Figure 8b, where the plates are starting to move down to the 
body based on the applied acceleration. 

 
  a       b 

Fig. 8.  a) Mechanical model of the plates, where each one is connected to the next with only one 
constrain b) view from the beginning of the simulation process. 

 
After adjustment of the limits of the constraints (limitation of the maximal force) the model was 

able to run and simulate the process, where the initially printed elements over the flat textile will 
deform over the human body (Fig. 9). The principle was proven and seems that can be a basis for 
refinement for complex simulations, but it has shown as well several open problems, which 
becomes not solved until the finalization of this text. One of these is that for the proper contact 
simulation of the elements with concave geometry does not work properly with the simplified 
using of boundary box of the element and requires special treatment, forcing using the algorithms 
for concave triangular meshes. Applying this algorithms for the form (Fig. 3) at lower distance 
between the plates leads to sticking of the elements and completely limiting their flexibility. 
Another parameter is the limit of the maximal force in the constraints between the plates. It has 
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the physical meaning similar to the stiffness of the connection. For low values the solver needs 
very long time to converge the structure and satisfy the constraints. Using high level of the 
maximal force the plates leads to unnatural configurations in case the plates contacts together.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Example of simulation state of the structure over the body. 

Summary 
Novel structures for stab protection can be produced using additive manufacturing, depositing 
polymer layers over textiles. Such composite structure represent mechanical system of rigid body 
with constraints. For the analysis and optimization of such structures, and especially the forming 
process when the clothing is wearied, in the current case impulse based solver is applied and two 
models are tested. The more natural replacement of the textile background trough two constrains 
parallel between each two plates leads to rigid structure and was not able to be formed over the 
human body with the current simulation trials. Probably more careful adjustment of the simulation 
parameters could give the better results. A model with only one constrain as connection between 
each two plates demonstrated ability to be used for forming simulation, but remains sensible 
regarding all model parameters. Although all difficulties and sensibilities, the models were 
computed on a normal home use computer with Intel 7 processor with 2,6 GHz and 16 GB RAM 
for few seconds, which is promising for integration in engineering software after refinement of the 
model and parameters.  
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Abstract. Recently, Università Politecnica delle Marche and COMEC Innovative srl are involved 
in the research project “Smart Tow Winding” funded by MIUR (Ministry of Education, University 
and Research), concerning the development of an innovative process for the realization of a 
pressure vessel through Filament Winding (FW) technology. In this context, a design procedure 
for type IV composite pressure vessel is proposed. To design the component, the dedicated 
simulation software CADWIND was used to virtually generate the pressure vessel through the 
definition of the desired geometry, the type of prepreg, the number of layers and the bandwidth. 
The generated file was imported in the FEM simulation software Siemens NX with the aim of 
evaluating the structural resistance under an internal pressure of 70 MPa. Different external 
configurations of mandrels and stratification were tested in order to optimize the geometry of the 
vessel and the resistance to weight ratio. A high performance and low weight vessel configuration 
was finally identified. 
Introduction 
In recent years, the market for lightweight structural components has constantly increased and it 
has triggered the use of high performance composite materials such as Carbon Fiber Reinforced 
Polymers (CFRPs). These components find applications in several sectors such as sport equipment, 
energy production, and biomedical. Moreover, they are particularly suitable for road and aerospace 
transport applications. In fact, the weight saving achieved by means of high specific mechanical 
properties composites can result in a reduction in fuel use and, consequently, lower service life 
costs and environmental impacts [1-3]. Despite significant effort in automation [4], at present, 
carbon fiber parts production strongly relies on manual operations and it is therefore time 
consuming and expensive. For this reason, to achieve a sustainable development of composite 
materials and innovative transport systems, it is crucial to improve manufacturing systems 
automation and production speed [5].  

In this context, MIUR (Ministry of Education, University and Research) is funding the research 
project titled “Smart Tow Winding” concerning the development of an innovative process for the 
fabrication of a pressure vessel through Filament Winding (FW) technology involving the Marche 
Polytechnic University and COMEC Innovative srl. 

In this regard, the development of the technology of Smart Tow Winding constitutes an 
innovation in the corporate sector as it allows to combine an innovative material, such as 
composite, with an automated production process. This technology is an automated version of the 
conventional filament winding (FW) process, which is a widely practiced technique for high 
performance composite structures, such as pressure vessels, fuel tanks, pipes, and rocket motor 
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cases. FW allows the production of composite parts by winding composite filaments over a rotating 
mandrel. The winding angle of the filament can be modified depending of the expected loads on 
the components, maximizing the mechanical resistance along the most stressed directions. In this 
way it is possible to satisfy the stringent structural requirements of the aerospace and transport 
industries.  

Smart tow winding can be used for the construction of fuel storage tanks, containing from 
combustible gases to natural gases, which nowadays are an excellent solution to reduce CO₂ 
emissions. The traditional structure of tanks, used for on-board storage of gaseous fuel under 
pressure, present a central cylindrical body and two dome-shaped external caps; this is due to the 
fact that spheres incur the lowest membrane stress on their walls compared to any other shape 
[6,7]. These pressure tanks can be realized in metals, composite materials or obtained as a 
combination of these materials. In particular, five different types of vessels are defined [8]: Type 
I, II, III, IV, V. Type I is fully made by metal material, while Type II consist in an inner metal liner 
supporting 55% of the internal pressure load, reinforced with composite hoop wraps. Type III, is 
similar to Type II with an inner metal liner, externally covered by a composite reinforcement 
supporting up to 80% of the pressure load. For what concern Type IV, it is made externally of 
composite material and presents an inner liner made of plastic material, which does not support 
the load, but contains the gas and works as a mandrel for the Filament Winding process. The last 
typology, Type V, it is fully made by composite material, without internal liner. 

Generally, gas used in industrial applications is stored inside cylindrical Type I tanks, since 
they are the least expensive, but the heaviest. Type II tanks, on the other hand, are commonly used 
at high pressures for stationary applications: they are lighter than Type I tanks, but at the same 
time more expensive. For uses where high lightness must be guaranteed, Type III, IV, and V tanks 
are used, in which the composite material is generally reinforced by means of glass, aramid, or 
carbon fibers [9]. 

Specifically, Type IV and V ones are the lightest ones at all, as they do not have metal liners; 
however, they are the most expensive due to the use of composite material.  

With regard to the winding patterns with which these tanks can be made, they vary, depending 
on the geometry of the tank, the manufacturing process, the fiber arrangement, the precision of the 
machine, and the cost. Since filament-wound composite pressure vessels are more inclined to 
failure in domed sections, the shape of the dome and the winding of the fibers are important for 
the structural integrity of the vessel [10]. 

The high number of parameters related to pressure vessel production (e.g. number, percentage 
coverage and orientation of layers, filament path, raw materials, internal liner..) makes the design 
process complicated and time consuming. For this reason, a rapid and easy to apply design 
procedure for filament wound parts is required.  

Hence, in the context of advanced composite manufacturing processes and simulations [11], 
this work focuses on the design and optimization of a type IV pressure vessel since it is a promising 
alternative in various applications (i.e. energy and transport) were low weight and high 
performances are required. After preliminary considerations with structural theories (netting 
theory, isotensoid vessel), virtual models were created by means of a FW dedicated software that 
allowed to define all the parameters of several possible composite layers. An iterative procedure 
with a FEA software was then used to optimize the structure parameters considering typical 
working loads (70 MPa internal pressure) and constraints. 
  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/membrane-stress
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Materials and Methods 
In the present work, a preliminary design of a Type IV pressure vessel was investigated. The tank 
under pressure is characterized by a 380 mm diameter in the central cylindrical zone and a total 
length of about 540 mm. An internal thermoplastic liner, in high-density polyethylene (HDPE), is 
used as mandrel during the filament winding process. For the composite material used for the 
external winding, a towpreg composed by a thermosetting polymer matrix reinforced with carbon 
fibers, was chosen. The internal service pressure and burst pressure values were defined equal to 
70 and 105 MPa, respectively, with a safety factor of 1.5, according to the suitable values in several 
transport applications [12]. Details about the material parameters according to their datasheet are 
reported in Table 1. The mechanical properties of the composite material were calculated 
considering the general “rule of mixture” and a fiber weight fraction equal to 68%.  

 
Table 1. Mechanical properties of matrix, carbon fibers and composite 

material. 

Material parameters Unit Values 
Carbon fibers (Toray T700) 

Tensile strength 
Young modulus 
Elongation at break 
Density 
Volume fraction 

 
Epoxy resin 

Tensile strength 
Young modulus 
Elongation at break 
Density 
Volume fraction 
 

Composite 
Tensile strength (longitudinal) 
Tensile strength (transversal) 
Young modulus (longitudinal) 
Young modulus (transversal) 
Density 

 
MPa 
GPa 
% 

g/cm³ 
% 
 
 

MPa 
GPa 
% 

g/cm³ 
% 
 
 

MPa 
MPa 
GPa 
GPa 

g/cm³ 

 
4900 
230 
2.1 
1.8 
56.3 

 
 

73 
3.7 
9 

1.1 
43.7 

 
 

2790 
~73 

131.1 
8.3 
1.6 

 
To design the pressure vessel, an iterative procedure was followed (Fig. 1). Input geometric 

parameters were used to define the dome profile through a spreadsheet, while the design 
parameters, such as carbon fiber mechanical properties, service pressure and safety factor, were 
used to lead the netting analysis. The obtained results were implemented in CADWIND simulation 
software to virtually generate the pressure vessel through the definition of the desired geometry, 
the type of prepreg, the number of layers and the bandwidth. Then, the generated file was imported 
in the FEM simulation software Siemens NX with the aim of evaluating the structural resistance 
under the internal service and burst pressure values of 70 and 105 MPa. If the results obtained 
satisfy the safety structural requirements, the stratification analyzed can be considered as an 
acceptable design from the mechanical requirements perspective; otherwise, the study should 
continue identifying a new stratification that improves criticalities arising from the previous one. 
Moreover, other than the structural requirements, the weight of the structure was evaluated during 
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each design iteration in order to identify the alternative that fulfils safety conditions and presents 
the lightest weight possible among the considered laminations. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Iterative design procedures applied for the definition of the optimal pressure vessel. 
 

Netting analysis. 
The netting analysis is a method that can be used to preliminarily estimate the thickness of 

helical and hoop layers of a composite tank that allow it to withstand the working loading 
conditions. The analysis considers that the pressure load is only supported by carbon fibers and 
the epoxy resin does not give any structural contribution. According to Mariotte theory, the internal 
pressure yields to two main stress components along the circumferential and axial directions. The 
first one is supported by helicoidal windings, while the second by hoop windings. For this reason, 
many tubular structures or tanks are produced using both low values of winding angles (helicoidal 
windings) and values near to 90° (hoop windings). Therefore, this theory allows to calculate the 
thickness of the fiber layers considering any combination of two different values of winding angles 
to obtain the tank laminate structure [13].  

Spreadsheet isotensoid theory. 
In order to guarantee high structural strength of the pressure vessel, the definition of the external 

geometry of the domes is fundamental since it is the most complex zone of the component. To 
generate the tridimensional geometry, a meridian curve was realized and then was rotated around 
a central axis. Referring to the European patent of isotensoid tanks obtained by filament winding 
process [14], this curve was defined by points through a spreadsheet in which input data of 
cylindrical zone diameter and length and opening end’s diameter were inserted. The output 
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information of this step was the meridian curve, which was than exported to a file compatible with 
the filament winding dedicated software CADWIND.   

Filament Winding process simulation. 
The simulation of filament winding process was performed using CADWIND software, which 

can simulate the winding process, based on a physical model, and calculate the fiber path and 
winding pattern (Fig. 2) [15]. After importing the geometry of the mandrel, composite laminates 
were created using different process parameters, which are listed in Table 2. 
This allows to create a file to be imported in FEA software that reports information about the 
model mesh, and laminate stratification, orientation and thickness. With this model, the wound 
filament is considered perfectly straight and possible undulation and degradation of the composite 
mechanical properties are not considered [16]. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Simulation of filament winding process performed using CADWIND software. 

 
A friction factor equal to 0.3 was considered for the composite prepreg in the process 

simulation. The “Turning zone” represent the zone in which the filament orientation starts to 
change the winding angle in order to come back and wind the opposite mandrel side and the 
“Coverage” represents percentage of filament coverage on the mandrel. The associated values are 
defined to obtain a symmetric component avoiding a high overlap of the wound material that 
implicates a thickness increase. The material parameters are listed in Table 3. 

Different external configurations of mandrels and stratification were tested in order to optimize 
the geometry of the vessel and the resistance to weight ratio. 

An accurate choice of layering requires many considerations such as identifying the number of 
composite layers to deposit and defining the winding angle of each layer. The latter is fundamental, 
as the more the angle is reduced, the greater is tank’s area covered. The choice of the winding 
angle also influences the mechanical resistance of the component: if it is about 90°, the resistance 
to tangential stresses increases, while material layers with low values of winding angle better 
withstand axial stresses. 
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Table 2. Laminate parameters. 

Laminaton Winding angle 
[°] 

Turning zone 
front to 

Turning zone 
back from 

Coverage 
[%] 

1 10 20 105 102.1 
2 15 14 111 133.3 
3 20 8 117 107.0 
4 25 5 120 102.1 
5 30 7 118 130.1 
6 35 5 120 122.8 
7 40 6 119 147.1 
8 45 9 116 153.6 
9 50 12 113 150.2 
10 55 15 110 140.3 
11 60 17 108 120.7 
12 65 27 98 123.8 
13 70 30 95 188.2 
14 75 35 90 155.5 
15 80 41 84 162.2 
16 85 40 85 184.7 

 
Table 3. Material parameters. 

TEX value 
(single roving) 

[g/km] 

Bandwidth 
(single roving) 

[mm] 

Fiber 
density 
[g/cm3] 

Fiber 
volume 
fraction 

[%] 

Fiber 
mass 

fraction 
[%] 

Matrix 
density 
[g/cm3] 

Resulting ply 
thickness 

[mm] 

1000 6 1.8 56.5 68 1.1 0.16 
 
Moreover, it is necessary to deposit some hoop layers after a defined number of helicoidal layers 

both to compact the underlying layers and to remove any resin’s excess. 
Once identified the layering to analyze, the FEM file created is imported on the software used 

to conduct FEM analysis. 
Structural simulation of the pressure vessel. 
In order to simulate the performances of the composite pressure vessel, the software Siemens 

NX was used, with the FEA NX Nastran solver. To this purpose, the file created in CADWIND 
was imported in NX to analyze the selected laminate. The model was imported as constituted by 
2D shell elements with a defined laminate structure. The linear-elastic material mechanical 
properties were defined, and a structural linear simulation was carried out. The preliminary 
structural simulations of the pressure vessel conducted considering two fixed constraints on the 
most external frames, at the end of the domes.  

Results and Discussions 
Thickness distribution on pressure vessel. 
The netting theory was used to evaluate the thickness distribution on layers with both hoop (~90°) 
and helical (variable θ) winding angles. The angle θ was continuously varied from 0° to 90°, and 
the resulting laminate thickness was registered. It was observed that by increasing the value of θ, 
the required thickness of helical layers increases while the number of hoop layers decreases.   
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For θ values between 54° and 55°, if constant internal pressure is considered, the total thickness 
value of the pressure vessel is minimized.  

The resulting minimum total thickness of carbon fibers is about 10.18 mm, which is divided in 
3.84 mm for helicoidal layers and 6.34 mm for hoop layers. Considering that netting theory 
evaluates only the fibers contribution and that fiber volume fraction is about 56.3%, the minimum 
thickness of total composite laminate is about 18.08 mm. 

Pressure vessel model definition. 
Based on pressure vessel dimensions, as described in section Spreadsheet isotensoid theory, a 

meridian curve that represents the external domes profile was obtained. The medium thickness of 
each layer depends on both the towpreg characteristics and the coverage percentage. In fact, in 
order to guarantee a good covering of the mandrel, the towpreg tends to overlap itself involving a 
greater coverage percentage than 100% on each layer. So, this confirm that the medium thickness 
of each layer which approximately various from 0.2 mm to 0.3 mm depends on the coverage 
percentage. 

Considering these values and the results obtained by netting theory, to ensure that the tank 
operates safely at least 70 - 80 layers of towpreg are required. According to this information, the 
first layering tested was [856/104/154/204/856/304/354/454/856]. 

 

Table 4. Maximum stress and strain values of each reference layer. 

Winding 
angle 

Maximum stress Maximum strain 

Internal pressure 
70 MPa  

Internal pressure 
105 MPa 

Internal pressure 
70 MPa 

Internal pressure 
105 MPa 

85° 993 MPa 1500 MPa 0.004  0.006 

10° 1290 MPa 2333 MPa 0.004 0.026 

15° 899 MPa 1350 MPa 0.022 0.022 

20° 788 MPa 1200 MPa 0.006 0.014 

85° 990 MPa 1482 MPa 0.007 0.009 

30° 720 MPa 1116 MPa 0.006 0.009 

35° 800 MPa 1170 MPa 0.006 0.008 

45° 820 MPa 1265 MPa 0.005 0.006 

85° 992 MPa 1485 MPa 0.005 0.006 

 
FEM simulations. 
The mentioned layering was tested using both a service pressure of 70 MPa and a burst pressure 

of 105 MPa to analyze the pressure vessel structural response under bursting conditions. This 
laminate was characterized by 84 plies, a weight of 21 kg and a thickness of the cylindric zone of 
about 20 mm. To observe the resulting stress and strain values of the pressure vessel, the results 
obtained were analyzed considering a reference ply for each winding angle used in the laminate. 
Table 4 shows the maximum values of stress and strain along the fibers direction evaluated in each 
reference layers, imposing the different pressure values of 70 MPa and 105 MPa. 
 

(a) 
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(b) 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Strain and (b) stress distributions on the ply with 10° winding angle  

for the 105 MPa test. 
 

Fig. 3 shows the strain and stress distributions on the ply with 10° winding angle obtained by 
CADWIND software simulations. As far as the stress values is concerned, Fig. 3b shows that the 
pressure vessel is in safe conditions also when internal burst pressure is applied; although there 
are some areas that are more stressed than others, they fall within the set limit values of 2500 MPa. 
For what concerns the strain values resulting from the service pressure analysis (Fig. 3a), the tank 
is generally in safe condition with the exception of the ends of external domes where the reached 
strain values are greater than the limit value of 0.007. As expected, it is noticed that stress and 
strain values resulting from the test performed using burst pressure (105 MPa) are greater than 
those obtained using the internal service pressure (70 MPa). 

Summary 
This study addressed the procedure used for the preliminary design and the structural analysis of 
a Type IV pressure vessel. The focus was both on the definition of external domes geometry and 
on the composite material used for the winding which confers the structural strength to the tank. 
The identified laminate sequence is chosen using CADWIND, a software which is dedicated to 
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filament winding processes. Then it was analysed to verify its structural behaviour through 
Siemens NX FEA software. The main results are summarized below: 

● According to netting analysis, the minimum value of total composite laminate thickness 
is about 18.08 mm. Considering the thickness of the cylindric zone, the netting theory 
provides results that are similar to those of the FEM simulations. However, more 
complex approaches are needed for the domes of the vessels.  

● Using a spreadsheet and knowing pressure vessel’s dimensions, the external domes 
isotensoid geometry was defined. 

● Netting analysis combined with CADWIND allowed to determine the minimum number 
of layers to introduce on the layering, which is about 70 - 80 layers.  

● The used laminate sequence is characterized by 84 plyes, a weight of 21 kg and a 
thickness of the cylindric zone of about 20 mm.  

● The FEM analysis shows that the tank tested using an internal pressure of 70 MPa is in 
safe conditions in terms of stress and strain except for some criticalities on the ends of 
the external domes. 

● Instead, the tank tested using an internal pressure of 105 MPa is in safe conditions in 
terms of stress only: strain values are higher than the limit on almost all layers analyzed.  

This study can be considered as a starting point to optimize the layering through an iterative 
process. In this way it is possible to obtain a pressure vessel which is in safe conditions also 
considering strain values. Moreover, the procedure here presented can be used as a reference point 
for the design of filament wound components with different mandrel geometry. Future works could 
focus on a further optimization of the composite lamination by means of localized reinforcement 
(i.e. composite patches) that provides increased strength in the highest stress regions while 
reducing the number of laminate layers and the overall part weight. The FEM results will be 
validated by means of pressure test to determine the quality of the lamination and the proposed 
design procedure.  
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Abstract. During the forming of woven fabrics, different multiaxial stress states can occur, 
depending on the given process conditions and the complex deformation mechanisms of the 
interwoven structure of the textile. Particularly under constrained forming conditions, induced e.g. 
by blank holders or by adjacent metal layers in fiber-metal-laminate (FML) forming, the multiaxial 
stress states may include in-plane compression. A hyperelastic, invariant-based constitutive model 
has been proposed in previous work to consider such biaxial and normal-shear coupling for both 
positive and also negative strains. In the present work, this constitutive model is applied to forming 
simulation at component scale to investigate the significance of individual coupling aspects for the 
prediction of the forming behavior under different multiaxial stress states. For that purpose, FMLs 
and pure fabric laminates are formed to a tetrahedron geometry. In a comparative simulation study, 
the individual strain couplings of the invariant-based material model are differently activated or 
suppressed. The simulation results reveal that biaxial coupling has a significant effect on the 
draping behavior, if the draping is partially constrained. In contrast, the coupling effects are much 
smaller for free draping conditions. 
Introduction 
In the past two decades, a large number of material models have been developed to describe the 
forming behavior of textile materials at meso and macro scale [1,2]. However, only macroscale 
models are suitable for forming simulation at component level [3] and enable virtual validation 
and optimization of forming processes [4,5]. Since textiles are prone to large shear, non-orthogonal 
material models are required [6-8]. This can be realized by hypoelastic or hyperelastic material 
modeling. Hypoelastic approaches [9-11] describe stress rates as direct functions of strain rates, 
depending on the stiffness. At each timestep, stress increments can be calculated directly from 
strain increments, which makes hypoelastic approaches convenient for implementation in 
nonlinear finite element approaches. For sufficient accuracy, however, they require sufficiently 
small timesteps. The advantage of hyperelastic approaches [12-14] is the integral representation 
of the stress-strain relationship, which enables timestep-independent solutions. The stress-strain 
relation is based on the strain energy density and their differentiation with respect to strain 
measures. 

For woven fabrics that exhibit pronounced orthotropy with two preferred directions, the strain 
energy potential can be easily decomposed into distinct strain energy components, depending on 
different invariants of the deformation state [15-17]. The invariant-based energy formulation has 
the additional advantage of being independent of the choice of the basis reference system. Since 
experimental studies have shown interdependencies between distinct strain components, 
hyperelastic models with invariant-coupling, e.g., biaxial-tension [18] and tension-shear coupling 
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[19], have been proposed. A recent review on modelling coupling mechanisms in woven fabrics, 
with particular focus on invariant-based constitutive modeling is given in [20]. 

In the context of fiber-metal-laminate (FML) forming, Schäfer et al. [21] have introduced an 
invariant-based model, which considers both biaxial and normal-shear coupling, but not just for 
positive strains (i.e. tension), but also for negative strains. The additional consideration of 
compressive strains in biaxial and normal-shear coupling becomes necessary, if wrinkling is 
suppressed during forming, e.g. due to adjacent metal layers as in FML forming, but also due to 
blank holders or grippers [21]. Under such constrained condition in thickness direction, the 
bending and wrinkling behavior becomes insignificant compared to the complexly interacting 
components of the membrane behavior, namely shear, tension and compression [22,23]. 

In the present work, the invariant-based constitutive model presented by Schäfer et al. [21] is 
used to evaluate the significance of different strain couplings in forming simulation at component 
scale. For that purpose, the invariants that control the couplings in the different components of the 
strain energy densities are activated or suppressed in different combinations. Additionally, the 
effects are compared for strongly constrained forming of FML and less constrained forming of a 
pure fabric laminate. First, the material [21] is summarized with the most essential equations to 
indicate the interactions that are considered in the strain energy density components. Subsequently, 
the numerical test case, a tetrahedron geometry, and the applied materials are introduced. Finally, 
the forming simulation results are presented and discussed in terms of the coupling aspects and 
their significance on the forming results for varying forming conditions. 
Hyperelastic Multiaxially Coupled Invariant-Based Constitutive Model 
The hyperelastic invariant-based model, examined in this work for multiaxial coupling effects, 
was originally proposed and verified in our previous work [21]. For the sake of brevity, only the 
most important equations of the model are presented in the following. For more details, the reader 
is kindly referred to [21]. The invariant-based model was implemented in a user subroutine 
VUMAT for forming simulation in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT. Membrane and bending behavior are 
modeled in a decoupled way by superimposed finite membrane elements M3D3 and finite shell 
elements S3R. The membrane elements use the new VUMAT, while the shell elements use a 
bending idealization with section integration and deactivated membrane properties. 

The basic assumption of the membrane model is the additive decomposition of the total strain 
energy density 

𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8) + 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐼𝐼10, 𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8) (1) 
into a tension-compression component 𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8) and a tension-compression-dependent shear 
component 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐼𝐼10, 𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8). The components are based on invariants 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 of the right Cauchy-Green 
(RCG) tensor to be independent of the choice of the coordinate system. 

Tension-compression coupling.  
The tension-compression-dependent strain energy density component 𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 is composed of two 

components 𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀,𝑎𝑎 and 𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁,𝑏𝑏 according to the two fiber directions 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏, where the indices 𝑀𝑀 and 
𝑁𝑁 represent tension (𝑇𝑇) or compression (𝐶𝐶). The composition depends on the current strain state: 

𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8) = 𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8) + 𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8)  (2) 
with 𝑀𝑀 = 𝑇𝑇 for 𝐼𝐼4 > 1;  𝑀𝑀 = 𝐶𝐶 for 𝐼𝐼4 ≤ 1; 𝑁𝑁 = 𝑇𝑇 for 𝐼𝐼8 > 1; and 𝑁𝑁 = 𝐶𝐶 for 𝐼𝐼8 ≤ 1 [21]. The 
invariants 𝐼𝐼4 and 𝐼𝐼8 are the quadratic stretches in fiber directions 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏, respectively. 

For tension, the strain energy densities are 
𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8) = 𝑊𝑊�𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼4) ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼8)    𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎   𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼4, 𝐼𝐼8) = 𝑊𝑊�𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼8) ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼4)  (3) 

with the uniaxial strain energy densities 
𝑊𝑊�𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎��𝐼𝐼4 − 1�

3
+ 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎��𝐼𝐼4 − 1�

2
;      𝑊𝑊�𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏 = 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏��𝐼𝐼8 − 1�

3
+ 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏��𝐼𝐼8 − 1�

2
 (4) 
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where 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 and 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 are material parameters to be determined by unidirectional tensile tests. In Eq. (3), 
the influence of transverse strains is considered by the fiber-fiber-interaction factors  

𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼8) =𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎��𝐼𝐼8 − 1�� + 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚,𝑎𝑎  �1 −𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎��𝐼𝐼8 − 1�� � (5) 

𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼4) =𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏��𝐼𝐼4 − 1�� + 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏  �1 −𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏��𝐼𝐼8 − 1�� � (6) 
taking values greater than 1 for transverse tension and values between 0 and 1 for transverse 
compression. The tension-compression parameter 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 is introduced to limit the influence of the 
transverse strains on the tensile strain energy density, which is particular important in the case of 
negative transverse strains [21]. 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 can take values between 0 (complete strain energy reduction 
due to compression is possible) and 1 (no influence). In this work, 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 is set to 0.75 for negative 
and positive transverse strains. Primarily, the biaxial coupling coefficient 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 provides a strictly 
monotonous increase or decrease of the strain energy density for positive or negative transverse 
strains, respectively. It can be determined by biaxial tension tests. 

Compression is typically not considered in composite forming simulation, since the textile 
material can easily buckle and wrinkling can occur. However, under constrained conditions, e.g. 
by blank holders or adjacent metal layers, wrinkling is suppressed and the resulting multiaxial 
stress states may include in-plane compression. In this case, a linear stress-strain relation and no 
strain components coupling is assumed, leading to the compressive strain energy densities 

𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼4) = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎��𝐼𝐼4 − 1�
2

        𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎        𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼8) = 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏��𝐼𝐼8 − 1�
2

 (7) 
where 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 are material parameters that are proportional to the compressive [21]. To date, there is 
no test setup available for a reliable characterization of the compressive stiffness, since the fabrics 
are prone to buckling. Therefore, the compression stiffness is assumed according to numerical 
parameter studies performed by Werner et al. [23]. 

Normal-shear coupling.  
Shear is a prevalent deformation mechanism in woven fabrics, and thus, crucial for material 

modeling. According to the mesoscopic nature of the interwoven fiber bundles, pure shear can be 
divided in three zones with very low, medium and high shear stiffness. To capture this steadily 
increasing shear stiffness, a polynomial of third order is assumed for the stress-strain relation, 
which leads to the shear strain energy density 

𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆(𝐼𝐼10) =
1
2
𝑠𝑠1𝐼𝐼102 +

1
3
𝑠𝑠2𝐼𝐼103 +

1
4
𝑠𝑠3𝐼𝐼104   (8) 

where the shear invariant 𝐼𝐼10 represents the shear angle, and material parameters 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 can be 
determined by pure shear tests [21]. The shear strain energy density is increased for superimposed 
fiber tension and decreased for superimposed fiber compression. In the case of positive fiber 
strains, additional strain energy densities  

𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼10, 𝐼𝐼4) =
1
3

 𝐼𝐼103  𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎 (𝐼𝐼4 − 1)2 ;     𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼10, 𝐼𝐼8) =
1
3

 𝐼𝐼103  𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏 (𝐼𝐼8 − 1)2     (9) 

are added, where 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇,𝑖𝑖 are material parameters that can be determined by combined tension-shear 
tests [21]. In the case of negative fiber strains, the shear strain energy densities (8) and possibly 
(9) are multiplied by exponential reduction factors 

𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼4) =𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎(𝐼𝐼4 − 1)3� ;             𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼8) =𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇,𝑏𝑏(𝐼𝐼8 − 1)3�  (10) 
with the compression-shear parameter 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇,𝑎𝑎 to achieve a smooth asymptotic reduction of the shear 
strain energy density [21]. Thus, 𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇,𝑖𝑖 can take values less or equal to 1, but always greater than 
zero.  

Total strain energy density.  
Combining the tension strain energy density (3) and the compression strain energy (7) with the 

shear strain energy density (8), influenced by fiber tension (9) or fiber compression (10), yields: 
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𝑊𝑊tot =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑊𝑊T,a + 𝑊𝑊T,b + 𝑊𝑊S + 𝑊𝑊ST,a + 𝑊𝑊ST,a        for     𝐼𝐼4 > 1  and  𝐼𝐼8 > 1 

𝑊𝑊T,a + 𝑊𝑊C,b + �𝑊𝑊S + 𝑊𝑊ST,a� ⋅   𝑘𝑘SC,b     for     𝐼𝐼4 > 1  and  𝐼𝐼8 ≤ 1 

𝑊𝑊C,a + 𝑊𝑊T,b + �𝑊𝑊S + 𝑊𝑊ST,b� ⋅   𝑘𝑘SC,a      for     𝐼𝐼4 ≤ 1  and  𝐼𝐼8 > 1 
𝑊𝑊C,a + 𝑊𝑊C,b + 𝑊𝑊S ⋅   𝑘𝑘SC,a ⋅   𝑘𝑘SC,b           for     𝐼𝐼4 ≤ 1  and  𝐼𝐼8 ≤ 1

 (11) 

Fig. 1 depicts total strain energy surfaces for selected shear angles 𝐼𝐼10. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Qualitative representation of the total strain energy density 𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 for selected shear 

angles 𝐼𝐼10 and with dependence on the invariants 𝐼𝐼4 and 𝐼𝐼8. The bold lines 𝐼𝐼4 = 1 and 𝐼𝐼8 = 1 
represent superposition of uniaxial load in fiber directions 𝑏𝑏 and 𝑎𝑎, respectively, with shear 𝐼𝐼10 

[21]. 
Model verification.  
The prediction capability of the new multiaxially-coupled invariant-based constitutive model 

was verified by means of tensile and bias-extension tests [21], partly with comparison to 
experimental results. The simulation results of these verification tests at coupon level revealed that 
the new model is capable to capture transverse coupling effects, i.e. transverse stresses in the case 
of constrained loading and, vice versa, transverse strains in the case of free loading [21]. This is in 
contrast to the ABAQUS built-in FABRIC model, which is not able to predict transverse effects. In 
Fig. 2, the effect of differently activated coupling mechanisms is illustrated at the example of a 
simple uniaxial tensile test, where the resulting transverse strain component 𝜀𝜀22 is compared to 
experimental results from Cherouat and Bourouchaki [24]. The results in Fig. 2 and particularly in 
Fig. 2 (b) confirm that the biaxial normal strain coupling is responsible for correctly predicting the 
deformed fabric shape [21], which is clearly concave in transverse direction, as observed in 
experiments [24]. 
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Fig. 2. Transverse strain component 𝜀𝜀22 in a uniaxial tensile test for differently activated 

couplings [21]. 
Parametric Study on Individual Multiaxial Couplings and their Effects on Forming Results 
To investigate the significance of the different tension-compression and normal-shear interactions, 
the proposed constitutive model is applied to forming simulation at component scale. Furthermore, 
forming simulation of a fiber-metal laminate (FML) is compared to forming simulation of a pure 
fabric to analyze the effect of different forming constraints on the multiaxial interactions. 

Numerical test case and materials.  
A 280 x 280 mm FML with three woven fabric layers and two metallic cover layers is formed 

into a tetrahedron shape, following the work of Yao et al. [19]. For comparison, three fabric layers 
without metal blanks are formed into the same geometry. In both cases, a blank holder pressure of 
2 MPa is applied to prevent wrinkling. The inter-ply behavior between the rigid-body tools, the 
metal sheets and the fabric plies is modelled as COULOMB friction with the same friction 
parameters as used in [21]. The model setup including dimensions and boundary conditions is 
given in Fig. 3. 

The metal material is steel DC04 and is assumed to behave elastic-plastic, as characterized 
experimentally and modelled by Werner et al [22,23].The fabric material is a plain weave fabric 
according to the industrial TWINTEX® TPP60N22P-060 with comingled glass/PP fibers, used 
and characterized by Komeili et al. [25]. The material behavior of the woven fabric is assumed 
nonlinear elastic according to the equations given in Section 2. The material parameters of the 
nonlinear models for steel and woven fabric are all the same as in our previous work [21], partly 
taken from the mentioned literature [22,23,25] and partly assumed. Failure and damage are not 
considered, neither in the metal sheets nor in the woven fabric. 

 
Fig. 3. Tetrahedron geometry: Dimensions and half FE-model of tool and FML. 
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It needs to be noted that the forming simulation example is a purely numerical test case to 
expose the effect of different interactions. Some of the material parameters are assumed, the blank 
holder pressure is comparatively high to avoid wrinkling and the forming simulation is conducted 
up to a rather large tool stroke with strains reaching values beyond failure or yielding. 
Nevertheless, the test case is chosen and suited to illustrate the importance of the distinct multiaxial 
coupling aspects for stronger and weaker forming constraints. 

Results for FML forming.  
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the resulting shear angle 𝛾𝛾12 for the deformed FML, where the 

Fabric material model available in Abaqus (Fig. 4a) is compared to four different configurations 
of the new hyperelastic material model with differently activated strain couplings.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Shear angles 𝛾𝛾12 within the inner fabric layers of an FML with two metal blanks, formed 
into a tetrahedron geometry: Comparison of (a) the FABRIC material model and (b to e) four 

different configurations of the new hyperelastic material model with differently activated strain 
couplings. 

The results reveal that the normal-shear coupling (Fig. 4e) has only marginal effect on the 
forming results, since the shear angle distribution is comparable to the FABRIC model (Fig. 4a) and 
the hyperelastic model without coupling (Fig. 4b). In contrast, the fully coupled hyperelastic model 
(Fig. 4c) and the model with biaxial normal coupling (Fig. 4d) lead to considerably higher shear 
angles. The same conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 5, where the shear angle is plotted along the 
dotted line in Fig. 4a and is compared for all five configurations. An explanation for the strong 
influence of biaxial normal coupling is the presence of high normal stresses due to the encasing 
metal layers that hinder formation of wrinkles and promote deformation in shear. Interestingly, 
just a minor effect of normal-shear coupling can be observed by the green only normal-shear 
coupling curve in Fig. 5. It is located just slightly below the gray no-coupling curve, because the 
higher tensile strains partly impede shear deformation. The same is observed for the fully coupled 
VUMAT model, which is slightly below the only biaxial coupling curve that neglects normal-shear 
coupling. 
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Fig. 5: Shear angle 𝛾𝛾12 within the formed inner fabric layers of an FML along the dotted line in 
Fig. 4a: Comparison of the FABRIC material model and four different configurations of the new 

hyperelastic material model. 
Results for pure fabric forming.  
To investigate the relevance of biaxial and normal-shear coupling for weakened forming 

constraints, forming simulations are performed for three fabric layers without metal blanks. 
Furthermore, the friction coefficient between fabric and tool is smaller than the friction coefficient 
between fabric and metal sheet, which further reduces the resistance against deformation in the 
fabric. These modifications are implemented to facilitate shear deformation and material draw-in, 
and thus, to reduce normal stresses in fiber direction. 

The resulting shear angles 𝛾𝛾12 of the deformed three fabric layers are depicted in Fig. 6. Again, 
the ABAQUS/EXPLICIT built-in FABRIC model (Fig. 6a) is compared to four configurations of the 
new hyperelastic material model with differently activated strain couplings. As Fig. 6 reveals, the 
influence of interacting strain components on the resulting shear deformation is much smaller than 
in the more strongly constrained FML forming case. This conclusion is again confirmed by Fig. 7, 
where the shear angle is plotted along the dotted line in Fig. 6a. Again, the results of the fully 
coupled hyperelastic model (Fig. 6c) and the biaxial normal coupling (Fig. 6d) are close together 
and are above the results of the other configurations, but the difference between the curves is much 
smaller than for the constrained forming results shown in Fig. 5. Overall, the shear deformation is, 
as expected, larger than in the case of FML forming with metal blanks, which results from reduced 
friction, smaller normal strains and less coupling effects. 
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Fig. 6. Shear angle 𝛾𝛾12 within a pure woven fabric with three fabric layers, formed into a 

tetrahedron geometry without metal blanks: Comparison of (a) the FABRIC material model and 
(b to e) four different configurations of the new hyperelastic material model with differently 

activated strain couplings. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Shear angle 𝛾𝛾12 along the dotted line in Fig. 6a within the formed pure woven fabric: 

Comparison of the FABRIC material model and four different configurations of the new 
hyperelastic material model. 

Summary 
Forming simulation at component scale was performed to evaluate the significance of individual 
coupling effects in constitutive modeling of the fabric plies. For this purpose, a previously 
proposed invariant-based constitutive model, which includes biaxial and normal-shear coupling 
for positive and negative strains, was examined at the example of forming simulation to a 
tetrahedron. To compare the influence of strong and weak forming constraints on the multiaxial 
coupling effects, a fiber-metal laminate (FML) and a pure fabric laminate were formed to the 
tetrahedron geometry. Based on the simulation results, it could be shown that biaxial coupling has 
a significant effect on the forming results, if forming is constrained by adjacent metal layers. In 
the case of free or almost free draping conditions, this coupling effect is much smaller. 
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Nevertheless, blank holder forces also cause forming constraints that can partially prevent 
wrinkling and promote the importance of biaxial strain coupling. The results also revealed that 
biaxial coupling has a larger influence on the forming results than normal-shear coupling. 
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Abstract. Hand layup is still appreciated in modern industry for processing composite materials. 
Since is a manual process, reaching a standardization is impossible and this limits the applicability 
of this process. AFP and ATP offer a good level of automation and standardization, but both these 
processes are effective on simple-shaped surfaces. The conventional manufacturing processes have 
been increasing their level in automation thanks to the implementation of tooling machines and 
software that are able to automatically generate routes and tasks for manufacturing of a desired 
component. The goal of this research project is to take a step forward in the evolution of CAE 
software for tasks and routes management of the robotic layup process. In this paper a script 
implemented with MATLAB is described. The implemented script can automatically generate 
movements for robotic layup given a desired mold: starting from a user-given surface, the surface 
can be divided into sub-surfaces, and the software can automatically generate paths for each part 
of the surface according to the manual techniques studied by professional laminators. 
Introduction 
Advantages properties of fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs) have promoted their wide usage in 
several applicative sectors, ranging from aerospace, automotive, through to naval and construction 
industries [1] to improve the performance and reduce the weight of their components [1–14]. 
Advanced FRPs are multi-phase materials made of continuous reinforcing fibers, oriented in one 
or more specific direction, embedded within a polymeric matrix.  

Nevertheless, despite of high specific strength and stiffness, corrosion resistance, and design 
flexibility, FRPs are affected by some drawbacks limiting their further application. As a multi-
phase material, FRPs have an anisotropic behavior dependent on reinforcements’ orientation [6]. 
This leads to excellent performance under longitudinal loading, but scarce (matrix dependent) 
behavior in case of transverse loading. In most lightweight composites, matrix is constituted by 
polymeric materials, both thermosetting or thermoplastic resins, whose main roles are to keep 
together the fibers, transfer and distribute loads, and protect them from the atmospheric agents.  
To improve the material properties and reduce anisotropic behavior, the most used strategy is to 
lay the fibers plies in different directions [15]. 

Hand layup has been the earliest manufacturing technique used for shaping composite products 
[16].  Also classified as a no-industrial process, this technique offers the advantage of low-cost 
suitability for the production of small batches. But as a manual process, the hand layup carries all 
the problems lead by the operator actions. From a quality point of view, this means that it is 
impossible to reach a standardization of all the pieces produced [4]. To improve the repeatability 
and reduce the human intervention, other manufacturing processes have been developed such as, 
among others, liquid composite molding, pultrusion, filament winding. Through the years, most 
of the manufacturing processes to fabricate fiber-reinforced composite products are based on 
conventional techniques such as the autoclave. But the demand for automation is rapidly increasing 
in the industry in order to achieve lower costs, repeatability, and reduction in material scraps [5]. 
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Recently, the application of automated manufacturing to composite layup led to the 
development of an innovative process, namely robotic composite layup [5], based on the 
replacement of human operations by one or more opportunely programmed and eventually 
collaborative robots [17].  

During past few decades, advancements in automated composites manufacturing processes 
such as, automated fiber placement (AFP) and automated tape placement (ATP) (or other 
commonly known name of automated tape layup, ATL) technologies have revolutionized the 
fabrication of aerospace components. Major aircraft manufacturers have been utilizing automated 
techniques for many years now in their production lines to rapidly manufacture their flagship 
aircrafts such as Boeing 787 and Airbus A350 XBW, containing more than 50% composite parts 
by weight [7], [8]. Compared to other aerospace manufacturing techniques e.g., resin transfer 
molding (RTM), AFP and ATP systems are the most advanced and commercially used automated 
machines for large-scale aerostructures manufacturing. In terms of functionality, both AFP and 
ATP systems are very similar even though both methods use different approaches to fabricate 
specific components using resin pre-impregnated fabrics (commonly known as prepregs) [9]. One 
of the major differences between the two processes is that the AFP machine places multiple narrow 
pre-impregnated fiber tows whereas the ATP machine lays up larger and wider unidirectional tapes 
[9], [10]. Instead of conventional robots, both AFP and ATP use machine tool-based processes 
that can significantly reduce the cost of composite parts, especially large components, main wing 
structure, ribs, fixed trailing edge, nacelle structure, spoilers, flaps, ailerons, and tail cones [5]. 
Despite the benefits in terms of automation and reduced human involvement, these two processes 
are expensive: they are effective only for large parts with low to medium geometric complexity 
and have been implemented in those industrial fields capable of justifying high capital and 
operating costs. AFP/ATL are therefore technically and economically incompatible with the 
production of small to medium-sized components or complex-shaped parts, or with production 
volumes that cannot justify the usage of such expensive systems. In such situations, manual 
processes are needed leading to variability in part quality depending on the experience of each 
operator [18]. In this context, the robotic layup process has been developed to offer a high level of 
automation and standardization, reducing human involvement while at the same time offering the 
ability to process even complex shapes. Many efforts have been made in recent years to improve 
robotic processes and make them free from the actions of operators. Most of the knowledge about 
prepreg layup has been developed from the personal experience of professional laminators, who 
have implemented and collected strategies and techniques over the years to improve the layup 
process and reduce time and defects. Transferring this knowledge to a robotic process requires the 
constant attention of a professional laminator when coding robotic movements. The goal of this 
research project has been to implement a code capable of automatically handling the laying of a 
complex shaped surface. Another constraint that was considered during this study is to plan the 
entire layup of the mold surface using only one properly equipped robotic arm and clamp system. 
As demonstrated in previous work, processing the layup with two or three collaborative robots can 
certainly provide more accurate robotic handling as well as can promote the success of the process, 
but all this make the process complex and economically disadvantageous. 

The implemented algorithm is able to handle a set of strategies and techniques on different mold 
geometries. The experience of professional laminators was translated to be used with a robotic arm 
equipped with a specific end-effector.  
Materials and methods  
In order to collect and organize the techniques implemented by professional laminators, CAE 
software has been used to implement an algorithm to manage the surfaces of each mold analyzed 
and manage layup strategies. The software used has been MATLAB. "Gmsh," an open-source 
CAE software widely used for FEM analysis, has been used for mesh generation. 
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Complex-shaped molds have been used during testing to make the experimental campaign as 
generalizable as possible. The three molds used for the test campaign have been designed to be a 
workbench for the implemented algorithm. They have different shapes and require different 
layering strategies. They include planes with different inclinations, curved parts, fillets, and 
spherical parts. Moreover, they also include concave and convex parts that require specific steps 
to be processed. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The molds used as workbench 

As a collaborative robotic, a Comau Smart SiX 6 has been used, which is a robotic arm with 6 
degrees of freedom (DOF). All the simulations are performed in MATLAB environment and the 
robotic process is simulated thank to Robotics System Toolbox add-on. The information regards 
the robot is included in the URDF model which uses the XML standard to describe a robot which 
includes kinematic and dynamic behavior, visual representation, and collision model. 

For this test, the end-effector used is composed of three terminals: cylindrical roller for flat 
surfaces, a profiled roller for fittings and small radius curvatures, and a punch for consolidating 
prepreg in corners and tight parts. The cad models of the end-effector and the mold have been 
made with CATIA V5 CAD software, loaded into MATLAB environment, and then the end-
effector linked to the robotic arm model and mold placed in desired position inside the virtual 
working area of the robot. 

 

 
Fig. 2.The robot, the end effector, and a mold imported in MATLAB environment 
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The implemented algorithm is able to recognize the different parts of the surfaces of a mold and 
apply the correct strategies for the layup phase. 

The process begins with loading the mesh of the mold surface. Triangles have been chosen for 
the elementary entities of the mesh. The mesh includes information about the coordinates of the 
points and how they are connected together to form the triangles. Cleaning the surface from 
unnecessary points is the first step: the mold mesh also includes sides that are not required for 
layup. The sides of triangles were used to identify the normal vector of each elementary surface: 
the vector product of two sides gives a vector directed to the normal of the plane identified by the 
triangle. By placing this vector in the center of the triangle and considering only its modulus, the 
normal vector of the triangle has been obtained. The normal vectors are then used to identify the 
sub-surfaces that compose the mold surface. An algorithm has been implemented that can analyze 
the orientation of the normals and group triangles with the same orientation in space and collect 
them into an array. At this point, the mesh, mesh nodes, and triangles are ready to be used in the 
next step, where paths are defined according to the strategies of experienced laminators. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The mesh of a used mold (left); the same mesh cleared of elements not to be processed 
(center); the mesh divided into sub-surfaces (right) 

The strategies have been translated into routes and tasks to be performed in a specific situation. 
Starting from a literature review, the approaches used during the experimental trials have been 
collected. Following the most common scenarios are listed with the approaches used in previous 
works. 

The main human techniques have been listed in the work of M. Elkington et al. “Hand layup: 
understanding the manual process” [19]. Eight different techniques used in different scenarios are 
described in this paper: one handed guiding; two handed guiding; manual folding; hoop shearing; 
double-tension shearing; tension-secured shearing; tension and sticking; mold interaction shearing. 
Some of these techniques involve both of the operator's hands. But in most cases, careful selection 
of a prepreg clamp system or choice of starting point can enable the robot to replicate the same 
pressure applied by the operator. 

An important aspect is the definition of the boundaries of each sub-surface. These boundaries 
are defined by the user with a manual selection of points.  In this way, it is possible to define how 
the parts of the surface are connected to each other and their relative inclination.  

Another challenge is the choosing the areas of the sub-surfaces to process first. The friction 
between mold and prepreg is very high (and even higher between two consecutive layers). For this 
reason, starting layup from the correct part of the surface is crucial to the good result of the process. 
For example, if the surface to be treated has a concave shape, starting with the upper parts of the 
mold with the idea of then moving to the lower areas may lead to insufficient prepreg to cover the 
lower part, resulting in bridging defects (Fig. 4A). 

The same could happen with an edge that joins two or three sub-surfaces with different 
inclinations. In these areas, depending on the order of the processed surfaces, two different 
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scenarios could occur: an excess of material, which could lead to wrinkling; or a deficiency of 
material, which could lead to bridging [20]. 

 

 

Fig. 4. On the left (A), an incorrect choice of starting point that led to the bridging defect; on the 
right, a mold processed in two ways: in the first (B), the process began by consolidating the 

lower part (red lines); the second (C) began by consolidating the upper part. The green areas 
represent the portions of prepreg where the defect occurs. 

The Fig. 4B and Fig. 4C show that different starting positions lead to the two situations 
mentioned. In case shown in Fig. 4B, the layup has started consolidating the lower part and then 
moving to the upper part: the green part represents the area where there is excess material, which 
led to wrinkles. In case shown in Fig. 4C, the layup has started from the upper part: the green part 
is not enough to cover the remaining area, which led to a bridging defect. 
To avoid the problems mentioned above, the algorithm is able to study the shape of the surfaces 
and whether there are any concave or convex parts. If so, the software implements routes starting 
from the bottom of the concavity or the top of the convexity: the layup will then begin by laying 
the material starting from the proper sub-surface. In this way, the amount of prepreg will be 
sufficient to cover that part of the surface avoiding defects such as bridging. 

Several cases are included in the algorithm that are based on the experience gained during 
previous work and the experience of professional laminators. The algorithm is able to understand 
the inclination or curvature of sub-surfaces. For each subsurface, the shape of the surrounding parts 
is detected. Through the analysis of the normal vectors of the triangles and the coordinates of their 
centers and nodes, it is possible to understand whether a subsurface is located, for example, at the 
bottom of a concave mold. In this way, it is possible to determine the most appropriate sub-surface 
to start layup. 

After sticking the first subsurface, the algorithm is programmed to start consolidating the 
nearest fittings, and routes are designed starting from these edges. Moreover, processing a 
subsurface requires gradual movement. For this reason, each part of the surface is processed in 
steps: movement along the entire length of the subsurface is avoided and steps are chosen 
according to the extension of the surface and the size of the tool used. 
Results and discussion 
The implemented algorithm can process the given mesh elements and generate specific routes 
based on the experience of professional laminators. From the experiences gained in the works 
mentioned, starting on the proper side of the mold surface is critical to achieving a good layup. 
For the given molds, the algorithm proposed the following sub-surface sequence (Fig. 5). 

 In mold "a," the algorithm chose to start from the top and then move down toward the base of 
the mold. The reason for this choice is that the elements of the other sub-surfaces gradually go 
down without a subsequent ascent. In mold "b," which is probably the most complex, the algorithm 
chose to start at the bottom of the mold, then consolidate the neighboring fillets, and then work its 
way up. In this case, the chosen part represents the bottom of a cavity. Therefore, in order to have 
enough material to cover the other parts, the streaking action of the end effector on the prepreg 
must start from that surface. In the "c" mold, on the other hand, there are two planes at different 
heights joined by a concave surface. In this case, the best solution would be to start from one of 
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the two planes by gradually moving upward. The algorithm chose to start from the higher plane 
because this choice is shared with other cases contained within it. In all these cases, pre-shearing 
prepregs can reduce the occurrence of defects. After consolidating each subsurface, the algorithm 
generates instructions to consolidate neighboring fittings before moving further. The solutions 
shown are just a proposal derived from a series of cases included in the implemented algorithm. 
Of course, the end user can control these sequences by clicking on the mesh elements: after 
rejecting the proposed solution, the software asks the user to select the sub-surface where they 
want the layup to begin. 

 

 

Fig. 5.The meshes of the molds in which the order of layups for each mold is indicated. 
It is also possible to introduce new cases to increase the range of different recognized scenarios. 
Summary 
The implemented algorithm makes possible the automatic handling of mold meshes in order to 
design their layup. Since automatic actions have been implemented, the design time for an assigned 
mold to be processed is reduced: trajectory calculations are automatically performed by the 
software, which also generates the correct positioning of tangent, normal, and binormal vectors. 
The proper management of these angles prevents the occurrence of unwanted collisions during 
layup. The operator who now sees a routing solution offered for the end effector is still required 
to perform a check, thus a simulation of the process. But the time to calculate the positions of the 
mentioned vectors has still been reduced. 

This results in faster reconfiguration and adaptability of the used resources, i.e., the robotic cell, 
and also reduces its actual utilization time. 

Clearly, the end user is free to reprogram the layup to his liking. 
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Abstract. The manufacturing of composite materials can be ensured by several industrial 
processes, like Liquid Composite Molding (LCM). This technology is used to produce composite 
parts with complex geometries because it provides a very good compromise in terms of 
repeatability, production rates and cost. During the forming phase of an LCM process, a fabric can 
be formed by highly double curved punch geometries where it could be submitted to several 
deformations and mechanical stresses that lead to the appearance of different types of defects: 
buckles, gapping, in-plane pull-out, etc. In order to understand their phenomenology, different 
types of defects were generated inside samples of glass and carbon fabrics so as to understand their 
mechanisms of appearance. This work focuses on the phenomenology of appearance of forming 
defects and the definition of experimental parameters allowing the generation of calibrated defects, 
such as buckles and gapping, inside samples of glass and carbon woven fabrics. The definition of 
these parameters allows the manufacturing of composite parts with calibrated defects, which in 
turn helps to define the influence of these defects on the mechanical behavior of composites 
materials. 
Introduction 
Composite materials are broadly used in several industrial fields, thanks to their excellent 
mechanical properties. They are usually used to substitute metallic alloys due to their higher 
strength, lower weight and improved service life. Numerous manufacturing processes of composite 
materials are known in the industry [1] where the choice of a specific process depends on various 
criteria. The Liquid Composite Molding (LCM) process is among the most interesting processes 
to produce composite parts with complex geometries. In addition, this process is appropriated for 
the forming of fiber-reinforced polymeric composites due to its economic advantages and the 
capacity to produce high performance parts [2]. An LCM process has two main phases: the forming 
of a fabric and the injection of a liquid resin inside the formed fabric. Many research have focalized 
on the forming phase overall the past years [3,4] because during this phase, the fabric is subjected 
to several stresses that induce various deformation mechanisms such as stretching and 
compression, in-plane and out-of-plane bending, and shearing [5,6]. These mechanisms often lead 
to the appearance of several forming defects at the macroscopic scale (wrinkles) [7] and the 
mesoscopic scale (buckles, in-plane pull-out, and gapping) [8,9]. 
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Fig. 1. Forming defects of different types [9]. 

The appearance of forming defects leads to a local heterogeneity of the preformed fabric and might 
impact the mechanical properties of the final composite parts. Hence, the understanding of the 
mechanisms of appearance of the defects seems to be crucial to avoid them or at least to reduce 
their magnitude. Wrinkles defects were widely studied in various studies [7,10,11]. Shanwan et al. 
[12] have proposed several experimental strategies to reduce their appearance or sometimes even 
completely avoid them. As for the mesoscopic defects, they are still not completely understood. In 
an interesting field of investigation, C. Tephany et al. [13] developed an experimental bench to 
study the buckle defects during a complex forming of a flax woven fabric. They used Digital 
Images Correlation (DIC) technique to accurately measure the buckle’s height. Allaoui et al. [14] 
studied the effect of the inter-ply sliding on the buckle’s appearance during the forming of woven 
fabrics on a prismatic tool. Capelle et al. [15] designed a specific blank holder system in order to 
optimize the preforming process parameters during complex geometry forming. To continue these 
investigations, Cruanes et al. [16] have focused on the impact of buckle defects on the mechanical 
properties of composite materials, specifically on the fatigue behavior. Their results showed that 
the orientation of buckles with respect to the tow’s paths can highly reduce the mechanical 
performance of the composite parts. M.M. Salem et al. [17] investigated the influence of the 
cohesion of different woven fabrics on the reduction or prevention of the appearance of sliding 
defects of some vegetal and synthetic fabrics. On the other hand, Labanieh et al. [18] held an 
experimental and analytical research to study the mechanisms of appearance of gapping defects 
during the preforming of a woven carbon fabric by a hemispheric shape. Their results have 
demonstrated the strong effect of shear stresses and yarn tension on the appearance of gapping. 
Further investigations of buckles and gapping defects were carried out by Shanwan et al. [9,19] to 
understand and analyze these defects in depth. In order to acheive this goal, they developed a new 
experimental and polyvalent machine which makes it possible to produce different types of 
calibrated defects within samples of woven fabrics. Due to this machine, it is possible to ensure 
two main goals: the first one is to understand the mechanisms and criteria of appearance of forming 
defects while the second goal aims to produce composite parts from fabric samples containing 
calibrated defects, generated by the machine, of different types and amplitudes. The produced 
composite samples could be tested and compared with composite samples without defects. Due to 
this machine, the defects are generated under the same experimental parameters and the same 
boundary conditions that could be found during the forming phase of an LCM process. In this 
work, we present a new analysis of buckles, in-plane pull-out, and gapping defects, which is more 
developed than the one described in [9,19] where the experimental analysis was only focalized on 
gaping and buckles defects without referring to the in-plane pull-out. In addition, this study has 
experimentally approved the assumption of the previous studies [9,19] (i.e. the concomitance 
between the gaping and the buckles defects). 
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Material and Experimental Procedure 
Two types of fabrics were used for this study: the first one is a balanced plain weave glass fabric 
(taffetas), produced by Chomarat Company and denoted G-WEAVE 600P. This fabric has an areal 
weight of 600 g/m2 ± 5% and a thickness of 0.55 mm. The yarn width is 3 mm and the average 
spacing between two yarns is 1 mm. The yarn count is 600 Tex for both the warp and the weft 
directions. The second fabric is a 2.5D interlock carbon fabric, denoted G1151®, produced by 
Hexcel company. It has a surface weight of 630 g/m² and a unit cell of 6 warp yarns and 15 weft 
yarns, distributed on three levels. The tested samples are cut as a plus (+) form of 300x300 mm2 
with a usable central area of 100x100 mm2, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

The machine used in this work is equipped with four brushless AC servo motors. Each motor 
commands one machine axis individually, either by a force command, or by a displacement 
command with different speeds. Each axis is also equipped with a displacement sensor, a force 
sensor and two position sensors to define the beginning and the end of its stroke. In order to record 
the experimental parameters during the experiments, a special LabVIEW program was developed 
to command the machine and to ensure the acquisition of different parameters, such as the tensile 
forces, the speed and the position of each axis. The bench is also equipped with a digital camera 
and an interferometer (Gocator 3100) placed above the sample during the test. The interferometer 
is a three-dimensional Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system that progressively measures the 
height of buckles during the experiments. The acquisitions of the camera and the interferometer 
are adjustable to be asynchronized in order to have two information sources about the sample 
evolution. Fig. 2 shows an example of such acquisitions whereas Fig. 3 illustrates a sample on the 
bench, where the lower longitudinal and the two transverse sides of the sample are clamped by a 
defined and adjustable compression. However, few tows from the upper longitudinal side are 
completely clamped by a tight fixation and pulled at a constant speed up to a defined displacement 
(in-plane pull-out in the direction of the yellow arrow in Fig. 3). This displacement simulates the 
same movement of the tows in contact with the punch during the forming phase of an LCM 
process. During the experiments, the forces and the displacements of each axis are continuously 
recorded by a LabVIEW program and synchronized with a simultaneous acquisition of images of 
the interferometer and the camera. 

 
By camera 

 
By interferometer  

 

  
Fig. 2. Acquisitions mode. Fig. 3. Placement of a sample on the machine. 
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Results and Discussion 
The results of this section confirm a previous expectation that we assumed during the studies [9] 
and [19] about the concomitance between buckles and gapping defects. In addition, this study 
presents a detailed investigation to better understand the interactions between the displacement of 
the longitudinal yarns and the deformation of the transverse yarns and its influence on the possible 
appearance of buckles and gaping defects. These investigations are explained by means of Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5. As shown by Fig. 5, the displacement of the pulled longitudinal yarns leads to a 
displacement of the transverse yarns due to the friction between the two networks of the fabric 
yarns. Subsequently, an in-plane bending of the transverse yarns takes place in the useful area of 
the sample, whereas the parts of the same yarns, which are clamped between the transverse jaws, 
do not rotate because of the static friction between the metal and the yarns. When the traction 
force, transmitted to the transverse yarns, overcomes the static friction between the metallic jaws 
and the fabric, the transverse yarns between the jaws rotate and continue their an in-plane bending. 

 
Fig. 4. Form of the prepared samples before the experiments.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Phenomenology of appearance of the forming defects [9]. 
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Depending on the bending stiffness of the yarns, the in-plane bending continues until a defined 
shear angle where it stops and becomes an out-of-plane bending of the transverse yarns. It is at 
this moment that the buckle defects appear. Then, the amplitude of buckles increases until the end 
of the first phase which ends at the peak of the curve force/displacement, as shown in Fig. 6. At 
this moment, the traction force applied on the yarns overcomes the static friction between the 
fabrics yarns (cohesion) where a relative sliding of the longitudinal yarns takes place with respect 
to the transverse ones. This moment announces the beginning of the second phase (in-plane pull-
out). Depending on the homogeneity of the transverse pressure, applied on the transverse yarns, 
and/or the regularity of the sample thickness, the displacement of the longitudinal yarns provokes 
either a simple pull-out of these yarns from the fabric or a displacement of some transverse yarns 
with the pulled longitudinal ones with respect to the other transverse yarns. In this last case, we 
observe the formation of some gaps inside the sample which lead to the appearance of weave 
pattern heterogeneity defects, sometimes called decohesion or even gapping defects. The second 
phase is also characterized by many oscillations due to a stick-slip phenomenon. Finally, the third 
phase of the curve starts at the beginning of the loss of contact between the lower part of the sample 
and the metallic jaws that clamp it. This phase continues until the sample is no longer held between 
the jaws. 

 
Fig. 6. Different phases of preforming defects appearance. 

 
The above-mentioned phenomenology was verified by a measurement of displacements of the 
transverse yarns, directly executed on the recorded images (Fig. 6), by means of the ImageJ 
software. The measurements showed that the shear angle θ° increases during the phase 1, up to 
13°, then it remains constant during the other two phases. The measured values are presented in 
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Table 1, where DL and DT respectively refer to the displacement of the longitudinal and the 
transverse yarns. 
 

Table 1. Relationship between the yarn’s displacements and the shear angle. 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 
𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 = 0 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 = 1.9 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 = 8.8 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 = 18.8 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 = 66.3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇 = 0 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇 = 2.1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇 = 5.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇 = 5.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇 = 5.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
𝜃𝜃° = 0° 𝜃𝜃° = 8.6° 𝜃𝜃° = 13° 𝜃𝜃° = 13° 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 = 13° 

 
Next, the appearance of defects was investigated on two types of fabrics, as a function of four 
experimental parameters: the number of the pulled tows, the transverse compression, the 
longitudinal compression, and the speed of displacement of the pulled longitudinal yarns. Each 
parameter was tested at three different values with a repeatability of three experiments per value 
while the other parameters were fixed for each tested parameter. In total, 36 experiences were 
carried-out for each type of fabric (4 parameters * 3 values * 3 repeatability). Fig. 7 shows an 
example of one set of such experiments, carried-out on a cross glass fabric sample, where the 
transverse pressure was set at 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 bars whereas the other experimental parameters 
were fixed as follows: The lower longitudinal pressure = 0.05 bar, The speed of displacement = 1 
mm/sec, and the number of pulled tows = 7. The choice of these parameters was selected as those 
of a forming process. 

 
Fig. 7. Evolution of the pull-out force of the upper longitudinal yarns with the displacement. 

 
As shown by these curves, an increase of the transverse pressure leads to an increase in the pull-
out force of the longitudinal yarns. This increase is very logical as the traction force should 
overcome the friction between the fabric and the blank holder which increases with the normal 
pressure according to the Coulomb's law of friction. The tests presented by these curves 
corresponded to the appearance of buckles and gapping defects, with respect to the above-
mentioned parameters. Fig. 8 shows an example of buckles and gapping appearance. 
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Fig. 8. Appearance of buckles and gapping defects on samples of glass fabric. 

 
The Table 2 presents the group of experiments that studies the influence of the transverse pressure 
evolution on the defect’s appearance. The experiments were repeated for three numbers of the 
pulled tows (3, 5, and 7) whereas the other experimental parameters were kept constant as follows: 
the longitudinal pressure = 0.05 bar, and the speed of displacement = 1 mm/sec. Thus, the Table 2 
contain 9 series of experiences. In this table the symbol (✔) refers to the appearance of the 
defects whereas the symbol (x) indicates to a non-appearance of defects. Many deep 
analyses could be done but at this stage of the study we focalized on the definition of the 
experimental parameters allowing the appearance of forming defects and the comparison 
between the influence of these parameters on the defect’s appearance for two types of 
fabrics. 
 

Table 2. Experiments parameters allowing the appearance of buckles and gapping in glass 
fabric samples. 

Number of tows Transverse Pressure (PT) Buckles Gapping 

3 

0.05 bar x x 

0.1 bar � x 

0.15 bar � x 

5 

0.05 bar � x 

0.1 bar � x 

0.15 bar � x 

7 

0.05 bar � � 

0.1 bar � � 

0.15 bar � � 

 
For the other experimental parameters, the influence of their evolution on the forming process was 
also tested. The Fig. 9 shows, for example, whether the velocity of pull-out has an influence on 
the pull-out force. The curves show a decrease in the pull-out force if the velocity increases and 
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the ratio of the force reduction is almost proportional to the ratio of increase in the velocity. This 
result needs a deeper analysis with other effects that should be considered, like the dynamic effect, 
the variability related to the heterogeneous behavior the fibrous structures.  

 
Fig. 9. Influence of the pull-out velocity on the pull-out force evolution. 

 
Finally, when applying the same experimental parameters, that allowed the appearance of buckles 
and gapping defects in the case of glass fabric samples, on samples of the interlock carbon fabric 
G1151, it was possible to generate buckles defects only, without any appearance of gapping. 
Consequently, it can be concluded that the appearance of preforming defects is not only related to 
the experimental parameters, but also to the cohesion of the fabric as well as the boundary 
conditions during the process. This conclusion was indeed confirmed by the experiences presented 
in Fig. 10 that shows two examples of forming experiments on carbon and glass fabrics where both 
tests were executed under the same following conditions which are as follows: width of the pulled 
tows = 25±2 mm, displacement speed = 1 mm/sec, transverse pressure = 0.15 bar, and the 
longitudinal pressure = 0.05 bar. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Generated defects on glass and carbon fabrics. 
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Summary 
This research contributed to the understanding of preforming defects and their mechanisms of 
appearance. It has been demonstrated that buckles, gapping and/or pull-out defects could not be 
separated even if it is sometimes possible to generate this or that defect. These defects are always 
concomitant and the appearance of one or both of them depends on the experimental parameters, 
the boundary conditions and the cohesion of the tested fabric. 
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Abstract. In the thermoforming process shearing of fiber reinforced thermoplastics (FRTP) leads 
to wrinkle formation and is therefore one of the most critical deformation mechanism. The target 
value to predict wrinkle formation is the shear angle which is considered in this paper. To predict 
the shear angle distribution during the thermoforming of FRTPs a Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) is used. The approach is based on the consideration of the principal curvature 
characteristics, resulting in the reduction of any complex geometry to planar, parabolic, elliptical, 
semi-spherical and hyperbolic areas. In similar research, CNNs are trained for each specific 
geometry. In this work, the CNN refers to a database of the mentioned curvature characteristics. 
In theory, all forming geometries can be created from these, which is why the CNN is enabled to 
predict the forming result of any complex geometry. In this paper, the benchmark geometry of a 
double dome is selected as the validation geometry and the error in the prediction of the shear 
angle is compared with the results of numerical forming simulations performed. 
Introduction 
Due to their high mechanical properties combined with low densities, FRTPs offer a high potential 
for lightweight design applications. The production of flat components made of FRTP is often 
realised by the thermoforming process, which represents a high potential for large-scale production 
[1]. Thermoforming usually involves heating fiber reinforced thermoplastic sheets (organo sheets) 
above the melting temperature of the matrix to enable draping of the fibers in the melt-viscous 
matrix during the forming process. 

The draping behaviour is mainly determined by the in-plane shear property of the organo sheet. 
Furthermore, the different deformation modes transverse compression, out-of-plane bending and 
in-plane tension are important variables which influence the formability of the material and thus 
the forming result [2]. Accordingly, multiple defects such as wrinkling or fiber fracture can occur 
due to excessive shear stresses or tensile stresses [2]. The defects are mainly reduced by the 
selection of suitable process parameters, which increases the component quality. In addition to 
adjusted process parameters, additional technical supporting structures such as clamping systems 
or blank holders can be used to reduce the formation of wrinkles through the application of in-
plane tensile stresses [3]. Due to the different influences of process parameters and additional 
supporting structures on the occurrence of defects, large cavity depths, sharp geometric transitions 
and three-dimensional space corners are difficult to produce and object complexity is limited [4]. 
A possible process adjustment for an increase in part quality for complex cavities is the 
implementation of stepwise forming with segmented stamps [5]. Due to this innovative tool 
concept, the parameter space of the process is increased. However, in order to avoid inefficient 
and expensive experiments, numerical investigations were implemented in order to examine 
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optimal segmentation and sequencing strategies for selected cavities. The numerical modelling of 
FRTPs even on the most common used macro-scale is timesensitive due to the complex material 
behaviour, thus surrogate models are useful for further time savings in the prediction of suitable 
segmentation and sequencing strategies. These types of Machine Learning (ML) architectures are 
already able to model the forming behaviour of different geometries as well as different process 
conditions [6]. These approaches will be addressed in this paper and extended with the approach 
explained in the following chapter. The presented investigations are the basis for further work on 
the implementation of the ML-based prediction of segmentation and sequencing strategies for 
increasing the prediction quality of shear stresses. 
Curvature Analysis Approach 
The goal of this research is to link a shear angle as the target variable with curvature values derived 
from the geometry of the cavity. The implementation of different basic geometries as a database 
enables a deep learning architecture the prediction of shear angles for all possible geometries. 

The target value is the shear angle, which represents an important parameter for the prediction 
of local wrinkling, while the input value is given by the curvature of an examined complex cavity. 
This approach was derived from Coutadin et al. and developed further [7]. In this previous 
research, an existing tool geometry is imported as an STL file and the curvatures of the cavity are 
calculated. In the areas that exceed a previously defined critical curvature value, a segmentation 
cut is applied. Sequencing is further performed through a genetic optimisation algorithm. In the 
work of Zimmerling et al. [8], the topology of the test geometry is imported into the convolutional 
neural network as greyscale images as well as the output of the shear angle. The approach 
presented in this paper differs from [7] by reducing the data set for the CNN to the 5 most 
frequently occurring curvature characteristics. This avoids the necessity of a continuous 
implementation of new test geometries, since the description of all forms of complex geometries 
is possible using the five main forms of curvature. The methodology behind the approach is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Workflow of the curvature analysis approach. 
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The five relevant curvature characteristics are shown on the left. Out of these, the first four 
curvatures shown in Fig. 1 are considered in this paper. All curvatures are dependent on the two 
principal curvature components 𝜅𝜅1 and 𝜅𝜅2. If 𝜅𝜅1 = 𝜅𝜅2 = 0, a flat point results. Accordingly, a 
planar surface is defined by this point. A parabolic point exists if the product of the two curvatures 
is 𝜅𝜅1 ∙ 𝜅𝜅2 = 0, with 𝜅𝜅1 + 𝜅𝜅2 ≠ 0. An elliptical point is defined by 𝜅𝜅1 ∙ 𝜅𝜅2 > 0. A special type of the 
elliptic point exists for 𝜅𝜅1 = 𝜅𝜅2. This is referred to as the umbilical point, which results in a 
hemispherical geometry. The case of a hyperbolic point, considered in further work, occurs if 𝜅𝜅1 ∙
𝜅𝜅2 < 0. [9]  

Parameterized CAD models were developed from the curvature components illustrated and a 
large number of geometry variants were created. From these, STL files were derived, which are 
used for the curvature calculation. In this work, the mean curvature H (see Eq. 1) is applied, which 
represents the arithmetic mean of the two principal curvatures.  

𝐻𝐻 ≔ 1
2

(𝜅𝜅1 + 𝜅𝜅2) (1) 

Numerical models are built for the individual surface curvatures in order to create an FEM database 
for the surrogate model. The models represent the pure curvature types, therefore no boundary 
effects occur in the output of the shear angle. Therefore, the resulting shearing effects exclusively 
result from the curvature types. 

The calculated curvature values are then combined with results on the shear angle of the 
simulations. As a result, the curvature values are assigned with the shear angle distribution for the 
material used and provides the surrogate model with a training data set. The coupling enables the 
surrogate model to predict complex geometries not previously trained, since the local geometric 
characteristics of the cavity can be reduced to the previously trained curvature characteristics. 
Parametrization  
For the creation of the CAD models, the parameterization of the ellipse and the paraboloid 
visualized in Fig. 2 is chosen. The outer dimensions of the die, which also equal the main 
dimensions of the organosheet, were left constant. For the ellipse, variants were created in the 
intervals shown for the radii 𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 and 𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 with a step size of 1 mm for the database. With the same 
step size, variants with variable radius Rxp and variable depth were created for the models of the 
paraboloid. For the visualisation of the occurring curvature characteristics of the geometries as 
well as for the representation of the simulation results in the undeformed sheet, greyscale images 
are used based on Zimmerling et al. [8]. The geometry variants created are further transferred as a 
step file to the automated numerical model generation in the software LS-Dyna. 
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Fig. 2.  Parametrisation of elliptical and parabolic models with the parameter-range for 

generation of the training dataset. 
Numerical Model 
In the FEM software tool LS-Dyna, an isothermal forming simulation is set up consisting of punch, 
die and sheet. The blank is a glass fiber reinforced organo sheet with polyamide 6 matrix (Tepex 
dynalite 102RG600(4)/47%). The fabric is an E-Glass roved in twill 2/2 style with 47% fiber 
content and a total thickness of 2 mm. In the forming simulation, the temperature is chosen 
marginally above the matrix melting temperature, which is around 220°C for polyamide 6. Punch 
and die are modelled as rigid bodies, while the organo sheet is described by the material card 
MAT_249_REINFORCED_THERMOPLASTIC [10]. Within this material card, the fibers are 
described as an anisotropic-hyperelastic material and the matrix as elasto-plastic. The material card 
has been calibrated and validated in previous work using tensile and bias extension tests. A 
disadvantage of the material card is the lack of options for implementing bending stiffnesses. For 
numerical models using shell elements, the stiffness is unrealistically high, due to the fact that in 
classical approaches such as the Kirchhoff theory, the bending stiffness is given by the tensile 
stiffness and thickness while slippage between fibers leading to lower bending stiffness is not 
considered [11]. Therefore, the bending behaviour is adjusted through the position and number of 
integration points to the neutral axis of the sheet [12]. The friction between the individual contact 
pairs was investigated using a friction test setup. From these investigations, values for the friction 
coefficients above the matrix melting temperature at 230°C are obtained and used. 

As a result of the simulation, the shear angle is given, which is projected onto the mesh of the 
initial sheet. Therefore the element-size was set to 2 mm, resulting in a mesh with 117x117 
elements. This is exported together with the element IDs and the coordinates of the nodal points 
in order to couple the shear angles with the curvatures of the cavity in the subsequent step. 
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Design of the Artificial Neural Network  
In this research, CNNs, which are a kind of feed-forward network, are used because they are 
specially designed for spatially structured data such as the grey-scale mesh resulting from the 
previous chapter [8]. The basic structure of a CNN consists of an input, several convolutional and 
pooling layers and the output. The activity of each neuron is determined by stepwise comparison 
with smaller convolutional matrices (kernels) moved over the input. In the process, each kernel 
extracts different features from the input data, allowing the individual activated neurons of deeper 
layers to abstract only local sections of the entire input data and creating what is called a "feature 
map". In deeper layers, the data is further compressed, which enables the detection of more 
complex features. Subsequently, compressed data is decoded in the decoder by transposed 
convolutional layers. [13]  

The CNN presented in this paper is built using the deep learning framework PyTorch and the 
library fastai. A total of 87 variants of ellipses, 31 paraboloids and 10 planar surfaces were taken 
as the dataset, which was split randomly into 90% training data and 10% validation data. The 
training data set was divided into 16 batches and a total of 300 epochs were trained. First, the 
elliptical variants were trained for 200 epochs, followed by the parabolic and planar surface 
variants. The batch normalisation implemented in PyTorch counteracts an internal covariate shift 
and ensures a high learning rate in the network [14]. In a subsequent step, we tested variants of 
each geometry with out-of test range parameters and two previously unseen double-dome 
geometries with the CNN in order to investigate the prediction quality of this curvature approach. 
Results and Discussion 
Fig. 3 shows the results of the training geometries of a flat surface (plate), the parabolic and the 
elliptical geometries. In addition to the listed geometries, the curvatures serving as input for the 
CNN and the results of the FEM simulations are presented as comparative images. The simulation 
results are visualised on the undeformed blank and display the shear angle distribution as a 
greyscale image. The representation of the curvatures and the FEM simulations each represent 
normalised values within fixed limits to ensure comparability. Furthermore, three result values of 
the prediction are shown. The root mean square error (RMSE) along with the minimum and 
maximum shear angle differences �∆𝛾𝛾12

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚� and |∆𝛾𝛾12𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 | of the prediction compared to the FEM 
results. The shear angle differences are calculated by subtracting the shear angle obtained from the 
numerical model from the predicted shear angle. 
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Fig. 3. Visualisation of the test geometries, their curvatures and the results for the shear angle 

from the FEM-Model and from the CNN Prediction. 
 
For ellipse and paraboloid, the smallest (top) and the largest (bottom) parameter combination are 
shown, which were examined during testing, but not part of the training data. The comparison of 
the result images and values shows a high agreement between simulation and prediction of the 
CNN. Here, the percentage error values for the plate are 4.33 %, while the error for the parabolic 
validation geometries is below 2 %. The error of the ellipse can also be described as low with 4.19 
% for the smallest parameter combination (top image ellipse in Fig. 3) and 6.65 % for the largest 
combination, so that a reliable prediction of the shear angle can be achieved through the curvature 
images with a very small data set. 

As a final validation, a complex geometry of a double dome, which was not part of any 
previously used dataset, was examined with the CNN. Two configurations were chosen as 
examples, which are visualised in Fig. 4. The double dome is composed of the two trained 
curvature variants of the ellipse and the paraboloid. The network was presented with both a double 
dome with identical ellipses (bottom) and a double dome with elliptical areas of different sizes 
(top). 
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Fig. 4. Visualisation of Double-Dome Geometry, its curvatures and the results for the shear 

angle from the FEM-Model and from the CNN Prediction. 
 
As shown in the result values, the RSME of the double-dome geometry with elliptical areas of 
different sizes is lower than the RSME of the double-dome geometry with two ellipses of the same 
size. Nevertheless, both errors are larger than the test errors of the elliptical, parabolic and planar 
geometries, with a percentage deviation of over 20 %. This is particularly visible in the transition 
between the elliptical and parabolic sub-area, which is not reliably predicted by the CNN. One 
reason for this may be the hyperbolic course in the transition, so that in further work the fifth 
curvature variant of hyperbolic geometries should be implemented for a more accurate result. 
Summary 
In the thermoforming process for manufacturing flat components from thermoplastic fiber 
composites, one of the main deformation mechanisms is shear deformation. As a result of high 
shear angles in the composite, wrinkles occur during the forming process. Predicting the shear 
angle as a parameter for localisation of upcoming wrinkles is therefore of central importance, 
hence the reliable prediction of this parameter was carried out in this paper by means of a 
Convolutional Neural Network. The results of numerical forming simulations provided the basis 
for the data. The training of the network was done by using only the occurring curvatures to predict 
the forming result of unseen, complex geometries (double dome) on the basis of the shear angle 
with a currently increased error in the range of 23 % to 28 %. In further work, the remaining 
curvature of a hyperbolic structure will be added to the database and further adjustments to the 
CNN will be applied. This should ensure in future that the neural network can reduce all complex 
geometries to the 5 curvature characteristics and thus provide a reliable prediction with a lower 
error for the selected target variable. 
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Abstract. Pultrusion processes have been widely used and developed to produce composite 
profiles in fiber-reinforced thermoset. Recently industry and research community are investigating 
the adoption of thermoplastic polymers in the production of pultruded components exhibiting 
structural stability at higher temperatures and improved sustainability. Aiming to study the 
thermoplastic pultrusion process and how the process parameters settings affect the composite 
profiles produced, a laboratory-scale pultrusion line has been designed and produced. The 
pultrusion die is fed by polypropylene pre-impregnated tapes reinforced by unidirectional 
continuous glass fibers. It consists of a tapered converging cavity heated by electrical plates 
governed by PID controllers and a straight cooling die. This work aims to study the feasibility of 
the process, the consolidation of the tapes, and the interactions between the processed materials 
and the cavity walls by using embedded traveling thermocouples and load cells. The experimental 
test presented in this paper highlights that the preimpregnated tapes processed have been well-
consolidated with the parameters adopted and the pultruded profile presents good quality at a 
visual inspection of the external surfaces and cross-section, indicating a good melting and 
hardening of the polypropylene matrix. The interactions between the processed materials and the 
die walls are evaluated by means of a cross-analysis of thermal and load data. 
Introduction 
Pultrusion is a widely consolidated process for the manufacturing of constant cross-section profiles 
in continuous fibers reinforced thermoset [1]. The success of this process is related to several 
factors: i) the high tensile properties due to the orientation and the volume fraction of the 
reinforcement; ii) the continuous nature of the process, which in turn guarantee high productivity, 
repeatability, and automation; iii) the low energy and human intervention required; iv) low or null 
waste of raw materials [2,3]. Due to their properties, pultruded profiles are widely employed in 
many industrial or civil sectors [4,5]. Traditionally, thermoset systems have been preferred for 
their low viscosity and their easy manufacturability. Nevertheless, generally, thermosets presents 
several drawbacks if compared to thermoplastics, namely lower in-service temperature, lower 
mechanical properties, production of dangerous volatile compounds due to the polymerization 
during the manufacturing or process related defects and distortions [6,7]. Moreover, the 
thermoplastic polymers can be remelted and re-used, promoting a more sustainable production [8]. 

Of course, the adoption of a different matrix system requires a different pultrusion line, 
equipped with features designed to process thermoplastics. The major difference stands in the 
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presence of a heating die and a successive cooling die. The former is responsible for the matrix 
melting and flowing; the latter give place to the matrix cooling and hardening [9]. In the 
thermoplastic pultrusion the reinforcement impregnation can be done either online or offline. In 
the first case, the polymeric system is heated up, in order to minimize the viscosity and injected 
through the advancing fibers within the heating die. The offline impregnation is based on the usage 
of preimpregnated tissues or tapes [10]. The pultrusion of preimpregnated tapes guarantees a better 
distribution of the matrix and the absence of dry zones, but it requires longer crossing time to 
ensure the tapes consolidation in a unique composite profile, and therefore, a lower processing 
speed. In the case of pultrusion of preimpregnated tapes, the heating die presents a highly sloped 
tapered chamber, converging to the final cross-section shape. Such slope constrains the advancing 
tapes and determines an increase in the pressure, which in turn confers the shape of the profile, 
promotes the transversal flow of the melted matrix and consolidates the tapes. The cooling die 
presents a straight cavity with the shape of the final cross-section which holds the materials in their 
positions while the matrix is hardening [11,12]. 

Therefore, the main factors affecting the thermoplastic pultrusion are the heating ramp, 
determining the thermoplastic softening and melting, the transversal compression, determining the 
transversal flow of the polymer and the compaction of the tapes, and the cooling ramp, hardening 
the thermoplastic. The main challenges in the monitoring of the process and the measurement of 
the variables of interest in pultrusion are related to the fact that all the transitions and shaping 
phases are included into a closed non-transparent die. The method of the traveling thermocouple 
is the most commonly adopted to collect the internal temperature data [7]. It is carried out by 
connecting a thermocouple to the advancing materials at the die entrance and measure the 
temperature during the time necessary to cross the pultrusion die. The data collected in the time 
domain can be transferred to the position domain since the velocity of the process is constant and 
known and it corresponds to the pulling speed. The evaluation of the pressure can be achieved by 
means of pressure sensors [13], nevertheless these sensors cannot be fixed easily in a pultrusion 
die without altering its geometry. Moreover, the measurement achieved is representative of the 
localized pressure at the sensor location, while the pressure in a tapered cavity exhibits a marked 
variability along with the die [14]. More pieces of information on the advancing materials 
transitions and on their interaction with the die cavity, can be indirectly inferred from the 
measurement of the pulling force, since it strictly depends on the nature of the interaction between 
processed materials and the die cavity walls [15]. 

This study aims to analyze the pultrusion of tapes in glass fiber reinforced polypropylene 
pultruded in a laboratory scale line. The internal temperature and the pulling force data have been 
analyzed to detect, describe, and quantify the main behaviors occurring along with the pultrusion 
die. 
Materials and Methods 
The pultrusion line adopted in the present experimental activity consists of a 300 mm heating die 
followed by a 300 mm cooling die. The line adopted is illustrated in Fig. 1a.  
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Fig. 1. a) Thermoplastic pultrusion setup; b) view of the disassembled lower sides of the heating 

die and cooling die. 
 
In the thermoplastic pultrusion setup shown in Fig. 1a, the advancing direction is oriented from 

the left towards the right. The preimpregnated tapes approach the pultrusion line presents from the 
heating die side, where three couple of electric platens are provide heating energy to the system. 
The platens’ powers are governed by three PID controllers, receiving the feedback signals from 
three sensors fixed on each of the upper side platens. The cooling die is mechanically fixed 
downstream the heating die. The cooling system is based on water circulation through a copper 
pipes grid embedded within milled cavities. The water cooling and circulation is governed by an 
industrial chiller, with temperature setpoint of 13°C. Fig. 1b shows the internal cavities of the 
disassembled lower sides. The heating die presents a tapered converging zone to favor the tapes 
entrance and to compact them, followed by a straight cavity with constant cross-section. The 
tapered zone has a length of 160 mm. The cavity of the cooling die is straight with constant 
rectangular cross-section 25 mm wide and 4 mm thick. 

This setup has been used to pultrude preimpregnated tapes provided by CompTape BV (Delft, 
Netherlands) in glass roving reinforced polypropylene. Each tape has dimensions of 6.35 mm in 
width and 0.6 mm in thickness and contains the 60% in volume of reinforcement. The tapes have 
been arranged in 6 layers of 4 tapes per layer. With this arrangement, 24 preimpregnated tapes 
have been pultruded, to achieve a profile with a fiber volume fraction of 55%. Considering the 
polypropylene matrix, a temperature of 200°C has been set for the platens. The dies have been 
mounted on supports free to slide on a longitudinal guide. At the limit of the guide a compressive 
button load cell is fixed to measure the pulling force (Fig. 2b). The pulling system, consisting of 
counter-rotating caterpillars, moves the tapes at a velocity of 170 mm/min. 

The internal temperature of the advancing tapes within the pultrusion dies has been measured 
using the traveling thermocouple method: Once the process is stationary (the pulling force are 
stable), the bulb of a wire thermocouple is connected to one of the tapes, in such a way to have the 
bulb between the third and the fourth layer and at the middle of the pultruded width. The aim is to 
measure the temperature of a point as close as possible to the barycenter of the cross-section. The 
wire must be as thin as possible to have a low invasive measure. In this case, the two wires for the 
two conductor alloys of the k-type thermocouple (chromel-alumel) have diameter of 0.2 mm. Once 
the bulb crosses the entire length of the two dies, the wires have been cut. 

During pultrusion, the load cell measures the overall force resisting to the pulling. Such force 
is related to the interactions arising at the contact between dies’ walls and pultruded materials. The 
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local interaction between die and advancing materials has been evaluated cutting the tapes at the 
heating die inlet and analyzing the unloading curve, as described in [16]. 

The collection of the data acquired by the load cell and the thermocouple has been managed 
using an Arduino board equipped with signals’ amplifiers (Fig 2a) and connected to a computer. 

 

 
Fig. 2. a) Data collection management board equipped with signals’ amplifiers; b) compressive 

button load cell fixed at the guide limit. 
Results and Discussion 
The described setup for thermoplastic tapes pultrusion has produced well compacted and 
continuous pultruded composites.  

 

 
Fig. 3. a) Pultrusion setup while processing glass-polypropylene tapes; b) obtained pultruded 

profile. 
 

Fig. 3a shows the pultrusion dies during the process. It is worth noting the tapes approaching to 
the heating die inlet. Each tape is separated with each other, and all of them are converging driven 
by the shape of the heating die cavity. At the cooling die outlet, the pultruded profile appears 
continuous and compacted, as demonstrated in the close up in Fig. 3b. 

The internal temperature of the pultruded materials acquired by the traveling thermocouple and 
the load discharge curve measured by the load cell is reported in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Total load discharge curve and internal temperature of the advancing materials along 

with the heating and the cooling dies. 
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The tapes reach the heating die entrance with a temperature slightly superior to the 
environmental conditions, due to the diffusion in the air of the heat from the heating die. The 
temperature increase is slight along with the initial 80 mm. Indeed, at the heating die entrance, the 
cavity is wider, and the tapes are not in direct contact with each other and with the die. After this 
point the compaction and compression of the tapes driven by the converging walls determines a 
sharp increase in the temperature, which reaches approximately 195°C. This temperature is kept 
constant until 250 mm of distance from the heating die inlet. Even if the cooling die starts from 
300 mm from the inlet, the heat dissipation of the cooling fluid affects also the temperature of the 
final portion of the heating die. The transition effects are visible in a continuous decrease in the 
slope of the temperature curve until the end of the heating die. Along with the last 300 mm, the 
heat dissipation gives place to a linear decrease in the temperature. 

The polypropylene transitions are driven by the temperature and affect the interaction with the 
dies’ walls. The earliest 150 mm are characterized by an irregular decrease of the total load with 
large fluctuations. Indeed, in this zone, the tapes are not compressed against the die walls. The 
contact is furthermore irregular if compared to the stationary process because of the absence of the 
pretension due to the cut of the tapes. The tape compaction can be recognized by the drop in load 
between 140 mm and 160 mm of distance from the die inlet. The melting temperature is reached 
and overcome starting from 100 mm from the heating die inlet. The effects of melting and 
rheological evolution of polypropylene can be observed clearly between 160 mm and 180 mm by 
a marked drop in the resisting load. Drops in the cumulated load indicate peaks in the local force. 
Indeed the thermoplastic passes from a solid state to a gel state, characterized by an adhesive local 
interaction typical of the high viscosity fluids, and finally reaches the melt state. The low viscosity 
reached by the polypropylene after 180 mm from the die inlet gives place to a lubricant effect 
promoting the sliding of the materials. The main resistance between 180 mm and 350 mm from 
the heating die inlet is related to the viscous drag. The linear decrease in the total load curve 
indicates a constant resistant force along with this zone. The polypropylene solidifies again in the 
last 250 mm from the inlet. The transition to a solid compact composite determines a solid friction 
interaction between the die walls and the pultruded profile surface. This interaction can be 
recognized by the fluctuations visible from 350 mm from the heating die inlet and becoming larger 
in the last 150 mm of the die. 
Summary 
This work presents an experimental setup for the pultrusion of glass/polypropylene 
preimpregnated tapes. The measurement of the internal temperature evidenced that the 
polypropylene melts in the heating die, where it is compacted and shaped. The heat dissipation in 
the cooling die gives place to a fast solidification of the matrix. The compaction of the tapes gives 
place to the most prominent local loads peaks, while the melted polypropylene acts as a lubricant, 
promoting a regular and smooth sliding of the advancing taps. 
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Abstract. Sandwich structures, constituted in honeycomb core and skin in composite material, are 
usually employed to produce parts having a constant thickness or simple shape. Indeed, sandwich 
components with complex shapes, curvature or varying thickness are costly to manufacture due to 
the preliminary machining operations required on the core prior the molding process. A novel 
approach to manufacture complex sandwich structures, knows as Crush Core Forming (CCF) 
process, consisting in press-forming simultaneously the core material and the skins into the shape 
is under study. Such a method is potentially able to increase the production rate and lowering the 
overall costs. The present work aims to develop an experimental route to produce sandwich panels 
by means of CCF process and build a FE model of the forming process and validate it against the 
experimental studies. Experimental study was conducted to derive the fundamental parameters and 
properties for core and skins to be added in the FEM model of the CCF process. After, the 
numerical model was implemented to simulate the forming of the core and skins. Finally, a 
laboratory scale sandwich part was produced to validate the model outputs and assessing the 
reliability of the proposed approach.  
Introduction 
Composite sandwich structures offer opportunities of lightweight design and sustainable mobility 
thanks to their high strength-to-weight ratio, especially bending and torsional stiffness. Sandwich 
panels are currently employed in several fields, from aeronautics, to automotive and marine 
transportation [1]. Examples of application include aircraft interior, car body panel, boat hulls [2]. 
Sandwich panels usually are produced by means of autoclave processes bonding the composite 
skins with the core under the action of pressure and heat, however in the last years new pre-pregs, 
which can be processed by out-of-autoclave (OoA) techniques and can be cured under vacuum 
condition and with conventional ovens, have been commercialized [2,3]. Moving from the 
autoclave manufacturing toward OoA processes allows to significant cost saving and faster 
production routes without sacrificing the performances of the components [4–7]. Despite these 
progresses, composite sandwiches are commonly produced only in simple shape and have constant 
thickness.  

For the manufacturing of more complex shape structural panels, the core is generally obtained 
through machining operations, while the bonding and curing of the skins are made as subsequent 
steps [8]. Recently, the use of additive processes allows to realize core with high strength-to-
weight ratio and with more complex shapes known as lattice structures [9,10]. However, the low 
production rate does not allow the development of such technology for series products.  
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Recently, in high-volume production application, such as lightweight automotive interiors, a 
reduction in production time is required to manufacture sandwich structures compatible with 
market demands. For this purpose, first studies on core crushing are present in scientific literature 
[11,12]. Forming behavior of curved sandwich plates differ from that observed in monolithic sheet 
material and in composite panels due to the presence of the core material, which affects the overall 
deformation of the sandwich plate and the occurrence of surface defects [12]. During the 
manufacturing core and skins are subject to complex load and multi-axial deformations, including 
in-plane tension/compression and shear and out-of-plane bending [12].  

Typical issues observed during the forming process are surface waviness, local buckling, 
fracture of the skins as well as crushing of the core structure, and they were ascribed as the main 
factors limiting the formability of thin sandwich panels [11–15]. Optimization of the core design, 
so that it can provide sufficient resistance against skin buckling and core cell collapsing, 
demonstrated to be able to mitigate these defects and, therefore, plastic forming method could be 
used to produce complex shaped panels from flat sandwich plates [12]. In this context, 
development of numerical simulation techniques for the sandwich forming process able to predict 
the forming behaviors of core and skins and the forming-induced defects would be helpful. In very 
recent works, Cai et al. [12] and Chen et al. [11] proposed finite element models and analytical 
models to determine the main failure factors in plastic forming of curved sandwich panels. The 
first authors investigated the multi-point forming of sandwich structures having polyurethane egg-
box-like core and aluminum face sheets. They observed that the limits in formability are mainly 
related to occurrence of wrinkling or dimpling on the face sheets, while the core cell fracture has 
lower influence [12]. The other authors developed a multiscale model of the sandwich structure 
having composite skins and honeycomb cellular core. The results indicate that the formability of 
sandwiches with complex curvature is due to the local crushing of the core. In the authors’ best 
knowledge, besides these few contributions no other works dealing with numerical simulation or 
experimental approach are available for the published literature, especially in the case of composite 
skinned sandwiches for structural applications. Moreover, there are no studies that investigate not 
only the plastic forming process of the core but also the efficacy of the bonding between skins/core 
and the resin cure of the skins in a one-shot forming process of structural parts. In the present 
manuscript a novel approach to manufacture complex sandwich structures, knows as Crush Core 
Forming (CCF) process, consisting in press-forming of both core and skins in a one-shot operation, 
is under study. Such a method is potentially able to increase the production rate and lowering the 
overall costs. The present work aims to develop an experimental route to produce sandwich panels 
by means of CCF process and build a FE model of the forming process and validate it against the 
experimental studies. In fact, compression tests were performed on the honeycomb core to estimate 
the deformability and the densification of the core material under the action of the forming load, 
while the composite skins were subjected to bias extension and cantilever test to assess their 
formability. These properties were used as input data for the FEM model developed to simulate 
the forming of the core and skins and estimate the occurrence of forming-induced defects. A 
laboratory scale sandwich part was produced to validate the model outputs and assessing the 
reliability of the proposed approach. 
Materials and Methods 
Fig. 1 shows the case study designed for the investigation of the CCF process. For the forming 
process, a press system was used with heated plates up to 250°C with dimensions 400x400 mm2. 
EP121-68-40 fiberglass prepreg impregnated with 40% epoxy resin from Gurit Ltd was used as 
face sheets for the sandwich panels. It is a prepreg with 8H satin texture and a resin cure 
temperature of 120°C. The skins were produced with 2 plies layered with rolling direction in the 
direction of the long side of the panel. 
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a) b) 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the upper half mold (a) and lower half-mold (b) for the case study considered 

(dimensions in mm). 
 
The hexagonal cell honeycomb HRH10-3.2-48 from Hexcel HexWeb was adopted as core. It 

is a core in Nomex that has cell dimensions of 3.2 mm, height of 19 mm and a density of 48 kg / 
m3. The characterization of the core was conducted according to ASTM C365 along the thickness 
of the core, both at room temperature and at the prepreg cure temperature of 120°C. The 
compression tests were conducted with three replicas for each test temperature (see Fig. 2). 

 

  

a) b) 
Fig. 2. Compression test of the core: a) During test; b) at the end of the test. 

 
The formability of prepreg skin was assessed by bias extension test (Fig. 3) and by cantilever 

testing, respectively for the in-plane shear behavior and the out-of-plane bending behavior. The 
specimens for the bias extension test are 50 mm x 200 mm in dimension and were tested at testing 
speed of 50 mm/min. Three replications were considered for the test. ASTM D1388 standard was 
adopted for the cantilever test, which recommends specimens with size of 10x100 mm2 and an 
overhang length of 50 mm. Five replications were considered. 
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Fig. 3. Bias extension test per EP121-68-40. 

 
Once the single parts of the sandwich have been characterized, the CCF process was conducted. 

The optimal process parameters were determined by the trial-and-error method, evaluating the 
goodness of the adhesion between skin and core through ultrasonic non-destructive testing. The 
process parameters, which resulted in free-defects sandwich panels, are: 100 kN closing force, 
molds temperature of 120°C, holding time of 90 min. The temperature trend on the mold was 
measured by using J-type thermocouples placed inside the mold as shown in Fig. 4. Once the cure 
of the skins was completed, the mold was opened, and the component extracted. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Locations of the thermocouples on the surface of upper half-mold. 

 
The numerical analysis was conducted by adding the properties of the materials, derived from 

the experimental characterization in the PAM-FORM software developed by Esi Group. For the 
present case study, brick-type and shell elements were considered for the core and skins, 
respectively (see Fig. 5 and 6). Specifically, for the skins and tools Belitschko-Tsai type 4-node 
square elements were used, while Flanagan-Belytschko type 8-node elements were used for the 
core. The tools were modeled as rigid bodies, while the mechanical behavior of the core and skins 
was implemented in the software as a point list. 
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Fig. 5. CAD tools in PAM-FORM environment: a) upper mold; b) lower mold. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Section view of CCF process developed for the case study in PAM-FORM environment. 

 
Results and Discussion 
In this section the results from the experimental characterization and numerical analysis of CCF 
process are reported and discussed  

Compression test.  
Fig. 7 report the force/displacement curves acquired during the compression tests on the three 

specimens and the photos of core before and after the test. By analyzing the curves, it is possible 
to observe a first peak of mechanical resistance of about 2100 N, after which there is a collapse of 
the load and a plateau up to an overall displacement of 14 mm of the upper plate. In this stage of 
the test, the failure of the core cells occurred, which, once completed, led to a new increase in 
measured load. Therefore, the investigated core is compressible up to a thickness of about 5 mm, 
lower than that necessary for the realization of the case study of the present work. Tests conducted 
at 120°C showed the same results, but with about 30% lower initial stiffness and strength. 
 

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 7. Compression test results on the core material: a) Load-displacement curves; b) specimen 

image before and after the compression tests. 
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Cantilever test.  
The results from the cantilever tests on prepreg laminates are shown in Fig. 8. From these it is 

possible to observe that the flexural stiffness of the prepreg EP121-68-40 at room temperature 
varies between 22 and 28 kPa. In the case of tests conducted at the forming temperature, the 
flexural stiffness has lower values between 17 and 18 kPa. In the latter case, the tests showed a 
greater repeatability of the measurement with a limited scattering.  

  

 
Fig. 8. Prepreg stiffness derived from cantilever test. 

 
Bias extension test.  
The results from the bias extension test are shown in Fig. 9. The load-displacement curves 

showed an exponential trend, with a significant increase in load after a displacement of 
approximately 15 mm. These curves were normalized with respect to the size of the specimen, 
then the average curve was extrapolated and used as input into the PAM-FORM calculation code. 

 

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 9. Results from bias extension test on the EP121-68-40 prepreg: a) load vs displacement 

curves; b) images of the prepreg specimens during the test. 
CCF process: comparison between experimental and numerical outcomes.  
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Measurement of temperature by using thermocouples during the forming process and the 
ultrasonic control on the formed part confirmed soundness of the manufactured sandwiches, 
confirmed by the good adhesion between core and skins after the forming.  

From visual analysis it can be observed that the variation of orientation of the fabric is located 
near the vertices of the cavity, or where there is a greater variation of the normal of the piece 
surface (Fig. 10). By analyzing the simulated panel, it is possible to assess that the software was 
able to predict with good accuracy the formability and directional variation of the reinforcement 
of the skin with the presence of wrinkles near the vertices of the pocket. 

 

  

a) b) 
Fig. 10. Sandwich panel manufactured by CCF process: a) numerical shear angle; b) 

comparison between experimental and numerical results. 
Summary 
In the present work, an innovative approach to produce structural sandwich structures, known 
Crush Core Forming (CCF), has been investigated. This process allowed to form simultaneously 
the core and the skin in a single forming step to produce structural sandwich panels with complex 
shapes, reducing time and manufacturing costs. First, the mechanical behavior of the core and the 
skins has been obtained through compression tests, bias extension tests and cantilever tests. 
Subsequently, the results of the tests conducted on the prepreg cure temperature of 120°C were 
added as input in the PAM-FORM simulation environment. A case study has been realized through 
CCF process, showing the reliability of the proposed approach, while the outcomes proved the 
model's capability to predict the plastic deformation of the core and relative angular variation of 
the skin sheets with the formation of wrinkles near the vertices of the cavity.  
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Abstract. Vacuum Assisted Resin Infusion (VARI) method employs a mould on top of which a 
number of fabric pieces are laid up and impregnated by resin drawn through vacuum. Simulation 
of VARI depends on the determination of fabric permeability. In this work, permeability value is 
selected from a set of discrete values by a genetic algorithm. An impregnation simulation model 
is run on ComsolTM to compute the flow front propagation inside the fabric. The genetic algorithm 
compares the evolution (propagation) of the impregnation front, in a space and time dimension, 
with the corresponding result of one single actual impregnation experiment, obtained by machine 
vision. A simple part suffices for this experiment assuming homogenous fabric porosity. The 
computational cost of the method is low, making it superior to experimental determination of 
permeability on expensive custom-made devices. 
Introduction 
Ιndustrial production of large batches of laminate, e.g. carbon or glass fibre, composite parts, of 
small to medium size and complex geometry is mostly conducted exploiting Resin Transfer 
Molding (RTM) using a heated mold pair arrangement. The resin along with the catalyst (hardener) 
is then injected into the mold through the inlet ports. After hardening, the part is separated from 
the mold. RTM imparts good dimensional accuracy and good surface quality to both sides of the 
part. Vacuum Assisted Resin Infusion (VARI) is a comparatively low-cost method that is able to 
produce small to large parts, its main characteristics being similar to those of RTM. However, 
instead of the metal top surface of the RTM mold, an elastic membrane is used. Moreover, VARI 
uses vacuum to draw the resin into the mold displacing the air it encounters and flowing towards 
the vacuum port(s). The mold is in contact with only one surface of the fabric, the other surface 
being of inferior surface finish. 

Permeability of the fabric is an extremely important factor in VARI as it is directly related to 
the completion of the impregnation. Experimental and computational / numerical simulation 
methods or a combination have been used to determine it. 

Experimental determination of permeability is based on monitoring the propagation of resin 
front by exploiting different sensors, such as pressure sensors [2], images of the evolution of the 
front through the fabric [3], custom designed dielectric sensors [4], optical fibers woven into the 
preformed material [5]. Both saturated and unsaturated flow tracking was reported in some of these 
works. Based on experimental data, neural networks have also been trained to predict permeability 
from input parameters (fabric type, porosity, input pressure) [6,7]. 

To calculate permeability numerical models based on the Stokes / Darcy equations are 
experimentally validated. The models express macro-scale phenomena using standard software 
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such as ComsolTM [8] or 2D schemes based on voxels or boundary elements [9,10]. Models at 
micro-scale [11] are inevitably of limited size. In macro-scale modeling the way in which the fabric 
is modeled is pivotal, e.g. using permeable and non-permeable yarns [12], incorporating stochastic 
fabric diversity [13]. 

Since the permeability of a fabric is not known a priori to use the corresponding value in the 
numerical model, several simulations are performed until the results match the experimental ones 
either following brute force [8,13] or within an optimization loop [14]. Another approach reported 
computes bulk permeability and saturation rate at mesoscale and introduces them to the macroscale 
simulation validated against experimental measurement in a 1D infusion test [15]. 

In a very comprehensive review on composite forming, benchmarking work on 1D and 2D 
permeability measurement is reviewed being expected to lead to a pertinent ISO standard [16]. 
However, it is also recognized that shear and compaction of preforms does alter permeability 
locally, which undermines to some extent the generality of the benchmarking concept. 

In the present work, determination of the fabric permeability value is based on the comparison 
of experimental results and the numerical prediction of the propagation of the flow front, iteratively 
through a genetic algorithm. The difference of the two fronts at consecutive moments yields the 
evaluation of the corresponding permeability value tested. Due to its stochastic nature the approach 
is efficient requiring only one experiment on a simple shape recorded on camera. 

The next section describes the numerical modeling of the VARI process. Next is the description 
of the experiment providing the reference of the front evolution and in the next section the genetic 
algorithm that determines the optimal permeability for the specific fabric. Then, conclusions and 
suggestion of future work are drawn up. 
Experimental Recording of Flow Front Evolution 
A single VARI experiment suffices to provide a reference for the evolution of the flow front for 
comparison with the predicted evolution by the numerical simulation subsequently. 

The specimen consists of two-ply glass fiber fabric measuring 200 X 75 mm with a nominal 
thickness of 0.02 mm per ply, plain weaving and weighing 25 gr / m2. An appropriate peel ply was 
used with 0.15 mm thickness, a flow medium (mesh) with 1.2 mm thickness, a bottom bag 
(perforated) with 65 MPa strength and a vacuum bag (SBF 130B) with strength 45 MPa and 
thickness 0.075 mm. Entry and exit tubing had a diameter of 10 mm.  

The resin was a 2-part AlphapoxyTM HX-3 by Vivacity Engineering. Its viscosity at 25oC is 
325-375 mPa.s. Usage time at 25oC is 45-60 min, full hardness being achieved after 24 hr. The 
mold was an aluminium plate of 1 mm thickness stiffened by ribs, see Fig. 1(a).  

 

a  b 
Fig. 1. Experimental layout (a) mold with fabric, vacuum bag and in/out pipes (b) vacuum pump 

(1), regulating valves (2), manometer (3), resin trap (4). 
Special sealing tape is employed to secure the vacuum bag on the mold. A two stage vacuum 

pump (DVPTM RC.8D) is used with nominal pressure is 0.01 mbar and flow rate: 10.2 – 9.5 m3/hr. 
A manometer of range – to -1 bar was used to measure the actual vacuum pressure achieved and a 
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system of hand-regulated valves is used for controlling the vacuum circuit, which also comprises 
a downstream resin trapping vessel. The equipment is shown in Fig. 1(b). 

The resin-saturated fabric is visibly darker than the unsaturated part, therefore the flow front is 
clearly delineated, see Fig. 2(a). In order to record the evolution of the front a 12 Mpixel CCD 
camera was used and 22 snapshots were taken at 1 sec intervals until the resin front reached the 
end of the fabric. Six tracks were defined about the axis of symmetry of the fabric parallel to it and 
the intersection points of the flow front with these tracks were recorded at each snapshot, see points 
A – F in Fig. 2(b). Their distance along flow direction (x axis) from the starting edge of the fabric 
was measured in pixels and scaled to mm. Thus, the mean distance of the six points defining each 
flow front was calculated representing a ‘linearized’ flow front, 

 

 a b 
Fig. 2. Resin flow front (a) snapshot during the experiment (b) designated snapshots and points. 

Numerical Simulation of VARI 
Darcy’s law governing one dimensional flow through porous media is expressed as: 

𝑣𝑣 = 𝑘𝑘
𝜇𝜇
𝜕𝜕2𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2

 (1) 

v: resin velocity (m/s), k: fabric permeability (m2), μ: resin viscosity (Pa∙s), p: pressure (Pa). 
Fabric filaments are bundled into tows which leave gaps between them as they are intertwined. 

These are visible as they are of the order of magnitude of mm (inter-tow gaps). Within a bundle 
gaps exist of 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than those (intra-tow gaps). Resin flow between 
filaments of a bundle is modelled by a sink term describing resin flow around the gap. A 
corresponding expression for mass continuity is: 

𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 =  −𝑆𝑆 (2) 

where S is the sink term, its negative sign denoting that resin flow is reduced in the regions of non-
saturated intra-tow gaps because it is absorbed by them.  

Combining Darcy’s law and continuity equation [28]: 

𝑣𝑣 =  −𝑘𝑘
𝜇𝜇
𝛻𝛻(𝑝𝑝) (3) 

𝜕𝜕(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝛻𝛻(𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣) = 0 (4) 

where φ is fabric porosity. Finally, using the sink term and assuming incompressible resin: 
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𝜑𝜑 𝜕𝜕𝑆𝑆
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 − 𝛻𝛻�

𝑘𝑘
𝜇𝜇𝛻𝛻(𝑝𝑝)� = 0 (5) 

As the viscosity ratio of resin to air is quite high (104-106) zero pressure drop is assumed in the 
unsaturated section of the part and thus equal pressure on the flow front and the exit. Function S 
is defined to ensure smooth transition from a saturated to an unsaturated region [8]: 

𝑆𝑆(𝑝𝑝) =  2
𝜋𝜋

(𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝) → 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝

𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= �2
𝜋𝜋

𝛼𝛼
1+(𝛼𝛼𝑝𝑝)2

� 𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

  (6) 

where ∂S/∂p : moisture capacity and α: form factor [1/Pa] determining the length 
corresponding to phase change. [8].  

The point at which the resin changes phase is determined by comparing the pressure resulting 
from Eq. 6 to the characteristic pressure at the flow front: 𝑝𝑝 > 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎. Normally, pc = 1000 Pa [8]. 

The model was set up on ComsolTM concerning a fabric shaped as a parallelogram with resin 
flowing from one narrow end to the opposite along x direction, see Fig. 3(a).  

 

 a  b 
Fig. 3. Simulation of resin infusion (a) flow front snapshot for t=30 sec, permeability 3.2e-12 m2 

and quadric fine mesh (b) evolution of filling percentage for different fabric permeability values. 
 

The resin’s change of viscosity with time was not modelled since it was considered fairly small 
(for AIRSTONE 710EL Epoxy Resin and 713H Hardener which is equivalent to the system used 
in the experiment, viscosity is reported by the manufacturer to be 150-200 mPa.s within the first 
30 min, whereas impregnation time was a small fraction of 30 min in this case. Note that the fabric 
was modelled at single scale, i.e. ignoring the intra-tow gaps, which is knowingly a simplification 
at the same time allowing faster computation compared to dual scale modelling. 

It is possible to record the flow front along a few lines parallel to the flow direction, 
interpolating between these points to draw up the complete flow front line, see Fig. 3(a). In 
addition, the filling percentage is used as a termination criterion for the simulation as calculated 
using the Derived Values>Average>line_Average method in COMSOLTM. Fig. 3(b) shows the 
variation of filling percentage with time for various permeability values. It is clear that the higher 
the permeability, the earlier the filling ends, even before the front touches the fabric’s right edge. 
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The density of the mesh can be set by the user as Extra Fine, Fine and Normal. In addition the 
discretization type of elements can be selected from the set: linear, quadratic, cubic, quatric, 
quintic, sextic and septic. Selection of different combinations impacts not only the accuracy of the 
flow front solution but also the actual position of the mesh nodes in the domain studies and hence 
the distance of the predicted flow front from the experimentally determined one. In particular, 
different combinations were tried for a simulation run for two layered GFRP fabrics at 0.8 bar 
vacuum and permeability 8.94 X 10-10 m2. Concentrating on the experimental flow front position 
corresponding to the first snapshot recorded, which is located 10.52 mm downstream the entry 
baseline, Table 1 clearly shows superiority of combination Linear – Fine. 

 
Table 1. Difference in predicted distance of the flow front from the baseline. 

Density 
 
Discretisation 

Extra Fine Fine Normal 
Distance 

(mm) 
Rel.error 

(%) 
Distance 

(mm) 
Rel,error 

(%) 
Distanc
e (mm) 

Rel.error 
(%) 

Linear  3,97 -62% 10,53 0% 12,96 23% 
Quadratic  1,69 -84% 4,8 -54% 5,9 4,6 
Cubic  2,74 -74% 6,85 -35% 8,43 2,07 

 
Repeated execution of the simulation with different input values for permeability is 

implemented by corresponding calls from within a MatlabTM program by exploiting the LivelinkTM 
application. Results are also transferred in the same way, in this case the flow front vector depicting 
its position at a predefined number of time points. Such repeated calls and passing back of the 
results are needed by the Genetic Algorithm described next. 
Permeability Determination by Genetic Algorithm 
The optimum value of permeability is the one that yields minimum deviation between the 
experimentally determined evolution of the flow front and the evolution predicted by the 
simulation model. This is determined by a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that uses the simulation model 
in order to evaluate the potential permeability solutions, see Fig. 4. The GA is based on the one 
reported on in [17].  

 

 
Fig. 4. Evolutionary determination of permeability overview. 

 
The chromosome consists of an integer index to a set of 1000 permeability values spanning a user-
defined range, in this case 3 X 10-9 to 9 X 10-10 (m2). Thus the integer representation is decoded 
into a real representation. 
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The evaluation functions used is the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the difference of the x 
coordinate of the experimental (𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖) and the corresponding simulated (𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖) flow front considering 
all snapshots (T): 

𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 =  �
∑ (𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖−𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖)

2𝑖𝑖=𝑇𝑇
𝑖𝑖=0

𝛵𝛵
 (7) 

Note that the simulated flow front is by model construction a vertical line, whereas the 
experimental flow front can be considered as a circular arc with large radius that passes from the 
six 6 recorded points per snapshot, see Fig. 1(b). Thus, the experimental flow front is replaced by 
a vertical line passing from the mean x coordinate of these six points. The value of feval can be 
considered as a metric for the mean distance between the two flow fronts, measured and simulated 
one, over all snapshots considered. Normally all 22 snapshots taken should be taken into account, 
but it is up to the user to exclude any ‘outlier’ snapshots. 

Since the chromosome is just one integer variable crossover operator would not keep any genes 
of the parent but the offspring would be an entirely new chromosome, which is exactly what 
mutation operator does in this case. Thus, crossover operator was abolished and only mutation was 
applied, indeed with a high probability of 40%. Elitism was constrained to 10%. Population 
consisted of 10 individuals and the initial population resulted from a random selection of 10 out 
of the 1000 permeability indices. 

In order to validate the approach, the genetic algorithm was run first using instead of 
experimental flow front data the ones obtained by running the simulation model with a known 
permeability value, namely 3.7 X 10-9 m2. In order to save computational cost only 10 snapshots 
were considered and the results are shown in Table 2. The cost was 0.554473 mm, which is deemed 
small enough to be accepted and the permeability determined was 3.71 X 10-9 m2. The non-zero 
cost and associate small difference in predicted permeability is due to the discretization, i.e. the 
element nodes being inevitably some small distance apart from the actual flow front which is 
determined in the continuous domain rather than the discretized one. 
 

Table 2. Difference between target and predicted flow fronts for the validation run. 
snapshot  
number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

time  
(sec) 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

target  
(mm) 9,55166 60,62378 85,18519 104,2885 119,29825 134,308 144,83431 158,8694 169,3957 178,9474 

predicted  
(mm) 9,55165 60,62378 85,18518 104,2885 120,2729 134,308 146,39376 158,8694 169,3957 178,9474 

relative  
error (%) 0,000001 0 0 0 -0,008170 0 -0,010767 0 0 0 

 
The GA was then run with the actual experimental flow front evolution values for 500 

generations. The evolution of the cost with the number of generations is shown in Fig. 5. The 
optimum permeability determined is 8.71 X 10-10 corresponding to a cost of 8435 μm.  
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Fig. 5. Evolution of average and best (minimum cost) solution for the experiment conducted. 

 
Characteristic snapshots of the experimental and the simulated flow front are shown in Fig. 6.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Experimental (up) / simulated (down) flow front at 6 sec (left) and 12 sec (right). 

A comparison between experimental and optimally predicted by the simulation flow front 
evolution in terms of their mean distance from the baseline is shown in Table 3 for a set of 11 
snapshots for the 2-ply fabric. Furthermore, analogous experiments increasing the number of fabric 
plies to 3 and 4 was performed and the flow front evolution was measured as in the 2-ply 
experiment. The GA was run for these cases, too, resulting in lower overall permeability as well 
as higher impregnation time, namely 3,59 x 10-10 m2 and 51 sec respectively for 3 plies and 1,07 x 
10-10 m2 and 117 sec respectively for 4 plies. This decrease in permeability with the increase of 
number of plies is reasonable and has also been reported in literature, e.g. [19]. The comparison 
between experimental and optimally predicted flow front evolution for the 3 ply fabric is also 
provided in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Difference between measured and predicted flow fronts for 2 and 3 ply cases. 

plies snapshot  
number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

2 

time  
(sec) 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

target  
(mm) 

10,5 42,5 72,5 97 114 134 146,5 159 172,5 185 192,
5 

predicted  
(mm) 

10,53 60,62 83,24 102,73 120,27 133,33 144,83 156,92 167,45 177,97 186,
94 

relative  
error (%) 

-0,29 -42,64 -14,81 -5,91 -5,50 0,50 1,14 1,31 2,93 3,80 2,89 

3 

time  
(sec) 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

target  
(mm) 

2,5 34 61,5 85,5 108,5 130 146,7 165 176 187,5 197 

predicted  
(mm) 

2,74 59,99 82,97 102,18 117,83 132,81 144,81 156,59 168,6 180,02 189,
62 

relative  
error (%) 

-9,60 -76,44 -34,91 -19,51 -8,60 -2,16 1,29 5,10 4,20 3,99 3,75 

 
Given that the simulation model is at single scale, i.e. approximate compared to a dual scale 

approach, the results are promising, namely the deviation of the experimentally determined and 
simulated flow fronts is mostly acceptable except for the snapshots corresponding to the first 20% 
of the experiment duration. The latter may, in addition to this simplification, be attributed to the 
effect of the vacuum bag compressing the fabric non-homogeneously, as also noted in [18]. 

On an Intel® Core™ i7-5500U computer 800 generations were run in about 80 min. The 
simulation run takes about 20 sec. Thus, an exhaustive search of 1000 permeability values would 
take by comparison 330 min. 
Summary 
The method advocated for determining permeability of fibre reinforced fabrics relies on simulation 
with a flow front evolution reference determined by a simple experiment on a simple fabric shape. 
By comparison, dedicated devices for determining permeability purely experimentally make use 
of special sensors and are expensive to make or acquire. Nevertheless, benchmarking has led to an 
ISO standard (ISO/DIS 4410). As far as this is still under development, visual tracking of the flow 
front coupled with numerical simulation in an optimisation loop may be a worthwhile addition to 
the sensor-based methods. In fact, there is plenty of scope in this direction since research on 
permeability evaluation in Liquid Composite Moulding (LCM) processes is an ongoing topic of 
research and of particular significance in process simulation [16]. 

The genetic algorithm as a tool for optimization coupled with a set of discrete values of 
permeability proved efficient, although it was, by definition, impossible to validate the result 
against experimentally measured permeability. Yet, the trend of permeability decreasing with 
increasing number of fabric pieces was clear and in accordance with results reported in literature. 

The number and position of points to be considered on the flow front in the experimental setting 
and their simulation counterparts does influence the predicted permeability. This is connected to 
the fact that, for reasons of lowering computational cost, the fabric is modelled as single scale, i.e. 
ignoring the intra-tow gaps, that would otherwise have provided more accurate flow front shape. 
This is clearly an issue for further improvement. 

The formulation of the genetic algorithm would most probably benefit from a binary 
representation of the integer indices to permeability. It is suggested that in the same range of values 
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a finer step could be applied in this way and also that crossover operator could be meaningfully 
introduced in which case the number of generations to reach the optimum permeability would be 
slashed by at least one order of magnitude. This is the next step in further work, which will also 
allow inclusion of the type and density of finite element discretisation in the chromosome as two 
extra variables to be optimized. The chromosome could also be augmented by the critical pressure 
for phase change of the resin as a variable to be optimized, which has been taken as constant from 
literature (1000 Pa). 
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Abstract. 7000 series aluminum alloys are high-strength alloys used in various lightweight 
products in the transportation equipment and aerospace industries. AA7075 extrusions are 
expected to find further applications in multiple fields, including aircraft parts, automotive parts, 
and sporting goods. However, the high deformation resistance and surface cracking defects caused 
by tool galling and adhesion have resulted in extremely low productivity. In this study, the V-
groove compression test was proposed as a method to determine the coefficient of friction in hot 
metal forming. Using AA7075 as the experimental material, what did the V-groove compression 
test at various temperatures to compare the results with calibration curves created from the 
numerical analysis and observe the growth of adhesion. 
Introduction 
The advantages of 7000 series aluminum alloys are high strength, excellent corrosion resistance, 
and good electrical and thermal conductivity. Thus, these are used in various products to reduce 
weight in transportation equipment and aerospace applications [1]. In producing aluminum alloys 
by hot extrusion, the billet is passed through an opening die and pressed to shape. A cross-sectional 
shape with a surface finish can be obtained in a single deformation. Hot extrusion is widely used 
in the production of aluminum alloys because of its high productivity and extrusion yield [2]. 
However, AA7075 has the lowest extrusion productivity due to cracks that develop on the 
extrudate surface during hot extrusion, especially under high speed and high-temperature 
conditions, and due to adhesion to the tool. This cracking defect is known as tearing. In addition, 
AA7075 is one of the least deformable aluminum alloys and has high flow stress, which 
significantly limits the extrusion speed from 0.8 to 2.0 m/min. In our previous research, we 
reported that tearing was caused by low-melting intermetallic compounds containing magnesium 
(Mg) and zinc (Zn) [3]. It reported that the intermetallic compound with a low melting point locally 
melted due to the heat generated by the forming process. 

The crack propagates due to the strong tensile stress applied to the product at the forming part 
during extrusion. As a method to suppress tearing defects that occur during the hot extrusion of 
7000-series aluminum alloys, a coating on the die bearing section is proposed to reduce friction 
between the billet and tool interface [4]. Three coatings, AlCrN, TiAlN, and Diamond-like Carbon 
(DLC), were applied. The hot forward-backward extrusion friction test measured their friction 
coefficients, a friction test simulating plastic working at high temperatures. The friction 
coefficients from the friction tests and the occurrence of tearing when various die coatings were 
used showed that tearing was reduced for the low-friction AlCrN at high temperatures. It reported 
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that this was due to the improvement of material flowability, and homogenization of tensile stress 
imparted to the product by low friction in the forming section. Therefore, it is necessary to 
investigate the extrusion tribology that contributes to tool adhesion and material fluidity to 
suppress tearing. 

Friction tests for plastic forming can be classified into three types: basic friction tests such as 
pin-on-disk tests, friction tests simulating plastic forming, and friction tests using actual 
workpieces. The basic friction test is a simple way to obtain the coefficient of friction. Still, it does 
not apply to plastic forming because it does not involve a deformation process involving an 
increase in surface area. In particular, the surface area expansion ratio becomes extremely large 
when extrusion or forging is assumed. Friction tests using actual machines are only possible on 
those machines, making it challenging to obtain general-purpose results. Therefore, conducting 
friction tests that simulate extrusion and forging is necessary. The most common friction test that 
simulates extrusion and forging is the ring compression test. However, the compression ratio of 
this test is only about 50 percent and a friction test that allows a larger surface area expansion ratio 
is needed. In addition, reports of friction tests simulating hot extrusion and hot forging include the 
two-cylinder crossed friction test by Kalin et al. [5-7] and the Warm and Hot Upsetting Sliding 
Test (WHUST) by Dubar et al. [8-10] as examples of hot friction tests. Although these have been 
reported, there are few examples of friction tests simulating hot extrusion and hot forging. The hot 
forward-backward extrusion friction test conducted by the authors is also a friction test that 
simulates plastic forming. Still, it can only identify the friction coefficient for the entire process 
and is not suitable for measuring friction phenomena that change in complex ways during forming 
[4].  

Zhang et al. proposed the T-shape compression test (TSCT), which can evaluate friction in 
complex extrusion and compression deformations and achieve a high surface area enlargement of 
more than 50% [11]. From the stimulation of the TSCT, Fereshteh-Saniee et al. conducted friction 
tests on AZ31 and AZ80 alloys in this test for hot plastic working of magnesium alloys. They 
reported that the experimental and simulation results agreed [12]. In addition, TSCT and ring 
compression tests were conducted to evaluate the friction of Dry, MoS2, and CASP during hot 
working. And it was reported that the experimental and simulation results agreed and that MoS2 
was highly influential in lubricating the alloy during hot working based on the calibration curve 
created from the simulation. In addition, the friction coefficient of TSCT is higher than that of the 
ring compression test due to the difference in surface area expansion. These reports indicate that 
TSCT is effective as a basic friction test for micro- to macro-scale, cold- and hot-forging. 

In this study, a hot V-groove friction test is proposed as a friction test that simulates hot 
extrusion and forging regarding the TSCT. In the hot V-groove friction test, a cylindrical test piece 
is compressed using a V-groove tool. The friction coefficient is identified from the aspect ratio of 
the compressed product since either longitudinal extrusion or transverse compression is the 
preferred deformation because of friction. The characteristics of this test are that it combines both 
extrusion and compression deformation, has a high surface area expansion ratio of more than 50 
percent, and is a two-dimensional deformation in which the circle is collapsed. The dimensions 
and compression ratio can be easily changed. In this research, tool dimensions and the mechanism 
of adhesion under different temperatures and compaction amounts are investigated as part of the 
development of the V-groove friction test. By using AA7075 as the test material and varying the 
temperature and stroke amount, this study aims to examine the effect of working temperature on 
the process of adhesion growth during hot forming. 
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Experimental Method 
The AA7075 shown in Table 1 was used in this study. The test pieces were turned to a diameter 
of 7.0 mm and a length of 70 mm. These dimensions were chosen because the size should be at 
least 10 times larger than the diameter so that deformation in the depth direction can be ignored. 

Fig. 1 shows the 100-ton vertical hydraulic press used in this experiment. The press has a 
furnace in the forming section to provide a hot test environment. A data logger from the hydraulic 
system and a displacement transducer read the test force and stroke rate. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition of AA7075 (mass%). 

Alloy Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Zr Ti Al 

AA7075 0.08 0.21 1.78 0.05 2.46 0.19 5.61 - 0.01 Bal. 

 

 
Fig. 1. 100-ton vertical hydraulic press machine. 

 
Table 2 shows the conditions of the hot V-groove friction test and the numerical analysis 

conditions. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the V-groove friction test AISI H13 (HRC48) 
nitrided tool used as the tool material. The numerical analysis software used was DEFORM-3D 
by Yamanaka Eng Co., Ltd. The groove angles were 15° and 30°, and the groove corner radius R 
was 1.0 mm and 3.0 mm, referring to the study by Zhang et al. to examine the tool geometry for 
the hot V-groove friction test [11]. The groove depth was set to 10 mm. The punch stroke is set to  
0.1 mm/s with a stroke volume of 4.5 mm. The temperatures of the billet and testing machine were 
400°C and 500°C.  

The Hot V-groove friction test numerical analysis was performed for shear friction coefficients 
m = 0.1, 0.2, ...,1.0. The shear friction model was used as the friction model. The material data was 
used from previous authors' AA7075 research [4]. Friction changes the height (H) and width (W) 
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of the test piece after the V-groove friction test. When friction is low, extrusion becomes dominant, 
and the height of the test piece increases. 

On the other hand, when friction is high, compression becomes dominant, and the width of the 
test piece grows. Calibration curves were created from the sample's aspect ratio (H/W) after 
forming at each friction coefficient. The friction coefficients were identified by comparison with 
the aspect ratio of the model after the experiment. Experiments were conducted three times each 
for reproducibility. 

The amount of elemental deposition on the V-groove tool surface was measured by Electron 
Probe Micro Analyzer (EPMA, JEOL) to confirm the deposition growth process. Fig. 3 shows the 
schematic diagram of the measurement points. 
 

Table 2. V-groove friction test and numerical analysis conditions. 
Testing conditions 

Billet material  AA7075 
Tool material  AISI H13 
Billet shape [mm] φ7.0×70 

Punch speed V [mm/s] 0.1 
Punch stroke [mm] 4.5 

Billet temperature T [℃] 400, 500 
Groove depth [mm] 10 
Groove angle [°] 15, 30 

Corner radius R [mm] 1.0, 3.0 
Lubrication  No-lubricant 

Tool surface treatment  Nitriding 
Numerical analysis conditions 

Simulation soft  DEFORM-3D 
Numerical analysis method  Lagrangian method 

Billet material  AA7075 
Tool material  AISI H13 

Number of elements  100,000 
Heat transfer coefficient [Nmm/sec℃] 11 

Friction model  Share friction model 
Share friction coefficient m [-] 0.1, 0.2, . . . 1.0 
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of V groove compression test (left) and shape of the test piece after the 
test (right (H: hight, W: width)). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Schematic of tool for V-groove compression test and EPMA observation position. 
Experimental Results 
Fig. 4 shows the calibration curves for each tool condition generated from the numerical analysis. 
The friction coefficient cannot be determined for the R1, 15° condition because the shear friction 
coefficient does not determine the magnitude of the aspect ratio. Under the R3, 15° condition, a 
right ascending calibration curve was observed, but the aspect ratio increased and decreased under 
low friction, indicating that an accurate friction coefficient may not be obtained. In the R3, 30° 
condition, the shear friction coefficients of m = 0.9 and 1.0 could not analyze, and a calibration 
curve could not be generated. Based on these results, the basic V-groove shape of the die for the 
V-groove compression test was determined to have an R radius of 1 mm and a V-groove angle of 
30°. 

Fig. 5 shows the V-groove compression test conducted at a test temperature of 400°C. As a 
result, H/W was 0.526, and the coefficient of friction was m = 0.9. 
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Fig. 4. V-groove compression test calibration curves for each tool condition (Simulation soft: 
DEFORM-3D, Temperature: 400°C, punch speed: 0.1 mm/s). 
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Fig. 5. Calibration curves and experimental aspect ratios (test temperature: 400°C, punch 
speed: 0.1 mm/s). 

 
Fig. 6 shows an numerical analysis (m=0.9) and experimental force-punch stroke diagram for 

the V-groove friction test at a test temperature of 400°C. The experimental and numerical force 
curves were similar. The maximum force was 176.0 kN in the numerical analysis and 176.9 kN in 
the experiment. Fig. 7 compares the material flow between the experimental and numerical results. 
At the corner radius R, the material flow is divided into extrusion in the direction of punch travel 
and compression in the vertical movement of the extrusion. From the sample dimensions after the 
test shown in Fig. 7 and the calibration curve shown in Fig. 4, it can assume that material flow in 
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the direction of extrusion is dominant when friction is low, and material flow in the direction of 
compression is dominant when friction is high. 
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Fig. 6. Force-stroke curves for V-groove compression test and numerical analysis (test 

temperature: 400°C, punch speed: 0.1 mm/s). 
 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of experimental and numerical material flow (test temperature: 400°C, 

punch speed: 0.1 mm/s). 
 

Based on the experimental and numerical results of the V-groove compression test at 400°C, 
this test was validated as a friction test simulating hot extrusion and forging. Friction and adhesion 
between the die and aluminum on the tool surface are assumed to be significant causes of tearing 
defects on the product surface and burning on the tool at high temperatures and high forging 
speeds, which is a friction problem in extrusion and forging. Therefore, we conducted a V-groove 
compression test at 500°C and compared the results with those at 400°C to evaluate friction and 
adhesion to the tool as a function of temperature. 

Fig. 8 shows the experimental results of the V-groove compression test at 500°C and the 
calibration curve. H/W from the experiment was 0.538, and the coefficient of friction was m = 1.0. 
The results of a previous hot forward-backward extrusion friction test at 500°C between a nitrided 
tool and AA7075 conducted by the authors also showed m=1.0, which is the same result as in the 
present study [4]. 
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Fig. 8. Calibration curves and experimental aspect ratios (test temperature: 500°C, punch 

speed: 0.1 mm/s). 
 

Fig. 9 shows the adsorption of alloying elements and oxygen (O) on the tool in the V-groove 
compression test at 400°C and 500°C. Before the test, aluminum (Al) was removed with sodium 
hydroxide solution and then analyzed by EPMA. The results of the EPMA analysis show that the 
adsorption of the alloying elements increased with increasing temperature in the Mg case. The 
strong O reaction on the entire tool surface at 500°C indicates that the tool surface is strongly 
oxidized, while the responses of Cu and Zn are small at 400°C and strong at 500°C, respectively. 
Previous studies by the authors have confirmed that magnesium oxide (MgO) is deposited by O 
on the tool surface and oxidized at high temperatures during the hot extrusion of AA6063 and Mg 
contained in the alloying elements [13]. At 400°C, the reaction of O is also vital in the Mg range, 
suggesting that MgO is formed. 

On the other hand, at 500°C, the entire tool is uniformly oxidized, and the extent of Mg 
deposition is considered to have increased. The V-groove friction test also showed the same 
tendency, with Mg firmly adhering at the R part where the high surface pressure is applied, and 
from the quaternary state diagram of the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy, Al+ Al2Mg3Zn3+ Al5Cu2Mg2 at 
400°C or higher [14]. Since the composition of AA7075 in this study contains 1.6% Cu, 
Al2Mg3Zn3 melts at temperatures above 480°C, and Al5Cu2Mg2 melts at temperatures above 
500°C. The Cu and Zn have not adhered at 400°C on the tool. 
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Fig. 9. Elemental analysis of tool surface after V-groove compression test (test temperature: 400, 

500°C, punch speed: 0.1 mm/s). 
Summary 
In this study, the hot V-groove friction test is proposed as a friction test simulating extrusion and 
forging, measuring the coefficient of friction at various temperatures, and evaluating the adhesion 
to the tool surface. The hot V-groove friction test is practical as a friction test that simulates plastic 
forming at high temperatures because it achieves a high surface area expansion ratio. In addition, 
it was possible to reproduce the adhesion process of the tool surface during extrusion. The results 
obtained are listed below. 
・ The tool geometry was optimally affected by friction when the corner radius of the groove R 

was 1.0 mm, and the groove angle was 30°. 
・ From the calibration curve obtained from the numerical analysis, the shear friction coefficient 

m of AA7075 at 400°C was 0.9, and at 500°C, the shear friction coefficient m was 1.0. 
・ The EPMA evaluation of tool surface adhesion at 400°C and 500°C showed that the extent of 

Mg adhesion increased with increasing temperature, and the oxidation of the tool surface 
became stronger; Cu and Zn adhesion became more active at 500°C due to melting of 
intermetallic compounds. 

Future research will include investigating the effects of surface pressure, heat generation, and 
tool surface adhesion using analysis and investigating the impact of tool surface treatment on 
tribological properties by applying die coating, tool surface texturing, and V-groove compression 
testing. 
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Abstract. As an intelligent material, NiTi alloy exhibits shape memory effect and superelasticity. 
Its electrical resistance varies with deformation, thus making NiTi alloy a potential sensing 
material. Linearity and sensitivity are the two principal characteristics of sensors. Linearity reveals 
the deviation of the actual resistance-strain response from an ideal straight line and sensitivity is 
the change in input required to generate a unit change in output. Though conventional 
polycrystalline NiTi alloys possess high sensitivity and large strain range, the non-linear 
resistance-strain responses were not negligible thus hindering their sensing application. It was 
found that cold-drawing combing with low-temperature annealing had affected the linearity, while 
the influence rules were not clear. The electrical resistance of the fabricated NiTi alloy wires with 
various areal reductions were measured during stretching, and the results shown that the cold-
drawn and annealed NiTi alloys exhibited better linearity though with decreased sensitivity. This 
investigation provides foundation for subsequent research on improving or tailoring the sensing 
properties of NiTi alloys. 
Introduction 
Shape memory alloys (SMAs), particularly NiTi alloys are special class of smart or intelligent 
materials gaining remarkable attention[1]. NiTi alloys possess the outstanding properties of shape-
memory effect, superelasticity, high damping capacity as well as excellent wear resistance[2]. And 
they have been extensively applied in automotive, aerospace, mini actuators and micro-
eletromechanical systems (MEMS).  

Electric resistance is an important physical property of SMAs and it have been used to 
investigate the martensitic transformation, orientation, aging and plastic deformations[3]. Several 
researchers have noticed that changes in deformation are coupled to changes in electrical resistance 
of superelastic NiTi wires[4–6]. This relationship is of great importance because it makes NiTi a 
potential perception material, thus could further enrich its intelligent performance. Linearity and 
sensitivity are the two principal characteristics of sensors. The linearity is characterized by the 
non-linearity error, which is the maximum deviation of the change in the resistance from a 
specified straight line applied to the measured data points. The sensitivity is the ratio of change in 
the resistance to the strain. However, conventional polycrystalline shows a severer non-linear 
resistance-strain response, which hinders its sensing application.  

The functional properties of NiTi are structure-sensitive, so they are possible to be improved 
by some process through creating well-developed structures. Lin et al. [7] fabricated three 
polycrystalline NiTi samples with different grain sizes from 35 nm to 110 nm and one crystalline-
amorphous NiTi nanocomposite sample. They found that grain refinement and partial 
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amorphization can significantly improve the linearity of stress-strain response. Hua et al.[8] 
produced NiTi crystalline-amorphous nanocomposite by cold rolling with low-temperature 
annealing, which demonstrates near-linear superelasticity under stress of 2.3 GPa. Inspired by 
these strategies for improving its mechanical properties, we consider it practicable to change the 
electrical behaviors of NiTi by introducing amorphous structure. According to the preliminary 
results, it was found that cold-drawing combing with low-temperature annealing had affected the 
electrical behavior of NiTi alloy wires, while the influence rules were not clear.  

The present work aims to investigate the effects of cold-drawing and low-temperature annealing 
on the sensing properties of NiTi alloy wires. 
Materials and Experiments 
Commercial superelastic NiTi wires with an initial diameter of 0.3 mm were purchased from 
PEIERTECH Incorporation (Jiangsu, China). The as-received nanocrystalline NiTi alloy wire was 
solution treated at 800 ℃ for 60 min in a muffle furnace and subsequently quenched by water. 

Then the solution-treated samples were cold-drawn to thinner wires by continuous multi-pass 
processes using diamond dies without intermediate annealing. The die was lubricated with MoS2 
and the drawing speed was 300 mm/min. Due to the significant work hardening and cracking, it is 
difficult to lead the wires to pass through the die. And mechanical grinding is not applicable to 
make the wire end to a thinner diameter. Instead, a corrosion solution of HF: HNO3: H2O=1:5:20 
by volume ratio was used to reduce the diameter of the wire end. According to the initial wire 
diameter of each drawing pass, the corrosion time varied from 5 min to 30 min. The summarized 
cold-drawing parameters including corrosion time, die diameter, pass or total areal reduction were 
listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Cold-drawing parameters of the NiTi wires. 

Drawing 
Pass 

Wire 
Diameter 

Corrosion 
Time 

Die 
Diameter 

Pass Areal 
Reduction 

Total Areal 
Reduction 

1 0.3 mm 30 min 0.25 mm 30.6 % 30.6 % 
2 0.25 mm 20 min 0.2 mm 36.0 % 55.6 % 

3 0.2 mm 15 min 0.17 mm 27.8 % 67.9 % 
4 0.17 mm 12 min 0.15 mm 22.1 % 75.0 % 
5 0.15 mm 10 min 0.13 mm 24.9 % 81.2 % 

6 0.13 mm 8 min 0.11 mm 28.4 % 86.6 % 
7 0.11 mm 5 min 0.1 mm 17.4 % 88.9 % 

 
The cold-drawn wires with final diameters of 0.2 mm, 0.15 mm, 0.1 mm (area reduction were 

55.6 %, 75.0 %, 88.9 %, respectively) were then annealed at 300 ℃ for 60 min. As shown in  
Fig. 1, the tensile tests were executed on an MTS E44 testing machine with a loading and unloading 
rate of 5 mm/min at room temperature. The specimen elongation was measured via the crosshead 
travel monitor with resolution of 0.04 μm. The gauge length of the specimen was about 50 mm 
and the maximum elongation was 3 % with a strain rate of about 1.7 × 10−3 /𝑠𝑠. The variations of 
electrical resistance were synchronously measured by a high precision multi-meter (GDM-8342, 
Good Will Instrument) with an accuracy of 0.1 %. The end of thin wire was clamped by three-jaw 
metal collet, and the electric cables of the multimeter were fixed on the collet by screws. For 
ensuring the NiTi wires insulate from the tensile machine, the collets were connected to the grip 
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holders with insulated handles. Both the crosshead travel distance and the measured electrical 
resistance were transferred to PC for further processing. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the electrical resistance measurement. 

 
Based on the measured data of electrical resistance and crosshead travel distance, the change 

ratio of resistance-strain curve is achieved. Through the least-squares method, the fitting line is 
achieved based on the experimental data. The calculation schematic of linearity and sensitivity is 
shown in Fig. 2. The sensitivity is defined as the slope of the fitting line, which is a unitless value. 
The linearity is characterized by the non-linearity error (NLE), which is calculated by Eq. 1. 

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 =  ∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

× 100% .            (1) 

where ∆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the largest difference between the experimental data and the fitting line and 𝑌𝑌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
is the largest change ratio of resistance. 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the calculation of linearity and sensitivity. 

 
According to the resistance formula (Eq. 2a and Eq. 2b), the electrical resistance is determined 

by two factors: the electrical resistivity (𝜌𝜌) and size factor (𝑁𝑁/𝑆𝑆). 

𝑅𝑅0 =  𝜌𝜌0 ∗  𝑁𝑁0/𝑆𝑆0 .           (2a) 
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𝑅𝑅𝜀𝜀 =  𝜌𝜌𝜀𝜀 ∗  𝑁𝑁𝜀𝜀/𝑆𝑆𝜀𝜀 . (2b) 

where R is the measured resistance, 𝜌𝜌 is the electrical resistivity, L is the length of the wire and 
S denotes the cross-sectional area of the specimen. The subscript 0 and 𝜀𝜀 stands for initial 
undeformed state and deformed state with a strain of 𝜀𝜀, respectively. 

From the constant volume assumption (Eq. 3a) [9] and the strain formula (Eq. 3b), the relative 
change ratio of electrical resistivity is inferred as Eq. 4. 

𝑁𝑁𝜀𝜀 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝜀𝜀 = 𝑁𝑁0 ∗ 𝑆𝑆0 .           (3a) 

𝑁𝑁𝜀𝜀 = 𝑁𝑁0 ∗ (1 + 𝜀𝜀) .          (3b) 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝜌𝜌𝜀𝜀) 
𝜌𝜌0

= 𝜌𝜌𝜀𝜀−𝜌𝜌0
𝜌𝜌0

= 𝑅𝑅𝜀𝜀∗𝐿𝐿02

𝑅𝑅0∗𝐿𝐿𝜀𝜀2
− 1 = 𝑅𝑅𝜀𝜀−𝑅𝑅0∗(1+𝜀𝜀)2

𝑅𝑅0∗(1+𝜀𝜀)2  .            (4) 

Then assuming that the resistivity is constant, the relative change ratio of size factor is inferred 
as Eq. 5. 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝐿𝐿𝜀𝜀/𝑆𝑆𝜀𝜀) 
𝐿𝐿0
𝑆𝑆0

=
𝐿𝐿𝜀𝜀/𝑆𝑆𝜀𝜀−

𝐿𝐿0
𝑆𝑆0

𝐿𝐿0
𝑆𝑆0

= (1 + 𝜀𝜀)2 − 1 ≈ 2𝜀𝜀 .            (5) 

To clarify the crystal structural change by cold-drawing and low-temperature annealing, Micro 
X-ray diffractometry (Micro-XRD) was carried out on Bruker D8 Advance using Cu-Kα radiation 
operated at 30 kV, 150 mA and a scanning speed of 4 °/min. A 2θ angle range from 5 ° to 85 ° was 
selected. 
Results and Discussions 
As shown in Fig. 3, the initial electrical resistivity exhibits a large variability in different NiTi 
alloy wires. The as-received NiTi alloy material possesses an initial electrical resistivity of 0.9 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 ·
𝑚𝑚, which is higher by two orders of magnitude than common metal such as copper, aluminum. 
The resistivity of the cold-drawn NiTi (CD) increases significantly with the areal reduction. For 
the low-temperature annealed NiTi wires (CD+LTA), their resistivities maintain the same 
variation trend with the areal reduction but they decrease comparing with their cold-drawn 
counterparts. Notably, the electrical resistivities of the annealed NiTi wires with different areal 
reduction remain above that of the as-received. 

 
Fig. 3. The initial electrical resistivity of the NiTi alloy wires. 
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Fig. 4(a) displays resistance change ratio as a function of strain obtained during stretching of 
the as-received NiTi alloy wire and six tailored materials. The sensitivity and the non-linearity 
errors are summarized in Table 2. By comparing with the as-received sample, the cold-drawn and 
annealed NiTi wires demonstrates nearly linear resistance vs. strain relationship though with 
decreased sensitivity. With similar properties of linearity, the low-temperature annealed NiTi wires 
exhibited higher sensitivity than the cold-drawn ones. 

 

 
(a)      (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) The resistance change ratio vs. strain curves and (b) the resistivity change ratio vs. 
strain curves of different NiTi alloy wires. 

 
Table 2. Sensing sensitivities and non-linearity errors of different NiTi alloy wires. 

Sample Sensitivity Non-Linearity Error 
As-received 7.00 10.68 % 
CD(55.6  %) 2.29 3.77 % 
CD(75.0 %) 1.84 4.84 % 

CD(88.9 %) 1.72 2.17 % 
CD(55.6 %)+LTA 3.99 5.07 % 

CD(75.0 %)+LTA 3.15 3.35 % 
CD(88.9 %)+LTA 2.48 2.64 % 

 
The factors of resistance variation were decoupled to the resistivity and the size factor. 

According to Eq. 5, the change ratio of size factor is only determined by strain and the slope is 
about 2. The resistivity change ratio vs. strain curves of different NiTi wires are shown in Fig. 
4(b), in which the curve of size factor change ratio also added. For the as-received sample, the 
resistivity change ratio displays severe nonlinearity as well as a bigger slope than the size factor. 
The linearities of the tailored material are much better than the as-received one though the slopes 
are smaller. The slopes decrease with the areal reduction both for the cold-drawn and the annealed 
NiTi wires, while the latter ones are better than the former ones. Worth noting is that the resistivity 
change ratio becomes negative for the cold-drawn NiTi with 75.0 % or 88.9 % areal reduction and 
this issue will be discussed later. 
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Fig. 5. Micro-XRD patterns of the as-received NiTi wire and six tailored ones. 

 
Fig. 5 gives the Micro-XRD patterns of the different NiTi alloy wires. The Micro-XRD patterns 

of as-received wire shows that it is comprised of austenite phase (B2). There are marked drops in 
the intensity of the austenite peak for all of the cold-drawn wires and the low-temperature annealed 
wires. With the increasing of areal reduction, the intensities of the austenite peaks of both two kind 
of materials decrease, which illustrates that amorphization is intensified. The peak intensity of the 
annealed NiTi is higher than the cold-drawn one with the same areal reduction, which indicates 
that recrystallization of the austenite occurs to a certain extent in the low-temperature annealing 
processes.  

According to the initial electrical resistivities and the Micro-XRD patterns, it suggests that cold-
drawing leaded to amorphization of NiTi alloy and the amorphous phase rise with the increasing 
of areal reduction. In the subsequent low-temperature annealing, amorphous phase is subjected to 
recrystallization. For the as-received nanocrystalline NiTi material, elastic deformation appeared 
first in the stretching process and the stress-induced austenite-to-martensite transformation 
occurred when the strain exceeded about 1.5 %. The non-linear resistance-strain response is 
directly relevant to the stress-induced phase transformation. Ahadi and Sun [10] carried out in-situ 
tensile X-ray diffraction experiments for investigating the structure evolution during stress-
induced transformation. NiTi alloy with a low B2 peak exhibited a continuous and smooth peak 
shift from B2 peak to B19’(Martensite) peak, while NiTi alloy with a higher peak displayer a 
sudden appearance of B19’ peak. For the cold-drawn and the annealed NiTi wires, the containing 
amorphous phase suppresses the austenite-to-martensite transformation resulting in a continuous 
and smooth transformation, thus leading a more linear resistance-strain response.  

Considering the negative slope of resistivity-strain response of the cold-drawn with great areal 
reduction (75.0 %, 88.9 %), it is assumed that the resistivity of pure amorphous phase is negative 
correlation with deformation. The amorphous phase is unstable and it can be subjected to 
crystallization under the stress [11]. The resistivity decreases in the crystallization process as the 
resistivity of crystal is lower than that of amorphous. Thus, there is a competitive relationship 
between crystalline and amorphous, which haves opposite effect on electrical resistivity of the 
deformed NiTi material. For CD 75.0 % and CD 88.9 %, the amount of amorphous is higher than 
other samples, so the amorphous phase plays a major role in resistivity variation resulting in a 
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negative slope. The changing sensitivity, i.e., the slopes of the resistance vs. strain curves, is 
attributed to the differences of amorphous phase content. 
Summary 
In this study, the effects of cold-drawing and subsequent low-temperature annealing on the sensing 
properties of NiTi alloy wires were investigated. The cold-drawn and annealed NiTi alloys 
exhibited better linearity though with smaller sensitivity. The greater areal reduction caused a 
better linearity. Combing with the initial electrical resistivities and the XRD patterns, it is inferred 
that amorphous phase is generated in NiTi alloy due to cold-drawing and low-temperature 
annealing. The amorphous phase suppresses martensitic transformation of the crystalline phase 
and consequently contributed to the improvement of linearity in the resistance-strain response.  

Cold-drawing combining with low-temperature annealing is a practicable approach to regulate 
the sensing properties of NiTi alloys. For further investigations, the quantitative relationships 
between microstructures and sensing properties should be appealed. 
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Abstract. Electron backscatter diffraction was used to analyze the crystallographic texture within 
extruded AA6005 hollow profiles, allowing for the analysis of metal flow through various 
extrusion porthole die designs of different metal deformation conditions. Control of metal flow 
through a die design is necessary to meet industry demands for faster-running dies, tighter 
tolerances, thinner walls, and reduced extrusion loads. A standard die was compared with an 
innovative die design that doubled the extrusion exit speed. Analysis of metal flow was performed 
to provide additional insight into the uniformity of the metal flow, especially near the extrusion 
welds. Finite element method simulations were performed to predict the die exit temperature and 
plastic strain distributions. Local texture varied across the core and surface regions of the tube wall 
but remained consistent between both extrudates. A peripheral coarse grain structure was found 
within both extrudates, due to their elevated exit die temperatures. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this work is to develop a quality control tool, which can analyze the homogeneity 
of an extrudate’s microstructure and local crystallographic texture for an innovative porthole die 
design that allows for the minimization of the resistance to deformation. This translates into 
increasing the efficiency of the extrusion production process in the area of forming limit diagrams. 
A die design that ensures optimal metal flow translates into an increase in the flow rate in the 
connection with the load capacity of the press. An optimal die design also provides a reduction in 
the extrusion force, which is beneficial from the point of view of energy balance and die strength 
[1]. For these reasons, testing is required to determine the dies’ effectiveness. Finite element 
method (FEM) numerical simulations as well as metallurgical characterization techniques may be 
utilized to predict and determine part properties. In this study, a standard porthole die design was 
compared to a new innovative porthole die design with increased extrusion exit speed in an attempt 
to increase production during the extrusion process. FEM numerical calculations were performed 
using QForm UK Extrusion software. The extrusion model is based on the Lagrange-Eulerian 
approach, which included coupled simulations of the material flow and die deflection during the 
process [2]. The approach uses a proprietary material model of a deformed aluminum alloy 
developed based on a high-temperature compression test on a Gleeble 3800 metallurgical process 
simulator. Simulations of different variants of dies were carried out under identical process 
parameters, including heating the billet to 480oC. FEM numerical calculations were performed to 
predict both the exit temperature and plastic strain distribution throughout the extrudate cross 
sections but still requires validation through experimental data. 
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Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) was utilized as the experimental method of choice to 
characterize the localized microstructural texture and average grain size within the resultant 
extrudates, as a result of their deformation conditions. Election backscatter diffraction, or 
backscatter Kikuchi diffraction, is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) based technique that can 
be used to determine local microstructural texture, generally associated with the crystallographic 
orientation of individual grains within a material. This allows for microstructure reconstruction 
and detailed characterization of the microstructural properties of a material [3]. EBSD utilizes 
automated Kikuchi pattern indexing software to determine the orientation of multiple grains at 
once, making it a fast and accurate method for generating large quantities of data. Indexing of 
patterns involves the identification of individual (Kikuchi) bands based on the presence or absence 
of specific crystallographic poles (zone axes) as well as bandwidth [4, 5]. It is important to define 
the notation of the extrudate axes to better describe the areas of interest for the EBSD analysis, 
which is shown in Fig. 1, below. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Example of extrudate direction notation and regions of interest. 

 
It is expected to obtain a homogenous microstructure within the extrudate as a result of die design, 
and therefore, altering deformation conditions. EBSD, as a proposed modern tool for metal flow 
analysis, will help to indirectly verify these results and the FEM predictions of exit temperature 
and plastic strain distribution.  
Experimental Procedure 
The samples analyzed in this study were thin-walled extrudates from 7-inch AA6005 billets 
extruded on 17 MN hydraulic press. Two profiles, A and D, were developed and extruded at the 
same temperature within different two-cavity dies consisting of similar web designs. Thus, the 
localization of transverse welds was the same. Profile A consisted of a conventional die with a 
maximum extrusion exit speed of 24 m/min and a specified maximum ram load of 15.36 MN. 
Profile D consisted of a new die with an innovative design ensuring an almost doubled increase in 
the extrusion exit speed of 42 m/min. The construction ensured a reduced plastic flow resistance, 
which was indicated by a lower maximum extrusion load of 14.88 MN. Both extrudates were 
cooled on the press run-out table under forced air. The maximum extrusion speed was determined 
for each of the dies in industrial trials while maintaining the required product surface quality. The 
measurement of the extrudate extrusion exit speed corresponded to the puller speed on the runout 
table. This was measured by sensors and using press software. The maximum speed was 
determined by the force capabilities of the press with simultaneous control of the temperature and 
the quality of the extrudates surface. 
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Improved process parameters were the result of using an extrusion die with larger ports, 
increasing the volume of metal flow by 45%. Thin webs were also used to ensure an even metal 
flow to the welding chambers. Equal filling of the bearing took place using a special port with a 
dedicated geometry. The new die design was developed based on FEM numerical simulations of 
the extrusion process. In the extrusion process design for the hollow sections of aluminum alloys, 
the exact conditions required to occur on the bearing surface must be determined. This can be 
obtained by numerical analysis, which includes parameters such as plastic strain and temperature 
distributions [6]. The developed extrusion process ensured a slight die deflection but yielded a 
high dimensional accuracy of extrudates. Both numerical simulations and physical measurements 
confirmed this. The deflection in the core and bearings was the result of numerical simulations, 
which is an elastic deformation that translates into the geometric accuracy of extrudates. Physical 
measurements were carried out after the experiment, which confirmed no evidence of plastic 
deformation of the tooling. 

To prepare for experimental characterization, the extrudates were sectioned using a Struers 
Accutom-50 high-speed abrasive cutoff blade and mounted in epoxy resin, set in a vacuum to 
remove air bubbles, and left to cure overnight. Samples were metallographically prepared to a 0.25 
µm finish with diamond media on a Buehler AutoMet250 automatic polishing unit before a 0.05 
µm finish with colloidal silica on a vibratory polisher. Samples were cleaned in an ultrasound bath 
with ethanol and airdried using high heat. Silver paint was applied to the surface of the sample and 
left to dry for a minimum of 12 hours to prevent the buildup of current on the sample surface within 
the electron microscope.  

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was performed in an FEI SCIOS Focused Ion-Beam 
(FIB) unit. Data was generated using EDAX TEAM software and analyzed with TSL OIM v8 
software. EBSD maps were rebuilt using NPAR and further cleaned to achieve higher accurate 
confidence indexing (CI > 0.2) throughout the area of interest. An accelerating voltage of 10 kV 
was used in combination with a current of 6.4 nA during image collection. Maps were taken with 
a maximum sampling grid of 1024 x 800 pixels, individually modified to reduce both the scan area 
and total collection time. Maps were generated using a step size between 3-4 µm, consisting of 
hexagonal pixels. The EBSD camera was optimized using an Ultra-Fast setting to acquire a 
maximum of 170 frames per second (fps) under the listed conditions.  
Numerical Investigation 
FEM numerical simulations of the exit temperature and plastic strain distributions were performed 
for both extrudates A & D. The areas of interest highlighted within a black box, shown in both Fig. 
2 and 3, for both the non-welded and welded regions correspond to the fields of view discussed 
later in the Results & Discussion section, shown as EBSD maps in Fig. 4. The exit temperature 
simulations, shown in Fig. 2, exhibited a variation of 10 °C throughout the entire cross-section, 
but was consistent across the full wall thickness at any given point, within a single degree. 
Comparing both profiles, A & D, a maximum exit temperature of 550°C was recorded near the 
center of the non-welded regions, steadily decreasing to a minimum temperature of 540°C as the 
cross-sectional corners were approached. In respect to the welded regions, profiles A & D were 
again consistent amongst each other, but with opposing results at either side of the extrudate. For 
the purpose of this study, the area of interest was focused on the right side of the extrudate cross-
section, with a recorded exit temperature of 550°C. 
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Fig. 2. FEM simulation of Exit Temperature for both Extrudate A (a, b) and Extrudate D (c, d). 

 
The plastic strain simulations, shown in Fig. 3, exhibited a consistent strain gradient throughout 
the entire die other than at the center of both welded regions, including both sides of each extrudate. 
A minimum plastic strain, corresponding to the light blue color, was recorded at the center of the 
wall thickness where the least deformation is expected to occur. A gradient was recorded on either 
side of the wall thickness as the surface was approached, where the extrudate and die are in contact 
and the most deformation is expected to occur. The only discrepancy in the strain gradient occurred 
within the welded regions, where the localization of the longitudinal weld is believed to exist. 
Overall, the outer surface of the extrudate experienced a larger plastic strain compared to that of 
the inner surface, which was more apparent within the welded regions than within the non-welded 
regions. Upon closer inspection, a more balanced strain distribution across the wall thickness was 
revealed for profile A in the non-welded region, whereas a more balanced distribution was revealed 
for profile D in the welded region. 
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Fig. 3. FEM simulation of Plastic Strain for both Extrudate A (a, b) and Extrudate D (c, d). 

Results and Discussion 
Election backscatter diffraction was utilized to measure the microstructural texture and grain size 
of hot extruded AA6005 billets. A few considerations were made to generate accurate indexed 
patterns. As aluminum is a beam-sensitive material, a low accelerating voltage/beam current was 
necessary to reduce beam damage during mapping, which led to a loss in collection time and 
pattern quality. In addition, low magnification (80-100x) imaging was necessary to generate large 
enough fields of view for the regions of interest within the extruded samples. Below a 
magnification of ~250x, distortion of the image can occur due to a large focal plane when tilted at 
70° for the EBSD technique. Using a low magnification can also make smaller grains difficult for 
the software to distinguish. A step (pixel) size of 3-4 µm was used to balance between pattern 
quality and collection time. The EDAX TEAM software incorporates Neighbor Pattern Averaging 
and Re-indexing (NPAR), which was used for post-process map rebuilding, greatly improving the 
accuracy of results and quality of the images presented in this study [7, 8]. 

Samples A and D were analyzed. EBSD maps of their areas of interest were generated, shown 
in Fig. 4. Throughout each field of view for both samples, the center of the extrudate exhibited a 
strong [001] texture corresponding to the color red/orange, whereas the surfaces in contact with 
the die transitioned into a [101] texture corresponding to the color green. In addition, a weak [111] 
texture corresponding to the color blue was recorded throughout the extrudate, but in larger 
amounts near the extrudate surface. The localized microstructure can be seen to vary from 
extrudate core to its surfaces due to different strain and friction conditions of the die. This result 
was to be expected and validated the plastic strain gradients recorded in the FEM simulations in 
Fig. 3. 

Comparing the non-welded regions (Fig. 4a & 4c) the overall texture profile remained the same, 
but a decrease in average grain size from 95.6 µm to 83.7 µm occurred as the extrusion exit speed 
doubled. Within the welded regions (Fig. 4b & 4d) there was a drastic increase in average grain 
size from 66.5 µm to 82.8 µm. This increase in average size was likely a result of abnormal grain 
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growth, occurring near the outer surface within extrudate D. It is necessary to state that 
microstructural imperfections are known to occur during hot extrusion of aluminum alloys, such 
as in this case, a peripheral coarse grain (PCG) structure. This was more evident within the non-
welded regions, but existed for both profiles A & D. Eivani et. al. concluded that elevated 
temperatures above 500°C during extrusion could cause PCG to form [9]. The presence of a PCG 
structure within both profiles may validate the FEM simulations in Fig. 2, which recorded exit 
temperatures entirely above 540°C. Van Geertruyden et. al. concluded that PCG is likely the result 
of delayed recrystallization, forming within a few seconds after exiting the die at elevated 
temperatures. He also found that a lack of recrystallization-inhibiting elements, such as Cr, 
increased the depth of PCG within the AA6xxx extrudate [10]. The low alloying content of these 
AA6005 extrudates while also undergoing air-cooling suggested the presence of PCG was likely 
to occur.  
 

 
Fig. 4. EBSD crystallographic orientation maps of Extrudate A (a, b) and Extrudate D (c, d). 

 
Inverse pole figures (IPFs) were generated for each region of interest corresponding to the 
extrusion [100], transverse [010], and normal [001] directions. These figures represent binary 
black-and-white intensity maps that relate to the area of points (in this case, grains) bound to a 
specific crystallographic direction. A higher intensity of dark area correlates to a stronger texture 
for any given plane. Fig. 5, shows the majority of grains were orientated towards both the <100> 
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and <110> family of planes along the extrusion [100] direction for both non-welded and welded 
regions between both extrudates. While along the transverse [010] direction, there was a weak or 
randomized texture as the intensity of points was spread homogeneously between the IPFs. 
Comparing each family of planes between all four areas of interest exhibited a consistent texture 
profile, implying that increasing the extrusion exit speed had little to no effect on the result of 
microstructural orientation. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Inverse pole figures for both Extrudate A (a, b) and Extrudate D (c, d). 

Summary 
Electron backscatter diffraction was utilized as a characterization method to analyze the localized 
microstructural texture, grain size, and metal flow of hot extruded AA6005 hollow profiles and to 
verify FEM predictions of exit temperature and plastic strain distribution. The average grain size 
decreased from 95.6 µm to 83.7 µm within the non-welded region and increased from 66.5 µm to 
82.8 µm as the extrusion exit speed doubled. The increased grain size within the welded region 
was likely due to abnormal grain growth, but its cause was yet to be confirmed in this study. Similar 
die exit temperatures >500°C were recorded for both extrudates using the FEM simulations. 
Literature has shown this may have likely contributed to the PCG structure found throughout both 
extrudates. Local crystallographic texture varied across the core to surface, but remained consistent 
between both extrudates, with a strong [100] texture within the core regions, transitioning into a 
[101] texture along the surfaces. The varied texture from core to surface validated the plastic strain 
FEM simulations, which predicted the presence of strain gradients across the wall thickness.  
The consistent texture profile between both extrudates implied that an increase in exit speed had 
no significant effect on the resultant microstructural orientation. But, without a clear difference in 
exit temperature between both profiles, an assumption cannot be made if it has any effect on the 
resultant texture. Overall, EBSD proved to be sensitive to local deformation conditions, detecting 
differences between the core and surfaces of the extrudate and can be used for the analysis of 
extrudate quality. 
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Abstract. In addition to the growing demand for energy efficiency, the current and future legal 
emission limits in the transport sector lead to an increasing demand for weight-reduced 
components. By substituting conventional materials with weight-reduced components, such as the 
aluminum alloy EN AW 7075 (AlZn5.5MgCu), emissions during vehicle service life can be 
reduced. Chevron cracks, also called internal cracks, can be caused by a variety of reasons during 
cold extrusion processes and pose a great, non-visible challenge for product quality [1]. However, 
the cause effect relations between the heat treatment condition and the tribological system in regard 
to damage development have not yet been sufficiently analyzed. In order to examine these 
relations, the first forming step of a ball pivot was investigated using full forward impact extrusion. 
Experiments with different tribological systems were investigated by varying lubricant and die 
treatment with regard to friction and wear reduction. In addition, the effect of the workpiece 
formability on crack formation was examined by comparing the T6 and soft annealed state of EN 
AW 7075 as workpiece materials. During this study, the microstructure of both conditions was 
investigated to highlight differences. A validated FE process simulation using the simulation 
software Forge NxT 3.2 accompanied the process in order to evaluate the stress state during the 
full forward impact extrusion process and its relation to the occurrence of chevron crack formation. 
In the experiments conducted during this study, chevron cracking occurred during full forward 
impact extrusion of EN AW 7075 in state T6, while in soft annealed condition none appeared. 
Unlike the heat treatment condition, the tribological system had no impact on the occurrence of 
chevron cracking but on the severity of the cracks. 
Introduction 
The cold impact extrusion (CIE) process is an established, resource saving manufacturing process. 
CIE plays an important role in the cost-effective production of complex and ready-to-install 
components that are produced in large quantities. There is a large spectrum of possible component 
geometries that can be produced by CIE. Those are used in a wide range of applications, especially 
in the automotive industry [2]. Due to a growing demand for the CIE of high-strength products 
with lightweight properties, especially the production of parts using higher priced, lightweight 
materials like aluminum alloys becomes increasingly attractive. In many cases, the process limits 
of forming technologies, which are primarily determined by the material formability [3], are 
already exploited to their maximum. Exceeding the material formability limit can result in 
workpiece defects. These defects occur as surface or internal cracks, also called chevron cracks or 
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central bursting. While surface cracks can be easily and quickly detected, as they can be seen by 
visual inspection, chevron cracks pose a much greater challenge for product quality [1]. Thus, the 
topic of chevron cracking has been part of many studies in recent years, and a variety of reasons 
was presented for the occurrence of these defects during the extrusion process. McVeigh and Liu 
showed that low friction between workpiece and tool leads to the increased occurrence of chevron 
cracking since the hydrodynamic stress increases with decreased friction [4]. In addition, 
unsuitable material hardening behavior [4], hard, brittle microstructural phases or non-metallic 
inclusions [3], as well as unsuitable or improper heat treatments of the workpieces [5] can lead to 
an increased occurrence of chevron cracks. As follows from McAllen et al. [6], different 
geometrical properties of the reduction die, for example larger shoulder angles, can also cause 
defects in form of surface and chevron cracks. However, the correlation between the tribological 
system (TS) and the occurrence of chevron cracks has not yet been sufficiently analyzed. 

Consequently, the aim of this work is to investigate this correlation by determining the material 
behavior of aluminum alloy EN AW 7075 during full forward impact extrusion (FFIE), which is 
a process variant of CIE, in order to avoid chevron cracking. FFIE experiments with two different 
heat treatment conditions (T6 and soft annealed), three different lubricants and three different 
reduction die treatments were performed and subsequently analyzed in order to investigate the 
cause effect relations between these parameters and the occurrence of chevron cracking. All 
experiments were repeated three times to increase statistical value. The experiments were 
performed using a full factorial design. 
Methods, Machines and Materials 
Workpiece, tool material and experimental setup.  
The experiments were conducted using full forward impact extrusion. The tools for the full forward 
impact extrusion, which consist of a punch, reduction die and shaft die, are shown in Fig. 1 (b). As 
tool material, high speed steel HS 6-5-2C (material number 1.3334) as well as the carbon steel 
G52 (no AISI equivalent) were used and hardened to 62 HRC. The reduction dies were provided 
with a shoulder opening angle of 𝛼𝛼 = 45°, had an initial diameter of 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 = 31.4 mm and a taper 
diameter of 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖1 = 20.6 mm, see Fig. 1 (b). In order to prevent the sample from clinging to the inner 
wall of the die after taper, a heel was provided to increase the diameter to 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖2 = 20.7 mm.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Topography values of the dies according to ISO 25178 (a) and schematic illustration of 

the used tools (b). 
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The reduction die surfaces were finished by means of three different treatments. The first die was 
provided with a CrAlN-MoSx coating using high power pulsed magnetron sputtering (HPPMS) 
and were subsequently polished (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 1 µm). The second die was processed by machine hammer 
peening (MHP) in order to increase wear resistance due to residual compressive stresses and to 
form lubricant pockets at the same time. The last die was ground (GR) after the manufacturing 
process. After treatment, the surface roughness was measured according to DIN EN ISO 25178 
using a combined roughness and contour measurement system Hommel Etamic nanoscan 855 by 
Jenoptik AG. The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 1 (a). 

The experiments were carried out using the Schuler AG hydraulic press HPX-400. The press 
has a maximum pressing force of 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 = 4000 kN and was adjusted to a constant velocity of 
𝑣𝑣 = 12 mm/s. The punch path was kept constant at 𝑠𝑠 = 12 mm. The results were partly evaluated 
using statistical methods of Design of Experiments (DoE), including main effects calculation. For 
DoE, adjustable parameters, also called factors, and their settings are determined, while the other 
process parameters remain constant. During the experiments, all combinations between the settings 
of the adjustable parameters are tested [8]. As adjustable parameters, die treatment (A) and 
lubricant (B) were chosen.  

As workpiece material, the aluminum alloy EN AW 7075 was used, which is a widely used 
material for cold forming processes [7]. It is a hardenable wrought alloy, which provides high to 
highest static strength properties [6]. In order to transfer the material from the T6 condition to the 
soft annealed condition, the material was heat treated, see Fig. 2 (a). As can be seen in Fig. 2 (b-
c), the texture was reshaped and showed a finer appearance in the soft annealed state. Before and 
after the treatment, microsections were etched using nitric acid 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻3, hydrochloric acid 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻, 
hydrofluoric acid 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻  and water 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2𝐻𝐻. Before the experiments were conducted, all workpieces 
were turned, ground and then shot-peened with aluminum granulate to improve lubricant bonding. 
 

Fig. 2. Time table of heat treatment (a) and microsections of heat treatment condition T6 (b) and 
soft annealed (c). 

 
Three different dry lubricants were applied on the workpieces. The application was carried out 
according to the recommendations of the lubricant manufacturer. The first lubricant (S1) was a 
water-soluble, low-dust lubricant for dry or wet treatment of aluminum workpieces prior to 
forming. It is used as an alternative to zinc stearate powder and wax systems. The lubricant was 
dissolved in distilled water with a solid content of 20 g/l and afterwards applied on the workpieces 
using a lubricant bath. The second lubricant (S2) was an aqueous polymer dispersion with a solid 
content of 20.5%, which forms a transparent, non-slip film and was applied on the workpieces 
using a lubricant bath with a 35% concentration. The third lubricant (S3) was an aqueous 
suspension of solid lubricants with a solid content of 26%. It was applied using a lubricant bath 
with a 45% concentration.  

Numerical setup.  
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The experiments were accompanied by a finite elements (FE) simulation model using 
Forge NxT 3.2. The workpiece was modelled as an elasto-plastic, deformable volume. The punch 
and die were assumed to be rigid, non-deformable bodies. To reduce the required computing power 
and the calculation time, only one twelfth of the rotationally symmetrical components was 
implemented, see Fig. 3 (a). In post processing, these components were combined in order to 
analyze the complete workpiece. The velocity of the punch 𝑣𝑣 as well as the punch path 𝑠𝑠 were set 
to 𝑣𝑣 = 12 mm/s and 𝑠𝑠 = 12 mm to reflect the conditions of the experiments. For modelling the 
friction, a coupled friction model as a combination of Tresca’s and Coulomb’s friction models was 
used, see Fig. 3 (b). 

  

Fig. 3. Image of simulation model (a) and used friction model (b). 
 

In order to represent various tribological conditions during forming, different coefficients of 
friction 𝜇𝜇 and friction factors 𝑚𝑚 were used during the simulations. These are listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Coefficients of friction 𝜇𝜇 and friction factors 𝑚𝑚 of implemented frictions laws. 

Description Coefficients of friction 𝜇𝜇 / friction factors 𝑚𝑚 

Low friction 0.02 / 0.05 

High friction 0.2 / 0.4 

 
The meshing was carried out with the triangulation method, in which the geometry of the 
components was simulated using triangular facets. In order to reduce the calculation complexity 
on the one hand and to lower the error level on the other hand, a convergence analysis was carried 
out. Starting from a coarse mesh, the elements were reduced in size until the results of the 
simulation (punch force, stress distribution) converged. The mesh determined by the convergence 
analysis defined the edge length to a minimum mesh size of 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 0.02 mm. 
Experimental and Numerical Results 
Experimental results. 
The diagram in Fig. 4 (a) displays the punch force-time-graphs of the first stroke of the different 
test pairings. Comparing the graphs reveals a similar course of each test pairing. At first, the punch 
force 𝐹𝐹 increased quadratically until a linear progression was established, which continued until 
the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚  was achieved. With the exception of the TS that is induced by 
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HPPMS and S1, the gradient of the punch force-time-graphs reached a continuous, decreasing 
negative value after reaching the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚  and before the end of the FFIE 
process where the punch force 𝐹𝐹 dropped to 𝐹𝐹 = 0 kN. However, in the course of the TS consisting 
of HPPMS and S1, the gradient of the punch force-time-graph underwent a change of sign after 
reaching the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚. The punch force 𝐹𝐹 increased to a local maximum before 
the end of the FFIE process. The drop in the force curve can be explained by sudden stress relief 
after the occurrence of a chevron crack. Besides the similar course of each punch force-time-graph, 
different maximum punch forces 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚  were achieved in each experiment. The highest punch force 
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 = 751 kN was achieved by using S3 and the HPPMS treated die. The use of the HPPMS 
treated die and S1 required the lowest punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 619 kN. The punch force 𝐹𝐹 did not 
increase or decrease systematically with increasing stroke number. Thus, wear effects that 
occurred during this study can supposedly be neglected. 
 

Fig. 4. Punch force-time-diagram of first stroke using different tribological systems and heat 
treatment condition T6 (a) and severity of chevron cracking depending on friction (b). 

 
As can be seen in Fig. 4 (b), the severity of the chevron cracking varied regarding the TS. A 
dependency of chevron cracking and punch force can be postulated since the characteristics of the 
chevron cracks became more distinctive with lower punch force 𝐹𝐹, as the hydrostatic stress in the 
center of the workpiece was reduced with lower friction [5], although there were exceptions from 
this rule. The GR treated specimen had less critical chevron cracks during this study. In the 
lubricated state, the punch forces were lower than under dry conditions. While using S3, a MHP 
surface finish in the lubricated state decreased the punch force compared to a HPPMS surface 
finish. This can be explained by the formation of lubricant pockets, which lead to reduced friction 
behavior. Although with S1 and S2, this effect was reversed. On this account, hydrodynamic and 
hydrostatic effects could occur, which decreased friction and therefore the punch force. On the 
contrary, the very homogenous surface of the HPPMS process seemed not to grant hydrodynamic 
effects. As a result, the lubricant effect 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵 was lower when using HPPMS-finished surfaces. 

Table 2 summarizes the results of the evaluation using DoE. All the effects shown were 
calculated with the ground die (A- setting) and no lubrication (B- setting) as a reference. HPPMS 
or MHP were used as the A+ setting, and S1, S2 or S3 as the B+ setting. For each effect calculation, 
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all possible combinations of the plus and minus settings of A and B were considered. The effects 
of all combinations of the parameter settings A and B were calculated in comparison to the 
reference state. The effect of each factor was calculated as the difference between the average 
maximum force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 in the experiments when the factor had the plus setting and the average 
maximum force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 when the factor had the minus setting. As an example, the effect 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 was 
calculated by 

𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝐴𝐴+,𝐵𝐵++𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝐴𝐴+,𝐵𝐵−
2

− 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝐴𝐴−,𝐵𝐵++𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝐴𝐴−,𝐵𝐵−
2

 (1) 

For the calculation of effect 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵, the setting of AB is given by the multiplication of the settings of 
factors A and B. So, for the combination of settings A- and B- or A+ and B+, the AB+ setting 
would be assumed, whereas for A+ and B- or A- and B+, AB- would be assumed. The effects in 
dependency of the plus or minus setting of the other factor were calculated as follows: 

𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴(𝐵𝐵+−) = 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴
+
−
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵. (2) 

As the force for the forming process does not significantly change between the experiments, the 
effects can be mostly explained by increased or decreased friction behavior. Regarding the main 
effects, the results indicate that the use of lubricants had a positive effect 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 on the maximum 
punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 independently of the die treatment. The MHP treated die, on the other hand, 
showed a negative effect 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵 on the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚, while the HPPMS treated die had 
a positive effect 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵 on the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚. Considering the main effects 𝐸𝐸, the 
HPPMS treated die showed a positive effect 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴(𝐵𝐵−) on the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚  when dry 
pressing. The MHP treated die had the opposite effect 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴(𝐵𝐵−) and showed a negative effect on the 
maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚. 

 
Table 2. DoE effects maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 of die treatment (A) and lubricant (B). 

Effect E 
HPPMS MHP 

SS1 SS2 SS3 SS1 SS2 SS3 
EA [kN] -98.17 -85.65 -62.81 66.61 54.60 47.70 
EB [kN] -307.92 -268.07 -205.89 -405.65 -390.34 -357.89 

EA(B-) [kN] -148.01 -148.01 -148.01 114.50 114.50 114.50 
EA(B+) [kN] -48.33 -23.28 22.39 18.72 -5.31 -19.10 
EB(A-) [kN] -357.76 -330.43 -291.09 -357.76 -330.43 -291.09 
EB(A+) [kN] -258.07 -205.70 -120.69 -453.54 -450.25 -424.69 

 
Fig. 5 compares the punch force-time-graphs using workpiece material in T6 and soft annealed 
heat treatment conditions with the ground die and lubricant S1. The test pairing was chosen for 
further analysis due to its average damage value regarding the severity of chevron cracks. By 
comparing the two courses, it can be seen that the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹 was significantly lower 
when in soft annealed than in T6 condition. Furthermore, the punch force-time-graph of the soft 
annealed heat treatment condition showed no drop in punch force 𝐹𝐹 but a nearly linear progression 
after reaching the maximum punch force 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚. Moreover, the gradient of the punch force-time-
graph for the soft annealed condition was smaller compared to the T6 condition during the rise and 
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fall of the punch force 𝐹𝐹 during of the process. Using the soft annealed condition, no chevron 
cracks emerged during pressing. The workpiece was free of defects. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Punch force-time-diagram of first stroke soft annealed and heat treatment condition T6 

(a) and typical chevron crack formation during the experiments (b). 
  

Numerical results. 
In order to validate the simulation model, the punch force during FFIE and the geometry of the 

finished workpiece were compared to the simulation results. Fig. 6 (a) shows this comparison. The 
simulation was conducted using only the Hensel Spittel parameters [10] of EN AW 7075 in the 
soft annealed state, as the parameters for the heat treatment condition T6 were not available during 
this study. Regarding the punch force, the experimental data were comparable to the simulation 
data using low friction conditions. Both the experimental data and the simulation with low friction 
conditions reached a similar maximum punch force of about 300 kN. The maximum punch force 
during the experiments was about 8% higher than the punch force in the low friction simulation. 
The simulation model with low friction conditions shared a very similar gradient with the 
experimental data at the beginning of the FFIE process. The key difference was the negative force 
gradient at the end of the process, which decreased slower in the experimental data, which was the 
result of the reduced punch velocity at the end of the experiments. Furthermore, the lode parameter 
as well as triaxiality were investigated in order to evaluate the workpiece damage [9]. The 
triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 is defined as  

𝜂𝜂 = �2∙(𝜎𝜎1+𝜎𝜎2+𝜎𝜎3)

3∙��𝜎𝜎1−𝜎𝜎2�
2+�𝜎𝜎1−𝜎𝜎3�

2+�𝜎𝜎2−𝜎𝜎3�
2
  (3) 

where 𝜎𝜎1, 𝜎𝜎2 and 𝜎𝜎3 are the principal stresses [10]. The Lode parameter 𝛳𝛳 is described by 

𝛳𝛳 = 1 − 2
п
∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝜉𝜉)  (4) 

where 𝜉𝜉 is the normalized third deviatoric stress invariant [11]. Using the lode parameter, areas of 
tensile and compressive stress can be identified in a simulation model. Fig. 6 (b) shows that most 
chevron cracks during the experiments occurred in the areas where areas with high compressive 
stresses met areas with high tensile stresses. The stress tensor in material flow direction in the 
center of the peg was characterized by large compressive stress values, while the surrounding area 
was characterized by large tensile stresses. The tensile stress values on the inside of the peg 
increased during the process, and lead to material failure in this area, which resulted in the 
occurrence of a chevron crack. Afterwards, tensile stress values continued to grow until another 
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chevron crack occured. Chevron cracks and cracks that started at the surface of the peg mostly 
seemed to grow alongside the areas where tensile and compressive stresses met. 

 

Fig. 6. Punch force over time during simulation (a) and Lode parameter during forming (b). 
 

In Fig. 7 (a), the triaxiality at the end of the forming process is shown. Using both low and high 
friction conditions, tensile stress could be found near the surface of the peg, while the center was 
largely influenced by compressive stress. In the center of the extruded shoulder, which coincides 
with the area where most chevron cracks occurred, sheer stress was dominating and the highest 
von Mises stress values occurred. Right above this zone, the von Mises stress values decreased 
significantly, which lead to material failure in this specific area. 
 

Fig. 7. Triaxiality during forming (a) and von Mises stress during forming (b). 
 

Regarding the simulation of chevron cracks during the FFIE process, simulations in Forge were 
carried out using the normalized Latham-Cockcroft damage criterion, which is the most commonly 
used damage criterion in cold forming [12] and has already been proven to be suitable for the 
analysis of chevron cracks in cold extrusion processes [13]. For cold forming, a critical damage 
parameter of 0.5 is suggested. No chevron cracks occurred in the experiments that use the process 
parameters presented in this paper while using specimen in the soft annealed state, which was 
confirmed by the simulation results. Nevertheless, in order to investigate the growing process of 
chevron cracks during the forming simulation without changing the material behavior of 
EN AW 7075, the critical damage parameter was set to 0.2. In this theoretical case, the formation 
of chevron cracks started early during the FFIE process in the center of the reduction shoulder. 
Throughout the crack growth, the area between the crack itself and the lateral surface of the 
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workpiece showed an increased value for the Latham-Cockcroft damage criterion when compared 
to the rest of the specimen. Once the first chevron crack reached a certain width, another chevron 
crack occurred in the same area that the first one occurred in. During the experiments, multiple 
chevron cracks only appeared in a few specimen. On the other hand, the chevron cracks grew 
larger than in the simulation model, which can be explained by the different heat treatment 
condition. Furthermore, the resulting damage parameter was largely influenced by the friction 
conditions used during the simulation. By using high friction parameters, the occurrence of 
chevron cracks during the FFIE process was significantly reduced, which confirms the 
experimental results. It should be noted that, unlike in the experiments, the occurrence of chevron 
cracks during the simulations did not affect the punch force-time-diagram. 
 

Fig. 8. Latham-Cockcroft damage value during FFIE simulation. 
Summary 
Within the present study, extensive analyses were carried out to investigate the cause-effect 
relations between heat treatment condition, damage development and tribological system. For this 
purpose, FFIE experiments were executed with workpieces made of the aluminum alloy 
EN AW 7075 in the different heat treatment conditions T6 and soft annealed as well as different 
tribological systems. The key findings of this study are as follows: 

● A dependency between friction and chevron crack characteristics was shown. With 
increasing maximum punch force 𝑭𝑭𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 and thus with increasing friction, the chevron crack 
characteristics that occurred in heat treatment condition T6 became less distinctive. These 
findings were also confirmed by the numerical investigations of this study.  

● It was shown that the punch force-time-graph at the occurrence of chevron cracks had a 
different characteristic than that of defect-free components. All courses showed a drop in 
punch force 𝑭𝑭 in form of a buckling after reaching the maximum force 𝑭𝑭𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎. This buckling 
did not occur in other experiments without chevron cracks with the same tool geometry 
and experimental parameters [13]. The buckling of the curve became increasingly apparent 
as the chevron cracks became more distinctive and is considered as a result from the sudden 
stress relief due to bursting of the material. 

● The simulation model with low friction showed a mostly similar force curve to the 
experimental data using the soft annealed state of EN AW 7075. Simulations showed that 
chevron cracks occur in the areas where high tensile and high compressive stresses met. 
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Abstract. In this study aluminum-graphene-composites were manufactured applying a powder 
metallurgical approach. After graphene exfoliation and mechanical mixing, powders were disc 
milled, compacted and extruded into round rods. Two different sources of commercial graphene 
nano platelets (GNP) (by 1. Sigma Aldrich (SA) and 2. Alfa Aesar (AA)) were investigated with 
the main difference being their specific surface area. One subject of the study was to investigate 
the effect of disc milling processing on the mechanical properties of Al/GNP composites. Results 
indicated that micro hardness as well tensile yield strength (TYS) and ultimate tensile strength 
(UTS) were not improved significantly or only slightly when SA-GNPs and a disc milling duration 
of 1min were applied. Varying the extrusion ratio from R=9:1 to R=14:1 and R=31:1 as well as 
applying conic or flat face dies for extrusion did not have a significant effect on the mechanical 
properties. But when disc milling duration is extended to 5min, significantly increased micro 
hardness (up to 30%), TYS (up to 17%) and UTS (up to 26%) were observed. Application of AA-
GNPs as a second source of commercial GNPs also resulted in significantly increased micro 
hardness (up to 49%), increased TYS (up to 16%) and UTS (up to 27%) when disc milling of 5min 
is conducted in the powder processing stage. SEM analysis indicated that after 5min disc milling 
aluminum particles were deformed from spherical into a plate-like shape. Additionally, GNP 
exfoliation and its dispersion in the Al matrix seemed to be improved by the longer milling duration 
and could be a reason for the enhanced strengthening effect of GNPs. 
Introduction 
Graphene is a 2-dimensional carbon-based material ideally consisting of planar carbon 
monolayers, where carbon is sp2-hybridized. It was first synthesized successfully in 2004 [1]. Due 
to exceptional high intrinsic strength and elastic modulus [2] monolayer graphene is highly 
attractive to be applied as strengthening additive for composite materials such as aluminum-
graphene-composites. But due to high van der Vaals forces, graphene layers tend to agglomerate 
which is detrimental to the mechanical composite properties [3]. Thus, graphene exfoliation and 
its homogeneous dispersion in the matrix material are key for achieving a high strengthening 
effect. Furthermore, the formation of carbides can be a reason for decreasing strength and ductility 
[4]. The current study investigates a processing approach of graphene sonication (for exfoliation), 
disc milling, cold compaction and indirect extrusion to manufacture aluminum-graphene-
nanoplatelet(GNP)-composites. In a prior study, aluminum and graphene powders were mixed 
mechanically only, then compacted and extruded. This approach did not lead to significant 
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strengthening. The main reason for that was assumed to be GNP agglomeration, as GNPs were 
found to be aligned in relatively thick layers around aluminum particles, especially for high GNP 
contents [5]. Thus, for the current study disc milling was added to the process chain. Disc milling 
is a method usually applied to reduce the size of particles through compression, shearing and 
friction forces. Thus, with disc milling a high amount of energy can be introduced into the powder 
mixture, aiming to decrease the GNP agglomeration around aluminum particles and improve GNP 
dispersion. Furthermore, in this study two different commercial graphene sources were applied 
and the resulting mechanical properties of the Al/GNP composites are compared.  
Materials and Methods 
In this study Al/GNP composites were prepared via a powder metallurgical route. Same pure 
(99.7%) aluminum powder as in a previous publication [5] was applied as matrix material. 
Aluminum with mean particle size of 49µm was provided by TLS Technik GmbH & Co. 
Spezialpulver KG, Germany. In the first part of this research the effects of GNP-content, extrusion 
ratio, die angle and milling duration on micro hardness and tensile properties were investigated 
exemplarily. In order to study the general relationships between processing parameters and the 
material properties for each condition one rod was extruded. Micro hardness was tested on one rod 
cross section extracted from the middle length of each rod, three samples were cut from the middle 
to end region of the rod and tested in tensile tests. For the first part of the study GNPs provided by 
Sigma Aldrich were applied. All extrusion experiments were carried out on a small scale 0.5MN 
extrusion press with a container of 30mm diameter at Extrusion R&D Center TU Berlin. Billets 
were prepared by first GNP exfoliation through sonication (Branson Sonifier 450) in ethanol for 
10min. The GNP/ethanol solution was then added to aluminum powder in an Eirich intensive 
mixer and batches with GNP-contents of (0.25%), 0.5% and 1.0% were prepared. Mechanical 
mixing was performed for 360s at 1800rpm. Subsequently powders were dried in a vacuum furnace 
for 16h at T=50°C. Powder mixtures were then disc milled applying the milling tools given in Fig. 
1 rotating at 1000rpm for 1min and exemplarily for 5min. Milling batch size was 100g, 
respectively. Due to significant heat generation overall milling duration of 5min was split into 5 
steps of 1min each with cooling breaks of a couple minutes in between. The weight of the tools (2 
rings and 1 disc) rotating within the milling die was 9.2kg (Fig. 1). Milled powders were then 
sieved with mesh size of 172µm and subsequently cold compacted with 200MPa into solid discs 
for better specimen handling. Compacts were then extruded at 300°C in indirect extrusion mode 
applying different extrusion ratios of R=9:1, R=14:1 and R=31:1. Additionally, two different die 
angles (2〈=180° flat face die and a conic die with 2〈=130°) were applied for selected samples to 
investigate its effect on the composites’ properties, exemplarily. 

In the second part of the investigation an alternative graphene source, provided by Alfa Aesar, 
was applied. The Alfa Aesar (AA)-GNPs especially featured a significantly higher specific surface 
area of 529m2/g than the Sigma Aldrich GNPs (108m2/g). In order to characterize their qualities 
both graphene sources were investigated by Raman spectroscopy. The effect of AA-GNP content 
as well as the effect of powder mixing or mixing with additional disc milling for 5min on the 
mechanical properties was studied. Extrusion of the 5min disc milled material with AA-GNPs was 
carried out applying the conic die (2〈=130°) with diameter 8.0mm (R=14:1). Effects of extrusion 
ratio, milling duration and die angle variation were not investigated for AA-GNPs. 
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Fig. 1. a) Disc mill b) milling die with two milling rings and one disc. 

 

Results and Discussion 
Powder characterization. 
In a first step the initial powders were investigated via SEM in as received condition. Results are 
displayed in Fig. 2. The pure aluminum powder is given in Fig. 2a. The powder predominantly is 
of spherical shape with varying size between 5µm and 70µm. Mean particle size was 47µm. Fig. 
2b presents the GNPs provided by Sigma Aldrich. These GNPs were mostly found attached to 
each other and had a very flat shape with sharp edges. In contrast, the GNPs provided by Alfa 
Aesar consisted more of spheric particles with very fine platelets on their surface (Fig. 2c).  

Fig. 2. SEM images of as received a) pure Al powder (99.7%), b) Sigma Aldrich (SA)-GNPs c) 
Alfa Aesar (AA)-GNPs. 

 
In order to investigate the effect of each powder processing step on morphology and GNP 

dispersion, the composite powders with GNP content of 1% were selected exemplarily. SEM 
images are given in Fig. 3. Al-particles remained their initial spherical shape after mechanical 
mixing for 6min at 1800rpm as shown in Fig. 3a. SA-GNPs seemed to be relatively well distributed 
in the powder as no larger agglomerates were found. Although, often a few GNPs were stacked on 
top of each other. After 1min of disc milling first effects of the high energy input due to the milling 
process can be noticed (Fig. 3b). The surface of aluminum particles became rougher and their 
shape mostly was not as ideally spheric as in the initial state. After 5min of disc milling, due to the 
high impact energy through friction and shearing in the mill, aluminum particles were found to be 
deformed into plates with a rough surface (Fig. 3c). The results after 5min of disc milling seemed 

 

a) b) 

 

a) b) c) 
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to be comparable to the deformation of aluminum powder after 1h of ball milling presented in [6]. 
Thus, applying disc milling instead of ball milling could be an option to produce composites since 
milling time and thus cost could be reduced significantly.  

After mixing, the AA-GNPs were found to be attached to Al-particles in form of small chunks 
as indicated in Fig. 3d. But after disc milling for 5min they were found in a very thin, flat shape 
and reduced in size (Fig. 3e). Hence, it can be concluded that the high energy input throughout the 
disc milling process had a positive effect on the dispersion of AA-GNPs in the composite powder. 

 

Fig. 3.  SEM images of composite powders a) 1% SA-GNP after mechanical mixing, GNPs 
exemplarily indicated with arrows b) 1% SA-GNP after 1min disc milling c) 1% SA-GNP after 

5x1min disc milling d) 1% AA-GNP after 6min of mechanical mixing e) 1% AA-GNP after 
5x1min disc milling. 

 
Raman spectroscopy is a fast, nondestructive method with high-resolution that can be applied 

for the characterization of e.g. lattice structure of carbon-based materials and thus provides 
information on the morphology and quality of GNPs [7]. The Raman spectra of the applied two 
different commercial GNPs are given in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. In both spectra the presence of the 
three prominent peaks namely D-band at ~1325cm-1, G-band at ~1565cm-1 as well as 2D band at 
~1650cm-1 were observed. The G-band corresponds to intrinsic in-plane C-C vibration modes of 
graphene and is characteristic for carbon-based compounds [8]. The D-band relates to the 
magnitude of defects or disorder in the crystal structure of graphene [9]. The 2D-band is related to 
number of graphene layers in the GNPs [10]. The defect density of GNPs can be predicted with 
the intensity ratios of D-band and G-band (ID/IG) and the number of graphene layers in the GNPs 
with the ratio of 2D-band to G-band (I2D/IG) [11].  

Hence, the presence of both, G band as well as 2D band on the specific wavelength positions 
and the fact that the 2D intensity is much lower than the G-band (I2D/IG) leads to the conclusion 
that both GNP sources can be characterized as multilayer graphene. Furthermore, the ratio of ID/IG 

 

a) b) c) 

e) d) 
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leads to the conclusion that both GNPs contain defects and are disordered at least to some extent. 
By comparing the two GNP sources it can be stated that the AA-GNPs seem to be of better quality 
since the ID/IG ratio as a measure for defects and disorder is lower (Table 1). Additionally, the 
I2D/IG-ratio is higher for AA-GNP, which indicates that it consists of a fewer number of layers [10, 
11]. Thus, both quality criteria were found to be in favor of the AA-GNPs. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Raman spectra for a) Sigma Aldrich GNPs GNPs b) Alfa Aesar GNPs. 

 
Table 1. Results of Raman spectroscopy on both graphene sources. 

  Sigma Aldrich (SA) GNPs Alfa Aesar (AA) GNPs 

Peak 
wavelength 
[1/cm] 

Intensity 
[a.u.] 

wavelength 
[1/cm] 

Intensity 
[a.u.] 

D band 1329 223 1317 159 
G band 1571 1090 1560 515 
2D 
band 2652 279 2649 258 
ID/IG   0.80   0.62 
I2D/IG   0.26   0.50 

 
Characterization of mechanical properties. 
Mechanical properties of the Al/GNP composites were characterized in terms of micro hardness 

and tensile testing properties in dependence of graphene content and relevant process parameters. 
The basic assumption for the effect of GNP-addition to the aluminum matrix material would be 
that if no agglomerates are formed, the mechanical properties of the composite should increase 
because of graphene’s excellent mechanical properties. 

Table 2a and Fig. 5a summarize the results of micro hardness testing on extruded composites 
with respect to the three SA-GNP contents (0%, 0.5% and 1.0%) as well as for the three different 
extrusion ratios (R=9:1, R=14:1 and R=31:1) when disc milling was conducted for 1min.  

It can be noticed that the addition of SA-GNPs to pure aluminum did not lead to significantly 
increased hardness values. The only slight increase was observed for the 0.5%-SA-GNP-composite 
extruded at R=14:1. In that case hardness improved from 37.7 HV to 39.7HV (+5%). But a further 
increase of GNP content to 1.0% SA-GNPs resulted in a hardness of 37.3HV and thus, basically 
was the same as for pure aluminum. The effect of the extrusion ratio on micro hardness was limited 
as well but slightly more significant compared to the effect of SA-GNP content. For pure aluminum 

 

a) b) 
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the effect was insignificant. But for SA-GNP contents of 0.5% and 1.0% an increasing tendency 
of micro hardness with increasing extrusion ratio could be observed (Fig. 5a). The highest effect 
was found for the 0.5% SA-GNP composites by extruding with R=14:1 instead of R=9:1. By that 
hardness was increased from 35.7HV to 39.7HV (+11%). In case of the 1.0% SA-GNP composites 
hardness increased by 7% when extruding with R=31:1 instead of R=9:1. 

Table 2b presents the effect of extrusion die angle (2〈) on micro hardness. For pure aluminum 
hardness increased by 5% from 37.7HV to 39.5HV when a flat face die (2〈=180°) is applied instead 
of a conic one with 2〈=130°. For the composite material with 0.5% SA-GNPs the opposite effect 
was found as hardness decreased by 8% when the flat face die was applied instead of the conic 
one. For the 1% composite there was no effect at all. Hence, a clear systematic effect of the die 
angle on micro hardness was not observed. 

Table 2c and Fig. 5b represent the hardness values of SA-GNP-composites after tDM=1min of 
disc milling and after 5min (5x1min). Hardness of pure aluminum increased by 5% from 37.7HV 
to 39.5HV after 5min. As the Al-particles are deformed into plates at the longer milling duration 
(Fig. 3c & Fig. 3e), strain hardening is assumed to be the main reason for the increased hardness. 
In case of the 1% SA-composite the increase in micro hardness was 30% as it increased from 
35.3HV after 1min to 45.7HV after 5min. This was the first and only real significant effect in all 
the micro hardness testing of SA-GNP containing composites. Hence, as presented in Fig. 3c the 
longer milling duration seemed to have improved exfoliation of SA-GNPs and maybe even 
decreased their size leading to a better SA-GNPs dispersion in the composite. Through its 
improved dispersion the graphene was more effective in increasing the micro hardness of the 
composite. 

 
Table 2. Micro hardness of extruded composites containing SA-GNPs a) effect of extrusion ratio 

R and GNP content b) effect of die angle for R=14:1 after 1min disc milling c) effect of disc 
milling duration at R=14:1. 

 
a) 

GNP  
content R HV0.5 

 b) 
GNP  

content 
die angle  

2α [°] HV0.5 

 
c) GNP  
content tDM HV0.5 

0% 9:1 36.8±0.4  0% 130 37.7±0.6  0% 1min 37.7±0.6 
0.5% 9:1 35.7±0.4  0% 180 39.5±0.6  0% 5min 39.5±0.6 

1.0% 9:1 35.8±0.6  0.5% 130 39.7±0.2  1.0% 1min 35.3±0.5 
0% 14:1 37.7±0.6  0.5% 180 36.4±0.2  1.0% 5min 45.7±1.6 

0.5% 14:1 39.7±0.2  1.0% 130 37.3±0.4    

1.0% 14:1 37.3±0.4  1.0% 180 37.3±0.6    

0% 31:1 37.7±1.3        

0.5% 31:1 38.1±0.2        

1.0% 31:1 38.3±0.3        
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Fig. 5. Micro hardness of extruded composites containing SA-GNPs, a) processed via 6min 
mechanical mixing and 1min disc milling, extrusion at R=14:1 with conic die (2⍺=130°) b) 

effect of disc milling duration, applying R=14:1 and 2⍺=130° for extrusion. 
 

Similar to the data representation of micro hardness, the results of tensile testing on the extruded 
SA-GNP composites are given in Table 3 and visualized in Fig. 6. 

As observed before for the micro hardness, the tensile yield strength (TYS) did not change 
drastically with SA-GNP content nor with extrusion ratio. Values between 85MPa and 92MPa 
were measured for all composites that included disc milling for only 1min. The same can be stated 
for the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) since values varied between 110MPa and 116MPa. Even 
for the fracture strain no significant effect of the GNP content was measured. Values were between 
25% and 29%. As can be noticed in Table 3b the effect of extrusion die angle (flat vs. conic) also 
did not have a relevant effect on the tensile properties of 1min disc milled SA-GNP composites. 

Lastly, the effect of disc milling duration was investigated in tensile testing. Results are given 
in Table 3c and Fig. 6. In case of pure aluminum, a longer milling duration led to a reduction in 
TYS from 94MPa to 84MPa (-10%) while an increase in UTS from 116MPa to 126MPa (+9%) 
was observed. A reduction of TYS seemed to be very surprising since longer milling duration 
should lead to higher amount of deformation (generation of dislocations) in the Al-matrix and thus 
a work hardening effect. Hence, these experiments will be repeated in the future to figure out if 
that finding was a real effect that could maybe be related to softening by recovery or 
recrystallization due to significant heat generation during the milling process. For the 1.0%-SA-
GNP composites an extension of milling duration resulted in increasing TYS from 81MPa to 
95MPa (+17%) as well as increasing UTS from 112MPa to 141MPa (+26%). The fact that 
composite strengths increased could be related with improved SA-GNP dispersion in the 
composite (Fig. 3c) and hence a more effective strengthening effect of the graphene. 
  

 

a) b) 
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Table 3. a) Tensile test results for composites containing SA-GNPs, processed via 6min 
mechanical mixing and 1min disc milling, extrusion with conic die (2⍺=130°) b) Effect of die 

angle for R=14:1 after 1min disc milling c) effect of disc milling duration (tDM). 
a)  
GNP 
conte
nt R 

TYS 
[MPa

] 

UTS 
[MPa

] 
𝜀𝜀frac  
[%]   

b)  
GNP 
conte
nt 

die 
angl

e  
2⍺ 

TYS 
[MPa

] 

UTS 
[MPa

] 
𝜀𝜀frac  
[%] 

 c) 
GNP 
conte
nt tDM 

TYS 
[MP
a] 

UTS 
[MPa

] 
𝜀𝜀frac  
[%] 

0% 9:1 92±2 
114±

2 
29±

1  0.5% 
180

° 87±3 
113±

2 
32±

3 
 

0% 
1mi

n 
94±

2 116±1 
28
±1 

0.5% 9:1 85±2 
110±

2 
28±

1  0.5% 
130

° 90±2 
114±

6 
25±

4 
 

0% 
5mi

n 
84±

2 126±1 
29
±4 

1.0%  9:1 87±2 
111±

1 
25±

3  1.0% 
180

° 89±2 
115±

2 
22±

8 
 

1.0% 
1mi

n 
81±

1 112±1 
23
±1 

0% 
14:
1 94±2 

116±
1 

28±
2  1.0% 

130
° 90±2 

116±
2 

27±
1 

 
1.0% 

5mi
n 

95±
1 141±1 

17
±3 

0.5% 
14:
1 90±2 

114±
6 

25±
4       

 

1.0% 
14:
1 90±2 

116±
2 

27±
1       

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Effect of disc milling duration on TYS and UTS of pure aluminum and 1%-SA-GNP 

composite rod materials. 
 

When the strengths values of pure Al are compared to those of the 1% SA-GNP composite 
produced with same milling duration, it has to be noted that the addition of 1% GNP decreased 
TYS from 94MPa to 81MPa (-14%) after 1min of disc milling. UTS remained about constant and 
fracture strain decreased from 28% to 23%. Microstructural analysis with SEM will be carried out 
on the extruded rod material soon in order to investigate if maybe GNP agglomerations have 
formed locally for the relatively high graphene content of 1% and if those could be the reason for 
the detrimental YS. However, after a milling duration of 5min the addition of 1% SA-GNPs 
resulted in increased TYS from 84MPa to 95MPa (+13%) and UTS from 126MPa to 141MPa 
(+12%). Again, this could be due to improved GNP dispersion in the aluminum matrix after the 
longer milling duration and thus, an improved strengthening effect of graphene. 

Since the results for SA-GNP composites were not as good as expected an alternative graphene 
source produced by Alfa Aesar (AA) was applied for the second part of the study. The effects of 
increasing AA-GNP content on micro hardness and tensile properties were investigated, after 
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applying powder processing via mechanical mixing only on the one hand and additional 5min disc 
milling on the other hand. 

Fig. 7a presents the effect of AA-GNP content on micro hardness. In case of extruded 
composites produced from powders that were mechanically mixed only, increasing the AA-GNP 
content did not affect micro hardness as it remained about constant around 35HV. But powder 
processing via 5min of disc milling step, significantly increased hardness of extruded rods from 
36HV to 43HV (+20%) in case of the 0.25% AA-GNP composite. The addition of a higher AA-
GNP content of 1.0% increased micro hardness even further to 54HV, which means an increase of 
49%. However, hardness decreased to values comparable to pure Al when AA-GNP content was 
0.5%. This result could not yet be explained. If upcoming microstructure analysis with SEM should 
not show significant GNP agglomeration these tests will be repeated for verification. 

In Fig. 7b the results of TYS and UTS are presented in dependence of GNP content and powder 
processing approach. Very similar to the prior micro hardness findings, composites where powders 
were processed via only mechanical mixing prior to extrusion, the TYS and UTS values did not 
change significantly with increasing AA-GNP content. TYS remained about constant in the range 
between 76MPa and 82MPa. UTS values varied only slightly between 105MPa to 113MPa. Fig. 
7c presents the results of the measured fracture strains. For the composites no effect was observed 
when AA-GNP additions of 0.25% and 0.5% were applied as fracture strain remained about 
constant at 28%. But increasing AA-GNP content to 1.0% resulted in significant reduction to a 
fracture strain of 18%. As a reason for that decrease the formation of GNP agglomerates is 
assumed. 

When the effect of AA-GNP content is studied for the approach including the 5min disc milling 
step, it can be noted that TYS increased from 79MPa (pure Al) to 92MPa (+16%) for the 0.25% 
composite. The UTS also increased from 112MPa to 142MPa (+27%). The increase in composite 
strength is supposed to be based on the improved AA-GNP dispersion that was noticed in Fig. 3e. 
Fracture strain of 5min disc milled samples were found to decrease with increasing AA-GNP 
content it was found to be reduced from 32% (pure Al) to 21% for 0.25% AA-GNP and to 26% 
for 0.5% AA-GNP. As previously noticed for micro hardness values, the material with an AA-
GNP content of 0.5% also featured a low TYS of only 77MPa and a UTS of only 112MPa, which 
is comparable to pure aluminum. This value marks a significant drop when being compared to the 
0.25% AA-GNP composite (92MPa). This again is a reason to repeat the tests for this condition. 
Unfortunately, the samples with the highest AA-GNP content of 1.0% could not be characterized 
by tensile testing since the extruded rod featured significantly cracking and it was impossible to 
manufacture samples for tensile testing. Hence, this condition will also be part of upcoming 
investigations again. 
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a)  

b)  
 

c)  
 

Fig. 7. Mechanical properties of extruded Al/GNP composite rods with different contents of AA-
GNPs and initial powder processing via mechanical mixing only vs. additional 5min disc milling 

a) micro hardness b) TYS and UTS c) fracture strain. 
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Finally, when initial powder processing via mechanical mixing only is compared to the 
approach that featured the 5min disc milling, increased strength values were observed. For pure 
aluminum the increase in TYS was very low from 76MPa (mixed) to 79MPa (5min disc milled) 
and UTS from 104MPa to 112MPa (+8%). However, for the 0.25% AA-GNP composite 5min disc 
milling increased TYS from 76MPa to 92MPa (+21%) and UTS from 106MPa (mixed) to 142MPa 
(+34%). As previously assumed, the main reasons for increased strengthening are strain hardening 
of aluminum through plastic deformation during disc milling as well improved dispersion of GNPs 
in the aluminum matrix and thus an enhanced strengthening effect of the graphene additive. 
Summary 
The present study applied two different commercial graphene sources to investigate the disc 
milling process as a step in the powder metallurgical production chain for the manufacture of 
Al/GNP composites and the effects of process parameters on the mechanical properties. From the 
results the following conclusions can be drawn:  

● When 1min of disc milling is applied, the addition of up to 1.0% of SA-GNPs did not 
significantly affect the mechanical properties of composites. 

● Additionally, the application of either flat face die (2〈=180°) or conic die with 2〈=130°, 
as well as variation of extrusion ratio from 9:1, 14:1 and 31:1 did not have a significant 
effect on the mechanical composite properties. 

● However, increasing the disc milling duration to 5min led to plate-like shaped Al-
particles, a better exfoliation and dispersion of SA-GNPs and thus to increased micro 
hardness of up to 30%, increased TYS up to 17% and UTS up to 26%. 

● Composites containing AA-GNPs improved in micro hardness by up to 49% (for 1% 
AA-GNPs) compared to pure Al, increased in TYS by up to 16% (for 0.25% AA-GNPs) 
and in UTS by up to 27% (0.25% AA-GNPs) when powders were disc milled for 5min. 
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Abstract. The mechanical properties of extruded AlMgSi alloys are affected by the applied 
thermo-mechanical parameters employed during the entire production process. In the following, 
the effect of different extrusion speeds and homogenization conditions paired with either air or 
water quenching, is examined on four different sets of rectangular hollow AA6082-T4 profiles. 
These profiles were fabricated and extruded under industrial conditions and selected cross sections 
of each profile were examined by optical microscopy to determine the microstructure and level of 
recrystallization. Uniaxial tension testing was used to explore the effect of homogenization 
conditions and extrusion cooling rate on mechanical properties. Tensile tests showed that the 
water-quenched extrusions had a higher yield and ultimate strength compared to air-quenched 
extrusions. Moreover, samples that had a recrystallized microstructure typically showed a larger 
standard deviation of mechanical properties, which may lead to product quality and consistency 
issues for metal forming operations. Overall, the present work provides a more in-depth 
understanding of how the selected thermo-mechanical parameters affect the resulting properties of 
such profiles. This can further contribute to expanding the potential for effective accommodation 
of extrusion parameters for zero-defect products. 
Introduction 
Aluminum alloys, such as the AlMgSi alloys, are commonly used for structural applications in the 
form of extruded products as they allow for customizing cross sectional geometry with efficient 
use of material. This allows the profile geometry to be tailored for the specific application area, 
and the production process tailored to the geometry [1]. The resulting mechanical properties of 
such aluminum profiles are affected by the entire production process, including the alloy chemical 
composition and the applied thermo-mechanical history, from casting to final product [2]. As 
industry pushes towards the goals of reducing climate impact, increasing process adaptability and 
product customization, deeper understanding of the interactions of different manufacturing 
process-steps is required to fully utilize the favorable properties of aluminum extrusions.  

Stretch bending of aluminum profiles is a commonly used forming method for producing 
lightweight products [3]. However, a variety of challenges are related to such forming processes 
particularly for industrial applications; e.g., springback, tool wear, and geometric defects [4]. In 
order to improve the fabrication process and the prediction of the material response during stretch 
bending, there is a need for an accurate model of the work hardening behavior. Moreover, an 
accurate model is critical for predicting geometric recovery such as springback after forming, 
allowing for adaptive processes which can compensate for this behavior. Recently, Ma et al. [5], 
have shown that an accurate prediction of the forces during forming is possible provided the 
material hardening behavior is known. With this information, tool wear can be modeled and 
maintenance schedules can be developed. Moreover, Ma and Welo [6] have recently used 
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analytical methods to assess the springback problem for aluminum profiles. In their work, they 
have shown how springback calculation can become quite complex for complicated bend 
geometries with variable stress states along the profile length. In their analysis, the stress state is a 
function of position along a cross section with stress gradients developing through transition zones 
and becoming stable in a uniform bending zones. When the forming process reaches the point 
where the entire material cross section is in the plastic state, the stress gradient will decrease as the 
flow stress curve approaches the saturation stress of the model [6]. Thus, once a specific part 
geometry is considered and the material hardening behavior is properly modeled, Ma and Welo's 
method can be applied in combination with finite element methods to predict springback and final 
part geometry of stretch bended aluminum extrusions.  

Using process and property models which can account for the thermo-mechanical history to 
determine production parameters can allow for optimization of material and energy use by more 
holistic design methods. Furu et al. [7] propose a modeling framework which connects several 
independent models of separate process steps together. Thus, optimization of certain AlMgSi 
alloys, such as AA6082, by simulation is now possible with respect to several key factors such as 
properties and cost. Accurate prediction of dispersoid development during homogenization is 
critical to prediction of material structure, properties, and thus responses to later process steps with 
models by Dons et al. [8] and Dons [9] predicting these material characteristics. For example, the 
strength of AA6xxx alloys is affected by dispersoid size and density as it can determine the 
precipitation development during both natural (NA) and artificial aging (AA) as shown by Myhr 
et al. [10, 11]. This framework can also account for work hardening effects due to dislocation 
strengthening from pre-strain as shown by Granum et al. [12], and it is possible that this modeling 
family can be expanded to more accurately predict the hardening behavior of AlMgSi alloys.  

However, the deformation experienced during extrusion also lead to further effects on 
properties. Schikorra et al. [13] divided extruded material into shear intensive zones (SIZs) or a 
main deformation zone (MDZ), with the higher strain and strain rates of the SIZ leading to higher 
potential for dynamic recrystallization during extrusion. Per Zhang et al. [14], during dynamic 
recrystallization grain size is a function of temperature and strain rate, and Schikorra et al. argued 
that this is a result of a critical strain value being reached, while Van Geertruyden et al. [15] 
suggests that it is based on deformation energy stored in the material from the extrusion process. 
Both the previous works are focused on PCG surface layers, but work by Wang et al. [16] shows 
that internal weld seams behave similarly. Extrusion bridge designs which increased strain also 
increased recrystallization of an AA6082-type alloy, consistent with the work on PCG surface 
layers. Similarly, work by Birol [17] shows that by increasing the number density of dispersoids 
(by increasing Cr and Zr) recrystallization was reduced along weld seams of extruded 6082 tubes.  

The effects of homogenization parameters on dispersoid density are not limited to 
recrystallization, as dispersoid density effects the response of 6xxx series aluminums to aging. 
Work by Rakhmonov et al. [18] explains how a higher density of smaller dispersoids then resulted 
in an increase in 𝛽𝛽′′ particles after AA, and thus improved strength. The  developed as a result of 
alloying elements still present in solid solution, rather than in non-strengthening dispersoids. This 
understanding is in line with the reduction in quench sensitivity with NA found by Strobel et al. 
[19] in a study focused on high dispersoid density 6xxx series alloy. Alternatively, it was shown 
by Frodal et al. [20] that lower cooling rate decreases yield strength, due to an increase in the size 
of precipitate free zones around dispersoids and grain boundaries in multiple T6 aged 6xxx series 
alloys. 

In short, variations in early extrusion production steps, such as homogenization treatment, 
cooling after extrusion and ageing conditions, may change the material response to downstream 
processes like subsequent forming operations. This work seeks to provide an example data set for 
the process modeling community where critical details of the material history and process 
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parameters are known, the mechanical properties measured, and potential impacts on downstream 
processes considered. The current work will show how process steps, which change the 
microstructure of extruded profiles, result in changes to the mechanical behavior of the material. 
As a result, this work will present data necessary for the process and property modeling community 
to move forward.  
Methods 
Homogenization and Extrusion.  
Four sets of AA6082.26 profiles were extruded at Benteler Automotive Raufoss AS, employing 
differing homogenization and extrusion parameters, as listed in Table 1. and shown schematically 
in Fig. 1. All profiles are extruded from a single log with the composition measured at casting, as 
listed in Table 2. Sample sets are labeled based on their homogenization parameters and extrusion 
speed (either S or L) and the quenching fluid after extrusion (either A or W). Billets were 
homogenized for either 2.25 hours at 530°C (samples S) or for 12 hours at 590°C (samples L) 
before extrusion. The profiles used for this study are taken from four extrusions, with 2 prior 
extrusions used to ensure that all equipment was at stable operating temperature and providing 
stable operation conditions. Prior to extrusion, billets are heated to 470°C and then extruded at 
either 7 m/min (samples S) or 10 m/min (samples L). After extrusion, either forced air quenching 
(samples A) was applied over 40 meters after extrusion exit or water spray quenching (samples 
W) over 10 meters, with all extrusions reaching a temperature near 65°C after these processes. All 
extrusions had an extrusion ratio of 55, and the profile nominal cross-section dimensions are 60 × 
40 mm with a wall thickness of 3 mm. A schematic of the profile cross section is shown in Fig. 2. 
Note that the extruded profiles under four sets of parameter combinations are labeled individually 
as SA, LA, SW, and LW. 

 
Table 1. Homogenization and extrusion parameters for materials used for this study, all 

extrusions are AA6082.26. 
Extrusion 1 2 3 4 

Homogenization Temp [°C] 530 590 530 590 
Homogenization Time [hours] 2.25 12 2.25 12 

Extrusion Speed [m/min] 7 10 7 10 
Quenching Fluid Air Air Water Water 

Sample Label SA LA SW LW 

 
Table 2. Composition of AA6082.26 extrusions used for this study. 

Al B Ni Cr Cu Fe Si Mg Mn Ti V Zn Zr 

97.5 0.004 0.002 0.145 0.002
5 0.151 0.921 0.628 0.515

5 
0.021

5 
0.014

5 
0.043

5 0.001 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of homogenization and extrusion temperatures over time with specific 

parameters varied for this study shown (dashed lines, also given in Table 1), in comparison to 
industry standard process parameters [21] shown with the solid line. 

 
Microscopy.  
Optical microscopy (OM) was done to characterize the level of recrystallization. OM imaging 

was done on corner sections of the extrusion cross section, with the extrusion direction normal to 
the image plane using a Zeiss Axio Vert Inverted Light Microscope with a 5x lens.  
Fig. 2 shows the image plane position and orientation with respect to the extrusion direction. OM 
surfaces were polished to 1 µm and anodized at room temperature in Baker's reagent (10 ml HBF4 
(48%) + 400 ml distilled water) for 90 seconds before imaging. OM images have a resolution of 
0.685 µm/px, with image stitching used to show the full cross sections. 

 

  

(a) Hollow Rectangular Profile Cross Section (b) Mechanical Test Sample 
Dimensions and Position 

Fig. 2. Cross section of rectangular hollow extrusions (a) and location of samples within cross 
section with dimensions of uniaxial tension samples (b). The blue arrow in (a) indicates the 

surface normal of the OM images of extrusion cross sections. 
 

Tensile Tests.  
Subsize tensile test samples were machined from the profiles with a so-called dogbone 

geometry, having a nominal cross-section of 3 x 4 mm and a gauge length of 12 mm. The position 
of the samples with respect to profile geometry is according to the schematic shown in Fig. 2. In 
order to determine possible variation, 3 samples along the same flange of a profile were used for 
testing. Uniaxial tension tests of the samples were done with an initial nominal strain rate of 0.001 
1/s using an Instron ElectroPuls E10000 servo-electric load frame. Digital image correlation (DIC) 
[22] in-situ measurement of material deformation was used with Correlated Solutions VIC-Snap 
8 and VIC-2D 7 software. Strain measurement was done using virtual extensometers within the 
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DIC data set. The engineering strain is used for determining uniform elongation, ultimate tensile 
strength (UTS), and an offset strength (OFS) at 0.002. This offset is chosen for ease of comparison 
to the Voce initial stress value explained below. The true plastic strain is calculated, with the elastic 
strain component removed using a Young's modulus of 70 GPa [23]. As AA6082 shows soft knee 
yielding and determining individual moduli per sample is highly sensitive to experimental setup 
and selection of data points, the single reference value was used for all samples. A Voce-type 
hardening model (Eq. 1) is then fit to the material behavior up to 20% plastic strains, 𝜖𝜖𝑝𝑝, as given 
by: 

𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐾𝐾 + 𝑄𝑄 ∗ �1 − 𝑒𝑒(−𝑏𝑏𝜖𝜖𝑝𝑝)� (1) 
where 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 is true flow stress, K is the initial stress value, Q is the saturation stress value, and b 
is the hardening exponent.  

The plastic anisotropy ratio, r, is calculated at 𝜖𝜖𝑝𝑝 = 5% in the loading direction and is thus r0, 
not to be confused with normal and planer anisotropies 𝑅𝑅 and 𝛥𝛥𝑅𝑅 respectively. The calculation 
uses the nearest measured longitudinal plastic strain to 𝜖𝜖𝑝𝑝 = 5% and the corresponding measured 
lateral plastic strain. From these measured strains, the thickness plastic strain is calculated 
assuming incompressibility. 5% plastic strain was chosen as a representative point considering the 
range of plastic strains experienced during stretch bending [24].   
Results 
 

 
 

 
 

(a) Extrusion SA (b) Extrusion LA (c) Extrusion SW (d) Extrusion LW 
Fig. 3. Optical microscopy imaging of the cross sections of AA6082.26 with variable extrusion 

histories as given in Table 1. Extrusion direction is out of the image plane.  
 

Microstructure.  
OM images of the cross sections are presented in Fig. 3, and show a fibrous grain structure is 

present in some part of all extrusions, with a peripheral coarse grain (PCG) layer in both the LA 
and LW extrusions. There is PCG growth in the corners of SA and SW, though it does not extend 
through the profile thickness along the weld seams. Note that the depths of the PCG layer for the 
LA extrusion are not symmetric on the inner and outer surfaces of the profile. The level of 
recrystallization in the LW cross section resulted in a thicker PCG layer in comparison to the LA 
extrusion. The difference in the recrystallization behavior between the THom=530°C (S) and 
THom=590°C (L) extrusion pairs is consistent with expectations based on dispersoid density after 
their respective homogenization parameters. Differences in recrystallization between extrusion 
pairs based on cooling method are still noticeable in Fig. 3, though less significant. As stated above, 
a fibrous-grained core is still present in both LA and LW samples. For the LA and LW cross 
sections, there is also recrystallization of the core within the profile corner with a PCG layer 
consisting of grains that are smaller than the recrystallized core. So, a PCG layer covers both the 
interior and exterior surfaces of the L extrusion profiles over 2 "core" areas with a fibrous core in 
the central areas of the webs and flanges and a recrystallized core in the corners. 
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Mechanical Properties.  
The experimental flow stresses ( 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 vs plastic 

true strain 𝜖𝜖𝑝𝑝) sorted by extrusion are shown in Fig. 
4 with the curves ending at UTS. As expected and 
shown in Fig. 4, the material response varied based 
on both homogenization and cooling parameters. 
Water quenched extrusions; i.e., those with a higher 
cooling rate, showed a higher initial flow stress as 
reflected in both the stress-strain, 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝜖𝜖𝑝𝑝, 
curves of Fig. 4 and the Voce initial strength K 
shown in Fig. 5 (d). The average OFS of the water-
quenched extrusions (162.2 MPa and 152.1 MPa, for 
extrusions SW and LW respectively), as shown in 
Fig. 6 (a), is higher than the air-quenched extrusions 
(137.7 MPa and 139.3 MPa for extrusions SA and 
LA respectively). This difference is not dramatic, but 
with a variance ratio (between group variance/within 
group variance) of 17.34 it is greater than the difference between samples from the same extrusion. 
UTS showed a more significant difference between the water-quenched samples (258.6 MPa and 
248.5 MPa for extrusions SW and LW respectively) and air-quenched samples (221.2 MPa and 
232.8 MPa for extrusions SA and LA respectively), as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The UTS variance ratio 
is 46.14, which reflects a stronger relationship between an extrusion's thermo-mechanical history 
and UTS compared to OFS. This trend is also reflected in the saturation stress Q of the Voce 
model, shown in Fig. 5 (b). 

 

 

(a) Voce Hardening Law (b) Constant Q 

 

 

(c) Hardening Exponent b (d) Constant K 
Fig. 5. Fit of a Voce like hardening law to experimental true stress vs plastic true strain data of 

AA6082.26 with varied thermo-mechanical histories as given in Table 1. The Voce like 
hardening law is plotted for each extrusion in (a) using the constant Q (b), hardening exponent b 

(c), and constant K (d). 
 

Fig.  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 4. 
Experimental true stress vs plastic 

true strain of AA6082.26 with varied 
thermo-mechanical histories as 

explained and labelled in Table 1. 
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In contrast to strength, the ductility of the samples is better sorted by homogenization 
parameters than by cooling rate. The uniform elongation, as shown in Fig. 6 (b), is higher for both 
L sample sets, but the standard deviation (SD) is larger. In contrast, the level of consistency in 
both UTS and flow stress curves shown in Fig. 4  for both S extrusions is notable. It is important 
to observe that this trend is however not reflected in the strain to failure, in comparison to uniform 
elongation. The SW extrusion had similar failure strains as that of the L samples, implying 
significant elongation after UTS.  

 

 

(a) Ultimate Strength (UTS) and 
0.002 Offset Strength (OFS) (b) Uniform Elongation 

 

 

(c) Plastic Ratio r (d) Engineering Strain at Failure 
Fig. 6. Mechanical properties of AA6082.26 T4 with variable extrusion histories as given in 
Table 1. Ultimate Tensile strength (UTS) and 0.002 offset strength (OFS) are shown in (a), 
uniform elongation in (b), plastic ratio r at 5% plastic strain in (c), and engineering failure 

strain in (d). 
Discussion 
As shown in the results section higher extrusion speeds in combination with homogenization 
parameters, and thus a lower number density of dispersoids, increases the recrystallization in 
AA6082 extrusions. On thin wall profiles, such as hollow rectangular extrusions, this can result in 
a significant portion of the cross section being PCG or recrystallized. This difference in material 
microstructure changes mechanical behavior, especially initial yielding, plastic deformation, and 
work hardening, due to the influence of grain size and texture on these properties. 
Considering the recrystallization of the L extrusions, primarily within the different portions of a 
cross section, recall the work of Schikorra et al. [13]. Their framework is helpful to understand the 
differences between the PCG around the surface of the L cross sections, the fibrous core, and the 
coarser recrystallized grains in the corners as shown in Fig. 3. The higher recrystallization in 
combination with the higher extrusion speeds of the L samples is consistent with understandings 
presented above in [14], [15]. However, these results suggest that the material making up the 
corners does not fit cleanly within either SIZ or MDZ categories. Also, material which is within 
the same category of SIZ on the internal and external surfaces are not similar thicknesses, which 
is consistent with the different deformation histories of each. Thus, further work is needed to 
investigate the material flow path within this particular toolset to clarify the link between 
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deformation history and recrystallization. Based on Wang et al. [16], it is reasonable that the higher 
strain experienced by the material from the MDZ in the corners is resulting in the coarser grain 
growth. It also explains why there is also recrystallization in the S cross section corners, while the 
majority of the cross section retains a fibrous microstructure. In short, the PCG layer 
recrystallization is driven by strain history as part of the SIZ of the extruded material which is 
consistent around all surfaces. In the corners, a recrystallized core from the MDZ develops as a 
result of a longer flow path than the fibrous core. Thus it is also possible that the material making 
up the corners does not fit within either SIZ or MDZ categories. 

As stated in the results section above, the mechanical characteristics of the profiles have a 
stronger relationship to the extrusion cooling rate than the homogenization parameters. However, 
it is clear from both the literature and differences between the SW and LW extrusions that the 
homogenization parameters have an effect. This work examines NA AA6082, and as such 𝛽𝛽′ 
particles develop at nucleation points (which are often dispersoids [19]). Alloying elements which 
would have developed into 𝛽𝛽′′ particles during AA remain in solid solution, strengthening the 
material. While Frodal et al. [20] was of AA rather than NA 6xxx series, it is consistent with this 
understanding of the results. The SW samples had higher UTS and OFS than LW samples, as well 
as higher average Voce constants Q and K as shown in Fig. 6 (a), Fig. 5 (b) and (d) respectively. 

It is also interesting to note from these figures that both recrystallized extrusions LA and LW 
had higher uniform elongations and r at 5% 𝜖𝜖𝑝𝑝, likely due to the recrystallized grain structure 
within these extrusions. Both characteristics suggest the LA and LW extrusions would have better 
formability, as r approaching 1 implies more isotropy and higher uniform elongations imply a 
larger allowable strain range for forming before localization. However, for both of these 
characteristics, the SD of the tested samples are larger than for the S samples (and in the case of r 
for LA, larger than the LW samples) which suggests possible production consistency issues. While 
these characteristics might imply better forming performance, recrystallized profiles tend to have 
an "orange peel" like surface texture which may cause issues for parts and profiles that must meet 
surface quality requirements for either paint or appearance for surfaces visible to the end user. It 
is also important to note that while the mechanical properties of initial flow stress and UTS of the 
LW samples were higher than both SA and LA samples, the SW extrusions are the best performing 
for applications where maximum mechanical strength is needed based on the extrusions tested.  
Summary 
Four sets of AA6082.26 rectangular hollow profiles are produced using industrial equipment and 
methods, using differing homogenization and extrusion parameters. Both microstructural 
characteristics and mechanical properties of the extruded profiles were examined. The influences 
of thermo-mechanical history on the property of extruded profiles were discussed. The main 
conclusions are summarized as follows: 

- Extrusions with longer time and higher temperature homogenization resulted in higher 
levels of uniform elongation and more isotropic plastic deformation regardless of 
extrusion cooling rate.  

- Higher extrusion cooling rates led to higher strengths overall (both ultimate and offset 
strengths), with this effect being larger in extrusions with shorter homogenization time. 

- The hardening behavior of the material up to 20% plastic strain can be represented 
regardless of homogenization or extrusion parameters using a Voce like hardening law 
for the flow stress behavior. 

- Extrusions with longer time and higher temperature homogenization showed higher 
standard deviations across a number of mechanical parameters, including hardening 
exponent b, plastic ratio r, and uniform elongation.  

Based on these results, the extrusion cooling rate is more critical to control than recrystallization 
with respect to mechanical characteristics. For process modeling, homogenization effects on 
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ductility due to microstructural composition and the effect of extrusion cooling rate on strength 
are the primary effects of each process which then interact to result in the hardening behavior. 
Further work can proceed along two lines, either via investigation of the material or investigation 
of the subsequent forming process. Investigation of the material would involve TEM imaging and 
measurement of dispersoid size and density, as well as 𝛽𝛽′ precipitate development during natural 
aging. Work proceeding along the forming process would show the impact of these property 
variations on dimensional accuracy of formed parts. 
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Abstract. The microstructure of Al-Mg-Si alloys is gaining nowadays an increasing industrial 
interest because it influences the strength, crash, corrosion and esthetic properties of the extruded 
profiles. In order to investigate and predict the recrystallization behaviour in the extrusion of 
6XXX aluminum alloys, experimental and numerical activities are still needed. In this work, the 
extrusion of an industrial-scale AA6060 aluminum alloy hollow profile was carried out. An 
innovative recrystallization model was developed and optimized by comparing the microstructural 
data experimentally acquired with the outputs of the simulation performed using the Finite Element 
commercial code Qform Extrusion. A good correlation between numerical prediction and 
experimental data was found, thus proving the reliability of the proposed AA6060 recrystallization 
model. 
Introduction 
The microstructure of 6XXX aluminum alloy extruded profiles is of primary interest for extrusion 
companies since it affects the product performances [1,2]. To date, the relationship between 
process parameters and grain structure evolution is not fully understood due to the high number of 
factors that affects the final microstructure of the profile. For this reason, the scientific community 
is pooling efforts to investigate the recrystallization of aluminum alloys during the extrusion 
process. Moreover, in order to control the final microstructure at a die design stage without 
performing expensive experimental trial and errors, it is mandatory the development of reliable 
models for the recrystallization prediction to be implemented into FE (Finite Element) codes. 

In Fig. 1, a typical microstructural evolution during the extrusion of 6XXX aluminum alloys is 
shown. Two different types of structures can be detected. In the fibrous structure (Fig. 1b,d), grains 
are deeply elongated and they are characterized by a length (the dimension along the extrusion 
direction) several times greater than the width and thickness. Instead, in the recrystallized structure 
(Fig. 1c,e), grains have a spherical equiaxed shape (Fig. 1a) so that they can be characterized by a 
single average grain diameter. The fully recrystallized state is always detectable in the billet 
material as consequence of the casting phase and further homogenization process. Immediately 
after the die exit, the profile always shows a fibrous microstructure (immediate profile quenching) 
due to the strain field applied during the extrusion process. If the profile is not immediately 
quenched and its temperature remains higher than the alloy recrystallization temperature for a 
sufficient amount of time, the structure may recrystallize (fully or partially Fig. 1c,e). If the energy 
stored in the material during the deformation process is lower than a certain critical level, the 
microstructure of the profile still remains fibrous (Fig. 1d). 
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Fig. 1. schematization of the microstructure evolution during the extrusion process of a 6XXX 

aluminum alloy. 
 
During and after the extrusion of 6XXX aluminum alloys, two main recrystallization mechanisms 
can be distinguished: the first, called dynamic recrystallization (DRX), occurs while the material 
is deforming [3]. This phenomenon is related to the material strain field and involves, for low 
stacking fault materials (LSFE), nucleation and grain growth or, for high stacking fault materials 
(HSFE as aluminum alloys), other different behaviours that are still under debate in the research 
community.  

The second main recrystallization mechanism is the static recrystallization (SRX), which occurs 
after the hot deformation and causes the rearrangement of the microstructure through nucleation 
and growth [4]. Several studies have been made to investigate the SRX in the hot deformation 
processes of aluminum alloys also using finite element model simulations [5-7]. However, many 
of these works were performed using laboratory-scale or simple-profile extrusions as experimental 
campaigns. Moreover, none of the investigated models has been extensively tested on extrusions 
of industrial-scale cases or on complex geometry profiles, thus limiting the strain and strain rate 
fields for the modeling validation.  

In this work, an industrial-scale extrusion of AA6060 aluminum alloy hollow profile was 
investigated. Numerical activities involving Finite Element (FE) simulation of the extrusion were 
performed with the commercial Qform Extrusion code. Moreover, an innovative recrystallization 
model was developed, comparing the achieved results with the microstructural data experimentally 
collected for the industrial-scale profile. The final aim of this work was to propose a reliable model 
able to accurately predict the microstructural behaviour in the hot extrusion of AA6060 aluminum 
alloy profiles. 
Experimental Procedure 
The geometry of the profile under investigation is reported in Fig. 2. It was produced by the 
Profilati SpA plant of Medicina (Italy). The production batch involved the extrusion of 17 billets 
and the data about profile exit temperature and extrusion load were acquired during the whole 
process and used to validate the numerical simulation results. The analyzed sample comes from 
the extrusion of the seventh billet in order to have steady-state conditions in the tool-die set.  
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the extruded profile. 

 
In Table 1, the extrusion process and the geometry parameters of billet and tools are reported.  
 

Table 1. Process parameters and geometry tolerances. 

Process parameters and geometry tolerances Profile 
Aluminum alloy AA6060 
Extrusion ratio 27 
Ram speed [mm/s] 8 
Container temperature [°C] 430 
Billet temperature [°C] 480 
Die temperature [°C] 510 
Ram acceleration time [s] 5 
Billet length [mm] 950 
Billet diameter [mm] 203 
Container diameter [mm] 211 
Billet Rest length [mm] 44 

 
The microstructure of the profile is reported in Fig. 3b-g. The investigated samples were grinded, 
polished and etched with electrolytical etching. The images of the etched samples were acquired 
by using polarized light microscopy Zeiss AXIO and the measurement of the average grain 
dimension was carried out according to the ASTM-E112 regulation. The images of Fig. 3 clearly 
show a fully recrystallized microstructure, within an average dimension range of 45 µm to 110 
µm. The analysed samples were taken at the middle length of the extrusion profile, corresponding 
to a ram stroke of 475 mm. From the entire cross-section of the profile, six zones were selected 
(Fig. 3b-g). From each zone, 10 random points were extracted and, in each of these, the dimensions 
of the statically recrystallized diameter were measured. Half of these grain sizes were used for the 
model calibration and the other half for the validation. During the calibration, these values were 
used to find the material constants of the recrystallization model while, during the validation, the 
values were used to assess the accuracy of the model predictions. 
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Fig. 3. Microstructure of the investigated AA6060 profile. 

Modeling 
The static recrystallization kinetic was modeled according to [8]: the average diameter of the static 
recrystallized grain 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 was calculated as following:  

𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑁𝑁−1/3  (1) 

where 𝑁𝑁 is the nucleation density and 𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the fraction of recrystallized material. The 𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 value 
was considered equal to 1 since the acquired images show a completely recrystallized 
microstructure. In order to determine 𝑁𝑁, different nucleation contributions must be considered [8]: 

𝑁𝑁 = 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 + 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶 (2) 

where 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the nucleation occurred from deformation zones around particles larger than a 
critical size. It is often the main nucleation mechanism in 6XXX aluminum alloys which contains 
large undeformable particles, and involves the growth of nuclei in turbulent deformation zones 
with random orientations. 𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 is the nucleation from old grain boundaries and 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶 is the nucleation 
from retained cube grains which survived the applied deformation. These three contributions can 
be calculated as following [8]: 

𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � −𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)� (3) 

𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 =  𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝛿𝛿 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) 𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 (4) 

𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶 =  𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  𝛿𝛿 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 (5) 
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where 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 and 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  are the material constants which need to be calculated in order to 
optimize the model for the investigated AA6060 aluminum alloy. 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the Stored Energy, driving 
force for recrystallization which act in the form of dislocation substructures and concentrations of 
vacancies [9]. 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the Zener Drag Pressure, retarding force for recrystallization which depends 
on the dispersoids size and density and alloying elements in solid solution [10].  

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏2

10
�𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖(1 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(10𝑏𝑏𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖0,5)) + 2𝜃𝜃

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
∗ �1 +𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐

𝜃𝜃
� �� (6) 

where 𝐺𝐺 is the material shear modulus (2.05x1010 Pa), 𝑏𝑏 the Burgers vector (2.86x10-10 m), 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 the 
dislocation density, 𝛿𝛿 the subgrain size, 𝛩𝛩 the misorientation angle and 𝛩𝛩𝛩𝛩 the misorientation angle 
limit (15°). The dislocation density 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 and the misorientation angle 𝛩𝛩 were calculated according 
to [9] as a function of the strain rate 𝜀𝜀,̇ the temperature T and the strain ε (Fig. 4a,b).  
 

 
Fig. 4. a) Dislocation density [9], b) Misorientation angle [9].  

 
The subgrain size and the Zener-Hollomon parameter were calculated according to [11]: 

1
𝑏𝑏

= 𝐶𝐶 (𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)𝑛𝑛 (7) 

𝑙𝑙 =  𝜀𝜀̇ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � 𝑄𝑄
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
� (8) 

where C=3.36x10-9 m-1, n=5.577, Q is the activation energy of the AA6060 (161000 J/mol*K 
[12]), R is the universal gas constant (8.341 J/mol) and 𝜀𝜀 ̇is the maximum strain rate for each point 
of material flow during the extrusion deformation path.  
𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) is the grain boundary area per volume at a given strain and 𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺, which can be assumed as 
𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺=𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶=𝑆𝑆 [13], is the number of subgrain larger than a critical subgrain size 𝛿𝛿∗, calculated as 
followed: 

𝛿𝛿∗ =  4 𝛾𝛾
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

 (9) 

According to what reported in literature [8], 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) was modelled as: 

𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) =  1
𝐷𝐷0

[(𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝜀𝜀) +𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (−𝜀𝜀)  + 1)] (10) 

where 𝐷𝐷0 represents the average grain size in the billet material after the homogenization process.  
According to the work of [10], the Zener Drag pressure is calculated as following: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 3∗𝑓𝑓∗𝛾𝛾
4∗𝑟𝑟

 (11) 
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where 𝑓𝑓 and 𝑟𝑟 are the fraction area and the mean size of the dispersoids, respectively, and γ is the 
grain boundary energy (0.3 J/m^2 [13]). As an approximation, values of 𝑓𝑓 and 𝑟𝑟 were taken from 
the work of [14], where the distribution of dispersoids were analysed in different AA6060 
aluminum alloys (𝑓𝑓= 0.013%, 𝑟𝑟= 125 nm ). 

Numerical Investigation 
The simulation of the analysed extrusion process was performed using Qform Extrusion, a 
commercial ALE (Arbitrarian Lagrangian Eulerian) FE code. The constitutive model used for the 
description of the AA6060 flow stress was proposed by Hensel-Spittel [15]. According to the 
proposed equation (Eq. 12), the material flow stress 𝜎𝜎 depends on the contribution of strain ɛ, strain 
rate 𝜀𝜀̇ and temperature T: 

𝜎𝜎 = 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚1𝑇𝑇 ∙ ɛ−𝑚𝑚2 ∙ ɛ̇−𝑚𝑚3 ∙ 𝑒𝑒
𝑚𝑚4
ɛ ∙ (1 + ɛ)𝑚𝑚5𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚7ɛ ∙ ɛ̇𝑚𝑚8𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚9 (12) 

The values of the Hensel-Spittel constants (m1-m9) used for the simulation of the AA6060 
aluminum alloy, reported in Table 2, were taken from the Qform material database. 
 

Table 2. Hensel-Spittel and for the AA6060 aluminum alloy. 
Parameters AA6060 
A 280 [MPa] 
m1 -0.00461 [K-1] 
m2 -0.16636 
m3 0.12 
m4 -0.02056 
m5 0.00036 [K-1] 
m7 0 
m8 0 [K-1] 
m9 0 

 
The friction conditions between workpiece and tools were also taken from the software database  

according to the default values optimized for extrusion (Table 3). The values of the material 
properties used in the simulation are reported in Table 4. 

 
Table 3. Friction conditions. 

Surface Friction condition 
Billet-Container Sticking condition 
Billet-Ram Sticking condition 
Billet-Die Sticking condition 
Bearings Levanov model (m = 0.3, n = 1.25) 

Table 4. Material parameters for the AA6060 aluminum alloy. 

Material Properties AA6060 
Density [Kg/m3] 2690 
Specific heat [J/kg K] 900 
Thermal conductivity [W/m K] 200 
Thermal expansivity [m/K] 2.34*10-5 
Young’s modulus [GPa] 68.9 
Poisson’s ratio 0.33 
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In order to validate the results of the simulation, the values of the numerical extrusion load and 
profile exit temperature were compared to the experimental ones. With regard to the extrusion 
load, the experimental peak value was found at 23.4 MN while the numerical one at 23.3 MN. 
Consequently, the numerical error in the extrusion load prediction was under the 1%. Moreover, 
the experimental exit temperature of the profile (recorded by using a pyrometer fixed at the exit of 
the die) was found at 557°C while the numerical one at 562°C, with a prediction error close to the 
1%. As a result, the average error in the extrusion load and temperature prediction was found below 
the 1%, thus proving the reliability of the simulation. 
Results and Discussion 
The material constants of the recrystallization model were obtained by applying the Levenberg-
Marquardt non-linear regression algorithm [16], implemented in Matlab®, using as input data the 
“calibration set” of points in which the grain size was experimentally calculated. For each 
considered point, the values of temperature, strain and maximum strain rate were calculated by the 
simulation using Qform software. A different set of points (“validation set”) were used to validate 
the results of the numerical microstructure prediction. 

Considering the trend of eq. 10, since this equation was investigated in rolling processes which 
typically have stain values considerably lower than 10 [8], it has been noticed that for values of 
strain higher than 10 (Fig. 5a), typical of industrial-scale extrusions, the formula returned 
unreasonably high values of 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) and, consequently, of 𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 and 𝑁𝑁. For this reason, 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) has been 
calculated according to eq. 13, limiting the growth of the parameter to a maximum value (Fig. 5b): 

𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀) =  1
𝐷𝐷0
�𝑒𝑒1 − 𝑒𝑒2 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝3 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝4� (13) 

where 𝑒𝑒1, 𝑒𝑒2, 𝑒𝑒3, 𝑒𝑒4 are material constants. These values were added to the other material constants 
and optimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm mentioned above. 
 

 
Fig. 5. a) A(ε) calculated according to Eq. (10), b) schematization of A(ε) calculated according 

to Eq. 13. 
 

The outputs of the non-linear regression method are summarized in Tab. 5. After acquired these 
values, the model was implemented into Qform Extrusion and used to calculate the average grain 
size of the extruded profile. 

In Fig. 6, the numerical simulation of the grain size after the complete SRX is reported. Red 
and blue areas correspond to the part of the profile in which the grain size have higher and lower 
dimensions, respectively. The numerical range of grain size dimension resulted between 52 µm 
and 96 µm.  
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Table 5. Recrystallization model material constants AA6060. 

Material constants AA6060 
𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 5.00021 e13 

𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 872954 
𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 0.0002145 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  0.0002145 
𝑒𝑒1 1.9 
𝑒𝑒2 1.06 
𝑒𝑒3 1 e-7 

𝑒𝑒4 6 
 

 
Fig. 6. Numerical average grain size of the investigated extruded profile. 

 
In Fig. 7, the comparison between experimental and numerical grain size calculated in the 

“validation set” of points is reported. In details, the x-axis represents the diameter of grains 
experimentally measured while the y-axis represents the numerical predicted dimensions. 
Consequently, if the numerical measure perfectly matches the experimental one, the point is 
expected to be exactly on the 45° green line.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental and numerical grain size. 

 
In order to facilitate the understanding of the prediction accuracy, two additional red lines were 

reported corresponding to a ± 25% of error. Since the high number of both process and 
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metallurgical factors affecting the final grain size, the industrial complexity of the analysed 
extruded geometries and the approximations deriving from the selected measurement methodology 
for the experimental analysis of the grain dimension, the range of ± 25% of error, also used by 
Donati L. et al. in [11] for the analysis of a laboratory-scale extruded profile, should be considered 
as a range of excellent prediction accuracy. As can be seen in Fig. 10, over the 95% of the blue 
dots fall within the red lines, thus proving the accuracy of the developed recrystallization model.  
Summary 
In the present work, the development of the recrystallization model of the AA6060 aluminum alloy 
was carried out together with the FE simulation using Qform Extrusion code. The microstructural 
analysis of the profile was performed and the collected data were used for the validation of the 
proposed model. The main outcomes of this work can be summarized as following: 

● An innovative static recrystallization model was developed and optimized using the data 
experimentally acquired from the investigate AA6060 extruded profile. 

● The prediction error of the average grain size in over the 95% of the analysed points remain 
below the ± 25% thus proving the good experimental-numerical agreement and the 
reliability of the proposed model. Further investigations are still needed to investigate the 
model accuracy in different AA6060 extruded profiles. 
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Abstract. The friction extrusion (FE) process is a solid-state material processing technique in 
which a translating extrusion die is pressed against a billet/feedstock material in a rotating 
extrusion container to produce an extruded rod or wire. A key aspect of FE is the generation of 
severe plastic deformation and frictional heat due to the relative rotation, leading to an improved 
microstructure. Numerical simulations of FE are highly complex due to contact between the tool 
and the workpiece, and the interplay between thermo-mechanical conditions and the present severe 
plastic deformation. In the present work, a three-dimensional finite element model is developed to 
study the material flow behavior for different extrusion ratios for a 60° die angle during friction 
extrusion. The developed model is numerically validated against experimental data. The spatial 
temperature and strain distributions illustrate the effect of extrusion ratio on the deformation 
characteristics of the extruded aluminum alloys, thereby assisting in understanding the material 
flow behavior.  
Introduction 
Extrusion is a solid state forming process in which a metal feedstock is forced through an orifice 
or die opening in order to obtain a reduction in diameter and increase in length of the feedstock. 
In direct extrusion, the extruded metal is forced to flow in the direction of applied force, while in 
indirect extrusion, the metal flows in the opposite direction. The friction extrusion (FE) process is 
a relatively novel approach compared to conventional extrusion because of the added rotational 
motion. This process was developed and patented in 1993 by The Welding Institute, UK [1]. An 
illustration of the indirect FE setup and mechanism of operation are shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic of friction extrusion setup. The figure is reprinted from [2], under the terms of 

the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0). 
 

FE involves relatively high pressure and relative rotation to force the metallic feedstock in the 
container through the die, resulting in a fully consolidated extrudate. As a result, reshaping billets 
into rods, tubes, and wires is possible through FE. Based on the process features, FE is capable of 
meeting the increasing demand of producing materials with improved mechanical properties [3] 
for application in automobile and aircraft industries. FE also provides a suitable alternative for 
material processing thus lower force and energy are required since more heat is generated via 
friction and rotation as compared to conventional extrusion where preheating the feedstock before 
extrusion is necessary in order to minimize the force required for extrusion. 

The quality of the extrudate has been associated with a number of factors. In FE experiments, 
the extreme changes observed in processing characteristics and microstructural evolution have 
been attributed in particular to the friction condition [4], where the friction condition controls the 
introduced strain and thermal evolution [2,4]. For instance, Peng et al. [5] ascribed the formation 
of hot cracks during extrusion to the material flow governed by the temperature gradient across 
the wire diameter. Furthermore, the work from Yu et al. [6] showed that the die angle has a 
significant influence on the material flow, where the die surface geometry affects the frictional 
heating at the contact region. Therefore, it is of interest to study the influence of variable extrusion 
ratios on the material flow behavior. 

A fundamental understanding of the mechanism of heat generation and related material flow 
during a friction-based process is of high significance because it can minimize the number of trials 
and therefore cost of experiments. Numerical models can help significantly in this regard, where 
a suitable description of the friction conditions is essential for processes like FE to achieve correct 
simulation predictions. Often, a constant friction value with a suitable friction law is used in 
numerical calculations, especially in friction-based processes performed using finite element 
method (FEM). The commonly adopted friction models in FEM are shear and Coulomb friction 
models. Shear friction models with constant friction factor have been applied in FE [7], friction 
stir welding (FSW) [8,9] and refill friction stir spot welding (refill FSSW) [10], whereas the 
Coulomb friction model is less frequently applied [11]. One example includes the application of a 
temperature-dependent friction coefficient in a simulation of refill FSSW [12]. Furthermore, to 
model the material response during thermo-mechanical processing, a constitutive model is also 
necessary, which accounts for the thermal and mechanical effects. One of the simplest models in 
this regard is the Arrhenius constitutive model, which is widely employed to describe the 
relationship between flow stress, strain rate and temperature at elevated temperatures in metallic 
materials [13]. 

In the present model, the effect of extrusion ratio on the process and thermo-mechanical 
conditions is studied. The process parameters used are deduced from a force-controlled FE 
experiment. The description of the experimental setup, the numerical method and the simulation 
inputs are presented in the following section. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
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Experimental Setup and Finite Element Method 
The FE process is performed on the FE100 (Bond Technologies, IN, USA), a dedicated friction 
extrusion machine. The tooling setup consists of a rotating 42CrMo4 steel container with charged 
AA2024 billet and an X40CrMoV5-1 die, featuring a 60° die angle and 10 mm die bore sizes as 
shown in Fig. 2(a). The experiment is conducted only for the 10 mm die bore with one billet, 
serving as validation data for the numerical simulation. The experiment is performed force-
controlled, where a constant extrusion force of 300 kN and spindle rotation of 90 rpm are applied. 
The temperature was recorded via a K-type thermocouple at two-thirds of the die radius within the 
die, located 18 mm from the die face, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In experiment, the feedstock material 
in the as-cast condition is machined to have a based cylindrical shape of 50 mm length and        
49.50 mm diameter, with a chamfer of 60° angle and 5 mm height at the edge, see also Fig. 3(a). 
The billet is locked against rotation towards the container. For initiating FE, a program step with 
higher rotation and lower force (300 rpm, 50 kN) is used to ensure defined contact between the die 
and feedstock to avoid torque overload. 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic extrusion die showing angle, including the location of the thermocouple (TC). 
Variable die bores are investigated, leading to different extrusion ratios: (a) ER = 25.0, (b) ER 

= 17.36, and (c) ER = 12.25. 
 

The numerical model is set up in DEFORM 3D. The rotating extrusion container and the 
translating extrusion die, Fig. 3(b), are modeled as rigid and meshed with approximately 20,000 
elements each to account for thermal conduction. The workpiece is modeled as rigid-viscoplastic 
material, where an adaptive mesh with approximately 50,000 elements with variable size is applied 
to resolve the thermo-mechanical properties at the contact region with the die as depicted in 
Fig. 3(c). 
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Fig. 3. Process model geometry: (a) Simulation set up and object dimensions; (b) Operational 
mechanism of FE and; (c) Workpiece showing adaptive mesh and a 60° angle at the edge to 

improve initial contact conditions. 
 

The Arrhenius equation, relating strain rate, flow stress and deformation temperature, is applied to 
capture the material behavior during FE [14]. Based on a hyperbolic sine function, the Arrhenius 
equation can be written as: 

  𝜀𝜀̇ = 𝐴𝐴[𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ (𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼) ]𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �− 𝑄𝑄
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅�                                               (1) 

where 𝜀𝜀̇ is the strain rate, 𝑄𝑄 is the activation energy due to thermal deformation, 𝑠𝑠 is the stress 
exponent, 𝐴𝐴 and α are material constants, 𝑅𝑅 is the gas constant, 𝑅𝑅 represents the temperature and 
σ the initial flow stress. Flow stress data of AA2024 alloy are deduced from a hot compression test 
conducted at deformation temperatures between 200°C and 500°C under strain rates of  
0.001-10 s-1 [15, 16]. The following parameters are used: 𝐴𝐴 =  1.96 ∙  108 s-1, 𝛼𝛼 = 0.016𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−1, 
𝑠𝑠 = 4.27 and 𝑄𝑄 = 148 kJ mol-1. Non-isothermal process conditions are applied for all objects 
with reference temperature at 20 °C. Other values used in this simulation to relate different thermal 
interactions between the objects are: 0.02 N s-1 mm-1 C-1 for convection between tools and 
environment, and 11 N s-1 mm-1 C-1 for conduction between workpiece and tools as recommended 
for DEFORM 3D forming operations. 

After several investigations on the two friction models, i.e. shear and Coulomb, a significant 
better agreement between experiment and simulation was obtained by modelling the mechanical 
interaction between the translating die and the rotating container with the workpiece via a Coulomb 
friction model, where a temperature-dependent friction coefficient µ is used [12], see Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Friction coefficient as function of temperature [12]. 

Friction coefficient 0.5 0.36 0.3 0.26 0.2 0.1 0.08 
Temperature (°C) 20 160 200 300 400 500 600 

 
Although the experiment is performed force-controlled, due to numerical stability reasons, the 
simulation is performed displacement- or velocity-controlled, respectively. The die speed applied 
in the simulation is deduced from the die velocity during the FE experiments with the FE100 as 
shown in Fig. 4, and a rotational speed of 90 rpm is applied on the die. 
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Fig. 4. Experimental die velocity obtained from the force-controlled experiment for ER 25.0 with 

FE100, which is used as simulation input. 
 

Results and Discussion  
As shown in Fig. 5, the results of the velocity-controlled simulation are in good agreement with 
the force-controlled experiment for both force and thermal history. During the deformation, the 
rapid increase in force and temperature at the onset of the process is related to the initial “cold” 
state of the workpiece, i.e. deformation resistance, and filling of the die angle cavity before 
extrusion. After the initial ramp-up, the process force shows a quasi-steady state due to sufficient 
material softening achieved. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental and simulation results for (a) process force and (b) 

thermal history for ER 25.0. 
 
The generated heat is directly related to the temperature; therefore, material softening depends on 
the contact condition and mechanical interaction between the workpiece and the extrusion die.  
Fig. 5 shows the calculated spatial temperature distribution at the interface between the workpiece 
and extrusion die. The maximum temperature is obtained at the contact layer to the die as shown 
in Fig. 6, because of the direct interaction between the rotating workpiece and translating extrusion 
die. The maximum temperature decreases with decreasing extrusion ratio viz, 551°C, 525°C, and 
511°C, see Fig. 6(a), (b) and (c), respectively. This effect is attributed to less frictional heat with 
decreasing extrusion ratio, which is consistent with the findings of Baffari et al. [7] for a 90° die. 
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Fig. 6. Spatial temperature and strain distribution results for different extrusion ratios: (a) ER 

25.0, (b) ER 17.36 and, (c) ER 12.25. 
 
Next to the temperature, the resulting material deformation plays a crucial role in terms of the 
resulting microstructure and quality of the extrudate. Fig. 6 depicts that strain values close to the 
die orifice are higher compared to the rest of the workpiece. This is due to the edge of the die 
orifice, which induces severe plastic deformation on the workpiece during processing. 
Consequently, higher extrusion ratios induce more severe plastic deformation leading even to 
maximum strain values of 75. It is evident that the strain distribution is less homogeneous with 
decreasing extrusion ratio; see Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Material flow velocity for different extrusion ratios: (a) 25.0, (b) 17.36 and (c) 12.25. 

 
In FE, the mechanical interaction between the die and workpiece leads to thermo-mechanical 
conditions as described above, which are strongly influenced by the transition between the 
container and die, in particular, the die orifice. A homogeneous material flow is assumed to occur 
due to homogeneous deformation and, in this regard, better mechanical properties. As illustrated 
in Fig. 7, a higher probability of homogeneous material flow is observed at high extrusion ratios. 
The origin of the homogeneous material flow for high extrusion ratios can be traced to more severe 
plastic deformation induced. As depicted in Fig. 7, the velocity distribution region marked by 
points (A) and (B) decreases as the extrusion ratio decreases. The non-homogeneous material flow 
for the low extrusion ratio in Fig. 7(c) is attributed to less deformation due to sliding tendencies 
between the workpiece and the die. 
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Summary 
The process simulation of the friction extrusion (FE) process accurately predicts the force and 
thermal history occurring in the force-driven FE experiment. The following conclusions are drawn: 

● The maximum temperature is predicted at the contact region between the die and the 
workpiece for all cases due to direct mechanical interaction.  

● Die geometry has a profound effect on the resultant thermo-mechanical conditions.  
● A higher extrusion ratio leads to more uniformly distributed and higher values of maximum 

strain due to increased severe plastic deformation.  
● At high extrusion ratios, the material flow is more homogeneous, and therefore a superior 

properties of the extruded rod could be anticipated. 
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Abstract. Cold forging processes, such as cold extrusion and in particular the Samanta process, 
provide a considerable potential for improvement in gears production. The method behind the 
Samanta process is based on the principle of cold extrusion in stacks. After partial forming of a 
workpiece, another workpiece is inserted into the die in order to eject a completely formed gear in 
the direction of the punch movement. Although this operating principle offers great potential for 
high-volume production, the industrial relevance of this process is limited by disadvantages such 
as high tool loads, limited gear accuracy and deformations on both face ends of the gear wheel. In 
order to overcome the technological challenges associated with the Samanta process, the die 
geometry was adapted. In this case the die operating surface was modified in terms of an extended 
forming zone length combined with an undercut in the tooth cavities of the die. In this paper the 
numerical results for this novel process regarding the correlations between geometric die 
parameters and resulting process data, such as punch force, contact pressure and die filling, are 
presented. The spline-based tool was methodically varied between one linear and two square 
(concave, convex) designs and was numerically evaluated using Deform 3D™ software. 
Introduction 
As an integral part of the modern automotive and mechanical engineering industry, gears are used 
in a wide variety of drive systems. Due to the high demands placed on gears in terms of 
performance, operational reliability and smooth running, they are usually manufactured using 
machining processes [1,2]. Machining processes, especially for gear production, are time and 
material consuming. Due to the ecological disadvantages of machining processes, it is important 
to find better alternatives in the long term. Cold forming is an alternative with a high potential for 
substituting machining processes. Cold extrusion in particular offers the possibility of producing 
gears with high output and improved material utilisation. In addition, the gears benefit from 
process-related strain hardening and an uninterrupted fibre structure [3]. The most common 
process for cold extrusion of gears is the Samanta process, in which the blanks are pressed in stacks 
through a toothed die. In this process, the workpiece is partially formed, then the punch is retracted 
and a new workpiece is inserted into the die. By extruding the second workpiece, the partially 
formed and thus toothed workpiece is ejected downwards out of the die, enabling the manufacture 
of a fully toothed workpiece [4]. Due to the established die geometry in this process, there are 
some process-specific disadvantages, such as an extreme tool load, shape and dimensional 
deviations of the gearing and deformations on the face ends of the workpiece. To overcome these 
disadvantages, a new process based on the Samanta process was developed at the Institute for 
Metal Forming Technology in Stuttgart, Germany. The so-called Guided Material Flow (GMF) 
process differs from the Samantha process by means of a modified die operating surface. Main 
feature of this redesign is an extended extrusion shoulder and thus forming zone. This extended 
forming zone is hypothetically intended to distribute the required forming work over a longer 
stroke and therefore reduce the die load. An improved accuracy of the extruded gear is expected. 
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Extending the extrusion shoulder increases the friction surface between the workpiece and the die. 
Hence, an undercut was added into the die cavity as a second feature in order to compensate the 
increase in friction surface.   
Cold Extrusion of Gears 
Samanta process. 
The Samanta process is a special process in the field of cold extrusion which can be performed 
with full and hollow blanks. The special feature of the process is the characteristic process 
principle, which is shown schematically in Fig. 1a. Blank 1 is placed in the die and partially formed 
by means of the hollow punch and the mandrel in the first phase of the process. For the second 
phase, the hollow punch and the mandrel are retracted until blank 2 can be loaded. Due to the 
partial forming of blank 2, blank 1 is completely pressed through the toothed active surface of the 
die. Thus, the toothed workpiece is dropped out the die on its lower side, eliminating the need for 
an ejection process [4]. No ejection simplifies the tools, eliminates the risk of ejector marks and 
offers the potential for higher production output [5]. Using the Samanta process a gear accuracy 
with a tolerance class between 10 and 11 for helical and straight gears can be achieved. However, 
the automotive sector demands gear accuracies of IT 6 or better [6]. In addition, gears formed 
using the Samanta process exhibit typical features such as partial tooth underfilling (inflow area) 
on the bottom side and “crown-shaped” deformation on the top side of the gears (see Fig. 2b). Both 
of these areas necessitate material removal by machining, which reduces material utilisation of the 
process and also calls for additional production steps [7]. 

Fig. 1. Samanta process, a) process principle, b) toothed workpiece (according to [8,9]). 
 

Guided Material Flow (GMF) process. 
Based on the process principle of the Samanta process, a novel process for the cold forming of 

gears was developed at the Institute of Metal Forming Technology. The GMF process is a cold 
extrusion process for full and hollow blanks. It differs from the conventional Samanta process in 
the design of the operating die surface. Fig. 2a shows the sectional view of the tooth cavity in the 
GMF process and Fig. 2b a comparison of the die design between the two related processes.  
Comparing both designs, two decisive features appear crucial: Characteristic 1 consists in the 
significantly extended length of extrusion shoulder and thus forming zone of the die. This has the 
effect of distributing the required forming work over a longer stroke, which on the one hand 
decreases the maximum punch force and on the other hand increases the friction surface between 
the die and the workpiece. In order to compensate the increased friction surface, the die cavity was 
modified by an undercut. Therefore, characteristic 2 consists of an undercut in the die cavity 
located at the area of the tip circle diameter of the toothing. This undercut highlighted with purple 
colour in Fig. 2a serves to induce a contact separation between the die and the workpiece in the 
area of the tooth tip of the formed gear. Through this new design of the die active surface in the 
GMF process, the maximum punch force could be reduced by about 38% compared to a similar 
Samanta process [10]. Decreasing the maximum punch force leads to a reduction of elastic die 
deflection and thus to an improved accuracy of dimension and shape of the gearing as well as to a 
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reduction of tool wear. All geometric die parameters in the design of the die operating surface of 
the GMF process were determined based on practical experience in the field of cold forming within 
the scope of preliminary investigations. The complex die surface was designed by simulative 
evaluation and iterative adaptation of the individual contours (see Fig. 2) on different levels along 
process direction. Since the tooth cavity varies steadily in process direction, the material flow is 
controlled systematically, which finally led to the name of this novel process.  

Fig. 2. GMF process, a) sectional view of die cavity, b) comparison of die design  
with Samanta process. 

 
The initially designed die model was not suitable for the performance of comprehensive numerical 
investigations within the scope of a research project. The reason for this is the large number of 
geometric parameters and thus process influencing variables. Therefore, the number of geometric 
die parameters was significantly reduced in a new die model. Main objective of this simplification 
was performing a numerical analysis more effectively in order to identify relationships between 
geometrical die parameters and relevant process data in the GMF process. New design of the die 
used in the GMF process was achieved by means of splines and mathematical functions, as shown 
in Fig. 3. As boundary conditions for the adaptable design of the GMF die, the tip and root 
diameters of the involute toothing were selected. These two boundary conditions located at the 
respective ends of the forming zone enabled the geometrical profile of the extrusion shoulder to 
be implemented as a polynomial function f(z). Corresponding polynomial function f(z)=an-zn+an-

1-zn-1+...a1-z1+a0 allows the variation of the geometric profile of the extrusion shoulder by changing 
the exponent. 

This paper presents the numerical results for the linear and quadratic versions of the extrusion 
shoulder geometry in the GMF process. Aim of the numerical investigations was to determine the 
effect of different extrusion shoulder geometries on relevant process data during cold extrusion of 
gears in the GMF process. For this purpose, the toothing to be formed was kept fixed and the shape 
and length of the extrusion shoulder were varied for each version. The variation of the linear 
extrusion shoulder version was based solely on the forming zone length, since in this case the 
extrusion shoulder angle results from the gear data. In the case of the quadratic extrusion shoulder, 
there are two types - convex and concave. They differ in terms of the sign of the coefficient for the 
highest order of polynomial in the polynomial function. In the evaluation of the simulation, the 
geometric modification of the quadratic polynomial function is based on the angle α at the vertex 
of the parabola (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Sectional view of re-designed die cavity in the GMF process with variation of extrusion 
shoulder profile. 

 
The undercut in the area of the tip circle diameter of the gearing was designed with a spline as a 
guide curve. This spline was approached by four points as boundary conditions. The first point 
was at the beginning (z0), the second at the very end of the forming zone (zn) and thus also define 
the starting and end points of the spline. Two further points are located at 1/3 and 2/3 of the forming 
zone's length. The radial position of the two points along the spline was defined in relation to the 
tip diameter of the teeth. Point P1 was defined 0.1 mm and the point P2 0.3 mm larger than the tip 
diameter of the toothing.  
Numerical Investigations 
The numerical investigations were intended to determine any effects of geometric changes on the 
die operating surface in the GMF process and on significant process parameters. Analysis was 
performed by variation of design of the extrusion shoulder and numerical computation of the punch 
force, the contact pressure on the die and the die filling. By adjusting the coefficients of the 
polynomial function within most suitable intervals, a methodical evaluation could be conducted. 
Through numerical preliminary investigations, suitable range of intervals for the polynomial 
coefficients were determined for the very first practical trials. The geometric profile of the undercut 
was not varied in this FE analysis. 

Simulation setup.  
Fig. 4a shows the general setup of the simulation model in software Deform 3D™. All 

simulations within the numerical analysis were conducted according to this depicted simulation 
setup. In order to perform a DOE study based on 3D models, a corresponding simulation had to be 
set up for each process variation. Here, only the die models were replaced. Punch and die in 
simulation were implemented as rigid objects. The hollow workpiece segment of 4,615 ° (half 
tooth) has a height of 25 mm was defined as a plastic object made of material 16MnCr5. 
Workpieces were modelled with 80,000 mesh elements and simulatively deformed at room 
temperature at a punch speed of constant 40 mm/s. The friction in the simulation was defined as 
shear friction with a friction factor of 0.12 [11]. All dies were designed for extrusion of the same 
gear geometry. The simulated gear has involute teeth with a modulus m of 1 mm and a number of 
teeth z of 39. Dimensions of gear and utilized simulation data are listed in Fig. 4b. In the DOE, the 
extrusion shoulder geometry was varied between a linear and two quadratic (concave, convex) 
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geometries. Also, the length of the extrusion shoulder and therefore the forming zone length as 
well as the tangent angle α at the apex of the quadratic extrusion shoulder were varied between 
30°, 50° and 70° within predefined intervals. 

Fig. 4. Simulation, a) Setup in Deform 3D™, b) Gear dimensions and simulation parameters. 
Results and Discussion 
This chapter presents the numerical results for geometrically varying extrusion shoulder versions 
in the GMF process in relation to relevant process parameters. Relevant process parameters in cold 
extrusion do include the punch force, the contact pressure onto the die active surface and the die 
filling of the toothing. A comparison with the conventional Samanta process for forming the same 
gear (see Fig. 4b) also was performed. 

Linear design for extrusion shoulder in GMF process. 
As shown in previous publication [10], the highest contact pressure onto the die surface is 

located in the area of the extrusion shoulder and thus at the root circle diameter of the formed 
toothing.  
Fig. 5 shows the numerical results for the DOE study with a linear extrusion shoulder. The red 
dashed line in the diagram represents the numerical reference results obtained from simulation of 
the conventional Samanta process with an equivalent simulation setup. Based on preliminary 
numerical investigations, the forming zone length was varied between 2 mm and 13 mm for 
analysis objectives. Beyond this interval, no complete die filling or increased process forces were 
detected using the linear extrusion shoulder in the GMF process for forming this gear. The results 
in Fig. 5 indicate that the die in GMF process having a linear extrusion shoulder design in every 
case is exposed to lower loads compared to the conventional Samanta process. The conventional 
Samanta process requires a maximum punch force of 430 kN, and, in contrast, the linear design of 
die in GMF process requires 415 kN (2mm length of forming zone) with a decreasing tendency as 
the forming zone length increases. This shows that when extending the forming zone length from 
2 mm to 9 mm, the maximum punch force can be reduced from 415 kN down to 270 kN. In case 
of lengths of forming zones beyond 9 mm, the peak punch force converges to this measured value. 
Also, underfilling in the tooth tip occurs at a forming zone length of 13 mm. Comparing the results 
with the conventional Samanta process reveals that with the linear design of die in the GMF 
process for forming this gear, a punch force reduction of approx. 38 % can be achieved. In addition, 
it can be observed that the contact pressure in the die also decreases as the forming zone length 
increases. Thus, the maximum contact pressure decreases from 2,920 MPa (length of forming zone 
equals 2mm) to a value of 2,150 MPa (length of forming zone equals 12 mm). Compared to the 
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conventional Samanta process, a reduction in die contact pressure from 3,000 MPa to 2,150 MPa 
also was achieved, which equals a drop by approx. 28 %. 

Fig. 5. Numerical results for linear extrusion shoulder geometry in GMF process. 
 

Quadratic design of extrusion shoulder in GMF process. 
In this chapter, the numerical results for a concave and a convex extrusion shoulder design 

being used for the GMF process are presented. The geometry of the extrusion shoulder with a 
quadratic polynomial function was varied based on the angle α. Here, the numerical investigation 
was performed at three different angles α - 30°, 50° and 70° (as shown in Fig. 3). In addition, the 
forming zone length was varied between 15 mm and 40 mm by 5 mm increments.   

Concave extrusion shoulder design.  
The chart in Fig. 6 summarizes the numerical results of the GMF process with a concave 

extrusion shoulder at an angle α of 30° and 50°. For the concave design with a tangent angle α of 
30° (see Fig. 6a), obviously, the maximum punch force appears independent from the length of 
forming zone. Also, a maximum punch force of approx. 280 kN was determined. Thus, almost the 
same punch force reduction can be achieved with this process as with the linear extrusion shoulder 
design. Furthermore, the maximum contact pressure with this concave extrusion shoulder (α=30°) 
was observed at the same level as in the conventional Samanta process. Fig. 6 b shows the 
numerical results for the GMF process with concave extrusion shoulder design having an angle α 
of 50°. By increasing the tangent angle α at the vertex of the parabola from 30° to 50°, the level of 
the maximum punch force decreases marginally. Also, analogous to Fig. 6a no dependence was 
found between the forming zone length and the maximum punch force when using an angle of 50° 
at the concave extrusion shoulder. In this figure the maximum punch force consistently remains at 
a level of approx. 268 kN. It was found also, that the maximum contact pressure in this process 
was calculated as high as in the conventional Samanta process. As the forming zone length 
increases, underfilling of the toothing occurs, starting at a forming zone length of 20 mm. Such 
underfilling was also found in the process variant with a tangent angle α of 70°, regardless of the 
forming zone length. This underfilling was always found in the area of the tooth tip, since the 
corresponding extrusion shoulder design achieved insufficient material displacement in radial 
outward direction. 
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Fig. 6. Numerical results for concave extrusion shoulder geometry in GMF process,  
a) α=30°, b) α=50°. 

 
Convex extrusion shoulder design.  
The diagrams in Fig. 7 summarise the results of the convex extrusion shoulder in the GMF 

process with tangent angle α at 30°, 50° and 70°. Fig. 7a illustrates the results of the convex process 
version with angle α at 30°, indicating a significant reduction of the maximum contact pressure 
compared to the conventional Samanta process. The contact pressure of this extrusion shoulder 
design seems to correlate inversely with the maximum punch force. While the maximum punch 
force may reach a local maximum at a forming zone length of 25 mm, a local minimum of the 
maximum contact pressure appears here. In addition, the maximum punch force for this convex 
extrusion shoulder design appear remarkably lower than in the conventional Samanta process, 
irrespective of the forming zone length. However, even the lowest value of the maximum punch 
force in this process variant is higher than the lowest in the process variants having a concave 
design. Furthermore, underfilling also occurs at the toothing tip starting at a forming zone length 
of 35 mm.  

Fig. 7. Numerical results for convex extrusion shoulder geometry in GMF process,  
a) α=30°, b) α=50°, c) α=70°. 

 
Fig. 7b shows the numerical results for the convex extrusion shoulder design in the GMF process 
with an angle α of 50°. The results are almost identical to the results for the convex version with a 
tangent angle of 30°. One difference however is observed: the maximum contact pressure does not 
show a clear correlation with the maximum punch force. Fig. 7c shows the numerical results of 
the convex extrusion shoulder in the GMF process having an angle α of 70°. By increasing the 
tangent angle α up to 70°, an underfilling of the tooth tip already occurs at a forming zone length 
of 15 mm. This underfilling also occurs at a forming zone length of 20 mm. A further increase of 
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the forming zone length results into complete die filling. Increasing the angle to 70° also leads to 
a general reduction in the maximum punch force for the convex extrusion shoulder variant. In 
addition, a local maximum of the maximum punch force at a forming zone length of 25 mm was 
observed. Maximum contact pressure was calculated at a level of 2,500 to 2,700 MPa and therefore 
was found lower than the maximum contact pressure occurring in the Samanta process. Hence, the 
maximum contact pressure appears nearly independent from the tangent angle α for the convex 
extrusion shoulder design in the GMF process. 

Analysis of material flow.  
An analysis of the material flow in Fig. 8 shows that the geometric shape of the extrusion 

shoulder has a significant influence on the material flow. Blue dots in that figure indicate contact 
areas between workpiece and die.  

Linear extrusion shoulder design. 
The linear extrusion shoulder design as depicted in Fig. 8a results into a steady increase of the 

friction surface between workpiece and die during the process. Friction surface at the tooth flanks 
increases only slightly when increasing the forming zone length, resulting into a reduction of the 
maximum punch force due to the forming work distribution. In Fig. 8b a difference in flow velocity 
of the material in the cavity and at the centre of the blank can be detected. The difference of about 
5 m/s consists at a horizontal level on the blank. Due to this fact, there is a temporary reduction of 
the tooth height during the process. Here, the reduction of the tooth height is hindered by any 
effects of friction between the workpiece and the die in the area of the tooth flank. When enlarging 
the forming zone length, the axial material flow near the centre of the blank dominates, which 
evidently reduces the tooth height and finally results in underfilling of the toothing. 

Fig. 8. GMF process at steady condition, a) contact area, b) material flow velocity. 
 

Concave extrusion shoulder design. 
Due to its shape, the concave extrusion shoulder design leads to a radial displacement of the 

material into the tooth cavity mainly at the lower end of the extrusion shoulder. This means that 
the effect of the undercut is barely noticeable and that the friction surface between workpiece and 
die in the area of the tooth flanks becomes minimal. Therefore, the friction surface and thus also 
the maximum punch force appear almost independent of the forming zone length. In the upper area 
of the concave extrusion shoulder, the low angle of the extrusion shoulder leads to a very slight 
deformation of the teeth. The material flows in an axial as well as radially inward direction, which 
causes the instantaneous workpiece in the toothing area to become temporarily smaller than the 
original blank diameter (blank diameter equals tip diameter). The temporary reduction of the tooth 
height results from the different flow resistances in the process along process direction, which 
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results into different flow velocities on the inner and outer diameter of the workpiece. In Fig. 8b, 
the maximum difference in flow velocities in process direction is observed around 10 mm/s. The 
low friction surface between the workpiece and the die in the area of the tooth flank favours the 
reduction of the tooth height, as the accumulated material can flow unhindered into the centre of 
the blank. As the forming zone length increases and the angle α increases, the reduction of the 
tooth height dominates, resulting into underfilling of the toothing. 

Convex extrusion shoulder design.  
In the convex shoulder design, depicted in Fig. 8, the main part of the tooth forming occurs in 

the upper area of the extrusion shoulder. As a result, the material in the upper area of the extrusion 
shoulder increases marginally in diameter compared to the original blank diameter. This means, 
the cavity is filled with material at the start of the process and the friction surface between the die 
and the workpiece increases rapidly. Due to the gradual tapering of the cavity in process direction, 
the die cavity was completely filled towards the end of the stroke. However, at mid-height of the 
extrusion shoulder, it can be observed that the material flows in a radially inward direction, causing 
the tooth height to temporarily decrease. Reason for this is also the differing flow velocity of the 
workpiece material in process direction. Enlarged friction surface between workpiece and die in 
the area of the tooth flank hinders the reduction of the tooth height, since the accumulated material 
is held in the die by the friction forces and the die tapering. Therefore, the tooth height reduction 
is less prominent in this process. When using the convex extrusion shoulder designs at 30° and 
50°, a complete die filling was not achieved as the forming zone length increases. The more the 
forming zone length increases, the more material flows in the radially inward direction and thus 
the tooth height decrease seems to dominate. The reduced volume of workpiece material in the 
cavity cannot be compensated by tapering the tooth cavity to a complete die filling. In case of the 
process with a tangent angle of 70°, a complete die filling could not be achieved at small forming 
zone lengths. The reason for this is the big tangent angle in the upper area of the die shoulder. This 
steep design in the upper part of the forming zone results into a low radial displacement of 
workpiece material. Less material is thus displaced into the cavity at the start of the process. 
Moreover, the shortened forming zone length prevents any further displacement of material 
volume into the cavity. The material in this process variant is not formed sufficiently towards the 
cavity into the toothing area, which is why the axial material flow dominates here. As a result, 
despite the taper of the cavity in process direction, the die is not completely filled. An extension 
of the forming zone length results into complete die filling, as more material can be formed into 
the cavity through a longer path of the extrusion shoulder. 
Summary  
In this paper, the newly invented GMF process was numerically investigated under variation of 
the extrusion shoulder design. The extrusion shoulder design was modelled internally by linear as 
well as quadratic polynomial functional splines. Using this model, a three-dimensional simulation 
was performed to form the required gearing shape, whereby the geometric parameters of the 
extrusion shoulder were varied. In this way, the model of die was modified in the simulation 
between the two extrusion shoulder types (linear, quadratic), the forming zone length and the 
tangent angle α at the vertex of the quadratic polynomial function. As a result, the influence of 
these parameters on the maximum punch force, the maximum contact pressure acting internally in 
the die and the die filling of the gearing could be determined. In summary, it can be stated that a 
significant reduction of the maximum punch force can be achieved when using the new GMF 
process compared to the conventional Samanta process. In the case of a linear extrusion shoulder 
design, a steady decrease in the maximum punch force was observed when enlarging the forming 
zone length from 2 mm up to 12 mm. Overall, a reduction of the maximum punch force by approx. 
38% was achieved compared to the conventional Samanta process. For the concave extrusion 
shoulder design, it was found that the maximum punch force remains almost independent of the 
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forming zone length. A reduction in the maximum punch force equal to that of the linear extrusion 
shoulder design was also achieved here. Maximum contact pressure was calculated at the same 
level as with the conventional Samanta process. With the convex variant, only a slight reduction 
in force and contact pressure was observed. Authors as next will focus on progressive optimisation 
of the die´s active surface, since a reduction of the maximum punch force by somewhat 50% was 
detected compared to a corresponding Samanta process design. The numerical results have also 
shown that the different extrusion shoulder geometries lead to different flow velocities of the 
material in the cavity and near the centre of the blank. This effect strongly influences the 
underfilling of the tooth at the lower end of the gear. Although the linear and concave shoulder 
designs show extremely low process forces, the inlet area was found extended in these variants 
compared to the concave shoulder design. This in fact results into a higher loadable gear height 
when applying the convex shoulder design, so, more effort will be put on further numerical 
investigations to assess the tooth underfilling in the inlet area. Therefore, future developments will 
consider the loadable gear height in order to analyse the grade of material utilisation in these 
processes. 
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Abstract. Crystallographically and magnetically textured but dimensionally limited NdFeB 
permanent magnets produced by hot deforming processes such as die-upsetting and back-extrusion 
have been extensively researched in the past [1]. In order to investigate the possibility of producing 
longer magnets which can subsequently be cut to the required length, the extrusion of permanent 
magnets was investigated as a further hot deformation process. For this purpose, the process 
control with regard to the tools used as well as the process parameters were modified from the 
common forming processes for extrusion. Therefore, a praseodymium-substituted NdFeB powder 
was encapsulated in steel and extruded by varying the extrusion ratio (9.9:1 & 13.9), the billet 
insert temperature (800°C & 850°C) and the extrusion speed (0.6 - 10.5 mm/s). In addition, the 
glass lubrication system was changed during the experiments. Since the resulting magnetic 
properties for hot deformation depend on the produced anisotropy, texture analyses were also 
carried out in the first step by means of X-ray diffraction on the cross-sections of the produced 
strands. For the parameter variation, strands could be realized with the applied concept. However, 
cracks were found in the magnetic material for all tests. Based on the texture analyses, anisotropy 
could be generated in the magnet material for all strands. 
Introduction 
Permanent magnets based on NdFeB are widely used in further areas due to their excellent 
magnetic properties in the form of high energy product (BH)max. For anisotropic magnets, this is 
based on an alignment of the hard magnetic Nd2Fe14B phase during the manufacturing process. In 
addition to the sintering route, in which a magnetic field must be applied during the manufacturing 
process for alignment, anisotropy can also be achieved by hot deformation (Figure 1). The 
advantage of this is that no magnetic field is required [1]. In order to improve the coercivity of 
sintered magnets, neodymium is often substituted in parts with dysprosium in many alloys. 
However, this is characterized by low availability and a high price. As a further substitution 
variant, it is possible to add praseodymium to the powder alloys without strongly affecting the 
magnetic properties. The lower purchase price compared to neodymium plays a decisive role in 
this case [2-4]. Another approach to improve the coercivity is to keep the grain size of the magnets 
as small as possible [5,6]. Due to the production method of the powder for the hot- deformation 
processes, these are especially distinguished for this purpose. 

Here, the magnetic powders for further processing are produced by the melt-spinning process. 
In this, the molten starting material is applied to a wheel at high rotational speeds. The material 
spun off undergoes very rapid cooling and grain sizes in the sub-µm range are achieved. In the 
final powder, the grains are present in the platelet-shaped particles without crystallographic 
preferred orientation. Die-upsetting and back-extrusion are two forming processes that have 
already been intensively researched and applied in practice [1,7]. They can be used to produce 
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block magnets or ring magnets with high magnetic properties. As already mentioned, these high 
magnetic properties are based on the formation of a suitable texture by hot-deforming. In the die-
upsetting example, the powder is first hot compacted. This step is carried out in an argon 
atmosphere, since the powder tends to oxidize at the high operating temperatures. The pre-
compacted blank is then hot-deformed. In this process, the formation of anisotropy is based on the 
fact that a liquid phase is formed at the grain boundaries and the grains undergo preferential grain 
growth in the a-axis direction of the tetragonal NdFeB unit cell. The grain growth is thereby fed 
by diffusion processes in the liquid phase [8-12]. Fig. 1 compares the manufacturing processes for 
sintered magnets and for the hot-deformed magnets (die-upsetting and back-extrusion) with the 
manufacturing approach studied in the experiments. In addition, the anisotropy achieved for the 
hot-deformed magnets is shown based on the C-axis orientation of the Nd2Fe14B phases.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Manufacturing processes of NdFeB magnets via sintering and hot-deformtion as well as 

the chosen investigation approach via extrusion [13]. 
 

The present investigations are intended to provide initial information on the conditions under 
which the extrusion of Pr/NdFeB is possible. For this purpose, in contrast to die-upsetting, the 
process control is adapted in such a way that pre-compaction at high temperatures is avoided and 
the powder is thus pressed directly. In order to obtain a first impression of the magnetic properties, 
texture measurements are carried out on the samples according to the correlation between these 
and the anisotropy achieved in the material. 
Experimental Procedure 
A Dy-free powder alloy with Nd substituted by Pr was used for the tests. The alloy composition is 
shown in Table 1. This was produced by the company Magnequench by means of the melt-spinning 
process for further processing by hot-deformation. Furthermore, Table 1 shows the particle size 
distribution of the powder used. 
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Table 1. Alloy composition and particle size distribution of the powder used. 

element Nd Pr Dy B Co Ga Fe 

[ICP%] 7,80 22,60 0,00 0,88 3,90 0,49 64,33 

Particel sizes by 
mesh & max. 

diameter 

>40 
>425 µm 

>60 
>250µm 

>100 
>150µm 

>200 
>75µm 

>325 
>53µm 

>375 
>45µm 

<375 
<45µm 

[wt.%] 0,0 19,7 40,1 27,5 4,8 1,4 6,5 

 
Direct extrusion was selected as the process for hot-deforming. For this, the set-up shown in Fig. 
2 consisting of die (Hot work tool steel 1.2367) with ceramic ring insert (Al2O3), inlet ring 
(1.2367) with half die angle of α = 60°, glass pad, evacuated capsule billet with applied glass 
lubrication (slurry) and dummy block (1.2367) in a container with a diameter of 85 mm was used. 
The extrusions were carried out on the 8 MN extrusion press of the Extrusion Research & 
Development Center (TU Berlin). 
 

 
Fig. 2. a) Illustration of the experimental setup; b) Assembly of die, ceramic ring, inlet ring and 

glass pad; c) evacuated capsule billet with glass layer. 
 
The powder was extruded in the encapsulated and evacuated form shown above, since the powder 
tends to oxidize at the forming temperatures applied. Accordingly, a capsule was first 
manufactured from mild steel (1.0577) with an outer diameter of 80 mm and a wall thickness of 8 
mm, and then filled with the powder. In order to increase the output, the powder was also cold pre-
compacted before evacuation.  Furthermore, a two-part glass-based lubrication system, consisting 
of a glass pad and a glass layer sprayed onto the billet, was used for the extrusions. The purpose 
of this is to minimize friction and provide thermal insulation against the tools (container, die with 
ceramic ring, inlet ring and dummy block). The operating temperature of the mentioned tools was 
set to 500°C for the experiments. In the direct extrusion process used, the NdFeB billet together 
with the capsule material is pressed through the die by the dummy block and tapered to form a 
strand. Here, the inlet ring serves to improve the material flow into the deformation zone. The final 
cross-sectional geometry of the strand is determined by the ceramic ring, which represents the 
bearing channel of the die. In the best case, this remains intact throughout the entire extrusion. 

For the tests, the billet operating temperatures, the diameter of the bearing channel, the ram 
speed and the type of glass lubrication system (Reimbold & Strick Handels- und 
EntwicklungsGmbH) used were varied (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Used experimental parameters. 

 

Billet 
operating 

temperature 
[°C] 

Diameter oft he 
bearing channel 

[mm] 

Extrusion ratio 
[-] 

Ram speed 
[mm/s] 

Glass lubrication system with application 
temperature range 

#1 800 27 9,9:1 8,8 Pad: RS2745 0,1-0,4 (780 °C -1140 °C) 
Slurry: RS2745/10,063 (780 °C -1140 °C) 

#2 800 22,8 13,9:1 10,5 as in #1 
#3 850 22,8 13,9:1 8,7 as in #1 

#4 850 22,8 13,9:1 6,8 as in #1 

#5 850 22,8 13,9:1 4,8 Pad: NP7595 0,1-0,4 (620 °C -1000 °C) 
Slurry: GO12649 (620 °C -1000 °C) 

#6 850 22,8 13,9:1 0,6 as in #5 

 
For the qualitative investigations of the extruded strands, visual inspections of the strands were 
carried out on the one hand, and metallographic analyses in the form of X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
were performed on strand cross-sections to show the obtained textures on the other hand. When 
preparing the samples for XRD analyses, they were first grounded with a grit size of 4000 and then 
polished with diamond suspensions at 6 µm, 3 µm and 1 µm levels. The texture measurements 
were performed on the polished cross-sections of the strands in the center and in the edge region 
of the magnetic material. The measurements were carried out at the Department of Metallic 
Materials at the TU Berlin on a diffractometer from the Huber company using a location-sensitive 
detector OED 50 M from M. Braun GmbH. These involved monochromatic Co-Kα radiation (λ = 
0.17887 nm), an accelerating voltage of 40 kV, a current of 25 mA, and a collimator with a 
diameter of 1 mm, and the crystal orientations {004}, {310}, {313}, {410}, {411}, and {006} 
were measured. For the measurements, the samples were rotated azimuthally (φ) in 5° steps from 
0° to 355° and repeated for tilt angle steps (Ψ) of 5° ranging from 0° to 55°. The program MTEX 
was used to determine the orientation distribution functions (ODF) and create the pole figures. 
Results and Discussion 
Fig. 3 shows the resulting strands of the test extrusions. It can be seen that for all test parameters, 
strands could be extruded which also contain magnetic material. In addition, Table 3 summarizes 
the extrusion forces measured during the tests as a function of the stepwise parameter adjustments. 
The total force to be applied by the extrusion press is the sum of the die force and the friction force. 
The forces are determined by load cells which are coupled to the container for the friction force 
and to the die for the die force. In the case of the used container (diameter of 85 mm), the total 
force is also restricted to 6.5 MN in order to avoid exceeding the critical yield stresses of the used 
tools. 

 
Fig. 3. Strands of tests No. 1 to No. 6 (left); 1-3) Pressing defects. 
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Table 3. Measured extrusion forces as function of the stepwise parameter adjustments. 
 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

Parameter adjustments  

Increased 
extrusion ratio 

 
Increase Ram 

Speed 

Increased billet 
Temperatur 

 
Decreased Ram 

speed 

Decreased Ram 
speed 

Changed Glass 
lubrication system 

 
Decrease Ram 

speed 

Decrease Ram 
speed 

Die Force [MN] 4,1 4,9 4,8 5,1 4,4 4,0 

Friction Force [MN] 1,0 1,3 1,5 1,2 0,4 0,3 

Total force [MN] 5,1 6,2 6,3 6,3 4,8 4,3 

 
For test No. 1, the required die force and the friction force between billet and container were 
measured to be 4.1 MN and 1.0 MN, respectively. By increasing the ram speed and decreasing the 
bearing channel diameter, the die force increased as expected to 4.9 MN. The friction force was 
measured at 1.3 MN, resulting in a total force of 6.2 MN to be provided by the extrusion press. 
This results in very high stresses for the ram and the used tools. To counteract these, the billet 
operating temperature was increased and the extrusion speed reduced for test No. 3. However, 
despite the adjustments, 4.8 MN and 1.5 MN were measured for the die and friction forces, 
respectively. It can be assumed that the adjustment of the extrusion speed is not sufficient to 
achieve sufficiently high differences in the mean logarithmic forming speeds which can be 
calculated according to the formula [14]: 
 

𝜑𝜑�̇�𝑔 =  (𝑉𝑉−1)∙2∙𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝐷𝐷0∙𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆

        (1) 

 
Here V is the extrusion ratio, α is the die angle, Do is the container diameter and Ds is the strand 
diameter. The determined small reduction from 7.5 1/s to 6.3 1/s could therefore not be sufficient 
to achieve a relevant reduction in the flow stresses of the material. For test No. 4, the ram speed 
was further reduced. Here, too, no relevant deviations from the values of test No. 2 could be 
observed with 5.1 MN and 1.2 MN. This could equally be attributed to a still slight reduction of 
the mean logarithmic forming speed to 4.9 1/s. In addition, it could be considered for the tests that 
manual loading oft he billet can lead to delays in the extrusion process. 

This means that even short time differences can lead to strong cooling of the billet due to the 
high temperature gradient between the container and the billet, which can also lead to an increase 
in the flow stresses in the deformation zone. In order to further reduce the forces, a new lubrication 
system suitable for use at lower temperatures was used for tests No. 5 and No. 6. At the same time, 
the ram speed was further reduced for test No. 5. As a result, the die and friction forces were 
significantly reduced to values of 4.4 MN and 0.4 MN, respectively. The reduction in the friction 
force, which is measured by load cells attached to the container, can thus be attributed to the 
reduced friction between container and billet surface. The lower die force can also be explained 
by a reduction in friction. In this case it is due to the reduced friction between the billet and die, 
since the measured values for the forming force are recorded via load cells on the die, i.e. 
decoupled from the friction force. The improved material flow at the die, i.e. facilitated by the 
more suitable lubrication system, also improves the formability. For test No. 6, a further reduction 
in the ram speed also resulted in lower values for the die and friction forces of 4.0 MN and 0.3 
MN in the steady-state of extrusion. In contrast to the previous tests, however, this billet could not 
be extruded completely, which resulted in an increase in the total force to a maximum acceptable 
value of 6.5 MN for the test setup, above which forming was no longer achieved with the 
corresponding extrusion force. In this case, it can be assumed that the set low ram speed during 
the extrusion results in excessive cooling of the billet and thus freezing of the billet. Figure 3 also 
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shows the strand lengths obtained. For tests No. 1 to No. 5, the theoretical lengths calculated via 
the volume consistency (approx. 600 mm for ER. 9.9:1; approx. 800 mm for ER. 13.9:1) could be 
achieved, whereby the deviating strand length for test No. 5 is due to a shortened capsule cover of 
10 mm. In accordance with the not completely extruded billet in test No. 6, a reduced strand length 
of 580 mm was realized here. Also extrusion defects for strands No. 1, No. 3 and No. 4 are shown 
in Figure 3. These are cracks in the shell material of the strand areas with magnetic core, which 
are perpendicular to the extrusion direction. The magnet material in these areas is also 
characterized by strong transverse cracks, in some cases also beyond the areas of the shell cracks 
(see Figure 3, detail view 2). Figure 4 shows the theoretical positions of the magnet material as 
well as the real cutting positions for removing the relevant magnet areas in the resulting strands 
for the two different extrusion ratios. The strand sections shown in Figure 5 were extracted 
according to these cutting positions. For reasons of equivalence with respect to strand No. 2, 
strands No. 3 and No. 4 are not shown. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Theoretical position of the magnetic material in the strand (black); removal positions for 

the magnetic material (red). 
 
In addition, Fig. 5 shows the sections through the magnet-filled areas in order to compare them 
with the theoretical material flow. 

While for the experiments No. 1 to No. 5 the section lengths of 330 mm and 420 mm given in 
Fig. 4 were observed due to the complete extrusion of the billets, only a section of 340 mm could 
be taken for experiment No. 6. The cross-sections also show that the magnetic material is present 
in different proportions over the length of the sections. Thus, for all tests, there is a pronounced 
back-end defect at the end of the section, in which the capsule bottom material flows forward in 
the middle of the strand and the magnetic material is therefore present in a ring shaped area in the 
cross-section. On the other hand, a variable area fraction of the magnetic material can also be seen 
in the areas without back-end defect, whereby this decreases over the extrusion. In the case of tests 
No. 5 and No. 6, it can be seen that magnetic material is already present in the strand before the 
theoretically determined position. In the case of test No. 5, it can be assumed that the shortened 
capsule cover is the cause of the displaced position of the magnet. In the case of test No. 6, it could 
be assumed that, due to the low extrusion speed, the flow stresses for the steel are higher than for 
the magnet material as a result of the rapid cooling of the billet. This would result in a pre-flow of 
the magnet material in the center of the strand. Furthermore, in Fig. 5, cracks can be seen in the 
magnet material along the entire strand length for all tests, not just in the defect areas shown in 
Fig. 4. On the one hand these could be explained by insufficient matching of the forming properties 
of the material composite and on the other hand by the difference in the thermal expansion 
coefficients of the two materials. 
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Fig. 5. Resulting strands and strand cross sections. 

 
Fig. 6 shows the pole figures determined by XRD for selected tests at the edge and in the center 
of the magnetic material. For the investigations, sample cross-sections were considered in which 
the area fraction of the magnetic material was the largest. Since the pole figures for tests No. 2 to 
No. 5 do not show any decisive differences, these are represented for the edge by test No. 2 and 
for the center by test No. 3.  

In general, an orientation of the lattice structure can be determined for all tests, both at the edge 
and in the center, in which the (002) planes are preferably perpendicular to the cross-sectional 
plane and rotated with respect to the extrusion direction. The (100) planes are primarily oriented 
in the cross-sectional plane or perpendicular to it. According to these orientations, the (110) planes 
are thus preferably rotated by 45° to the orientation of the (100) planes, as can be seen in Fig. 6. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that a certain proportion of the (001) planes are oriented horizontally 
in the cross-sectional planes, especially in the measuring positions at the edge. This indicates that 
an theoretically expected anisotropy is more pronounced in the center regions. In theory, the hot-
deforming of Pr/NdFeB results in an anisotropy in which the (002) planes are perpendicular to the 
applied pressure direction. This can be seen in the die-upsetting and back-extrusion processes (Fig. 
1). Consequently, in the process used here, a radial orientation of the c-axes of the tetragonal unit 
cell, corresponding to the anisotropy in back-extrusion magnets, would ideally be expected in the 
cross-sectional area of the strand. 
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Fig. 6. Pole figures determined by XRD at the edges and in the center of the strands; the colored 

legend represents the intensity range of the displayed pole figures. 
 

For the occurrence of the perpendicular to the extrusion direction orientated (002) planes in the 
edge region, it can be assumed that, due to too rapid cooling of the magnetic material, no sufficient 
rotation of the grains in the liquid phase required for hot deformation is possible at the extrusion 
speeds used because of the large temperature gradient between the container and the billet. 
Consequently, the temperatures in this area could drop too quickly into the temperature range of 
the solidifying temperature of the liquid phase. A similar argument can be made for test No. 6 in 
the center of the strand. Here, the possibly too slow pressing speed for the experimental setup 
could lead to a rapid cooling of the billet down to the center of the material and thus cause the 
observed superimposed anisotropy. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the not achieved radial 
anisotropy can be explained by insufficient shear of the material based on the possibly too low 
selected extrusion ratios. In general, it should be noted that for further tests to optimize the 
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anisotropy, the tools must be adapted with regard to realise a constant Temepratur in the billet over 
the entire extrusion. 
Summary 
With the selected test setup for direct extrusion of encapsulated magnetic powder, strands with 
magnetic material or at least partial strands (Test No. 6) could be processed for all parameters. A 
pronounced back-end defect was observed for all strands. For some strands, partial cracks of the 
strand shell and and in these areas strong cracks in the magnetic material perpendicular to the 
extrusion direction could be observed. In addition, the magnet material was riddled with finer 
cracks in all tests. In future, consideration can be given here to adapt the capsule material in order 
to better match the flow properties to the magnet material in the temperature range used. 

Furthermore, a comparable texture was produced in the edge areas and the centers of the magnet 
material in all tests. In this, the c-axes of the Pr/NdFeB unit cell were preferably perpendicular and 
rotated with respect to the extrusion direction. Purely radial anisotropy of the magnet material 
could not be generated. 

In summary, it can be assumed that the excessive temperature gradient between the tools and 
the magnetic billet led to an unfavorable cooling for the process. For further tests, it is useful to 
develop a concept that allows higher operating temperatures to be realized for the tools in order to 
counteract the decrease in Temperature of the magnetic material during extrusion. In addition, to 
enhance shear and thus anisotropy, an increase in the extrusion ratio may be considered. 
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Abstract. Friction extrusion (FE) is a solid-state process categorized as an energy-efficient 
process, utilizing the intrinsic friction-induced heat to plasticize and manufacture fully 
consolidated extrudate from various feedstocks, i.e. solid billet, chips and powder. Friction in the 
relative motion between the feedstock and the non-consumable die generates heat as well as 
imposes severe plastic deformation; this combination enables dynamic recrystallization and 
refinement of the microstructure. This study demonstrates the feasibility of directly extruding 
aluminum alloy powder into fully consolidated wire in a single step process. The extrudate is free 
of noticeable defects and shows predominantly homogeneous microstructure along the cross-
section of the wire. The powder evolution upon passing through the die orifice was investigated in 
terms of morphology and microstructure. Additionally, the mechanical properties of the extrudate, 
i.e. microhardness and ultimate tensile strength, were compared to solid billets of AA7075 in 
different temper states and shows adequate mechanical properties without possible post-heat 
treatments.     
Introduction 
Friction extrusion (FE) process, developed and patented by Thomas et al. [1] in 1993, is used to 
extrude diverse materials, i.e. aluminum [2], magnesium [3] and copper [4] alloys. FE, 
schematically shown in Fig. 1, differs primarily from classical extrusion in the relative rotational 
motion, utilizing the well-established concept from friction stir welding (FSW). Friction occurs at 
the interface of the feedstock and the die, which introduces shear deformation and elevated 
temperature, resulting in the initiation of recrystallization and grain refinement. Three essential 
control factors in FE, i.e. axial force, rotational speed and die geometry, determine the extrudate 
properties and geometry, which have been extensively studied in the literature for different 
materials. The effect of the rotational speed and extrusion force was investigated and the rotational 
speed as the critical process parameter determined [5,6]. The die geometry not only defines 
extrudate shape but also affects the material flow prior to extrusion. Darshell et al. [7] and Halak 
et al. [8] discussed the influence of different die profiles and angles, respectively. 

The FE from powder feedstock has attracted particular interest in the past few years, as it 
demonstrates the ability to extrude rod and tube directly from powder precursor [9,10] and led to 
better mechanical properties, such as ductility and electrical conductivity, compared to 
conventional analogous processing techniques [11]. Additionally, friction consolidation (FC) 
process that can be viewed as the FE without a die orifice, revealed the formation of the 
supersaturated solid solution of the immiscible alloy, which initiates the potential to achieve novel 
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properties [12]. Strain and strain rate prior to FE are the decisive factors of the extrudate properties 
and have been studied using marker materials in solid billet feedstock [13]. In contrast to a solid 
billet feedstock, additional consolidation is necessary for powder FE. Furthermore, the influence 
of powder flow ability on strain and strain rate needs to be considered. Despite the numerous 
advantages of using powder as feedstock in FE and the possibility of accomplishing novel 
properties, the material flow of powder in front of the die is still rarely studied. 

To understand the consolidation and deformation of the powder feedstock during FE, the 
present study analyzes the powder evolution within the residual feedstock, in particular of the 
powder shape alteration and the elimination of powder boundaries. In addition, the microstructure 
and properties of the extrudate are studied.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the FE process, including two machine parts, container and die. 

 
Materials and Methods 
Aluminum gas-atomized 7075 powder with a particle size smaller than 106 µm, stored in dry air, 
was used in this study. The dedicated friction extrusion machine FE100 manufactured by Bond 
Technologies was used. The machine allows forces up to 1000 kN, torques of 3500 Nm and 
rotational speeds of 1000 rpm. Along with high-speed data acquisition, FE100 enables the 
exploration of broad parameter combinations. The two essential tooling parts, shown in Fig. 1, 
namely a rotating powder container machined from 4140 steel with an inner diameter of 50 mm 
and a hydraulically driven extrusion die with a flat face from H13 steel with a 10 mm die orifice, 
were applied in the current study, which resulted in an extrusion ratio of 25. The temperature was 
recorded via type-K thermocouple embedded 1 mm from the extrusion die surface at a radius of 
16.5 mm. The powders of ~ 150 g were filled in the powder container with a 0.6 mm AA7075 
plate placed on top and pre-compacted with 100 kN to prevent powder spill before extrusion. The 
initial stage of the process applied a rotational speed of 300 rpm with 55 kN to establish complete 
contact between the extrusion die and the material. After the extrusion die advanced for 1 mm, the 
transition to the force-controlled friction extrusion process was conducted via a 10 s ramp. The 
constant 100 kN force with the powder container constantly rotating at 200 rpm were denoted as 
the process parameter in this study. 

After extrusion, the extruded wire and the residual feedstock were sectioned transversely and 
longitudinally to the extrusion direction, respectively, and prepared following standardized 
metallography procedures. The microstructure of the wires was subjected to an additional 
electrolytic etching with Barker’s solution at 20 V for 80 s and inspected with a Leica DMi8 optical 
microscope. In contrast, the microstructure of residual feedstock was analyzed by an FEI Quanta 
650 field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with EDAX Apollo X energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Furthermore, microhardness was tested with an EMCO-
TEST Durascan 70 G5 with a load of 0.2 kg and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was measured by 
an Imprintec i3D BVR according to DIN SPEC 4864. The mechanical properties of the extruded 
wire were compared with the as-received AA7075-T651 bar material and the annealed sample by 
heat treating the sample at 404 °C for 150 minutes followed by oven cooling. 
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Results and Discussion 
The microstructure overview in the cross-section of the extrudate, processed at 100 kN and 200 
rpm, is shown in Fig. 2. No noticeable defects and a fine-grained microstructure were observed in 
the core of the wire, indicating the powder is fully consolidated after FE. Grains, with grain size 
smaller than 10 µm, are predominantly present through the full cross-section of the wire, while at 
the periphery, larger grains up to 50 µm and defects can be noticed. The reasons might refer to the 
extensive residual heat in the die bearing promoting grain growth and the relative rotating motion 
between the extrudate and the die.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Micrograph of etched cross-section of the wire extruded at 100 kN, 200 rpm, including 

enlarged section at the position highlighted by the red frame. 
 

The powder evolution analysis is conducted on the residual feedstock after FE. The overview 
geometry of the specimen can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The left up and down corners of the specimen 
were fractured. Spherical raw powders, Fig. 3(b), have been found within the fracture area, 
indicating that the pre-compaction stage has not affected the powder in these regions prior to FE. 
Several positions at the center of the residual feedstock have been subjected to SEM for a powder 
evolution study. Fig. 3(c-g) reveals the evolution of powder during the FE process. High porosity 
has been identified as highlighted by white circles in Fig. 3(c) in form of void volume between as 
well as pores within individual powders, which is regarded as the starting condition of the powder 
after pre-compaction. The morphology of the powder alters gradually by approaching the die 
orifice and accompanies by the pores removal due to the extrusion force combined with the rising 
temperature and completed in Fig. 3(d). In Fig. 3(e), approximately 6 mm advanced entering the 
die orifice, the powders have been elongated in the extrusion direction, indicating the mechanical 
effect of the tooling has contributed to the FE. The powder boundaries begin to fade, suggesting 
the merge of the powder is potentially under the diffusion route with a much lower temperature, 
maximum 503 °C according to temperature measurement, compared to the conventional sintering 
temperature (580 – 620 °C) for AA7xxx alloys [14]. In Fig. 3(f), the large amount of powder 
boundaries vanishes and suggests that the powder consolidation nearly finished prior to entering 
the die orifice and material flow onwards can be considered similar to FE from a solid billet 
feedstock. However, the different strengths and the flow ability among the pre-compacted powder, 
solid billet or chips have a tremendous impact on the initial heat generation and the heat 
dissipation,  
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Fig. 3. Overview of residual feedstock (a), base powder (b) and powder evolution in the center 

from the left of the specimen (c) to the extrudate (g). 
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Fig. 4. SEM backscatter images from base powder (a) and different distance to the die orifice, 
i.e. 6 mm (b) and 4 mm (c) advanced and 10 mm (d) retreated, and the corresponding EDX 

mapping of Mg and Zn. 
 
which hinder the direct implantation of the strain and strain rate found in the literature for solid 
billet as well as chips feedstock into the powder [13, 15]. After passing through the die orifice, the 
microstructure of the extrudate transforms into the final microstructure as shown at the position of 
10 mm, Fig. 3(g), after the die orifice. No powder boundary has been found, indicating the powder 
is fully consolidated after the FE and further confirming the previous finding in Fig. 2. 

In the aluminum alloy AA7075, two major alloying elements, magnesium and zinc, form the 
MgZn2 phase at the grain boundary, which is observed in all the SEM images as white particles. 
Therefore, the residual feedstock is subjected to EDX to disclose and complement the powder 
evolution in the FE before entering the extrusion orifice. The EDX mapping of the Mg and Zn as 
well as the corresponding SEM backscatter images are shown in Fig. 4(a-d). In the base powder, 
Fig. 4(a), most of the MgZn2 phases are larger and located at the grain boundary, which is the 
typical behavior of this phase in AA7075. The discontinuity observed in the EDX mapping can be 
explained by the re-melting of solid particles [16]. Approaching the extrusion die, the MgZn2 
phases are fragmented into smaller particles under shear and longitudinal deformation or diffuse 
into the grains as reported that FE can form a forced supersaturated solid solution [12]. By 
comparing the different grain orientations in the raw powder, Fig. 3(b), and near the extrusion die, 
Fig. 4(b-d), the transformation of the randomly distributed grains aligned in the extrusion direction 
can be observed, indicating the effect of the deformation. In Fig. 4(b), the capture position is 
adjacent to the powder boundary, where the MgZn2 phases are rarely found, which corresponds to 
the observation of the unprocessed base powder. The reason could be that the rapid solidification 
rate of gas-atomized powder impedes the diffusion behavior of alloying elements on the powder 
surface [16]. Since the melting point of MgZn2 phases is much below the processing temperature 
of FE, the incipient melting of existing phases may occur before the die orifice and could explain 
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the smaller defects observed in Fig. 4(c). However, the huge defects may be due to the isolated 
pores that typically find in powder metallurgy materials [17]. It needs to be mentioned that the 
grain size observed in the SEM images is also below 10 µm and comparable to the base powder. 

The microhardness was evaluated over the cross-section for a part in the middle of the extrudate, 
see Fig. 5(a). The FE extrudate shows a relatively homogeneous hardness, 115.6 HV, except for 
the outer ring with slightly larger grains. At the lower part of the mapping, one region with 
significantly lower microhardness is supposed to be a defect, as observed at the periphery of the 
cross-section in Fig. 2. By comparing the extrudate to AA7075 alloys in different temper states, 
T6 and O, Fig. 5(b), the hardness is 67 % of AA7075-T6 and 80 % higher than the annealed state. 
AA7075 is a precipitate hardenable alloy, and T6 temper is the peak artificial aging. Therefore, 
the lower hardness after high temperature exposure during FE (maximum measured temperature 
of 503 °C) is expected due to the dissolution of strengthening precipitates. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Microhardness mapping of the cross-section for the extrudate (a) and comparison to the 

base material in different temper states. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Ultimate tensile strength for the extrudate and comparison to the base material in 
different temper states. 
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The UTS of the FE extrudate as well as for AA7075-T6 and AA7075-O is shown in Fig. 6. The 
extrudate UTS is 467.3 MPa, which shares the same trend as the microhardness, with 90 % of the 
T6 state and 59 % more than the annealed state. The recrystallization and the grain refinement 
enabled the improvement of the mechanical properties; however, the precipitate strengthening 
effect dictated the mechanical properties of 7075 alloys, and the further increase of UTS after 
artificial aging has been proven [18]. The UTS value is comparable to the FE from AA7075 solid 
billet feedstock [8, 18], indicating full consolidation of the powder during FE.  
Summary 
In the present study, friction extrusion based on powder material was investigated in terms of 
extrudate microstructure as well as powder evolution in front of the extrusion orifice. The fully 
consolidated wire was successfully extruded directly from the powder feedstock. Additionally, the 
mechanical properties of the final extrudate were analyzed. The main findings are summarized as 
follows: 

● Fully consolidated wire with predominantly homogeneously distributed fine grains and no 
noticeable defects in the core is successfully extruded from powder feedstock without a 
complex powder metallurgy procedure. Larger grains and defects are observed at the 
periphery of the wire; hence, a cooling system has been planned to introduce to prevent the 
grain coarsening issue. 

● The combination of pressure and elevated temperature leads to extensive porosity removal 
within the powder feedstock, followed by the elongation of powder particles in the 
extrusion direction as well as the elimination of powder boundaries finally forming the 
consolidated extrudate.  

● Adequate mechanical properties without post-heat treatment, comparable results to 
extrusion from solid billet feedstock, and the potential to improve the properties by 
applying artificial aging are achieved and demonstrated. 
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Abstract. In copper extrusion, the dies are continuously subjected to high thermo-mechanical 
stress. This results in elastic and plastic die deformation as well as extensive wear. To estimate the 
strain of possible hard phase surface modifications during service, knowledge of the deformation 
behavior of the extrusion dies is required. Therefore, the plastic deformation of dies made of four 
different tool materials was investigated in the present study. The applied tool materials were hot-
work tool steel 1.2367, special hot-work tool steel CS1, nickel-based alloy 2.4668 (Alloy 718) and 
cobalt-based alloy 2.4775 (Stellite 1). 3D scans of the dies were created, both in the initial state 
and after each of three extrusion cycles, utilizing structured-light scanning. The extrusion trials 
were carried out using an 8MN extrusion press configured for direct extrusion and billets made of 
commercially pure copper Cu-DHP (CW024A). By evaluation of the 3D scans, the progression of 
plastic die deformation was determined in dependence on the tool material. Finally, the results 
were compared to corresponding numerical investigations on die deformation. 
Introduction 
In the product portfolio of copper extrusion plants, semi-finished products such as rods and tubes 
represent one of the largest items. The processing temperatures of copper-based alloys are usually 
in the range of 600-1050°C, which is why the extrusion tools are subjected to high thermo-
mechanical stresses [1]. This results in elastic and plastic die deformation as well as extensive 
wear [2]. In order to counteract plastic tool deformation, high-temperature nickel- and cobalt-
based alloys are used as tool materials in addition to the widely used hot-work tool steels [3]. One 
possible approach to reduce adhesive and abrasive wear is the application of hard phase surface 
modifications like coatings or diffusion layers [4]. These can offer good resistance to abrasion and 
adhesion due to their great hardness and possibly high chemical inertness [5]. However, some of 
these surface modifications also exhibit quite brittle deformation behavior, which entails the risk 
of cracking or ablation when the substrate is overly deformed. 

To estimate the strain of the surface modifications during service, knowledge of the deformation 
behavior of the dies is required. For this purpose, tool deformation was investigated in a previous 
study by means of FEM-based numerical analyses [6]. In the present study, the extrusion dies were 
3D scanned to determine the actual die deformation and to compare it with the results of the 
simulations. One die each made of the tool materials hot-work tool steel 1.2367, special hot-work 
tool steel CS1, nickel-based alloy 2.4668 (Alloy 718) and cobalt-based alloy 2.4775 (Stellite 1) 
was 3D scanned in the initial state and after each of three extrusion cycles using structured-light 
scanning. Evaluating the 3D scans, the progression of plastic die deformation was determined in 
dependence on the tool material. In conclusion, the experimental results were compared with those 
of the numerical investigations. 
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Experimental Procedure 
In order to investigate the plastic deformation behavior of dies during copper extrusion, a die was 
designed according to literature [1] and four pieces were manufactured using different tool 
materials. A CAD-model of the die design is given in Fig. 1. The applied tool materials were hot-
work tool steel 1.2367, special hot-work tool steel CS1, nickel-based alloy 2.4668 (Alloy 718) and 
cobalt-based alloy 2.4775 (Stellite 1). Due to the low toughness of the cobalt-based alloy and the 
resulting high risk of cracking, an insert (Ø60 x 20 mm) was shrink fit into a holder made of 
1.2367. Furthermore, all dies were equipped with a thermocouple to measure the profile exit 
temperature. Billets were prepared from copper alloy CW024A (Cu-DHP) and extrusion trials 
were carried out on the 8MN extrusion press of the Extrusion Research & Development Center. 
The extrusion press was configured in direct extrusion setup and the extrusion forces were 
recorded with integrated load cells. The applied extrusion parameters as well as die and billet 
dimensions are listed in Table 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Illustrations of the die geometry: a) CAD model and b) photograph. 

 
Table 1. Die dimensions and extrusion parameters. 

Semi die 
angle 

Outer 
Diameter 

Bearing channel 
diameter 

Bearing channel 
length 

Inlet radius 

75° 95 mm 15 mm 10 mm 2 mm 
Ram speed Extrusion 

ratio 
Billet 

temperature 
Billet 

dimensions 
Tool 

temperatures 
20 mm/s 40.1 : 1 850 °C Ø92 x 300 mm 500 °C 
 
 
Structured-Light 3D Scanning.  
The creation of virtual copies of the dies enables the study of the progression of plastic 

deformation and the comparison with numerical analyses. Therefore, the dies were scanned using 
an AICON smartSCAN-HE structured-light scanner. The test volume was 161 mm x 208 mm x 
130 mm and with a test distance of 397 mm the resulting average distance between measuring 
points was 0.064 mm. To keep measurement time and data volume low, only the upper third of the 
dies, which contains the functional surface, was scanned (see Fig. 2, a). Each die was scanned in 

 

a) b) 

50 mm 
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the initial state to set a benchmark and after each of three extrusion cycles. Prior to each scan an 
anti-reflective coating was applied to the dies to avoid interfering reflections. The 3D scans 
generated surface meshes, which were imported in the software GOM Inspect 2019 for further 
analysis. In order to determine the plastic deformation of the dies after individual extrusion cycles, 
a scan of a die in its current state was superimposed on the scan of the initial state in each case (see 
Fig. 2, b). Using the local-best-fit function of the software and the thermocouple receptors as 
reference point, an accurate positioning of the two surface meshes was achieved. Subsequently, an 
area comparison was performed, in which the distance to the nearest point of the mesh in the 
current state is output for each point of the benchmark mesh (see Fig. 2, c). 
 

 
Fig. 2. Data processing sequence for the analysis of 3D scans: a) import of the generated 

surface mesh, b) superimposing two meshes from different states of the die, c) surface 
comparison of both meshes, and d) legend for surface comparisons. 

 
Results and Discussion 
Extrusion Trials and Structured-Light 3D Scanning.  
As basis for the investigation of the progressive tool deformation, a reference scan was made of 
each of the four dies in their initial state. Subsequently, a total of twelve extrusion trials with 
consecutive 3D scans was carried out using the four dies made of different tool materials and 
performing three repetitions per die. On average, the maximum die force was 3.4MN and the 
highest temperature measured in the bearing channel was approximately 800 °C [6]. The results 
of surface comparisons of the die made of hot-work tool steel 1.2367 are presented in Fig. 3. Detail 
a) of Fig. 3 depicts the comparison between the benchmark scan and the state after the first 
extrusion cycle. Considering the lateral surface, an expansion of approx. 0.03 mm is observed. 
Since the dies were manufactured with an undersize of 0.25 mm with respect to the container bore, 
at least elastic expansion of the lateral surface is to be expected during the extrusion process. 
However, the measured expansion suggests that the yield strength of the material has been 
exceeded and plastic deformation has occurred. Corresponding to the radial expansion of the 
lateral surface, a significant lowering of the outer area of the conical face was observed (0.02-0.04 
mm). This lowering diminishes towards the center of the die. Inlet radius and bearing channel also 
exhibit a plastic change in geometry. On average, a diameter reduction of approx. 0.02 mm and 
0.01 mm is found at the radius and in the bearing channel, respectively. This deformation is due 
to an exceeding of the yield strength, considering the very high temperatures present in the bearing 
channel (superficially above 800°C). A more detailed discussion of the acting forces and resulting 
deformations is provided in a later section of this study by means of numerical investigations. The 
comparison between benchmark scan and the state after the second extrusion cycle is shown in 

 

a) b) c) 

d) 
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Fig. 3, b). No significant differences can be observed on the lateral surface compared to the state 
after the first extrusion cycle. There are two reasons for this. On the one hand, plastic deformation 
induces strain hardening at small strains, as is shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the stress required to cause 
further plastic deformation is higher than in the first extrusion cycle. However, since the process 
conditions and therefore the acting forces are approximately equivalent for all extrusion cycles, 
the stress present in the material is not sufficient to cause further plastic deformation. On the other 
hand, the deformation of the die in this area is geometrically limited by the inner diameter of the 
container bore. At the inlet radius and bearing channel, a slight diameter enlargement was 
measured. This does not correspond to the expected material behavior, since an increase in plastic 
deformation is to be expected due to the high temperatures and stresses. One possible explanation 
is the mechanical post-processing of the dies functional surfaces in preparation for the respective 
3D scan. Due to the strong adhesion of copper to the die materials, it was necessary to remove 
adhering copper and lubricant residues (graphite-based) using fine sandpaper and polishing fleece. 
A slight removal of tool material could not be completely avoided. Following the third extrusion 
cycle, this phenomenon can also be observed on the lateral surface of the die (see Fig. 3, c). In the 
area of the bearing channel, in turn, a significant increase in plastic deformation and thus reduction 
of diameter was measured. This amounts to approx. 0.02-0.03 mm after three extrusion cycles. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Surface comparisons for the die made of hot-work tool steel 1.2367 in different states: a) 

after one, b) after two, and c) after three extrusion cycles. 
 

 

a) b) c) 
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Fig. 4. True stress-true strain curves of hot-work tool steel 1.2367 and special hot-work tool 

steel CS1 at 500°C and 800°C, obtained by means of hot compression tests  
at a strain rate of 0.005 s-1 [6]. 

 
Compared to the hot-work tool steel 1.2367 shown so far, the lateral surface of the die made of 

special hot-work tool steel CS1 does not expand to any significant extent (see Fig. 5). This is due 
to the elevated hot strength of CS1 in the temperature range of 500-650°C (see Fig. 4). The slight 
decrease in lateral surface diameter can be explained, analogously to the die made of 1.2367, by 
the mechanical post-processing for cleaning the die. In the bearing channel, on the other hand, a 
strong increase in plastic deformation with the number of extrusion cycles is seen. As a result of 
the reduced hot strength at temperatures above 750°C, significantly greater deformation occurs in 
the vicinity of the inlet radius and bearing channel than with hot-work tool steel 1.2367. At the 
inlet radius, a mean lowering of 0.01-0.02 mm (1st cycle), 0.04 mm (2nd cycle) and 0.04-0.06 mm 
(3rd cycle) was observed. In the bearing channel, the diameter reduction after the first cycle is 
0.01-0.02 mm on average with a local peak of 0.04 mm, followed by 0.02-0.04 mm (2nd cycle) 
and 0.05-0.06 mm (3rd cycle). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Surface comparisons for the die made of special hot-work tool steel CS1 in different 

states: a) after one, b) after two, and c) after three extrusion cycles. 
 

 

a) b) c) 
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In contrast to the two hot-work tool steels investigated, the die made of the nickel-based alloy 
2.4668 (Alloy 718) shows only very slight plastic deformation overall. As shown in Fig. 6, no 
remarkable increase in plastic deformation is observed over three extrusion cycles. The evaluation 
of the 3D scans showed only a diameter reduction of up to 0.02 mm in the bearing channel. At this 
point, the excellent high-temperature properties of the nickel-base alloy become apparent [7]. Due 
to almost invariant high-temperature strength up to temperatures of 700°C [6] and the work 
hardening occurring in the area of the inlet radius and bearing channel, the unchanged process 
conditions of the three extrusion cycles do not lead to any significant change in die geometry. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Surface comparisons for the die made of nickel-based alloy 2.4668 in different states: a) 

after one, b) after two, and c) after three extrusion cycles. 
 

The surface comparisons for the die made of cobalt-based alloy 2.4775 are shown in Fig. 7. 
With regard to the use of an insert in combination with a tool holder, there are some distinctive 
features to be considered when evaluating the 3D scans of this die. Since the shrink-fit of the insert 
was realized only by insertion and not by pressing, setting of the insert occurred during the first 
extrusion cycle. As the relative positioning of insert and tool holder no longer corresponds to the 
benchmark, the alignment of the surface meshes in the evaluation was carried out taking only the 
insert into account. Therefore, a strong displacement results for the tool holder, as can be seen in 
Fig. 7. The asymmetry of this displacement suggests that the insert was slightly tilted relative to 
the holder either in its initial state or after setting. For the insert a lowering of the conical face by 
0.01 mm was detected in proximity to the tool holder. Furthermore, a large-area and uniform lifting 
of the area around the inlet radius by 0.01 mm, and a diameter reduction of the bearing channel by 
0.01 mm were measured (see Fig. 7, a). These dimensional alterations remained unchanged over 
the course of the further extrusion cycles (see Fig. 7, b and c). Due to the excellent hot strength of 
the cobalt-based alloy [3], no measurable plastic deformation was expected in the material under 
the stresses and temperatures encountered. Rather, it is suspected that due to an inaccurately 
manufactured fit in the tool holder, the insert experienced a bending during setting, causing the 
outer area to lower and the area close to the center to raise. 

 

 

a) b) c) 
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Fig. 7. Surface comparisons for the die made of cobalt-based alloy 2.4775 in different states: a) 

after one, b) after two, and c) after three extrusion cycles. 
 

Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Obtained Die Deformation Data. 
In parallel to the extrusion trials, FE analyses were carried out in order to numerically model 

the die deformation. For this purpose, the FE-software DEFORM 2D was used and a rotationally 
symmetric model was built. The visco-plastic deformation behavior of copper was modeled using 
flow stress data gained by means of hot compression tests. In the first step of the FE analysis, 
which represents the extrusion process, the dies were modeled rigid. In the subsequently performed 
decoupled die stress analysis, elasto-plastic models were implemented to describe the material 
behavior of the different die materials. The identification of the required flow behavior of the tool 
and billet materials as well as model design and verification are described in detail in [6]. Since 
only very small deformations in the range of a few microns are predicted for the two tools made 
of 2.4668 and 2.4775, solely the two hot-work tool steels investigated will be discussed below. 
Fig. 8 and 9 illustrate the deformation of the dies estimated by the numerical analyses. The contour 
of the die in the initial state is represented by the green line and the deflection of the bulk material 
(magenta) has been scaled up by a factor of 10 for better visualization. The displacement after the 
third extrusion cycle is indicated by vectors. Fig. 8, b) and c) depict the total displacement at the 
edge between lateral surface and outer perimeter of the conical face. Analogous to the 3D scans of 
the extrusion dies, the simulation predicts a significantly pronounced plastic deformation of the 
hot work tool steel 1.2367 (0.017 mm) compared to CS1 (0.006 mm). While the value for 1.2367 
is underestimated by about 40%, simulation and 3D scans match for CS1. 
  

 

a) b) c) 
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Fig. 8. a) 2D FE-Model of the extrusion die and estimated totals displacement at the lateral 
surface after three extrusion cycles for the use of b) hot-work tool steel 1.2367 and c) special 

hot-work tool steel CS1. 
 
Fig. 9, b) and c) show the absolute displacement of the die material in proximity to the inlet radius 
and bearing channel. For hot-work tool steel 1.2367, the estimated lowering is approx. 0.02 mm. 
The diameter reduction of the bearing channel by 3 microns is negligible. This again reveals a 
considerable underestimation of deformation by the numerical model, since the measured diameter 
reduction was 0.02-0.03 mm. The same applies for CS1, which is estimated to have both a major 
lowering of the inlet radius (0.035 mm), and a noticeable diameter reduction of the bearing channel 
(0.016 mm). These values are again underestimated by up to 40% and 70%, respectively. One 
reason for the inaccuracy of the simulation is the underlying simplicity of the elasto-plastic 
material model chosen, since neither creep nor fatigue phenomena are taken into account. 

 
Fig. 9. a) FE-Model of the extrusion die and estimated totals displacement at the inlet radius 

after three extrusion cycles for the use of b) hot-work tool steel 1.2367 and c) special hot-work 
tool steel CS1. 

 

 

 
a) b) c) 
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The cause of the observed displacements are pressure differences in the extruded material. As 
illustrated in Fig. 10, the normal pressure acting on the die decreases from the conical face towards 
the bearing channel. Consequently, stress states are created in the die material which, if sufficiently 
intense, cause a plastic material displacement in extrusion direction and towards the die center. 
This effect is more pronounced for the special hot-work tool steel CS1, since its yield strength at 
temperatures above 750°C is lower than that of 1.2367 (see Fig. 4). At lower temperatures, strain-
induced hardening would counteract the increasing plastic deformation as the yield strength shifts 
to higher stresses under repeated loading [8]. However, in the case of high temperatures, softening 
mechanisms take effect that counteract strain-induced hardening and prevent a significant increase 
in yield strength. Therefore, further plastic deformation occurs upon re-loading. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Normal pressure acting on the die surface in proximity to the inlet radius. 

Summary 
For the purpose of studying the progression of plastic die deformation during copper extrusion, 
trials with dies made of four different tool materials were performed. Geometric measurement of 
the dies was conducted before and after each of three extrusion cycles using 3D structured-light 
scanning. The evaluation of the scans and the comparison with numerical investigations resulted 
in the following findings: 

● Due to their limited hot strength in the temperature range above 600 °C, the hot-work tool 
steels investigated are subject to significant plastic deformation that progresses with the 
number of extrusion cycles. 

● Both the nickel- and cobalt-based alloy exhibit very little plastic deformation, irrespective 
of the number of pressing cycles. 

● The results of the numerical investigations indicate a very good agreement with the 3D 
scans. Both the direction of the displacement and the influence of the tool material can be 
reproduced accurately by the simulation. However, with the given material models, the 
absolute values of displacement are underestimated by the simulation. 
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Copper 

5 mm 
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Abstract. During the extrusion process, high temperatures are generated, due to friction and 
deformation works, potentially leading to profile and die defects. Among the suggested solutions 
aimed at controlling the thermal field of the process, the most accredited one involves the 
manufacturing of cooling channels at the mating face between the die and a third plate. Despite 
the proven efficiency of well-designed channels, the main drawback lies in the managing of the 
many variables involved that strongly affect the cooling efficiency and balancing. In this frame, 
aim of the work is to investigate the applicability of the topological optimization tool, proposed 
by COMSOL Multiphysics software, for the design of cooling channels in extrusion dies. To 
validate the tool, an industrial case study has been selected and results compared between not 
optimized and optimized cooling solutions. 
Introduction 
Temperatures developed during the hot extrusion of industrial aluminum profiles are frequently 
nearby critical thresholds that can be detrimental for the profile quality, the die lifetime and the 
overall productivity [1]. To face the issue, one of the most efficient solution lies in the flowing of 
liquid nitrogen in a channel milled and drilled in the mating surface between the die and a third 
plate, the backer, incorporated in the tooling set as support to limit the die deflections [2]. Even if 
the use of nitrogen nowadays represents a consolidated industrial practice due to its proved 
efficiency [3,4], the channel design still represents a challenge due to the many variables involved, 
strongly affecting the fluid-dynamic and thermal performances of the nitrogen flow [5]. To date, 
nitrogen cooling channels are still designed based on die makers experience and their effectiveness 
judged merely by observing the out coming profile, a practice motivated by the complexity and 
cost of a continuous experimental monitoring of cooling efficiency: a glossy surface states a good 
design, a matt one a poor design. However, the surface appearance is mostly related to the gaseous 
nitrogen flowing from the channel’ outlets that creates an inert atmosphere around the profile 
reducing oxidation, rather than to the overall channel performances. Nevertheless, this drawback 
can be overcome by the adoption of reliable numerical models at the process and channel design 
stage able to return continuous maps, in space and time, of all the parameters required to properly 
judge the selected solution. In addition, the level of complexity force not only through numerical 
approaches, but also demands for automated, robust and comprehensive methodologies.  

If many works have been reported on aluminum extrusion FE (Finite Element) modelling [6,7], 
stating the robustness and reliability of the approach, only recently Reggiani and Donati [8], and 
Pelaccia et al. [9,10] proposed a comprehensive numerical model for the prediction of the thermal 
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gradient during the extrusion process with nitrogen cooling. In addition, very promising results 
have already been achieved, by the same authors, by integrating the comprehensive FE model in 
an optimization platform able to change the channel sections iteratively and automatically along 
the path [11]. However, the main limitation of the procedure lies in leaving the optimizer free to 
vary only the cross-sections point by point, but not the path. More challenging and ambitious is 
the topological optimization applied to cooling channels that allows to attain any path within the 
design space, instead of dealing with a predefined configuration. 

Currently, topological optimization is widely used in many engineering applications at the 
concept level of a design process, including the optimization of cooling channels in injection molds 
[12] and stamping tools [13]. However, to the best of the authors knowledge, a free-shape 
topological optimization has never been applied for the design of cooling channels in extrusion 
dies, thus motivating the proposed work. 

Therefore, in this context, an industrial case study previously investigated [10] has been selected 
to present and validate the approach. The process parameters and the experimental settings were 
selected as input for the subsequently numerical analysis. The original channel design, merely 
based on the die-maker expertise without the support of the simulation, was compared in terms of 
cooling efficiency with the new one designed using the numerical approach based on topological 
optimization. 
Experimental Analysis  
The Fig. 1 shows the tooling set composed by the mandrel, die and backer [10]. The mandrel with 
five portholes was designed to obtain the industrial hollow profile shown in Fig. 2a, while a planar 
cooling channel was manufactured in the backer surface in contact with the die (Fig. 1c).  
 

  

 

a) b) c) 
Fig. 1. The tooling set: a) mandrel; b) die; c) backer with the cooling channel [10]. 

 

 

 

 

a) b) c) 
Fig. 2. a) Profile drawing, b) thermocouple locations in the die, c) thermocouple locations in the 

backer; dimensions in millimetres report the acquired depths of the thermocouple holes [10]. 
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Eleven thermocouples were positioned within the tooling set (Figs. 2b and 2c) in order to 
monitor the temperature field during the whole extrusion process. Five thermocouples were placed 
in the die around the bearings where the highest temperatures were generated (M7 was broken 
during the trials), six in the backer by following the nitrogen path with the aim to evaluate the 
cooling channel performances. The experimental campaign consisted in the extrusion of seventeen 
AA6060 billets in different conditions of extrusion speed and nitrogen flow rate. In detail, four 
different conditions were evaluated, excluding the first billet used to warm up the tooling set: the 
extrusion process without nitrogen cooling using the standard ram speed of 8 mm/s selected by the 
extruder (billets 2-4), the extrusion process with nitrogen valve opened at 40% maintaining the 
standard ram speed (billets 5-8), the extrusion process with nitrogen valve fully opened 
maintaining the standard ram speed (billets 9-12) and the extrusion process at increased ram speed 
of 50% (12 mm/s) by continuing to use the maximum nitrogen flow rate (billets 13-17). The 
thermal history of the tooling set recorded by the thermocouples is reported in Fig. 3. At first, it is 
worth nothing the temperature difference of about 200°C already in the uncooled condition 
between the cooling channel plane and the bearings, a trend that highlights the great distance 
between the cooling channel and the area where the highest amount of heat is developed. In the 
die, the thermal field showed a rapid rise in temperature in all thermocouples during the extrusion 
of each billet and a subsequent temperature decrease during the dwell time for the billet change. 
On the other hand, the heat exchange between the hot die and the less warm backer made more 
stable the temperatures in the backer, showing minimal differences between the extrusion phase 
and the billet phase change.  

 
Fig. 3. Temperature history of the whole extrusion process [10]. 

 
By analyzing in detail the thermal history of the fourth billet (steady-state uncooled condition), 

it was detected the highest value of 565 °C in the bearings recorded by thermocouple M3, 
positioned closer to the short side of the profile without wings (Fig. 2b). Moreover, the 
thermocouples M6 and M5, positioned respectively near the wings and at the center of the lower 
side, acquired the same maximum temperature of 560 °C. The lowest temperature of 525°C was 
recorded by M4, located at the center of the upper side. In the backer, the lowest temperatures of 
300°C and 311 °C were registered by the thermocouples P1 and P2 respectively, located along the 
initial portion of the cooling path. Thermocouples P3, P4, P5 and P6 were positioned in the die 
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and recorded temperatures of 313 °C, 355 °C, 360 °C and 345 °C, respectively. Notably, the higher 
radial distance of thermocouples P1-P3 than thermocouples P4-P6 from the profile exit was the 
cause of their temperature’ differences.  

Starting from the thermal field of the fourth extrusion, it is immediately clear the inefficiency 
of the cooling channel design since not significant change in temperatures was found both in the 
backer and in the die when the nitrogen valve was opened at 40% (billets 5-8). The same trend was 
obtained in the die from the ninth to the twelfth extrusion when the maximum nitrogen valve was 
used. Also during the last extrusion, after eight billets extruded with nitrogen cooling, the heat 
removal in the die had a limited effect visible only in the thermocouple M4 (from 525 °C of the 
uncooled condition to 505°C). When the nitrogen valve was opened at 40%, the combination of 
high-pressure drops induced by the channel design and the high thermal gradient between the 
nitrogen and the tooling set caused a formation of a large amount of gas nitrogen that congested 
the nitrogen flow within the channel (an increase of volume of 177 times occurs during the phase 
change). In addition, the selected channel design did not promote the gas purging, thus limiting 
the liquid nitrogen flow with a long transitory also when the nitrogen valve was fully opened 
(effective cooling only in P1 and P2 nearby the nitrogen inlet). Therefore, the experimental 
campaigns showed the limits of the selected channel design and confirmed the issues that can occur 
using a design approach based only on the experience. In the next paragraphs, after the validation 
of the numerical model of the extrusion process with nitrogen cooling, a first attempt of new design 
approach based on the topological optimization of the cooling channel is proposed and deeply 
assessed. 
Numerical Model of Extrusion Process with Nitrogen Cooling  
A full comprehensive numerical model of the extrusion process was implemented in the COMSOL 
Multiphysics code by modelling the extrusion process with a pure Eulerian approach. Therefore, 
the geometry of the material flow was in the already deformed configuration (Fig. 4a), the tooling 
set was merged into one solid tool to avoid the contact analysis, while the ram and the container, 
required only for a Lagrangian approach, were replaced by proper thermal and frictional boundary 
conditions. The cooling channel was replaced with a 1D cooling path that follows the middle line 
path of the real 3D channel and integrated within the 3D model of the tooling set (Fig. 4b). The 
numerical approach based on the 1D modelling of the nitrogen cooling was tested and validated in 
different previous works of the authors [8-11], proving the good accuracy of the achieved results 
at very reduced computational time if compared to the approach based on a full 3D model of the 
nitrogen flow. In this work, the accuracy of the numerical model was demonstrated by analyzing, 
in terms of temperature prediction, the experimental-numerical differences in both uncooled and 
cooled conditions.  

 

  

a) b) 
Fig. 4. The 3D model for the simulations: a) the billet and the die set, b) the tooling set combined 

with the 1D cooling channel. 
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Table 1. Process Parameters set in the comprehensive stationary simulations of the extrusion 
process. 

Process Parameters  Billet 4 Billet 17 
Billet Temperature 480 [°C] 480 [°C] 
Die Temperature 520 [°C] Starts from steady state uncooled simulation  

Container Temperature 430 °C Starts from steady state uncooled simulation 
Ram Temperature 440 °C Starts from steady state uncooled simulation 

Temperature of backer surfaces in 
contact with press 280 °C 280°C 

Ram Speed 8 [mm/s] 12 [mm/s] 
Inlet Nitrogen Pressure  4.5 [bar] 

Inlet Nitrogen Temperature  -196 [°C] 

The numerical uncooled condition was compared with the fourth extrusion, while the stationary 
numerical analysis of the cooled condition was compared with the last extrusion where it was 
experimentally found a visible cooling effect in the tooling set. In Table 1 are reported the main 
parameters required to prepare the steady state 3D simulations of the extrusion process integrated 
with the 1D model of the cooling channel. About the nitrogen cooling, a model based on the 
Homogenous Flow approach [14] was implemented that allows to predict the pressure drops and 
the cooling channel inefficiency caused by the gas formation however avoiding the effective 
simulation of the phase change. Indeed, the physical properties of nitrogen (dynamic viscosity, 
density, heat transfer coefficient etc.) were replaced with expressions that depends on the nitrogen 
vapor title 𝜔𝜔𝑔𝑔, not set constant but as a function of the heat exchange within the channel. The 
details about the model were presented and deeply discussed elsewhere [14]. Figure 5 shows the 
numerical comparison of the thermal field between the uncooled (billet 4) and the cooled (billet 
17) conditions in the die and in the mandrel, specifically in the planes where the thermocouples 
were positioned. It is immediately clear that the simulation properly predicted the inefficiency of 
the cooling channel designed by the die maker: not significantly differences in temperature were 
obtained in the die, while the small cooling effect in the backer was localized at the entrance of 
the cooling channel nearby the thermocouples P1 and P2, confirming the experimental evidence. 

In detail, Table 2 reports the experimental-numerical comparison in terms of thermocouple’s 
temperature in the backer. Except for P2 and P4, the average numerical errors were below the 5%, 
thus confirming the accuracy of the implemented model and its capability to predict the cooling 
efficiency induced by the channel design and the nitrogen gas formation. In this way, the numerical 
testing of the cooling channel designed with the support of the topological optimization can be 
considered as trustworthy even in absence of an experimental testing. 
 
Table 2. Thermocouple temperatures in the backer: Experimental vs Numerical results (Billet 4 

and Billet 17). 
 Thermocouples Temperature [°C] 

Billet 4 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Experimental 300 311 313 355 360 345 

Numerical 313 357 327 366 366 341 
Err% +4.3% +14.8% +4.5% +3.1% +1.7% -1.2% 

Billet 17 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Experimental 196 219 296 326 340 350 

HFM numerical 205 210 298 260 355 335 
%Err +4.6% -4.1% -1% -20.4% +4.4% -4.3% 
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a) b) 

  

c) d) 
Fig. 5. Thermal maps in steady state condition: a) Uncooled Die (billet 4), b) Cooled Die (billet 

17), c) Uncooled Backer, d) Cooled Backer. 
Topological Optimization 
For the topological optimization of the cooling channel, only the backer surface was modelled 
(Fig. 6a) allowing the tool to “virtually milled” it by the nitrogen flow in order to satisfy the 
selected objective functions. In the topological optimization approach based on the density method 
[15], the nitrogen flow was modelled using the Darcy flow model in order to treat the backer as a 
porous media with the porosity and the other physical properties controlled with penalization 
functions [15]. Following this approach, the elements of the mesh with the porosity equal to zero 
were considered as solid with the physical properties of the steel, while the elements with porosity 
equal to one were treated as liquid nitrogen. The density approach was controlled by the output 
material volume factor 𝜃𝜃 having the following expression:  

𝜃𝜃 = ( 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝛽𝛽(𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 – 𝜃𝜃𝛽𝛽)) + 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃𝛽𝛽))
( 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝛽𝛽(𝜃𝜃 𝑓𝑓– 𝜃𝜃𝛽𝛽)) + 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃𝛽𝛽))

                 (1) 

where 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 is the filtered material volume factor, 𝛽𝛽 the slope and 𝜃𝜃𝛽𝛽 the projection point. When 𝜃𝜃 
was equal to one the material was considered liquid; on the contrary, it was considered solid with 
a zero value. The slope and the projection point were calibrated to control the interpolation through 
intermediate values (set equal to 1 and 0.5, respectively). The interpolation was then constructed 
such that the physical governing equations of fluid flow were solved wherever the control variable 
was equal to one, while equations associated with the solid material were solved where the control 
variable was equal to zero. In details, the permeability, conductivity, density and specific heat 
capacity were expressed by the selected formulations [15]: 

𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 + (1 − 𝜃𝜃)3 ∗ (𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 − 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙)                 (2) 
𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 + (1 − 𝜃𝜃) ∗ (𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 − 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠)                 (3) 
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𝜌𝜌 = 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 + (1 − 𝜃𝜃) ∗ (𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 − 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠)                  (4) 
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 = 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 + (1 − 𝜃𝜃) ∗ �𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙 − 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠�                  (5) 

where the subscript l indicates the properties of the liquid nitrogen, while the subscript s the 
properties of the steel. The Fig. 6a shows the initial setting for the topological optimization: one 
nitrogen inlet was selected close to the original one, ten outlets were selected instead of the sixteen 
of the original design in order to reduce the excessive pressure drops. The number of outlets were 
selected as input; however, further investigations will be focused on the possibility to include the 
choice of outlets as objective function. Eleven temperature control points were used to implement 
an objective function related to the temperatures balance around the profile exits. The latter was 
imposed as the minimization of the standard deviation with respect to the temperature control value 
of 250°C combined to the minimization of the differences in temperature between the control 
points: 

∆𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡=�
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖−𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)2+∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗=1 𝑖𝑖≠𝑗𝑗 (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖−𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗)

2

𝑛𝑛+ 𝑛𝑛!
2∗(𝑛𝑛−2)!

              (6) 

The temperature reference of 250°C was selected reasonable to avoid thermal shocks in the 
tooling set as well as to guarantee an adequate cooling in the bearings located away from the 
cooling channel. A convective heat flux perpendicular to the backer plane was defined as boundary 
condition (heat transfer coefficient of 11000 W/m2K at a temperature of 550°C) with the aim to 
replicate, in a simplified way, the heat exchange between the backer and the hot die. As constraints, 
a maximum 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 of 0.25 was imposed, to avoid an excessive volume of channels (not feasible 
from a technological point of view), together with maximum inlet pressure of 5 bars, the maximum 
available for the nitrogen plant used during the experimental trials. The optimization problem was 
solved using the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) [15-16].  

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 6. Topological optimization: a) Problem setting, b) Velocity field of the nitrogen within the 

channel. 
 

The Fig. 6b shows the velocity profile of the nitrogen flow after 280 iterations of the optimizer 
(computational time of 10h). The results obtained from the topological optimization was then used 
to design the new cooling channel. Fig 7 presents the comparison between the old and the new 
design. The L-shaped channel, that connected the external nitrogen pipeline with the backer 
surface, was imposed fixed in order to analyze the difference in terms of cooling efficiency of the 
sole planar path. The topological optimization suggested to split the channel in three different paths 
instead of just one with a lot of ramifications as in the original design. A rectangular cross-section 
was selected since the channel is commonly milled: the width of 8 mm was suggested by the results 
of the topological optimization, the depth was set variable in order to guarantee an adequate 
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nitrogen flow rate also in locations far from the inlet (for longer route, higher hydraulic diameter 
to reduce the pressure drops). 

 
Fig. 7. The comparison between the old design and the new one. 

 
Results and Discussion 
The final step of the work was the testing of the new cooling channel design and the comparison 
with the old one in terms of cooling efficiency as predicted by the 3D model. The same process 
parameters and boundary conditions for the simulation of last extrusion were selected for both 
cooling channel designs (billet 17 in Fig. 3). In details, Fig. 8 evidences the differences in terms 
of cooling efficiency between the old design and the new one: a great cooling was achieved in the 
backer with the new design, highlighted by the large blue area around the profile exit, with a low 
cooling effect in the area near the right corner of the lower side, where the simulation properly 
predicted the gas formation. The great cooling effect obtained in the backer allowed to reduce the 
temperature around the bearings, detecting a minimum of 420°C in the thermocouple M4. The 
unbalance of the cooling in the backer caused the peak temperature difference of 45°C in the 
bearings (Table 4), thus suggesting the need for further investigation. Indeed, in this first 
optimization, the properties of the nitrogen within the Darcy fluid model were set constant and 
equal to those of liquid nitrogen, thus neglecting the effect of the phase change nearby the outlets 
of the longest cooling path. However, the achieved results clearly show the benefits of the proposed 
approach based on topological optimization of the cooling channel design, gaining a cooling 
efficiency significantly higher than that of the original design.  

 
Table 3 Thermocouple temperatures in the Die: Old Design vs New Design (Billet 17). 

Billet 17 Thermocouples Temperature [°C] 
 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 

Experimental Old Design 560 502 547 557  
Numerical Old Design 548 524 528 558 513 
Numerical New Design 465 420 445 460 455 
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a) b) 

  

c) d) 
Fig. 8. Thermal map in steady state condition: a) Die Old Design, b) Die New Design, c) Backer 

Old Design, d) Backer New Design. 
 

Summary 
For the first time, an approach based on the topological optimization was implemented and tested 
for the design of the cooling channel in extrusion dies. The experimental campaign of the selected 
case study proved the limit of the design approach merely based on the experience without the 
support of numerical tools. The 1D model of the nitrogen cooling integrated with the 3D model of 
the extrusion process allowed to properly predict the cooling efficiency with an average 
experimental-numerical error of 6% in terms of temperatures, showing the poor performances of 
the original channel design. The new channel, designed on the basis of the topological optimization 
toolkit, guaranteed a great cooling in the backer and a significant decrease of temperature around 
the bearings (a maximum decrease of 104°C in the thermocouple M4). Further investigations will 
be focused on the integration of the nitrogen phase change in the topological analysis and on the 
testing of different objective functions in order to include, for example, technological constraints.  
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Abstract. The paper presents an innovative approach implemented in QForm UK Extrusion FEM 
software to analyse one of the core defects encountered in profile extrusion known as billet skin 
defect. The validation of the algorithm has been performed based on a number of experimental 
case studies taken from the literature [1,2]. Additionally, the sensitivity of the accuracy of the 
results to the variation in initial parameters has been analysed for both types of profile shapes: 
solid and hollow. Based on this, practical recommendations have been formalised for the 
successful industrial use of the presented algorithm. 
Introduction 
Aluminium profile extrusion is a process that allows the production of numerous cross-sectional 
shapes: from simple solid forms to complex hollow shapes. Since these shapes are used for the 
most highly developed industries, they are subjected to strict requirements regarding geometrical 
and performance properties. In addition, the modern extrusion process has to be designed to 
provide high productivity combined with minimal material waste. 

One of the typical defects inevitably formed during the direct profile extrusion process is the 
so-called billet skin defect which is a type of back-end defect. In general, the most critical form of 
this defect arises during the end of the process cycle if the inlet opening in the tool is incorrectly 
designed or if the discard length of the billet is too short. Eventually, it causes the penetration of 
the contaminated content into the profile (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Stages of extrusion: a) initial, b) intermediate, c) ending. Billet skin is marked by red. 
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In turn, this results in surface defects and a loss of durability in the finished product [3]. In 
technical literature it's common to distinguish two types of billet skin flow [2,3]. Flow type 1, also 
called inward flow, occurs when defective material flows into the tool ports along dead metal zones 
formed between the container and inlet surface of the tool. Since the material involved in such 
flow forms the outer shape of the profile, this flow may only lead to surface defects. Whereas, flow 
type 2, also called forward flow, occurs when the skin layer accumulated at the corner between the 
container wall and the contact surface of the dummy block starts to flow into the tool ports, causing 
the appearance of the defective material inside the wall of the profile cross-section. 

Skin contamination of the profiles is a potential reason for increasing scrap in the aluminium 
extrusion process. However, it can be avoided if a proper discard length is chosen to sheer off all 
the accumulated contaminated material from the skin. The complexity of the process mechanics 
forcibly invokes the need for a numerical tool to accurately predict the optimal discard length. 
Even though the impact of the discard length significantly affects the overall process efficiency, 
few papers have been published on this subject. To the best of authors knowledge, only two studies 
were performed to investigate the skin defect on profiles of industrial complexity [4,5] where both 
front-end and back-end defects are analysed using numerical simulation with the Arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) approach. In [6], a Lagrangian approach was used for the simulation 
of the extrusion process and the skin propagation was checked by tracing the array of points located 
at the distance of the thickness of contaminated layer. On the one hand, the use of a pure 
Lagrangian tool resulted in an increase of the prediction accuracy but, on the other hand, it led to 
a considerable rise in computational time of the simulation. 

Unlike the other case studies listed above, this paper aims to find a way to predict the billet skin 
defect in extruded profile's by means of ALE numerical simulation using an innovative method 
implemented in QForm UK Extrusion which combines high accuracy in the prediction with low 
computational time of the simulation.  
Description of the Method for Simulation of Billet Skin Propagation 
There are two basic ways to describe the motion of deforming material commonly used in 
numerical simulation, i.e., Lagrangian and Eulerian. Principal differences, limitations and other 
details of these approaches and their combinations are discussed in [7]. The method used in this 
paper for billet skin tracking involves points tracing over the Lagrangian-Eulerian mesh 
environment where points move based on the velocity solution achieved at every step of extrusion 
simulation of the entire billet. 

 
Fig. 2. Initial position of tracking points: 4 lines, 40 points per line. 

 
The settings available as inputs for such kind of analysis are skin thickness, number of lines 

and number of points per line. Skin thickness value defines the points' radial offset from the upset 
billet's outer surface. The number of lines is the parameter that determines the number of sectors 
of the circle so that the points are created along the borders of these sectors. For example, if the 
number of lines is 2, then there are only two sectors 2x180° with lines located opposite each other, 
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if the number of lines is 4, then there are four sectors 4x90° (Fig. 2), etc. Additionally, there is a 
special continuous solid object built based on the specified points. Therefore, there are three 
different ways to plot the results of such kind of tracing, i.e., array of points, deformed continuous 
object and billet skin distribution presented in the same way as all the standard typical fields for 
FEM packages (Fig. 3). This kind of simulation is optional and performed in the post-processor 
by the implementation of a standard subroutine. 

 
Fig. 3. Types of billet skin representation: array of points (left), continuous solid object (middle), 

field (right). 
Description of the Case Studies 
Solid profile.  
The authors of the work [1] prepared the special billet with the core material of AA 6063 alloy and 
skin material of AA 3003 alloy. These materials have similar flow stress levels at high 
temperatures but react differently to the etching process, therefore billet skin propagation could be 
clearly recognised on the cross-cuts. 
 

Table 1. Technological and geometrical parameters of the project. 

Parameter Value 
Alloy AA 6063 
Extrusion ratio 5.5 
Container temperature [°C] Variable: 20, 500 
Billet temperature [°C] 450 
Tool temperature [°C] 450 
Lubrication Variable: with and without 
Extrusion velocity [mm/s] 19 
Billet length [mm] 91 
Billet diameter [mm] 91 
Container diameter [mm] 94 
Ram stroke [mm] 69.5 
Billet skin thickness [mm] 1 

 
In this case study, the 40 mm bar was extruded through a flat die under different friction and 

temperature conditions. There were three experiments carried out, i.e., extrusion without lubricant 
with a cold container (room temperature), extrusion with a hot container (500°C) without 
lubrication, and extrusion using a hot container with a lubricated ram. This allowed the authors to 
obtain different results of metal flow patterns at the contact surfaces between the billet and tools, 
which eventually affected the shape of the contaminated layer. Process parameters and geometrical 
detail are listed in Table 1. 
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Fig. 4. Geometrical details of the second case study: a) tool scheme; b) cross-cut planes 

analysed in experiment (right). 
 

Hollow profile.  
In this case [2], AA 1100 alloy was used as a core material and AA 1050 as a billet skin material. 

Similar to the first presented case, the etching characteristics of the alloys differed, allowing 
qualitative identification of the billet skin propagation. For this purpose, the authors have designed 
a porthole tool with sixfold symmetry (Fig. 4a). The investigation was divided into two significant 
steps: analysis of the evolution of billet skin shape at different ram strokes for the case where no 
lubrication was used, and analysis of billet skin pattern depending on different friction conditions 
on ram and container. For both cases, the results of billet skin propagation were analysed for five 
different planes (Fig. 4b). Technological parameters and critical dimensions of the project are 
listed in Table 2. The authors of the work also performed tests using colloidal graphite lubrication 
but this part of the experiment isn't considered in the current paper. 

According to the presented data, several simulations were done using a coupled 
thermomechanical task for the material flow domain and tools (Fig. 5). 

 
Table 2. Technological and geometrical parameters of the project. 

Parameter Value 
Alloy AA 1100 
Extrusion ratio 20.9 
Container temperature [°C] 400 
Billet temperature [°C] 400 
Die temperature [°C] 400 
Lubrication Variable: no lubricant, boron nitride 
Extrusion velocity [mm/s] 0.017 
Billet length [mm] 50 
Billet diameter [mm] 49.5 
Container diameter [mm] 50 
Ram stroke Variable: from 35 to 46 
Billet skin thickness [mm] 0.5 
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Fig. 5. Geometrical representation of the second case study: material flow domain (left) and 

porthole tool (right). 
 
Description of the Models Used in the Simulation 
Coupled task.  
Material flow and temperature are simulated, taking into account the deformation of the tool and 
the temperature distribution in it. This means that tool deformation influences the material flow, 
while the tool distortion itself depends on the material's contact pressure. Similarly, temperature 
evolution in billet material is defined not only by heat generation due to plastic deformation and 
friction but also by heat exchange with the tool. Such a coupled solution is obtained through several 
iterations combined with automated remeshing of the flow domain. The heat flux between the 
billet and tooling set is specified by Newton-Richmann law in the following form: 

 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 = 𝛼𝛼(𝑇𝑇1 − 𝑇𝑇2)                     (1) 

where 𝛼𝛼 - heat transfer coefficient (by default equal to 30000 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2𝐾𝐾 in QForm UK Extrusion), 
which takes into account the number of coefficients of heat transfer between the workpiece and 
lubrication and between lubrication and the tool, 𝑇𝑇1 is the billet temperature, 𝑇𝑇2 is the tool 
temperature. 

Table 3. Hensel-Spittel parameters for AA 6063 and AA 1100. 

Parameter Solid design Hollow design 
A [MPa] 250.7 265 
𝑚𝑚1 [ 𝐾𝐾−1  ] -0.000498 -0.00458 

𝑚𝑚2 0.126346 -0.12712 
𝑚𝑚3 0.135122 0.12 
𝑚𝑚4 -0.0052884 -0.0161 

𝑚𝑚5 [ 𝐾𝐾−1  ] -1.06775x10−6   0.00026 
𝑚𝑚7 0.00005655 0 

𝑚𝑚8 [ 𝐾𝐾−1  ] 2.53717 x10−8   0 
𝑚𝑚9 0 0 

 
Flow stress.  
Hensel-Spittel equation (2) defines the dependence of the flow stress (𝜎𝜎𝒔𝒔) on the strain (𝜀𝜀), 

strain-rate (𝜀𝜀)̇, and temperature (𝑻𝑻)  were used to describe flow curves for the billet material used 
in both considered projects. Table 3 contains values of the coefficients used in the simulation. 
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 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠 = 𝐴𝐴 ⋅ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚1𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚9 ⋅ 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑒𝑒
𝑚𝑚4
𝜀𝜀 ⋅ (1 + 𝜀𝜀)𝑚𝑚5𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚7𝜀𝜀 ⋅ 𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚3 ⋅ 𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚8𝑇𝑇            (2) 

 
Friction.  
Levanov friction law was used to describe friction between aluminium and steel. This friction 

model is a generalisation of the Coulomb and Siebel friction laws. When the normal contact 
pressure is low (typical for the bearing area), Levanov's shear stress is close to Coulomb's. When 
the normal contact pressure is high (which is typical for the rest of the billet usrface), Levanov's 
shear stress is close to Siebel's shear stress. According to the Levanov friction model, the shear 
stress (𝜏𝜏) on the contacting surface of the workpiece depends on the friction factor (𝒎𝒎), flow stress 
(𝜎𝜎𝒔𝒔) of the workpiece material, normal contact pressure (𝜎𝜎𝒏𝒏), and Levanov coefficient (𝒏𝒏): 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠
�3
⋅ �1− 𝑒𝑒−𝑛𝑛⋅

𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛
𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠�                  (3) 

In QForm UK Extrusion the default value of Levanov coefficient that was used for all simulations 
is equal to 1.25. 

Mesh.  
To investigate the impact of initial mesh size, two different mesh variations were created for 

both hollow and solid profile designs, where an increased adaptation coefficient in the container 
area was used to make the mesh finer. The visual and quantitative differences between the initial 
and adapted mesh can be seen in Fig. 6 and Table 4, respectively. 

 
Fig. 6. Initial (left) and adapted (right) mesh for hollow profile. 

 
It's been observed that for the proposed approach mesh density influenced the smoothness of 

the resulting skin shape but didn't significantly affect the qualitative picture of its propagation. 
Therefore, further analysis is presented for the cases with mesh generated with the default settings. 

 
Table 4. Mesh properties. 

 Initial mesh Adapted mesh 
Nodes, # 145586 174961 

Surface elements, # 70958 91570 
Volume elements, # 786554 931870 
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Results and Discussion 
Solid profile.  
The simulation of the extrusion process was performed using standard hot AA 1100 alloy available 
in the QForm material database. The total computational time for the simulation resulted in 2 
hours. For the cases where no lubrication was used in actual experiments, the friction properties 
were selected according to the default extrusion settings, i.e., Levanov friction law with the friction 
factor equal to 1. For the experiment where lubrication was used, the friction factor (m) was 
assumed to be equal to 0.5 in simulation to evaluate the sensitivity of this parameter on the final 
result. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of billet skin propagation in experiments with the solid profile. 

 
As it can be clearly seen from Fig. 7, simulation has fully matched the experimental results. It's 

worth mentioning that the difference in container temperature (20°C vs 500°C) had no significant 
effect on the results of billet skin flow. Which is quite logical in this case since the design 
configuration is simple and difference in temperature doesn't affect the general behaviour of the 
flow pattern. 

Nevertheless, the change in friction conditions on the ram surface led to a significant change in 
the billet skin shape. In this case, the use of lubricant worsened the flow pattern of billet skin since 
the contaminated material is located closer to the bearing exit of the tool. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of billet skin propagation in the experiment without lubrication and 

simulation for 35 mm ram stroke. 
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It can also be seen that the experimental result in the case of the lubricated contact surface of 
the ram is remarkably asymmetrical. It could be caused by different production factors such as 
inaccurate container alignment, an asymmetrical upsetting of the billet in the container, etc. In a  
simulation the asymmetry is also possible but mostly due to the difference in the mesh. In general, 
such kind of asymmetry can be minimised or even eliminated by making the mesh finer or by the 
use of symmetry planes. 

Hollow profile.  
In this case, the simulation was performed with standard extrusion AA 6063 alloy from the 

QForm material database. The total computational time for the simulation resulted in 3 hours and 
30 minutes. As mentioned before, the first step of algorithm verification was to assess the evolution 
of billet skin shape at different ram strokes. For all the experiments where no lubrication was used, 
the friction conditions were set in accordance with the default extrusion friction available in the 
QForm database mentioned before.  

Fig. 8 presents the results of the first test where the process was stopped at 35 mm ram stroke. 
It can be seen that the most intensive propagation of the contaminated layer is achieved on the 
cross-cut located in the middle of the port (60°). The area of billet skin decreases as you move 
away from this section reaching its minimum on the cross-cut plane (0°) placed right in the middle 
of the mandrel web (separation element of the tool). Simulation shows a similar trend of billet skin 
propagation qualitatively matching experimental results. For both practical and simulation results 
the origination of inward flow can be seen in sections 45° and 60°. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of billet skin propagation in the experiment without lubrication and 

simulation for 41 mm ram stroke. 
 

Fig. 9 compares the results of the same test but with the ram stroke equal to 41 mm. In this case, 
the inward flow is clearly defined for section 60°, which determines the intensive metal flow from 
the regions close to the container surface. Whereas the flow in section 0° that crosses the middle 
of the web has no sign of inward flow and billet skin propagates radially along the ram surface. 
For this stage of the process (41 mm ram stroke) simulation shows qualitatively the same result 
obtained in the practical experiment, which indirectly confirms the general correctness of the initial 
parameters used in the simulation. Slight deviations in inward flow might be caused by the 
sensitivity of this kind of back-end defect to the mesh size, specifics of the tracing algorithm or 
billet skin visualisation in the software. 

In a similar way, Fig. 10 presents the results of the final moment of the extrusion process of the 
billet for the ram stroke equal to 46 mm. At this stage contaminated material flows into the ports 
for the sections 30°, 45° and 60°.  
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Another part of the investigation in this experiment was assessing the impact of lubrication on 
the flow pattern of billet skin. To simulate this influence, the friction factor was assumed to be 
equal to 0.9 on the contact surfaces of the ram and container. In this case, simulation matched the 
experimental result quite well (Fig. 11) with a minor deviation that adjustment of the friction factor  

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of billet skin propagation in experiment without lubrication and simulation 

for 46 mm ram stroke. 
 
can eliminate. In this case, if compared with the process that was carried out without lubrication 
for a similar ram stroke, it can be clearly seen that the volume of contaminated material 
approaching the ports is less, which indicates the positive influence of lubrication on billet skin 
propagation in contrast to the result obtained for the solid profile. However, it should be noted that 
containers of direct extrusion of aluminium profiles are generally not lubricated in industrial 
conditions. 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of billet skin propagation in experiment with BN lubrication and simulation 

for 39 mm ram stroke. 
Summary 
In the present work, the innovative method of billet skin prediction implemented in QForm UK 
Extrusion was used and verified based on two experimental studies. It's worth noting that from a 
practical point of view, the results obtained in cases where no lubrication was used have a higher 
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value, since most industrial extrusion trials are performed without any lubrication of the container, 
ensuring the adhesion of billet aluminium to tool steel. The qualitative comparison was carried out 
for solid and hollow profiles extruded with different friction conditions. Parameters affecting the 
accuracy of this method have been varied to define the sensitivity of the applied approach. 

As a summary, the presented research allows us to draw the following key findings: 
● A good numerical-experimental matching was achieved on the skin contamination 

behaviour with and without lubrication. 
● The total computational time for the two simulations (2 hours for the solid profile, 3 hours, 

and 30 min for the hollow profile) proved to be several times lower than the computational 
time reported in [6] without causing a decrease in the prediction accuracy. PC with Intel 
Core i9-9940X (14 cores, 4.20 GHz max. frequency) was used to obtain simulation results.  

● Friction is a crucial parameter affecting the propagation of the contaminated layer. 
● Default friction settings recommended for simulation in QForm UK Extrusion provided 

high accuracy of the results for experiments carried out without lubrication. 
● Lubrication can lead to both positive and negative effects on the propagation of the 

contaminated layer. 
● Even a significant change in container temperature has a minor effect on the flow pattern 

of billet skin in case of extrusion of simple solid bars. 
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Abstract. Severe plastic deformation (SPD) induced by conventional forming processes such as 
extrusion has a significant effect on texture evolution and strength of metals. Conventional twist 
extrusion (TE) process can be used to produce ultra-fine grained (UFG) structures without 
introducing any significant change in the overall dimensions of the sample. However, the 
commercialization for industrial usage has been limited because of production efficiency and non-
uniform distribution of grain refinements. In order to overcome these difficulties a new process 
called nonlinear twist extrusion (NLTE) has been introduced recently where TE mold channel is 
modified to restrain strain reversal and rigid body rotation of the workpiece. Prediction of the 
texture evolution in these processes is crucial for mold design and process parameters. In this work, 
the texture evolution during NLTE and TE processes are investigated through crystal plasticity 
finite element method. Single copper crystal which has a billet form is fully extruded through the 
TE and NLTE mold models separately. In addition to spatial stress and strain evolution 
investigations, the orientation differences and texture evolution of extruded billets are examined 
for two different initial orientations of single copper crystal. Moreover, the deformation histories 
at different locations of the sample are analyzed with crystal plasticity finite element method 
(CPFEM) to compare the performance of both techniques. 
Introduction 
Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) is an efficient manufacturing technique to produce ultrafine-
grained (UFG) structures with high densities of lattice defects. In recent years, SPD methods have 
been popular with their capability for refining the grain size of materials to sub-micrometer and 
nanometer scales [1]. The strength and resistance to the plastic flow of polycrystalline materials 
depend on the grain size. Usually, UFG materials have several advantages compared to coarse-
grained counterparts with their high strength and other superior properties, including potential use 
in super-plastic forming operations at elevated temperatures [2]. Various early reports describe 
interesting results from different SPD techniques to produce UFG structured materials. Equal 
channel angular pressing (ECAP) (see e.g. [3]), high-pressure torsion (HPT) (see e.g. [4]), 
accumulated roll bonding (ARB) (see e.g. [5]), multi-directional forging (MDF) (see e.g. [6]), and 
twist extrusion (TE) (see e.g. [7]) can be listed as the most popular SPD processes. All these 
methods have certain advantages and disadvantages compared to each other. ECAP process has 
some operational difficulties and produces excessive waste compared to the other SPD processes. 
A potential problem in HPT processing is the strain which varies across the disk specimen. 
Besides, HPT and ECAP processes do not apply to large bulk materials. ARB process also suffers 
in-homogeneity of strain distribution, and it requires multi-passes. The grain refinement ability of 
MDF is lower than all other SPD processes, and grain size reduction is not homogenous through 
the center of the sample. TE process has in-homogenous distribution characteristics, and strain 
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distribution increases from the center to the periphery. It also requires multi-passes to increase the 
homogeneous distribution of grains through the workpiece. 

In SPD processing, UFG formation is facilitated in deformation routes that involve high 
dislocation accumulation, and strain reversal or redundant strain reduces the rate of the dislocation 
accumulations and hence retard the UFG formation. Therefore, the non-linear twist extrusion 
(NLTE) technique has recently been developed by the authors (see [8]) based on TE, aiming to 
avoid strain reversal and rigid body rotation, which retard the UFG formation. Numerical analysis 
of the NLTE process shows the advantages of this process in terms of punching force and 
deformation distribution. 

The numerical modeling of texture evolution during SPD techniques is crucial for 
understanding the grain refinement mechanisms. The results can be used for optimizing the process 
and mold parameters for SPD methodology. Nowadays, the crystal plasticity finite element method 
(CPFEM) is an effective tool for simulating texture evolution during SPD. In recent years, CPFEM 
simulations of some SPD methods have been performed in various studies. For example, the 
capability of the CPFE approach in predicting texture formed during ECAP and deformation 
heterogeneity of single crystal materials were examined (see e.g. [9]). The deformation history and 
texture evolution during TE were investigated (see e.g. [10]). Crystallographic texture evolution 
in simple shear extrusion (SSE) process was compared with experimental results (see e.g. [11]). 
Coupling of FEM flow and crystal plasticity simulations were conducted during the helical 
extrusion process (see e.g. [12]). 

In this study, a single copper crystal with a billet form is fully extruded through the TE and 
NLTE mold models separately. In addition to spatial stress and strain evolution investigations, the 
orientation differences and texture evolution of extruded billets are examined for two different 
initial orientations of single copper crystal, i.e. (<111>and<100>) using crystal plasticity finite 
element technique. Moreover, the deformation histories at different locations of the sample are 
analyzed to compare the performance of both methods. 
Finite Element Models 
Fig. 1 shows the Abaqus finite element models of the twist extrusion processes. In the LTE process, 
a billet is pressed through a die with two straight channels separated by a section with helical 
geometry. Apart from being continually rotated in the helical part of the die, a cross-section of the 
billet normal to the extrusion axis stays unchanged during its translational movement. The mold 
model of LTE and punch are considered rigid bodies in CPFEM simulations. Encastre boundary 
conditions (u1=u2=u3=R1=R2=R3=0) were applied through mold geometry from its rigid body 
reference point (center of mass). Velocity boundary conditions (2 mm/s) were applied through 
punch rigid body reference point (center of mass). Similarly, the model forNLTE is also presented 
in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. LTE (left) and NLTE (right) processes FEM model. 
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Table 1. FEM model mesh parameters of simulated LTE and NLTE processes. 

Model Element Type Element 
Family Number of Elements 

LTE Mold Implicit-Tetrahedral-C3D4-Rigid 3D Stress 33777765 
LTE Punch Implicit-Hexahedral-C3D8R 3D Stress 925 

LTE Specimen Implicit-Hexahedral-C3D8R 3D Stress 159989 
NLTE Mold Implicit-Tetrahedral-C3D4-Rigid 3D Stress 419316 
NLTE Punch Implicit-Hexahedral-C3D8R 3D Stress 1679 

NLTE Specimen Implicit-Hexahedral-C3D8R 3D Stress 48750 
 
The significant difference from LTE is that the billet is extruded, keeping rotation around the 
longitudinal axis so that the strain reversal is avoided. The mold model of NLTE and punch are 
considered rigid bodies. Boundary conditions are applied to the model same as in LTE simulations. 
Single copper crystal specimens are modeled with square and cylindrical shapes for LTE and 
NLTE, respectively. The square specimen dimensions were 20mm × 20mm × 50mm, and the 
dimensions of the cylindrical specimen were 20mm r = 10mm×30mm. Mesh properties of SPD 
models are presented in Table 1. 
Crystal Plasticity Constitutive Model 
This study utilizes a modified version of a crystal plasticity framework implemented as a UMAT 
(user-defined material model) subroutine [13]. In the classical crystal plasticity theory, the 
deformation gradient tensor F is multiplicatively decomposed into an elastic component 𝑭𝑭𝒆𝒆 and a 
plastic component 𝑭𝑭𝑷𝑷 [14] according to  

  𝑭𝑭 = 𝑭𝑭𝒆𝒆𝑭𝑭𝒑𝒑                                                                                                                                (1) 

According to Schmidt’s Law, the resolved shear stress (𝜏𝜏𝛼𝛼) on a slip system is the leading cause 
of dislocation slip [15], which can be calculated by, 

τα = 𝛔𝛔: 𝐬𝐬∗𝛂𝛂⦻𝐦𝐦∗𝛂𝛂                                                                                                                     (2) 

In Eq. 2, σ is the Cauchy stress tensor is projected on the slip systems where 𝐦𝐦∗𝛂𝛂 and 𝐬𝐬∗𝛂𝛂  are the 
slip direction and normal to slip plane in the current configuration, and α represents the slip system 
number. 𝐦𝐦𝛂𝛂 and 𝐬𝐬𝛂𝛂 are in the reference configuration,  

 𝐬𝐬∗𝛂𝛂 = 𝐅𝐅𝐞𝐞𝐬𝐬𝛂𝛂                                                                                                                               (3) 

𝐦𝐦∗𝛂𝛂 = 𝐦𝐦𝛂𝛂𝐅𝐅𝐞𝐞−𝟏𝟏                                                                                                                        (4) 

The plastic velocity gradient, 𝐋𝐋𝐏𝐏 is calculated by, 

 𝐅𝐅�̇�𝐩𝐅𝐅𝐩𝐩−𝟏𝟏 = 𝐋𝐋𝐏𝐏 = ∑ γ̇α𝐬𝐬𝛂𝛂⦻𝐦𝐦𝛂𝛂α
n=1                                                                                             (5) 

The power law type rate-dependent formulation, which relates the slip rate on each slip system to 
the resolved shear stress τα and the slip resistance gα is given in Eq. 6 

 γ̇α=γ̇0sign(τα)�𝛕𝛕
𝛂𝛂

𝐠𝐠𝛂𝛂
�
n
                                                                                                                  (6) 
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where  γ̇0  is the reference shear strain rate, and n is the rate sensitivity parameter. The slip 
resistance gα is calculated considering the latent hardening as presented below. The hardening 
moduli hαβ gives the rate of strain hardening on slip system α due to slip system β. The occurrence 
of self and latent hardening is phenomenologically described by Eq. 8, with q representing latent 
hardening matrix. 

ġα = ∑ hαβ12
k=1 �γ̇β�                                                                                                                    (7)  

hαβ = qαβhαα(γ)                                                                                                                      (8) 

Pierce, Asaro, and Needleman [16] have used a simple form for the self-hardening moduli, 

 hαα=h(γ)=h0sech2 � h0γ
gs−g0

�                                                                                                       (9) 

where h0 is the initial hardening modulus, gs is the stage I stress, and γ is the Taylor cumulative 
shear strain on all slip systems in Eq. 10. 

  γ = ∑ ∫ |γ̇α|dtt
0α                                                                                                                     (10) 

In the literature, there is a lot of inconsistent experimental data for single-crystal copper tension 
tests. Therefore, pure copper polycrystalline stress-strain data under tensile tests are used to 
calibrate single-crystal copper mechanical properties through homogenization. Symmetric 
boundary conditions are applied to representative volume element (RVE) cube composed of 500 
hundred randomly oriented grains. RVE cube is illustrated in Fig. 2. Data and homogenization 
curve are illustrated in Fig. 3. The Parameters of a single copper crystal are given in Table 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. 500 grained calibration cube model for homogenization. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Homogenization curve vs. data [17]. 
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Table 2. Single crystal copper UMAT material model parameters. 

Model 𝐶𝐶11 𝐶𝐶12 𝐶𝐶44 𝑔𝑔0 𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠 ℎ0 �̇�𝛾0 n q 
UMAT 168000 121400 75400 25 115 120 0.001 17 1.4 

CPFEM Simulation Results    
Finite element simulations of LTE and NLTE processes are performed for initially <100> and 
<111> oriented single copper specimens. The simulations illustrate an initial quadratic increase of 
the load in LTE and NLTE processes when the specimen head enters the twist zone. After the 
sudden increase, the slope of the curve starts to decrease, and the punch force slightly increases 
throughout both processes. The required punch force is less than the LTE process for the NLTE 
process (Fig.4). This is one of the prominent advantages of NLTE. Black curves show the initially 
<111> oriented single copper crystal results, and green curves show the initially <100> oriented 
single copper crystal simulation results. In the LTE process, initially <100> oriented single copper 
crystal faces with more punch force compared to initially <111> oriented single copper crystal. 
On the contrary, in the NLTE process, initially <111> oriented single copper crystal needs more 
punch force throughout the process. Since the cross-section areas are different for both cases, 
punch pressures are compared for a better presentation. However, the punch forces are dependent 
on the frictional coefficient. In these calculations, the friction coefficient is set to be low (less than 
0.01) due to the convergence problems of implicit solver in contact non- linearities and frictional 
discontinuities. If the fiction coefficient increases, the punch forces will also increase for both 
processes. The sharp increase in the LTE case is due to the sudden change in the cross-section, 
which does not exist in the proposed smoother non-linear process.  
 

 
Fig. 4. LTE and NLTE processes punch forces according to the single-crystal copper initial 

orientation. 
 
Von Mises stress contours are illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig.6 for LTE and NLTE processes for 
initially <100> oriented single copper crystal, respectively. The stress values show an increase 
from the specimen center to the periphery, and maximum stresses can be observed at the edge of 
the surfaces. In the LTE process, stress evolution is more heterogeneous, and higher stress values 
are obtained in periphery regions. On the contrary, in the NLTE process, the stress distribution is 
more homogenous, and high-stress values are inspected in the periphery region and throughout the 
single copper specimen. 
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Fig. 5. Von Mises stress (MPa) results of <100> oriented copper single crystal after one pass of 

LTE (left) with section view (right). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Von Mises stress (MPa) results of <100> oriented copper single crystal after one pass of 

NLTE (left) with section view (right). 
 
Fig. 7 and Fig.8 show the equivalent plastic strain distribution in LTE and NLTE processes, for 
initially <111> oriented single copper crystal, respectively. In the LTE process, a smaller 
magnitude of equivalent plastic strain evolves around the specimen center, and there is a gradual 
increase from the center to the surface of the specimen for both initial conditions. Distinctively, in 
the NLTE process, equivalent plastic strain evolves uniformly. Equivalent plastic strain 
distributions are more homogenous in the center when compared to the periphery region. Single 
copper crystal is subjected to much more plastic equivalent strain during the NLTE process. To 
show the deformation characteristics of LTE and NLTE processes, two typical elements of 
workpieces were chosen at the center and the periphery sections of the specimen distinctively. The 
selected elements are highlighted in Fig. 9. 
 

 

 
Fig. 7. Plastic equivalent strain results of <111> oriented copper single crystal after one pass of 

LTE process (left) with their section view (right). 
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Fig. 8. Plastic equivalent strain results of <111> oriented copper single crystal after one pass of 
NLTE process (left) with their section view (right). 

 
 

Fig. 9. Investigated elements with their local coordinates at the center and the middle for LTE 
process (left) and the NLTE process (right). 

 
Certain texture components of face-centered cubic (FCC) materials assist in understanding the 
final texture of a single copper crystal after deformation. Table 3 pole figures show the main 
texture components of FCC materials: Copper, Brass, Goss, and S orientations. It gives 
information about mechanical behaviors and physical and chemical properties of materials and is 
associated with the performance in their production and investigation in engineering applications. 
Hence, an accurate understanding of deformation mechanisms and precise control of texture 
evolution becomes a requirement for developing new materials [18].  
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Table 3. Texture components and pole figures for face centered cubic (FCC) materials according 
to [111], [110] and [100] plane respectively [19]. 

Components 
Name Directions Bunge Euler 

Angles (ZXZ) 
Pole Figures of Components 

[111]       [110]         [100] 

Cube [001]<100> 0o  0o 0o 

 

Goss [011]<100> 0o 45o 0o 

 

Brass [0-11]<211> 35o 45o 0o 

 

Copper [-211]<111> 90o 35o 45o 

 

S [111]<110> 60o 32o 65o 

 

 
FCC materials with high or medium stacking fault energy (SFE) grains tend to rotate toward the 
copper-type textures with increasing deformation, and dislocation slip has been recognized as the 
dominant deformation mechanism during the whole deformation stage. SFE plays an essential role 
in determining the dominant mechanisms of plastic deformation. In metals with high SFE (e.g., 
aluminum and copper), slip is the dominant deformation mode, and the rolling texture is composed 
of copper, brass, and S texture components. In materials with low SFE, the copper-oriented grains 
cluster at the prior deformation stage. However, with increasing loading, these grains rotate to the 
brass-type textures, and the latter dominates in the final textures’ at large deformations. The rolling 
texture in these metals is known as alloy-type texture and is composed of a strong brass component 
and a minor Goss orientation [20]. After the first pass of LTE and NLTE processes, results for the 
center and periphery elements are illustrated in Fig.10, respectively. The initial orientation 
distributions significantly change by the processes for one pass. The distribution of the orientations 
in pole figures after the LTE and NLTE processes resemble the main orientation pole figures of 
copper and s textures orientation distributions. Thus, the pole figures of NLTE and LTE processes 
show that the elements of the single copper specimen face shear deformation during both 
processes, and their dominant deformation is dislocation slip. Moreover, after one pass, the center 
and periphery elements' orientation distributions are very close in the NLTE process compared to 
the LTE process. 
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                                            <100>                                                 <100> 

        
                                            <111>                                                  <111> 

Fig. 10. Pole figures of center (left) and periphery (right) elements of single crystal copper 
specimen after LTE process according to the initial orientations (<100> and <111>) (Left) and 
pole figures of center (left) and periphery (right) elements of single crystal copper specimen after 

NLTE process according to the initial orientations (<100> and <111>) (Right). 
Summary 
In this study, simulations of a single copper crystal workpiece extrusion through both LTE and 
NLTE processes were performed for two different initial orientations of workpieces. In this way, 
a detailed comparative grain refinement performance by using crystal plasticity finite element 
analysis was addressed. The initial result reveals that the NLTE process has advantages in terms 
of punching force and deformation distribution. While the LTE process induces strain evolution, 
increasing from center element to periphery elements, more homogenous plastic strain distribution 
is examined in the NLTE process. In addition, the orientation distribution of the NLTE process is 
more homogenous when compared to the LTE process. The SPD analyses were performed under 
low friction coefficient and backpressure due to the convergence problems of implicit CPFEM 
UMAT code. For that reason, a more comprehensive analysis will be performed with explicit 
VUMAT code, and the results will be compared to experimental results as a next step. 
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Abstract. Profiled wires manufactured by the drawing and rolling processes are widely used for 
production of industrial screens used in the particles separation processes. The main goals in the 
production processes of such screens are to obtain increased durability and surface quality due to 
its demanding working environment i.e. high abrasive wear and aggressive condition. The present 
studies were focused on the analysis of the effects of applied wire drawing and rolling processes 
on the mechanical properties and surface quality of the produced profile wires. The differences in 
the schedules of the metal forming processes as well as in the deformation inhomogeneities in the 
drawn products were analysed. As a result of the applied deformation methods, different surface 
quality and mechanical properties were obtained. The rolling process has been shown to provide 
better surface quality and a lower YS/TS ratio, which is critical for further deformations such as 
the bending process of round industrial screens. The investigations were preformed using 
austenitic stainless steel.  
Introduction 
Changes in the mechanical properties of the metallic materials are one of the main effects of plastic 
deformation processes. They become particularly important in drawing and rolling processes of 
the profiled wires where the effects of inhomogeneity of plastic deformation play a crucial role 
[1]. Controlling of the mechanical property distribution at the cross-section, especially in the case 
of profiled wires, creates new opportunities in the applications of such products. However, this 
requires a good knowledge of the relationships occurring between strain or strain rate and 
individual mechanical properties [2-4]. The development of such relationships is a part of the 
thermo-mechanical description of deformation process like drawing or rolling. Those can be 
considered as a crucial aspect in the case of multi-step deformation. The possibility of prediction 
of the level of yield stress (YS), tensile strength (TS) and the so-called yield ratio (YS/TS) [5] for 
the individual deformation steps have to be taken into account in the development of the metal 
forming processes [5-6]. Therefore, the main aim of the present work is to critically assess the 
effects of drawing and rolling on the mechanical properties, especially yield ratio, as well as the 
quality of precise profiled wires (Ra) aimed for filtration screens [7,8]. 
Experimental Procedure 
In the present study AISI 304L austenite stainless steel was used in order to determine the 
differences in the mechanical as well as the microstructural behaviour of the material using 
different deformation process routes i.e. drawing and rolling processes. The chemical composition 
of the tested steel grade is presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the tested steel [wt. %]. 

Material C Mn Si S P Cr Ni N 
AISI 304L 0.02 1.54 0.37 0.006 0.035 18.16 8.10 0.075 

 
The tests were focused on the analysis of the influence of the deformation method i.e. wire 

drawing and rolling processes, on the mechanical properties as well as the microstructure 
development. Additionally, both analysed effects cause changes in the surface quality, which is 
very important in the case of the profile wires due to their application [8]. Schematic presentation 
of the process is shown in the Fig. 1. The final shapes and dimensions of the wires were similar. 
The dimensions of the profiled wires are presented in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Dimensions of the final thin profile wire. 

 
Shape 

Initial wire 
rod diam. 
[mm] 

A [mm] B [mm] α [°]  

28Sb 3.55/3.43 2.20 4.50 23 

 

 
The rolling process was performed in three steps while the drawing process was conducted as 

four step process. In the case of rolling, the first step was performed on a duo rolling mill with flat 
rolls, followed by profile rolls. In the case of drawing, the first step involved flattening the wire 
rod in a two-roll drawing machine, while the second and third deformation passes were carried out 
using profiled roller dies - the so-called Turks head [9]. The samples after the rolling and drawing 
processes were tested for mechanical properties in tensile tests on the Zwick Z250 tensile machine 
with a strain rate of 0.1s-1. Roughness of the surfaces was measured using optical profilometer 
VykoNT9800/9300 from Veeco. The roughness was measured in three to five places in order to 
obtain average values.  

 

.  
Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of forming schedule.  
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The microstructural changes were analysed using optical ZEISS Axio Imager M1m microscope. 
The microstructure analysis was performed in the initial wire rods and after last step of 
deformation, both in the drawn and rolled specimens.  
Results and Discussion 
The results of testing the mechanical properties of profiled wires obtained in the rolling and 
drawing processes are presented in Table 3. The profile wire was rolled from the initial diameter 
of 3.55 mm while the wire drawing process was conducted using initial wire diameter of 3.43 mm. 
The differences in diameters were caused by the conditions of the industrial process, where 
different diameters of wire rods were used in the rolling and drawing processes. The final 
mechanical properties of the finished products were measured to obtain the YS/TS ratio, since 
good formability is required for further bending of rounded filter screens. In both cases an increase 
of the mechanical properties was observed. The obtained results indicate that in the rolling process 
the YS/TS ratio was 91%, while in the drawing process it was 96%. These results clearly show 
that after the rolling process, the further stages of the screen manufacturing process (resistant spot 
welding and bending), especially in the case of cylindrical screens, will run more efficiently. In 
the case of drawn profile wires intended for further deformation (bending), an annealing process 
may be necessary to improve the ductility of more hardened materials. 

 
Table 3. Mechanical properties of the AISI 304L stainless steel after rolling and drawing 

process. 
Deformation 
Method 

Profile YS 

[MPa] 
TS 
[MPa] 

YS/TS 
[%] 

Rolling 
 

φ3.55 
[mm] 

637.0 863.8 73.75 

28sb 1313.1 1441.8 91.08 
Drawing φ3.43 

[mm] 
623.5 805.3 77.43 

28sb 1346.4 1399.9 96.18 
 
The deformed wires were analysed both in terms of shape evaluation and microstructure 

development. Based on the analysis of the shape accuracy and macrostructure obtained from each 
stage of the drawing process (shown in Fig. 2), it can be observed that the plastic flow of the 
material, forced by the process conditions, gives the correct shape of the corners of the profile 
wires. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Analysis of the shape of drawn profile wires after each stage of deformation. 
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a) b) 

  

 
c) 

 
d) 

  

  
Fig. 3. Microstructures of the AISI 304L Austenitic Stainless Steel at the initial stage, in the 

centre -a) and close to the surface -b); profile wires after drawing process in the centre-c) and 
top surface of profile wired -d). 

 
The initial material was characterized by equiaxial austenite grains with visible annealing twins. 

It was also observed that structural effects related to the martensitic transformation occurred (Fig. 
3a, b). In the microstructures of the materials after drawing process it can be seen that the effect of 
the deformation caused forming the deformation twins (Fig. 3c). There are also visible areas where 
the deformation was initiated in two planes of slip (or twinning). However, no shear bands which 
are crossing grain boundaries can be observed. In the case of the near-surface areas of the layers, 
the microstructure of the deformed material indicates a more significant deformation, which can 
be estimated on the basis of a stronger deformation of grains and a larger amount of subgrains in 
the microstructure (Fig. 3d). Also, it can be seen that formation of the microstructure of the so-
called lenticular structure, indicating a high degree of deformation of the material (about 80 %). 
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Fig. 4. Shape analysis of the rolled profile wires after each step of deformation. 
 
The deformation degree during rolling process is significantly larger in each step of rolling due 

to higher reduction. The final shape, without deviations can be obtained in 3 step process (Fig. 4).  
The microstructure of the initial wire rod is characterized by a high degree of homogeneity of 

austenitic structure (Fig 5a,b). In the microstructures of the material after rolling process, a slight 
degree of grain refinement can be observed, mainly in the central zone of the profile wire (Fig 5c). 
Final microstructure after rolling process in the top surface area of the profile wire can be 
characterized by high refinement of the grains without additional microstructural effects such as 
twinning or slip planes (Fig 5d).  
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a) b) 

  

  
c) d) 

  

  
Fig. 5. Structure development of the AISI 304L Austenitic Stainless Steel at the initial stage, in 

the centre -a) and close to the surface -b); profile wires after rolling process in the centre-c) and 
top surface of profile wire -d). 

 
According to customers' requirements the profiled wires used for industrial filtration screens 

must meet the requirements regarding the roughness of the surface, especially in the screens used 
in the offshore applications. The initial roughness Ra of the wire rod aimed for the rolling process 
was equal to 0.17 µm and in the case of wire rod aimed for the drawing process it was equal to 
0.18 µm. After rolling Ra decreases to about 0.16 µm while after drawing process Ra increased to 
0.25 µm. Such high increase was caused most likely by the low quality of die surface and the 
mechanical (stress and strain) state obtained in the drawing process. The obtained results suggest 
that the rolling process is more suitable for the profiles tested in the present study (28sb). All of 
the results of the roughness measurement are presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Surface roughness of the profile wires produced by two different metal forming 
processes. 

Deformation 
Method Profile Raavg 

[µm] 
Saavg 
[µm] 

Rolling φ3.43 [mm] 0.17±0,03 0.33±0,05 
Profile wire 0.16±0,01 0.51±0,04 

Drawing φ3.55 [mm] 0.18±0,03 0.34±0,03 
Profile wire 0.25±0,02 0.78±0,11 

Summary 
In the presented research results, the influence of two different metal forming processes on the 
surface quality, mechanical properties and microstructure of the produced profile wires was 
analysed. Based on the conducted research, it can be concluded that: 
As expected, the applied metal forming process has a significant impact on the surface quality of 
finished products. Nevertheless, the presented studies have shown that in the current production 
conditions, the rolling process allows to obtain a lower, required surface roughness, mainly due to 
the mechanical state (state of deformation and state of stress) occurring during deformation. It 
should be expected that with sufficiently high surface quality of the tools used and changes in the 
deformation schedules (e.g. thanks to the use of the so-called smoothing threads - skin pass), these 
relationships may change. Such research will be the focus of further studies. 
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Abstract. The surface layer of hot forging tools undergoes local microstructural changes due to 
high thermo-mechanical and tribological loads. Tools made of hot working steel are usually pre-
heated and experience extreme heating and cooling during each forging cycle, affecting their local 
wear behaviour significantly. Therefore, the analysis of these tool surface layers in die forging and 
their effect on wear behaviour is of great importance. The microstructural changes in the tool 
surface layer mainly depend on thermal loads, which are highly influenced by the tool cooling 
system. A process and a suitable tool system are developed to vary the thermal and mechanical 
loads on the tool surface layer and fundamentally examine the resulting microstructural changes. 
Introduction 
Tools in hot forging are exposed to high process related loads and stresses, for which a distinction 
can be made between thermal, mechanical, tribological and chemical loads. Thermal loads result 
from thermal expansion due to the increased base tool temperature. Additional thermal loads come 
from the frequent alternations between the rapid heating of the tool surface area during forming 
and the rapid cooling due to the relatively cold base material underneath. This is further increased 
by the cooling of the tools. The mechanical loads result from the forces on the tool during forging. 
Combined with the relative movement between the tool and the deforming work piece, these lead 
to tribological stress [1]. All of these loads can cause permanent damage to the tool surface area 
and ultimately lead to tool failure. The main reason for tool failure is predominantly the wear of 
the contours [2]. The loss of strength of the material in the tool surface layer is caused by the 
thermal loads and results in wear. During forging, peak temperatures in the thermally highly 
stressed tool areas exceed the tempering temperature of the tool material, thus softening the tool 
surface layer [3]. 

During forging the heated work piece is placed in the engraving, forged, taken out of the 
engraving, and subsequently cooled through convection and radiation by spraying the coolant and 
lubricant into the engraving. The temperature rises to its peak value during contact of the up to 
1250 °C hot work piece and the tool with heat being transferred from the first into the latter. 
Following the forming process, there is a considerable drop of temperature in the engraving 
surface. The tool starts cooling with the warm work piece still in the die. Due to thermal 
conduction, the heat flows into the colder base material below the heated zone and thus reduces 
the contact temperature in the surface. After removing the work piece, the temperature of the 
engraving surface drops due to radiation and convection. Finally, the cooling lubricant is sprayed 
into the engraving which cools the tools below base temperature and thus exposes them to 
additional thermal stress. A considerable amount of heat is extracted from the tool by evaporation 
of the lubricant. As a result of the spraying process, the temperature in the tool surface area drops 
below the base tool temperature. Afterwards, the temperature of the engraving surface once again 
reaches the set base tool temperature and the next work cycle begins (Fig. 1, left) [4]. The base 
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tool temperature can mainly be adjusted by the billet temperature, the amount coolant applied, the 
overall length of a forging cycles and the tool pre-heating. 

 
Fig. 1. Tool surface temperature during forging [4] and a tool surface layer with a white, 

rehardened zone. 
 

The peak temperature in the tool surface area during a forging cycle depends mostly on the 
temperature of the work piece and the base tool temperature. The great differences between the 
work piece and base tool temperature lead to a high temperature increase in the tool surface layer 
during each forging cycle [4]. In metallographic analysis, rehardened tool surface layers often 
appear as white layers (Fig. 1, right). They form when the tool surface area is exposed to high 
temperature gradients exceeding the austenite start temperature in combination with cooling above 
the critical speed [5]. The effects of rehardened zones on the tool wear is controversially discussed 
in literature. Rehardened zones are often seen as component damage [6]. Some studies compare 
the rehardening of the tool surface layer as a heat treatment that strengthens the tool surface area 
[7] and refer to the potential of the special wear resistance when exposed to abrasive stress [8]. 
Due to engraving areas with convex radii being predominantly at risk of wear, structural changes 
in these tool edge areas have a decisive influence on the wear behaviour. 
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Separation of Lubricant and Cooling 
To analyse the tool surface layer behaviour under different thermal conditions during forging, the 
tool cooling needs to be varied. In industrial forging, the lubrication is usually carried by the 
coolant. When applying a conventional water-graphite suspension to the tool surface area, the heat 
is dissipated by the evaporation of the water from the thermally sprayed tool areas and the friction 
conditions on the tool surface are improved by the remaining graphite. Since the cooling lubricant 
for the spray unit is usually premixed to ensure stable operation, a targeted control of the cooling 
by specifying a certain amount of water per area and time is not possible.  

In order to enable targeted control of the cooling process, the cooling lubrication process has to 
be separated according to its functions into two independent processes, cooling and lubrication. 
Therefore, the cooling is carried out by an air-water mixture, which is applied to the tool surface 
via a spraying system by Gerlieva. The control unit of the supply system can be used to specifically 
regulate air-water spray parameters such as pressure and duration. The regulation of the spray 
parameters is to take place in such a way that different base tool temperatures are achieved. Next, 
the lubrication process is designed. Due to the functional separation of cooling and lubrication, the 
possibility of conventional lubrication, e.g. by means of a water-graphite suspension, is no longer 
applicable. For lubrication, the technology of electrostatic powder application is used with 
powdered boron nitride as the lubricant. Studies have shown that this type of lubricant application 
can significantly reduce tool wear [9]. Lubrication is applied by a powder coating system by ITW 
/ GEMA Oberflächentechnik. Due to the functional separation of cooling and lubrication, the 
application is carried out in two stages. Cooling is stage I and lubrication stage II. The lubrication 
process is controlled by regulating the applied voltage potential, as well as the disperse duration 
and pressure.  
Material Characterization 
Steels of different strength are formed to determine the influence of the mechanical load on the 
tool surface layer. The yield strength of the materials have a direct influence on the mechanical 
stress on the tool, which in turn influences the transformation behaviour of the material in the tool 
surface layer. The AFP (Precipitation hardening ferritic-pearlitic) steel 38MnVS6 is selected due 
to its high-alloy content (Table 1). Because of this, comparatively high flow stresses at high 
temperatures and thus high mechanical loads on the tools during hot forming when compared to 
the low alloyed steel C45 are expected. The last mentioned steel is also picked for this study to 
represent a common forging steel with the option of heat treatment. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the materials under consideration according to the 
manufacturer’s specifications (wt. %). 

 C Si Mn P Cr Mo V N 

38MnVS6 
0.34 – 
0.41 

0.15 – 
0.80 

1.20 – 
1.60 0.025 < 0.3 < 0.08 

0.08 – 
0.2 

0.01 – 
0.02 

C45 0.45 0.25 0.65 - - 
0.020 – 
0.035 - - 

X37CrMoV5-1 0.41 0.97 0.32  4.77 1.30 0.46  
 
For a realistic numerical representation of the mechanical material behaviour of the steels, flow 

curves of both forging steels are needed at different strain rates and temperatures to calculate the 
loads on the tool during forging. Flow-curves are recorded through uni-axial cylinder compression 
tests, which are carried out at constant deformation rates of 0.1, 10 and 50 s-1 at process-relevant 
temperatures of 700°C, 1,000°C and 1,200°C. Tests are performed in the forming simulator 
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Gleeble 3800 GTC by DSi. The sample temperature is set by using controlled conductive heating 
controlled by type K thermocouples. To ensure statistical validation, at least three test repetitions 
are carried out. Based on the force-displacement curves obtained, the effective flow stress kf is 
determined as a function of the equivalent plastic strain ϕ, the rate of deformation ϕ̇ and the 
forming temperature T. After the experiments, the flow curves are fitted and extrapolated using 
the Hensel-Spittel 1 model [10] for 38MnVs6 following methods already presented in detail in 
[11]: 

𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 = 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚1 ∙ �̇�𝜑𝑚𝑚2 ∙ 𝜑𝜑−𝑚𝑚3/𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚4/𝜑𝜑 (1) 

A = 2550, m1 = - 0.0028, m2 = - 0.076, m3 = 0.1 and m4= - 0.03 

For C45 the GMT Model [15] was applied: 

𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 = 𝑐𝑐1𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐2𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛1+𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛2 ∙ 𝑒𝑒
𝑙𝑙1𝑇𝑇+𝑙𝑙2

𝜑𝜑 ∙ �̇�𝜑𝑚𝑚1𝑇𝑇+𝑚𝑚2 (2) 

C1 = 3600, C2 = - 0.038, n1 = 0.000044, n2 = - 0.05, l1 = - 0.00003, l2 = - 0.0006, m1 = - 0.00009 and m2 = - 0.02 

The resulting flow curves are displayed in Fig. 2. The thicker drawn lines represent the mean 
experimentally measured flow curve, while the thinner lines represent the corresponding 
calculated curve from the fitted extrapolation model. As displayed, the flow resistance of 
38MnVs6 steel is 10-20% higher, depending on the forming conditions. In the higher temperature 
range, a more pronounced strengthening of 38MnVs6 as a function of the strain rate is noticeable. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Recorded and extrapolated flow curves for the steels 38MnVs6 (a) and C45 (b). 
 

Additionally, in order to be able to assess in the context of a numerical load study whether the 
tool can withstand the mechanical load during forging, the yield strength of the used tool steel 
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X37CrMoV5-1 (case hardness: 48+2 HRC) is also determined using uni-axial compression tests 
carried out with the Gleeble 3800 GTC forming simulatior at temperatures of up to 800°C. The 
yield strength Rp0,2 of the tool steel X37CrMoV5-1 is noted in Table 2 for different temperatures 
and determined according to the method presented in [13]. It becomes clear that a high strength is 
maintained at a temperature of up to 400°C. Stepping up to a temperature of 800°C, which can be 
reached in the tool surface layer [4], shows a strong decrease in the tool yield strength. Especially 
at this temperature, the expected risk of plastic deformation increases based on the measured yield 
strengths. 
 

Table 2. Recorded yield strength Rp0,2 of X37CrMoV5-1 at process relevant temperatures. 

 20 °C 200 °C 400 °C 800 °C 

X37CrMoV5-1 1888 MPa 1703 MPa 1512 MPa 409 MPa 

 
Tool Design  
A rotationally symmetrical tool system, which experiences high thermal loads in the surface area 
during forging, is selected for easy adjustment of the thermal loads. The dies are to be made of hot 
working tool steel X37CrMoV5-1 (case hardened to 48+2 HRC). The geometry of the upper die 
has engravings, where locally different loads occur during forging (Fig. 3, left). In previous 
research results, it was shown that these tools display the essential structural changes and the 
associated wear due to abrasion and plastic deformation, which mainly occurs on the convex tool 
radius. Besides high surface pressures, a high thermal load is to be expected at these points due to 
the relatively long time of contact and the deep penetration of the tool into the work piece. To 
characterize the cooling behaviour, the tool temperature during forging is analysed. The 
temperature development of the near-surface edge areas is recorded by using thermocouples (TC) 
inserted into the tool. The recording takes place continuously over the entire forging process during 
the heating and cooling phases. Encapsulated Type K thermocouple with a 1.5 mm diameter are 
selected for which 1.6 mm diameter holes are integrated into the tools. The TC wiring is to exit 
the tools to the sides (Fig. 3, right). Thermal paste is used to increase the heat transfer and decrease 
reaction time between the tool and the TC. 
Numerical Investigation of the Die Load 
In order to enable a realistic prediction of the die load, an FE model of the forging process is set 
up using the FE application simufact.forming 16. Due to the complex tool geometry with six 
channels for the TC, a complete 3D model is necessary to theoretically derive a sink load in each 
channel (Fig. 3, right).  
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Fig. 3. Upper forging die (left) and CAD-view of the 3D-FE calculation model showing the 

Initial design of the upper die with channels for thermocouples (right). 
 

For this purpose, the upper die is modelled fully thermo-mechanically coupled, while the lower 
die is set as an analytically rigid body. To reliably assess the tool stability, the most extreme 
parameter set is mapped in the process model, at which the highest thermo-mechanical load is 
expected. These are at a base tool temperature of 400°C, a work piece temperature of 1200°C, a 
friction factor of m = 0.6 and the material data set of the steel 38MnVs6. With these parameters, 
the stationary state during series forging is represented in the FE simulation. For a later evaluation 
of the temperature-time history, the return stroke and the subsequent cooling phase are taken into 
account in addition to the actual forming step. The influence of the spray cooling is taken into 
account by applying corresponding heat transfer coefficients, which were previously determined 
experimentally in [11].   

 To evaluate the numerical results regarding the thermo-mechanical loading, a sectional plane 
of the tool with the TC channels closest to the surface is shown in this study. In the following 
illustrations, the TC channels are also highlighted with a black or white outline for better visibility. 

Fig. 4 shows the calculated temperature distribution at the end of the forming process before 
the removal of the part and spray cooling for the mentioned parameter set. This shows that a peak 
temperature of approximately 900 °C is reached in the mandrel radius of the die engraving. Based 
on this, a re-hardening of the tool surface layer can be expected after cooling. Furthermore, the 
heat-affected zone does not reach the tips of the channels during the forming process, which can 
be seen as advantageous for the structural die stability. However, this circumstance prevents the 
measurement from being able to resolve the direct surface heating caused by the work piece 
contact. 
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Fig. 4. Temperature distribution in the upper die at the end of forming. 

 
For the evaluation of a possible crack risk, the common main normal stress hypothesis 

according to Rankine is applied, which can be used as a first assessment criterion for brittle fracture 
materials, such as the hardened tool steel used here [14]. In order to make crack-critical areas 
directly visible, only the 1st principal stress (tensile stresses) exceeding the experimentally 
determined yield strength at 400 °C is visualised in Fig. 5. 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. First principle stress distribution on the upper die limited to the critical value range. 

 
This allows for a clear assessment, that the areas around the TC channels are not under 

significant tensile load and thus uncritical with regard to a possible risk of cracking. Only in the 
area of the inner radii of the engraving slight cracking can be expected, which is also known from 
previous studies with this die geometry [7]. 

For the estimation of plastic deformation, the yield criterion according to von Mises is applied 
to compare the flow stress in the die with the experimentally determined values for the yield 
strength. It must be taken into account that the die load increases exponentially towards the end of 
the forming process. Thus, the von Mises comparative stress at three different stages of the forming 
stroke, characterised by the respective burr thickness subsequently measurable on the component, 
is shown in the following Fig. 6. 

These different stroke lengths in respect to the burr thickness are chosen starting from the stroke 
at which a complete filling (burr thickness = 2.4 mm, Fig. 6, a) is achieved. Fig. 6, c) clearly shows 
that a critical condition is reached, when a burr thickness of 1.6 mm is formed, as the equivalent 
stress in the centre of the die exceeds the experimentally determined yield point at 400°C. In 
relation to the TC channels, an unwanted deformation of the channel walls would most likely occur 
at this stage of forming as well. Reducing the forming stroke length results in a reduction of the 
burr thickness to 2.0 mm (Fig. 6, b), with the burr being less strongly formed radially. By reducing 
the forming stroke, the loads on the tool decrease, as less material has to be displaced into the 
decreasing burr gap. At this stroke setting the von Mises stress does not exceed the given yield 
strength so there is a significantly reduced risk of deformation. Keeping in mind that the chosen 
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process parameters for this stability estimation represent the most extreme case, for further forging 
experiments, this forming stroke length will be used for experimental forging tests. 

 

Fig. 6. Distribution of von Mises stress in the die at different stroke lengths. 
 

Regarding the general die design, however, it became clear that the outer radius TC channel 
tips are located directly in a mechanical loaded area. This implies that the heath thermocouples 
used in the process are also subjected to mechanical stress. Since these cannot be represented and 
analysed within the framework of the FE analysis, it can be concluded from the results shown that 
damage to the measuring tip might not be completely ruled out. There is therefore a risk that no 
valid data can be recorded in the process without any recognisable signs of damage being visible 
from the outside resulting in invalid data. Furthermore, the simulation shows that the position of 
the TC channels is not close enough to the surface zone to record its heating phase. With this 
application, the temperature measurement can however be used to reliably validate the base tool 
temperature in the mandrel area. With regard to these two findings, it is concluded that the outer 
TC channels offer no added value and can therefore be assessed as an unnecessary risk. These 
channels are therefore removed in the following design update and the demonstration tools are 
manufactured accordingly (Fig. 7). 
 

 
Fig. 7. Updated die Design for thermally loaded tool with channels for three mantled 

thermocouples. 
 

A tool equipped with TC is then stressed in forging tests. The tool is pre-heated to 200°C. 
Cylindrical work pieces made of steel C45 are used with a diameter of 30 mm and a height of 
40 mm. The billets are heated to 1200°C and forged with a forging cycle time of 8 s. Between each 
forging cycle, boron nitride powder is applied for lubrication and water is sprayed for cooling.  
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the measured temperature curve with the numerically determined 
one during a forging cycle for a tool base temperature of 200°C. Here a characteristic deviation is 
recognizable, as the temperatures in the simulation are evaluated directly on the bottom of the 
channel wall, while in reality there is an additional heat transition from the channel wall to the 
mantle thermocouple. This reduces the measurement dynamics that can be achieved in reality and 
consequently shifts the measured temperature curve to lower and time-delayed values. In practice, 
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this deviation has no relevant influence on the validity of the die stress simulation carried out. In 
fact, the example of an excerpt from the recorded temperature-time curve shows that it was 
possible to achieve highly reproducible process execution. 

 

Fig. 8. Temperature measurement at the tool mandrel. 
 

Summary 
The main objective was to develop a process to investigate microstructural changes in the surface 
zones of hot forging dies under varying cooling conditions, as well as varying tribological and 
mechanical loads. A primarily thermally loaded tool system was investigated and equipped with 
multiple internal TC at predetermined positions for better regulation of the tool temperature. To 
ensure structural stability of the tool system, the thermo-mechanical loads on the die were 
calculated using a FE-model. The mechanical stresses on the dies will be altered by varying the 
forging steels of different flow resistance. The necessary material data regarding the mechanical 
behaviour was obtained by uniaxial compression tests using the forming simulator Gleeble 
3800 GTC. To investigate the influence of thermal and tribological loading on the microstructure 
in the surface zone, cooling and lubrication strategies were developed, achieving different 
stationary die temperatures. Here, the separation of lubrication and cooling functions replaced the 
conventional lubrication with a water-graphite suspension by using boron nitride powder for 
lubrication and a water-air-combination for cooling. With these methods, temperature 
measurements at a short distance from the surface can be carried out and monitored during forging. 
During forging tests it was shown that for a base temperature of 200°C the peak temperature values 
after each forging cycle are consistently ranging around 260°C. Taking into account the 
aforementioned dynamic losses of the thermocouple measurement, this corresponds to an actual 
measured value of approximately 270°C at the selected measuring point. 
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Abstract. Hot forging dies are subjected to high loads, which can lead to early tool failures. 
Abrasive wear, plastic deformation and thermal softening of the surface layer can be counteracted 
in particular by a high surface hardness. Thermochemical diffusion treatments and coatings are 
established as wear protection measures. DLC coatings, which feature excellent frictional 
properties and high hardness, are commonly applied on cold forging tools. However, the low 
coating adhesion to steel and the thermal stability of the diamond bond limit the current range of 
application. In this study, DLC coatings are applied in metallic treatment atmospheres with the 
aim of increasing the diamond bond’s temperature resistance. Furthermore, the influence of weak 
and intense nitriding to coating adhesion is investigated to reduce coating delamination. A pre-
selection of modified DLC coatings for hot forging dies was carried out on the basis of hardness 
and scratch tests. The most promising tungsten DLC coating was tested in serial forging tests. 
Based on tool contour comparisons before and after forging, the potential as a wear protection 
measure for hot forging dies was determined. Tool wear was reduced by up to 29 % after 100 
forging cycles with the tungsten DLC coating compared to the nitrided reference.  
Introduction 
Hot die forging is an economical process for the production of dynamically loaded high strength 
components in large quantities. About 15 % of the economic efficiency of forging processes is 
determined by tooling and setup costs [1]. An increased tool life can reduce these costs, enabling 
the forging industry to compete on an international market. 

The primary limiting factor for the lifetime of hot forging dies is wear, which results from the 
high mechanical, thermal, tribological and chemical process-related loads. Abrasive wear 
describes the loss of material from the surface of a solid component caused by the contact and 
relative movement of an opposing object. In addition, these superimposed loads can cause plastic 
deformation and cracking [2]. The surface layer of the forging dies softens in contact with the hot 
blanks, which promotes abrasive wear and plastic deformation [3]. The use of cooling lubricants 
reduces the thermal tool load. However, the resulting cyclic temperature change leads to tensile 
and compressive stress changes in the tool surface layer, which can cause the formation of 
thermomechanical crack networks [4]. 

Common wear protection measures for hot forging dies aim to increase the hardness of the 
surface layer, to counteract abrasion, plastic deformation and thermal softening. Therefore, 
thermomechanical diffusion treatments such as nitriding are established processes. Diffusion of 
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the nitrogen into the tool surface layer results in the formation of a nitrided zone. It consists of a 
compound layer and a diffusion zone. The compound layer is a complete conversion of the steel 
surface in iron nitrides. In the diffusion zone nitride precipitations are formed. Coatings can be 
applied to further increase hardness and thus wear resistance. Duplex treatments are commonly 
used, i.e. the coating is applied on nitrided surfaces. Nitriding counteracts early coating cracking, 
which is associated with softer surface layers below the coating (also known as “egg shall” effect) 
[5]. 

In cold forming processes, diamond-like carbon coatings are used for wear protection of forging 
dies [6]. The amorphous hydrogen-containing layers exhibit stochastically distributed networks of 
carbon and hydrogen. Both sp²- and sp³-hybridized forms of carbon are simultaneously present 
[7]. The first form describes the graphite bond and is known for its excellent friction properties. In 
sp³-hybridized form (diamond bond), the carbon atoms are arranged as a tetrahedron, resulting in 
a high hardness of 1500 – 3500 HV [8]. A major disadvantage of DLC coatings is their low 
adhesion to steel, which leads to an early coating delamination. This is related to an inappropriate 
residual stress condition due to the application process [9]. Li et al investigated the influence of 
the sp³/sp²-ratio on DLC coating adhesion. They determined that an increased sp³ content increases 
the hardness, but also reduces the toughness and thereby the adhesion of the coating [10]. Another 
promising approach to increase coating adhesion is prior plasma nitriding, which results in a less 
precipitous hardness gradient [11]. Due to the diamond bond’s low thermal stability, the field of 
applications of DLC coatings is limited, i.e. decomposition in air occurs at approximately 700°C 
and under loads earlier. According to Behrens et al, temperature resistance can be increased by 
metallic elements in the treatment atmosphere. This has been proven in particular for the element’s 
chromium and tungsten [12].  

In this study, modified treatment atmospheres for DLC coatings containing the previously 
mentioned and other metallic elements are investigated with the aim of delaying or shifting the 
coating decomposition to higher temperatures. Furthermore, a suitable nitriding to increase the 
adhesion of the coating is to be determined. This is intended to enable the coatings to withstand 
the loads from hot die forging (up to 1200°C, currently up to 700°C).  
Methods 
First, the procedure for specimen and tool fabrication is explained. Furthermore, the surface layer 
modifications are described. Appropriate coating characterization methods are used to determine 
the most promising DLC coating which is applied to hot forging dies. The DLC coated tools and 
nitrided references are used in serial forging tests. Wear behavior is investigated by high-resolution 
images, contour comparisons and metallographic analysis. 

Specimen and tool fabrication.  
All specimens (ø35 mm x 4 mm) and tools were made of hot work tool steel AISI H11 and 

quenched and tempered to a hardness of 48 ± 2 HRC. Prior to nitriding, the surface was blasted 
with glass beads and cleaned. 

Surface modification.  
The surface modification includes nitriding and DLC coating of specimens and tools. A pre-

selection of suitable DLC coating systems for hot forging dies is determined on the basis of 
microhardness tests and scratch tests.   

Nitriding.  
Two different nitriding processes were applied to the specimens (co. Rübig Anlagentechnik, 

type PN 100/150). Both nitriding treatments were carried out at a temperature of 520°C and for a 
duration of 16 h. The pulse-pause ratio was 100 µs (pulse) to 500 µs (pause). A pressure of 300 Pa 
was adjusted in the treatment chamber. As a significant difference, the nitrogen content in the 
treatment atmosphere was varied (10 % and 80 % N2), the other part of the atmosphere was 
hydrogen.  
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DLC-Coating.  
In total, three metal-containing DLC coating systems were applied to previously nitrided 

specimens (10 % and 80 % N2) with the aim of increasing temperature resistance. The DLC 
coatings were applied on a PACVD coating system. Niobium (40 %) and tungsten (30 %) were 
used as atmosphere modifying elements (Nb40 and W30), due to the high potential already 
identified in previous studies [12]. In addition, a combined DLC coating system containing the 
elements niobium (20 %) and chromium (20 %) was investigated (Nb20Cr20). 

Layer characterization.  
To determine the influence of the metallic elements in the treatment atmosphere on wear-

reducing properties, such as high hardness, microhardness measurements according to Vickers 
were carried out. These were performed according to DIN EN ISO 6507 with a microhardness 
tester (co. Qness, type Q10A+). The hardness of the DLC coating was measured three times for 
each specimen and the standard deviation was determined. Furthermore, the Lc2 value was 
determined three times for each specimen after tempering the specimen at 600°C in scratch tests 
according to DIN EN ISO 20502 (co. Rtec Instruments, type SMT-5000), which describes the 
delamination of coatings. 

Serial Forging Tests.  
For characterization of the application behavior and qualification of DLC coated hot forging 

dies, serial forging tests were carried out on an eccentric press (co. Eumuco, type SP30d). A fully 
automated blank feeding system, forged part removal and spray cooling provide reproducible 
process conditions (Fig. 1, left). The blanks were made of the steel AISI 4140 with the dimensions 
ø30 x 40 mm. An inductive push-through heating system was used to heat the blanks. In one series 
of experiments, the blanks were heated to 1200°C and in another to 900°C. Between the forging 
cycles, a graphite-containing lubricant (co. Carl Bechem, type Berulit 906 HP) was applied in a 
ratio of 1:10 mixed with water. The forging dies were preheated to a temperature of 180°C.  

In the serial forging tests, a highly tribological loaded forging die geometry was investigated, 
which is characterized by long material flow distances (Fig. 1, right). The forging dies were loaded 
up to 100 (900°C) and 1500 forging cycles (1200°C). Based on the layer characterization, the most 
promising coating DLC (W30) was applied to the previously quenched, tempered and nitrided 
(10 % and 80 % N2) tool surfaces. In addition to the coated hot forging dies, quenched and 
tempered (unnitrided) as well as nitrided (10 % and 80 % N2) reference tools were investigated. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Fully automated serial forging process (left) and high tribological loaded hot forging die 

(right). 
Wear analysis.  
The performance and wear progress were characterized in dependence of the forging cycles. 

For this purpose, high-resolution images of the wear-critical central elevated area were obtained 
(cf. Fig. 4) using a 3D profilometer (co. Keyence, type VR- 3200). Based on these images, an 
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initial wear analysis was carried out. Additional images were taken of non-critical wear areas, 
which were used to reference the tool contours before and after forging (cf. Fig. 5). The area 
between the profiles represents the planimetric wear which was determined according to DIN 
50320. Six contour measurements were defined for each tool. Due to the focus depth, the area of 
analysis was limited to ±14 mm from the tool center. All specimens were metallographically 
prepared and etched with Nital to examine the microstructure and surface layer through light 
microscopy (co. Zeiss, type LEO 1530). 
Results and Discussion 
First, the characterization of the nitrided and DLC coated surface layers (microhardness 
measurements and scratch tests) is presented. Afterwards, the high-resolution images, contour 
comparisons and metallographic analyses of the forging dies are discussed. 
Nitriding. Both determined hardness depth profiles for the nitriding processes 10 % and 80 % N2 
are shown in Fig. 2 (left). At a high nitrogen content of 80 %, a maximum hardness of 
approximately 1310 HV 0.005 was determined. In comparison, the hardness depth profile of the 
10 % N2 nitriding shows a maximum hardness of approximately 1170 HV 0.005. As a result of the 
increased nitrogen content, the precipitation behavior of nitrides is affected, leading to these 
differences. In addition, the diffusion of the nitrogen deeper into the material was enabled. This 
results in an approximately two times higher nitriding depth. A comparable hardness gradient can 
be seen for both nitriding processes, which can be explained by the identical treatment time and 
temperature. Furthermore, an increased nitrogen content results in additional diffusion processes, 
which leads to a homogeneous nitrogen distribution. Consequently, two nitriding processes with 
different characteristics are available for the subsequent application of the DLC coatings in order 
to investigate the influence on the coating adhesion.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Hardness depth profiles of the nitriding variants with a nitrogen content of 10 % and 

80 % N2 (left) and microhardness measurement on differently modified DLC coated specimens 
(right). 

DLC Coating.  
Cross-section microhardness tests were performed on the modified DLC coating systems Nb40, 

Cr20Nb20 and W30. The results are shown in Fig. 2 (right). It can be seen that the three DLC 
coating systems have a comparable hardness of approximately 2000 HV 0.005. Thus, for all 
variants, increased wear protection can be assumed compared to uncoated nitrided tools, if the 
DLC coatings withstand the thermal loads of hot die forging. Considering that the determined 
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hardness is comparable to conventional DLC coatings [8], no negative influence of the modified 
treatment atmosphere can be observed. 

Scratch tests were carried out to determine the most appropriate modified DLC coating system 
for hot die forging, and the results are shown in Fig. 3. The results show that the DLC coating 
system Nb40 is prone to early coating delamination at a temperature of 600°C (which 
approximately represents the maximum temperature of thermally loaded regions on hot forging 
dies). This behavior can be improved through the addition of the element chromium. The DLC 
coating system Cr20Nb20 features two to three times higher resistance to coating delamination. 
By combining DLC (W30) with 10 % N2 nitriding, the highest coating resistance was observed. 
Therefore, DLC (W30) can be assumed to have the highest resistance to the loads associated with 
hot forging processes. 

 
Fig. 3. Characterization of coating delamination at 600 °C of different metallic DLC coatings. 

 
Wear analysis.  
After the serial forging tests were carried out on the differently treated forging dies, high-

resolution images were analyzed for the qualitative characterization of the wear behavior. The 
results after 1500 forging cycles are shown in Fig. 4. Maximum abrasive wear is present on the 
central elevated area radius of the quenched and tempered reference tool. In particular, the grooves 
in the direction of material flow are a characteristic feature of abrasion and a high tribological load. 
Due to the low hardness and significant thermal softening, this result was to be expected. Fine and 
coarse thermomechanical crack networks have formed in the middle of the central elevated area 
and near the radius. Intensively nitrided tools show an increased crack sensitivity compared to the 
10 % N2 variants. The DLC (W30) coated tools show finer crack networks than the nitrided 
reference tools and slightly reduced wear, therefore a coating removal can be assumed. This 
particularly affects the 10 % N2 coated tool, since a lower hardness below the coating promotes 
cracking. 
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Fig. 4. High-resolution images of the differently treated hot forging dies after 1500 forging 

cycles. 
Contour Measurement.  
The profile comparisons (Fig. 5, right) show a negative geometry deviation, which means 

abrasion is the main wear mechanism. Since no positive deviations are detectable, plastic 
deformation and adhesive wear either did not occur, or were superimposed by abrasion. Compared 
to the 10 % N2 nitrided reference tool, a wear reduction of approximately 23 % was measured for 
the DLC coated forging die after 1500 forging cycles (Fig. 5, left). This correlation cannot be 
determined for the 80 % N2 nitrided and DLC coated variant. A possible explanation is the almost 
two times higher layer adhesion, which can be observed from the results of the scratch tests (Fig. 
3). After 100 forging cycles, the DLC coated forging dies exhibit less material removal than the 
nitrided reference dies. Abrasive wear was reduced by approximately 28 % with the DLC coated 
80 % N2 variant. In general, the lowest planimetric wear was observed after 1500 forging cycles 
for the uncoated 80 % N2 nitrided tool. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Contour comparisons in dependence of the forging cycles of the differently treated 

forging dies. 
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Metallography.  
Metallographic cross-sections (Fig. 6) of the DLC coated tools were prepared and analyzed 

after reaching 100 forging cycles (900°C) or 1500 (1200°C). At a blank temperature of 1200°C 
and after 1500 forging cycles, significant cracks are detectable in the surface layer. Crack initiation 
was promoted by the hard surface as a result of nitriding. In the light gray zone, the surface layer 
has been thermally softened and the nitriding zone below is visible. The 10 % N2 nitrided forging 
die with DLC coating no longer shows a coating after 1500 forging cycles at a blank temperature 
of 1200°C. Considering the contour comparisons (Fig. 5), the DLC coating seems to be present up 
to 500 forging cycles. Similarly, no DLC coating was observed on the 80 % N2 nitrided tool after 
1500 forging cycles. Additional serial forging tests at 900 °C were carried out with 100 forging 
cycles to confirm the increased thermal stability of the DLC (W30) coatings. Fig. 6 shows the 
results of the metallographic analysis and for both nitrided DLC coated variants (10 % and 80 % 
N2) a thin white layer is visible, which is assumed to represent the DLC coating. The thick layer 
beneath it, is probably the compound layer. Similar to the serial forging tests at 1200°C, a 
maximum wear reduction of 29 % was found (80 % N2). 

 
Fig. 6. Metallographic analyses of the forging dies subjected to different loads and treatments. 

 

Summary 
To qualify metallic modified DLC coating systems as wear protection measures for hot forging 
tools, Nb40, Cr20Nb20 and W30 were applied to differently nitrided (10 % and 80 % N2) 
specimens. Vickers hardness tests did not indicate any reduction of wear reducing properties such 
as high hardness through the modification. Scratch tests showed the highest resistance to coating 
delamination at a temperature of 600°C for the DLC (W30) coating (10 % N2). Serial forging tests 
were carried out using a high tribological loaded forging die with blanks heated up to 900°C and 
1200°C. After 1500 forging cycles, high-resolution images showed slightly lower wear and 
increased crack sensitivity for the DLC coated tools compared to the nitrided references. Based on 
contour comparisons, it was found that the DLC coated tool with 10 % N2 nitriding had 
approximately 23 % less planimetric wear than the nitrided reference tool after 1500 forging 
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cycles. A possible explanation is the increased layer adhesion, which was determined in the scratch 
tests. After 100 forging cycles and a blank temperature of 1200°C, a reduction in planimetric wear 
was observed for all DLC coated tools, which amounted to up to 28 %. Metallographic analysis 
showed no DLC coatings after 1500 forging cycles. Verification of higher temperature stability 
than conventional DLC coatings (700°C) was obtained through metallographic analysis of forging 
dies loaded with blanks heated to 900°C. Thin white layers are visible on these metallographic 
cross-sections, which are associated with an intact DLC coating.  

Further destructive metallographic analyses are planned in the future to determine more 
precisely the layer degradation of the DLC coatings at a blank temperature of 1200°C. In addition, 
primary thermal loaded hot forging dies with modified DLC coatings are investigated to increase 
the range of applications. 
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Abstract. Hybrid material concepts enable the combination of beneficial properties of different 
materials to extend the limited potential of monolithic components. When it comes to steel and 
aluminium, a wear-resistant and a lightweight metal are combined to produce a weight-reduced 
high-performance component with load-adapted areas. A method to create hybrid gear shafts is a 
novel approach called Tailored Forming. The process chain consists of joining e. g. by friction 
welding and subsequent impact extrusion under elevated temperature. Before forming, an axial 
temperature gradient is set in the serial arranged semi-finished products to adjust the different yield 
stresses of the dissimilar materials through induction heating of the steel part. The subsequent 
forming is intended to positively influence the joining zone thermo-mechanically and 
geometrically. However, prior work indicated a limitation of the influence on the joining zone in 
forward rod extrusion. Therefore, approaches are being researched that enable a stronger formation 
of the joining zone geometry to influence the resulting bond qualities through surface enlargement. 
A forward rod extrusion process of friction welded hybrid semi-finished products made of 
20MnCr5 (AISI 5120H) combined with EN AW-6082 (AA6082) was carried out experimentally. 
Complementary to prior investigations, in which mainly the aluminium section was reduced 
through the die angle followed by the steel, the forming sequence of the materials was reversed to 
increase the joining zone surface with variation of the forming path. Additionally, a cooling of the 
aluminium side was realized through an immersion cooling to adjust maximum temperature 
gradients and further equalize the different yield stresses. Hardness tests, metallographic and SEM 
images of cross-sections were taken to evaluate the bond quality with regard to the temperature 
influence, joining zone formation, occurring defects and the resulting intermetallic compound 
(IMC). Impact extrusion with initially steel formed followed by aluminium resulted in a spherical 
formation of the joining zone and consequently in greater surface area, but also lead to partial 
defects in the IMC. The partial cooling of the aluminium allowed higher temperature gradients to 
be set, thus reducing defects through improved material flow in the joining zone. 
Introduction 
An effective use of resources is becoming more crucial to deal with rising energy prices as well as 
increased environmental responsibilities. Monolithic components have their material-specific 
restrictions, thus new concepts and production techniques must be created to meet the rising 
standards. Monolithic materials cannot always meet the ever-more-complex and occasionally 
conflicting criteria put on lightweight constructions. One option to address these demands for 
lightweight concepts and attain a required load-adapted functionality is through hybrid 
components, which utilize different materials. In the case of steel and aluminium, the positive 
mechanical properties are combined to produce a high-performance component with low weight. 
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Using the example of a hybrid gear shaft, aluminium can serve as a structural element, while steel 
is used in a power transmitting area [1].  
State of the Art 
Within sheet metal forming, especially for the automotive industry, application-adapted hybrid 
semi-finished products called tailored blanks have been widely used since their development by 
ThyssenKrupp in 1983 [2]. Due to the local adaptations such as a local variation of the sheet 
thickness or sheet material, the components are optimised for a subsequent forming process or the 
end application [3]. This concept can also be applied to bulk metal forming. Contrary to compound 
forging of hybrid materials, where the joining is realised by forming [4-6], the hybrid semi-finished 
products are first pre-joined and then further processed by forming in order to positively influence 
the joining zone. The combination of joining and forming has been addressed by some studies for 
similar and dissimilar material pairings. For instance hot forging of cladded work pieces consisting 
of two different steel alloys using upsetting tests was investigated numerically and experimentally 
by Wang et al with regard to material distribution and the effect of friction [7]. Furthermore, in the 
studies by Foydl et al, an extrusion process was developed, in which aluminium profiles were 
reinforced by steel wires. For further processing into connecting rods, the components were cut to 
size and used as semi-finished products for a die forging process [8]. Basic research into joining 
by friction welding and subsequent upsetting of solid hybrid components made of copper and 
aluminium or steel and copper was carried out by Domblesky et al. The results obtained from 
upsetting indicate a good workability of hybrid materials [9].  

Based on the concept of the studies mentioned, the new approach called Tailored Forming 
enables a production of load-adapted high-performance components by forming pre-joined hybrid 
semi-finished products. The process chain can differ in terms of joining processes used such as 
friction welding, lateral angular co-extrusion (LACE) or cladding and subsequent forming 
processes such as impact extrusion or die forging [10]. 

The joining zone of the two hybrid materials is usually the weakest area, where the failure of 
the component occurs. Therefore, the basic motivation is the enhancement of the weak point 
through suitable measures such as reducing tensile stresses and thus defects by a pressure 
superimposition [11-13], an adjustment of the yield stresses by a viable heating strategy [14] or 
improvement of the stress state by an inversed forming sequence [15]. The last two aspects 
mentioned have a direct influence on the shape of the joining zone, which results in an increase of 
bond strength and quality through surface enlargement [15] and influencing IMCs, which in 
general are characterised by their brittleness. The creation of a sufficiently sound bond is the setting 
of the lowest possible IMC thickness, which should not exceed a certain thickness. According to 
Herbst et al. sufficiently narrow IMC thicknesses smaller than 1 μm indicate high bond strengths, 
while for thicknesses greater than 1 μm, the strength decreases significantly [16]. A sufficiently 
sound bound can be achieved through a subsequent forming operation. During the impact extrusion 
of serially arranged hybrid semi-finished products, it is crucial that the yield stress differences 
between the two materials are as small as possible. In this way, a high local degree of forming can 
be achieved and influence can be exerted on the joining zone geometry. If the yield stress 
difference between steel and aluminium is too high, the local deformation is not sufficient and the 
different materials flow one after the other into the extrusion shoulder with only a parallel 
displacement of the interface. In previous work [17], the influence on the joining zone properties 
after friction welding and impact extrusion under elevated temperatures of steel-aluminium billets 
was investigated. In various forming processes such as backwards cup (full forward) extrusion or 
hollow forward extrusion, it was possible to geometrically influence the joining zone so that larger 
joining zone surfaces were created. In the case of forward rod extrusion, however, the joining zone 
did not change and remained flat, almost as it was after friction welding (see Fig. 1). Since in 
forward rod extrusion no additional compressive stress is initiated by forming tools as in the other 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/materials-science/hot-forging
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processes investigated, the axial temperature gradient is particularly important in the case in order 
to set the previously mentioned local deformations resulting in a spherical shape of the joining 
zone [17]. Due to this, a larger temperature gradient must be set in order to further equalise the 
yield stresses and also to influence the joining zone geometry. This is possible e. g. by actively 
cooling the aluminium. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Joining zone after friction welding and forward rod extrusion. 

 
According to Gumm an increased flow rate of the centre material is observed if the harder metal 

undergoes the forming process first. In case the softer material is pressed through the die first, 
lower pressures in the forming zone and a formation of cavities in in the joining zone of compound 
forged components is observed [15]. Therefore, the sequence of materials is another crucial factor 
to further enhance the joining zone geometry through an improved stress state in the forming zone. 
Another aspect to reduce unwanted tensile stresses is the application of a pressure superimposition. 
Particularly in cold extrusion of hybrid materials, fractures occur inside the component due to 
differing yield stresses, which can be significantly reduced by this measure with the similar effect 
of the selection of material sequence [11-13]. However, this does not have any influence on the 
surface enlargement [17], but is required to ensure the reduction of defects. 

Deriving from the state of the art, a pressure-superimposed forward rod extrusion with partial 
aluminium-side cooling is carried out within the scope of this study by means of Tailored Forming. 
Furthermore, contrary to the previous work, the material sequence is inverted so that the steel is 
formed first followed by the softer aluminium. In order to reproduce the formation of the joining 
zone and the resulting surface enlargement, the forming path is varied. The two heating strategies 
(without vs. with cooling) are compared with regard to the joining zone formation. The process 
changes enable an improvement of the mentioned joining zone characteristics. The friction welded 
and impact extruded steel-aluminium bonds are evaluated by means of metallographic images and 
hardness tests. Furthermore, the resulting IMC is characterised by SEM images and EDX analyses. 
The process changes enable an improvement of the joining zone characteristics. 
Tailored Forming for the Production of a Hybrid Transmission Shaft 
The process chain of Tailored Forming (see Fig. 2) first includes friction welding of the hybrid 
material pair consisting of steel (soft-annealed 20MnCr5) and aluminium (EN AW-
6082 T6 condition) in a serial arrangement. Then the joined semi-finished products are formed in 
a forward rod extrusion process with prior inductive heating, which in the context of this study 
takes place both with and without immersion cooling. This is followed by machining to produce 
the final component, which is characterised by a load-adapted material distribution. The process 
chain of Tailored Forming has already been used in earlier work to create customised, hybrid 
machine parts in serial and coaxial arrangements like axial bearing washers or bevel gears [10]. 
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Fig. 2. Process chain of Tailored Forming for a hybrid shaft with reversed forming sequence. 

Rotatory Friction Welding 
Before joining, the welding surfaces of both semi-finished products made of 20MnCr5 and 
EN AW-6082 are first machined and cleaned with ethanol to remove irregularities and impurities. 
After preparation, the materials are immediately joined on the KUKA Genius Plus friction welding 
machine with the experimental set-up and parameters shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 3. Rotatory friction welding: a) experimental set-up, b) investigated parameters. 

 
The parameters were chosen according to the previous work [18] and are designed to prevent 

unnecessary shortening and to set low temperatures in order to keep the emerging intermetallic 
phase as small as possible. The steel rotates at a speed of n = 1500 rpm on the spindle side, while 
on the sledge side the aluminium is rubbed against it with a relative friction path of sR = 4 mm at 
a friction pressure of pF = 120 MPa. After completion of the friction phase, the upsetting phase 
takes place with an upsetting pressure of pU = 200 MPa and an upsetting time of tU = 2 s. The 
resulting welding flash consists of aluminium as only this material is plastically deformed in the 
process due to its lower strength compared to steel. After the process, the welding flash is removed 
by machining and the specimens are shortened to a length of 105 mm (42 mm steel, 63 mm 
aluminium) for the subsequent impact extrusion process. 
Inductive Heating and Immersion Cooling 
With the help of an induction coil, the friction-welded hybrid component is heated partially to 
equalise the significantly different yield stresses of steel and aluminium before the forming 
process. In order to achieve a favorable flow behavior, an inhomogeneous temperature distribution 
in the hybrid semi-finished product is necessary. According to simulations and material data, the 
yield stresses at steel temperatures of 900°C or higher and aluminium temperatures of 20°C are 
approximately the same level [14]. Due to the time required to heat up and process the component 
in combination with the thermal conduction during this time, it is not technically possible to reach 
this ideal equalisation for the forming process. The aim is therefore to achieve the largest possible 
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temperature gradient between the two materials. To investigate the influence of the temperature 
gradient on the material flow, the heating is carried out with and without partial cooling of the 
aluminium side before forming. During the heating phase, the steel side is in the induction coil, 
which consists of six rectangular windings. The magnetic field is generated by a 40 kW mid-
frequency generator (TRUMPF TruHeat MF 3040) with a frequency range between 5 - 30 kHz. 
The edge of the aluminium part is at the same level as the lowest coil winding and is cooled by the 
surrounding water when used with immersion cooling (see Fig. 4). 
 

 

                                                    a)                         b) 
Fig. 4. Partial heating: a) measured temperatures during induction heating with and without 

immersion cooling, b) positions of the thermocouples (Tc) and experimental set-up. 
 

The temperature curves shown in Fig. 4 were determined during induction heating without 
subsequent forming using six thermocouples Type K. Induction heating takes place in segments I 
to III, where the power is continuously reduced in each stage to counteract overheating close to 
the surface. After a total of 28 s, the induction heating is finished and the sample is moved out of 
the coil by a pneumatic cylinder in segment IV so that an automated robot gripper can transfer the 
sample into the tool with a transfer time of approx. 5 s. By using the immersion cooling, 
significantly lower temperatures of 84°C instead of 237°C without cooling (Tc6) are set in the 
aluminium part of the sample, while the steel temperatures at t = 28 s remain the same for both 
heating strategies reaching nearly 800°C (Tc3). When comparing the material centres (Tc3 and 
Tc6), a temperature gradient of 694 K can be set with the help of cooling, while only 532 K are 
achieved without cooling. This corresponds to an increase of approx. 30.5%. An estimated yield 
stress of about 250 MPa for steel and about 140 MPa (uncooled) and 175 MPa (cooled) for the 
aluminium is set for strain rate of �̇�𝜑 = 10 1/s and 𝜑𝜑= 0.4. 
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Impact Extrusion 
The forward rod extrusion of the specimens was carried out on a Lasco SPR 500 screw press and 
took place immediately after the transfer from the induction heating in the tooling system seen in 
Fig. 5a). To reduce tensile stresses inside the component, a counterpressure pCounter = 160 MPa was 
generated by four gas springs, which are connected to the counter punch via a transverse beam. 
The process is designed in such a way that the counterpressure acts on the component shortly 
before the joining zone passes the extrusion shoulder. 

To observe the influence of the forming process on the geometric shape of the joining zone, the 
immersion depth of the punch was varied in a range of 8 mm with a step width of 2 mm. The 
relative forming path s (see Fig. 5 b)) describes the distance of the joining zone beyond the lower 
extrusion shoulder. In the case of a negative value for s, the joining zone has not passed the lowest 
point of the impact extrusion shoulder. 

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 5. a) Tooling system for forward rod extrusion [19], b) Formation of the joining zone 

geometry after impact extrusion depending on the relative forming path s. 
 

After forming, the samples were quenched in a water bath. To avoid thermal cracking, first the 
aluminium was quenched for 1 s, then the steel for 5 s and again the aluminium for 5 s, before the 
entire specimen was completely immersed for another 20 s. The samples were then cross-sectioned 
to measure the inner and outer diameter such as the depth of the joining zone to calculate the 
surface enlargement. The joining zone has a paraboloid geometry, which is why the modified 
surface area AJZ was calculated approx. using the following equation: 

𝐴𝐴𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 =
𝜋𝜋⋅(
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At a relative forming path s = -4 mm, the joining zone has not yet fully passed through the 
impact extrusion shoulder, which is why the paraboloid geometry is not found over the entire 
cross-section. Therefore, the unformed circular ring (Do - Di) was taken into account in the 
calculations. Samples with s = +4 were further prepared metallographically. Light microscopic 
and SEM images as well as EDX analyses were performed using a field emission scanning electron 
microscope Supra VP 55 to evaluate the cooling effect and the forming sequence on the joining 
zone geometry and quality as well as the emerging IMC.  
Results and Discussion 
The joining zone depth H, which contributes significantly to the surface enlargement, increases 
with higher relative forming paths s and reaches its maximum for s = +4 (see Fig. 6). In this case 
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a joining zone surface of AJZ = 1010.11 mm2 is obtained which corresponds to a surface 
enlargement of approx. 70% compared to the unaffected, flat joining zone after friction welding 
or with initially aluminium formed. The measured and calculated values for each variation are 
shown in Table 2. As the joining zone is passing through the extrusion shoulder, steel forms a 
funnel, dragging the materially bonded aluminium along with it. The material is drawn more 
strongly into the centre due to the locally varying forming speed and forms the funnel shape in the 
absence of subsequent material flow. With increased relative forming path s, the effect mentioned 
becomes stronger, which is why the shape of the joining zone between steel and aluminium is 
characterised by a steadily increasing joining zone depth H. 

 
Fig. 6. Exemplary images of the joining zone formation for s = [-4, 0, +4]. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of the surface enlargement depending on relative forming path s. 

Initially 
Formed 
Material 

Relative 
Forming 

Path s 
[mm] 

Inner 
Diameter 
Di [mm] 

Outer 
Diameter 
Do [mm] 

Joining 
Zone 
Depth 

H [mm] 

Joining 
Zone 

Surface 
AJZ [mm2] 

Surface 
Enlargement 

[%] 

Aluminium 4 27.5 27.5 0 593.96 0 
Steel -4 21.8 27.5 9.5 803.44 35.2 
Steel -2 27.5 27.5 12.35 943.67 58.88 
Steel 0 27.5 27.5 12.9 968.58 63.07 
Steel 2 27.5 27.5 13.3 986.92 66.16 
Steel 4 27.5 27.5 13.8 1010.11 70.06 

 
The occurring defect in the centre of the specimen is caused by the funnel formation, which 

usually occurs in monolithic semi-finished products due to a lack of subsequent material flow at 
the end of the forming process [20]. A locally weak bond in the centre of the joined materials 
before forming is pre-existent, due to low relative friction speeds in the friction welding process. 
Combined with an increased forming speed in the centre and differing yield stresses, a detachment 
of the two materials is very likely. The defect can mostly be avoided if the extrusion takes place 
with high friction between the extrusion die and the specimen [21]. In this regard the use of a 
counterpressure can set the required stress state [11-13]. Since the gap was nevertheless observed 
during the tests carried out, it can be assumed that the set of a counterpressure pCounter = 160 MPa 
is not sufficient to completely compensate the tensile stresses acting in the joining zone. 

The greater temperature gradient caused by the immersion cooling (see Fig. 4) provides a better 
equalisation of the yield stresses, thus a lower deformation resistance ratio and therefore a less 
pronounced paraboloid shape. Furthermore, the constriction of the aluminium is largely prevented 
(see Fig. 7) so that, unlike the sample without cooling, no gap extends over the entire 
circumference of the component surface near the joining zone. Due to the improved material flow, 
the central defect is also slightly reduced from 132 µm to 53 µm, but cannot be completely 
prevented. The influence of the partial cooling is also reflected in the measured hardness (HV0.1), 
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which show an average increase of 12 HV from 61 HV without cooling to 73 HV with cooling for 
the aluminium. The hardnesses in the steel are subject to relatively large deviations, but also 
increased slightly on average by 8 HV from 283 HV to 291 HV. 

 
Fig. 7. Metallographic and SEM images of the joining zone (s = +4 mm) without and with 

cooling with a counter pressure of pCounter = 160 MPa. 
 

Regardless of the used heating strategy, the formed IMCs have been influenced by the surface 
enlargement leading to a relatively homogenous structure. The thickness in the edge area as well 
as in the descending area is varying between 0.6 to 0.8µm. Near the central area, the brittle IMCs 
are destructed after forming due to the detachment between the two materials. The IMC 
thicknesses in the edge area are approx. in the same size range compared to the thicknesses in the 
central area, which is why no thinning of the IMC can be certainly observed due to the surface 
enlargement. However, since the IMC does not exceed the critical thickness of 1 µm [16] 
combined with the increase in surface area compared to a flat joining zone, a potential 
improvement of the bond strength can be assumed. 

As expected, the chemical composition in the joining zone was not influenced by the cooling. 
An EDX line scan of the specimen without cooling at a forming path of s = +4 mm (see Fig. 8) is 
exemplary shown in Fig. 8. A diffusion and hence a deposition of manganese and silicon into the 
area of the joining zone with a concentration of up to 5 wt.% is seen, indicating the existing IMC.  

 
Fig. 8. EDX analysis of the descending area for a specimen without cooling (s = +4 mm). 
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Summary 
In this study, a forward rod extrusion process was used which, based on preliminary work, focused 
on the forming sequence and the use of partial cooling for the aluminium side. The variation of the 
forming path showed a material flow-related increase of the surface enlargement of up to 70%. 
Furthermore, the complete passing of the joining zone through the impact extrusion shoulder 
resulted in defects near the surface as well as on the interior, which could be reduced with the help 
of the improved material flow through immersion cooling. A homogenous formation of the IMC 
is ensured in the enlarged areas. Partial detachments or cracking of the IMC was observed 
regardless of cooling in the areas with increased surface area, especially in the centre at the highest 
material flow rates. For future work, the counter pressure should be increased further in order to 
compensate the tensile stresses that occur for a defect-free bond. Furthermore, mechanical tests 
should be carried out to prove that the enlarged surface also improves the bond strength of the 
joining zone. To investigate the possible adjustable maximum temperature gradients, selecting 
other cooling strategies such as air-spray cooling should be considered. 
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Abstract. Rolling is a well-established forming process for producing finished or semi-finished 
products in various industries. Although highly automated, most rolling processes are designed 
manually by experts based on their knowledge, highly specialized heuristics and analytical process 
models or numerical simulations. This manual design approach does not lead to an optimization 
accounting for multiple objectives. Previous work [1] has shown the potential of coupling 
reinforcement learning (RL) with fast analytical rolling models (FRM) to optimize hot rolling 
processes. However, the designed pass schedules do not robustly reach the desired final height 
within typical industrial tolerances. Therefore, in this paper the existing approach of coupling RL 
with an FRM is extended by dynamically ranges for height reductions. This extension guarantees 
that the target height is always reached exactly. In addition to the height reduction, the RL 
algorithm can determine the inter-pass time, initial slab temperature and rolling velocity. For the 
optimization, an objective function, called reward function, considering all relevant optimization 
objectives such as the final grain size and energy consumption, was developed. An exemplary 
training was performed for a defined starting (140 mm) and final height (25 mm). The resulting, 
automatically designed pass schedules reach the target height and fulfill all defined optimization 
objective including the required average austenite grain size. 
Introduction 
Hot rolling of flat products is a widely-used metalworking process, in which the material is heated 
above its recrystallization temperature and then passed through an arrangement of rolls to reduce 
its thickness. It is typically used for processing cast slabs or ingots into heavy plates or sheets with 
the desired geometry and material properties for various industries such as the automotive and 
construction industry. In fact, a large proportion of all steel (> 90%) and aluminum (> 60%) 
products are rolled at some point during their manufacture, as Allwood et al. [2] pointed out. 

With an annual global crude steel production of over 1,900 million tons in 2021 [3], it is clear 
that even small process improvements such as energy savings are of significant importance. It is 
therefore logical to further optimize the process parameters in hot rolling e.g. the height reduction, 
so that desired product properties, such as final geometry, grain size and corresponding mechanical 
properties, are achieved more efficiently thus minimizing the energy consumption.  

The product properties are determined by the initial material state, material properties like flow 
stress, heat transfer, microstructure evolution as well as the process parameters of each pass. These 
include height reduction, rolling velocity and inter-pass time among others. The challenge lies in 
the fact that (hot) rolling consists of several subsequent and coupled passes with the process 
parameters summarized in one overarching pass schedule. These dependencies result in a change 
of properties during each pass, therefore indirectly influencing every subsequent pass.  

Due to the complex interactions between the process parameters, the material properties as well 
as the processing constraints, the design and optimization of the pass schedule represents a 
complex multi-objective optimization problem. Despite great progress, detailed finite element 
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simulations as well as the use of classical optimization algorithms or specialized heuristics for 
process design are time consuming and hence not yet applicable for process optimization in the 
industrial context. Therefore, process design is often only based on experience of long-time rolling 
mill operators or fast process models. Previous work by Scheiderer et al. [1] showed that coupling 
RL with a FRM is very promising. RL is applied, since after a successful training process it is 
capable of solving given problems, e.g. to identify strategies in terms of a pass schedule, within 
seconds. During the training process, the learning part of the RL algorithm, which is called agent, 
learns through goal oriented interaction with a virtual process environment. Within the presented 
work, the required data for the RL-agent is provided by the FRM. However, the final height is not 
robustly reached within typical industrial tolerances. 

To tackle this challenge, this paper presents a workflow to ensure that the final target height is 
always reached exactly within the tolerance. After a brief overview of the current pass schedule 
design approaches and the application of RL for process optimization, the coupled approach is 
shown and explained. The focus lies on the newly developed reward function and workflow for 
robust attainment of the target height. Finally, an exemplary training is presented and discussed. 
Pass schedule Design and Optimization 
Various approaches to design and optimize pass schedules exist, the first objective of which is 
always to guarantee the attainment of a target height. Known approaches to distribute the height 
reduction to several passes are, for example, to set the height reduction per pass to the maximum 
permitted by the rolling mill limitations [4] or to aim for a uniform distribution of the rolling forces 
between the individual passes [5]. These approaches are usually used to design a first version of a 
pass schedule, which is then further optimized.  

As, Özgur et al. [6] pointed out in an extensive literature review, these pass schedules are mostly 
designed based on expert knowledge, analytical rolling models, finite element (FE) simulations 
and heuristics, and are therefore rarely optimized for several objectives simultaneously. These 
different approaches are often specialized for specific use cases, which makes a comparison or 
transferability almost impossible. A similar conclusion was reached by Pandey et al. [7] after their 
literature review demonstrating that, despite numerous methods, expertise is always needed. 

In recent years, evolutionary algorithms have been increasingly used to design and optimize 
pass schedules, as shown by the work of Wu et al. [8] and Hernandez et al. [9]. However, these 
algorithms do not learn relationships between process parameters and target variables, thus a 
separate design process has to be performed for each pass schedule. With the usage of RL in 
contrast, knowledge can be (partially) transferred to other pass schedules. 
Fast Rolling Models 
Fast rolling models (FRM) are able to calculate rolling forces and microstructure development for 
complete rolling processes within a few seconds. For this purpose, they usually consist of 
simplified, analytical models using semi-empirical equations to describe the material behavior. 
Numerous fast rolling models with different emphases can be found in the literature.  

Beynon and Sellars [10] present a rolling model called SLIMMER, which is able to describe 
the microstructure evolution and predict the rolling force and torque during hot rolling. Inspired 
by their work, Lohmar et al. [11] extended a similar model to include height resolution within the 
workpiece and considered the influence of shear during deformation. In addition to these classical 
approaches, data-driven methods have also been increasingly used in recent years to model the hot 
rolling process, for example by Shen et al. [12] to predict rolling forces. 
Reinforcement Learning for Process Optimization 
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a branch of Machine Learning, which attempts to imitate natural 
learning behavior through reward and punishment. It consists of an iterative learning approach, in 
which it learns by mapping states to actions while trying to maximize a numerical reward [13].  
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In recent years, RL applications sprung up across the manufacturing field with exponential 
publication growth year by year as Li et al. [14] stated. The authors analyzed 264 different 
publications between 2013 and October 2022 and found, that optimizing energy consumption as 
well as costs and reducing reliance on expert knowledge as the main objectives of these 
applications. Esteso et al [15] came to similar conclusions and add that the great majority of RL 
applications in production technology utilize simplified (virtual) environments with discrete action 
spaces. Panzer and Bender [16] also conducted a literature review and conclude that in numerous 
applications RL outperforms previously used heuristics or algorithms. However, they are still not 
yet applied in real production.  

There are already several successful applications of RL for the optimization of forming 
processes, such as in open die forging [17] and wire hot rolling [18]. Reinisch et al. [17] coupled 
a process model with a RL algorithm to design and optimize pass schedules for open-die forging 
in terms of final ingot geometry, press force and process duration. The designed pass schedules 
led to executable forging processes. Moreover, Gamal et al. [18] demonstrated that RL in 
combination with process data identifies model parameters and thus improve model predictions 
for bar and wire hot rolling processes. For hot rolling, Scheiderer et al [1] published a RL approach, 
which can design pass schedules considering several optimization objectives. The authors used a 
database of simulation data to train the RL algorithm. However, the target height could not be 
exactly achieved, which in any case is necessary for industrial application. Therefore, in this paper, 
based on this previous work, the coupling is extended to such an extent that the target height is 
always reached exactly. For this purpose, the previously statically defined limits of the height 
reduction are dynamically adjusted so that they prevent the target height from being undershot. 
Advanced Coupling of RL with FRM 
In this chapter, the advanced coupling between a FRM and a RL algorithm is presented. Fig. 1 
schematically shows the structure of the coupled approach. The approach consists of an RL agent, 
representing the learning part, an environment, representing the problem and a set of selectable 
actions within defined ranges. At each discrete time step, the RL agent perceives the current state 
of the environment and performs actions, which result in changes of the environment. In this 
concrete use case, the RL agent chooses the process parameters of the next pass based on the 
current slab geometry and temperature. These process parameters lead to a change of the geometry 
and the temperature of the slab and therefore the state of the material. These changes are calculated 
by the FRM based on the chosen parameters, the previous material state and the material properties 
such as the flow stress. The RL agent designs the pass schedule pass by pass, thus feedback can 
be given to the agent directly after each pass 

Based on the FRM results, a numerical reward is calculated evaluating the quality of the chosen 
process parameters (actions). It can be either positive or negative, representing a reward or a 
punishment, respectively. The reward as well as the current state are passed to the RL agent, which 
stores the information. Based on all stored information, neural networks aim to learn relationships 
between the previous states, the process parameters, the resulting new state and the reward.  

The goal lies in identifying a sequence of process parameters (pass schedule), which result in a 
maximized reward. The described steps are repeated until the desired goal, here the target height, 
is reached. As soon as this is the case, the pass schedule design is completed, an iteration is finished 
and the material state is reset to the initial state. Afterwards, another iteration of the training process 
is performed. The training is carried out until the designed pass schedule converges. This means 
that the pass schedule does not really change from iteration to iteration. 

Each further iteration provides the RL algorithm with new information and therefore helps 
improving the choice of process parameters in further iterations. To guarantee continuous 
improvement of the designed process, the chosen reward function is of essential importance. Here, 
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it e.g. tracks and rewards, whether the final grain size matches the desired one, or punishes the 
exceeding of the maximum rolling force of the rolling mill. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the coupling of the RL algorithm with the FRM. 

 
As previously mentioned, the pass schedule design is performed pass by pass. Hence, it follows 

that the reward is also calculated directly after each pass instead of only receiving feedback after 
a complete pass schedule. However, the RL algorithm can only process a single numerical value 
to evaluate all defined optimization objectives. Thus, each objective first has to be evaluated 
separately, before being summarized to one numerical value. Table 1 lists all considered 
optimization objectives. 

 
Table 1. Overview of the optimization objectives. 

Optimization objective Goals 
Grain size 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 Final average austenite grain size after rolling 
Force/torque 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹 / 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 No exceeding of the rolling mill limits (80% of max optimal) 
Energy consumption 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 Minimization of the energy consumption 
Process time 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 Minimization of the process duration 
Height reduction 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 Minimization of total number of passes 

 
In this paper, the reward 𝑅𝑅 for each pass is composed as a weighted sum of six components 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 

as shown in Eq. 1. The prioritization here lies in achieving a desired grain size as it corresponds to 
mechanical properties. Therefore, this reward component is provided with a higher weighting than 
the others. An evaluation of the height is not necessary as the target height is always achieved 
exactly by dynamic adjustment of the height reduction, which will be described later. 

𝑅𝑅 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡6
𝑡𝑡 = 3 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 + 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹 + 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 + 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 + 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (1) 

For the definition of the individual reward components 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡, continuous functions were chosen, 
which scale between -1 and 1 to ensure no prioritization only by function design. To prevent the 
accumulation of positive rewards by simply adding a large number of passes, most reward 
components are defined negatively. Selected reward functions for individual objectives are 
described in more detail below. 

During optimization, some goals are to be exactly reached (𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑/𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹/𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇), while others are to be 
minimized (𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸/𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) or maximized (𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑). Fig. 2 (left) shows the reward for the rolling force 
(𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹). The definition for the rolling torque (𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇) is equivalent to the one for the force. In both cases, 
it is important not to exceed the rolling mill limits while still using enough of the available supplies. 
Therefore, the reward increases up to an optimal working point (𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡) sitting at 80% of the 
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maximum rolling mill force. This ensures that unintentional exceeding of the rolling stand limits 
is prevented even if process deviations or material fluctuations occur. If the defined operating point 
is exceeded, the reward decreases and reaches a penalty of -1 at the maximum rolling mill force. 

Fig. 2 (right) shows the reward for the austenite grain size (𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑). The punishment increases the 
further the current grain size deviates from the desired target grain size (𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡). Once the grain 
size lies within the desired tolerance, the reward (𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑) becomes positive. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Reward functions for rolling force (left) and grain size (right). 

 
For components requiring the minimization or maximization of a given process parameter, 

parabolas as shown in Fig. 3 on the left for energy consumption (𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸) and on the right for height 
reduction (𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) are used. These reward components are only defined between 0 and -1 so that 
the agent is forced to minimize the punishment. The energy consumption is calculated considering 
the rolling torque, rolling speed, roll radius and the process duration for each pass.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Reward functions for energy consumption (left) and for height reduction (right). 

 
In addition to the aspects described so far, the advanced coupled approach also has to ensure 

that the final height is exactly reached. Seeming to be particularly easy using human knowledge 
in process design, this has proven to be difficult for the RL algorithm in the past. In the work of 
Scheiderer et al. [1], the limits defined for the height reduction were the same absolute values for 
each pass. Therefore, the RL agent had to learn how to reach the target height, which did not 
always turn out to be successful. As soon as the maximum possible height reduction ∆ℎ was greater 
than the remaining difference between the initial height ℎ0 of the current pass and the target height 
ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, there was a risk that the pass schedule leads to heights below the target height. To prevent 
this, dynamic adjustments of the height reduction limits [∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚,∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚] are implemented.  

For the maximum permissible height reduction (∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚), two process-technological limits need 
to be respected. On the one hand, there is a maximum possible height reduction ensuring that no 
damage like cracking occurs. This limit (∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚,1) is material-dependent and typically lies at 
around 40 % of the initial height ℎ0 of the regarded pass. On the other hand, the bite condition 
during rolling has be taken into account. Depending on the friction coefficient 𝜇𝜇 and the roll radius 
𝑟𝑟, it defines the maximum possible height reduction (∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚,2), for which the material is still drawn 
into the roll gap. However, since there are uncertainties regarding the friction coefficient, here, 
85 % of the possible maximum height reduction is used. This ensures rollable pass. The 
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corresponding developed method is shown in Fig. 4. Based on the two calculated maximum 
possible height reductions (∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚,1,∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚,2), the smaller one is selected, so that both limitations 
are always fulfilled. In the next step, it is checked whether the chosen height reduction is larger 
than the remaining height difference between the current height and the target height ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡. If 
so, the maximum permissible height reduction ∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 is lowered to this difference.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Calculation of maximum height reduction ∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 to guarantee reaching the desired final 

height. 
 

Regarding the minimum height reduction (∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚), there are no fixed limits. Small height 
reductions are principally allowed, see Fig. 5. However, they usually lead to longer process times, 
which are punished by the reward function as shown in Eq. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Calculation of minimum height reduction ∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 to guarantee reaching the desired final 

height. 
 

Results: Training for Designing and Optimizing a Pass Schedule 
The above described approach was used to design a pass schedule for reversing hot rolling of a 
S355 steel slab with an initial height of 140 mm to a target height of 25 mm on the universal rolling 
mill Bühler VRW-400 at the Institute of Metal Forming (IBF). Furthermore, the optimization 
aimed to reach a final grain size (𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 30 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇). The rolling mill limits were set to a force 
(𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 = 4 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) and torque (𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 = 65 𝑘𝑘𝑀𝑀𝜇𝜇), while energy consumption and process time were 
to be minimized. During the training, the RL agent was able to vary the process parameters within 
the limits shown in Table 2. 

For the results shown in the following, an established RL algorithm, the Deep Deterministic 
Policy Gradient (DDPG) [19] was used. This algorithm uses two neural networks, allowing it to 
solve problems with continuous action spaces. One network estimates the cumulative long-term 
reward based on the current state and the chosen actions. The second network tries to learn a 
suitable strategy based on the reward estimation. 

For the coupling with RL, an already existing fast rolling model is used, which was developed 
and validated at IBF by Lohmar et al [11]. It consists of several modules allowing the prediction 
of deformation, temperature and austenite grain size evolution as well as rolling forces and torques. 
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Table 2: Ranges of the RL agent's selectable process parameters. 

Process parameter Limits 
Minimal Maximum 

Height reduction ∆ℎ ∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ∆ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚(𝜇𝜇 = 0.3, 𝑟𝑟 = 205 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) 
Initial temperature 1000 [°C] 1200 [°C] 
Inter-pass time 5 [s] 30 [s] 
Rolling velocity 100 [mm/s] 500 [mm/s] 

 
The presented training was carried out with 20,000 iterations, which corresponds to 20,000 

calculated pass schedules. This equals about 24 hours of calculation time (CPU: Intel Xeon E3-
1270). Fig. 6 shows the height evolution in black and the grain size evolution in red for the first 
and the final designed pass schedules. It is evident that the number of passes (from 18 to 8 passes) 
and the process time have been reduced and that the target grain size has been reached. 
Furthermore, both pass schedules reach the desired target height, regardless of the training 
progress. This is ensured by the dynamic adjustment described in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The first (left) and the final (right) designed pass schedule after 20,000 iterations by the 

RL agent. 
 

For comparison, Table 3 shows two pass schedules, one designed using static limits for ∆ℎ and 
one designed by the presented extended approach. In both cases, the same optimization objectives 
and boundary conditions were used. Both lead to similar results, e.g. final grain size. 
 

Table 3. Comparison of the final designed pass schedule with static ∆ℎ limits and with the new 
dynamic approach. 

Pass 
Number 

Height after each pass in [mm] 
Static ∆ℎ Dynamic ∆ℎ 

1 124.32 124.32 
2 108.64 108.64 
3 92.64 92.95 
4 77.27 77.27 
5 61.59 61.59 
6 46.22 45.91 
7 33.31 30.54 
8 24.88 25.00 
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Although the difference between the two pass schedules appears to be negligible, it is of great 
importance since an undershooting of the final height is irreversible and leads to unsaleable 
products. The comparison demonstrates that the presented approach successfully supports the RL 
agent in identifying strategies, which lead to saleable products.  

In addition to the resulting pass schedules, taking a closer look at the training progress is of 
interest, too. Therefore, the results achieved using the dynamic ∆ℎ are shown in more detail. Fig. 
7 shows the evolution of the total reward 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 of the complete pass schedule in blue and the 
deviation ∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 between the final average grain size and the target one in red during training. The 
evolution of the total reward over the iterations clearly shows that the reward increases the most 
within the first 1,000 iterations. Afterwards, it increases only slightly until it reaches a constant 
level at about 2,500 iterations.  

A similar pattern can also be found for the deviation of the final grain size from the target one 
(∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺). The initial deviation of about 20 µm is significantly reduced in the first 1,000 iterations, so 
that the deviation at 2,500 iterations lies at only a few µm. Subsequently, the desired grain size is 
reached. The results show that the training is clearly converging towards a total reward of about -
10, at which the target grain size is reached. Comparing the evolutions of the total reward and the 
deviation from the target grain size, it is noticeable that both correlate well, especially at the 
beginning and up to about 1,000 iterations. This strongly indicates that at the beginning the RL 
agent is trying to achieve the target grain size as soon as possible. This results from the 
prioritization of this component in the reward function. This indicates that weighting of individual 
components in the overarching reward function can be used to successfully focus on certain 
optimization objectives while still achieving all other desired objectives. 

 
Fig. 7. Evolution of the total reward in blue and the deviation of the average grain size from the 

target grain size (30 μm) ΔGS in red. 
 
Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the energy consumption as well as the total number of passes of the 
designed pass schedules during the training. It is noticeable that the energy consumption initially 
increases significantly, peaks at around 500 iterations at 0.14 GJ and then continuously decreases 
until it reaches a constant level at about 5,000 iterations with a value of 0.12 GJ.  

Another example for the well-defined prioritization in the reward function is the evolution of 
the number of passes in the pass schedules laid out. The aim was to favor height reductions that 
are as large as possible so that the required number of passes is as low as possible. A small number 
of passes usually results in a shorter process time and thus higher efficiency. Here, the number of 
passes per pass schedule strives very quickly from 18 to the minimum possible number of eight. 

In addition to the values shown here, the analysis of the resulting rolling forces and torques 
showed that the maximum rolling mill limitations were retained at all times during the training. 
Moreover, the final height is exactly reached by using the dynamic adjustment of the height 
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reduction presented in this work, it can be stated that rollable pass schedules have been laid out 
successfully after only a few thousand iterations. Moreover, the dynamic adjustment of the height 
reduction accelerated the training progress significantly compared to the previous work [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Evolution of the energy consumption in blue and of the total number of passes in orange 

of the designed pass schedules during the training. 
Summary 
The results show that the coupling of RL with an FRM can successfully learn the complex 
interactions between process parameters, material behavior and the final properties such as the 
final austenite grain size. The approach does not require explicit knowledge or procedure and can 
automatically design pass schedules for multiple optimization objectives based on a reward 
function. The presented extension, the dynamic adjustment of the height reduction, ensures that 
the target height is always hit exactly. It guarantees automatically designed pass schedule that lead 
to saleable products. Furthermore, compared to the results of previous work, learning could rather 
be accelerated. Additionally, the further objectives, especially the target grain size, were 
successfully achieved. Following next, the designed pass schedules are to be experimentally 
validated, while the knowledge of the trained RL agents will be transferred to design further pass 
schedules with varying starting and final geometries. 
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Abstract. Trimming processes are frequently used for the manufacturing of fastener heads and 
similar parts with high precision requirements for specific regions of the part. Compared to 
conventional cold forging processes, the desired geometry can be achieved with significantly lower 
forces. However, trimming of sharp-edged geometries often leads to a highly inhomogeneous 
material flow and stress state in the workpiece, resulting in crack formation at such edges. To 
address this shortcoming, superposition of compressive stresses can be used to reduce the damage 
in the trimming process significantly. In this paper, the beneficial effect of stress superposition on 
damage reduction in a trimming process of a splined part is presented. By means of a numerical 
investigation using the FE-software DEFORM 3D, the impact of compressive stress superposition 
on the damage respectively crack formation at the edges of a splined part was investigated. 
Afterwards, trimming dies were manufactured and experimental investigations with three different 
trimming die geometries and different preform geometries were conducted to manufacture the 
splined parts. The edges of the splined parts were then characterized with a digital microscope and 
compared to the numerical results. 
Introduction and State of the Art 
Cold forging is widely used due to its advantages regarding production of high-volume parts, the 
work hardening of the material due to the deformation and the possibility to obtain near net shape 
parts right after the forming process. Furthermore, high surface qualities and very low tolerances 
with regard to dimensional accuracy of the pressed components can be achieved [1]. Trimming 
processes are often used to trim scrap material from hot forged parts [2]. But trimming processes 
are also used e.g. for the manufacturing of complex, sharp-edged geometries with high accuracy 
requirements for which a conventional cold forging process would not lead to a sufficient filling 
of the die cavity [3]. One example of such a combined process is the production of fasteners. In 
particular, in the production of screws with hexagonal head and flange, the shape of the hexagonal 
head is trimmed while the trimmed material forms the flange in the simultaneous upsetting process. 
Afterwards, the flange is trimmed with a circular shaped tool. Hence, there are two different 
categories of trimming processes: 

● Category A: Trimming processes in which the produced flange is relatively thin and 
gets sheared off directly at the initial trimming contour by the knock out pin while the 
punch is still in its end position (e.g. hexagonal screws without flange). [4] 

● Category B: Trimming processes in which the produced flange is relatively thick and 
remains at the part (e.g. hexagonal screws with flange). Here, the flange is usually 
trimmed with a circular trimming punch in a following forming stage. [3] 
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Regarding trimming processes of category A, there are several scientific investigations. In [5], 
the trimming process of a fastener with a hexagonal head has been investigated numerically while 
the study was mainly focused on the tool load. It was found that the stopping distance has a major 
impact on the tool load but also affects the load of the knock out pin which is used to shear off the 
flange. In [6], a numerical investigation using 2D- and 3D-simulations was conducted to determine 
the impact of different trimming die geometries on the effective stress within the trimming die. 
Specifically, the corner geometry, land width, petal angle and rake angle were varied and beneficial 
values were obtained for these four parameters regarding screw sizes M6 and M20. 

In [7], a trimming process of a fastener with a hexagonal head was investigated numerically 
using seven different damage models. Afterwards, the numerical results were compared to cracks 
that actually occurred on the sheared off chip of a real pressed part. Main objective of this study 
was the exact numerical modeling of the crack formation in the sheared off chip, whereby 
Cockcroft-Latham-Oh damage model was the most accurate model to reproduce those diagonal 
cracks numerically. Further investigations of the same authors show similar results [8]. 

In [9], the influence of different geometrical parameters on the target geometry of a fastener 
with a hexagonal head without flange was investigated. Three geometric phenomena were 
observed with respect to the target geometry – a roll-over at the top of the fastener head, an 
underfilling and a burr formation in the lower area of the head. The radius at the cutting edge was 
found to be the most significant parameter for these geometric deviations. A relatively new study 
from 2021 comprises an investigation on the die-service life of trimming dies for bolts with 
hexagonal head [10]. In this study, various combinations of geometric parameters of the trimming 
dies were investigated and the dies were used until failure due to, for example, broken cutting 
edges. Cutting edge radius and cutting width were found as the most significant parameters for 
die-service life. 

Regarding trimming processes of category B and especially crack formation in such processes, 
the authors proposed the topic "Process limits in trimming of non-circular and asymmetrical 
geometries" as a study in the German Cold Forging Group (GCFG) in 2020 [3]. The aim of this 
study was a deeper knowledge of damage development during trimming of sharp-edged 
workpieces. For this purpose, a numerical parameter study was carried out based on a real part 
geometry of a hexagonal screw with flange. The impact of the workpiece preform geometry and 
tool geometry on the damage development in the workpiece was investigated. Normalized 
Cockcroft & Latham criterion was used for damage calculation. Among other things, an approach 
to superimpose compressive stresses was investigated. This approach showed promising numerical 
results in terms of damage reduction at the edges of the hexagonal screw. However, the results 
were not validated with an experimental investigation resulting in the initiation of this present 
study with the aim of proofing the beneficial effect of stress superposition on damage reduction in 
trimming processes. 

Superposition of compressive stresses for an increased formability is also used in other 
applications, such as fine blanking [11]. In addition, there are also approaches to use stress 
superposition in lateral extrusion of brittle materials [12,13] and hollow lateral extrusion [14]. A 
more in-depth investigation of the connection between the stress state and the pore size in the 
microstructure as well as the resulting damage was carried out by [15]. Besides an improved 
formability, there are also investigations on the influence of stress superposition on residual 
stresses within the workpiece [16]. 
Material and Methods 
The numerical investigations were performed with the FE-software DEFORM. Since the non-
alloyed carbon steel EN 1.0214 is a common material for fasteners, this material was chosen for 
the numerical investigations. The used flow curves for the numerical investigation are depicted in 
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Fig. 1 and comprise data for two different strain rates (20 s-1 and 1 s-1) and four different 
temperatures ranging from 20°C up to 300°C. 
 

Fig. 1. Flow curves of the non-alloyed carbon steel EN 1.0214. 
 

In order to proof the beneficial effect of stress superposition on damage reduction in trimming 
processes, a demonstrator geometry with a high susceptibility to crack formation during a 
conventional trimming process was chosen. In the previous GCFG-study, a screw with a trimmed 
hexagonal head was investigated (Fig. 2a) [3]. In coordination with the project partner, a gear-
shaped geometry with a number of teeth of zspline = 8 and a module of mspline = 2 mm was selected 
for the present study as a demonstrator geometry (Fig. 2b). The large difference between the tip 
diameter and root diameter should most likely result in crack formation during conventional 
trimming. The shaft side of the demonstrator geometry was selected analogously to the hexagonal 
screw considered in the first study [3] which is based on a real process (Fig. 2c). In this way, it 
was possible to use the transfer system of the horizontal press without any modifications and the 
same process sequence. Just a modified trimming die had to be produced. 

 

Fig. 2. a) Standard geometry with trimmed hexagonal shape [3], b) defined splined shape for the 
present study and c) modified geometry with trimmed splined shape. 

 
For the numerical investigation, a multi-stage forming process has been developed in DEFORM 

comprising upsetting and heading as 2D-simulations, a 2D-3D-conversion and the trimming 
process as a 3D-simulation. The trimming process of the flange was not carried out, due to the fact 
that the damage at the edges can already be determined during the trimming process of the spline. 
Fig. 3 shows the developed multi-stage forming process for the numerical investigation in 
DEFORM. Since a high variety of different tool geometries was investigated, the workpiece was 
modelled as an ideal-plastic object whereas the tools were rigid objects. This approach has already 
been proven beneficial in the first study [3]. 
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Fig. 3. Developed multi-stage forming process for the numerical investigation in DEFORM. 
 

In the numerical investigation, shear friction model was used with a constant friction coefficient 
of m = 0.1. Furthermore, the velocity of the punch was set to 10 mm/s in each stage. For the 
upsetting and the heading process the number of elements for the FEM mesh was chosen to 2,500 
elements with a minimum element edge length of 0.1 mm. Regarding the relatively simple 
geometries during upsetting and heading, this element edge length provides sufficient accuracy for 
the representation of the small radii. The raw part has a diameter of 19.7 mm and a length of 
37.3 mm. After the upsetting process, the diameter is 20.75 mm and the length 33.62 mm. The 
initial preform angle of the conical shape in the heading stage is 16.5°. The preform angle was also 
varied to 25° since the tools were already available; a further increased value was not investigated 
based on the findings in [3] (the preform would need a very high radial dimension to meet the 
required height, and the amount of displaced material would increase disproportionately). The 
upsetting process is followed by an 2D-3D-conversion. Here, a 45° segment was investigated since 
this is the angle for simulate one complete tooth (Fig. 3 shows the 360° model for better overview). 
To decrease calculation time, also half of a tooth could be investigated. However, the relevant area 
of the tooth (the tooth tip) is directly in the symmetry plane which can influence the calculated 
workpiece properties. Therefore, one complete tooth was investigated. The hexagonal screw on 
which the demonstrator geometry is based on, has a wrench size of 19 mm to get an overall idea 
of the part size depicted in Fig. 2a. In the case of the demonstrator geometry of this study, the tip 
diameter is 21.6 mm and the root diameter is 12.6 mm. 

The model of the 3D-simulation of the trimming process is shown in Fig. 4a. A 45° segment 
was investigated. This segment was modelled with a FEM mesh consisting of 180,000 elements. 
Mesh windows were used to obtain an accurate numerical result in the relevant area of the 
trimming zone. The smallest element size was 0.06 mm. Fig. 4b shows the stop-criterion of the 
process (flange height of 5.4 mm). The calculated workpiece geometry is depicted in Fig. 4c. 

Fig. 4. a) Simulation setup, b) final height of the flange as a stop criterion and c) calculated 
workpiece geometry. 
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Regarding the stress superposition, five different trimming dies were used initially. Fig. 5 shows 
the dies considered for the numerical investigation. The reference die is designed like a 
conventional trimming die with a cutting edge radius of 0.25 mm. All other dies have the same 
cutting edge radius. Variant V1 features an indentation of 0.25 mm relative to the face of the die, 
which is applied close to the contour as an offset at a distance of 0.5 mm. Variant V1b is based on 
variant V1, but has an increased offset geometry distance of 1.0 mm (with regard to the tooth tip 
without the tooth root). Variant V2 features an annular indentation of 0.25 mm with a radial offset 
relative to the tip diameter of 0.5 mm. Variant V3 is designed to apply a compressive stress only 
in the local area of the tooth tip. For this purpose, the entire surrounding area is designed as a 
indentation. The offset of V3 was also selected to 0.5 mm, like V1 and V2. 

 

Fig. 5. Initially used trimming dies for the numerical investigation. 
 

The experimental investigations were carried out on a mechanical press. In preparation, the 
series process for the production of a hexagonal screw with flange shown in Fig. 6 was equipped 
on the horizontal multi-stage press. Afterwards, the parts were pressed using the splined dies and 
the parts with cracks were analyzed using a Keyence digital microscope VHX-5000. Finally, the 
critical damage value was determined by comparing the numerically determined damage 
distribution with the measured crack height. 

 

Fig. 6. Multi-stage process for production of a hexagonal screw with flange. 
Results and Discussion 
At first, the numerical results are evaluated. The geometry and the respective distribution of 
damage with Normalized Cockcroft & Latham damage model is shown in Fig. 7. The modified 
die geometry is well visible on the top side of the flanges. Regarding the determined damage 
values, also the maximum damage value for each variant is listed. As expected, the highest damage 
values occur at the tooth tip of the splined geometry. The reference die leads to the highest value 
of Dmax,ref = 5.41. For all other variants the damage value is reduced due to the superposition of 
radial compressive stress. This can be explained by the additional redirection of the material flow 
at the transition of the indentation, which leads to an additional radial force. Owing to the highly 
inhomogeneous material flow caused by the large differences between tip and root diameter, the 
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modified variants have a different impact on the damage values. Variant V2 leads to the most 
homogeneous material flow due to the annular indentation and, as a result, provides the smallest 
damage value of Dmax,V2 = 2.94. With regard to the forces, there are only minor differences 
between all variants with 525 kN to 575 kN (Fig. 7). This can be explained with the only slightly 
varying volume differences of the indentations. Without an experimental test, the damage value 
only indicates the potential area of possible damage, but must always be validated with an 
experimental test. Therefore, it cannot be determined solely from the numerical results whether a 
crack will occur or not. 

 

Fig. 7. Calculated geometries and respective distribution of damage with Normalized Cockcroft 
& Latham. 

 
Due to the smallest numerically determined damage values, variant V2 was selected for the 

experimental investigations. The manufactured die with the splined contour replaced the 
hexagonal die in the process sequence depicted in Fig. 6. Initially, several parts were pressed with 
the conventional machine setting. Fig. 8 a shows the reference trimming die for the spline shaped 
parts. A pressed part is depicted in Fig. 8b. The crack formation at the sharp edges of the tooth tips 
is clearly visible. A detailed view of one tooth is shown in Fig. 8c. Thus, it can be concluded that 
the selected demonstrator geometry has a high vulnerability to crack formation with respect to 
conventional trimming processes. 

Fig. 8. a) Trimming die without indentation (reference), b) pressed part with cracks and c) detail 
of tooth tip. 
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Subsequently, the experimental investigation with the trimming die with an annular indentation 
of 0.25 mm was conducted. The pressed parts showed also cracks at the sharp edges of the tooth 
tips (Fig. 9b and Fig. 9c). At first, the initiation position of the cracks looked quite similar 
compared to the variant without compressive stress superposition. Therefore, also a comparison of 
Fig. 8c and Fig. 9c doesn’t show much difference. But in fact the initiation position of the cracks 
was slightly lower which is made clear in Fig. 11 later. 

 

Fig. 9. a) Trimming die with annular indentation of 0.25 mm, b) pressed part with cracks  
and c) detail of tooth tip. 

 
In a further investigation, the indentation was increased from 0.25 mm to 1.0 mm (Fig. 10a). 

As a result, there is a larger deflection of the material and, thus, higher induced compressive 
stresses occur. With this adjustment it was possible to press parts without any cracks. One 
exemplary part is shown in Fig. 10b with a detailed view in Fig. 10c. 

Fig. 10. a) Trimming die with annular indentation of 1.0 mm, b) pressed part without cracks and 
c) detail of tooth tip. 

 
Besides those different die geometries, also the preform angle was varied in the experimental 

investigation using the trimming die with a 0.25 mm deep indentation. For comparison of the 
experimental results with the numerically determined damage values over 400 teeth were 
characterized using the Keyence digital microscope VHX-5000. In particular, the total trimming 
height h from the top edge to the flange, the trimming height s from the crack initiation to the 
flange and the difference between those two heights - the trimming height without crack a - were 
measured. 

Fig. 11 shows the measured heights for characterization of crack initiation as well as the impact 
of the investigated variants with respect to the indentation and the preform angle on the trimming 
length without crack a. Furthermore, the number of measurements is indicated, since at some parts 
the very sharp edges were deformed due to the impact in the container after the forming process. 
Without a compressive stress superposition, an average trimming height without crack of 
a = 1.02 mm was determined. With a compressive stress superposition by the indentation of 
0.25 mm, a 35 % higher value of a = 1.38 mm could be achieved for the same preform. The 
preform which was used initially in the numerical investigation comprising an angle of 16.5° has 
only a slight impact on the height a. Here, the average value is 1.33 mm. Regarding the variant 
with 1 mm indentation, no cracks occurred on any of the pressed parts. The height a therefore 
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always corresponded to the total trimming height h, with an average value of h = 5.22 mm. The 
maximum value of the total trimming height for one part with a very low end position of the 
trimming die was h = 5.80 mm. 

 

Fig. 11: Measured heights for characterization of crack initiation and impact of the investigated 
variants on the trimming length without crack a. 

 
To compare the numerical and experimental results, the additional preform with an angle of 25° 

and the additional trimming die geometry with an indentation of 1 mm were first added in the 
numerical investigations and further simulations were carried out. Based on the average trimming 
height without crack a, the critical damage value was then identified for the reference die and the 
die with an indentation of 0.25 mm as well as for the preform angles 25° and 16.5°. Using this 
procedure, an average critical damage value of 0.93 was identified. The preform angle has no 
major impact and the penetration depth has no impact on the critical damage value. Fig. 12a shows 
the comparison of 
an edge of a 
pressed part (no 
indentation, 
preform angle 
16.5°) and the 
numerically 
calculated damage 
distribution. The 
color scale is 
formatted in such 
a way that the 
critical damage 
value represents 
the transition from 
orange to red 
color (red circle). 

According to the damage distribution illustrated, the crack initiation height can be estimated 
quite accurate with ± 0.1 mm in height for all investigated variants. However, there is a difference 
in the shape of the cracks on the real part and the area with damage values higher than 0.93, which 
is probably due to the lack of element deletion. Using element deletion would in particular affect 
adjacent elements, which could lead to a more realistic representation of the shape of the crack. 
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The analysis of the variant with an indentation of 1 mm in Fig. 12b demonstrates, that the 
calculated damage values are lower than the critical damage value of 0.93. Since no cracks 
occurred during the experimental investigations with this trimming tool, it can be concluded that 
the numerical model can represent the crack initiation behavior realistically. In summary, 
compressive stress superposition can be used to improve trimming processes of parts which are 
vulnerable to crack formation. 
Summary 
In this contribution, a numerical study with a subsequent experimental investigation regarding 
superposition of compressive stresses in trimming processes of bulk forming parts has been 
conducted. At first, a gear-shaped demonstrator geometry which is vulnerable for crack formation 
during a conventional trimming process was defined. Afterwards, different trimming die 
geometries for stress superposition were investigated and their impact on the damage development 
in the workpiece was evaluated. Based on the numerical results, the trimming die which leads to 
the lowest damage values in the workpiece was selected and manufactured for the subsequent 
experimental investigation. 

In the experimental investigations, different trimming die geometries and preform geometries 
were conducted to manufacture the splined parts. Besides the initially investigated trimming die 
geometries, also an additional geometry was investigated comprising an indentation of 1.0 mm for 
stress superposition. The edges of the splined parts were then characterized with the Keyence 
digital microscope VHX-5000 and compared to the numerical results for identification of the 
critical damage value. It was found that a minor compressive stress superposition (indentation of 
0.25 mm) leads to slightly reduced damage values in the workpiece compared to a conventional 
die without compressive stress superposition. Using a further increased compressive stress 
superposition (indentation of 1 mm), it was even possible to press components without crack 
formation entirely. 

In summary, it was shown that the superposition of compressive stresses is a useful method for 
improving trimming processes of parts that are vulnerable to crack formation. Since damage is 
very specific in terms of material and geometry, it is not possible to directly transfer the determined 
critical damage value to completely different geometries or materials. Experimental validation is 
always required to investigate on damage development. However, the developed simulation model 
can be used as a comprehensive basis for the investigation of similar splined geometries and other 
materials in the future. The method of compressive stress superposition in trimming processes can 
be transferred to other parts for which no trimming process could be applied so far, thus the existing 
process limits of trimming processes can be improved significantly. 
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Abstract. This study is focused on understanding the effects of key process parameters on the 
onset of recrystallisation of coarse, elongated, and dendritic grains of the as-cast microstructure 
during ingot-to-billet conversion, consisting of successive cogging, upsetting, and reheating 
operations, in type 316 austenitic stainless steel. The microstructural characteristics of the initial 
as-cast ingot (e.g., size, orientation and morphology of grains), and the complex thermo-
mechanical path have significant impact on recrystallisation behaviours, which make the existing 
material models inefficient of precise microstructure prediction. These investigations aim at 
exploring the recrystallisation mechanisms and their dependency on the forging process 
parameters. Cogging trails were conducted on VIM-VAR stainless steel ingots and microstructural 
observations were made to identify the recrystallisation mechanisms. Finite element simulations 
coupled with constitutive material models were developed in parallel, to enable microstructurally 
informed prediction of the cogging process. Thus, static and discontinuous dynamic 
recrystallisations occur in succession after reaching a threshold level of deformation during 
cogging. Grain growth occurred in the statically recrystallised grains during reheating. The 
importance of the reheating and the associated static recrystallisation on the efficiency of the billet 
conversion process in terms of grain refinement is thus highlighted. 
Introduction 
The ingot-to-billet conversion process, consisting of hot forging operations of cogging and 
upsetting with intermediate reheating, is typically performed to generate a homogeneous and 
equiaxed grain microstructure from the initial as-cast’s coarse, elongated, and dendritic structure. 
The different steps of the conversion route cause the occurrence of several metallurgical 
mechanisms, which lead to the evolution of microstructure. Continuous (CDRX) or Discontinuous 
(DDRX) dynamic recrystallisation are the main mechanisms of microstructure evolution, 
occurring during the hot forming operation. The plastic strain, strain rate and the temperature are 
the main thermomechanical parameters governing these mechanisms [1]. During intermediate 
reheating (i.e., between cogging/upsetting operations), static recrystallisation (SRX) can occur 
depending on the temperature and the accumulated strain energy in form of geometrically 
necessary dislocation density produced during the previous forming operations. Further, grain 
growth can also occur when the material is held at high temperatures for a long time, in particular, 
during heating and reheating processes. 
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The occurrence of these mechanisms are well-known in the case of austenitic stainless steels 
with an initial fine and equiaxed grain structure [1]. With the aim of optimising a forging route, 
the grain size can be predicted by Finite Element (FE) simulation integrating materials models, 
like the JMAK model [2], or full field models with scale transition [3]. 
However, the microstructural characteristics of the initial as-cast ingot have a significant impact 
on recrystallisation behaviours, which make the existing material models inefficient of predicting 
microstructure evolutions to a reasonable accuracy. For instance, the crystallographic texture 
resulting from the oriented solidification of the material during its casting, confers to the material 
an anisotropic plastic behaviour as described for type 718 nickel alloy by [4]. 

The present work aims at understanding the recrystallisation mechanisms in the as-cast 
microstructure occurring during ingot-to-billet conversion process of type 316 stainless steel. 
These involve investigating the effect of heating and thermomechanical processing on the 
evolution microstructure in the as-cast material with a coarse, elongated and dendritic grain 
microstructure. For this purpose, cogging trials were carried out following a typical industrial 
forging route, including intermediate heating. A FE simulation of the process was also conducted 
in parallel to estimate the evolution of stress, strain and temperature throughout the whole process. 
The experimental details are presented in a first part, and the second part is devoted to the 
numerical modelling of the cogging process. Finally, experimental and numerical results are 
presented and discussed. 
Experiments 
The initial ingot was a cylinder with a diameter of 190mm and a length of 600 mm (Fig. 1a). It 
was manufactured through a consecutive vacuum induction melting (VIM) and vacuum arc re-
melting (VAR) processes. The as-cast macrostructure, similar to that reported by Park et al. for 
nickel superalloys [5], consisted of coarse dendritic grains elongated according to the solidification 
direction, oriented at ≈ 60° upwards with respect to the axis of the ingot (Fig. 1b), except in the 
centre, where the grains had their long axis parallel to that of the ingot. 

 
Fig. 1. Initial VIM/VAR melted type 316 austenitic stainless steel ingot, (a) a photograph of the 

ingot after being ground for the removal of surface scales, and (b) optical microscopy 
appearances of the longitudinal and transverse cross-sections of the ingot exhibiting the coarse, 

elongated, and dendritic grains, oriented at ≈ 60° to the axis of the billet. 

 
The heating and cogging route is schematically depicted in Fig. 2. It consisted of three section-

reduction stages of 20 %, 12 % and 12 % respectively, after an initial 12 h soaking at 1250°C, 
followed by two additional cogging stages of 20 % section-reduction after an intermediate 90 min 
reheating at 1250°C.  
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To investigate the effect of the different steps of the cogging route on the grain structure, and 
to highlight the occurrence of the different recrystallisation mechanisms, two ingots were forged. 
An ingot was subjected to the first three section-reduction stages before cooling to room 
temperature. The second was cogged according to the complete route presented in Fig 2, but the 
last two section-reduction stages were applied on its half-length only. Each section-reduction stage 
consisted of two successive cogging passes with an intermediate 90° rotation of the ingot (i.e., 
change of forging direction). Each cogging pass consisted of blows with an advancing feed of the 
ingot between two successive blows. The advancing feed of each stage and the target section 
dimensions are given in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Target section dimensions and feed of each stage (dimensions in mm). 

Forging stage 1st  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Target dimensions 

(mm²) 170 × 170 160 × 160 150 × 150 135 × 135 120 × 120 

Feed (1st blow) 
(mm) 110  80 80 60 60 

Feed (following blows) 
(mm) 60 30 30 30 30 

 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the cogging route on the as-cast ingots. 

 
The heating and reheating were performed in an electric furnace. The cogging operation were 

carried out using a LASCO® SPR-400 screw press. The ingots were initially coated with a 
refractory material to reduce oxidation during heat treatment and to limit heat losses during transfer 
from the furnace to the press. The ingots were handled by a six-axis robot equipped with a gripper 
(Fig. 3a and c), with unlockable compliances accommodating the axial and vertical deformation 
of the ingots during cogging blows. The anvils, whose main dimensions are given in Fig. 3b, were 
pre-heated to 450°C using embedded heating cartridges. Stoppers were placed between the upper 
and lower anvils to control the stroke. 

After cogging, the ingots were optically scanned using a ATOS III Scan GOM® system. The 
ingots were then cut, ground and chemically etched to obtain optical macrographs from their 
longitudinal cross-sections. Smaller specimens were also machined out for further analyses at 
higher magnification by optical microscopy. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Experimental set-up, (b) the anvil profile, and (c) photographs of the ingot after the 

first three stages of the cogging operations. 
 
Modelling and Simulation 
The FE simulations were performed using the commercial Forge NxT 3.0® software to predict the 
evolution of temperature, plastic strain and strain rate within the ingot throughout the cogging 
route. A simplified Hensel-Spittel viscoplastic constitutive law was implemented into the FE 
model for the material’s thermomechanical behaviour (Eq. 1). The material properties data for 
316L were taken from the Forge® database. 

 𝜎𝜎 = 𝐴𝐴 ∙  𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚1𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚2 ∙ 𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚3 ∙ 𝑒𝑒
𝑚𝑚4
𝜀𝜀   (1) 

As shown by Paquette et al. [6], the anisotropy of the solidification induced textured 
microstructure was considered using the orthotropic Hill-48 criterion (Eq. 2). The constitutive law 
and the Hill criterion parameters are given in Table 2. 

𝜎𝜎0
2 = 𝐹𝐹 ∙ (𝜎𝜎22 − 𝜎𝜎33)2 + 𝐺𝐺 ∙ (𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎33)2 + 𝐻𝐻 ∙ (𝜎𝜎11 −  𝜎𝜎22)2 + 2𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝜎𝜎232 + 2𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝜎𝜎132 +

2𝑁𝑁 ∙ 𝜎𝜎122 (2) 

The Hill criterion was expressed in an anisotropic reference frame, assuming a grain orientation 
similar to that of the as-cast material (i.e., the solidification structure). In Eq. 2, the index 3 
corresponds to the direction of solidification. The orientation of the anisotropic frame is 
symmetrically distributed around the axis of the ingot; hence the index 3 direction being orientated 
at 60° with respect to the axis of the ingot. The central zone of the ingot with the axially elongated 
grains was not taken into account. 

 
Table 2. Hensel Spittel constitutive law parameters and orthotropic Hill-48 criterion parameters. 

Hensel Spittel A m1 m2 m3 m4 
8905.34  -0.00383 0.01246 0.09912  -0.02413 

 

Orthotropic Hill-
48 criterion 

F G H L M N 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.68 0.68 1.5 
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A Tresca limited Coulomb law (𝑚𝑚 = 0.4, 𝜇𝜇 = 0.8) was implemented to simulate the friction 
behaviour between the material and the anvil. The heat exchange rate between the ingot and the 
ambient medium was set to 10 Wm-

2K-1, and to 104 Wm-2K-1 for the 
exchange with the anvils. The 
temperature of the anvil was set to 
450 °C to make it similar to that of the 
experiments. According to the 
symmetries of the problem, the ingot 
was modelled by a quarter of the 
cylinder, with two planes of 
symmetry implemented (see Fig. 4). 
The ingot was meshed with 
tetrahedral elements with an average 
size of about 6.5 mm. The dies were 
considered as rigid bodies and their 
surfaces were meshed with triangular 
elements of 15 mm average size. 

Fig. 4. Numerical model of the cogging operations. 
 

A particular attention was paid to the temperature prediction, as it is one of the most influential 
thermomechanical parameters driving the recrystallisation mechanisms. The duration of each step 
of the cogging route, recorded during the trial, including the transfer from the furnace to the press, 
and the position of the ingot before each blow were therefore implemented in the simulation. 
Results and Discussion 
In Fig. 5, the 3D scan of the ingot after the first three stages of cogging and the simulated geometry 
obtained with both orthotropic and isotropic criteria are shown. It can be seen that the end of the 
ingot exhibited lobes along the diagonals. This feature was not captured by the FE simulation with 
the isotropic criterion implemented. On the other hand, the FE simulation with the anisotropic 
material model implemented allowed to predict the formation of these features, suggesting the 
important role of the anisotropy on the deformation behaviour of the as-cast material during the 
forging process. The geometrical discrepancy between the experimental and FE predicted 
geometries of the cogged ingot are highlighted by the circles in Fig. 5, and can partially be ascribed 
to the fact that the specific orientation of the grain at the centre of the ingot was not taken into 
account in the FE model. 

 
Fig. 5. Geometry of the ingot after the first three cogging stages; 3D scan after cogging trials, 

and FE simulated with isotropic and anisotropic material behaviours. 
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Fig. 6 presents macrographs of the two ingots. The macrograph of the first ingot (Fig. 6a) shows 
the macrostructure obtained at the end of the first three cogging stages, before the reheating. No 
obvious occurrence of recrystallisation can be seen from this macrograph.  

 

Fig. 6. Optical macrographs taken from the longitudinal cross-sections of the cogged ingots, (a) 
after the first three stages of cogging, and (b) following the complete cogging route plus 

reheating. 
 

The macrograph of the second ingot can be split into two zones, (i) a reheated zone (RZ) which 
was re-heated after being cogged through the first three stages, and (ii) a reheated and cogged zone 
(RCZ) which was subjected to the complete cogging route. The onset of recrystallisation in both 
RZ and RCZ can clearly be seen in Fig. 6b. The difference in grain structure between the first ingot 
and the RZ is in the reheating, which has resulted in SRX of the material deformed during the first 
three cogging stages.  

Analyses of higher magnification micrographs taken from different areas of these ingots were 
carried out to identify the recrystallisation mechanisms occurring during the cogging process 
(Fig. 7). Fig. 7a displays the microstructure in the cogged zone of the first ingot, where DDRX 
was observed at some boundaries of the parent microstructure. In the RZ of the second ingot, the 
recrystallised grains were large, but equiaxed. This confirms the occurrence of SRX, promoted by 
the deformation of the initial microstructure, induced by cogging. DDRX was very limited during 
the first cogging stages, and the plastic deformation was accommodated by strain hardening. SRX 
occurred during the reheating, and was followed by grain growth. In the RCZ, necklace type 
DDRX was observed. Such necklace-type DRX was previously reported in the literature for as-
cast microstructures composed of large and elongated grains [6]. 
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Fig. 7. Optical micrographs of the billets after cogging operations;(a) the cogged zone of the 
first ingot, (b) the reheated zone, and (c) the reheated and cogged zone of the second ingot. 

 
Evolution of plastic strain and temperature during the first three cogging stages were estimated 

by FE simulation (Fig. 8). The maximum predicted strain was at the extremity of the ingot and 
was ascribed to the formation of the particular feature described in Fig. 5, as an edge effect. The 
final temperature at the core of the ingot was between 900 °C and 1000 °C, which are relatively 
low for DRX; and can explain the occurrence of strain hardening in the cogged zone of the first 
ingot. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Distributions of plastic strain and temperature predicted by FE simulations along the 

longitudinal cross-section of the ingot after the first three cogging stages. 
 

Comparison of FE results and microstructures provided in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8, respectively, 
allowed to identify that SRX occurred during the reheating in the areas where the plastic strain 
obtained at the end of the first cogging stage was higher than the threshold value of ≈ 0.2.  

The validity of the implemented anisotropic material model for equiaxed and recrystallised 
microstructure, such as that observed in the RZ, is questionable since the crystallographic texture 
of the microstructure issued from SRX was not characterised, and the parameters proposed by 
Paquette et al. [6] may not remain suitable. The last two cogging stages were therefore not 
simulated.  
Summary 
Cogging trials of VIM-VAR processed 316 type stainless steel ingots have been performed to 
investigate the recrystallisation mechanisms of an as-cast microstructure containing coarse, 
elongated, and dendritic grains. The cogging operations led to an insignificant amount of DDRX, 
localised to grain boundaries primarily. Otherwise, the cogging induced deformation led to strain 
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hardening during the initial stages of cogging, resulting in a significant level of static 
recrystallisation during the follow-up reheating. The latter led to new coarse, but equiaxed grains 
which then underwent DDRX during the following cogging stages (i.e., creating necklace 
structure). The efficiency of the SRX was a function of temperature gradient between the last 
cogging stage and the follow-up reheating. The large equiaxed grains after the reheating were most 
likely generated by normal grain growth, following the static recrystallisation. This must have been 
promoted by the higher temperature and the holding time of the reheating. 

The strain hardening induced during the cogging process typically results from a competition 
between dislocations generation, their dynamic recovery, and the dynamic recrystallisation. The 
latter phenomena being favoured by a high temperature, as the lower the temperature at the end of 
the cogging stages the higher the strain hardening will become, and hence the more efficient the 
static recrystallisation during reheating. This study has shown the importance of temperature 
control and the role of static recrystallisation, as important parameters in optimising ingot-to-billet 
conversion processes. 
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Abstract. Welding neck flanges are commonly manufactured by radial-axial ring rolling (RARR). 
The service conditions of these elements are very demanding (mechanical loads and corrosive 
environments). For this reason, materials such as super duplex stainless steel (SDSS) are used, 
which could present workability problems under certain process conditions. In this work, a study 
of forming defects and failure occurrence in the RARR of SDSS flanges has been proposed. Firstly, 
a finite element model of the industrial RARR process was developed and validated. Then, a 
multivariate factorial analysis based on a virtual design of experiments was performed to identify 
the determinant parameters of the process. The diameter of the mandrel was identified as the most 
determinant parameter. An increase in diameter reduces the probability of developing underfilling 
defects and the development of cracks in the flange neck. The mandrel radial speed has no 
significant effect on the cracking of underfill defects while reducing the rotational speed of the 
king-roll could improve the uniformity of the deformation distribution in the flange section. 
Introduction 
The oil and gas industry demands extreme operating conditions, often combining high pressures 
with highly corrosive environments. In pipelines, flanges of 25 %Cr super duplex stainless steels 
(SDSSs) are generally used, as they require high strength and corrosion resistance [1]. The UNS 
S32760, which is considered an SDSS, meets these requirements thanks to the mixture of both 
austenite and ferrite which leads to a material with excellent mechanical properties and corrosion 
resistance. In addition, it typically contains 25% Cr and 7% Ni-doped with a small amount of N, 
(0.3%) providing improved corrosion properties, and allowing its use in the marine environment 
[2]. However, cracks could be generated in welding neck flanges made of SDSS during hot 
forming and thus, its workability at high temperatures could be limited under certain conditions 
[3]. 

Weld-neck flange rings of high diameter are manufactured on ring rolling machines, by 
enlarging the diameter of ring blanks. In this hot forming process, first, the blanks are heated to 
the forging temperature. Then, the RARR machine reduces the wall thickness using the king-roll 
and mandrel. In addition, two axial rolls act simultaneously to decrease the height of the blanks 
[4]. In this hot forming process, one of the most problematic issues is controlling fishtail and 
underfilling defects [5]. The fishtail could be defined as an undesirable plastic deformation at the 
ring’s upper surface, which leads to a geometrical defect as there is a lack of material in that region. 
Giorleo et al. [6] investigated the influence of the mandrel idle speed on the fishtail, keeping the 
king-roll rotation speed constant. Nevertheless, they concluded that the effect of mandrel idle 
speed on fishtail was not significant. Zhou et al. [7] identified that a higher king-roll rotational 
speed increases fishtail, given that deformation is concentrated in the surface area of the ring in 
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the axial direction, as the diameter increase per revolution decreases. Allegri et al. [8] proposed a 
non-constant rotational speed of the main roller to keep the angular velocity of the ring constant. 
They conclude that maintaining a constant rotational speed in the ring could decrease fishtail 
dimension by 50%.  

Regarding material damage and crack development, the ductility of SDSS decreases with lower 
temperature and higher strain rate, which facilitates the occurrence of plastic flow instabilities. The 
uneven uniformity of both strain and temperature in the ring section could lead to material failure 
[9]. Zhou et al. [10] highlighted the importance of uniform deformation and temperature 
distributions during RARR, given that they not only result in microstructure defects such as band 
structure and mixed crystals but also lead to internal cracks or even cause the interruption of the 
process. Meng et al. [11] analyzed the effect of geometries of king-roll and mandrel on material 
deformation uniformity. An increase in king-roll diameter was associated with better deformation 
uniformity, but caused workability problems due to the higher cooling rate, while mandrel 
geometry increase showed only positive effects on plastic deformation distribution. 

In this work, a Virtual Design of Experiments (VDOE) has been proposed, using finite element 
method simulations of the RARR process to analyze the effect of selected process parameters on 
the development of cracks and forming defects on welding neck flanges made of S32760 SDSS.  
Materials and Methods 
Welding neck flanges made of S32760 SDSS were manufactured in an industrial RARR mill of 
the company ULMA Forging. Under investigated conditions, some of the flanges showed 
problems associated to crack development in the internal diameter (ID) surface of the neck region, 
and fishtail defects. Fig. 1 shows the FE model of the industrial RARR mill, and the cracks and 
fishtail defects identified in some RARR flanges. 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) (c) 
Fig. 1.  (a) Fe model of the RARR mill of ULMA Forging, (b) cracks identified in the ID of the 

neck and (c) example of fishtail defect. 
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The software Forge NxT was used to simulate the RARR process. The finite element (FE) 
model counted with king-roll, both conical upper and lower rolls, mandrel, and the ring, whose 
geometry was generated from the prior state of the ring before the RARR (see Fig. 1a). The lateral 
guiding rolls were not included as the FE model has implemented the self-centering of the flange. 
All geometries were set up as rigid objects, while the flange material behavior was set as 
viscoplastic according to 

𝜎𝜎 = 28332 ∙ 𝑒𝑒−0.0051𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝜀𝜀−0.1 ∙ �̇�𝜀0.112 ∙ 𝑒𝑒
−0.035

𝜀𝜀  (1) 

where 𝜎𝜎 is the flow stress (MPa), T is the temperature of the material (ºC), 𝜀𝜀 is the strain (-), and 
𝜀𝜀 ̇ stands for strain rate (s-1). The values of the material constants were obtained from a set of 
compression tests performed by Kang et al. [12]. The contact conditions with the elements were 
modeled using Coulomb limited to Tresca friction model [13], with friction coefficients of µ = 0.4 
and m = 0.8. Heat exchange between the flange and tools was modeled with a contact conductance 
HTC = 10.000 W/m2K and free convection with ambient media was assumed. The mesh of the 
ring was structured into 48 parts with an element size of 20 mm, refined to 10 mm in the neck of 
the flange. The mesh of tools had an element size of 20 mm. All the kinematics of the model were 
set to the values used in the experiments performed in the RARR mill. First, in order to validate 
the model, axial and normal forces were adjusted to the values recorded from the mill, and the ring 
growth speed vs diameter was reproduced by the simulation. The geometry of the manufactured 
flange and dimensional tolerances in hot conditions are compared to the values obtained in the 
simulation in Fig. 2.  
  

 

 
 Measure 

(mm) 
Tolerance 
(mm) 

Deviation 
(mm) 

Error 
(%) 

D1 1385.5 ±10  -3.5  0.3 
d2 1032.7 +14/-13  +4.2  0.4 
D3 1102 +18/-9  -5.7  0.5 
H1 113.1 +5 /-6  -0.9  0.8 
h2 194.8 +16/- +11.8 6.1 

 

Fig. 2.  Geometries of the flange in hot conditions compared to the simulated values. 
 
The validated model was calculated using a king-roll rotational velocity of 25 rpm, a mandrel 

radial velocity of 3.03 mm/s, and a mandrel diameter of 170 mm. These were the selected variables 
to analyze their effect on the development of geometrical and crack defects. Then, a virtual design 
of experiments was carried out by simulating the RARR process. The conducted factorial analysis 
consisted of three levels and three factors. As a result, a total number of 27 simulations were carried 
out considering the conditions listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Factors and levels considered in the factorial analysis. 

Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
King-roll angular velocity (KAV) 15 rpm 25 rpm 35 rpm 
Mandrel radial velocity (MRV) 2.64 mm/s 3.03 mm/s 3.57 mm/s 
Mandrel diameter (MD)  120 mm 170 mm 220 mm 

The response variables selected to analyze the effect of the factors listed in Table 1 were the 
material ductile damage, fishtail defect, and uniformity of both strain and temperature in the flange 
section. 

Damage. The simulation of damage in the RARR process has been considered by implementing 
the Latham&Cockroft ductile damage model. The damage in the material D is estimated according 
to 

𝐷𝐷 = ∫𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓𝜀𝜀0
𝜎𝜎1
𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀 (2) 

where  𝜎𝜎1 is the first principal stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 Von Mises equivalent stress, 𝜀𝜀0 and 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 the initial and 
final deformation, respectively. In order to compute the accumulated damage in each simulation, 
three sensors have been set in the neck of the flange to estimate the maximum damage value at the 
end of the RARR process, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.  Sensors to compute the ductile damage on the neck of the flange during RARR (a) Initial 

position and (b) evolution of damage computation KAV = 15 rpm, MRV=2.64 mm/s  
and MD = 170 mm. 

Fishtail. The fishtail defect can be appreciated in Fig. 1c. In order to measure and quantify the 
severity of this defect, the depth of the depression in the flange surface region has been measured 
in the simulation. 

Uniformity of Plastic Strain (SDP) and Temperature (SDT). The uniformity of plastic strain and 
temperature in the section were analyzed through the calculation of the standard deviation 
according to 

𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 =  �∑ (𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎)2 𝑁𝑁⁄𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 . (3) 
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𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝑇𝑇 =  �∑ (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎)2 𝑁𝑁⁄𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1  (4) 

Where N is the total number of analyzed points (12 in the neck of the flange),  𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 and  𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 are the 
strain and temperature at a point, and 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎 and  𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 stand for the average values of strain and 
temperature in the region analyzed. The position of these 12 sensors in the neck of the flange is 
provided in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Position of the 12 sensors in the neck of the flange to measure the uniformity of strain 

and temperature in the region where cracks are developed. 
 

Results and Discussion 
The results of the multivariate factorial analysis are provided. The Pareto chart with the 
standardized effects of each of the factors on the analyzed response variables is depicted in Fig. 5. 
In each of the charts, the factors are ordered from the highest to lowest standardized effect value. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c)  

 

(d) 
Fig. 5.  Pareto chart of standardized effects of factors on (a) Damage, (b) Fishtail defect, (c) 

SDP, and (d) SDT. 
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The results shown in Fig. 5 put into evidence which factors contribute more to the variability 
in the response variables. Lenth’s method was used to check which effects are significant (red 
dotted line). It is an objective method to test the effects of unreplicated factorial designs [14].  
According to the results, KAV velocity shows a significant effect on Damage and uniformity of 
deformation. The MRV only provides a significant effect on the uniformity of deformation, but 
lower compared to the rest of the considered factors. Finally, the MD is the factor that shows a 
clear significant effect on all the considered response variables, namely, damage, fishtail, and 
uniformity in both, temperature and strain in the flange section. One interesting aspect to discuss 
is the interaction between the king-roll rotational speed and mandrel radial velocity, which has not 
shown any significant effect on the analyzed variables. In addition, the statistical significance of 
the model coefficients was determined by the P value. The P value less than 0.05  (95% confidence 
level) indicates that the model terms are significant [15]. After the revision of the results, it was 
confirmed the significance of the effects identified in the Pareto. Furthermore, the analysis of 
residuals confirmed that they were randomly distributed and had near-constant variance. Then, the 
main effects of the factors that showed significance in the previous analysis are presented in Fig. 
6. No interaction between the analyzed factors has been identified. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 6.  Main effects of factors on (a) Damage, (b) Fishtail defect, (c) SDP, and (d) SDT. 
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According to the results of Fig. 6, the reduction in ductile damage in the neck of the flange 
could be achieved by reducing the KAV or increasing the MD. Regarding the fishtail defect, the 
MD shows a strong effect, reducing the fishtail the higher the MD. The uniformity of temperature 
in the neck of the flange depends on the effect of the MD, showing a higher deviation the higher 
the diameter of this element. In the case of uniformity of plastic strain, a decrease of KAV increases 
the uniformity, while an increase of the MRV or MD is associated with better uniformity of plastic 
deformation in the analyzed region of the flange. 

From the analysis of the main effects, it is concluded that reducing the KAV presents a positive 
effect not only on the ductile damage but also on the fishtail defect and uniformity of plastic strain 
in the neck of the flange. However, the dimensions of the king-roll and flange should be considered 
given that material flow in the section of the flange depends on the combined effect of flange 
rotation, and mandrel and axial rolls displacement. A similar material flow could be obtained with 
higher KAV if the diameter of the king-roll or flange is reduced. 

In the case of the MD, it is important to highlight that shows a significant effect on all the 
analyzed variables. However, the effect of the diameter of this tool on SDSS damage during the 
process or fishtail defect is not clear in the literature. A higher diameter is associated with lower 
values of fishtail, lower values of ductile damage, and better uniformity of plastic strain. The only 
drawback is a lower uniformity of temperature in the neck of the flange, which is expected given 
that the contact region with the ID of the flange is increased and there is a higher thermal exchange 
with the mandrel. A further thermo-mechanical study could provide insightful information about 
the impact of mandrel diameter on the stress state in the section of the flange and the material flow.  
Summary 
A study of forming defects and failure occurrence in the RARR of SDSS flanges has been 
proposed. First, a FE model of the RARR industrial process has been developed and validated. 
Then, some determinant process parameters, such as KAV, MRV, and MD, have been modified 
and simulated. The effect of modifying these process parameters on the development of cracks and 
fishtail defects has been assessed by means of a multivariate factorial analysis. From this study, 
the flowing conclusions have been drawn: 

● The increase in mandrel diameter reduces underfilling defects and also the development of 
failures due to ductile damage in the ID of the flange neck. Nevertheless, it leads to an 
increase in forces in the early stages of the process. In addition, the higher contact area with 
the mandrel leads to a low temperature in the flange ID during the process, which could 
favor the precipitation of intermetallic phases that reduce SDSSs hot workability.  

● The reduction of king-roll angular velocity hinders the development of cracks in the ID of 
the flange neck and improves the strain distribution on the flange section. 

● The mandrel radial velocity doesn’t show a significant effect on the development of cracks 
or fishtail defects. It only shows a slight effect on the strain distribution of the flange 
section, leading to better uniformity at higher values. 
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Abstract.  In this paper seamless tubes hot manufacturing calibration rolling is studied by means 
of a finite element model, to improve product quality and process performance. Based on real data 
provided by an industrial partner, Tubos Reunidos Group, a finite element model of the process 
has been created and validated for the thermo-mechanical analysis of the process. The model has 
been used for the study of the wall thickness evolution and peripherical distribution during process, 
the eccentricity and the polygonization effects. Results show that the tube velocity in the process 
is one of the factors affecting wall thickness eccentricity, due to mass flow conservation. 
Regarding polygonization and eccentricity effect it has been found that both effects increase in the 
rolling stands with higher reduction ratio, and are corrected afterwards. These effects are mainly 
due to the ovality of the rolls. However, the effect the different sliding velocity along roll perimeter 
has implications in the local deformation of the material in contact with the roll, causing local 
compressive stress areas in addition to the predominant tension areas. 
Introduction 
The manufacturing of seamless pipes is a complex process in which high temperature, strain rates 
and forces are involved to achieve a high-quality product. Seamless pipes are used in severe 
environments applications, such us, refineries, transport of fluids under high pressures, oil drilling 
operations, etc. Usually, seamless tubes offer higher resistance and mechanical properties than 
welded pipes [1].  

The manufacturing process of seamless tubes consists of three steps, piercing, elongation in 
mandrel mill and final rolling calibration. The three steps have influence on the quality and 
accuracy of the final product; however, in the last step the geometrical accuracy is given to product.  

The efforts for improving the quality of the tubular products obtained with this process have 
been extended from the beginning of the process itself, as it can be seen in the research work of 
Vargas et al. [2]. However, the studies involving numerical models are more recent, mainly from 
the present century. In 2003, Bayoumi [3] developed a steady-state analytical model of the roll-
pass geometry, which studied the effects of roll gap opening and the inter-stand velocity increase 
ratio in process parameters such as wall thickness, inter-stand tensions, roll load and rolling. The 
results showed that the interstand velocity increase ratio increased the inter-stand tension while the 
roll load remains almost unchanged. Carvalho et al. [4] modeled the process for the manufacture 
of seamless tubes both numerically and via hot torsion testing and predictions of final average 
ferrite grain sizes were given, with larger predictions for ferrite grains sizes, which were attributed 
to the assumptions made during the study. 

The analytical models gave an interesting insight for the process; however, they were limited 
in terms of the accuracy of the results and the number of variables analyzed. Therefore, most of 
the recent works use the Finite Element Method, FEM, to simulate the process with a higher 
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accuracy and broader studies. The calculation power increase of computers and the improvements 
of the commercial software, has boosted the complexity of calculations and the results obtained. 

The high accuracy demanded by final pipe users respond to the need to thinner but homogenous 
walls, free form residual stresses and superficial defects. Dimensioning of the tubes is based on 
the thinnest and, consequently, weakest section. Thus geometrical non-homogeneities such us 
eccentricity and polygonization lead to an increase in weight of material [5]. Accordingly, 
important research efforts have been dedicated to improve the geometrical accuracy of the final 
product. In fact, these effects are not exclusive of this rolling mill, since they can be generated 
even in piercing phase [6], and elongation in mandrel mill [7].  

During the rolling of the tube its diameter is reduced progressively, higher reductions are 
performed in the initial boxes while lighter reduction occur at the end. In the rolling stands with 
greater reductions, the rolls have an elliptical shape to prevent material from jamming, which leads 
to polygonization of the tube. A study devoted to reduce polygonization [8] concluded that 
interstand tension and the correct selection of initial diameter are key factor for reducing this effect. 
Jiang et al. [9] developed a high precision FE model for predicting the defect of inner polygon. 
The model allowed the identification of the peak stress at the roll root contact area while the stress 
of the roll gap contact area was smaller, leading to a distribution of six stress peaks. These works 
pointed out the difficulties faced to obtain a proper and accurate Finite Element Model: material 
behavior constitutive model, contact and friction boundary conditions, and heat transfer. 

Another aspect of interest is related to the tube eccentricity. Jiang et al. [10,11], designed a set 
of eccentric rolls which induced a moment on the tube causing it to rotate around its axis while it 
advances through the mill. In [10] the tube rotation method is presented for a single pass of the 
tube rolling process and analyzed by means of FEM, showing an improvement in the evenness of 
thickness distribution. Afterwards, in [11] the theory of the rotation is analyzed along with a FEM 
that is validated with experimental results. The rolling forces, torque, energy consumption are 
evaluated, from a process point of view, and the thickness, temperature and stress of the tube are 
studied from a product point of view. This technology is applied to thick steel tubes in a recent 
contributions of the authors [12]. 

In this paper a FEM model of the hot tube Sizing Mill, SM, of AISI 1016 has been 
developed based and validated with industrial data with the aim of fully understand the factors 
affecting the final geometry of the tube at the end of the process: wall thickness, eccentricity, and 
polygonization. Thanks to the model the reasoning for their occurrence, and alternatives to reduce 
its relevance have been obtained. The model has been also modified to evaluate the effect of typical 
alterations occurring in plant in the real process: pre-existing eccentricity, tube temperature 
heterogeneity, or roll misalignment. 
Experimental Setup 
In this study the calibration rolling of AISI 1016 steel is studied. Material composition % in wt. is 
presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the AISI 1016 steel. 
C Si Mn Ni P S Cr Mo Al Cu 

0.12 - 0.17 max 
0.3 0.3 - 0.6 max 

0.25 
max   
0.035 

max   
0.035 

max   
0.2 max 0.05 max 

0.01 max   0.3 

 
The calibration consists of seven driven stands of three rolls each, as it can be seen in Fig. 1, which 
are equally distributed to reduce the tube diameter from 200.50 mm to 180.80 mm. The disposition 
of the rolls in each box is rotated 60º from one box to another, giving as result that the groove of 
the rolls in the preceding box is the border of the rolls in the next, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1.a) Disposition of the rolls in the driven mill stand of two subsequent sets, where the 
rotation can be seen. B) Experimental image of the rolled tube passing between two driven 

stands. 
 
Before entering rolling stands the material is reheated in a gas furnace to a temperature of 1020ºC. 
Then the material is pushed into the SM and is driven by the rolls thanks to friction. According to 
the measurements recorded by Tubos Reunidos Group on shop the advanced mean velocity of the 
tube is 1018.9 mm/s. Fig. 1 b) shows the tube passing between two boxes. By contrast, the 
tangential velocity of the rolls varies along the mill from 876.5 mm/s in the first stand to 1124 
mm/s in the last two stands. Accordingly, for the analysis of the process it is important to notice 
that the usual contact between the roll and the tube is sliding contact. 

During the rolling of the tube the mean power consumed by the electric motors was 24 kW, and 
the mean temperature of the billet between stands was 980.43ºC. After the process the final length 
of the tube was measured. Additionally, a tube was stopped in the middle of the process to measure 
its wall thickness between driven stands. For the thickness measurements, ten values have been 
acquired circumferentially equally distributed along tube perimeter using infrared IMS system. 
Results are used in section 4 for comparing experimental with numerical results. 
Numerical Model 
In this section the numerical model developed for the simulation of the SM is presented. The 
geometries of the different elements involving the mill were designed according to data provided 
by Tubos Reunidos Group separately using SolidWorks software and assembled together before 
being exported to Forge NxT®. 

The model, Fig. 2, consists of seven rolling stands with 3 rolls in each stand, the tube or billet, 
a guide to lead the tube into the SM and a pusher used to feed the tube into the mill. For simplicity 
of the simulation, all tools were selected as non-deformable (rigid) objects with thermal properties 
and the billet (tube) was set as a deformable object with thermal properties. The tools where 
meshed with 2D triangular elements, while the billet was meshed with 3D tetrahedral P1+ linear 
elements with a bubble node, size factor of 0.7, volumic size factor of 2.2 and mesh size of 4 mm 
to achieve at least 3 elements on the tube initial thickness. The Hensel-Spittel constitutive law is 
chosen to model AISI 1016 behavior at different temperatures, strain, and strain rates. The 
materials coefficient were provided by the software and validated with the industrial partner [13]. 
The coefficients used are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Hansel-Spittel coefficients for AISI 1016. 

Coefficient Value 
A1 752.5394 
m1 -0.00219 
m2 -0.1523 
m3 0.13792 
m4 -0.0486 

 
According to experimental data the initial temperature of the billet was set to 1020ºC, and that 

of the rolls to 50ºC. Heat transfer coefficient were set according to [14]. Regarding friction, based 
on [15] the viscoplastic or Norton law was selected for the contact between the rolls and the tube 
with a coefficient of 0.33, adjusted by curve fitting comparing experimental and numerical results, 
mainly velocity and power consumption. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Geometrical disposition of the model with the tube and the 7 driven stand rolls. 

 
Results and Discussion 
The results of the model are presented in this section along with the discussion of the main aspects 
obtained from the simulation.  

For the validation of the numerical model the obtained results of power consumption, tube 
velocity evolution, temperature and tube thickness evolution and length increase are compared to 
experimental results. On the one hand the mean power obtained from the simulation is 28 kW, 
which is 16.7% higher than the experimental measurement, a result accurate enough result given 
the dispersion of experimental measurements done on-shop. 

Billet velocity increases along the process from 968 to 1049 mm/s which agrees with the 
experimental measurements described in previous section. 

The temperature evolution of the billet during the milling process is fairly constant both 
numerical and experimentally, being the difference of 4% between the experimental mean value 
(980.38ºC) and the numerical one (1016.51ºC).  
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Fig. 3. Mean thickness evolution measured after each rolling stand. Experimental vs. Numerical. 
 

Finally, the geometrical accuracy of the model is analyzed comparing the mean thickness 
evolution after each rolling stand. In Fig. 3 it can be seen that the agreement is good with a 
maximum deviation below 6%. Once the validity of the model has been justified, the model is used 
to study in detail eccentricity and polygonization effects during the process.  

First the wall thickness increase is discussed. As in any plastic forming process, the volumetric 
flow rate must be kept constant during the rolling, (assuming that the density is constant). 
Accordingly, the diameter reduction must be accompanied with a length or/and thickness increase. 
In order to avoid the effect of thickness increase during the process, it would be necessary to adjust 
the billet velocity to keep the cross-section area constant while the diameter is reduced, for that 
the material velocity should be updated  

 

 
Fig. 4. Evolution of cross section area and tube velocity along the process. Real values are 

obtained from the model, and ideal values have been calculated to keep tube thickness constant. 
 

From the model the real area after each rolling stand and the real velocity have acquired and 
they have been compared to the ideal area that would maintain the wall thickness constant, giving 
as a result the ideal velocity in each stand, that is, the velocity of the material that would make the 
wall thickness constant, results are shown in Fig. 4.  
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Results show that the velocity of the tube in the real process is lower than the ideal one, up to a 
3% in the last stand. This analysis has not been found in literature, and it must be pointed out that 
the implementation of this solution in the industrial process would improve the quality of the 
product but a proper assessment of rolls velocity must be done to match the material flow given 
the effects of friction and sliding. 

Fig. 5 shows the wall thickness evolution at different angles (0º, 30º, 60º, 90º, and 120º) (see 
Fig. 1)as well as the eccentricity evolution measured after each rolling step. Two interesting 
conclusions can be obtained from this graph.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Wall thickness evolution at different angles (0º, 30º, 60º, 90º, and 120º) and eccentricity 

evolution measured after each rolling stand. 
 

On the one hand, it can be seen that the thickness evolution can be divided into 3 groups: group 
1 involving 0º and 120º, group 2 with 30º and 90º, and 60º. The behavior of group 1 correspond to 
the planes that face the groove of the roll in the second stand, thus they experiment an important 
thickness increase. Group 2, instead, face the border of the roll at the second stand, leading to a 
smaller thickness increase. Finally, the plane at 60º is in the middle of the roll between the groove 
and the border. Looking at the eccentricity evolution it can be seen that it is at the stage of 
maximum difference between group 1 and group 2, that is in the second roll, that the eccentricity 
is higher. Then, as long as the lines trend to merge the eccentricity is reduced.  

Thus, a clear relationship between the thickness evolution at circumferentially and the 
eccentricity is set. This difference is caused by the roll perimeter design, which is not circular but 
elliptical. It is also important to notice, that the biggest increase in eccentricity is generated in the 
rolls with the higher diameter reduction which are stands two and three, as shown in Fig. 3.  

In order to fully understand the phenomena occurring at the contact between the rolls and the 
tube the sliding velocity and the longitudinal stresses of the tube are analyzed hereafter. Fig. 6 a) 
shows the relative velocity in the tube axial direction between the roll and the tube in the stand 3. 
There it can be seen that in the groove of the roll the material is moving faster than the roll, while 
in the corners of the roll it is the opposite: the tangential velocity of the roll is higher than the 
velocity of the tube. Fig. 6 b) shows the displacement of the material passing through the roll, 
where it is appreciated how the material is pushed forward in the area of the corner of the rolls, 
and it is retained in the groove of the roll, causing an undulated shape. This effect, which is due to 
the different diameter of the roll along its perimeter is enhanced by the roller's ovality. Moreover, 
it creates a stress-strain distribution which is depicted in Fig. 7 a) strain, and b) stress. 
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Fig. 6. a) Relative velocity between the roll and the tube in stand two. b) Tube material 

displacement at the pass of stand 3. 
 

 
Fig. 7. a) Equivalent strain of tube material when passing through stand 3. b) Axial stress of the 

tube material in the surroundings of stand 3. 
 

In Fig. 7 b) it can be seen that most of the tube is under tension stress (positive), which agrees 
with literature. However, in the contact region between the roll and the tube important compressive 
stresses are generated which are higher in the groove section and almost 0 in the corners of the 
roll. This finding has not been reported previously and is one of the reasons for the generation of 
eccentricity effect. The equivalent strain shown Fig. 7 a) confirms the difference in behavior 
between the central region in contact with the groove and the regions in contact with the border of 
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the roll. As above mentioned, the growing diameter of the roll along its wildness is responsible for 
this effect, and the ovality of roll’s perimeter enhances the consequences.  

Finally, the polygonization effect is addressed. It is related to the ovality of the rolls, which is 
high in the initial stands and reduced in the last ones. The evolution of this effect is shown  
in Fig. 8. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Evolution of polygonization effect along the SM. 

 
This effect increases from 0 at the beginning of the process to a maximum of 3.2% in stand 

number 3, where the maximum diameter reduction is done. Afterwards, the polygonization is 
reduced up below 0.5% at the end of the SM. This phenomenon is due to the ovality of the rolls, 
which flatten the tube passing over the groove of the roll. Since the ovality of the rolls decreases 
along the stands so does the ovality. 

Finally, the radial deviation from the theoretical circular profile has been calculated in the cross 
section of the tube after each stand. Results are depicted in Fig. 9, the evolution of the radial 
deviation follows a sinusoidal trend with 3 positive peaks and 3 negative peaks, which represent 
the polygonization effect. These peaks are clearly relevant after stands 2 and 3, those with higher 
reduction and ovality, and consequently the higher polygonization of the tube in those positions. 
Then, in subsequent stands those peaks are flattened. This way it is illustrated how the tube profile 
is expanded in the corner of the roll ((positive and negative peaks) and flattened in the groove of 
the subsequent roll, due to the 60º rotated configuration is rotated 60º of the mill. This flattening 
effect of the rotated stands reduces progressively the big deviation created in stands 2 and 3, but 
the geometry is not fully corrected after stand 7. 
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Fig. 9. Radial deviation of the tube along the periphery of the tube in each stand. 

 
This polygonization is an undesired effect for tube produces and is due to the ovality of the 

roll’s profile. Perfect circular rolls would strongly reduce this phenomenon; however, those type 
of roll profile could present limitations for material flow during rolling, according to actual 
experience. 
Summary 
In this paper the calibration rolling of seamless AISI 1016 tubes is deeply analyzed by means of a 
FEM validated thanks to experimental data provided by an industrial partner, Tubos Reunidos 
Group. From the work developed the following conclusions can be drawn:   

● The effect of thickness increase is analyzed based on material flow. Results show that 
increasing tube velocity will help reducing this effect. 

● The effects of eccentricity and ovality have been deeply assessed. Both effects increase 
between stands 2 and 3, and decrease progressively in the subsequent stands. The ovality 
of the rolls has been found to be the cause of both effects since it distorts the circularity 
of the tube.  

● Process parameters such as relative velocity, material displacement, equivalent strain 
and axial tension are evaluated in the contact between the rolls and the material showing 
that the difference of tangential speeds along rolls perimeters leads to non-homogenous 
stress-strain states on tube material. 
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Abstract. Dynamic models using masses, dampers and springs have been developed to represent 
the behavior of energy piloted machines. These models were proven to estimate more accurately 
the required amount of energy to forge a part. But how to identify the parameters of the model to 
accurately represent the behavior of a specific machine? In this study, the case of a strike without 
billet on a screw press is investigated, different target functions are tested to identify the model 
parameters and a sensitivity study of the optimization is performed. Results are encouraging.   
Introduction 
For forging processes using energy limited machines, such as hammers or screw presses, it is 
difficult to accurately predict the amount of energy that the billet actually absorbs as plastic 
deformation. This is due to energy losses caused by the dynamic behavior of the machines. That 
is why some dynamic models of forging machines were developed: first, models with masses and 
springs for gravity drop hammer [1,2] and then models with dampers in parallel with springs [3, 
4]. For these models, the parameters were theoretically identified based on machine specifications. 
But nowadays, with the development of high-speed cameras, stereo vision systems and sensors, 
further experimental investigations are possible on forging hammers. For example, impact velocity 
was measured on a counter blow hammer and thus kinetic energy was deduced to determine blow 
efficiency [5,6]. Moreover, Yoneyama [7] was able to monitor the load, the pressure, the friction 
and the contact temperature while upsetting steel billets on a gravity drop hammer. Different 
sensors technologies to monitor ram displacement and load were also compared in the case of a 
screw press [8]. And finally, a dynamic model consisting in a spring-mass-damper model, was 
experimentally determined for a forging hammer [9]. To identify the parameters of such an 
experimentally based model, numerical optimization methods are required. And to guaranty the 
unicity, the accuracy and the reliability of the identified parameters, the target function has to be 
well defined [10] and a sensitivity study can be performed.  

In this study, the method developed in a previous work to determine a dynamic model based on 
experiments [9] will be applied on a screw press. Once the model determined, a parametric 
identification will be run with different targets functions and results will be analyzed. Based on 
the analysis, a target function is chosen and a sensitivity study is conducted to ensure a proper 
model determination.  
The Production System and its Dynamic Model 
The focus is set on the screw press of the Vulcain Platform in Metz (Fig. 1.a). It is a direct drive 
screw press SPR 400 from Lasco, with a maximal energy of 28.9kJ for a maximal speed of 680 
mm/s. A specific toolholder is mounted on the press, that allows the monitoring of the forging 
load, thanks to a load sensor embedded in the lower die, and the monitoring of the ram 
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displacement, thanks to three laser sensors attached to the lower die, in addition to the magnetic 
encoder of the press [11].  

 

Fig. 1. a) the screw press b) the model of the screw press and its tool during a bare strike 
without billet. 

 
An experimental campaign was launched to determine the dynamic model called the BIM model 
[9] of the screw press. Knowing the initial conditions and recording the load in function of the 
time for bare strikes (without billet), the model can be determined according to the method 
described in [9]. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed on the load signal recorded during 
the strike (Fig. 2). As the impact duration is very short, it is not possible to have an analysis with 
a lot of frequency levels. Even though, two peaks are identified, thus a model with two degrees of 
freedom will be able to describe the dynamic behavior of the screw press (Fig. 1.b). The initial 
impact speed is known to be 365 mm/s. The load sensor is considered in the model thanks to the 
ksensor spring and its value is set to 3.3997.1010 N/m as given by the supplier.  
 

 

Fig. 2. a) the load signal measured by the sensor embedded in the lower die b) the FFT of the 
load. 

Parametric Identification 
Once the model defined, the parameters (m1, m2, kfixed, kmoving, cfixed, cmoving) have to be identified 
thanks to optimization algorithms. The optimizations were programed using Python. First, a target 
function was defined with a least square method only applied on the load in function of the time, 
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but in most of the cases the second vibration mode was lost. So, the FFT was also included in the 
target function. To ensure a good identification, three different target functions were analyzed 
using least squares (1) or gradient descent algorithms (2)(3) [10]: 
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With loadexp the load recorded by the sensor embedded in the lower die and FFTexp the FFT 
deduced from that load signal. 
And loadsim the load obtained with the model and FFTsim the FFT deduced from the modeled load.  
With f a balance weight for the load and the spectrum, f was chosen equal to 0.5.  
Results and Discussion 
The load in function of the time, as well as the FFT, were plotted for the three different target 
functions and are compared to the experimental results (Fig. 3). For each function, the target value 
is also indicated. The three load curves obtained are significantly different, whereas the three FFT 
are very similar with the one coming from the experiments. Regarding the load curves, dephasing 
is observed in all curves as well as differences of amplitudes. As CF1 and CF2 have very closed 
definition (CF2 has just a square root more), results were expected to be similar, but this is not the 
case. The load curve for CF2 is singular compared to the ones for CF1 and CF3. For the 
experimental load curve, the load increase with important variations until reaching a peak, and 
after the load peak, the load decreases with smaller and smoother variations. CF1 and CF3 are 
following this trend, but this is not the case for CF2. This may be explained by the fact that the 
target functions may have found different local minimums.  

Based on these results, the target function CF3 is chosen to perform a sensitivity analysis 
because it shows the best fit with the lowest target value.  
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Fig. 3. a) comparison of experimental and simulated load signal for the 3 different target 
functions b) comparison of FFT on the experimental and simulated load signals for the 3 

different target functions. 
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Sensitivity Analysis  
To ensure the convergence of the algorithm to a minimum, a criterion on the target function 
variation is used and called TolFun. The minimization is stopped if, at the increment i+1, the 
equation is satisfied: 
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TolFun is obtained with a convergence study: the optimization is run with smaller and smaller 
values of TolFun and the identified parameters and target values of each TolFun values are 
compared (Table 1). When the variation of these parameters is less than 1%, the TolFun value is 
considered to be adequate. There is no significant improvement of the target function or variation 
of identified parameters for TolFun values lower than 0.1. thus, TolFun will be set to 0.1.  
 

Table 1. Target values and parameters values for different convergence criteria. 

 
 

Satisfying the equation (4) is not sufficient to ensure the convergence to a global minimum. The 
initial set of parameters can also have an impact on the solution find by the algorithm. The initial 
parameters are defined thanks to suppliers’ documentations, when possible and a sensitivity study 
of the optimization on the initial parameters is conducted. For that, 50 new sets of initial parameters 
are generated by creating a +/- 10% perturbation according to a uniform law on the reference 
parameters. 46 optimizations are converging to the same target value with the same identified 
parameters, thus a global solution seems to be reached.  

Then a sensitivity study of the optimization on the initial speed conditions is realized. 50 
optimizations were run with 50 different values for the initial speed v1 and v2: the 50 different 
speed values were generated by creating a +/- 5% perturbation according to a uniform law on the 
reference speed values. Results are plotted (Fig. 4): 37 optimizations were converging to the same 
target value with 37 same sets of parameters identified.  

The impact of the speed on the simulated load at ksensor is also of interest. Thus, optimizations 
were run with +/-10% uncertainty error for the press input speed and the impact on the load was 
plotted (Fig. 5). Uncertainty error on the determination of the speed only affects the magnitude of 
the load with a relative deviation of 3.8%.  
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Fig. 4. Identified parameters values (m1, m2, Kfixed, Kmoving, Cmoving) and the target value for the 50 

optimization runs with 5% uncertainties on the initial speed conditions. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Simulated load signal for the +/- 10% uncertainties on the initial speed conditions. 
 
Finally, the impact of the parameters identification on the load simulated is also considered. For 
that, 10% uncertainty error was set for the identified parameters and the load response is plotted 
(Fig. 6). Uncertainty errors on the identified parameters induce a relative deviation of the load of 
1.5% and affect both the load and the vibration mode.  
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Fig. 6. Simulated load signal for the +/- 10 % uncertainties on the set of identified parameters. 
Discussion 
Concerning the parametrical identification, three different target functions were already tested and 
the one that seemed to be the best in terms of target values and load signal fitting was chosen. 
Despite these different tests, even more target functions could have been tested as well and the 
target function chosen could be different. The study can also be enlarged by testing different 
optimization algorithms to ensure that the global minimum is found. For instance, the target 
function integrates the load in function of the time and the FFT of that signal, but maybe the target 
function still can be improved by adding the ram displacement into consideration. Thus, the 
coefficient f of the target function could be revised, to give a different weight to each term.  

Then, with the target function that was chosen, a sensitivity study of the algorithm on the initial 
set of parameters was conducted. The results converge; thus, it seems to indicate that a global 
minimum has been found. To ensure that fact, the study could be enlarged with a bigger 
perturbation on the initial set of parameters and with a higher number of optimizations.  
The impact of the initial speed conditions on the parameters identified and the load simulated was 
considered. Concerning the parametric identification, results are converging, more than half of the 
sets of parameters identified are the same. Thus, the optimization is not significantly sensible to 
uncertainties on the ram speed. And the impact on the load simulated is lower than 4%, so it is 
negligible.  

For the uncertainties on the identification of the set of parameters, it has an impact on the load’s 
amplitude variation and on its dephasing. A relative deviation of 1.5% on the load amplitude was 
observed, thus remaining very low.  
Summary 
In this preliminary work on the parametric identification of a dynamic behavior model of a forging 
machine, one target function was chosen and a sensitivity study on the optimization was 
conducted. For the uncertainties ranges investigated, results are encouraging as they show a low 
sensitivity of the algorithm to perturbations on the initial conditions and on the initial set of 
parameters. But the study should be continued by testing other algorithms and larger ranges of 
uncertainties to ensure an accurate identification.  

Furthermore, here the parametric identification is performed on a model of a press and its tools 
obtained thanks to bare strike, without billet. Thus, it could be interesting to validate the identified 
parameters on a case of a model integrating a blow on a billet.  
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Besides, the model presented here is valid for an entire production system including the press and 
its tools, but as several different tools can be installed on the same machine, it would be wise to 
dissociate the tools from the machine in such a dynamic model. And this would necessitate some 
changes in the target function’s definition.  
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Abstract. In the context of the current study, an analytical method is developed to determine the 
deformation field of the workpiece under the forming roller for an unconventional incremental 
radial disk rolling (IRDR) process. As the industrial forming machine is in the development phase, 
the machine and process design requires a preliminary assessment tool that is sensitive to process 
parameters and roller geometry. Establishing a parametric relationship between process parameters 
and induced deformation field enables designers to determine the parameters needed to obtain the 
target geometry and microstructure as well as the forming machine requirements. Instantaneous 
roller-workpiece interface, i.e. contact zone, and cross-sections that plastic flow occurs in between 
are calculated. The contact zone is spatially discretized to two-dimensional surface elements. The 
principle of volume conservation during plastic deformation is utilized to obtain velocity fields in 
three dimensions. Strain rate distributions are calculated by taking the gradient of the velocity 
fields in respective directions. Average values of strain at each cross-section are the accumulated 
plastic strain that is created by the multiple circumferential passes of the roller and computed 
numerically, accounting for different strain rates and contact times at each pass. Obtained contact 
zone geometries, deformation fields, and the effect of different process parameters are discussed. 
Results show that deformation occurs mainly in the circumferential direction and the tangential 
velocity of the roller in the circumferential direction has a more pronounced effect on the 
deformation than the radial advance of the roller per revolution. 
Introduction 
Having a firm grip on the deformation of the material is essential in a forming operation. 
Controlling the deformation allows for avoiding possible failures, defects, and undesired 
inhomogeneities and estimating other crucial forming phenomena such as residual stresses, 
springback, buckling, pile-up at the onset of forming zone, and diametral growth for cylindrical 
and disk-shaped products [1,2]. Also, the deformation has a significant effect on the 
microstructural evolution during the process which affects the mechanical performance of the final 
product [3]. Microstructural effects are important especially for the hot forming operations due to 
the recrystallization and grain growth which are usually dictated by narrow temperature, 
deformation, and time limitations [4]. Therefore, obtaining the desired microstructure depends on 
the degree of control the process designer can exert on the deformation of the material. 

In the literature, mathematical models are often used to assess the deformation of the material 
in forming operations [5]. One of these methods is the upper-bound method which utilizes an 
energy functional that has to be minimized to obtain the correct kinematically admissible velocity 
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field. Kinematic admissibility was derived from the incompressible volume principle [6]. Rolling 
applications combined the analytical methods with the finite element method for plane-strain 
rolling [7]. Analytical methods are used to provide the material property update to the finite 
element model [8]. The volumetric restrictions and plastic flow velocity field are often determined 
by different approaches based on the upper-bound method such as arc tangent velocity field and 
cosine velocity field methods [9,10]. The analytical methods are employed to optimize the process 
parameters of wire flat rolling [11]. The aim was mainly the determination of required rolling force 
and torque [12]. In extrusion problems, velocity fields had to be substantially modified according 
to the die geometry [13].  

The incremental radial disk rolling (IRDR) process employs two forming rollers which are 
positioned reciprocally and pulled radially outward. Rollers form the rotating workpiece disk to a 
higher diameter and a lower thickness. One of the differences between conventional rolling 
processes and IRDR process is that the axis of roller rotation is either parallel to the axis of the 
roller feed (radial) or located on the radial-axial(thickness) plane for IRDR while the axis of roller 
rotation and axis of roller feed are generally perpendicular to each other in conventional rolling 
[14]. Another difference is that a relatively smaller portion of the workpiece material is subjected 
to plastic deformation at any instant during the IRDR process. Compared to conventional rolling 
processes, tube spinning is more similar to IRDR. Apart from the final workpiece shape, the 
difference distinguishing IRDR from tube spinning is that circumference of the roller path 
increases and the curvature of the material under the contact zone decreases as the roller moves 
away from the centre of the disk throughout the IRDR process. Therefore, ensuring the plastic 
flow stability and homogenous deformation during the IRDR process is much more difficult [15].   

Previous studies investigated relatively simpler deformation states of conventional rolling 
processes. Developed models considered much simpler tool designs and contact zones as the 
current process requires a complex tool geometry. Also, deformation fields for the current rolling 
machine have never been researched before. This study focuses on developing parametrical 
velocity field, strain, and strain rate expressions accounting for any tool geometry, workpiece 
geometry, and process parameter set. The study aims to provide a preliminary assessment tool for 
the optimization of the process and the roller geometry for the IRDR process. An analytical method 
is developed and utilized to determine strain and strain rate distribution in the workpiece material 
under the forming roller. The forming machine is still in the development phase and optimization 
of the process requires the evaluation of an extensive number of combinations of process and roller 
parameters. Even though approaches involving the finite element method are useful, their 
computational cost is extremely high compared to the current method. Therefore, far fewer finite 
element method (FEM) simulations are needed in cooperation with the current method. A 
validation study of the current method with experiments and FEM is in progress. Also in future 
works, the deformation fields found by the current method will be employed to determine roller 
geometry and process parameter ranges satisfying the requirements derived from time, force, 
microstructure, and processing map limitations.  
Theory 
Roller geometry depends on four independent parameters: roller nose radius (𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛), roller radius 
(𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟), roller attack angle (𝛼𝛼), and roller height (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) which is equal to the thickness reduction in this 
study. Roller geometry also includes smooth angle, smooth nose radius, length of the upper 
levelling, upper levelling draft angle and length of the lower levelling but they are not included in 
the calculations due to the limitations of the analytical method. Previous studies showed that the 
length of the upper levelling and the upper levelling draft angle parameters affect the material pile-
up at the onset of feed direction and other parameters control mainly the springback and final 
surface quality [16]. These subjects are not in the context of the current study and can be neglected 
in the calculations. The general layout of the moving parts of the machine and the roller geometry 
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is shown in Fig. 1. Workpiece is attached to the mill which provides the rotational drive to the 
workpiece.  

 

 
Fig. 1. (a)Layout and motion of roller, mill and workpiece, (b) roller geometry. 

The roller is pulled radially outward as the workpiece turns and the roller idles around its axis 
of rotation. The roller bites the material and the contact zone develops. The area and shape of the 
contact zone depend on roller geometry, radial feed (f) and radial feed per revolution (pitch, p). 
Thickness reduction is assumed to be equal to roller height (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) to reduce the number of 
independent variables. The width of the contact zone is assumed to be parallel to the 
circumferential direction and the system is defined in the Cartesian coordinate system since the 
width of the contact zone is usually very short compared to the circumference of a near-circular 
roller path. The origin is defined at a location radially inward by pitch amount with respect to the 
bottom of the roller nose. The trials with CAD models showed that the contact zone can be 
represented by a region within seven points, four of which lie on the radial-axial(thickness) plane 
that the width(b) is zero. Eqs. 1 and 2 provide parametric expressions for radial and 
axial(thickness) distances between points.  

 
L1 = Rn sin α ,       L2 = Δt - Rn(1 - cos α)

tan α
,       t1 = Rn (1 -  cos α),       t2 = Δt - Rn(1 -  cos α)     (1)  

t* = Rr - Rn(1 - cos α) - ��Rr - Rn(1 - cos α)�
2
 - bmid

2                                                             (2) 
 
Broadwise locations of points 𝑃𝑃5, 𝑃𝑃6 and 𝑃𝑃7 are expressed as 𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢, 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙, respectively. 

Fig. 2 illustrates point locations which are calculated with found distances. The three-dimensional 
geometry of the contact zone is obtained parametrically by utilizing cubic area interpolation 
between these points.  
 

 
Fig. 2. (a)Points defining the contact zone, (b)Positions of points in radial(r)-axial(t) plane, 

(c)Maximum width as a function of radial location. 
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Fig. 3. Discretization of the contact zone with (a)450 and (b)13000 elements. 

 
Interpolated area is spatially discretized into triangular surface elements using Delaunay 

Triangulation [17]. The centroidal location of each element is calculated and the developed 
analytical model is implemented on these centroids. Fig. 3 compares contact zones obtained by 
different mesh densities. The contact zone employing finer mesh which has 13000 surface 
elements, accurately captured the curvature of the nose region as well as the flatness of the lower 
levelling region below the nose. Also, the model with finer mesh achieved a more precise contact 
zone boundary representation.     

 
Fig. 4. Plastic flow directions and cross-sections in (a)radial, (b)width and (c)thickness axes. 
Derivation of Velocity Field.  
The material is assumed to undergo no elastic strain relaxation between circumferential passes 

since the induced plastic strain is expected to be much higher than the elastic strain. Strain rate 
calculations start with the derivation of analytic expressions for plastic flow velocities in three 
axes. Fig. 4 illustrates flow velocities and cross-sections that the flow travels in corresponding 
directions. Calculations rely on the assumption that plastic deformation induces no volume change. 
Flow in each direction is assumed to be independent of each other. The tangential velocity of the 
roller in the circumferential direction is much higher than that in the radial direction for process 
parameters tested in this study. Therefore the contribution of plastic flow in different directions to 
each other is negligible. This assumption should be improved in the future. Firstly, initial 
volumetric flow rates are calculated. Then, cross-sections normal to the flow are parametrically 
expressed for any location. The plastic velocity that the material has to have while travelling 
through a defined cross-section is obtained by employing the volume conservation principle. The 
velocity found is the average velocity of the material flowing below the corresponding point of the 
roller as the cross-section is dictated by the contact zone and the radial location of the roller, in 
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addition to process parameters. Finally, strain rate expressions are obtained by taking the gradient 
of the velocity field along the corresponding direction.  

The radial plastic velocity field is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). For calculations, the radial axis is 
separated into two regions, the inclined region and nose region, divided by the upper end of the 
roller nose whose radial location (𝑟𝑟∗) is formulated in Eq. 3 where 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 is the initial radius. For all 
calculations, subscript i and the term “initial” denote the initial properties just before entering the 
contact zone. Radial location of the bottom end of the nose (𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓1) is also given in Eq. 3.  

r* = ri - 
Δt - Rn(1 - cos α)

tan α
     and    rf1 = r* - Rn sin α                                                              (3) 

Only the variation of thickness with radius is different for these two regions. Volume 
conservation in radial direction and radial flow velocity as a function of radius are expressed in 
Eq. 4 where feed (f) is the initial radial velocity and 𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚 is the initial thickness. 

Vr(r)t(r) 2π r = f ti 2π ri   →   Vr(r) = 
f ri ti
r t(r)

                                                                            (4) 

Variations of thickness with radial location and consequent radial flow velocities are formulated 
in Eqs. 5 and 6.  

t(r) = ti + 
r - ri

tan α
      →      Vr(r) = 

f ri ti tan α
r (ti tan α  + r - ri)

                                 for    r* < r < ri      (5) 

t(r) = tf + Rn - �Rn
2 - (r - rf1)2  →  Vr(r) = 

f ri ti

r (tf + Rn - �Rn
2 - (r - rf1)2)

   for    rf1 < r <  r*    (6) 

Circumferential plastic flow is shown in Fig. 4(b). Material starts to flow under the roller when 
it encounters the furthest point of the contact zone in the width axis: bmid which is broadwise 
location of P6 shown in Fig. 2(a). The initial cross-section that plastic flow velocity passes has an 
area of A1+A2. As the flow continues under the contact zone, the cross-sectional area is assumed 
to be linearly decreased to A1. A2 is the projectional area of the contact zone on the radial-axial 
plane and equal to pitch times Δt. The expression found for A1 is given in Eq. 7. 

A1 = tf (Rn sin α  + p) + 
ti2 - (tf + Rn (1 - cos α) )2

2 tan α
 + Rn

2 (sin α �1 - 
cos α

2
�  - 

α(rad)
2

)         (7) 
Volume conservation in the width axis and resulting relation for circumferential velocity field 

expression are presented in Eqs. 8 and 9 where 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 is the known initial tangential velocity in the 
circumferential direction. Variation of the cross-sectional area with broadwise location is obtained 
by the use of assumed linear area decrease between 𝑏𝑏 = 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏 = 0. 

Vb(b)A(b) = Vbi (A1 + A2)   →   Vb(b) = Vbi  
(A1 + A2)

A(b)                                                      (8) 

A(b) =  A1 + A2 
b

bmid
   →    Vb(b) = Vbi bmid 

A1 + A2

A1 bmid + A2 b
                                               (9) 

In radial and circumferential velocity field calculations, initial cross-sections were assumed to 
be constant and all cross-sections were parallel to each other. In contrast, for the axial velocity 
field, the initial cross-section has normal in the radial direction and it is assumed to be a function 
of thickness. Because, the material enters the contact zone in the radial direction and is pressed 
downward in the axial axis at any point on the roller, as demonstrated in Fig. 4(c). The expression 
for axial plastic velocity is formulized in Eq. 10. 

Vt(t) (ri - r) 2π 
ri + r

2
 = f (ti - t) 2π ri  →  Vt(t) = 2f ri 

(ti - t)
(ri - r)(ri + r)

                                    (10) 

Axial flow velocity as a function of axial location is presented in Eq. 11. 
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r = ri - (ti - t) tan α   →  Vt(t) = 
2f ri

tan α �2 ri - (ti - t) tan α�
                                                      (11) 

Strain Rate Distribution.  
Strain rates are calculated by taking the gradient of the velocity field in respective directions. 

Eqs. 12 and 13 provide the radial strain rate expression which is the gradient of Eqs. 5 and 6 in the 
radial direction. 

ε̇r = 
dVr

dr
=f ri ti tan α

-ti tan α -2r + ri

r2(ti tan α  + r - ri)
2                                                 for    r* < r < ri       (12) 

ε̇r = 
dVr

dr
 = f ri ti

-�Rn
2 - (r - rf1)2 (tf + Rn) + Rn

2 - (r - rf1)2 - r (r - rf1)

r2�Rn
2 - (r - rf1)2 �tf + Rn - �Rn

2 - (r - rf1)2�
2     for    rf1 < r <  r*    (13) 

Circumferential and axial strain rate relations are shown in Eqs. 14 and 15 which are gradients 
of velocity fields in circumferential (b) and axial (t) directions, see Eqs. 9 and 11, respectively.  

ε̇b = 
dVb

db
 = -Vbi bmid 

A2 (A1 + A2)
(A1 bmid + A2 b)2                                                                                  (14) 

ε̇t = 
dVt

dt
 = -

2f ri

(2 ri - (ti - t) tan α )2                                                                                             (15) 

 
Strain Distribution.  
Strain at each element is considered as the cumulative plastic strain induced by circumferential 

passes of the roller. At each circumferential pass, the material is subjected to varying strain rates 
under the contact zone in three directions. As the strain rate distributions are found, strain 
increments (𝛥𝛥𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗) at each pass and the sum of the strain increments (𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗, accumulated strain) can be 
calculated according to Eq. 16 for each element. In the strain equation, j is the direction of the 
strain and strain rate, e is the domain of locations that the element presented at previous passes and 
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(e) is the duration of contact time for each location. 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 values are calculated by interpolation 
between 𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢, 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 at known previous radial locations as shown in Fig. 2(c). 

 

εj = �Δεj
e

(e) = �Δt(e) ε̇j(e)     where     Δt(e)=
bmax(e)

Vbi
                                                  

e

(16) 

Results 
The workpiece material and the process temperature does not affect the results of this study. Also, 
even though the developed method is capable of accounting for varying initial radii, all calculations 
in this study are done for only one value of initial radius which is 120 mm. It is found that the 
contact zone changes as the roller moves in the radial axis for low radii. As the roller further moves 
away from the centre, the contact zones at different radial locations become very similar. The 
employed initial radius is chosen to be obeying the second trend. Also, a mesh dependency study 
is carried out but it is not presented here to restrict the extent of the paper. Results for only the 
finer mesh are evaluated. Firstly, the effect of roller geometry on the contact zone is investigated. 
Four roller geometry (RG) parameter sets are created and tabulated in Table 1. Obtained contact 
zones are shown in Fig. 5. To preserve comparability, each contact zone was formed by the same 
process parameter set which is 0.3 mm/s feed rate(f) and 25 RPM spindle rate. A higher roller 
radius leads to a wider contact zone, comparing RG1 and RG2. Contact zones of RG1 and RG3 
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show the effects of nose radius and roller height. The inclined region constitutes a much higher 
portion of the contact zone than the nose region for the roller with a lower 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 and higher Δt. Also, 
increased roller height elongated the contact zone in the radial direction. Examining the contact 
zone of RG4, a low attack angle also causes a significant increase in the radial length of the contact 
zone. 

Table 1. Dimensions of 4 different roller geometries (RG). 

 Roller Radius, 
𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟 [mm] 

Nose Radius, 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 
[mm] 

Attack Angle, α 
[°] 

Roller height, Δt 
[mm] 

RG1 35 5 45 5 
RG2 70 5 45 5 
RG3 35 2.5 45 7.5 
RG4 70 2.5 30 7.5 

 

 
Fig. 5. Contact zones of (a) RG1, (b) RG2, (c) RG3 and (d) RG4 for w=25 RPM, f=0.3 mm/s. 
For investigations on deformation distribution, only one roller geometry which is RG1, is 

employed so that the effect of process parameters could be examined clearly. The effect of roller 
geometry on the deformation will be studied in the future. Fig. 6 shows directional and the von 
Mises equivalent strain rate distributions. The radial strain rate (�̇�𝜀𝑟𝑟) is equal to zero at the beginning 
of the radial axis for a pitch amount of length since that region is flat and induces no radial 
deformation. Then, the magnitude of the �̇�𝜀𝑟𝑟 increases with r because the round profile of the nose 
region leads to higher cross-sectional area differences between different radial locations on the 
nose region. On the inclined region, the magnitude of �̇�𝜀𝑟𝑟 linearly decreases with r due to the 
increasing thickness of the workpiece.  

Circumferential strain rate (�̇�𝜀𝑏𝑏) values are similar along the width axis. Magnitude of �̇�𝜀𝑏𝑏 is much 
higher than strain rates in other directions which shows that material flows mainly in the width 
axis. Axial strain rate (�̇�𝜀𝑡𝑡) is very small and almost constant along the contact zone. Along the 
radial axis on the b=0 plane, the equivalent von Mises strain rate is around 1.3 for the given process 
and roller parameters.  

 
Fig. 6. Radial, circumferential, axial, and von Mises equivalent strain rate distributions  

for w=25 RPM, f=0.3 mm/s, 𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚 = 15 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and roller geometry of RG1. 
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Variations of mean von Mises equivalent strain rate and strain with process parameters are 
shown in Fig. 7. In each plot, the effect of only one process parameter is tested and other 
parameters are kept constant. As shown previously, equivalent strain rate distribution is very 
uniform along the contact zone thus the mean value can represent the deformation behaviour 
accurately. For strain distribution, however, the mean value provides only a general perspective 
since strain value increases accumulatively as the circumferential passes form the material.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Mean equivalent strain rate and strain for RG1 roller geometry and varying (a,d) spindle 

rates, (b,e) feed rates, (c,f) initial thicknesses. 
Fig. 7(a) indicates an increase in spindle rate results in a higher mean equivalent strain rate 

while Fig. 7(d) clearly shows that obtained mean equivalent strains are similar. Positive 
proportionality between spindle rate and strain rate is due to the higher tangential velocity in the 
circumferential direction for increasing spindle rate. Even though an increased spindle rate leads 
to a smaller radial bite which is called pitch, the effect of tangential velocity appears to be higher 
and overcomes the negative effect of pitch decrease. As the tangential velocity increases, contact 
time per pass decreases. Consequently, similar mean equivalent strain values are obtained.  

A very similar trend is observed for feed rate as shown in Fig. 7(b,e). The equivalent strain rate 
increases with increasing feed rate but the equivalent strain remains almost constant. As the feed 
rate is increased while the spindle rate is kept constant, the pitch increases and the tangential 
velocity does not change. Therefore, a higher equivalent strain rate is obtained for a higher feed 
rate. Thus the total number of circumferential passes is lower for higher pitch and cumulative strain 
is similar for different feed rate values. Having similar mean equivalent strain values for different 
sets of feed rate and spindle rate confirms that the calculated velocity fields are accurate. 

Mean strain rate and strain are more sensitive to initial thickness than other parameters as shown 
in Fig. 7(c,f) For the constant thickness reduction, the proportional decrease in the cross-sectional 
area during forming is much higher for low initial thicknesses. For different initial thicknesses, the 
pitch is kept constant and the bite area is not modified. However, the ratio of the bite area to the 
rest of the circumferential cross-section decreases with increasing initial thickness, and 
consequently, the strain rate also decreases. For constant feed rate and spindle rate, the total 
number of passes and contact time per pass do not change. Thus, mean strain rate and strain follow 
the same trend. 
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Summary 
An analytical method is developed to predict deformation fields for an incremental disk rolling 
process. Effects of process parameters and roller geometry on the contact zone and plastic 
deformation fields are examined.  

Roller radius is proved to have a considerable effect on the circumferential width of the contact 
zone which is important for the circumferential plastic deformation. Radial deformation and radial 
length of the contact zone are mainly controlled by the roller height and the attack angle. Also, 
nose radius has an important effect on the radial plastic flow since the highest radial strain rate is 
calculated at the nose-inclined region interface.  

The equivalent strain rate is proved to increase with increasing spindle rate due to the higher 
tangential velocity despite the shorter pitch. It shows that the tangential velocity is more influential 
on the deformation than the pitch. It can be said that the deformation can be controlled by adjusting 
the spindle rate without having to modify process time as the process time is controlled by only 
the feed rate. Increasing the feed rate also causes a higher strain rate but the underlying cause is 
the higher pitch which enables shorter process time. Therefore a compromise can be established 
between strain rate and process time by optimizing the process parameters provided that their 
effects are well understood as aimed by the current study. Strain rate affects recrystallization, 
failures, forces and related machine requirements as the process time affects grain growth, tool life 
and related machine requirements. This analytic method plays a key role in machine development 
as it provides insight into the connection between machine design, process parameters and induced 
deformation.  
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Abstract. In the aerospace industry, the turbine disk plays a crucial role. Controlling the average 
grain size during the hot forming of nickel-based superalloys such as Inconel 718 is critical for 
turbine disk production. Recrystallization is primarily responsible for evolution of microstructure 
during a hot forming process. In the current study, Finite Element Method (FEM) is employed to 
assess grain size evolution during an incremental disk rolling process. FEM simulations are used 
to obtain temperature, strain and strain rate distributions. Then, utilizing these deformation 
distributions, recrystallization and consequent average grain size distributions are calculated using 
Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) equations. Simulations are conducted for different 
spindle rates of the workpiece. This process is sensitive to the temperature and meta-dynamic 
recrystallization. Results show that temperature increases with the spindle rate due to the inelastic 
heat generation. Also a higher grain size variation through thickness is obtained for the simulation 
with lower spindle rate since meta-dynamic recrystallization fraction is higher. 
Introduction 
A wide range of alloys have good mechanical properties at room temperature, however, only a few 
alloys can be used at elevated temperatures. The primary category of these alloys is Nickel-based 
superalloys. These properties are governed mostly by the microstructure [1]. The key to achieving 
good and uniform characteristics during the manufacturing process is being able to control the 
grain size. Most frequently used approach is to simulate the process using FEM. This provides an 
understanding of microstructure evolution of the material during the process and reduces the 
number of trials required for process development. The reason is that temperature, strain, and strain 
rate distributions are significant parameters affecting the grain size [2]. JMAK equations can 
calculate recrystallization fractions with these values [3]. 

At elevated temperatures, three different forms of recrystallization can occur. These are static, 
dynamic, and meta-dynamic [4]. Static recrystallization may occur if there is cold work in the 
material before heating. When the material is subjected to hot deformation, dynamic 
recrystallization takes place. A more accurate description of the occurrence of dynamic 
recrystallization is strain rate being greater than zero. Meta-Dynamic recrystallization is similar to 
static recrystallization, but it only occurs if the dynamic recrystallization fraction(𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷) is lower 
than 1 during the hot deformation process. Fig. 1 depicts the summary of the recrystallization 
phenomenon. 
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Fig. 1. Summary of Recrystallization. 

 
All these calculations are covered by JMAK equations [3]. However, the majority of equations 

are empirical. Experiments have to be conducted to determine the material coefficients. To predict 
material parameters for recrystallization and grain growth, single and double compression tests 
have to be applied. Provided that the initial grain diameter is known, the single compression test 
is applied with different sets of constant strain rate and constant temperature. With these 
experimental results, dynamic recrystallization parameters can be obtained with the curve fitting 
method. To predict meta-dynamic recrystallization and grain growth parameters, a double 
compression test has to be applied with different combinations of strain rate, temperature, and 
waiting time between loadings [2]. These equations can be employed once the relationship 
between properties has been determined. 

Dynamic recrystallization equations:  

𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝐴𝐴1  ×  𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡)− 𝐴𝐴3×𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝐴𝐴2  
𝜀𝜀0.5− 𝐴𝐴4×𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐

� (1) 

𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 =  𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 × 𝐵𝐵1  ×  𝑑𝑑0
𝐵𝐵2  ×  𝜀𝜀̇𝐵𝐵3  ×  𝑍𝑍𝐵𝐵4  × 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵5
𝐷𝐷×𝑇𝑇

� (2) 

𝜀𝜀0.5 =  𝐶𝐶1  ×  𝑑𝑑0
𝐶𝐶2  ×  𝜀𝜀̇𝐶𝐶3  ×  𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶4  × 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝑄𝑄𝐶𝐶5
𝐷𝐷×𝑇𝑇

� (3) 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 =  𝐷𝐷1  ×  𝑑𝑑0
𝐷𝐷2  ×  𝜀𝜀̇𝐷𝐷3  ×  𝑍𝑍𝐷𝐷4  × 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷5
𝐷𝐷×𝑇𝑇

� (4) 

 
Meta-Dynamic recrystallization equation:  

𝑋𝑋𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝐸𝐸1  ×  � 𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡0.5
�
𝐸𝐸2
� (5) 

𝑡𝑡0.5 =  𝐹𝐹1  ×  𝜀𝜀𝐹𝐹2  ×  𝑑𝑑0
𝐹𝐹3  ×  𝜀𝜀̇𝐹𝐹4  ×  𝑍𝑍𝐹𝐹5  × 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝑄𝑄𝐹𝐹6
𝐷𝐷×𝑇𝑇

� (6) 
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𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 =  𝐺𝐺1  ×  𝑑𝑑0
𝐺𝐺2  ×  𝜀𝜀̇𝐺𝐺3  ×  𝑍𝑍𝐺𝐺4  × 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺5
𝐷𝐷×𝑇𝑇

� (7) 

Grain growth: 

𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡ℎ
𝐻𝐻1 =  𝑑𝑑0

𝐻𝐻2 + 𝐻𝐻3 ×𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � 𝑄𝑄
𝑅𝑅×𝑇𝑇�  × 𝑡𝑡 (8) 

Table 1. Parameters list. 

M
at
er
ia
l 

co
ef
fi
ci
en
ts 

A1-A4 Dynamic recrystallization fraction 
B1-B5 Critical strain  
C1-C5 Half recrystallized volume fraction strain 
D1-D5 The average grain diameter of dynamically recrystallized fraction  
E1-E2 Meta-dynamic recrystallization fraction 
F1-F6 Half recrystallized volume fraction time 
G1-G5 The average grain diameter of meta-dynamic recrystallized fraction 
H1-H3 Grain growth 

𝑑𝑑0 The initial average grain diameter 
𝜀𝜀̇ Strain rate 
𝜀𝜀 Strain 
Q Activation Energy 
R Gas constant 
T Temperature 
Z Zener-Hollomon parameter 

𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 The fraction of dynamic recrystallization 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 The average diameter of dynamic recrystallization 
𝑋𝑋𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 The fraction of meta-dynamic recrystallization 

𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 The average diameter of meta-dynamic recrystallization 
𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑔𝑔 𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡ℎ The average grain diameter of grain growth 
 
Recrystallization is governed by strain, strain rate, and temperature, as demonstrated by the 

preceding equations and Fig. 1. These equations are only applicable to isothermal conditions with 
a constant strain rate. However, the deformation in the hot incremental disk rolling process is not 
completely isothermal and the strain rate is not constant or uniform. Both strain rate and 
temperature are a function of time. To include that effect, these equations need to be updated with 
their differential form with respect to time [5]. However, assuming isothermal and constant strain 
rate condition is not a completely wrong assumption when the spindle rate is optimized 
accordingly as demonstrated in this study.  
Modelling Approach 
As the workpiece spins, four rollers deform the workpiece radially outward. As the thickness of 
the workpiece decreases, the outer diameter of the workpiece increases. Forge NxT commercial 
finite element software using implicit time integration scheme is used for the process simulations. 
These simulations consist of thermo-mechanical calculations. The Johnson-Cook plasticity 
material model is used to simulate the flow of bulk material in order to examine the history of 
temperature, strain, and strain rates. Ideally, process would be simulated as it is; however, this is 
not feasible due to large computational time. Instead, an angular segment of the disk is modelled 
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with boundary conditions applied at each side of the disk. These boundary conditions could be 
applied as cyclic symmetry boundary condition. However, this option is not available in the 
software at the moment. Instead, boundary conditions are applied as two planes which are adiabatic 
and allow for sliding of the nodes along the plane, but do not allow for node separation. Due to the 
numerical integration of the variables, the time step of the simulation has to be small for 
microstructure evaluation. To overcome this problem and reduce computational time, a 
comparison between angular segments of varying size and a full disk model was performed. This 
study showed that 1/8 angular segment of the disk produces similar results with full model. Results 
of the convergence study are not included here for brevity. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, the 
horizontal plane of the disk exhibits mirror symmetry. Thus, only top half of the disk can be used 
with symmetry boundary condition at the horizontal plane. The two boundary conditions applied 
through the planes do not fully reflect the nature of the process. Therefore, to minimize their effect 
on the results, only results for the middle of the angular segment are taken into consideration, as 
shown in Fig. 3 [6]. Rollers are assumed to be frictionless and do not rotate around their axes, the 
assumption being that the effect of friction can be neglected. Effect of friction and roller rotation 
will be examined separately in future studies. The temperature of the process atmosphere is 
controlled by a furnace. Heat transfer due to conduction between the rolles and the workpiece, 
radiation and convection with the environment are all included together. Value taken is: 50W/m2K 
which is the average of the value widely available in the literature. The metallurgical part of the 
calculations is uncoupled with a thermo-mechanic solver. Outputs of the thermo-mechanical 
model are used to calculate the recrystallization and growth mechanism. Mechanical and thermal 
parameters of Inconel 718 are taken from JMatPro material property simulation software and the 
JMAK equations parameters are taken from Forge NxT Software. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The simulation model of an incremental disk rolling. 

Results and Discussion 
This section simulates and compares the effect of three distinct spindle rates (RPM of the 
workpiece). Fig. 3 illustrates the portion of the simulated part that is shown in the subsequent 
figures. 
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Fig. 3. Comparable area of the simulation model. 

 
The results of simulations with three different spindle rates are evaluated. Temperature, 

equivalent strain, dynamic recrystallization, meta-dynamic crystallization, and average ASTM 
grain diameter are compared. The spindle rate has a significant effect on the temperature. The 
inelastic heat generation increases as the deformation rate increases. Temperature change is not 
found to be important unless it exceeds the range of the JMAK equation parameter. Despite grain 
growth being unaffected at the time scale of the first pass, it will be modified during the rest of the 
process. The other issue is that the temperature exceeds 1030°C for the fastest spindle rate case, 
as seen in Fig. 4(c). This temperature level is close to the upper limit of the JMAK equation 
parameter range for Inconel 718. These limits come from the processing map of Inconel 718. 
1030°C is the most efficient temperature for the dynamic recrystallization range for forged Inconel 
718 [7]. It was shown that the material starts to behave differently above this temperature [3]. The 
equivalent strain is also strongly affected by the spindle rate as it is an expected result due to the 
nature of the rolling process as shown the Fig. 5. Results show that equivalent strain values are 
very high even after the first pass for the high spindle rate case. The reason for having different 
equivalent strain values for the same thickness reduction is that the plastic flow in the 
circumferential direction increases when the spindle rate is increased. For high spindle rates, 
elements become elongated not only in the radial direction but also in the circumferential direction.  

 
Fig. 4. (a) The lowest spindle rate, (b) medium spindle rate, (c) fastest spindle rate result of 

temperature distribution during the process. 
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Fig. 5. (a) The lowest spindle rate, (b) medium spindle rate, (c) fastest spindle rate result of 

Equivalent strain distribution during the process. 
 

Dynamic recrystallization occurs due to the deformation. Temperature, strain, and strain rate 
change over time. Therefore every parameter in Eq. 1 is affected even though the dynamic 
recrystallization equation contains no time parameter. The area of dynamic recrystallization 
fraction is almost constant throughout the first pass for different temperature and equivalent strain 
values, as shown in Fig. 6. When the deformation rate increase with the spindle rate, the critical 
strain (𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐) value and half recrystallization fraction strain (𝜀𝜀0.5) value increase. So the affected 
dynamic recrystallization zone stays the same.   

 
Fig. 6. (a) The lowest spindle rate, (b) medium spindle rate, (c) fastest spindle rate result of 

dynamic recrystallization distribution during the process. 
 

The area of meta-dynamic recrystallization is affected by the spindle rate since changing the 
spindle rate modifies the time interval between two subsequent passes. The primary variable in 
meta-dynamic recrystallization is the time. When the spindle rate is low, meta-dynamic 
recrystallization can take place over a longer period of time, as shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. (a) The lowest spindle rate, (b) medium spindle rate, (c) fastest spindle rate result of 

meta-dynamic recrystallization distribution during the process. 
 

Fig. 8 illustrates the variation of the average grain diameter with the spindle rate. 
Recrystallization plays a substantial role in grain size reduction. Although the overall 
recrystallization zone is similar in all three simulations, the time between subsequent passes is high 
for low spindle rate. Therefore lower spindle rate leads to a higher variation of ASTM grain size 
through the thickness due to the meta-dynamic recrystallization. 

 
Fig. 8. (a) The lowest spindle rate, (b) medium spindle rate, (c) fastest spindle rate result of 

average ASTM grain diameter distribution during the process. 
Summary 
These results demonstrate the significance of the spindle rate as a process parameter in hot 
incremental disk rolling. The temperature increases dramatically at high spindle rates due to 
inelastic heat generation. The stability of the JMAK equations depends on the temperature. At the 
slowest spindle rate, temperature change is negligible. When the spindle rate increases, elongation 
in the circumferential direction becomes considerable. Effects of equivalent strain and temperature 
cannot be observed in the first circumferential pass for dynamic recrystallization. On the other 
hand, the area of meta-dynamic recrystallization is influenced by the spindle rate. The time 
between subsequent passes decreases when the spindle rate is increased. Therefore, the meta-
dynamic recrystallization fraction decreases as the spindle rate increases. Forming with a lower 
spindle rate leads to a higher variation of ASTM grain size through the thickness. There was no 
linear dependence found between average ASTM grain size and spindle rate. The optimum spindle 
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rate is between the lowest and the medium spindle rate. The limiting factors of spindle rate range 
are temperature change which is important for JMAK equation stability and meta-dynamic 
recrystallization fraction which changes the variation ASTM grain size through the thickness.  
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Abstract. Ti-6Al-4V is a widely employed material in the aerospace, power generation and 
bioengineering industries due to its low density, excellent corrosion resistance and outstanding 
mechanical properties. Hammer forging is one of the most utilized manufacturing processes to 
produce high-performance titanium components and it is known that the process parameters highly 
affect the microstructure, and thus, the mechanical properties of the manufactured parts. Ti-6Al-
4V alloy has a temperature dependent dual structure and forging below or above the 
β-transus transition temperature (≈980ºC) highly influences the resultant microstructure. Due to 
the significant adiabatic heating in high-speed hammer forging processes the β-transus temperature 
can be exceeded during the process. Therefore, it is of vital importance to study the phase 
transformation limits and the resultant effects on the mechanical properties to establish the 
optimum processing window for the hammer forging of Ti-6Al-4V. In this work, the Direct-Impact 
Drop Hammer (DIDH), a purpose-built laboratory hammer with a maximum blow speed of 5 m/s 
is employed to perform intermediate strain rate (≈200 s-1) uniaxial compression tests of Ti-6Al-4V 
at 900ºC, 940ºC, 980ºC, 1000ºC and 1020ºC. The flow behaviour of this titanium alloy is 
experimentally characterized under a wide range of hammer forging conditions, and the 
microstructure of the tested samples is analysed to study the influence of the adiabatic heating on 
the phase transformation of Ti-6Al-4V. 
Introduction 
Ti-6Al-4V has become one of the most employed titanium alloys in the aerospace and the 
biomedical sectors due to its outstanding mechanical properties and relatively low density. The 
high cost of this alloy is justified in demanding applications as it offers superior performance and 
good corrosion resistance even under extreme environments [1]. Ti-6Al-4V is a dual α-β structure 
titanium alloy, and a variety of resulting microstructures can be obtained depending on the 
processing route and posterior heat treatment employed to obtain the components [2,3]. The final 
microstructure highly influences the mechanical properties of the manufactured part; therefore, it 
is of vital importance to analyse the influence of temperature on the phase transformation of this 
titanium alloy to correctly define the process parameters  

Hammer forging is one of the most employed manufacturing processes for Ti-6Al-4V 
components, as it is versatile and very cost-effective for large series production [4]. The forging 
temperature range for this titanium allow is however, narrow, and in general two forging strategies 
are differentiated in function of the processing temperature [1]. On the one hand, 
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α-β forging, when forging is carried out below the β-transus temperature (≈980ºC); and on the 
other hand, β forging, if the forging temperature is above β-transus [5]. Due to the high adiabatic 
heating found in hammer forging attributed to the high strain rates reached in the process 
(≈200 s-1), the temperature in some zones of the forged component can exceed the 
β-transus critical temperature [6]. This can result in undesired resulting microstructures, and hence, 
poor mechanical properties in the manufactured part. 

Therefore, the narrow processing temperature range of Ti-6Al-4V and the complexity of 
hammer forging itself, makes essential the use of finite element (FE) numerical simulations to 
explore diverse forging strategies and determine optimised process parameters [4]. It is well-
known however that the correctness of the simulation results is directly linked to the accuracy of 
input parameters and boundary conditions. The correct definition of the material behaviour under 
the process conditions is one of the most important input parameters, and experimental testing is 
generally needed for that purpose. Experimental data is employed to calibrate the material models 
that numerically represent critical aspects, such as the flow behaviour and the microstructural 
evolution of the material in function of the processing strategy. 

Experimental material characterization at the intermediate strain rate range found typically in 
hammer forging processes (102-103 s-1) is however challenging, and consequently, the flow 
behavior and phase transformation of Ti-6Al-4V under these conditions is rarely reported in the 
literature. The use of universal testing machines equipped with conventional load cells becomes 
extremely challenging for testing at this strain rate range since they often have a limited stroke 
velocity. If such velocity is not an issue, then inertia effects and wave propagation become more 
relevant making the load measurements more troublesome [7]. The most used equipment for 
dynamic testing is the well-known Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) system, but it also has 
certain limitations when it comes to testing at these strain rates [7]. As an alternative to the SHPB 
systems for intermediate strain rate testing, we developed an in-house designed and constructed 
laboratory facility: the Direct-Impact Drop Hammer (DIDH). In this work, this purpose built 
machine was employed for the experimental characterisation of Ti-6Al-4V under hammer forging 
conditions. 
The Direct-Impact Drop Hammer (DIDH) 
Considering the difficulties to perform intermediate strain rate tests employing universal hydraulic 
commercial testing devices and SHPB systems, an automatized in-house Automatic 
ThermoMechanical Tester (ATMT) was designed and constructed. This testing machine is capable 
of reproducing a wide range of hot and cold industrial metal forming conditions, from low strain 
rates (<1 s-1) up to intermediate strain rates (>100 s-1). This novel apparatus (Fig. 1a) was designed 
to be able to test diverse forming strategies, including intermediate heating cycles combined with 
different loading rate scenarios. The ATMT is composed of four main sections: a heating furnace 
(max. 1350ºC), an isothermal hydraulic press for low strain rate tests (<1 s-1 and max. 1350ºC), a 
cooling system, and the main novelty, the Direct-Impact Drop Hammer for intermediate strain rate 
testing. To reduce human errors as much as possible and increase the repeatability of the tests, the 
apparatus is fully automatized and the sample manipulation is carried out by an electro-pneumatic 
arm that is integrated in the machine. 

Focusing on the DIDH, its mechanical module is comprised of a 92 kg hammer that is pushed 
by a high-pressure pneumatic cylinder propelling it towards the anvil, the fixed part of the system. 
The hammer can be set-up at different heights, which allows for impact velocities to range from 
2.5 to 5 m/s and a maximum applicable deformation energy of 1.15 kJ. Regarding data acquisition, 
the anvil is instrumented with a piezoelectric force sensor allowing for direct force measurements. 
The kinematics of the tests are recorded with a high-speed camera (Fig. 1b) and post-processed by 
Digital Image Correlation (DIC). The suitability of the DIDH for the mechanical characterisation 
within this strain rate regime was successfully demonstrated [8]. Interestingly, this device 
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incorporates an optimized cooling system which is capable of quenching the tested sample in less 
than 1 s after the high-speed test takes place. This is of particular interest for the microstructural 
evolution characterisation of materials combining both high temperatures and intermediate strain 
rate tests. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 1. a) The Automatic ThermoMechanical Tester (ATMT) and b) the data acquisition setup in 
the DIDH. 

Experimental Procedure 
In this work, the new DIDH was employed to characterise the flow behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V alloy 
under hammer forging conditions. Uniaxial compression tests were performed at 900 ºC, 940ºC, 
980ºC, 1000ºC and 1020ºC using Ø16x24 mm cylindrical samples and they were air cooled after 
the compression. A deformation speed of 5 m/s was employed in all the cases, which means that a 
deformation energy of 1.15 kJ was applied to the samples. These were painted with the 
CONDAERO 313 glass coating to protect the surface from oxidation and reduce the friction 
between the sample and the tools. 

To monitor the hammer kinematics, a Photron Fastcam-APX RS250K high-speed camera with 
appropriate illumination lamps was utilised. It was set up to record at 15,000 fps with a resolution 
of 256 x 512 px2. The specimen length history l[t] was obtained by DIC analysis from the 
displacement history of the hammer, which was calculated by post-processing the high speed 
camera images with the GOM Correlate software [9]. To obtain the force histories F[t], a Kistler 
9106A piezoelectric force sensor mounted directly on the anvil was employed in combination with 
a Tektronix TSD 2004B oscilloscope with an acquisition frequency of 300 kHz. As the 
displacement of the DIDH tests was recorded with a lower acquisition frequency, the displacement 
histories were linearly interpolated for the load cell time base.  

The axial true stress (σ), true strain (ε) and true strain rate (  ) were calculated by σ = F[t]/A[t], 
ε = ln(h[t]/h0), and    = v[t]/h[t], respectively, where F[t] is the force measured by the piezoelectric 
force sensor, h0 is the initial sample height, h[t] and A[t] are the instantaneous height and cross-
section area of the sample, respectively, and v[t] is the instantaneous tool velocity, assuming 
   [0] = 0 s-1.  
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Results and Discussion 
The same blow speed (5 m/s), and hence, the same deformation energy (1.15 kJ) was employed in 
all the tests, therefore, as the strength of the Ti-6Al-4V decreases with increasing the forming 
temperature, higher deformations were obtained at higher temperatures ( 
Fig. 2). Final true strains of 0.63, 0.77, 1.01, 1.12 and 1.15 were reached in the tests performed at 
900ºC, 940ºC 980ºC, 1000ºC and 1020ºC, respectively. Three repetitions were performed per 
condition showing very little deviation between them, with a mean stress deviation of 1.29 % in 
the worst case. This is mainly because the tests are performed automatically in the DIDH. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Initial sample and samples tested in the DIDH at 900ºC, 940ºC, 980ºC, 1000ºC and 
1020ºC (from left to right). 

 
A friction factor (m) of 0.3 was estimated by inverse simulation taking into account the 

barrelling of the tested samples (Fig. 2). FORGE® simulation software was employed for that 
purpose. The estimated friction factor is in accordance with the friction reported by Zhu et al. [10] 
for Ti-6Al-4V alloy forgings using glass lubricant. 

Force-displacement curves of the intermediate strain rate tests performed in the DIDH at 900ºC, 
940 ºC, 980ºC, 1000ºC and 1020ºC are presented in Fig. 3. The high-speed blow of the DIDH lead 
to some oscillations in the force readings particularly at the beginning of the curves. However, 
these fade out to certain extent as tests progress leaving the piezoelectric load cell noise as the only 
source of the oscillations, and the material behavior is clearly identified. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Force-displacement curves of tests performed in the DIDH with a blow speed of 5 m/s at 

900ºC, 940ºC, 980ºC, 1000ºC and 1020ºC. 
 

The true stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. 4. A clear and coherent temperature dependency 
is observed in the results, with lower forces at higher temperatures. The softening observed in the 
curves can be attributed to the considerable adiabatic heating and low heat dissipation times found 
at these strain rates. No analytical adiabatic heating correction was applied to the flow curves 
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presented in Fig. 4. The true strain rate evolution is also presented in Fig. 5, in which the 
intermediate strain rates reached in the tests demonstrate that the DIDH is capable of testing at 
strain rates comparable to those found in industrial hammer forging operations. This results are of 
significant industrial and scientific relevance as few laboratory thermomechanical testers allow 
testing at both intermediate strain rates and high temperatures. Therefore, the study of the flow 
behavior of Ti-6Al-4V under hammer forging conditions is hardly reported in the literature. 

 
Fig. 4. True stress-true strain curves of Ti-6Al-4V tested in the DIDH at intermediate strain rates 

(≈200 s-1). 

 
A non-constant strain rate evolution is observed in Fig. 5, which occurs due to the nature of the 

DIDH tests. The hammer velocity starts decreasing once it gets into contact with the sample until 
it completely stops. Anyhow, due to the optimised sample dimension a relatively constant strain 
rate evolution is attained up to high strain levels, especially at higher temperatures. As a reference, 
thicker solid line are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 until the strain rate dropped below 80 % of the 
initial strain rate value. 

 

 
Fig. 5. True strain rate evolution of the DIDH tests at intermediate strain rates. 

 
The effect of this strain rate drop in the flow curves is irrelevant, as the initial and the final 

strain rates are in the same order of magnitude. Mean strain rates attained up to this point for the 
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tests at 900ºC, 940ºC, 980ºC, 1000ºC and 1020ºC are 215 s-1, 215 s-1, 235 s-1, 245 s-1 and 
250 s-1, respectively. At higher strain levels beyond the 80 % strain rate drop, the strain rate 
decreases considerably and the rate effect becomes more significant in the flow curves, with a 
sharp drop at the end of the curves (Fig. 5). 

The strain rate dependency of Ti-6Al-4V is clearly observed in the comparison between the low 
strain rate (<10 s-1) flow curves at 900ºC presented by Porntadawit et al. [11] and the intermediate 
strain rate (215 s-1) flow curve obtained from the test in the DIDH at the same temperature (Fig. 
6). A classical strain rate dependency is shown, with higher flow stresses at higher strain rates. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison between low strain rate (0.1 s-1, 1 s-1 and 10 s-1) flow curves of Ti-6Al-4V at 
900 ºC extracted from [11] and the intermediate strain rate flow curve obtained from the DIDH 

test at the same temperature. 
 

Once the tests were performed, the tested samples were cut from the cross-section to analyse 
the resulting microstructure (Fig. 7). Samples were prepared for microstructural analysis by 
conventional sanding and polishing procedures and they were etched with Kroll’s reagent. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Cutting plane of the tested samples to analyse the resulting microstructure. 
 

 
 Fig. 8 shows the micrographs of the samples tested in the DIDH at intermediate strain rates 

(≈200 s-1) at temperatures of 900ºC, 940ºC, 980ºC, 1000ºC and 1020ºC. A clear bimodal 
microstructure composed of equiaxed α phase and lamellar α-β is found at the tests performed at 
900ºC and 940ºC, with lower equiaxed α fractions with higher temperatures. Samples tested at 
980ºC and 1000ºC, close to the β-transus transition temperature, show even lower equiaxed α 
fractions, and the sample tested at 1020ºC show a clear β microstructure. 
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Fig. 8. Micrographs of the samples tested in the DIDH at intermediate strain rates at 

a) 900ºC, b) 940ºC, c) 980ºC, d) 1000ºC and e) 1020ºC. 
Summary 
The following conclusions were extracted from the present work: 

● The purpose-built laboratory hammer, the Direct-Impact Drop Hammer (DIDH), is a 
suitable thermomechanical tester for testing under both intermediate strain rates and 
high temperatures. As the tests are performed automatically, the results show a great 
repeatability. 

● The flow behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V was successfully characterised under a wide variety 
of hammer forging conditions. A clear temperature dependency was observed in the 
tests perform from 900ºC to 980ºC. This dependency decreased significantly in the tests 
performed from 980ºC to 1020ºC, close and beyond the β-transus transition temperature. 

● A clear bimodal microstructure was found in the tests performed below the β-transus 
temperature, at 900ºC and 940ºC, with a lower equiaxed α phase fraction at higher 
temperatures. Even lower α fractions were observed at the tests performed at 980ºC and 

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) 
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1000ºC, close to the β-transus temperature, and only β-phase microstructure was 
observed in the tests performed at 1020ºC. 
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Abstract. This paper analyses the potential of standard mean-field models available in commercial 
FE software Deform®, Forge® and QForm® for a microstructural prediction during multistage 
forging process of Inconel 718 at conditions close to industrial ones. The special set of 
experimental trials including heating, forging, reheating and final forging were conducted on 5 MN 
hydraulic press with detailed measurements of temperature distributions, timings and forging 
parameters. The microstructure distribution was investigated after each stage of the process 
(optical and EBSD) and compared with the predictions obtained in three softwares. Standard and 
optional capabilities as well as limitations and challenges of the models were investigated, and 
some improvement ideas were proposed. 
Introduction 
Microstructural modelling, as well as appropriate calibration and application of available mean-
field microstructure evolution models for industrial hot forging processes, remains a bottleneck 
[1,2]. It is getting even more complex when these models are applied for the real-life technological 
processes where material goes through number of forging and reheating stages. The goal of such 
complicated route is to get a final part with a required microstructure. Due to a large number of 
technological parameters involved in this process, troubleshooting and optimisation of the 
manufacturing route requires the capability of microstructure evolution models to predict final 
microstructure with some acceptable accuracy. 

All the most popular commercial FE metal forming softwares, like Deform®, Forge® and 
QForm® have some in-built capabilities for microstructural modelling. The study presented in this 
paper carried out using Inconel 718 alloy. For this and similar to it nickel-based superalloys 
dominating mechanisms during hot forging, which are intended to be simulated, are Dynamic 
(DRX), Meta-Dynamic (MDRX) and Static (SRX) recrystallisation along with the static Grain 
Growth (GG). There also few other microstructural mechanisms which are not directly modelled 
in available in-built models, but which should however be kept in mind as they can affect the 
results: Recovery (RC), Twinning (TW) and Continues Recrystallisation (CRX). The question of 
their consideration will be briefly touched in the Results and Discussion section. 

The microstructural models in-built into the three above mentioned metal forming softwares 
for DRX, MDRX, SRX and GG have quite similar mathematical structure (with minor variations 
in shape and coding realisation) and individual material library of default parameters. Three 
recrystallisation models belong to the so-called JMAK-type class of the models [3] and the grain-
growth model is described with the classical model of P.A. Beck [4].  

The limitations of the JMAK-type models are well known and analysed in many papers [1, 5-
7]. They are not well fitted for the processes with the sharp changes in temperatures and strain 
rates. The set of material parameters is normally suitable for a fixed range of temperatures and 
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strain rates which they are optimised for, etc. However, these models are the simplest, intuitively 
“physically” clear and available as in-built models in the commercial FE softwares.  

The main goal of this benchmarking study was to work out some practical conclusions 
regarding application of standard models. The set of tests consisting of heating, forging, reheating 
and second blow forging was specially designed for this purpose. Accurate direct measurements 
of all possible process parameters was done for the fine tuning of FE models providing robust 
prediction of the thermo-mechanical histories of all points of the performs. All the data gathered 
was further used as input for the microstructural modelling. Separate analysis of microstructure at 
every stage provided an ability to decouple the models of recrystallisation and give additional 
information on the reason of the “wrong” behavior of the models.  

The special attention was addressed to investigation of the areas of the forged billets where 
microstructure prediction was not accurate. The reasons of inaccurate prediction were analysed to 
suggest possible improvements of the models. 
Methodology 
Forging trials.  
Two-blows forging route with reheating between the blows was employed to obtain experimental 
data for benchmarking microstructure evolution models (see Fig. 1). The standard double truncated 
cone (DTC) geometry with 50.8 mm initial height was used for the forging. The billets were 
machined from IN718 material with standard chemical composition. Forging trials of IN718 DTC 
geometry were carried out at the sub-solvus temperature of 990°C on 5 MN hydraulic press. The 
dies of the press were heated up to 600°C. The billets were reheated in the furnace back to 990°C 
between the blows. Taking into account non-isothermal conditions of the forging, relatively bulky 
billets, as well as multi-stage forging route, these trials mimic a real industrial forging conditions 
for this alloy. To track the microstructure evolution at the various stages of the forging route, three 
DTC-s were forged using following routes: 

● DTC#1: 1st blow air cooling (AC) 
● DTC#2: 1st blow reheating in furnace back to 990°C AC 
● DTC#3: 1st blow reheating 2nd blow AC (full route) 

A number of real-time process parameters was recorded during the forging trials. Such press 
readings as velocity of top ram, force and displacement were recorded as a function of a time. 
Along with that, temperature in 3 reference points was measured for each processed billet during 
all the forging route including initial heating and final air cooling. For this purpose 3 
thermocouples were embedded into the each proceed billet: one thermocouple for the centre of the 
billet and two thermocouples were embedded on the 5mm distance from the top and bottom surface 
of the billet in the same way as it was shown in [2, 8]. The example of obtained thermocouples 
readings is shown in Fig. 2. The trial of each billet was video-recorded to define the exact time of 
each operation of the processing route. The shape of final geometry of forged parts was analysed 
using a 3D blue light-based metrology scanning system (by GOM ATOS TripleScan III).  

Digital twin of the experiment. Digital twins of thermo-mechanical processing were created for 
each processed billet. By the term “digital twin” here is implied validated FE simulations which 
reproduce particular forging conditions, heating and cooling profiles, timings of operations, as well 
as peculiarities of metal flow for each forged billet. The FE models were created using several 
commercially available FE packages: DEFORM, QFORM and FORGE. Each of these software 
developers has its own mean-field microstructure evolution model for IN718 material, which was 
benchmarked in this work. 

This phase of study is critically important because microstructure evolution models employ 
macroscopic process parameters, namely strain, temperature and strain rate obtained from FE  
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Fig. 1. Forging route used for two-blow forging trials of IN718 on hydraulic press. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Thermocouples readings for the DTC#2 (just the 1st blow and transfer back to furnace). 

 
simulations. The settings in the FE models were adjusted in a way to reflect actual forging 
conditions. The calibration procedure consisted of following steps: 

- Defining exact time of each operation using video-recordings and thermocouples’ readings. 
The full list of simulated operations was: pre-heating, transfer to furnace, die resting before 
the 1st blow, 1st blow forging, die resting after the 1st blow, transfer back to the furnace, re-
heating, transfer for the 2nd blow, die resting, 2nd blow forging, die resting, transfer for air 
cooling, air cooling.  

- Adjusting heat-exchange coefficients in simulations in a way to repeat experimentally 
obtained profiles of temperature in reference points. 

- Friction conditions were validated by superimposing images from GOM scan and those 
obtained in the simulations. 

- Validating metal flow in the simulations using available experimental data. The final shapes 
and positions of the holes drilled for the thermocouples were used to validate the metal flow 
and strain values locally in the vicinity of the billets’ dead-zones and central locations. Also 
force readings from the press were used to check the force prediction in simulations.   

More detailed description of the procedure of creating digital twins is shown in earlier studies 
[2, 8].  

The main calibration criteria for the simulations were temperature and strain fields, which have 
had to be similar to those obtained in the experiment and to be equal between FE simulations 
created in various FE packages. Fig. 3 demonstrates the comparison between the temperature fields 
and strain fields in all utilised FE packages for the billet after the first blow (Fig. 3a) and the second 
blow (Fig. 3b).  
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(b) 
Fig. 3. Comparison between the temperature fields and strain fields in all utilised FE packages: 
(a) temperature and strain fields straight after the first blow; (b) temperature and strain fields 

straight after the second blow. 
 
Methodology of microstructure study.  
Processed double truncated cones were cut in half and prepared for optic microscopy and EBSD 

analysis. The boundaries of recristallised area in the billet’s cross-sections were defined using 
optical microscopy with the accuracy 5%. EBSD maps were obtained in reference points of each 
forged billet, namely central area and area where recrystallisation was initiated.  

Benchmarked mean-field microstructure evolution models.  
Standard mean-field models available in commercial FEA software Deform®, Forge® and 

QForm® were used for microstructural prediction during multistage forging process. All the 
models were used “as is” with the default set of parameters for IN718 available in the material 
libraries of each software. For the detailed description of the models and values of the model 
parameters please refer to description of the models [9-11]. The initial grain size of the material 
was set to 17µm and temperature limit of 950°C was used for the initiation of microstructure 
evolution in all the models. All the microstructure evolution mechanisms available in the models 
were set as active: DRX, MDRX, SRX and static GG. It was also assumed that material was fully 
recovered (no retained strain) after the re-heating operation before the second blow.  
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Results and Discussion 
The outputs of microstructure evolution models for total recrystallized volume fraction are 
compared with the experimental observations in Table 1 (for the scale from 0% to 100%) and 
Table 2 (for the scale from 0% to 5%). The scale used in Table 2 allows to compare the boundaries 
of the recrystallised area more precisely. Note that total RX volume fraction presented in the tables 
below shown as a summary of contribution from all three various types of recrystallisation: DRX, 
MDRX and SRX. According to [12, 13] all three mechanisms were in play during the selected 
processing route.  

As it follows from the Table 1 and Table 2, none of the standard JMAK-type models embedded 
in the commercially available FEA software and used with the default settings have demonstrated 
accurate predictions. Though the boundaries of recrystallised area for DTC#1 was predicted by 
FORGE and QFORM models quite well (see the first row of Table 2), the volume fraction of the 
recrystallised material was predicted wrongly. It is assumed that this type of models should predict 
microstructure evolution for one single forging operation correctly on the condition that model is 
calibrated in proper way. Such a big disagreement with the experiment indicates that default 
settings of the models are not suitable for this case and model should be re-calibrated. In this 
particular case, large value of total RX vol% predicted by models is caused by overestimated 
MDRX vol%, while prediction of DRX is much closer to the experimental value of 26%.  

 
Table 1. Comparison of microstructure evolution models outputs for RX vol% versus experiment 

in scale 0 to 100%. 
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Table 2. Comparison of microstructure evolution models outputs for RX vol% versus experiment 
in scale 0 to 5%. 

Route Total RX volume fraction in scale 0 to 5% (for indicating onset of RX) 
Experiment DEFORM FORGE QFORM 
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For the more complex processing routes used for DTC#2 and DTC#3 the prediction of the 

models became worse. For these more complicated cases the problem of transferring material and 
its properties between in-line manufacturing operations prevails.  

It is important to note that all used standard JMAK-type models were de-coupled models. This 
fact limits their application for multiple-blows simulations as changes in the microstructural state 
are not connected with the model of the material (i.e. flow stress data) directly. To compensate this 
essential drawbacks and transfer key material parameters between the operations, the software 
developers use number of assumptions and patches [5]. However, even in their current de-coupled 
form these models can be improved significantly to make their prediction more accurate. Several 
reasons causing wrong predictions, as well as suggestions regarding model improvements are 
given below.  

Temperature limits for activation various microstructure evolution mechanisms.  
The value of temperature limit is important as it largely defines (together with accumulated 

plastic strain) recrystallised area and RX volume fraction. JMAK-type models implemented into 
FE softwares have single temperature limit for all microstructure evolution mechanisms and do 
not allow to set various temperature limit for DRX, SRX and MDRX separately. Probably it is not 
correct approach, because according to the experimental observations grain growth activation 
requires higher temperature threshold than nucleation process. Ideally temperature limits should 
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be set separately for each microstructure evolution mechanism as a function of temperature and 
some internal state variables which characterise microstructure state, e.g. dislocation density, grain 
size, etc. Also, it could be beneficial do not use “hard cut-off” by temperature with some particular 
temperature value, but have temperature limit as function of some process parameters instead, e.g. 
strain and strain rate. It will better fit “physics” of the recrystallisation, as bigger strain and strain 
rate results in bigger internal energy and, correspondently, requires lower temperature limit for the 
activation of RX mechanism.  

The way of representing multiple rounds of recrystallisation by the model.  
As it can be seen from the third row of Table 1 and Table 2, the prediction for the RX vol% 

after the second blow looking strange. The reason is that in all the benchmarked models the RX 
vol% during the second blow is overlapped with the RX vol% fields remained after the first blow. 
There is an assumption in the models that if RX vol% getting close to 100% during the 
recrystallisation, then all recrystallised fractions are reset back to 0% considering a fully non-
recrystallised new microstructure obtained. This solution is inconvenient for representation of 
multiple rounds of RX, because it is not possible to distinguish between the fully recrystallised 
material during the previous operations and material which was never recrystallised, for example, 
dead-zones. It is also hard to distinguish RX during the second blow and compare it with 
experimentally defined RX-ed area after the second blow. It would be beneficial to reconsider the 
way of representation of RX vol% in such a way to make the previous rounds of recrystallisation 
visible to the user.  

Transferring non-uniform microstructure to the re-heating operation.  
As can be seen from Fig. 4 (a, b, c) DTC#1 has various types of non-uniform microstructure 

after the first blow. The microstructures differ by grain size, grain shapes and dislocation densities. 
These three types of microstructure later re-heated in the furnace for the second blow. During the 
re-heating SRX occurs. It is assumed that SRX will have different kinetics for all these 3 cases. 
The problem is that SRX models in their current form cannot take into account such peculiarities 
of microstructure. Current equations for SRX volume fraction and grain size have average grain 
size parameter in some power (material constant) [3-5], but it cannot be used to describe bimodal 
microstructure or partially recrystallised microstructure adequately. The possible solution of this 
problem within current architecture of the SRX model is utilising both average recrystallised and 
non-recrystallised grain sizes in the SRX model equations. Such modifications of the model was 
already tested by developers of FORGE FEA software [5].  

Transferring accumulated plastic strain and microstructure to the second blow.  
This problem is partially overlapped with the previous one as microstructures after the reheating 

operation can be also quite different, see Fig. (d, e, f), so it is assumed that it should influence 
kinetics of DRX during the second blow. This part of the problem could be partially sorted out in 
the similar manner as suggested above.  

The second part of the problem is figuring out what ratio of the accumulated plastic strain 
should go for the second blow after the re-heating operation. Obviously material which was not 
SRX-ed in full and have remained strain will be DRX-ed in different way and its rheology also 
will be different. There is a patch to solve this problem in the FE softwares, namely, “retaining 
strain” which is calculated as inverse ratio to “RX total vol%“:  

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 = (1 −  𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖−1                (1) 

Alternatively “retaining strain” can be calculated as a function of parameters which define 
recovery, e.g. time and temperature. This way is better as it covers the cases when SRX did not 
happen, but deformed grains were recovered during the re-heating operation.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

 

  

(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 4. Optic microscopy images obtained at some reference points of the processed billets:  
(a) DTC#1: non-recrystallised location with heavily-deformed initial grains; (b) DTC#1: 

necklace microstructure - location where DRX initiated; (c) DTC#1: heavily DRX-ed location in 
the centre of the billet; (d) DTC#2: location at the vicinity of bottom dead-zone where SRX was 

not started; (e) DTC#2: partially SRX-ed location; (f) DTC#2: fully SRX-ed location in the 
centre of the billet. 

 
However, due to de-coupled nature of the investigated models, Eq. 1 influences only the critical 

strain needed for the following round of RX, but it is not coupled with the model of the material, 
i.e. flow stress data, so the metal flow on the second blow does not take into account changes in 
microstructure. The only solution here is employing coupled model where some microstructure 
parameters are coupled with the material model and flow stress data is recalculated on each step 
of simulation taking into account microstructure changes. To this end microstructure evolution 
model should be re-written in incremental form. 

Taking into account contribution of other mechanisms of microstructure evolution.  
Apart from DRX, MDRX, SRX and static GG described in the investigated models, there are 

also some microstructure evolution mechanisms which were not taken into account. Among them 
are recovery (RC), twinning (TW) and continues dynamic recrystallisation (CDRX). All listed 
mechanisms were also in play during the thermo-mechanical processing used for this study and 
they influenced average grain size of non-recrystallised grains as well as level of internal energy 
locked in the material. These mechanisms cannot be taken into account within the decoupled 
approach and can be described only by coupled models.  

To sum up, there are number of ways for improving standard JMAK-type models in their 
current de-coupled state without changing their mathematical formulation. In brief, the proposed 
improvements include: setting temperature limits for each microstructure evolution mechanism; 
calculating retained strain (strain transferred to the next blow); better way of representing multiple 
rounds of RX; taking into account both average recrystallised and non-recrystallised grain sizes.  

Each FEA package tested in this study has strong points in its own mean-field model which are 
useful for microstructure prediction during multi-pass forging processes. For instance, DEFORM 
Avrami model has inbuilt capability to use multiple sets of model parameters for various 
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temperatures and strain rates, which potentially allows to cover wide range of process parameters; 
it also uses retaining strain concept which allows to some extent compensate drawbacks of the de-
coupled model. FORGE JMAK-model has possibility to use tabulated parameters, also software 
developers suggested the way of modelling heterogeneous microstructures during multi-pass 
processes [5]. QFORM JMAK-model also has inbuilt equation for calculating retaining strain and 
option for cyclic recrystallisation inbuilt in GUI, also due to convenient Lua programming the 
model can be easily modified by user. All these features listed above give user good possibilities 
to adjust the model in each software for the particular multi-stage forging processes.  

Mean-field models in itself operate with some representative volume of the material and 
averaged characteristics of the process. This approach can work well if the representative volume 
is uniform. However, the problems arise when material is non-uniform, for instance in the case of 
partially recrystallised microstructure, or in the case when there are grains with big difference in 
properties in the same representative volume. Although it is challenging, these more complicated 
cases could also be described by mean-field approach providing that some new alternative 
equivalent parameters introduced into the model for representing current state of the 
microstructure.  

Full-field modelling at the meso-scale level, e.g. by using DIGIMU (Transvalor) software, 
could be useful tool for getting better understanding of microstructure evolution in the cases when 
prediction of mean-filed models is not accurate, e.g. microstructures with non-uniform distribution 
of grains by size; or with non-uniform distribution of dislocation density (stored energy) among 
the grains. It can help to find out what new equivalent parameters could be introduced into the 
mean-field models to get robust prediction for these cases. Such alternative equivalent parameters 
potentially could be equivalent dislocation density, equivalent work of plastic deformation, 
equivalent grain sizes, aspect ratio of grains, etc.  
Summary 

1) All JMAK-type models considered in the paper have a big potential for predicting 
microstructure evolution during multiple-blow forging process. The peculiarities of this 
processes should be taken into account and models should be adjusted to it correspondingly. 
Developers of FEA packages improving their models continuously and microstructure 
evolution models embedded into DEFORME, FORGE and QFORM in their current state 
have plenty of opportunities for the adjustments and improving their predictions.  

2) For the cases of bimodal microstructure or necklace microstructure where average grain 
size cannot represent the microstructure correctly, outputs of the model should be 
considered critically. For instance, to estimate the scatter in the results, upper and lower-
bound methods can be used with two various average grain sizes.  

3) Mean-field models should be calibrated for the particular (narrow) range of process 
parameters (strain rate and temperature range) as they cannot predict microstructure 
evolution within the wide range of process parameters correctly. In addition to this, model 
of the material, i.e. flow stress data, should be calibrated for the particular range of process 
parameters as well.  

4) Coupled mean-field models are required for predicting microstructure evolution during 
multistage thermo-mechanical processing in more accurate way. It is implied that such type 
of models should have in the model of the material some parameter which characterises 
current state of the microstructure, for instance, dislocation density or work of plastic 
deformation. Full-field modelling using DIGIMU Transvalor software can be effective tool 
for getting better understanding of active microstructure evolution mechanisms in play and 
identification of parameters for coupled mean-field models.  
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Formability of metallic materials 
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Abstract. Air bending is a commonly used method for sheet-metal forming. However, several 
challenges exist around the bending behavior of materials with poor global formability, that are 
difficult to study using conventional bending test methods, and thus may not be fully understood. 
In this study, nine thermomechanically rolled steel grades with various strengths and ductility 
properties are bent using three different punch radii. The strain distributions on the outer surface 
are measured using Digital Image Correlation (DIC). The relationships between the strain 
distribution, peak strain, and total strain (area under the strain distribution curve) are determined. 
The total strain is observed to be independent from the peak strain and the shape of the strain 
distribution. The total strain is found to depend on the bend angle and sheet thickness. An analytical 
formula for approximating the total strain is derived. Potential for further approximations of the 
total strain, strain distribution and bend shape are discussed. 
Introduction 
Air bending is a commonly used forming method for sheet metals due to its flexibility, cost-
effectiveness, and speed. A large range of bend angles can be achieved without tool changes just 
by controlling the punch displacement. The radius of the bent sheet is usually controlled by 
changing the punch radius. However, the shape of the bend is also dependent on the material 
properties. The distribution of strain and curvature on the outside bend surface can vary 
significantly depending on the work-hardening properties of the material. When bending materials 
with poor global formability (i.e., low work-hardening and uniform elongation), the inside radius 
of the bent sheet may decrease far below the punch radius, leading to high local strains and bend 
shapes that may be difficult to predict [1]. Various terms have been used referring to this 
phenomenon in previous studies: multi-breakage, gap formation, punch-sheet separation, punch 
detachment, punch-sheet-liftoff, loss of contact with the punch/sheet etc. [2-8]. The phenomenon 
has been known for a long time. However, research on the root of the phenomenon, i.e., the causes 
and effects of the strain distribution development in air bending, has been relatively scarce. Strain 
distributions in air bending have been studied by several authors [1,9-14], but not for a large 
selection of materials and punch radii, that would allow thorough analysis of the effects of certain 
tool parameters and material properties.  Research in this area is therefore necessary. 

In this paper, nine steel grades are bent in a 3-point bending setup using three different punch 
radii. The development of the strain distribution on the outer curvature is measured from each test 
using a Lavision Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system. The aim of the paper is to study the 
relationships between the strain distributions, peak strains, and total strains (area under the strain 
distribution curve). 
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Experimental Procedure 
Nine thermomechanically rolled steel grades are tested in this study. Table 1 provides the sheet 
thicknesses, tensile properties of the investigated materials, along with the typical minimum bend 
radii for corresponding grades, provided by a steel manufacturer. The tensile data was measured 
from ISO 6892 compliant tests, using dog-bone specimens with straight sections of 6 × 8 × 45 
mm3, and strain rates of 0.0025 1/s (to yield point) and 0.008 1/s (after yield point). Both 
longitudinal and transverse directions were tested, relative to the material’s rolling direction. In 
terms of the direction of the major strains relative to the rolling direction, the longitudinal (0°) 
tensile test corresponds to the transverse (TD) bend test and the transverse (90°) tensile test 
corresponds to the longitudinal (RD) bend test. 

 
Table 1. Sheet thicknesses (t) and mechanical properties of the tested materials. The yield 

strength (Re), ultimate tensile strength (Rm), uniform elongation (Ag) and total elongation with 40 
mm gage length (A40) were measured from the performed tensile tests. The minimum bend radii 

to 90° bend angle (Rmin) were provided by a steel manufacturer for corresponding grades. 
Material t [mm] Re [MPa] Rm [MPa] Ag [%] A40 [%] Rmin (to 90°) 
St355 (0°/90°) 5.94 438/480 496/502 16.4/15.4 32.7/31.2 0.3 t 
St500 (0°/90°) 5.92 585/628 653/669 11.7/10.4 26.9/25.4 0.8 t 
St700 (0°/90°) 6.04 785/818 864/907 6.0/4.5 18.2/15.2 1 t 
St900_1 (0°/90°) 5.99 974/1024 1042/1142 3.2/2.2 13.4/8.2 3 t 
St900_2 (0°/90°) 5.93 1034/1067 1130/1151 3.9/3.1 13.9/11.4 3.5 t 
St1100_1 (0°/90°) 6.01 1132/1127 1161/1172 4.7/4.7 15.4/13.8 3.5 t 
St1100_2 (0°/90°) 5.93 1098/1111 1253/1271 2.9/2.4 12.1/10.8 3 t / 4 t 
St1500 (0°/90°) 5.68 1537/1500 1761/1780 3.4/3.1 10.6/9.4 6 t 
St1700 (0°/90°) 6.09 1740/1680 1958/1975 2.7/2.7 9.6/9.0 6 t 

 
The bending tests are conducted in both longitudinal (RD) and transverse (TD) orientations. In 

this paper, the longitudinal bend orientation (RD) refers to the bend axis being parallel to the 
rolling direction, and the transverse orientation (TD) refers to the bend axis being perpendicular to 
the rolling direction. The bend specimens were cut from the 6 mm thick sheets into rectangular 
strips with a width of 80 mm. The specimen width is small enough to prevent exceeding the force 
limit of the used Zwick 100 kN universal tensile test machine, while still ensuring plane strain 
conditions at the center of the bend. 

The specimens were bent in room temperature using purpose-built bending tools, shown in Fig. 
1a. Using the tensile test machine for the bend tests allows accurate measurements of the bending 
force and punch displacement. The punch displacement is then used for calculating the bend angle 
according to ISO 7438 [15]. The measured vertical force is used to adjust the punch displacement 
and bend angle calculations for the vertical elasticity of the setup (51.9 kN/mm).  

The shape of the die (lower bend tool) is illustrated in Fig. 1b. The openings allow an 
unobstructed line-of-sight between the DIC cameras and the measured specimen surface. The die 
width, i.e., the distance between the centers of the two shoulders, is also adjustable with this tool. 
The shoulders rotate freely in their sockets. To minimize the effect of friction even further, a PTFE 
lubricant spray is applied to the shoulders before each test. 

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of the bending geometry used in this paper. Three 
bending tool setups are used in this study, in order to achieve a large variety of strain distributions, 
and to observe their effects on the behavior of the materials. The parameters for each setup are 
presented in Table 2. In each setup, the specimens were bent until they either fractured or reached 
the bend angle of αend. Two repeat tests were conducted for each combination of tool setup, 
material, and bend orientation. Therefore, a total number of 108 tests are included in this study.  
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A DIC system, Strainmaster by Lavision, was used in this study for measuring the deformations 
on the outer bend surface. The system was equipped with two monochrome CCD cameras with a 
resolution of 2456 × 2058 pixels. The captured images were processed in the DaVis 8.4 software, 
which uses an iterative least squares matching (LSM) algorithm for displacement and strain 
calculation. The DIC recording and processing parameters are presented in Table 3. After 
calculating the strain maps from each image of each test, the values of the major strain were 
extracted from three sections positioned at the center of the bend, as illustrated in Fig. 1c. The 
average of the peak values of the three sections were also calculated at each point in time, as well 
as the average total strain (Riemann sums) of the three sections. 

 

 
Fig. 1. a) The bending test setup, b) positioning of the DIC cameras, and c) sections A – C on a 

strain map of the St1100_1 (RD) at 90° bend angle, using a punch radius Rp = 2 t. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. The bending tool geometry and parameters involved in the analytical solution for the 

total strain Aεb. 
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Table 2. Bending tool setup parameters: Punch radius (Rp), die width (Wd), radius of the die 
shoulders (Rd), vertical speed of the punch (Vp) and the final bend angle before unloading (αend). 

Tool 
setup 

Rp Wd 
[mm] 

Rd 
[mm] 

Vp 
[mm/s] 

αend 
[°] 

1 4 mm ≈ 0.66 
t 

90 6 1 120 

2 12 mm ≈ 2 t 90 6 1 100 

3 24 mm ≈ 4 t 110 6 1 110 

 
Table 3. Recording and processing parameters for the DIC system. 

DIC system Lavision Strainmaster (Stereo DIC) 
Sensor and digitization 2456 × 2058, 12-bit 
Lens, imaging distance 35 mm C-mount, 0.37 – 0.57 m 
Imaging rate 2 Hz 
Subset size 15x15 pixels 
Step size 5 pixels 
Strain window, 
smoothing method 

5x5 data points, 2nd order polynomial fit 

Virtual strain gage size 35 pixels 
Image scale 21 – 30 pixels/mm 
St.dev of principle strain 450 - 1700 microstrain 
Interpolation, shape 
function, algorithms 

6th order spline interpolation; affine shape function; LSM (iterative 
least squares matching) algorithm based on optical flow estimation 

 
Before each test, a black-and-white speckle pattern was spray painted on the specimen surfaces 

to improve the DIC measurement reliability and to minimize glare. To minimize the effect of paint 
peeling on the measurements, the surfaces were cleaned with ethanol before painting and the tests 
were conducted as soon as possible after painting to prevent the paint from becoming excessively 
dry and brittle. 
Results and Discussion 
Fig. 3 shows the strain distributions of St700 in the RD direction measured at 30°, 60° and 90° 
bend angles and with three different punch radii. Fig. 3b illustrates the area under the strain 
distribution curve at 30°, i.e., the total strain Aεb, as well as the peak strains εb_max at 30° and 90° 
angles. The distributions are similar for all three punches at 30° but as the bend angle increases, 
the effect of the punch radius on the strain distribution is clear. With the punch radius Rp = 0.66 t, 
the deformation increases mostly at the center, creating a narrow strain distribution with large peak 
strain at the center. In contrast, when using larger punches, as in Figs. 3b and 3c, the deformation 
is spread more evenly, creating a wider strain distribution with lower peak strains at the center. In 
fact, when using the largest punch (Rp = 4 t), the peak strain does not increase at all between 60° 
and 90° bend angles, as the deformation increases solely from the sides. 

Fig. 4a presents the developments of the peak strain εb_max (average peak values of sections A, 
B and C) for St355 (TD) and St700 (RD) using three different punches. The peak strains develop 
almost identically in the first 15°, but after around 15 – 20° bend angle (0.05 – 0.10 peak strain) 
the effects of the punch radii and the material properties start to show. With the smallest punch 
radius (Rp = 0.66 t), the peak strain increases almost linearly between 30 – 90° bend angles for 
both materials, with only a slight stagnation in peak strain towards the end of the test. For Rp = 2 
t, the stagnation of peak strain seems to start at around 30 – 40° bend angle, and for Rp = 4 t, around 
15 – 20° bend angle.  

The differences in material properties can also be seen in Fig. 4a. St355 produces lower peak 
strains than St700 with all three punches. This is due to the greater strain-hardening and ductility 
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of St355 compared to St700, indicated by their values of Ag and A40 in Table 1. In general, 
materials with greater work-hardening have greater resistance to strain localization, which leads 
to wider strain distributions and lower peak strains in bending.  

Fig. 4b presents the developments of the total strain Aεb for St355 and St700. The total strain 
Aεb was calculated as the average of the Riemann sums of the strains in sections A, B and C shown 
in Fig. 1c. For clarification, the total strain Aεb represents the area under the strain distribution 
curve, as illustrated in Fig. 3b, and could also be described as the difference in length between the 
outer surface and the neutral axis. As can be seen in Figs. 4a and 4b, the total strain seems to grow 
at a similar, constant rate in all six tests, despite the differences in the peak strain development. 
The linear growth of the total strain continues until around 80°, after which some stagnation can 
be seen for all curves. It is assumed, that the apparent stagnation is mostly caused by loss of data 
at the later stages of the test, due to parts of the measured surface going beyond the field-of-view 
of the DIC cameras due to increased curvature. This can be seen in Figs. 3b and 3c, where the 
distributions at 90° angle are “cut off” at the edges, meaning that the increase of strain at the edges 
could not be fully measured. As the strain distribution is wider when using a larger punch, more 
data is lost at the edges with larger punches compared to smaller punches.  

The peak strains and total strains from all tests at 50° and 80° angles are presented in Fig. 5. 
Despite the large number of tests and the variety in the peak strain values, no correlation between 
the total strain and peak strain or punch radius can be seen. At any given bend angle, the total bend 
strain value seems to be roughly constant, regardless of the peak strain or punch radius. 

 
Fig. 3. Strain distributions at 30°, 60° and 90° bend angle, extracted from section B of St700 in 

the longitudinal direction (RD), using a punch radius of a) Rp = 0.66 t, b) Rp = 2 t  
and c) Rp = 4 t. The position on the neutral axis corresponds to a value of the arc coordinate s. 

 
Fig. 4. Development of a) the peak strain and b) the total strain of St355 (TD) and St700 (RD), 

with punch radii of Rp = 0.66 t, Rp = 2 t, and Rp = 4 t. 
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Fig. 5. Relationship between the total bend strain Aεb and the peak strain εb_max. 

 
The total strain Aεb seems to be independent of the material properties, punch radius, the shape 

of the strain distribution or bend geometry. Assuming that the apparent stagnation after 80° is 
indeed caused by the limitations in the DIC field-of-view, the total strain seems to be a linear 
function of the bend angle. It should be possible to find an analytical solution for this relationship. 

 The parameters involved in this section are presented in Fig. 2. The bending angle α can be 
expressed as a sum of the rotation angles ϕ of the incremental arc lengths ds of the neutral axis, 
between the points a and b at the end of each flange, as follows:  

𝛼𝛼 = ∫ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑠𝑠) 
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (1) 

where s is an arc coordinate indicating the position on the neutral axis, and a and b are the end 
points of the neutral axis. The radius of the neutral axis Rn can also be expressed as 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

= 1
𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛

. (2) 

If the neutral axis is assumed to be positioned at the mid-thickness of the sheet, the strain on the 
outer surface εb can be given as 

𝜀𝜀𝑏𝑏 = 𝑡𝑡
2𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛

  (3) 

Combining Eq. 1, 2, and 3, the total strain on the outer bend surface (i.e., the strain distribution 
area) can be calculated as 

𝐴𝐴𝜀𝜀𝑏𝑏 = ∫ 𝜀𝜀𝑏𝑏
𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎 (𝑑𝑑) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = ∫ 𝑡𝑡

2𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛

𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎 (𝑑𝑑) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑡𝑡

2 ∫
1
𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛

𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎 (𝑑𝑑) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑡𝑡

2 ∫
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜑𝜑 (𝑑𝑑)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎 = 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡
2

  (4) 
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The total strain Aεb seems to be a function of the bend angle and sheet thickness. If the total 
strain is constant for a given bend angle and sheet thickness, and all strain distributions in air 
bending are assumed to follow a known shape, e.g., a triangular function, the peak strain could be 
used to approximate the width of the strain distribution and the shape of the bent sheet. The 
approximate shape of the sheet could then be used for calculating the bend allowance and bend 
deduction, as well as approximating the effects of multi-breakage (loss of punch-sheet contact). 
Therefore, the peak strain εb_max at a given bend angle could be considered a decent stand-alone 
measure for the strain distribution. Furthermore, the effects of different material and tool 
parameters on the strain distribution development can then be investigated through simple linear 
regression, using the measured peak strain at a specific bend angle as the dependent variable. 

In Fig. 6, the average total strains of all tests for each punch radius are plotted against the bend 
angle. The analytical total strain, calculated using Eq. 4, is included as a reference. Again, the total 
strain increases linearly for all punch radii until around 80°, after which a stagnation can be seen, 
presumably due to the limits of the DIC field-of-view (FOV). Although the analytical 
approximations are mostly within the standard deviation of the measured average values, the 
approximation seems to slightly underestimate the total strains. This could be due to the 
assumption of a fixed neutral axis in the analytical solution. If the neutral axis shifts towards the 
inside surface of the bend, the total strain on the outer surface will increase. For more precise 
analytical solutions and approximations in future works, the effects of the neutral axis shift could 
be considered.  

Other factors that affect these measurements include the potential errors in the bend angle 
calculation, variation in sheet thickness and the loss of data due to fractures. If the ISO 7438 bend 
angle calculation overestimates the real bend angle, as was found by Cheong et al. [10], this would 
cause a downward bias to the measured Aεb – α curves. However, the calculation of bend angle is 
hugely dependent on the tool geometry, so the previous findings may not necessarily apply for the 
geometry used in this study. Nevertheless, the calculation error of the bend angle introduces an 
additional unknown variable, and direct measurement of the bend angle would be preferable in 
future works. 

As the total strain seems to be directly proportional to the sheet thickness, variations in sheet 
thickness will increase the scatter in the measured total strain. For more precise measurements and 
predictions, the sheet thickness variation should also be taken into account.  
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Fig. 6. Average total strain Aεb, measured from bends with punch radius of a) Rp = 0.66 t,  

b) Rp = 2 t and c) Rp = 4 t. Analytical total strain is included as a reference, calculated  
as Aεb = αt/2, where t = 6 mm and α is the bend angle in radians. 

 
Out of the 36 specimens tested with the punch radius Rp = 0.66 t, 16 fractured before 80° bend 

angle. For Rp = 2 t, four specimens fractured before 80°. As the tests were stopped at fracture, no 
data was gathered from these specimens after their fracture. Consequently, the sample size is 
decreased for the smaller punches and larger angles, meaning that the remaining specimens have 
more weight on the results. This increases the effect of random variation on the results, and could 
potentially introduce a bias, as only the specimens with the greatest ductility remain. 
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Part of the scatter and deviations in the total bend strain Aεb, seen in Figs. 5 and 6 could be 
reduced if the DIC strain measurement setup and procedures were optimised for capturing the 
entire strain distribution. The setup and procedures used in this study were developed prioritizing 
the measurement of the peak strain, leading to increased noise and loss of data around the edges 
of the strain distributions. This could also be refined in future works. 
Summary  
The aim of this study was to characterize nine thermomechanically rolled steel grades with various 
strengths and ductility properties by means of their bendability properties using three different 
punch radii. The strain distributions on the outer curvature are measured throughout the test with 
a DIC system. The target was to understand and determine the relationships between the strain 
distribution, peak strain and total strain in air bending. The main observations and conclusions of 
the work can be summarized as follows: 

● The strain distribution and peak strain had no measurable effect on the total strain on the 
outside surface. The total strain was found to grow at a similar rate throughout the test 
regardless of the punch radius or material properties. 

● The total strain on the outside surface of the bend seems to be a function of the bend angle 
and sheet thickness. A decent approximation for the total strain was achieved with an 
analytical formula. 

● The peak strain could be considered a decent stand-alone value for describing or 
approximating the strain distribution for a certain bend angle and sheet thickness. Possible 
use cases and benefits of such an approximation are discussed. These could include 
estimating the bend shape, multi-breakage, bend allowance and bend deduction, as well as 
allowing the use of simple linear regression for investigating the effects of certain material 
and tool parameters on the strain distribution development. 
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Abstract. A theoretical model for predicting the forming limit diagram of sheet metal, named 
MMFC2, was recently proposed by the authors based on the modified maximum force criterion 
(MMFC). This study examines the application of MMFC2 for two automotive sheets, DP800 and 
AA6016, which are widely used in making car body parts. Uniaxial tensile and bulge tests are 
conducted to calibrate constitutive equations for modeling the tested materials. The developed 
material models are employed into different frameworks such as MMFC, MMFC2, and Marciniak-
Kuczynski (MK) models to forecast the forming limit curve (FLC) of the tested materials. Their 
predictions are validated by comparing with an experimental one obtained from a series of 
Nakajima tests. It is found that the derived results of MMFC2 are comparable to that of MK model 
and agreed reasonably with experimental data. Less computational time is the major advantage of 
MMFC2 against the MK model. 
Introduction 
The formability of sheet metal is commonly evaluated by using a forming limit diagram (FLD). In 
this concept, a graphical representation of the forming limit, the forming limit curve (FLC), is used 
to separate the safe forming region in the strain space. Different testing setup, such as the Nakajima 
and Marciniak tests, can be used to determine the FLC experimentally [1]. In order to reduce the 
cost of experimental methods, huge efforts have been made to predict the FLC theoretically.  

Publications of Swift [2] and Hill [3] are considered the pioneering works for this task. Storen 
and Rice [4] presented an alternative theoretical approach for FLC prediction. In this approach, 
the bifurcation analysis of deformation velocity was coupled with the deformation theory to 
determine the initiation of localized necking. Based on observations of geometrical imperfection 
of the tested coupon, Marciniak and Kuczynski [5] introduced a numerical procedure for predicting 
the FLC. Later, Hora et al. [6] formulated a criterion (MMFC) for neck determination based on 
the strain path change at the onset of diffuse neck. 

Previous studies published in the literature demonstrate that these theoretical models may 
provide good predictions for FLC of some particular materials. Reviewing studies pointed out that 
there is not exist a universal model that can be applied for any metallic sheets. Recently, the MMFC 
is attractive because of its validation, which can be done with the use of digital cameras and 
correlation techniques (DIC). However, the application of the MMFC is limited due to some 
numerical issues, as discussed in references [7,8]. Recently, the authors discussed the reliability of 
theoretical assumptions implied in the MMFC, which leads to an improved version named 
MMFC2 [9].  
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This study presents comparisons between the applications of the original MMFC and the new 
version (MMFC2) for predicting the FLC of two automotive sheet metals, DP800 and AA6016. 
In addition, the predictions of MK model are also put into the comparison. Experimental FLC 
determined from the Nakajima tests are provided to discuss the reliability of these theoretical 
predictions.  
The MMFC2 Model 
Based on experimental observations of the strain path change beyond the diffuse neck, Hora et al. 
[6] introduced the condition for neck initiation as follows. 

𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎1
𝜕𝜕𝜀𝜀1

+ 𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎1
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜀𝜀1

≥ 𝜎𝜎1 (1) 

In this equation, 𝜎𝜎1 and 𝜀𝜀1 denotes the principal major stress and the principal major strain, 
respectively; 𝜕𝜕 = ∆𝜀𝜀2/∆𝜀𝜀1 is the ratio between the minor and major strain increments. This 
equation results in an evolution of 𝜕𝜕, which is expressed as follows.  

∆𝜕𝜕 =  
𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎1𝜕𝜕𝜀𝜀1

𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎1
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

∆𝜀𝜀1 (2) 

Hence, the strain localization is determined as soon as 𝜕𝜕 approaches zero, indicating the plane-
strain forming mode.  

The condition is formulated based on the condition of maximum loading force observed during 
a uniaxial tensile test. In the MMFC, the strain path change is enforced to keep the maximum force 
unchanged. However, numerous experiments pointed out that the force drop may be up to 10% 
after the maximum for many automotive sheet metals [10]. Therefore, a scaling factor, 𝜉𝜉 is 
proposed to slowdown the changing rate of 𝜕𝜕. Consequently, the evolution of 𝜕𝜕 is updated as 
follows. 

∆𝜕𝜕 =  𝜉𝜉
𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎1𝜕𝜕𝜀𝜀1

𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎1
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

∆𝜀𝜀1 (3) 

In order to determine the value of 𝜉𝜉, a finite element simulation for uniaxial tensile test should be 
conducted to compare the simulated 𝜕𝜕 evolution with the curve predicted by the MMFC for the 
uniaxial tension mode. In this study, a recommended value (𝜉𝜉 = 0.5) is adopted in the subsequent 
calculation without any further calibration.  

For ductile materials, necking may occur before the fracture. Therefore, theoretical assumption 
of plane-strain forming mode at necking required in MMFC seems to overreach. An alternative 
condition for detecting the strain localization is presented as follows. 

�𝑑𝑑(∆𝜕𝜕)
𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀 �  (4) 

In other words, the localized neck is supposed to occur when the acceleration of strain path change 
reaches its minimum.  
Calculation of the Forming Limit Curves 
This study investigates two automotive sheet metals, i.e., DP800 and AA6016. The thickness of 
both materials is 1.2 mm. A series of Nakajima tests are conducted following the ISO 12004-2 
standard to determine the experimental FLC for the examined materials. During these tests, the 
ARAMIS digital image correlation (DIC) system is used to monitor the strain field distribution on 
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the surface of the deformed specimens. The experimental FLC is calculated using the FLC built-
in function in ARAMIS. 

A proper material model is needed to calculate the theoretical FLC. For this purpose, 
constitutive models used to describe material’s behavior under complex stress states were 
previously calibrated by Barlo et al. [11] and not be repeated here. The Swift hardening law [1] is 
adopted for DP800 whereas the Voce model [2] is applied for AA6016. Moreover, the Yld2000-
2d yield function proposed by Barlat et al. [12] is applied to capture the yield surface of these 
tested materials. The formulations of these functions are expressed below.  

Swift : 𝐻𝐻�𝜀𝜀� =  𝐶𝐶�𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀�
𝑛𝑛

 (5) 

Voce : 𝐻𝐻�𝜀𝜀� =  𝑆𝑆 − 𝑎𝑎. 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (−𝑏𝑏𝜀𝜀) (6) 

Yld2000-2d : 𝜎𝜎 =  �12 ��𝑋𝑋1
′ − 𝑋𝑋2

′ �
𝑚𝑚

+ �2𝑋𝑋1
′′ +𝑋𝑋2

′′�
𝑚𝑚

+ �𝑋𝑋1
′′ + 2𝑋𝑋2

′′�
𝑚𝑚
��

1/𝑚𝑚
 (7) 

where C, ε0, n, S, a, and b are hardening parameters; 𝑋𝑋1,2
′,′′ are the principal values of two linearly 

transformed tensors which contain eight anisotropic parameters (α1 – α8) and the exponent 
parameter m. The calibrated parameters of each hardening law and yield function for the 
investigated materials are reported in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.  

 
Table 1. Hardening parameters of the tested materials. 

Hardening 
law 

Swift Hardening 
law 

Voce 
C [MPa] ε0 n S [MPa] a [MPa] b 

DP800 1322.89 0.0012 0.165 AA6016 336.84 215.9 8.179 
 

Table 2. Parameters of the Yld2000-2d function calibrated for the tested materials. 
Yield function α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 m 
DP800 0.9037 1.0270 1.0546 1.0055 1.0165 0.9367 0.9917 1.0306 6 
AA6016 0.9633 0.9996 0.9438 1.0244 1.0134 0.9906 0.9683 1.1448 8 

 
Fig. 1 depicts the calibrated hardening laws for both tested materials in comparison with the 

experimental data obtained from uniaxial tensile tests. Fig. 2 compares the predicted yield locus 
of these materials. These material models are employed in the framework of MMFC2 to predict 
their FLC. Moreover, the predictions of the original MMFC and MK models for the tested 
materials are also calculated for comparison purposes. A detailed description of these models can 
be found in Pham et al. [9].  
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Fig. 1. Calibrated hardening law of the tested 

materials DP800 and AA6016. 

 
Fig. 2. Yield locus predicted by Yld2000-2d 

function for the tested materials. 

Discussion 
The predicted FLCs of DP800 and AA6016 sheets, based on different models, are compared with 
experimental data in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. To simplify the comparison of the predicted 
and experimental FLCs, the experimental data were offset so the lowest forming limit point was 
moved to the plane strain region. 

  

 
Fig. 3. Experimental and predicted FLCs of 

DP800. 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental and predicted FLCs of 

AA6016. 
 

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the MK model provides an excellent prediction of the experimental 
data of DP800, especially the region comprised between plane strain and biaxial tension. The 
MMFC model overestimates the experimental data, except for the plane strain point. Between 
uniaxial tension and plane strain regions, the MMFC2 agrees with MK model prediction, which is 
slightly higher than the experimental data. However, the results of MMFC2, in the right-side of 
the curve, lie in between these two other predictions.  

In the case of AA6016 shown in Fig. 4, all theoretical models underestimate the experimental 
data in the biaxial tension regimes, probably due to the use of the Voce hardening law, which 
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shows a saturation stress in large strain ranges. In addition, the selected value of the exponent 
parameter, 𝑚𝑚 influences the derived results, as discussed in [8]. Again, the MK model provides 
the best prediction for the left-side of the experimental curve.  In contrast, the result of MMFC is 
significantly higher than the experiment. On the one hand, the MMFC2 presents an intermediate 
prediction for the left-side curve, whereas on the other hand, the result of this model for the right-
side curve is close to that of the MK model.  

The comparisons reveal that the prediction of the MK model is the most reliable among the 
considered theoretical models. The good performance of the MK model has been demonstrated in 
the literature for different materials subjected to different loading scenarios [13]. This study 
affirms the conclusion. The MMFC seems to overestimate the measured data of the tested 
materials. The MMFC2 improves the accuracy of the MMFC. Compared to the MK model, the 
MMFC2 derives comparable predictions for the FLC of the tested materials with an around five 
times faster computational time. The reason for the computational benefit of MMFC2 is due to its 
formulation, which does not require solving any system of non-linear equations as the MK model 
does. Details on the computational time of each theoretical model implemented in this study are 
reported in Table 3. According to this table, the computational efficiency of the MMFC2 seems 
negligible since the MK computational time is very good. However, the advantage gains more 
attractive when either a more complex material, such as, a distortional hardening model is adopted 
or a huge number of simulations is inquired, for example, in a data-driven application.   

 
Table 3. Comparison between the computational time of theoretical models. 

Theoretical model MMFC MMFC2 MK 
Computational time (s) 20 25 120 

Summary 
This work aims to verify the potential of the newly proposed model MMFC2 for theoretically 
predicting the FLC of sheet metal. Two automotive sheets, DP800 and AA6016, were investigated 
by comparing the theoretical predictions of three different models, i.e., MMFC, MMFC2, and MK, 
with the experimental FLC obtained from Nakajima tests. The following conclusions can be made 
after this study.  

• All theoretical models predict similar forming limits at the plane strain region, which are 
close to the experimental measurement. 

• The MMFC model presents remarkably higher forming limits than the measured FLC.  
• For both investigated materials, the predictions of the MMFC2 are comparable to those of 

MK model within a significant reduction of computational time. 
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Abstract. Magnesium (Mg) alloy sheets have low density and high specific strength; thus, they 
are expected to facilitate weight reduction of structural components. However, because of the 
strong crystal anisotropy of the hexagonal structure and the strong basal texture observed in typical 
rolled Mg alloy sheets, their press formability at room temperature is low. To improve the room-
temperature press formability, ZX series Mg alloy sheets that weakened the basal texture have 
recently been developed. The plastic deformation behavior of a rolled Mg-1.5mass%Zn-
0.1mass%Ca (ZX10Mg) alloy sheet was studied in a previous study [7], and it was reported that 
the plastic deformation behavior showed strong in-plane anisotropy and differed notably from that 
of AZ series rolled Mg alloy sheets. In the present study, cylindrical cup drawing of a ZX10Mg 
alloy sheet was performed at room temperature and the drawability was examined in terms of cup 
height distributions, strain evolution, and texture evolution. The cup height differed significantly 
between the rolling and transverse directions. The thickness at the cup edge was the largest in the 
rolling direction and the smallest in the transverse direction. The magnitude relationship of the 
thickness correlated with the Lankford values under compression. The mechanism that yielded the 
difference in texture evolution was also discussed. 
Introduction 
Magnesium (Mg) alloy sheets have low density and high specific strength; thus, they are expected 
to facilitate weight reduction of structural components [1]. However, because of the strong crystal 
anisotropy of the hexagonal structure and the strong basal texture observed in typical rolled Mg 
alloy sheets, their press formability at room temperature is low [2,3]. To improve the press 
formability, ZX series Mg alloy sheets that weakened the basal texture have recently been 
developed. Chino et al. [4-6] conducted the room-temperature Erichsen cupping test of ZX series 
Mg alloy sheets and reported that their stretchability is superior to that of AZ series rolled Mg 
alloy sheets. Hama et al. [7] reported that the work-hardening behavior of a rolled Mg-
1.5mass%Zn-0.1mass%Ca (ZX10Mg) alloy sheet shows strong in-plane anisotropy, which differs 
notably from those of typical AZ series rolled Mg alloy sheets. Nakata et al. [8] conducted room-
temperature V-bending tests of a ZX10 Mg alloy sheet and studied the bendability in terms of 
activities of slip and twinning systems. It is expected that ZX series Mg alloy sheets exhibit not 
only better stretchability and bendability but also superior drawability, which is also one of the 
important properties for industrial applications. It is also presumed from the previous study that 
anisotropic deformation is exhibited during drawing because of the strong in-plane anisotropy of 
the work-hardening behavior. However, room-temperature drawability of ZX series Mg alloy 
sheets have not been studied yet.  

In the present study, cylindrical cup drawing of a ZX10Mg alloy sheet was performed at room 
temperature and the drawability was discussed in terms of cup height and strain distributions. 
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Texture evolution was also measured to discuss the correlation between the macroscopic and 
mesoscopic deformation behaviors. 
Experimental Methods 
A rolled ZX10 Mg alloy sheet with 1.0 mm thickness produced by Sumitomo Electric Industries, 
Ltd. [7] was used. Circular cup drawing tests were conducted at room temperature. The 
experimental procedures were the same as those reported in a literature [9]. A photograph of the 
experimental setup for cup drawing test is shown in Fig. 1. The diameters of punch and die cavity 
were 27.8 mm and 30 mm, respectively. The punch and die shoulder radii were 5.0 mm and 7.0 
mm, respectively. The diameter of the circular specimen was 40 mm, which corresponds to the 
drawing ratio of 1.33. The distance between the die and the blank holder was set to 1.1 mm and 
kept unchanged during forming. A solid lubricant (Moly Paste, Sumico Lubricant Co.) was used 
for lubrication between the sheet and the dies. The punch was penetrated to a stroke of 16 mm with 
a punch speed of 5 mm/min.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the cylindrical cup drawing. 
 

Thickness and cup height of the products were measured using a micrometer and a two-
dimensional laser displacement sensor (LJ-V7080, Keyence Co.), respectively. Electron 
backscattered diffraction (EBSD) measurements were conducted to measure the texture at some 
points. Fig. 2 shows the  pole figure of the initial sample [7]. In the (0001) pole figure, strong peaks 
appeared in the vicinity of the normal direction (ND), but at the same time weak peaks appeared 
near the transverse direction (TD), showing that the basal texture is less pronounced than that of 
typical AZ series rolled Mg alloy sheets [10, 11]. 
Results and Discussion 
Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) show the photograph of a drawn cup and the distributions of cup height in the 
circumferential direction at different punch strokes, respectively. In Fig. 3 (b), the vertical axis 
denotes the relative height in which the height at the rolling direction (RD) was set to zero in order 
to exclude the effect of the curvature at the cup bottom. Moreover, considering the symmetry of 
the deformation, only the results in the first quadrant is shown.  

The cup height was larger in the TD than in the RD already at the stroke of 8 mm. The increasing 
trend is pronounced from the angle of 15° to 60°. The cup height increased with increasing the 
punch stroke. This trend was more pronounced in the vicinity of the angle of 60°, which eventually  
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Fig. 2. Initial pole figures of the sample. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Geometry of the drawn cup. (a) Photograph of a drawn cup, and (b) distribution of cup 
height. 

 
resulted in earing formation in the vicinity of the angle of 60°. The tendency of the cup height 
distribution at the punch stroke of 16 mm remained almost unchanged from that of the punch stroke 
of 12 mm. It is noted that the cup heights differed largely between the RD and TD also in the final 
product. 

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of thickness strain at the points near the sheet edge in the RD, 
diagonal direction (DD), and TD, i.e., points A, B, and C in Fig. 3 (a), respectively. The thickness 
strains increased largely from the punch stroke of 4 mm to 13 mm. The thickness strain was the 
largest in the RD and that of the DD was larger than that of the TD until the stroke of 13 mm. 
Thereafter, the thickness strains decreased because of ironing between the punch and the die. 
Eventually, the thickness strains at the RD and DD became almost the same.  

Fig. 5 shows the pole figures measured at the points A and B of the drawn cup. Compared to 
the initial pole figure shown in Fig. 2, strong peaks near the ND did not appear at both points. In 
contrast, strong peaks appeared near the TD and RD at the points A and B, respectively. These 
results show that the texture evolution depended largely on the region. 

 

(a) (b) 

C B 
A 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of thickness strain at the sheet edge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. (0001) pole figures measured at the points (a) A and (b) B. 
Results and Discussion 
Thickness distributions. The mechanism that the thickness strain was the largest in the RD and the 
smallest in the TD is discussed. Large thickening occurred at the sheet edge because the sheet edge 
was subjected to circumferential compression before the sheet edge was drawn into the die cavity. 
Specifically, during drawing, the regions near the sheet edge in the RD, DD, and TD are subjected 
to compression in the TD, DD, and RD, respectively. This indicates that thickness increase would 
be the largest in TD compression and the smallest in RD compression. It may be useful to consider 
the correlation with Lankford value to examine the difference in thickness increase depending on 
the direction. However, Lankford values of the Mg alloy sheet would be different between tension 
and compression because of the polar character of twinning [12]. Therefore, the Lankford values 
were measured under both tension and compression. In the compression test, comb-shaped dies 
were attached to the specimen to avoid occurrence of out-of-plane buckling. In both tension and 
compression tests, longitudinal and width strains were measured using a digital image correlation 
(DIC) method. In the DIC method, the software GOM Correlate Professional V8 (GOM) was used. 
Plastic strains were evaluated by subtracting elastic strains estimated using Young’s modulus and 
Poisson ratio from the measured total strains.  

Figs. 6 shows the evolution of Lankford values as a function of longitudinal strain. Under 
tension, the Lankford value was the largest in the RD at small strains, and that in the DD was larger 
than that of the TD. However, the Lankford values in the DD and TD tended to increase as the 
strain increased, while the Lankford value in the RD remained almost unchanged; thus, that of the 
DD became the largest at large strains. Under compression, the Lankford value in the RD was the 
largest, and that of the DD was larger than that of the TD. This trend remained unchanged in the 
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strain range tested in this work. Apparently, the magnitude relationship of the Lankford value 
differed between tension and compression. Moreover, the magnitude relationship of the Lankford 
value under compression at large strains is consistent with that of thickening on the drawn cup 
before the sheet was subjected to ironing. These results show that, for the ZX10 Mg alloy sheet, 
the thickness strain distribution should be evaluated not by the Lankford value under tension but 
by that of compression. Moreover, these results also suggest that the difference in the Lankford 
value between the RD and TD also yielded the notable difference in the cup height between the 
RD and the TD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Evolution of Lankford value under (a) tension and (b) compression. 
 
Texture evolution. Next, the difference in texture evolution depending on the region is 

discussed. As discussed in a literature [7], under TD compression, twinning is active at the grains 
whose basal planes oriented near the ND, whereas it is not at the grains whose basal planes oriented 
near the TD. As a result, the peaks near the ND observed in the initial pole figure tend to disappear 
and strong peaks appear near the TD. This texture evolution is consistent with that observed at the 
point A which experienced TD compression 

Similarly, under RD compression, twinning is easy to active at both grains whose basal planes 
oriented near the ND and the TD; thus, the peaks near the TD and ND observed in the initial pole 
figure disappeared and the peaks near the RD appeared [7]. This is also consistent with the result 
at the point B.  

These results suggest that the texture evolution observed at the sheet edge was primarily 
governed by circumferential compression and, moreover, one of the reasons that the texture 
evolution differed depending on the region is the difference in the twinning activity.  
Summary 
Room-temperature cylindrical cup drawing of a ZX10Mg alloy sheet was conducted and the 
drawability was discussed. The results obtained in this study can be summarized as follows. 
(1) The cup height started increasing largely after the punch stroke exceeded 8 mm. The maximum 
height appeared at 60° from the rolling direction. The cup height was larger in the transverse 
direction than in the rolling direction. 
(2) The thickness at the cup edge was the largest in the rolling direction and the smallest in the 
transverse direction before the sheet was subjected to ironing. The magnitude relationship of the 
thickness correlated with the Lankford values under compression. 
(3) The difference in twinning activity was one of the reasons that yielded the difference in the 
texture evolution depending on the direction. 
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Abstract. Combining diverse materials enables the use of the positive properties of the individual 
material in one component. Hybrid material combinations therefore offer great potential for 
meeting the increasing demand on highly loaded components. The use of hybrid pre-joined semi-
finished products simplifies joining processes through the use of simple geometries. However, the 
use of pre-joined hybrid semi-finished products also results in new challenges for the following 
process chain. For example, the materials steel and aluminium may form brittle intermetallic 
phases in the joining zone, which can be damaged in the following forming process under the 
effect of thermo-mechanical loads and thus lead to a weak point in the final part. Due to their small 
thickness as well as their position in the component, the analysis of the joining zone is only possible 
by complex destructive testing methods. FE simulation therefore offers an efficient way to analyse 
the development of damage in the process design and to reduce damage by process modifications. 
Therefore, within this study a damage model based on cohesive zone elements is implemented in 
the FE software MSC Marc 2018 and calibrated using experimental local tensile tests performed 
under process relevant conditions.  
Introduction 
Given the constant shortage of energy as well as raw material resources and the associated costs, 
the conservation of resources in all areas is of great importance to society as a whole. The 
manufacturing industry in particular offers a wide range of potentials that extend across 
development, production and subsequent part usage. The resulting steadily increasing demands on 
components in terms of strength, functional integration and weight can no longer be met by 
monolithic materials. In this context, hybrid components show great potential, due to the 
possibility to locally use suitable materials at the right place. In recent years, composite forging 
has developed considerably for the production of hybrid components such as gear elements [1], 
whereby the semi-finished products are joined during the forging process. For example, hybrid 
bulk metal components such as connecting rods, wheel hubs and control arms are manufactured 
by Leiber Group GmbH & Co. KG, where the material composite is produced in particular by 
frictional and interlocking connection [2].  

Groche et al. studied the influence of process variables on the welding of steel and aluminium 
by cold extrusion [3]. The billets’ initial microstructural states, height ratio as well as the treatment 
of welding surfaces were investigated. They found that the precipitation hardened state of 
aluminium alloys are more suited for processing than the soft annealed state if the intention is to 
obtain a sound bonding behaviour with steel. An innovative manufacturing route for the production 
of hybrid components named Tailored Forming was developed using hybrid pre-joined semi-
finished [4]. The material combination of steel and aluminium has great potential for industrial 
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application in hybrid components. On the one hand, the high lightweight potential of aluminium 
alloys can be exploited. On the other hand, components that are subject to special requirements in 
terms of strength and load-bearing capacity can be made of steel. However, use of hybrid 
components also result in new challenges with regard to component design and the development 
as well as implementation of manufacturing processes. When using dissimilar metallic material 
combinations, the bonding zone in particular represents a critical point during forming and in the 
final component. Therefore, it requires special consideration. Previous investigations show that 
during impact extrusion critical tensile stresses occur within the joining zone which can lead to 
local rupture [5]. However, the joining zone within the process as well as in the final component 
can only be analysed at great expense and in destructive tests. Therefore, this work focuses on the 
experimental analysis of bonding strength of hybrid pre-joined semi-finished parts consisting of 
steel and aluminium taking into account process relevant temperatures. Based on the results a 
newly developed material model [6] for describing the damage development within the joining 
zone is calibrated and implemented in the commercial FE software MSC Marc. 
Materials and Methods 
Tailored Forming process chain. 
The processing of pre-joined hybrid semi-finished products requires adapted process chains. In 
particular, the diverging material properties and the resulting requirements on the forming process 
must be taken into account for material combinations of different types, such as steel and 
aluminium. The Tailored Forming process chain for manufacturing a hybrid demonstrator shaft in 
the material combination 1.3505 (100Cr6) and 3.2315 (EN AW-6082) is shown schematically in 
Fig. 1 and described in detail in the following. The joining of the steel and aluminium is carried 
out by friction welding. Afterwards, the part is heated inductively. Previous studies have shown 
that temperature control is of particular importance for the forming of hybrid steel-aluminium 
semi-finished products. Therefore, an inhomogeneous temperature field is set via induction heating 
[7]. The aim is to heat the steel as much as possible and keep the aluminium as cold as possible, 
to match the flow stresses of both materials. After heating, forming is carried out by an impact 
extrusion process on a screw press (Lasco SPR 500). The process takes 0.12 s, whereby the 
diameter is reduced by 31.5 %. Finally, the part is finished by turning and a high-performance 
component is created.  

 
Fig. 1. Tailored Forming process chain for the production of hybrid shafts according to [8]. 

 
Thermo-mechanical material modelling. 
In order to describe the material behaviour of the used aluminium EN AW-6082, flow curves 

are taken from previous work [5]. For the 100Cr6, flow curves from Simufact Forming 16.0 
database are used to model the steel. A comparison of the used flow curves for different 
temperatures and a strain rate of 1 s-1 is given in Fig. 2. The comparison of the yield stresses of the 
materials clearly shows that inhomogeneous heating is required to adjust the yield stress levels. 
Comparable flow stress levels can be defined between 600°C and 1000°C in the case of 100Cr6 
and between 20°C and 300°C in the case of the EN AW-6082. The temperature and strain rate 
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dependent flow curves were implemented in the FE software Simufact Forming 16 and MSC 
MARC Mentat 2018 for a simulation of the inductive heating and the impact extrusion.  

 
Fig. 2. Flow curves for various temperatures and a strain rate of 1 s-1 for EN AW-6082 (a) and 

100Cr6 (b). 
 

Analysis of local bonding strength. 
The resulting local bonding strength after friction welding is investigated by local tensile tests 

(as shown in Fig. 3) using miniaturised sample geometries on the forming dilatometer 
DIL805A/D+T. The use of miniaturised samples with a thickness of 1 mm allows local analysis 
of bond strength as a function of the semi-finished product diameter. In order to physically map 
the critical thermo-mechanical stresses of the hybrid semi-finished products, which lead to failure 
of the joining zone, the tensile tests are carried out at various testing temperatures. The 
temperatures for tensile testing are determined based on numerically calculated temperatures in 
the joining zone during impact extrusion. The tensile tests are performed at a quasi-static strain 
rate of 0.001 s-1.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Procedure for characterising the local bonding strength of joining zones: sample 
geometry (a) and sectional view (b) as well as top view (c) of the sample extraction area. 

 
Numerical model of induction heating and impact extrusion. 
Numerical simulation allows a realistic determination of temperature distribution during the 

impact extrusion process. To determine process relevant testing temperature for the tensile tests a 
numerical model representing induction heating as well as the forming process was first developed 
using the commercial FE software Simufact Forming 16. The model for induction heating consists 
of the hybrid billet placed within the induction coil. During heating, only the steel is heated 
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inductively, the aluminium is heated by thermal conduction. Between steel and aluminium an 
adhesive contact was defined and an intermetallic layer of 0.07 µm was assumed [9] with a thermal 
conductivity of 10 W/mK according to Nacke [10]. Boundary conditions like current, time and 
frequency were taken from experiments and set as input. Thermal material data was defined based 
on Simufact Forming 16 database. The relative permeability was determined by Behrens et al. 
using the method described in [7]. The calculated inhomogeneous temperature field after induction 
heating is transferred to the semi-finished product of the impact extrusion model. The elastic-
plastic material behaviour of steel and aluminium parts is modelled as shown before. The impact 
extrusion tool system consists of a die and a punch, which are modelled as rigid heat conducting 
bodies with an initial temperature of 250 °C. Friction is modelled by the combined friction model 
consisting of the Tresca formulation with m = 0.3 and the Coulomb formulation with μ = 0.1. The 
press kinematics were derived from experimental data of the used screw press and considered 
within the numerical model. However, the modelling of the joining zone requires cohesive zone 
elements. Since these are not available in Simufact Forming, another model of the extrusion 
process was created in the FE software MSC Marc 2018.  

Damage modelling. 
The brittle material behaviour of the joining zone is of particular importance in the forming of 

hybrid semi-finished products. However, the very low thickness of the intermetallic phase 
compared to the dimensions of the semi-finished products is challenging. Conventionally, the 
damage in thin layers is modelled by flat cohesive zone elements [11]. Their constitutive behaviour 
is described via traction separation laws, which take into account expansion under normal or shear 
loading. However, cohesive zone elements are flat and therefore cannot be used to describe the 
constitutive behaviour in bulk metal forming. In this context, Töller et al. developed a new concept 
for damage modelling of thin joining zones [6]. As shown in Fig. 4, the model combines the 
damage to cohesive zone elements described by traction separation behaviour with damage 
induced by severe membrane deformation such as stretching, which can occur during forming of 
hybrid semi-finished parts within the joining zone. Membrane deformation is considered using the 
Internal Thickness Extrapolation (InTEx) concept. This enables the use of cohesive zone elements 
for bulk forming simulation by consideration of a thickness within the element formulation. 
Tractions within the cohesive elements are calculated from resulting separations 𝛿𝛿 and stiffness 𝑘𝑘 
with a linear relationship. As proposed by Töller, a large but finite artificial stiffness k is 
introduced. The stiffness can be interpreted as a penalty parameter to model the brittle behaviour 
of thin intermetallic phases. Due to the use of effective tractions the tractions are reduced by local 
prevailing damage D. Thus, a local pre-damage as well as the damage by membrane deformation 
during forming process can be taken into account. A detailed description of the developed model 
can be found in [6]. To model the damage in joining zones of semi-finished hybrid parts during 
forming processes within the Tailored Forming process chain, the modelling concept was 
implemented in the cohesive element formulation of the commercial FE software MSC Marc 2018 
using the user subroutine UCOHESIVE. This software was selected because, contrary to Simufact 
Forming, it supports the use of cohesive zone elements. The presented work deals with the 
development of a methodology determining the model parameters taking into account the thermo-
mechanical process boundary conditions. The calibration of the model was done inversely by 
numerical simulation of the local tensile tests. The elastic-plastic material behaviour of steel and 
aluminium was described as shown before. The displacements are applied via the nodes on the end 
sample faces according to experimental tensile test. The isothermal test temperatures are imposed 
on all nodes of the model via a thermal boundary condition. The joining zone in the centre of the 
sample is modelled via cohesive zone elements. The failure time determined from the experimental 
force-displacement curves and the applied force are used as the target variables. Since the focus is 
on determining the value tt,max and only samples with a joining zone normal to the direction of 
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loading are analysed, the value for ts,max is specified analogously to the procedure in [6] via the 
ratio tt,max/ts,max = 1.22. Damage due to membrane deformation is described via the Lemaitre 
damage model [12]. The parameters s = 1 and S = 0.34 for the description of the Lemaitre damage 
model are chosen accordingly to [6].  

 

 
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of damage model for thin intermetallic phase. 

Results 
Numerical analysis of induction heating and impact extrusion. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the flow curves of the materials differ significantly demonstrating the need for 
inhomogeneous heating to adjust the material flow properties for impact extrusion. According to 
the flow curves, the steel semi-finished product should be heated to 900°C and the aluminium 
semi-finished product to 300°C for homogenous material flow properties. The adjustability of the 
temperature field was investigated by experimental and numerical analyses of the inductive 
heating. The numerical simulation is used for the process analysis regarding the temperature 
development in order to define proper testing temperatures, as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Analogously to 
the experimental process, the semi-finished steel product is inductively heated for 25 s. A 
maximum temperature of 900°C is reached. During the transfer period of 5 s until the start of the 
impact extrusion, the maximum temperature drops to approx. 800°C due to heat transfer processes. 
The aluminium is heated only by heat conduction from the steel and reaches a maximum 
temperature of approx. 400°C after 30 s before forming. The maximum temperature of the joining 
zone is 420°C before the forming process starts. Due to the short forming process period of only 
0.12 s, no significant temperature change is observed during forming, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). 
Fig. 5 (c) and (d) display the temperature distribution of the inhomogeneous heated semi-finished 
product after the transfer period from the induction heating and before the impact extrusion, both 
at the process time of 30 s. Based on this analysis, the bond strength of the joining zone is 
investigated in local tensile tests at the process relevant temperatures of 400°C and 450°C. The 
results of the tensile tests are used to determine the bond strength of the joint zone. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature development during induction heating (a) and impact extrusion (b) as well 

as coupled numerical process chain consisting of induction heating process (c) and impact 
extrusion (d). 

 
Local bond strength and damage model calibration. 
Fig. 6 shows the determined bond strengths as a function of temperature and the sample 

extraction area from the semi-finished product for a load normal to the joining zone. The sample 
extraction area can be found in Fig. 3 (c). Therefore, the bond strengths of samples with low and 
high numbers correspond to the edge area and the sample no. 9 to no. 11 to the bond strength in 
the centre of the friction-welded semi-finished product. For sample no. 10 no results could be 
determined at room temperature, because the samples failed directly. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Bond strength for normal loading depending on temperature and sample extraction area. 
 

In particular, the tests at room temperature show a strong dependence on the removal position. 
Thus, the samples from the edge region exhibit a significantly higher bond strength than samples 
from the middle region. The tests also show a clear dependence on temperature. With increasing 
temperature, the bond strength decreases significantly. An optical analysis of the fracture surfaces 
showed a failure in the joining zone for all samples. Thus, at the process relevant temperatures 
compared to room temperature, even low tensile loads are critical with regard to a possible local 
failure of the joining zone and must be particularly taken into account in the process design. 
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As the stress-strain curve in Fig 7 (a) shows exemplarily for the sample 4 at 20°C, the samples 
from the edge region exhibit significant plastic deformation. An optical analysis of the samples 
shows a clear necking in the aluminium region and a failure of the monolithic material aluminium. 
Thus, the bond strength is greater than the tensile strength of the aluminium. Samples from the 
middle region like sample 9 in Fig 7 (b) show lower bond strengths and no pronounced plastic 
deformation. An optical analysis of the fracture zone shows failure in the joining zone without 
significant plastic deformation of the monolithic materials. The bond strength is thus below that 
of the weaker monolithic material aluminium and can be determined directly. The strong 
dependence of the bond strength is due to the process characteristics of friction welding. While 
high relative velocities prevail in the edge zone, which cause the oxide layer on the aluminium to 
break up and flow out, the relative velocity decreases toward the centre of the semi-finished 
product [13].  

 

 
Fig. 7. Stress-strain curves and optical images after failure for sample 4 (a)  

and sample 9 (b) at 20°C. 
 

For the determination of tt,max to calibrate the damage model, the performed tensile tests were 
mapped in the FE software MSC Marc 2018 with the corresponding experimental boundary 
conditions. A representation of the numerical model of the tensile test is given in Fig. 8. The 
temperature dependent values of tt,max were determined numerically iteratively by comparison with 
the experimental force-displacement curves and the time of failure. For the calibration, the sample 
no. 8 is used. This specimen exhibited the highest bond strength at failure in the joining zone 
without significant plastic deformation of the aluminium part. Thus, the calculated stress can be 
directly related to the bonding strength.  

 

 
Fig. 8. Numerical model of tension test with joining zone modelled by means of cohesive 

elements. 
 

A comparison of the force-displacement curves for the temperatures considered using the 
corresponding value for the damage parameter tt,max can be found in Fig. 9 (a) to (c). The 
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numerically inverse determined values can be found in Fig. 9 (d). The force-displacement curves 
agree well, so that the model and also the methodology can be considered validated. The force 
level at fracture is well predicted. However, there are small deviations regarding the length change 
at fracture between experiment and simulation. This is probably due to a slight plastic deformation 
of the specimens in the aluminium part, which is underestimated in the simulation. For a later 
application of the numerical representation of the impact extrusion process considering the damage 
of the joining zone, the local distribution of the maximal bond strength according to the findings 
of the local tensile tests has to be taken into account by defining local initial values for the pre-
damage D and maximal bond strength tt,max. For samples extracted at larger diameters of the semi-
finished product, which show plastic deformation and failure of the aluminium, the achievable 
bond strength tt,max is increased by 25 % for later application. The decrease of the bonding strength 
with decreasing diameter towards the centre of the semi-finished product can be taken into account 
in the application by the damage parameter D as pre-damage, which is scaled according to the 
results in Fig. 6 taking into account the local position. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Force-displacement curves from experiment and simulation at a temperature of 20°C (a), 

400°C (b) and 450°C (c) for sample no. 8 as well as the determined temperature dependent 
damage parameter tt,max  (d). 

 
For a numerical analysis of the impact extrusion taking the joining zone into account, the 

process was also modelled in MSC Marc 2018. The boundary conditions were selected 
analogously to the described procedure for the tensile test simulations. As in the tensile tests, the 
joining zone itself is represented by cohesive zone elements. Since the damage model requires a 
three-dimensional mapping, a quarter model is used. The inhomogeneous temperature distribution 
is taken from the inductive heating in analogy to the procedure in Simufact Forming and imposed 
as initial temperature on the nodes in the Marc model. The extrapolation of temperature results 
from the nodes within the 2D space of the induction heating simulation (Simufact Forming) to the 
3D space of the impact extrusion process model (MARC) is done via the radial relation 𝑟𝑟 =
√𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑥𝑥2. The von Mises stress distribution after forming is shown in Fig. 10 (a). Due to heating, 
very low stresses are present, especially in the aluminium. In the steel part, higher stresses are 
present at the transition area to the aluminium. This is due to the physically induced 
inhomogeneous temperature distribution also in the steel component. As can be seen in Fig. 5, 
lower temperatures occur in the transition area of the steel due to heat conduction effects into the 
aluminium. This cannot be completely prevented even by adapted induction heating. Fig. 10 (b) 
shows the distribution of damage before and after forming. As can be seen, initial damage to the 
joining zone is already present before forming for small diameters in order to map the influence of 
the friction welding process on the local bond strength. After forming, damage can be seen in the 
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central area of the joining zone. This damage has already been observed by Behrens et al. for 
impact extrusion of the steel/aluminium combination 20MnCr5/EN AW-6082 pre-joined by laser 
welding, as shown in Fig. 10 (c) [14]. For this material combination, it was experimentally proven 
that an applied counterpressure prevents tearing of the joining zone by reducing the tensile stresses 
present. In subsequent investigations, other parameters of the damage model must therefore be 
further identified using the methodology described here and finally validated on the basis of 
experimental impact extrusion tests. 

 

 
Fig. 10. von Mises stress after impact extrusion (a), damage within the joining zone before and 
after forming (b) as well as metallographic cross-section view of the component from [14] (c). 

 
Summary 
The scope of this work was the development of a methodology for the numerical inverse 
calibration of a damage model to describe the failure of a joining zone in hybrid pre-joined semi-
finished products made of 100Cr6 and EN AW-6082. For this purpose, local tensile tests were 
performed at room temperature with miniature tensile samples taken from hybrid semi-finished 
products. To account for the effect of process relevant forming temperatures, the tests were also 
carried out at elevated temperatures. The test temperatures were defined based on numerical 
simulations of the inhomogeneous induction heating and the impact extrusion process. The results 
showed a strong influence of the sample extraction area and temperature on the achievable bond 
strength. The damage parameter tt,max was determined inversely by a numerical simulation of the 
performed tensile tests. The numerically calculated force-displacement curves showed good 
agreement with the experimental results. 

An initial numerical simulation of the impact extrusion process shows that damage occurs in 
the joining zone. In further investigations, the other parameters of the model are calibrated by 
supplementary tensile tests with varying the angle between the loading direction and the joining 
zone of EN AW-6082 as well as 100Cr6 to improve the model quality. Finally, the model will be 
validated by means of experimental extrusion tests regarding the failure behaviour of the joining 
zone. The validated model will then be used to evaluate and design concepts such as a 
counterpressure concept in order to ensure damage-free production of hybrid components. 
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Abstract. The damage state in the form of voids and lattice defects of a sheet metal component 
has a substantial impact on the performance of a component in service regarding fatigue or crash 
behaviour. Therefore, managing the damage evolution during forming, especially the 
accumulation and distribution of damage, by targeted changes of the process parameters and set-
up enables to improve component performance by influencing the stress-strain state [1]. The 
evolution of the stress-strain state during the forming process and along the process route 
represents the most significant factor influencing the resulting damage state. This paper focuses 
on the influence of the damage state of sheet metal components in order to improve the 
performance of a component regarding fatigue and crash behavior. Considering a variation of the 
process parameter (drawing die radius) and change in process set-up (singlestep, multistep, reverse 
stretch drawing) the damage accumulation and distribution within the component is analyzed using 
a calibrated LEMAITRE damage model. For the consideration of this paper, an u-shaped geometry 
of dual phase steel DP800, which is often found as an element in vehicle body construction, is 
used.  
Introduction  
The automotive sector is one of the main contributors to CO2 emissions [1]. Due to the climate 
goals of the European Union to become a net zero greenhouse gas emitting economy by 2050 [2], 
it is necessary to rethink the approaches in this sector and to find a way to significantly reduce CO2 
emissions. One approach is lightweight design [3]. Lightweight design enables to reduce CO2 
emissions in every life cycle by means of resource efficiency. 

Stretch drawing, often combined with deep drawing, is one of the most important processes for 
the production of three-dimensional sheet metal components and is used in particular in the 
manufacturing of vehicle bodies in the automotive sector [4]. Since 40% of the total mass is 
attributed to the vehicle body, stretch drawing is a lever for saving CO2 by implementing 
lightweight design measures [5]. One possibility to introduce lightweight design measures in 
stretch drawing is to reduce the thickness of the sheet metal in order to save weight. In the 
automotive industry in particular, however, the components used have to meet stringent 
requirements in order to ensure the safety of passengers in the best possible way [6]. 
In the field of lightweight design, high-strength materials or topology optimization are currently 
used in order to save material and thus weight [7]. What is currently only insufficiently exploited 
are the possibilities offered by the control of ductile damage along the process chain and by ductile 
damage meaning the formation, growth and coalescence of voids in the microstructure. These 
voids are formed in structural materials by decohesion at interfaces such as phase or grain 
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boundaries and inclusions, or by the formation of new surfaces within phases or inclusions. This 
damage causes degradation of the performance of the corresponding component [8]. Damage 
control then enables either the damage accumulation or the damage distribution to be adapted by 
adjusting the process parameters or process set-up in such a way that components achieve a higher 
performance in their subsequent application or can be designed lighter [9]. 

On the one hand, damage development is dependent on the strain state. However, ductile 
damage only occurs in combination with plastic strain. On the other hand, damage is dependent 
on the stress state. Li has thereby shown in the context of forming that it is not sufficient to use 
equivalent stress alone to model damage [10]. The three-dimensional stress state in the form of the 
VON MISES stress 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣, the lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 and the triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 must be used (Eq. 1- 3). Whereby 
𝐼𝐼1 is the first invariant of the CAUCHY stress tensor 𝜎𝜎 and 𝐽𝐽2 and 𝐽𝐽3 are the second and third 
invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor 𝑠𝑠.  

𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =  �3𝐽𝐽2 (1) 

𝜂𝜂 =  𝐼𝐼1
𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

 (2) 

𝐿𝐿 =  −� 𝐽𝐽3
𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

�
3
 (3) 

Lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 and triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 are proven to have an influence on the damage and in particular 
also on the shape of the resulting voids. While the triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 has a particular effect on the size of 
the voids, the lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 influences the geometry of the voids. Both parameters have in 
common, that they cannot be measured during stretch drawing [11]. Therefore numerical or 
analytical modelling is necessary.  
Materials and Methods 
Approach. In this paper the objective is to investigate the damage development in the form of 
damage accumulation and distribution. For this purpose, classical stretch drawing (SD, Fig. 1a)) 
with different drawing die radii 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 as well as multistep stretch drawing (MSSD, Fig. 1b)) and 
reverse stretch drawing (RSD, Fig. 1c)) are considered. The aim is to generate the same geometry 
on different process routes in order to identify the influence of different load paths on damage 
development, so that in the future the damage development can be specifically adjusted in the form 
of accumulation and distribution in order to achieve a higher component performance. Due to the 
dependence of the damage on the stress and strain states, the load paths are first analyzed in terms 
of the time- and location-dependent states, which requires numerical modelling performed in this 
work. Afterwards the load paths are correlated with damage accumulation and distribution to 
disclose cause effect relations.  

 
Stretch drawing, reverse stretch drawing and multi-step stretch drawing process. In the present 
work, the focus is on a u-shaped geometry from DP800 dual phase steel with a sheet thickness of 
𝑠𝑠 = 1.5 mm. The punch velocity 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 was set to 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 = 15 mm/s and the blank holder was position 
controlled due to different necessary blank holder forces to prevent the sheet metal from bypassing 
the drawing groove. The different processes are schematically depicted in Fig. 1. 
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Process model. The SD, MSDD and RDD processes were modelled using Abaqus/explicit. To 
save computation time, the geometry was reduced to one quarter using symmetry. A general 
contact with a uniform COULOMB friction coefficient of 𝜇𝜇 = 0.05 was applied to model the contact 
of the part, as identified in prior strip drawing tests. The parameters of the mesh as well as the 
types of the bodies can be seen in table 1. A LEMAITRE damage model was utilized in this paper 
which is based on the work of SPRAVE [12]. The model parameters of the calibrated material model 
are consistent with prior work [8]. The constitutive model was implemented as a VUMAT 
subroutine and was successfully used and validated in earlier work [13, 14]. 

The LEMAITRE damage model is based on the definition of the damage variable 𝐷𝐷. The 
parameter reflects the influence of voids and microcracks on the plastic behavior of the material 
[15]. The damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 is defined as the ratio of the damage-free area increment 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 and 
the area increment affected by damage 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝐷𝐷 (Eq. 4). As the damage grows the area increment 
affected by damage 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝐷𝐷 becomes greater. Thus the forces 𝐹𝐹 respectively the stresses 𝜎𝜎 applied to 
the material are not distributed over the entire material cross section. Therefore the concept of 
effective stress 𝜎𝜎� is introduced (Eq. 5) and used to estimate the response of the material to applied 
stress under consideration of damage evolution [16].  

𝐷𝐷 = 𝜕𝜕𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷
𝜕𝜕𝑆𝑆

 (4) 

𝜎𝜎� = 𝜕𝜕𝐹𝐹
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕−𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝐷𝐷

=  𝜎𝜎
1−𝐷𝐷 (5) 

Table 1. Parameter of the mesh and types of bodies for process model. 

Name Mesh Type of body 
Sheet C3D8R Solid deformable body 
Punch, blank holder, die R3D4 Discrete rigid 
 

Reference process, reference position and area under investigation. As reference process the SD 
with a drawing die radius of 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 mm is considered. The triaxiality 𝜂𝜂, lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 and 
damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 analysis is performed at a point in the outer bend of the component (reference 
point (RP)), which is in principle the most sensitive area for performance in later applications. For 
the comparison of the die radii 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, a punch path 𝑠𝑠 of 𝑠𝑠 = 25 mm is used as reference position. 
This punch path 𝑠𝑠 corresponds to the punch path shortly before the first component fails. For the 
comparison of the different process set-ups, the reference position of 𝑠𝑠 = 7.5 mm is determined 
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accordingly. Due to material limitations, the process set-up only considers the area in which the 
components have the same geometry or have the same cup height as a functional measure of the 
geometry respectively. 
Results 
Influence of drawing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 on load path and damage evolution. The damage distribution 
of the damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in dependence of the drawing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 in the cross section of the 
components is shown in Fig. 2a), the course of triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 and lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 in dependence of 
equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 in Fig. 2b) and the course of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in dependence of 
equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 in Fig. 2c). Considering the course of the lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 as a function 
of the equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 in Fig. 2b), the curves for the different die radii 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 differ, in 
particular for the mean value (𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=3 =0.121, 𝜃𝜃𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=6  =  0.118, 𝜃𝜃𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=9 =  0.116). All 
curves initially start at a value of almost 𝜃𝜃 = 1 and then drop and continue to progress in an 
oscillating manner. The course of 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 mm, however, shows a steep peak before ending. The 
course of the triaxiality 𝜂𝜂, however, differs. The course of die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 mm of the triaxiality 
𝜂𝜂 has a higher value on average (𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=3

=  0.6, 𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=6
=  0.519, 𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=9 =  0.518). 

Due to the non-steady shaped courses, a clear and explicit description of the courses is not possible 
respectively. However, what stands out concisely is the decreasing peak of 𝜂𝜂 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=3

at the end. The 
different components also reach different equivalent plastic strains in the reference point at the 
reference position (𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=3 = 0.258, 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=6 = 0.272, 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷=9 = 0.277). The courses of the 
damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 as a function of the equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 in Fig. 2c) show a quadratic 
course with an offset with ascending drawing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 for all three die radii 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. The 
difference in the die radius of 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 mm is particularly pronounced. The damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 is 
consistently higher for the same equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 . 

 

 
Fig. 2. a) Damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 distribution in cross section of components; b) course of 
triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 and lode parameter 𝛩𝛩 in dependence of equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 at RP;  
c) course of damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 in dependence of equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 at RP 

considering different drawing die radii 𝒓𝒓𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒓𝒓. 
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Fig. 3a) shows the course of VON MISES stress 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 in dependence of punch path 𝑠𝑠, Fig. 3b) 
shows the course of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in dependence of punch path 𝑠𝑠, Fig. 3c) the damage 
distribution 𝐷𝐷 in the cross section of the component with a drawing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 mm and 
Fig. 3d) the course of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in dependence of the distance 𝑥𝑥 to the symmetry plane. 
The VON MISES stresses 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 of the individual curves all start at 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 0 MPa. A reverse square 
increase of all curves follows. With increasing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, however, a smaller gradient appears. 
After achieving the maximum and a slight decrease, all curves then decline to reach a quasi-
stationary value to oscillate around. The drop occurs with increasing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 at a later punch 
path 𝑠𝑠 (𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 806.51 MPa, 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 826.98 MPa, 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 
832.58 MPa). The progression of the damage variable 𝐷𝐷 as a function of the punch path 𝑠𝑠 starts at 
𝑠𝑠 = 0 mm for all three curves until the first contact between blank holder and sheet and punch and 
sheet has been established. From a punch path of 𝑠𝑠 =  2.2 mm, the curve of the die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 
mm begins to increase, followed by the curve of the die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 6 mm and finally the curve 
of the die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 9 mm. Irrespective of the offset of the curves, the course of the three curves 
initially shows a quadratic increase, which changes to a steep linear increase and finally approaches 
a final value in a quadratic manner. At the reference position, the damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 reaches a 
value of 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =3 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 0.108, 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =6 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 0.106 and 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =9 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 0.108. Considering the damage 
parameter D in dependence of the distance 𝑥𝑥 to the symmetry plan, the three courses of the different 
die radii 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 in the area of the wall have a nearly identical course. The same can be seen in the 
transition area and after the wall. In the area of the wall, in contrast, the three curves show a 
different course. There is a local maximum of the damage variable 𝐷𝐷 with the smallest die radius 
𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 mm. Equivalent to this is the maximum value of the damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in this area with 
decreasing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷.  

 
Fig. 3. a) Course of VON MISES stress 𝜎𝜎𝒗𝒗𝒗𝒗 in dependence of punch path 𝒔𝒔 at RP; b) course of 

damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 in dependence of punch path 𝒔𝒔 at RP; c) damage distribution 𝑫𝑫 in cross 
section of component 𝒓𝒓𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 = 3 mm; d) course of damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 in dependence of 

distance 𝒙𝒙 to symmetry plane considering different drawing die radii 𝒓𝒓𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒓𝒓. 
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Influence of process set-up on load path and damage evolution. The distribution of the damage 
parameter 𝐷𝐷 in the cross section of the components from SD, MSSD and RSD are depicted in Fig. 
4a). Considering the different heights of the cups shown in the figure, only the area up to the 
transition of the wall into the die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 was selected for the analysis of the results. This is a 
consequence of the fact that the maximum drawing depth was limited due to material constraints 
and the objective is to compare geometrically almost identical components. The courses of 𝜂𝜂𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷, 
𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 and 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 are the same than in Fig. 2 since no damage respectively change of stress and strain 
state occurs in the reference position after a punch path of 𝑠𝑠 = 6 mm. The damage distribution, 
however, differs.  

The course of triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 and lode parameter 𝛩𝛩 in dependence of equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 
are shown in Fig. 4b). The outer side of the outer bend, which is under consideration, experiences 
different equivalent plastic strains 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 to obtain the same geometry (𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. =  
0.26, 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. = 0.52, 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. = 0.56). The courses of the triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 of MSSD and RSD 
show a similar behavior with mean values of 𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 0.523 and 𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 0.53. Both 
courses start with a steep rise. After a quadratic drop, an almost linear curve follows, which drops 
at 0.34 and then rises again. Considering the lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 of MSDD, the course begins with a 
value of almost 𝜃𝜃 ≈ 1. The course then drops with a steep gradient into the negative range followed 
by an oscillating curve. This results in an average value of 𝜃𝜃𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 0.21. The course of the 
lode parameter 𝜃𝜃 of RSD starts similar to the course of MSDD. However, when the course drops 
with a steep gradient the curve remains in the positive range and starts to oscillate around a value 
of 𝜃𝜃𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 0.19. The course of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in dependence of equivalent plastic strain 
𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 considering different process set-ups is shown in Fig. 4c). The curves of MSSD and RSD 
depict a similar course. SD, however, has a slightly higher level of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷. The 
maximum value of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 obtained are 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 0.52 and 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 0.41. 

 

 
Fig. 4. a) Damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 distribution in cross section of components; b) course of 
triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 and lode parameter 𝛩𝛩 in dependence of equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 at RP;  
c) course of damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 in dependence of equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 at RP 

considering different process set-ups. 
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The course of VON MISES stress 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 in dependence of punch path 𝑠𝑠 can be seen in Fig. 5a). The 
initial values of the RSD and MSSD processes differ. Since a U-profile is produced in the first step 
and is rotated 180° or is not rotated depending on the process route, the courses start differently. 
Despite the different start, both courses show a reverse square increase which is very similar. The 
mean values of VON MISES stress 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 obtained are 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 882.52 MPa and 
𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 852.58 MPa. Fig. 5b) shows the course of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in dependence of 
punch path 𝑠𝑠. The courses of MSSD and RSD depict a very similar quadratic course which start 
to elevate from a punch path 𝑠𝑠 of 𝑠𝑠 = 3 mm. The course of SD, on the other hand, shows a s-
shaped course, which depicts a stronger elevation at 𝑠𝑠 = 3 mm followed by a steady course of 
𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 0.108. The Course of damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in dependence of distance 𝑥𝑥 to symmetry plane 
considering different process set-ups can be seen in Fig. 5c). All three courses begin with a damage 
parameter 𝐷𝐷 = 0. With the start of the transition from floor to wall, the damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 
increases for the first time in the courses. For MSSD and RSD, the curves show an initial quadratic 
rise, which changes to a linear rise with a very high gradient, and then fall off inversely. The course 
of SD shows a course with also a quadratic rise, but with a lower gradient as well as rise and 
descent shifted further to higher 𝑥𝑥 values. Considering the wall of the three components, there is a 
small rise in damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 for MSSD and RSD.  

 
Fig. 5. a) Course of VON MISES stress 𝜎𝜎𝒗𝒗𝒗𝒗 in dependence of punch path 𝒔𝒔 at RP; b) course of 

damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 in dependence of punch path 𝒔𝒔 at RP; c) damage distribution 𝑫𝑫 in cross 
section of component 𝒓𝒓𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 = 3 mm; d) course of damage parameter 𝑫𝑫 in dependence of 

distance 𝒙𝒙 to symmetry plane mm considering different process set-ups. 
 

Discussion 
Change of die radii 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. The comparison of the load paths and the damage development at the 
reference point using different die radii 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 shows a distinction, especially for 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 mm. As 
early as from an equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 of 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 0.025, a higher value of the triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 
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becomes apparent, which can be consulted moderately for the damage development. Analogously, 
the damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 differs from the other two curves at the same point in strain. Due to the 
different equivalent strains 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 needed, however, all three achieve an almost identical damage 
parameter value 𝐷𝐷 in the end. When observing the course of the damage parameter D as a function 
of the punch path 𝑠𝑠, a later onset of damage development with increasing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 becomes 
apparent. It is concluded that this is due to the time dependent course of the bending radius of the 
sheet. With a smaller die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, the final bending radius is reached sooner than with a higher 
die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. Accordingly, the damage development begins at a later stage, since damage is 
always associated only with plastic deformation. 

Considering the different equivalent plastic strains 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 at the reference point depending on the 
die radius  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, it is noticeable that although the bending radius is significantly smaller at 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 3 
mm, the equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is lower than with a greater die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. It is assumed that 
the larger contact area of the sheet and the die with increasing die radius 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 results in a larger 
frictional surface. This larger frictional surface leads to a higher flow resistance of the sheet, which 
results in higher punch forces. The higher punch forces required also result in higher stresses above 
the yield point at the reference point, which are reflected in a higher equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. 
With regard to the damage distribution in the component, it is assumed that the smaller die 
radius  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 and the correspondingly smaller bending radius result in correspondingly higher 
damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 in the wall of the component. This is brought into the context of greater 
predominant stresses in this area due to the smaller bending radius.  

Change of process set-up. The course of triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 of RSD and MSSD show a very similar 
course. The two courses differ only in the equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 achieved. Similar to the 
observation of the different die radii  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, the necessary punch forces and the associated higher 
stresses at the reference point also seem to lead to more deformation being introduced into the area 
under consideration. A similar result can be seen in the course of the damage parameter 𝐷𝐷 over the 
equivalent strain respective of the punch path 𝑠𝑠. The two curves do not differ in their 
characteristics, but in the final values obtained due to different equivalent strains 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. However, 
severe thinning takes place in the reference position respectively the bend of the component.  
Summary 
A total of six different process routes for the production of a geometrically similar component 
were investigated. On the one hand, different drawing ring radii  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ( 𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = {3, 6, 9 mm}) and, 
on the other hand, different process set-ups (stretch drawing, multistep stretch drawing, reverse 
stretch drawing) were analyzed. The individual routes were compared with each other on the basis 
of their load paths and the associated damage development. 

When comparing the die radii  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, a larger die radius  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 at the selected reference point was 
found not to result in a lower damage parameter 𝐷𝐷. However, the damage development starts at a 
later stage with respect to the punch path 𝑠𝑠 or the equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. Furthermore, the 
die radius  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 was shown to have an influence on the damage distribution in the component. 
Particularly in the wall, a larger die radius  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 resulted in less damage, which can be used for later 
applications to increase the performance of the component in respect of the use case. Considering 
the different process setups, the RSD and MSSD show very similar load paths despite different 
process routes, but differ in the equivalent plastic strain 𝜑𝜑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and thus the values of the damage 
parameter 𝐷𝐷 are different. The deformation at the reference point, however, is so severe that there 
is significant sheet thinning and a high damage parameter 𝐷𝐷. Due to this, the RDS and MSDD are 
not recommended as a suitable process route. 
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To complement the numerical analysis of the load paths and damage development, experimental 
investigations will be carried out. For this purpose, the process routes of the different die radii  𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 
will be selected on the basis of the present results. The numerically determined load paths will then 
be correlated with the results regarding the damage development. Nevertheless, the present results 
have already enabled a pre-selection of possible process routes to be considered and the 
corresponding load paths to be determined. 
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Abstract. A forming limit diagram is the standard method to describe the forming capacity of 
sheet materials. It predicts failure due to necking by limiting major and minor strains. For failure 
due to fracture, the fracture forming limit diagram is used, but fracture caused by plastic 
deformation at a shear-dominated stress state cannot be predicted with a conventional fracture 
forming limit diagram. Therefore, stress-based failure models are used as an alternative. These 
models are describing the fracture of sheet materials based on the failure strain and the stress state. 
Material-specific parameters must be determined, but a standardised procedure for the calibration 
of stress-based failure models is currently not established. Most test procedures show non-constant 
stress paths and varying stress states in the crack initiation area, which leads to uncertainties and 
inaccuracies for modelling. Therefore, a new test methodology was invented at the IFUM: a prior 
presented butterfly test rig was extended to enable an online rotation to adapt the loading angle 
while testing. First, butterfly tests with CP800 were performed for three fixed loading conditions. 
The tests were modelled numerically with boundary conditions corresponding to the tests. Based 
on the numerical results, the stress state as well as failure strain were identified and the stress state 
deviations were calculated. Afterwards, the necessary angular displacements to compensate the 
stress state deviations for the adaptive test rig were iteratively determined with numerical 
simulations using an automatised Python script. Finally, the butterfly tests were performed 
experimentally with the determined adaptive loading angles to identify the specimen failure and 
compared to the simulations for validation. 
Introduction 
The forming limit diagram (FLD) defines the critical major and minor strains of a sheet metal, 
which lead to material failure if exceeded. The FLD is conventionally used to describe forming 
limits due to necking. Failure due to fracture can be described with the fracture forming limit 
diagram (FFLD). However, the FLD and the FFLD give an inadequate prediction of the failure for 
high-strength steel (HSS) sheets, since it is valid for linear strain paths and for the strain states 
between uniaxial tension and biaxial tension [1]. Modern forming processes and HSS sheets often 
show non-linear strain paths. Furthermore, failure due to fracture initiation caused by plastic 
deformation at a shear-dominated stress state cannot be predicted by the FLD or the FFLD [2]. As 
an alternative to the FFLD, failure models based on the stress state are used. Those failure models 
describe the failure of the sheet metal under consideration of the stress state by means of the stress-
state-dependent equivalent plastic strain at failure 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓, which allows statements in the case of non-
linear strain paths and shear-dominated stress states. To describe the three-dimensional stress state, 
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the stress triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 and the normalised Lode angle 𝜃𝜃 are used. A common stress-based model is 
the Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) failure model [3], which can be written as 
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whereby 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 and 𝑠𝑠 are material-specific parameters. For the calibration of the failure models, 
failure characterisation experiments are performed, but a standardised procedure for testing and 
calibrating is currently not available. Used failure characterisation experiments mostly result in 
non-constant stress paths in the area of the specimen failure [4]. In Fig. 1 (A) common failure 
characterisation specimen such as the Miyauchi, holed tensile as well as waisted tensile specimen 
are shown and in Fig. 1 (B) the corresponding non-constant stress paths are visible from those 
specimens. Only the hydraulic bulge test leads to a constant stress path. In order to minimise the 
resulting uncertainties and inaccuracies of the failure characterisation for stress-based failure 
models, a new experimental-numerical testing methodology for an improved failure 
characterisation with constant stress paths is engineered and presented within the scope of this 
work.  

Fig. 1. Failure characterisation specimen and resulting non-constant stress paths based on the 
work from Behrens et al. [4]. 

New Experimental-Numerical Failure Characterisation Methodology 
The module for the new adaptive test methodology is based on a prior developed test module 
shown by Stockburger et al. in [5]. In this test module, according to the test principle of Arcan et 
al. [6], a butterfly specimen can be tested under different orientations or loading angles 𝛼𝛼 to the 
normal loading direction of the tensile testing machine, whereby different stress states can be 
achieved in the test area of the specimen. Using the butterfly specimen has the advantage compared 
to conventional failure characterisation specimen that the specimen failure is not initialised at the 
specimen edge, but in the centre of the specimen. Nevertheless, as for other specimen the stress 
paths of the butterfly specimens are not entirely constant. To estimate the characteristic stress state 
and the equivalent plastic strain at failure which is needed to calibrate models like the MMC failure 
model, the butterfly specimen must be numerically modelled considering boundary conditions 
from the experiments. 
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In order to solve the problem of non-constant stress paths in the experiment, a new adaptive test 
module was developed. Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the module for the new adaptive test 
methodology. The new test module consists of two separate specimen holders, which each have 
an outer ring gear and a recess for the butterfly specimen. Two mounting plates are used to attach 
the butterfly specimen to the specimen holder. The outer ring gears from the upper and lower 
specimen holders are each in contact with a worm shaft, while the upper and lower worm shafts 
are connected to two electric motors by two bevel gears. A rotational movement of the specimen 
holders is generated when the electric motors are activated and thus the current loading angle 𝛼𝛼 
can be changed by an adaptive loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎. The rotation is regulated by a control device 
with a sensor, that determines the angular position. The entire test module is attached to a tensile 
testing machine by means of two connecting plates. Overall, the tensile testing machine is applying 
the load, which is transferred from the two separate specimen holders to the butterfly specimen. 
With the presented testing module, loading angles 𝛼𝛼 are continuously adjustable during testing in 
order to obtain constant stress states. 

Fig. 2. Module for the new adaptive test method with butterfly specimen. 

The design of the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is carried out iteratively with the aid of a 
numerical model of the test module. For this purpose, tests with a fixed loading condition α are 
first carried out experimentally and then mapped numerically. The experimental displacements up 
to specimen failure serve as boundary conditions for the simulation model, which is shown in 
Fig. 3 (A). Based on the results, the required adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is now calculated 
numerically. For this purpose, the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is varied automatically within a 
sensitivity study using a Python script as shown in Fig 3 (B). First, a variation range of the adaption 
loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and the step size of it is specified. Consequently, a simulation is carried out 
iteratively for each adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 in the variation range. In order to determine the 
time of the angle adaption at which the simulations start, the stress triaxiality is taken as an 
indicator. The maximal deviation of the stress triaxiality was subjectively defined as 0.03. As soon 
as the equivalent plastic strain-stress triaxiality path showed a change higher than the maximal 
deviation, the iterative simulations for the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 begin. Depending on the 
outcome, the procedure is repeated for further adaption. After the numerical design, experimental 
tests are performed using the numerically-iterative determined angle adaption. Those results are 
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used to identify the material failure under constant stress states and to verify the numerical 
procedure. Finally, the MMC failure model can be calibrated as well as compared for the fixed 
and the new adaptive test methodology.  

Fig. 3. Simulation model of the butterfly tests (A) and sequence plan of the Python script (B). 
Application of the New Failure Characterisation Methodology 
The new failure characterisation methodology was applied to the complex-phase HSS 
CR570Y780T-CP (CP800) from voestalpine Stahl GmbH. The outer contour of the specimen was 
cut by waterjet and the thickness reduction in the examination area of the specimen was carried 
out by milling. The new butterfly test module was installed in the tensile testing machine S100/ZD 
from DYNA-MESS Prüfsysteme GmbH. First, butterfly tests for the fixed configuration of the 
loading angles -3°, 28° and 74.5° were performed. For measuring the specimen displacement and 
estimation of fracture occurrence in the examination area, the optical measurement system Aramis 
from Carl Zeiss GOM Metrology GmbH was used. For each loading angle the tests were repeated 
three times. The testing temperature corresponded to room temperature and the testing speed was 
set to 0.05 mm/s.  

Afterwards, the experiments with fixed loading conditions were numerically modelled to 
estimate the equivalent plastic strain at failure and the stress triaxiality as well as the normalised 
Lode angle paths. The FE models were generated in Abaqus/Standard for each loading angle with 
the corresponding displacements until failure in x- and y-direction from the experiments. The 
boundary conditions were extracted from the optical measurements using digital image correlation 
and directly applied to the specimen holder. The elastic behaviour of the material was described 
with a modulus of elasticity of 210 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. The data required for 
modelling the plastic flow behaviour, such as flow curve and anisotropy parameters, are 
summarised in Table 1 and were previously published by Behrens et al. in [7]. The hardening 
behaviour was modelled by the Hockett-Sherby approach [8] and the anisotropy by the Hill48 
yield function [9]. The Hockett-Sherby approach describes the flow stress 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 of the material as a 
function of the equivalent plastic strain 𝜀𝜀 and the four material parameters 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐 as well as 𝑑𝑑. The 
specimen holder was geometrically reduced and modelled as rigid body with 210 GPa as elastic 
modulus and 0.3 as Poisson's ratio. A discretisation of the specimen was done with linear reduced-
integrated hexahedral elements with hourglass control, referred to as C3D8R in Abaqus. The 
examination area of the specimens was meshed with an element edge length of 0.1 mm and the 
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thickness of the specimens by five elements. The surface pressures of the screws acting on the 
mounting plates were modelled with a surface pressure of 204 MPa, which results from the 
tightening torque of the screws.  

Table 1. Parameters for the extrapolation approach and anisotropy function from [7]. 
Equation 𝑎 in MPa 𝑏 in MPa 𝑐 𝑑 

Hockett-
Sherby 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 = 𝑎𝑎 − (𝑎𝑎 − 𝑏𝑏) ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐∙𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑        (2) 4.96 E-05 502.5 0.823 0.170 

F G H L M N 
Hill’48 0.495 0.531 0.469 1.5 1.5 1.634 

Further, the numerical models were evaluated with regard to the equivalent plastic strain, the 
stress triaxiality path and the normalised Lode angle path. The models were analysed on the surface 
of the investigation area. The equivalent plastic strain was plotted as a function of the triaxiality 
and of the normalised Lode angle. Based on these curves, the characteristic stress state was 
calculated by the area-weighted centroid. The equivalent plastic strain at failure and the 
characteristic stress state from the fixed configuration are later compared to the values of the 
adaptive tests. 

Next, the design of the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 was carried out. The procedure is shown 
in Fig. 4 exemplarily for the adaptions of the loading angle 28°. First, the course of the equivalent 
plastic strain-stress triaxiality curve for the fixed loading condition 𝛼𝛼 was considered. Based on 
the illustrated curve, a value for the stress triaxiality was manually selected, at which the angular 
adaption begins. When selecting the limit value, care was taken to intervene early enough to correct 
the curve with regard to a more constant path. In Fig. 4 (A), the limit value is marked orange at a 
stress triaxiality of 0.135. Now the Python script was used to design the angle adaption. During 
pre-processing, only the displacement boundary conditions were automatised redefined by a 
subroutine to change the loading. With the changed input variables, the simulation was proceeded. 
In the example given, the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 was varied between 5° and 6°. The 
corresponding influence of the angle adaption on the stress state is displayed in Fig. 4 (B). 6° was 
selected as the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and the limit for the stress triaxiality was set to 0.139. 
When choosing the values, care was taken again to ensure that the path remains as constant as 
possible. 
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Fig. 4. Iterative design of the angular adaptions for the loading angle 28°. 

In order to design the second angle adaption, a next adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 were chosen 
manually. Now the subroutine proceeded further in the same way as for the first angle adaption. 
Next, the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 4° and 5° were compared. The equivalent plastic strain-
stress triaxiality paths after the second angle adaption are illustrated in Fig. 4 (C). With regard to 
a constant curve, the adaption loading angle 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 of 5° was selected. Fig. 4 (D) compares the 
final equivalent plastic strain-stress triaxiality path of the designed adaptive test for a loading 
angle 𝛼𝛼 of 28° with the path for a fixed loading condition 𝛼𝛼. 

Additionally, butterfly experiments with the designed angular adaptions were carried out with 
the new butterfly test module for the three loading angles 𝛼𝛼 -3°, 28° and 74.5°. Here, the limit 
values for the stress triaxialities served as boundary conditions with displacements in x- and y-
direction. A comparison of the experimental and numerical force-displacement curves for the 
adaptive test methodology is shown in Fig. 5 (A). The comparison shows that the properties as 
well as boundary conditions used to describe the flow behaviour and the structure of the FE model 
represented the experimental tests sufficiently accurate and were therefore considered validated in 
this range. Based on the comparison, the models were considered suitable for the evaluation of the 
stress state. For increasing the loading angle, the force rises and the displacement until failure 
reduces.  
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the experimental as well as numerical force-displacement curves (A) and 
equivalent plastic strain distribution of the butterfly specimen (B) for the adaptive test 

methodology. 

Fig. 5 (B) illustrates the equivalent plastic strain distribution directly before failure of the 
butterfly tests with the adaptive test methodology. The deformation is accumulated in the centre 
of all three specimen for both, the experiments and the simulations. Comparing the optical 
measurement from the experiments and simulation results, the equivalent plastic strain distribution 
is very similar. In general, the equivalent plastic strain reduces from a loading angle of -3° to 28° 
and rises again for 74.5°. In the centre of the specimen, the equivalent plastic strain and the stress 
state were further evaluated. 

Fig. 6 (A) illustrates the comparison of the numerically determined equivalent plastic strain-
stress triaxiality paths at the location of fracture initiation. It shows that the angular adaptions in 
the adaptive tests compared to the tests with fixed loading condition 𝛼𝛼 result in significantly more 
constant paths with regard to the equivalent plastic strain-stress triaxiality path. Further, it is 
evident in Fig. 6 (A) that higher equivalent plastic strains are achieved in the adaptive tests 
compared to the fixed tests. This is due to higher displacements until failure for the adaptive tests. 
This is also shown in the comparison of the characteristic stress states in Fig. 6 (B). Due to the 
more constant equivalent plastic strain-stress triaxiality path in the adaptive tests, smaller 
characteristic values are achieved than in the fixed tests. This is due to the fact that the area under 
the curves decreases because of the more constant stress path. As a result, the centre of gravity of 
the area shifts to smaller values and the characteristic values decrease. In the tests with a fixed 
loading condition 𝛼𝛼, the stress state change during the tests is large and non-constant stress paths 
are present. 
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Fig. 6. Equivalent plastic strain-stress triaxiality paths (A) and characteristic stress states (B) 
for the fixed and adaptive test methodology. 

A comparison of the calibrated MMC failure models for the test methodology with fixed 
loading condition 𝛼𝛼 and for the new adaptive test methodology is presented in Fig. 7. The failure 
models are shown for plane stress in Fig. 7 (A) and plane strain state in Fig. 7 (B). The failure 
curves in the plane stress and plane strain state are of similar course for both methods. The major 
difference is the higher level of the failure curve achieved with the adaptive test methodology due 
to higher equivalent plastic strains of each test. A minor difference is that the failure curve from 
the fixed test methodology has a lower slope than the failure curve of the adaptive test 
methodology. Anyway, the higher accuracy of the failure model for the adaptive test methodology 
compared to the fixed test methodology needs to be proven by the simulation of forming processes, 
which is planned for future investigations. 
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Fig. 7. Plane stress (A) and plane strain state (B) of the fitted MMC-model for the fixed and 
adaptive test methodology. 

Summary 
In this work a new experimental-numerical failure characterisation methodology is presented. 
Conventional failure characterisation tests show a non-constant stress path and therefore 
inaccuracies for modelling. Butterfly tests for the fixed loading conditions -3°, 28° and 74.5° were 
performed and numerically modelled. Based on the results for the stress path of the simulations, 
angle adaptions while testing were iteratively-numerical determined to correct the stress path into 
a constant path. Afterwards, butterfly experiments were performed using the estimated adaptive 
angles and compared to the simulations. Therefore, it was possible to achieve a more constant 
stress path and to minimise the change in the stress state at the location of fracture. Finally, MMC 
failure model were calibrated for both methodologies and compared to each other, which showed 
the influence of the new failure characterisation methodology. 

In future investigations, more loading angles for the butterfly tests will be experimentally 
performed and numerically modelled to enhance the data for the failure model parametrisations. 
Further, it is planned to optimise the Python script to estimate the angle adaptions not subjectively 
anymore but automatically based on general criteria. Then, demonstrators in the style of a B-pillar 
as shown in [10] will be experimentally produced and the tests will be reproduced numerically 
using the MMC failure models from the fixed as well as adaptive test methodology. Based on the 
results, the failure prediction of the new adaptive test methodology will be evaluated regarding its 
potential for a higher accurate failure modelling.  
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Abstract. The material behaviour after non-proportional strain paths is subject of numerous 
current investigations. These investigations show that in addition to the stress state, a change in 
the direction of loading also has a significant influence on the material behaviour. In this work, the 
influence of non-proportional strain paths on the mechanical properties such as tensile strength, 
uniform strain, elongation at fracture and yield strength as well as the influence on formability is 
determined. For this purpose, a dual-phase steel CR330Y590-DP, with a thickness of 0.8 mm, is 
investigated in more detail. The material is pre-strained to different strain values and then further 
examined with Nakajima and tensile tests. The influence of the loading direction is determined by 
five different post-strain directions (0°, 22,5°, 45°, 67.5°and 90°) to the initial pre-strain direction. 
In addition to the method according to the standard, the yield strength is determined by a 
temperature-dependent determination method, which is based on the thermoelastic effect. This 
method has already been qualified for simple uniaxial tensile tests and a relation to the 
microstructural behaviour was proven. Thus, it provides valuable conclusions on the 
microstructural behavior for the tests performed within this study with a change in the loading 
direction.  
Introduction 
Non-proportional load paths are being investigated for several years. Many researchers focus on 
the effect on the mechanical properties by using tensile or shear tests but also on the formability 
using Nakajima experiments. One of the most looked at materials are dual-phase steels with 
different strengths. By using shear tests, Hérault et al. [1] analysed the influence of uniaxial pre-
strain on the elasto-plastic behavior. To describe the material behavior using the Homogeneous 
Anisotropic Hardening model (HAH-model), experiments with a pre-forming level of at least 
ε = 2% are required due to the significant material behaviour evolution below that level. Larsson 
et al. [2] investigated the influence of pre-forming height and a change in loading direction on 
Docol 600DP and Docol 1200DP using tensile and shear tests with pre-formed material. The pre-
forming height, as well as a change in loading direction not only influence the onset of yielding 
but also the formability in the tensile test experiments. A change in loading direction by 45° or 90° 
after a pre-forming of ε = 10% lead to a reduced formability. Liao et al. [3] used SEM, EBSD and 
TEM to investigate the microstructural effects of a proportional, pseudo cross and cross-loading 
in DP500, DP600 and DP800. For the experiments with a change in loading direction, yielding 
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occurred at lower stress compared to the monotonic experiments. This effect is enhanced at higher 
pre-forming levels. The evolution of texture was found to be weak for all three DP-steels and 
cannot explain the effects on the mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the presence of a soft ferritic 
and a hard martensitic phase leads to a very inhomogeneous plastic deformation of the material. 
At the onset of yielding the soft and weakly strain hardened ferrite grains control the mechanical 
behaviour. For a DP800 the effect on the onset of yielding takes place already at very low strains 
of ε = 1% and increases as the pre-forming height reaches higher levels [4]. This effect was also 
captured by other researchers [5]. Yu and Shen [6] looked at various pre-forming states for a 
DP590. They investigated the influence of a uniaxial, plane-strain and equi-biaxial pre-forming 
state on the tensile test results. The pre-forming state also influences the mechanical properties. 
The Young’s – modulus is reduced with increasing pre-forming height, where the equi-biaxial pre-
forming state lead to the strongest decrease. 

The aim of this study is to determine the influence of three different plane-strain pre-forming 
levels and three different post-loading directions on the mechanical properties using tensile tests. 
The influence of the pre-forming on the formability will be examined by standard Nakajima 
experiments. The experiments in this paper are conducted with a CR330Y590-DP (DP600) steel 
with an initial thickness of 0.8 mm. 
Experimental Procedure 
The pre-forming of the material took place on a hydraulic Dieffenbacher press in combination with 
a modified Marciniak-tool developed by Weinschenk and Volk [7]. To ensure a homogenous 
plane-strain pre-forming, the specimen geometry was adapted from prior investigations [8,9] and 
was optimized for the used DP600 steel. The change in loading direction is obtained by a rotation 
of the tensile test and Nakajima specimens. For the tensile tests, five tensile test samples can be 
manufactured from one single pre-formed specimen, while for the Nakajima experiments only one 
specimen can be extracted. All pre-forming specimens are cut out under 0° to the initial rolling 
direction, see Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. (a) The used modified Marciniak tool, (b) Specimen geometry used for the plane-strain 

pre-forming. (s) Specimen extraction and nomenclature of the cut-out specimens. 
 

For the tensile tests specimens according to DIN 50125 – geometry H with a width of 12.5 mm 
are used. The strain measurement is done by a laser extensometer with a gauge length of 50 mm 
and a constant strain rate of 0.001 1/s. To determine the onset of yielding, the temperature based 
method according to Vitzthum et al. [10] was employed. This method makes use of the thermo-
elastic effect where the temperature decreases during the elastic deformation and increases during 
the plastic deformation. A closer description of the method can be found in [10]. 

The Nakajima experiments are carried out on a BUP1000 in combination with an Aramis 4M 
DIC system. The punch speed was set to 1 mm/s and a measuring frequency of the DIC-System 
of 10 Hz is applied. To minimize the friction between the punch and the specimen a PVC-pad with 
lubricant is used. To assess the onset of necking the Time Dependent Evaluation Method (TDEM) 
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proposed by Volk and Hora [11] is applied. Four different Nakajima specimens are tested, ranging 
from 30 mm for the uniaxial strain state to 235 mm for the biaxial strain state.  
Experimental Results 
The results of the experiments with the initial material show a low dependency of the loading 
direction on the stress-strain curves (Fig. 2) as well as the forming limit curves (Fig. 7). All 
investigated directions differ only marginally. This changes for the pre-formed experiments. The 
influence of a change in loading direction can clearly be seen. At a pre-forming level of εv.Mises = 
0.066 and εv.Mises = 0.097 specimens with a change in loading direction of 45° show the lowest 
fracture strain, while the elastic-plastic transition is different for all specimens with a change in 
loading direction. This effect increases for higher pre-forming levels. At a pre-forming level of 
εv.Mises = 0.121 the fracture elongation of the specimen with a change in loading direction is almost 
the same. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Force-Displacement curves of the initial material and the three investigated pre-forming 

heights. 
 

As many researchers have found a significant influence of the pre-forming and a change in 
loading direction on the elastic-plastic transition, the onset of yielding is further examined. To 
determine the onset of yielding, three different methods are employed. Next to the classic Rp0,2%, 
depicted as YS0.2% two temperature based methods are also applied. The temperature is measured 
throughout the experiment using a PT1000 thermometer, see Fig. 3 (a). The onset of yielding was 
then determined at the temperature minimum (YSTmin) and at zero plastic strain (YS0). YS0 is 
calculated by fitting two regression lines into the first derivative of the temperature signal, see  
Fig. 3 (b). One line is fitted into the elastic region where the temperature is decreasing while the 
other line is fitted into the area around the temperature minimum where the derivative is zero. The 
onset of yielding is then determined at the intersection of the two lines and via an angle bisector. 
A closer description of this method can be found in Vitzthum et al. [10]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Experimental setup using the thermometer, (b) Determination of YS0 using the 

temperature derivative. 
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The onset of yielding is strongly dependent on a change in loading direction and the pre-forming 
level. The higher the pre-forming level, and when there is no change in loading direction, the closer 
the onset of yielding assessed by the three different methods is moving together. As soon as there 
is a change in loading direction, the temperature signal changes significantly. While specimens 
with no change in loading direction show a sharp temperature signal, almost like a V-shape, the 
specimens with a change in loading direction have a round temperature signal, almost like an 
U-shape, shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. (a) Onset of yielding for an initial specimen in 0° to the rolling direction, (b) Pre-formed 

specimen with no change in loading direction (IF0-PF0), (c) Pre-formed specimen with a change 
in loading direction by 90° (IF0-PF90). 

 
Looking at all results for the different angles and pre-forming heights, it can be seen, that the 

onset of yielding for the YS0.2% method is steadily increasing with increasing pre-forming level 
almost untouched by a change in loading direction, see Fig. 5 (a). The temperature-based results 
however, show a strong dependency on a change in loading direction as soon as a pre-forming 
took place, Fig. 5 (b) and (c). These results indicate that when a change in loading direction occurs 
after a pre-forming, some grains start to yield a lot earlier than others do. This leads to the smooth 
and round temperature signal. While the grains of specimens with no change in loading direction 
yield almost at the same time, leading to this sharp V-like shape. This effect is more substantial, 
the higher the pre-forming level is. 

 
Fig. 5. Results for the YS0.2% method (a), (b) for the temperature minimum and (c) for the YS0-

method. 
 
In the Nakajima experiments, for high pre-forming levels and a change in loading direction, 

shear failure is observed. When using the Time Dependent Evaluation Method (TDEM-method) a 
significant overestimation of the formability for such specimens is found, shown in Fig. 6 (b). The 
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evaluation of specimens with such a shear failure is performed by a modified TDEM-method, see 
Fig. 6 (a), which was already used in [8]. In Fig. 6, the two methods are shown for a 30 mm wide 
specimen with a change in loading direction of 45° (IF0-PF45) and a pre-forming level of εpre = 
0.193. 

 

 
Fig. 6. (a) Method used in Volk et al. [8] for Shear-Failure, (b) Time Dependent Evaluation 

Method [11]. 
 

The higher the pre-forming level, the more a change in loading direction influences the 
formability, see Fig. 7. For the pre-forming level with εpre = 0.151, the IF0-PF45 specimens show 
the lowest formability, this is different to the results for the HC340LAD [8]. The most severe 
influence was observed on the plane-strain post-forming and a change in loading direction by 90° 
(IF0-PF90) after a pre-forming of εpre = 0.193. Here, almost instant necking occurs. 

 
Fig. 7. (a) Forming Limit Curves for εpre = 0.097, (b) Forming Limit Curves for εpre = 0.151  

(c) Forming Limit Curves for εpre = 0.193. 
 

In comparison to the results for the micro-alloyed steel HC340LAD and the aluminium alloy 
AA6016-T4, the effect of a change in loading direction is somewhere in between. The HC340LAD 
showed a stronger dependency on the formability, see [8], while the AA6016-T4 showed almost 
no influence of a change in loading direction on the formability [12]. 

One reason for such a dependency on a change in loading direction might be the presence of 
voids. Asik et al. [13] found, that void growth and nucleation for a DP600 steel already takes place 
before the uniform elongation is reached. These voids primarily occur at inclusions and at the 
ferrite-martensite interface but also martensite cracking leads to the creation of voids. Due to the 
banded structure of the martensite inside the ferritic matrix, the damaged area is dependent on the 
loading direction. Gerstein et al. [14] investigated the voids after deformation of a DP600 using 
SEM – microscopy. Voids caused by plastic deformation have shown an elongated shape in the 
direction of loading. By using in-situ X-Ray microtomography Maire et al. [15] also found, that 
the biggest cavities in tensile test showed an elongated shape in the direction of loading. If the 
stress state has a higher triaxiality than that in the tensile test, the cavities are likely to become 
more isotropic. As the pre-forming state in this study is plane-strain, the voids might show that 
elongated appearance in the direction of the first loading step. This could explain the anisotropic 
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damage behaviour in the Nakajima experiments for specimens with a change in loading direction. 
In Fig. 8 the different fracture surfaces are shown. While the specimens with no change in loading 
direction (Fig. 8 a and d) show a ductile fracture with many small voids, the 30 mm wide specimens 
with a change in loading direction show almost a brittle fracture surface (Fig. 8 b and c). The 
number of voids is significantly reduced, compared to (Fig. 8 a). This can explain the reduced 
formability of the material as the ductility is reduced after a change in loading direction. For the 
plane-strain specimens with a width of 100 mm a different behaviour is observed. While the 
specimens with no change in loading direction (Fig. 8 d) show again a ductile fracture surface with 
many small voids, the specimens with a change in loading direction have considerably big voids 
caused by hard martensitic inclusions which can be seen in the big void in (Fig. 8 f). In between 
the vast voids, a shear behaviour is found where the big voids started to coalescence. The increased 
void growth and the coalescence of the voids could lead to the significant reduction in formability. 

 
Fig. 8. SEM-images for two different specimen widths (30 mm and 100 mm) and the three 

investigated post-loading directions IF0-PF0 (a,d), IF0-PF45 (b,e) and IF0-PF90 (c,f) for the 
pre-forming height of εpre = 0.193. 

Summary 
In this paper, the influence of a plane-strain preforming at different levels as well as a change in 
loading direction has been investigated. By using tensile and Nakajima tests, the impact on the 
mechanical properties like yield strength and fracture elongation as well as the Forming Limit 
Curve has been quantified. It is found, that a change in loading direction strongly affects the onset 
of yielding in tensile test by using temperature-based methods. This effect is not captured by using 
the classical YS0.2% method. This might be caused by the fact that some grain orientations start to 
yield earlier than others and therefore lead to a continuous increase in temperature and a U-shaped 
temperature signal. For specimens with no change in loading direction no such effect is observed. 
In fact, the two temperature-based methods, temperature minimum YSTmin and yield strength at 
zero strain YS0, are moving closer together. This indicates that the grains with different orientations 
almost yield at the same time, leading to a sharp elastic-plastic transition. 

For the Nakajima experiments, a strong effect on the formability after a certain level of pre-
forming is noticed. Especially on the left-hand side of the Forming Limit Curve, this influence was 
determined. As some of the specimens, mostly those with a significant loss of formability did not 
show a ductile necking failure but instead a shear failure, the Time Dependent Evaluation Method 
(TDEM-method) was not applicable. To determine the limit strains for those specimens, the same 
procedure as for the TDEM-method, but instead of the thickness reduction rate 𝜑𝜑3̇ the Major Strain 
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is used to fit the two regression lines. This method showed better results in comparison to the 
TDEM-method, which overestimates the limit strains for shear failure specimens. 

As voids caused by the pre-forming process might be the cause for this anisotropic behaviour, 
SEM-microscopy will be carried out with the pre-formed material in order to detect voids inside 
the material. In addition, the disposal of the voids is of interest as some researchers found that 
voids are aligned in certain directions.  
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Abstract. Increasingly stringent regulations force automotive manufacturers to reduce their 
product weights without compromising passenger safety. To overcome this problem, high strength 
steels are used that enable a higher payload capacity whilst reducing the plate thickness and overall 
weight. However, high strength steels are generally associated with lower formability and 
significantly greater springback compared to mild steels. In the current study, bendability 
characteristics of high strength S700MC steel in mild temperatures are investigated using V-
bending tests. A temperature range between 25°C and 650°C is analysed. Springback 
characteristics as well as hardness distribution along the thickness direction in the bent area is 
investigated for several bent samples. 
Introduction 
Due to the stricter demands in terms of greenhouse gas emission regulations, automotive 
manufacturers are forced to use lightweight solutions in their design. Two major approaches have 
been developed in sheet metal forming industry to reduce the thickness and hence weight of parts 
without compromising the safety and toughness [1]. The first one is to replace conventional 
materials with their higher strength counterparts and so to be able to carry the same loads using 
less material. However, due to the limitations in ductility of advanced high strength steels (AHSS) 
and ultra-high strength steels (UHSS), this strategy can be only used in comparatively simple 
geometries such as bumper reinforcements, door beams or seat tracks, which can be cold-formed 
using multiple stage bending or roll-forming processes. The second strategy is the application of a 
press hardening process where austenitized steels are hot-formed in a press and quenched in the 
same die system. That way, martensitic microstructure is obtained, resulting in strengths that 
exceed 1500 MPa in the produced parts without major formability problems [2]. Nevertheless, 
press hardening process is significantly more energy demanding than conventional stamping or 
deep drawing processes. In best-case scenario, more than 69% of the energy related to forming is 
consumed during the heating and related operations in press hardening [3]. 

There are multiple studies about formability and especially about bendability of steels. Recent 
ones focus on advanced high strength steels. Majority of the articles investigate critical bending 
angle and fracture formation depending on the used steels microstructure and mechanical 
properties. Four different failure types are defined for bending of steels, namely waviness with a 
flattening on the outside, ductile cuts, fine cracks and instable cracks [4]. Furthermore, it is 
reported that fracture formation starts during bending before reaching the maximum force in the 
process [5]. Moreover, regardless of microstructure, bendability of steels improves as strain 
hardening increases and resistance against crack formation getting higher [6-8]. However, all these 
studies are conducted at room temperature. 

To increase the energy efficiency of the forming operations and to be able to use high strength 
steels in the manufacturing of complex parts, it is intended to develop mild temperature forming 
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strategies for conventional high strength steels. The idea behind the mild temperature forming is 
to shape steels at a temperature level below austenitizing region. That way a decrease in strength 
and increase in formability is expected. Hence, springback can be reduced. Moreover, since the 
temperatures are kept below austenitizing region, minimum change is foreseen in microstructure 
and mechanical properties after forming process is finished and parts are cooled to room 
temperature. In the current study, bending characteristics of high strength steel S700MC is 
investigated at mild temperatures ranging from 25°C to 650°C. Springback after bending is 
evaluated. Moreover, mechanical properties are characterized using hardness measurements. 
Material and Methodology 
A hot-rolled structural high-strength steel sheet S700MC made for cold forming with a thickness 
of 4 mm has been used in the study. Mechanical properties and chemical composition of the 
material are given in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.  
 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of S700MC steel. 

Yield Strength Tensile Strength Elongation 
792.2 MPa 941.2 MPa 13.2% 

 
Table 2. Chemical composition of S700MC steel (in mass %). 

C Si Mn Ni Mo Fe 
0.78 0.083 1.94 0.15 0.168 balance 

 
Bending samples are prepared using shear-cutting with a length and width of 150 mm and 50 

mm, respectively. Width of the samples coincides with the rolling direction of the steel sheets.     
V-bending test are conducted on those samples according to the ISO 7438:2020 standard. A 
bending die with an angle of 90° is prepared for this purpose. Since mild steels are usually bent 
with a r/t ratio of 1, the same ratio is used in the experiments. Die system is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. V-bending die system. 

 
Bending tests are conducted at room temperature and additionally at elevated temperatures 

ranging from 150°C to 650°C with increments of 100°C. Induction heating is used to heat the 
samples in bending region. Temperature of the samples are measured with a laser sensor during 
heating. A hydraulic press with a capacity of 400 tons is used for forming tests. Motion control 
mode is used and ram speed is set constant to 40 mm /sec. Dwell time at lower dead center is set 
to 2 seconds. All samples are cleaned with acetone prior to bending. No lubrication is used. 
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All bending tests are repeated at least three times. Springback on all samples are measured using 
mechanical angle gauge with a precision of 0.1°. Crack formation on outer side of the bent samples 
are investigated with optical microscopy and dye-penetrant testing. 

All bent samples are cut in the middle section. The cross section is ground with sand papers 
between P400 and P2500 grit. Afterwards, surfaces are polished with 6 µm and 1 µm diamond 
solution. Prepared surfaces are etched with 4% Nital solution for approximately 10 seconds. 
Microstructure of the bent section is investigated using optical microscopy (Nikon Eclipse 
LV150).  

Strain hardening behavior of the samples in the bending region along the thickness direction is 
characterized using Vickers hardness measurements according to ISO 6507-1 with a load of 500 g 
and dwell time of 15 seconds (Future-Tech FM-700e).  
Results and Discussion 
Outside section of samples bent at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. A clear crack 
formation is observed on samples formed at temperatures below 550°C. There are multiple reasons 
for the crack formation. At room temperature, ductility of the material is not sufficient to 
accomplish the bending. However, when the temperature is increased, material enters the blue 
brittleness region. Therefore, it becomes highly brittle and blue cracks are observed. Apparently, 
the investigated material exits the blue brittleness region at 550°C and crack free samples are 
generated at temperatures above that level. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Outside section of the bent samples at different temperatures. 

 
Side view of the bent samples are shown in Fig. 3. Thanks to the low r/t ratio, springback value 

of sample bent at room temperature is comparatively low at 90.6°. At temperatures higher than 
150°C, no springback is observed in the bent samples. In the die-design process, every bending 
angle above 90° is a challenge. Even though springback at room temperature of the investigated 
case is low, it necessitates a certain over-bending. Since there is no springback at elevated 
temperatures, it is seen as major advantage of mild temperature forming of S700MC steel. 
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Fig. 3. Side view of bent samples at different temperatures. 

 
Optical microscopy results are shown in Fig. 4. Initial microstructure of S700MC steel is 

predominantly in ferritic-pearlitic form. This structure remains the same after bending at all 
temperatures. Since all investigated temperatures were below A1 level, austenitizing of the 
microstructure was not expected. Moreover, there isn’t any significant change in the grain size. 
This is attributed to the fast heating and cooling of the material prior and after bending. During 
heating of steels below A1 temperature, recovery and recrystallization is expected which yields in 
dislocation density drop and grain growth. However, both of those processes are time dependent. 
Thanks to rapid heating and cooling, recrystallization wasn’t observed in the microstructure.  

Optical microscopy investigations also reveal that there are buckling marks on the inside of 
samples bent at room temperature. Those marks may act as stress concentration points in repeated 
loading conditions and reduce fatigue life significantly. However, no sign of buckling is observed 
at samples bent at 550°C and 650°C. It is seen as an important advantage of forming at mild 
temperature for S700MC steel. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Microstructure of bent samples. 
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An important aspect of mild temperature bending of high strength steels is the mechanical 
properties after forming. Steels formed at room temperature are expected to exhibit a certain 
amount of strain hardening. As a result, static strength of the parts increases. Strength change can 
be characterized using hardness measurements [9]. In the current study, Vickers hardness of bent 
samples along thickness direction in bent are is measured. Results are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Hardness distribution along thickness direction. 

 
It is clear from Fig. 5 that the neutral axis of all investigated samples are shifted about 0.5 mm 

inwards. As we move away from the neutral axis both inwards and outwards, strength of the 
investigated steel increases due to strain hardening. Since strain value on the outside is higher due 
to neutral axis shift, hardness level on the outside is approximately 7% higher compared to inside 
section. When the bending temperature is increased to 550°C, a more significant strain hardening 
is observed in the bent area. Usually, if temperature of steels is increased, first recovery and later 
recrystallization is expected. As a result, decline in dislocation density and grain growth occurs. 
Therefore, strength of steels decrease. However, in the investigated case, a more significant 
strength increase is observed in samples bent at 550°C compared to the ones bent at room 
temperature. Underlying reason for that increase should be investigated more in detail using 
microstructural analysis. 

When hardness distribution of the sample bent at 650°C is compared to the one bent at 550°C, 
a drop in hardness is observed which is less than 10%. All these investigations suggest a strain 
hardening in the investigated steel even at elevated temperatures. 
Summary 
In the current study, bending characteristics of hot-rolled structural high-strength steel sheet 
S700MC made for cold forming is investigated at mild temperatures. Studied temperatures are 
kept below austenitizing temperature to decrease the energy requirement of the bending operation 
while increasing the formability characteristics. Following conclusions are drawn: 

• Increase in temperature enables better formability and reduced crack formation risk for 
S700MC steel. 

• Crack formation on the outside of the samples formed at temperatures up to 450°C is 
observed which is due to the blue brittleness of the material in that region  

• Reduced springback is observed as the bending temperature increases.  
• A significant hardness increase is observed in the samples bent at 550°C and 650°C 

compared to the ones bent at room temperature. 
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• In the outer and inner region of all bent samples, an increase in hardness is observed 
which indicates a strain hardening despite the rise in temperatures. 

• No grain growth is observed in the samples bent at elevated temperatures. 
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Abstract. This study presents a possible stress-based limit theory regarding the wrinkling 
occurrence of clamped surfaces. There are several theorems that describe the buckling and/or the 
wrinkling phenomenon in different forms and conditions, but a general description, which would 
represent the limit state of wrinkling in sheet metal forming still does not exist according to the 
authors knowledge. This could be particularly important for the finite element simulations that are 
mostly used for process minoring purposes. However, some software work with body elements is 
suitable for the representation of wrinkles, users do not receive information about how close a 
process is to the wrinkling limit, or how it is affected by the input parameters. This is even less 
estimable if shell, or membrane elements are used in a finite element code. In this work, a purely 
analytical calculation for the wrinkling limit stress of clamped surfaces is carried out, i.e., when 
blank holder tool acts on the sheet. To take into consideration the effect of the normal pressure, 
Wang and Cao’s proposal was used. After expressing the critical stress by its major and minor 
principal components using anisotropic yield criteria, a novel illustration method of the wrinkling 
limit has become available and is published in this article. 
Introduction 
During the manufacturing of complex sheet parts in the press shop, necking or facture and the 
geometrical defects (like wrinkling and springback) are the most frequent failure modes [1]. 
Necking or fracture and wrinkling take place during the forming process, however springback can 
be considered as a post-forming defect. Although the occurrence of necking and fracture are deeply 
studied and different limit theorems are already introduced with the aim of process monitoring, 
wrinkling is less researched. Or at least, an accepted wrinkling limit theory for general cases (e.g., 
when blank holder also works) is not yet available, with the use of which one can monitor how 
close a process is to the risk of wrinkling. In this study a proposal can be seen for the stress-based 
wrinkling limit determination of clamped surfaces, using the basis of Wang and Cao’s theory [2,3]. 

Most of the studies that cover the limits of formability, where the failure of a component is 
considered under different stress conditions and then the material behavior is summarized into one 
diagram, are directed to the classical forming limit diagram (FLD). This tool is accepted for 
necking evaluation in general by the sheet forming society. The FLD indicates the limit of global 
formability from shearing up to biaxial failure [4,5], i.e., the failure risk in negative (compression) 
stress states is less discussed in detail. Nevertheless, remarkable improvements have been made in 
the past, both on the practical determination [6] and the theoretical description [7] of the FLD. To 
this article, the development of the stress-based forming limit diagram proposed by Stoughton and 
Zhu [8] has a special importance, which calculation method partially forms the basis of the stress 
components’ calculations applied in this manuscript. 

In the respect of compression generated failure modes, the wrinkling is particularly problematic 
on sheet workpieces that require aesthetic appearance. Besides, wrinkles formed in the first 
drawing step can cause unpleasant complications in a subsequent press forming operation, too. 
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Some of the parameters affecting this phenomenon are the stress state, the initial work piece 
geometry and the blank holder force. The latter one was analytically described by Ju and Johnson 
in an energy-based model [9] and was later used for discussing the behavior of axisymmetric drawn 
parts by Agrawal et al. [10]. The biggest drawback of this model is that it only works for cylindrical 
geometry. 

Wang and Cao's article [2] lighted up a different, but also energy-based theorem, in which they 
proposed the calculation of the deformation energy of a completely flat sheet and a buckled sheet 
to judge the critical wrinkling conditions. The main advantage of this model is that it does not 
depend directly on the geometry, thus it is useful to any component geometry. They defined both 
the critical wrinkling stress as well as the optimal blank holder pressure that need to eliminate 
wrinkling, using the equations of anisotropic plasticity, expanded for different stress states in [3]. 

It should be also noted that, although the definition of rupture is perhaps exact even now, the 
onset of wrinkling is still based on individual subjective judgement. It is therefore necessary to 
define a preliminary boundary condition that is considered as the criterion of wrinkling. For 
example, in Wang and Cao’s work, the transition from semi-sinusoidal to completely sinusoidal 
characteristic of surface wrinkles was nominated to the analytical condition. However, Hutchinson 
and Neale [11] developed an exact, purely theoretical equation (not detailed here), which states 
that wrinkling occurs when the sum of the bending stress and the stress resultants from buckling 
and stretching is zero, it is still not yet implemented in practice. 

In this study, a possible way for wrinkling risk calculation is presented to define a wrinkling 
limit diagram that can serve as an input boundary for the design of forming processes. We base 
our claims on previous experimental investigations and numerical simulations, which are only 
partially addressed here.  
Description of the Wrinkling Behavior  
The analytical calculation of wrinkling limit criterion was carried out based on the proposals of 
Wang and Cao [2,3]. In this methodology, the critical, equivalent wrinkling stress can be obtained 
by the strain energy difference of a perfectly flat sheet (E0) and a buckled sheet (Eb), during a 
deformation process. If negative stress acts on the edge of the component, i.e., for example on the 
flange of a drawn workpiece, wrinkling can develop if the strain energy of buckling is the larger 
one. However, when blank holder is applied during a deep drawing process, the optimum of the 
external work of the blank holder (W) is exactly the same as the difference of the two mentioned 
energy terms:  

𝑊𝑊 =  𝐸𝐸0 −  𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏    (1) 

Assuming that the external work of the blank holder can be mathematically described in the 
knowledge of the normal force and the buckling deflection, as well as the normal force itself is a 
non-linear function of the buckled height (δ), the normal pressure can be expressed in the following 
form, according to [2]:  

𝑝𝑝 =  3(𝐸𝐸0−𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏)
4𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

    (2) 

This is the case of a simplified, rectangular flat blank, which has L length, w width and s 
thickness (see Fig. 1). Applying the deduction of the energy terms based on [2,3], in which Swift 
hardening law [12] and Hill48 anisotropic plastic potential [13] was used, each energy members 
can be obtained according to Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. 

𝐸𝐸0 =  1
𝛿𝛿∬𝜎𝜎� 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀  ̅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =  𝐾𝐾𝛿𝛿𝐾𝐾

𝑛𝑛+1
(𝜀𝜀0 + 𝑐𝑐1𝜀𝜀10)𝑛𝑛+1    (3) 
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𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 =  2𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾
𝑛𝑛+1

�𝑐𝑐2𝐾𝐾
2

+ (𝜀𝜀0 + 𝑐𝑐3) � 1
𝑚𝑚2𝛿𝛿

+ 𝐾𝐾
2
��
𝑛𝑛+1

∙ � 1
𝑚𝑚2𝛿𝛿

+ 𝐾𝐾
2
�
−𝑛𝑛
∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)    (4) 

In these functions, K, ε0 and n refer to the constants of the Swift hardening law, while c1, c2 and 
c3 are material parameters considering the plastic anisotropy and the stress state. The frequency of 
the wave mode is given by m. 

With combining Eq. 1-4, the optimal blank holder pressure can be obtained by a purely 
analytical formula, which contains practically understandable material parameters as well as the ut 
edge displacement and the L length of the blank: 

𝑝𝑝 =  3𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾
4(𝑛𝑛+1)𝛿𝛿

��𝜀𝜀0 + 𝑐𝑐1𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 �1 − 2𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡
𝛿𝛿
��
𝑛𝑛+1

− 2
𝛿𝛿
�𝑐𝑐2𝐾𝐾
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+ (𝜀𝜀0 + 𝑐𝑐3) ∙ � 1
𝑚𝑚2𝛿𝛿

+ 𝐾𝐾
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��
𝑛𝑛+1

∙ � 1
𝑚𝑚2𝛿𝛿

+ 𝐾𝐾
2
�
−𝑛𝑛
∙

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)�    (5) 

It means that the critical edge displacement (or the critical, normalized edge displacement utcr/L) 
for a given component length has to be known to obtain the critical normal pressure, which needs 
to eliminate wrinkling. Wang and Cao defined this critical value at the transition point, where half 
sinusoid wave form changes to a complete sinusoid wave form. With performing the above 
analysis (Eq. 1-5) by continuously changing L lengths (L1, L2, …, Li), intersecting curves will be 
output, at which the transition points will determine the edge displacement dependent function of 
the critical normal pressure:  

𝑝𝑝1 �𝐿𝐿1, 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝛿𝛿
� −  𝑝𝑝2 �𝐿𝐿2, 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝛿𝛿
� = 0 (6) 

 

Fig. 1. A simplified, rectangular buckled sheet, affected by tension and compression stresses 
(the ut edge displacement is interpreted along the L direction). 

 
Assuming that the equivalent plastic strain is direct function of the edge displacement and the 

stress state, it can be expressed from the associated flow rule that belongs to the Hill48 yield 
criterion, i.e.,  

𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =  𝑐𝑐1 ∙ ln �1 − 2𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝛿𝛿
�    (7) 

In Eq. 7, c1 parameter follows from the anisotropic criterion of yielding and embodies the effect 
of the stress state (α), too. 
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𝑐𝑐1 =  � 1+𝑟𝑟
1+2𝑟𝑟

∙ �1 + 𝑟𝑟(1+𝛼𝛼)2+ (𝛼𝛼+𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟−𝑟𝑟)2

(1+𝑟𝑟−𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟)2 �    (8) 

The stress ratio is calculated as the ratio of the minor and the major principal stresses: 

𝛼𝛼 =  −𝜎𝜎2
𝜎𝜎1

    (9) 

Now, the critical wrinkling stress can be considered as the equivalent stress, and it can be given 
in the function of the normal pressure. This fact also means that the critical pressure needs to 
eliminate wrinkling became known for any equivalent stress values that may be experienced in a 
deformable workpiece.  

𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟 = 𝐾𝐾� 1+𝑟𝑟
1+𝛼𝛼2+𝑟𝑟(1−𝛼𝛼)2  �𝜀𝜀0 + 𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 �1 − 2𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝛿𝛿
��
𝑛𝑛

    (10) 

Proposal for the Wrinkling Limit Stress Diagram 
For a given material, the hardening parameters (K, ε0, n) and the average anisotropy coefficient (r) 
are constants in Eq. (10). Therefore, the slope of the σcr-pcr curve only depends on the stress state. 
Fig. 2 shows an example for the calculated σcr-pcr values of DC04 steel sheet, in which diagrams 
the equivalent stress is the same but the α stress ratio changes from -1/0.01 up to -1/1.0. The applied 
material parameters (K, ε0, n and r) are listed slightly below in Table 1. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The critical stress – critical pressure functions for different stress ratios. 

 
Now it can be observed that α = -1/0.01 belongs to the nearly pure compression (the 

denominator cannot be zero) that exists on the outer sheet edge. With α = -1/1.00, the tension stress 
component is the same than the compression stress. At the surrounding regions of the inner edge 
of a drawn part, α = -1/0.20…+1/2.00 are typical values according to finite element simulations.  

Considering the above phenomenon, the critical stress can therefore be determined for any 
blank holder pressure and for any stress ratio. Since the stress ratio is known for all coordinate 
points of a real workpiece in a finite element simulation, the risk of wrinkling can now be expressed 
as the function of the location coordinate. This does not only mean that the process monitoring can 
be achieved after implementing the curves of Fig. 2 into a finite element code (which is very time 
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consuming and complicated), but a clear and well-understandable limit diagram can also be created 
similar to the FLD. To do this, first, the stress ratio dependent relationship between the critical 
stress and the normal pressure should be determined analytically. Based on our experiences, it can 
be solved by simple power laws (Eq. 11), since the normal pressure is directly dependent on the 
amount of the plastic strain (see Eq. 3 – 5).   

𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝛼𝛼) = 𝛾𝛾 ∙ 𝑝𝑝𝜁𝜁   (11) 

In Eq. 11, the stress state dependent critical wrinkling stress is only expressed by two 
parameters. This model (continuous lines in Fig. 2) has relatively good agreement with the 
calculated points (dots in Fig. 2) in the practical range of the blank holder pressure. The regression 
coefficients of the power law curves are about R2 = 0.984…0.994 for the different stress states. 

Knowing the critical stress and the stress ratio, the associated, principal stress components can 
be calculated using an arbitrary yield criterion. Here we assume plain stress state, since the binder 
pressure is close to zero in practice (~2 … 8 𝑁𝑁

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2), thus it is much smaller than the tension (σ1) and 
much higher than the compression (-σ2) stresses (only exception is the outer edge where 𝜎𝜎1  ≈ 0). 
Because Wang and Cao used the Hill48 quadratic yield function during the derivations of the 
energy terms, it is obvious to use it now, too. Although, there is not much difference in using other 
yield function, for example Yld89, as we shall see later. 

Hill derived his suggestion for the yielding of anisotropic sheet metals on the basis of the von 
Mises yield criterion [1]. If the anisotropy axes coincide with the principal axes, the proposed 
model in plane stress state can be expressed in the following form:  

2𝑓𝑓(𝝈𝝈) = 𝐻𝐻(𝜎𝜎2 − 𝜎𝜎1)2 + 𝐺𝐺𝜎𝜎12 + 𝐹𝐹𝜎𝜎22 = 1   (12) 

The relationship between the yield constants and the plastic strain ratios can be obtained by 
using the associated flow rule, 

𝐻𝐻
𝐺𝐺

=  𝑟𝑟0;  𝐻𝐻
𝐹𝐹

=  𝑟𝑟90    (13) 

The yielding point at uniaxial loading (𝜎𝜎� =  𝜎𝜎1 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 𝜎𝜎2 = 0) can be taken into account as 

2𝑓𝑓(𝝈𝝈) = 𝐻𝐻 �1 + 1
𝑟𝑟0
� 𝜎𝜎�2  (14) 

and hence the yield criterion can be defined through the plastic strain ratios: 

𝜎𝜎�2(𝑟𝑟0 + 1) =  𝑟𝑟0(𝜎𝜎2 − 𝜎𝜎1)2 + 𝜎𝜎12 + 𝑟𝑟0
𝑟𝑟90
𝜎𝜎22  (15) 

After some rearrangement and introducing α, we get 

𝜎𝜎� =  𝜎𝜎1��1 + 𝛼𝛼2 �𝑟𝑟0(1+𝑟𝑟90)
𝑟𝑟90(1+𝑟𝑟0)� − 2𝛼𝛼 𝑟𝑟0

1+𝑟𝑟0
�    (16) 

Finally, the minor principal stress can be obtained by Eq. 9. 
In the case of the Yld89 yield criterion, the determination of the principal stress components is 

originated from the equation of  

𝑓𝑓(𝝈𝝈) =  𝑡𝑡|𝐾𝐾1 + 𝐾𝐾2|𝑀𝑀 + 𝑡𝑡|𝐾𝐾1 − 𝐾𝐾2|𝑀𝑀 + 𝑐𝑐|2𝐾𝐾2|𝑀𝑀 =  2𝜎𝜎�𝑀𝑀   (17) 
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in which  

𝐾𝐾1 =  𝜎𝜎1+ℎ𝜎𝜎2
2

  (18) 

𝐾𝐾2 =  ��𝜎𝜎1−ℎ𝜎𝜎2
2

�
2

+ 𝑝𝑝2𝜎𝜎122      (19) 

If the coordinate system coincides with the principal directions, the shear stress and hence 𝑝𝑝2𝜎𝜎122  
can be neglected, and the terms in brackets are simplified as follows:  

𝐾𝐾1 + 𝐾𝐾2 =  𝜎𝜎1    

𝐾𝐾1 − 𝐾𝐾2 =  ℎ𝜎𝜎2    (20) 

Incorporating Eq. 20 into Eq. 17, the Yld89 yield theory will reduce to  

𝑓𝑓(𝝈𝝈) =  𝑡𝑡|𝜎𝜎1|𝑀𝑀 + 𝑡𝑡|ℎ𝜎𝜎2|𝑀𝑀 + 𝑐𝑐|𝜎𝜎1 − ℎ𝜎𝜎2|𝑀𝑀 =  2𝜎𝜎�𝑀𝑀 (21) 

and the relationship between the major principal stress and the equivalent stress can be 
expressed using the stress ratio (α) again: 

𝜎𝜎1 �
1
2

[𝑡𝑡 + 𝑡𝑡|ℎ𝛼𝛼|𝑀𝑀 + 𝑐𝑐|1 − ℎ𝛼𝛼|𝑀𝑀]�
1
𝑀𝑀 =  𝜎𝜎�    (22) 

The constants a, c and h can be determined from the strain ratios [14], while the minor principal 
stress component can be calculated from Eq. 10 again. 

As a result of the derivations detailed above, the wrinkling criterion can be edited in the stress 
space analytically, which, like the FLD, provides a transparent method for process monitoring. As 
an example, the results obtained by the principal stresses’ calculations for both the Hill48 and the 
Yld89 criteria can be seen in Fig. 3.  

To this figure, the mechanical parameters of the applied DC04 sheet were characterized by 
tensile tests, and the necessary values are summarized in Table 1. (The data acquisition is not 
detailed here.) 

 
Table 1. applied material parameters. 

 K ε0 n r0 r90 
DC04 578 0.017 0.220 1.823 2.380 
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Fig. 3. Stress-based wrinkling limit curves calculated based on the Hill48 and the Yld89 yield 
criteria. The normal pressure value is 2.5 N/mm2 for both cases. 

 
It is worth mentioning that the calculated curves in Fig. 3 belong to 𝑝𝑝 = 2.5 𝑁𝑁

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2 normal 
pressure. Since it was introduced that the wrinkling limit stress is the function of the blank holder 
pressure, the wrinkling limit diagram should be interpreted as a curve family, instead of one curve. 
With the shifting of the limit curve, both the effect of the stress state and the blank holder pressure 
can be visualized, as well as the limit values can be compared with numerical results. Fig. 4 shows 
the calculated limit curves of the DC04 sheet for three different blank holder pressures. In the 
graph, numerically obtained stress points from the outer edge of a drawn cup are also seen, just 
after the time step when wrinkles appear in the simulation at lower blank holder forces.  
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Fig. 4. Stress-based wrinkling limit curves for three different blank holder pressures and 

numerical points from a drawn part’s flange. The pressure values are given in N/mm2 in the 
graph, the applied blank holder pressure was 5 N/mm2 in the simulation (no visible wrinkles). 
 
The simulation was carried out in Simufact Forming 2021.1 software. The input material 

parameters are listed in Table 1, next to which Coulomb friction coefficient was used with the 
value of 0.12 on the die side and 0.20 on the punch side. The initial element size was 1.4 mm, and 
the sheet was discretized to three layers in the thickness direction that resulted in a total number 
of 6696 sheet mesh elements for a diameter Ø66 mm initial blank with 1 mm sheet thickness. The 
simulation results’ validation was done by cup drawing tests supported by digital imagine 
correlation system, but a detailed insight to the measurements is not possible due to the limited 
content of the paper. The geometrical data of the tests are following. Punch diameter and radius: 
Ø33.0 mm and 5 mm; die diameter and radius: Ø35.4 mm and 5 mm (1.2 mm clearance). The 
applied blank holder pressure for the simulation results of Fig. 4 was 5 N/mm2. 
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Consequently, it can be observed that the numerically obtained points form the outer perimeter 
of the flange are far above the limit curve of 1 N/mm2 blank holder pressure, thus wrinkling is 
expected next to this value. At the same time, the stress points more or less fall below the limit 
curve of 5 N/mm2, and wrinkles exist neither in the simulation, nor in the practice with this setting. 
Naturally, this analysis can be performed for any location point of a drawn part, although above α 
= 1/1.0 stress ratio, we do not think it make sense in terms of wrinkling.  

It is also visible that the critical stress seems to be reached earlier at the inner region of the 
flange, since the decrease of the stress ratio causes the decrease of the compression stress, too. In 
this way authors recognize that this may lead to controversy and are currently working on the 
possible development of the theory.  
Summary 
With the calculation and then the allocation of the critical equivalent stress that causes wrinkling 
at a given blank holder pressure as indicated in this article, an easy-to-understand diagram was 
edited in the major and minor stresses’ coordinate system. This diagram is logically consistent 
with the forming limit curve (either strain-, or stress-based), since it is also stress state dependent, 
but takes into consideration the blank holder pressure, too. Despite the simplifications during the 
calculations, the results that show the wrinkling risk at any specimen locations are comparable to 
the practical blank holder values. In addition, applying this criterion in a finite element code, the 
process monitoring from the perspective of wrinkling could become possible. 
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Abstract. Lightweight solutions will become increasingly necessary for the next generation of 
passenger cars. Applications of age-hardenable high strength aluminium material can be superior 
to traditional low strength alloys, especially if the processing of the parts itself is cost effective. 
Sheet forming of aluminium at elevated temperatures has been addressed in the current work. 
Warm forming directly after solution heat treatment can eliminate several process steps and reduce 
cycle time in the production of light weight load bearing car components. However, this is not 
straight forward as 6xxx alloys need minimum critical cooling rate to achieve the full potential of 
precipitation hardening. The technical forming methods must take this into the thermomechanical 
setup during the process steps of handling, lubrication, deformation, and final ageing. Elevated 
forming temperatures, more likely warm than hot show high formability of the alloys. Further, a 
short artificial ageing time demonstrate required strength and fatigue capacity in real components. 
Reduction of the deformation temperature to below 300°C is still favourable when lubrication for 
serial production is the issue. The modified thermomechanical method is appropriate for achieving 
accurate geometrical tolerances, uniform properties, and high productivity for aluminium 
automotive parts. The paper describes a feasibility study and method development for forming of 
sheet material of hardenable aluminium alloys at intermediate temperatures.  
Introduction 
Forming at elevated temperatures (>500°C) has been demonstrated earlier by reference [1] and [2] 
and showed advantages compared to traditional cold forming with respect to spring back, 
formability, and microstructural control. Forming of aluminium blanks is commonly carried out 
cold in soft annealed temper (O-temper), which provides very good and tight tolerances. Annealing 
for O-temper is time consuming and thus requires high energy consumption. Additionally, O-
temper parts needs new heat treatment to reach T6 properties with challenges to keep tolerances 
and microstructure within expectations. Jensrud et al. developed a new profile shaping technique 
for manufacturing of automotive components in as quenched condition (W-temper). This gives a 
good formability and a reduction in processing time due to in-line heat treatment integrated with 
the mechanical operation [3]. This method is a measure of efficiency.  
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Fig. 1. The process route of forming in W-temper [5]. 

 
Forming prior to age hardening may also advantageously be carried out at elevated temperatures. 
Hot forming of aluminium has been widely explored and gives a further improved formability and 
productivity. A process with integrated forming and hardening has been proposed where the blank 
is simultaneously formed and quenched from solution heat treatment before artificial ageing [1,4]. 
This proved to be an effective process in terms of formability, efficiency, spring-back and 
properties. However, challenges with lubrication are encountered that results in sticking and 
thinning.  

This research has been conducted in the framework of the above-mentioned work, except that 
hot forming is replaced by warm forming. Hot forming is defined as deformation at elevated 
temperatures below the recrystallization temperature [5]. This new proposal includes the integrated 
forming and quenching step with the alteration that the forming and final quenching happens as 
the material has reached an intermediate temperature of 200-300°C. Warm forming will provide a 
more controllable friction regime compared to hot forming and still obtains a low flow restriction 
and sufficient ductility. The deformation hardening mechanism combined with precipitation 
hardening is not well understood. The key mechanisms in age hardening of alloys deformed in W-
temper are the interactions between dislocations, vacancies and formation of Guinier Preston (GP) 
zones, i.e. the first stage of precipitation hardening [6,7]. The contribution of each mechanism in 
age hardening after warm forming should be considered. As self-diffusion of dislocations increases 
with increasing temperatures, it would be reasonable to believe that the dislocations are annihilated 
during warm forming and therefore does not provide any strength contribution. However, whether 
the exposure time to high temperatures after forming are long enough for the dislocations to 
annihilate is not known.  

In this paper, the quench sensitivity of relevant alloys has been carefully considered to obtain 
the required mechanical properties of load bearing automotive components. The limitations and 
latitude of the quenching step has been identified. 

The sheet material evaluated is within AA6010 with a thickness of 5.3 mm. In this work it has 
been developed a process by a press quench tooling set-up integrated with heat treatment 
capability. The formability of the sheets is investigated by forming experiments performed in flat 
tool with subsequent testing of mechanical properties [8]. In this thermo-mechanical process, the 
solution heat treatment sequence of the material is a pre-process of the blank before the forming 
step with direct ageing from the press operation as the last step.  
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Method Development 
The experimental setup requires proper control of time and temperature. During this method 
development, the cooling rate was measured with a thermo-logger that collected data with 0.1s 
intervals before the data was used for time control of the cooling. To select parameters for the 
forming trials, several experiments were designed and conducted at a laboratory scale. The 
experiments were intended to map cooling rate, quench sensitivity and resulting properties of the 
selected material. The cooling rates are so fast that it is difficult to manually stop the cooling or 
form at the correct temperatures during cooling. A manageable cooling rate had to be found that 
would not compromise the hardening of the material. Small sheet samples were cooled with 
different media; water, steel, compressed air, still air and insulated material. It was found that 
cooling the sheet between two steel plates gives a suitable cooling rate for the lab simulation of 
the process. The measured cooling rates for the different cooling media are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Measured cooling rates for samples cooled from SHT in different cooling media. 

Cooling medium Cooling rate (°C/s) 

Water 310 
Closed steel 37 
Open steel 18 
Compressed air 10 
Insulation 1.7 

 
The selected cooling method still gives a high cooling rate so that manual handling of the sample 
during the experiments is difficult. To enable forming at elevated temperatures the cooling rate 
had to be slightly reduced to maintain temperature control when approaching the forming 
temperatures of 200-300°C, this can be achieved by cooling the samples in heated steel plates. A 
cooling tool was built as two steel plates with hinges and a handle that is heated in the oven to 
100°C. After solution heat treatment, the samples are placed between the heated steel plates and 
cooled to the selected intermediate temperatures before being transported to the press for 
deformation and subsequent ageing. This process was validated by comparing the mechanical 
properties with a traditional process route shown in Table 2. The mechanical properties are not 
severely affected with the new proposed process route. Illustrations of the hot forming process 
route and the warm forming process route are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Process route for hot forming. 
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Fig. 3. Process route for warm forming. 

 
Table 2. Comparison of mechanical properties after hot forming, warm forming and T6 

condition with no deformation as reference. 

 
Yield 

strength 
(MPa) 

Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 

Ag 
(%) 

A 
(%) 

Hardness 
HV10 

Warm forming route 360 382 7.1 11.5 132 
Hot forming route 354 373 7.9 13.9 130 

Reference 364 382 7.5 12.6 135 
 
At this point most process parameters have been selected and verified. The parameters for solution 
heat treatment, natural ageing and artificial ageing were selected based on the current industrial 
processes. Furthermore, the optimal forming temperature had to be found by investigation of all 
aspects of the material response to the process of forming at intermediate temperatures. The 
following experiments were conducted to find the influence on strength, ductility, anisotropy, and 
formability. After solution heat treatment, samples were cooled in a suitable manner and formed 
at 25°C (water quench), 100°C (between dies in the press), 200°C (cooling tool), 300°C (cooling 
tool) and 400°C (dies in the press). The samples were formed in a flat pressing tool by compression 
of 15% with a forming speed of 59 mm/s. 

After solution heat treatment the different conditions were analysed by tensile testing, shear 
testing and tear testing. The presented results are the averages from 3 parallel samples with 
standard deviations represented by error bars. 
Results and Discussion 
The tensile test results from samples being formed at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5. The results show stable tensile strength and significant variations in yield strength. The 
elongation does not seem to have been severely affected by the different cases. This indicates that 
there is no significant reduction in tensile strength due to an altered cooling sequence. The 
contributions of hardening mechanisms are complex, and it would require TEM investigations to 
identify the strengthening precipitates for each deformation temperature. As the forming 
temperatures are varying, the cooling sequences are also different. The precipitation mechanisms 
might differ for the different conditions. It is reasonable to assume that the distributions of 
precipitation and dislocations vary with temperature, which may explain the reduction in yield 
strength for the case of deformation at 200°C. However, for this alloy and the tested conditions the 
varying contribution of mechanisms do not seem to have diminished the final properties of the 
material.  
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Another possible explanation to the small variations in the final properties of the material after 
deformation at elevated temperatures might be the high cooling rate during forming. The 
temperatures of the material at the end of deformation are not known. The cooling rate between 
cold dies and with applied force is high, and there is a possibility the samples have reached room 
temperature before the deformation is finished. In that case, the same hardening mechanisms 
would apply for all cases. However, with a die speed of 59mm/s and a deformation of 15%, the 
deformation is finished after 0.01s. This is not enough time for the samples to reach room 
temperature before the deformation is complete. Although, if the material temperature would be 
low at the end of deformation, the same would apply in a forming operation of larger scale as the 
sheet thickness would be the equal and have the same temperature gradient as in these experiments.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Results from tensile tests of different forming conditions. Yield strength (Rp0,2) and tensile 

strength (Rm). 
 
The elongation shown in Fig. 5 is not significantly affected by deformation temperature compared 
to cold forming. Ideally, the ductility should be improved at elevated forming temperatures, but it 
seems that hot forming is required for a slight increase in elongation. However, it is beneficial that 
severe reduction in elongation is not observed.  

 
Fig. 5. Results from tensile tests of different forming conditions. Fracture elongation (A) and 

elongation at maximum force (Ag). 
 
Shear testing were performed according to ASTM B831-05. A notched, rectangular specimen is 
subjected to a single shear force to failure in a fixture using a tensile test machine. The shear 
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strength is the maximum force required to fracture the sample. Three parallels were tested for each 
condition. The results from shear testing are shown in Fig. 6, i.e. the average shear strength with 
standard deviation for the different quenching and forming conditions. The shear test shows the 
fracture shear strength. Insignificant differences are observed for the shear strength of the different 
conditions. There is a large variation for the undeformed condition which was water quenched.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Shear test results from samples deformed at different temperatures. Average shear 

strength with standard deviation. 
 

Table 3. Results from shear tests. 

 
 

Tear tests were performed according to ASTM B871-1 and involves a single edge notched 
specimen that is statically loaded through pin loading holes. The test is an indicator of toughness 
and provides a comparative measure of resistance to unstable fracture. The tear test shows the 
ability of a material to absorb plastic deformation and can reveal significant reduction in toughness. 
The tear strength shown in Fig. 7 is reduced for intermediate forming temperatures.  The samples 
being water quenched and quenched in a cold tool have a higher tear strength than the samples 
being pre-cooled in the cooling tool. This indicates that the cooling rate affects the toughness of 
the material as the cooling rate is slower for the samples cooled in the cooling tool.  
 

No def. Water 246
20°C Water 243

100°C Cold dies 240
200°C Cooling tool 243
250°C Cooling tool 239
300°C Cooling tool 237
400°C Cold dies 244

Shear tests

Forming 
temperature

Cooling 
medium

Shear 
Strength 

(MPa)
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Fig. 7. Tear test results from samples formed at different temperatures. Average tear strength 

with standard deviation. 
 

Table 4. Tear test results, average tear strength. 

 
 
When comparing the tear test results with the tensile test results, the reduction in tear strength 
applies to the same conditions that show increased work hardening. Hence, the total performance 
of the material at all forming temperatures argue for a capable method and material. There are no 
test results that suggest that the proposed method inflict detrimental effects on the alloy properties. 
However, further testing of the method will be conducted, including hot tensile testing, 
microstructure investigations and additional alloys.  
Summary 
A method for warm forming of an AA6010 sheet material at intermediate temperatures have been 
developed. The proposed process route results in acceptable material properties in terms of 
strength, ductility, and toughness. The high strength material holds a potential of above 350 MPa 
in tensile strength, which is well above the common requirement for age hardenable aluminium 
alloys. In addition to satisfying material properties, the method enables sheet forming with good 
formability and extended possibilities in terms of lubrication.  
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Abstract. A linear stress path (LSP) experiment was performed using uniaxial and biaxial tensile 
tests with a cold-rolled mild steel sheet (SPCD; nominal thickness: 0.8 mm) as the test material. 
In the LSP experiment, nine LSPs were applied to the specimens to measure the contours of plastic 
work and the directions of the plastic strain rates, β, for a plastic strain range of 0.002 ≤ 𝜀𝜀0

p ≤ 0.234. 
Then, the Yld2000-2d yield function (Barlat et al., 2003) was used to identify a material model 
that accurately reproduces the experimental data observed in the LSP experiment. Furthermore, a 
nonlinear stress path (NLSP) experiment was performed. The NLSP consists of two linear stress 
paths with 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥:𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦  = 4:1 and 1:1, and a curved stress path connecting the LSPs. The measured work 
hardening behavior and 𝛽𝛽 values were compared with those calculated using the Yld2000-2d yield 
function identified from the LSP experiment. It was found that the deformation behavior of the 
test sample predicted by the material model determined from the LSP experiment clearly shows 
some deviation from that observed for the NLSP experiment.  
Introduction 
One of the most influential factors that affect the accuracy of sheet metal forming simulations is a 
material model. In order to guarantee the accuracy of the forming simulation, it is necessary to 
guarantee the accuracy of the material model used for the analysis. Guaranteeing the accuracy of 
the material model means that the deformation behavior of the material in real forming operations 
should be reproduced by the material model. 

To experimentally determine a material model, many linear stress paths (LSPs) are applied to 
the material using biaxial tensile tests with cruciform test pieces [1,2] and/or the biaxial tube 
expansion test (BTET) with tubular specimens, to which an axial force and an internal pressure 
are simultaneously applied [3]. However, the stress paths in real sheet metal forming processes are 
generally nonlinear. Therefore, verifying that the material model determined using an LSP 
experiment can reproduce the deformation behavior of the material under nonlinear stress paths 
(NLSPs) is crucial for establishing an accurate material model.  

Many studies have investigated the deformation behavior of materials subjected to NLSPs. 
However, most of them measured the subsequent yield surface of the materials by first applying a 
specific plastic strain and then, after unloading, subsequent loading paths in loading directions 
different from the pretrain direction to the test sample [4-8].  Of note, such NLSP experiments 
have been utilized to verify the validity of distortional plasticity models [9-13]. There have been 
several studies that have used NLSPs without unloading to verify the accuracy of material models 
for test samples [14-17]. However, the plastic strain applied to the test samples in these studies are 
less than several percent.  

Takada and Kuwabara [18] investigate the deformation behavior of a cold-rolled mild steel 
sheet for deep drawing (SPCD) subjected to LSPs and NLSPs. The deformation behavior of the 
test sample is precisely measured until specimen fracture. The objective of this study is to clarify 
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whether the deformation behavior of a test sample under a NLSP can be reproduced using the 
material model determined from an LSP experiment. In this study the deviation of the NLSP from 
the LSP is much larger than that used in [18]. 
Experimental Method 
The test material used in the present study was a 0.8-mm-thick mild steel sheet, SPCD, with deep 
drawing quality. The work hardening characteristics and r-values at 0°, 45°, and 90° (transverse 
direction, TD) with respect to the rolling direction (RD) are shown in Table 1. It is the same 
material as used in [18]. 
 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of test material (SPCD). 

Tensile direction /° 𝜎𝜎0.2 
/MPa 𝜀𝜀TS

p * c** 
/MPa n** 𝛼𝛼** r-value*** 

0 146 0.241 560 0.269 0.0030 1.91 
45 158 0.227 586 0.267 0.0038 1.63 
90 155 0.236 563 0.271 0.0038 2.25 

*  Logarithmic plastic strain giving the maximum tensile load. 
** Approximated using 𝜎𝜎 = 𝑐𝑐(𝛼𝛼 + 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝)𝑛𝑛 for 𝜀𝜀p= 0.002~𝜀𝜀TS

p  
***Measured at uniaxial nominal strain of 𝜀𝜀N=0.1 

 
 Two types of biaxial tensile test were performed to measure the plastic deformation behavior 

of the test material from initial yield to fracture. Fig. 1 (a) shows a schematic diagram of the 
cruciform specimen used for the biaxial tensile tests with the as-received sheet sample. The 
geometry of the specimen is that recommended in ISO 16842 [19]. The specimen arms were 
parallel to the RD and TD of the material. Each arm of the specimen had seven slits (length: 30 
mm, width: 0.2 mm) at 3.75-mm intervals to remove the geometric constraint on the deformation 
of the 30 × 30 mm2 square gauge area. The slits were fabricated using laser cutting. 
      Fig. 1 (b) shows a schematic diagram of the tubular specimen used for the BTET. The 
specimens were fabricated by bending a sheet sample into a cylindrical shape and CO2 laser 
welding the sheet edges together to fabricate a tubular specimen with an inner diameter of 47.1 
mm, a length of 230 mm, and a gauge length (distance between the grips of the testing machine) 
of 150 mm. Two types of tubular specimen were fabricated. For type I specimens, the RD was in 
the axial direction; for type II specimens, the RD was in the circumferential direction. Type I 
specimens were used for the tests with 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 ≤ 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 and type II specimens were used for the tests with 
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 ≥ 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦; the maximum principal stress direction was always taken to be the circumferential 
direction. Because the measurement results for the BTET include the effect of prestrain due to 
bending during the preparation of the circular tube test pieces, they were corrected using the data 
obtained from the cruciform test piece. For details, refer to [3]. 
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(a)       (b)    

Fig. 1. Specimens used for biaxial tensile tests [19]. (a) Cruciform specimen and (b) tubular 
specimen. In (b), ↔ indicates the RD of the original sheet sample. The RD is taken in the axial 

direction for type I specimens and in the circumferential direction for type II specimens. 
 

      For details of the servo-controlled tension-internal pressure testing machine used in the 
experiment, see [3]. For details of the measurement method of the axial and circumferential strain 
components, 𝜀𝜀𝜙𝜙 and  𝜀𝜀𝜃𝜃, the axial radius of curvature, 𝑅𝑅𝜙𝜙, and the calculation method of the axial 
and circumferential stress components, 𝜎𝜎𝜙𝜙 and 𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃, see [20]. 

Linear Stress Path Experiment. For the LSP experiment, both cruciform and tubular specimens 
were subjected to seven LSPs, namely 𝝈𝝈𝒙𝒙:𝝈𝝈𝒚𝒚 = 4:1, 2:1, 4:3, 1:1, 1:2, 3:4, and 1:4, where 𝝈𝝈𝒙𝒙  and 
𝝈𝝈𝒚𝒚  are the true stress in the RD and TD, respectively. For 𝝈𝝈𝒙𝒙:𝝈𝝈𝒚𝒚 =1:0 and 0:1, the uniaxial tensile 
test specimens standardized in JIS13B were used. The equivalent plastic strain rate was controlled 
to be approximately constant at 𝟓𝟓 × 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏−𝟒𝟒 𝐬𝐬−𝟏𝟏. 
     Nonlinear Stress Path Experiment. Fig. 2 
shows the NLSP applied to the test sample 
in the NLSP experiment. The NLSP was 
determined by assuming that the material 
deforms following the IH model based on 
the Yld2000-2d yield function [21] as 
determined in Fig. 3. The first stress path 
was the LSP with 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥:𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 = 4:1. When 𝜀𝜀0

p 
reached 0.07, the stress path was changed to 
the second loading. 𝜀𝜀0

p gradually increased 
along the second loading. Then, when 𝜀𝜀0

p 
reached 0.09, the stress path followed the 
LSP with 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥:𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 =1:1. The equivalent 
plastic strain rate was controlled to be 
approximately constant at 5 × 10−4 s−1. 
Two specimens, Exp.1 and Exp.2, were used 
for the NLSP experiment. 
 

 
 

230∅47.1
(inner)

Type II Type I

Fig. 2. Nonlinear stress path. 
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In the NLSP experiment, the evolution of 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥
p(𝑡𝑡) and 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦

p(𝑡𝑡) was approximated using a polynomial 
function for every stress path section between abrupt stress path change points, and the 
instantaneous value of 𝛽𝛽 was calculated as tan−1�𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦

p(𝑡𝑡) 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥
p(𝑡𝑡)⁄ �. 

Experimental Results 
The contours of plastic work in the stress space [22,23] were measured to identify appropriate 
material models for the test samples subjected to uniaxial and biaxial tension. With the true stress-
logarithmic plastic strain curve measured for the RD used as reference data for work hardening, 
the plastic work per unit volume, 𝑾𝑾𝟏𝟏, and uniaxial true stress, 𝝈𝝈𝟏𝟏, associated with particular values 
of 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩 (referred to as the reference plastic strain hereafter) were determined. Next, from the biaxial 
and uniaxial stress-strain curves, the stress points that give the same plastic work as 𝑾𝑾𝟏𝟏 were 
plotted in the principal stress space to determine the contour of plastic work associated with 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩.  
 Fig. 3 shows the stress points that form work contours. Each stress point represents an average 

of two specimen data points; the difference between the two points was less than 1.4% of the flow 
stress for all data points. We measured up to 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩 = 0.234 for all LSPs. To quantitatively evaluate 
the shape change of the work contours with increasing 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩, the nondimensional work contours were 
determined by dividing the value of the stress points that formed each work contour by the 𝝈𝝈𝟏𝟏 
value belonging to the work contour. It was confirmed that the stress points along the stress paths 
of 𝝈𝝈𝒙𝒙:𝝈𝝈𝒚𝒚 = 4:1，2:1，4:3，1:1, and 3:4 do not fall on a single point with increasing 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩; therefore, 
the test material exhibited 
differential hardening (DH). Fig. 3 
also includes the yield loci 
calculated using the selected yield 
functions. The solid line is that 
based on the Yld2000-2d yield 
function, the exponent, 𝑴𝑴, and 
parameters, 𝜶𝜶𝟏𝟏 − 𝜶𝜶𝟔𝟔, of which were 
determined to approximate the 
shape of the work contour and the 
directions of the plastic strain rate, 
𝐃𝐃𝐩𝐩, for  𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩 =0.10. The evolution of 
the work contours with 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩 is well 
reproduced by the DH model based 
on the Yld2000-2d yield function, as 
indicated by the red and black dotted 
lines for 𝜺𝜺𝟏𝟏

𝐩𝐩 =0.002 and 0.10, 
respectively. 

 
 
Fig. 4 compares the measured directions of Dp, 𝛽𝛽, with those predicted using the selected yield 

functions. Again, the measured data are well reproduced by the Yld2000-2d yield function for all 
loading directions. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the experimental tendency for 𝛽𝛽 to decrease for 
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥:𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 = 4:3 and increase for 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥:𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 = 3:4 with increasing 𝜀𝜀0

p was well reproduced by the DH 
model. 

In summary, the evolution of the contours of plastic work and the directions of the plastic strain 
rates with increasing 𝜀𝜀0

p measured in the LSP experiment are accurately reproduced by the DH 
model based on the Yld2000-2d yield function. 

Fig. 3. Measured contours of plastic work normalized 
by 𝜎𝜎0 belonging to same group of work contours. 
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Fig. 4. Measured directions of plastic strain rates compared with those calculated using selected 

yield functions. 
 

Fig. 5 shows the 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 − 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥
p and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 − 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦

p curves observed for the NLSP shown in Fig. 2. Two 
specimens were used, and the reproducibility of the two tests was good. The small protrusion in 
the black line was caused by the change in 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 along the second (curved) stress path. 
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Fig. 5. 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 − 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥

𝑝𝑝 and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 − 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦
𝑝𝑝 curves observed for the NLSP shown in Fig. 2. Those for the lower 

strain range than the star marks were measured using a cruciform specimen, and those for the 
higher strain range than the star marks were measured using the BTET. 

 
 Fig. 6 shows the variation of loading direction, 𝜑𝜑, with increasing 𝜀𝜀0

p  for the stress path shown 
in Fig. 2. The largest deviation of the experimental values from the prediction by the Yld2000-2d 
yield function with DH was ∆𝜑𝜑 = 5.8° at  𝜀𝜀0

p = 0.08. 
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Fig. 6. Variation of loading direction, 𝜑𝜑, with increasing 𝜀𝜀0

𝑝𝑝  for the stress path shown in Fig. 2. 
 

Fig. 7 shows the change in the direction of plastic strain rate, 𝛽𝛽, with increasing 𝜀𝜀0
p  for the 

stress path shown in Fig. 2. The largest deviation of the experimental values from the prediction 
by the Yld2000-2d yield function with DH was ∆𝛽𝛽 = 20.4° at  𝜀𝜀0

p = 0.08. It is noted that 𝛽𝛽 
reached 35º at  𝜀𝜀0

p = 0.08, and remained almost constant at  𝛽𝛽 = 35° for 𝜀𝜀0
p ≥ 0.08; it was 

9° lower than the prediction by the Yld2000-2d yield function. Considering that the stress state 
almost reached equibiaxial tension at 𝜀𝜀0

p = 0.08 in the experiment, this difference in  𝛽𝛽  between 
the NLSP and LSP was possibly caused by the change in texture during the NLSP for 𝜀𝜀0

p ≤ 0.08. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the deformation behavior predicted by the material model 
determined from the LSP experiment clearly shows some deviation from that observed for the 
NLSP experiment. 
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Fig. 7. Change in direction of plastic strain rate, 𝛽𝛽, with increasing 𝜀𝜀0

𝑝𝑝 for the stress path shown 
in Fig. 2. 

 
Summary 
The deformation behavior of a mild steel sheet was observed both for the LSPs and NLSP. A 
proper material model was determined from the LSP experiment using the Yld2000-2d yield 
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function. Moreover, a NLSP experiment was performed for the test sample, and the deformation 
behavior of the test sample during the NLSP experiment was precisely measured, and compared 
with that predicted using the Yld2000-2d yield function. It was found that the deformation 
behavior of the test sample predicted by the material model determined from the LSP experiment 
clearly shows some deviation from that observed for the NLSP experiment. 
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Abstract. The high-strength AA7075 alloy offers great potential for lightweight construction 
thanks to its high specific strength. However, high strength and low ductility are challenging for 
forming the material in the peak-aged T6-condition in terms of material failure and springback. 
Therefore, this alloy is usually formed in temperature-supported process routes, which poses major 
challenges for process design. For cold forming of the alloy in the T6-condition, a reliable 
prediction of material failure is required in terms of process design. Within this study, this is 
achieved by applying the modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) criterion and an increment based 
damage evolution rule to the FE-model. To validate the failure prediction and verify the general 
applicability to different profile geometries, two U-profiles and a V-profile are roll formed. Failure 
occurs during forming for all profile geometries and the experimental results show a good 
agreement with the failure prediction. The quality of the damage prediction strongly depends on 
the calibration for the MMC criterion and the setup of the FE-model, depending on the mesh size 
and the element type used. 
Introduction 
Recent developments show that roll forming of high-strength aluminum alloys has become a focus 
of research and development [1-3]. Roll forming is an economical process for the production of 
long profiles, particularly in mass production [4]. For commercial vehicles, the use of high-
strength aluminum is possible for the side impact beam, A- and B-pillars and other impact-
absorbing components. The versatile shaping potential in roll forming compared to die or swivel 
bending processes allow additional design freedom for the optimal design of the profiles [5]. 
Additionally, smaller bending radii can be achieved during roll forming, which contributes to an 
increase in design freedom [6,7]. 

However, high strength and low ductility of lightweight materials, such as the AA7075 alloy, 
are challenging for process design. This is expressed in large safety factors and compromises in 
terms of the target geometry of components, especially with regard to achievable bending radii 
and bending angles. Process design is of particular relevance in roll forming due to the three-
dimensional forming, as various production-related defects can occur. In roll forming of high-
strength materials, the occurrence of cracks in the outer fibre of the bending zone and a high 
springback are critical [8]. The occurrence of cracks is particularly critical for small ratios of the 
bending radius r to the sheet thickness s and for large bending angles. A plane strain state is present 
in the outer fibre of the bending zone where fracture occurs [9]. 

Damage Prediction. Accurate prediction of damage is necessary to improve process design. The 
modelling of damage in forming technology has been developed over the last decades and is used 
in the design of forming processes for the optimal utilisation of process windows and for the 
prediction of material failure [10]. Failure is the final stage of damage and appears in forming 
processes through intolerable and function-restricting cracks [11]. In general, the damage of metals 
can be described using uncoupled fracture criteria or coupled damage models [11]. In coupled 
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damage models, the elastic and/or plastic material behaviour is linked to the evolution of damage. 
Due to the higher practicability, uncoupled fracture criteria are widespread in the field of metal 
forming [11]. Metals usually fail as the result of nucleation, growth and coalescence of 
microscopic voids within the metal structure during forming processes [12]. All three mechanisms 
are dependent on the stresses and strains during forming. Developments in modelling damage have 
shown that damage is dependent on the stress triaxiality η [12,13]. The stress triaxiality η is defined 
as the ratio of the hydrostatic stress σm to the equivalent stress σ�: 

η = σm
σ�

  (1) 

where hydrostatic stress,  

σm = σ1+σ2+σ3
3

 (2) 

equivalent stress,  

σ� = �(σ1−σ2)2+(σ2−σ3)2+(σ3−σ1)2

2
 (3) 

and σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the principal stresses. Another significant parameter for the extent of damage 
in three-dimensional stress states is the Lode angle parameter θ�. This is relevant especially for 
small stress triaxialities and is employed for example in the modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) 
criterion by Bai and Wierzbicki [13] and the Lou-Huh criterion [12]. All stress directions (loading 
conditions) can be characterized by the parameters η and θ�,. 

MMC Criterion. The equivalent plastic strain at fracture ε�f depends on the stress triaxiality and 
the lode angle parameter in the MMC criterion [14]: 

ε�f = �A
c2

[1 − cη(η − η0)] × �cθs + √3
2−√3

(cθax − cθs) �sec �θ
�π
6
� − 1�� ��1+c12

3
cos �θ

�π
6
� + c1 �η +

1
3

sin �θ
�π
6
����

−1n
 (4) 

Eight parameters (A, n, cη, η0, cθs , cθax, c1 and c2 ) need to be found for the calibration of the MMC 
criterion, but only two have to be determined from fracture tests. An explanation of the parameters 
can be found in [14]. The effects of 𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂 and 𝑐𝑐1 are similar in terms of stress triaxiality, which reduces 
Eq. 4 to: 

ε�f = �A
c2
�cθs + √3

2−√3
(cθax − cθs) �sec �θ

�π
6
� − 1�� ��1+c12

3
cos �θ

�π
6
� + c1 �η + 1

3
sin �θ

�π
6
����

−1n
 (5) 

The parameters A and n are determined from the power hardening curve: σ� = Aεn [14]. The 
parameters 𝑐𝑐1 and 𝑐𝑐2 are determined from material tests up to material fracture, where the fracture 
strain ε�f, stress triaxiality η and lode angle parameter θ� are determined numerically and/or 
experimentally. For accurate damage prediction, the tests should cover load paths that are close to 
the investigated forming process [11]. The parameters cθax and cθs  could be determined from careful 
plasticity tests and determination of the yield surface [14]. Potential simplifications are the 
assumption of cθax=1 and cθs = 1 or the determination of the values by the material tests up to 
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fracture [14]. The final function provides a three-dimensional fracture locus in the space of stress 
triaxiality and lode angle parameter. A relationship between the equivalent plastic strain ε�p during 
the forming process and the equivalent plastic strain at fracture ε�f = f(η, θ�) from the fracture locus 
provides the damage evolution rule, where material failure occurs when D ≥ 1 [13]: 

D�ε�p� = ∫
dε�p
f(η,θ�)

ε�p
0  (6) 

Damage Prediction in Roll Forming. Wang et al. [15] provide an example for the application of 
damage models in roll forming with the application of the Oyane model. Shear stresses in the 
forming zone are responsible for material failure [15]. Furthermore, Wang et al. [15] hypothesize 
that roll forming seems to be a sheet forming process but is intrinsically a bulk forming process in 
terms of stress and strain state. Deole et al. [8] use the fracture criterion of Lou and Huh [16] for 
failure prediction. For calibration, additional bending tests are carried out to represent the plane 
strain state over the entire loading path [8]. In contrast to [15], the damage and final material failure 
are related to the plane strain tension state in the outer edge fibre in the bending radius [8]. In the 
work of Talebi et al. [9], fracture criteria (Rice-Tracey, Crockoft-Latham and Ayada) are used with 
two different approaches to calibrate the models. The basic approach is the calibration of the model 
with a uniaxial tensile test. In the extended calibration, with additional material tests, the failure 
prediction error is reduced from 88 % to 8 % [9]. Lee et al. [2] provide another study on fracture 
and damage modelling on the roll forming of a bumper beam made of the high-strength aluminum 
alloy AA7075-T6 using the GISSMO damage model. The summary of the previous approaches 
shows contradictory statements on the dominant failure-critical stress states and emphasizes the 
relevance of the calibration and application of fracture criteria and damage models in roll forming.  
All approaches have in common, that only one profile flower is investigated. Within this study, 
three different profile flowers are investigated. Due to the application-oriented research, an 
industrially widespread FE-solver (Marc Mentat) for roll forming is used for the numerical 
simulation, as well as for calibration of the MMC criterion. All tests for calibration of the MMC 
criterion are conducted on a universal testing machine. The aim of the study is to apply an easy-
to-use fracture criterion in combination with a damage evolution rule on the one hand. On the other 
hand, a low experimental and numerical effort with a simultaneously accurate damage and failure 
prediction is strived for. 
Results 
Calibration of the MMC Criterion. To calibrate the MMC criterion for the peak-aged AA7075-T6 
alloy, material tests up to fracture are performed on a Zwick Roell 100 universal testing machine 
for measuring the equivalent plastic strain at fracture ε�f. Plastic strain is measured by optical strain 
measurement with the GOM Aramis system, after applying a stochastic pattern on the surface of 
the specimens. Three specimens were tested for each geometry. Before testing, the specimens were 
milled out of the sheet metal at a 90 ° angle to the rolling direction. Additionally, FE-simulations 
of the material tests are carried out for each geometry in Marc Mentat 2012 for determining the 
average values of the stress triaxiality ηavg and the lode angle parameter θ�avg during plastic 
deformation. Within the material tests, different loading conditions in terms of stress triaxiality 
and lode angle parameter are applied. Fig. 1a shows the strain paths for different specimens and 
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the parameter set, obtained by the material tests and Fig. 1b shows the specimens for calibration 
of the MMC criterion. 

 

a)   b)  

Fig. 1. a) Plastic strain 𝜺𝜺𝒇𝒇 and stress triaxiality 𝜼𝜼 during the calibration experiments.  
b) Specimens for calibration of the MMC criterion: I: Shear; II: Tensile specimen; III: Circular 

hole, R5; IV: Notched, R6. 
 
The set of parameters is the basis for calculating the constants of the MMC criterion. Since the 
lode angle parameter θ� is greater than zero for all specimens, cθax is set to 1, as recommended by 
Bai and Wierzbicki [14]. The remaining parameters c1, c2 and cθs  are determined by the nonlinear 
least-squares solver “lsqcurvefit” via Matlab: 

min
(c1,c2,cθ

s )
(Δε�f)2 = min

(c1,c2,cθ
s )
�1
N
∑ �ε�f,𝑖𝑖 − ε��f,𝑖𝑖(c1, c2, cθs)�

2N
i=1 � (7) 

The values for ε�f,𝑖𝑖 are determined from the calibration tests, while ε��f,𝑖𝑖(c1, c2, cθs) are the function 
values of the optimized MMC criterion (Eq. 5). The parameters n = 0.0862 (hardening exponent) 
and A = 784.96 are obtained from the flow curve from uniaxial tensile tests. In addition, the 
tensile strength Rm = 590 MPa and yield strength Rp0,2 = 528 MPa are determined in these tests. 
Fig. 2a shows the calibrated fracture locus in the (η, θ�, ε�)-space and Fig. 2b in the (η, ε�)-space. 
 

a)  b)  
Fig. 2. Representation of the MMC fracture criterion. a) In the (𝜼𝜼,𝜽𝜽�, 𝜺𝜺�)-space, calibrated with 4 

specimens. b) In the (𝜼𝜼, 𝜺𝜺�)-space for plane stress condition. Calibrated with 2, 3 and 4 
specimens. 
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To investigate the influence of various specimen geometries on the shape of the fracture locus, the 
fracture locus is illustrated in (η, ε�)-space, which is representative for plane stress condition. In 
plane stress condition, η and θ� are dependent on each other, as shown in Eq. 8: 

θ� = 1 − 2
π
∙ cos−1 �− 27

2
η �η2 − 1

3
�� (8) 

The shape of the fracture locus is influenced by removing material tests for calibration of the 
fracture locus (Fig. 2b). Calibrating the fracture criterion with two, three, four or five specimens 
does not have a high impact on the shape of the fracture locus for stress triaxialities above η =
0. 3�. During roll forming, bending stresses are expected to be dominant during forming. This would 
correspond to a stress triaxiality of η = 0.577. The max. relative error of the fracture locus in plane 
stress condition for the stress triaxiality of η = 0.577 is 1.1 % (ε�f = 0.0014). For the stress 
triaxiality of η = 0. 3�, the relative error is 3.3 % (ε�f = 0.009). Less material tests for the 
calibration of the MMC criterion result in reduced experimental effort and thus in a more efficient 
calibration of the criterion. The effect of a reduced number of material tests on the damage 
prediction during roll forming is discussed within this study. 

Experimental Setup. Within this study, three different profiles are investigated in order to apply 
different loading conditions in the bending zone, as shown in Fig. 3a. The profile flowers are 
presented in each case up to the stage where failure occurs. The difference between the U-profiles 
is the forming strategy (constant radius vs. constant length) and the flange length. The experiments 
were performed on two different roll forming machines. The U-profiles were formed on a VOEST 
P 450/4 roll forming machine and the V-profile on another conventional roll forming machine of 
the Deakin University, Australia. Feeding speed of the sheet was 1 m/min, the initial sheet length 
1500 mm and no lubrication was used. Within the roll forming experiments, the cracks occurred 
in the bending radii for all profile flowers. Fig. 3b shows the experimental setup for roll forming 
of a U-Profile and the occurrence of cracks after the third pass. 

 

a)    

b)  
Fig. 3. Profile flowers, investigated within this study. Fracture occurred in the last pass for each 
profile within the roll forming experiments (marked red).b) Experimental setup and occurrence 

of cracks (U-Profile - constant radius). 
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FE Model. The aim of the FE model is to support the design of the roll forming process with 
regard to the final geometry and manufacturing-related defects such as material failure. By 
applying the MMC criterion in combination with a damage evolution rule in the FE model, a 
prediction of the damage and thus a determination of the process limits is possible. Accurate 
prediction of damage requires accurate prediction of local stresses and strains in the FE model. 
The setup of the FE model including material parameters and boundary conditions is shown  
in Fig. 4. Mesh size and element type are varied with regard to the conflict of objectives between 
a good prediction of the stresses and strains and the computation time. The variation of the mesh 
size is similar for all profiles. The mesh size in the bending zone is small, compared to the 
remaining part of the sheet. The flow curve is obtained from uniaxial tensile tests with a strain rate 
of 0.002 1/s. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Setup of the FE model based on the example of the U-profile (constant radius). 

 
Damage Prediction. For damage prediction, the MMC-criterion is applied to the critical node 

in the FE-model, which is on the outer fibre of the bending zone. Fig. 5a shows the evaluation 
node for investigating the roll forming process and damage prediction within this study. For all 
profile flowers, the node is located at the point with the highest plastic strain in the failure-critical 
forming stage. The node is located in the steady-state area of the sheet at a length of 600 mm (half 
sheet length). Plastic deformation in the bending zone occurs primarily, when the sheet passes 
through the forming rolls (Fig. 5b). The stress exceeds the yield stress, which leads to a permanent 
plastic deformation. 

 

a)   b)  
Fig. 5. a) Location of the evaluation node in the bending zone in the example of the U-profile 
(constant radius). b) Development of equivalent plastic strain and von Mises stress during the 

roll forming process. 
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For nonlinear loading paths, a nonlinear incremental rule must be applied for accurate prediction 
of damage, as proposed by Bai and Wierzbicki [13]. Within this study, the loading path is 
considered in the damage evolution rule by summing up the damage value for each increment in 
the FE-simulation, while considering the loading condition in terms of stress triaxiality and lode 
angle parameter. For an accurate prediction of damage, the time step for each increment should be 
small enough to represent the current stress- and strain state and thus the loading path during 
forming. In this study, one increment is evaluated every 2 mm in the forward direction of the sheet. 
Increasing the distance to 10 mm per increment leads to a relative error in damage prediction of 
up to 15 %, due to the inaccurate representation of the loading path. The incremental damage Dinc 
for each node and time increment in the FE-model is calculated by the following equation: 

Dinc,   t = ε�p,t−ε�p,t−1
1
2�ε�f�η,θ��t+ε�f�η,θ��t−1�

   (9) 

where ε�p,t is the equivalent plastic strain at the evaluated node in the FE-model and ε�f(η, θ�)t is the 
equivalent strain at fracture, calculated by the loading condition (η, θ�) of the evaluation node. The 
total Damage D is defined as the sum of the incremental damage Dinc, where n is the total number 
of increments up to the evaluated time t in the FE-model: 

D = ∑ Dinc,t
n
t=1  (10) 

In the following section, the damage prediction is applied for different profile flowers, mesh and 
element types. Table 1 shows the naming scheme for the FE-models. Fig. 6 depicts the loading 
condition for the different profile flowers in order to analyze the differences between the different 
profile types. The stress states correspond to the plane-stress state and the calibration tests cover a 
large section of the load path, but the difference between the profile flowers is small. Furthermore, 
for all profile flowers, the non-linear loading paths follow a similar trend, with increasing stress 
triaxiality during bending in roll forming in each pass. At the beginning of the plastic deformation 
in each stage, the loading condition is between shear and uniaxial tension and develops towards 
stress states between plane strain tension and biaxial tension. An additional test for matching the 
biaxial tension would be helpful to cover all loading conditions, but is not possible with a universal 
testing machine.  
 

Table 1. Naming scheme for the FE-models. 
Profile Mesh Element type 
U-cR: U - constant radius C: coarse FI: Fully integrated 8-node-Element (Type 7) 
U-cL: U - constant length F: fine RI: 8-node Element with reduced integration / hourglass control (Type 117) 
V: V-Profile   
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Fig. 6. Representation of the loading condition during plastic forming in the outer fibre of the 

bending zone for different profile flowers compared to the plane stress condition and the 
calibration tests. 

 
After a short introduction to the typical stress states during roll forming, various parameters in the 
FE models are analyzed. The aim is an accurate and efficient prediction of the damage. Efficient 
means with low experimental and numerical effort. If it is not explicitly described, the prediction 
of the damage is based on the MMC criterion, based on four material tests. Table 2 and Fig. 7 
show the results for different profile flowers, varying the element type and the mesh size in order 
to overcome the conflict of objectives. It is shown, that the damage is underestimated when the 
mesh is too coarse, which is fatal for a process design. The same tendency is shown for the reduced 
integrated elements. This is mainly due to the underestimated plastic strain and stress triaxiality. 
For the V-profile, the trend is reversed, although the differences are significantly smaller. 
Furthermore, this leads to a conservative process design and is therefore not too critical. In 
summary, the fully integrated elements with fine meshing provide the best results in terms of 
damage prediction. However, the computation time is high, particularly for the fine meshed 
simulations: 55.200 elements (153 h) instead of 10.800 elements (16 h) for the coarse mesh. The 
reduced integrated elements decrease the computation time by approx. 5 %. Finer meshing is not 
practicable due to the already high computing time. 
 

Table 2. Comparison of ductile fracture (experimental) and predicted damage (numerical) for 
different mesh and element types. Damage underestimated numerically: marked in red. 

*Fracture estimated in pass 5 already. 
Profile flower U-Profile (constant radius) U-Profile (constant length) V-Profile 
Mesh C F C F C F 
El. Type FI RI FI RI FI RI FI RI FI RI FI RI 
Ductile fracture (exp.) 3rd pass 3rd pass 6th pass 
Damage at pass of 
experimental fracture 

1.08 0.96 1.52 1.42 0.91 0.75 1.01 0.99 1.16 1.19 1.03* 1.09 
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a)     b)  
Fig. 7. Numerical prediction of damage (a) and loading paths (b) in the (𝜼𝜼, 𝜺𝜺�)-space during roll 

forming of the U-Profile (constant length), for different mesh sizes and element types. 
 
In Fig. 8, the different profile types are compared to each other in terms of damage prediction with 
the best-suited mesh and element type: fully integrated elements with a fine mesh. Damage 
prediction for the U-Profiles is accurate, while material failure for the V-Profile is predicted too 
early. Damage is 1.03 in pass 5 already, although there is no material failure experimentally until 
the 6th pass. This corresponds to an error in the damage prediction of at least 3 %. 

a)      b)  
Fig. 8. Numerical prediction of damage (a) and loading paths (b) in the (𝜼𝜼, 𝜺𝜺�)-space during roll 

forming for all profiles. 
 
In the following section, the MMC criteria, calibrated with a varying number of material tests  
(Fig. 2b), are compared in terms of failure prediction. Table 3 and Fig. 9 show the results in relation 
to the number of material tests for calibration of the MMC criterion. Excluding material tests to 
calibrate the MMC criterion leads to a less accurate prediction of damage. In this case, the damage 
is underestimated. The reason is the insufficiently represented loading condition in the calibrated 
MMC criterion, which is replaced by model-based assumptions. The exclusion of a single sample 
(III: circular hole) leads to a small but decisive deviation in the damage prediction for the U-profile 
(constant length). The additional exclusion of the shear specimen (I), however, leads to a high 
deviation of the damage prediction of up to 16 %. This highlights the fact that not only the plane 
strain condition should be captured to calibrate the damage criterion, as further loading conditions, 
even η < 0.33, occur during roll forming. 
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Table 3. Comparison of ductile fracture (experimental) and predicted damage (numerical) for 
different calibrations. Damage underestimated numerically: marked in red. *Fracture estimated 

in pass 5 already. 
Profile flower U-Profile (constant radius) U-Profile (constant length) V-Profile 
Calibrated with X material tests 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 3 2 
Damage at pass of experimental 
fracture 

1.52 1.49 1.31 1.01 0.99 0.96 1.03* 1.01* 0.95 

 

 
Fig. 9. Numerical prediction of damage for different calibrations of the MMC criterion. 

 

Summary 
The investigations have shown that roll forming of the high-strength aluminum alloy AA7075 in 
the peak-aged T6-condition is challenging, as material failure occurs in an early stage of the 
process. The application of the MMC criterion in combination with the used incremental damage 
evolution rule is suitable for predicting material failure during roll forming of the AA7075 alloy. 
This is even possible for a simple setup of the FE-model, with a von Mises yield criterion, an 
isotropic hardening rule and neglecting the friction. The roll forming process covers a wide range 
of loading conditions in terms of stress triaxiality η and Lode angle parameter θ�, independent of 
the profile flower. The loading paths are not linear, as they include loading conditions from 
shear/uniaxial tension up to plane strain tension and biaxial tension, but the used incremental 
damage evolution rule was shown to be suitable for damage and failure prediction. 

The calibration of the MMC criterion is based on material tests with optical strain measurement 
for determining fracture strain ε�f and FE-simulations for determining the stress triaxiality and the 
Lode angle parameter. The FE solver Marc Mentat proved to be suitable for performing the 
material tests and the roll forming simulation. For calibration of the MMC criterion it is 
recommended to use at least a tensile specimen, a notched specimen and a shear specimen. 
Otherwise, the loading conditions occurring during roll forming are only insufficiently represented 
in the MMC criterion. Adding a specimen with a circular hole leads to further improvement of 
damage prediction. Another result of the study is the recommendation of the element type and 
meshing that is best suited for predicting the damage. A prediction of the global material behavior, 
e.g. the forming force or springback is given with a coarse mesh [1]. However, for accurate 
prediction of damage, the prediction of local stresses and strains must also be accurate, but too fine 
meshing results in excessive computation time. Therefore, a meshing with four elements in 
thickness direction with fully integrated elements is recommended. 

The inaccurate damage prediction for the V-profile may be due to the high non-linearity of the 
loading path compared to the other profile flowers. Given that the tests were carried out with one 
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material, further tests should be carried out with different materials to confirm the suitability of 
the MMC criterion in combination with the incremental damage evolution rule used. 
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Abstract. Among processes involving plastic deformation, sheet metal forming requires a most 
accurate description of plastic anisotropy. One of the main sources of mechanical anisotropy is 
crystallographic texture, which induces directionality in the macroscopic plastic properties of the 
polycrystalline metallic alloy sheets (e.g. anisotropy in yield stresses, Lankford coefficients). 
Recently, we develop a single-crystal yield criterion that satisfies the intrinsic symmetries of the 
constituent crystals and the condition of insensitivity to hydrostatic pressure [1]. Moreover, this 
single-crystal criterion is defined for any 3-D stress state. It was shown that the use of this single-
crystal criterion for the description of the plastic behavior of the constituent crystals in conjunction 
with appropriate homogenization procedures leads to an improved prediction of the plastic 
anisotropy in macroscopic properties under uniaxial loading for polycrystalline aluminum alloys. 
In this paper, using this polycrystalline model, we simulate the deformation response of sheets of 
various crystallographic textures. Examples demonstrate the predictive capabilities of the model 
to describe the influence of the crystallographic texture on the macroscopic behavior and on the 
final shape of parts obtained using deep-drawing. 
Introduction 
Elastic/plastic constitutive models based on macroscopic orthotropic yield criteria are usually used 
to describe the mechanical behavior of metallic materials and leads to accurate predictions when 
applied to sheet forming operations (e.g. see [2]). Another approach is to use multi-scale models 
which explicitly account for the plastic response of the constituent at the grain scale as well as a 
statistical description of the texture of the material. Usually the grain-level behavior is modeled 
using a viscoplastic approach based on a power-type law or a rate-independent model based on the 
Schmid law or a regularized form of Schmid law (e.g. see [3–6] ).  
Recently, Cazacu, Revil, and Chandola [1] developed an analytical yield criterion for single-
crystals. For any 3-D stress state, this yield function is continuous and differentiable and satisfies 
the symmetries requirements associated with the cubic lattice. Consequently, this yield criterion 
accounts for the specificities of the plastic flow of the crystal. For general loadings, four anisotropy 
coefficients are involved in this yield criterion. It was shown that the use of this single-crystal 
criterion for the description of the plastic behavior of the constituent crystals in conjunction with 
appropriate homogenization procedures leads to an improved prediction of the plastic anisotropy 
in macroscopic properties under uniaxial loading for polycrystalline aluminum alloys (see [7,8]). 

While one ingredient of a multi-scale model is the constitutive model at the crystal scale level, 
another ingredient is the texture of the material. For aluminum alloys, the texture plays an 
important role and induce specific effects on forming properties, resulting in the formation of 
specific earing profile during cup deep drawing [9]. Depending on the rolling reduction and rolling 
temperature, the textures of rolled aluminum vary between the typical cube recrystallization 
texture and the typical rolled Aluminum texture. For a same aluminum alloy, changing the texture 
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induce a change in the earing profile [10]. In this paper, using our polycrystalline model, we 
simulate the deformation response of sheets of various crystallographic textures.  
Polycrystalline model based on Cazacu et al. [1] single-crystal law 
In our model, the polycrystalline material is represented by a finite set of grains characterized by 
orientation and volume fraction to reproduce the material texture. Elastic deformations are 
modeled using Hooke’s law for the type of symmetry shown by cubic crystals. The crystal plastic 
behavior is modeled using the Cazacu et al. single-crystal criterion [1], normality rule, and 
isotropic hardening described by a Swift-type law. The effective stress of the single-crystal is 
expressed in terms of cubic stress-invariants and relative to the Cartesian coordinate system 
Ox1x2x3 associated with the crystal axes is given by: 
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where ′σ  denotes the Cauchy stress deviator, 1 2 1 3 4, , , ,m m n n n  are anisotropy coefficients and c is 
a parameter that describes the relative importance of the second-order and third-order cubic stress-
invariants on yielding. The plastic strain-rate of each crystal p

graind  is uniquely defined for any 
stress state and can be easily calculated as: 

 grainσ
λ
∂

=
∂

Pd
σ

 (2) 

where λ  is the plastic multiplier, and σ  is given by Eq.1. 
The multi-scale model using the single-crystal law (1) was implemented in a finite-element (FE) 
framework. In the FE calculations, the polycrystal behavior is obtained by considering 250 grains 
per element. It is considered that the total strain-rate of each grain belonging to a given element is 
equal to the overall strain-rate D . At the time increment (n), the stress in each grain is computed 
by solving the governing equations, namely: 
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where (n)
grainD , p(n)

grainD  and e(n)
grainD  are respectively the crystal’s total strain-rate, the plastic and elastic 

strain-rate with Cel being the fourth-order elasticity tensor , ( )1n
grain
−σ  and ( )n

grainσ  are the stress tensors 

at the beginning and end of the increment, respectively, while (n)p
grainε  is the equivalent plastic strain 

in the given grain, ( )(n)p
grainY ε  is the hardening law, and grainλ  the plastic multiplier. The stress of 

the polycrystal at the end of the increment is given by: 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )(n) (n)
i i i iii i

Tn n
grainw / w   =    

   
∑ ∑σ R σ R  (4) 
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where ( )( )
i

n
grainσ  is the stress tensor of grain i, and (n)

iR  is the transformation matrix for passage 

from the crystal axes of grain i to the loading frame axes, while iw is the weight of the grain i. To 
describe the macroscopic response of FCC polycrystals, the model given by Eq. 1-4 was 
implemented in the commercial FE solver Abaqus Standard (implicit solver, see Abaqus (2014)). 
A polycrystalline aggregate composed of N crystals was associated with each FE integration point. 
The set of governing equations are solved for each of the constituent crystals using a fully-implicit 
backward Euler method. 
Influence of the Initial Texture of the Material on The Earing Profile for Aluminum Alloy 
Hirsch [10] has shown that for an Al-Mg-Mn alloys, it is possible by changing the rolling reduction 
and rolling temperature to change the texture of the material from a typical cube recrystallization 
texture to a ß-fiber rolling texture. This change in texture components leads to a change in the 
earing profile during cup deep-drawing. For a typical recrystallized aluminum alloy, a four ear 
profile with a minimum height at 45° to the rolling direction (RD) is observed, while for a ß-fiber 
rolling texture, a four ear profile with maximum height at 45° to RD is obtained (see [9]).  

The polycrystalline model described in the previous section was used to assess it capability to 
accurately describe the influence of the initial texture of the material on the earing profile. For this 
purpose, the coefficients involved in the yield criterion [1] are kept fixed (i.e. m1 = 0.36, m2 = 0.18, 
n1 = 0.21, n1 = 0.11 n4 = 0.08 and c = 1.227) and only the initial texture of the material is changed 
to reflect different rolling conditions. Two generic textures were generated using the software 
MTex [11] and the experimental observations reported in [10]. The main components and their 
weights are summarized in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Texture components and their weights. 

Cube recrystallized Texture Rolling Texture 
Texture  

component 
Euler Angles 

weight Texture  
component 

Euler Angles 
weight 

φ1 ψ φ2 φ1 ψ φ2 
Cube 0 0 0 55% C 90 35 45 20% 

R 63 31 60 25% S 63 31 60 20% 
Goss 70 45 0 10% B 35 45 0 60% 

P 45 15 10 5%           
Q 0 45 0 5%           

 
For the cube recrystallized texture material, the pole figures as well as the anisotropy in uniaxial 

yield stresses and r-values obtained with the polycrystalline model with the given set of parameters 
are plotted in Fig. 1. It is to be noted that the polycrsytalline model predicts a minimum r-value of 
0.6 along the direction 45° from RD and two maxima which are located along RD and TD. 
Concerning the yield stresses, the maximum is predicted at 45° from RD at minima are along RD 
and TD. 
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(a)  
  

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 1. Cube recrystallized material: (a) (100) and (111) pole figure; predictions of the 
anisotropy using the polycrystalline model based on the single-crystal law [1]: b) Uniaxial 

tensile flow stresses; (c) Lankford coefficients ( r-values). 
 

For the rolling texture material, the pole figures as well as the anisotropy in uniaxial yield 
stresses and r-values obtained with the polycrystalline model are shown in Fig. 2. Note that for a 
rolling texture, the polycrsytalline model predicts a maximum r-value along the direction ~ 45° 
from RD (r = 1.51), while the two minima are located along RD and TD.  

Comparisons between the anisotropy predictions obtained with the polycrystalline model based 
on the single crystal yield criterion [1] with the same single crystal anisotropy coefficients show 
the influence of the initial texture of the material on its mechanical response. While for typical 
cube texture, it is predicted that the minimum r-value is obtained for a tensile test at an angle of 45 
° from RD, for a typical rolling texture, a maximum r-value is obtained for the same orientation. 
It is also worth noting that the amplitude of the r-value variation predicted also depends on the 
initial texture.  
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(a)  
  

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 2. Rolling texture material : (a) (100) and (111) pole figure; predictions of the anisotropy 
using the polycrystalline model based on the single-crystal law [1]: (b) Uniaxial tensile flow 

stresses; (c) Lankford coefficients ( r-values). 
 
The polycrystalline model based on the Cazacu et al. [1] single crystal criterion (see Eq.(1)) 

was applied to study the influence of the initial texture of the material on the forming of a 
cylindrical cup. A blank of thickness 1 mm and radius of 50 mm was drawn by a punch of radius 
30 mm into a die of opening radius of 31.2 mm. The blank-holder force was of 40 kN. In all the 
FE simulations presented hereafter, a polycrystalline aggregate composed of 250 orientations 
representative of the overall texture of the material is associated with each FE integration point. In 
the FE simulations of the circular cup, a total of 10900 reduced integration elements (Abaqus 
C3D8R) was used to mesh a quarter of the blank, resulting in the consideration of 2 725 000 grains 
in the FE simulation. In terms of computational time, one simulation of the cup drawing process 
performed using 6 cores takes about 3h40 on a desktop computer (Intel Core i7-4770 / 16GB RAM 
).  

For the cube recrystallized texture material, the predicted isocontours of the equivalent plastic 
strain of the fully drawn cup using the polycrystalline model is shown in Fig.3 along with the 
predicted earing profile. For this initial texture, it is predicted a 4 ears profile with the maximum 
height being obtained for RD and the minimum height being obtained at 45° from RD. For the 
rolling texture material, using the same anisotropy coefficients (i.e. m1 = 0.36, m2 = 0.18, n1 = 0.21, 
n1 = 0.11 n4 = 0.08 and c = 1.227), the polycrystalline model based on the single crystal criterion 
[1] also predicts a four ears profile, but with the maximum height obtained for the 45° from RD 
direction and the minimum height obtained at RD and TD.  
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. FE results obtained with the polycrystalline model based on the Cazacu et al. [1] single 

crystal criterion (with m1 = 0.36, m2 = 0.18, n1 = 0.21, n1 = 0.11 n4 = 0.08 and c = 1.227) for an 
aluminium alloy with a cube recrystallized texture : (a) Isocontours of the equivalent plastic 

strain; (b) earing profile. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. FE results obtained with the polycrystalline model based on the Cazacu et al. [1] single 

crystal criterion (with m1 = 0.36, m2 = 0.18, n1 = 0.21, n1 = 0.11 n4 = 0.08 and c = 1.227) for an 
aluminium alloy with a rolling texture: (a) Isocontours of the equivalent plastic strain; (b) earing 

profile. 
 

To further compare the predictions of the polycrystalline model for the two different materials, 
in Fig 5 are superposed the predictions of the earing profile and the punch load. It is worth recalling 
that in the simulations, only the initial texture was different, the material parameters and deep 
drawing process parameters (friction, type of elements, blankholder forces) being the same. It is 
to be noted that the polycrystalline model is able to capture the influence of the initial texture on 
the mechanical response of the material and furthermore on the earing profile obtained during cup 
deep-drawing. Furthermore, the trends seen experimentally in a Al-Mg-Mn alloy by [9] are also 
accurately predicted by the polycrystalline model, that is for a typical recrystallized aluminum 
alloy, a four ear profile with a minimum height at 45° to RD is predicted, while for a rolling texture, 
a four ear profile with the maximum height at 45° to RD is predicted, which is similar to 
experimental observations. Furthermore, the polycrystalline model predicts an slightly higher 
punch force for the material with a rolling texture than for the material with a cube recrystallized 
texture.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the predictions obtained with the polycrystalline model based on the 
Cazacu et al. [1] single crystal criterion (with m1 = 0.36, m2 = 0.18, n1 = 0.21, n1 = 0.11 n4 = 

0.08 and c = 1.227) for aluminium alloys with a cube recrystallized texture and a rolling texture, 
respectively: (a) earing profile; (b) forming force vs. punch stroke. 

Summary 
In this paper, we further illustrated the capabilities of the polycrystalline model [7] to predict the 
mechanical response of aluminum alloys in forming operations. Key in the formulation of this 
polycrystalline model is the use for the description of the plastic behavior at the crystal scale, the 
recent single-crystal yield criterion [1]. This cubic single-crystal yield criterion is defined for any 
stress state and involves the correct number of anisotropy coefficients required to satisfy the 
intrinsic symmetries of the cubic lattice and the condition of yielding insensitivity to hydrostatic 
pressure.  

Using this polycrystalline model, simulation of the cup drawing process have been simulated 
for two aluminum alloy with different initial textures in order to investigate the influence of the 
initial texture on the shape of the formed part. The first material considered is characterized by a 
cube recrystallized texture. For this material, the polycrystalline model predicts a minimum r-value 
at  45° orientation and the maximum for TD. This in turn results in a predicted four ears profile 
with a minimum height at 45° to RD. Using the same set of material parameters, but changing the 
initial texture to a typical rolling texture, the polycrystalline model predict a completely different 
anisotropy for the material. For a rolling texture, it is predicted a minimum r-value for RD and TD 
while the maximum r-value is predicted for the 45° direction. Similarly, the polycrystalline model 
is also able to account for the influence of the initial texture on the final shape of the cup. For a 
rolling texture, a four ear profile with the maximum height at 45° to RD is predicted. These 
predictions are in agreement with experimental observations on Al alloys, i.e. the transition from 
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a cube recrystallized texture to a rolling texture induce a transition between an ear profile with the 
minimum height at 45° to an earing profile with the maximum height at 45°. Furthermore, the 
polycrystalline model predict a slightly higher punch force for the material with a rolling texture 
than a material with a cube recrystallized texture. 
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to calibrate the parameters of the Johnson-Cook (JC) and 
modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) ductile failure models for Inconel 718 and predict the 
formability limit in the flow forming process using the aforementioned uncoupled damage models. 
Uniaxial tensile tests are performed on four different specimen geometries to cover a variety of 
stress states. A hybrid methodology combining finite element simulations and experimental 
findings is used to calibrate the JC and MMC damage models. The models are implemented in the 
finite element solver Abaqus using a user-defined subroutine. Results show that the calibrated 
models agree well with the experimental data in all tensile tests. In shear dominant loads, the MMC 
model is found to be more capable of showing accurate crack propagation. In flow forming 
simulations, a significant difference is observed between the JC and MMC models in the prediction 
of damage. Lode parameter-dependent damage models, such as the MMC, are found to be more 
suitable for the prediction forming limits in the flow forming process. 
Introduction 
Flow forming, or spinning, is an incremental metal forming process used to produce axisymmetric 
parts and it has been widely adopted in the automotive and defense industries (see e.g. [1]). The 
thickness of a tubular preform material is incrementally reduced by utilizing one or more rotating 
rollers. It has several benefits such as low scrap material, low cost due to simple tool processing, 
smooth surface quality, and high geometrical accuracy. The preform thickness can be reduced by 
up to 80 % throughout the process. Such high deformations under complex forces potentially lead 
to surface defects or complete rupture. As in many forming applications, it is crucial to identify 
the regions that are more susceptible to crack initiation or defects and to estimate the formability 
limits in flow forming.  

In computational structural analysis, ductile fracture models have been widely adapted to 
describe the ductile failure of metallic materials. According to their relationship with constitutive 
equations, damage models employed in finite element (FE) simulations can be separated into 
coupled and uncoupled models. Coupled models in which the damage parameters and constitutive 
equations are coupled, and the stress is influenced by the damage evolution (e.g. [2-4]). Uncoupled 
models exclude the effect of damage evolution from constitutive relations. They are often referred 
to through a failure criterion, which consists of plastic strain, strain rate, stress state, and 
temperature (e. g. [5,6]). Uncoupled models are more common in engineering applications because 
of their simplicity in implementation and parameter calibration, despite coupled models providing 
more realistic failure predictions.  It has been discussed that a ductile failure criterion depends only 
on stress triaxiality (T) could be insufficient for shear dominant ductile failures (see [7]). To 
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overcome this problem, Lode angle parameter (θ�), which is connected to the third deviatoric stress 
invariant, has been considered in more recent models (e.g. [8,9]).  

In the literature, many attempts have been made to predict forming limits using damage models 
for incremental metal-forming processes (e.g. [10,11,12,13]). The MMC model is used in one of 
the authors' earlier studies for flow forming analyses to analyze forming limits and the influence 
of process parameters in failure. In [14], the MMC model for 6016-T6 aluminum alloy is adopted 
from the literature to examine the effect of the thickness reduction ratio and the involvement of 
different roller arrangements on the damage. The strain rate and temperature dependencies for the 
4340-steel alloy were included in the plasticity and MMC models in [15], and the implications of 
process variables including feed rate, roller speed, and offset of the rollers on damage are studied.  

The aim of this study is first to calibrate the damage model parameters for Inconel 718 (IN718) 
through a hybrid experimental-numerical approach. Tensile tests are carried out on four specimen 
geometries to cover various stress states. The DIC (digital image correlation) technique is used to 
extract accurate displacement-force values from the experiments. For this material, the plasticity 
model is constructed using experimental data and FE simulations. The MMC and JC damage 
models are adopted to model ductile damage. A good correlation between the FE results and the 
experimental data is achieved with the calibrated models. Then, the failure prediction capabilities 
of the calibrated damage models are investigated with the simulation of the flow forming process. 
Methods 
Materials and Tensile Tests. 
Tensile tests are performed for IN718 alloy under quasi-static conditions. IN718 is nickel-based 
precipitation hardenable superalloy where gamma double prime (γ”) precipitations are nucleated 
after the aging treatment to have improved mechanical properties. IN718 has good fatigue and 
creep strength with high corrosion resistance, and it has been widely used in the hot sections of 
gas turbines engines such as turbine discs and blades. The chemical composition of the alloy is 
given in Table 1. For this material, 4 different specimens representing different stress-state 
conditions are manufactured. The geometries of the specimens are shown in Fig. 1. Specimens are 
named as smooth tension (ST), notch tension (NT10), plane-strain tension (PST) and in-plane 
shear (ISS). Specimens are prepared with a thickness of 3 mm. They are spray-painted in white 
and then patterned in black dots for displacement and strain measurements with the digital image 
correlation (DIC) method. MTS 100kN Tension-Torsion Fatigue/Static test machine and a high-
speed camera are used to obtain the force and displacement data. Displacement-controlled tests 
are carried out with a strain rate of 1 mm/min. NCORR open-source 2D DIC software is used to 
process the images captured by the high-speed camera. Force data is obtained from the test 
machine while the displacements are extracted from the DIC analysis using a virtual extensometer 
at the center of the specimens spanning vertically with a gauge length of 40, 50, 8.1, and 28 mm 
for ST, NT10, PST and ISS specimens, respectively. 
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Table 1: Chemical composition of IN718 [wt.%]. 

Element Ni Nb Mo Ti Al Cr Cu Si Fe Mn C 
Content 54.35 4.96 2.77 0.95 0.56 18.59 0.04 0.32 16.68 0.28 0.5 
Plasticity and Damage Models. 
The constitutive behavior is governed by the classic J2 plasticity with isotropic hardening. The 

extended voce rule is used to define the hardening law, as 

σ = σy+q1�1-c1e-b1εp� �+q2�1-c2e-b2εp� �                                                                                            (1) 

where  σy is the yield stress of IN718 and εp�  is the equivalent plastic strain. qi, ci and bi are 
material-specific constants. 

Two different damage models are chosen to evaluate their applicability to flow forming 
simulation. The first of these models is the JC model, which is only stress triaxiality and equivalent 
plastic strain dependent. Due to its simplicity, it has been frequently used in many applications in 
the literature. In this study, the JC model is utilized independently of strain rate and temperature, 
as 

 εf(T) = D�1+D�2exp(-D�3T)            (2) 

where, T is the stress triaxiality and  εf is the plastic strain value at failure. D�1, D�2 and D�3 are 
calibration parameters for the JC model. The second model is the MMC model defined as 

 εf(T, θ�) = 
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where, T is the stress triaxiality, θ� is the Lode angle parameter and  εf is the plastic strain value at 
failure. A, n, C�1, C�2, C�3 and C�4 are calibration parameters for MMC model.  Stress triaxiality and 
Lode angle parameter are formalized as 

T =  σm
 σeq

 and θ� = 1 − 6𝜃𝜃
𝜋𝜋

= 1 − cos−1 � J3
2 σeq3

�                                                                               (4) 

where the mean stress is σm= tr(σ)
3

=  σ11+ σ22+ σ33
3

, σeq is the von-Mises equivalent stress and J3 is 
defined as the third deviatoric stress invariants. 

The damage accumulation rule is expressed with the following integral 

D= ∫
dε̅p

 εf

 εf
0                                                                                                                                         (5) 

Initially, the material is assumed to be undamaged, D = 0, and when D reaches 1 and is interpreted 
as the material is completely failed. 

FE Modelling. 
Displacement controlled explicit FE simulations are conducted to calibrate and verify the 

plasticity and damage model parameters. The MMC model is implemented as a user-defined field 
subroutine (VUSDFLD) while the inbuilt JC damage model in Abaqus is used. The geometries 
and mesh of 4 different specimens are shown in Fig. 1. One-fourth of geometries are simulated for 
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ST, NT and PST utilizing the symmetry planes to reduce the computational cost. For the ISS, 
analysis is taken with the full model. 8-node linear brick elements (C3D8R) with reduced 
integration are used and element deletion is utilized to represent material failure. To have boundary 
conditions consistent with experiments, the parts held and pulled in the machine are modeled as 
rigid bodies while the section where DIC analysis is conducted is modeled as a deformable body. 

Calibrated and validated damage models are then applied to the finite element model of the 
backward flow forming (FF) process using the dynamic explicit solver of Abaqus. The FE model 
and mesh are shown in Fig. 2. This model consists of a preform, a mandrel, and 3 rollers rotating 
and moving in the axial direction. The process is called the backward FF process because the 
material flows in the direction opposite to the axial movement of the rollers. Mandrel and rollers 
are modeled as rigid bodies while the preform tube is a deformable body. The rollers are placed 
around the mandrel with 120 degrees between them with a certain axial offset. This ensures that 
the thickness of the material is incrementally reduced and a thickness reduction ratio of 40% in 
total is applied. Both tangential and normal contact are featured in the model with a 0.05 friction 
coefficient for tangential contact. The preform tube is meshed using hexahedral elements with 
reduced integration (C3D8R) and enhanced hourglass control is used to prevent mesh distortion. 
There are 168000 elements in total, with 7 elements in the thickness direction. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Dimensions and finite element models of specimens. 
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Results and Discussion 
Plasticity Model Calibration. 
Since an uncoupled modeling approach is used in the current work, hardening parameters can be 
calibrated with the experimental data independently of the damage parameters. Using the force-
displacement data obtained from the experiments, the true stress-strains curves are obtained using 
up to necking from the ST specimen. The hardening law parameters are then fitted using the 
MATLAB curve-fitting tool. The yield stress and material constants of the hardening laws are 
shown in Table 2. Density, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are taken as 8.22 g/cm3, 200 GPa 
and 0.294, respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Finite element model of flow forming process. 

 
Table 2. Calibrated parameters of the hardening law. 

 σy [MPa] q1 [MPa] c1 𝑏𝑏1 q2 [MPa] c2 𝑏𝑏2 
789 499.6 0.1731 106.7 499.6 1.761 4.351 

 
Damage Model calibration. 
The MMC damage model parameters are calibrated using a hybrid experimental and numerical 

approach which has been applied and verified for a wide range of materials and experiments in the 
literature. In this approach, plastic strain averaged stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameter data 
are extracted from the FE simulations of the specimens up to the experimentally observed failure 
point. The place where sudden decreases in force-displacement curves is taken as the fracture 
initiation and the equivalent plastic strain value at this point is selected as failure strain. The failure 
strain, averaged T and θ� values are taken from the critical elements which have the highest 
equivalent plastic strain. In ST, NT10 and PST specimens, the critical elements are in the center 
of the specimens, while the critical points of the ISS are in the middle of the curved region in the 
gauge section. The failure strain, averaged T and θ� values are given in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Fracture strain, averaged T and θ� for all specimens. 

Specimen  T𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  θ�𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  εf 
ST 0.4040 0.9614 0.6512 
NT 0.4849 0.7650 0.5245 
PST 0.5494 0.5882 0.4564 
ISS 0.1205 0.1546 0.5069 

 
Then, the calibration of the MMC and JC model parameters is simply done using the MATLAB 

curve fitting tool. Since there are 3 calibration parameters in the JC criterion, using ST, NT10, and 
PST specimens is sufficient for calibration. For the data given in Table 3, 5 calibration parameters 
are identified while C�4 is taken as 1 for the MMC model. Firstly, C�3 is assumed to be 1 and the 
other 4 parameters are fitted to the damage criterion. Then, C�3 is included in the parameter fitting 
by keeping A as constant. The calibrated damage parameters are given in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Calibrated parameters of the MMC and JC damage models for IN718. 

 D�1 D�2 D�3    
JC 0.04 1.798 2.679    

 A [MPa] n C�1 C�2 C�3 C�4 
MMC 1946 2.216 10.39 14420 4.517 1 

 
Ductile Failure Simulations. 
The results obtained from FE simulations with the calibrated damage models for 4 different 

specimens are shown in Fig. 3. Note that experiments are repeated 3 times for each geometry to 
check variation between specimens. Experimental results are shown with black dashed lines, while 
the orange and blue solid lines represent JC and MMC simulations, respectively. Due to the 
changes in manufacturing and micromechanical inhomogeneities, slight variations in failure strain 
are observed between tests. In the smooth tension test, the variation is found to be higher than 
normal. Nevertheless, the failure strain value is calibrated based on the average of multiple tests 
for each specimen geometry. It is clear that the models are able to capture the experimental force-
displacement relation for all specimens. In ST, NT10 and PST simulations, JC and MMC models 
yield almost exactly the same response. However, for ISS specimen, although the failure points 
predictions are similar, the subsequent failure response is vastly different for the JC model. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental comparison of JC and MMC damage models. Force vs. displacement 

curves for 4 tensile specimens. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison JC and MMC damage distribution for ISS at the onset of failure. 

 
In Fig. 4, the damage distributions at the onset of failure are plotted for the ISS specimen using 

the JC and MMC models. The JC model is known to be insufficient at predicting failure in shear 
dominant loads due to the lack of Lode parameter effect. One can see that in the gauge section, the 
JC model predicts lower damage values compared to the MMC model. This results in a gradual 
decrease of load for the JC model while the MMC model yields a sudden drop after the initiation 
of failure which is more compatible with the experimental observations. 
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Flow Forming Process Simulations. 
The verified damage models are applied for the simulation of the flow forming process with 

two different preform geometries. Geometries differ by their thickness to inner diameter ratios. 
Preform 2 has double thickness to diameter ratio compared to Preform 1. Simulations are 
performed at the same feed rate, revolution speed, and the other geometrical parameters are kept 
constant. Simulation results are depicted in Fig. 5. The highest damage is predicted to be at the 
inner surfaces where the preform is in contact with the mandrel for both models. Due to the shear 
dominant nature of the process, the JC model gives significantly smaller damage accumulations 
compared to the MMC model. At 40% reduction, the damage exceeds 1 with the MMC model 
while it is much less than 1 for the JC model. With a higher thickness to diameter ratio, the damage 
is found to increase and spread over a larger area. It is normally expected that the crack would 
form on the outer surface of the flow formed specimen, which is not captured with the current 
models. However, referring to a previous study of the authors [15], a more realistic modeling 
approach with temperature dependent plasticity and damage models is important and would 
change the damage distribution.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of damage over the preform at 2 different geometries. 
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Summary 
In this work, ductile failure model calibration is performed with experiments using four geometries 
for IN718 nickel alloy. Calibrated models are then verified through FE element analysis of the 
specimens and results are found to be in good agreement with experimental data. The MMC model 
is more capable of predicting experimental force-displacement curves in the shear dominant failure 
case. Furthermore, the two damage models are implemented in a flow forming simulation to 
discuss the differences in damage accumulation. Models show a disparity in the distribution of 
damage at two different preform geometries. It is concluded that the MMC failure criterion is a 
more appropriate choice for forming processes such as flow forming. It should be noted that the 
current FE model should be extended to include temperature and strain rate effects to accurately 
make an experimentally comparative study. 
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Abstract. Protective metallic coatings may be applied to the finished tubes and pipes using the hot 
dip method or may be applied to cold rolled sheet that is then used in the roll forming process of 
tubes manufacturing. In the latter case applied coating must ensure the proper adhesion and lack 
of cracks during deformation. In this work, the main objective is to assess the plastic deformability 
of steel sheets covered with an advanced ZnMgAl coating. The assessment of the susceptibility of 
the ZnMgAl coatings to plastic deformation was carried out using three-point bending tests, 
supported by the digital image correlation technique. A standard bending test of a steel sheet with 
a ZnMgAl coating at different bending angles was also used. The comparison of the results of the 
tests carried out allowed for the formulation of conclusions for direct use in industrial practice. 
Introduction 
Optimization and control of the processes of industrial metal forming of steel products requires an 
understanding of the behavior of the charge material under deformation conditions similar to those, 
in which it will be formed. Pipes with open-joints are produced from steel sheet in the rolling 
process, so the accompanying deformations in the bending process are significant [1]. The steel 
sheet used in the production process should be characterized by good mechanical properties and 
formability. It should also be remembered that in a pipe manufactured using the open-joint method, 
the weakest point is the joint/weld. The protective coating can also be used to protect the weld. 
There are many types of protective coatings on the market today. Many of them are based on zinc. 
Galvanized steels produced by hot-dip galvanizing find many applications, e.g. in the construction 
and automotive industries [2-4]. By introducing aluminum and magnesium into a standard zinc 
coating, a ZnAlMg coating was obtained, which provides excellent corrosion and wear resistance 
[5]. One of them is the Zn Al3,5Mg3 (Trade name:  Magnelis®) coating patented by ArcelorMittal.  
This coating is characterized by the great corrosion resistance and wide range of possible 
applications. Compared to standard Zn coatings, Magnelis provides similar level of corrosion 
resistance protection with much thinner layer of coating. So far, this coating has not been widely 
studied in terms of its ductility.  The coated ZnAlMg steel plate can be used to the production 
process of the open-joint tubes. This however requires high cracking resistance both of the steel 
sheet and coating during the roll-forming process. Even a micro damage of the coating may lead 
to cracking in the most deformed areas and may be the cause of the deteriorations in the in-service 
corrosion resistance [5-7]. Thus, obtaining the information of the correlation between 
microstructure and mechanical properties during the roll forming of open-joint tube process is 
necessary. This knowledge will allow to improve the quality of the coating and to optimize the 
parameters of the deformation process. Therefore, the main purpose of the presented work was to 
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assess the properties of ZnMgAl coated steel sheet used for the production of tubular products 
where it is subjected to the process of deformation by bending. 
Materials 
Three types of steel sheets were used in the tests. The base material was hot-rolled steel sheet, the 
chemical composition of which is shown in Table 1. The base material was E220 steel sheet with 
a ZnMgAl coating with a total thickness of 1.4 mm. The other two steel sheets of the S235 grade 
were taken as the reference material - one with a standard Zn coating and the other without this 
coating. The thickness of both sheets was 1.5 mm. 

First, the quality of every coating was investigated using the Nova NanoSEM FEI scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). Additionally, the thickness and homogeneity of the surface was 
measured (Fig.1). 
 

Table. 1. Based chemical composition of the steel sheet (% wt.). 
Material C Mn Si P S Al Cu Sn 

E220 0,049 0,20 0,004 0,023 0,015 0,032 0,021 0,002 
S235JRH 0,15 0,12 0,030 0,020 0,025 0,01 0,55 - 

 
Fig. 1a and b present the initial microstructure of the cross – section of specimen with standard 

Zn coating (as received). Analysis of the sheet steel with Zn coating showed good coating 
adherence to the base sheet. The mean thickness of the Zn coating was approximately 98 µm. 
During the microstructural analysis the cracks of the Zn coating were not observed. 

A similar analysis was performed for the ZnMgAl-coated sample (Fig. 1c, d). In the case of the 
main research material, the measurement of the coating thickness showed that the ZnMgAl layer 
is smaller than in the case of the standard Zn layer and is about 38 - 40 µm. Its microstructural 
analysis showed good adhesive properties and cracks were also not visible. 

Based on the microstructural analysis of steel sheets coated with Zn and ZnMgAl  it can be 
concluded that the initial quality of both samples is sufficient for their use in the rolling process. 
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a) b)  

c) d)  
Fig. 1. The example of the cross – section of the steel sheet with standard Zn coating – a); b)  

and ZnMgAl coating – c); d). 
Experimental Procedure 
In order to obtain the data for the analysis of deformation susceptibility of steel sheet with ZnMgAl 
coating, the experimental procedure was divided into two steps. The first stage included the three-
point bending test. The radius of the upper tool was equal 5 mm. In this part of work, the three 
different sheets were deformed: 1) base material (with no coating) 2) sheet with standard Zn 
coating, and 3) sheet with ZnMgAl coating.  The experiments were performed at room temperature 
with the velocity of the bending load of 1mm/min. The experimental procedure was combined 
with Digital Image Correlation (DIC) analysis. The DIC system consist of high resolutions CCD 
5mpx camera. In order to obtained the accreted results, the DIC analysis was made using two 
different lenses. In first case the whole surface of the samples were analyzed ale for this the lens 
of 2.8/50 was used. In the second case only most deformed area was analyzed. and for this 
measurement the stereo microscope was used as a lens. Postprocessing of the obtained images was 
made using Istra4D software. The second stage of the investigation was focused only on the steel 
sheet with ZnMgAl coating. In this stage, the bending test based on the ISO 7438:2016 standard 
was applied. The bending angle ranging between 90 and 180 deg was used. Similarly, like in the 
pervious test, the bending test was made at the room temperature, but the angle on the upper tool 
was equal 30 deg. 
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Results and Discussion 
In the presented work, the DIC strain measurement was applied to analyze deformation of coated 
sheets subjected to the three-point bending test. During the test, DIC method was applied to track 
the strain distribution during the deformation process [8-9]. The upper tool displacement was kept 
the same for the all analyzed specimens. Results obtained for the one-time step before end of the 
deformation process with the stress–strain curve are presented in the Fig. 2. DIC strain distribution 
maps show typical strain accumulation for the three-point bending test localized in the lower part 
of the specimen. The highest strain accumulation was observed in the sample with standard zinc 
coating and the lowest value was obtained for the sample with ZnMgAl coating. In the case of 
sheet with zinc coating the additional strain concentration can be observed in the upper part of the 
specimen (under the upper tool), what suggests the possibility of the zinc coating crack occurrence 
in this area. 
 
a)   b) 

   
c) d) 

 

 

Fig. 2. The true principal strain distributions maps obtained in DIC analysis for sheet plate 
without the coating – a); with standard zinc coating – b); with ZnMgAl coating – c); and the 
stress – strain curve obtained in the three – point bending test using two type of the lenses. 
 
The main aim to use the DIC analysis was the estimate the local deformation value on the 

sample thickness during the bending test in order to related these values with the coating 
deformation susceptibility in related to the open join tube production process.   

Additionally, based on the obtained DIC results, it can be expected that on the sheet with the 
zinc coating the cracks will appear in the external and internal surfaces of the specimen. For the 
specimen without coating the cracking of the oxide scale also took place. For confirmation, all 
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specimens after the three-point bending test were analyzed using Zeiss optical microscope (Fig. 
3). Observations were carried out on the outer and inner surfaces, where the accumulation of 
deformations was the greatest (Fig. 3a). 

The obtained micrographs revealed the flaking of the oxide scale layer - especially on the 
internal surface of the specimen with no coating (Fig. 3b). In the case of the second specimen with 
zinc coating clear cracking both at external and internal surface was visible. A digital crack 
assessment was made and compared with patterns based on the PN-EN ISO 4628-4:2004(U) 
standard. It was found that the internal cracks can be assigned to the ASTM 4 group and external 
cracks to the ASTM 2 group. For the last analyzed specimen, with the ZnMgAl coating, no visible 
cracks were found at any of the analyzed surfaces (internal and external). 
 

a) b) 

 
 
 
 
 
  

c) d) 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Position of the optical microscope analysis of surface quality bending sample on the 
internal and external surface - a). Obtained results for the specimen without the coating - b);  
with standard zinc coating with comparison to the patterns from PN-EN ISO 4628-4:2004(U) 

standard - c) and with ZnMgAl coating - d). 
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The surface that was observed using DIC system was subjected to the scanning electron 
microscope observation using FEI Nova Nano SEM. For the analysis the specimen with zinc 
coating and ZnMgAl coating was used. Fig. 4 shows that in the case of the specimen with standard 
zinc coating the coating detachment and cracking (marker with the red arrows) can be observed. 
On the second analyzed specimen the any layer damage was not found. 
 
a) b) 

  

Fig. 4. The SEM image for specimen with Zn coating – a) and ZnMgAl coating – b). 
 
The analysis of the three-point bending test results confirmed that the steel sheet with ZnMgAl 

coating is suitable to the deformation process.  
Additionally, in order to design the roll-forming process, bending test is usually performed to 

check the springback angle and select the roll forming pass design. In the current study this test 
was also performed but its aim was more focused on the analysis of the ZnMgAl coating adhesion. 
The obtained results for the bending test with angle equal to 90deg are presented in the Fig. 5. 
Additional analysis performed after bending shows that, similarly to the previous test, the cracks 
were not visible either of the surface (internal and external).  
 

 Internal surface External surface 

 

  

Fig. 5. The shape of the specimen after bending test with microstructure of internal and external 
surface. 
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Summary 
The tests carried out and the analysis of their results allowed for the assessment of the suitability 
of the steel sheet with the ZnMgAl coating for the process of forming pipes with an open joint. 
For this purpose, a standard bend test and a three-point bend test combined with a digital image 
correlation system were used. In the case of the three-point bending test, the test results of a steel 
sheet without a protective coating and with a standard zinc coating were taken as the starting point. 
Based on the DIC analysis, areas of strain concentration were determined where the protective 
coating could crack. Both bending tests, i.e. standard and three-point bending, showed that the 
tested material with ZnMgAl coating can be successfully used in the pipe production process. 
Based on the presented results, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• The microstructural analysis of the sheet steel with coating shows good adherence to the 
base steel for both analyzed coatings.   

• In the case of the sheet plate without the coating strain distribution analysis showed the 
points localization at maximum strain value. Additional microstructure analysis showed 
that in this area the flaking of scale layer occurred. 

• The DIC analysis of steel sheet with standard zinc coating showed the highest strain 
concentration both at internal and external surface. Microstructural analysis showed 
significant cracks. Based on the ISO standard was coating cracking was assigned to the 
ASTM 4 group for the internal surface and ASTM 2 group for the external surface.   

• Based on the DIC analysis of the plate with ZnMgAl coating the strain concentration 
(beside standard strain localization characterized for the three-point bending test) was not 
observed. The microstructure analysis confirmed lack of the visible cracks on the surface.  
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Abstract. The increasing share and expansion of miniature devices requires the mastery of 
miniature parts production, including metal parts. In metal microforming, due to the conditions of 
mechanical similarity, the aim is to use materials with the smallest grain. Ultra-fine-grained metals 
(UFG) fulfill this requirement. These metals can be obtained, inter alia, in SPD processes such as 
ECAP. The work uses the extension of the SPD based on ECAP with additional metal forming 
operations necessary to obtain blanks for microforming in the form of a 0.2 mm foil. Three variants 
of the technological process were performed. This foil was then subjected to a micro-drawing 
operation aimed at determining the influence of the foil preparation process on the sheet metal 
microforming process flow. 
Introduction 
The miniaturization of devices [1], which has been progressing for several decades, imposes the 
miniaturization of the parts used for their production, which are largely produced by metal forming 
technology [2]. Reducing the dimensions to about one millimeter causes a change in the dominant 
physical phenomena. Difficulties in the accurate design of technological processes for miniature 
parts, combined with the growing demand for them, led to the separation of a relatively new branch 
of metal forming, which is microforming [3]. This is because of the natural granularity of the 
polycrystalline materials used [4] and the surface layer treated as an area with a certain thickness, 
mainly dependent on the structure of the material [5]. The share of both of these features increases 
as the product becomes smaller, the material of which can no longer be considered uniform 
throughout its volume. The proposed avoidance of many of the unfavorable scale effects is the 
concept of using ultrafine grain metals (UFG) [6-8]. Within the presented work, the field of interest 
was narrowed down to sheet metal microforming processes. As a method of obtaining ultra-fine 
grain, the ECAP process was adopted on the stand used in previous works [9]. The selected 
material for the tests is aluminium alloy 6060, which was chosen because of its high (in the group 
of aluminium alloys) strength properties. 

The main purpose of the work was to develop a research method allowing for the assessment 
of the possibility of using this alloy with the UFG structure obtained by the ECAP method for 
sheet metal microforming processes. It should be noted that the UFG materials obtained from the 
ECAP process are in the form of rods that must undergo further deformations [10], so that the final 
effect is a foil with a UFG structure. The influence of the technological path of preparing foil with 
a thickness of 0.2 mm made of aluminium alloy 6060 on the possibility of sheet metal 
microforming was initially examined. The process of free micro-drawing was adopted as the 
verification process. It was chosen because of the simplicity of implementation, which favours 
further miniaturization and reduces the number of process parameters in research. Due to the 
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difficult formability of the selected material discussed in the literature, it was decided to use heat 
treatments to improve this feature.  
Material Preparation 
The extended UFG metal fabrication process with the ECAP main operation was used in the work 
to prepare 0.2 mm thick 6060 aluminium foil. Three series of material in the form of foil, marked 
respectively with the symbols CG (material not subjected to ECAP), UFG F (material subjected to 
ECAP in the delivery condition) and UFG G (material supersaturated before ECAP) were punched 
with a 4 mm diameter punch. Then, the obtained discs were used to carry out the micro-drawing 
operation. 

The hot-extruded bar PN EN 6060 ø50 was used as the initial material. The bar was divided 
into billets with dimensions of 8x8x45 mm by milling according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1a. 
Part of the billets were subjected to supersaturation (annealing for 2 hours at 525°C, cooling in 
water). These billets were used to prepare a series of UFG G material. Then, a two channel turns 
mtECAP (2x110°) was performed six times at 150°C. ECAP was performed for a batch of 
supersaturated material (UFG G) and as delivered (UFG F). The rods obtained in this way were 
subjected to free upsetting (Fig. 1b) at 150°C, obtaining plates with a thickness of 1 mm. Upsetting 
was carried out in three subsequent operations with a comparable increase in surface area (~2 
times) to enable renewal of lubricating layer. In addition, identical upsetting was applied to the 
billets that were not subject to the ECAP. The diagram of the upsetting operation is shown in Fig. 
1c. The obtained material was mainly subjected to natural ageing, however, the use of elevated 
temperature in the ECAP and upsetting operations meant that the material stayed in total for almost 
an hour at a temperature close to 150°C, which could initiate the processes related to artificial 
ageing. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of orientation of the taken billets in relation to the ø50 mm rod  (a), the result of 

subsequent upsetting operations at a thickness of ≈ 5, 3 and 1 mm (b) and the scheme of 
upsetting operations (c). 

 
In the next stage of the process, the obtained plates were cut into 6 mm wide strips, which were 

rolled to a thickness of 0.2 mm at room temperature to obtain a foil intended for microforming. 
The method of taking strips from plates are shown in Fig. 2. Full material preparation process is 
presented in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2. Preparation of metal strips for the rolling process. 

 
Table 1. Material preparation process (green color mean that operation was performed). 

Operation Cutting from 
ø50 rod 

Supersaturation mtECAP Upsetting Cutting Rolling 

Result billet 
(#8x45 mm) 

billet 
(#8x45 mm) 

Rod 
(#8x40 mm) 

Plate 
(1 mm thick) 

Strip 
(6 mm wide) 

Foil 
(0,2 mm thick) 

CG       
UFG F       
UFG G       

 

Material Analysis 
In order to verify the effect of supersaturation on the material properties after the ECAP, a uniaxial 
tensile test for specimen with 10 mm gauge length [9] was performed, in which the yield strength 
Rp0.2, tensile strength Rm and elongation A were determined. These parameters were determined 
for the material immediately after the ECAP process and after additional upsetting. Tensile test for 
a thin foil was not performed. Fig. 3 presents the obtained results and compares them with the 
parameters of the material as delivered. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Comparision of Rm, Rp0.2 and A for prepared series of material in two stages of the 

process. 

 

 

 

rolling direction 
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The obtained 0.2 mm foils were subjected to EBSD structural analysis. Fig. 4 shows the 
corresponding grain size distribution for CG and UFG foil. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Grain size distribution of 6060 aluminum foil for CG (a) and UFG-F (b) series. 

 
Collected data indicate a noticeable effect of supersaturation on the properties of the obtained 

material, however, this effect is different immediately after ECAP and after additional upsetting. 
The supersaturated material (UFG-G series) shows higher strength and lower plasticity after ECAP 
compared to the UFG-F series, however, after additional upsetting, this relationship is reversed 
and the UFG-G series shows lower strength and higher plasticity. This phenomenon may be caused 
by the influence of increased tamperture occurring during upsetting, which may partially eliminate 
the strengthening effects. Finally, a positive effect of supersaturation on the formability of the 
obtained UFG plates was observed. 

Structural analysis of foils intended for sheet metal microforming leads to the conclusion that 
the ECAP process unifies the structure of the material in the entire volume of the obtained foil. 
The foil made of the CG material is characterized by a much greater grain size variation, despite 
the fact that the large plastic deformation that took place during subsequent metal forming 
operations significantly fragmented the grains. 
Formability Determination 
Formability determination was performed by means of micro-drawing process. Carrying out the 
drawing process requires a preliminary operation, which is the preparation of the preform. In this 
case it was a disc with a diameter of 3.8 mm. A micro-blanking process with a blank holder, which 
in turn required preforms in the form of 10x7x0.2 mm strips. In this process, a precise micro-
device placed on the testing machine table was used. The micro-device ensured precise positioning 
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of the tools. The micro-blanking operation was additionally used to analyze the technological 
variants of CG, UFG-F and UFG-G. The courses of forces were recorded (Fig. 6a), the cut 
strengths and the fill factors of the graph were determined (Table 2). To reduce the complexity of 
the tools, free micro-drawing was carried out in the system shown in Fig. 5a, consisting of the 
same device as for micro-blanking. For this kind of process the drawing ratio should be bigger 
than 0.55 [1] , and 0.58 was chosen. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Setup for micro-drawing (a) and dimensions of the tools used (b). 

 
The dimensions of the tools are shown in Fig. 5b. Lubrication was applied with a lubricant 

based on MoS2 from the die side and light oil from the punch side. The coefficient of extrusion in 
the process was 0.54. The following description refers to the force recorded during the process 
(Fig. 6b). 
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Fig. 6. Course of forces during micro-blanking (a) and micro-drawing (b) of 0.2 mm foil for 
three series of material. 

 
The disk is placed in the cavity of the matrix (Fig. 5b) enabling its precise positioning. The 

precisely guided punch presses centrally on the foil, the force of the process increases to the value 
of the first maximum. After reaching it, the edge of the disc begins to be drawn into the die, sliding 
on its conical surface. As the punch moves, the force decreases and reaches a minimum value, 
after which it increases again due to the strengthening of the material and the thickening of the 
edge of the cup. When the strengthening and thickening of the material is no longer able to 
compensate for the decreasing perimeter of the edge, the force of the process decreases until its 
full completion. The threat here is the possible cracking of the bottom, which is the main 
phenomenon limiting the process. 

 
Table 2. Cut strength Rt and graph fill factor λ for three series of 0.2 mm foil. 

 

 

 

 

a)  

 

 b) 

 CG UF UG 
Rt [MPa] 168 185 181 
λ 0,67 0,51 0,55 
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Despite the slightly higher cut strength determined for the material from the UFG-F series, the 
effect of supersaturation before the ECAP on the blanking process conditions was not observed. 
An increase in the micro-drawing process force was observed in the case of the UFG-F material. 
With regard to the CG and UFG-G materials, slight differences in the force course were observed, 
requiring further research. The shape and appearance of the cups surface (Fig. 7) as well as the 
size of the lugs indicating the presence of flat anisotropy in the assessment of the image from the 
light microscope do not indicate significant differences in individual material series. 
 

 
Fig. 7. SEM images of obtained micro cups for three series of material. 

Summary 
The presented paper proposes a research method for selection of process parameters enabling the 
use of UFG materials obtained by the ECAP method for use in sheet metal microforming. The 
applied ECAP has been enriched with the process of obtaining thin foils by initial multiple 
upsetting with the possibility of increasing the temperature and subsequent multiple rolling at room 
temperature. The obtained material in the form of a foil with a thickness of 0.2 mm made of 
aluminium alloy 6060 was then subjected to a micro-drawing operation recognized as a process 
determining the formability of the prepared materials in the conditions of sheet metal 
microforming. Necessary to prepare preforms for the micro-drawing process, the micro-blanking 
process was used to additionally compare the characteristics of foils from different series. 

Based on the prepared research, it was found that the obtained material in the form of a foil is 
characterized by a uniform structure and is consistent throughout its volume without structural 
defects and cracks. The ECAP process plays a key role in unifying the structure throughout the 
volume of the foil. Its omission results in a significant decrease in the homogeneity of the material, 
despite the large deformations to which the material is subjected during upsetting and rolling, 
which causes significant grain refinement comparable to ECAP. 

Despite the noticeable differences in strength properties occurring after the upsetting process 
for the supersaturated material and the material processed as delivered, no effect of supersaturation 
of the billets material before the ECAP process on formability was observed in the conditions of 
the sheet metal microforming. 

Some differences in process flow for prepared materials was observed in micro-blanking and 
micro-drawing (Fig. 6), but for clearly distinguishes the formability there are planed extension of 
micro-drawing process in the next research. 
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Abstract. Ultra-high-strength-steel parts produced by press hardening are widely used in the 
automotive sector for lightweight construction and passenger safety applications. Medium-
manganese-steels (MMnS) are currently investigated as an alternative to boron-manganese steels. 
Their favorable mechanical properties of high strength and high ductility after quenching are often 
based on rather complex heat treatment strategies resulting in a multiphase microstructure. One 
possible way such a microstructure can be obtained, is intercritical annealing and subsequent 
quenching during the press hardening process. For this processing route formability during hot 
stamping and final properties of the quenched material are dependent on the annealing 
temperature. For a successful part production, an annealing temperature that satisfies both, in-
process properties, as well as final mechanical properties is mandatory. In this paper, the suitability 
of the intercritical annealing process route for press hardening of MMnS is investigated for a 
specific MMnS alloy. Formability in hot stamping conditions with respect to different annealing 
temperatures (range 700°C – 800°C) are examined by performing hot tensile tests, as well as 
experimental trials using a hot stamping tool. Final properties are analyzed by tensile tests. The 
formability during hot tensile tests and hot stamping show a strong positive correlation to the 
annealing temperature, while the values for uniform and ultimate elongation of the quenched 
material shows a strong negative correlation to the annealing temperature. The tensile strength of 
the quenched material shows a low sensitivity to the annealing temperature. No annealing 
temperature that satisfies both, in-process and final properties, could be found for the investigated 
MMnS alloy. 
Introduction 
Increasing demands for passenger safety and reduction of CO2 emissions in the automotive sector 
led to the increased usage of high strength steels in autobody applications. The main advantage of 
advanced-high-strength-steels is the lightweight construction potential due to their mechanical 
properties.[1] Direct press hardening, consisting of the three steps austenitization, hot stamping 
and tool-quenching, is a widely used process to produce high strength autobody parts from sheet 
metals.[2] The commonly used manganese-boron steels such as 22MnB5 typically achieve tensile 
strengths of 1500 MPa und residual formabilities of minimum 5 % in the quenched state with fully 
martensitic microstructure [3]. In order to improve the performance of parts produced from 
manganese boron steels strategies such as tailored heating, or the usage of tailored materials such 
as tailor-welded blanks or cladded material have been investigated. The strategies of tailored 
processes or properties for press hardening of manganese-boron-steels mostly rely on reducing the 
strength of sections of the structural component in exchange for an improved ductility. Therefore 
the overall component performance, for example total energy absorption in a crash, can be 
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improved. On the downside to the production process of parts with tailored properties is more 
complex as for example segmented tools or tailor welded blanks are necessary. [3,4] 
As an alternative to the commonly used manganese-boron-steels, steels of the medium-manganese 
alloy class (MMnS) have been investigated, with the aim of providing a material with high 
strengths and simultaneously high ductility for press hardening processing. The favorable 
mechanical properties of MMnS are based on a fine-grained multi-phase microstructure after press 
hardening that consists of retained austenite and martensite. To achieve this microstructure, it is 
often necessary to employ multistep heat treatment procedures (for example Quench and 
Partitioning) before or after the hot stamping operation, wich leads to a more complex processing 
compared to manganese boron steels [5-9]. 
In this paper it will be investigated whether a single heat treatment of intercritical annealing is 
suitable for hot stamping processing of a specific MMnS alloy. 
Investigated Alloy and Processing 
For the investigations presented in this paper, 2 mm thick sheets of a medium manganese steel 
alloy were used. The chemical composition of the steel is shown in Tab. 1. The schematic 
temperature curve of the intercritical annealing and phase fractions before and after quenching are 
shown in Fig. 1. Before quenching, different fractions of austenite (γ) and primary martensite (α'p) 
depend on the annealing temperature. After quenching, a phase transformation of the austenite to 
retained austenite (γr) and secondary martensite (α's) as shown is expected, while the primary 
martensite percentage is anticipated to be stable. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt. %). 

Fe C Mn Si Al  Cr  P S N 
bal. 0.30 4.99 1.55 0.004 0.04 0.005 0.003 0.004 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of phase fractions before and after quenching from different 

intercritical annealing temperatures. 
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Hot Tensile Tests 
In order to verify the expected material behavior in terms of dependence of formability during hot 
stamping on the blank temperature during prior annealing, hot tensile tests were performed on a 
TA Instruments DIL805 dilatometer. The annealing temperature was varied in an interval of 700°C 
to 800°C. All specimens were inductively heated to the respective annealing temperature at a rate 
of 10 K/s. The soaking time was set to 5 min. After annealing, the specimens were quenched to 
600°C and tensile tests were performed at a strain rate of 0.5 1/s. The uniform elongation is taken 
as an indicator of the materials formability with respect to the annealing temperature. 

Fig. 2 shows the measured uniform elongation values at different annealing temperature. As 
expected, higher annealing temperatures, and therefore higher phase fractions of austenite, result 
in higher ductility. The highest uniform elongation could be found for an annealing temperature 
of 800°C (100 % austenite). It is notable that in a relatively small temperature interval from 720°C 
to 750°C the ductility of the material increases rapidly, indicating a switch between the materials 
behavior being dominated by the properties of the martensitic phase to being dominated by the 
properties of the austenitic phase. 

A logistic function (Eq. 1) can be fitted to the data points to be able to approximate a continuous 
correlation between formability and annealing temperature. The formabilities of the single 
martensitic and austenitic phases are represented by the lower and upper limits of the curve.   

 
 

Fig. 2. Dependence of uniform elongation on the annealing temperature during hot tensile 
testing. 

Ag= Ag,max

1+e-k�T-T0�
 (1) 

Hot Stamping Experiments 
For further investigation of the material’s formability at different annealing temperatures hot 
stamping experiments were performed on a single acting hydraulic deep drawing press using a hot 
stamping tool resembling a miniaturized b-pillar part. The tool does not have an active water-
cooling system. However, as cycle times were larger than 10 minutes, the tool temperature can be 
assumed to be room temperature. Prior to annealing the blanks are spray-coated with boron nitride 
for friction reduction and basic scaling protection. The blanks were heated in a convection furnace 
for 7 minutes at different annealing temperatures (700°C, 730°C, 750°C, 800°C). After annealing 
the blanks were manually transferred to the pressing tool and formed with a constant tool speed of 
35 mm/s (drawing depth of 25 mm). After forming the parts are quenched in the closed tool for 
10 s. 
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Fig. 3 a) shows the dimensions of the hot stamped T-Shape profile. The notches at the bottom 
of the part are necessary for aligning the blank in the tool using two pilot rods. As can be seen in 
Fig. 3 b) only an annealing temperature of 800°C (fully austenitic microstructure) leads to a crack-
free part. At annealing temperatures of 700°C, 730°C, and 750°C severe crack form at the upper 
part of the profile. With increasing annealing temperature additional cracks at the left and right 
shoulder part of the part start to appear. One possible explanation for cracks occurring at more 
locations with increasing annealing temperature is the increasing ductility of the material. At 
700°C annealing temperature, the crack in the center part of the profile starts to form at very low 
drawing depths due to the poor ductility of the material. Therefore, almost all deformation for the 
rest of the drawing process takes place in the cracked region on the sheet. At higher annealing 
temperatures, the material is more ductile. The crack in the center appears at a higher drawing 
depth which leads to a more uniform thinning of the material which again leads to additional cracks 
forming. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. a) Dimensions of T-shape profile. b) T-shape profiles processed with different annealing 
temperatures. 

 
Material Properties of Quenched Specimens 
In order to assess the mechanical properties of the quenched material with respect to the annealing 
temperature, further quenching experiments were conducted using the hot stamping tool. For each 
annealing temperature a rectangular sheet was heated according to the annealing of the T-shape 
profiles and quenched between the blank holder and the die of the hot stamping tool for 10s. 
Tensile test specimens were cut from the quenched sheets and quasi-static tensile tests were 
performed at room temperature. Table 2 shows the mechanical properties in the quenched state 
with respect to the different annealing temperatures. 
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Table 2. Mechanical properties in quenched state with respect to annealing temperature. 

Annealing temperature Rp0,2 Rm Ag A 

[°C] [MPa] [MPa] [%] [%] 

700 576 1250 21.0 21.2 

730 420 1277 6.4 6.4 
750 574 1263 2.4 2.4 

800 877 1300 0.6 0.6 

 
While yield strength and tensile strength only show a low sensitivity to the annealing 

temperature, uniform and total elongation show a strong dependence on the annealing temperature. 
An annealing temperature of 800°C results in a fully austenitic microstructure after annealing and 
a fully martensitic microstructure after quenching. This microstructure displays a very brittle 
behavior. With decreasing annealing temperature, and therefore higher phase fraction of retained 
austenite in the quenched state, the ductility of the material increases. At 730°C annealing 
temperature the ductility is comparable to standard manganese boron steels. At 700°C annealing 
temperature, the material displays very favorable mechanical properties in the quenched state. 
Summary 
This paper investigates the suitability of intercritical annealing and subsequent press hardening for 
processing high strength parts from medium manganese steel sheets. The choice of a specific 
annealing temperature influences phase fractions of austenite and martensite in the microstructure 
during hot stamping and after quenching. For different annealing temperatures formability was 
investigated by hot tensile tests and hot stamping experiments. Final mechanical properties were 
investigated by tensile tests. Hot tensile tests show an increasing formability with increasing 
annealing temperatures. In hot stamping experiments, part production without cracking was only 
possible for an annealing temperature of 800°C.  

While yield strength and tensile strength in quenched material state show very low sensitivity 
to the annealing temperature, ductility increases heavily with decreasing annealing temperature. 
Mechanical properties of tensile strengths of 1250 MPa and total elongations of 21.2 % could be 
achieved at an annealing temperature of 700°C. While for both, in-process and final mechanical 
properties, an adequate annealing temperature could be found, no investigated annealing 
temperature satisfies both conditions, as a strong trade-off relationship between favorable final 
mechanical properties and formability during hot stamping was evident. 

As a result, due to the identified trade-off relationship of the intercritical annealing route, it is 
not yet possible to achieve optimal processing conditions and final properties with the same 
annealing temperature. In this regard, further research has to be conducted in the processing of the 
investigated medium manganese steel alloy in press hardening. 
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Abstract. In recent years, a development of AHSS steels for manufacturing parts for the 
automotive industry is the observed trend. The high-manganese steels with aluminium and silicon 
addition, exhibiting twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) effect, are one of the most interesting 
modern materials, due to their unique combination of both very good strength and great ductility. 
However, the material behaviour during plastic deformation depends not only on the chemical 
composition but also on deformation conditions, inter alia, strain rate and temperature. TWIP steels 
can be used for production of energy-absorbing parts, therefore it is very important to analyse their 
deformation behaviour at high strain rates. The paper presents the effect of deformation in quasi-
static and dynamic conditions on the microstructure of an experimental TWIP steel. The 
experiments were performed on tensile testing machine and on the flywheel machine. The 
microstructure was analyzed by optical and scanning transmission electron microscopy. Thanks to 
the measurements during the quasi-static test and numerical simulations of both tensile tests, the 
temperature increase was determined in the sample region from which the sections for 
microstructural studies were taken. It was found that the temperature increase in dynamic 
conditions can affect the microstructure evolution in the investigated TWIP steel. 
Introduction 
The autobody components made of non-ferrous materials are nowadays more common than they 
used to be earlier, however, the most responsible parts in terms of passengers safety are still made 
of steel [1,2]. In recent years, considerable efforts have been focused on the development of high-
manganese steels for the automotive industry. With the specific Mn, Al and Si content, these steels 
are characterized with the stacking fault energy (SFE) value in the range of ca. 20 to ca. 50 mJ/m2 

which favors twinning as a dominant deformation mechanism. This phenomenon was ultimately 
confirmed in many studies [2,3]. The concept of a steel with the so called twinning induced 
plasticity (TWIP) effect was proposed for the first time by Grassel and Fromayer [4]. During the 
analysis of steel with 15 and 25% of Mn content, the authors established that the unique 
combination of high mechanical properties and high ductility is determined by the mechanical 
twins formation in the austenitic grains [5]. The same authors proved that TWIP steel with an 
advantageous combination of mechanical and plastic properties should contain the amount of 
manganese within the range of 20% wt. to 30% wt., the aluminium content – from 3% wt. to 5% 
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wt. and the carbon content not exceeding 0.6% wt. The TWIP steels are characterized by good 
work hardening, which is mostly the result of twinning, but also dynamic strain ageing (DSA). 
Moreover, these steels are extremely sensitive to the strain rate [6]. The studied carried out in [7] 
proved an influence of the strain rate on the ability to transfer dynamic loads by the TWIP steel, 
confirming an increase in the impact resistance under the influence of increasing strain rate. The 
dynamic deformation conditions favors the mechanical twins growth in TWIP steel [8, 9]. 
However, the high strain rate causes the rapid temperature increase in a deformed region. It was 
proved that temperature rise above 200°C in numerous MnAl steels causes the increase of the SFE 
value which promotes the dislocation slip and slows down the mechanical twins growth [10]. 
There’s a limited information in the literature about the effect of heat generated during dynamic 
deformation on the TWIP steel microstructure evolution [11]. 

The aim of the study was to determine a temperature increase due to conversion of the 
deformation work into the heat in experimental TWIP steel samples subjected to tensile tests at 
two different conditions and to analyse how the heat generated affects the deformation mechanism 
in the investigated steel. 
Research Methodology  
The research was carried out on an experimental high-manganese steel with the chemical 
composition given in Table 1. The steel was smelted in a vacuum induction furnace and cast using 
the gravity casting technique. 120 mm long ingots with a cross-section of 20 x 40 mm were 
homogenized in an air furnace at 1200°C and then hot-rolled to a thickness of ca. 2 mm. After hot 
rolling, the steel was subjected to solution heat treatment (1100°C / 2 h / water quenching). 
 

Table 1. The chemical composition of the investigated steel. 
Element content, wt. % 

C Mn Al V P S Ce La Nd N Fe 
0.42 21.10 2.55 0.002 <0.01 0.006 0.011 <0.005 <0.005 43ppm bal. 

 
The dog-bone samples with the dimensions given in Fig. 1a were cut-out of the obtained strips 

to perform the quasi-static tensile test (at the strain rate of 0.5 s-1 – Fig. 1b) on the Instron tensile 
testing machine and the dynamic one (at the strain rate of 1000 s-1 – Fig. 1c) on the flywheel 
machine. The latter method is described in [12]. The initial temperature of samples was ca. 20ºC. 
The temperature changes in the sample tested at the lower strain rate were recorded by FLIR T840 
thermal imaging camera. Temperature measurement methodology during quasi-static tensile tests 
was presented in [13]. 
 

a) b) c) 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The sample dimensions used in tensile tests (a) and samples after quasi-static (b)  
and dynamic (c) tensile tests. 

 

The numerical modelling of quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests were performed in Forge 
NxT 3.2 – a commercial finite element method software dedicated for metal forming and heat 
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treatment simulations. To reduce the computation time, a geometric model of ⅛th of a sample was 
used (Fig. 2). The fine tetrahedral mesh was generated in the sample volume.  
 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 2. The geometric model of a sample used in tensile tests with the gauge length of 10 mm, the 
width of 6 mm and the thickness of 1.4 mm (a) and symmetry planes utilized in simulations (b). 

 

The flow stress of the investigated TWIP steel was defined with the equation: 

𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 =  𝐴𝐴 ∙ exp (𝑚𝑚1𝑇𝑇) ∙ (𝜀𝜀 + 𝜀𝜀𝑏𝑏0)𝑚𝑚2 (1) 

where: T – temperature of the sample, ε – equivalent strain, A, m1, m2, ɛb0 – coefficients of the  
Eq. 1. 

The coefficients in Eq. 1 were calculated separately for each strain rate on the basis of the 
experimentally determined mechanical properties (such as the offset yield strength Rp0.2,, the 
ultimate tensile strength Rm and the uniform elongation Ag), by means of Cold Rheology 
Generation Tool included in the Forge NxT 3.2 software, The Eq. 1 coefficient values as well as 
the mechanical properties obtained in experiments are collected in Table 2. The physical and 
thermal properties such as density (7400 kg/m3), specific heat (500 J/kgK) and thermal 
conductivity (17 W/mK) were taken from [14]. Adiabatic conditions on the sample-die interface 
were assumed. 
 

Table 2. Mechanical properties and coefficients of the flow stress function. 

Strain rate  
[s-1] 

Rp0.2 
[MPa] 

Rm 
[MPa] 

Ag 
[%] 

A 
 

m1 

 
m2 

 
ɛb0 

 

0.5 245 523 54 1169.71 -0.0009 0.468808 0.0370259 

1000 410 650 48 1397.58 -0,0009 0.467435 0.0753929 
 

Microstructural observations were made on microsections parallel to the longitudinal sample 
axis, in the necked region, by means of the light microscope Olympus GX71 and scanning 
transmission electron microscope Hitachi HD-2300A. In order to reveal the microstructure, the 
material was etched in 6% Nital (94 ml of ethyl alcohol, 6 ml of HNO3 acid).  
Results and Discussion 
To verify the correctness of the simulation results, calculated temperature distributions and the 
maximum temperature change in the sample deformed at 0.5 s-1 were compared to the 
corresponding experimental measurements (Fig. 3). It seems like quite good accuracy of 
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simulation results was obtained. In both cases the maximum temperature started to rise intensively 
on the onset of necking which was predicted in the simulation almost in the same moment as it 
happened in the experiment. The most notable difference is the necking location. In the real test it 
has occurred in the weakest cross-section of the gauge length while in the simulation – at the 
sample center. It is obvious that the numerical model definition has forced prediction of the necked 
region at the center of a sample. The other solution would be possible if some inconsistency or a 
flaw in the sample geometry, the finite element mesh, the material model or boundary conditions 
appeared or was there something like that defined on purpose. 

 

 

c) 
 
 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured (a) and calculated (b) temperature distributions and the 
maximum temperature (c) in the sample tested at the strain rate of 0.5 s-1. 

 
The mechanical properties, presented in Table 2, as well as the corresponding flow curves  

(Fig. 4c) indicate that significantly higher stresses are required to deform of the investigated steel 
under dynamic loading. It is well reflected in the von Mises stress distributions presented in Figs. 
4a and 4b. However it is worth to notice that the steel still exhibits the excellent uniform elongation 
(Ag) at very high strain rates. It is only slightly smaller than the elongation observed in the quasi-
static conditions.  
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a) 0.5 s-1  b) 1000 s-1 c) 

        

 

Fig. 4. Calculated von Mises stress distributions in the investigated TWIP steel samples 
subjected to (a) quasi-static and (b) dynamic tensile tests as well as a comparison of TWIP steel 

flow curves for the analysed strain rates (c). 
 
A comparison of temperature changes in both selected deformation cases is presented in Fig. 5. 

As it was expected, the significantly higher flow stress of the investigated steel during deformation 
at the strain rate of 1000 s-1 caused more intensive temperature increase in the sample. According 
to the numerical simulation results, the temperature at the center after reaching equivalent strain 
of ca. 0.8 can exceed 200°C. Similar research results were presented in the work [11]. Such a 
deformation temperature in some MnAl steels increases stacking fault energy (SFE) and promotes 
dislocation slip. 

 
a) 0.5 s-1  b) 1000 s-1 c) 

        

 

Fig. 5. Calculated temperature distributions in the investigated TWIP steel samples subjected to 
(a) quasi-static and (b) dynamic tensile tests as well as a comparison of the maximum 

temperature (c). 
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Microstructure Analysis 
The microstructure of the studied steel at the initial state is fully austenitic (Fig. 6a). It is 
characterized by the presence of austenite grains with characteristic coherent annealing twins  
(Fig. 6b) and tangled dislocations observed near the grain boundaries (Fig. 6c).  

After the tensile tests, effects of deformation are clearly visible in the microstructure. The 
austenite grains are elongated towards the tensile direction (Figs. 6 d,g). In the austenite matrix 
containing dislocations cells, the generation of mechanical twins occurs in the primary and 
secondary twinning system (Figs. 6 e,f). At the strain rate of 1000 s-1, the generation of multi-twins 
as well as nano-twins is observed (Figs. 6 h,i). This leads to the activation of several slip and 
twinning systems. Moreover, the twin bundles can be observed. The interactions between twins 
take place and individual micro shear bands appear (Fig. 6h).  

The development of micro shear bands results from the evolution of dislocation structure. This 
phenomenon can be associated with the intensive temperature increase calculated in the sample 
deformed at the strain rate of 1000°C. It could cause the increase of stacking fault energy and thus, 
possibly, the rearrangement of the dislocation structure.  
 

Initial 
state  

a) b) c) 

0.1 s-1 

 
d) e) f) 

1000 s-1 

 
g) h) i) 

Fig. 6. The microstructure of the investigated steel in the initial state and after deformation at 
various strain rates; taken from the necked regions where the equivalent strain was ca. 0.8. 
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Summary 
The experimental, high-manganese austenitic steel tested in this work can be classified as a 
material exhibiting TWIP effect. It was proved that it has good strength, comparable to the 
currently used steels for elements that increase the safety of vehicles, and very high elongation, 
even during deformation at very high strain rates. This unique features indicate that TWIP steels 
are excellent materials for the production of energy-absorbing parts that are designed to withstand 
severe deformation without fracture during a collision. 

The convergence of experimental and simulation results was obtained for the test performed in 
the quasi-static conditions. This suggests that the prepared simulation model can provide correct 
results also for dynamic deformation conditions. The conducted numerical simulations made it 
possible to determine the temperature increase in the sample tested at high strain rate, which was 
not possible during the experiment.  

During deformation at the strain rate of 0.1 s-1, the temperature of the investigated steel reached 
over 150°C in the necked region of the tensile sample. In these conditions the mechanical twinning 
is a dominant deformation mechanism. However, at the strain rate of 1000 s-1, the temperature 
noticeably exceeding 200°C was calculated in the region from which micro-sections for 
microstructural investigations were taken. The effects of microstructure evolution observed in the 
sample indicate that such a high temperature probably affected the stacking fault energy of the 
investigated steel as well as promoted the development of micro-bands and the rearrangement of 
dislocation structure.  
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Abstract. Sheet metal forming involves many times large plastic strain and strain path changes. It 
is well known that the plastic behavior of metals is strain path sensitive. In monotonic loading, the 
microstructure as well as the crystallographic texture evolve during deformation leading usually 
to a gradual material hardening that tends to saturate at large strains. Such evolution can be 
interrupted if a severe change of strain path occurs. The simplest way to change drastically the 
strain path is through reverse loading, namely, by loading the material in opposite direction to the 
previous one. In this case, the material behavior can show one or more characteristics, such as the 
Bauschinger effect, transient hardening, softening or hardening. This work investigated the effects 
of the prestrain on the mechanical response of the material subjected to reverse simple shear. The 
prestrain is produced by rolling, either symmetric or asymmetric, and different amounts of 
equivalent strain. Three routes of rolling are used, namely, symmetric, asymmetric continuous, 
and asymmetric reverse [1]. The Bauschinger effect slightly decreases with the prestrain increase 
for the initial material. After rolling, the Bauschinger effect is insensitive to the rolling route, and 
it is also insensitive to the amount of the rolling prestrain.  
Introduction 
Aluminum alloys are very good choices for many applications from the aerospace industry to 
packaging, due to their advantageous strength-to-weight ratio and their high recyclability without 
loss of their properties. However, the forming operation of aluminum alloys faces some challenges, 
due to the low formability at room temperature and high springback. The latter mainly due to the 
low stiffness compared with steels. It is also well known that a high influence on the mechanical 
behavior of aluminum alloys subject to plastic deformation is related to their texture. An easy way 
to change the texture of the material is by rolling. Moreover, asymmetric rolling allows the creation 
of different texture components by controlling the rolling route. Another important factor during 
forming operation is the strain path changes. An abrupt change in strain path can cause a 
Bauschinger effect, a transient behavior, permanent softening, or higher hardening rate compared 
to monotonic loading. The effects of strain path changes were extensively studied over the years 
by experimental and numerical methods [2-8]. Moreover, many researchers stated that the 
Bauschinger effect is associated with the amplitude of springback and is an indispensable 
parameter that should be considered for an accurate prediction of springback [9,10]. The aim of 
this study is to analyze the influence of the amount of prestrain in the Bauschinger parameter for 
a large range of values.  
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Material and Experimental methods 
Material. 
The material used in this study is an aluminum-silicon-magnesium alloy AA6022-T4 with an 
initial thickness of 2 mm and chemical composition given in Table 1. The material has a strong 
cube texture typical for recrystallized aluminum sheets as can be seen in Fig. 1. A complete 
characterization of this material can be found in [1,11]. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of the material as-received wt. %. 

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Others Al 
0.8-1.5 0.05-02 0.01-0.11 0.02-0.1 0.45-0.7 0.1 0.25 0.15 0.15 Balance 
 

 
Fig. 1. Pole figures {111},{100} of the initial material. 

Asymmetric rolling. 
The in-house asymmetric rolling mill presented in Fig. 2 was used for rolling. The diameters of 

the rolls are 180 mm and the length is 300 mm. Detailed description of this mill can be found in 
[1]. The asymmetry was introduced by imposing different speeds for the upper and bottom rolls 
of the mill. For symmetric rolling, the angular speed of both rolls was 15 rpm. For asymmetric 
rolling, a ratio of 1.36 of the rolls’ speeds was produced by the angular speeds of 15 rpm  
and 11 rpm.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Asymmetric rolling mill. 
 

The total thickness reduction was 50%, and was obtained in 4 passes, with a thickness reduction 
of 15% per pass. Regarding asymmetric rolling, two types of strain paths were produced by the 
rotation of the sheet between two subsequent passes. Namely, (1) asymmetric continuous (ARC) 
when no rotation of the sheet occurred between two subsequent passes, and (2) asymmetric reverse 
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route (ARR) when rotation of 180º around the rolling direction (RD) occurred between two 
subsequent passes. The rolling route produces a forward or a reverse shear deformation in sheet 
thickness, corresponding to ARC and ARR respectively. An illustration of the rolling route is 
presented in Fig. 3. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Rolling routes: SR - symmetric rolling, ARC - asymmetric rolling continuous, ARR - 
asymmetric rolling reverse. 

Simple shear test. 
The study of the Bauschinger effect on sheet metals by tension-compression test is difficult due 

to the buckling that occurs during compression. Thus, to avoid buckling, an easy way is to promote 
reverse loading in simple shear tests. The as-received material was tested in simple shear and 
reverse loading at 10%, 20% and 30% shear prestrain. The rolled material was tested in reverse 
shear for a shear prestrain nearby 10%. The in-house simple shear device was used for these tests. 
The sample geometry is a rectangle with 34x13 [mm2], corresponding to length and width, 
respectively. The thickness is variable according to the rolling. The shear deformation area is 34x3 
[mm2]. The strain measurements were made by Digital Image Correlation using the GOM system 
and the software ARAMIS 5M. The setup of the simple shear test can be seen in Fig. 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Setup of the simple shear test. 
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Bauschinger Parameter 
The Bauschinger coefficient was calculated as proposed by Hou et al. [12] 

𝛽𝛽 = 𝜏𝜏𝑝𝑝2
𝜏𝜏𝑝𝑝1

 (1) 

Where τp1 and τp2, denoting the flow stress at the end of prestrain and the yield stress of 
reloading respectively, are schematically represented in Fig 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of Bauschinger parameter calculation. 
 

Thus, if β = 1, means that Bauschinger effect does not occur. If β decreases, means that the 
Bauschinger effect is more pronounced and opposite if β increases.  
Results and Discussion 
Initial material. 
The initial material was tested in reverse shear for three amounts of prestrain, namely 10%, 20% 
and 30 % shear strain. The results are presented in Fig. 6 and are in agreement with data existing 
in the literature [3]. Namely, it can be noticed the existence of the Bauschinger effect, no plateau 
and a higher strain hardening that led to an overshooting of the monotonic shear stress-shear strain 
curve.  
It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the Bauschinger coefficient increases with the increase of pre-
strain amount for initial material, which means that the Bauschinger effect is reduced with the 
increase of pre-strain. 

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 6. Simple shear and reverse shear of AA6022-T4: a) reverse shear; b) monotonic and revere 

shear transformed to the first quadrant. 
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Fig. 7. Evolution of Bauschinger coefficient with the prestrain for material before rolling. 

 
After rolling. 
The shear stress-shear strain curves after each pass of rolling are presented in Fig. 8. It can be 

observed that after each pass the curves are superimposed which means that the material behavior 
is not affected by the rolling route. After rolling, the material has the same response as the initial 
material when submitted to reverse loading, showing the Bauschinger effect without plateau. It is 
worth to mention that the difference in the prestrain deformation is introduced by the difficulty in 
controlling the test when DIC is used. The Bauschinger coefficient seems to stabilize with the 
increase of prestrain as can be seen in Fig. 9, where the β is plotted versus equivalent strain 
corresponding to prestrain, and it is produced by shear or rolling + shear. The values after rolling 
are very close to the one obtained for the initial material after 30% prestrain. This trend is observed 
for all three routes. A very small difference in β between the rolling routes can be observed with 
the lowest value corresponding to ARC and the highest to ARR. The material processed by SR has 
the lowest variation of β between the rolling passes, only 2%, while for ARC and ARR this 
variation is about 5% and 4%, respectively. The saturation of the Bauschinger effect observed in 
figure 9 is related to the dislocation density. In theory, the short-term and long-term Bauschinger 
effects are caused by the dislocation in the pile-up that can travel backwards upon reversal loading. 
Their reverse motion is assisted by the back-stress, leading to a drop in the flow stress. Those 
dislocations also tend to recombine with other dislocations, leading to a lower dislocation 
hardening level. After a large accumulated strain, more dislocation will be pinned in the forest 
structures and thus become non-reversible, leading to a less significant Bauschinger effect.   
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a) b) 

  

c) d) 
 

Fig. 8. Shear stress-shear strain after ARC, ARR and SR: a) pass 1; b) pass 2; c) pass 3  
and d) pass 4. 
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Fig. 9. Evolution of Bauschinger parameter with rolling pass. 
 
Summary 
The dependence of the Bauschinger effect on the prestrain quantity was investigated by reverse 
simple shear test. A large equivalent plastic prestrain was produced by three types of rolling, i.e. 
symmetric, asymmetric continuous, and asymmetric reverse, rolled in 4 passes. The Bauschinger 
effect seems to be almost insensitive to the rolling route. The results show an initial increase of the 
Bauschinger parameter with the increase of prestrain amount followed by a stabilization after 
approximately 20% equivalent prestrain. These results suggest that the contribution of the 
Bauschinger effect determined for low prestrain level can be used for the prediction of springback 
even for large plastic deformation. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that other sources of 
springback should be considered since recent results obtained in V-bending and U-bending tests 
for the material processed by the same conditions show that the springback after rolling increases.  
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Abstract. The research of innovative manufacturing routes to improve the complexity of structural 
Aluminum (Al) components and reduce the vehicles’ weight remains an open question. The 
adoption of short-term heat treatments to obtain an optimized distribution of properties has shown 
great potential in enhancing the formability of Al alloys at room temperature. Such a complex 
approach needs the implementation of methodologies based on numerical simulations able to 
correctly simulate the forming process. Accordingly, the definition of a proper identification 
procedure to provide reliable constitutive parameters, possibly employing a limited number of 
tests, becomes crucial. In this work, we introduce a novel methodology for the evaluation of the 
Forming Limit Curve (FLC) of laser annealed AA5752-H32 sheet based on the material 
information from different heterogeneous tests carried out in specific tribological condition, i.e. in 
absence of friction. Therefore, we investigate an experimental procedure to simultaneously 
generate an equi-biaxial mechanical state over a wide range of annealing conditions by means of 
hydraulic bulge test. The results are integrated with full-field data from uniaxial tensile and plane 
strain tests to provide a testing protocol for the characterization of the failure behavior accounting 
for the different temperature/time conditions of the sheet metal.  
Introduction 
The continuous demand for greener and lighter transportations is moving the attention to the 
improvement of the design criteria, among which the choice of the material for the structural 
components plays a key role. At the same time, it is widely recognized that Aluminum (Al) alloys 
are ranked as an ideal candidate to match those requirements [1]. Nevertheless, excellent fire 
resistance (especially when dealing with the subway applications [2]) combined with high 
strength-to-weight ratio are partially counterbalanced by the poor formability at room temperature 
[3]. Several solutions have been investigated over the last decades to overcome such a limitation: 
the increase of the working temperature – i.e. the theoretical base of the forming operations in 
warm conditions – has shown great potentialities over a large variety of components [4,5]. A 
promising and innovative alternative to the warm forming principle is based on splitting the 
manufacturing process into two separate steps: during the first phase, the material properties are 
locally modified by means of a short-term heat treatment (for example, by means of a laser heating) 
so that the blank, once cooled down, can be stamped at room temperature. It has been demonstrated 
that the optimization of the distribution of the material properties is able to enhance the formability 
at room temperature [6,7]. 

Splitting the process into two separate sub-steps automatically implies the need of a robust and 
systematic approach to design both the steps, especially due to the large number of parameters 
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involved in. Moreover, if the numerical approach is indicated as the most reliable methodology to 
design such a complex process, the proper characterization of the material behavior is a key aspect 
to be addressed to study in detail the mechanical response in the following forming operation.    

While the effect of annealing on the constitutive behavior of the alloy can be investigated by 
considering, separately, samples of the same material treated at different grades, recently, the 
application of  full-field measurements as the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) has allowed to 
disentangle the heterogeneous distribution of mechanical properties due to the local annealing [8, 
18-20]. In this framework, dealing with heterogenous information makes possible to involve 
advanced calibration methods based on inverse problems. Generally, they are distinguished in 
numerical simulation-based methods, such as the Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU), and 
energy balance-based methods, namely the Virtual Fields Method (VFM) or the Equilibrium Gap 
Method (EGM) [11]. In the field of metal plasticity, inverse identification methods offer different 
strategies to produce an enriched calibrations even in the case of complex material models [23]: 
for instance, for the identification of the hardening behavior including post-necking data [13,14], 
or to characterize the anisotropic plasticity models [12,15,16] or the thermomechanical behavior 
of metals [17]. 

The present work investigates the stretching behavior of a locally laser-annealed AA5752-H32 
sheet in a hydraulic bulge test. The aim is to provide heterogenous material data in the biaxial and 
equi-biaxial stretch conditions spanning over the whole annealing range, that can be coupled with 
an inverse approach as in [24], or to build a more comprehensive Forming Limit Curve. Different 
heating strategies have been preliminarily simulated by solving the thermal transient problem and 
the modification of the material properties have also been numerically predicted. The nodal peak 
temperatures, being strictly connected to the final level of annealing, were then transferred on the 
structural model, where the material behavior was modelled according to the hardening law that 
has been previously calibrated by the same authors [18]. The results, integrated with those coming 
from the plane strain [19] and from the drawing side, allow to provide a testing methodology to 
characterize the necking behavior at different material conditions using a limited number of tests. 
Material and Methodology 
Material.  
Bulge tests were simulated considering locally modified AA5754 Al blanks, initially purchased in 
the H32 state, whose composition is reported in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of the investigated alloy. 

 Al [%] Cr [%] Cu [%] Fe [%] Mg [%] Mn [%] Si [%] Ti [%] Zn [%] 
AA5754-H32 Bal. 0.024 0.057 0.377 3.057 0.187 0.259 0.017 0.025 
 
Annealing investigation.  
The prediction of the material properties at the end of the local heating started from a 

preliminary characterization step based on the physical simulation of several annealing treatments 
exploiting the potentialities of the Gleeble system (model 3180). Dog-bone specimens (AA5754-
H32) were subjected to a heat treatment composed of a preliminary heating step (rate around 
900°C/s), holding at the test temperature and rapid cooling down to room temperature. Being the 
ends of the specimen clamped by cooled jaws, a parabolic distribution of temperatures occurs 
during the whole test (equivalent to simultaneously subjecting the same specimen to several heat 
treatments at the temperatures belonging to the parabolic distribution): hardness tests, carried out 
once the specimen cools down to room temperature, allowed to easily associate the modification 
of the material property to the temperature-time history. Hardness measurements were arranged in 
terms of the Ann variable variable according to Eq. 1: HVH32, HVmeas and HVH111 refer to the 
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hardness of the material in the as-received conditions (H32), measured one and in the annealed 
state (H111), respectively. 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻32 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻32 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻111

 (1) 

The distribution of the defined variable, as well as its dependency with the peak temperature 
(Tpeak), fitted by the sigmoid function, widely used in several applications [14], expressed in Eq. 
2, where 𝑻𝑻∗ and λ represents the curve’s midpoint and growth rate (or steepness), respectively. 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
1

1 + exp�−𝜆𝜆 ∙ �𝑇𝑇∗ − 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝��
 (2) 

Although Eq. 2 offers a direct analytical description of the percentage of annealing due to the 
temperature distribution, it does not provide direct information about the different mechanical 
properties and, therefore, cannot be straightforwardly adopted in structural problems. In this sense, 
the authors proposed a constitutive model to predict the hardening behavior as function of the Tpeak. 
By expressing the annealing level through the general variable Tpeak, the corresponding flow curve 
can be predicted using the following logistic expression:  

𝜎𝜎�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝,𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝� = 𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻111�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝� +
𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻32�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝� − 𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻111�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝�

1 + exp �− �𝛽𝛽 tanh �
𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝
𝜀𝜀0
�+ 𝑐𝑐𝛽𝛽� �𝑇𝑇∗ − 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝��

 (3) 

where 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 is the accumulated plastic strain, the 𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻32�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝� and 𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻111�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝� indicates the flow curves 
of the material at H32 and fully-annealed (H111) conditions, respectively; 𝛽𝛽, 𝜀𝜀0, 𝑇𝑇∗ and 𝑐𝑐𝛽𝛽 are the 
material coefficients regulating the logistic expression. All the coefficients can be inversely 
calibrated by considering the flow stress curves at different annealing grades. Details about the 
calibration of the hardening model in Eq. 3 by using a hybrid numerical-experimental procedure 
on uniaxial tensile data can be found in [18].  

Two-steps FE analysis of the heat-treatment and mechanical test.  
The adopted approach started from the simulation of the laser heating by solving the thermal 

transient problem. The investigated heating strategies were based on: (i) a circular track described 
by the center of the laser spot (indicated by the red square in Fig. 1a) with a radius equal to 30 mm 
(labelled as AH, standing for Annular Heating) and (ii) a linear track, 40 mm long, at two different 
distances from the center of the blank (20 mm and 30 mm, respectively labelled as LT20 and LT30, 
where LT stands for Linear Track). The simulated strategies were designed to investigate the equi-
biaxial stress state over different material conditions (the gradient of properties came from the 
local laser heating) within the same bulge test. 
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a) b) 
Fig. 1. The investigated heating strategies: a) AH, b) LT. The diameter of the blank is 300 mm, 

while the gauge area has a diameter of 200 mm (corresponding to the die opening). 
 

Laser heating strategies were simulated implementing a temperature feedback loop (DFLUX 
user subroutine), setting the heating temperature at 550°C and the feed rate at 5 mm/s. Results 
from the thermal simulations were processed by means of a Python script to numerically predict 
the final distribution of the variable Ann according to Eq. 2. 

In this study, we consider the peak temperature Tpeak as the common empirical variable to 
connect the predicted level of annealing with the hardening behavior. Thus, the computed Tpeak 
from the transient-thermal analysis is used as input of the structural analysis through the 
constitutive model in Eq. 3. The forming bulge is replicated numerically by modelling the die as 
rigid body and the aluminum blank as continuum shell under the hypothesis of plane stress 
condition due to the small thickness of the sheet metal. Note that the constitutive equations were 
implemented in Abaqus/Standard® by means of a user material subroutine, employing the well-
known Euler Backward integration algorithm for the reconstruction of stress from strain data. 
Other implicit or semi-implicit algorithms can be also used for the stress update as, for example, 
the one introduced in [22] for anisotropic plasticity problems.  

In this work, we also assumed an isotropic plasticity behavior, while the hardening behavior of 
the AA5754 was described by using a modified version of the Voce’s law, according to the 
previous experimental investigation reported in [18]: 

𝜎𝜎�𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝� = 𝑌𝑌�1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝� − 𝑅𝑅 exp�−𝑏𝑏𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝�. (4) 

All the material coefficients used in this numerical study, including the ones characterizing the 
logistic formulation in Eq. 3, are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Material coefficient of the constitutive equation. 

Modified Swift hardening law 

Material state 𝑌𝑌 𝑅𝑅 𝑏𝑏 
As received (H32) 232.74 98.32 20.08 

Fully annealed 213.36 148.53 26.99 
Logistic hardening model 

𝛽𝛽 𝑐𝑐𝛽𝛽  𝑇𝑇∗ 𝜀𝜀0 
0.01095 0.01423 301.35 0.005 

Results 
Treatment strategies for the heterogeneous bulge test.  
Results from the thermal simulations were initially analyzed in terms of maximum temperature 
distribution: Fig. 2 confirms that the heating temperature close to 550°C was reached and kept 
along the whole heat treatment in each of the investigated strategies. 

 
Fig. 2. Results from the transient-thermal analysis: distribution of the peak temperature Tpeak for 

the three heat-treatment strategies. 
 

The final distribution of 
properties, express in terms of 
the variable Ann, was compared 
among the three strategies along 
a radial path as shown in Fig. 3 
(the 0 radial position 
corresponds to the center of the 
circular blank). 

 
 
  

Fig. 3. Predicted distribution of the Ann variable along the radial 
d  
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It can be observed that all the geometries show an almost complete annealing (Ann close to 1) 
in the region irradiated by the laser spot (around 10 mm wide in the radial direction). It can also 
be seen that the annular tracking (AH) modifies a slightly larger portion of the blank close to its 
center (the transition region is less steep if compared with the Ann distribution resulting from the 
LT30 strategy). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Maps of accumulated equivalent plastic strain over the bulge test gauge area for the three 

heat-treatment strategies. 
 

The design of a heterogenous test requires a quantitative method to classify the strain and stress 
distribution, that, for this study, must consider the annealing temperature and the amount of plastic 
deformation accumulated during the loading phase. Fig. 4 depicts the maximum plastic strain 
achieved in our simulated experiments. Note that we impose the same maximum forming pressure 
for each case study (4.4 MPa) to obtain comparable values of equivalent plastic strain ε�𝑝𝑝. In all the 
cases, the maximum ε�𝑝𝑝 obtained is around 0.56 and is located over the material points identified 
by the fully annealed condition, although they are quite far from the dome apex. It is worth noticing 
that, although we imposed the same target forming pressure to all the tests, obtaining similar values 
of maximum equivalent plastic strain, the macroscopic effect of the annealing treatment on the 
specimen can be observed on the maximum dome height, which is 60 mm for the LT strategy and 
62 mm for the AH one. 

To be consistent with previous studies aimed to quantify the heterogeneity of the mechanical 
states produced by unconventional mechanical test [19,25], the classification and comparison of 
the three strategies is carried out following two main visualization methods:  

• The diagram of major and minor principal strains, also used to infer the FLC; 
• The diagram of normalized stress (widely used in the case of anisotropic plasticity), where 

the stress state for each material point is reported on the yield surface. 
It is worth noting that the following diagrams includes only datapoints where the ε�𝑝𝑝 > 2%: this 
because low values of plastic deformation – corresponding to low values of dome height – are 
strongly affected by uncertainties when measured with optical techniques as DIC.  
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a) b)  
Fig. 5. Distribution of major and minor strains (a) and stress states on the normalized stress 

plane (b) produced by the bulge test on the specimen exposed to the linear treatment with Rm=20 
mm and L=40 mm. 

 
When looking at the results from the LT20, the forming limit diagram shown in Fig. 5a suggests 
that all the points close to the fully annealed state (yellow point) are characterized by a slope of 
the strain path slightly higher than that of the equi-biaxial state. On the other hand, material points 
characterized by lower level of annealing (peak temperature around 400°C) are closer to the 
bisector of the first quadrant. When moving far from the locally annealed zone, the strain path 
diverges from the equi-biaxial state more evidently. 
The distance between the linear track and the center of the circular blank seems not to have an 
appreciable effect: in fact, when increasing the distance up to 30 mm, the evolution of the strain 
paths (Fig. 6a) resembles the distribution shown in Fig. 5a. 
 

a) b)  
Fig. 6. Distribution of major and minor strains (a) and stress states on the normalized stress 

plane (b) produced by the bulge test on the specimen exposed to the linear treatment with Rm=30 
mm and L=40 mm. 

 
The evolution of the strain paths slightly changes when focusing the attention on the AH strategy. 
The scatter of the slope in the strain paths from the material point at the higher level of annealing 
is larger and a wider span of intermediate annealing conditions reaches the almost equi-biaxial 
state during the forming (Fig. 7, a and b). 
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a) b)  
Fig. 7. Distribution of major and minor strains (a) and stress states on the normalized stress 
plane (b) produced by the bulge test on the specimen exposed to the circular treatment with 

Rm=30 mm. 
 
The difference between the three investigated geometries are confirmed when looking at the strain 
paths from a radial path of nodes: for both the LT strategies, the points characterized by the fully 
annealed conditions, despite slightly diverging from the equi-biaxial state, reached a final strain 
condition higher than the other points characterized by intermediate levels of annealing (Fig. 8a 
and Fig. 8b). 

On the other hand, when the AH strategy is taken into account, the final strain components 
(major and minor) are quite close regardless of the reached level of annealing. 

 
Rm=20 mm, L=40 mm Rm=20 mm, L=40 mm Circular, Rm=30 mm 

   

 
Fig. 8. Distribution of major and minor strains obtained by sampling measurement points  

along a horizontal path in the case of five annealing temperatures, for all the heat-treatment 
configurations. 

FLC curve reconstruction from different heterogenous tests.  
The strain path distributions from the locally annealed bulge tests, combined with the strain 

evolutions from the other two types of tests (tensile test and plane strain tests) allow to cover a 
wide portion of the forming limit diagrams. The onset of necking, particularly difficult to infer 
from the numerical simulation of the characterization tests (plane strain and bulge test) can be 
qualitatively drawn, embracing the limit conditions not only belonging to the material points in 
the fully annealed conditions but also some characterized by an intermediate level of annealing. 
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a) b) 
Fig. 9. Integration of different heterogeneous tests with the bulge specimen exposed to circular 
heat-treatment: a) distribution of the peak temperature for the uniaxial and generalized plane 

strain specimens, b) combined FLC diagram including all full-field data. 
Summary 
The present work focuses the attention on the third characterization tests when considering a 
gradient of properties in a AA5754-H32 blank that has been locally annealed by means of laser 
heating. The simulation of the bulge test, in combination with the tensile and the plane strain tests, 
complete the set of characterization methodology to assess the strain behavior of a locally-
modified blank. The three investigated laser heating, different in terms of extent of the annealed 
region (a single linear track against a circular path) seemed not to have a significant influence on 
the evolution of the slope of the strain paths from points both in annealed conditions and those 
characterized by an intermediate level of annealing. Nevertheless, when looking at the strain paths 
along the radial direction, the AH strategy led to a more uniform distribution of strains, since 
material points at different levels of annealing reached almost the same limit strain (major and 
minor components). The results from the numerical simulation of the bulge test, combined with 
those from the plane strain test and tensile tests allowed to cover a wide portion of the forming 
limit diagram. It must be highlighted that, at this stage, the numerical simulation does not provide 
direct information about the necking instability and failure behavior due to the absence of a proper 
modelling of plastic damage. Therefore, the FLD reconstruction here presented should be intended 
as an investigation about the domain of principal strains that can be achieved by the material points 
over the whole range of annealing. As a consequence, a qualitative indication of a forming limit 
diagram could only be drawn.  
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Abstract. The carbon supersaturated tool steel and high-speed steel punches were utilized to 
demonstrate that the titanium work materials were forged in high reduction of thickness and fine-
blanked without adhesion of their fragments and deposition of their oxide debris particle.  This 
galling free forging and fine blanking came from the in situ formation of the free carbon tribofilm 
only on the highly stressed interfaces between the punch/die and the titanium work. Under this in 
situ solid lubrication, the low frictional state was sustained to induce less bulging deformation of 
work during the forging process.  The fine blanking of titanium plates advanced without adhesive 
wear and fractured regions on their sheared surface.  The long life of tools was certified even in 
fine blanking of titanium and titanium alloy plates. 
Introduction 
Titanium and titanium alloys have been utilized as typical high strength, light-weight and bio-
compatible structural materials in the aerospace industries [1], in the medical applications [2] and 
in the mechanical part-markets [3].  For manufacturing of those parts and members, various metal 
forming processes, such as forging, drawing and fine blanking, are utilized to shape their feedstock 
like bars, plates and billets into products.  As reported in [4-5], those processes encountered severe 
wears by adhesion of fresh titanium fragments and by deposition of titanium oxide debris particles 
onto the punches and dies.  In practical operations during forming the titanium alloy bar to its 
glass-frames, the cleansing and polishing steps must be included to eliminate the adhesive films 
and to clean up the debris particles between the successive forging steps under the limited 
reduction of thickness [4].  In addition, as studied in [5-7], the ceramic dies and their coatings and 
DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) coatings, were also subjected to highly frictional state with metal 
sticking during the deep drawing process and in the BOD (Ball-On-Disk) testing in dry, 
respectively.  In particular, TiAlN, TiN and TiCN experienced extremely high friction and seizure 
against the pure titanium balls. 

The pretreatment of SKD11 and AISI420 punches and dies by the low temperature plasma 
carburizing, played a significant role in dry and cold forging of the pure titanium and β-titanium 
alloy wires [8-9].  No galling or no adhesion wear occurred in those forging steps even in high 
reduction of thickness.  As explained in detail [10], this anti-galling behavior in metal forming of 
titanium bars was attributed to in situ formation of free carbon tribofilms onto the highly stressed 
contact interface of punches and dies to the titanium works during forming process.  In addition, 
this galling-free forging process was characterized by the low friction and low work-hardening 
even in higher reduction of thickness than 70% [11-12]. This pretreatment to punches and dies are 
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attractive to the near-net shaping by forging steps in galling-free and to the fine-blanking with fully 
burnished surface. 

In the present paper, the carbon supersaturated (CS-) tool steel and high-speed steel punches 
are prepared by the low temperature plasma carburizing.  This CS-SKD11 punch and die is utilized 
to upset the pure titanium bar till the reduction of thickness reaches 70%.  The loading - 
displacement curves are online monitored to describe the compressive and flattening deformation 
of titanium work.  The homogeneous flattening deformation proves that the low frictional state is 
preserved during forging.  The CS-YXR high-speed steel punch is also prepared for fine blanking 
the pure titanium plates.  The normal YXR punch suffers from severe adhesion of titanium fresh 
surfaces even in a single shot.  The punch edges and side surfaces are completely adhered and 
eroded by the titanium fragments. On the other hand, no galling occurs on the CS-YXR punch 
edge and side surfaces even after fine blanking the titanium plates repeatedly.  This significant 
difference in galling behavior proves the effectiveness of carbon supersaturation to steel punches 
and dies for fine blanking the difficult-to-metal-forming work materials. 
Methods and Materials 
The plasma carburizing system for carbon supersaturation process is first explained with notes on 
the plasma processing setup and conditions with reference to the previous studies in the literature.  
The forging and fine blanking setups and systems are also stated with comments on the extension 
of laboratory-scale methods to the mass production in industries. 

Carbon supersaturation process.  
The plasma carburizing system was schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a.  With reference to the 

previous studies in [13-14], the hollow cathode device was employed to increase the carbon-ion 
and CH-radical densities more than 3 x 1017 ions/m3 and to deepen the carbon supersaturated layer 
thickness.  It was estimated to be 40 µm in case of the plasma carburizing at 673 K for 14.4 ks by 
70 Pa.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Low temperature plasma carburizing system. a) Schematic view on the experimental 

setup, and b) overview on the whole system. 
 

The dipole electrodes were utilized to ignite the RF (Radio-Frequency) plasma while the DC 
(Direct Current) plasma was also induced by applying the bias voltage to the bottom of hollow 
cathode.  In the following experiments, the RF-voltage and the DC-bias were constant  
by +220 V and -400 V, respectively.  After evacuation down to the base pressure of 0.01 Pa, the 
argon gas was introduced to a chamber in Fig. 1b at RT to clean the punch and die surfaces.  After 
increasing the process temperature up to 673 K under the argon atmosphere, the hydrogen gas was 
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also introduced with the argon gas with the flow rate of 160 mL/min for argon and 20 mL/min, 
respectively.  The total pressure was constant by 70 Pa.  After presputtering by the DC-plasmas 
for 1.8 ks, the methane gas was introduced as a carbon source into argon and hydrogen mixture 
gas by the flow rate of 20 mL/min.  At the specified duration of 14.4 ks, the specimen was cooled 
down in the chamber under the nitrogen atmosphere before evacuation down to atmospheric 
pressure. The processing temperature was in situ monitored by the thermocouple, which was 
embedded into the base plate below the hollow cathode device  
in Fig. 1a.  The total pressure and each flow rate of argon, hydrogen and methane gasses were also 
measured for process control.  The deviation of temperature and pressure in operation was ± 0.1 
K and ± 0.05 Pa, respectively.  After [8, 11-12], no iron and chromium carbides were synthesized 
in the plasma-carburized layer.  The peak shift of α-ion to the lower 2θ angles in XRD analysis 
revealed that the α-lattices in the carburized SKD11 layer expanded by themselves through 
supersaturation of carbon solutes into steel substrates.  The maximum surface roughness of 
punches at 5 mm away from their edge was 0. 35 µm before carburizing and 0.366 µm after 
carburizing. Hardness of SKD11 punch increased from 700 HV to 950 HV. 

Forging process.  
The CNC stamping system (ZEN-04; Hoden-Seimitsu, Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan) was used 

for forging the pure titanium wire with the diameter of 1.0 mm in dry at the room temperature.  
The load to stroke curves were measured in every reduction of thickness by the load cell, which 
was embedded into the lower die in Fig. 2a.  The overview of this stamping system was depicted 
in Fig. 2b. No lubricating oils and solid lubricants were utilized in the forging experiments.  The 
punching speed was constant by 1 mm/s. 

 
Fig. 2. CNC forging system. a) Schematic view on the forging experimental setup,  

and b) overview on the whole forging system. 
 
Fine blanking process.  
The pure titanium plate with the thickness of 2.0 mm, was blanked with narrow clearance of 

4% at the room temperature as illustrated in Fig. 3a.  The mechanical stamper (FB 160-FDE; Mori 
Steel Works Co., Ltd.; Saga, Japan), specially accommodated for fine-blanking process was used 
for this experiment as shown in Fig. 3b. The punching speed was 5 mm/s. 

CS-SKD11 Die 

CS-SKD11 punch 

Load a) b)
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Fig. 3. Fine blanking system. a) Schematic view on the fine-blanking experimental setup,  

and b) overview on the whole system. 
The maximum loading capacity was 1600 kN.  The loading sequence for fine blanking was 

CNC-programmed.  The punch with and without carbon-supersaturation were employed to 
describe the effect of carbon supersaturation on the galling behavior.  Each punch was fixed into 
the punch holder, which was further set up into the upper die set.   In the following experiments, 
FBH9-HMC with the viscosity of 101 m2/s was utilized as a lubricating oil.  

Work and tool materials.   
Pure titanium wires and plates were respectively utilized as a work material for upsetting and 

fine blanking experiments.  Their chemical composition consists of hydrogen by 0.0012 mass%, 
oxygen by 0.097 mass%, nitrogen by 0.007 mass%, iron by 0.042 mass%, carbon by 0.007 mass%, 
and titanium for balance.  A tool steel type SKD11 (or AISI/SAE D3) was employed as a punch 
material for forging.  A high-speed steel type YXR7 was used as a punch for fine blanking. Their 
chemical compositions were listed in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of SKD11 and YXR7 punch substrates. 

Punch C Si Mn P S Cr Mo V W Fe 
SKD11 1.44 0.3 0.35 0.27 0.06 11.1 0.8 0.2 --- in balance 
YXR7 0.8 0.8 0.3 --- --- 4.7 5.5 1.3 1.3 in balance 

 
Characterization.  
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) - EDX (Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) was 

used for microstructure analysis and element mapping on the contact interface of forging and fine-
blanking tools to the titanium work materials. Raman spectroscopy (JOEL, Co., Ltd.; Kanagwa, 
Japan) was also utilized to characterize the binding state of tribofilms. 
Results 
CNC-stamping was first utilized to describe the upsetting behavior of pure titanium bar with 
increasing the reduction of thickness.  SEM-EDX and Raman spectroscopy were used to analyze 
the contact interface between the CS-SKD11 punch and the titanium work.  Fine blanking system 
was also utilized to describe the difference of YXR7 punch surface with and without the carbon 
supersaturation to the fine-blanking punch.  

Forging of pure titanium by CS-SKD11 punch.  
The pure titanium bar with the diameter of 1.0 mm was upset to the specified reduction of 

thickness (r), using the CS-SKD11 punch and die.  Figure 4 depicts the variation of contact 
interface width (Wi) with increasing r.  When r < 30%, Wi is less than the upset bar width (Wo); 
e.g., when r = 20%, Wo = 1.15 mm and  Wi = 0.70 mm.  However, when r > 50%, this Wi 
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approaches to Wo; e.g., when r = 50%, Wo = 1.7 mm and Wi = 1.5 mm.  This reveals that the 
bulging deformation is suppressed with increasing r and the upset titanium bar homogeneously 
flattens with r.   

 

 
Fig. 4. Variation of the contact interface width at each reduction of thickness by r = 10%, 20%, 

30%, 50% and 70% during the upsetting with the use of CS-SKD11 punch and die. 

 
Fig. 5. The measured forging load to stroke relationship at each reduction of thickness  

for r = 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 70%, respectively. 

After the empirical relationship between the friction coefficient (µ) and the bulging deformation 
ratio (= (Wo-Wi)/(2Wo)) in [15], µ is estimated to be 0.05 to 0.1.  After the inverse analysis on 
the friction coefficient using the finite element simulation in [11], µ is estimated to be 0.05.  Under 
this low friction on the interface between the CS-SKD11 punch and the pure titanium works, its 
thickness is homogeneously upset to r = 70%. 

The in-situ measured forging load was plotted against the applied stroke at each reduction of 
thickness.  As depicted in Fig. 5, every load-stroke curve at r = 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 70% is 
edited to one master load-stroke relationship.  This implies that the pure titanium work 
homogeneously deforms with increasing the stroke, irrespective of the reduction of thickness.  The 
forging load abrupt increases in the exponential manner with the stroke when r > 30%.  This reveals 
that the true contact interface area expands by flattening behavior in Fig. 4. 

The low friction on the contact interface as well as the homogeneous forging behavior proves 
that no galling occurs during this forging process with high reduction of thickness.  Through the 
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precise analysis on the contact interface, the interfacial state is described after upsetting the pure 
titanium bars up to r = 70% in twenty shots.   

 
Fig. 6. SEM image and element mapping on the true contact interface between the CS-punch and 

the pure titanium work after continuously forging up to r = 70% in twenty shots. 
As shown in Fig. 6a, many gray stripes are formed on the interface along the direction of work 

metal flow.  Since the CS-punch surface was cleansed and polished before experiment, no 
surfactants and residuals were left on the punch and die surfaces.  Hence, these stripes were in situ 
formed during the forging steps.  SEM-EDX analysis was used to search for the element mapping 
in correspondence to these stripes among the main constituent elements of SKD11 such as iron 
and chromium, the titanium, the oxygen and the carbon.  The iron and chromium maps were the 
same as before forging experiments; no correlations to SEM image in Fig. 6a were noticed.  As 
shown in Fig. 6b, several thin titanium stripes were seen together with the oxygen mapping.  There 
was no significant correlation to the SEM image.  Figure 6c shows the carbon mapping on the 
interface; the gray stripes are carbon films, in situ formed onto the contact interface between the 
CS-SKD11 punch and the titanium work during the forging process.  

This SEM-EDX analysis on the contact interface of CS-SKD11 punch to the titanium work 
proves that the in-situ formed free carbon tribofilm works as a solid lubricant medium on the true 
contact interface to lower the friction coefficient and to make homogeneous metal flow along the 
CS-punch interface.  Nearly the same in situ solid lubrication was also observed on the contact 
interface between CS-die and the titanium work.  These low frictional state of punch and die as 
well as the smooth work flow along their interfaces, characterizes the galling-free forging behavior 
when using the carbon supersaturated special tools. 

To be noticed, no carbon maps in stripes in Fig. 6 were detected outside of the true contact area 
on the CS-punch and CS-die surfaces.  That is, the applied stresses working on the true contact 
interface are necessary to in situ form the free carbon tribofilm.  High compressive normal stress 
induces the diffusion of carbon solutes in the CS surface zones to the true contact interfaces of 
punch and die so that these free carbon agglomerates form the carbon tribofilm only on the contact 
interface. 

Fine blanking of pure titanium by YXR punch.  
In the fine blanking, the punch head is subjected to high normal stresses when punching out the 

work materials under the narrow clearance between the punch and die. The punch edge experiences 
the high shear stress transients and local metal flow change. The punch side surfaces are also 
subjected to shearing flow of work materials.  Under these mechanical conditions with more 
severity than forging, the plastic distortion of work materials could result in galling damage on the 
XYR7 punches when fine-blanking the ductile and high-strength stainless steel and titanium plates.  

In the present experiment, a bare YXR7 punch was used as a reference to describe the galling 
behavior when fine-blanking the pure titanium plate with the thickness of 2 mm in a single shot 
under the lubricating conditions.  The CS-YXR7 was also utilized to demonstrate the role of carbon 
supersaturation in galling-free fine blanking. 
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Fig. 7. YXR7 fine-blanking punch before and after fine blanking the pure titanium plate with the 

thickness of 2.0 mm in a single shot. a) YXR7 punch before fine blanking test, b) YXR7 punch 
after fine blanking test, and c) adhesion layer on the punch side surfaces. 

 
Fig. 8. CS-YXR7 punch after successively fine blanking the austenitic stainless steel AISI304 
plates in three shots and the pure titanium plates in two shots.  a) CS-YXR7 punch after fine 

blanking test, and b) punch surfaces around its edge and corner. 
Fig. 7a and 7b compare the YXR7 punch surfaces before and after fine blanking the pure 

titanium plate with the thickness of 2.0 mm.  No wears were seen both on the punch head after 
fine blanking in a single shot.  However, its side surfaces with the length around 2 mm were almost 
covered by the fragments of titanium work.  In particular, as seen in Fig. 7c, the titanium fragments 
adhered and eroded into the YXR7 punch., resulting in total failure of punch.  This galling behavior 
proves that the fresh sheared titanium work is easy to adhere onto the punch side surfaces in the 
high normal and shear stress conditions under the narrow clearance. 

Fine blanking of pure titanium by CS-YXR punch.  
CS-YXR7 punch was used to make fine blanking the AISI316 plates with the thickness of 3 

mm in three shots and then to punch out the pure titanium plate with the thickness of 2 mm in two 
shots. Fig. 8a shows the overview of CS-YXR7 after a series of fine blanking shots.   
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Fig. 9. The side and bottom surface of titanium blank, punched pout by the CS-YXR7 punch. 
In contrast to the severe adhesion of titanium fragments onto the bare YXR7 punch  

in Fig. 8b and 8c, the CS-XYR7 punch is completely free from the galling of sheared titanium 
work even after punching the stainless steel and titanium plates in several times.  This implies that 
in situ formed free carbon tribofilms are formed on the highly stressed contact surfaces of punch 
under the narrow clearance in the similar manner to the in situ solid lubrication as seen in Figure 
6 when forging the pure titanium plate.  Once the tribofilm is formed on the fine blanking punch, 
no adhesive wear of metal works occurs even with increasing the number of shots.  

This galling-free behavior suggests that the quality of punched-out blank is expected to be 
improved by this fine blanking process.  Fig. 9 depicts the top and side surfaces of punched-out 
titanium blank.  No fractured regions are detected on every four side surface of blank.  This proves 
that CS-YXR7 punch is suitable to high qualification in fine blanking of titanium plates to 
products. 
Discussion 
The flash temperature on the highly stressed contact interface between the punches/dies and the 
work materials was thought as a main process parameter to govern the galling heavier in forging 
[7, 16].  In fact, the oxidation wear of carbon-based coatings such as diamond and DLC (Diamond 
Like Carbon) in stamping and forging [17] suggested that the chemical galling had overwhelming 
influence on the abrasive wear of tool surfaces at hot spots.  As compared in Figs. 7 and 8, the 
active metals such as pure titanium with chemical compatibility to various inorganic materials, 
induced the adhesive wear onto the steel tool surfaces at RT even under the lubricating conditions.  
This mechano-chemically adhesive galling under highly stressed condition, accompanied with 
erosion of titanium into the tools. Under the free carbon tribofilms, in-situ formed onto the carbon 
supersaturated SKD11 and YXR7 punches, this adhesive galling is completely suppressed to make 
forging and fine-blanking repeatedly without metallic sticking and seizure.   This reveals that 
inactive tribofilm is needed to be free from the mechano-chemical adhesion galling. 

As had been discussed in the dry tribological behavior of carbon-based coatings [6-7], the high 
friction coefficient, experienced in the TiN, TiCN, TiAlN and other ceramic coatings, much 
reduced in the silicon-bearing DLC and nano-laminated DLC coatings during the BOD testing.  
This implies that adhesive galling is effectively suppressed on the bound carbon surface of the 
amorphous carbon microstructure.  In the present in-situ solid lubrication, the free carbon film 
with nearly the same Raman spectroscopy as the hydrogenated DLC (or a:C:H) works as an 
inactive buffer interface between the fresh titanium and the steel punch.   
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Let us consider the effect of carbon bound state on the frictional behavior.  Although the SKD11 
houses the iron and chromium carbides by heat treatment and the YXR7 has a low carbon content, 
severe galling occurs as seen in Fig. 7.  The bound carbon in the carbides and the alloying carbon 
element have no capacity of in situ solid lubrication.  The weakly bound carbon in the amorphous 
carbon film has a little capacity to reduce the friction under mild tribological conditions.  The 
unbound carbon tribofilm has a significant capacity to be free from mechano-chemical adhesion 
wears in fine blanking.  This difference in the bound state of carbons on the contact interface, 
directly reflects on the galling process of titanium works. 

As keenly discussed in [10] and suggested in [18-19], the supersaturated carbon in the steel 
punches diffuses onto the contact interface to titanium work under high stress gradient, and, forms 
a free-carbon tribofilm.  As seen in Figs. 4 and 8a, no tribofilms were formed outside of the true 
contact area.  In case of forging process, the carbon stripes were formed as a thin tribofilm on the 
true contact interface of CS-SKD11 punch to titanium work.  In case of fine blanking, the carbon 
film was also formed as a thin tribofilm on the contact interface of CS-YXR7 punch.  Remember 
that high normal stress was applied onto the contact interface when forging the pure titanium wire, 
and that higher normal stress and high shear stress were combined and applied onto the contact 
interface when fine-blanking the pure titanium plate.  This reveals that tribofilm thickness is 
dependent on the applied stress level during metal forming processes.  To be noticed, the free-
carbon tribofilm formed onto the YXR7 punch surface is so tough not to be delaminated even in 
high and combined stress conditions without galling.  Owing to this in situ formation of tough 
tribofilm, the CS-YXR7 punch is also free from adhesive wearing even with increasing the number 
of shots as discussed in [20].  This carbon supersaturation into punch and die substrates are 
necessary to prolong the tool life without severe galling in the fine blanking of titanium plates. 

As reported in [21-22], the abrasive and adhesive galling processes were effectively suppressed 
by the nanotexturing onto the punch side surface when punching out the electrical steel sheets.  
This was because the debris particles were ejected through the nanotextured grooves to the outside 
of punching process.  This nanotexturing effect can be also accommodated to this fine blanking 
with the use of CS-steel punches. The titanium and titanium alloys parts with fully burnished 
surface can be near-net shaped by this fine blanking without significant galling and abrasive wear.  
The effect of galling-free fine blanking on the product quality and tool life is a next issue to 
advance this new type tooling for fine blanking. 
Summary 
The carbon supersaturation by the low temperature plasma carburizing is essential to protect the 
tool steel and high-speed tool steel punches and dies from adhesion wear during the forging and 
fine blanking of titanium and titanium alloy works.  In particular, the free-carbon tribofilm, in situ 
formed on the YXR7 punch, minimizes the mechanical and chemical galling damages during the 
fine-blanking of titanium plates.  Under the shearing stress transients in fine-blanking, this in situ 
solid lubrication plays a role to prevent the punch surfaces from severe galling.  This tooling is 
available in the industries to continuously punch out the complex-shaped blanks of austenitic 
stainless steels, titanium and titanium alloys with fully burnished surfaces. 
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Abstract. Particles exist in any tribo-system, whether it is closed to the environment or not. These 
particles originate from various sources, for example: contaminants such as dust or fibres from the 
environment; wear debris from abrasive/adhesive wear; and particles that are intentionally 
included in lubricant formulations. The particles affect the tribo-system in which they occur, but 
it is not always clear how. In this work, three types of chemically inert particles of similar size but 
different hardness are mixed with an otherwise pure oil and tested tribologically. Three tribological 
testing methods, pin-on-disc, four-ball, and bending-under-tension, are used to investigate the 
effect of the particles on friction and wear under sheet metal forming conditions. The hardness of 
the particles had a large effect on wear development, but little to no effect on the coefficient of 
friction found by pin-on-disc testing. Including particles of any hardness helped the oil in which 
they were included resist variation in load, leading to less wear for higher loads compared to the 
pure oil. 
Introduction 
Various types of particles are endemic to tribological systems. Some particles are added to a tribo-
system on purpose, while others enter the tribo-system accidentally or are unintentionally created 
through tribological or chemical mechanisms. There are essentially three sources by which the 
concentration of particles in a running tribo-systems increases over time. One of the sources are 
particles that are generated through tribological mechanisms such as adhesive or corrosive wear. 
These can be of different shapes and chemical compositions but would generally include some 
part of either the workpiece or tool. Another source is the environment, which can introduce 
particles of material such as dust or fibres from fabrics into the tribo-system. Lastly, depending on 
the lubricant formulation, the use and aging of the lubricant can lead to bacterial growth, which 
eventually forms bacterial cells [1]. These cells can be considered solid particles, but often help 
by improving the wear resistance of the lubricant rather than degrading it. These sources cause an 
increase in the concentration of particles in a tribo-system, with some particles already existing 
within the tribo-system, due to e.g., improper cleaning [2] or particles being included in the 
lubricant formulation. 

The presence of particles in a tribo-system is often considered unwanted and has even been 
used as an indicator of mechanical systems undergoing severe wear [3]. Jiang and Wang [4] 
investigated the effect of wear particles of different sizes and concentration on wear in a 
locomotive engine. They applied a roller-on-roller test using a base-oil that included some 
concentration of particles collected from used oils and filters from running locomotive engines. 
Their result showed that the concentration of particles and the size of the particles are positively 
related to the amount of wear that occurs in the tribological test. The particles they used consisted 
mainly of iron and oxidation products, but also included some copper and aluminium. Abou El 
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Naga and Salem [5] investigated how the presence of wear particles in a lubricating oil affected 
the degradation of the oil. They found that metallic particles can have a catalytic effect and speed 
up the oxidation of various chemicals in the lubricant composition. An increasing concentration of 
particles made this effect more pronounced, meaning that the effectiveness of the lubricant was 
degraded even more quickly. In their paper on the tribology in the wheel-rail contact of 
locomotives, Olofsson et al. [6] discussed the role that particles play in wear. The role is, 
independently of where the particles originate, essentially twofold. On one hand, the particles are 
free to move in a contact interface and therefore lead to three-body abrasive wear. Olofsson et al. 
note that the hardness of the particles in this case does not have a large effect on the wear rate, 
provided they are at least 20% harder than the surfaces in contact. This effect is the same as that 
used by other researchers investigating the use of solid particles in lubricant formulation. On the 
other hand, the particles can become embedded in a surface and initiate severe two-body abrasive 
wear.  

Many researchers have investigated intentionally adding solid particles to a lubricant to improve 
the lubricant’s tribological performance. Luo et al. [7] added alumina particles with an average 
size of 78 nm to an oil and found that the particles improved the friction reduction and wear 
resistance properties of the oil under four-ball and thrust-ring conditions at loads of 147 N and 
200 N respectively. The particles they used are harder than the active test components, which had 
a hardness of between 44 - 66 HRC and were thought to promote rolling over sliding as well as 
forming a tribo-film that helps resist wear. Padgurskas et al. [8] used iron, copper, and cobalt 
particles to improve the friction and wear behaviour of a lubricant under four-ball test conditions. 
They included mixtures of the particles, which showed an even larger improvement in tribological 
performance compared to single particle lubricants, with the best mixture being equal 
concentrations of iron and copper. Li et al. [9] investigated the effect of wear particles in a lubricant 
used in a rolling process and found that the wear particles had an anti-wear and anti-friction effect, 
at least under the four-ball conditions applied in their work. However, the particle also affected the 
stability of the lubrication mechanism in a deleterious way, which lead to increased wear after 
some time. In other work [10], the efficacy of CaCO3 particles of two sizes for improving 
tribological conditions was evaluated. The particles were added to a base oil, along with a 
surfactant to ensure proper dispersion, and then tested by applying pin-on-disc testing, four-ball 
testing, and bending-under-tension testing. The particles were found to drastically improve the 
tribological performance of the base oil, through what appeared to be physical mechanisms. Peng 
et al. [11] evaluated the wear resistance of a tribo-system that included SiO2 particles of different 
sizes and found that as the size of the particle decreased, the wear resistance and friction reduction 
improved. At some point, the size of the particles exceeded some critical point and the wear 
amount, and friction, became higher than for the pure lubricant. An increased concentration of the 
particles emphasized this behaviour even more. 

In summary, depending on the specific properties of particles, such as size and hardness, they 
can have different effects on the tribo-system in which they are added. Some property of particles 
in a tribological system means the difference between their acting as abrasives, causing wear, and 
their acting as ball-bearings to promote rolling over sliding, reducing wear. In this work, three 
types of particles are added to pure paraffin oil with the aim of investigating the effect of the 
particle hardness on their role in wear, with a focus on sheet metal forming. Therefore, CaCO3 
particles are used as they have been shown to be beneficial to tribo-systems, BaSO4 particles as 
they are slightly harder than the CaCO3 particles, and SiO2 particles as they are much harder than 
the other particles. 
Experimental Methods and Materials 
Particles. Some of the properties of the particles used in this work, given in supplier datasheets, 
are shown in Table 1. The size of the particles is similar, with the SiO2 particles being slightly 
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larger but in the same range. The hardness of the particles is given on the Mohs-scale which shows 
that the CaCO3 particles are softest, the BaSO4 being slightly harder and the SiO2 particles being 
significantly harder. All particles used in this work had a nodular shape, i.e., almost spherical. 

 
Table 1. Properties of particles used in this work. 

Chemical formula CaCO3 BaSO4 SiO2 
Commercial name Polyplex 2 Portaryte® B 10 Silverbond M500 

Particle size D10% [µm] ~ 0.4 0.8 2.2 
Particle size D50% [µm] 2.0 - 2.6 2.6 5.0 
Particle size D90% [µm] ~ 5.4 8.2 11.7 

Hardness [Mohs] 3.0 3.5 7.0 
Bulk density [g/cm3] 0.8 1.7 0.42 

Oil absorption [g/100ml] 17.4 10 23 
Source [12] [13] [14] 

 
The lubricant mixtures tested in this work are derived from base mixtures that contain the 

specific particle, Ph. Eur. grade paraffin oil as the base oil, and Tween60 as surfactant to allow 
proper and homogeneous dispersion of the particles in the base oil. The base mixtures were 
prepared in a similar way, involving first dissolving the surfactant in the paraffin oil using a 
Dispermat CV3-Plus high-speed dissolver, followed by adding the particles and dispersing them 
using the same high-speed dissolver. The resulting base mixture was then diluted by adding more 
paraffin oil to arrive at a lubricant mixture of a fixed nominal concentration. The lubricant mixture 
was then agitated before use to ensure proper dispersal of the particles in the base oil. The nominal 
concentrations of single particle types tested in this work are 10 wt%, 20 wt% and 40 wt%. They 
were prepared using a scale that has a resolution of 10 mg, leading to the uncertainty of 
concentration being less than 1% of the nominal concentration. 

Tribological Testing. Pin-on-disc testing involves placing a pin into contact with a rotating disc 
under some load, as shown in Fig. 1. Also shown in the figure is the specific testing machine used 
in this work, which is a standard CSM Instruments Tribometer. The tribometer has a built-in force 
transducer that measures friction load, allowing the device to calculate the friction coefficient 
based on the applied load. In this work the pin-on-disc test was performed according to 
DIN 50324:1992 for testing of friction. Two loads were applied, 1 N and 10 N, to investigate how 
the difference in load affects the tendency of the particles for being embedded in surfaces and 
affecting friction in that way. The disc component used in this testing is made from Vanadis 4E, a 
tool-steel from Uddeholm that has been ground and polished to a surface roughness of 
Ra = 0.06 µm after hardening to 62 HRC. The pin component consists of a ball-holder and a ball, 
which is made from EN 1.4301 steel, with a hardness of 25 HRC, grade G100 and diameter 
Ø6 mm. The amplitude of roughness of surfaces that were in contact was therefore much smaller 
than the particle size for all particle types. A fresh part of the discs and an unused ball were used 
in each test. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Standard CSM Tribometer with pin-on-disc configuration. (b) Principle of the pin-on-
disc test. 

 
Test parameters, besides applied load and track radius, were kept constant through all tests. The 

sliding speed was set to 50 mm/s, with the total sliding distance being 100 m. The track radii were 
in the range 8 mm – 14 mm with the rotational speed being adjusted based on the track radii so 
that the linear sliding speed was constant. The amount of lubricant-particle mixture used in each 
test, 7 ml – 10 ml, was enough to submerge the disc component to a depth of at least 5 mm. The 
approximate kinematic viscosity of the mixtures used in this work is on the order of 200 ± 100 cSt, 
so according to the Hersey-number of the system, the boundary lubrication mechanism is 
dominant. Each test condition, i.e., particle concentration and type of particle, was repeated three 
times to account for reproducibility. 

Four-ball testing involves establishing sliding contact conditions between three balls that are 
fixed in place and one ball that rotates under some load, as shown in Fig. 2. Also shown in the 
figure is the testing machine used in this work, which was custom-built for the Technical 
University of Denmark. In this work, four-ball testing was performed as a wear test as defined in 
the ISO 20623:2018 standard, applying a load of 300 ± 5 N or condition C2. The test was 
performed over a period of 3,600 ± 1 seconds at a constant rotational speed of 1,420 ± 20 rpm. For 
each test, a fresh set of 100Cr6 chromium steel bearing balls of hardness 60 HRC - 66 HRC, 
Ø12.7 mm, and grade G20, were used as test balls. 10 ml of lubricant were used in each test, 
ensuring that the balls were covered to a depth of at least 5 mm. This test enables the determination 
of how the presence of particles of different hardness in the lubricant affects the wear resistance 
properties of the lubricant under boundary lubrication conditions. A further two load levels, 150 N 
and 450 N were applied for a 10 wt% concentration of particles to see how the load level affects 
the particle behaviour. Each test condition, i.e., particle concentration, type of particle and load 
level, was repeated three times to account for reproducibility.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Four-ball testing machine including close-up of test chamber. (b) Principle of four-
ball test. 

 
Bending-under-tension testing was applied as a simulation of a deep drawing process to 

investigate how the different particles behave in a tribological system that is typically found in 
industrial sheet metal forming. The principle of the test revolves around bending a strip over a 
tool-pin under back-tension, as shown in Fig. 3. The difference between the back-tension force, 
Fb, and the drawing force, Fd, will then be due to the force required to deform the strip and friction. 
As the force required to deform the strip is nearly constant, then any increase in drawing force will 
be caused by an increase in friction in the tool-pin/strip interface. The nominal concentration of 
20 wt% particles suspended in paraffin oil was applied here. The tool-pins were made from 
Vanadis 4E tool-steel hardened to 62 HRC and polished, while the strip was EN 1.4301 stainless 
steel with a 2B surface finish and a 30 mm x 1 mm cross-section. The edges of the strip are harder 
than the middle due to strain-hardening from roller cutting. A back-tension of 180 MPa ± 10 MPa 
was applied across 50 strokes, the sliding length of which was set to 30 mm. The sliding speed 
was 30 mm/s, with an idle time of 0.5 s between strokes which meant that the production rate was 
40 strokes/min. Each test was repeated so that two data-sets exist for each test set-up. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 3. Bending-under-tension (BUT) test shown by (a) an overview of the testing machine, (b) a 
close-up of the testing area, and (c) the principle of the test. 

 
Optical Methods. An Olympus LEXT 4000 laser confocal microscope was used to capture 

images of wear scars on pin-on-disc discs, four-ball specimens and BUT tool-pins. Captured 
images were then processed in SPIP, an image processing software. Fig. 4(a) shows a typical disc 
after pin-on-disc testing, and the location of where images are taken of the wear scars on its surface. 
Fig. 4(b) shows a typical wear scar found in four-ball testing, along with where its parallel and 
perpendicular diameters are measured. Reported wear scar diameters are averaged between the 
two measurements. Fig. 4(c) shows the acquisition strategy employed for acquiring images of the 
surfaces of tool-pins used in BUT testing. The middle region of wear scars is imaged.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 4. Explanation of (a) acquisition of images of wear scars from pin-on-disc testing, (b) 
measuring of wear scars on four-ball specimens, and (c) acquisition of images of wear scars 

from tool-pin after bending-under-tension testing. 
Results 
Pin-On-Disc Testing. The influence of the particles on friction was estimated through pin-on-disc 
testing. The average friction coefficient is determined from the resulting friction profile, and all 
data-points from each test load are plotted together for comparison and shown in Fig. 5. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. Average friction coefficient found in pin-on-disc tests for (a) 1 N load and (b) 10 N load. 
Error bars denote standard deviation of data-set. 
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No influence by the particle type on friction could be found in the range of loads tested here. 
Further, compared to the pure oil, friction was not changed much by adding particles to the system. 
The wear scars that formed on the surface of the discs were, however, very different. Typical 
examples of the wear scars are shown in Table 2, where wear scar images were taken so that the 
centre of the disc was to the right of the wear scar. The wear scars from SiO2 particles were clearly 
the most pronounced, the size of the wear scar increasing with the concentration of the particles. 
The BaSO4 particles also showed severe wear scars compared to the pure oil, at least for higher 
concentrations, which showed very little wear. Applying CaCO3 particles of a small concentration 
led to a reduction in the size of the wear scar. This effect was emphasized for increasing 
concentration of CaCO3 to the point that no wear scar could be detected for 20 wt% and 40 wt% 
concentrations of CaCO3. The applied load did not have much effect on the development of wear 
when particles were included, although it did increase wear in all cases. 

Four-Ball Testing. Two sets of tests were performed using the four-ball configuration, varying 
either the concentration of particles in the mixture for a constant load, or varying the load for a 
constant concentration. The results of the former are shown in Fig. 6, whereas the latter is shown 
in Fig. 7. The wear scar diameter found in the four-ball tests clearly changed as function of particle 
concentration. For the SiO2 particles, the wear scar diameter increased compared to the pure 
paraffin oil and then continued to increase for an increasing concentration of particles. The wear 
scar for the BaSO4 particles of 10 wt% concentration was smaller than for the pure oil, but then 
increased with increasing concentration to a similar level as the pure oil. Wear scars found on balls 
used with CaCO3 particles decreased in size compared to pure oil and were then stable for an 
increasing concentration of particles. 

For changing loads, the behaviour was somewhat different. For the pure oil, as might be 
expected, the wear scar diameter increased with increasing load as there are no boundary additives 
included. Including particles prevented this increase, at least somewhat, reducing how much the 
wear scar diameter increased with increasing load. For a small load, the CaCO3 and BaSO4 
particles showed a similar wear scar diameter as the pure paraffin oil. The wear scar diameter 
increased less with increasing load when these particles were included compared to the pure oil. 
This is similar to what Ji et al. [15] found for nano particles of CaCO3 under four-ball test 
conditions in a range of loads using lithium grease as the base lubricant. They explained that for 
lower loads, the particles behaved based on the ball-bearing mechanism, but that as the load is 
increased and shearing of the surface becomes more likely, the surface energy of sheared surfaces 
causes a tribochemical reaction and leads to a boundary layer forming on the worn surface. The 
SiO2 particles caused wear for small loads, but then prevented it from growing as the applied load 
is increased. This is likely due to the particles causing extreme wear in the beginning until the 
contact pressure is decreased enough that the particles could no longer penetrate the surface of the 
balls, and instead start to only act in a way that separates the surfaces. 
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Table 2. Typical wear scars found in pin-on-disc testing using the different particles. 
Particle None CaCO3 BaSO4 SiO2 

Load 1 N 10N 1 N 10 N 1 N 10 N 1 N 10 N 
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Fig. 6. Wear scar diameters from four-ball testing for different concentrations of particles for 

load of 300 N. Error bars are plus-minues one standard deviation of measured wear scar 
diameters. 
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Fig. 7. Wear scar diameter from four-ball testing as a function of applied load for a constant 10 
wt% particle concentration. Error bars are plus-minus one standard deviation of measured wear 

scar diameters. 
 

Bending-Under-Tension Testing. Drawing force, Fd, profiles from BUT testing are shown in 
Fig. 8. The drawing force was influenced by the presence of particles and the particle type. For the 
pure oil (PO), pick-up quickly started to occur, leading to a steady increase in the drawing force 
until the end of the test. Including BaSO4 particles showed a similar development of the force 
profile, although the force increased less. Including SiO2 particles led to a quicker increase in force, 
indicating more severe conditions. The CaCO3 particles showed only a small increase in force 
across the 1500 mm sliding length, indicating that they are beneficial to the wear resistance 
properties of the lubricant. 

 
Fig. 8. Drawing force measured in BUT testing. Solid lines and dashed lines of the same colour 

are repetitions of the same test conditions. The concentration of particles was 20 wt%. 
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Images of the surfaces of selected tool-pins were captured and are shown in Table 3. The pure 
oil exhibited a high tendency for pick-up as can be seen on the surface of the tool-pin, which is 
consistent with the observations of the drawing force. The CaCO3 particles prevented this and led 
to less wear on the tool-pin surface. The BaSO4 particles helped in reducing wear, but the surface 
of the tool-pin ended up looking comparable to that of the pure oil. The SiO2 particles clearly led 
to much more pick-up, potentially due to localised wear scars causing more favourable conditions 
for pick-up, or even heating up of the tool-pin near the surface. 

 
Table 3. Surfaces of tool-pins used with different particles of 20 wt% concentration. The drawing 

direction is from bottom to top of figures. Solid profiles shown in Fig. 8 belong to the surfaces 
shown here. 

Particles Surface of tool-pins 

None 
 

CaCO3 
 

BaSO4 
 

SiO2 
 

Summary 
Including particles in a tribo-system, either accidentally or intentionally, has a large effect on the 
wear development of the tribo-system. The hardness of the particles is a clear factor in how the 
particles affect the tribo-system, with harder particles increasing wear and softer ones inhibiting it 
through surface separation without surface penetration. Based on the results of this work, the 
following conclusions are drawn: 

- Inclusion of particles of any hardness, in the force and concentration range tested here, had 
little to no effect on the coefficient of friction measured in pin-on-disc testing. 

- The hardness of particles included in a tribo-system has a large effect on the development 
of wear in the tribo-system. A higher particle hardness leads to more severe wear.  

- Including any particles in a tribo-system makes the system more robust in the face of 
varying loads. For a pure paraffin oil, wear readily increases with increasing load, but 
including particles reduced this effect, in the range tested here. 

- The particle hardness was important for tribo-systems that include sheet metal forming 
conditions. High hardness, such as for the SiO2 particles, lead to increased abrasion and 
more wear. The BaSO4 did not change conditions much compared to the pure oil, at least 
not in terms of wear. The CaCO3 particles promoted rolling of the particles as surface 
penetration was not possible and reduced wear compared to the pure oil. 
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Abstract. During manufacturing of automotive parts from hot dip galvanized sheet metal, surface 
asperities of the forming tools can cause breakage of small coating particles. Long and narrow 
scratches appear on the surface of the form part, a phenomenon known as part surface galling. 
Laboratory testing using a slider on sheet tests (SOST) are performed in order to investigate surface 
topography effects on galling. These experiments reveal the dominant effect of tool surface 
roughness on galling. The tool surface roughness has a large effect on the size of the detached 
coating particles and the distance before scratch occurrence. If the tool roughness is low enough, 
no surface scratch formation is observed for the investigated range of sheet surface roughness. At 
a high tool surface roughness scratches are observed at a very short sliding distance for all tested 
materials. At an intermediate tool surface roughness, the materials selected for this investigation 
show measurable differences but no clear trend could be identified. 
Introduction 
Galling, abrasive surface wear of hot dip galvanized steel (GI) sheet metal can occur during deep 
drawing, the process commonly used for automotive part manufacturing. Observations of 
industrial forming processes in the areas with contact with the forming tools revealed two types of 
contact conditions – normal contact and galling. In normal contact conditions the sheet metal 
topography is flattened by the tool contact. Such contact areas on the deformed sheet surface can 
be considerably large, tens of millimeters in the sliding length direction, as the sheet metal slides 
against the forming tools. In some contact areas unexpected galling behavior in the form of long 
narrow scratches, in the sheet metal sliding direction [1] was observed. Such scratches are created 
by tool surface local asperities. The consequence of surface scratch formation might be coating 
detachment in the form of thin flakes. The flakes might attach to the tool surface resulting in 
increased tool asperity height and in formation of new tool surface asperities and consequently in 
acceleration of galling of the following formed part. 

In the industry several solution directions exist to prevent galling, namely polishing, hardening 
and/or coating the forming tool surface and/or the application of extra lubrication. These solution 
directions indicate already some of the parameters which influence galling, such as tool surface 
parameters such as roughness and lubrication. Other parameters which influence galling are sheet 
surface, design (deformation) and process parameters such as pressure, velocity and temperature. 
In the literature investigations on the mechanisms of galling and the influence of several 
parameters can be found [2-5]. For example, Van de Heide and Dane [6-7] investigated the 
influence of lubricant on galling. 

In a previous investigation [1] the influence of pressure and tool roughness on galling was 
investigated with the Slider On Sheet Tester (SOST) on one material with representative 
roughness. In the current investigations the influence of the tool roughness is investigated for three 
sheet material roughness levels within the typical intervals found in automotive applications. Both 
the scratch depth and particle sizes are investigated in great detail. 
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Material and Methods 
An experimental program was started to evaluate the geometrical surface parameter on galling. 
The experiments were performed using a SOST capable of providing controlled well-defined 
contact conditions between the tool surface and metal sheet. Tests were performed on three 
different GI coated steel sheets and three different tool roughness levels (Table 1). The tribological 
interactions were studied by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis of particles collected 
from the tool. The dimensional topography measurements of the tool and sheet surfaces were 
performed by a confocal microscope. 
 

Table 1. Surface parameters of the sheet and tool material according to ISO 25178. 
  Sa Sq Sz Ssk Sku Sp Sv 
  [µm] [µm] [µm] [-] [-] [µm] [µm] 
Tool ring 1 0.33 0.43 5.22 -0.43 4.25 2.66 2.55 
Tool ring  2 0.74 0.99 11.96 -1.27 8.45 3.39 8.55 
Tool ring 3 1.19 1.57 15.30 -0.97 4.89 6.89 8.42 

        
Sheet 1 1.00 1.14 6.64 0.45 2.50 3.85 2.79 
Sheet 2 1.17 1.36 7.73 -0.08 2.06 3.92 3.81 
Sheet 3 1.59 1.89 12.30 -0.42 2.30 6.62 5.70 

 
A cylindrical tool (Fig.1a) with contact width of 6 mm is pressed with 1.5 bar (resulting in a 

normal load of 205 N) against the sheet material. The contact situation is therefore a line contact, 
with a nominal pressure of 190 MPa. The cylinder moves in length direction for 250 mm at a 
velocity of 50 mm/s, lifted up and brought into a new position to make a new track next to the 
previous one (Fig.1b) within a few seconds. In this way, every time virgin sheet material is in 
contact with the tool. The amount of tracks is depended on the tool roughness and availability of 
material (sheet size). For the smoothest tool (Sa 0.3 μm), between 70 and 75 tracks are tested, 
resulting in 17.5 to 18.8 m sliding length for the three different materials. This sliding length can 
represent drawing of approximately close to 200 parts. The tool is rotated (approximately 5°) after 
each unique parameter setting. In this way a fresh tool material is in contact for each test. A 
pressure sensitive foil is used to align the tool properly, thereby ensuring homogeneous contact at 
the start of the test.  
 

a) b) 

 

 

Fig. 1. a) Photograph of cylindrical tool (half) in SOST b) Schematic view of sheet with tracks. 
 

Three different GI coated steel sheets (thickness 0.6 mm) with different surface roughness are 
tested (Fig. 2). The sheets are cleaned with isopropanol to remove mill applied lubricant on the 
surface.  
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a) b)  c)  

    

Fig. 2. Confocal measurement sheet surface (size 1x1 mm) a) Sa 1.0 μm b) Sa 1.2 μm  
c) Sa 1.6 μm. 

 
The slider (diameter of 43 mm) of tool material DIN 1.2379 has a hardness of 60 ± 2 HRC. 

Three different tool textures with different roughness (Fig. 3) are tested. The tool surface 
topography has a defined lay with the grinding direction perpendicular to sliding direction.  

 
a) b) c)  

     

Fig. 3. Confocal measurement tool surface (2x2 mm) a) Sa 0.3 μm b) Sa 0.7 μm c) Sa 1.2 μm. 
Sliding direction is horizontal. 

Results and Discussion 
The appearance of the scratches, ploughing tracks and particles are similar to observations on 
automotive pressed parts and particles collected from stamping tools [1]. The tool wear mechanism 
is dynamic. Particles of the GI coating break out during sliding and get trapped in different types 
of tool surface defects (such as grinding scratches). They stick to the tool surface (Fig.4a & 4b). 
During repeated sliding the particle build up accumulates. Particle accumulation can cause 
scratches to sheet material, which can become more severe with sliding distance. However, it is 
also observed that particles break off resulting in a disappearing scratch or a less severe scratch. 
The process will continue and the particle accumulation will start again at the same or at another 
position. Loose particles can also cause 3rd body abrasive wear. These scratches do not necessarily 
follow the same direction as the sliding direction, but could bend off. This wear mechanism was 
also observed in a few cases in earlier investigations.  

 In general, the thickness of individual flakes is lower than the thickness of the GI coating and 
the GI coating is not spalling off. In case of highest tool roughness the scratch depth becomes close 
to the thickness of the zinc coating. Cross sectional microscopy is planned to further investigate 
the fracture of the zinc coating.  

After the test the particles were collected with adhesive tape for further investigation in the 
SEM (Fig. 4c). Mapping of the elements of the particles reveals that it mainly consists of Zn (Fig. 
4d) and some coating elements (Al). In general, no tool material elements such as Cr are measured. 
This indicates that no abrasive tool wear occurs. Also, in most cases almost no Fe is measured, 
suggesting that the scratches are superficial.  
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The tools are ultrasonic cleaned after collection of the particles. After ultrasonic cleaning of the 
tools, some Zn particles are still attached to the tool surface (Fig. 4b) in which the sliding direction 
is visible. Remaining particles on the slider after ultrasonic cleaning represents well the industrial 
case in which grinding is necessary to remove all particles.  

 
a) b) c) d) 

 
   

Fig. 4. a) Photo of contact surface of tool after test (tool width 6 mm) b) particle remained after 
ultrasonic cleaning of tool c) SEM BSE collected particles from tool (size 8.5 x 8.5 mm) Tool Sa 

0.7 μm Sheet Sa 1.2 μm. SEM /EDX element mapping of Zn (L) (size 8.5 x 8.5 mm)  
Tool Sa 0.7 μm Sheet Sa 1.2 μm. 

 
Particles collected from tool.  
The collected particles are in the majority of the cases flakes, for one material also some other 

particle morphology is observed. These flakes are very comparable to the flakes collected from 
industrial tools at OEMs (Fig. 5). The flakes are only a few microns thick, while the width and 
length are more than 10 times the thickness.  
a) b) c) 

 

  

Fig. 5. SEM images a) particles collected from industrial tool b) one particle collected from 
industrial tool c) one particle collected from SOST sheet Sa 1.2 μm tool Sa 1.2 μm. 

  
The size of the flakes is dependent on the surface roughness, and the average size increases in 

the majority of cases with increasing tool roughness (Fig. 6). 
 

a) b) c) 

   

Fig. 6. SEM analysis of particles after test sheet Sa 1.6 μm with tool roughness a) Sa 0.3 μm  
b) Sa 0.7 μm c) Sa 1.2 μm. 
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Scratches on the sheet surface.  
Three dimensional topography measurements are made at specific track numbers 

(1,10,20,40,60 and last track). A 2D profile cross section is created and the maximum profile depth 
determined (Fig. 7a). Criterion for a scratch is a larger than 1 μm increase in max profile depth 
compared to original material. Fig. 7b shows the maximum profile depth versus the sliding 
distance for sheet material 1 (Sa=1.0 μm) for several tool roughness. In case of low tool roughness 
(0.3 μm) no scratch occurs. At medium tool roughness (0.7 μm) scratch occurs at 15 m of sliding 
distance. And for a high tool roughness (1.2 μm) the scratch occurs immediately after start of test. 
Thus, the tool roughness plays a major effect on the distance to scratch formation. 
 

a) b) 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. A) 3D topography measurement sheet Sa 1.0 μm tool Sa 1.2 μm after 10 m sliding.  
b) max. profile depth versus sliding distance sheet Sa 1.0 μm for the tested tool textures. 

 
For the entire collection of sheet materials no scratches are observed for a low tool roughness 

of 0.3 μm (Table 2). This shows that the sheet coating can resist relative high contact conditions 
in case of smooth surface.  

In case of intermediate tool roughness the distance before a scratch occurs was different for the 
three materials considered in this study. A more extended experimental research is necessary to 
further quantify the sheet coating effect. Also, the number of tests is very limited and further 
investigations are necessary to determine the range in distance before scratch occurrence for 
different sheet material and tool roughness combinations. However, trends regarding the increase 
in tool roughness are observed for each material and each test series (Table 2). An increase in tool 
roughness results in a decrease in distance to scratch (Table 2) which is probably related to the 
larger particle size and the presence of more tool surface defects to get stuck. Larger particles can 
probably be less easily removed out of the contact.  

 
Table 2. Distance [m] to first measured scratch. 

 Sheet roughness Sa  
Tool roughness Sa 1.0 [μm] 1.2 [μm]  1.6 [μm] 

0.3 [μm] >17.5 >18.8 >18.5 
0.7 [μm] 14.9 4.9 9.9 
1.2 [μm] 0.0 2.4 2.4 

 
  

0 1 2 3 4 5 mm

µm
3.1

-7.85

0
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Fig. 8 reveals the dynamic nature of galling. For example, at a tool roughness of 0.7 μm a large 
scratch occurs at track 20, which becomes less severe at track 60. Indicating that a part of the 
adhered particles broke off from the tool. In case of a roughness of 1.2 μm the position of the 
scratches also changes, indicating that the buildup and breaking of particles on the tool can occur 
at several position on the tool.  

 

 
Fig. 8. Confocal measurements for sheet material 2 (Sa 1.2 µm) at positions (# tracks) and for 

three tool roughness . Sliding in vertical direction. 
 

Coefficient of Friction (COF).  
The effect of tool roughness on the COF is also high (Fig.9). With a low tool roughness the 

friction coefficient is stable and relatively low. Sometimes a certain increase and decrease in COF 
is related to a scratch, however this certainly is not always the case. The friction coefficient is 
higher or lower with increasing tool roughness. A different wear regime (cut, wear or ploughing) 
could cause a different trend in friction coefficient. Recommended is to investigate this effect 
further with a physical based friction model.  
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a)  b)  

 

 

c)       d)  

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Colour plot coefficient of friction for the tracks a) Tool Sa 0.3 μm Sheet Sa 1.2 μm  
b) Tool Sa 0.7 μm Sheet Sa 1.2 μm c) Tool Sa 0.3 μm Sheet Sa 1.6 μm   

d) Tool Sa 0.7 μm Sheet Sa 1.6 μm. 
 
Summary 
The experiments reveal the dominant effect of tool surface roughness on galling of the sheet metal 
coating. It was found that the detached coating flake size increases with increasing tool surface 
roughness. A too low or too high tool surface roughness resulted in either no surface scratch 
formation or deep surface scratches after very short sliding distance for all tested sheet materials. 
The roughness magnitude of the sheet metal surface appeared to influence the galling resistance 
performance as well for the tests with intermediate tool surface roughness. The material roughness 
magnitude differences were less clear while compared to the tool surface roughness effect. Further 
investigations are planned focused on material coating parameters effect on galling performance. 
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Abstract. Rotary swaging is an ascendant forming method for manufacturing axisymmetric parts. 
High production rate with excellent net shape forming is achieved in recent automation 
developments. However, precise machine design and tailored process developments are necessary 
to transfer the high impact type forming loads to workpiece efficiently. The failure of this transfer 
results in high vibrations of the machine structure and poor product quality, due to the impact loads 
with high frequencies. The centerpiece of the process development to prevent these disruptive 
effects is to resolve die specifications such as shape and surface properties. In general forming 
applications, surface roughness of the dies is perceived as a disruptive element for the product 
quality and only a small amount is provided to settle lubricants. However, for rotary swaging 
applications, an optimized surface roughness to increase the load transfer between the die and the 
workpiece without disrupting the final product surface quality is essential. In this study, for a fixed 
die shape, the relation between the die surface roughness and the product quality is investigated for 
macro rotary swaging applications. In particular, the effective transfer of the forming forces to the 
workpiece is analyzed by using finite element analysis within the scope of surface friction. 
Consequently, a die set with roughened surface conditions is manufactured by using a novel 
technique. Real process trials are conducted to validate the results of the analysis. 
Introduction 
Rotary swaging is an incremental forging operation for tubes and bars. Operation principal of a 
rotary swaging machine is shown on Figure 1(a). An internal ring with translational sliders is 
rotated inside a roller cage. Translational sliders hold die assemblies. During the rotation of the 
internal ring, dies are retracted to an open position due to centrifugal effects and other peripheral 
supports (support springs). When the die assembly reaches a roller, dies are translated to closed 
position. Continuous movement of the die assembly results in consecutive blows of dies and cold 
forging of the workpiece. Hence, the outer diameter of the part decreases with a possible reduction 
of the cross-section area and with the elongation of the total length. Rod, pipe and tube parts can 
be shaped by this method and axisymmetric parts can produced. By the addition of a pre-shaped 
mandrel inside tubular workpiece, it is also possible to form complex shapes inside the workpiece. 
The mandrel steers the material such that the internal shape of the workpiece reflects the outer 
shape of the mandrel. 

Performance and final mechanical properties of the workpiece are dictated by process 
parameters and parts (die and mandrel). In particular, dies play the most important role. During 
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the process, the workpiece is forced to deform with large loads transferred by dies to reduce the 
outer diameter. To moderate the disruptive effects of the die impact, dies are designed with a 
tapered entrance. In this way, shearing of the workpiece is prevented. However, this tapered 
entrance geometrically results in unwanted axial reaction forces. Each blow of the die pushes back 
the workpiece in the opposite direction of the elongation. These reaction forces show disruptive 
effects on overall swaging performance. In the open literature, these disruptive effects are studied 
in detail under the scope of micro metal forming. Small tubes for needles and concentric bimetallic 
tubes are manufactured using rotary swaging. Vollertsen called these forces, rejection forces and 
explained that increased rejection forces result in workpiece buckling [1]. To solve this problem, 
Böhmermann et al. suggested to increase the effective friction on the forging section between die 
and workpiece to decrease the reaction forces (Fig. 1 (b)) [2]. By increasing the friction, as the die 
descends, the end of the tapered section pulls the workpiece and the reaction (rejection) force of 
the sinking section is supported. Herrmann numerically characterized effects of die friction for 
macro rotary swaging applications using finite element analysis [3]. 50% reduction is achieved in 
axial reaction forces by increasing friction coefficient from 0.1 to 0.5 in reduction zone. 

Similar investigations were also made for radial forging. Rotary swaging and radial forging are 
similar processes with different machine configurations. Hence, research results are valid for both 
applications. Apart from the differences in die motions, another difference is observed in 
workpiece feeding between both applications. Workpiece feeding is usually force controlled and 
applied by hydraulic cylinders in radial forging which is replaced by position control systems in 
modern rotary swaging machines. Hence, when reaction forces reach the limit force of the 
hydraulic cylinders, feeding fails in radial forging. Semiatin suggested not to use any lubricant 
between die and workpiece when entrance taper angle is more than 6° [4]. In this way, the effective 
friction is increased between the die and workpiece. In some applications, forging zone of the die 
is roughened by hardfacing to increase effective friction and to reduce axial reactions. Recent 
patents are published where hardfacing (conventional method for surface roughening) is replaced 
by surface structuring (see e.g. [5]). A wave form is machined on the forging zone to create holding 
forces to balance reaction forces especially for micro rotary swaging applications. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematics of rotary swaging a) Clock-wise rotation of the internal ring rotates die 
assembly and leads to translational blows when upper surface reaches a roller b) Cross-section 

of swaging process. 
 
Formerly, effects of the process parameters and parts (die and mandrel) are characterized by 

process trials. Nevertheless, by the development of reliable metal forming simulations, trial and 
error methods are evolved to be a final validation tool. Different approaches are found in the 
literature for the evaluation of rotary swaging and radial swaging. It should be noted that the die-
workpiece interactions are similar in rotary swaging and radial forging. Initial studies to foresee 
the material flow and final mechanical properties are conducted by Grosman and Piela [6]. An 
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axisymmetric model is developed where the volumetric change of the cross section during forging 
sequence is imposed by a radial rigid translation in the simulation. Lahoti and Altan derived an 
analytical expression to determine process forces and resulting stresses using the upper slab 
method [7]. This analytical study is further pursued by finite element analysis and experimental 
validations to develop a die design methodology [8]. As a result of these analysis, the relation 
between effective friction and forging forces are numerically shown. Also, Tseng et al. put a further 
step by including thermal effects in analytical expressions [9]. After initial studies of Domblesky et 
al. on the application of flow formulations for radial forging [10], Yamaguchi et al. developed a 
simulation and experiment method to predict the grain size of radial forged materials [11]. 
Recently, Poursina et al., Ameli and Movahhedy, Fan et al, Liu et al. applied displacement 
formulations for swaging operation using ABAQUS/Explicit and the results showed significant 
compatibility with the experimental results [12-15]. Load predictions converged to experimental 
results of Uhlig with an error <5% [16]. 

Validation of different simulations by experiments ensures the reliability of material process 
simulations. Displacement formulations with an explicit time scheme will be applied in this study 
to evaluate the process loads and its relation to surface properties. Although, a solution for high 
axial reactions by roughening die surface is widely suggested in the literature. A correlation 
between the surface roughness and mechanical vibrations and reactions is not experimentally 
shown for macro swaging applications. This study aims to clarify the mechanism behind the 
surface roughening and to evaluate the disruptive effects of reaction forces. A comparison for 
different friction conditions is numerically conducted through finite element analysis. Results are 
validated by product contours and also by position feedbacks of the workpiece pusher system. 
Moreover, a novel simple method is suggested for surface roughening. In this regard, the current 
study is unique for correlation of reaction forces on product and process quality and proposes an 
alternative method to hard facing for the swaging industry in die design. 

The paper is organized as follows. Rotary swaging method and the effects of the reaction forces 
on product quality is briefly presented here, section 2 addresses the finite element analysis of the 
process cycle. Section 3 validates the numerical analysis through experiments. Then the study is 
concluded in Section 4. 
Finite Element Analysis 
ABAQUS/Explicit 2016 solver is used in this study after the quasi-static condition is validated 
using simulation energy outputs. Kinetic energy of the process is compared to internal energy as 
suggested in the ABAQUS documentation [17]. Less than 2% kinetic energy is calculated during 
the process. Hence, the method is found valid and doubts about the stimulation of artificial energy 
modes are removed. Also, this low amount of kinetic energy let the usage of a mass scaling factor 
(25). Geometrical simplifications are not applied to better converge to further experiments. 
Schematic shown on Fig. 1 (b), is represented in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) in association with rotary 
swaging machine elements and modelling aspects, respectively. Axial motion of the workpiece 
into dies is given by using workpiece pusher. Movement and forces of the workpiece pusher is 
recorded during the analysis to evaluate reaction forces. Fig. 2 (b) shows initial and final steps 
(total simulation duration: 4 seconds) of the simulation. Workpiece is modeled using reduced 
integration elements with combined stiffness hourglass control (C3D8R, size: 1.2 mm). Hourglass 
control method is determined by restricting artificial energy to internal energy ratio (<1% 
achieved). For boundary conditions, both translation and rotation are applied to the workpiece 
during feeding. Cylindrical kinematic element is used to control the feeding motion. A torsional 
spring is added to cylindrical connector to prevent the torsion on the workpiece with an extrapolated 
nonlinear elasticity definition (48kNmm/rad). Elastoplastic properties of the workpiece are 
constructed from the experiments of Ceschini et al. for 33CrMoV Steel material [17]. Process tools 
are modeled using rigid body surface elements (R3D4, size: 1.5 mm). Dies rotate around the 
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median axis and translates in the radial direction to perform die blows. This kinematic motion is 
applied to reference points of die surfaces using translator connectors. Penalty contact method with 
finite sliding is used to model contact interactions between deformable and rigid bodies. Die 
surface is divided into 3 subsections to separate forging and sizing regions as in Fig. 1 (b). Two 
models are constructed with forging region having 0.1 and 0.8 friction coefficient values. These 
two extremum points are selected by considering wall lubricated metal-metal friction (0.1) and 
non-lubricated (or roughened) metal-metal friction (0.8). Because of the design of the rotary 
swaging machine, unlike radial forging, a lubricant always operates between workpiece and dies. 
Hence, suggestions of Semiatin for radial forging in [4] are not possible for rotary swaging process 
and a roughened surface is the solution. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Rotary swaging analysis model. a) Schematic view of forming section and machine 
elements, upper and lower die show initial and final position respectively. b) Modelling elements 

and equivalent plastic strains on deformable body (workpiece) for initial and final steps of the 
simulation. 

 
Cylindrical element in Fig. 2 represents the workpiece pusher of the rotary swaging machine. 

Workpiece pusher controls the axial motion of workpiece. Hence, it is exposed to axial reactions. 
Axial reactions during process simulation are exported from cylindrical element. Fig. 3 shows the 
load history of the cylindrical connector. When friction coefficient is low (0.1), load profile starts 
with an increase in each blow. After approximately 2 seconds, a steady load is achieved. This 
profile is due to entrance tapers of the die and workpiece. Sliding on tapered sections occurs due 
to low friction. A significant difference is observed for high friction coefficient. During the process, 
the dies are retracted after the impact. This positive reaction forces prevent the workpiece from 
escaping back during this retraction. So, upper motion result in a reverse loading with increased 
friction. The most significant result is the reduction of reaction forces from 12 tons to 7.2 tons 
when an increased friction is applied between die and workpiece. 

Moreover, die torsion force on the workpiece is evaluated for different frictions. Fig. 4 shows 
relative rotation between the front and rear ends of the cylindrical connector. As can been seen 
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from Fig. 2, during consecutive flows, the contact area between dies and workpiece increases in the 
tangential direction as workpiece translates into the sizing region. This is the reason behind the 
cumulative character of the Fig. 4. As the process continues, the contact area between the die and 
the workpiece increases and the workpiece also takes the shape of the die profile. The change of 
friction coefficient in forging region introduced only a small amount of increase (0.03). This 
increase is small as expected since the main contribution comes from sizing region where friction 
coefficient is the same for both models. Also, by using V-shaped dies the increase of disruptive 
effects due to friction are prevented. Contact lengths are controlled in axial and circumferential 
directions by the help of this shape. A final evaluation is made for the translation of dies to observe 
if increased friction creates any disruptive effect on die actuation (shown on Fig. 4). No significant 
difference is observed when reaction forces on translator connectors which actuate dies during 
analyses are compared. This is related to the angle of the entrance taper. Motion and forces 
mainly contribute in the horizontal direction. Hence, deviations in the vertical results are relatively 
small. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Reaction forces on workpiece cylindrical connector for different friction coefficients. 
 
The effect of friction coefficient is visualized on Fig. 5 using contact frictional shear pressure 

outputs. By increasing the surface friction, the contribution of the frictional shearing is increased. 
During the blow, die pulls the part in the feeding direction which supports the reaction forces 
created by the tapered section. However, since the die force in vertical direction and contact area 
are more dependent to workpiece material, contact normal pressures have no significant difference 
relative to different friction coefficients.  
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Fig. 4. Reaction forces on die connector for different friction coefficients on the left, Angle 

between 2 points on cylindrical element for different friction coefficients on the right. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Frictional shear and contact pressure (in MPa) on the workpiece during forming for 

different die frictions. 
Experimental Validation 
In the literature, surface roughening is initially performed using hard facing. Rough areas are 
coated by hard tungsten layers. During this process, natural pores occur on the surface which 
creates the necessary roughening. A problem with this method is determined during micro forming 
studies. During the process, roughening effects disappears as the pores wear out or gets filled by 
process residues. This problem is especially important for micro forming applications because 
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workpiece easily buckles due to reaction forces. It is solved by machining a wave form to swaging 
dies using electro discharge machining (EDM) [e.g. 5-7]. EDM is an advantageous method to 
create accurate and reliable shapes but it requires special tool (electrode) development, which is 
costly. An alternative method is used in this study to validate the effects of the increased friction. 
A 20W laser engravement machine (JNLINK/LXF-20W, China) is used to engrave the die surface. 

1.2379 is used as the die material for this trial. Using fixed engravement parameters (given in 
Table 1), a sample engravement pattern is studied to increase surface roughness. Surface roughness 
is determined using Mitutoyo Surftest SJ210 (Japan). An engraved V-type die is shown on Fig. 6. 
Section A-A is the schematic cross-section of the wave. 

 
Table 1. Engravement parameters. 

Speed 
(mm/s) 

Power 
(W) 

Freq. 
(kHz) 

Start TC 
(US) 

Laser 
Off (US) 

End TC 
(US) 

Polygon 
TC (US) 

Distance 
(mm) 

Depth 
(mm) 

100 20 20 300 100 300 100 0.4 30 
         

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Engraved swaging die. A-A section shows schematic representation of engravement 
distance and depth. 

 
V-type dies are composed of 2 sections (left and right) perpendicular to axial direction. 

Roughness measurements are conducted for these sections separately. Initial and final roughness 
are presented in Table 2 for 4 dies before and after swaging processes. Initial die geometry is 
produced using EDM. The difference between the surface roughness parameters for different dies 
is accepted within tolerances. Surface roughness is measured before and after 3 processes to 
observe the reliability of the suggested roughening method. 
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Table 2. Surface roughness of 4 dies before/after engravement and its deviation after 3 
processes. 

 Before engravement After engravement After 3 processes 
# Ra (right) Ra (left) Ra [Rz] (right) Ra [Rz](left) Ra [Rz] 

(right) 
Ra [Rz] 
(left) 

1 0.60 0.29 4.37 [43.7] 4.13 [50.0] 3.81 [43.7] 3.00 [39.2] 
2 0.71 0.93 3.58 [45.0] 4.03 [40.1] 4.29 [40.1] 3.55 [30.48] 
3 0.50 0.69 5.66 [56.7] 6.66 [68.1] 5.97 [33.8] 6.17 [37.56] 
4 0.79 0.48 5.75 [58.8] 7.27 [56.7] 8.91 [53.3] 6.09 [48.66] 

 
After the preparation of engraved dies, process trials are performed to evaluate the effects of 

surface roughness using REPKON RFFM Series, 4-die rotary swaging machine. The hydraulic 
cylinder, despite the reaction forces generated on the dies, aims to retain its position. As a result, 
there is a pressure difference at both ends of the cylinder. This pressure difference is then utilized 
to calculate the reaction force. Since, there was no infrastructure to measure the friction coefficient 
of the engraved surface in the production facility, it was decided to conduct a comparative study 
using engraved and non- engraved die sets to verify the analysis concept. During the test, the 
mechanism that pushes the workpiece into the die set was operated with position control and the 
reaction forces on the mechanism were measured. Force measurement results are shown in Fig. 7. 
The introduction of surface roughness on the die has been found to result in a significant reduction 
of the reaction forces by half. This validates the application of a roughened die surface concept for 
macro swaging applications. However, a direct correlation is not established due to lack of friction 
coefficient determination. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Workpiece pusher reaction forces during test processes. 
 

Summary 
In this study, significant effects of the die surface friction on the rotary swaging process and 
product quality are determined. Process design requires careful evaluation of benefits and 
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drawbacks for roughened die surface application. Main highlights of the study which construct a 
base for this consideration are shared below: 

• Die surface friction results in frictional shearing between die and workpiece. During 
each blow, die pulls the workpiece in the feeding direction which supports the reaction 
forces created by the tapered section. Hence, reaction forces and machine vibrations 
decrease.  

• The geometric precision of the product is increased by the high friction area created on 
the dies. In addition, a more matt structure is obtained on the outer surface of the 
product.  

• Die shape and contact surface play an important role for the contact interactions and 
alter the flow of the material. During rotary swaging, dies pull the surface in the axial 
and tangential direction. Tangential component results in undesired torsion. For V-
shaped dies, tangential contact area is significantly smaller than axial. Hence, increased 
surface friction does not change the torsion on the workpiece. 

• The main drawbacks of the proposed methods are the wear of die surface and tearing of 
the workpiece surface as a result of the increased frictional shearing. Sustainability of 
the proposed technique for each trial requires a further study to determine optimum 
surface roughness and lubrication to prevent deterioration of the product surface quality 
and to increase die service life. 
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Abstract. Many tribological tests have been developed in the last decades to emulate real cold 
forging processes at laboratory conditions and to obtain friction coefficients at different process 
conditions. In this paper a new tribotester is designed and numerically validated to reach extreme 
contact conditions, high normal contact pressure and surface enlargement, for warm temperature 
testing of lubricants starting from material in the form of thick sheets or precuts. The numerical 
simulations prove that this is possible by the use of a combined bending and ironing test. 
Introduction 
Fine blanking is a manufacturing process capable of producing sheet metal parts with completely 
smooth cutting surfaces [1]. The process is sometimes known by other names like fine stamping 
or precision cutting and like standard shear blanking processes, according to DIN 8580, fine 
blanking falls under the main category of material separation or parting processes, and is defined 
according to DIN 8588 under the sub-category dividing [2]. 

The main differences in comparison with the conventional blanking or punching process are 
the use of a counterpressure which enables to work in a more compressive stress state and 
decreases the cambering of the final product, the use of very small clearances (0.5-1% of the 
material thickness instead of 10-20% in conventional shearing) and the introduction of Vee-Rings 
in the pressure and/or blanking plates. The Vee-Ring is a physical V-shape feature that is located 
either in the pressure plate, the blanking plate or in both of them, which has the function to hold 
the punched material outside the blanking line and so prevents lateral flow of the material during 
the blanking process. In addition, it serves to apply compressive stress to the sheet metal, 
improving the flow process and delaying the fracture occurrence. 

The main advantages of the process are the increased accuracy (smoother sheared surface and 
better geometrical tolerances) and the need of less production steps to produce high quality 
functional components that need to be manufactured by metal forming and final machining instead. 

The disadvantages of the technology are the high tool wear of the active elements (punches, 
dies, plates), the high tool costs and the need of specific presses that are only used for fine blanking, 
as three actions (force application) are needed to run the process. A compound fine blanking die 
working principle during the blanking process is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Compound die set used in fine blanking (recreated from [2]). 

 
Nevertheless, not all the aspects of the fine blanking technology are positive. The main 

materials that are fine blanked are steels (structural, case hardenable, heat treatable, etc.) which 
roughly represent the 80-90% of the produced parts all over the world. Other materials like 
aluminium, cooper and stainless steels are properly processed with the use of proper lubricants 
that avoid excessive adhesive wear. Anyhow, the elongation capacity of the materials needs to be 
high enough to guarantee the fine blanking capability of the cut material (complete smooth cutting 
surface) and this is reached by chemical composition adjustments, a proper thermos-mechanical 
processing and the soft annealing of the material prior to its processing. For example, in the case 
of the C45 steel, this annealing heat treatment changes the original microstructure that passes from 
a ferritic-perlitic typical microstructure to a microstructure that comprises a ferrite matrix with 
spheroidal cementite embedded in it. This spheroidized microstructure highly increases the fine 
blanking capability. 

Currently, the ultimate tensile strength of fine blanked materials is around 550-600 MPa, both 
for steel and stainless steels. The current needs for structural lightweighting, especially in the 
transport industry, are forcing the fine blanking companies to push these material boundaries and 
to process higher steel grades. Although many attempts have been made by different companies to 
be able to cut high strength materials, the warm assisted fine blanking seems the most suitable 
technological approach for this, still causing big challenges to be implemented in serial production. 
Warm Assisted Fine Blanking 
It is well known that heating of metallic alloys improves their ductility in the absence of blue 
brittleness or other similar fragility mechanisms. For these reasons, four different research 
institutes and companies have performed initial fine blanking tests to develop the warm assisted 
fine blanking process. 

Up to the authors best knowledge, researchers of the University of Shanghai were the first ones 
reporting experimental values in 2020. In their work, aiming to widen the application of the fine-
blanking process, the heat-assisted fine-blanking process of AISI 304 stainless steel grade was 
performed. The cutting of a dog-bone shape component showed that the increase in temperature 
was beneficial for the final quality of the fine blanked component, being 250ºC the optimal 
temperature for a cutting quality improvement [3]. 

Later in 2020, Feintool company together with ETH Zurich published an online web publication 
about their recently developed Thermo-FineBlanking. Unlike the previous work, both the blank 
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material and the tool inserts were heated and the aim of the result was to check if conventional 
steels could be fine blanked without a laborious and expensive heat treatment with a carbide 
spheroidization level of more than 90%. The cutting force was reduced in a 30% in comparison to 
the room temperature cutting and fine blanking capability was considerably improved with 
increased temperature for the 42CrMo4 and 1.4301 (AISI 304) materials [4]. In the same work, 
authors claimed that new lubricant developments were needed so that a proper tribological 
condition is obtained with temperatures above 200ºC, the limit for conventional fine blanking 
mineral-oil based lubricants. 

Lastly, researchers of the laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL) of 
RWTH Aachen University have published three works where they showed preliminary results of 
the newly developed warm assisted fine blanking process. In Shemet 2021, the authors presented 
final microhardness values obtained after fine blanking S700MC, 42CrMo4 and 16MnCr5 steels 
[5]. Later in Esaform 2021, same group presented the cutting forces at different temperatures for 
the X5CrNi18-10 (AISI 304) stainless steel. In the same paper, final product tolerances and cutting 
surface quality of different temperatures were also analysed [6]. Finally, in Esaform 2022, the 
same research group, presented the results obtained when fine blanking a star shape component 
and the 40MnB4 and 42CrMo4 steels. The process forces were evaluated depending on the sheet 
metal temperature and a good fine blanking capability of 40MnB4 was confirmed. Moreover, 
results showed that process forces and product quality were comparable to 42CrMo4 steel [7]. 

Following the findings of the previous researchers, Mondragon University, together with the 
Elay company, has recently performed warm forming fine blanking tests using an industrial Mori 
hydraulic fine blanking press. Different tests were performed by heating the raw material up to 
300ºC and the results of precedent authors were confirmed by cutting a real component. As stated 
by Zheng et al. from Shanghai University, the critical point of the industrial application of the 
process is, among others, the loss of properties of conventional lubricants used in fine blanking 
and thus, the premature tool wear. For this reason, the main objective of the present paper is to 
develop a new tribotester that can emulate the fine blanking conditions, extreme contact pressures 
and surface expansions, at warm temperatures, so that the test results can be used for new lubricants 
screening and new lubricant formulation optimization. 
Tribotesters for Extreme Contact Conditions 
Several tribotesters have been developed during the last decades to emulate sheet metal forming 
and forging processes. Among others the ring test for forging and the strip drawing test for sheet 
metal forming are the most used tests to estimate the coefficient of friction and for the testing of 
new lubricants. 

Groche et al. compared six different well established friction tests for cold forging operations 
using one state of the art industrial tribosystem, the contact between the 16MnCrS5 steel and tools 
made of M2 grade steel with a hardness of 61–63 HRC [8]. The tool surfaces were coated with an 
AlCrN based coating (Balinit Alcrona Pro) and polished to a roughness of Ra < 0.2 mm. In the 
same study, the different tribotests were numerically simulated and the basic tribological loads, 
the contact normal pressure, the surface enlargement, the relative sliding velocity and temperature 
at the interface were compared. 

Due to the individual frictional test setups, it is clearly observed that not all the mentioned 
tribological loads can be set independently. Each of the tribotest has its own characteristic working 
window and the Sliding Compression Test seems to be the most flexible option to tune the test and 
get the desired range of contact conditions. All in all, the tribological conditions found in fine 
blanking and shearing in general are very aggressive [9-10]. Contact pressure can reach levels as 
high as 5 GPa and surface enlargements bigger than 50 are locally found in the sheared zone for a 
fine blanking of 8 mm thick S700MC steel. A summary of the numerical results obtained by the 
authors is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Summary of the numerical results obtained in [8]. 

Tribological tests Contact 
pressure 

Surface 
expansion 

Relative 
sliding 
velocity 

Temperature 

Ring Compression  Low Low Low Low 
Combined Forward 
Rod Backward Can 

Estrusion 
Medium Low Medium Medium 

Backward Can 
Extrusion Medium-High High High High 

Backward Can 
Extrusion with 

rotation 
High High Medium Medium 

Upsetting sliding Medium Low Set value Low 
Sliding compression Medium Medium Set value Medium 
 
For these limitations, also found in cold forging, and to evaluate different lubricants and surface 

finishings, Hirose et al. developed an Upsetting-Ironing type tribometer for evaluating the 
tribological performance of lubrication coatings for cold forging [11]. Numerical simulations of 
the test prove that the test is able to reach a surface enlargement up to 500 and a contact pressure 
of around 2GPa for a SWRM 10K steel (tensile strength of 480 MPa). During the test a cylindrical 
billet is first upset for being later deformed by ironing using three ball bearing made of high 
chromium steel (SUJ2) of diameter 12 mm. Following this idea, a new tribotester is presented in 
this work for testing thick sheets and to emulate warm fine blanking conditions. 
Design of a New Tribostester 
The new tribotester that is proposed for fine blanking is shown in Fig. 2. As in the concept 
presented by Hirose et al. the test is divided in two steps [11]. First, the initial flat blank is bent to 
obtain an U-shape. Then punch stroke continues and the ironing phase starts. The U-shaped blank, 
which has been bent with a clearance of 0.5 mm between the punch and the die (per side) is 
deformed against bearing balls made by SUJ2 steel of diameter 12 mm. At this moment, a build-
up of contact pressure and surface enlargement occurs in the desired contact zone. The ball 
bearings can be exchanged at every new test due to their low cost and the galling can be studied 
on them, as well as in the tested sample, following the procedure defined by Hirose et al. 
Chromium tends to adhere in the tested sample and this is used to determine when the galling starts 
using an SEM microscope. 

 
Fig. 2. New tribotester for thick sheet material and extreme tribological conditions. 
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The parameters that can be changed during the test are the blank temperature, which can be 
previously heated in a furnace, the ball penetration (see Fig. 2) and the press speed. 
Numerical Modelling of the Test 
The new testing concept and set-up has been numerically studied to evaluate the contact conditions 
reached with different testing conditions, varying the penetration (p) and punch radius (Rp). 
FORGE NxT 3.2 software has been used for running the numerical simulations and the tools have 
been considered rigid. The blank material is a S700MC steel which has been modelled using solid 
tetrahedral elements and a simplified Hensel-Spittel hardening law considered as isotropic (r 
values close to 1 in different directions). Only one half of the blank has been modelled in the study 
(see symmetry plane in Fig. 3). Young modulus of 210 GPa and a Poisson coefficient of 0.3 were 
employed. The material temperature has been fixed to room temperature and no temperature 
influence has been studied in this work. The different simulation conditions are shown in Table 2 
and the numerical model is further detailed in Fig. 3. 

 
Table 2. Different simulation conditions. 

Material model – Hensel Spittel (MPa) 𝜎𝜎 = 1127 ∙ 𝑒𝑒−0.0009∙𝑇𝑇 ∙ (𝜀𝜀 − 0.01354)0.0833 
Friction coefficient (Tresca shear model) 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 

Penetration (p) - mm 2, 3, 4 
Punch radious (Rp) - mm 10, 17.5, 25 

 
The main objectives of varying the selected parameters are: 

1. To evaluate the sensitivity of the test to different friction coefficients using different 
test conditions – a higher force increment when changing the friction coefficient is 
desirable to perform a screening of different lubricants that are suitable for warm fine 
blanking 

2. To evaluate how the penetration changes the contact pressure and surface enlargement 
3. To optimize the punch radius value to avoid excessive curving of the tested sample 

before the ironing phase 

 
Fig. 3. Numerical model of the bending-ironing tribological test (R10 and p2). 

 
With the purpose of selecting the best tool dimensions of the new tribotester the force evolution 

curves, surface enlargement variation and the maximum normal contact pressures for each of the 
simulated case have been evaluated. 

A typical force-displacement curve of the punch is shown in Fig. 4a. The curve shows a double 
dome shape with two force peaks corresponding to the initial bending force and the ironing force 
respectively. If we solely consider the ironing force, ∆𝐹𝐹 is defined as the force difference between 
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the peak forces taking as a reference the m0.05 friction case. A higher force change means a higher 
sensitivity to detect different friction coefficients and thus to do a proper evaluation of the new 
lubricants for fine blanking. Fig. 4b clearly shows that sensitivity of the test increases when the 
punch radius decreases and the penetration increases. Thus, the best testing parameters in terms of 
friction sensitivity are Rp=10 mm in combination with p=4 mm. 

 
Fig. 4. a) Typical punch Force-Displacement curve for penetration 2 mm and different friction 

values and b) comparison of ∆𝐹𝐹 for different configurations. 
 

An example of the numerical results obtained for the field variables maximum surface 
enlargement and maximum normal contact pressure is shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b respectively. 
Here, the surface enlargement (named as DSURF) is defined as follows: 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆0
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆0

= 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆0

− 1 (1)
  

where Surf is the new expanded surface and Surf0 is the initial surface. Consequently, a DSURF 
value of 3 means that the new surface is four times greater than the original one. 

 
Fig. 5. Example of numerical results for a) Surface enlargement and b) Normal contact pressure. 
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Fig. 6. Influence of parameters on a) Surface enlargement and b) Normal contact pressure. 

 
As it can be observed in Fig. 6a, the maximum surface expansion is mainly dominated by the 

penetration. Higher penetration results in a higher surface enlargement as already shown by Hirosi 
et al. where higher amount of upsetting and subsequent ironing achieved higher surface 
enlargement values. On the contrary, the maximum contact pressure is around 3GPa for all the 
cases (Fig. 6b). This is probably because the hardening of the material tends to saturate at high 
strain levels. Nevertheless, both the surface enlargement values and contact pressures are 
representative of extreme contact conditions and suitable to emulate the fine blanking situation. 
Summary 
A new tribotester to test lubricants for warm fine blanking has been conceptually defined and 
numerically validated. The new testing device is simple, can achieve high contact pressures and 
surface enlargements and uses ball bearings that are cheap and easily exchangeable to analyse wear 
mechanisms. 

The numerical parametric study of the most relevant design dimensions, the ironing penetration 
(p) and punch radius (Rp), has clearly shown the effect of them on the maximum surface 
enlargement and contact pressure. The surface enlargement increases with the penetration while 
the surface enlargement follows a different trend. Similar surface expansion values are obtained 
for R17.5 and R10 while lower values are observed with R25. This can be probably explained by 
the fact that using this high punch radius and same sample length, the total extruded length is 
notably decreased in comparison to the other two cases. 

The friction force different between the studied conditions shows that sensitivity to contact 
condition changes is higher when penetration increases. 
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Abstract. A promising approach to meet ecological and economical challenges in production 
industry is the combination of additive manufacturing and forming, which enables the production 
of hybrid parts. The fusion of the two technologies has the potential to use the benefits of both 
process classes. One example for the combination of additive manufacturing and forming is a 
process chain consisting of laser-based directed energy deposition (DED-LB/M) to apply a wear 
resistant coating on a sheet metal and a subsequent deep drawing process to achieve the final 
geometry of the component. However, the presence of the local reinforcement influences the 
subsequent sheet metal forming process. In order to gain more knowledge about the process chain 
a numerical approach is performed. In this work, the influence of a coating using Bainidur® AM 
applied by DED-LB/M on the formability of the case hardening steel 16MnCr5 in a deep drawing 
process is evaluated. For this purpose, a numerical model is built and validated by comparison 
with experimental results. The finite-element-model serves as the basis for the investigation on the 
influence of the location of the additively applied coating on the deep drawing process and also 
enables a deeper understanding of the process. 
Introduction 
Due to governmental requirements and an increasing environmental awareness, modern 
production technology has to face new ecological and economical challenges [1]. Therefore, a 
need for resource efficiency and sustainability in the field of production is coming into focus. In 
addition to lightweight design [2] another approach to meet the current challenges are resource 
efficient manufacturing processes. Forming technology is known for its resource efficiency as well 
as for the high output [3]. On the other hand, a disadvantage of the production technology is its 
low flexibility [3]. In contrast, the use of additive manufacturing enables a high degree of 
geometric freedom and a customizability of the components [4]. By combining the two 
technologies, a production of hybrid parts is possible. Synergy effects such as adapted material 
properties as well as an extension of the process limits appear and the disadvantages of the two 
process classes can be compensated [5]. One example for the production of hybrid parts is a 
process chain consisting of DED-LB/M to apply a wear-resistant coating on a circular blank and a 
subsequent deep drawing process to achieve the final geometry of the component, which is based 
on the geometry of a barrel sleeve. The forming process enables a resource efficient production of 
the component compared to current machining of the barrel sleeve. The use of DED-LB/M before 
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the forming process enables a local reinforcement of the blank. Therefore, global energy-intensive 
heat treatment strategies can be avoided. The authors in [6] show that DED-LB/M can be used to 
locally strengthen aluminum sheet metal blanks. The formability of the aluminum blanks is limited 
due to the heat input [6]. Nevertheless, no investigations have yet been carried out into how a high-
strength material applied by DED-LB/M affects the formability of a case hardening steel. 
Objective and Methodology 
The aim of this work is to investigate the influence of an additively applied coating on a deep 
drawing process. This is necessary to evaluate the formability of hybrid components where a high-
strength coating is applied. The methodology used in this work is shown in Fig.1.  

 

 

 
 
The basis of the investigation is a process combination of DED-LB/M and a subsequent deep 

drawing process. In a first step, a FE-model of the forming process is built. In addition to the 
conventional deep drawing process, the model is extended to include the hybrid approach. The 
validation is done by comparison with experimental results. In addition to the process force, the 
geometry of the component is compared in order to evaluate the prediction quality of the 
FE-model. After the validation, an investigation of the stress state of the uncoated and hybrid 
components is carried out in order to derive conclusions about the formability of hybrid 
components and the advantageous placement of the additive coating. 
Experimental and Numerical Setup 
Material and semi-finished product. To produce the hybrid part a process chain consisting of DED-
LB/M and a subsequent deep drawing process is used. The geometry of the semi-finished part is 
shown in Fig. 2a. A circular blank with a diameter of 105 mm and a thickness of 3.5 mm serves as 
substrate. As material the case hardening steel 16MnCr5 (1.7131) is used. Before the deep drawing 
process, a wear-resistant coating is applied on the sheet by DED-LB/M. Therefore, the metal 
powder Bainidur® AM is used. The applied geometry is shown with its variations in Fig. 2b. 

 

Process combination Numerical modeling
and validation

Process analysis

DED-LB/M Forming

Derivation of
conclusions

σx

di do

Fig.1. Methodology. 
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The coating is applied in a circle and has a height of 0.5 mm. A difference is made between the 

listed inner and outer diameters in order to determine the influence of the position of the coating 
on the forming process. To describe the mechanical properties and the hardening behavior of the 
substrate material and the coating, true stress-true plastic strain curves are determined, which are 
used for the numerical simulation. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 
Due to the prevailing stress conditions in deep drawing processes, uniaxial tension tests 

according to DIN EN ISO 6892-1 [7] at room temperature are carried out. The specimens for the 
characterization of the substrate material have a measuring length of 50 mm and a width of 
12.5 mm. Tensile specimens are also used to characterize the coating. Due to the dimensions of 
the coating, a smaller specimen geometry with a measuring length of 20 mm and a width of 6 mm 
is used. The thickness of the specimens corresponds to the thickness of the coating in the 
experiment. The specimens were first built up as a block through five layers and in the second step 
separated from the substrate and brought to the final shape by electrical discharge machining. The 
uniaxial tension tests are carried out using a universal testing machine Zwick Z100 respectively 
Zwick Z10 for the smaller specimens and a camera-based 3D strain measuring system 
GOM Aramis. The substrate has a significantly lower initial yield stress of 266 MPa than the 
coating with a yield stress of 814 MPa. Since higher strains than those determined experimentally 
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Fig. 3. True stress-true plastic strain curves of the substrate material 16MnCr5 and the coating 
Bainidur® AM from experimental uniaxial tension tests. 
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occur in the real process, the two curves were approximated and extrapolated. Voce generalized [8] 
is chosen as extrapolation approach for the substrate material 16MnCr5. For the coating, the 
Hockett-Sherby approach [9] was found to be appropriate. 

Laser-based directed energy deposition. Before the forming process, circular blanks are coated 
using DED-LB/M. Therefore, the experiments are performed on an ERLAS UNIVERSAL 50349 
machine (ERLAS GmbH). The machine is equipped with a diode laser with a peak power of 4 kW 
and a characteristic wavelength of 900 to 1080 nm. The nozzle can be moved using three linear 
axes. In addition, the cell has a sample holder with two rotary axes, which allows the realization 
of free-form surfaces. The parameter set used for the coating is based on previous 
investigations [10]. 

Deep drawing. The subsequent deep drawing process is carried out on a hydraulic press 
Lasco TSP 100 So with a maximum force up to 1000 kN. The velocity of the punch is set to 
4.7 mm/s and the force of the binder is set to 25 kN. The punch geometry is hemispherical with a 
diameter of 50 mm. The drawing depth, which is set by hard-stops, amounts to 30 mm. In order to 
reduce the tribological loads, the blanks are lubricated with KTL N 16. The experiments are carried 
out at room temperature. After the forming process, the parts are measured optically in order to 
determine the geometry and the sheet thickness. The measurement is carried out with an 
Atos Core 300 of the company GOM GmbH. 

Numerical setup. The numerical model presented in this paper is built with the finite element 
software LS-Dyna by Ansys, which allows the simulation of nonlinear physical processes. The 
generation of the input is done with the help of the graphical pre- and post-processor 
LS-PrePost V.4.7.0. As solver the MPP Double R11.1 is used. Due to the symmetry of the hybrid 
part, only a quarter is modelled. Therefore, the Keyword “SPC_SET” is applied to the nodes on 
the x- and y-edges of the part and the coating. For the tools, namely punch, binder and die, rigid 
shell elements are used. To avoid unwanted movement, constraints in x- and y-direction are 
defined for the tools. The numerical setup is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 
The sheet is modeled by fully integrated shell elements. As material model 

“133-Barlat_YLD2000” is used due to the anisotropic material behavior of the case hardening 
steel 16MnCr5. In order to map the coating, the material keyword “024-
PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY” is applied. In contrast to the substrate material, the 
coating is modeled with solid elements. To consider the adhesion of the coating to the substrate, 
the two parts share the same transition nodes. This approach is also chosen in [11]. The contact is 
modeled with the keyword “CONTACT_FORMING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE” to avoid 
penetrations between the tools and the blank. 
  

 

xy
z

Punch

Hybrid part
Binder
Die

Symmetry plane
Coating (solid elements)
Substrate (shell elements)

Fig. 4. Setup of numerical model to map the deep drawing process. 
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Results 
Validation. In order to evaluate the prediction quality of the presented FE-model, it is validated by 
comparison with experimental results. In addition to the hybrid part, the conventional deep 
drawing process is also considered. In Fig. 5, the comparison of the experimentally and 
numerically determined maximum process forces is shown.  
 

 

 
 

 
Experimentally, a maximum forming force of 155.7 ± 5.1 kN is determined while forming the 

uncoated blank. In the simulation a maximum forming force of 152.1 kN is reached. With a 
deviation of 2.6 %, a good agreement between the simulation and the experiment is achieved. 
Good agreement is also obtained when comparing the numerically and experimentally determined 
maximum forces of the hybrid components. The largest deviations are evident for the coating with 
an inner diameter of 24 mm and an outer diameter of 35 mm. Experimentally, a process force of 
154.6 ± 0.6 kN is obtained, while the maximum force with 147.5 kN is underestimated in the 
simulation. However, with a deviation of 4.6 % from the experimentally determined results, a good 
agreement can be assumed here as well. The influence of the coating on the maximum process 
force is negligible. The deviations of the variations are within the standard deviation. 

In addition to the maximum process forces, the geometry of the part, which was obtained 
experimentally and calculated numerically, is also compared. The basis for the comparison is the 
sheet thickness, which was determined at a drawing depth of 30 mm. The sheet thicknesses for the 
uncoated blank and for the coated blank with an inner diameter of 32 mm and an outer diameter 
of 43 mm of the coating are shown in Fig. 6. Since only a quarter model was built in the simulation, 
the resulting thicknesses are mirrored on the y-axis. 
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A good agreement between simulation and experiment is found for the uncoated and the hybrid 

part in the area of the flange and in the radius area of the die. Deviations are evident in the bottom 
area of the conventional component. Here, the sheet thickness is overestimated in the simulation 
for both areas. The reason for this could be the modeling approach of the sheet with shell elements, 
which is only sufficiently accurate for a sheet with a thickness of 3.5 mm. This upper limit is 
reached in this case due to the use of a semi-finished part with a sheet thickness of 3.5 mm. Thus, 
the improvement of the accuracy of the model by using solid elements instead of shell elements 
has to be verified in future investigations. However, the areas in which the sheet thins out are 
correctly modeled. Moreover, the determination of the occurring stress states, which is the focus 
of this contribution, is mainly linked to the process forces, for which only small deviations of less 
than 5 % are identified. Therefore, it is assumed that the accuracy is adequate for the evaluation of 
the stress states and the use of the model for further investigations is possible. 

Resulting stresses. Different stress states occur during deep drawing. Due to the use of a 
hemispherical punch, the stress conditions differ from those in conventional deep drawing.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Resulting areas and stress states of a deep drawn part with a hemispherical punch. 
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The resulting stress states and the corresponding areas are shown in Fig. 7. The bottom area of 
the part is characterized by biaxial tensile stresses, similar to conventional deep drawing. The 
subsequent transition area is initially characterized by a plane strain area. As the punch diameter 
increases, uniaxial tensile stresses occur. In the area of the die radius, the material undergoes a 
double bending. In the flange area of the component tensile-compressive stresses occur.  
By varying the diameter of the coating, it lies in different areas of the deep-drawn component and 
thus undergoes different stress states. In the following, the influence of the coating diameter on 
the resulting stresses is investigated. Since radial tensile and compressive stresses occur 
predominantly in the formed component, the direction-dependent stresses are considered. The 
resulting stresses in x-direction at a drawing depth of 30 mm and the interface pressure between 
the punch and the part are shown in Fig. 8.  
 

 

 
The maximum tensile stresses occur at the bottom area of the uncoated part. These are more 

dominant in the y-direction than in the x-direction. The bottom of the component is the most 
critical area in terms of the formation of cracks due to the maximum stresses in this area. Through 
the addition of the additively applied coating, the stresses in the bottom area are reduced. The 
reason for this is the loss of contact with the bottom of the component, as the punch primarily 
contacts the coating. With an increasing coating diameter, the punch has more contact with the 
bottom of the component. Therefore, the stresses in the bottom area of the hybrid part increase as 
well. The use of a coating, however, leads to stress peaks that occur at the inner and outer diameter 
of the coating, which can be critical regarding a failure of the part at higher drawing depths. A 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the resulting stresses in x-direction and the interface pressure between the 
part and the punch in the numerical deep drawing process of the conventional and hybrid parts 

with coating different diameters. 
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bigger diameter of the coating leads to lower stresses around the coating. In addition to the stresses 
in x-directions, the major and minor strains of each finite element are investigated in order to 
evaluate the stress states of the component. The strains were determined numerically and are 
shown in Fig. 9.  

 

 

 
In the uncoated component, positive major strains and negative minor strains are predominant. 

This is also observed for the hybrid parts. In the area of the coating positive major and minor 
strains occur. The major strains are higher at the inner and outer diameter of the coating, especially 
when using the small coating, and therefore more critical regarding failure. With a bigger diameter 
of the coating, the load on the coating is more in the area of plane strain with lower major strains. 
Placing the coating in the plane strain area is therefore more advantageous in terms of formability. 
Overall, the position of the coating can be used to influence the stress states in the bottom area of 
the hybrid part. The tensile stresses at the bottom area are reduced through the application of the 
additive coating. A bigger diameter of the coating leads to reduced stress peaks around the coating, 
which is due to the plane strain stress condition. 
Summary  
One approach to meet climate challenges is the combination of different production technologies 
in order to produce components more resource efficient. An example for this combination is the 
investigated process chain. In order to evaluate the influence of the additively applied coating on 
the forming process, a numerical model was built and validated by comparison with experimental 

Fig. 9. Major and minor strains from the numerical investigations for the uncoated and 
hybrid parts. 
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results. A comparison of the resulting maximum process forces from simulation and experiment 
showed good agreement. There were significant differences in the distribution of the sheet 
thickness, which can be explained by the modeling approach of the sheet using shell elements. 
Since the stress state depends mainly on the process force, the model was nevertheless qualified 
for these investigations. The use of the coating led to reduced tensile stresses in the bottom area of 
the hybrid component. An enlargement of the diameter of the coating helped to reduce the stress 
peaks around the coating. A bigger diameter of the coating also led to lower major strains in the 
area of plane strain. In further investigations, the modeling approach of the sheet with solid 
elements should be examined. It would also be of interest to model the heat affected area between 
the coating and the substrate in order to represent the real process more accurately and to better 
evaluate the influence of the coating. 
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Abstract. Stricter political regulations, increasing ecological awareness of society as well as the 
pursuit for higher performance of components motivate lightweight construction. Functional 
integration is one way to realize lightweight design, resulting in increased demands on component 
geometry. Sheet-bulk metal forming (SBMF) offers the potential to enable an economic and 
ecological production of functional components through short process chains. SBMF from coil 
also provides additional advantages regarding high output quantity and short cycle times. 
However, the industrially application of SBMF from coil is limited due to high tool load and coil-
specific challenges like an anisotropic material flow, which negatively affects the part accuracy. 
In this study, a backward extrusion process from coil for forming functional components with 
gearing is investigated. Therefore, a numerical process model was built and validated based on 
experimental results. In order to generate a profound process understanding, a combined 
numerical-experimental approach was chosen for a fundamental process analysis. The influence 
of the semi-finished product geometry was investigated by forming rotationally symmetric, pre-
cut blanks and coil material. The application of the different sheet geometries was compared based 
on component- and process-side target quantities. The results indicate an anisotropic material flow 
as a coil-specific challenge, which leads to a direction-dependent component forming. 
Introduction 
Climate change and the increasing exhaustion of resources are central challenges of the 21st century 
[1], which leads to an increasing awareness of sustainability and environmental protection among 
the population and in politics. In the industrial environment in particular, a trend towards reducing 
environmental pollution and using resources more efficiently is noticeable. Consequently, higher 
demands are being placed on efficiency and environmental compatibility of manufacturing 
technologies and products, which require the development of innovative approaches. One effective 
approach is the implementation of light-weight design in combination with increased functional 
integration [2]. However, conventional manufacturing processes are reaching their limits [3]. The 
innovative process class of sheet bulk forming (SBMF) combines the advantages of sheet metal 
and bulk forming by applying bulk forming operations to sheet metal semi-finished products [4]. 
SBMF enables the production of thin-walled components with integrated functional elements by 
means of a three-dimensional material flow [4]. The use of SBMF-processes is currently limited 
to the forming of pre-cut blanks as semi-finished products, since they offer flexibility in material 
supply [5]. However, due to the increasing demand for functionally integrated components, 
manufacturing processes with short cycle times and high output volumes are gaining in 
importance. With regard to high output rate, the forming from coil offers the possibility to avoid 
cycle-time limiting handling systems, because the transport of the components between forming 
stages is realized by coil [6]. Tajul et al. [7] identified an uncontrolled, anisotropic material flow 
and unequal forming components as challenges of SBMF from coil. Furthermore, Henneberg et 
al. [8] investigated the forming of rotationally symmetric pins and cups from coil by backward and 
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lateral extrusion, which provided a basic process understanding of SBMF from coil. Additionally, 
process-, tool- and workpiece-side measures were investigated to reduce the anisotropic material 
flow and improve the component accuracy, whereby the greatest potential was achieved for local 
friction adjustment through the use of a modified blankholder surface [8].The investigation of the 
transferability of these findings for forming of more complex, functional components with 
secondary forming elements, such as gearing, is currently a subject of research. 
Objectives and Methodology 
The objective of this investigation is to develop a fundamental process understanding for the 
forming of functionally integrated, geared SBMF-parts from coil. The industrial use of SBMF 
from coil is limited due to significant process challenges. Including the coil-specific, anisotropic 
material flow, which restricts the dimensional accuracy of the component, as well as high tool 
stress. Against this background, in this research work a backward extrusion process from the coil 
for the forming of functional components with external gearing is investigated. The special focus 
is on the evaluation of the manufacturability of accurately formed gearing elements by extrusion 
from coil. Therefore, the aim of this research is to obtain a profound process understanding and to 
analyze causes of the forming limits. A process analysis based on a combined numerical-
experimental approach is carried out. Thus, a finite element (FE) model of the process is set up 
and validated by comparison with experimental target values. In order to investigate characteristics 
of the coil-specific material flow and its causes, the sheet geometry is varied within the process 
analysis by examining pre-cut blanks and coil material. For this purpose, geometrical and 
mechanical component properties as well as the process force are analyzed based on experimental 
and numerical results.  
Process Layout 
This chapter gives an overview of the process setup for the backward extrusion process as well as 
the workpiece target geometry. Subsequently, the material used and the lubricant are explained. 

Process setup. In this study, a backward extrusion process from coil for the forming of 
externally geared components is investigated. With regard to a shortening of process chains, which 
is considered to be an aim of SBMF [9], the forming is carried out in a single punch stroke. In the 
reference process, a coil with an initial sheet thickness t0 of 2.0 mm and a width of 30 mm serves 
as semi-finished product. During forming, the sheet thickness in the forming zone is reduced to a 
residual sheet thickness of 1 mm with a punch stroke of 1 mm, forming a blind cavity. The 
resulting workpiece geometry is a pin with abstracted external gearing, shown in Fig. 1a. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a)Workpiece geometry and (b) process layout. 
 
The basic component, the pin, has a diameter of 8 mm and four gearing elements, which are 
positioned at 90° in and perpendicular to the feed direction. The width of the gearing elements is 
2 mm with an outer diameter of 11 mm. The outer diameter of the workpiece has a value of 14 mm. 
Furthermore, the theoretical pin height with complete material flow into the cavity is 3.4569 mm. 
To control the material flow into the cavity and to reduce the tool stress, radii are applied at the 
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edge of the blind cavity and at the edges of the pin and gearing. The geometry of the tool parts as 
well as the process kinematics were designed based on the workpiece geometry. The tool system, 
shown in Fig. 1b, consists of a die with an internal gearing, a blankholder and a counter-holder. 

In the first process step, the blankholder moves in the negative z-direction and fixes the coil 
with a force of 130 kN by gas pressure springs. Additionally, the blank holder prevents the material 
flow out of the forming zone as well as the formation of wrinkles. In the next process step, the die 
moves downwards and the forming process is carried out with a punch stroke of 1 mm. After 
forming, the die removes, preventing the lifting of the coil by the blankholder. At the end of the 
process, the blankholder moves to its initial position and the coil is transported out of the forming 
zone by feed of 20 mm. In the experimental investigation, the active components are integrated 
into a tooling system, which is installed in the high-speed press BSTA 510-125B2 from Bruderer 
in order achieve high output quantities. This stroke-controlled press enables the production of 100 
components per minute with a maximum nominal force of 510 kN. 

Material and lubrication. The workpiece material used is the cold-rolled, mild deep-drawing 
steel 1.0338 as coil with a nominal sheet thickness of t0 = 2 mm, which is an established material 
in SBMF [10]. The steel exhibits a purely ferritic microstructure. In addition, the material has a 
very good formability, which makes it suitable for the production of car body parts. In order to 
characterize the mechanical material properties, the flow behavior of the deep-drawing steel was 
experimentally determined in previous research work [11] in the layer compression test according 
to DIN 50106 [12] up to a true strain of φ = 0.57. Specimens with a diameter of 10 mm and a 
height of 14 mm were used in layer compression test, resulting in a compression ratio greater than 
one. To represent higher true strains, as occur in SBMF [11], the flow curve (Fig. 2) was 
extrapolated up to a true strain of φ = 4.0 using the Hockett-Sherby approach.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Flow curve of the workpiece material 1.0338. 
 

The lubricant Beruforge 150 DL from Carl Bechem GmbH, a water-based lubricant with a high 
solid wax content, was used in the experimental investigation. The suitability of this lubricant for 
usage in sheet-bulk metal forming has already been demonstrated in [13]. 
Numerical Process Model and Experimental Validation 
In the following, the setup of the simulation model is described. Subsequently, the quality of the 
numerical model is evaluated by means of an experimental validation. 

FE-Model setup. The simulation software Simufact.forming 14.0.1 of Simufact engineering 
GmbH is used for the numerical investigation of the backward extrusion process. The suitability 
of this software for SBMF extrusion processes has already been demonstrated in previous research 
work [11]. Within the analysis of the material flow, the tools are modeled as rigid. To reduce the 
computational time, the symmetry of the process along the X-axis is applied, resulting in the 
analysis of a 180° segmented model, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, a constraint plane was defined 
in the negative X-direction to represent the influence of the coil. 
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Fig. 3. Setup of the numerical part model. 
 
Two strokes are simulated to evaluate the influence of the preceding forming operation. The 

workpiece was meshed with hexahedral elements with a maximum element size of 0.5 mm 
according to the recommendations of Tekkaya [14]. This element type allows an accurate map of 
the three-dimensional material flow. In addition, a cylindrical refinement box (Fig. 3) with a 
diameter of 14 mm is applied in the forming zone, reducing the element size to 0.125 mm. The 
tool components are discretized with tetrahedral elements. The blankholder tension is applied by 
springs with a low stiffness of 10-6 N/mm² and a constant value of 37.8 MPa. Due to the high local 
contact pressures in SBMF [4], the friction factor model is used to represent the tribological 
conditions. A global friction factor of m = 0.1 is chosen, which was identified for the material 
1.0338 in previous research [11]. The mechanical properties of the workpiece material are mapped 
by the determined flow curve (Fig. 2).  

Experimental validation. For the evaluation of the quality of the virtual process model, the 
numerical model is validated according to the recommendations of Tekkaya [14]. This includes 
the comparison of process- and workpiece-related target values of the experiment with the 
numerical results. The validation is carried out for the reference process with a coil width of 30 mm 
and a feed rate of 20 mm, which corresponds to the distance between the centers of the 
components. In the experiment, six components are formed on one coil section. In order to take 
the influence of the preceding forming into account, only the last five components are considered 
for validation. First, the numerical process model is validated based on a comparison of workpiece-
related target parameters. Fig. 4 represents a comparison of geometric component parameters. 

For the validation, the diameter of the blind cavity is evaluated in X- and Y-direction (Fig. 4a). 
The determined experimental and numerical values show a good agreement with a deviation of 
0.39 % in X-orientation and of 2.30 % in Y-direction. Furthermore, differences in X- and Y-
direction can be identified in experiment and simulation, with a larger cavity diameter in Y-
orientation, which indicates an anisotropic material flow. Consequently, the numerical model 
depicts the anisotropic material flow during coil forming. As a further component-side target 
quantities, the distance of the geared elements is analyzed, shown in Fig. 4b. In experiment and in 
simulation, this geometric target quantities also exhibits differences in the considered directions 
with higher values in Y-direction, which indicate an unequal material flow. The deviations 
between experiment and simulation are 1.2 % in X-direction and 1.0 % in the Y-orientation. In 
addition, numerically and experimentally an incomplete forming of the gearing is observed, as the 
theoretical distance of 11.0 mm is not achieved. Furthermore, the determined pin height is 
analyzed quantitatively (Fig. 4c). With a complete material flow into the cavity, a theoretical pin 
height of 3.46 mm is obtained. Experimentally (3.02 ± 0.02 mm) and simulatively (3.25 mm), 
however, the theoretical pin height is not achieved because of the partially uncontrolled material 
flow. Furthermore, a deviation of 7.1 % between simulation and experiment is determined caused 
by the complex tribological conditions in SBMF, which cannot be mapped in the simulation [5]. 
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Fig. 4. Validation of the numerical model based on the workpiece geometry: (a) Cavity diameter, 
(b) distance of the gearing and (c) pin height. 

 
The experimental microhardness distribution is compared with the numerical determined true 

strain distribution to evaluate the accuracy of the mapping of internal component properties 
(Fig. 5a). In this regard, a high true strain is considered an indicator of increased strain hardening. 
The microhardness HV0.05 was determined on sections of the parts with the Fischerscope® 
HM2000 from Helmut Fischer GmbH according to ISO 14577-1 [15].  

 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of distribution of microhardness and true strain (a) and maximum process 
(b) force. 

 
The comparison of the microhardness with the true strain distribution shows a high agreement. 

The maxima of the distributions are achieved in the contact area with the punch. In contrast, low 
values occur on the upper side of the pin geometry, as the material can flow without flow inhibition 
in this area. The maximum process force is evaluated as the process-side target variable, which is 
shown in Fig. 5b. The experimental process force is determined using a piezoelectric load cell 
9106A from Kistler AG. In the experiment, a maximum force of 113.08 ± 0.46 kN is required. The 
maximum numerical force is 116.26 kN. Therefore, the deviation between experiment and 
simulation is of 2.81 %. In summary, after comparing the part and process-related target values, 
the numerical process model built up is suitable for realistically representing the forming process. 
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Process Analysis 
The challenge of SBMF from coil is the anisotropic material flow, as demonstrated in the 
validation by differences in the process results in the X- and Y-direction. The material flow 
represents a central difference to the SBMF of pre-cut blanks [8], whereby the sheet geometry is 
considered as a cause for the occurring anisotropic material flow. In order to generate a profound 
process understanding of coil-specific challenges as well as extrusion of geared components from 
coil, the influence of the semi-finished product geometry is investigated in the following. A 
comparison of forming from coil through single stroke with forming from pre-cut blanks is 
presented. The selected diameter of the blanks corresponds to the coil width of 30 mm. To analyze 
the material flow, the numerical radial displacement is depicted in Fig. 6, which provides the 
displacement of the material elements with respect to their initial position. The numerical results 
were verified by comparison with the experimental component geometry. A negative radial 
displacement indicates a displacement in the direction of the component center.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Influence of the sheet geometry on the radial displacement. 
 

The radial displacement of the circular blank shows a cyclic symmetrical distribution in 90° 
[5], with an increase in radial displacement outside the bulk forming zone occurring with 
increasing distance from the centre of the component. Due to the asymmetry of the pin geometry 
caused by the abstracted gearing, there is also an increased radial displacement locally outwards 
at an angle of ± 45⁰ to the Y-axis. In contrast to the circular blank, the radial displacement of the 
coil geometry shows a symmetry with respect to the Y-axis with a high radial displacement 
perpendicular to the feed direction and a significantly reduced radial displacement in the feed 
direction. Consequently, an unequal material flow occurs. However, due to the geometry of the 
coil, the distance from the centre of the part to the outer edge of the coil varies depending on the 
direction. This leads to a larger contact area between coil and blankholder in X-direction, which 
reduces the material flow due to the higher friction in this area. In order to analyze the influence 
of the sheet geometry on the forming of secondary form elements, the form filling of the gearing 
elements is evaluated by the nominal distance of the abstracted external gearing to the component 
centre, which is shown in Fig. 7a. The parameter is considered relative to the ideal target values. 

When forming the circular blanks, an equal and complete forming of the gearing elements in 
X- and Y-orientation is achieved with a nominal value of 1.000 ± 0.001. In contrast, the usage of 
coil results in a difference in nominal distances in the X- and Y-direction, with underfilling of the 
gearing occurring in both orientations. In Y-direction a value of 0.997 ± 0.001 is determined. In    
-X-direction a lower nominal distance of 0.993 ± 0.001 occurs. Consequently, the anisotropic 
material flow leads to an unequal forming and an incomplete form filling of the gearing elements. 
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Fig. 7. Influence of the sheet geometry on the distance of the gearing (a), the pin height (b) and 
the maximum process force (c). 

 
In Fig. 7b, the pin height is considered as further geometric target quantities, which is a 

parameter for the evaluation of the material utilization. The pin height is 2.62 ± 0.01 mm for the 
blanks and 2.98 ± 0.03 mm for a coil. Consequently, there is a higher material flow into the cavity 
when forming the coil. Due to the higher length of the coil in feed direction compared to the 
diameter of the blank, there is a higher contact between coil and tools as well as a higher material 
supporting effect, which inhibits the material flow to the outside. Thus, a higher volume of material 
flows into the die cavity resulting in a greater pin height. The influence of the sheet geometry on 
the tool stress is evaluated by the maximum process forces (Fig. 7c). When forming the blank, a 
maximum force of 101.55 ± 0.28 kN is required. For the forming of the coil as sheet geometry, a 
10 % higher maximum force results with a value of 112.08 ± 0.84 kN. The increased process force 
during the forming of the coil is justified by the higher material flow into the bulk forming zone. 
Summary 
Within this research, a backward extrusion process from coil for the forming of functionally 
integrated components with geared secondary forming elements is investigated. The focus was on 
research SMBF- and coil-specific challenges like an anisotropic material flow. In the first step, the 
process was set up and numerically modeled. Subsequently, the numerical model was validated 
based on experimental results. In a next step, a combined numerical-experimental approach was 
used for a fundamental process analysis. The sheet geometry was varied using pre-cut blanks and 
coils in order to investigate the causes of the anisotropic material flow. 

In contrast to the use of circular blanks, the forming of coils leads to an unequal, incomplete 
forming of the component geometry in and orthogonal to the feed direction. The reason is the non-
circular sheet geometry, which causes a higher supporting effect parallel to the feed direction due 
to the additional material and the higher contact area between coil and tools. Consequently, an 
anisotropic material flow results. Furthermore, the greater contact between coil and blank holder 
as well as coil and counter-holder leads to a greater flow of material into the bulk forming zone, 
resulting in a higher pin height. Therefore, a higher maximum process force is required for the 
forming of the coil. Despite the higher material flow into the bulk forming zone, the gearing 
elements were not completely formed, which can be explained by the higher material flow velocity. 

In future research work, the influence of the operating mode should be investigated by 
comparing single stroke and multi-stroke to analyze the influence of previous forming operations. 
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Furthermore, the investigation of measures for the target control of the material flow represents 
major research potential to prevent anisotropic material flow and improve part accuracy. 
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Abstract. Bipolar plate is one of the core components of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell 
(PEMFC), in which microchannels with regular distribution separate and distribute the fuel gas at 
the anode and oxygen/air at the cathode, and remove the reaction products from the cell. 
Dimensional deviations of microchannels affect assembly accuracy, thereby influencing the 
efficiency and performance of PEMFC. Ultra-thin stainless steel sheet is the most commonly used 
material for bipolar plate and stamping is an efficient way to form stainless steel microchannels. 
However, a challenge faced by the stamping process is how to improve the dimensional accuracy 
of stainless steel microchannels. Hereby we propose a hot stamping process of ultra-thin stainless 
steel sheet, which is of high potential to improve the dimensional accuracy of micro-channels. 
Uniaxial tensile tests are performed at room temperature (RT), 300, 600, and 900°C for an ultra-
thin stainless steel 316L (SS316L). Results show that the strength of SS316L at 900 °C decreases 
significantly compared with that at RT, while the elongation is approximately 44%. Hot stamping 
process for stainless steel microchannels is developed, in which the ultra-thin sheet is heated by 
resistance heating. Stainless steel microchannels are hot stamped at 900°C, and the 3D profile and 
cross-sectional thickness distribution of which are measured. The measurement results show that 
the dimensional deviations of hot-stamped microchannels are lower than that of cold stamping, in 
terms of channel depth, rib width, and wall angle. Furthermore, the cross-sectional thickness 
distribution of the hot-stamped micro-channels has a similar trend as that of the cold stamping, 
and the thickness at the fillet is not significantly different (avg. + 1 μm) from that of the cold 
stamping. 
Introduction 
Fuel cell has a high-energy conversion efficiency of more than 40-50% [1], which is regarded as 
an ideal technology to utilize hydrogen energy. As the key component of a PEMFC, bipolar plates 
(BPPs) with fine microchannel features play the role of separating and distributing hydrogen and 
oxygen/air, providing mechanical support to the fuel cell stack, collecting, and conducting current, 
etc. Dimensional deviations of microchannel features affect assembly accuracy, thereby 
influencing the efficiency and performance of PEMFC. With the advantage of high electrical 
conductivity and mechanical strength as well as low cost, stainless steel is widely utilized to 
fabricate BPPs, and the stamping process is one of the most used methods to manufacture stainless 
steel BPPs due to its relatively high productivity and low cost. However, dimensional errors are 
unavoidable on stainless steel BPPs due to the characteristics of residual stress and springback in 
stamping process, which contributes to uneven pressure distribution, larger contact resistance, and 
higher GDL porosity [2]. It is reported that fabricating BPPs with fine flow microchannel features, 
i.e., flow channels with a channel width, a rib width, and a pitch length of 0.5, 0.5, and 1.5 mm, 
respectively, is a challenge for the current stamping process [3]. Thus, several advanced forming 
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processes have been developed in the literature to increase the dimensional accuracy and the 
ultimate flow channel features of BPPs. Based on ultra-thin ferritic stainless steel sheets with 
thickness of 100 and 75 μm, Bong et al. [4] conducted a two-step stamping process to fabricate 
microchannels, they found that the two-step forming process evidently increase the forming depth 
and precision of ferritic stainless steel microchannels. Xu et al. [5] revealed that the depth limit of 
titanium microchannels is increased from 438.1 μm in single-step forming process to 621.1 μm in 
three-step forming process. Since increasing forming temperature can reduce the strength of 
materials, thus reducing residual stress and springback and improving the forming accuracy of 
parts, some heat-assisted forming processes have been proposed for microchannels. By conducting 
warm stamping process at the temperature up to 300°C, Lakshmi [6] improved the formability of 
ferritic stainless steel microchannels. Moreover, they found that increasing forming temperature 
can reduce the springback of microchannels. 

In this work, uniaxial tensile tests were performed at room temperature (RT), 300, 600, and 
900°C for an ultra-thin stainless steel SS316L. The variation of strength and elongation of ultra-
thin SS316L to temperature was discussed to evaluate the properly forming temperature of ultra-
thin SS316L. Then a lab-scale hot stamping platform with an on-site resistance heating device was 
built to verify the hot stamping process of ultra-thin SS316L microchannels. Channel depth, rib 
width, and wall angle were measured to characterize the dimensional accuracy of ultra-thin 
SS316L microchannels under hot stamping process. 
Experiments 
Uniaxial Tensile Test. An ultra-thin austenitic stainless steel SS316L with a thickness of 100 μm 
was used in this study. Uniaxial tensile tests were performed to obtain the mechanical properties 
of ultra-thin SS316L at elevated temperatures. Fig. 1a shows the high-temperature uniaxial tensile 
testing system with a muffle furnace and digital image 
correlation technic (DIC). The DIC cameras equipped 
with blue light bandpass filters record the deformation 
of the specimen through a glass window on the 
furnace to calculate strain fields. Additionally, two 
blue LED lights with a wavelength of 450 nm were 
used to illuminate the specimen from different 
directions to ensure sufficient image contrast. The 
geometric dimension of the uniaxial tensile specimen 
is shown in Fig. 1b according to the ISO 6892-2 
standard. All specimens were cut off along the rolling 
direction by electrical discharge machining to ensure 
high edge quality. The test temperature of SS316L 
includes room temperature (RT), 300, 600, and 
900°C, and three samples were tested at each 
temperature to ensure reproducibility.  

Fig. 1. (a) The high-temperature uniaxial 
tensile testing system and (b) the geometric 
dimension of the uniaxial tensile specimen. 

 
Microchannel Hot Stamping Test. The microchannel structure is shown in Fig. 2a, and the 

cross-sectional geometry of the stamping tool is shown in Fig. 2b, where the dimensions of the 
channel width, rib width, channel depth, wall angle, and corner radius are also depicted. Fig. 2c 
illustrates a lab-scale hot stamping platform built in this study, where a pair of electrode clamps is 
embedded into the system to heat the ultra-thin SS316L sheet by resistance heating. An automatic 
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tensioning device composed of compression springs and linear guides is assembled to the clamp 
to prevent ultra-thin SS316L sheet buckling caused by constrained thermal expansion. During the 
hot stamping process, the initial distance between the upper and lower tool was 150 mm. The ultra-
thin SS316L sheet started to be heated by resistance heating with a power of 22.5 kW at 0 s, and 
the upper tool started to move downward with a velocity of 140 mm/s at 5 s. The ultra-thin SS316L 
sheet was heated to the target temperature at 6 s, and meanwhile, the upper tool was down to a 
distance of 10 mm from the lower tool. Then the power was off and the upper and lower tools were 
closed at 6.1 s. Then the formed microchannel sample was cooled in the tool from 6.1 s to 7 s. 
Moreover, a solid lubricant boron nitride (BN) was applied to reduce the friction coefficient 
between the ultra-thin SS316L sheet and tool.  

 

 
Fig. 2. (a) The designed microchannel structure, (b) the cross-sectional geometry of the 

stamping tool, and (c) an illustration of the microchannel hot stamping process. 
 

Geometrical and Thickness Measurements. The surface topographies of formed 
microchannels were measured by a non-contact 3D optical profilometer KEYENCE VR-5000, 
through which channel width, rib width, and wall angle of the formed microchannels were 
extracted. Cross-sectional samples were cut along the direction perpendicular to the channels by 
laser cutting and mounted with resin at room temperature. Then the samples were polished with 
800, 1500, and 2500 Grit sandpapers in sequence and observed with an optical microscope to 
evaluate the thickness of the microchannels. 
Results and Discussion 
The engineering stress-strain curves of ultra-thin SS316L at different temperatures are shown in 
Fig. 3a. In the temperature range from RT to 600°C, although the flow stress decreases with the 
increase of temperature, it can be seen from the stress-strain curves that strain hardening is the 
dominant. At 900°C, the stress-strain curve of ultra-thin SS316L is more significantly affected by 
temperature softening, and the strength is reduced to 104 MPa. Fig. 3b represents the variation of 
ultimate tensile strength and elongation of ultra-thin SS316L with temperature. The ultimate 
tensile strength (UTS) of ultra-thin SS316L decreases from 620 MPa at room temperature to 104 
MPa at 900°C; however, the elongation decreased significantly from room temperature to 600°C, 
with a minimum value of 26% at 600°C, and with the temperature increasing up to 900°C, the 
elongation increased to 44%. This indicates that increasing the forming temperature can reduce 
the strength of the ultra-thin SS316L, thus potentially reduce residual stress and springback to 
improve the forming accuracy of parts. However, a temperature range, namely 300–600°C, should 
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be avoided in developing warm/hot stamping process for ultra-thin SS316L, because the 
elongation of which is much lower than that at room temperature. 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves of ultra-thin SS316L at different temperatures and 

(b) variation of UTS and elongation of ultra-thin SS316L with temperature. 
 

The microchannel features of BPP have significant effects on the distribution of reaction gas, 
heat and water management, mechanical stability, and consequently on the performance, 
reliability, and durability of fuel cells [7]. The rib width (a) determines the contact area between 
the BPP and the MEA, a narrower rib width means a smaller contact area, and a larger contact 
resistance between the BPP and MEA as well as reduced PEMFC performance. The channel depth 
(c) and wall angle (β) mainly affect the mass transfer towards MEA and production water removal 
ability, and a deeper channel depth and a smaller wall angle enhance electrochemical reaction rate 
and fuel efficiency. Fig. 4 shows a microchannel sample hot-stamped at 900°C, where 
measurement of microchannel features was conducted within the red dashed wireframe. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Hot-stamped microchannel sample. 

 
Measurement results of the microchannel features formed via hot stamping and cold stamping 

are shown in Fig. 5a. Average c of the hot-stamped microchannel is 394.2 μm, which is closer to 
the design value (400 μm) compared to that of the cold-stamped microchannel. For a and β, the 
values of hot-stamped sample are smaller than those of cold-stamped sample, which benefits from 
the reduced springback under hot stamping process. The dimensional deviations of c, a, and β of 
the cold-stamped microchannel are larger than that of hot-stamped microchannel. The large 
dimensional deviations are caused by highly localized stamping force [8]. This indicates that the 
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hot stamping process improves the dimensional accuracy of ultra-thin SS316L microchannels. Fig. 
5b represents the thickness distribution of hot-stamped and cold-stamped microchannels, which 
have a similar trend, i.e., positions 1, 5, and 9 exhibit a larger thickness, and the maximum thinning 
appears at the fillet where the sheet metal contacts the lower tool (position 2). There is no 
significant difference between the minimum thicknesses of the hot-stamped and cold-stamped 
microchannels (average difference at position 2 is 1 μm). 

 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Comparison of channel depth (c), rib width (a), and wall angle (β) between hot 

stamping and cold stamping microchannels and (b) cross-sectional thickness distribution of 
microchannels via hot stamping and cold stamping. 

Summary 
In this work, the variation of strength and elongation of ultra-thin SS316L at elevated temperatures 
were investigated by applying high-temperature uniaxial tensile tests. In order to verify the hot 
stamping process of ultra-thin SS316L microchannels, a lab-scale hot stamping platform with an 
on-site resistance heating device was built. The dimensional accuracy of hot-stamped ultra-thin 
SS316L microchannels was characterized, and conclusions can be drawn here: 
1) 900°C might be the appropriate hot stamping temperature for ultra-thin SS316L 

microchannels because of the relative low strength of 104 MPa and an elongation of about 
44% of ultra-thin SS316L at 900°C; 

2) Compared to cold stamping, hot stamping at 900°C increase the dimensional accuracy of ultra-
thin SS316L microchannels in terms of channel depth (from 385.4 μm to 394.2 μm with a 
target of 400 μm), rib width (from 280.6 μm to 269.4 μm with a target of 269 μm), and wall 
angle (from 36.3° to 30.4° with a target of 20°). 
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Abstract. Stretch forming enables manufacturing large, slightly curved sheet metal parts. If the 
curvature is multi-directional and complex, parts often cannot be stretch-formed successfully, due 
to local or inhomogeneous straining that leads to early material failure, buckling or springback. To 
control strain distribution, the flexibility of load application needs to be improved. This can be 
achieved through loading at discrete points based on defined cross-sections of part geometries. 
However this can be applied only by multi grippers, requiring complex plant technology and 
control. New parameterized approaches for load path generation based on the part surface 
geometry for single rigid grippers have been developed to improve the flexibility of load paths. 
The approaches can be mainly distinguished between Surface Transformation method (ST), which 
transforms a surface into a curve as the base for tangential path creation and the Tool Path Fitting 
method (TPF). In TPF, paths are created for several cross-sections, similar to the application for 
multi grippers, and then compiled into one path. In this paper, the load path approaches have been 
applied and numerically investigated for parts with positively curved translation surfaces. Results 
of FE simulation of the stretch forming process show the applicability, potential and limitations of 
the load path design approaches. 
Introduction 
Stretch forming is an established industrial process for forming automobile body panels such as 
doors or roofs and aircraft parts [1]. In general, the process is suitable to manufacture large and 
slightly curved components for various applications. The stretch forming process typically 
involves a rectangular sheet metal blank clamped at either two opposite sides, less often at all four 
sides, formed by a relative movement between the grippers and the die. Within the forming 
process, the grippers either move in only vertical direction (conventional stretch forming) or in 
both vertical and horizontal directions simultaneously (tangential stretch forming) so that the load 
is acting tangentially to the die contour. In general, components produced via tangential stretch 
forming achieve higher geometrical accuracy [1]. 

A tangential load path is generated based on a representative curve of the part geometry. In the 
case of a unidimensional-curved component, the curve equals the cross-sectional part contour. For 
bi-dimensional and more complex curved components, the cross-section varies in transverse 
direction. In this case, the creation of stretch forming load path is mainly experience based. To 
apply loading with respect to the overall part surface and to overcome existing process limits, 
loading at discrete points along transverse curvature according to the longitudinal cross-sectional 
profiles has been investigated [2,3]. The flexible loading with respect to the complete part 
geometry surface improves uniform deformation of the sheet metal and contributes to overcome 
existing process limits for complex shaped parts in stretch forming. To realize these load profiles, 
multi grippers with separate modules, complex machinery and process control are required. In 
order to waive such complex technology systems and work with existing rigid gripping modules, 
Schmitz et al. [4] used a conventional stretch forming operation and presented a method to 
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manipulate the strain distribution by selective weakening of the blank with specific hole pattern to 
homogenize the strain over the part surface. This method involves an optimization algorithm and 
requires an additional preceding step of laser cutting. In order to avoid complex machinery and 
additional process steps, alternative parameterized load path design approaches with respect to the 
overall part surface geometry have been investigated and are presented in this paper.  
Approach and Procedure 
In this study, different load path design approaches for rigid gripper application based on the 
surface geometry of bi-dimensional curved components are developed. The approaches can be 
mainly distinguished between Surface Transformation method (ST), which transforms a surface 
into a curve as the base for tangential path creation and the Tool Path Fitting method (TPF). In 
TPF, paths are created for several cross-sections, similar to the application for multi grippers, and 
then compiled into one path. The part surfaces considered in this work are translation surfaces with 
positive Gaussian curvature. A translation surface is defined by two curves and is obtained by 
moving a generator curve, which remains parallel to its initial position, along a guide curve. In this 
study, the part surfaces and the corresponding stretch forming load paths are created via a 
developed Python script. Within the scope of this work, the different load path approaches are 
presented for two different exemplary part geometries. The results are generated through numerical 
process simulations in LS-Dyna with help of validated stretch forming FE-Models. The criteria for 
analyzing the different load path approaches are the achieved part geometry and strain distribution.  
Material and Methods 
Material. The sheet material is 1.4404 austenitic stainless steel in 0.8 mm thickness. The material 
data is determined via tensile test with samples taken in rolling direction of the sheet. A yield 
strength of Rp0,2=279,197 MPa, ultimate tensile strength of Rm =620.043 MPa and ultimate strain 
Ag=47.697 % were identified. 

FE-Model. In order to analyze and compare the forming results after applying different load 
paths, a FE-Model is established in LS-PrePost 4.3 and the simulations are performed with the 
explicit solver of LS-Dyna R.11.1.0. The sheet metal blank is 750 x 500 mm in size and discretized 
with Belytschko-Tsay shell elements with 4 mm. The load is applied on the edge nodes of the short 
opposite sides of the blank. The sheet is modelled as an elastoplastic deformable body whereas the 
die is modeled as a rigid body. The die geometry as well as the desired part geometry is limited to 
bi-dimensional curved translation surfaces with only positive Gaussian curvature. Two-sided 
stretch forming is conducted. 

General approach for load paths determination. To create a conventional load path with only 
vertical movement, the highest and lowest point of a surface and the final tangential angle α need 
to be identified (Fig. 1, left). Pre-stretching or post-stretching can be added and involve horizontal 
movement. A tangential load path (Fig. 1, right) is based on either a cross-sectional curve of the 
part geometry, or a representative curve that is usually generated based on experience. The path 
represents an involute of this curve, which can be pictured as wrapping of the sheet metal on the 
die surface. The involute is defined by the curve and the edge or rather endpoint of the sheet metal. 
To ensure tensile loads throughout the process a stretching rate of 0.1 % per forming step is 
applied.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of load path determination for a conventional path (left) and a 

tangential path (right) with an optional pre- or/and post-stretching movement. 
 

Approaches for Load Path Design 
The presented approaches for load path design are based on the general approach for tangential 
stretch forming as stated in the previous section. Therefore, to generate a load path, a defined curve 
is needed. The Surface Transformation method (ST) transforms a surface into one representative 
curve as the base for path creation. For the Toolpath Fitting method (TPF), several load paths are 
created for several cross sections, comparable to the path creation for multi grippers. However, 
instead of moving multi grippers accordingly, the different paths are compiled into one load path 
for the rigid single gripper based on different criteria. 

Surface Transformation method (ST). In order to transform a multi-curved surface into a single 
representative curve, all of the surface points are projected onto a plane (cf. Fig. 2). Then, by means 
of different criteria, a curve is derived from the point cloud. For the first approach, the curve is 
created based on the lowest points of the surface. Since the first contact point of the sheet metal is 
always the highest point of a part geometry, respectively the highest point of the lower die, the 
generated path needs to be corrected by extending the path at the process begin to the same height 
as the highest point of the part surface geometry. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Projection of coordinate points of a three-dimensional part surface geometry on x-z plane 

and created representative curves (left) and resulting load paths based on the representative 
curves (right) generated from two different ST-methods. 

 
In the special case of translation surfaces with only positive Gaussian curvature, the determined 

lowest curve of the points equals the longitudinal edge curve of the surface. Another load path is 
based on a curve, which is derived by polynomial fitting through all surface points. The degree of 
polynomial was set to four. The curve is adapted accordingly in order to include the highest and 
lowest point of the surface and then the load path is determined based on this curve. Beside the 
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highest point, the lowest point needs to be included to be able to fully form the desired part 
geometry. 

Coming to the next Surface Transformation method (Fig.3), the surface is cut in transverse 
direction (y-direction) by several planes. For every transverse cross-section, the points on the curve 
(black dotted curve) are fitted into a line (red dotted line). All the lines are projected to x-z plane 
resulting in one red point per cross-section curve. If a sufficient number of transverse cuts are 
performed, an averaged curve (connecting the red points in the right figure) can be determined. 
The highest and the lowest point are integrated in the curve as for the poly fitting method. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Simplified sketch of the curve determination by transverse fitting type of Surface 

Transformation method. 
 

Tool Path Fitting method (TPF). This method (Fig. 4) is based on the generation of load paths 
determined for each longitudinal cross-sectional curve (black dotted line) of the surface geometry. 
Within this work, the TPF-method is based on 20 cross-sections. Every load path has the same 
defined number of steps. So, subsequently for every step, one of the coordinate points of the load 
paths (Jj, Ri) is picked or fitted into one point. In the first approach, the position that causes the most 
stretching in the corresponding load step is picked (Jj). In the other approach, this is done by least 
squares method to find the mean point (Tj). 

 

Fig. 4. Simplified sketch of the path determination by Tool Path Fitting method for the lowest 
point (left) and the mean point (right). 

 
The developed approaches for load path design are summarized in Table 1. The results from 

the numerical study are presented in the next section. 
 
 
 
 
 

z
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Table 1. Summary overview of the developed approaches. 

Surface Transformation method (ST) Tool Path Fitting method (TPF) 
Transforms a multi-curved surface into a 
single representative curve. Therefore, all 
surface points are projected onto a plane and 
fitted into a curve by means of different 
criteria. 
 
- ST-Lowest Curve 
- ST-Poly Fitting 
- ST-Transverse Fitting 

Generation of a tangential load path for each 
specified longitudinal cross-sectional curve of 
a surface. The paths are compared for every 
load step and one positions is picked or fitted. 
The steps are then compiled into one load path. 

 
- TPF-Lowest Point 
- TPF-Mean Point 

Results and Discussion 
Application of load path design approaches. The presented load path design approaches have been 
successfully applied for several different translation surface geometries from a defined parameter 
field. This study focuses on two different exemplary parts shown in Fig. 5 (left), and the 
corresponding load paths generated via different load path design approaches, shown on the right.  
 

Fig. 5. Visualization of the investigated two different part geometries (left) and load paths a)-e) 
based on the part surface geometries (right). 

 
Part surface geometry A is relatively flat with a height to length ratio of 0.2 (in both x- and y-

direction) and a relatively steep final tangential angle α of 55° towards the edge in x-direction. For 
part surface geometry B, the height to length ratios in longitudinal and transverse direction are also 
0.2 but the final tangential angle α is smaller with 20°. The load paths generated by the different 
approaches (Fig. 5) are as follows: a) Conventional, b) ST-Lowest Curve, c) ST-
Transverse Fitting, d) TPF- Lowest Point, and e) TPF- Mean Point. A generation of a load path by 
ST-Poly Fitting was not successful, since the generated representative curves were not suitable for 

a) b) c) d) e)

a) b) c) d) e)
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path creation due to multiple change of curvature. All paths presented above are reduced to the 
motion without pre- or post-stretching. It can be seen that the conventional path is changing 
significantly with the tangential angle α or rather the curvature in longitudinal direction. The path 
with the most tangential movement is the path created by Surface Transformation method with 
Transverse Fitting (Fig. 5, c). Especially the paths based on the lowest curve of the surface 
geometry (ST-Lowest Curve (Fig. 5, b)) or the lowest tool position (TPF-Lowest Point (Fig. 5, d)) 
need a significant linear extension to meet the highest point of the surface geometry. To 
summarize, besides the ST-Poly Fitting approach, all presented approaches seem to lead to 
reasonable load paths. The applied load varies with the different load path approaches and 
therefore, influences the forming result as also discussed by [5]. 

FE-simulation results. FE-simulations were conducted for the different geometries A and B and 
the presented stretch forming load paths. Fig. 6 shows the resulting plastic strain distribution for 
geometries A and B after stretch forming with the above developed load paths.  

 

Fig. 6. Effective plastic strain at the final state of deformation under load for geometry A and B. 
 
For the steep curvature of geometry A in longitudinal direction, and the resulting relatively long 

conventional stretch-forming path, the deformation is expected to cause material failure since the 
plastic strain of 0.37 exceeds the ultimate strain of the material. Therefore, this part geometry 
cannot be successfully deformed with the conventional load path. 

For load paths b) and d), similar plastic strain distributions can be observed. The path created 
based on the lowest curve (b) and the choice of the lowest tool position, as in TPF-Lowest Point 
(d), lead to almost the same resulting path for positively curved translation surfaces. Deviations 
may be caused by different numbers of data points and consequently different approximations.  

As stated before, the load paths based on the ST-Transverse Fitting approach include the most 
tangential movement. The tangential movement induces less tensile strain and reduces friction 
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significantly, since the relative movement between die and blank is lowered to a minimum. 
Therefore, the formed sheet metal blanks show the smallest overall strains for both geometries. 
So, local straining which leads to early material failure can be avoided. But especially, while 
forming bi-dimensionally curved components, buckling can occur due to insufficient stretching in 
the edge area of the sheet. Fig. 7 shows the cross-sections for the geometries A and B, deformed 
with the original and an adapted load path based on the ST-Transverse Fitting method. 
 

Fig. 7. Effective plastic strain distribution at the final state of deformation under load for 
geometry A and B for different in-process stretching rates (left) and resulting cross sections 

(right). 

 
 In blue, both cross-sections show deviations from the desired surface geometry denoted in black. 
Post-stretching is an established measure to apply tensile load at the end of the process. To show 
the adaptability and therefore flexibility of the load path design approaches, the stretching rate per 
step was increased from 0.1% to 0.5%. For both geometries, the adaption leads to achievement of 
the target geometry. The resulting strain distributions are shown in Fig. 7, left. Additional 
stretching increases the overall strain. The high strains for geometry B for the adapted path can be 
explained by the simplified die geometries, which are automatically created as shell elements in 
Python. This leads to element penetration and deformation in the edge area of the simplified die. 
This example shows that the parameterized path design approaches can be adapted effortlessly and 
reproducible results can be achieved. For geometry B both simulation results show buckles in the 
middle area of the blank. The buckles in longitudinal direction occur due to compressive stresses 
in transvers (y-direction) and cannot be inhibited by additional stretching. The results for a), b) 
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and d) show no center buckles. This could be referred to increased tensile stretching and therefore 
increased friction between blank and die at the beginning of the process, which prevents the 
material from flowing in transverse direction. The individual adaption of in process stretching 
allow for the control of stress and strain distribution throughout the process in the deformed part 
and can therefore influence the forming result. 
Summary 
The presented approaches for load path design based on part geometry, despite the ST-Poly Fitting 
approach, are shown to be applicable for positively curved translation surfaces. They allow for 
parametrized load path determination and therefore automated process planning for stretch 
forming double curved surfaces with rigid grippers. Furthermore, the strain distribution within the 
sheet during stretch forming could be controlled by the parametrized load path design approaches. 
Since the material properties and the resulting springback are dependent on the stresses and strains 
in the sheet metal, the parameterized approaches have the potential to specifically control the strain 
distribution and the parameters in order to achieve the desired forming result. Further research 
should verify the results of current approaches in experimental tests and the approaches should 
also be tested for the applicability to more complex shapes. Furthermore, the potential of the load 
path approaches to control the springback systematically is of high interest and will be 
investigated. Additionally, it should be investigated if the achievable geometrical part complexity 
with simple stretch forming plants without multi grippers can be extended with the presented load 
path approaches. 
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Abstract. The selective modification of mechanical properties of sheet metal materials poses a 
promising approach for realizing lightweight designs, especially when achieved without additional 
material input. One method for locally adapting the mechanical properties of sheet metal 
components is to specifically induce work hardening into the sheet metal material by near-surface 
embossing. Previous studies have already shown this effect for the sheet metal materials DP500 
and DP600. The present paper verifies these findings for embossed high-strength steel DP800 
considering different blank thicknesses and embossing depths. During experimental 
investigations, tensile and bending specimens of different sheet thicknesses were manufactured 
with definite embossing patterns and subsequently tested with regard to their mechanical 
properties. To verify the true embossing depth, the specimens were measured optically. As a result 
of this contribution, it was found that the material properties of high-strength sheet metal materials 
can be modified for lightweight construction and crash properties by selective embossing. 
Parameter constellations for increasing the yield strength were found for the materials investigated. 
Introduction 
Today, automotive traffic accounts for a large amount of global greenhouse gas emissions, which 
is why both the EU and the United States of America are imposing increasingly stringent 
restrictions regarding the CO2 output from motor vehicles [1]. Automotive manufacturers must 
take this into account during the vehicle development phase, not only concerning driving concepts 
but also the final vehicle weight. But weight optimization of vehicles is not only a crucial 
development issue in terms of reducing greenhouse gases but also concerns the availability of 
metallic raw materials [2]. This is exacerbated in the current situation by Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine and the tense markets associated with it [3], and the increased costs in the energy sector 
[4]. Against this background, novel approaches to manufacturing lightweight vehicle structures 
can significantly contribute to overcoming these challenges.  

Lightweight constructions of car bodies are in most cases based on weight-optimized designs 
or the alloy-specific adaptation of the sheet metal materials used. In addition, such metallic 
lightweight structures can also be realized by modifying the component properties via selective 
work hardening during their forming [5]. In this context, Namoco et al. carried out experiments 
with aluminium alloys (A6061-T4 and A5052-H34) [6], which focussed on the targeted 
introduction of work hardening into the sheet metal material using both embossing and reforming  
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the embossing process with exemplary embossing arrangements. 

processes. The results were evaluated based on the obtained values of yield strength, tensile 
strength and total elongation. Abe et al. examined the formability of embossed deep-drawn 
components and stated beneficial properties changes due to the embossing process carried out [7]. 
Walzer et al. investigated DP600 blanks and found that the incorporation of near-surface 
embossing increased the tensile strength of the sheet metal material [8]. Briesenick et al. carried 
out bending tests with DP500 blanks embossed in different ways and this way the maximum 
bending force required was increased by 75 % [9]. 

Based on these results, the investigations presented in this paper were intended to determine an 
optimum embossing geometry with regard to the highest possible strength increase of sheet metal 
structures. The embossing geometry here included the embossing pattern and the embossing depth. 
Furthermore, the property modifications attainable were evaluated using the example of the two 
sheet metal materials DP600 and DP800 having different initial yield strengths. 
Experimental Method 
Previous research work in the field of property modification of sheet materials by means of 
targeted application of work hardening has predominantly selected DP600 as test material. 
Materials with higher strengths, however, have not been investigated so far. Due to the existing 
results with DP600, which serve as a reference, the sheet metal materials DP600 and DP800 were 
selected for the investigation objectives presented in this paper. In these investigations, the 
influence of embossing geometries on changes in the mechanical properties yield strength Rp, and 
elongation at break A was evaluated. In Table 1 the material properties of the unembossed sheet 
materials are shown. 

 
Table 1. Material properties of the steel blanks used in the tests carried out. 

Material Yield Strength Rp [MPa] Elongation at Break A [%] 
DP600 345.7 26.5 
DP800 561.4 18.2 
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Fig. 2. Measurement of the embossed flat tensile specimens with different embossing geometries. 
To evaluate the possible influence of different thicknesses of specimens on the property 
improvements achievable by means of embossing. The material DP600 was tested with sheet 
thicknesses t of 1.5 mm and 1.77 mm and DP800 was tested with sheet thicknesses of 1.5 mm and 
1.85 mm. The different thicknesses were selected due to the availability of the materials used. To 
examine the mechanical properties changes, tensile tests were performed with embossed and 
unembossed specimens. The specimen geometry was determined according to 
DIN EN ISO 6892-1 [12] with form H and a measuring area of 12.5 mm × 50 mm. The embossing 
patterns to be investigated were applied beyond the measuring area on a surface of 12,5 mm × 
90 mm for all specimens, thus ensuring that failure occurred in the measuring area. A hexagonal 
arrangement was chosen for the embossing patterns, varying the distance a between neighbouring 
embossings by 1 mm, 1,5 mm, and 2 mm as well as the embossing depth temb by 100 μm and 
200 μm. In this respect, Fig. 1 shows an embossed flat tensile specimen with the minimal values a 
of 1 mm and an embossing depth temb of 100 μm. 

A TRUPunch 5000R CNC punching machine was used to emboss the tensile specimen surfaces. 
This machine can perform up to 1,400 strokes per minute, thus allowing the embossings to be 
sequentially introduced within relatively short processing times. A modified round punch was used 
as embossing punch, with the face surface turned into a hemisphere with a diameter d of 4 mm. 
Due to the springback of the sheet metal material, the punch thereby had to penetrate deeper into 
the material´s surface than the targeted embossing depth. Various test embossing operations were 
carried out to determine the penetration depth required for this purpose. Furthermore, the 
embossings were always introduced into the sheet metal material´s surface before cutting out the 
pre-milled specimen geometry. Subsequently, the embossed sheet metal areas were cut out 
rectangularly (220 mm × 22 mm) and finally milled into the defined specimen shape to compensate 
for work-hardening caused by the cut-out. Table 2 lists the manufactured specimen variants in 
detail. Each variant was manufactured in quadruplicate for the reproducibility of the tensile tests. 
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Table 2. Specimen designation with details of the material, sheet thickness, embossing distance, 
and embossing depth. 

Specimen Designation Sheet Metal 
Material 

Sheet 
Thickness 

t [mm] 

Embossing 
Distance 
a [mm] 

Embossing 
Depth 

temb [µm] 
DP600_T1500_a1000_t100 DP600 1.5 1 100 
DP600_T1500_a1500_t100 DP600 1.5 1.5 100 
DP600_T1500_a2000_t100 DP600 1.5 2 100 
DP600_T1500_a1000_t200 DP600 1.5 1 200 
DP600_T1500_a1500_t200 DP600 1.5 1.5 200 
DP600_T1500_a2000_t200 DP600 1.5 2 200 
DP600_T1770_a1000_t100 DP600 1.77 1 100 
DP600_T1770_a1500_t100 DP600 1.77 1.5 100 
DP600_T1770_a2000_t100 DP600 1.77 2 100 
DP600_T1770_a1000_t200 DP600 1.77 1 200 
DP600_T1770_a1500_t200 DP600 1.77 1.5 200 
DP600_T1770_a2000_t200 DP600 1.77 2 200 
DP800_T1500_a1000_t100 DP800 1.5 1 100 
DP800_T1500_a1500_t100 DP800 1.5 1.5 100 
DP800_T1500_a2000_t100 DP800 1.5 2 100 
DP800_T1500_a1000_t200 DP800 1.5 1 200 
DP800_T1500_a1500_t200 DP800 1.5 1.5 200 
DP800_T1500_a2000_t200 DP800 1.5 2 200 
DP800_T1850_a1000_t100 DP800 1.85 1 100 
DP800_T1850_a1500_t100 DP800 1.85 1.5 100 
DP800_T1850_a2000_t100 DP800 1.85 2 100 
DP800_T1850_a1000_t200 DP800 1.85 1 200 
DP800_T1850_a1500_t200 DP800 1.85 1.5 200 
DP800_T1850_a2000_t200 DP800 1.85 2 200 

 
To monitor the dimensional accuracy of the produced specimens and their embossings, they were 
optically measured using a GOM ATOS Compact Scan System, as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, 
the diameters of the embossings on the surface were measured via a Keyence Microscope VHX. 
Ball segment equations were then used to determine the embossing depths. The Keyence 
Microscope VHX was used to get fast results to set the right embossing offset. To check all 
embossing depths over the embossing area the ATOS Compact Scan system was used. Finally, the 
tensile tests were carried out according to DIN EN ISO 6892-1 [10] using the universal testing 
machine Roell + Korthaus RKM100. 
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Results 
For assessing the influence of different embossings on the mechanical properties of sheet metal 
materials, the two characteristic values yield strength Rp and elongation at break A were 
determined in each of the tensile tests described above. All characteristic values determined in this 
respect are summarized in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Results of the tensile tests. 

Experiment Yield Strength Rp [MPa] Elongation at Break A 
[%] 

DP600_T1500_a1000_t100 507.35 21.82 
DP600_T1500_a1500_t100 500.88 21.95 
DP600_T1500_a2000_t100 443.06 22.68 
DP600_T1500_a1000_t200 584.34 10.40 
DP600_T1500_a1500_t200 545.65 14.48 
DP600_T1500_a2000_t200 502.69 19.24 
DP600_T1770_a1000_t100 539.41 17.53 
DP600_T1770_a1500_t100 486.82 21.23 
DP600_T1770_a2000_t100 432.26 24.40 
DP600_T1770_a1000_t200 560.92 9.05 
DP600_T1770_a1500_t200 528.68 12.67 
DP600_T1770_a2000_t200 494.22 17.67 
DP800_T1500_a1000_t100 680.81 13.53 
DP800_T1500_a1500_t100 655.76 15.44 
DP800_T1500_a2000_t100 592.40 16.66 
DP800_T1500_a1000_t200 685.00 9.79 
DP800_T1500_a1500_t200 661.47 11.81 
DP800_T1500_a2000_t200 624.69 14.31 
DP800_T1850_a1000_t100 672.87 14.26 
DP800_T1850_a1500_t100 649.12 16.69 
DP800_T1850_a2000_t100 597.22 17.03 
DP800_T1850_a1000_t200 686.07 10.69 
DP800_T1850_a1500_t200 673.37 10.88 
DP800_T1850_a2000_t200 627.96 13.60 

 
For evaluating these results, the characteristic values achieved must be considered in relation to 
the respective embossing geometry, i.e., the embossing depth and the embossing distance. Fig. 3 
shows these relationships. First, Diagram a) illustrates the yield strengths of those tests performed 
with specimens having an embossing depth of 100 μm for all test materials and sheet thicknesses 
investigated. The different embossing distances and respective unembossed reference specimens 
are shown as coloured bars. Diagram c) shows the same evaluations for the embossing depth of 
200 μm. In Fig. 3 b) and d) the evaluation is based on the elongation at break and follows the same 
scheme then done for the yield strength. The percentage values in the bars of the embossed tests 
refer to the change in the respective embossing geometry compared to the reference tests of the 
respective group. For the DP600 material, the increases in yield strength range from 26 % up to 
66 %. The range of the DP800 material varies between 5 % and 22 %. When considering the 
change in elongation at break, a reduction can be observed for all cases. For DP600, this reduction 
ranges between -66 % and -9 %. For DP800, the reduction occurs in the range of -42 % to -2 %. 
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An influence of the different plate thicknesses could not be observed for the yield strength. For the 
elongation at break, a minor influence could be observed.  

Considering the influence of the embossing depth on the yield strength, it can be stated that an 
increase in the embossing depth is accompanied by an increase in the yield strength. This applies 
more to the lower-strength material DP600 (up to 66 %) than to DP800 (up to 22 %). Thus, some 
DP600 tests with an embossing depth of 200 μm show similar and partly higher yield strength 
values than the reference measurements for DP800. An opposite effect can be recognised when 
considering the influence of the embossing depth on the elongation at break. With an increase in 
embossing depth, the elongation at break decreases compared to the lower embossing depth. 
DP600 by up to -66 % and DP800 by up to -45 %. Also, the embossing distance influences the 
yield strength and the elongation at break. Here, a reduction of the embossing distance leads to an 
increase in yield strength. This effect is not as high as the effect of the embossing depth, but still 
considerable. If the yield strength increases due to the reduction of the embossing distance, the 
elongation at break decreases to a similar extent. 

Due to the different patterns, the results of the DP600 material can only be compared with the 
results of this paper to a limited extent. Qualitatively, it can be said that the results show a similar 
trend. 
Summary 
In this paper, the effects of near-surface embossing on yield strength and bearing at fracture were 
investigated. The dual-phase materials DP600 and DP800 with different plate thicknesses were 
considered. In general, an increase in the yield strength of the considered DP steel sheets was 
observed for all tested embossing geometries. In contrast, a reduction was found for the elongation 
at break for all embossed specimens. The results for the higher-strength material DP800 show 
property changes due to the introduction of embossing. These changes are overalls smaller in the 
DP800 material compared to the DP600 material. 

When using embossed components, it is therefore important to consider which properties are 
relevant for the respective application and to what extent the properties should be changed. For 
this purpose, further research work will be conducted on tests with other materials and embossing 
geometries. Here, the focus should be when, or in what range, embossing no longer has any 
influence on higher and highest-strength materials. Moreover, low-strength materials will be 
considered as well. For a better understanding of the process, additional simulations are needed 
for providing a more detailed view of the process than just the experimental measurements. 
Simulations that include the history of the embossing process should also be considered, so the 
influence of the embossing is also taken into account for further simulative stress analyses. To 
simulate the whole embossing process, a high computational effort must be made. For faster 
simulations of embossed parts, the simulation of the processes must be more efficient Possibilities 
should also be found to transfer the result of the embossing process to simulations of embossed 
components with little calculation effort. 
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Abstract. The implementation of lightweight design concepts can significantly benefit from using 
highly efficient heating technologies such as contact heating in thermo-mechanical processing of 
sheet metal components. The investigation of the influence of surface pressure and tool material 
on the heating time and the heating rate during contact heating is the subject of this publication. A 
specially manufactured contact heating tool with comprehensive temperature and force 
measurement was used for studying the effects of different contact plate materials (CuZn39Pb3 
and CuCr1Zr), surface pressures (3 MPa - 15 MPa) and variable plate thicknesses (1.0 mm - 
5.2 mm) during heating of the aluminum alloy EN AW-7075 up to the solution heat treatment 
temperature of 475 °C. It was observed that heating time is lower for thinner workpieces. 
Furthermore, heating times decrease and heating rates increase significantly with increasing 
surface pressure for a pressure range of 3 MPa - 9 MPa. A further increase in surface pressure is 
not recommended, because the benefit in terms of further reduction of the heating time is marginal 
and the strength of the contact plate materials at elevated temperatures is limited. Contact heating 
using copper plates is significantly faster compared to brass plates and the conventionally used 
steel plates. Brass plates, however, benefit more from an increase in surface pressure. Both 
investigated materials allow faster heating than conventional steel plates due to their higher 
thermal conductivity. Depending on the specific process parameters the heating process can be 
accelerated to less than one second. Thus, contact heating can be realized within the press cycle. 
Introduction 
In modern manufacturing, the implementation of lightweight design concepts has been becoming 
more and more important in order e. g. to save resources in aviation [1], reduce fuel consumption 
and corresponding CO2 emission in vehicles with conventional combustion machines [2], increase 
the range that an electrical vehicle can travel without recharging [3], or improve component 
function and user-friendlyness e. g. in medical engineering products [4]. These concepts involve 
design changes e. g. in order to realize integration of functions [5] and the use of typical 
lightweight materials such as high strength steel [6] or light-metal alloys [7]. These materials 
usually feature limited formability at room temperature so that forming of the complex geometries 
typically necessary for lightweight components frequently requires thermo-mechanical processes 
such as press hardening [8], quenching and partitioning [9], or superplastic forming [10]. In this 
context, fast and energy-efficient heating strategies are an essential prerequisite. Conventionally, 
the components are heated in roller hearth furnaces by means of thermal radiation. In practice, 
these furnaces reach lengths of up to 40 m [8] in order to achieve acceptable cycle times despite 
of the long furnace residence time. Alternative heating technologies requiring less investment costs 
and floor space and additionally allowing faster heating are based on resistive [11] and inductive 
heating [12]. However, resistive heating is efficient only for components with favorable - i. e. high 
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- ratio of length and cross section [13] and uniform heating for complex blank geometries is 
difficult for both - resistive and inductive heating [8]. Direct contact heating is a relatively new 
approach (suggested in [14]) with high potential to overcome these limitations. In this technology, 
the contact plates (typically made of metal or ceramics) that are heated by a heat source (e. g. 
induction coils [14], gas burners [15], cartridge heaters [16]) serve as energy storage and transfer 
the heat to the workpiece via thermal conduction. Compared to furnace heating, contact heating 
excels due to extremely high heating rates, which significantly reduces heating time [17]. The 
mechanism is very similar to the cooling in direct press hardening. From that process it is known 
that the heat transfer can be controlled by applying a defined contact force (contact pressure) [18, 
19]. This suggests that the contact pressure is also a suitable parameter for adapting the heating 
rate in contact heating processes, which is e. g. relevant for thermo-mechanical processing of high-
strength aluminum alloys [20]. Furthermore, it can be expected that different contact plate 
materials with significantly varying thermal properties (e. g. heat conduction coefficient) affect 
the heating rate in contact heating. However, neither the influence of surface pressure nor that of 
different contact plate materials on the heating behavior during contact heating have been 
investigated yet. Therefore, providing an analysis of these aspects is the aim of this paper.  
Experimental Setup and Process Description 
For this purpose, the contact plate tool shown in Fig. 1 was developed and mounted to a hydraulic 
press HS3-1500 by Dunkes with a press force of 1,000 - 15,000 kN. The setup consists of an 
insulation box that encases exchangeable contact plates, cooling plates and a gas pressure damper 
plate, that allows applying different surface pressures. This damper plate is coupled with a gas-
pressure-based force measurement that enables recording the time-dependent surface pressure 
between the contact plates and the workpieces.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup: front view and view into the open tool with inserted sheet sample. 
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This study considers contact plates with a heating surface of 100 mm x 60 mm and a height of 
35 mm made of the copper alloy CuCr1Zr and the brass alloy CuZn39Pb3, respectively  
(see Fig. 2). These materials feature approximately the same heat capacity and different thermal 
conductivity (see Table 1). Thus, the influence of the thermal conductivity of the contact plate 
material on the heating process can be investigated.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Contact plates made of different materials. 

 
Table 1. Thermal material properties of the contact plate materials and the workpiece material 

at room temperature. 

 CuCr1Zr CuZn39Pb3 EN AW-7075 
heat capacity  383 J/kgK 377 J/kgK 862 J/kgK 
thermal conductivity  330 W/mK 123 W/mK 145 W/mK 

 
Both, the upper and the lower contact plate were heated with four individually controlled silicon 

nitride ceramic heating elements by Bach Resistor Ceramics GmbH. These heating elements 
feature rectangular geometry in order to facilitate homogeneous temperature distribution. The 
time-dependent temperatures of the contact plates were recorded using type K thermocouples by 
OMEGA with a sampling rate of 10 Hz during the tests. Furthermore, the pressure in the gas 
damping plate was measured and served as basis for determining the surface pressure acting on 
the contact plates and the workpieces to be heated, respectively.  

The specimens considered in this study were made of EN AW-7075 with a width w of 60 mm, 
a length l of 100 mm and thicknesses s of 1.0 mm, 2.0 mm, 3.0 mm; 4.3 mm and 5.2 mm. In order 
to record the time-dependent temperature of the workpiece, rectangular grooves were milled into 
the specimens and thermocouples were inserted in the center of the specimen as shown in Fig. 3. 
For the sheets with 1.0 mm thickness thermocouples with a diameter d of 0.5 mm were used. For 
all other sheet thicknesses thermocouples with a diameter of 1 mm were used. The groove width 
was chosen corresponding to the width of the thermocouple. The groove depth amounts to the sum 
of half of the sheet thickness and half of the height of the thermocouple. Analogous to the 
temperature measurement of the contact plates also here type K thermocouples by OMEGA were 
used and the sampling rate was set to 10 Hz. 
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Fig. 3. Principal sketch of the sheet specimen for contact heating tests. 

 
For the contact heating experiments, the contact plates were preheated for 15 minutes in order 

to achieve homogenous local temperature distribution. As it is known that the temperature rise in 
the workpiece is very quickly at the beginning of the process, but slows down as it approximates 
the temperature of the contact plates, the contact plate temperature is usually chosen higher than 
the target temperature of the workpiece. Here, the contact plates were pre-heated to 500°C in order 
to achieve the desired specimen temperature of 475°C - i. e. the solution heat treatment temperature 
of EN AW-7075 - in a reasonable timeframe. Then, a specimen was inserted, the tool was closed 
within approx. two seconds and a defined surface pressure between the contact plates and the 
specimen was applied by adjusting the pressure in the gas pressure damper plate correspondingly. 
For each sample thickness a test series was carried out by varying the surface pressure between 
3 MPa and 15 MPa in steps of 3 MPa. 

Fig. 4 shows an exemplary process diagram based on the measured time-dependent surface 
pressure between workpiece and contact plates and corresponding temperatures of workpiece and 
contact plates for a representative test using copper contact plates. At the moment t=0 s, the contact 
plates are closed, and the sheet specimen is heated from both sides. From this moment, the surface 
pressure rises approx. linearly up to the target value that is 9 MPa in the regarded case causing 
rapid heating of the aluminum specimen. At the same time, a temperature reduction of approx. 
20 K of the contact plates can be observed as the heat is transferred into the specimen. 
Correspondingly, an increase of the workpiece temperature occurs. The measured temperature 
curve is characterized by an initial fast rise that decreases more and more when it approximates 
the temperature of the contact plates, which is in good agreement with [16]. After reaching the 
target temperature of 475°C, the test is completed, the specimen is removed from the tool and 
quenched in water, and the contact plate temperature is re-adjusted for next test of the test series.  
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Fig. 4. Time-dependent surface pressure between workpiece and contact plates and 

corresponding temperatures of workpiece and contact plates. 
 

Based on this measured data, two characteristic values were identified (see also Fig. 4): 
1. The heating time theat was determined as the time interval between closing of the dies (t=0 s) 

and the moment when the specimen temperature reaches the target temperature of 475°C. 
2. The maximum heating rate �̇�𝑇 was determined by referring the temperature difference to the 

corresponding time difference during the fast (and approximately linear) rise of the 
temperature. This value allows direct comparison to earlier experiments performed with 
standard contact plate materials presented in [17]. 

Influence of the Surface Pressure on the Heating of the Workpiece 
Fig. 5 shows the heating times at different surface pressures for five different sheet thicknesses 
(1.0 mm - 5.2 mm). The contact plate material considered here is the copper alloy. The 
representative curves for all sheet thicknesses indicate that the heating time decreases with 
increasing surface pressure. However, the curves show that this effect is limited, because at surface 
pressures of 9.0 MPa and above higher surface pressures have hardly any further positive influence 
on the heating time, regardless of the sheet thickness to be heated. This suggests that at lower 
surface pressure the contact conditions are not ideal. This might be attributed to unevenness or 
roughness of the sheet. With increasing pressure these deficits are reduced and at a surface pressure 
of 9 MPa all unevenness or roughness is sufficiently leveled so that the contact conditions are 
almost constant for even higher pressure. Furthermore, the heating time decreases significantly 
with reduced sheet thickness. For example, the heating times at the maximum sheet thickness of 
5.2 mm and a surface pressure of 3.0 MPa are approx. 13.1 s. With a sheet thickness of 1.0 mm, 
the heating time drops by approx. 86% to 1.8 s for the same surface pressure. 
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Fig. 5. Heating times for different thicknesses of the aluminum workpiece as function of the 

surface pressure. 
Influence of the Contact Plate Material on The Heating of the Workpiece 
In addition to investigating the influence of surface pressure, the material of the contact plates and 
its influence on the heating rates was studied. For this purpose, additional tests were done using 
contact plates made of brass alloy. The heating times at varying surface pressures for an exemplary 
sheet thickness of 2.0 mm are compared to those determined for the copper plates in Fig. 6. In 
principle, the curves show similar qualitative trends, but the heating times are in general higher in 
case of the brass plates. This effect can probably be attributed to the lower thermal conductivity of 
the brass compared to the copper alloy. This means specifically that also in case of heating with 
brass plates the heating time decreases with increasing surface pressure. The quantitative 
comparison of the curves determined for the two contact plate materials even shows that in case 
of heating with brass contact plates the influence of the surface pressure is higher than in case of 
heating with copper contact plates. For example, the heating under a surface pressure of 3.0 MPa 
takes more than 10.0 s if brass plates are used, while in case of copper plates such a high heating 
time was sufficient for heating significantly thicker sheets (see Fig. 5) and heating a sheet with a 
thickness of 2.0 mm required less than 3.8 seconds. However, also the drop of heating time with 
increasing surface pressure is more significant if brass plates are used. Already at 6.0 MPa surface 
pressure, only 4.8 s are required to reach the target temperature, which corresponds to a reduction 
of 48 %. This percentage reduction is comparable to that of the copper plates (1.9 s at 6.0 MPa). 
Altogether, the ratio of the heating times for the two contact plate materials (approx. 2.9) 
corresponds approximately to the inverse ratio of their thermal conductivities (0.37).  

Especially if brass plates are used, heating can benefit significantly from a pressure increase, 
but in addition to the heating time also the temperature dependent stress strain behavior of the 
contact plate material must be considered when choosing the surface pressure. According to [21], 
the flow stress of brass alloys similar to the one used here is in the range of 25 MPa - 50 MPa only 
at a temperature of 550°C, which is only 50 K higher than the contact plate temperature considered 
here. This means that even though the curves in Fig. 6 suggest that an increase in pressure beyond 
15 MPa can still bring a slight reduction of the heating time in case of heating plates made of brass, 
this advantage must be carefully assessed against the risk of plastic deformation of the contact 
plates.  
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Fig. 6. Heating times for different contact plate materials as function of the surface pressure. 
 
Fig. 7 compares the maximum heating rates �̇�𝑇 of the different contact plate materials for a plate 

thickness of 2 mm as a function of surface pressure. The heating rates were determined in each 
case in the range of the linear temperature increase with the maximum slope (see Fig. 4). In 
addition, the heating rate of the conventionally used contact plate material 1.4828 from [17] was 
plotted in the diagram for comparison. It can be clearly demonstrated that the maximum heating 
rates for contact plates made of copper and brass, respectively, are similar at 3 MPa surface 
pressure. Above 6 MPa surface pressure, however, the values measured for the copper plates 
increase significantly above the heating rates determined for the brass plates. The maximum 
heating rates are reached at 12 MPa, but the values for 9 MPa and 15 MPa are at a comparable 
level. The maximum values amount to approximately 1690 K/s in case of heating plates made of 
copper and 370 K/s in case of heating plates made of brass. Thus, the maximum heating rate 
achieved using brass plates is only 23 % of the heating rate achieved using copper plates. At first 
glance, these results are contrary to those in Figure 6, where the largest difference between the 
contact plate materials is at 3 MPa and the smallest at 15 MPa. However, the maximum heating 
rate �̇�𝑇 evaluated here only describes the linear range of the heating process, whereas the heating 
time theat covers heating up to 475°C. Heating up to 475°C takes considerably more time and 
involves strongly non-linear parts of the heating curve (see Fig. 4).  

Finally, the heating rate of steel 1.4828 from [17] was plotted. The test conditions were slightly 
different but still comparable. Especially, the contact plate temperature was slightly lower (480°C 
instead of 500°C) and the considered workpiece material was a different aluminum alloy with 
slightly lower heat capacitance but featuring the same thermal conductivity. Moreover, the heating 
plates and the workpiece were larger in [17], but it can be assumed that this has no significant 
influence of the heating behavior so the heating rate can be compared. Fig. 7 shows that at a surface 
pressure of 4.5 MPa, the steel reaches lower heating rates than the predicted heating rates for both 
materials investigated here. This proves the high potential of the investigated materials in 
particular the copper alloy for contact heating of aluminum workpieces compared to 
conventionally used materials as e.g. 1.4828. 
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Fig. 7. Maximum heating rates for different contact plate materials as function of the surface 

pressure. 
Summary 
In the present study, the effects of two different contact plate materials (copper and brass alloys), 
five surface pressures and five plate thicknesses on the heating time of the aluminum alloy EN 
AW-7075 up to the solution heat treatment temperature of 475°C were investigated. A specially 
manufactured contact heating tool with comprehensive temperature and force measurement was 
used for this purpose. It was observed for all specimens that fast heating can be realized. Especially 
at a surface pressure of 9.0 MPa or more, the heating times could be minimized. A further increase 
in surface pressure is not recommended, because the benefit in terms of further reduction of the 
heating time is marginal and the strength of the contact plate materials at elevated temperatures 
relevant for this heating process is limited. 

Furthermore, as expected, the heating time decreases significantly with a reduction in sheet 
thickness. For sheet thicknesses of 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm, heating times of less than 1.0 s could be 
achieved when heating with the copper plates. The minimum value at 1.0 mm sheet thickness was 
0.2 s. The maximum heating rate of 1690 K/s could be achieved at a surface pressure of 12 MPa. 
This shows the high potential of contact heating especially when heating components with rather 
small sheet thicknesses. For the highest sheet thicknesses tested here (5.2 mm) and consequently 
also for the highest volume of the specimen, still a heating rate of 165 K/s could be achieved at the 
lowest surface pressure. This is significantly more compared to more conventional heating 
technologies such as furnace heating.  

Finally, a comparison of sample heating with brass contact plates was performed. It was found 
that compared to the heating plates made of copper, especially at low surface pressure significantly 
higher heating times were necessary, but an increase in surface pressure still allowed reducing the 
heating time to 2.0 s. Altogether, the following key results were obtained: 

• Surface pressures in the range of 9.0 MPa - 12 MPa are recommended for contact 
heating of aluminum workpieces. Higher pressure brings no further positive effects. 

• The lower the sheet thickness, the more positive the contact heating concept. Maximum 
heating rates of 1690 K/s could be achieved using copper plates. 

• Contact heating using copper plates is significantly faster compared to brass plates and 
the conventionally used steel plates. Heating via brass plates, however, benefits more 
from an increase in surface pressure. 

The presented results prove that contact heating can be realized within the press if suitable 
surface pressure is applied. 
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Abstract. Bending is commonly used in the manufacturing of finished and semi-finished, profile-
based products. However, costly profile and bend geometry dependent tooling hampers its 
applicability for low volume production or prototyping. Additive manufacturing (AM) offers a 
potential for making tools in low-volume production, which is particularly attractive for 
customized manufacturing and prototyping with near production intent tooling. In this research, 
an industrial bending process for tubes and profiles, called rotary drawing bending (RDB), is used 
as a case. In the RDB process, the mandrel die installed inside the tube or profile blank is of crucial 
importance to secure the quality of the cross-section of bent shapes. Moreover, this die is normally 
difficult and expensive to produce. In addition, each mandrel is tailored to a single profile’s inner 
geometry, hence posing an obstacle to acquiring a tooling setup for multiple cross-section 
dimensions. As a countermeasure, a novel mandrel tooling concept is designed by using a metal 
rod core with an AM-sleeve fitted to the rod outside, as an easy-to-replicate solution for 
significantly lowering the costs of offering the capability of forming processes with different cross-
section dimensions. Fused filament fabrication (FFF)—a cost-effective AM process—is used for 
fabricating the mandrel die with various pre-designed and optimized shapes. Using both the AM 
mandrel in polylactide (PLA) and the conventional metal mandrel in a series of bending 
experiments of AA6082-T4 Al-alloy tubes, the dimensional and qualitative results of tubes bent 
with different mandrels is analyzed, discussed, and compared. 
Introduction 
To meet the increased customer demands for product variety, the manufacturing sector is 
transforming from mass production to mass customized production, with higher flexibility and on-
demand manufacturing [1]. However, for the die-based manufacturing processes such as metal 
forming, they are increasingly challenged to meet the demands on flexibility [2]. In the metal 
forming area, the design and fabrication of tools are normally expensive and need a long lead time, 
which significantly limits the transformation of conventional forming towards the customized 
forming. This calls for new tooling concepts and methods that allow the time-efficient, cost-
effective fabrication of tools for mass customized metal forming. 

Additive manufacturing (AM) used for rapid prototyping offers a potential for making tools in 
low-volume, customized production, which is particularly interested by the industrial metal 
forming processes. In recent years, some attempts at AM-based tools used in metal forming have 
been carried out. A typical application of AM as a method for tooling making to realize the metallic 
dies with optimized cooling channels in hot metal working such as hot stamping [3]. For instance, 
Komodromos et al. [4] employed a Directed Energy Deposition (DED) to produce the hot stamping 
tools with integrated cooling channels. After the DED process, the tool surfaces are ball burnished 
to reduce the surface roughness for more effective heat transfer. Joghan et al. [5] utilized hybrid 
AM method to make metal laminated forming tools. In this method, laser metal deposition is used 
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for bonding the sheets and smoothening the edges, and subsequently milling, roller burnishing, 
and laser treatment are applied as post-processing for improving the strength and surface finish. 
Similarly, a layer-laminated manufacturing method and a laser melting process were applied in the 
manufacturing of the dies with conformal cooling channels for extrusion processes [6]. Chantzis 
et al. [7] proposed a Design for AM (DfAM) method for hot stamping dies which exploits the 
benefit of lattice structures for reduced thermal conductivity. It shows that the proposed method 
can significantly improve the cooling performance of a hot stamping die with printing times 
reduced by at least 12% compared to traditionally manufactured AM dies. This shows that high 
end AM systems, as those capable of manufacturing metal parts, has a potential for improving 
process control and manufacturing rate.  

For increased flexibility in low-volume manufacturing, more inexpensive AM-solutions would 
be preferred, as the associated cost and leadtime is the key parameter, rather than geometric 
complexity. In this case, fused filament fabrication (abbreviated FFF, also called filament-based 
extrusion AM) has attracted some scientific interest. Strano et al. [8] demonstrated the potential 
applicability and versatility of FFF as a rapid tool manufacturing technology for different 
applications in shearing, bending, deep drawing, and injection molding. Frohn-Sörensen et al. [9] 
utilized the FFF process to manufacture the tooling to draw a small series of sheet metal parts in 
combination with the rubber pad forming process. In addition, a variety of common polymer 
materials (PLA, PA, PETG, PC) were comprehensively compared in compressive and flexural 
tests to provide an guide for material selection in AM-based polymer tools for metal forming [10]. 

The body of research on AM-based tooling in metal forming is obviously more extensive than 
the above-summarized ones. However, most of them focus mainly on cold and hot forming of 
sheets, and in tooling that will be in compression, and are hence not that affected by FFFs tensile 
anisotropy [11]. The use of AM in making tools for complex tube bending processes has not been 
explored earlier, and the process that will be discussed in this paper is rotary draw bending (RDB), 
which is shown in Fig. 1. This is one of the more popular bending processes, and normally operates 
with a tooling system including 5-6 complex-shaped tools, in which tooling is one of most 
important issues affecting the production cost. The tools are also dependent on either or both the 
bend radius, profile inner- and outer-geometry. Therefore, most workshops keep a limited 
inventory of tooling variants, which is a significant limitation to their capability in terms of 
geometric flexibility.  

 
Fig. 1. Conceptual tooling layout of rotary draw bending (RDB). 

 
The aim of this research is to develop a new cost-effective tooling concept for tube rotary draw 

bending processes by utilizing low-cost FFF manufacturing methods, and initially investigating its 
applicability to be used for mandrel bending. First, the newly proposed mandrel die concept is 
introduced. Secondly, using aluminium tubes with different wall thicknesses, a series of bending 
experiments with and without conventional mandrels and new AM-based mandrels is presented. 
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Finally, the dimensional accuracy and qualitative aspects of formed tubes is evaluated to verify the 
feasibility and capability of the new AM-based mandrel die concept for tube bending. 
Low-Cost Tooling Concept for Customized Bending  
For both product development and low production purposes using RDB, being able to quickly 
change the wall thickness of tubes or profiles would be beneficial, but requires change of the 
mandrel, which is a crucial tool for bending components with a high diameter to thickness ratio. 
Keeping a catalogue of mandrels suitable for all wall thicknesses could be costly, while acquisition 
on demand through buying or in-house machining might be preferrable. Conventional mandrel 
shapes, as shown in Fig. 2, does however require multi-step CNC machining, which often comes 
with a considerable cost and lead time. It is in this domain we believe additive manufacturing could 
provide a significant benefit in bringing lead time and cost for changing mandrel to a minimum. 
As a first step in this effort, we are investigating the feasibility of using spherical end mandrels 
manufactured using standard FFF process equipment and standard PLA filament material.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Mandrel types in tube rotary draw bending. 

 
To provide structural integrity and overcome the inter-layer bonding problems found in FFF 

parts, the PLA-mandrels used in this study were constructed with a steel core, while adding a bolt-
on outer interchangeable PLA sleeve to provide the required geometry, as shown in Fig. 3. As the 
suggested hybrid mandrel system is believed to be softer than its metal counterpart, we expect that 
for getting a comparable result, the mandrel extension (shown in Fig. 3) would need to be 
increased.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Hybrid steel/PLA mandrel construction. 

 
Experimental Setup 
Using a Star Technology 800 EVOBEND tube bending machine, with tooling designed for Ø60 
mm profiles and 222 mm bend radius, experiments with tube thicknesses of 3 and 2 mm, and 
mandrel extension lengths were conducted as shown in Table 1. The manufactured bends were 
then evaluated based on the flattening of the cross section radially relative to the bend axis, 
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measured using a caliper. For the bend radius and outer tube diameter, experience has shown that 
3 mm thickness tubes do not exhibit wrinkling defect if manufactured without mandrel, while 2 
mm ones do. The 2mm tube experiments are therefore also evaluated qualitatively on the basis of 
the mandrel’s capability of mitigating the wrinkling defect on 2 mm tubes bent without a mandrel. 
The steel and AM mandrels, and how they are installed in the tool system is shown in Fig. 4.  
 

Table 1. Experimental matrix. 

Experiment # Mandrel type Mandrel extension (e) Tube thickness Samples 

1 No mandrel  3 mm 2 
2 Steel 0   mm 3 mm 2 
3 AM 0   mm 3 mm 2 
4 AM 5   mm 3 mm 2 
5 AM 10 mm 3 mm 2 
6 No mandrel  2 mm 2 
7 AM 5   mm 2 mm 2 
8 AM 10 mm 2 mm 2 

 

     
(a)                                                                      (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) AM PLA mandrels and conventional metal mandrel, and (b) assembled tooling in the 
RDB tooling system. 
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Results and Discussion 
Qualitative and quantitative results for the 3 mm thickness samples are shown in Fig. 5 and  
in Fig. 6, respectively. Qualitative assessment does not reveal any major difference between the 
different mandrels. Quantitatively, the AM mandrel provides a significant support to limit tube 
flattening and reduces the tube flattening with 50% compared to the samples bent without mandrel. 
Comparing with the steel mandrel, however, the PLA mandrel is seen to provide less support for 
0 extension distance, with 1 mm larger cross section flattening (2-2.5 mm in total), suggesting that 
the PLA mandrel is significantly softer than the metal version. The flattening is reduced to values 
comparable to those for steel mandrel if the mandrel extension is increased to 10 mm for the PLA 
mandrel, which results in approximately 1 to 1.5 mm of flattening. Although increased mandrel 
extension will increase the contact pressure on the mandrel, there is no indications that the PLA 
mandrel is being degraded significantly, as it shows no cracks or scuffing marks. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Qualitative results from tube bending with 2mm wall thickness. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Radial tube flattening from tube bending with 3 mm wall thickness. 
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Qualitative and quantitative results for the 2 mm thick samples are shown in Fig. 5 and  
in Fig. 6, respectively. As shown in  Fig. 5, the lowered wall thickness results in pronounced 
intrados wrinkling when bending without a mandrel, which is effectively mitigated with the use of 
the AM mandrel. The samples from bending without a mandrel are left out of the quantitative 
results due to wrinkling. The 2 mm thickness tubes display a slightly higher flattening than for 3 
mm thick tubes, with approximately 3 to 4 mm flattening using an extension distance of 5 mm, 
which is reduced to approximately 2.5 to 3 mm when increasing the extension distance to 10 mm. 
As in the case with the mandrel for 3 mm wall thickness tubes, there is in this case also no 
indications that the PLA mandrel is being degraded significantly, as it shows no cracks or scuffing 
marks as well. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Qualitative results from tube bending with 2mm wall thickness. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Radial tube flattening from tube bending with 2 mm wall thickness. 
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Summary 
The proposed tooling concept with a hybrid steel-PLA mandrel is found to provide sufficient 
support and structural integrity to significantly reduce both the cross section flattening and 
wrinkling for the investigated cases of tube bending using rotary draw bending of aluminum tubes. 
With the simplicity of the manufacturing using additive manufacturing, and the low cost associated 
with the material and manufacturing system for fused filament fabrication, using this type of 
mandrels provides a significant process improvement over bending without mandrel, and on par 
with steel mandrels if the mandrel extension length is increased.  

As the concept explored in this paper seems promising, replacing other complex tools, as the 
wiper die could provide additional value. We would also suggest investigating the method’s 
applicability on bending of tubes with higher material strength as steel or titanium. We also believe 
that further research should target investigating the durability of these AM mandrels, to investigate 
its applicability for manufacturing larger volumes. 
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Abstract. Matrix accumulations, buckling and tearing of fibers and metal sheets are common 
defects in the deep drawing of fiber metal laminates. The previously developed in-situ 
hybridization process is a single-step method for manufacturing three-dimensional fiber metal 
laminates (FML). During the deep drawing of the FML, a low-viscosity thermoplastic matrix is 
injected into the dry glass fiber fabric layer using a resin transfer molding process. The concurrent 
forming and matrix injection results in strong fluid-structure interaction, which is not yet fully 
understood. To gain a better understanding of this interaction and identify possible adjustments to 
improve the process, an experimental form-filling investigation was conducted. Using a double 
dome deep drawing geometry, the forming and infiltration behavior were investigated at different 
drawing depths with full, partial, and no matrix injection. Surface strain measurements of the metal 
blanks, thickness measurements of the glass fiber-reinforced polymer layer, and optical analyses 
of the infiltration quality were used to evaluate the results. 
Introduction 
Multi-materials allow the engineering of material properties to the specific needs of a given 
application [1]. Fiber metal laminates (FML) are a multi-material that consists of several layers of 
fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) and metal. They were initially developed to address the 
challenges associated with the use of fiber-reinforced polymers, such as low impact resistance [2]. 
The material combination offers several advantageous properties, such as improved impact 
resistance, high strength-to-weight ratio, and little crack propagation [3]. Therefore, FMLs are 
often used in aircraft body structures, where simple geometries are easy to manufacture [4]. 
However, their use in other industries, such as the automotive industry, is constrained by the cost 
and time required to manufacture FML parts with more complex geometries. These parts often 
require separate forming and bonding steps, as cured FMLs can only be formed to a limited extent 
[5]. As a result, several investigations have been conducted on one-step manufacturing processes 
for formed FML, often using half-cured [6, 7] or thermoplastic [8, 9] pre-impregnated fiber 
materials in a deep drawing process. However, in many cases, strong interactions between fiber, 
metal and the high-viscosity matrix flow during forming can lead to delamination, inhomogeneous 
thicknesses of the FRP-layer as well as wrinkling and tearing of the metal sheet and fibers [8,10]. 

A new manufacturing process for FML was introduced previously [11]. The in-situ 
hybridization process combines deep drawing with a thermoplastic resin transfer molding process 
(T-RTM). During deep drawing, a reactive low-viscosity monomeric matrix is injected into the 
fabric layer (see Fig. 1). After forming, the matrix polymerizes into a thermoplastic and creates 
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the interface with the metal sheets. Due to the low matrix viscosity, fibers and metal are in direct 
contact during the forming process. While a low-viscosity matrix is advantageous for fluid flow 
and fabric drapability during forming, friction between metal and fabric is higher because of high 
local normal loads at the roving crossings [12]. Previous investigations have shown that this 
contact under high normal pressures can reduce the formability of the metal sheet by restricting 
relative movement between fibers and metal [13]. In deep drawing tests of dry FMLs without 
matrix injection, tool lubrication led to lower metal and fiber strain [14]. Lower friction between 
fabric and metal improved the forming further by allowing for better interlayer movement. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Combined deep drawing and thermoplastic resin transfer molding (T-RTM) process for 

the manufacturing of fiber metal laminate parts, as introduced by Mennecart et al. [11]. 
 
Double dome geometry parts with a drawing depth of 45 mm could be successfully 

manufactured without wrinkling or tearing. However, the influence of forming on matrix flow and 
vice versa has to be investigated to understand fluid-structure interaction in the process and 
improve infiltration quality and forming. Mennecart et al. [11,15] found that bulging of the metal 
sheets can occur in regions of high internal pressure due to the matrix injection and low external 
pressure when no contact with the female die is established. In this work, different amounts of 
matrix are injected to manufacture parts with different drawing depths, aiming to provide a better 
understanding of the form-filling behavior. This is necessary to identify the most influential 
parameters in the process, which are different from those in pure metal deep drawing due to fluid-
structure interaction. As a result, possible process improvements are derived. 
Materials and Method 
The FML specimen consists of a metal layer on the top and bottom, with six layers of a twill 2/2 
woven E-glass fabric (280 g/m2, Interglas 92125 FK800) with good drapability in between. The 
metal sheets are made of DC04 (1.0338) with a thickness of 1 mm. The dimensions are shown in 
Fig. 1. The lower metal sheet has a 19 mm diameter hole in the center for matrix injection. A 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) foil (0.025 mm) is used between the top metal sheet and tool for 
lubrication. After stacking the layers in the tool, deep drawing to 15 % of the final drawing depth 
is performed to plastically deform the metal sheets and achieve sealing between the sheet and 
punch due to the increased contact pressure. The thermoplastic matrix (Arkema Elium® 150), with 
an initial viscosity of 100 mPas, mixed with 2.5 % hardener (dibenzoyl peroxide Perkadox® GB-
50X), is injected while deep drawing is continued. Deep drawing is performed with a blank holder 
force of 190 kN, a punch velocity of 1 mm/s and a tool temperature of 70 °C to accelerate matrix 
polymerization after forming. When the final drawing depth of 45 mm is reached and the tool is 
fully closed, the position and blank holder force are held for 20 minutes to allow the matrix to fully 
polymerize before demolding. 
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The fluid-structure interaction and form-filling behavior during the process are investigated 
under three different conditions: With full infiltration, partial infiltration and without matrix 
injection. Deep drawing is performed up to 15 %, 50 % and 100 % of the total drawing depth, 
where the press is halted and the matrix polymerizes. Additionally, three more drawing depths 
(80 %, 82.5 %, and 85 %) are analyzed for the full infiltration condition. An overview of the 
experiments is given in Table 1. The target height of 1 mm for the fabric layer corresponds to a 
fiber volume fraction of 65% and a matrix volume fraction of 35% for the fabric material used in 
the experiments. The surface area of the metal sheet is 120,000 mm2, so the total matrix volume 
needed for full part infiltration can be calculated to be 42 ml. Approximately 120 ml of matrix are 
needed to fill the injection channel, so 140 ml are used for the partial infiltration experiments. For 
the full infiltration experiments, 300 ml are used to ensure that the whole part is infiltrated and any 
remaining air is flushed out. The formed metal sheets are evaluated with a GOM ARGUS optical 
surface strain measurement system. The thickness of the glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) 
layer is measured with a GOM ATOS laser scanning system. 

 
Table 1. Experimental design. 

Matrix amount [ml] Drawing depths [%] 
0 (No infiltration) 10, 50, 100 
140 (Partial infiltration) 10, 50, 100 
300 (Full infiltration) 10, 50, 80, 82.5, 85, 100 

 
In the original process [11], the inner side of the metal sheets is ground in 0° and 90° direction 

as well as in small circles. A bonding agent (Dynasalan® Glymo by Evonik) is then applied to 
improve adhesion. For the experiments in this investigation, the inner side of the metal sheet is not 
ground but treated with a release agent (Henkel Loctite® Frekote HMT2) so that each layer can 
be investigated separately after manufacturing.  
Results 
A comparison of parts manufactured with both metal sheet surface treatment methods showed no 
difference in observed metal strains or fiber draping, which demonstrates the validity of the 
experiments performed with the release agent. In contrast, previous dry deep drawing experiments 
without matrix injection demonstrated a strong influence of surface treatment on metal strains [14]. 
This suggests that the matrix has a lubricating effect on the contact between the fabric and metal, 
which reduces friction even when the metal sheets are ground. 

Full infiltration. 
Fig. 2 shows the development of the geometry and strains in the upper metal sheet of the FML 

during deep drawing. It was previously shown that the strains in the upper metal sheet are more 
critical regarding tearing than in the lower metal sheet [14]. The vertical distance (major strain) to 
the forming limit curve (FLC) is used as a measure of how susceptible the metal is to tearing. The 
applied FLC was obtained as described by Mennecart et al. [13] for DC04 with glass fiber twill 
fabric interlayer. Because of biaxial tensile strains, the punch radius is the most critical area, even 
though the die radius has higher major strains. 

In the flange, the high blank holder pressure causes high compaction and low permeability of 
the fabric. As a result, the matrix cannot flow in the flange fast enough during the injection. This 
causes bulging of the upper metal sheet due to high internal pressure and low external pressure 
because of the lack of contact with the female die. High friction is present in the flange area 
between the upper metal sheet and fabric as well as the fabric and lower metal sheet. This hinders 
the flow of the upper metal sheet and leads to forming similar to a hydro stretch forming process 
with increased biaxial tensile strains in the bottom and wall area of the part, as can be seen at 50 
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% drawing depth. In the lower metal sheet, no bulging can occur in the part bottom because 
external pressure is established due to punch contact. However, slight bulging does occur in the 
wall area where punch contact is only established during the compression phase towards the end 
of the deep drawing. The injection is completed at a drawing depth of 45 %. During the injection, 
the pressure increases linearly from 1 MPa to a maximum of 2.2 MPa. With increasing drawing 
depth, the injection pressure increases due to higher flow resistance in the die radius and strain 
hardening in the bulged metal sheet. 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Development of a part in the in-situ hybridization process with full infiltration (a) Surface 

strains of the upper metal sheet at different drawing depths (b) Forming limit diagram of the 
upper metal sheet at 100 % drawing depth (FLC: Forming Limit Curve). 

 
At 80 %, higher strains in the punch radius are present because of metal contact with the fabric, 

causing the metal to bend over the edge. The wall and bottom area are still bulged. Between 80 % 
and 82.5 %, the bulge collapses, starting from the center. Comparing the bulge height with the 
drawing depth shows that die contact is established between 80 % and 82.5 %. When contacting, 
the die causes the bulge to suddenly collapse inside to achieve a stable condition again. After the 
brief die contact, there is no contact between the metal sheet and the die at 82.5 % until the die 
contacts again with further deep drawing between 82.5 % and 85 %. With further closing of the 
punch and die, the matrix is squeezed to the outside in a donut shape and to the flange with high 
internal fluid pressure. This is similar to a compression T-RTM process. Because of the bulging 
and squeezing of the matrix to the outside, high internal fluid pressures lead to high strains in the 
punch radius of the fully formed upper sheet. 

The matrix distribution is shown in detail in Fig. 3a. Because the permeability of the chosen 
fabric is slightly higher in the 0° direction than in the 90° direction, the flow front initially advances 
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in an oval shape. At 50 % drawing depth, when the injection is complete, the flow front has not 
reached the edges of the metal sheets yet. Instead, the matrix accumulates in the bulge due to the 
high blank holder pressure on the fabric. Furthermore, an air cluster in the middle of the bulge and 
pores can be observed in the matrix layer. One possible reason for this is that air from the injection 
channel is pushed into the fabric layer before the matrix. Due to the high injection pressure, matrix 
and air could mix, resulting in air being trapped inside the matrix bulge. Another probable reason 
for at least some of the air is gas evolution from the matrix during polymerization. Under high 
temperatures and pressures, as well as with the formation of thick layers, the thermoplastic matrix 
can produce carbon dioxide as a byproduct during polymerization. Because of the pores and air 
cluster, the infiltration quality of the fully formed part is poor in some areas. In the final part, air 
is trapped inside the GFRP layer as small pores and causes insufficiently infiltrated spots in high 
compression areas like punch and die radius. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. GFRP layer (a) Matrix flow during the evolution of the geometry (b) Thickness of the 

cured GFRP layer at 100 % drawing depth. 
 

At 80 %, the flow front has advanced slightly because some matrix is squeezed out of the bulge 
into the flange. Furthermore, the fabric layer thins out in the punch radius due to high normal 
compression. When the bulge collapses, the trapped air and matrix are pushed outside and into the 
flange and wall area. Because of the matrix flow to the outside, the punch radius infiltration is 
better again at that point. At 85 %, the flange is fully infiltrated. After the collapse, high matrix 
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flow velocities from the part bottom to the flange lead to the development of flow channels in the 
GFRP that are still present at 100 %. Towards the end of the deep drawing, the part bottom and 
wall are compressed between the punch and die. The remaining matrix and air in the bulge are 
squeezed out to the flange with very high fluid pressures. The matrix flow from bottom to flange 
predominantly occurs over the edges in the 90° direction, as the double-curved geometry in 0° 
direction causes high biaxial tensile strains. These result in high compactions and lower 
permeability of the matrix layer with increasing drawing depth. Due to the fluid-structure 
interaction, flow channels are formed in the die radius next to the double-curved geometry  
(Fig. 3). The matrix flows predominantly in the 90° direction in the single-curved area. However, 
wall wrinkles can occur in free-forming zones without punch and die contact due to tangential 
compressive stresses in the metal sheet. These wrinkles typically occur in the double-curved wall 
parts in 0° direction. The stress superposition of the internal fluid pressure from the matrix flow 
and the tangential compressive stresses from the metal sheet causes the development of the flow 
channels and wall wrinkles in the transition zone between single and double-curved die radii. Wall 
wrinkling does not occur in the upper metal sheet because die contact is established due to fluid 
pressure and forming.  

The strong fluid-structure interaction causes an uneven thickness distribution in the GFRP layer 
of the fully formed part, as shown in Fig. 3b. The flange area is relatively uniform and close to the 
target thickness of 1 mm because the compression in this area is mainly determined by the blank 
holder pressure. However, the resulting thickness in the bottom and wall area is influenced by the 
fluid-structure interaction. The punch radius is thinned out due to high fabric compressions from 
the metal forming process. The flow channels are still visible in the final part thickness. The 
presence of a flow channel on the top left but not on the bottom left side may indicate that the 
punch and die were not perfectly aligned, which affected the matrix flow. In the metal strains, no 
skew is observed. The part bottom is approximately 1.2 mm thick, while the wall area in 90° 
direction is around 1.5 mm thick due to the matrix flow and resulting matrix accumulations. 
Another matrix accumulation is observed in the wall area in 0° direction, where the matrix is 
squeezed out of the punch and die radius into the wall area. In these experiments, the punch was 
moved using displacement control. However, the bottom thickness suggests, that the tool was not 
completely closed so no full compression was present in some parts of the wall and bottom. Further 
compression of approximately 0.2 mm would likely improve the homogeneity of the thickness by 
reducing the bottom thickness and further compressing the wall area. 

Comparison with partial and no infiltration.  
In general, no difference in the strains and forming behavior is observed between partial matrix 

injection and no matrix injection, as shown in Fig. 4. Only very slight bulging in the wall area 
occurs with partial infiltration, while no bulging takes place during dry deep drawing. At 15 % 
drawing depth, almost no plastic strains are observed. At 50 %, higher strains than with full matrix 
injection are present in the punch radius as the upper metal sheet is in contact with the fabric during 
the entire process. With full infiltration, there are no strain concentrations at 50 % yet but biaxial 
tensile strains are present in the entire bottom and wall area due to bulging. Overall, the bulging 
causes higher strains in the final part, in particular in the bottom and punch radius. When no 
bulging and matrix accumulation takes place, less matrix has to move towards the flange during 
the compression phase of the process. Therefore, fluid pressure and flow velocity are lower, which 
prevents the development of flow channel and wall wrinkles in the partial infiltration experiments. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison with full, partial and without infiltration (a) Development of surface strains 

in the upper metal sheet at different drawing depths (b) Thickness of the GFRP layer with partial 
and full infiltration at 100 % drawing depth. 

When less matrix is injected, the injection is completed earlier and less bulging is developed on 
the upper sheet which explains lower injection pressures (1.5 MPa vs 2.2 MPa). With partial 
infiltration, no air cluster was observed and less matrix accumulates. However, pores are also 
present at all stages of the process. 

When comparing the flow front of the GFRP layer with partial infiltration in Fig. 4b with the 
flow front in Fig. 3a (full infiltration), a different evolution is observed. With full infiltration, the 
flow front rather advances in 0° direction because of the fabric’s permeability. With partial 
infiltration, the flow front is further advanced in 90° direction. When comparing the parts at 15 % 
drawing depth, the flow front with partial infiltration only reaches the die radius, while with full 
infiltration, parts of the flange have already been infiltrated. With less matrix, the infiltration of 
the flange area takes place during the later stages of the deep drawing, by squeezing the matrix 
from part bottom and wall to the flange area. However, the fabric in the punch radius in 0° direction 
is already compacted further so that the matrix flows in 90° direction when infiltrating the flange. 
Thus, at small drawing depths and little plastic deformation of the metal sheets, the flow behavior 
is mainly influenced by the fabric’s directional permeabilities. However, with increasing drawing 
depth, the flow is more influenced by the fabric compaction due to forming. 

With partial matrix injection, the thickness distribution of the GFRP layer is much more 
homogeneous, as shown in Fig. 4b. The part bottom is slightly thinner with partial infiltration and 
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almost no matrix accumulations are present. This could imply that the compression between punch 
and die might not be necessary with smaller matrix amounts because the compression due to the 
forming of the upper metal sheet is sufficient to squeeze the matrix into the flange area during deep 
drawing.  
Discussion 
Initially, it was expected, that more matrix would be beneficial for the process because it would 
flush the remaining air out of the fabric layer into the flange and then out of the part. However, 
this investigation showed that using more matrix is detrimental to the forming and infiltration 
quality. The use of another matrix system or evacuating the tool might improve the infiltration 
quality and reduce pores. It should be noted that it was not possible to evaluate the GFRP layer 
without polymerizing in this investigation. Hence, slight differences might occur in the actual 
process, such as the flow front not advancing as far as observed, or less pore formation because 
the matrix accumulations in the bulge are only present for shorter periods of time. 

Bulging of the upper metal sheet and matrix accumulations in the early stages of the process 
should be avoided altogether. Several strategies can be used to avoid or reduce bulging. In general, 
early infiltration of the whole fabric layer is advantageous because matrix flow at later deep 
drawing stages is heavily influenced by the part geometry and fabric compression due to forming. 
Local high fabric compressions lead to inhomogeneous infiltration and possibly dry spots. Ideally, 
an improved sealing between the punch and lower metal sheet would allow matrix injection prior 
to deep drawing. Alternatively, deep drawing could be paused at 10–15 % drawing depth to allow 
for easier infiltration of the whole part during matrix injection. The injection pressure should be 
reduced so that no bulging of the metal sheet can occur. In that case, the flange is also infiltrated 
in an RTM process during matrix injection. The injection time would increase significantly 
because the fabric’s permeability in the flange would be very low due to high compactions. During 
the deep drawing hold, the blank holder force could temporarily be reduced to allow for faster 
infiltration. Furthermore, a matrix with lower viscosity would increase the flow velocity. By using 
only as much matrix as is needed to fill the whole part, injection time and fluid-structure interaction 
can be reduced. A decrease in punch velocity would further reduce internal fluid pressures because 
the matrix has more time to be distributed. However, the matrix and tool temperature have to be 
chosen to avoid increased matrix viscosities during forming. 
Summary 
A form-filling investigation with different matrix amounts was performed to enhance the 
understanding of geometry evolution and fluid-structure interaction in the in-situ hybridization 
process. High matrix amounts lead to stronger fluid-structure interaction, particularly bulging of 
the upper metal sheet during injection, which results in matrix accumulations in the final part. The 
matrix flow is significantly influenced by the local fabric compaction due to compression from the 
formed metal sheets. Inversely, high fluid pressures can influence the metal forming, resulting in 
increased metal strains and the development of wrinkling in areas where stress superpositions from 
fluid pressure and forming occur. Overall, using smaller amounts of matrix leads to weaker fluid-
structure interaction, resulting in more homogeneous thickness distributions and reduced metal 
strains in the final part. However, pores are still present in all manufactured parts, possibly due to 
gas development from the matrix or remaining air in the part and tool because no vacuum was 
applied before the injection. Apart from evacuating the tool, strategies were presented to improve 
the process by avoiding bulging. Lower injection pressures, temporarily pausing the deep drawing 
process or reducing the blank holder force during injection could lead to reduced fluid pressures 
and fluid-structure interaction. The derived process improvements should be investigated in the 
future. Presumably, more complex geometries and higher drawing depths can be achieved with 
adjusted process parameters. 
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Abstract. Fine blanking is an economical process for manufacturing sheet metal workpieces with 
high sheared surface quality. When machining high-strength steels, material fatigue leads to 
increased punch wear, which reduces the economic efficiency of the process. This fatigue of the 
cutting edge and lateral punch surface can be counteracted by mechanical surface treatments. Deep 
rolling has proved particularly useful for such surface modification, as it allows both: machining 
of the lateral punch surface and the application of the cutting edge rounding required for fine 
blanking. For the precise design of the fine blanking punch contour especially the macroscopic 
deformation of the workpiece is decisive. In this paper, the possibility of specifically modifying 
the surface integrity of hardened and powder metallurgically produced S390 by means of the 
incremental surface treatment process deep rolling is investigated. By varying the decisive process 
parameters rolling pressure, ball diameter and step over distance, their influence on surface 
integrity is determined. The surface integrity is afterwards characterized by macro hardness, 
surface topography and residual stress state and microstructural images. 
Introduction 
Due to the limited availability of geo resources, their use has to be made more efficient by reducing 
demand and by responsible handling. In mechanical engineering, this results in high demands on 
the functional integration of technical components. From an economic point of view, short and 
efficient process chains are required, from which the need for fewer and technologically more 
complex tools derives. Thus, the demand on the dimensional accuracy and the mechanical 
properties of tools increase [1]. 

In particular, fine blanking offers a suitable potential for the economical production of 
functional components with high quality, due to the high sheared surface quality. Fine blanked 
components often have to withstand significant loads, which is why high-strength materials are 
increasingly used in fine blanking [2]. The challenge in processing higher-strength materials is to 
control the increased tool loads [3]. The highest stress is present on the lateral surface of fine 
blanking punches. This challenge can be met by improving wear resistance of active surfaces of 
fine blanking punches. 

Deep rolling is a promising technology for increasing the service life of alternately loaded fine 
blanking punches [4]. Deep rolling is an industrially established process that is used to increase 
the service life of dynamically loaded components [5]. The process principle is based on 
incremental elastic-plastic deformation of the component edge zone with a hard rolling body. The 
local forming of the surface-near edge zone leads to a smoothing of the roughness peaks, induction 
of residual compressive stresses and strain hardening. These edge zone properties have proven a 
positive effect on the fatigue strength of components [6]. 
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The cause-and-effect relations between the process kinetics in incremental forming processes, 
such as deep rolling, and the resulting surface integrity are widely known phenomenologically. 
However, to extend the application field of deep rolling to include the knowledge-based design of 
deep rolling processes, material-specific knowledge is required. The overall objective of the 
studies performed is thereby to reduce abrasive wear on fine blanking punches by means of 
introducing compressive stresses and surface smoothing. For this reason, specific cause-and-effect 
relations between the process parameters of deep rolling and the surface integrity of powder 
metallurgically produced S390 high-speed steel are investigated in this work by means of an 
experimental parameter study. Powder metallurgically produced S390 high-speed steel is a typical 
material for fine blanking punches that are conventionally hardened and PVD-coated [7]. 
Materials and Methods 
First, the material of the cylindrical hardened S390 specimens is discussed. Then the experimental 
setup for the deep rolling within a lathe is presented and the experimental plan is explained. Finally, 
the measurement methods and the parameters obtained are presented. 
The cylindrical specimens (diameter d = 49 mm; length l =60 mm) were set to a hardness of 
722 HV30 (61.1 HRC) in preparation for the test. The final specimen geometry was then adjusted 
by grinding. The material used is the powder-metallurgical S390 from BÖHLER (VOESTALPINE 
BÖHLER EDELSTAHL GMBH & CO KG, Kapfenberg, Austria), which has the chemical composition 
given in table 1. 

 
Table 1. Chemical Composition of powder-metallurgical S390 in m-% [8]. 

C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni V W Co O 
1.63 0.30 0.26 0.018 0.018 4.91 2.28 0.20 5.12 10.09 8.32 0.0041 

 
Due to the chemical composition and the powder-metallurgical microstructure, the compressive 
strength of the material after heat treatment is in the range of 2,800 to 3,900 MPa. At the same 
time, the material achieves high toughness: with a hardness of up to 68 HRC, bending strengths of 
over 4,000 MPa are achieved. The material is characterized by a homogeneous microstructure and, 
in particular, by the alloying elements tungsten and cobalt, by high wear and high-temperature 
strength. [8] 

Deep Rolling Setup.  
The practical test was carried out with a hydrodynamic deep rolling tool from ECOROLL 

(ECOROLL AG, Celle, Germany) on a conventional lathe. Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation 
of the test setup and the operating principle of the hydrodynamic deep rolling tool. The lubricant 
and hydraulic fluid for the hydrodynamic deep rolling tool is the machine's lubricant supply. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Test setup including tool and workpiece and properties of the hydrodynamic deep 

rolling tool from the ECOROLL AG according to [9] and (b) Arrangement of tool and specimen in 
the lathe. 

 
Fig. 1a shows the schematic test setup. While the workpiece rotates at a constant rotational speed n, 
the tool moves in axial direction along the workpiece at the feed vf. From the rotational speed n 
and feed vf, the step over distance s results to s = vf/n. 

Fig. 1a schematically shows the characteristics of the hydrodynamic deep rolling tool. The 
rolling ball can be moved dynamically by an infeed during the process. This ensures that the rolling 
ball and the workpiece are in constant contact during the process. The rolling force Fdr is 
proportional to the rolling pressure pdr and the ball cross-section area Ab and results from the linear 
relation: 

Fdr = Ab·pdr·(1 − δ) with Ab = db²/4 · π. (1) 

The friction loss δ characterizes the pressure loss between the hydraulic unit and the real 
pressure applied to the rolling ball. Different loss terms result for different ball diameters db and 
the correspondingly different rolling ball holder: 
 db = 3 mm → δ3mm = 0.261 
 db = 6 mm → δ6mm = 0.236 
 db = 13 mm → δ13mm = 0.297 

To determine the friction loss, the rolling force applied at a set pressure was determined for 
each ball diameter. For this purpose, a test workpiece was fixed on a force measurement platform 
and the rolling forces for different rolling pressures were determined for each of the three tools  
(db = 3 mm, db = 6 mm and db = 13 mm). By knowing Fdr, pdr and ddr, the friction loss delta could 
be determined according to Eq. 1, which is specific and constant for each of the three tools. 

Test Design.  
As a first step it was demonstrated that a significant modification of roughness, hardness and/or 

residual stress state can be induced by incremental surface treatment. To demonstrate this 
modification experimentally and to grant a deeper understanding around cause-effect relationships 
between the deep rolling parameters and the resulting surface integrity, a full factorial 
experimental design with twofold repetition was used. The process parameters that can be set at 
the process directly, are the rolling ball diameter ddr, the rolling pressure pdr and step over distance 
s, which have already been described in the section Deep Rolling Setup. The actual parameter 
values used are shown in Table 2. 

 

(a) (b)
rolling pressure pdr

feed vf

rotational
speed n

step over
distance s

rolling path

s = vf / n
deep
rolling tool

workpiece

x axial position on the shaft

ball radius rb
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Table 2. Parameters of the executed deep rolling experiments. 

Deep Rolling Parameter Parameter Values 
Rolling Pressure pdr /MPa 10; 25; 40 

Ball diameter ddr /mm 3, 6, 13 
Step over distance s /µm 100; 300; 500 

 
In the case of the ECOROLL tool used, the rolling pressure pdr can be varied continuously in the 
range from 0 to 40 MPa, with this maximum value being fully utilized by the test plan. The step 
over distances s are selected in such a way that complete machining of the surface is ensured even 
with the smallest ball impression, but at the same time no excessive machining time occurs. In 
contrast to the other two parameter variations, the ball diameter ddr increments are not selected 
equidistantly, since only the three specified diameters are available as tools here. In total, 27 
different test setups result from the full-factorial test plan. In the following, the samples are denoted 
by pdr/MPa-ddr/mm-s/µm (Ex. pdr =10 MPa; ddr = 3 mm; s = 100 µm → 10-3-100). 

Measurement methods and objectives.  
After the practical test execution, roughness measurements were carried out according to EN 

ISO 25178. The arithmetical mean height of the surface (Sa) and the maximum height of the surface 
(Sz) were determined as 3d-surface roughness parameters. To describe the waviness, the value 
WDsm (Mean period length of the dominant waviness) was used in accordance with VDA 2007. 
These topography measurements were made on a MAHR LD 260 equipped with a MAHR LP C 45-
20-5/90° probe (MAHR GMBH, Göttingen, Germany). Furthermore, HV5 and HV30 hardness tests 
according to Vickers (EN ISO 6507) were carried out. For statistical validation, these test values 
were recorded five times each. The test values given below are the average of these five values, 
each of which was measured on a ZWICKROELL ZHU 50 measuring instrument (ZWICKROELL 
GMBH & CO. KG, Ulm, Germany). In order not to modify the surface condition, the surfaces were 
specially prepared for the test. The residual stress states presented were analyzed by means of X-
ray diffraction using XSTRESS 3000 Mythen (STRESSTECH GMBH, Rennerod, Germany). The 
depth increments at which the residual stresses were measured are noted at the corresponding 
position in the diagram. 
Results 
In order to derive cause-effect relations between the deep rolling parameters and the surface 
integrity, the smoothing of roughness peaks, the hardness and the residual stress state of the results 
were investigated. In the following, the results of these investigations are presented and 
corresponding interactions are derived. 
Roughness Measurements. The roughness was reduced with almost all deep rolling setups. The 
maximum roughness reduction from Sa = 0.44 µm to Sa = 0.21 µm was achieved with a rolling 
pressure pdr = 40 MPa, ball diameter db = 6 mm and step over distance s = 100 µm. On average, Sa 
was reduced by 27% to 0.32 µm. Fig. 2 shows these influences deep of the rolling parameters on 
the roughness Sa and additionally on Sz. A measuring point corresponds in each case to the 
arithmetic mean of the nine corresponding measured values. 
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Fig. 2. Main effect plots of the influences of the deep rolling parameters on the arithmetical 

mean height and the maximum height of the surface. 
 

With respect to Sa, the rolling pressure shows the smallest influence of the three parameters. With 
increasing rolling pressure pdr, no clear trend in Sa can be identified. There is a clear correlation 
between the rolling ball diameter db and Sa. Sa decreases significantly with increasing db. The 
opposite behavior is found for the dependence on step over distance s. With increasing s, Sa also 
increases. The results for Sz show similar dependencies as for Sa. With regard to the rolling pressure 
pdr, no clear trend is established, Sz decreases with increasing ball diameter db and increases with 
larger step over distance s. 

In addition to roughness, the waviness of the topography was investigated. In the initial state, 
the length of the dominant waviness WDsm was determined to 0.363 mm. Fig. 3 shows the 
measured values for WDsm for all test setups. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Length of the dominant waviness Wdsm. 

 
None of the three test parameters shows a correlation with the length of the dominant waviness 
WDsm. In test series carried out with an identical test setup but an initial hardness of 51 HRC, the 
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selected step over distance s and WDsm are identical. This expected value is not achieved here. 
The results rather suggest that there is no correlation between test parameters and WDsm. 

Hardness tests.  
Fig. 4 shows an overall summary of the Vickers hardness tests (HV30). Significant hardness 

increase was achieved with all deep rolling setups. The maximum hardness increase from 722 
HV30 in the initial condition (61.3 HRC) to 882 HV30 (65.7 HRC) was obtained with a rolling 
pressure pdr = 40 MPa, a ball diameter db = 13 mm and a step over distance  
s = 500 µm. Overall, the hardness values vary in a range of 90 HV30. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Overview over the Vickers hardness HV30 for each setup. 

 
On average, a hardness increase of 16% (116 HV30) to 838.6 HV30 was achieved. All hardness 
values obtained for a rolling pressure pdr = 10 MPa are below this average, whereas all hardness 
values for pdr = 40 MPa are above this value. The values for pdr = 25 MPa are in between. This 
tendency can also be seen in the main effect diagrams shown in Fig. 5. The data shown include 
test values for HV5 as well as HV30. The comparison of the two test forces with each other shows 
significantly higher HV5 values than HV30 values for a majority of the data points.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Main effect plots of the influence of the deep rolling parameters on Vickers hardness HV5 

and Vickers hardness HV30. 
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Due to the lower depth of penetration of the indenter at the low selected test load (HV5), the area 
of the edge zone closer to the surface has a higher hardness than the edge zone depth covered by 
the HV30 test. Furthermore, for the HV30 values there is a correlation between the rolling pressure 
pdr and the Vicker hardness H. H also increases with the rolling ball diameter db, although only 
marginally between db = 6 mm and db = 13 mm; for the HV5 values this trend is even regressive. 
In contrast, no clear trend emerges with regard to the step over distance s. Similar hardness values 
are achieved with all three step over distances s. The test values of H and s do not correlate with 
each other, which is why s is no longer considered in the following analysis. 

In Fig 6. interaction diagrams of the Vickers hardness HV30 as a function of rolling pressure pdr 
and rolling ball diameter db and as a function of db and pdr are represented. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Interaction diagram of Vickers hardness HV30 as a function of rolling pressure and 

rolling ball diameter and as a function of rolling ball diameter and rolling pressure. 
 
For each set ball diameter db, an increase in rolling pressure is accompanied by a significant 
increase in hardness. It should be noted that, except for one data point, the largest ball diameter db 
produces the highest hardness at the same pressure. This trend is illustrated in the right hand 
diagram. The two diagrams show that the differences between the ball diameters of db = 6 mm and 
db = 13 mm are comparatively small. The hardness values for db = 3 mm are always lower than 
those of the other two ball diameters at constant pressure. Nevertheless, even with db = 3 mm, an 
increase in hardness can be achieved which is significantly above the hardness value obtained on 
average. 

In contrast to the previous diagrams, in Fig. 7 the Vickers hardness H is not given as a function 
of one of the three process parameters listed in the test design, but as a function of a resulting 
variable. The rolling forces Fdr given in Fig. 7 are determined according to Eq 1. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Interaction diagram of Vickers hardness HV30 as a function of rolling force and rolling 

ball diameter. 
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For each of the three ball diameters db, the Vickers hardness H correlates with the rolling force Fdr. 
While the smallest hardness increase also occurs at lowest Fdr used, the largest hardness values do 
not occur at Fdr,max ≈ 3,711 N but at Fdr ≈ 912 N and the average ball diameter db = 6 mm. On 
average, the smallest increases in hardness are obtained with db = 3 mm and the largest with 
db = 13 mm. Nevertheless, even with db = 3 mm and the comparatively low rolling force 
Fdr = 208 N, a hardness increase up to 846 HV30 can be achieved, which is higher than the 
839 HV30 achieved on average. 

Residual stress analysis.  
In addition to the results presented so far, exemplary residual stress curves were measured. All 

graphs in Fig. 8 show the residual stresses in the axial direction of the specimens, respectively 
orthogonal to the rolling path. The three graphs show the residual stress curves for the non-deep-
rolled initial condition; a rolling pressure pdr = 40 MPa, the rolling ball diameter db = 3 mm and a 
step over distance s = 500 µm, as well as pdr = 10 MPa, db = 3 mm and s = 100 µm. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Depth profile of the residual stress state of selected parameter setups. 

 
In the initial state, a compressive residual stress state is present up to a edge zone depth of 
z ≈ 25 µm. At the surface, these residual stresses reach a value of σx ≈ -1,000 MPa. A similar value 
remains after deep rolling with the rolling pressure pdr = 10 MPa. However, here a slight 
compressive residual stress state is evident at deeper edge zone depths in contrast to the initial 
condition. For the deep rolling setup with pdr = 40 MPa, a similar value of σx ≈ -1,000 MPa is again 
present at the surface. Here, the maximum residual compressive stresses are, at a depth z = 60 µm, 
at σx ≈ -1,240 MPa. In the range z > 150 µm, however, the test setup with lower pdr = 10 MPa 
exhibits greater residual compressive stresses. 
Discussion 
The surface integrity of powder-metallurgical S390 with an initial hardness of 722 HV30 
(61.1 HRC) and an arithmetical height of 0.44 µm can be significantly modified by hydrodynamic 
deep rolling. With regard to the smoothing of roughness peaks, large rolling ball diameters and a 
small step over distance have a particularly positive effect. Minimal roughness can be achieved 
with small rolling ball diameters, but not with large step over distances. Since the influence of 
rolling pressure on roughness does not show a clear tendency, it can also be assumed that the 
rolling force, which is proportional to the rolling pressure, has only a subordinate influence in the 
parameter space considered. It remains unclear to what extent a further reduction in step over 
distance or larger rolling ball diameters will cause further smoothing. 

The results of the waviness analysis show that the spherical ball impression is not introduced 
into the surface as a distinct path. It is not possible to create a defined path as an impression of the 
rolling ball at the high initial hardness. Otherwise, the length of the dominant waviness would 
result directly from the step over distance used. Since this is possible at lower initial hardness, it 
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can be assumed that the tool is deflected by the material accumulation next to the rolling path that 
occurs during deep rolling. 

The increase in hardness was achieved in particular by using large rolling ball diameters and 
rolling pressures. A more detailed examination reveals that the rolling ball diameter has only a 
minor influence, since the maximum hardness increase was not achieved with the largest rolling 
ball diameter and large hardness increases were achieved independently from the ball diameter. 
Since neither the rolling pressure nor the rolling force are the main influencing parameters, it can 
be assumed that the surface pressure present in the contact has a decisive influence. 

By comparing HV5 and HV30 test results, it could be shown that the near-surface edge zone 
achieves a higher hardness than deeper material regions. Furthermore, the HV5 and HV30 test 
values converge strongly with increasing rolling pressure and increasing rolling ball diameter. This 
circumstance shows that with increasing rolling pressure and increasing rolling ball diameter, 
deeper edge zone layers (tested with HV30) reach a similarly high hardness as the near-surface 
edge zone region (tested with HV5). The work hardening is introduced correspondingly deeper 
into the workpiece. 

Furthermore, it was found that despite the comparatively low rolling force of 208 N, high 
residual compressive stresses of over 1,100 MPa were introduced into the surface-near edge zone. 
In contrast to the hardness increase, which was already significant at a rolling force of 52 N, the 
same parameter setup shows a clear but only slight residual compressive stress introduction. Due 
to the significantly higher hardness values achieved with a larger rolling ball diameter and greater 
rolling force, it can be assumed that, with appropriate parameter selection, significantly higher 
residual compressive stresses will also occur. 
Summary 
In order to achieve the overall objective of increasing the strength of fine blanking punches with 
regard to abrasive wear, an experimental study was carried out in this paper. The cause-effect 
relationships determined are used to design a knowledge-based deep rolling process that increases 
the service life of fine blanking punches by specifically modifying the surface integrity. 

Since it can be assumed that low roughness, high hardness values, and the highest possible near-
surface compressive residual stresses lead to high strength, several recommendations can be made 
for the design of a suitable deep rolling process: 

• Minimum roughness can be achieved with any rolling ball diameter. The main parameter 
influencing the resulting roughness is the step over distance, which should be selected as 
small as possible. 

• High hardness increases can be induced in particular with high rolling pressures. In 
addition, high rolling pressure causes deeper work hardening.  

• Larger rolling ball diameters tend to have a positive effect on hardness, but maximum 
hardness is not achieved at the largest rolling ball diameter selected. It is assumed that in 
the process the highest possible surface pressure leads to large increases in hardness. 

• Significant residual compressive stresses occur even at low rolling forces. It can also be 
assumed that higher and deeper residual compressive stresses are produced with greater 
energy input. 

For the design of a fine blanking die, the hardness to which the material is to be set before deep 
rolling must be taken into account. In addition, a suitable cutting edge rounding must be selected, 
taking into account the macroscopic deformation caused by deep rolling. 

Based on the known phenomenological relationships, it can be assumed that increased strength 
can be achieved by the shown modifications of the surface integrity. Nevertheless, it remains to 
provide this evidence experimentally. For this purpose, the possible change in surface integrity 
due to the subsequent coating process must be determined. Subsequently, practical fine blanking 
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tests must be carried out on higher-strength sheets in order to provide practical proof of the strength 
increase. 
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Abstract. The effect of current pulse application on the mechanical behaviour and plasticity of the 
5754 aluminium alloy was studied. Tensile and deep drawing tests were conducted. The 5754 
aluminium alloy in two different states of hardening was used: H111 and H22. The results show 
that the application of current pulses can significantly increase the plasticity of the examined alloys 
in the case of the tensile test. The dynamic recovery process is the main process responsible for 
the increase in plasticity of the material. However, in the case of the deep drawing process, it was 
observed that the increase in the material formability is low, and further studies are needed. 
Introduction 
Aluminium alloys have become very popular in the automotive industry owing to their good 
specific strength and corrosion resistance. However, the formability of many aluminium alloys at 
room temperature is low [1,2]. Warm and hot forming methods are applied in metal forming 
processes because they improve the formability of materials such as aluminium or magnesium 
alloys [3]. However, these methods have many drawbacks, such as increased adhesion of the die 
and decreased die strength and lubrication effectiveness [4]. 

Electrically-Assisted Forming (EAF) is proposed as an alternative method to the warm and hot 
forming methods. It is commonly known that the application of current pulses during plastic 
forming of metals can significantly increase their formability, reduce flow stress, and avoid or 
reduce some of the above-mentioned drawbacks [5–7]. Jeong et al. [8] showed that the application 
of current pulses during tension can increase the material elongation by over 200% in the case of 
the 5052-H32 aluminium alloy (AA) [9] and the as-extruded AZ91 magnesium alloy. Because this 
significant increase of the material plasticity during EAF processes cannot be explained only by 
the simple Joule heat law, many scientists have tried to explain this phenomenon [10]. There is 
still no unequivocal proof of existence of non-thermal effects such as the electroplastic effect [11], 
the magnetoplastic effect [12] or others [13]. The microscale Joule heat theory, more popular in 
the recent years, has been confirmed by the simulation [14], grain boundary melting [15] or such 
processes as dynamic recovery and recrystallization [8,16]. However, it does not explain all the 
observed phenomena [16]. Recently, it has been proved that the application of even low energy 
current pulses can lead to defect reconfiguration and a change in the dislocation pattern [17–19]. 

Many industrial metal forming processes have been supported by the application of current 
pulses. EAF processes such as wire drawing [20,21] or rolling [22,23] have been successfully 
realized. However, more difficult processes, in terms of EAF, such as deep drawing and press 
stamping, still need to be developed due to the unsatisfactory results. Only in the case of 
magnesium alloys the increase of plasticity has been meaningful [24,25]. In the electrically-
assisted deep drawing processes, the following problems should still be overcome: excessive heat 
transfer from the sample to the dies, limited possibility of measuring the temperature or the need 
to apply higher currents [26–28]. 
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Materials and Methods 
The tested material was the 5754 aluminium alloy, delivered in two different states of hardening: 
H111 and H22. The thickness of both as-received sheets was 1 mm. In the present work, two 
different electrically-assisted forming processes were conducted: the tensile test and the deep 
drawing test. The tensile samples with a gauge length of 75 mm and a gauge width of 12 mm were 
prepared by way of milling along the rolling direction of the sheet. The tensile tests were performed 
at a strain rate of 0.0025 s-1 until fracture using an INSTRON 3369 tensile machine.  

The deep drawing tests were carried out at the punch speed of 0.4 mm/s until fracture using an 
Erichsen 142 Sheet Metal Testing Machine. The experimental study proved that a greater contact 
between the sample and the dies results in more heat transfer. Therefore, to avoid excessive heat 
transfer from the sample to the dies, the Erichsen machine was working in the sheet holder quick 
release (SHQR) mode. This means that, when the set draw depth is reached, the blank holder force 
is released, and the test continues until stopped. For the same reason, the dies were made of 
stainless steel because of its low thermal conductivity and high electrical resistance. Before the 
SHQR, the blank holder force was 35 and 40 kN, in the case of the H111 and the H22 state, 
respectively. A circular punch with a diameter of 30 mm and a radius of 4 mm as well as a matrix 
with a diameter of 33.5 mm and a radius of 4 mm were used in the deep drawing tests. A special 
sample, with experimentally fitted dimensions visible in Fig. 1, was used for the tests. The distance 
of 130 mm (Fig. 1) is the distance between the edges of the electrodes attached to the sample. The 
central, circular part of the sample with a radius of 32 mm was cut on the sides in order to obtain 
the highest current density. The dies were isolated from the machine. The sample mounted to the 
electrodes before the deep drawing process is visible in Fig. 2. 

During all the tests, the electric pulses were generated by a self-constructed current pulse 
generator working at 2.52 V [29] and applied to the sample through copper electrodes attached to 
it. The applied current was pulsed with a pulse duration of td and a period of tp, and its shape was 
created by the function generator device. The first pulse of electric current was applied after a time 
of tp from the beginning of the tensile test, and from the moment of sheet holder force release in 
the case of deep drawing. An oscilloscope and a Rogowski coil were used to measure the current 
flowing through the samples. Each test was repeated three times. One side of the sample was 
sprayed with black paint, and its temperature was measured by a FLIR T440 infrared thermal 
imaging camera during the test. 

The microstructural observations of the selected specimens were conducted with a VEGA3 
TESCAN Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) operating at 20 kV, and equipped with an 
Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) detector (Oxford Instruments). Mechanical grinding 
and electrolytic polishing using A2 Struers reagent were applied to prepare the specimen surfaces 
for the EBSD analysis. The applied step size was 0.2 µm. In the case of the non-EA specimen, the 
single-iteration grain dilation cleanup procedure was performed only one time and affected less 
than 4% of the measurement pixels. 
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Fig. 1. The shape and dimensions (in mm) of the samples used in the deep drawing tests. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The setup of the deep drawing sample before the process. 

Results and Discussion 
One of the most important current parameters in the EAF processes is the current density. Here, 
the nominal current density is defined as the current measured by the Rogowski coil divided by 
the cross-sectional area of the sample. The obtained values of the current density, depending on 
the applied process type and current parameters, are given in Table 1 and 2. Note that the current 
density in the case of deep drawing is about four times lower than in the case of the tensile test as 
a result of a four time higher width of the deep drawing samples and no possibility to increase the 
current. Therefore, as can be seen in Table 1 and 2, the pulses were applied more often in the case 
of deep drawing. 

 
Table 1. Influence of current parameters on the current density for tensile test. 

td / tp [ms / s] Current density [A/mm2] 
 5754-H111 5754-H22 

 400 / 50 190 - 
 400 / 24 - 200 

 
Table 2. Influence of current parameters on the current density for deep drawing test. 

td / tp [ms / s] Current density [A/mm2] 
 5754-H111 5754-H22 

400 / 2 

45 45   400 / 1.2 
  500 / 2.5 
  500 / 1.5 
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The engineering stress-strain curves of AA5754-H111 and AA5754-H22 with and without the 
current pulse application are shown in Fig. 3a-b. It is clearly seen that the application of the current 
pulses increase the material elongation. As can be seen, when the current pulse is applied, 
immediately, the engineering stress decreases and the temperature increases. The significant 
engineering stress drop is, among others, correlated with the sample’s thermal expansion. 
However, before the next pulse application, the temperature drops almost to the room value. In the 
case of the annealed state (H111), the average value of engineering strain increased from 22.86 to 
32.73% (increase to about 143% of the basic value). However, in the case of the hardened alloy 
(H22), the  

 

  
Fig. 3. Engineering stress-strain curves of 5754 AA in the a) H111 and b) H22 state with and 

without current application. 
 

average value of engineering strain increased from 12.27 to 27.13% (increase to about 221% of 
the basic value). It is worth mentioning that the ratio of td/tp was 1/60 in the case of the hardened 
alloy, and it was the best ratio in terms of increasing the material elongation. Nevertheless, in the 
case of the annealed alloy the similar increase the material elongation occurred for a wide range 
of td/tp ratios. The average values of the maximal registered temperatures during tensile tests were 
364 and 390ºC, for AA5754-H111 and AA5754-H22, respectively. However, in both cases, the 
average temperature during all the tensile tests was under 200ºC, which is generally a lower 
temperature than the warm forming temperature for these alloys. 

Fig. 4a-b present the deep drawing force-displacement curves of the 5754 aluminium alloy. The 
force represents the force at the punch in the deep drawing process and the displacement is the 
displacement of the punch, which corresponds with the depth of the drawpiece. The SHQR took 
places 5.4 and 3.4 mm from the beginning of the tests for the annealed and the hardened alloy, 
respectively. The above-mentioned values were experimentally designated, and the obvious 
decrease of the force corresponds to the SHQR moment. Unlike the tensile tests, in the deep 
drawing tests, the application of the current pulses did not lead to a significant increase of the 
drawpieces’ heights. Only in one case, the height of the drawpiece increased noticeably, when the 
500 ms/1.5 s current parameters were applied to the 5754-H111 aluminium alloy (Fig. 4a). In this 
case, the displacement at the punch increased about 8% in comparison with the baseline value  
(Fig. 5a), but in other cases, the displacement increase or decrease were not greater than 2%  
(Fig. 5a-b). The average values of the maximal registered temperatures during the deep drawing 
tests, for the different current parameters, are presented in Fig. 6a-b. The temperature did not 
exceed 80ºC in any case. A picture of an example drawpiece of 5754-H22 AA is visible in Fig. 7. 
A characteristic fracture is visible on the top edge of the drawpiece. 
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Fig. 4. Deep drawing force-displacement curves of 5754 AA in the a) H111 and b) H22 state 

with and without current application. 

  
Fig. 5. Influence of the current parameters on the height of the drawpieces of 5754 AA  

in the a) H111 and b) H22 state. 
 

  
Fig. 6. Influence of the current parameters on the maximal temperature of the drawpieces of 

5754 AA in the a) H111 and b) H22 state. 
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Fig. 7. The example drawpiece of 5754-H22 AA. 

  
Even if the application of the current pulses leads to a significant increase of the material 

elongation in the tensile tests, it is difficult to reproduce the same conditions and results in the deep 
drawing process. The current density present during deep drawing is about four times lower than 
in the case of a tensile, and it is the main reason for the insignificant increase of the material 
formability. Low current density resulted in low temperature of the tested samples, which did not 
increase even when the pulses were applied more often. Finally, the dynamic recovery and 
recrystallization processes cannot take place and increase the material plasticity when the 
temperature is too low. The solution of the above-mentioned problems will be the application of a 
large high-current pulse generator, with the possibility of applying high currents. However, this 
solution increases the process costs and makes it more difficult, yet it will be necessary in potential 
industrial applications. 

The highest increase of the material plasticity, owing to the pulsed current application, occurred 
in the case of the 5754-H22 AA tensile sample. Therefore, the specimens from the 5754-H22 AA 
tensile tests were selected for the microstructural analysis. In order to better analyze the effect of 
the current pulses on the structural changes, two additional tests were conducted. In the first case, 
the EA tensile test was immediately stopped after the fourth pulse application (Fig. 3b). It 
happened at 90% elongation of the EA tensile sample. In the second case, the non-EA tensile 
sample was stretched to a 90% value of its initial elongation and then the test was also stopped. 
The specimens for the microstructural analysis were cut from the middle of the above-mentioned 
tensile samples. 

The Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps of the non-EA and EA specimens are presented in Fig. 8 
a) and b), respectively. Due to the high deformation of the crystal lattice, the initial Hit Rate value 
of the non-EA specimen was only about 60%, which is typical for highly deformed materials. 
Although the EA specimen was deformed to a greater extent (about two times greater elongation, 
Fig. 3b), the obtained Hit Rate in this case was more than 80%. It means that the crystal lattice 
deformation is lower than for the specimen without the current application. If the material has been 
deformed more, but its lattice is less deformed, then the application of the current pulses and the 
increase of temperature resulting from it lead to a lattice structure rebuild. The IPF maps represent 
the above-mentioned case. 

Many small grains are visible (Fig. 8b) at grain boundaries of the big and medium size grains 
in the case of specimen with the pulsed current application. It could mean that the dynamic 
recrystallization process occurred, especially because, for a while, the temperature during the EA 
tensile tests reached the value of 0.6Tm, where Tm is the homologous temperature of aluminium. 
However, a more detailed analysis is needed to verify this hypothesis. 

To analyze the recrystallization process, the Grain Orientation Spread (GOS) parameter was 
used. Generally, it is assumed that the GOS parameter for recrystallized grains is less than 1.5-2 º. 
However, this threshold value in the literature ranges from 1 to 3 º [9,30]. In this study the 
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Fig. 8. IPF maps of 5754-H22 AA from a stopped a) non-EA and b) EA tensile test. 

 
recrystallized grains are defined by the GOS less than 1.5 º. The GOS map of non-pulsed specimen 
is presented in Fig. 9a. It is clearly seen that the most grains are characterized by the GOS higher 
than 2 º, and only about 13% indexed pixels - by the GOS less than 1.5 º. It could mean that these 
grains with lower GOS parameter were not deformed or deformed in a small range. Completely 
different results are shown by the GOS map of the pulsed specimen (Fig. 9b). The effect of 
temperature resulted in a significant increase in the surface of grains, with the GOS less than 1.5 
º. It this case about 62% indexed pixels is characterized by the GOS less than 1.5 º. However, 
mainly the large grains take small values of the GOS parameter. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the intense dynamic recovery process occurred in these large grains. This recovery process led 
to a structure rebuild of the crystal lattice in grains and thus to the low GOS parameter. On the 
other hand, many small grains with the GOS less than 1.5 º are visible at grain boundaries of the 
bigger grains. It could mean that the dynamic recrystallization process started in these places, 
however, a more detailed analysis using transmission electron microscopy should be performed to 
prove it. 

 

 
Fig. 9. GOS maps of 5754-H22 AA from a stopped a) non-EA and b) EA tensile test. 
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Summary 
In the present work, electrically-assisted tensile tests and deep drawing processes of the 5754 
aluminium alloy in different states of hardening were carried out. The main conclusions are: 

1. The application of current pulses can lead to a significant increase of the material 
elongation in the tensile test, especially in the case of the H22 state. 

2. The EBSD analysis proved that the intense dynamic recovery is the main factor responsible 
for the structure rebuild of the crystal lattice and thus the increase of the material plasticity. 

3. The application of the sheet holder quick release mode, new in terms of electrically-assisted 
forming, can lead to a decrease of the excessive heat transfer from sample to the dies. 

4. The application of the current pulses did not lead to a significant increase of the material 
formability in the case of the deep drawing process. The main difficulties in effective 
implementation of the electrically-assisted deep drawing processes are the necessity of the 
application of high currents and an excessive heat transfer from the sample to the  
stamping dies. 
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Abstract. The effect of the shear angle in shearing on the stretch flangeability of 980 MPa ultra-
high strength steel sheets was examined. The sheared edges of the ultra-high strength steel sheets 
sheared at different shear angles were investigated, and then the cracking on the sheared edge after 
stretch flanging was observed. The length of the fracture surface in the sheared edge was decreased 
by shearing with the punch with a shear angle, whereas many cracks and burrs at the edge of the 
fracture surface were caused, and the boundary between the burnished and fracture surfaces 
became rougher. In stretch flanging, the cracks in the fracture bottom side rapidly increased with 
the bending length. The stretch flangeability increased at a shear angle, where the number of cracks 
per unit length was the highest, i.e. this indicates that the large number of cracks in the sheared 
edge were effective in suppressing penetration cracking to fracture in the stretch flanging. 
Introduction 
To improve the fuel consumption of automobiles, the reduction in weight is intensively required 
in the automobile industry. To reduce the weight, the application to automotive parts using high 
strength and ultra-high strength steel sheets increases. The ultra-high strength steel sheet having a 
tensile strength above 1000 MPa is effective for automotive parts. However, in cold stamping of 
ultra-high strength steel sheets, there are many resolving problems such as large stamping load [1], 
large springback [2], low formability [3], tool failure [4] and hydrogen-induced delayed fracture 
[5]. 
Steel sheets are typically cut by shearing, and then are formed by stamping to the parts. When steel 
sheets are bent into a concave shape in stamping, tensile stress are generated at the concave shape 
edges. Because the sheared edge of the sheet has large plastic deformation and fracture in shearing, 
the sheared edge qualities was usually changed. Yagita et al. [6] showed that the sheared edge of 
the ultra-high strength steel sheets was affected by the shear angle in the punch and the 
blankholding force. The sheared edge qualities for edge cracking in the hole expansion [7] and the 
stretch flange abilities [8] were investigated. Sartkulvanich et al. [9] showed that the damage value 
is related to the blanking clearance in the hole expansion of 590 MPa steel sheet. 

On the other hand, the studies have been performed to improve stretch flanging ability through 
material composition and crystalline structure. Pan et al. [10] produced 780 MPa steel sheet with 
different compositions and showed that stretch flangeability was affected by the strength 
difference between ferrite and martensite, and that the addition of Nb could increase ferrite strength 
and improve stretch flangeability. Gwon et al. [11] showed that in the stretch flanging of TWIP 
steels, cracking occurs mainly at the grain boundaries between ferrite and martensite, and that 
grain refinement can improve stretch flangeability. Choi et al. [12] stretch flanged three different 
types of steel sheets and showed that the alternation of FCC and BCC layers in the steel resulted 
in lower stretch flangeability due to voids at the phase interfaces. Wang et al. [13] improved the 
stretch flangeability of TRIP steel by annealing the steel to generate a banded structure of soft 
ferrite phases, which caused cracks to propagate in the rolling direction. 
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A schematic illustration of crack initiation in a stretch flanging is shown in Fig. 1. In stretch 
flanging, a tensile stress is generated at the blank edge, which is deformed in bending. If the 
roughness of the sheared edge is large, cracks will occur in the product after stretch flanging, 
triggered by cracks at the blank edge. If the cracks penetrate, the product will be defective, so it is 
necessary to stretch flange the product to prevent the cracks from penetration. Since the presence 
of cracks on sheared surfaces increases the 
potential for crack penetration, it is important to 
investigate the formation of cracks by shear and 
their expansion by stretch flanging. 

In this paper, the sheared edges of ultra-high-
strength blanks sheared at different shear angles 
were investigated, and the size of the cracks 
when stretch-flanged was observed. 

 
Materials and Methods 
The mechanical properties of the sheet measured by uniaxial tension test are shown in Table 1. 
The sheet that the nominal tensile strength was 980 MPa was used. Steel sheet was galvanized 
alloy zinc (GA) steel sheet. The nominal thickness was 1.2 mm. 
 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of steel sheets. 

Steel 
sheets 

Thickness 
[mm] Galvannealed Tensile 

strength [MPa] 
Elongation 

[%] 
Reduction 
in area [%] 

n-value 
[-] 

980 
MPa 1.20 Yes 1003 14.1 58.5 0.128 

 
The method of measuring cracks in the stretch flanging of a sheared steel sheets is shown  

in Fig. 2. A 150 mm wide steel sheet was sheared to an appropriate length, and the sheared edges 
were observed. The sheared steel sheets were then stretch flanged, and cracks were observed at the 
bending deformed edges. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Method of measuring cracks in stretch flanging of sheared steel sheets. 

 
Shearing conditions are shown in Fig. 3. Each steel sheet was sheared by a die mounted on a 

servo press (AMADA, SDE-8018). The mean punch speed was 90 mm/s, the shear angles of the 
punches α, were 0.0, 0.5, and 1.5°, and the clearance between the punch and die was 0.12 mm. The 
steel sheets were fixed to the die by a blankholder bolted to the die. Counter blocks of urethane 
rubber (Shore hardness A90) were attached to the under the punch to prevent steel sheets from 
dropping. 

 

Fig. 1. Crack initiation in stretch 
flanging. 
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Fig. 3. Shearing conditions. 

 
Stretch flanging conditions are shown in Fig. 4. Each steel sheet was stretch flanged by a die 

mounted on a servo press (AMADA, SDE-1522). The punch and die had a center angle of 155°, 
the center was rounded at R50, and the clearance was 1.32 mm. The maximum distance between 
the sheared edges of the steel sheets and the center of the die was defined as the bend length l. The 
steel sheets were formed in 5 mm increments from 15 mm to 45 mm.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Stretch flanging conditions. 

 
The steel sheets were mounted on the die by blankholders bolted to the die under two 

conditions: the fracture top side, where the fracture surface was inside the bend, and the fracture 
bottom side, where the fracture surface was outside the bend. Anti-rust oil was used as the 
lubricant. 
 
Results 
Sheared Edges of Steel Sheets. The shearing load - 
punch stroke curve is shown in Fig. 5. The peak 
shearing load increases with decreasing shear angle, 
whereas the total stroke decreases. 

The sheared edges are shown in Fig. 6(a) to 6(c), 
and the qualities of sheared edges of sheared sheets 
are summarized in Fig. 6(d). The sheared edges 
consisted of the rollover, the burnished surface, and 
the fracture surface. The ratio of burnished surface 
was increased by shearing with the punch with 
shear angle, i.e. the ratio of fracture surface was Fig. 5. Shearing load - punch stroke curve. 
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decreased. In particular, the burnished surface ratio was highest at α =0.5°. 

 
Fig. 6. Sheared edges and quality of sheared edge of sheared sheet. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Maximum crack height and burr height. 

 
In the fracture surface of the sheared edges, cracks that extend into the inside of the fracture 

surface and small burrs at the edges of the fracture surface were observed. The crack height was 
defined as the length of the crack from the bottom edge of the fracture surface. The burr height 
was the length of the burr from the sheet bottom surface. The maximum crack height and burr 
height sheared at each shear angles are shown in Fig. 7, and the number of cracks per unit width 
was shown in Fig. 8. The maximum crack height and burr height in the sheared edge with the 
punch having the shear angle were larger than those in the sheared edge in α = 0.0°. The cracks 
per unit width in α = 0.5° was the largest. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Number of cracks per unit width. 
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The boundary edges between the burnished and fractured surfaces of the sheared edge are 
shown in Fig. 9. The burnished surfaces with the punch having the shear angle were rougher. The 
boundary edge between the burnished and fractured surfaces was rough with a punch having the 
shear angle α = 0.5°.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Boundary between burnished and fractured surfaces. 

 
Cracks after stretch flanging. The stretch flanging ratio with α = 0.0°, the fracture bottom and l 

= 45 mm is shown in Fig. 10. The stretch flanging ratio was calculated by the difference of gage 
length on the blank before and after stretch flanging. The initial gage length s was 2 mm. The 
stretch flanging ratio was the largest at the center of the blank, and deformation was concentrated 
in a range of approximately -15 mm to +15 mm from the center. 

The definition of the crack height after stretch flanging is shown in Fig. 11. Cracks were 
observed at the bending center of the stretch flanging, and the maximum crack height was 
classified into the following three types; 

i) No cracks: crack height less than 100 µm, 
ii) Cracking: crack height larger than 100 µm that do not penetrate in the thickness direction, 
iii) Penetration: cracks penetrating in the direction of the sheet thickness. 

Cracks were further classified into two types with a threshold value of 300 µm (1/4 of the sheet 
thickness). 

 

 
Fig. 10. Stretch flanging ratio with α = 0.0°, fracture bottom side and l = 45 mm. 
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Fig. 11. Definition of crack height after stretch flanging. 

 
The crack heights after stretch flanging on the fracture top and bottom sides are shown in Fig. 

12. For both the conditions, as the bending length increased, the crack heights in the sheared edges 
increased at α = 0.0° and 1.5°, although the cracks did not penetrate. On the other hand, the 
increment of crack height at 0.5° was small. The crack height after stretch flanging was affected 
by the sheared edge cut by the punch with the shear angle.  

 

 
Fig. 12. Crack heights after stretch flanging on the fracture top and bottom sides. 

 
The maximum crack heights for each shear angle after stretch flanging are shown in Fig. 13. A 

maximum crack height in the sheared edge after stretch flanging was measured in each bending 
length. On the fracture top side, the maximum crack heights tended to increase as the bending 
length increased, especially in α =  0.0° and 1.5°. On the fracture bottom side, the maximum crack 
height was large in α = 0.0°, whereas, the height did not increase significantly. On the other hand, 
in α = 0.5° and 1.5°, the maximum crack heights increased with increasing bending length, 
especially at l = 45mm where the crack extended significantly in α = 1.5°. It seems that the 
maximum crack height and the increment of the height in α = 0.5° were small, although the 
increment was depending on the sheared edge and the bending side. 
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Fig. 13. Maximum crack heights for each shear angle. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Edge cracks after stretch flanging with l = 45 mm. 

 
The edge cracks after stretch flanging for each shear angle at l = 45 mm are shown in Fig. 14. 

Not only in the fracture surface but also in the boundary portion between the burnished and 
fractured surfaces, the cracks occurred. Although the large cracks with small number are observed 
in α = 0.0° and 1.5°, the small cracks with large number in fracture surface are observed in α = 
0.5°. It seems that a large number of initial cracks as shown in Fig. 8 in the sheared edge distributed 
the deformation in stretch flanging, and then the occurrence of the large crack was prevented.  
Summary 
In this paper, the edges of ultra-high-strength blanks sheared with three different shear angles were 
investigated, and then the size and growth of the cracks in the sheared edge after stretch flanging 
were observed, with the following results: 
1) The ratio of burnished surface was increased by shearing with the punch with shear angle, i.e. 

the ratio of fracture surface was decreased, and in particular, the burnished surface ratio was 
highest in the shear angle of 0.5°. 

2) The crack height increase after stretch flanging was suppressed in the shear angle of 0.5° in 
both the fracture top and bottom sides. 
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3) It seemed that the maximum crack height and the crack increment in the shear angle of 0.5° 
after stretch flanging were small, although the increment of the maximum crack height was 
depending on the sheared edge and the bending side. 

4) It seemed that a large number of cracks are effective in suppressing penetration cracking caused 
in stretch flanging, because the stretch flangeability increased in the shear angle of 0.5°, where 
the number of cracks per unit length were the largest. 
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Abstract. Flow forming is a cold deformation process in which hollow cylindrical or conical parts 
with different geometric configurations are produced using tools such as balls, rollers, or flow 
forming wheels on specialized mandrels. Because it enables the production of parts without any 
further modifications or with minimal modifications before their use in service, the process is 
categorized as an NSF technology (net-shape forming), and therefore the flow formed parts can be 
considered as a final product. The aim of this study is to investigate the microstructure and 
mechanical properties of a flow formed 6082 Al alloy, which was initially in W-temper condition. 
Hollow cylindrical preforms were first manufactured by machining, and subsequently solution 
heat treated and quenched. Then, the parts were flow formed with 3 different reduction ratios (45%, 
55% and 65%) prior to aging at 177 °C for 8 h to achieve T8 temper condition. Microstructures of 
the flow formed parts were examined by an optical microscope, and hardness and tensile tests were 
conducted. The results revealed that increasing reduction ratio slightly decreases hardness and 
strength with almost constant ductility. 
Introduction 
Al-Mg-Si alloys (6xxx series alloys) are commonly used heat treatable Al alloys because they offer 
a combination of high strength, high corrosion resistance, good weldability and low density. In 
order to obtain appropriate mechanical strength, 6xxx Al alloys are frequently extruded, shaped, 
and then artificially aged. During these forming processes, the material is subjected to different 
levels of stress and deformation, precipitation of the second phases occurs in the microstructure of 
the deformed material during subsequent aging, and the pre-deformation history significantly 
affects the precipitation behavior and the aging response [1]. Cold working after solution heat 
treatment and quenching causes nucleation sites for finer precipitates, which further increases 
strength [2]. 

The flow forming is a metal forming method which is used to produce hollow cylindrical parts 
or conical elements by using tools in the form of balls, rollers, or flow forming wheels on a 
particular mandrel. In order to extrude the material under pressure in the axial direction, the 
material must first be brought to the state of plastic flow. As a result, the workpiece’s length 
increases and its diameter decreases [3]. During flow forming, the amount of applied plastic 
deformation is controlled by various process parameters. The most important parameter among 
them is reduction ratio, namely, percent deformation through the thickness direction. 
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Most of the studies concerning flow forming processes include surface roughness prediction 
depending on the flow forming parameters [4], residual stress estimation [5], forming forces 
arising from the process variables, and investigation the relationships between the microstructure 
and the mechanical properties of flow formed materials. In this context, De et al [4] investigated 
the surface roughness of an H30 aluminum alloy after being flow formed, and established a 
correlation between the surface roughness and the flow forming parameters. Srivastwa et al [6] 
measured the flow forming forces depending on the feed rate and the rotational speed of the 
mandrel during flow forming process of 2014 and 7075 Al alloys in annealed condition. They 
found that effect of varying feed rate had a higher effect on the resulting forming forces than the 
effect of the varying rotational speed. They also reported that axial force was the dominant force 
with respect to radial and circumferential forces. Haghshenas et al [7] investigated the mechanical 
properties 5052 and 6061 Al alloys after 20 to 60% flow forming. They reported that the yield 
strength of both alloys increased after the flow forming, with the increment in 5052 Al alloy was 
47% higher than that of 6061 alloy due to a higher strain hardening coefficient of 5052 Al alloy. 
Gao et al [8] investigated the effect of recrystallization and solution annealing heat treatments on 
the microstructures and mechanical properties of a flow formed 2219 Al alloy. They reported that 
the flow forming increased strength and decreased ductility. Following the recrystallization 
annealing at 435°C for 30 min, strength of the flow formed samples decreased first, and increased 
again with increased recrystallization temperature. For the solution annealing heat treatment 
conducted after the flow forming, both strength and ductility increased with increasing solution 
annealing temperature. As seen from the previous works, aluminum alloys were subjected to flow 
forming process to investigate their response to flow forming in the view point of their surface 
quality and the final mechanical properties after being flow formed. It is therefore, the main aim 
of the present work is to investigate the effect of reduction ratio during flow forming process, and 
subsequent aging on the microstructure and mechanical properties of a 6082 Al alloy. 
Experimental Procedure 
6082 Al preform tubes were first solution annealed (W-temper condition) at 530 °C for 1 h, and 
then quenched in 20 vol.% polymer containing water [9]. The flow forming process was performed 
on solution treated alloy in W-temper condition in three different reduction ratios (45%, 55% and 
65%), and finally the tubes were aged at 177°C for 8 h. Fig. 1 shows an image of preform material 
(left) and flow-formed materials (with increasing reduction ratio from left to right). The preform 
and the flow formed tubes were hereafter designated as Preform, S45, S55 and S65 samples 
according to the reduction ratio. 

 
Fig. 1. General view of the preform (left) and flow formed 6082 Al tubes with increasing 

reduction ratios of 45%, 55%, and 65% from left to right. 
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Microstructures of the preform and the flow formed samples were examined under an Olympus 
BX53M optical microscope after being prepared by standard metallographic procedure [10] and 
etched by 25 s immersion into the Groesbeck's reagent (100 ml water, 4 g NaOH, 4 g KMnO4). 
Hardness of the samples was measured by an Emco Test DuraScan 20 tester using a Vickers 
pyramid indenter and 300 g load according to ASTM E384 standard [11]. The hardness 
measurement was carried out through the thickness of the samples at regular intervals from the 
outer surface (in contact with the rollers) to the inner surface (in contact with the mandrel). The 
tensile tests were conducted on an Instron 3382 model universal testing machine using the samples, 
which were prepared according to ASTM E8/E8M standard [12] in the longitudinal direction to 
the forming direction. 
Results and Discussions 
Fig. 2 shows optical micrographs of the flow formed samples. As seen in Fig. 2a, the grains are 
clearly visible in S45 sample, as being approximately 20 µm length and 5 µm width grains, which 
were elongated along the flow direction. In the microstructures of S55 and S65 samples (Fig. 2b 
and c), the reduction ratio was higher, and the grains were not clearly visible due to higher amount 
of reduction on those samples. Despite all samples were subjected to aging heat treatment at 177°C 
for 8 h, there was no recrystallization in the microstructures due to a lower temperature of aging, 
which is insufficient for recrystallization. Considering the fact that recrystallization takes place 
easier when the reduction rate increases [13], it was seen that even 65% of reduction in the 
thickness direction did not lead to recrystallization of the samples. 

 

  

 

Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of the flow formed samples (a) S45, (b) S55, and (c) S65. 
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Table 1 lists the hardness of the flow formed samples. It is interesting to note that hardness of 
the flow formed and the aged samples slightly reduced when the reduction ratio increased. On the 
other hand, even though hardness of S45 sample close to the inner surface was slightly higher, 
there was no clear correlation between the hardness values depending on the hardness 
measurement locations. 
 

Table 1. Hardness measurements of the flow formed and aged samples. 

Hardness measurement 
locations 

Hardness, HV0.3 

S45 S55 S65 

1 (close to outer surface) 99 92 93 

2 103 96 96 

3 98 93 99 

4 101 92 93 

5 (close to inner surface) 110 93 95 
 
Tensile test results are listed in Table 2, and the stress – strain graphs are presented in Fig. 3. 

Similar to the hardness variation, strength values of S45 sample are slightly higher than those of 
S55 and S65 samples. However, the ductility, in terms of elongation, almost remained constant 
when the reduction ratio increases. Considering that lower reduction ratio results in a higher 
hardness and strength, and lack of hardness increment with increased reduction ratio, it was 
concluded that that age hardening mechanism is more effective than strain hardening mechanism 
in determining the final mechanical properties. 
 

Table 2. Tensile test results of the flow formed and aged samples. 

Properties S45 S55 S65 

Yield strength, [MPa] 272 262 268 

Ultimate tensile strength, [MPa] 290 275 282 

Elongation at fracture, [%] 11.8 11.3 10.8 
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Fig. 3. Stress strain graphs of the flow formed and aged samples. 

Summary 
The effect of cold deformation by the flow forming on microstructure and mechanical properties 
of a 6082 Al alloy after the aging was investigated. As the reduction ratio increases from 45% to 
65%, the grains are elongated along the flow direction. For lower reduction ratio (S45 sample), the 
grains are still visible, while, the grains were almost invisible in the samples subjected to reduction 
ratio (S55 and S65 samples). There was no recrystallization in the microstructures indicating the 
aging temperature (177°C) after the flow forming is insufficient for recrystallization to take place. 
Hardness and strength are the highest for the samples subjected to a lower reduction ratio during 
the flow forming. Increasing deformation slightly reduced hardness and strength, with exhibiting 
almost constant ductility. The obtained results finally indicate that age hardening mechanism in 
the present 6082 Al alloy is more effective in determining the final mechanical properties. 
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Abstract. CuZn30, which is also called cartridge brass, is an alloy used commonly in the 
production of large-calibre round cartridge cases. They are usually produced via cupping of a disc 
and consecutive deep drawing steps to decrease the wall thickness, with an annealing process in 
between each step to restore formability. In this study the manufacturing of cartridge brass 
(CuZn30) tubes is conducted through the flow forming process. In order to evaluate the flow 
forming behaviour, the preforms are manufactured by machining the CuZn30 billets, then the flow 
forming processes is applied. Thereafter, different temperature ranges (350, 450, and 550ºC for 1 
h) are applied to flow formed samples in order to determine the proper recrystallization annealing 
temperature. The obtained microstructures and the mechanical properties are studied and revealed 
that the flow forming process is successfully realized, and the microstructure of the material is 
mapped with respect to the subsequent heat treatment temperature for recrystallization. Spherical 
and new grains are precisely generated after recrystallization annealing at 450 and 550ºC, but only 
partial recrystallization is obtained at 350ºC.  
Introduction 
The alloy CuZn30, also known as cartridge brass, is best known for its use in the production of 
large-calibre round cartridge cases. In order to reduce the wall thickness in a series of deep drawing 
steps, they are typically produced by cupping a disc, followed by each deep drawing step being 
followed by an annealing step to regain formability [1]. 

Flow forming could also be a suitable alternative method for decreasing the wall thickness of 
the case. It is an efficient technique for manufacturing precision tubular products and is an 
incremental forming process in which the wall thickness of a product is decreased by passing 
rollers over the material once or multiple times [2]. For the flow forming process, in addition to 
process parameters such as the feed rate, rotation speed, and reduction ratio, which concern the 
process window, material properties are also a major factor that determines the process outcome. 
Bylya et al. [3] investigated the influence of the elastic-plastic properties on the formability of the 
material and pointed out resilience, strain hardening, and tensile area reduction as significant 
parameters, which affect the material’s ability to redistribute its volume along the mandrel. For a 
material with high strain hardening, the deformed material at the top strengthens and restricts the 
upward elastic expansion of the material at the bottom. This directs the expansion along the 
mandrel and allows large elongations under hydrostatic compression. A higher resilience means a 
higher elastic compression and, therefore, expansion. 

Cartridge brass has excellent cold forming and high strain hardening capability. However, its 
resilience is not as high as for example high strength steel due its lower yield strength. In this work, 
the flow forming behaviour of CuZn30 is studied considering its plastic properties within the scope 
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of cartridge case production as well as its recrystallization behaviour to determine the optimum 
process for the best final product. Heat treatment is required in between the cold forming steps for 
further forming by recrystallization and is usually done at around 500 to 650ºC for the deep 
drawing processes according to reduction ratios. [4]. 
Experimental Procedure 
CuZn30 alloy is procured in hot extruded condition. Optical emission spectroscopy is employed 
to confirm the material grade. The material composition matches with the composition of CuZn30 
(C26000) according to ASTM B19 as seen in Table 1 [5]. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of the preform. 

 Zn Pb Sn P Fe Ni Al Bi Cu 

Value [%] 28.67 0.022 0.014 0.004 0.023 0.01 0.0027 < 0.001 71.2066 

 

 
Fig. 1 Preform (PRE) part on the left and Flow-formed (FF1) on the right. 

 
For the flow forming operations, the materials are machined into preforms in the form of hollow 

cylinders closed at one end with an outer diameter of 125.20 mm, wall thickness of 5.2 mm and a 
length of 300 mm. Preform is then flow formed with a feed rate of 110 mm/sec and rotation speed 
of 160 rpm with 40% thickness reduction ratio at one cycle which are illustrated in Fig.1. In this 
work, a preform and a flow formed parts are investigated through the microstructural analysis and 
the mechanical testing. Metallographic specimens from longitudinal and transverse sections for 
each case is prepared according to ASTM E3 [6]. The specimens are etched with Klemm’s III 
Reagent 3 minutes and Acidic Ferric Chloride 1 minute by immersion, separately. After etching, 
microstructures are analyzed under an optical microscope, Olympus BX53M. The hardness 
measurements are conducted with a Vickers micro indentation method using EmcoTest DuraScan 
– 20 according to ASTM E384 [7]. For longitudinal and transverse sections of specimens, the 
hardness is measured 10 times, starting from the forming surface in contact with the rollers, along 
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the diameter at specified intervals. Tensile testing specimens are prepared by machining as shown 
in Fig. 2 and tested three times according to ASTM E8 [8] using an Instron 3382 model Universal 
Testing Machine. 

 
Fig. 2. The cutting position of the specimen for tensile testing (a); and (b) the specimen 

dimensions for tensile testing. 
 

To investigate the recrystallization behaviour, flow formed samples (abbreviated as FF1) with 
dimensions around 5x5 cm are cut for microstructure analysis and hardness measurements and 
tensile testing specimens are machined from the preform and the flow formed parts. After 
manufacturing the specimens, analysis and testing are carried out, afterwards, the specimens are 
subjected to recrystallization heat treatment by open atmosphere laboratory furnace. The data 
given for 40% cold worked CuZn30 (FF1) is used as a reference for determining the 
recrystallization heat treatment temperature. However, the recrystallization behaviour is expected 
to vary with the amount of cold work as plastic deformation increases the internal energy of the 
material. Three heat treatment temperatures, 350, 450 and 550°C, are determined for examination. 
The specimens are heated with a rate of 10°C/min and held at the respective temperatures for 1 
hour followed by air cooling. Microstructure analysis, hardness measurements and tensile tests of 
the heat-treated specimens are carried out accordingly. 
Results and Discussions 
The hardness of the preform is measured in the range of 75 – 85 HV. After the flow forming 
process, the hardness increased to 190 – 235 HV. Near the outer surface where the rollers contact 
occur, hardness is around 235 HV, and it drops to 190 HV at the inner surface which is in contact 
with the mandrel. The amount of deformation is higher at the outer surface where the force is 
applied by the rollers. The hardness values obtained from the longitudinal sections are similar to 
the transverse section. Microstructure image taken from the preform is presented in Fig. 3. CuZn30 
contains approximately 30% Zn. At this concentration, only α phase forms in the microstructure. 
As illustrated inn Fig. 3, α grains and annealing twins are observed. 
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Fig. 3. Microstructure images from transverse cross-sections of PRE-specimen at 100X, 
Klemm’s III Reagent-3min. 

The microstructures of flow formed FF1 samples are presented in Fig. 4. The effective 
hardening mechanism in CuZn30, which consists of a single phase, is deformation hardening. 
Since α phase has a low stacking fault energy, it is difficult for screw dislocations to perform a 
cross-slip. Due to this restriction in dislocation movement, the material has high strain hardening 
properties [9]. 

  

Fig. 4. Microstructure images from transverse cross-section of FF1 specimen at (a) 100X and 
(b) 50X, Acidic Ferric Chloride-1min. 

 
Since slip systems are limited in materials with low stacking fault energy, mechanical twins are 

observed in microstructure after the deformation. In flow formed sample (FF1), the mechanical 
twins are seen as thin parallel lines side by side. These are the local high shear strain zones seen 
in ductile materials that caused by a high amount of deformation [10]. The ultimate tensile strength 
(UTS) hardening exponent n of flow-formed (FF1) is calculated as 0.12 and as for the preform 
(PRE), it is calculated as 0.48. This shows that the preform has a higher strain hardening ability 
compared to FF1 specimen. 

Mechanical 
twins 

b 
 

a 
 

Annealing Twin 
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Fig. 5. Stress-strain curves of PRE and FF1 specimens. 

 
The hardness values of heat-treated parts at 350, 450 and 550ºC, are measured between 120 – 

130 HV, 90 – 110 HV and 75 – 90 HV respectively. The hardness dropped to preform hardness 
values after heat treating at 550ºC. The microstructure of heat-treated samples at 350ºC, 450ºC and 
550ºC are given in Fig. 6, 7 and 8 respectively. The microstructure of the transverse, longitudinal 
and planar sections are similar to each other. As shown in Fig. 6, the mechanical twins did not 
completely disappear in FF1 after the heat treatment at 350ºC. Grain morphology could not occur 
completely in microstructure, but it could be observed that the number of mechanical twins 
decreased and partial recrystallization occurred. The recrystallization of FF1 can be completed by 
increasing the heat treatment time at the application temperature. The microstructures after the 
heat treatment at 450°C and 550°C are presented in Fig. 7 and 8 respectively. It is observed that 
recrystallization has taken place in the microstructure. At the higher heat treatment temperature, 
the grain sizes increased as shown in the figures.  

 

 
Fig. 6. FF1 heat treated at 350ºC taken at 500X, Acidic Ferric Chloride-1min. 

a 
 

 
 
 b 
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Fig. 7. FF1 heat treated at 450 ºC taken at 500X, Klemm’s III Reagent-3min. 
 

 

Fig. 8. FF1 heat treated at 550 ºC taken at 500X, Klemm’s III Reagent-3min. 
 

The tensile test results of the heat-treated samples are shown in Fig. 9 As the heat treatment 
temperature increases, the strength of the material decreases and its ductility increases. The 
strength level of FF1 specimen heat treated at 550°C approaches quite close to the strength levels 
of preform.  
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Fig. 9. Stress-strain curves of recrystallization heat treated specimens. 
Summary 
This paper investigates the formability of cartridge brass using flow forming process as well as the 
behaviour of recrystallization following cold deformation by heat treatment at three different 
temperature levels, which are 350°C, 450°C, and 550°C. After the flow forming process, a 
substantial strain-hardening is obtained, with tensile strength increasing twofold and yield strength 
increasing fivefold, while elongation decreasing to 5% from 55%. This elongation level makes the 
material quite brittle, therefore, it is very difficult to use the cartridge brass at this elongation levels 
because of its low toughness. In order to eliminate brittleness, both recrystallization and annealing 
procedures are carried out. The annealing processes are applied at three different temperature 
values. Microstructural analysis and mechanical testing revealed that the recrystallization process 
succeeds at 450°C and 550°C, while recrystallization could not be completely affected at 350°C. 
As for tensile testing of the FF1 specimen, which is annealed at 350°C, it is observed that 
elongation increases which could be related to recovery. The recrystallization mechanism 
necessitates more temperature in order to lower dislocation density; therefore, only the recovery 
mechanism occurs at 350°C. 
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Abstract. Flow-forming is a cold deformation process to form dimensionally precise and 
rotationally symmetrical parts. Strain hardening effect of the flow forming process, and possibility 
of producing cylindrical part are the advantages especially for aerospace industry. The purpose of 
this study is to investigate the effect of initial microstructure of an AISI 4140 steel on the 
microstructure and mechanical properties after being flow formed by 70% as the reduction ratio 
in the thickness direction. In this context, as-received steel was heat treated to standard quenched 
and tempered condition, and an additional annealing was also performed. Before and after the flow 
forming process, the microstructure was examined, hardness and tensile tests were conducted. The 
results revealed that the additional annealing was beneficial to obtain a crack free material after 
the flow forming process of a heat treated material. 
Introduction 
Flow forming is a cold deformation process commonly used in metal forming industry. With this 
process, dimensionally accurate and rotationally symmetrical parts can easily be produced [1,2]. 
Cold deformation during flow forming improves hardness and strength properties of the formed 
parts due to strain hardening mechanism, which occurs as a result of generation of the dislocations 
within the material and their interactions with each other [3]. In the flow forming process, a 
relatively short and thick starting material in tube form (preform) is formed into a longer and 
thinner tube by means of a rotating mandrel inside the preform, and one or more rollers outside 
the preform. There are basically two flow forming methods depending on the flow direction of the 
material. When the flow direction of the material is towards the front of the roller, it is called as 
forward flow forming, and when the flow direction of the material is the rear of the roller, it is 
called as backward flow forming. Higher dimensional accuracy, higher inner and outer surface 
quality, improved hardness and strength, and finer and uniform directional grain structure can be 
achieved by the flow forming process [4]. 

Flow forming is an active research area both in academic and industrial point of view. In this 
context, several works have been published so far focusing on Al alloys [5], Mg alloys [6], Ti 
alloys [7] and steels. Beside experimental works concerning the relationship between input 
parameters of the flow forming, and final microstructure and mechanical properties of the flow 
formed alloys, numerical modelling coupled with the experiments was also made. For example, 
Banerjee et al [8] studied efficiency of two artificial neural network architectures to estimate the 
final dimensions of large tubes with respect to the input parameters, by using three optimization 
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techniques, and concluded that BFGS (Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno) tuned Elman Neural 
Network (ENN) provided satisfactorily statistical performance with a faster computational time 
with respect to LM (Levenberg–Marquardt) tuned method. In another work, Roula et al [9] 
conducted mechanical tests and finite element analysis to model the flow forming behavior and 
predict the necking behavior during flow forming. On the other hand, Xu et al [10] studied fatigue 
crack growth rate of a 34CrMo4 steel which was flow formed after hot drawing. They reported 
that the hot drawn and cold flow formed steel exhibited a higher resistance to the crack growth 
than the base metal, fatigue crack growth rate increased with increasing stress ratio, and the sample 
direction had a little effect on fatigue crack growth rate. Karakaş et al [11] investigated the 
mechanical properties of an annealed 5140 steel tube after being flow formed in comparison to the 
annealed condition. They reported that after the flow forming, hardness, yield strength and tensile 
strength were all significantly improved by a factor of 1.2, 2.6 and 1.6 times, respectively, with a 
corresponding decrease in elongation at fracture by 50%. They also found that hardness through 
the thickness direction of the flow formed tube significantly decreased from the outer surface to 
the inner surface. 

AISI 4140 alloy is a medium carbon low alloy steel, which is generally used in quenched and 
tempered condition to meet the strength and hardness specifications in industrial applications. 
Although the flow forming has a potentiality to modify the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of AISI 4140 steel, to the best of our knowledge, its mechanical properties have not 
been studied so far. It is therefore, in this study, it is aimed to investigate the effect of the initial 
microstructure of an AISI 4140 low alloyed steel on the microstructure and mechanical properties 
after flow forming. 
Methodology 
AISI 4140 steel is used as the starting material (the preform) for the flow forming process. Table 
1 shows the chemical composition of a hot rolled and annealed AISI 4140 steel use as the preform 
material in the present study. Preform tubes have the dimensions of 730 mm in length and 5.5 mm 
in wall thickness. They were subjected to the flow forming process with a 70% reduction ratio in 
the thickness direction. Flow forming process parameters were as follows; feed rate was 0.5A 
mm/min, spindle rate was 1.95A rpm, and a cooled emulsion was used as the lubricant (A is factor 
of company know-how.). Final dimensions of the tubes were 1965 mm in length and 1.6 mm in 
wall thickness. In the present study, the preform and flow formed parts were shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition of the AISI 4140 steel used as the preform in this study. 

Element C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni Al Cu Fe 
wt.% 0.41 0.23 0.68 0.008 0.013 0.97 0.19 0.12 0,012 0,18 Balance 

 
In order to investigate the effect of initial microstructure, three samples were prepared including 

as-received (AR), quenched and tempered (QT), and further annealed samples (QTA) in addition 
to QT condition. For QT condition, the samples were first austenitized at 845°C for 30 min, 
quenched in oil at room temperature, and tempered at 500°C for 30 min. Additional annealing was 
carried out at 600°C for 3 h. The microstructures of the preform and the flow formed samples were 
examined on an Olympus BX53M optical microscope after being prepared by the standard manner 
[12] and etched with 2% Nital. The hardness was measured on the cross sections of the tubes at 
specified intervals along the thickness direction by an Emco Test Dura Scan – 20 hardness tester 
using a Vickers indenter under a load of 300 g according to ASTM E384-17 standard [13]. 
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Fig. 1. Preform tube (Left) and flow formed tube (Right). 

 
The tensile tests were conducted on an Instron 3382 model universal testing machine by using 

longitudinal samples prepared along the forming direction according to ASTM E8M standard [14]. 
Three tensile specimens were tested for each condition. 
Result and Discussion 
Microstructural examinations. 
Fig. 2 shows the optical micrographs of the preforms and the flow formed samples representing 
each condition of the AISI 4140 steel. The microstructure of AR sample preforms has an equiaxed 
grain structure composed of ferrite and pearlite (Fig. 2a). The flow forming strongly affected this 
microstructure resulting in severely elongated grains along the forming direction, as expected (Fig. 
2b). QT sample has a tempered martensite structure before the flow forming (Fig. 2c), and 
exhibited a cold worked structure after the flow forming (Fig. 2d). Additional annealing led to a 
tempered martensite structure (Fig. 2e), which was coarser with respect to that of QT sample. The 
flow forming of QTA sample resulted in elongated grains (Fig. 2f) as in the case of the previous 
conditions. The microstructures of all flow formed samples were similar to each other, which are 
characterized by severely deformed grains along the forming direction without any remarkable 
discontinuities in the microstructure. 
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Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of the preform samples (Fig. 2a, c and e) and the flow formed 
samples (Fig. 2b, d and f). AR samples (Fig. 2a and b), QT samples (Fig. 2c and d), and QTA 

samples (Fig. 2e and f). 
Hardness test results. 
Hardness of the samples before and after the flow forming process was listed in Table 2. Among 

the preform samples, hardness increased with an increasing order for AR, QTA and QT samples. 
QT samples had the highest hardness, additional annealing slightly reduced hardness, as a result 
of a higher tempering temperature. Depending on the measurement location, the hardness slightly 
reduce from the outer surface to the inner surface for AR sample preforms, suggesting that the 
outer rollers are more effective for hardness increment. However, there was no systematic 
correlation depending on the measurement locations for QT and QTA samples. After being flow 
formed, the hardness of all samples increased due to strain hardening. The highest increment 
(approximately 50%) was observed for AR sample. QT and QTA samples had almost the same 
hardness, exhibiting a hardness increment by approximately 10-15% after the flow forming 
process. This indicates that strain hardening mechanism is less effective for heat treated samples 
than AR sample. No significant variation is observed among the hardness values of the samples 
from the outer and the inner surface of the flow formed samples. 

 
Table 2. Hardness of the preforms and the flow formed samples. 

Distance 
from the outer 
surface, [mm] 

Hardness, [HV0.3] 

Preform Flow formed 

AR QT QTA AR QT QTA 

0.15 204 396 354 312 422 435 

0.30 212 374 366 305 431 419 

0.44 203 388 357 308 417 424 

0.60 189 389 379 310 419 413 

Average 202 387 364 309 422 423 
 
 
Tensile test results. 
Tensile test results were listed in Table 3, and stress – strain graphs were given in Fig. 3. Among 

the preform samples, QT samples have the highest strength values with an elongation at fracture 
of 11.2% as a measure of ductility. Additional annealing reduced strength and ductility. This is a 
result of the coarser microstructure of QTA sample with respect to QT sample. When the samples 
were flow formed, regardless of their initial conditions, their strength values were improved with 
a corresponding decrease in ductility. This shows that hardness and strength values generally 
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varied similar to each other, except for strength decrement in QTA sample. Although its hardness 
was equivalent with that of QT sample after the flow forming, strength values of QTA sample 
were significantly lower than those of QT samples after the flow forming, with slightly higher 
ductility. On the other hand, for both preform and the flow formed samples, AR samples exhibited 
lower strength and higher ductility. Similar to the hardness increment upon the flow forming, the 
strength values increased more in AR samples (approximately 110% for yield strength, and 50% 
for ultimate tensile strength). On the other hand, for the heat treated samples (QT and QTA 
samples), this increment was significantly lower (approximately 10-25%). It is also interesting to 
note that mechanical properties of QTA sample before the flow forming were almost similar to 
those of AR sample after the flow forming. The tensile test results revealed that initial 
microstructures of AISI 4140 steel was highly effective in determining the final properties after 
the flow forming. 

 
Table 3. Tensile test results of the preforms and the flow formed samples. 

Properties 
Preform Flow formed 

AR QT QTA AR QT QTA 

Yield strength, [MPa] 345 1118 962 738 1342 1059 

Ultimate tensile strength, [MPa] 692 1209 1074 1057 1483 1363 

Elongation of fracture, % 16.2 11.2 9.3 8.8 5.1 6.6 
 

  
Fig. 3. Stress – strain graphs of (a) the preform and (b) flow formed parts. 

 
Visual examination. 
Visual examination of the samples after the flow forming process revealed that AR and QTA 

samples exhibited no visible defect inside or outside the formed tubes. However, there was a small 
surface crack inside QT sample as seen in Fig. 4, despite that QT sample preform has slightly 
higher ductility than QTA sample. The observed crack on QT sample was possibly resulted from 
its tempered martensite microstructure exhibiting the highest hardness and yield strength. This 
suggests that additional annealing after quenching and tempering is beneficial to avoid crack 
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formation during the flow forming, and might be attributed to a coarser tempered martensite 
microstructure with a lower hardness and yield strength of QTA sample. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Small surface crack formed inside QT sample. 

 
Summary 
In this study, the effect of various initial microstructures of AISI 4140 steel preforms on the 
microstructure and mechanical properties, and surface quality after being flow formed was 
investigated. Heat treatments significantly affected the microstructure and mechanical properties 
of AISI 4140 steel after the flow forming Comparative study of three initial microstructures, 
namely, as-received (AR), quenched and tempered (QT), additionally tempered after quenching 
and tempering (QTA) leads to following conclusions: 

1. The initial microstructure of AISI 4140 steel significantly affects the microstructure and 
mechanical properties of the flow formed parts. In this context, AR microstructure 
exhibited higher increment (approximately 50%) in strength values after the flow forming 
with a corresponding decrease (approximately 45%) in ductility. On the other hand, the 
strength increment after the flow forming of QT and QTA samples was lower (10-25%) 
when compared to that of AR sample. 

2. Ductility of all samples in terms of elongation at fracture decreased by the flow forming. 
However, the highest decrement was observed in QT samples (approximately 55%), while 
QTA sample exhibited the lowest decrement in ductility (approximately 30%). 

3. The highest hardness (387 HV) and strength (1483 MPa) were obtained from QT sample. 
However, this condition leads to a crack formation on the surface during the flow forming, 
Additional annealing after quenching and tempering avoided the crack formation during 
the flow forming. This suggest that a coarser tempered microstructure developed by the 
additional annealing is beneficial to produce crack free parts for the investigated AISI 4140 
steel. 
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Abstract. Incremental sheet metal forming (ISMF) is a viable method for fabricating complicated 
three-dimensional structures from sheet metal. It is characterized by localized deformation and is 
effective for both rapid prototyping and low-volume manufacturing. ISMF technology is suitable 
for quick product development time with affordable tooling and for deforming difficult-to-form 
materials. Simulation of the process reduces costly hit-and-trial attempts for manufacturing an 
accurate product. This article presents the simulation for producing a U-channel made of aluminum 
(Al 6061-T6) and titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) alloys. A finite element method (FEM) package, 
ABAQUS®, has been used for simulation using shell elements. The effect of various parameters 
on the forming forces is discussed using two different tools, flat and hemispherical-end.  
Introduction 
For the past few decades, numerical simulations have been playing a vital role in understanding 
the underlying physics of various manufacturing processes. In processes where the machine 
operation and raw material costs are very high, simulation results assist in reducing the expensive 
hit-and-trial attempts.  Sheet metal forming is a metal forming process where a sheet of metal is 
shaped into a product by deforming it plastically. Incremental sheet metal forming (ISMF) is one 
of the advanced and innovative techniques in sheet metal forming processes. This die-less process 
has gained popularity thanks to its high flexibility and cost-effectiveness for small-batch 
production. This process can form difficult-to-form materials such as titanium, aluminium, and 
magnesium [1]. Because of its capability to produce high geometric accuracy and surface finish, 
ISMF finds many applications in the automotive, aerospace, and medical sectors. Numerical 
modelling of the ISMF is an active area of research [2]. Modelling and simulation can provide all 
the information about the distribution of stresses and strains, which is crucial for finding out spring 
back and the possibility for defects. Many advanced finite element methods (FEM) software 
packages such as ABAQUS®, LS-DYNA, and PAM-STAMP are used to simulate ISMF. Among 
these packages, ABAQUS® /Explicit is a general-purpose package and hence, has wider 
availability in organizations. One can model the ISMF process using explicit or implicit dynamic 
methods [3]. 

A single-point incremental forming is an ISMF process wherein a tool presses the clamped 
sheet from the top without having any support from the bottom. The tool can be of different shapes, 
which is plunged into the sheet incrementally; path planning of the tool is also important. During 
the deformation, a very high reaction force is developed on the tool, depending on the sheet 
thickness and material. Arens et al. [4] developed a mathematical relation for the approximate 
prediction of axial force in ISMF. In the force prediction model, the axial force was the function 
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of the tensile strength (not the yield strength) with other parameters. No effect of strain hardening 
was included. Chang et al. [5] highlighted that due to localized and step-wise deformation in the 
ISMF process, the axial forming force is drastically reduced compared to conventional sheet 
forming processes. They noted that elastic deformation of the sheet was the major cause of the 
axial force fluctuation. 

Petek et al. [6] demonstrated that the forming force in ISMF is very small as compared to deep 
drawing and is independent of the size of the product. Forming angle, tool diameter, and step-
depth were the major influencing factors for the force distribution during the ISMF process. The 
authors also observed that the rotation of the tool has no effect on the force, but it affects the 
surface quality of the product. Asghar et al. [7] observed a good agreement between the forces 
obtained from FEM and the experimental study. The axial force is greater than the radial force on 
the deep-drawn component; comparatively, the tangential component of force is much smaller. 
Hence, geometrical accuracy is mainly influenced by axial and radial forces.  

ISMF process provides good formability, low surface roughness, and high geometric accuracy. 
Formability improvement is one of the major advantages offered by ISMF.  Shamsari et al. [8] 
carried out a single and two-stage ISMF for 70° wall angle truncated cone. Two-stage forming 
provided 26% improvement in forming depth compared to a single stage; sheet thinning was also 
reduced by around 45%. The effect of a hemispherical-end and flat-end tool on deformation 
behavior was also studied. A straight tool path has been used for each simulation, with different 
step depths as per the number of stages. Najm et al. [9] observed that a flat-end tool with a small 
corner radius offered the best thickness distribution stability. Ziran et al. [10] found that as 
compared to hemispherical-end tools, flat-end tools provided greater profile accuracy and 
formability.  

The primary objective of this work is to carry out FE simulations for the forming of Al 6061-
T6 and titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) alloys. Although simulations of ISMF have been performed by 
several researchers; however, many research articles provide only partial information about the 
results. This work attempts to understand the efficacy of simulations for proper process planning 
of ISMF. Alloys chosen for simulations are used in the automobile, aerospace, and medical sectors. 
Simulations were performed for making U-channels and evaluating the effects of step depth and 
coefficient of friction between the tool and workpiece. 
Problem Definition 
The deformation in the ISMF process is due to the horizontal and vertical linear movement of the 
tool along the defined tool path over the workpiece. Due to the motion of the tool, plastic 
deformation takes place, resulting in the development of stresses, reaction forces, and strains in 
the workpiece. Fig. 1 shows a forming tool starting from its initial position and moving forward in 
a horizontal direction at a certain depth. After one pass, more depth is provided depending on step-
size. Then the tool moves backward and reaches its original position. This process is continued till 
the desired form is produced. During the deformation of the workpiece, high reaction forces act 
on the tool, and thinning of the sheet also takes place. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the process 
along with the tool path. Here a spherical-end tool is shown, but the simulations were carried out 
with a flat-end tool too.  
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Fig. 1. Forming of U-channel: (a) tool path, (b) total imparted depth h = 5 mm with step size ∆z 

= 1 mm. (All dimensions shown in the figure are in mm). 
Numerical Simulation 
Simulations were performed in ABAQUS®/Explicit FE software (SIMULIA™ by Dassault 
Systems®, France). Explicit analysis has been chosen because of its computational efficiency. 
Considering that strains are small and the sheet is already hardened, strain hardening has been 
neglected.  The sheet blank of aluminum alloy Al 6061-T6 of thickness 1 mm was modeled. 
Considering the low thickness of the sheet, shell elements were chosen. The use of shell elements 
provided much less computational time than that required with solid elements [11]. The plasticity 
model used for numerical simulations for both materials is the ‘Perfectly plastic isotropic 
hardening model based on von Mises yield criterion’. The S4R four-node square shell element was 
used to mesh the sheet. S4R is a 4-node double curved thin or thick shell with reduced integration, 
hourglass control, and finite membrane strains. For various parameters, the approximate element 
sizes of 1 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm were taken. Simulations were performed to obtain different output 
parameters such as stress, strain, reaction force on the tool, the thickness of the sheet at different 
values of coefficient of friction between tool and workpiece, number of stages, and two different 
types of the tool. 

Fig. 2 shows the hemispherical-end tool and the flat-end tool with a diameter of 10 mm. A 
corner radius of 2.5 mm was given to the flat-end tool. As the analytical rigid property was given 
to both tools, no material properties were assigned to them. Additionally, no rotational speed was 
given to the tool, as the effect of rotation was manifested in the form of friction. 
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Fig. 2. Incremental sheet metal forming tools: (a) hemispherical-end, and (b) flat-end with 

chamfered edges. (All dimensions are in mm). 
 

 
Fig. 3. Domain with boundary conditions. U1, U1, and U3 represent displacement, and UR1, 

UR2, and UR3 represent rotation about the x, y, and z axes, respectively. The sheet thickness is 
kept at 1 mm, and the edge length of the square mesh element is 2 mm. 

 
Fig. 3 shows that the sheet was square in shape, with cross-sectional dimensions of 220 mm × 

220 mm and a thickness of 1 mm. The sheet was modeled using a deformable, shell, planer type 
base feature. All edges of the blank sheet were fixed by applying an ENCASTRE 
(U1=U2=U3=UR1=UR2=UR3=0) boundary condition. In this type of displacement boundary 
condition sheet was clamped with all its edges. The translation and rotational motion along the x, 
y, and z axis were restricted. The boundary condition provided for the tool path was of amplitude 
type. In this type of boundary condition, the field variable varied with time. Co-ordinates of tool 
path were the field variables. Surface-to-surface explicit type contact property was given for 
dynamic explicit analysis. A master-slave algorithm was used to describe the frictional contact 
between tool and work.  The tool moves from one edge to the other edge and repeated its path as 
per the number of stages provided. 
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The mesh sensitivity analysis was performed. Square S4R shell elements of 1 mm, 2 mm, and 
4 mm size were taken by considering the effect of friction. Reaction force was estimated with 
different mesh sizes. CPU time increased drastically as mesh size decreased.  Simulation time was 
about 20 minutes, 85 minutes, and 225 minutes for the element sizes of 4 mm, 2 mm, and 1 mm, 
respectively, for one problem. The material properties of the different materials are listed in Table 
1.  

 
Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of Aluminum 6061- T6 and Titanium Ti-6Al-4V [12, 

13]. 

Properties Aluminum Titanium 
Density [g/cc] 2.7  4.43 

Tensile Yield Strength [MPa] 276  880  
Ultimate Tensile Strength [MPa] 310  950  

Poisson’s Ratio 0.33 0.34 
Modulus of Elasticity [MPa] 68900  113800  

Results and Discussion 

 
 

Fig. 4. Element size effect on (a) reaction force developed on the tool, (b) displacement achieved 
in the z-direction, and (c) thickness of the sheet after deformation. 
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Mesh sensitivity analysis.  
For simulation, mesh size plays a vital role. In Fig. 4, an aluminium alloy has been used to 

investigate the mesh sensitivity. Smaller element size becomes too costly in terms of simulation 
time. Mesh sensitivity affects the magnitude of the reaction force developed on the tool, as shown 
in Fig 4 (a). Element size effect on the magnitude of reaction force developed was insignificant, 
but it affects the other process parameters significantly. Fig 4 (b) shows that with an element size 
of 1 mm, the spring back effect is high compared to the element size of 2- and 4-mm. Fig. 4 (c) 
showed that thickness distribution with larger element size was better, and low thickness reduction 
was observed. Considering a trade-off between accuracy and computational time, a 2 mm element 
size was chosen for subsequent parametric study. Fig. 5 shows the von Mises stress developed in 
aluminium alloy sheet. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Numerical simulation response of deformation with aluminium alloy. 

 
Effect of different parameters on the reaction force. 
In ISMF, the forming forces depend upon the tool path, and the feasibility of forming a reliable 

component also depends upon it. In the present case, the straight tool path was chosen for 
simulation, and forming forces were determined for different process parameters. One of the input 
process parameters was the coefficient of friction. The penalty-based condition with a hard contact 
surface was given between the tool and the workpiece. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Time-history plots of resultant reaction force with (a) different coefficients of friction 

values and (b) different materials. 
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Force was measured by taking every 0.1 s unit of time in field output request in the step module 
of ABAQUS. It was observed that the friction coefficient has very little influence on the reaction 
forces acting on the tool Fig 6 (a). A tool with a hemispherical-end was used by taking µ=0.1 and 
µ=0.3 with a 2 mm mesh size, i.e., (approximate global size). The observed magnitude of force 
was the same for these friction coefficient values. These results inferred that the coefficient of 
friction had an insignificant effect on the reaction force developed on the tool in any direction. 
When the tool stopped and reversed back during its motion along the assigned path and 
simultaneously moved in the z-direction in accordance with step size, it resulted in a sudden 
increase in reaction force. Thus, a sharp spike in reaction force was observed at the edges.  

Fig. 6 (b) showed that the magnitude of the reaction force on the tool depends upon the type of 
material used. The developed reaction force with titanium alloy was more compared to aluminum 
alloy. It was due to the high tensile strength of the titanium alloy. For the same amount of 
deformation, by keeping all other parameters the same, force developed with titanium should 
obviously be high. 

For making channels by ISMF process, different types of tools can be used, such as 
hemispherical-end tool, flat-end tool, and flat-end tool with corner radius. Simulation results 
suggest that the magnitude of reaction force required for making a channel is relatively less with 
the hemispherical-ended tool, as shown in Fig. 7.  

 
Fig. 7. Time-history plots of magnitude of resultant reaction force with different types of tools. 

 
Effect of the step size. 
The effect of step depth on different response parameters was investigated. Forming tool was 

treated here as a rigid body with no deformation. Reaction force developed on the tool, 
displacement achieved in the z-direction, and final thickness of the sheet were analyzed for two 
different step sizes. Fig 8 (a) showed that the reaction force developed was high with a large step 
size. 

Sheet thinning is the major factor in sheet forming. Here, it was observed that with different 
step sizes, there was not much difference in the final thickness of the sheet. The spring back effect 
with a small step was more compared to a high step size, and the depth achieved in the z-direction 
was more with a large step size Fig. 8 (b), (c).  
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Fig. 8. Effect of step size on (a) reaction force developed on the tool, (b) thickness of the sheet 

after deformation, and (c) displacement achieved in the z-direction.  
Experimental validation was carried out qualitatively from published literature. The trend of 

various parameters is observed to be in good agreement with numerical simulation data. It was 
observed that reaction force increases with an increase in step size [14]. From this reference, it is 
noted that the trend of force is in good agreement as it was done in the simulation in this article. 
Formability was higher with a large step size, but the thickness distribution was better with a low 
step size [15]. Strain hardening has a negligible effect on the force developed. There is less effect 
of the coefficient of friction on the formability and reaction force [16]. 
Summary 
In recent years, the ISMF process has been intensively investigated using the FEM. In this work, 
numerical simulations were performed for ISMF in the U-channel model. Aluminum and titanium 
alloys were deformed with flat-ended and hemispherical-ended tools. To obtain a depth of 5 mm, 
simulations were performed with various step sizes. Based on the analysis of simulation results, 
the following conclusions can be drawn: 
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1. The size of the element has a significant effect on the resulting values of some output parameters. 
However, decreasing the element size makes the simulation computationally intensive, time-
consuming, and cost-ineffective. 
2. No significant difference was observed with different coefficient of friction values on reaction 
force. 
3. It is observed that the reaction force developed on the tool was higher with high-strength alloy 
and the flat-end tool experienced a high magnitude of reaction force compared to a hemispherical 
end tool. 
4. Step size affects the reaction force devolved on the tool and formability (measured in the form 
of depth achieved) but has little influence on the thickness reduction of the sheet. 

Future work aims to validate the results with in-house experiments and study formability. 
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Abstract. Automotive structural components from Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS) can 
be manufactured with Flexible Roll Forming (FRF). Flange wrinkling is a common shape defect 
in FRF, this restricts the application of FRF in the automotive industry. The new Incremental Shape 
Rolling process (ISR) showed that a high tensile transverse strain is developed in the flange and 
that assists the plastic deformation in the flange. Hence, wrinkle severity can be significantly 
reduced when weight-optimized components are formed. In this study, the ISR process is applied 
to a variable width profile from DP600. This investigated profile is a modified automotive 
component. The forming strains and wrinkling severity in ISR are compared with those obtained 
from the FRF case. The ISR and the FRF experimental trials are performed on a prototype FRF 
facility and then used to validate the numerical models which are applied to analyse the 
deformation behaviour in both processes. The ISR results show a significant reduction in 
wrinkling. This is due to the high tensile transverse strain that is developed in the ISR flange which 
facilitates the plastic deformation and hence the flange is stably compressed to the required shape. 
Nomenclatures 
dy Increment size 
f Flange length 
MAE Mean absolute error 
n Number of points considered for the wrinkling evaluation 
R Radius of the pre-cut blank 
Rn Roll nose radius 
ri Inner radius of the part 
t Material thickness 
XYZ Global coordinate system 
xyz Local coordinate system 
xi X coordinate of the deformed flange edge 
𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖 X coordinate of the ideal flange edge 
𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ Theoretical required longitudinal strain 
𝜑𝜑 Bend angle 
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Introduction 
Advanced High Strength Steels AHSS are increasingly used in the automotive industry for 
structural components due to their high strength-to-weight ratio [1, 2]. Roll Forming (RF) is a 
common forming process for the manufacturing of lightweight automotive structural components 
from high-strength and low-ductility materials [3]. However, RF is limited to the forming of simple 
components that have a constant cross-section [4]. Flexible roll forming was therefore developed 
to enable the forming of complex components with cross-sections that vary along the length of the 
profile [5]. Flange wrinkling is one of the common shape defects in FRF [6] and occurs if the 
required longitudinal compressive strain in the flange cannot be achieved by stable compression 
[7]. Limited practical solutions have been proposed to eliminate flange wrinkling, this restricts the 
shape complexity achievable with FRF from AHSS [6, 8].  

Recently, a prototype flexible roll forming facility has been introduced [9, 10] and special 
forming tooling developed that supports the flange during the deformation and reduces flange 
wrinkling. However, wrinkling is still observed when flexible roll forming high-strength sheet 
metal [9] and this limits the widespread application of FRF in the automotive industry. 

Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) processes such as metal spinning and single-or-two point 
incremental forming are characterized by localized deformation which improves the formability 
and shape quality [11]. The axial tensile deformation that is formed during the forward paths in 
metal spinning balances the compressive hoop stress and this allows the forming of wrinkle-free 
spun [12, 13]. However, due to the limited working range of the ISF milling machines, forming 
long automotive structural sections is not feasible [14]. In addition, ISF of high-strength materials 
needs warm forming techniques to reduce the material strength [15]. 

The new Incremental Shape Rolling process has been recently developed and applied for the 
forming of long and straight U-profile components [16]. Similar to ISF, a high transverse tensile 
strain is developed in the flange and this promises to facilitate the plastic deformation in the flange 
when ISR is applied to weight-optimized components from AHSS. 

In this study, the new ISR process is applied to manufacture the critical region of a simplified 
automotive component with a changing width cross-section. The same component shape is formed 
with the conventional FRF process on the same prototype forming facility [9] and the material 
deformation and shape defects are compared between both processes. Abaqus implicit is then used 
to further analyse the deformation behaviour in both processes. 
Profile Geometry and Material 
The investigated component has a cross-section that varies in width along its length, see  
Fig. 1a. The component has a flange length of f = 18 mm, an inner radius ri = 5 mm and a material 
thickness of t =1.5 mm. Wrinkling is only expected to occur in the compression side of the 
component, where the flange is longitudinally compressed. On the other side, the flange is 
longitudinally stretched. Therefore, only the compression side of the component is considered in 
this study and due to shape symmetry around the X-Y plane, only one-quarter of the component is 
investigated (the highlighted quarter). The pre-cut blank corresponding to the investigated quarter 
of the component is shown in Fig. 1b. Standard tensile tests were carried out on an Instron 5967 
with a 30 kN load cell according to ASTM E8/E8M [17]. The tensile tests were done along the 
rolling direction and at a test speed of 0.025 mm s−1. The averaged true stress–true strain curve of 
the DP600 sheet is shown in Fig. 1c. The mechanical properties are obtained by fitting the 
Hollomon’s power law of the tested material and are shown in Table 1. 
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(a) (b) 
 

 

(c) 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic showing (a) the full variable width profile and (b) the pre-cut blank 
corresponding to the investigated quarter of the component and (c) the average true stress-

effective plastic strain curve of the DP600 sheet (dimensions in mm). 
 

Table 1. Tensile data of the DP600 sheet. 
Material Thickness 

t (mm) 
0.2% Yield 

strength (MPa) 
Ultimate tensile 
strength (MPa) 

Strain 
hardening  

Strength 
coefficient  

(MPa) 
DP600 1.5 414.5 733.5 0.11 897 

Experimental Trials 
Incremental Shape Rolling. 
In ISR, the pre-cut blank is held between the clamping dies with the force applied by six hydraulic 
cylinders. A cylindrical forming roll with a roll nose radius, Rn=1 mm was used, see Fig. 2, and 
an initial clearance between the forming roll and the top die set to the sheet thickness, t. The 
hexapod which carries the forming roll has six degrees of freedom. During forming the roll is first 
moved up incrementally in Y-direction, dy, and then moved in the X-Z plane to follow the top die 
contour while keeping the initial clearance, t. The roll rotates around the Y-axis to keep its axis 
perpendicular to the roll path. At the same time, the clamping dies move linearly in the longitudinal 
Z-direction. This roll path is repeated several times until the blank is fully formed over the top die. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the ISR process of the variable width profile. 
 

The same ISR forming sequence as applied for the ISR of straight components in previous work 
[16] was implemented in this investigation, where the flange incrementally wraps over the roll 
nose radius in each pass, and in this way, the flange is formed upwards until the pre-cut is fully 
formed to the desired shape. In this study, the smallest possible increment size dy=1 mm was used, 
as it is reported that the transverse tensile strain increases with decreasing the increment size, dy 
[16] which provides the best possible flange quality. 

 
Flexible Roll Forming. 
The flexible roll forming trials were done on Deakin’s FRF facility, where the blank is held 

between the clamping dies by six-hydraulic cylinders. One bottom roll (B1) is used to 
incrementally bend the pre-cut blank into shape with 14 forming passes. This represents the 
simplest forming and tool approach. More complex forming tools using finger rolls have been 
applied in previous studies to significantly reduce wrinkling and improve part shape [18]. In this 
study, a higher winkling tendency was desired to provide a clear difference in forming modes 
between the ISR and the FRF approach. The corresponding bend angle increment in FRF is 11°, 
7°, 10°, 5°, 8°, 5°, 6°, 6°, 6°, 6°, 5°, 5°, 5°, 5°. The left side of Fig. 3 shows the schematic of the 
relative contact between the roll and the flange during forming, while the FRF bend sequence is 
shown on the right side of Fig. 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Schematic of the roll set used in the FRF process and the implemented flower pattern. 
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Shape Analysis and Strain Measurement. 
A 3D laser scanner “CreaForm HandyScan 700” [19] has been used to scan the flange after the 
final forming pass and before the part was released from the clamping dies. The data was then 
imported into the Geomagic Qualify software [20] to evaluate the flange quality and to compare it 
to the ideal shape of the flange. For this, a X-Z plane section cut was created along the length of 
the flange and located at a distance of 1 mm under the flange edge, see Fig. 4. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Formed flange and the path considered for wrinkling evaluation. 
 

Eq. 1 was used to calculate the mean absolute error (MAE) of the flange edge [9] to 
quantitatively evaluate flange wrinkling. The wrinkles were observed at a Z-coordinate of 70 to 
320 mm measured from the lead end of the component and the MAE was therefore calculated in 
this region, see Fig. 5. Note that, the lead end is the component end where the forming pass starts 
while the tail end is where the forming pass ends. 

 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =𝑛𝑛
1 ∑ |𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖|.𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1  (1) 

Where, 𝑥𝑥�𝑖𝑖 is the corresponding X coordinate of the ideal flange edge, xi is the X coordinate of 
the deformed flange edge and n is the number of points considered for the wrinkling evaluation. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Flange edge considered for the wrinkling analysis. 
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The AutoGrid strain measuring system [21] was used to measure the true major and minor 
strains after the final forming pass and after the component had been removed from the clamping 
dies. For this, a 2 mm × 2 mm grid was printed on the pre-cut blank and pictures of the formed 
grid were taken with a camera. The strain components were evaluated in cross-section 1 (S1) in 
the middle of the critical radius, R=295.64 mm (see Fig. 1a and 6). The local coordinate system 
(xyz) which follows the formed material was used to plot the strain components; where PExx is 
the transverse strain and PEzz is the longitudinal strain, while (XYZ) is the global coordinate 
system, see Fig. 4. 

Eq. 2 was used to calculate the theoretical longitudinal strain, εth, required to form the flange. 
The R319.11 mm is the most critical radius in the compression side of the pre-cut blank (see Fig. 
1a) and this results in the highest longitudinal compression strain in the flange, and severe 
wrinkling is expected to occur in this critical radius [9]. Based on Eq. 2 the theoretical longitudinal 
strain that is needed to form the flange in this critical radius is εth = -0.054. 

𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑅− 𝑓𝑓(1−𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
𝑅𝑅

. (2) 

Where εth is the theoretical required longitudinal strain, R is the radius of the pre-cut blank, f is 
the flange length and φ is the required bend angle of 90°. 
Finite Element Analysis 
The finite element simulation of the ISR process and FRF process have been performed with 
Abaqus Implicit. The clamping dies and the forming roll were modelled as rigid bodies, while the 
pre-cut blank has been discretized with reduced integration, hexahedral, linear brick elements 
(C3D8R). Four elements through the blank thickness were used with an element size of 1 mm and 
2.5 mm in the X and the Z directions, respectively. A “frictionless contact” was assumed between 
the forming roll and the blank surfaces to avoid convergence issues [22]. To minimize the 
penetration of the rigid bodies into the blank surfaces at the constraint locations, the “hard contact 
condition” was applied [23]. The true stress-effective plastic strain curve shown in Fig. 1c was 
used together with isotropic hardening and the von Mises yield criteria to define the plastic material 
behaviour of the DP600 sheet [24, 25]. The elastic properties were defined with Poisson’s ratio, ν, 
which is assumed to be 0.3 [9] and a Young’s modulus of 200 GPa [26]. For the analysis of the 
forming results, the same procedure as used in the experimental trials is applied. 
Results 
Evaluation of Flange Wrinkling. 
Fig. 6a compares the formed flange shape with the ideal shape of the flange after the final forming 
pass for both FRF and ISR. For a clear presentation, a 10 mm X-offset is applied between each 
forming case. The experimental results show that a clear wrinkle is formed in the FRF flange while 
the final shape of the ISR flange is close to the ideal shape. The FEA results underestimate the 
shape error and only indicate the formation of a buckle in the FRF flange, while there is no 
wrinkling predicted for the ISR process which correlates with the experimental results. Fig. 6b 
shows the calculated MAE for each forming case. The FEA results of the MAE accurately predict 
the experimental trend. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Comparison of the flange edge shape after the final forming pass and (b) MAE of the 

flange edge. 
 

Material Deformation in the Flange. 
The distribution of the transverse and the longitudinal residual strain along Section 1, i.e., in 

the middle length of the critical radius (see Fig. 4) was measured after the final forming pass and 
is given in Fig. 7a and b, respectively. The Autogrid system gives a good measurement along the 
flange length, while a strain measurement was not possible in the profile radius area zone, ri. The 
experimental results and the FEA results suggest that a high transverse and longitudinal strain 
develops in the ISR flange, while there is only a very small level of transverse tensile strain and 
longitudinal strain in the FRF flange, see Fig. 7. The longitudinal compressive strain that is formed 
in the ISR flange reaches the theoretically required longitudinal, 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ, in the flange edge, see Fig. 
7b. In contrast, the longitudinal compressive strain that develops in the FRF flange is significantly 
lower than the theoretically required strain, 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ. 
 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Residual strain along cross-section 1 after the final forming pass (a) transverse direction 
and (b) longitudinal direction. 

Discussion 
The Effect of the Forming Method on Wrinkling Severity. 
In ISR, the flange is wrapped over the roll nose radius to a larger extent in the early forming passes 
compared to that in the later forming passes [16]. Thus, the formed transverse tensile strain in ISR 
reaches its maximum level above the part radius, ri, and then drops back to reach a minimum at 
the flange edge, see Fig. 7a. 

To produce a complex part contour without wrinkling, the flange needs to compress 
longitudinally [7]. Eq. 2 was used to calculate the theoretical longitudinal strain, 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡ℎ, required in 
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the flange to produce the investigated component. As can be seen in Fig. 7a, ISR results in a high 
tensile transverse strain. This high transverse strain assists in forming the longitudinal compressive 
strain that is required to form the investigated flange. As shown in Fig. 7b, the formed longitudinal 
compressive strain in the flange reaches the theoretically required longitudinal strain. This 
indicates that the material is stably compressed in the critical zone without wrinkling. 

In FRF, bending is the major deformation mechanism in the transverse direction and therefore 
the transverse tensile strain is low. This results in a small compressive longitudinal strain that is 
lower than that theoretically required. This means that in FRF the edge length remains longer than 
required and that therefore the compressive longitudinal stress is released in form of wrinkling 
rather than stable compression. This explains the severe flange wrinkling that occurred when FRF 
the component with the simple tooling, see Fig. 6a. 

Both the experimental result and the FEA result of the FRF case suggest the formation of a 
buckle after pass 5, which forms into a wrinkle after pass 7 in the experimental trials. The 
longitudinal membrane stress, Szz, is investigated along the selected node path in the flange edge 
(see Fig. 8a) for both the FRF (Fig. 8b) and the ISR case (Fig. 8c). For both processes, the 
maximum longitudinal compressive stress occurred in the critical radius, R295.64, see Fig. 1a. In 
FRF, the longitudinal compressive stress increases with the forming passes and reaches the critical 
buckling initiation stress of 527 MPa [9] after pass 5 (Fig. 8b), which is where the initial buckle 
was observed. Note that as soon as the buckle initiates the stress will release, i.e., there will be no 
further stress increase. The residual longitudinal stress formed in ISR is lower than the critical 
buckling stress and decreases with the forming passes (Fig. 8c). This suggests that the transverse 
tensile stress that is generated in the flange reduces the longitudinal compressive stress and 
therefore prevents the development of a wrinkle. 
 

 

(a) 
 

 

 
 

(b) (c) 
Fig. 8. (a) Node path considered for analysis of longitudinal stress, (b) evaluation of membrane 

longitudinal stress at the selected node path for FRF and (c) for ISR. 
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Summary 
In this study, the incremental shape rolling of an automotive component with variable width was 
investigated and the deformation mechanisms and shape quality compared with those obtained 
from FRF. The major outcomes of this study are: 

• ISR enables the manufacture of weight-optimized automotive components from high-
strength steel by eliminating the wrinkling severity. 

• In ISR, the transverse tensile strain results from the material wrapping over the roll radius. 
• The transverse tensile strain that is developed in the ISR flange assists in the forming of 

the longitudinal compressive strain that is required to form the part contour. In FRF, the 
transverse and longitudinal strains are low. This leads to wrinkling instead of stable 
longitudinal compression in the flange. 

• ISR represents a promising alternative to conventional sheet forming processes where 
excessive wrinkling leads to issues. 
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Abstract. Clinching thin sheet metal into a thicker part can result in low neck thicknesses or even 
neck cracks. How these critical low values for neck thickness can be counteracted is described in 
this paper, using a two-part punch, which is devided in an inner and outer unit.  At the beginning, 
both move parallel in the direction of the die until the outer punch stops at a defined position and 
only the inner one moves further down and forms the clinch point, with its characteristic contour 
and the geometric values of interlock and neck thickness. Due to the large punch diameter at the 
beginning of the process, more material initially flows into the neck area than in conventional 
clinching, so that a greater neck thickness can be achieved. Numerical simulation was used to 
create the concept and verify it experimentally. The greater neck thickness has a positive effect on 
the shear tensile strength and can also be transferred to the typical joining direction for clinching 
(thick into thin material).  
Introduction 
Mechanical joining technology is widely used to join different sheet materials with different 
thicknesses and tensile strengths. In contrast to welding, for example, the sheet metal partners can 
be of different types, as is the case when steel is joined into aluminum. Depending on the specific 
joining process, there is a recommended arrangement of the sheets (see Fig. 1). For example, in 
self-pierce riveting, the thinner part, which is more difficult to form, should be positioned on the 
punch side for optimum joint formation [1]. This is different for clinching, where the harder 
material should also be on the punch side, but it is recommended that the thicker sheet should be 
joined into the thinner part [2]. 

 
Fig. 1. Cross sections of three different mechanical joining processes (materials and blank 

thicknesses in the figure): Self-pierce riveting with semi-tubular rivet (left); Self-pierce riveting 
with solid rivet (middle); Clinching (right). 

Clinching 
In general, clinching is a simple way to join two or more sheets mechanical. It is frequently used 
because this joining process does not require a rivet or any other auxiliary joining part and is 
therefore easier to implement in terms of equipment and has weight advantages over other joining 
processes. On the other hand, clinching cannot compete with other mechanical joining processes 
regarding to joint strength. [3] 
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There are several process variants for clinching, such as clinching with cutting component [4], 
clinching with preformed hole [5], clinching without point elevation [6] or clinching with flat die 
[7]. Since these and other special variants are not used in this paper, their description will not be 
discussed in detail. 

In current automotive production, rigid and radial opening clinching dies are mostly used. The 
rigid dies are characterized by their simple, rotationally symmetrical design. The advantage of 
radial opening dies is that the material flow is positively influenced by flexible, movable segments, 
thus the formation of interlock is supported [8]. 

The actual joining process is similar for both presented die variants. First, the sheets are 
positioned between the blankholder and die (Fig. 2, I), the moving punch presses the sheet partners 
toward the die contour (Fig. 2, II), and the joining point is finally formed by radial material flow 
(Fig. 2, III). This results in a strength-relevant interlock with a sufficiently large neck thickness. 
[2] 

 
Fig. 2. Three steps of a clinching process (left); characteristic results of a clinching joint (right). 

Due to the relatively simple joining process (no intended material cutting as, for example, in 
the case of semi-tubular self-piercing riveting when piercing the punch-side blank), the clinching 
process can be simulated easily with the help of numerical computation. Particularly when rigid, 
rotationally symmetrical dies are used, but 
also certainly in the case of radial opening 
dies, it is even possible to use two-
dimensional simulations [9], which 
significantly reduces the complexity and 
calculation time. Thus, in addition to the 
pure joining point contour and force-
displacement data, critical neck 
thicknesses and cracks can also be 
identified and predicted by numerical 
simulations, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Sampling 
For this study of increasing the neck thickness, a joint with unfavorable sheet metal arrangement 
and small thickness in the neck region is used. As described above, this tends to be the case for 
clinching when joining thin into thick material. A steel joint of S350GD t1 = 2.0 mm into 
S350GD t2 = 3.0 mm is selected (as presented in [10]). As can be seen in Fig. 4(left), a bottom 
thickness of 1.06 mm results in a clinch point that has significantly lower values for neck thickness 
than interlock, with average tn = 0.25 mm and f = 0.42 mm. A maximum joining force of 80 kN 
was required for this joint. The rather high force value for clinching can be explained by the large 
thicknesses and the die diameter of 10 mm. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of numerical simulation (left) 
and experimental result (right): HC340LA t = 1.0 

mm in EN AW- 5754 t = 1.5 mm) [9]. 
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Furthermore, the cross-section for the typical joining direction is shown on the right in Fig. 4. 
With an identical joining force (80 kN), almost the same bottom thickness of tb = 1.05 mm is 
achieved. The neck thickness, averaging tn = 0.72 mm, is significantly greater. The thicker steel 
sheet on the punch side almost triples the neck thickness but the the interlock (f = 0.30 mm) is 
decreasing. However, the loss of 29 % interlock is not as extreme as the increase of the neck 
thickness. 

 
Fig. 4. Cross-sections of S350GD t = 2.0 mm in S350GD t = 3.0 mm (left) and opposite joining 

direction (right); red line added afterwards for better detection of the contour. 
Numerical Simulation 
In addition to the available information of the geometric dimensions of the tools, the spring rate of 
the blankholder and the joining speed, the friction conditions as well as the material properties are 
important for an exact modeling of the numerical simulation. Due to numerous past projects in 
which clinch simulations were considered [9, 11, 12], the gained expertise is used and the shear 
approach is applied for the friction. The selected friction factors have been determined on the base 
of the already performed numerical computations of the clinching process. 

For the integration of the material behavior into the simulations, compression tests [13] are first 
carried out (Fig. 5, left). Since significantly higher degrees of deformation are achieved during 
clinching than can be determined in the compression tests, an extrapolation of the data is necessary 
[14]. For this purpose, individual factors are obtained for different approximation approaches with 
the experimental data in the initial range and the different results are compared with each other. 
The least squared error can then be used to find the extrapolation approach that most appropriately 
reflects the material behavior. For the used S350GD the approximation approach by Orowan is the 
best fit for the experimental data. The extrapolated and in the simulation used flow curve is shown 
in Fig. 5 (right). 

 
Fig. 5. Original and compressed cylinder sample of the compression test (left); extrapolated flow 

curve of S350GD t = 3.0 mm with approximation approach by Orowan. 
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Since only rotationally symmetric tools are used for the experiments, the more simple 2D 
simulations are used as mentioned above. Using the FEA software DEFORM, a simulation model 
was built, which can be seen in Fig. 6. Only the two blanks are modeled as elastic-plastic, the tools 
punch, blankholder and die are defined as rigid for simplification. 

  
Fig. 6. Numeric simulation model of the clinching process build with the software DEFORM. 

Verification 
To ensure that the simulation can be used in further investigations, a comparison must be made 
between the experiment and the numerical calculation. Only if the results of both match 
sufficiently (geometry and load-stroke-curve), further use is reasonable. 

Unlike in Fig. 4, in the following graph (Fig. 7) the colored contour is the result of the 
simulation. The results of the numerical simulation were generated using Deform V12 software 
from SFTC. In it, the minimum bottom thickness tb achieved in the experiments was defined as a 
stopping criterion in the simulation. With these, areas of high deformation such as interlock and 
neck areas are generated finer meshes than at the edge of the simulated blanks. For the 
implementation of friction, a constant shear friction value per contact pair (such as punch/upper 
blank or die/bottom blank) was determined in parameter studies. 

The difference between experimental cross-section and calculated clinch contour is hardly 
visible. The values of the characteristic geometrical parameters generated by the simulation are 
also at the same level as those of the experiments. Therefore, the simulation can be considered to 
have a high accuracy and prediction and can be used in further investigations instead of costly 
experiments. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of experiment and simulation: cross-section and simulated contour of the 

clinch joint (left); characteristic geometrical values (right). 
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Divided Punch 
One approach to bring joints with small neck thicknesses into a 
non-critical state is to allow more material to flow into the neck 
area at the beginning of the clinching process. The idea 
developed here is to use a larger punch diameter which 
displaces more volume into this neck area. The joining point is 
then formed by a smaller punch. This does not necessarily have 
to involve a punch change; the division of the punch into two 
different diameters is already used in shear clinching [15] (Fig. 
8, numbers in the figure are part of the patent [16], where all 
components are explained by numbers). 

Described in more detail, clinching with a divided punch can 
be structured into four phases. First, just as in the conventional 
method, the sheets to be joined are positioned between the die 
and the blankholder (Fig. 9, I.). Then the larger outer punch and the smaller inner punch move 
simultaneously until a defined stroke is reached (Fig. 9, II.). At this point, the outer punch stops, 
and only the inner punch continues to move towards the die (Fig. 9, III.) and, as in the conventional 
case, forms the joining point with its characteristic contour (Fig. 9, IV.). 

 
Fig. 9. Four steps of clinching with divided punch. 

The validated simulations and the concept of punch division are now being used to first develop 
simulative tool combinations that generate an increase of the neck thickness. In the case of the 
outer punch, it is not only the pure geometry that is important, but also at which stroke it should 
stop moving.  

In order to show whether a compression of the material at the end of the process has the same 
effect as pre-compression, a stepped punch is also considered. This stepped punch has a smaller 
diameter which, after a defined height, has a shoulder where the diameter becomes larger. This 
punch shape is one-piece and therefore much simpler in design than a tool division. 

Fig. 10 shows the results of the simulations and at the same time also those of the experiments. 
The left subgraph is already known from Fig. 7 and is only included here for better comparison. 
First of all, it is noticeable that for all three punch variants the simulation accurately predicts the 
actual experimental result. This is the case for the pure contours as well as for the measured values 
for neck thickness and interlock.  

The differences between the two conventional punch designs (left and center) are marginal, 
there is no increase of neck thickness by using the stepped punch. The situation is different with 
the divided tool (the punch contour is based on the one of the stepped punch): Due to the large 
outer punch, so much material flows into the neck area at the start of the process that the average 
neck thickness could be increased from 0.25 mm to 0.39 mm (+77 %). Since experience shows 
that neck thickness and interlock are always in opposite trends, it is not surprising that the interlock 
decreases with the divided punch. Compared to the significant increase in neck thickness, however, 

Fig. 8. Division of the punch for 
clinching with cutting 

components [16]. 
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the loss of only 17 % (from 0.42 mm to 0.35 mm) is significantly lower. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of experiments and simulations (colored contours): conventional simple 

punch (left); conventional stepped punch (middle); divided punch (right). 
The declared goal of increasing neck thickness by using a two-part punch appears to be 

successful. The concept developed is appropriate for the present case. How and whether the larger 
neck thickness with simultaneously smaller interlock affects the joint strength will be determined 
in the next step. 
Strength Analysis 
Since the use of the stepped punch does not have any advantage in the present case, this punch 
variant is not included in the joint strength investigations. Fig. 11 shows results from shear tensile 
tests. As discussed in the last chapters, the sheet pairing S350GD 2.0 mm in S350GD 3.0 mm as 
well as the reverse joining direction can be found in it. In addition, a distinction is made in each 
case between the conventional simple punch and the divided die. 

 
Fig. 11. Results of shear tensile strength: S350GD (2 mm in 3 mm) vs. (3 mm in 2 mm) and 

conventional simple punch vs. divided punch with pre-stamping. 
It can be seen, that for both joining directions (thick in thin and thin in thick) the use of the 

divided punch has a positive effect on the joint strength under shear tensile load. This is the case 
both for the maximum forces and for the energy absorption capacity (in connection with the 
extended strokes). The fact that the use of the thicker blank on the punch side achieves 
fundamentally higher values than the thinner blank reflects experience. For the untypical blank 
arrangement for clinching (2 mm in 3 mm), the average maximum force for the variant with pre-
stamping can be increased by 19% with the larger punch compared to the simple tool. For reversed 
blank positioning, even an increase of 25% on average is achieved. 
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Further Investigations 
For the outer punch, not only the diameter is essential, but also how far it moves with the inner 
punch has an influence on the joint contour. For the sheet pairing S350GD t = 2 mm in 
S350GD t = 3 mm investigated in this paper, a small sensitivity analysis is therefore carried out 
with the help of simulation in order to be able to evaluate the effect on neck thickness and interlock.  

 
Fig. 12. Results of a sensitivity analysis to show the influence of stroke and diameter of the outer 

punch on neck thickness (left) and interlock (right). 
Fig. 12 shows that the larger the diameter and stroke of the outer punch, the greater the neck 

thickness. Here, the stroke has a greater influence than the diameter. On the other hand, increasing 
punch stroke and diameter of the outer tool have a negative effect on the interlock. Depending on 
the initial situation and requirements, it is therefore also necessary to find a tool setup for the 
espective compound. The punch division can help to achieve a balanced and target-oriented 
relationship between neck thickness and interlock. 

In further investigations, other joint components should be tested and whether the punch 
division has a positive effect on the joint contours and strengths. Both different sheet thicknesses 
and materials (steel, aluminum) in different strengths are of interest here and will be part of the 
project in the future work. For these other materials, it is also planned to test not only the shear 
tensile strength but also in head tensile direction, in each case for the reference experiments as well 
as the optimized with punch division tests. If there is an upper limit of material strengths that can 
be used with respect to the divided punch, these future investigations will show.  

In addition to the rigid dies used here, further studies should analyze the influence when using 
more flexible designs such as dies with radially opening segments.  

The sensitivity analyses presented above could be extended to consider all tools and kinematics 
and thus provide a fully comprehensive picture of neck thickness increase using punch division. 
Of course, not only the stroke and diameter of the outer punch influence the relationship between 
neck thickness and interlock, so the interaction of all parameters should be investigated in more 
detail. 

The obvious disadvantage of the punch division presented here is the need for two decoupled 
drives. The subject of further research should therefore be whether there are alternative 
possibilities for pre-stamping. It is conceivable, for example, to use spring units instead of several 
drives, to carry out the stamping by using a modified blankholder with an integrated stamping ring. 
This simple tool geometry naturally leads to a loss of flexibility in terms of a freely adjustable 
punch stroke for pre-stamping. 
Summary 
In this paper, the issue of small neck thicknesses in clinching was first described and demonstrated 
using the joint S350GD 2.0 mm in S350GD 3.0 mm. By using a validated simulation model, the 
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concept of punch division and the positive effect on a neck thickness increase were first 
simulatively proven. This could be verified by experiments, the comparison to the simulation was 
convincing and consequently the neck thickness could be increased in these real investigations as 
well. This led to significantly higher shear tensile strengths for the above-mentioned joint, but also 
for the joining direction more typical of clinching (thick material joined into thin material). 
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Abstract. Friction Stir Welding is a solid-state bonding process that during last years has caught 
the researcher's attention for the mechanical characteristics of the welded joints that are quite 
similar to the properties of the base material. The Friction Stir Welding is affected by several 
process parameters leading to intrinsic variability in the process. The present paper would 
introduce a new approach for predicting the surface hardness in different areas of the welded parts. 
Specifically, this method is based on the hypothesis that multiple Artificial Neural Networks, 
characterized by the same architecture but different weights, can be used for forecasting both the 
punctual value of the local hardness and its confidence interval, resulting in taking into account 
the intrinsic variability of the process. 
Introduction 
Friction Stir Welding (FSW) is one of the most significant technological developments in metal 
joining of the last thirty years and it is also considered a sustainable technology thanks to its energy 
efficiency. Indeed, the energy involved is on average 30% - 40% lower than conventional welds. 
In addition, the emission of greenhouse gases in FSW is about 30% lower than in traditional welds. 

Friction Stir Welding is a welding technology patented by The Welding Institute (TWI) in 1991 
[1]. This solid state mechanical joining technique is used to make joints between similar or 
dissimilar materials that are difficult to be welded with conventional fusion techniques, such as 
sintered materials, magnesium, copper, Inconel, titanium, metal matrix composites and 
thermoplastics. In particular, it is used for high-strength aluminum alloys, which are difficult to 
join using traditional techniques due to their typical microstructural alteration during aging 
hardening. 

From a structural point of view, the FSW introduces welded joints without overlapping edges 
and allows the elimination of connecting parts, such as rivets, with a consequent reduction in the 
weight and costs of the structures. This process, still relatively young, has produced great interest 
in the industrial world so as to achieve enormous development, especially in naval applications, 
but also in the aerospace, railway and automotive industries. The difficulty of the traditional 
welding processes is linked to the problems developed due to the high temperatures during 
processing. Conversely, in Friction Stir Welding, which is a friction process by plastic 
deformation, fusion temperature is never reached during processing, therefore, the formation of 
the problems that occur in conventional welds is avoided. 

In general, welds made using FSW have a different microstructure with respect to the joints 
welded with fusion processes because the maximum temperature reached in the heat-affected zone 
is significantly lower than the melting temperature [2]. By basing the microstructural 
characterization of the joints on the size of the grains and precipitates, it is possible to divide the 
structure of the FSW joint into four characteristic zones: the nugget, the thermo-mechanically 
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affected zone, the heat affected zone and the base material. The nugget is the area of completely 
recrystallized material close to the welding line; near to the nugget, the thermo-mechanically 
affected zone (TMAZ) is detectable. In the TMAZ the material undergoes both plastic deformation 
and heating, whilst only alterations of the microstructure and mechanical properties due to the 
welding thermal cycle are present in the heat affected zone (HAZ) [3]. 

For these FSWed joints characteristics, it is evident that the process parameters greatly 
influence the flow of the plastically deformed material [4]. In particular, there is a strong 
relationship between the microstructure and the quality of the joints is mainly due to the closed 
connection between the mechanical properties of the FSWed joints and the microstructural 
variations of the above-mentioned different zones of the welds. Therefore, particular attention 
must be paid in the choice of parameters to ensure adequate processing conditions, in order to 
avoid the formation of potential defects or weakness points in the identified welding areas [2]. 

Due to the large number of variables that must be considered simultaneously, it is not easy to 
optimize and predict with a good level of accuracy the process performance and the weld quality 
as a function of both the process conditions and the weld zones considered. For this reason, 
optimizing process performance by considering each process parameter individually is not an 
applicable approach. To overcome this problem, various artificial intelligence techniques have 
recently been used, among which the Artificial Neural Network stands out [5,6]. 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a mathematical model capable of reproducing the 
reasoning mode of the human brain, simulating its processing capabilities through the connection 
of neurons, which are the elementary computational elements of any neural network. The ANN, 
once it has been adequately trained, is able to solve even non-linear problems easily and quickly. 
To do this, the ANN is composed by an oriented network formed by different layers: the input 
layer, which collects the external data, the hidden layers, which process the information through 
the activation functions and the weights of each connection, and the outputs layer. 

The training of the neural network is based on the use of a dataset thanks to which the network 
is able to determine the weights of the interconnections and of the activation function. These 
weights define the reliability of the prediction and can vary as a function of trainings; in fact, 
repeating the training defines different weights configurations which generate different results in 
the prediction. Consequently, it is evident that if the same weights are always considered, the ANN 
produces a constant predictive response with respect to a specific set of inputs. However, this 
aspect is a distorted version of reality. Indeed, it is known that every process is characterized by 
an intrinsic variability caused by external conditions that can influence systems in different and, 
often unpredictable, ways. The possibility of considering this uncertainty in the analysis and 
prediction of complex systems is a topic of considerable importance [7]. For all these reasons, the 
main objective of this work is to develop a model capable of predicting not only the punctual 
mechanical characteristics reached in the different areas of the weld starting from the welding 
parameters, but also of being able to evaluate the intrinsic variability of the process. 

The proposed approach aims at forecasting the welding properties considering the process' 
natural variability by means of a group of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) having the same 
architecture, but different weights. The hypothesis of this work is that predicting the output using 
this approach allows to define an upper and a lower limit in which the proper results are placed. 
This idea was applied to the FSW process for the prediction of the hardness value reached by an 
aluminum alloy (AA 2024-T3) as a function of the main welding parameters (considered as input 
nodes of the ANN). 
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Methodology 
Experimental tests. 
AA2024-T3 sheets were friction stir welded perpendicularly to the rolling direction. The FSW 
process was performed using a CNC machine tool with a tool characterized by a smooth plane 
shoulder (16-mm diameter) and a frustum of cone pin shape (maximum and minimum diameters 
equal to 6 and 4 mm, height equal to 3.9 mm). The tool was realized from a drawn bar of carbon 
steel C40 without any heat treatment. Table 1 reports the welding parameters considered for the 
experimental campaign. The difference in the feed rate combined to 1200 rpm and 1500 rpm is 
linked to the presence of macro and micro defects in the joints welded with 1500 rpm-40 mm/min 
and 1500 rpm-100 mm/min. These defects led the authors to eliminate these combinations of 
parameters from further evaluation, considering them not suitable for the material considered.  

Table 1. Parameters set-up for experimental tests. 

Rotational speed (rpm) Feed rate (mm/min) 
1200 40 
1200 70 
1200 100 
1500 70 

 
All the other process parameters, such as the clamping system for the sheets, the tool inclination 

(fixed at 3°), and the tool penetration depth into the sheets (fixed at 3.99 mm), were kept constant. 
Rockwell B hardness tests (HRB) were performed for all the welding conditions, following a 

5mm spaced grid in the central zone of the top of the specimens, according to ISO 6508. For each 
sample, three profiles of indentations were carried out moving from the joint axis to the base 
material. 

Developed approach. 
One of the main issues in the FSWed joints is represented by the desire to obtain welds having 

mechanical properties as close as possible to those of the base material. In this context, one of the 
most important characteristics is the surface hardness of the joints.  

Due to the importance of the prediction of these kind of properties without the need to execute 
experimental tests, the prediction models have become very useful in the scientific research. 
Nevertheless, these forecasting models are characterized by a limitation in the prevision since they 
supply a deterministic constant result for the same inputs, not considering the intrinsic variability 
of the process. This is a huge limitation typical also of the trained artificial neural networks (ANN). 
Indeed, the hypothesis behind the development of this models is that, even if the same architecture 
is considered, the ANN can be characterized by different connection weights and activation 
functions, obtainable through different training iterations. This means that same architecture, but 
different weights, generate different, even if still reliable, forecasts. This means that it might be 
possible to develop a model able to predict not only the required punctual value but also its 
confidence interval. This kind of model has been developed following the flow-chart reported in 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Algorithm flow-chart. 

 
The following stages are considered: 

1. ANN architecture definition. The inputs and the outputs layers were defined according to 
the welding parameters and the final characteristic to be evaluated. Specifically, the input 
nodes (IN) were three and represented respectively the rotational speed of the tool (𝑠𝑠), the 
feed rate of the tool (𝑓𝑓) and the distance from the welding line (𝑑𝑑) where the hardness, 
which represented the output node (ON), has to be known. A single hidden layer was 
introduced since the literature supports the idea of introducing few hidden layers to avoid 
unnecessary complexity of the network. The number of hidden nodes (HN) was selected 
based on one of the most applied heuristic techniques found in the literature: the 
Kolmogorov’s Theorem, which demonstrates that a network with a single hidden layer can 
compute any arbitrary function of its input [8]. This theorem allows to estimate the size of 
the hidden layer as reported in Eq.1. 

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 2 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝐻𝐻 + 1 (1) 

2. ANN training. The dataset used for the ANN training contained 470 inputs combinations 
and the relative outputs, considered as target values. The dataset dimension fit with the 
requirements defined by Alwosheel A. et al. [9]. The dataset was based on the data of 
experiments performed to evaluate the surface hardness of the welded joints. Through a 
Matlab code, the ANN was trained to identify the weights, defining N=10. N indicated the 
number of ANN, with fixed architecture, considered for the multiple ANN approach trained. 
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This allows to obtain 10 ANNs with the same size, but with the layers differentiated from 
the weights of the connections and the activation functions. Levenberg–Marquardt 
algorithm was chosen as the training function for all the ANNs. 

3. Forecasting tests. A new group of experimental data were considered for the verification of 
the applicability of the algorithm. Specifically, 20 combinations of input parameters were 
selected, and the relative experimental results were collected, ensuring to consider inputs 
always included in the training interval of the network. These sets of inputs were introduced 
in the group of the trained ANNs obtaining 10 predictions for each combination, for which 
the average value was calculated. At this point, the idea of confidence interval was 
introduced to verify the reliability of the previsions and to forecast the intrinsic variability 
of the process. 

4. Confidence interval definition. Since the standard deviation of the data distribution was 
unknown, it was necessary to estimate the interval of the population average (µ) using, in 
addition to the sample mean (𝑋𝑋�), the sample standard deviation (𝑆𝑆), allowing to estimate the 
population standard deviation (𝜎𝜎). This can be done assuming that the random variable was 
normally distributed and, as a consequence, that the confidence interval can be defined by 
introducing the 𝑡𝑡-distribution. The 𝑡𝑡-distribution is similar to the normal distribution 
(symmetrical, bell-shaped, with mean and median equal to 0), but with a higher probability 
to fall into its queues than in the central part of the bell. Moreover, increasing the number 
of degrees of freedom (𝑛𝑛), the random variable 𝑡𝑡 tends to the normal distribution. Thus, 
considering α as the confidence level and 𝑛𝑛 as the sample dimension (represented by the 
number of repetitions of inputs combination introduced into the dataset), the confidence 
interval is estimated as reported in Eq. 2. Considering the degrees of freedom equal to 3 and 
an α equal to 5%, from the statistical table, 𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼

2
= 4.3027. The confidence interval was 

estimated based on the training dataset. 

𝑋𝑋� − 𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼
2
∙ 𝑆𝑆
√𝑛𝑛
≤ 𝜇𝜇 ≤ 𝑋𝑋� + 𝑡𝑡𝛼𝛼

2
∙ 𝑆𝑆
√𝑛𝑛

 (2) 

In this way, the estimated upper and lower bounds allowed to predict and define the interval where 
the results, in this case the surface hardness, can be placed if the experiments will be repeat more 
than once. Specifically, from the practical point of view, it was possible to predict HRB with a 
certain level of variability reproducing the intrinsic variability of the process, linked to external 
and uncontrollable factors. 
Results and Discussion 
The validation was performed by comparing the experimental and forecasted data and verifying 
their placement considering the predicted confidence interval. 20 combinations of inputs, 
indicating different welding conditions and hardness locations, were selected from the 
experimental tests (not used for ANN training): five hardness measurements for each combination 
of welding parameters by randomly selecting the distance from the welding line (𝑑𝑑). Table 2 
reports the combination used for the validation and the related results obtained from the 
experiments (performed as reported in previous section) and the average of previsions. It is 
important to underline that the data used for the validation are not related to a unique welding joint, 
thus resulting in a nonlinear distribution of the obtained hardness values in the typical FSW W-
shape. This choice was made because the main aim of this step was to demonstrate the validity of 
the developed method considering the totality of the dataset and not limiting it to a determined 
couple of inputs and their related output. Each ANN responds with a slightly different result from 
the others and this ANN behavior allows to assimilate these simulation repetitions to the intrinsic 
variability of the process, such as possible to observe by the standard deviation and the dispersion 
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of the data is coherent with a stable and feasible process. Furthermore, the error in prevision is 
very low showing a maximum error equal to 6.25%. As it is possible to observe more clearly in 
Figure 2, all the average values of the predictions are contained in the estimated confidence 
interval, the same for the ten predicted values. The validation process allows to demonstrate the 
reliability of the developed approach not only in the prediction performed by a single ANN, but 
also in the identification of a confidence interval in which the process results can vary due to the 
intrinsic variability. 
 

Table 2. Inputs combinations and ANN previsions. 
INPUTS TARGET PREDICTED OUTPUT 

S f d HRB exp MEAN Std. 
Deviation %Error 

1200 40 75 79 79.5 1.4 0.58% 
1200 40 60 79 78.9 0.5 -0.12% 
1200 40 10 75 70.3 1.2 -6.25% 
1200 40 -2.5 70 67.9 2.3 -2.93% 
1200 40 -35 77 77.4 1.0 0.56% 

1200 70 50 80 78.4 0.7 -2.05% 
1200 70 20 72 74.9 0.8 4.05% 
1200 70 2.5 75 71.6 1.2 -4.50% 
1200 70 -17.5 74 75.1 0.8 1.45% 
1200 70 -45 80 78.4 1.0 -2.03% 
1200 100 20 73 75.5 0.6 3.46% 
1200 100 2.5 76 73.0 0.6 -3.98% 
1200 100 0 76 73.0 0.6 -3.93% 
1200 100 -5 71 73.4 0.7 3.31% 
1200 100 70 79 78.8 0.5 -0.29% 
1500 70 25 79 77.0 1.0 -2.53% 
1500 70 10 78 74.5 0.9 -4.46% 
1500 70 0 76 73.4 1.3 -3.46% 
1500 70 -10 77 74.4 0.8 -3.36% 
1500 70 -12.5 79 77.4 1.2 -2.06% 
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Fig. 2. Validation results. 

Summary 
A new approach for the prevision of Rockwell B hardness values as a function of the distance from 
the center of the welding line of joints obtained by the FSW process was developed. The novelty 
of the model regarded the possibility to predict the results considering the intrinsic variability of 
the process linked to uncontrollable factors of the process.  

This means that, through the proposed approach, it was possible to correctly predict the surface 
hardness obtainable after a welding process, performed with the welding parameters used for the 
training. Furthermore, the approach was also able to show the confidence interval of the previsions. 

The present approach identifies a new method for the use of ANN in manufacturing processes. 
In this way, with the same input, it is possible to obtain different outputs, placed in a confidence 
interval acceptable from the statistical point of view thanks to the different distribution of the 
weights of the connections, reflecting more a real process that is always characterized by a slight 
variability in the results. 
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Abstract. In former papers methods to join different aluminium or different steel plates having 
same thicknesses are presented. These blanks are often joined by friction stir welding using flat 
tools. In order to increase the lightweight potential, the Materials Testing Institute of the University 
of Stuttgart developed a modified friction stir welding process to join aluminium and steel plates 
of different thicknesses. The process differs from the conventional method in stir welding tool 
used, which consists of a stepped welding pin and enables combined lap-and-butt joints to be 
produced. In this paper, a suitable material model is presented to describe this weld seam, allowing 
the forming behavior of hybrid sheet metal compounds to be realistically simulated. 
Introduction 
In car body construction, lightweight design approaches are becoming more common, in which 
weight of components is reduced by substituting one material by a comparatively lighter material 
(lower density). On the one hand, the weight reduced this way can extend the range of vehicles, 
which is particularly important in terms of the future or acceptance of electromobility, as charging 
cycles per kilometre driven play a significant role. On the other hand, lightweight components 
contribute to regulatory compliance as they lead to a reduction in the CO2 footprint of vehicles by 
lowering the energy consumption to drive the vehicle and by requiring less material to be used in 
production [1]. One challenge arising in the substitution of known materials consists in the required 
adaptation of the component geometries and the joining processes used [2]. When combining high-
strength aluminium alloys or even combinations of aluminium and steel alloys lightweight 
construction potentials increases. In particular, joining processes established in car body 
construction, such laser beam and resistance spot welding, show limitations regarding the 
combination of such materials. 

Sheet metal components made of different high-strength aluminium alloys and different sheet 
thicknesses can be used in the same applications as conventional materials, providing better 
properties like higher strength and lower density. However, joining of such high-strength 
aluminium alloys (e.g. 6000-series alloys) by established joining processes such as laser beam 
welding proves to be difficult due to the materials' tendency to hot cracking during or after welding 
[3]. In addition, the high heat input of the laser beam welding process causes a reduction of the 
strength of aluminium alloy, resulting finally in a reduced strength of the joint (weld seam) [4]. 
For resistance spot welding, high wear of electrodes poses a problem when welding such materials. 
These problems in joining high-strength aluminium alloys were circumvented in 1991 with the 
friction stir welding process patented by Thomas et al [5]. In this process, the process energy 
required is introduced by means of a rotating welding tool, which is pressed into and moved along 
the joint gap [6]. Since the melting temperature is principally not reached during friction stir 
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welding due to the method of energy input, the materials to be joined remain in the solid phase 
during the entire process. Joining of different sheet materials with different sheet thicknesses 
allows application-specific lightweight solutions to be realized. When joining different sheet 
materials with different sheet thicknesses, however, the welding tool in general has to contact the 
joint area flatly. Furthermore, for the joining of aluminium and steel, a joining method is required 
that minimises the appearance of intermetallic phases, as these reduce the strength of the weld 
seam, and at the same time the surface of the steel is sufficiently activated to form the joint with 
the aluminium. To ensure this, the Materials Testing Institute of the University of Stuttgart (MPA) 
developed a variation of the friction stir welding process to join different aluminium or aluminium 
and steel blanks of different thicknesses. In this process a combined overlap and butt joint is used 
as shown in Fig.  1. Here, the thicker metal sheet is provided with a milled step in sheet thickness 
into which the thinner sheet is inserted before the stir welding process [7]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Combined lap and butt joint; left: with welding tool, right: connection point [1]. 

 
Design of the pin of the welding tool shown in Fig. 1 is shaped in a way that both the front face 

and the surface of the steel sheet are activated. Additional the tool shoulder only rests on the 
aluminium and therefore does not rub on the steel as with conventional butt joints. The tool live, 
especially of the tool shoulder significantly is increased. The presented friction stir welding 
process can therefore be used both to join high-strength aluminium alloys and to produce mixed 
aluminium-steel joints [8,9]. The use of mixed aluminium-steel joints has a considerable potential 
for lightweight materials, as load-adapted components can be produced in which higher stressed 
sections can be provided with a steel sheet and the remainder with an aluminium sheet. In addition 
to the possibility of joining different materials of different sheet thicknesses, the developed 
welding process serves as solution annealing. Components of different materials, sheet thicknesses 
and material grades manufactured with friction stir welding are known as Tailor Welded Blank 
(TWB).  

Previous studies [10] show that TWBs made of aluminium and steel having the same sheet 
thickness of the base materials show relatively good forming properties as cups with drawing 
depths similar to the base materials could be drawn. However, [10] considered only 5000-series 
alloys on the aluminium side in his investigations. Singar [11] investigated the forming capacity 
of aluminium-steel TWBs made of HX340LAD (0.8mm) and AA 6014 T4 (1.2mm) joined by the 
cold metal transfer welding process. However, the investigations shown, that the values achieved 
for elongation at break (approx. 7%) and forming limits from the forming limit diagram required 
further work to produce TWBs suitable for industrial use. 

By using the friction stir welding process presented in this paper hybrid TWBs consisting of 
DX54 (1.0 mm) and AA 6016 T4 (2.0 mm) can be produced showing a new potential for forming 
operations [12]. For these hybrid TWBs a simulative mapping approach is developed with focus 
on the question how the hybrid TWB has to be modelled in order to describe the forming process 
realistically. First the material characterization in form of tensile tests and the determination of the 
forming limit curves is carried out for the base materials and the weld seam. With the results from 
these characterizations a simulative approach of TWBs is set up by mapping the properties of the 
three components aluminium, steel and weld seam in separate parts in order to map the forming 
behaviour and thus increase acceptance of aluminium-steel TWBs in the industry. 
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Material Characterization 
For deriving the material model for the forming simulation, the mechanical properties and the 
forming limit curves (FLC) of both the base materials (DX54 and AA6016 T4) and the weld seam 
of the TWBs were determined. Concretely, tensile tests were performed at the DYNAmore GmbH 
to obtain yield curves and Nakajima tests were carried out at the Institute for Metal Forming 
Technology (IFU) for determining the FLCs. The weld seam was furthermore characterized by the 
area of the combined lap and butt joint. The yield curves measured via the tensile tests are shown 
in Fig. 2. Here, for the base materials specimens were testes with 0°, 45° and 90° to rolling 
direction and for the weld seam, specimens were tested with 0° and 90° to the welding orientation. 
Each characterization test was performed using 5 samples. The extrapolation of the data from the 
tensile test was done using Hockett-Sherby. In Fig.2 the yield curves for AL6016 T4 and DX54 in 
0° are presented as these are the rolling directions with the lowest loading limits. In this context, 
Fig. 2 shows the flow curve of the weld seam specimen taken 0° to the welding orientation which 
is above the flow curve of the base material AA6016 T4, but below the flow curve of the base 
material DX54. In contrast, the yield curve of the weld seam taken 90° to the welding orientation 
is below the yield curve of both base materials. Considering these properties, it can be seen weld 
seams should be positioned in 0° to the welding orientation in order to obtain components with a 
correspondingly strength. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Yield curves of AA6016 T4, DX54 and weld seam. 

 
The forming limit curves of the TWBs were determined on the basis of 5 support points (waist 

of 30 mm, 60 mm, 100 mm, 140 mm and 200 mm) according to ISO 12004 [13] using a workshop 
press of the IFU (see Fig. 3, left and middle). For each of the 5 support points, Nakajima specimens 
were produced with a welding orientation of 0° and 90°. Each support point was determined using 
4 valid samples. The smaller sheet thickness of the aluminium sheet of the TWB was compensated 
by means of a shim plate, thus ensuring a uniform force application during the testing procedure. 
The phenomenon of weld seam migration during forming in the direction of the aluminium could 
be minimized by increasing the pressure of the gas springs of the blank holder. 
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Fig. 3. Principal of the Nakajima test used (left), Nakajima testing device at IFU (middle), TWBs 

with a welding orientation of 0° and 90° (right). 
 

Depending on the weld direction in the specimens, different results were observed with regard 
to crack initiation. For the specimens with 0° welding orientation, the crack forms, as usual for 
Nakajima tests of monolithic specimen, starting from the weld in the middle in the direction of the 
sheet edge (Fig. 3, right bottom). In this case, the load applied by the punch is absorbed by the 
weld seam and the base materials. Here, the GOM aramis system could be used to determine the 
major and minor strains before cracking. Determining the crack initiation for specimen with a 
welding orientation of 90° proved more difficult. Here, the failure was also initiated in the weld 
seam, but could not be identified as a local crack on the upper side of the sheet. The applied force 
of the punch is absorbed only from the weld seam which forces the weld seam to open up from the 
bottom side of the sheet. Therefore, no crack could be detected on the upper side of the sheet. On 
the upper side of the sheet only the separation of the weld seam was detected, (see Fig.3 right, 
middle). In this case, the crack initiation moment could be determined from the history curve of 
the major and minor strain, since they showed a rapid decrease after separation of the sheets due 
to the force of the punch. This moment was defined as the crack initiation moment for TWB with 
welding orientations of 90°.  

The different forming behavior of TWBs considering the welding orientation is shown in Fig. 3 
(right, top), illustrating the lateral plan view of Nakajima specimens with a waist of 30 mm. The 
drawing depth at 90° welding orientation is given in blue and the drawing depth at 0° welding 
orientation is shown in red. Such differences in the forming capability of the TWB could be 
observed for all waists and are shown in the forming limit diagram for both cases (0° and 90° 
orientation of the welding seam) in Fig. 4. 

Comparison of the two FLCs reveals that TWBs show different forming capability depending 
on the weld orientation for each loading condition (uniaxial, plain strain, biaxial). These results 
correspond to those from the tensile tests already presented, as the forming capability of TWBs 
with a welding orientation of 90° is below the forming capability of 0° at the critical plane strain 
load.  
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Fig. 4. Forming limit diagram for DX54/AL6016 TWBs in 0° and 90° welding orientation. 

Numerical Simulation Setup 
The mechanical properties determined for the base materials DX54 and AA6016 T4 as well as the 
weld seam were subsequently used to set up material models for the simulation of a Nakajima test 
performed. As described before the failure behavior varies due to the welding orientation and in 
this approach the welding orientation of 0° was further investigated. The simulations aimed to 
model the forming behavior of the TWB specimen with different waists and welding orientation 
of 0° during the Nakajima test as accurately as possible. For simulation setup and performing, the 
simulation software DYNAFORM and LS-PREPOST were used. Previous simulation work in this 
field was mainly concerned with the modeling of TWBs consisting of the same material using the 
software ABAQUS [14], TWBs consisting of different aluminium alloys [15] or TWBs produced 
by laser welding [16]. In laser-welded TWBs, the width of the weld seam is only a few millimeters 
compared to friction stir welded TWBs. Moreover, the higher process temperatures of laser 
welding as opposed to friction stir welding lead to significantly differing forming behavior, 
especially of the weld seam but also of aluminium sheets as part of a TWB. To account for these 
characteristics, a new modeling approach was developed for the numerical study on the forming 
behavior of friction stir welded TWBs presented in this paper, distinguishing it from previous work 
on laser welded TWBs. The distinction from [14] and [15] is made by considering different 
materials (aluminium and steel) with different thicknesses. In contrast to [17] this modelling 
approach on the one hand considers anisotropic material behavior and on the other hand describes 
the weld seam not only by node definitions, but as an independent material with its specific 
forming behavior.  

In the model approach, the welded blank was divided into three parts (the aluminium side, the 
weld seam and the steel side) as shown in Fig. 5 a). The weld seam was designed with a width of 
20 mm, which corresponds to the area of the combined lap and butt joint of the real TWB. The 
interface from AA6016 T4 to the weld seam and from the weld seam to DX54 were modeled using 
the weld function of DYNAFORM. Normally, failure values are assigned to these weld functions 
to implement the failure behavior at this location. However, as shown during the Nakajima tests, 
the TWB considered did not fail on the interfaces between the base materials and the weld seam, 
but within the weld seam. For this reason, the weld function was assigned with ‘no failure’. Each 
of the three parts was assigned with its determined mechanical properties using the material model 
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MAT_036-3-Parameter_Barlat. The entire welded blank was meshed with shell elements having 
a size of 1 mm, which means the weld seam has been represented with 20 elements in width. Fig. 
5 b) shows the entire simulation setup with punch, blank holder, die and TWB in lateral plan view. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. a) Separation of the blank in 3 parts; b) Simulation setup of Nakajima test considered. 

Validation Of Simulation Model 
For validation of the simulation results, the strain values measured in the corresponding Nakajima 
test were compared with the strain values calculated from the simulation. Furthermore, by 
importing the forming limit curve for the welding orientation of 0°, the crack initiation moment 
was determined based on the simulation results and compared with the crack initiation observed 
in the experiment. In this context, Figure 6 shows the major strain distribution of a Nakajima 
specimen with a waist of 60 mm calculated by simulation on the left side and measured in the 
experiment on the right side. On the right side the measurement results from the experiment of 
three samples are shown. The average value for the major strain at crack initiation moment is  
𝜑𝜑1 = 0,283 in contrast, the simulative determined main strain is 𝜑𝜑1 = 0,31. Comparison of these 
strain results revealed the strain distribution could be calculated quite accurately with the 
established simulation model for TWB consisting of DX54 and AA 6016 T4, but the strain values 
at crack initiation were overestimated relative to the strain values measured in the experiment. In 
Fig. 6 the location of crack initiation is highlighted with black arrows. The simulation differs 
slightly from the experiment with respect to the predicted location of crack initiation. The 
simulation result indicates this allocation slightly closer to the transition between the weld seam 
and the base material. The reason for these deviations in the simulation is probably the weld seam 
exhibits a different mixture of aluminium and steel in the transition area to the base materials 
compared to the weld seam center. This was not considered in the characterization tests of the weld 
seam carried out so far. 
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Fig. 6. Strain values before crack initiation moment a) major strain in simulation, b) major 

strain in experiment. 
Summary 
In this paper, a modelling approach for the numerical forming simulation of TWBs with a special 
focus on the consideration of the weld seam is presented. First, the base materials DX54 and 
AA6016 T4 as well as the weld seam of the TWB considered were characterized. Based on these 
tests, a simulation model of one of the Nakajima tests was set up and validated using the strains 
numerically calculated and experimentally measured. The simulation results revealed that the 
forming behavior of the TWBs could be described quite accurately by mapping the properties of 
the three components aluminium, weld and steel separately, but the behavior of the weld seam still 
needs to be represented in more detail as the predicted location of crack initiation varies from the 
experiments.  

In the future, in addition to the strain values, the force curves from simulation and experiment 
will be compared to base validation on 2 values. Furthermore, a simulative representation of the 
weld seam with shell and volume elements will be aimed in order to implement hardness 
measurements of the weld seam in the simulation and thus to consider the transition of the weld 
seam to the base materials in more detail. Possible variations of the properties of the weld seam 
will thus considered in further investigations by implementing the hardness profile of the weld 
seam and linking it to a prior damage. In addition, other connection methods will be considered to 
map the crack initiation at the correct location. Moreover, simulation of the Nakajima test with 
welding orientation of 90° will be considered in the future as they have a different failure behavior 
which was described in this work. 
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Abstract. The novel Tailored Forming process chain enables the combination of crucial properties 
of different materials by manufacturing hybrid components. Thereby, the limitations of monolithic 
components are surpassed. However, manufacturing hybrid bulk components introduces new 
challenges for hot forming. For example, when combining steel and aluminium, the main challenge 
is establishing and maintaining a temperature gradient in the component to match the differing 
flow stresses of the materials for a successful forging. For establishing the gradient, a particular 
heating strategy, including inductive heating of the steel and parallel partial cooling of the 
aluminium, is necessary. After reaching the target temperature, the heated component has to be 
transferred to the forging die by a robot while maintaining the essential temperature gradient. 
Therefore, a portable spray nozzle cooling system attached to the robot's end effector was designed 
in former work. This paper aims to validate spray nozzles for establishing a temperature gradient 
in a hybrid workpiece with a particular heating strategy compared to a currently used immersion 
cooling. For the validation, the nozzles will cool a hybrid steel aluminium shaft, whereby the 
nozzles' operation parameters influence on the temperature gradient will be investigated. Finally, 
the performance of the nozzles will be compared against the currently used immersion cooling. 
Introduction 
Nowadays, the research and development of increasingly high-performance and lightweight 
materials are becoming essential for resource efficiency. With these challenges, conventional 
mono-material components reach their limits to an increasing degree. To improve these 
limitations, hybrid components are developed that allow the use of different material properties by 
combining them. For example, a shaft that carries a high local mechanical load consists of a 
material that withstands the load and has a high inherent weight. If instead, only the loaded areas 
consist of the high-strength material, and the remaining part uses a lighter and, therefore, lower-
strength material, the shaft would still be suitable for its application and, at the same time, reduce 
its weight. 

Conventional hybrid manufacturing processes merge the different materials in a near-net shape 
at the end of the process chain, which restricts the geometry and the quality of the joining [1]. To 
overcome this limitation, a novel process chain for producing solid hybrid components that pairs 
the materials in a semi-finished workpiece and then forges them together, called “Tailored 
Forming” has been developed [2]. The early joining process results in better mechanical properties 
in the joining zone as well as a wider range of possible final geometries for the hybrid components 
[3]. However, the early joining leads to a new challenge of establishing and maintaining a 
temperature gradient in the workpiece during the whole process chain. The combined materials 
have deviating yield stresses, which must be equalized before forging. In the Tailored-Forming-
Process steel-steel, steel-aluminium and titan-aluminium pairings are investigated. Steel and titan 
require forging temperatures that exceed the melting temperature of aluminium. To prevent 
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melting of the aluminium, which destroys the component, special heating strategies were 
developed for several hybrid components [4, 5]. The heating takes place locally using induction 
heating. In this way, only the material requiring higher temperatures for forming is heated. 
Simultaneously, the aluminium is actively cooled down in order to prevent exceeding the melting 
temperature. As a result, this treatment establishes a step-like temperature gradient in the 
component. Unfortunately, the current heating and cooling strategies can only be used stationary, 
resulting in the temperature gradient not being maintained during a transfer from the induction coil 
to the forming machine. As a result, equalization processes occur in the component, which can 
lead to critical temperatures in the joining zone, resulting in a renewed threat of melting.  

In order to eliminate the risk of melting during transfer, a handling system was developed with 
an integrated cooling device [6]. The handling system consists of a form variable gripper that can 
handle hot forged objects and spray nozzles as a cooling unit. The form variable gripper allows 
handling diverse geometries without retooling time, whereby the handling gets more versatile as 
conventional two-finger grippers adjusted for only one geometry. The nozzles are attached to the 
gripper by an adaptable mounting system, whereby they can be aligned so that only a predefined 
area is cooled. Utilizing this handling system enables local cooling during the transfer phase, 
eliminating the risk of melting. The nozzles’ cooling parameters must be selected to prevent 
melting and avoid an undercooling of the steel side. 

This paper aims to validate the cooling system to prove the cooling effect needed for the 
sufficient forging of hybrid bulk components. For this purpose, the cooling system is initially 
considered stationary, i.e. without handling equipment integration and compared with the currently 
utilized immersion bath cooling. An example process from the Tailored-Forming-Process is used 
for the validation. For this purpose, immersion cooling and spray cooling are presented first to 
introduce and compare the methods. Based on this knowledge, the chosen methodology is 
described in more detail, and the experimental setup is explained. Afterwards, the results are 
examined and evaluated in detail. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary and an outlook. 
Cooling Methods 
Active cooling through controlled heat dissipation is described as quenching and is defined as 
cooling occurring more rapidly than in static air [7]. Such quenching techniques as immersion 
cooling and spray cooling can be utilized to establish the 
necessary temperature gradient. This chapter discusses the 
primary cooling techniques used for the particular heating 
strategy. 

Immersion cooling. Immersion cooling means that a 
workpiece is immersed in a liquid bath and thereby cooled. 
Water, oil and polymers serve as coolants for immersion 
cooling. Depending on the coolant, the cooling rate can be 
influenced. For example, the cooling rate of water is higher 
than that of quenching oil. Further parameters with which 
the cooling rate can be influenced are the temperature and 
the flow velocity of the coolant. During immersion 
cooling, different phases may occur depending on the 
workpiece temperature, resulting in different cooling rates. 
A vapor layer forms on the workpiece at a high surface 
temperature, which has a heat-insulating effect and thus 
leads to a low cooling rate. This phenomena is called Leidenfrost-Effect [8] and demonstrated in 
Fig. 1. 

The surface temperature is higher than the boiling point of the surrounding liquid. The vapor 
layer formed separates the liquid from the object and has the thickness 𝛿𝛿 and the corresponding 
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Fig. 1. Leidenfrost scheme 
demonstrating formation of a 

vapor layer. 
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coefficient of thermal conductivity, leading to a heat flux �̇�𝑞. In the fluid media, thermal conduction 
occurs with a different heat transfer coefficient (HTC), for which heat flux is given as a function. 
Each phase has a specific range for its coefficients, whereby gas coefficients are smaller than 
coefficients of liquids, which explains the insulating effect of the vapor [9]. The heat flows from 
the object into the vapor, and then into the liquid, generating free convection �̇�𝑚 in both phases. As 
soon as the temperature decreases beneath the liquid's boiling temperature, which is also called the 
Leidenfrost temperature, the vapor layer breaks down, and the heat dissipation increases again. 
The induction of a flow into the cooling medium influences the Leidenfrost temperature so that 
the vapor film forms at higher temperatures.  

Spray cooling. Another cooling technique is spray cooling, where a nozzle atomizes a liquid 
coolant and sprays it onto the workpiece to be cooled. This cooling technique serves, for example, 
for locally varying cooling rates [10]. Atomization can be performed with single-substance or dual-
substance nozzles. In the case of single-substance nozzles, the liquid coolant is atomized directly, 
and in the case of dual-substance nozzles, it is atomized with pressurized air. Compared with 
single-substance nozzles, dual-substance nozzles achieve higher heat transfer coefficients (HTC) 
[11]. The impingement density is the quantity of water or liquid that hits the surface of the 
workpiece per time and area. Furthermore, an increase in the coolant pressure improves the 
impingement density, positively affecting the cooling rate and, thus, the HTC [12, 13]. This 
correlation can be utilized in spray cooling to allow flexible adjustment of the cooling rate by 
varying the pressure. Another feature is that the heat transfer is highest at the center of the spray 
and decreases radially from it. However, by overlapping the spray cones, the dissipated heat and, 
consequently, the heat transfer coefficient can be increased [12]. Thus, the radially decreasing 
intensity of the heat transfer can be counteracted. 
Methods 
The previously presented cooling methods will now be compared, utilizing a Tailored-Forming-
Process, concerning their cooling performance. Initially, the process and its current heating 
strategy will be presented, followed by a description of the experimental setup and execution. 

Investigated Process. To validate the cooling process to establish and maintain the temperature 
gradient during heating and transport of the manufacturing process of a hybrid shaft developed by 
Behrens et al. is used [14]. The shaft consists of steel and aluminium (Fig. 2). Friction welding 
merges the two materials into a semi-finished workpiece. Induction heating of the steel side then 
prepares the workpiece for the forging process, while the aluminium side remains in a cooling 
immersion bath with water. This heating strategy achieves the required steel side temperatures of 
up to 900°C while the aluminium side remains below the melting point. During the following 
handling into the forging machine, the aluminium is not cooled, whereby the temperature gradient 
disappears. Therefore, a spray nozzle cooling unit integrated into the handling equipment was 
developed that maintains the temperature gradient while handling [6]. To confirm the cooling 
performance of the nozzles, they will be evaluated in stationary use instead of immersion cooling 
to establish the temperature gradient. If the same temperature gradient as immersion cooling is 
achieved, the functionality is verified and the handling equipment integrated configuration can be 
evaluated. 
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Fig. 2. Scheme of immersion cooled shaft workpiece during inductive heating with marked 
measurement points (MP). 

 
Experimental Setup. For the validation, the workpiece’s steel side is inductively heated, while 

the the nozzles cool the aluminium. Thermocouples attached to the workpiece measure the 
temperatures near the joining zone (MP 2 & MP 3) and the center of the respective material volume 
(MP 1 & MP 4)(Fig. 2) with 10 Hz. Drilled holes permit the thermocouples to be located at the 
defined positions to measure the temperature. The thermocouples for MS 1 - MS 3 are inserted on 
the steel end face, while MS 4 passes through the lateral surface of the aluminium. A workpiece 
can only be used once because the heating and cooling alter the material properties, whereby a 
second heating would lead to falsified results. Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup, where the 
workpiece is located in the induction coil. The nozzles are arranged around the aluminium part 
instead of the immersion bath. Further, the cooling system records the pressurized air and water 
mass flows. The adjustment of these mass flows occurs through pressure regulation. A valve sets 
the air pressure, while pressurized air adjusts the water pressure through a tank, where the 
pressurized air flows in and the water out.  

The induction coil heats the 
workpiece for 28 seconds with a 
particular power profile, which is 
designed for immersion cooling, 
while the nozzles cool the 
aluminium. The inductive heating 
unit has a max. power of 44 kW, 
while the workpiece is heated for 9 
s with 55%, then 9 s with 35% and 
finally 10 s with 20% power to 
establish the step-like temperature 
gradient. In order to determine the 
parameter’s influence on the 
temperature gradient, different 
parameters for the air and water 
mass flow are tested. The 
experimental design includes three parameter sets shown in Tab. 1, each repeated three times in a 
randomized order. While the pressure parameters are set, the mass flow of the fluids is measured. 
The air pressure influences the water mass flow antipropotional and is considered insofar as 
keeping the water pressure constant while varying the air pressure. The original handling process 

Fig. 3. Experimental setup of the heating unit with spray 
nozzles. 
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specifies the pressure limits of each fluid because the utilized robot and surrounding components 
are not sealed against water and could be damaged. The chosen parameters enable a safe system 
operation for the tested stationary as well as for the prospective gripper integrated operation. 

 
Table 1. Investigated parameter sets (pressure) and resulting mass flow depending on the 

parameter. 

 Pressure [bar] Mass flow 
Set Water  Air  Water [l/min] Air [m³/h] 
1 0.7 1.1 1.6 8.58 
2 0.7 1.35 1.02 10.03 
3 0.7 1.6 0.7 11.2 

Results 
In order to compare the cooling performance of the spray cooling with that of the currently utilized 
immersion bath cooling, the heating process described above is carried out, and the temperatures 
at the defined measuring points (MS 1 - MS 4) are recorded. The temperature data at the individual 
points are already available from earlier tests for the immersion bath and serve as a reference. A 
step-like temperature gradient must be established in the component for spray cooling to be 
confirmed as a suitable cooling method that should be visible in the temperature curves of the 
individual measuring points. Furthermore, the aluminium must not exceed its melting point during 
heating, which would damage the component. Ideally, spray cooling should achieve the same 
temperature distribution in the component as immersion cooling. 

Fig. 4 shows the temperature curve of the workpiece during heating, considering the different 
parameter sets. All three graphs show the same course, which indicates a good and equal 
connection in the joining zone, increasing the measurements' significance. If there were strongly 
deviating joining zone properties of the materials in the individual samples, this would lead to 
different heat conduction behavior, which would be reflected in the temperature curves. Further, 
in the curves of MS 2 and MS 3 in all three plots, there is a brief rise in the temperature after 
finishing the heating of 30 s. This is caused by removing the workpiece's thermocouples towards 
the end of the heating period. The two thermocouples are inserted in a drilling that leads straight 
through the steel to the joining zone. Consequently, the sensors pass through the hot steel when 
they are removed. 

One essential factor for a successful forming process is the step-like temperature gradient. For 
this purpose, Fig. 5 summarizes the temperatures achieved for the corresponding parameter sets. 
The maximum temperatures during the process were determined for every repetition of each 
parameter set and measurement point. The first parameter set achieved the best cooling 
performance in the tests, while the highest air pressure (parameter set 3) resulted in the worst 
cooling performance. The lowest amount of water is sprayed through the nozzles with high air 
pressure, which explains the inferior cooling performance of parameter set 3. However, it should 
be noted that in parameter set 1 at measuring point 4, a strongly deviating maximum temperature 
occurred. Thermocouple displacement occurred by the spray was observed depending on the 
orientation of the drilling to the nozzles. The workpiece is manually placed in the induction coil, 
which causes the rotational orientation of the cylindrical workpiece could vary. Due to the possible 
displacement of the thermocouple, it experiences a different electric field through the induction 
coil, which can lead to a significant deviation [15]. Since the parameter sets investigated were 
restricted by external factors, the temperature gradient may be a local optimum, which would have 
to be investigated further. Nevertheless, it can already be seen that there is a correlation between 
the amount of water, the air pressure and the cooling power. 
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Currently, the process utilizes immersion for the thermal preparation, whereby the component 
reaches a temperature gradient sufficient for successful forming. Here, the temperature gradient 
serves as a comparison to demonstrate the applicability of spray cooling. Immersion cooling 
achieves a lower cooling performance, 
which the Leidenfrost effect can explain. In 
the experiments, the aluminium reaches 
temperatures of approx 110 °C, causing the 
water to boil and form a vapor phase. The 
steel also heats up and exceeds the 900 °C 
limit, which is ideal for steel forming. In the 
case of spray cooling, the steel side reaches 
approx 800 °C. The influence on the 
formability requires further investigation.  

The cooling of the hybrid workpiece 
with spray nozzles compared to immersion 
bath cooling is more intensive. The 
parameters investigated also show that the 
cooling performance of the spray nozzles 
can be variably adjusted, which permits 
even more precise adjustment of the 
temperature gradient. Accordingly, it can 
be assumed that the spray nozzles are suitable for setting the temperature gradient.The results 
indicate that the necessary cooling performance can be achieved with the nozzles integrated into 
the handling equipment. 

 

Fig. 5. Bar plot of the experimental results showing the maximal measured temperatures for 
each parameter set and repetition. 
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Summary 
This paper aimed to validate spray nozzles for establishing a temperature gradient in a hybrid 
workpiece with a particular heating strategy compared to a currently used immersion bath. The 
nozzles have the advantage of being able to be integrated into the handling equipment and permit 
cooling during transport. With immersion cooling, no cooling can be performed during handling, 
which means that the temperature gradient due to equalization processes disappears. 

For the validation, one manufacturing process for hybrid steel aluminium shafts was utilized. 
The workpiece attached with thermocouples is inductively heated at the steel side, while the 
aluminium side is cooled with the nozzles. The nozzles operate with compressed air and water, 
with the pressures of the two fluids as parameters. Three-parameter pairings were made, where the 
air pressure varies and the water pressure remains constant. The tests were subsequently performed 
with the corresponding settings. The results show that the mass flows of the two fluids primarily 
depend on the pressure of the compressed air. Furthermore, parameter combinations with a greater 
mass flow of water achieve a more effective cooling performance.  

Finally, the performance of the nozzles with the best parameter set was compared against the 
currently used immersion bath cooling. As a result of the comparison, the semi-finished workpiece 
reached lower temperatures in both materials when cooled with nozzles. Thus, the nozzles can be 
used for this application, as the nozzle parameters allow a variable cooling performance, which 
can be further adjusted to approximate the immersion bath cooling. 
Outlook 
In the future, the parameter range of nozzle cooling must be investigated in more detail since only 
a small range could be investigated in this work. In these experiments, the forming should also be 
carried out so that the influence of the cooling capacity on the forming result can be tested 
simultaneously. Thereby, the effect of 100 °C lower temperature in the steel side on the forming 
can be investigated, since it is unclear to what extent this precisely influences the forming.  

Another aspect to be examined is the nozzle's integration into the handling system and the 
robotized operation. The robot will be suited with the handling system to grasp the shaft, and the 
grasping position is essential because that surface cannot be cooled, whereby local heat spots can 
emerge and possibly damage the workpiece. 
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Abstract. Emergent manufacturing demands for superior performance but lightweight structures 
have pinpointed the development of multi-material and hybrid structures specifically in the 
aerospace and automotive industrial sectors. Friction stir welding (FSW), a solid-state joining 
technique has been proven very effective to produce joints between materials possessing extremely 
diverse thermal and mechanical properties. The present research aims to investigate the feasibility 
of Al-Ti skin-stringer joints with different plate geometries and placements. The effect of different 
approaches on material flow, grain morphology, intermittent phases, joint resistance, and 
microhardness are discussed in depth.    
Introduction 
Multi-material components are enticing recognition for their unique application base catering to 
automotive, aerospace, and transportation industries. Multi-material components not only present 
the unique benefits of demonstrating the properties of the individual materials but their advantages 
as a union too. The joining between titanium(Ti) and aluminum(Al) can be proposed for numerous 
applications in aeronautic and automotive sectors, wherein the higher strength-to-weight ratio is 
crucial in terms of body weight reduction and fuel savings. Conventional thermo-fusion joining 
techniques struggle with metallurgical challenges owing to a substantial disparity in physical 
properties, inadequate mutual solubility, and formation of brittle intermetallics (IMCs) [1,2].  

The solid-state welding process was adopted into Al-Ti dissimilar joining and had been proven 
to be an efficacious technology by a few works of literature [3,4]. However, the formation of brittle 
IMCs like TiAl3, TiAl2, TiAl, Ti3Al, Ti2Al5, TiAl2, and Ti2Al5 was difficult to control during the 
welding. Alternatively, FSW has been proven to be an efficient process to eradicate the formation 
of IMCs up to a certain extent as compared to other solid-state welding processes [3,5,6]. This 
technique has been efficient to produce extremely arduous dissimilar welding joints owing to its 
less heat input feature. Moreover, with an innovative approach to in-process cooling Patel et al. 
[3] have reported a considerable decrease in the quantity of IMCs, which increased joint efficiency. 
To date, numerous investigations featuring butt and lap configuration joints with different process 
parameters have been reported [7-9]. According to these studies, the IMC layer thickness can be 
downed up to 2µm with a proper set of FSW parameters. Moreover, from the literature mentioned, 
the ideal range for revolutionary pitch (RP) during FSW with butt configuration joints was 0.05-
0.10 which delivered 80-110% joint efficiency [7,9,10]. Apart from common process parameters 
like tool rotation speed (TRS), tool traverse speed (TTS), tool tilt angle, etc. Li et al.[8] 
experimented with the tool offset and reported the turbulent material flow in the nugget zone (NZ) 
during FSW with an increase in tool offset and a decrease in RP. However, vortex material flow 
is desirable during FSW as it distributes the fine Ti particle in Al substrates and makes a uniform 
composite structure delivering enhanced properties[3]. A few investigations have reported the 
reduction in the IMCs by using a thin interlayer during the FSW of Al-Ti butt configuration joints. 
The interlayer alloy having the higher affinity to the substrate withholds the formation of brittle 
IMCs, ensuing enhanced properties of the prepared joints [11]. Yet, Al-Ti “T” configuration joints 
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produced by FSW have not been reported in the literature (except one reported by own research 
group) as per author’s best knowledge owing to the complexities involved. 

The literature survey discussed to the point indicates a lack of literature available in the field of 
Al-Ti “T” configuration FSW joints despite having a huge potential and promising sectors to 
explore. The objective of the present investigation is to produce successful Al-Ti “T” configuration 
FSW joints experimenting with parameters including substrate plate position swap and geometrical 
features. The influence of these variables on the mechanical and microstructural features like joint 
strength, microhardness, and IMCs distribution is studied in detail. This investigation is an 
extension of the work carried out by authors elaborating on the influences of several FSW 
parameters like TRS, TTS, and material positioning as skin/stringer[12]. 
Materials and Procedure 
Materials and Process. 
Substrates of aluminum alloy 6156 (Si 1 wt.%, Mg 0.9 wt.%, Cu 0.9 wt.%, Fe 0.1 wt.%, Mn 0.55 
wt.%, Cr 0.125 wt.%, Zn 0.4 wt.%, Al – bal) and commercially pure titanium grade 2 with plate 
dimensions 140 × 90 × 3 mm and 140 × 90 × 2 mm respectively were used for experiments. A 
fully automatic FSW machine (Make: ESAB, Model: LEGIO 3ST) was used for conducting the 
experiments. An experimental setup with fixture and tool is displayed in Fig.s 1(a) and (b). Each 
experiment was conducted with position control mode and using a push roller on the leading edge 
of the Tungsten-Rhenium conical tool to ensure uniform contact conditions and plunge. TRS and 
TTS were chosen from the best welding conditions derived from the authors’ recent publication 
[12]. The experiments were repeated thrice with each processing condition to ensure the credibility 
of the results. To understand the effect of slots in the skin, specimens were prepared with three 
different slot depths of 0 mm, 0.5mm and 1 mm longitudinally. Table 1 summarises each 
parametric condition with its unique experiment ID. 
 

Table 1. Parametric sets with relative specimen IDs. 

Specimen ID A B C D E F G H I 
Skin Material Titanium Grade 2 Al 6156 

Skin Slot Depth [mm] 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 

Tool Feed, 
F [mm min-1] 40 50 70 

Tool Rotation Speed [rev. 
min-1] 400 800 1000 

Tool Tilt Angle 2.5o 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup (a) T-joint custom-designed fixture (b) WC-Re FSW tool geometry. 
 

Microstructural Characterization 
The specimens for microstructural examinations were obtained by sectioning at the center of the 
weld. They were further mounted, ground, and polished finally with 0.5µm diamond paste. Each 
joint specimen was etched with Keller's reagent (HF 2% vol. + HCL 3% vol. + HNO3 5% vol. + 
H2O 90% vol.) for the AA 6156 section and Kroll's reagent (HF 3% vol. + HNO3 5% vol. + H2O 
90% vol.) for Ti Grade 2 section.  Further, microstructural characterization was carried out through 
optical microscopy (OM) (OLYMPUS, 
Model-Inverted Metallurgical Microscope 
GX51), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), and energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS) (Make: Zeiss, Model: Ultra-55 SEM).  

Hardness and Tensile Testing  
Each joint specimen was examined for 

microhardness using Eseway 4302 Vickers 
hardness tester (according to ASTM E-384). 
A square-based pyramid diamond indenter 
(136o intersects) was employed for tests with 
load and dwell time of 5 kg and 15 seconds, 
respectively. A specially designed fixture as 
displayed in Fig. 2  was used for conducting 
T- pull tests on a conventional tensile testing 
machine with a velocity of 2 mm/minute.  
The fractured specimens were further 
examined by SEM fractographic analysis. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of T-pull test fixture. 
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Results & Discussion 
Macro- and Microstructural Analysis 

Macrostructural insights.  
Macrostructural images of T-joint specimens prepared with Al and Ti as skin and stringer 

alternatively are displayed in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The macrostructure was characterized by very 
distinctive featured flow arms of different materials and dimensions. These arms are generated by 
distinctive material flow patterns recorded with varied slot sizes and welding conditions. The size 
of the flow arm greatly influences the resulting properties owing to the skin/stringer material 
interlocking. During FSW of T-joints, as soon as the rotating tool pin penetrates the stringer 
material, it pushes the material underneath the tool to get extruded in the opposite direction, being 
constrained by the surrounding skin material. Simultaneously, the skin material flows downwards 
to the sides of the stringer material. As a result, engendered flow arms can be noticed in the vicinity 
of the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) area as schematically represented in Fig.s 6 (a) 
and (b).  Chen et al [13] have reported and corroborated the matching phenomenon of “extruded 
hook” during the FSW of Al-Ti lap joint configurations. The specific thermal contribution (STC) 
ensuing from distinct RP majorly contributes to the size of this flow arm, too. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Macrostructures of Ti skin Al stringer T-joints prepared with the skin-slot depth of (A) 0 

mm (B) 0.5 mm (C) 1 mm. 
 
As indicated earlier in the introduction section, FSW parameters were finalized using the 

author’s previous publication. Ti skin/Al stringer samples were prepared with TRS and TTS of 
400 rev. min-1  and 40 mm min-1. However, the microstructure of this sample was characterized by 
a recess defect in the NZ. Such defects incurred owing to a huge property mismatch between skin 
and stringer materials, making it extremely challenging to get a synchronized material in the NZ. 
The flow stress at room temperature for Al is ¼ of the Ti, making Al soften in the advanced stage 
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of the FSW stirring, while Ti resists the deformation. Although such mismatch can be minimized 
at elevated temperatures with a low RP value parametric set, it is not possible to eradicate. Hence, 
to minimize the flow resistance of the Ti skin material a novel strategy proposing a longitudinal 
slot in the skin was experimented as schematically exhibited in Fig. 6(c). Therefrom, the samples 
with 2 longitudinal slots with depths of 0.5 mm and 1 mm were milled prior to the FSW. The slot 
width was kept equal to the stringer plate thickness. It was believed that the slot shall not only 
reduce the volume of the Ti material to be deformed and stirred but increase the flow arm size as 
indicated schematically in Fig. 6(c). The micrographs of the Ti skin samples welded with the 0.5 
mm and 1 mm slot depth are displayed in Fig. 4(B) and (C) respectively. As the proposed strategy, 
the tool pin not only minimized the recess defect size in NZ up to a great extent but allowed the 
Al flow arm to penetrate the Ti skin material. Still, it was not possible to omit the recess/pocket in 
the NZ completely. Moreover, the small Ti flow arms engendered by tool-driven extrusion were 
also identified in these samples indicating the greater softening of the Ti skin. The flow arm 
interlocking was also visible in these samples.  

Nevertheless, the material flow that happened in the Al skin samples was quite different than 
in Ti skin and it was possible to extract a few defect-free samples at different processing 
conditions. As far as the Al skin samples are concerned, these samples were characterized by the 
longer Ti flow arm penetrating the Al skin as displayed in Fig. 5. As discussed in the preceding 
work, with a decrease and increase in the RP and STC values respectively the flow arm length was 
reportedly increased delivering the best joint strength. Therefrom, to further increase the flow arm 
size, a slot design was proposed. As the proposed strategy, the Ti flow arm size was drastically 
increased with the greater tool-driven extrusion. However, at the same time the larger extent of the 
extrusion created a larger void to fill in between two Ti flow arms ensuing into the recess/pocket 
in each sample prepared with slot (see Fig. 5 (E), (F), (H) and (I)). As mentioned earlier, the profile 
of this stringer arm is quite important for an interlocking mechanism during the T-pull test. It was 
observed that, while on one hand its vertical alignment (perpendicular to the skin), creates the least 
disturbance to material momentum while stirring, on the other hand, the horizontal alignment 
barricades the material flow toward the center and results in recess/pocket defects[9]. It is worth 
noticing that the flow arm length grows in the vertical direction with slot depth, but once it crosses 
a threshold value it starts bending towards the center of the weld as schematically represented in 
Fig. 7. This can be explained as when the slot depth is increased the shoulder rotates closer to the 
extruded stringer arm, engendering tremendous pressure on the stirring material, which bends the 
flow arm in the plane parallel to the shoulder face as visible in specimens F and I. This Ti flow 
arm boundary barricades the skin material to flow toward the center of NZ leaving back unfilled 
voids. Hence, as far as the slot depth is concerned the joints prepared with 0.5 mm slot exhibited 
longer and vertically aligned flow arms compared to others. 
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Fig. 5. Macrostructures of Al skin Ti stringer T-joints prepared with slot depth, TRS, and TTS of 

(D) 0 mm, 800 rev. min-1,50 mm min-1 (E) 0.5 mm, 800 rev. min-1,50 mm min-1  (F) 1 mm, 
800 rev. min-1,50 mm min-1 (D) 0 mm, 1000 rev. min-1, 70 mm min-1 (E) 0.5 mm, 1000 rev. min-1, 

70 mm min-1  (F) 1 mm, 1000 rev. min-1, 70 mm min-1. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Schematic exhibits for proposed material flow phenomenon in (a) Ti skin Al stringer (b) 

Al skin Ti stringer (c) proposed Ti skin with slot Al stringer. 
 
Apart, defects like skin thinning and kissing bonds were also observed in the few samples (viz., 

B, C, H, I). Kissing bonds are reportedly formed either when the substrate materials are extremely 
asymmetric or they are inadequately heated and stirred. This eventually promotes the formation of 
residual oxide layers (e.g. TiO2  in the present investigation) detached from the other substrate 
[14]. These layers wane the material attachment and raise the localized stresses during weld 
solidification. Especially for T-joint configuration, as the tool pin rotation plane is parallel to the 
joint interface, it becomes difficult to slash these oxide layers [12]. 
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of change in stringer flow arm profile concerning slot depth. 

 
Microstructural insights. 
The SEM and EDS mapping were carried out for the samples with no skin slot and maximum 

slot depth viz., G and F respectively. The mapping indicated the composite structure near the 
extruded Ti flow arm for both samples as displayed in Fig. 8. During FSW, when the extruded Ti 
stringer flow arm reaches the threshold length value, it starts interacting with the rotating shoulder. 
Further, the Ti flow arm experiences grinding led by the shoulder, leaving fine Ti particles in the 
vicinity of the flow arm. Rostami et al.[7] have reported the identical occurrence of the composite 
structure close to the Ti hook profile generated during FSW of Al-Ti lap joints. 

 

 
Fig. 8. SEM-EDS mapping of the composite structure near the Ti Flow Arm. 

 
Moreover, the obtained results during the SEM-EDS analysis indicated a very thin and 

intermittent layer of TiAl3 intermetallic close to the Al-Ti interface as exhibited in Fig. 9. It is 
noteworthy that the IMC layer thickness ranged from ~ 1 µm to 5 µm, which may be believed to 
be very lean considering the observed thickness for FSW butt and lap configuration joints [10, 13]. 
However, a thicker IMC layer was identified in the vicinity of the extruded Ti flow arm. This 
variable layer thickness at different locations may be understood by the successive events taking 
place while FSW. On the one side, when the rotating plunges adjacent to the Al-Ti interface, owing 
to softening of the Al skin led by high frictional heat, the Ti face is pressed downward and extruded 
as a flow arm leaving an unfilled void. This void remains empty until the tool progress along the 
joint line and stirring Al enters at the back of the tool.  
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Fig. 9. SEM/EDS mapping of Intermetallic Layer at Al-Ti interface and near the extruded Ti flow 

arm. 
 

However, by the time Al fills the void completely, the temperatures of both Al and Ti are 
slightly dropped to a level at which the occurrence of Al-Ti diffusion is very minimal. While of 
the other side, when the extruded Ti flow arm penetrates Al, the temperatures of both substrates 
are elevated, leading to the Al-Ti diffusion and formation of a thick layer of IMC. The prevalent 
IMC phase identified in the NZ was TiAl3. The mechanical properties of the prepared FSW joints 
are greatly influenced by the location, size, and amount of such IMCs. 

Mechanical Properties 
The joint strengths observed with T-pull test of all the samples are graphically displayed in Fig. 

10. Concerning Ti skin samples, they were characterized by a moderate joint strength, which can 
be attributed to defects like porosity, recess, etc., and lack of appropriate flow arm interlocking 
phenomenon. Although the slots allowed the Al flow arm to enter into the Ti skin, there was a lack 
of proper interlocking. Still, a slight improvement in the joint strength can be observed for the 
samples prepared with the skin slots. While concerning the Al skin samples, the highest joint 
strengths of 146 MPa and 144 MPa were observed for sample G and sample D, respectively which 
were prepared without any skin slot. Although T-joints created with skin slots demonstrated longer 
extruded flow arms, they were characterized by recess and unfilled cavity defects as described 
earlier in section 3.1. Alternatively, quite comparable strength of 107 MPa was recorded with the 
sample I which was prepared with 1 mm slot depth. While comparing the performance of the slot 
depth in terms of joint strength, the deeper skin slot of 1 mm exhibited considerably superior results 
which can be attributed to the longer flow arm accompanied by the superior flow arm interlocking 
with skin in the NZ. 

As far as the hardness results are concerned, the substrate materials Ti grade 2 and AA 6156 
exhibited a hardness of 115 HV and 40 HV respectively. The hardness values recorded in the NZ 
of sample G were almost 50 % higher than the unprocessed substrate. The increased hardness 
values can be attributed to the Al-Ti composite structure, grain refinement, and IMCs present in 
the NZ of the welded samples [3,15,16]. Such rise in the hardness values can be backed by several 
strengthening mechanisms viz., shear lag mechanism and dislocation strengthening mechanism. 
According to the shear lag mechanism, as NZ is characterized by Ti particulate composite 
structure, during testing when the specimen is loaded the load is transferred from the Al matrix to 
very hard Ti particulates. The shear stress is generated at the Al-Ti interface due to this load shift, 
which eventually hinders the dislocation motion and ensures higher properties. As per dislocation 
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strengthening, owing to a large mismatch of coefficient of thermal expansion between two 
substrates, geometrically indispensable dislocations are engendered at the Al/Ti interface and in 
the vicinity to the Ti particulates and IMCs, during the cooling period post-thermos-plastic 
deformation led by FSW. These dislocations impede crack growth and thereby increase joint 
strength and hardness. In the nutshell, the T-joints prepared with FSW not only exhibited the 
metallurgical bonding but the mechanically interlocked bonding too which promises an effective 
approach for the production of dissimilar material T-joints. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Joint strength for Ti and Al skin samples. 

Summary 
This novel investigation describes the successful fabrication of dissimilar T-joints using Ti Gr 2 
and AA6156 substrates, wherein the effects of mutual sheet position and innovative skin slot 
design on macrostructural, microstructural, and mechanical properties of the joints have been 
discussed in depth. The obtained conclusions are as under:  

• AA 6156 substrate skin samples displayed substantially better properties than Ti substrate 
skin samples.  
• The dissimilar material T-joint was characterized by interesting material flow patterns. 
Particularly, the development and geometry of the extruded flow arm were found to be crucial 
for mechanical interlocking resulting in improved joint strength. The length of this flow arm is 
directly proportional to the amount of heat input during the process and skin-slot depth. 
However, too large values of any of them can bend the flow arm which hinders the appropriate 
material flow leaving behind defects like cavities, recess, etc, and eventually reducing the 
mechanical properties. 
• The samples produced without skin-slot exhibited superior joint strength as compared to 
skin-slot samples, owing to the formation of the defects like cavities and recesses in skin-slot 
samples. However, samples joined with a maximum slot depth of 1 mm exhibited superior joint 
strength as compared to 0.5 mm slot depth, owing to better mechanical interlocking of the flow 
arm with Al skin substrate.  
• The hardness values of prepared T-joints were improved by 50% and 20% as compared to 
the unprocessed Al skin substrate and Ti stringer. Such an increase can be attributed to the Ti-
particulate composite structure, grain refinement, and IMCs-led strengthening mechanisms.  
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Abstract. Interlocking is mainly used in the manufacture of lamination stacks for the cores for 
electrical energy converters. The process involves the embossing of nubs, which are subsequently 
stacked and joined by an interference fit. For an optimal design of interlocked joints, sufficient 
knowledge of the relationships between various influencing parameters in the manufacture and the 
resulting stack properties is essential. In addition to the design parameters nub geometry, size and 
embossing depth, the process parameters embossing clearance, counterpunch and blankholder 
force influence the joint strength. In addition to these fixed parameters, continuously varying 
uncertainty such as wear, which can lead to a rounding of the tool edges, affects relevant stack 
properties like the joint strength. The mechanical loads in the area of the tool edge which are 
responsible for this rounding mainly act immediately before material separation and have to be 
considered in the embossing process. However, the influence of punch edge radii on the joint 
properties during the interlocking process has not yet been investigated. In order to describe the 
interdependencies between different influencing parameters on the achievable mechanical 
strength, experimental investigations are carried out. Therefore, cylindrical nubs are interlocked 
with varying embossing depth, clearance and edge radii. The joint strength is determined via 
tensile tests. Key findings are that the joint strength of nubs with increasing abrasive wear on the 
cutting edge of the embossing tool are compensated by a higher embossing depth. The minimum 
embossing depth required for stacking and the embossing depth at which the optimum strength is 
achieved depend on the embossing edge radius and thus on the current abrasive wear state. 
Introduction 
Interlocking is a process for manufacturing iron cores in the stators and rotors of electric motors. 
These are assembled from thin sheets that are electrically insulated from each other in order to 
minimise iron losses. To build up a lamination stack, interlocking nubs are introduced into the 
sheets by an embossing operation and then pressed into each other, creating a force-fit joint. For 
electrical insulation, the sheets are coated in advance. Various coating materials are used for this 
purpose, which are classified according to their chemical composition, insulating capacity and the 
area of application [1]. Common coating types are organic coatings of type C3 and the completely 
or predominantly inorganic C5 coatings. C3 coatings can contribute to an improvement in 
punchability compared to uncoated materials. The same applies for C5 coatings depending on the 
fillers and additives. Therefore, both are in principle suitable for use in punch-stacked components 
[2]. Since the working principle of interlocking is based on friction and is therefore dependent on 
the tribological conditions, the choice of the coating material potentially influences the joint 
quality. 

Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic sequence of the punch-stacking process chain consisting of 
punching, embossing and stacking. For use in electric drives, both the magnetic and the mechanical 
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properties (joint strength) have to be taken into account when designing interlocked lamination 
stacks. In order to achieve a high torque density and low power losses, the magnetic properties 
must be optimised and additional losses caused by the manufacturing process minimised [3]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the interlocking process chain. 

 
From a mechanical point of view, the joint strength between the sheet metal lamellae plays a 

decisive role. To ensure a reliable connection of the lamination stacks in the subsequent assembly 
steps, a minimum strength is required for robust process handling. The resulting strength of the 
punch-stacked joint depends on a complex interaction of a multitude of parameters. The geometry, 
position and number of nubs as well as the material properties (sheet thickness, alloy combination, 
coating material) are determined during product design of the electric drive. Parameters such as 
the embossing clearance, the blankholder and counterpunch force as well as the stacking force are 
determined by the tool design and can be varied within a specific range. The tool parameter 
embossing clearance and the process parameter embossing depth have been shown to have the 
greatest influence on the joint strength in previous investigations [4,5]. As an uncontrollable 
parameter, wear causes alterations in the tool configuration and thus directly affects the mechanical 
properties of the embossed nubs. Since the embossing process is a punching process that is stopped 
just before cracks are initialized into the material, wear on the edge of the embossing tool plays an 
important role. 

From the literature it is known that the so-called punch phase in which the blanking tool 
separates the products from the sheet metal strip causes abrasive wear on the cutting edge of the 
tool [6]. This abrasive wear is influenced by the acting contact normal stresses, which correlate 
with the maximal punch force 𝐹𝐹max. The maximal punch force is defined as the cutting force 
𝐹𝐹max = 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠, with the cutting line 𝑙𝑙, the sheet thickness 𝑠𝑠 and the shear strength shear strength 
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠, according to Lange [7]. The shear strength depends on a various number of variables such as 
tool parameters (clearance, tool wear, surface conditions of the active elements), material 
parameters (tensile strength, elongation at break, alloy composition) and other process parameters 
(lubrication, temperature, cutting speed) [8].  

Due to high accuracy requirements in the cutting step and the influence of the embossing gap 
on the joint strength, very small clearances between punch and die are selected for both the cutting 
step and the embossing step in interlocking, which leads to high contact normal stresses and 
promotes the occurrence of abrasive wear. As mentioned above the embossing step corresponds 
to a shear cutting process in which the slug is not sheared off completely until it breaks, but remains 
connected to the base sheet due to a sufficiently small immersion depth of the punch. Because the 
maximum force occurs shortly before the material fails by tearing off the slug, it can be assumed 

𝑠𝑠 sheet thickness
𝐷 nominal nub diameter
𝑡 embossing depth
𝑢p embossing clearance
𝐷p punch diameter
𝐷d die diameter
𝐹𝐹b blankholder force
𝐹𝐹c counterpunch force
𝐹𝐹s stacking force

𝐹𝐹s𝐷p

𝑡𝑢p

𝐹𝐹c

𝐷d

𝐷p

𝐹𝐹𝑏𝐹𝐹𝑏

𝑠𝑠

embossing stacking
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that only abrasive wear in the form of rounding of the punch edge has to be considered. Further 
wear phenomena such as adhesions, scratches and chipping are found on the lateral surface and 
can be neglected during the embossing process. Literature in area of shear cutting demonstrates 
that abrasive wear directly affects the properties of the manufactured part.  

Former studies prove that the occurring tool wear plays a significant role in the shear cutting of 
electrical sheet and can also have an effect on the magnetic properties [9,10] in addition to the 
influence on the mechanical properties and the cutting contour [10,11]. Although this correlation 
for punching tools is present in recent studies, abrasive wear on embossing tools and its effect on 
the stack properties have not yet been investigated.  

An established method of monitoring the wear condition of punching tools is the measuring of 
force signals during the process [12]. Previous studies have shown that it is possible to estimate 
the current punch edge radius [13] and the resulting workpiece characteristics [14] based on time 
series, for example using machine learning algorithms. This methodology can potentially be used 
to monitor the current wear condition during punch stacking and to adapt to it by appropriate 
countermeasures. The hypothesis put forward in this paper is that by monitoring the wear condition 
in-situ, the optimum range in the process window in terms of joint strength can be determined in 
real time and abrasive wear can be counteracted by adjusting the process parameters. In order to 
lay the foundation for this, the correlations between the parameters embossing depth, embossing 
clearance and punch edge radius and the resulting joint strength are to be investigated 
experimentally in this paper. 
Approach 
In order to investigate the influence of the main process parameters and the tool wear state on the 
joint strength, experimental investigations are carried out. For the experiments electrical steel 
sheets of grade M270-50A according to DIN EN 10106 [15] are used with two different coating 
materials (C3 and C5). The sheet thickness is 0.5 mm and the specimen have a size of 35x35 mm 
containing one cylindrical nub per layer. The nubs have a circular cross section with a diameter of 
6 mm. The single sheets where stacked using a punch with the same diameter. For the investigation 
the parameters blankholder force and counterpunch force are kept constant. The embossing depth 
is varied in the range 60 % to 125 % in relation to the sheet thickness. The embossing gap is 2 % 
or 1 % of the sheet thickness. Table 1 gives an overview over the experimental parameters. 
 

Table 1. Dimensions and parameters used in the experimental investigation. 

 
 

Fig. 2(a) shows the test tool used for the embossing step and the test set-up for stacking the 
nubs. The tool used for embossing is a test tool for simple shear cutting operations with a closed 
cutting contour. A round punch with a diameter of 6mm is used. To investigate the influence of 
tool wear in the form of abrasion, punches with an artificially rounded embossing punch edge 
(indicated in Fig. 2(a)) with different radii (see Table 1) are used for embossing in addition to a 

material and
design parameters

constant process and
tool parameters

varied properties
and parameters

sheet thickness 𝑠𝑠 0.5 mm stroke height 35 mm coating type C3, C5

specimen size 35 x 35 mm stroke speed 15 strokes/min embossing depth 𝑡 60 % - 125 %

material M270-50A blankholder force 𝐹𝐹b 3,000 N embossing clearance 𝑢p 2 %, 1 %

punch diameter 𝐷p 6 mm counterpunch force 𝐹𝐹c 800 N punch edge radius
sharp (R00), 0.1 mm 
(R01), 0.2 mm (R02), 
0.3 mm (R03)

stacking force 𝐹𝐹s 5,654 N
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punch with a sharp edge. The tool is equipped with a piezoelectrical force washer (Kistler 9015A) 
to acquire the embossing force and an eddy current sensor (µEpsilon EU8) to acquire the motion 
sequence of the tool. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental setup for embossing, stacking and tensile testing. 

 
The samples are stacked on a tensile-pressure testing machine, whereby the lower sheet is 

placed on the convex side of the nub on a flat pressure plate and a punch with the same geometry 
as the embossing punch presses the nub of the upper sheet into the lower nub. The punch movement 
is force-controlled at 500 N/s until a defined upper force limit is reached, for which a value of 
5,654 N was empirically determined, which corresponds to a compressive stress of 200 MPa in 
relation to the nub cross-section. In order to prevent the lamination stack from sticking to the punch 
due to radial clamping forces caused by elastic deformation, the stacking punch has an edge radius 
that is 0.1 mm larger than that of the embossing punch. 

Fig. 3 shows the curves of the punch force over time for both materials as a function for different 
embossing depths using a sharp punch (R00) and for a slightly rounded punch with an edge radius 
of 0.1 mm (R01). The graphs are synchronised so that the times of impact of the blankholder 
coincide. Since the embossing depth is varied by adjusting the bottom dead centre of the press, the 
punch speed changes with the embossing depth, therefore the time at which the punch hits the 
sheet also changes, as can be seen from the rapid increase at between 0.5 s and 0.6 s. With the 
rounded edge, the punch consistently hits the sheet a little later, as the length of the punch is slightly 
shorter with the artificially worn rounded-edge punches, but the hold-down is set the same. In the 
embossing phase, different characteristic progressions can be seen depending on the embossing 
depth. At high embossing depths, the typical force curve of shear cutting results with an abrupt 
drop in force after reaching the critical breaking stress. Using a sharp punch, this can be observed 
at embossing depths of 100 %. In this case, fracture initiation already takes place at embossing 
depths in the range of 80 % to 85 %. Below this, the curve of the punch force is decisively 
dominated by the punch travel and the corresponding counterpunch and blankholder forces. 
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Fig. 3. Punch force curves for different embossing depths (in relation to the sheet thickness) with 

sharp (R00) embossing tool, (a) and (b), and rounded tool (R01) with edge radius 0.1 mm, (c) 
and (d); (a) and (c) show the curves for the material with C3 coating, (b) and (d) the material 

with C5 coating. 
 

When using a worn punch, the material breaks at higher embossing depths. In this state, tensile 
and compressive stresses are superimposed in the forming zone, local stress peaks are reduced, 
and the material allows greater plastic deformations. As a result, the embossed nubs do not tear off 
at embossing depths of 90 % and below. 

Fig. 4 demonstrates how the punch force changes with different edge radii at the same 
embossing depth (100 %). It can be seen that the maximum force increases with increasing edge 
radius. This is consistent with investigations of force signals during shear cutting [16]. Since the 
edge radius increases, the effective clearance decreases depending on the depth the tool penetrates 
the die. As a result of a smaller clearance, the maximum cutting force is reduced. This effect is 
counteracted by an increasing radius, due to the greater load which must be applied to the tool 
system to induce cracks in the material. According to Kubik et al., the effect of superimposed 
tensile and compressive stresses dominates, resulting in an increased maximal force [16]. 

Furthermore, it can be observed that in the case of a slight fillet, the shape of the curve changes 
significantly. There is a sharp drop in the force and a kink in the curve immediately before reaching 
the bottom dead centre (which is passed through at approximately 0.63 s), which indicates that the 
tensile strength of the material has been reached locally and damage and possibly initial cracking 
occurs in the area of the tool edges, so that a further increase in the embossing depth can be 
expected to cause the punching nub to tear off. It is noticeable that the curves for R01 and R02 are 
very close together. Only a further increase of the edge radius to 0.3mm causes the critical 
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embossing depth to shift upwards until breakage occurs to such an extent that cracking does not 
yet occur at 100 % embossing depth. Due to these characteristic changes in the force curve, it is 
possible to predict the state of wear, expressed by the edge radius for the case at hand, using known 
methods [6]. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Punch force curves for different edge radii of the embossing tool for the materials with 

C3 coating (a) and C5 coating (b) at a stamping depth of 100%. 
 

The joint strength was determined by quasi-static tensile tests, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) with 
five repetitions per process parameter set whereby the focus is on the maximum force achieved in 
the load direction until separation of the stack. For the case R01 shear as well as top tensile tests 
were performed and evaluated. The results for stamping depths of 80 %, 90 % and 100 % show 
that the shear strength is significantly higher than the pull-off strength in top tensile test in all cases 
(see Fig. 5), which can be explained by the fact that in the direction of loading in the sheet plane, 
in addition to the force-fit connection, they are also joined by a form-fit force component. 
Nevertheless, both tests show the same qualitative correlation when varying the embossing depth. 
In the following, only the results from the top tensile tests are used to simplify the investigation of 
the influence of edge radius, embossing depth and embossing clearance. 
Results  
In order to find out how the 
relationship between embossing depth 
and joint strength changes with 
increasing tool wear, investigations 
are carried out with one sharp and 
three rounded embossing tools. Nubs 
with different embossing depths are 
introduced into the samples and then 
two sheets are pressed together. In 
the following, the maximum forces 
achieved in the top tensile test are 
used to evaluate the joint strength. 
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The results are intended to provide the basis for making a real-time prediction of the joint strength 
by monitoring the wear condition on the basis of force signals. In addition, it will be investigated 
whether a targeted rounding of the tool edge can have a positive effect on the joint strength. 

Fig. 6 shows the results of the tensile tests for the materials with C3 and C5 coating. Using a 
sharp tool (R00), a stacking with the present configuration is possible from an embossing depth of 
70% (with C3) or 75% (with C5). Below this, no permanent joint can be created. The strength 
values for R00 of 13.75N at 70% and 14.09N at 75% are at an almost constant, low level in this 
range. Further increase of the embossing depth to 80% leads to a slightly decreased joint strength. 
For C5, the lowest embossing depth with which a successful package was produced is 75%. The 
strength values of 9.45N and 9.69N for 75% and 80% are also very close to each other, whereas 
the maximum strength value of 12.5 N is measured at 85%. The maximum achievable embossing 
depth before the nub breaks off is 80% for the C3 material and 85% for C5. 
 
In the tests with rounded tool edges, three main observations can be made: 

1. Both the minimum embossing depth at which a laminations stack can be joined and the 
maximum embossing depth before nub breakage occurs increase significantly compared to a sharp 
tool. The increase in the minimum embossing depth is due to the fact that, because of the rounded 
tool edge, there is a significant radius on the inside of the dimple as well as on the underside of the 
sheet in the rollover zone of the nub, which increases with increasing tool edge radius. This reduces 
the remaining actual contact area on which the contact normal stress can act in the radial direction. 
The maximum stamping depth increases because with a rounded punch, the stress peaks at the 
sharp edges are lowered, causing cracking to occur later. For C5, in all cases with a rounded tool, 
regardless of the edge radius, a joint can only be made from an embossing depth of 90%. With the 
largest radius of 0.3mm (R03), nubs with a maximum embossing depth of 125% can be 
successfully stacked for both C3 and C5. 

2. After reaching an optimum, the strength decreases again with a further increase in the 
embossing depth. This could indicate that if the embossing depth is increased too much, the crack 
formation is already initiated at least locally and the thus pre-damaged nub no longer has the 
necessary strength in the subsequent stacking process to build up a press-fit with the same joint 
strength. 

3. The maximum achievable strength with optimal choice of embossing depth increases 
significantly compared to the case with sharp embossing tool. It can be clearly seen that the 
maximum achievable joint strength in all cases with a rounded tool edge is above the strength with 
a sharp tool, regardless of the radius. The optimum is achieved at 100% embossing depth with a 
slight rounded tool with a radius of 0.1mm and is 47.82N with C3 coating or 44.42N with C5 
coating. With further increase, the maximum strength decreases again and tends to occur at higher 
embossing depths. 
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Fig. 6. Results of top tensile tests for different embossing depths and embossing tool radii at 

samples with C3 coating (a) and coating of type C5 (b). 
Based on the tests carried out, the process window for the present joint configuration with a 

cylindrical nub of 6mm diameter can be determined empirically using an embossing clearance of 
2%. In Fig. 7 this is shown as a function of the punch edge radius and the embossing depth. On 
this basis, both an upper and a lower limit can be read off for the respective radius. These differ 
only slightly for the two materials examined with different coatings. 

 
Fig. 7. Process windows for the investigated interlocking setup for test stacks of C3 (a)  

and C5 (b) coated sheets. 
For achieving high-quality lamination a small clearance between the embossing punch and die 

is favorable [4]. Therefore, the influence of the embossing clearance is further investigated. Fig. 8 
shows that the joint strength increases when the embossing clearance decreases from 2 % to 1 %, 
which is in accordance with studies by Lin et al. [4], where the same relationship between the 
embossing clearance and the joint strength was established with a sharp punch of 2mm diameter. 
In addition, the results indicate that the maximum embossing depth at which successful stacking 
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is possible is about the same as with a smaller gap, although higher local stresses are expected in 
the embossing step. Furthermore, the lower process limit for the embossing depth is lower with a 
smaller embossing gap, which leads to a significantly larger process window. This is valid for both 
C3 and C5 coated material. 

 
Fig. 8. Joint strength determined in top tensile tests for different embossing clearances 1 % and 

2 % at various embossing depth with (a) C3 and (b) C5 coating. 
Summary 
In this work the influence of tool wear expressed by a rounding of the embossing tool edge on the 
joint strength of interlocked lamination stacks with cylindrical nubs was investigated. 

It can be found that the achievable embossing depth increases when using an embossing punch 
with a rounded tool edge. Coincidently, the minimum embossing depth required for stacking and 
the embossing depth at which the optimum strength is achieved depend on the punch edge radius. 
If the embossing depth is regarded as a control variable, this knowledge can be used to react to 
wear occurring on the tool edge by adjusting the process parameter embossing depth. Another 
approach, which is obvious in order to design the interlocking die with regard to optimum 
mechanical joint strength, is to design the tools for stamping from the outset in such a way that an 
edge radius is provided in order to achieve the optimum of the achievable joint strength. 

The comparison of the two different coating types C3 and C5, which are commonly used for 
blanking of electrical sheets shows no clear difference in the suitability for interlocked lamination 
stacks. 
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Abstract. Increasing resource efficiency is a major challenge and affects almost every aspect of 
social and economic life. The mobility sector in particular is responsible for a large share of 
primary energy consumption and is increasingly in the focus of public interest. One possibility to 
adress these challenges is to reduce the vehicle weight by means of lightweight construction 
technologies such as multi-material systems. These assemblies consist of workpieces with 
different mechanical and geometrical properties, which poses a major challenge for joining 
technology. Mechanical joining processes such as semi-tubular self-piercing riveting are often 
used in the production of these assemblies, but due to their process characteristics, they are rigid 
and can only react to changing process variables to a limited extent. One way to increase the 
versatility of self-piercing riveting is to superimpose a tumbling kinematics on the punch. During 
tumbling, an angular offset of the punch axis to the tool axis is set and the contact area between 
punch and workpiece is reduced. In this work, investigations were carried out to determine how 
the tumbling strategy, consisting of the parameters tumbling angle, tumbling onset and tumbling 
kinematics, affects the material flow of the rivet element. For this purpose, experimental tests are 
conducted with the typical materials of conventional multi-material systems and the geometric 
joint formations are determined by means of macrographs. 
 
Key findings 

• Analysis and identification of the significant influencing parameters of the tumbling 
strategy on the process combination and their interactions 

• Evaluation of possibilities of a targeted material flow control to influence the geometric 
joint formation 

 
Introduction 
The energy and climate crisis demands a more efficient use of resources and technology. A major 
part of this ongoing change has to take place in the mobility sector [1]. Stricter limits for CO2 
emissions were imposed recently [2]. One way of increasing efficiency in automotive engineering 
is weight reduction [3]. Especially the battery weight in electric vehicles can be partially reduced 
this way [3]. Since the body in withe is an important part of the vehicle's total weight, efforts are 
often focused on replacing conventional steel used in body design with lightweight materials such 
as aluminum, fiber-reinforced plastics or high strength steel [4]. Reducing the overall mass of a 
passenger car with an internal combustion engine by 100 kg can save about 0,5 l of fuel per 100 
km [5]. In addition to reducing weight and increasing efficiency, the mechanical strength and crash 
behaviour of a vehicle can also be improved by the selective use of materials [4]. This approach is 
generally called multi-material design [3]. The spectrum of materials used in this strategy includes 
light metals, such as titanium or aluminum, as well as plastics and composites [6], up to ceramics 
[7]. Due to the different chemical, mechanical and thermal properties of these materials, joining 
technology is one of the greatest challenges of multi-material design [6]. While conventional 
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thermal joining processes reach their limits when it comes to joining dissimilar materials [8], 
mechanical joining technologies such as semi-tubular self-piercing riveting (SPR) are becoming 
increasingly important [9]. Since SPR is a rather rigid process with limited flexibility, it cannot 
comply with the increasing demand for rapid response to individual product configurations [3]. 
One way to improve the variability of SPR is to superimpose the process with a tumbling 
kinematics on the punch. The punch is tilted by a certain angle, which reduces the contact area 
between the tool and the workpiece [10], as shown in Fig. 1b). As a result, the joining forces are 
reduced, and the process limits are increased [11], due to a higher number of parameters. 
Furthermore, the flexibility and versatility of the process can be enhanced [3].  
 

 
Fig. 1. a) Components and process parameters [13] of semi-tubular self-piercing riveting with 

tumbling punch and b) resulting contact area. 
 

At present, the potential of this process combination cannot be exploited to its full extent, since 
no holistic understanding about the correlation of the process parameters with the geometrical joint 
formation of the SPR joints exists. To improve the process knowledge, an extensive series of 
experiments was planned and executed, analyzing the effects of various parameters and tumbling 
strategy combinations based on macrographs. Therefore, the tumbling angle α, the tumbling 
speed vt, the tumbling kinematics, and the tumbling onset hto were varied. These parameters are 
further illustrated in Fig. 1a) and are explained in more detail below. The results of the analysis 
provide a basis for the efficient use of the process combination to achieve a higher versatility. In 
particular, conclusions regarding the process and material flow control in semi-tubular self-
piercing riveting are drawn. 
Tumbling Self-Piercing Riveting Process 
For the investigation of the process combination of a tumbling superimposed semi-tubular self-
piercing riveting process, the tool shown in Fig. 2 is utilized. The tool design provides the ability 
to investigate a variety of parameters of the joining and tumbling strategy [3]. The core of the tool 
setup is the combination of a rotating and a linear axis, which enables predominantly rotating and 
linear kinematic models to be executed and a free path planning of the contact surface between 
punch and rivet head can be implemented. Furthermore, the adjustment mechanism for the 
tumbling angle and the punch movement is excluded from the force path of the tool, thus enabling 
highly dynamic movements. The tool is installed in a conventional universal testing machine of 
the type Walter-Bai, which performs the tool stroke in the z-direction. As materials for the 
investigations, the steel HCT590X with a sheet thickness of t0 = 1.5 mm and the aluminium alloy 
EN-AW6014 with a sheet thickness of t0 = 2.0 mm are selected. Due to their mechanical and 
geometric properties, these two materials and sheet thicknesses represent common multi-material 
systems and their challenges for joining technology. The die type used is a flat die with a diameter 
of 8.5 mm, a depth of 1.7 mm and a draft angle of 5°. The rivet element is a C-rivet with a shaft 
diameter of 5.3 mm and a rivet height of 5.0 mm from industrial applications. 
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Fig. 2. Semi-tubular self-piercing riveting tool with detail views and tool parameters. 

 
The investigations are carried out to identify the influences of individual parameters and their 

interactions with each other. For this purpose, the four process parameters of the tumbling strategy 
consisting of the tumbling angle α, the tumbling velocity vt, the tumbling kinematics and the 
tumbling onset hto are varied and evaluated. An overview of the variations of the process 
parameters are shown in Fig. 3. The tumbling angle is investigated in three stages. As a lower 
limit, the tumbling angle α = 1° is selected, since at an angle of α = 0° no tumbling angle is applied 
and the process is similar to a conventional semi-tubular SPR process. As a result, no correlations 
can be identified between the tumbling and the joining process. The upper limit of the investigated 
tumbling angles is set at α = 5°. Previous studies have shown that in certain circumstances cracks 
in the rivet shaft of multi-material systems occur at angles higher than α = 5° [3]. For a finer 
gradation, the tumbling angle α = 3° is also investigated. Furthermore, the tumbling kinematics is 
varied as a process variable. A distinction can be made between predominantly rotating and 
predominantly linear movements. For the rotating kinematics models, circular and spiral 
kinematics are applied. The two models differ mainly in the adjustment of the maximum tumbling 
angle, which is approached in the first revolution in case of circular kinematics and is built up over 
the entire joining process in case of spiral kinematics. As a predominantly linear kinematics model, 
the kinematic shown in Fig. 3d) is investigated, which has fundamentally different motion 
characteristics. The motion has a significantly higher proportion in the radial direction and thus 
affects the material flow during the joining process. 

 

 
Fig. 3. a) Overview of the process parameter variation and schematic illustration of b) circular 

c) spiral and d) linear kinematics. 
 

As a further process parameter, the influence of the tumbling velocity on the joining process is 
investigated. This parameter is varied in the steps 180 °/s and 360 °/s. Since the traverse speed, 
which generates the z-stroke of the punch, is constant at vt = 10 mm/min, an increase in the 
movement speed enhances the distance moved by the contact surface during the joining process, 
which can be described in terms of the number of revolutions in case of a rotating movement 
pattern. For the investigations with linear kinematics, the same path speeds are applied as for the 
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rotating models. The fourth parameter of the tumbling strategy is the tumbling onset. As shown in 
Fig. 1a), the tumbling onset corresponds to the stroke of the punch from the first contact with the 
rivet to the start of the tumbling motion. It is selected based on the process phases of conventional 
semi-tubular SPR with hto = 3.0 mm and hto = 4.5 mm. A tumbling motion of the punch before the 
cutting phase of the punch-side joining partner is completed causes a large angular misalignment 
of the rivet in the joint. Therefore, the influence of an onset of the punch movement during 
spreading with hto = 3.0 mm and setting with hto = 4.5 mm is examined. The process phases are 
identified during sampling with a tumbling angle α = 0° using force signals [12].  

In the investigation, a total of three tests per parameter combination are conducted in order to 
identify statistical and process uncertainties. In total, the test setup comprises 108 tests. The 
geometric joint formations, shown in Fig. 4, are determined to evaluate the influences of the 
individual parameters on the joint and their interactions. For this purpose, macrographs are 
prepared and the standard geometric parameters relevant for the joint quality are determined. These 
consist of the undercut, the rivet head end position and the residual sheet thickness [13].  

 

 
Fig. 4. Geometric joint parameter for conventional and material flow parameter. 

 
The investigations are also intended to identify and determine the material flow components. 

For this reason, the maximum rivet shaft thickness is measured in order to be able to identify radial 
material flow components in the joint. Furthermore, the rivet height is determined, which also 
provides insights into the effects of the individual parameters on the joint. 
Evaluation of the Influencing Parameters 
To determine the influence of the parameter variation, the rivet head geometry was analysed using 
3D images. Fig. 5 shows three profile geometries of rivet heads, which differ in the tumbling angle. 
The other parameters remain constant. Therefore, the circular kinematics, the tumbling onset of 
hto = 3.0 mm, and the tumbling velocity of vp = 180 °/s were chosen since the influence of the 
tumbling angle can be visualized best with this configuration. The colours of the rivet heads 
indicate how far the rivet extends above the surface of the punch-side joining partner. It is evident 
that the rivet head sits significantly lower when the tumbling angle is increased. Accordingly, by 
using a greater tumbling angle it is possible to directly regulate the rivet head end position for 
example to obtain a plane surface of rivet head and joining partner. The planarity improves with 
increasing angle and the conical shape caused by the punch is reduced.  
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Fig. 5. Analysis of the rivet head geometry with varying tumbling angle. 

 
Thus, it can be determined, the rivet head end position decreases when the tumbling angle is 

increased. In order to identify process characteristics about the material flow, the residual sheet 
thickness is examined. Fig. 6 shows the correlation of the residual sheet thickness with the 
kinematics, the tumbling angle, and the tumbling onset. Since the tumbling velocity has shown 
hardly any influence on the residual sheet thickness, both velocities are included in the average 
values plotted. It can be stated that the tumbling onset has a major influence on the residual sheet 
thickness when circular or spiral kinematics are applied. The linear kinematics leads to 
significantly more inhomogeneous results and is therefore statistically unstable. If tumbling starts 
after a 3.0 mm stroke, the residual sheet thickness increases with the tumbling angle. The 
difference from α = 1° to α = 3° is significantly greater compared to the variation from 3° to 5°. 
However, if the tumbling starts at hto = 4.5 mm, the residual sheet thickness remains almost 
constant and is barely affected by other parameters. This means that the effect of the tumbling 
angle on the residual sheet thickness is a characteristic attribute of the tumbling punch, which only 
occurs if the effective tumbling process is sufficiently applied. It can be seen that not only the 
onset but also the duration of the tumbling has a significant influence on the geometric joint 
formation. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Average residual sheet thickness depending on kinematics, tumbling angle and onset. 
The fact that the residual sheet thickens as the tumbling angle increases contradicts decreasing 

rivet head end position. Hence, the tumbling punch must result in a deformation of the rivet. 
Therefore, the rivet height and the thickening of the rivet shaft were investigated to identify the 
direction of the material flow. Fig. 7 shows the correlation of the rivet height with the kinematics, 
the tumbling angle, the tumbling velocity, and a constant tumbling onset. It is apparent that the 
rivet is significantly compressed as a large tumbling angle is selected. The residual sheet thickness 
can therefore increase as the change in the rivet height is greater than the change in the rivet head 
end position. The figure also indicates that the deformation of the rivet is significantly less when 
linear kinematics are used. This shows that the effects of the tumbling punch are not well utilized 
by linear kinematics. Additionally, it can be seen that increasing the tumbling velocity leads to an 
enhanced rivet height change, especially with a large tumbling angle. To understand the effect of 
the velocity on the joint, process limits can be examined. If the tumbling velocity is increased 
infinitely, the tumbling process is equal to the conventional SPR. Accordingly, a very high velocity 
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neutralizes the effects of the tumbling punch. A similar case applies to a tumbling velocity 
approaching zero. Hence, there must be an interval, in which the tumbling velocity ideally 
amplifies the effects of the tumbling punch however, detailed investigations with additionally 
varying velocities of the traverse are required therefore. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Average rivet height depending on kinematics, tumbling angle, and tumbling velocity. 

 
A reduction in rivet height leads to a partial radial material flow. The thickening of the rivet 

shaft increases the clamping effect of the joint and improves the force fit. Fig. 8 can be used to 
estimate the material flow. The outlines of rivet geometries extracted from the macrographs are 
shown. The reduction of the rivet height as well as the thickening of the rivet shaft by increasing 
the tumbling angle can be clearly seen in Fig. 8a). A significant part of the material flows radially 
inwards, as there is a flow constraint to the outside. The thickening of the rivet shaft also influences 
the undercut of the joint. For instance, the analysis showed that the undercut does not increase any 
further above a tumbling angle of α = 3°, since the shaft thickening pushes the lowest and 
innermost point of the punch-side joining partner, at which the undercut is measured, further 
outward. This effect can be observed particulary well, when taking the average undercut for 
circular kinematics with 3.0 mm tumbling onset as an example. When the tumbling angle is 
increased from α = 1° to α = 3°, the undercut changes from f1° = 0.32 mm to f3° = 0.37 mm. 
However, if the angle is further increased to 5°, the measured undercut even decreases slightly, 
resulting in an average value of f5° = 0.35 mm. 

In Fig. 8c) the influence of the kinematics is shown. While the outline is barely distinguishable 
for circular and spiral kinematics, the outline of the linear kinematis stands out from the other two 
kinematics, especially on the left side. As shown before, the rivet height remains greater with this 
kinematics. As a result, the radial material flow is reduced and the rivet shaft barely thickens. Also, 
the rivet head end position remains higher and the rivet foot is pushed outwards significantly less 
compared to the other kinematics. Thus, it can be confirmed that the effects of the tumbling punch 
vary in intensity due to the selection of the kinematics. 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of rivet outlines depending on a) tumbling angle and c) kinematics to 

determine b) material flow behaviour using 3.0 mm tumbling onset and a velocity of 180 °/s. 
Summary 
In this work, a semi-tubular self-piercing riveting process with superimposed tumbling kinematics 
on the punch was investigated. This involved deliberately varying the tumbling strategy in order 
to examine the effects of the process parameters tumbling angle, kinematics, tumbling onset and 
tumbling velocity on the geometric joint formation. In addition to the conventional geometric 
parameters such as rivet head end position, residual sheet thickness and undercut, the rivet height 
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and the thickness of the rivet shaft were analysed to obtain findings on the material flow. It can be 
stated that the rivet geometry can be significantly influenced by the selected parameters, especially 
by the tumbling angle. When varying the tumbling kinematics, the circular and spiral kinematics 
show similar results. The linear kinematics weakens the effects of the tumbling punch and partly 
causes statistically uncertain results. Accordingly, the following findings refer primarily to the 
predominantly rotational kinematics. 

The analysis of tumbling onset showed that the characteristics of tumbling are less identifiable 
when onset is delayed. This is particularly important for the residual sheet thickness since it can 
only be affected by the tumbling angle when the tumbling onset is in an early process stage. This 
understanding improves the flexibility of the process, as different sheet thickness combinations 
can thus be joined without having to exchange the die or the rivet. In general, a low rivet head end 
position is targeted in semi-tubular self-piercing riveting, ensuring that the surface of the rivet head 
and the punch-sided joining partner form a plane surface. It can be identified that the rivet head 
end position can be improved by increasing the tumbling angle. Furthermore, it was determined 
that an early tumbling onset in combination with a large tumbling angle and a high tumbling 
velocity cause a reduction of the rivet height. This leads to a thickening of the rivet shaft and thus 
to radial material flow. As a result, the force fit of the joint can be strengthened and the load-
bearing capacity affected. 

The results of this work provide a solid basis for the process control of tumbling semi-tubular 
self-piercing riveting. Nevertheless, some aspects offer further research potential. For example, 
due to the thickening of the rivet shaft the undercut can no longer be increased above a certain 
tumbling angle. However, since the undercut is decisive for the joint strength, the correlation 
between these two parameters could be investigated in more detail. Furthermore, there is potential 
for varying the kinematics, as only one configuration per kinematics was examined here. To 
separate the effects of tumbling onset and tumbling duration more precisely, it would also be 
interesting to conduct experiments with a tumbling motion only in the respective process phase.  
In addition, it is advisable to analyse the significance of the radial material flow for the load-
bearing capacity and the joint strength of the connection in more detail. 
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Abstract. The characterization of sheet metal behavior is of utmost importance for the accurate 
virtualization of sheet metal forming processes. Newly proposed mechanical testing approaches 
are overcoming the use of standard mechanical tests. Test configurations with more complex 
geometries present richer mechanical fields and, therefore, provide a higher quantity of valuable 
information about the material behavior in a more efficient manner. To extract that information, 
full-field measurement techniques such as Digital Image Correlation are being used. Although 
several test designs have already been proposed, the choice of the best one to calibrate a chosen 
mechanical model is still an issue. This work aims at proposing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
that are able to rank mechanical tests by their potential to enhance the material behavior 
characterization process. These metrics evaluate quantitatively the quality and the importance of 
the data that each test can provide. The potential of three test designs to characterize accurately 
sheet metal mechanical behavior is analyzed using the proposed KPIs. From a uniaxial tensile 
loading test up to rupture, the numerical mechanical information is extracted, and the performance 
of each test is evaluated and compared.  
Introduction 
Sheet metal forming processes play a major role in the development of mechanical parts for several 
industries such as automotive and aircraft. The virtualization of these processes has gained wide 
popularity in the transition to a more sustainable industry. Reduced costs, time, and material waste 
associated with the experimental task can be achieved. However, an accurate digitalization of the 
forming process is only possible when the numerical model can represent reality. For instance, the 
material constitutive model chosen to define the material behavior has to be well calibrated, having 
a huge repercussion on the obtained results. A classical model calibration procedure demands a 
huge quantity of data from several standard mechanical tests. The time and costs associated with 
this task led to the emergence of new ways of mechanical testing. The so-called heterogeneous 
testing consists in test configurations that have the potential to provide a significant amount of data 
with just a single test. Whether they present more complex boundary conditions or geometries, 
heterogeneities in the mechanical fields are induced, leading to a more informative test.  

Several innovative designs have already been proposed to overcome the standardized 
mechanical testing. The design process of these tests has been led mainly by two approaches 
searching for: (i) the heterogeneity of the mechanical fields that are induced on the specimen [1–
7] and (ii) the quality of the material model parameters that are indentified [8–11]. A more 
comprehensive review of the mechanical tests commonly used for material characterization and 
model calibration can be found in [14]. 

The use of heterogeneous mechanical tests is only achievable due to the emergence of full-field 
measurement techniques, such as Digital Image Correlation [15]. As an optical technique, it has 
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the ability to extract information about the strain fields at each material point. Therefore, a larger 
quantity of information can be extracted from one heterogeneous test using full-fields techniques. 
With this data, it is possible to calibrate material constitutive models more efficiently using inverse 
methodologies such as the Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) technique [16] and the Virtual 
Fields Method (VFM) [17]. The quality of the identification depends on the quality of the 
mechanical information that can be retrieved from the specimen. For instance, the heterogeneity 
of the mechanical fields, the magnitude and distribution of the equivalent plastic strain and the 
sensitivity of the induced fields to the parameters to be identified are aspects that have a huge 
influence on the identification quality. 

Several designs of tests have been proposed with the aim of trying to characterize material 
behavior more accurately and cost-effectively. However, it is still unclear how to choose the best 
test geometry to calibrate a chosen material model. The choice of the most suitable test is not 
straightforward, so appropriate metrics should be established to evaluate and compare the 
performance of each test in the model calibration and material identification procedures.  

This work aims at filling this gap and establishing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that 
analyze the potential of each test design to provide valuable data for the material characterization 
and model calibration procedures. Three heterogeneous tests, deformed up to rupture under a 
uniaxial load, were chosen to be analyzed. The investigation is in a first step purely numerical. 
Based on the mechanical fields, the potential of each test was evaluated using the proposed KPIs. 
Heterogeneous Tests Analysis 
Key Performance Indicators. The aim of this work consists in evaluating and comparing the 
potential of each test to provide relevant information for the material identification and model 
calibration procedures. For that, some scalar metrics are here proposed. The first metric consists 
in a mechanical indicator proposed by Souto et. al. [12] that can be defined as  

𝐼𝐼T  =  𝑤𝑤r1 
Std(𝜀𝜀2/𝜀𝜀1)

𝑤𝑤a1
  +  𝑤𝑤r2 

(𝜀𝜀2/𝜀𝜀1)R
𝑤𝑤a2

  +  𝑤𝑤r3 
Std�𝜀𝜀p�
𝑤𝑤a3

  +  𝑤𝑤r4 
𝜀𝜀max
p

𝑤𝑤a4
  +  𝑤𝑤r5 

Av�𝜀𝜀p�
𝑤𝑤a5

,      (1) 

where ε1 and ε2 are the principal major and minor strains in the sheet plane, respectively. The 
equivalent plastic strain, 𝜀𝜀p, and its maximum value, 𝜀𝜀max

p , are also considered as evaluation criteria 
for the test. This indicator evaluates different features: the strain state standard deviation, the strain 
state range, the standard deviation, the maximum, and the average value of the equivalent plastic 
strain. The importance of each term is adjusted and normalized using absolute values (𝑤𝑤a𝑖𝑖, with 
𝑖𝑖 ∈ [1,5]) and relative weights (𝑤𝑤r𝑖𝑖, with 𝑖𝑖 ∈ [1,5]). The chosen values for these parameters can 
be seen in Table 1. A more detailed description of the indicator as well as the established values 
for the normalization are described in [12], however, a higher indicator value means a more 
informative and richer test in terms of strain heterogeneity.  

Table 1. Absolute and relative weights for the adjustment and normalization of the indicator 
terms. 

𝜔𝜔a1           𝜔𝜔a2          𝜔𝜔a3          𝜔𝜔a4          𝜔𝜔a5         𝜔𝜔r1           𝜔𝜔r2            𝜔𝜔r3          𝜔𝜔r4           𝜔𝜔r5 
1              4              0.25        1             1             0.3          0.03          0.17        0.4           0.1 

 
In a similar way, the scalar indicator proposed by Barroqueiro et. al. [7] is used to evaluate the 

stress states heterogeneity, in this case, considering only tension, compression, and shear. It can 
be stated as 

𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 = ∏ � 𝟑𝟑
∑ 𝑿𝑿𝒆𝒆𝒏𝒏
𝒆𝒆=𝟏𝟏

∑ (𝜹𝜹𝒆𝒆𝒔𝒔  𝒁𝒁𝒆𝒆 𝑿𝑿𝒆𝒆)𝒏𝒏
𝒆𝒆=𝟏𝟏 �𝟑𝟑

𝒔𝒔=𝟏𝟏 .          (2) 
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The index s relates to the stress state, compression, shear, and tension, respectively. The term 
𝒁𝒁𝒆𝒆 stands for the penalization of stress concentrations and unstressed material while the parameter 
𝜹𝜹𝒆𝒆𝒔𝒔  is responsible for identifying the stress state in each element 𝒆𝒆. In this case, the term 𝑿𝑿𝒆𝒆 
corresponds to the volume of each finite element. The ideal solution would present the same 
amount of material in the three stress states (tension, compression, and shear) without stress 
concentrations or unstressed material. The multiplicative behavior of the indicator leads to values 
close to zero most the elements are subjected to tensile loading, being only a few subjected to shear 
and compression. More information on the computation of the indicator can be found in [7]. 

Another metric, proposed by Oliveira et. al. [18], evaluates the sensitivity of the test to 
anisotropy. It was derived from Mohr’s circle equations, and it was introduced for a plane stress 
state. Based on the principal angle's formulation, it considers the maximum principal stress in 
absolute value, and the range of tensile orientations typically used to calibrate the material's 
anisotropic behavior. Represented by γ and denominated by rotation angle, it refers to the principal 
direction associated with the maximum principal stress in absolute value and, it ranges from 0° 
and 90°, being given by  

γ = �
45                                    if 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 and 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 ≠  0 
45(1 − 𝑞𝑞)  +  𝑞𝑞|β|                                     otherwise               (3) 

where β is the principal angle and 𝑞𝑞 is an integer that ranges between −1 and 1, that can be 
defined as 

𝑞𝑞 = σ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥−σ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
�σ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 − 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦�

|σ1|−|σ2|
�|σ1|−|σ2|�

                  (4) 

where σ1 and σ2 are the principal major and minor stresses, respectively. Since a rotation angle 
value is related to each material point, an average metric needs to be defined to characterize the 
sensitivity to anisotropy of each test. Therefore, it is proposed to use the standard deviation 
measure of the rotation angle to evaluate each test.  

Specimen designs. In this work, three specimen designs proposed in the literature were chosen 
to be analyzed. To improve the quality of the information that can be extracted from a single 
mechanical test, their geometries were designed from different approaches. The first design was 
proposed by Rossi et. al. [19] and is usually referenced as Notched. Jones et. al. [2] developed the 
second specimen geometry, referred as D, via an iterative geometry design process aided by 
engineering intuition. The last specimen was obtained from a topology-based design methodology 
[20], designed with the goal of presenting the most heterogeneous displacement field. This will be 
referred to as TopOpt. The selected geometries are depicted in Fig. 1 along with their dimensions. 
The three specimen geometries were considered to be machined at 45° with respect to the rolling 
direction (along the x-direction) in order to enhance the heterogeneity of the mechanical fields.  

Material behavior. The material considered in this work is a dual-phase steel (DP600) [21] with 
a thickness of 0.8 mm. The elastic behavior is considered isotropic, being modeled by Hooke’s 
law. The plastic behavior is anisotropic and is defined by the Yld2000-2d anisotropy yield criterion 
[22]. The isotropic hardening is characterized by the Swift Law. The material parameters that 
describe the proposed behavior are in Table 2. 
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Fig. 1. Specimen designs selected to be analysed in this work: (a) Notched, (b) D  

and (c) TopOpt. 
Table 2. Elastic and constitutive model parameters for the Swift’s law and the Yld2000-2d yield 

function of the DP600 [21]. 

𝐸𝐸[GPa]     𝜈𝜈               𝐾𝐾[MPa]       ε0                𝑛𝑛 
210             0.3            979.46          0.00535      0.194 
𝛼𝛼1                𝛼𝛼2                𝛼𝛼3               𝛼𝛼4                𝛼𝛼5            𝛼𝛼6              𝛼𝛼7                𝛼𝛼8                 a 
1.011         0.964         1.191        0.995          1.010     1.018        0.977          0.935          6 

 
Numerical simulation. Finite element simulations were carried out using Abaqus/Standard to 

submit each test configuration to a uniaxial tensile loading. Four-node shell elements were used 
with reduced integration and hourglass control. An element size of 0.5 mm was used for each 
specimen. The numerical simulations were performed with automatic time stepping and a 
maximum increment size of 0.02. The material behavior was described with the aid of a UMMDP 
(User Material Model Driver for Plasticity). Regarding the boundary conditions of the test, the 
bottom edge of the specimen was constrained in all degrees of freedom while the displacement at 
the top edge was constrained in x- and z- directions. A displacement was applied in y- direction. 
Each mechanical test is performed up to rupture, being the stopping condition established through 
the Forming Limit Curve (FLC), which is represented in the major and minor strains diagrams of 
each test. Therefore, the values of the applied displacement that led to rupture were 2.45 mm, 6.38 
mm, and 12.45 mm, for the Notched, D and TopOpt, respectively. 
Results and Discussion 
In this section, the numerical information extracted is used to evaluate the potential of each test. 
Fig. 2 exhibits the principal stress and strain diagrams and the distribution of the equivalent plastic 
strain in the specimen just before rupture. Each line stands for the information of one test 
configuration. The principal strains and stresses diagrams provide huge information on the 
heterogeneity of the strain and stress fields induced on the specimens as well as the stress and 
strain state ranges. The equivalent plastic strain distribution on the specimen allows us to 
understand the areas where a higher magnitude of the variable is achieved. The material points in 
the elastic regime are represented in grey since these do not provide much information for the 
characterization of the plastic behavior. By contrast, the color associated with each material point 
in the plastic regime corresponds to the magnitude of its equivalent plastic strain. All the diagrams 
present the same scale between tests for easier comparison. ` 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Fig. 2. Principal strains and stresses diagrams and equivalent plastic strain distribution for each 
test design at the moment just before rupture. Both the initial surface and the one associated with 

the maximum yield stress are plotted in the principal stress diagrams. 
It can be noted that the Notched specimen is the one that presents the smallest stress state range, 

being limited to uniaxial tension. Similarly, the strain states are mainly located between uniaxial 
tension and plane strain tension. Regarding the equivalent plastic strain, the higher values of this 
variable are located in the center part of the specimen. The other material points in the plastic 
regime are under low values of plastic strain.  

In contrast, both D and TopOpt specimens present strain states ranging from plane strain 
compression and plane strain tension. Although both specimens present material points from 
uniaxial compression to plane strain compression, the distribution is much denser in the TopOpt 
specimen. Regarding the principal stresses diagram, there are material points between equibiaxial 
compression and equibiaxial tension in both specimens, D and TopOpt. However, the latter is the 
one that presents the largest stress state range. When compared to the Notched specimen, both the 
D and TopOpt specimens present higher values of plastic strains as well as a larger part of the 
material points in the plastic regime. In the case of the D specimen, the distribution is more spread, 
being mainly placed along the curve part of the specimen. The TopOpt specimen presents all the 
material points in the plastic regime at the moment just before rupture, being the one that achieves 
higher values of plastic strain. However, these are concentrated in small areas and near the 
specimen boundaries. This makes the extraction of the information difficult using full-field 
measurement techniques. It is worth noting that there are material points with plastic strains that 
are located inside the initial yield surface. This is due to the non-monotonic behavior of some 
material points. During the test, they enter the plastic regime, but as of a certain point, their strain 
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paths change direction, leading to a decrease in the induced stresses. Since the equivalent plastic 
strain consists in a cumulative value, at the moment of rupture, these points are located inside the 
yield surface but present plastic strains.  

With the aim of analyzing quantitatively the information given by the diagrams presented in 
Fig. 2, the mechanical indicator proposed by [12] has been computed. In Fig. 3, the values of the 
mechanical indicator for each test configuration are presented as well as its terms individually. All 
the terms, except for the ones involving the standard deviation computation, were normalized 
taking into account the size and the number of elements for a fair comparison of the designs.  

 
Fig. 3. Values of the mechanical indicator proposed by Souto et. al. [12] and its terms computed 

individually for all the test designs. 
It can be noted that the TopOpt specimen presents the highest overall value of the indicator, 

followed by the D and the Notched specimens. The higher the indicator value, the more 
informative the test design is. Regarding the equivalent plastic strain, as has already been referred 
to previously, the TopOpt presents the highest values and the largest distribution of this variable. 
It is also the one that presents the most material points in the plastic regime under the strain states 
evaluated with this indicator. The D specimen also presents an interesting diversity of strain states 
and equivalent plastic strain distribution. Concerning the strain states range, both specimens 
present similar performance. Fig. 4 depicts the elements distribution of the D and TopOpt 
specimens over the strain state range that is limited between -15 and 1. The TopOpt specimen 
presents a more even distribution of the elements over the presented range although two peaks 
located around uniaxial tension and between plane strain and uniaxial compression can be noted. 
In the D specimen, the majority of the material points are between uniaxial tension and shear. 
Therefore, the standard deviation is higher in the TopOpt specimen than in the D one. However, 
the second term that evaluates the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the 
principal strains’ ratio is equal for both specimens since these values correspond to the imposed 
limits. The final value is different due to the normalization of the term concerning the size and 
number of the elements of each specimen. In previous works [12,23], it was proposed a ranking of 
the indicator value for well-known standard tests and for new geometries that have been proposed 
since then. Despite the modification of the strain state range for the computation of the indicator 
in this work, an updated ranking can be seen in Fig. 5. Also, in the work developed by Thoby et. 
al [24], it was made a comparison of several specimen designs and this mechanical indicator was 
used to compare them. Although some terms have been adapted, a similar ranking was obtained.  
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Fig. 4. Elements distribution over the strain state range induced in the (a) D  

and (b) TopOpt specimens. 

 

Fig. 5. Ranking for the tests evaluated in [8] and for the Notched, D and TopOpt test designs. 
The other mechanical indicator proposed to evaluate the performance of the specimens is the 

one proposed by [7]. Fig.6 provides the value of the indicator as well as the terms corresponding 
to each stress state analyzed. Overall, the TopOpt specimen is the one that presents the highest 
heterogeneity of stress states (tension, compression, and shear). It can be noted that the stress states 
under which all the specimens present more material points is tension, followed by shear. In 
compression, there is a significant difference between the TopOpt and the others. The TopOpt 
specimen was designed considering this indicator, so it is expected that this design presents the 
highest value.  

The rotation angle provides information on the sensitivity of the test to anisotropy. Fig. 7 
represents the distribution of the material points over the range of rotation angle values (0° to 90°) 
for each test configuration. The more dispersed the distribution, the higher the sensitivity to the 
anisotropic behavior it presents. Therefore, to evaluate quantitatively the information given by the 
diagrams, it is represented the standard deviation value of the rotation angle of each test design in 
Table 3. Since the material orientation is 45° in relation to the loading direction, it is expected that 
most of the material points present rotation angle values in the same order as the material 
orientation, being the mean value of the rotation angle around 45° for all the test designs. Although 
the distribution is well dispersed between 0° and 90°, the Notched specimen is the test with the 
lowest standard deviation value, presenting the majority of the points in the elastic regime with 
rotation angle values around 45°. However, there is a significant spread of material points in the 
plastic regime with rotation angle values between -15° and 75°. In contrast, the D specimen 
presents most of the material points in the plastic regime between rotation angle values of 30° and 
60°. The rotation angle standard deviation of the D specimen is considerably higher than the 

(a) (b) 
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Notched one, pointing out the difference between both distributions. The TopOpt specimen 
presents the best range of rotation angle values, presenting material points in the plastic regime 
between 0° and 90°, covering the whole range. Although this leads to a lower density of points 
over the range, it presents the highest standard deviation value of all the tests, allowing us to notice 
a good sensitivity to anisotropy. 

 
Fig. 6. Values of the performance indicator proposed by Barroqueiro et. al [7] and its terms for 

all test designs. 

 
 

 
Fig. 7. Rotation angle values for each test configuration: (a) Notched, (b) D and (c) TopOpt. 
Table 3. Mean and standard deviation values of the rotation angle distribution for each test 

design. 

 Notched D TopOpt 

Av(γ) [°] 45.33 44.92 45.70 

Std(γ) 10.16 17.38 19.70 

Summary 
This work aimed at proposing a set of KPIs to evaluate the performance of several test designs in 
providing the most informative quantity of data for the material behavior characterization and 
model calibration procedures.  

Three specimen designs were subjected numerically to a uniaxial loading test up to rupture. 
Based on the obtained mechanical fields, the potential of each test design was analyzed and 
compared with the others. Firstly, the information given by the principal strains and stresses 
diagrams was quantified by the computation of the mechanical indicator proposed by Souto et. al. 
[12]. The obtained values allow us to conclude that the TopOpt specimen presented the larger 
strain state range and most interesting equivalent plastic strain distribution, followed closely by 
the D specimen. The stress states heterogeneity present in the specimen was also evaluated by the 

(c) (b) (a) 
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mechanical indicator proposed by Barroqueiro et. al. [7]. Due to the tensile conditions of the test, 
all the specimens presented the majority of their material points under tension, being the TopOpt 
specimen the one with higher heterogeneity of stress states and, therefore, with the higher indicator 
value. Based on the rotation angle values distribution, it can be concluded that the TopOpt and the 
D specimens are the ones that present the higher sensitivity to anisotropy due to the higher standard 
deviation values. Regarding the TopOpt specimen, due to its complex geometry, it may suffer from 
buckling when tested. However, this situation may lead to a better performance as long as this 
behavior can be captured by the full-field measurement technique. 

This work already consists in a step closer to a more straightforward approach to choose the 
most informative heterogeneous mechanical test. At this stage, these KPIs evaluate each test based 
on the diversity of mechanical phenomena and strain and stress states that are covered. However, 
there is still a need for metrics that take into account the inverse identification quality, for example, 
the sensitivity of each test to the model parameters and, also, the full-field measurement technique. 
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Abstract. Modelling and simulation are critical stages of product development in modern industry. 
Simulation tools in solid mechanics use constitutive models and their parameters to describe the 
behaviour of materials. Nowadays, with the use of heterogeneous test configurations and full-field 
measurements, it is possible to measure a combination of multiple strain states, allowing for the 
identification of multiple parameters from a single test with reduced cost and time. This work aims 
to investigate the potential for obtaining heterogeneous states of strain\stress with the Arcan test 
configuration. A finite element model was developed using a specimen with a smooth arc section 
in which the loading and material directions varied, producing tensile, shear, or mixed mode 
responses. The most heterogeneous test configuration was selected using a heterogeneous criterion 
and the numerical results were used to generate synthetic speckle pattern images and further 
processed by digital image correlation (DIC). The DIC results were used as input for the 
identification procedure through the virtual fields method (VFM) for the simultaneous calibration 
of the Swift hardening law and the Hill'48 anisotropic yield criterion. The identified solution was 
compared with the ground truth material parameters. The results show the potential of combining 
the Arcan test with the VFM to simultaneously identify material parameters for anisotropic 
plasticity models of sheet metals. 
Introduction 
Computer-aided engineering systems are a powerful tool used in modern industry to optimise costs 
and time consumption in the design of new products. Nowadays, in metal forming technology, the 
development of sheet metal parts tends to be more virtual through the use of numerical simulation. 
Sheet metal anisotropy is a critical property that greatly influences the accuracy of the numerical 
results [1]. This anisotropy is a result of the rolling process that produces preferential orientations 
in the material texture [2], which induces differences in the yield stress along different orientation 
angles from the rolling direction (RD). Therefore, the accuracy of the simulation is heavily reliant 
on the calibration of the model that describes the behaviour of the materials during the forming 
process including the anisotropy. The improved accuracy of complex constitutive models is related 
to increased flexibility in the mathematical formulation, which translates to a greater number of 
constitutive parameters to calibrate, resulting in increased calibration complexity [3]. Classically, 
the calibration procedure was done using standard homogeneous tests [4]. However, as models 
become more accurate and complex, their calibration has become a difficult task, increasing the 
number of experimental tests required to accurately calibrate such models.  
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Recent developments in optical full-field measurement techniques, such as digital image 
correlation (DIC) [5], have been changing the approach to the calibration procedure of material 
constitutive models. The increased amount of measurable kinematic data has enabled the transition 
from simple statically determinate tests to innovative tests with complex geometries that produce 
heterogeneous states of stress and strain, allowing for the collection of more data and thus reducing 
the experimental effort [6]. However, there is no closed-form formulation relating local kinematic 
data to constitutive parameters. As a result, in recent years, there has been an increased interest in 
the development of robust inverse identification techniques, most notably the virtual fields method 
(VFM) [7] and the finite element model updating (FEMU) method [8]. These approaches have 
altered the way mechanical tests are conducted, eventually leading to the development of new 
standards as cameras gradually replace strain gauges and extensometers in both academia and 
industry. Nonetheless, the ability to reduce the number of experimental tests required to 
simultaneously identify material parameters is highly dependent on the test configuration used, 
which implies that optimised test configurations are required to fully benefit from this new 
paradigm [6,9]. 

The mechanical testing scientific community has made significant efforts in recent years to find 
methodologies for developing optimised specimens [6]. There has been an increase in the 
development of heterogeneous tests through different methodologies, for instance, using empirical 
knowledge [10,11] or numerical optimisation procedures [9,12,13]. The specimen design by 
empirical knowledge is tied to the author’s previous experience. However, this approach 
frequently results in unoptimised specimen shapes, especially when using complex constitutive 
models, since the relationship between the constitutive parameters and strain measurements can 
be quite complex [6]. A more logical approach that permits the use of various design variables is 
the use of numerical optimisation procedures. The design variables can range from the strain states 
[4,9], identification quality [14] or full-identification chain quality [15,16]. For a more 
comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art of heterogeneous specimen design, the reader is 
referred to the work of Pierron and Grédiac [6].  

The Arcan test is an interesting test configuration since it allows varying the loading direction 
in a standard uniaxial tensile testing machine. In the framework of sheet metal plasticity, the 
majority of the previously mentioned authors focused on optimising the shape of the specimen or 
using geometries with holes or notches. However, changing the loading direction can also be used 
to increase strain heterogeneity, which in the case of the Arcan test can result in tension, shear or 
mixed mode responses. Wang et al. [15,16] designed orthotropic foam tests using the Arcan fixture 
by varying the loading direction and the material orientation. The authors were able to successfully 
calibrate the orthotropic linear elastic constitutive model with a single test when using the 
optimised design parameters. Although some authors used the Arcan test in sheet metal plasticity 
[17,18], it is seldom used in heterogeneous test design for the calibration of plastic constitutive 
models. Nonetheless, the Arcan test has the potential to provide interesting heterogeneous test 
configurations when used for test design in sheet metal plasticity.  

The goal of this work is to evaluate the heterogeneity of stress/strain states for different Arcan 
test configurations using a specimen with a smooth arc section [18]. A finite element model was 
developed in which the loading and material directions varied, producing tensile, shear, or mixed 
mode responses. The reference constitutive parameters for the DP600 steel were used [19] to select 
the most promising test configuration using a heterogeneous criterion [4,12]. To get closer to real 
experimental data, the FEA results for the most heterogeneous test configuration were used to 
generate synthetic speckle pattern images, which were further processed by DIC. The parameters 
for the Hill’48 yield criteria and the Swift hardening law were simultaneously identified using the 
VFM and compared to the ground truth parameters. 
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Methodology  
Numerical model. 
In this work, a finite element model of the Arcan test was developed using a specimen with a 
smooth arc section [18] under quasi-static loading conditions. The load direction angle (α) and the 
RD angle (θ) with the x-axis were varied, producing tensile, shear, or mixed mode responses. The 
angles θ and α assumed the values of 0º, 45º or 90º, totalling nine possible test configuration 
combinations. The finite element model was implemented in ABAQUS/Standard software [20] 
assuming plane stress conditions and a thickness of 0.8 mm for the specimen. A mesh convergence 
study was performed and a total of 2596 four-node plane stress elements (CPS4R) were used with 
displacement-driven loading conditions. The forming limit curve (FLC) is used as the rupture 
criteria and the test was conducted until the failure of the specimen with a total of 40 load steps. 
Fig. 1a depicts the specimen geometry and dimensions (in mm) and Fig. 1b shows the FEA mesh 
and boundary conditions, including the variation of the material and load direction angles.  

(a)  (b)  
Fig. 1. (a) Geometry and dimensions [mm] of the specimen with smooth arc section [18], (b) 
Finite element mesh and boundary conditions, showing the variation of the material and load 

direction angles. 
 

Material and constitutive model.  
A sheet metal of DP600 dual-phase steel with 0.8 mm thickness was considered in this work. 

The elastoplastic behaviour of the material was modelled using phenomenological models, namely 
isotropic elasticity described by Hooke’s law (𝐸𝐸 = 210 GPa and 𝜈𝜈 = 0.3) and anisotropic plastic 
behaviour described by the Hill’48 yield criteria [21] and Swift hardening law. The reference 
parameters of the DP600 steel [19] are presented in Table 2. In this work, the commonly used 
condition G+H=1 is assumed [3], which deduces that the yield stress in the rolling direction 
corresponds to the yield stress (𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦). A user-defined material subroutine, Unified Material Model 
Driver for Plasticity (UMMDp) [22], was used to model the material behaviour. 

Test evaluation.  
The selection of the most heterogeneous test configuration is not an obvious task. Therefore, 

two heterogeneity indicators were used to evaluate the richness of strain/stress in each of the test 
configurations used. The first indicator was initially proposed by Souto et al. [4], and is based on 
the maximization of five quantities that the ideal test should exhibit and can be written as: 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 =  𝑤𝑤r1
Std(𝜀𝜀2/𝜀𝜀1)

𝑤𝑤a1
+ 𝑤𝑤r2

(𝜀𝜀2/𝜀𝜀1)R
𝑤𝑤a2

+ 𝑤𝑤r3
Std(𝜀𝜀P̅)
𝑤𝑤a3

+ 𝑤𝑤r4
𝜀𝜀m̅axP

𝑤𝑤a4
+ 𝑤𝑤r5

Av(𝜀𝜀P̅)
𝑤𝑤a5

,                  (1) 

where 𝜀𝜀1 and 𝜀𝜀2 are the major and minor principal strains, respectively, 𝜀𝜀P̅ is the equivalent plastic 
strain, 𝜀𝜀m̅axP  is the averaged maximum value of the equivalent plastic strain for each stress/strain 
state and 𝑤𝑤r, 𝑤𝑤a are relative and absolute weighting factors, respectively. Since the ratio between 
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the minor and major principal strains represents various strain states, the first two quantities 
presume that its distribution should be as wide as possible. The final three quantities are related to 
the equivalent plastic strain, which should be as heterogeneous and widely distributed as possible, 
as well as have a high global plastic strain level. The quantities are further normalised and adjusted 
in terms of importance according to the different weights. The weights used in this work were the 
recommended from the original work by Souto et al. [4] and are presented in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Absolute and relative weighting factors used for the definition of  𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1[4]. 

𝑤𝑤a1 𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎2 𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎3 𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎4 𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎5 𝑤𝑤r1 𝑤𝑤r2 𝑤𝑤r3 𝑤𝑤r4 𝑤𝑤r5 
1 4 0.25 1 1 0.3 0.03 0.17 0.4 0.1 

 
The second heterogeneity indicator is the rotation angle (𝛾𝛾) which evaluates the sensitivity of 

the specimen to anisotropy and is based on the principal angle formulation [23]. This indicator 
varies between 0º and 90º and represents the principal direction for the maximum principal stress 
in absolute value and can be written as: 

 𝛾𝛾 = �
 45                                  if 𝜎𝜎11 = 𝜎𝜎22 and 𝜎𝜎12 ≠ 0
 45(1 − 𝑞𝑞) + 𝑞𝑞|𝛽𝛽|      otherwise          ,                                                                  (2) 

where 𝜎𝜎11, 𝜎𝜎22, 𝜎𝜎12 are the components of the Cauchy stress tensor in the material coordinate 
system and 𝛽𝛽 is the principal angle in degrees and 𝑞𝑞 is an integer that assumes the value of 1 or -1 
that can be calculated from:  

𝑞𝑞 =
𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎22

|𝜎𝜎11 − 𝜎𝜎22|
|𝜎𝜎1| − |𝜎𝜎2|
�|𝜎𝜎1| − |𝜎𝜎2|�

,                                                                                                               (3) 

where 𝜎𝜎1, 𝜎𝜎2 are the major and minor principal stresses, respectively. The formulation is written 
in such a way that it can represent most of the conceivable stress/strain states in Mohr's circle [23], 
except for being undefined in the purely biaxial stress state (𝜎𝜎11 = 𝜎𝜎22 and 𝜎𝜎12 = 0). 

Synthetic images and digital image correlation. 
The numerical results of the most heterogeneous test configuration were used to synthetically 

deform a speckle pattern image using the FE Deformation module from the MatchID software 
[24]. The synthetic speckle pattern images were then further processed with the subset-based 2D-
DIC using the MatchID software [24]. The goal of this approach is to simulate a real experiment 
in which the results are measured by using the DIC filter, where spatial averaging is used to reduce 
the inherent experimental noise. This approach makes it possible to capture the full uncertainty 
propagation through the identification chain and leads to more realistic identification results that 
can also be applied to test design [6]. 

Furthermore, the choice of DIC settings has a significant impact on measurement accuracy [8]. 
Therefore, the MatchID Performance Analysis module [24] was used to analyse several 
combinations of these settings in order to find a good balance between spatial resolution and 
accuracy. The hardware and DIC settings used here are equal to those used in a previous work (see 
[25]). 
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Virtual fields method. 
The material constitutive parameters were identified using the VFM, which is based on the 

principle of virtual work. The objective function for the VFM can be written in static conditions 
while ignoring body forces as: 

𝑅𝑅 = �−� 𝛔𝛔
𝑉𝑉

(𝛘𝛘, 𝛆𝛆) ∶ grad 𝐮𝐮∗ d𝑉𝑉 + � 𝐓𝐓
𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉

∙ 𝐮𝐮∗ d𝑆𝑆�
2

≈ 0,                                                              (4) 

where 𝑅𝑅 is the residual, 𝛔𝛔 is the Cauchy stress tensor which is a function of the material parameter 
set 𝛘𝛘 and the strain tensor 𝛆𝛆, and 𝐮𝐮∗ is the virtual displacement vector. The internal virtual work is 
then calculated for the volume V of the given solid. 𝐓𝐓 is the traction vector acting on the boundary 
of the solid and 𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉 is the boundary where the loading is applied.  

The idea behind the use of VFM for the identification of constitutive parameters is to find the 
material parameters set that minimises the gap between the internal and external virtual works. 
Another important aspect of VFM is the selection of appropriate virtual fields 𝐮𝐮∗, which can be 
done either manually or automatically. The manual selection of the virtual fields is done by user 
experience. These must, however, meet the following requirements: (i) 𝐮𝐮∗ must be kinematically 
admissible, (ii) 𝐮𝐮∗ should be constant at the boundary 𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉, in order to use the global force rather 
than its distribution, which is unknown in experimental tests and (iii) 𝐮𝐮∗ must be collinear with 𝐓𝐓 
to eliminate components of the loading forces that are unknown [3]. For more details on automatic 
strategies for the selection of virtual fields see [26,27]. 
Results and Discussion 
Test evaluation. The 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 heterogeneity criterion was calculated using the numerical results of each 
test configuration. To simplify the evaluation, only the results from the last increment before 
failure were used, since these are a good indication of the stress and strain states observed in a 
specimen under monotonic loading [4,23]. Each term of the 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 criterion was also evaluated 
separately to see the relative advantages of each test configuration. Fig. 2 depicts the results 
computed for the 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 criterion as well as each of its terms as a function of the load angle (α) for 
each RD angle (θ).  

The results indicate that the shear test configurations (α=90º) are the most heterogeneous, owing 
to the higher standard deviation of the ratio between the minor and major principal strains, as well 
as the higher average and maximum value of the equivalent plastic strain. Tensile test 
configurations (α=0º), on the other hand, provide the least amount of information about the 
mechanical behaviour of the material, which is not surprising given the relatively simple specimen 
geometry used, which promotes primarily the tensile stress/strain state localised in a narrow area 
of the specimen. According to the results, the mixed-mode response test configuration (α=45º) 
provides more information about the material's mechanical behaviour than the tensile test 
configurations, but it is still less heterogeneous than the shear test configurations. Furthermore, it 
can be seen that the shear test configuration with the 90º RD (θ=90º) gives the most information 
regarding the mechanical behaviour of the material in accordance with the criteria being used. This 
is primarily due to the larger equivalent plastic strain, average and standard deviation values. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

  

 

(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 2. Mechanical test heterogeneity indicator results for all test configurations: (a) 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1, (b) 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝜀𝜀2/𝜀𝜀1), (c) (𝜀𝜀2/𝜀𝜀1)𝑅𝑅, (d) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑃), (e) 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃  and (f) 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑃). 
 

A qualitative analysis was also carried out by investigating the major and minor principal 
stresses and strains as well as the rotation angle criterion for the most heterogeneous test 
configuration of each assessed load angle (see Fig. 3). 

According to the principal strains and stresses diagrams, the shear load test with θ=90º exhibits 
the greatest variety of stress/strain states, ranging from uniaxial compression to pure shear to 
uniaxial tension. The other test configurations, on the other hand, mostly provide the uniaxial 
tension state, with the uniaxial tensile test configuration approaching plane strain tension. These 
qualitative results support the previous analysis using the 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 criterion, which indicates that the 
shear load test configuration is the most heterogeneous, with a higher standard deviation in the 
ratio between the principal strains. 

It is also interesting to locate the material points of higher equivalent plastic strain in both strain 
and stress diagrams, the rotation angle histogram and the contour represented in the specimen 
geometry inside the rotation angle diagram. For instance, in Fig. 3a, the points with the highest 
equivalent plastic strain are in the specimen's centre and are primarily in the uniaxial tension state, 
with rotation angles ranging from 30º to 60º. According to the rotation angle histogram results, the 
material points for the loading angles of 45° and 90° (Figs. 3b and 3c) are primarily on the right 
side (between 45° and 90°), with some points also on the left side of the histogram, but with low 
levels of equivalent plastic strain, and in the case of the test with a loading angle of 45º, they still 
are in the elastic regime. On the other hand, the rotation angle histogram for the tensile load test 
(Fig. 3a) shows a wide distribution of points, with the highest equivalent plastic strain occurring 
between 30º and 60º, which indicates that this test may be the most sensitive to anisotropy out of 
the three tests investigated in this qualitative analysis. 
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 (a)  

  

 

 (b)  

  

 

 (c)  
Fig. 3. Numerical results regarding principal strains diagram (left), the principal stresses 

diagram (center) and rotation angle (right) for the most heterogeneous test configuration of each 
load angle: (a) α = 0º and θ = 45º, (b) α = 45º and θ = 90º and (c) α = 90º and θ = 90º. 

 
While it can be difficult to quantitively rank all the test configurations, the test with a loading 

angle of 45º can generally be considered to be the least interesting one. The shear load test appears 
to outperform the tensile load test in the heterogeneity of strain/stress states. However, the opposite 
can be said about the rotation angle distribution. Nonetheless, the shear load test with the 90º RD 
was chosen for the identification process due to significantly higher performance in the 
stress/strain states and 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 criterion results, despite having a narrower distribution of the rotation 
angle. 

Inverse identification.  
The numerical results of the shear load test with the 90º RD were used to generate synthetic 

speckle images, which were then processed by DIC. The DIC results were then used for the inverse 
identification with VFM with one uniform virtual field, using the VFM module from the MatchID 
software [24]. Four identification runs were carried out, each with a unique initial set of parameters 
that were generated using the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method. Table 2 lists the reference 
parameters for the DP600 steel [19], the lower and upper bounds for each parameter, the initial set 
of parameters used for each identification run, the residual value, the identification results and the 
absolute relative error. 
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Table 2. Reference [19] and initial set of parameters, lower and upper bounds, identification 
results, final residual value and absolute relative error of each of the identification runs. 

 F G H N K [MPa] 𝜀𝜀0 n 
Ref. parameters 0.3748 0.5291 0.4709 1.1125 979.46 0.00535 0.194 
Lower bound 0.2624       - 0.3296 0.7787 685.62 0.00370 0.136 
Upper bound 0.4872       - 0.6122 1.4462 1273.30 0.00700 0.252 
Run 1 - Final residual = 0.6632 
Initial parameters 0.3467       - 0.4356 1.3628 759.08 0.00580 0.238 
Id. parameters 0.4185 0.6697 0.3303 1.2970 1054.00 0.00534 0.199 
|Relative error| [%] 11.66 26.57 29.86 16.58 7.61 0.19 2.58 
Run 2 - Final residual = 0.7142 
Initial parameters 0.4591       - 0.5769 1.0290 1052.92 0.00490 0.179 
Id. parameters 0.3925 0.6699 0.3301 1.25 1036 0.00559 0.201 
|Relative error| [%] 4.72 26.61 29.90 12.36 5.77 4.49 3.61 
Run 3 - Final residual = 0.4432 
Initial parameters 0.2905       - 0.5062 0.8621 906.00 0.00410 0.209 
Id. parameters 0.4872 0.6704 0.3296 1.4280 1086.00 0.00371 0.1875 
|Relative error| [%] 29.99 26.71 30.01 28.36 10.88 30.65 3.35 
Run 4 - Final residual = 0.8209 
Initial parameters 0.4029       - 0.3649 1.1959 1199.84 0.00660 0.150 
Id. parameters 0.4872 0.6704 0.3296 1.2430 1043.00 0.00700 0.209 
|Relative error| [%] 29.99 26.71 30.01 11.73 6.49 30.84 7.73 

 
The results show that the identified constitutive parameters related to the swift hardening law 

have a lower absolute relative error than the results for the Hill’48 anisotropy yield criterion. This 
was expected, given that the qualitative analysis conducted previously indicated that this test 
configuration contained richer information regarding the stress/strain states than the material 
anisotropy. Though the difference in residual between all the identification runs was relatively 
low, identification run 3 had the lowest final residual of all the runs that were performed. However, 
some parameters seem to have higher absolute errors when compared to the reference parameters. 
This result is the consequence of the noise and uncertainty propagation throughout the whole 
identification process when using DIC and experimental images. The results could also be 
improved by using more virtual fields, as previous research has shown that the number of virtual 
fields has a significant impact on the performance of VFM identification, with the number of 
virtual fields increasing the accuracy of the identification [28]. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the 
residual between internal and external virtual works during the identification procedure, as well as 
a comparison of the external virtual work and the final calibrated internal virtual work for each 
identification run.  

The evolution of the residual during the identification process (Fig. 4a) shows that the initial 
parameters set have a significant impact on the initial and final calibrated residual values, and 
consequently, on the identification results. The difference in the final residuals between the 
identification runs, on the other hand, is small, as can be seen in the difference between the external 
and virtual works (Fig. 4b), where all the curves are nearly coincident. The small difference in 
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residuals with the variation of the identified parameters also suggests the need for more virtual 
fields to be used in the identification process, as using just one virtual field could filter out crucial 
kinematic data about the mechanical behaviour related to a particular constitutive parameter. 

(a) (b)  

Fig. 4. Identification results in terms of: (a) evolution of the residual during the identitication 
process and (b) final difference between external and internal virtual works. 

 
In Fig. 5, the Swift hardening law curves and the Hill'48 yield surfaces are compared as part of 

cross-validation between the reference parameters and the identification results. The numerical 
results for this test configuration are also plotted in the normalised stress space (see Fig. 5b), with 
the yield stress calculated from the reference parameters.  

 

(a)  (b)  
Fig. 5. Results obtained with the identified parameter sets for: (a) Swift law hardening curve for 
all identification runs and (b) comparison of the reference yield surface with the identified yield 

surface for the identification run 3 for different levels of 𝜎𝜎12/𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦. 
 

The identified Swift hardening law curves present some divergences from the hardening curve 
with the reference parameters. These differences become more pronounced as the equivalent 
plastic strain increases. These results seem to be a consequence of the overall uncertainty 
propagation in the identification process, in which the global minimum of the residual between the 
external and internal virtual works may differ from the ground truth parameters due to 
experimental image noise and the DIC technique's different filtering and spatial resolution. 
Nevertheless, increasing the number of virtual fields used, even if they are uniform, may improve 
the accuracy of the parameters identified. Moreover, when comparing the reference and the 
identification run with the lower residual value (identification run 3), the differences appear to be 
larger where there is a lack of information in the stress space and lower where there is a higher 
concentration of points in the stress space. These results are consistent with the previous qualitative 
analysis of the rotation angle, which revealed a narrower distribution of the rotation angle criterion 
for this test configuration. A heterogeneous distribution of material points across the whole stress 
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space would almost certainly improve the accuracy of the identified parameters regarding the 
anisotropic yield criterion. 
Summary 
This work investigated the use of different indicators to evaluate the heterogeneity of the 
mechanical behaviour of distinct test configurations when using the Arcan test. The numerical 
results from the most interesting test configuration were used to generate synthetic speckle images 
and processed through DIC and further used in the inverse identification with VFM. The main 
conclusions that can be drawn from this work are as follows: 

• Even with a simple specimen geometry, the Arcan test provided interesting heterogeneous 
test configurations, demonstrating the potential of its use for heterogeneous test design in 
the context of metal plasticity. 

• The 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 criterion proved to be a good quantitative evaluation of the diversity of the 
material's stress/strain states, which appears to have a significant influence on the inverse 
identification of the hardening parameters. It is, however, inappropriate for quantifying the 
identifiability of anisotropy parameters. 

• The rotation angle parameter seems to be a suitable qualitative criterion for the evaluation 
of the sensitivity of mechanical tests to anisotropy.  

• When using experimental images and DIC, the propagation of noise and uncertainty 
throughout the identification process has a significant impact on the identified parameters, 
resulting in deviations from the ground-truth parameters. 

In future works, other test configurations could be used for the inverse identification of the 
isotropic hardening and anisotropic yielding parameters by finding a good balance between the 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼1 
and the rotation angle criterions. Additionally, a greater number of uniform virtual fields could be 
used in the inverse identification of the constitutive parameters, as could automatic virtual field 
selection strategies such as sensitivity-based virtual fields. Other specimen geometries could also 
be used to increase the heterogeneity of stress/strain states of the material, which might become 
even more important when using more complex constitutive models, such as Yld2000-2D. 
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Abstract. The training of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for implicit constitutive modelling 
mostly relies on labelled data pairs, however, some variables cannot be physically measured in 
real experiments. As such, the training should preferably be carried out indirectly, making use of 
experimentally measurable variables. The unconstrained training of an ANN’s parameters often 
leads to spurious responses that do not comply with the physics of the problem. Applying 
constraints during training ensures not only the physical meaning of the ANN predictions but also 
potentially increases the convergence to a global minimum, while improving the model’s 
performance. An ANN material model is trained using a novel indirect approach, where the local 
and global equilibrium conditions are ensured employing the Virtual Fields Method (VFM). An 
example of physical constraint is analyzed and applied during the training process. 
Introduction 
ANNs are powerful function approximators that can be used to implicitly learn constitutive 
relations directly from data, without having to postulate a mathematical formulation [1–3]. Several 
successful applications of ANNs for implicit modelling of material behavior have been reported 
in the literature (e.g., [4–6] among others). Most of the approaches rely on training the ANNs with 
paired data, usually stress-strain, from numerically generated datasets. Nevertheless, in a real 
experiment, certain variables, such as stresses, are not measurable and, therefore, the training 
should preferably be carried out indirectly making use of experimentally measurable variables 
only. 

Although a standard ANN could be able to learn the constitutive behavior of a material, given 
enough data, it usually works as a black-box model in which its structure is not easily interpretable 
and there is no guarantee that its predictions are usable, as they can violate fundamental laws of 
mechanics and thermodynamics [3–5]. Thus, it is necessary to enforce physics-based constraints 
when using ANNs for implicit constitutive modelling. The incorporation of this knowledge into 
the network allows it (i) to learn the structure of the underlying constitutive relations, (ii) reduce 
its sensitivity to noise and (iii) increase its performance regarding inputs outside the training 
domain [7]. Physics-based constraints act as a regularization agent for ANNs, reducing the space 
of admissible solutions and allowing the network to learn with smaller datasets, as it already does 
not have to learn those relationships from data [6,7]. These constraints can be enforced using 
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custom ANN architectures [3], model constraints (e.g., weight constraints) [7] or 
penalty/regularization terms [5,8]. Some examples of constraints are shown in Table 1. 

In the present work two single layer perceptron models are used to model the linear elastic 
response of a virtual material. A novel indirect training methodology employing the sensitivity-
based Virtual Field Method (VFM) [17] is used to train both models and study the application of 
constraints during training. Here, the applied constraint was the positive definiteness of the tangent 
stiffness, which in the absence of plastic deformation, degenerates into the elastic stiffness matrix 
D. 

Table 1. Examples of material model constraints to enforce during ANN training. 

 Formulation Description 

1st law of thermodynamics γloc =  𝛔𝛔 : 𝛜𝛜 ̇ +  θη ̇ −  �̇�𝐄 

The work done by stress must 
either be stored as recoverable 
internal energy in the solid or 
dissipated as heat [8,9] 

2nd law of thermodynamics γloc  ≥  0 

For a sample of material 
subjected to a cycle of 
deformation, starting and 
ending with identical strain and 
internal energy, the total work 
must be positive or zero [8,9] 

Drucker’s postulate Δσ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖Δε𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≥  0 
The work done by the tractions 
through the displacements is 
positive or zero [12] 

Symmetric positive 
definiteness of tangent 

stiffness 

∂𝛔𝛔 
∂𝛆𝛆

 =  𝐇𝐇 ≻ 0 

The tangent stiffness matrix is 
symmetric positive definite, 
ensuring that the strain energy 
is weakly convex [13] 

Time consistency lim
Δ𝛆𝛆→0

Δ𝛔𝛔 =  0 
A consistent material law maps 
a state of zero strain onto a state 
of zero stress [13] 

 
The Drucker’s stability criterion bears no physical meaning. Not all materials are stable in this 
sense, however, issues will arise for materials that do not respect it, when used to solve boundary 
problems [9,17]. 
 
Mechanical Test and Dataset Creation 
A heterogeneous test was used to generate synthetic data to train the ANN models. The geometry 
consists of 3 × 3 mm2 plate with thickness t = 0.1 mm. The initial mesh, geometry and boundary 
conditions are depicted in Fig. 1. Symmetry boundary conditions are applied to the boundaries at 
x = 0 and y = 0 and a surface traction is applied to the boundary at x = 3 mm. The traction follows 
a non-uniform distribution with a single component along the x-direction, varying linearly in the 
𝑦𝑦-direction, according to: 𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥(𝑦𝑦) = 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 + 𝑏𝑏, where 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑏𝑏, respectively, control the slope and 
intercept of the distribution. 
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Fig. 1. Heterogeneous test: initial geometry, mesh and boundary conditions, adapted from [14]. 

 
The numerical simulations were conducted using the commercial finite element code Abaqus. 

The model was built with CPS4R elements (bilinear reduced integration plane stress). The elastic 
parameters were defined as 𝐸𝐸 = 210 GPa and ν = 0.3. To generate a training dataset, various 
simulations were performed with the time period set to 1 and a fixed time increment Δt = 0.001. 
For each time step, the strain tensor at the centroid was extracted for all the elements and the 
resultant force computed from the equilibrium of the internal forces, such that: 

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = ∑ σ𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1                     (1) 

where F is the global force, l the length of the solid, A is the element’s area and t is the thickness. 
The training and validation datasets were generated for different load distribution parameters, 
depicted in Table 2. Prior to training and for each mechanical test, the dataset was organized into 
batches of 9 elements per time increment and shuffled before being split into training (67%) and 
test data (33%). The input features were scaled in order to have zero mean and unit variance. 

Table 2. Loading parameters for the generation of the training and validation datasets. 

Training set  𝑚𝑚 = {60,80,100,120} [𝑁𝑁
/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚]  𝑏𝑏 = {60,80,100} [𝑁𝑁] 

Validation set 

m b 
50 50 
70 90 
90 65 
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Neural Network Model 
A single layer perceptron with linear activation was chosen to predict the elastic response. The 
inputs were the components of the strain tensor at a given time t and the outputs were the 
components of the corresponding stress tensor, as depicted in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Single layer perceptron with linear activation. 
 

The model outputs the stress directly according to the following relationship during the forward 
pass: 

 

𝛔𝛔 = W𝛜𝛜+b  ⟺ �
σxx
σyy
τxy

� = �
w11 w12 w13
w21 w22 w23
w31 w32 w33

� �
ϵxx
ϵyy
ϵxy

� + �
b11
b21
b31

� (1) 

where wij are the layer weights and bij the biases. An analogy can be established between the terms 
of the weight matrix W and the elasticity matrix D in the Hooke’s law, for an isotropic material 
under plane stress: 

 𝛔𝛔 = 𝐃𝐃𝛜𝛜 ⟺ �
σ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
σ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
τ𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦

� =
𝐸𝐸

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)
�

1-ν ν 0
ν 1-ν 0

0 0
1-2ν

2

� �
ϵ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ϵ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
ϵ𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦

� (2) 

with D defined in terms of the elastic constants E, the Young’s modulus and ν, the Poisson’s ratio. 
For the material chosen for this work, the elasticity matrix D is the following: 

 𝐃𝐃 = � 
230769.231 69230.769 0
69230.769 230769.231 0

0 0 80769.231
� (3) 

The architecture presented above was used to train two models in order to learn the elastic response 
of the material. One of the models was trained following an unconstrained optimization approach, 
while the other model was trained using a constrained optimization, in order to study how adding 
constraints would influence the resulting stress predictions. 

 
Indirect Training for Linear Model 
Implicit constitutive modelling using ANNs relies on paired data, usually strain and stress tensors, 
in order to learn the material behavior. However, variables such as stress cannot be obtained from 
experiments [15]. Therefore, the training must be carried out indirectly, using only measurable 
data. The VFM, first introduced by Grédiac [16], is a state-of-the-art method employed in the 
identification of constitutive parameters, known by its computational efficiency and does not resort 
to FEM for any forward calculations [17]. The key elements behind the VFM are the Principle of 
Virtual Work (PVW) and the choice of virtual fields. According to the PVW, the internal virtual 
work must be equal to the external virtual work performed by the external forces and is written by 
[18]: 
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 - �𝛔𝛔
V

:𝛆𝛆* dV+ � T
∂V

⋅u* dS=0 (4) 

where 𝛆𝛆∗ is the virtual strain, 𝐮𝐮∗ is the virtual displacement, V is the volume of the solid and T is 
the traction vector. The virtual entities work can be defined independently of the measured 
displacements/strains. Any number of virtual fields can be used; however, the following conditions 
should be honored [5,6]: the functions defining the virtual fields should be piece-wise 
differentiable and kinematically admissible, in order satisfy the displacement boundary conditions. 
The virtual fields can be manually defined, though the choice is tied to the user’s own experience 
and intuition. Moreover, manually defined virtual fields do not show a temporal evolution [17]. 
Nonetheless, systematic procedures to automatically define these virtual entities exist, namely: the 
stiffness-based and the sensitivity-based virtual fields [4,7]. 

 
In the present work, sensitivity-based virtual fields were employed to indirectly train a single-

layer perceptron for implicit constitutive modelling, following the workflow presented in Fig. 3. 
The key concept of the sensitivity-based virtual fields is to apply a perturbation to each of the 

model’s parameters in order to obtain a stress sensitivity and its temporal evolution [17]. The stress 
field is the only quantity that depends directly on the constitutive parameters in the VFM, so the 
stress sensitivity maps highlight areas that strongly depend on a given parameter [20]. In the 
context of this work, the single-layer perceptron from Fig. 2 is taken as a representation of the 
constitutive model. The spatial sensitivity of stress to each model parameter is computed as: 

 δ𝛔𝛔(i)(𝛜𝛜, W, t) = 𝛔𝛔(𝛜𝛜, W, t) - 𝛔𝛔(𝛜𝛜, W+δwi, t) , δwi = -0.1wi (5) 

with i being the i-th term of the perceptron’s weight matrix W and t the time step. The virtual 
displacements 𝐮𝐮∗ are found starting from the following system of equations applied to a virtual 
mesh: 

 δ𝛔𝛔(𝑖𝑖) =  𝐁𝐁𝐮𝐮∗(𝑖𝑖)  (6) 

where B is the global strain-displacement matrix, used to map the virtual displacements at the 
nodes to every virtual strain. If the displacement is prescribed at the boundaries, the traction is 
unknown and, as such, the displacements are set to zero. If, on the other hand, the traction 
distribution is unknown and only the resultant force is known, a constant virtual displacement is 
set at the boundaries. By applying these constraints, a modified global strain-displacement matrix 
𝐁𝐁 is obtained and the virtual displacements 𝐮𝐮∗ can finally be computed as follows: 

 u*(i) = pinv(B) δ𝛔𝛔(i) (7) 

with pinv(𝐁𝐁) being the pseudo-inverse of the modified strain-displacement matrix. The virtual 
strains 𝛆𝛆∗are then computed as: 

 𝛆𝛆∗(𝑖𝑖) =  𝐁𝐁𝐮𝐮∗(𝑖𝑖)  (8) 

The training process is carried out, with the virtual fields 𝐮𝐮∗(𝑖𝑖) and 𝛆𝛆∗(𝑖𝑖) being updated multiple 
times in order to evaluate the loss resulting from the application of the PVW and update the weight 
matrix W accordingly. The loss to be minimized is the following: 

 ℒ(𝐖𝐖, 𝐛𝐛, 𝛜𝛜) =  �

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡ 1
(α(𝑖𝑖))2 � �� 𝛔𝛔𝑖𝑖(𝐖𝐖, 𝐛𝐛, 𝛜𝛜, 𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝛆𝛆∗𝑖𝑖(𝑖𝑖)(𝑡𝑡)

𝑛𝑛pts

𝑖𝑖=1

∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 − Wext
∗ (𝑡𝑡)�

2
𝑛𝑛t

𝑡𝑡=1 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤𝑛𝑛VFs

𝑖𝑖=1

 (9) 
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with Sj being the surface area of the j-th measurement point and α(i) the scaling factor of the i-th 
virtual field, employed to guarantee similar magnitudes between different virtual fields. In the 
present work, the scaling factor was defined based on the mean of the 30% highest internal virtual 
work values. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Coupled ANN-VFM method for implicit constitutive modelling 

 

Unconstrained Training Analysis 
The Adam algorithm was used to optimize the network weights, with an initial learning rate set to 
0.1, scheduled to be reduced using a multiplier of 0.2 if no improvement in the training loss was 
registered after 3 epochs. For the unconstrained training model, the network was set to train during 
a maximum of 10000 epochs. However, an early-stopping criterion was triggered when no further 
improvement was observed in the test loss, after 2886 epochs. The learning curves are plotted in 
Fig. 4, showing a sharp decline during training with a low value in the order of 10-3 achieved at 
the end and almost no gap being observed between the train and test curves, indicating the model 
did not overfit the data. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Learning curves for the unconstrained training model. 
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During training, the layer weights should evolve in such a manner that, at the end of the process, 
the unscaled matrix W approximates D as much as possible, with the bias vector b being equal to 
or almost zero. Due to the scaling of the inputs, the parameters hold no significance, so the inverse 
scaling is needed here to compare both entities. An overview of both scaled and unscaled model 
parameters obtained after training is shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Scaled and unscaled model parameters for the unconstrained model after training. 

 Layer weights W Biases b 

Scaled �
76.6645 0.01328 0.0159
23.1111 27.4231 0.0667
0.6532 0.3366 5.1392

� {111 0.0997 5.80}T 

Unscaled �
209891.4619 101.9638 234.9259
63273.3868 210502.5075 981.5443
1788.5317 2584.3104 75627.5458

� {0.0305 -0.0369 -0.286}T 

Rel. error [%] �
9.047 99.853 N/A
8.605 8.782 N/A
N/A N/A 6.366

� N/A 

 
Examining the unscaled parameters, one can observe that although the single layer perceptron 

was able to naturally learn nonnegative terms, it was not able to replicate the symmetry of the 
elasticity matrix, thus failing to guarantee the isotropy of the material. Furthermore, there are 
significant errors between the unscaled parameters and the terms of the elasticity matrix D. 
Nevertheless, the indices of the most dominant terms (w11, w22, w33) correlate well with those from 
D. The unscaled bias vector holds very small terms in comparison, however not close to zero. 
From here, we conclude that the model is not able to fully predict the linear elastic response. This 
is confirmed by observing the plots comparing the real and predicted elastic curves corresponding 
to two example elements, shown on Fig. 5. The differences stated above, caused the single layer 
perceptron predictions to achieve correlations ranging from 0.85 to 0.999 and mean absolute errors 
(MAE) from 0.266 to 5.173. 
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Fig. 5. Validation results for the unconstrained training model for elements 1 and 9. 

 
Constrained Training Analysis 

For the constrained training model, the same training parameters were used, with the only 
difference being that the following set of constraints were applied to the entries of the parameter 
matrix W: 

 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 >  0 ∧ 𝑤𝑤13 =  𝑤𝑤31 =  0 ∧ 𝑤𝑤23 =  𝑤𝑤32 =  0 (10) 

meaning all the terms of W are forced to be nonnegative and some terms set to be zero, matching 
the indices of the terms with zero values in D. The training progressed with the early-stopping 
criterion being triggered when no further improvement was observed in the test loss, after 5381 
epochs. The resulting learning curves are plotted in Fig. 6, showing a sharp decline during training 
with a lower value of loss being achieved at the end (order of 10-9) when compared to the 
unconstrained model. Similarly, almost no gap is observed between the train and test curves, 
indicating the model did not overfit the data. 
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Fig. 6. Learning curves for the constrained training model. 

 
An overview of both scaled and unscaled model parameters obtained after training is shown in 

Table 4. Examining the unscaled parameters, one can observe that enforcing the constraints 
defined in (10 was enough for the single layer perceptron to naturally replicate the symmetry of 
the elasticity matrix, thus guaranteeing the isotropy of the material. Although no constraints were 
applied to the biases, the unscaled bias vector holds values very close to zero, as it was expected. 
The model perfectly predicts the elastic response, as it is confirmed by the plots comparing the 
real and predicted elastic curves corresponding to two example elements, shown on Fig. 7. There 
are some differences between the unscaled parameters and the terms of the elasticity matrix D, 
however these are not significantly high to cause de model to output badly predicted curves. The 
constraints allowed the model to achieve lower mean absolute errors and the highest possible 
correlations r2. 

Table 4. Scaled and unscaled model parameters for the constrained model after training. 

 Layer weights W Biases b 

Scaled �
78.4168 8.2999 0
23.5103 27.8005 0

0 0 4.9949
� {104.3700 0 5.4179}𝑇𝑇 

Unscaled �
230643.294 68815.410 0
69149.634 230497.092 0

0 0 80669.215
� {−0.0043 −0.0001 −0.0007}𝑇𝑇 

Rel. 
error 
[%] 

�
0.054 0.600 N/A
0.117 0.118 N/A
N/A N/A 0.124

� N/A 
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Fig. 7. Validation results for the constrained training model for elements 1 and 9. 
 

Summary 
A single layer perceptron model was trained without stress labels employing a new indirect 
training methodology based on the Virtual Fields Method, which makes use of the Principle of 
Virtual Work and sensitivity-based virtual fields to guarantee the equilibrium between the external 
and virtual work. The sensitivity-based virtual fields are a more robust approach than the manually 
defined virtual fields, providing a systematic way of generating virtual fields that are not static and 
do not dependent on the user’s intuition. 

Two different perceptron models with the same architecture were trained in order to learn the 
linear elastic response of a virtual material and to study the influence of the application of 
constraints during training. Considering a single layer perceptron with 3 inputs and 3 outputs, an 
analogy could be established between the mathematical description of the forward pass and the 
Hooke’s law under plane stress, with the perceptron’s weight matrix W resembling the elasticity 
matrix D. There are several possible ways to constrain the space of admissible solutions of a neural 
network model. In the present work, by adapting the perceptron’s model to the real material model, 
its parameters gain a real meaning, thus making it easier to control their evolution during training 
and ensure the predictions are physically admissible. As such, the constraints were applied directly 
to the perceptron’s parameters in order to guarantee nonnegative terms in W and force some of its 
terms to be zero, matching those in the elasticity matrix D. It was shown that by applying these 
constraints, the single layer perceptron naturally learned the symmetry of the elasticity matrix D, 
respecting the isotropy of the material, and replicated its terms without significant errors, being 
able to predict a linear elastic response that matches the real one. 
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Disclaimer 
The results reflect only the authors' view, and the European Commission is not responsible for any 
use that may be made of the information it contains. 
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Abstract. For optimum operation, modern production systems require a careful adjustment of the 
employed manufacturing processes. Physics-based process simulations can effectively support this 
process optimisation; however, their considerable computation times are often a significant barrier. 
One option to reduce the computational load is surrogate-based optimisation (SBO). Although 
SBO generally helps improve convergence, it can turn out unwieldy when the optimisation task 
varies, e.g. due to frequent component adaptations for customisation. In order to solve such 
variable optimisation tasks, this work studies how recent advances in machine learning (ML) can 
enhance and extend current surrogate capabilities. More specifically, an ML-algorithm interacts 
with generic samples of component geometries in a forming simulation environment and learns to 
optimise a forming process for variable geometries. The considered example of this work is blank 
holder optimisation in textile forming. After training, the algorithm is able to give useful 
recommendations even for new, non-generic geometries. While the prior work considered initial 
recommendations only, this work studies the convergence behaviour upon component-specific 
algorithm refinement (optimisation) at the example of two geometries. The convergence of the 
new pre-trained ML-approach is compared to classical SBO and a genetic algorithm (GA). The 
results show that initial recommendations indeed converge to the process optimum and that the 
speed of convergence outperforms the GA and compares roughly to SBO. It is concluded that – 
once pretrained –the new ML-approach is more efficient on variable optimisation tasks than 
classical SBO. 
Introduction 
Most modern production systems are complex systems and require a careful optimisation during 
production ramp-up. In current practice, this often involves resource-intensive trial-error 
campaigns combined with expert-judgment based on experience from prior parts. However, 
shrinking lot sizes, ever shorter development cycles and increasing product diversity severely 
challenge such empirical approaches and call efficient process optimisation tasks. 

Thus, it is found that recurring optimisation tasks for ever-changing geometries or materials, 
respectively, are a significant economical barrier [1]. This holds all the more when processing 
delicate materials, such as textiles used for continuous-fibre reinforced plastics (CoFRP). They are 
usually processed in elaborate, multi-step processes and most often comprise a forming process of 
a textile. The wide range of adjustable process parameters and the complex, non-linear material 
behaviour require place high demands on a suitable process configuration and pose a challenging 
development task. 
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To reduce the cost of an experimental process development, numerical simulations have gained 
attention over the last decades [2]. They allow for detailed analyses of complex processes and help 
concentrate costly experiments on the most promising variants. Also, their inherently digital nature 
allows a combination with optimisation algorithms. However, they usually involve significant 
computational efforts and especially repetitive simulations, e.g. iterative optimisation, quickly 
renders them impracticable in practice. 

One option to reduce the numerical effort in such cases is surrogate-based optimisation (SBO) 
[3]. Surrogates are numerically efficient, data-driven approximations of expensive simulations 
based on input-output-observations. Once sufficiently trained, optimisation can be done on the 
surrogate in short time. Overall, SBO results in significant optimisation speed-ups. However, 
current SBO-approaches are mostly application-specific and fall short on reusability in new 
scenarios. Even subtle problem variations, e.g. geometry variations in manufacturing, instantly 
invalidate the surrogate and require resampling of data and reconstructing the surrogate. Thus, 
demand for generalised models arose. 

At the same time, developments in Machine Learning (ML) have achieved remarkable results 
in complex tasks and may open up new avenues for advanced surrogates . The overarching concept 
is to sample process observations for a range of generic geometries and analyse it with ML-
techniques [4-6]. Recurring patterns in the data may then guide a process optimisation of a new 
component. Owing to their reconfigurability and ease of evaluation, physics-based numerical 
process simulations are used for data sampling. Prior work has shown that such models can issue 
useful process recommendations for new components [4]. However, although the 
recommendations are useful, they are not strictly optimal but show some deviations to the true 
optimum. Thus, this work studies whether or not the initial ML-recommendations converge to the 
true optimum upon component-specific refinement. 
Optimisation Methodology 
Optimisation Approaches. 
Formally, a forming simulation can be seen as a function 𝜑𝜑:𝑃𝑃

𝐺𝐺
→ 𝑄𝑄 which maps variable process 

parameters 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑃 to a part quality descriptor 𝑞𝑞 ∈ 𝑄𝑄 for a given component geometry 𝑔𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝐺. 
Process optimisation then amounts to searching the optimal process parameters 𝑝𝑝∗ = arg min 𝑞𝑞(𝑝𝑝) 
which yield the best quality1. Finding this optimum is a profound task, though, and this work 
compares three different workflows as shown in Fig. 1. 

One approach is to directly couple optimisation algorithms with the simulation 𝜑𝜑, e.g. genetic 
algorithms as Fig. 1a) shows. For a given geometry 𝑔𝑔, they determine the process parameter 
optimum 𝑝𝑝∗ by iterative evaluation, variation and combination of parameter combinations. 
However, 𝜑𝜑 is generally costly to evaluate and thus, iterating 𝑝𝑝∗ until convergence quickly become 
prohibitively computation-intensive. 

In order to increase efficiency, surrogate-based optimisation (SBO) constructs a numerically 
efficient substitute function 𝜇𝜇srg:𝑃𝑃 → 𝑄𝑄, the “surrogate”. The surrogate seeks approximates 𝜑𝜑 
from a set of pre-sampled observations and allows to do the optimisation in short time on 𝜇𝜇srg 
instead of 𝜑𝜑, cf. Fig. 1b) [3]. The obtained candidate solution 𝑝𝑝srg∗  is in turn validated in a 
simulation run and this new observation is fed back to the database. The procedure then repeats 
until convergence. 

Numerous case studies across disciplines have reported substantial optimisation speed-ups by 
SBO, see e.g. [7]. However, current SBO-strategies provide mostly application-specific, one-off 
models and struggle with unforeseen task variations. This impairs reusability in new scenarios: 

 
1 In manufacturing the part quality 𝑞𝑞 is often expressed by the extent of defects like cracks or wrinkles which are 
sought to be minimised, not maximised. 
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Even a subtle problem variation, e.g. a change of material or geometry, instantly invalidates the 
surrogate and requires resampling of data and reconstructing the surrogate [4]. Thus, demand for 
generalised models has been identified early on [8]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Workflows of a) direct, b) surrogate-based optimisation (SBO) and 

c) Reinforcement Learning on multiple geometries. 
 

As a remedy, prior work of the authors [4] and [9] suggests to give up on classical surrogate 
models 𝜇𝜇srg in favour of a more generalised function 𝜇𝜇:𝐺𝐺 → 𝑃𝑃. While classical surrogate models 
are in most cases used for fix geometries or consider parametric geometries only, 𝜇𝜇 is meant to 
learn the underlying part-process-relations from a whole set of non-parametric generic training 
geometries. After training, it shall be able to give parameter recommendations even for new 
geometries which are not part of the training geometries. A detailed description of the 
implementation is given in the prior publications [4] and [9] and thus, only a brief glimpse is 
provided in this work. 

Reinforcement Learning for process optimisation.  
The overarching idea is that the ML model function interacts with a set of generic geometries 

(geometry catalogue 𝐺𝐺) in a simulation environment. The workflow is visualised in Fig. 2a). 
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Fig. 2. a) Training scheme via Reinforcement Learning and b) image-based design of the ML-

model 𝝁𝝁 [4,9]. 

In each training iteration 𝑖𝑖, a geometry 𝑔𝑔 is drawn from the geometry catalogue. Then the ML-
model 𝜇𝜇 analyses 𝑔𝑔 and issues an estimation of optimal parameters 𝑝𝑝∗|𝑔𝑔. This parameter 
recommendation is then evaluated in a simulation run 𝜑𝜑 to determine the resulting part quality 𝑞𝑞. 
If 𝑝𝑝∗|𝑔𝑔 indeed improves the part quality, then the ML-model is encouraged to give similar 
recommendations for similar geometries in the future. Formally, this means that the gradient ∇𝒑𝒑𝑞𝑞 
is determined and used to adapt 𝜇𝜇‘s parameter recommendations in direction of increasing quality 
𝑞𝑞. The procedure iterates until the forming quality across all geometries in the catalogue seizes to 
improve. 

In the context of material forming, image-based approaches for 𝜇𝜇 – as illustrated in Fig. 2b) – 
have been proposed [4-6]. Compared to conventional geometry parameters, e.g. length, width, 
fillet radii or angles, image-based geometry descriptions have proven robust and versatile when 
applicability to variable geometries is key. In this work and the prior works of the authors, 𝜇𝜇 
consists of two nested functions, 𝜇𝜇1 and 𝜇𝜇2, both of which are image-processing neural networks, 
so-called convolutional neural networks. The functions serve different purposes as Fig. 2b) 
visualises: 𝜇𝜇1 interprets the geometry and issues an estimation where and to what extent material 
strains are likely to occur. More specifically, the shear strain is evaluated as in-plane shear is the 
dominant deformation mechanism in engineering fabrics. Then, 𝜇𝜇2 interprets this strain-estimation 
and devises a parameter recommendation 𝑝𝑝∗. 
Simulation Model and Optimisation Task 
This work picks up on the models from the prior works [4,9] and is based on experimentally 
validated simulation approaches. It considers forming of cuboid geometries with the aid of 
pressure pads, cf. Fig. 3a). The cuboids can be varied in their dimensions 𝑤𝑤1 and 𝑤𝑤2 (width and 
length) as sub-image b) shows. For all geometries, the pads can be positioned freely around the 
perimeter of the geometries in order to control the draw-in of the fabric during forming. 
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Fig. 3. a) Simulation setup for fabric forming with pressure pads; b) sample geometries in the 

geometry catalogue. Images are adapted from the prior work [4]. 
 

The cuboids are deliberately severe and show a strong tendency towards wrinkling. The overall 
quality goal during forming is to obtain a wrinkle-free forming result. As a direct measure of 
wrinkling, the fabric curvature 𝜅𝜅 is evaluated according to [11]. More specifically, 
the 99.5 % percentile 𝜅𝜅qnt of a Weibull fit to the fabric curvature distribution quantifies the quality, 
cf. Fig. 4a). The contour plot in Fig. 4b) shows 𝜅𝜅qnt for a single geometry as a function of the 
position of the pressure pads 𝑝𝑝1,2 along with a top-view-visualisation of the pressure pads. The 
plot has been established by a fine grid-sampling of all possible pad positions for a single 
geometry. Note that these grid-samples are by no means involved in algorithm training but serve 
only for visualisation of 𝜅𝜅qnt (objective function) from an ‘omniscient’ perspective. The yellow 
marker illustrates how a specific pad position relates to the contour plot and vice-versa. Note that 
the plot is normalised so as to facilitate comparability with the following plots. 

 

 
Fig. 4. a) Exemplary forming result with wrinkling, histogram of the fabric curvature plus 

Weibull fit; b) Contour plot of the obtained curvature (quality) depending on the pad positions 
𝒑𝒑𝟏𝟏,𝟐𝟐. Images adapted from prior work [4]. 

 
Clearly, different pad positions significantly alter the obtained curvature and a distinct 

optimum, i.e. minimal curvature, can be observed. All geometries show such an optimum; 
however, its location varies and 𝜇𝜇 shall estimate its position for each geometry in the catalogue.  
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Results and Discussion 
In the prior work [9], 𝜇𝜇 is trained on a set of box-geometries shown in Fig. 3b). The results show 
that it gives useful estimations not just for new box-geometries but also – to a certain degree – for 
‘non-box’ geometries. See [9] for further details on the results. Two of these test geometries shall 
be further analysed in this work. They are shown in Fig. 5 on the left: A rotational symmetric shell 
with conical tips (𝑔𝑔1) and a double-dome geometry (𝑔𝑔2).  

The contour plots in Fig. 5 show the forming quality (curvature) for all pad positions obtained 
by a grid-sampling approach. Note that they are not a subset of the box-geometries but, as they are 
doubly-symmetric and near-convex, they will still show a similar forming behaviour: Both contour 
plots feature a minimum similar to the box-geometry in Fig. 4b). Some qualitative differences can 
be observed, though: For 𝑔𝑔1, the optimum is not a sharp point but a plateau-like region in the 
bottom-left of the plot. In contrast, the optimum for 𝑔𝑔2 is comparably distinct and surrounded by 
two, connected maxima in a funnel-like shape while the majority of the plot is of approximately 
constant, mediocre quality. 

Additionally, the plots feature three types of markers, namely two large and 30 small markers. 
The blue large marker visualises the best quality obtained during grid-sampling which is assumed 
to be the ‘true optimum’ 𝑝𝑝∗. The yellow large marker denotes 𝜇𝜇’s initial process recommendation 
𝑝𝑝ML
∗,0  immediately after training on box-geometries. If both the blue and the yellow marker 

coincided, that would imply that 𝜇𝜇 had made a perfect estimation of the process optimum. 
However, such a perfect estimation is highly unlikely since 𝜇𝜇 makes inference for a new geometry 
on the basis of generic box-geometries. Thus, the two markers are close to each other but still lie 
some distance apart. More specifically, an overestimation of ≈ 18 % (𝑔𝑔1) ≈ 13 % (𝑔𝑔2) relative to 
the parameter range 25 mm ≤ 𝑝𝑝1,2 ≤ 200 mm is observed. 

However, the question arises, whether the yellow marker approaches the blue marker (true 
optimum) upon component-specific continuation of training. That is, having been pretrained on 
generic boxes, 𝜇𝜇 interacts now only with geometry 𝑔𝑔1 or 𝑔𝑔2, respectively. Thereby 𝜇𝜇 can iteratively 
refine on these specific geometries. The evolution of 𝜇𝜇’s recommendation 𝑝𝑝ML

∗,𝑖𝑖 , is visualised by 
the smaller markers whose hue denotes their order of appearance, i.e. refinement iteration 
𝑖𝑖rfn = 1 (black) to 𝑖𝑖rfn = 30 (white). 
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Fig. 5. Contour plots with 𝝁𝝁’s process recommendations during component-specific continuation 

of training for a) geometry 𝒈𝒈𝟏𝟏 (rotational symmetric shell) and b) 𝒈𝒈𝟐𝟐 (double-dome). 
 

However, the question arises, whether the yellow marker approaches the blue marker (true 
optimum) upon component-specific continuation of training. That is, after the training on generic 
box-geometries, 𝜇𝜇 interacts now only with geometry 𝑔𝑔1 or 𝑔𝑔2, respectively. Thereby 𝜇𝜇 is meant to 
iteratively refine its recommendations on these specific geometries. The evolution of 𝜇𝜇’s 
recommendation 𝑝𝑝ML

∗,𝑖𝑖 , is visualised by the smaller markers, while their hue denotes their order of 
appearance, i.e. refinement iteration 𝑖𝑖rfn = 1 (black) to 𝑖𝑖rfn = 30 (white). 

The plots reveal a disparate refinement behaviour: For geometry 𝑔𝑔1 in subplot a), the refined 
markers appear somewhat incoherently scattered around the initial recommendation. At most, a 
light tendency to the top left can be observed. In contrast, for 𝑔𝑔2 (double-dome) in subplot b), the 
markers do accumulate and show a coherent evolution: At first, the markers move to the top left. 
But, since this deteriorates the results, they reverse and gradually move downwards before 
concentrating near the minimum. 

These observations can be explained when examining the objective functions in the contour 
plots: For 𝑔𝑔1 in subplot a), the plateau-characteristic makes it difficult to identify a gradient for an 
improved pad position. Accordingly, the recommendations (markers) appear erratic. In contrast, a 
distinct optimum is observable for 𝑔𝑔2 and – after a few iterations for ‘orientation’ – the markers 
move in direction of improved part quality. For some reason however, they only approach but do 
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not reach the observed optimum (blue marker). This may be due to numerical noise when 
evaluating the forming simulation. 

Ultimately, Fig. 6 illustrates the optimisation progress for both geometries by means of the 
objective function. The diagrams support the above line of thought: Sub-image a) shows that the 
forming quality 𝜅𝜅rel stays practically constant for 𝑔𝑔1 through all refinement iterations, while it 
improves (declines) for 𝑔𝑔2 after correction of an initial peak. Overall, the results indicate that– like 
a regular surrogate – 𝜇𝜇 can indeed refine its initial recommendations with new evidence. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Evolution of the optimisation objective 𝜿𝜿𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 during component-specific refinement of 𝝁𝝁 on 

𝒈𝒈𝟏𝟏 and 𝒈𝒈𝟐𝟐. 
Summary 
Having seen that the RL-based optimisation method indeed shows optimisation behaviour, the 
three optimisation approaches from Fig. 1 – direct optimisation with a genetic algorithm (GA), 
SBO and RL – can be compared to each other. Each method is applied to the geometries 𝑔𝑔1 and 
𝑔𝑔2 for inspection of the optimisation behaviour. The GA stems from the publicly available 
optimisation toolbox ‘Dakota’ [12] and the SBO reference method is described in detail in [13]. 

Note that the optimisation approaches employ different iterative schemes: The GA utilises a 
generation-based principle with each generation comprising 𝑛𝑛idv = 20 individuals. It is set to 
terminate after 𝑛𝑛g = 15 generations, i.e. after a total of 𝑛𝑛g ⋅ 𝑛𝑛idv = 15 ⋅ 20 = 300 simulations. 
This limit prevents excessive computation times and was determined empirically in a prior analysis 
on a fast – but much simpler – substitute model, cf. [4]. The limit is set such that at least one 
individual becomes (near-)optimal; yet it does not necessarily imply full convergence of the whole 
population around the optimum. For prevention of a potential quality-loss, the best found solution 
from the previous generation is (unaltered) carried over to the next generation (so-called ‘elitist’ 
selection). Both SBO and RL employ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 = 30 refinement iterations (simulations). However, SBO 
requires a component-specific sampling – in this work Latin Hypercube Sampling – which 
accounts for additional 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 = 20 a-priori simulations before optimisation start. Also note, that RL 
needs no specific sampling due to its pretraining on box-geometries. Thus, it can directly start 
refining its recommendations for optimisation. 

Geometry g1.  
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For a direct comparison, Fig. 7 plots the progress of each optimiser on the objective 𝜅𝜅rel in one 
diagram along with a detail view for closer inspection (grey shade). Besides the sheer sequence of 
𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (thin dashed line), the plots also show their lower envelope (bold solid line). Essentially, it 
gives for each iteration the ‘so-far-best’ solution and visualises, how fast each optimiser reduces 
the objective function. Overall, all graphs show a successful optimisation behaviour as they all 
approach the minimum (𝜅𝜅rel = 0 %). 

However, although all approaches improve the solution over the iterations, the gain during 
additional optimisation iterations is limited as the first solutions are already near-optimal  
(𝜅𝜅rel ≈ 1. . .5 %). Thus, they offer little room for improvement with further iterations. This 
phenomenon can be explained by inspection of the contour plot, cf. Fig.5a): Since the optimum is 
not a sharp point but a comparably large plateau, the optimisers find it right at the beginning and 
thus have no room for improvement during iterations. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Juxtaposition of 𝜿𝜿𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 during optimisation on 𝒈𝒈𝟏𝟏 for the GA, SBO and the RL-approach. 
The plots of GA and SBO are offset to account for the simulations until a first iteration occurs. 
Note that 𝜿𝜿𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 is near-optimal directly from the beginning (𝜿𝜿𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 ≈ 𝟏𝟏. . .𝟓𝟓 %). In accord, the plot 

is magnified with a y-axis focus on the lower 10%. 
 

Despite the limited gain, the GA finds the overall-best solution (𝜅𝜅rel = 0.2 %), while both RL 
and SBO (𝜅𝜅rel = 0.82 %) remain slightly inferior (𝜅𝜅rel = 0.78 %). Note however, that RL and 
SBO require far fewer iterations to reach their final value, i.e. they converge faster. Also note that 
all algorithms involve elements of randomness. Thus, re-running them will probably lead to 
slightly different graphs and optimisation results. 

Geometry g2. 
In a similar manner, Fig. 8 shows graphs for each optimisation approach on 𝑔𝑔2 (double-dome) 

The overall behaviour of the algorithms stays the same as before: A successful optimisation can 
be observed. However, this time a notable effect of additional iterations is observed. Due to the 
majority of mediocre process responses (plateaus), all methods start at  
𝜅𝜅rel ≈ 40. . .50 % in their first iteration, but then the progresses differ.  
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Fig. 8. Juxtaposition of 𝜿𝜿𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 during optimisation on 𝒈𝒈𝟐𝟐 (double-dome) for the GA, SBO and the 
RL-approach. The plots of GA and SBO are offset to account for the number of simulations until 

a first iteration. 
 

Overall, the plot resembles the previous: The graphs decline in a monotonous manner to the 
minimum (𝜅𝜅rel = 0%) and RL and SBO outperform the GA. However, this time all graphs show 
a substantial improvement of the objective function 𝜅𝜅rel during optimisation. All optimisers find 
a solution within a 5 %-range around the optimum, while SBO finds the overall best-solution with 
𝜅𝜅rel ≈ 2 %. The GA reaches the 5 %-range after 160 simulations and RL after 18 iterations. 

Speed of convergence. Ultimately, the speed of convergence shall be briefly assessed. To this 
end, the convergence metric  

𝐶𝐶 = ∫ 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑖) d𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖max
𝑖𝑖=0 = ∑ 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑖) ∆𝑖𝑖 =𝑖𝑖max

𝑖𝑖=0 ∑ 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑖)
𝑖𝑖max
𝑖𝑖=0                (1) 

 
is used. Essentially, it is the area under the (solid) graphs until each optimiser has reached its final 
value in iteration 𝑖𝑖max. Due to the integer-abscissa, 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = ∆𝑖𝑖 = 1 holds which simplifies the integral 
to a sum. Overall, a smaller value of 𝐶𝐶 implies faster convergence. If an approach finds a good 
solution early on, the following summands and thus 𝐶𝐶 becomes smaller. This reflects the desired 
behaviour during optimisation of expensive functions, i.e. rapid minimisation with only few 
function evaluations. Table 1 below summarises the convergence metrics 𝐶𝐶 and numbers of 
simulations 𝑖𝑖max each optimisation approach required until its final value. 
 

Table 1: Convergence comparison of GA, SBO and RL according to the convergence metric 𝑪𝑪 
and the required number of iterations 𝒊𝒊𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎. 

 GA SBO RL 
Geometry 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖max 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖max 𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖max 

 𝑔𝑔1 4.39 180 0.79 42 0.31 4 
 𝑔𝑔2 37.13 160 13.50 32 4.02 19 

sum - 340 - 74 - 23 
 
For both geometries, 𝑔𝑔1 and 𝑔𝑔2, SBO and the new RL-based method outperforms the GA by a 

large margin: While the GA requires 160 or 180 simulations, respectively, SBO and RL require 
less than 50 simulations to reach an approximately equal forming result. Equally large differences 
can be observed for the 𝐶𝐶. When comparing SBO and RL directly, RL appears more efficient than 
SBO. This is mainly because the RL-based approach does not require a component-specific 
sampling due to its pretraining on generic (box-)geometries. It must be noted however, that the 
computational effort for this pretraining may considerable. 
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The advantage of the pretrained RL-model becomes even more evident when optimising 
multiple geometries: Suppose, both geometries 𝑔𝑔1 and 𝑔𝑔2 need to be manufactured and their 
processes must be optimised. Optimising both geometries with SBO requires in total 74 
simulations of which 2 ⋅ 𝑛𝑛s = 40 simulations are required just for sampling. In contrast, the RL-
model can do without component-specific sampling due to its pretraining on boxes and takes only 
23 simulations in total. Although the exact numbers will certainly vary in different applications, 
the non-necessity of the a-priori sampling substantially cuts the computational effort. 
Summary 
This work studies the convergence behaviour of a previously proposed RL-based approach for 
process optimisation of variable geometries. The approach centres around an ML-model which 
interacts iteratively with a catalogue of generic geometries in a simulation environment. It thereby 
learns which geometry requires which optimal process configuration. The approach is studied at 
an example from prior work, namely optimisation of pressure pad positions during textile forming. 
Prior work has shown that – after the (pre-)training on generic geometries – the RL-approach 
indeed gives useful, near-optimal process recommendations [4,9]. This work picks up on these 
results and investigates, whether the recommendations converge to the true optimum upon 
component-specific refinement and if so, how fast. 

The results are twofold: First, the results on two demonstrator geometries hint that the proposed 
RL-model indeed converges to the true process optimum. Second, a comparison to two 
conventional optimisation approaches – a genetic algorithm (GA) and a ‘classical’ surrogate-based 
approach (SBO) – shows that RL and SBO outperform the GA and show a similar convergence 
during refinement iterations. However, SBO needs a component-specific a-priori sampling while 
the RL-based method is pre-trained on generic geometries and can directly start refining its 
recommendations. Thus – once trained – it speeds up the optimisation process similar to a classical 
surrogate but beneficially cuts the component-specific sampling effort. However, this comes at the 
cost of substantial numerical efforts for algorithm pretraining. 

The results of this work and the prior work show that it is indeed possible to extract usable part-
process-relations from generic samples and use them during process optimisation for new 
components. While this work outlines their principal potential, the developed techniques yet need 
to be advanced to more complex and application-centred use-cases from industrial practice. 
Regarding textile-forming, this means the integration of more complex process scenarios, e.g. 
more complex geometries, additional process parameters and variable material properties. In the 
wider sense, the methods can also be tested on other processes inside and outside material forming. 
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Abstract. A torsion specimen is removed from the as-received thick high strength steel sheet 
(S700MC with a nominal thickness of 12 mm). The test material has a maximum uniform tensile 
strain of about 12 %. The torsion test is conducted up to fracture. The experimentally acquired 
torque-angle curve is then used to inversely identify the large strain flow curve up to an equivalent 
plastic strain of approximately 1. The identification strategy is based on the Finite Element Model 
Updating (FEMU) approach. 
Introduction 
Nowadays, numerical simulations are widely used in industry, hence generally considered to be a 
common engineering tool. However, the quality of simulations highly depends on the accuracy of 
the inputs. In metal forming simulations, it is well-known that the accuracy of the digital 
representation of the plastic material behaviour, i.e. the so-called material model, is of crucial 
importance for the predictive accuracy of the simulation. Commercially available finite element 
codes are still confined to phenomenological material models. In the case of metal plasticity, such 
models mostly rely on the concept of a yield surface, a hardening law and the associated flow rule. 
Experimental data is used to calibrate the governing material model parameters. Obviously, the 
type, quality and the amount of data determines the calibration accuracy. For example, the work 
hardening behaviour, also referred to as the flow curve, is conventionally calibrated using a 
standard tensile test in the Rolling Direction (RD). Since the majority of the metal forming 
processes generate plastic deformations beyond the maximum uniform tensile strain, the standard 
tensile test is of limited usefulness to determine the work hardening at large plastic strains, i.e. the 
large strain flow curve. In the case of sheet metal, several dedicated experiments enable to 
determine the large strain flow curve. Coppieters et al. [1] recently provided a comprehensive 
review on methods to determine the large strain flow curve of thin sheet metal. However, the 
majority of these methods cannot be applied to thick steel sheets. Zhang et al. [2] showed that it is 
possible to inversely extract the large strain flow curve from the diffuse neck in a tensile test. 
Alternatively, a torsion test can be used to probe large plastic strains without pronounced necking 
phenomena [3]. As opposed to a compression test, there is no influence of friction in the torsion 
test. To acquire the flow curve, the experimentally acquired torque-angle curve can be analytically 
converted to an equivalent stress-strain curve. The rotation angle directly yields the shear strain 
which is then converted to the equivalent plastic strain. However, for large plastic deformations, 
the validity of this analytical approach is violated since the relation between shear strain and 
equivalent strain does not remain linear [4,5]. The analytical post-processing is further complicated 
by the inhomogeneous stress and strain distribution within the torsion specimen. Indeed, the stress 
and strain radially increases in the cross section of the specimen. Thin-walled tubes circumvent 
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this problem, yet often buckle due to eccentricity of the inner and outer diameter or an 
unfavourable ratio between the wall thickness and radius [6]. Consequently, this work aims at 
extracting the post-necking work hardening behaviour of thick high-strength steel through a 
torsion test on a cylindrical bar. According to Petrov et al. [7], the analytical methods lack accuracy 
and it is recommended to inversely post-process the experimental data acquired during a torsion 
test. For example, Gavrus et al. [8] proposed a FEMU method to inversely identify the large strain 
flow curve. A similar approach is followed in this paper to identify a suitable phenomenological 
hardening law enabling to describe the pre- and post-necking hardening behaviour of a S700MC 
sheet with a nominal thickness of 12 mm. The paper is structured as follows. In the first section 
the experimental details of the torsion experiment are described. The second section embarks on 
the numerical counterpart of the torsion test. The third section introduces the FEMU method. In 
section four, the results are presented and discussed. 
Experimental 
The torsion test is conducted on a custom-made tension-torsion machine (see Fig 1). Consequently, 
one grip (twisting head) is able to rotate and the other grip (weighing head) is restricted to only 
translational movement along the rotation axis. The rotation is induced by a servo motor and the 
angle of rotation of the twisting head is measured with an internal encoder. At the weighing head, 
gripping the other side of the specimen, the twisting moment is measured using a piezoelectric 
load cell with a moment and tensile capacity of 100 Nm and 5 kN, respectively. To obtain a pure 
torsion test, the weighing grip is free to move along the rotation axis. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the tension-torsion machine. Left: Twisting head controlled by a 
servo motor; Right: Weighing head capable of measuring torque and tensile force with the 

possibility to connect a linear actuator to induce tension/compression. 
 

The test material is a high strength low alloy (HSLA) steel S700MC with a nominal thickness 
of 12 mm. The ‘M’ and the ‘C’ indicate that the grade is made by a Thermomechanical Controlled 
Process (TMCP) and can be cold formed, respectively. Standard tensile tests were conducted and 
reported in [9], showing that the material exhibits a maximum uniform tensile strain of 0.12. The 
torsion samples are manufactured from the steel sheet in the RD. This is schematically visualized 
in the left panel of Fig. 2. First, rectangular samples were removed by waterjet cutting. Through 
precision turning the final torsion samples were obtained as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. 

Twisting head Weighing head 
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Fig. 2. The orientation of the torsion samples in the steel sheet (left) and geometry of the torsion 
sample after precision turning (right). 

 
The torsion test is conducted under quasi-static conditions with a nominal strain rate in the order 

of 𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≈ 10−3 1
𝑠𝑠
. For small rotational angles, the shear strain γ can be converted to the equivalent 

strain [4]:  

𝜀𝜀�̇�𝑒𝑒𝑒 =
�̇�𝛾
√3

=
𝑟𝑟 ⋅ �̇�𝜃
𝐿𝐿 ⋅ √3

 (1) 

With r the radius and L the length of the gauge section. �̇�𝜃 is the rotational speed of the twisting 
head. For the dimensions shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, Eq. (1) yields a maximum rotational 
speed �̇�𝜃 of 30 °/min to ensure quasi-static conditions. Three experiments were conducted using a 
constant speed of rotation (20 
°/min) up to fracture of the 
sample. The results can be seen 
in Fig. 3. The three repetitions 
are shown by the dashed grey 
lines. The solid black line is the 
average of the three experiments. 
All experiments easily reached 
600 ° of rotation prior to fracture. 
Identical flat fracture surfaces 
perpendicular to the rotation axis 
were obtained in the three 
experiments.  

 
Fig. 3. Experimentally aquired Torque-rotation angle curves. 

Numerical 
The quasi-static torsion test is simulated using Abaqus/Standard. The torsion sample shown in the 
right panel of Fig. 2 is modelled in 3D using brick elements. The gripping areas are kinematically 
coupled with reference points onto which the boundary conditions are applied. The reference point 
referring to the twisting head is constrained in all degrees of freedom but the rotation angle. The 
reference point associated with the weighing head fixes all degrees of freedom but the translation 
along the rotation axis. The specimen is meshed with hexahedral elements (C3D8R) with an 
average size of 0.3 mm in the gauge section. The material is assumed to be elastically and 
plastically isotropic. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are assumed to be equal to 210GPa and 
0.3, respectively. The plastic material behaviour is modelled using the von Mises yield criterion 
and a phenomenological hardening law.  

It has been shown in [9] that the pre-necking hardening behaviour of S700MC can be accurately 
described by Swift’s hardening law. Thus, Swift’s hardening law can be fitted to pre-necking 
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hardening data acquired with a uniaxial tensile test (UTT). As opposed to Swift’s hardening law, 
Voce’s hardening law enables to predict saturation of the work hardening. Given that the large 
strain flow curve is a composite curve, several researchers proposed to combine existing hardening 
laws. An example of such approach is the p-model proposed by Coppieters and Kuwabara [10]. 
The p-model essentially combines Swift’s and Voce’s hardening and was recently successfully 
adopted to capture the large strain flow curve of 5182-O aluminium alloy [11]. 

 
Table 1. Selected phenomenological hardening laws. 

Hardening law Model description 

Swift [12] 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  𝐾𝐾�𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝�

𝑛𝑛
 

Voce [13] 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐶𝐶 �1 −𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒−𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
� 

p-model [10] 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = �
𝐾𝐾�𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝�
𝑛𝑛

, 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ≤ 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝐾𝐾(𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)𝑛𝑛 +
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾(𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)𝑛𝑛−1

𝑝𝑝
�1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑝𝑝�𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝−𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�� , 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 > 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 

Table 1 summarises the hardening laws considered in this work. The model parameters will be 
inversely identified using FEMU. Swift’s and Voce’ hardening law both involve three unknowns. 
The p-model was constructed under the assumption that the large strain flow curve can be extracted 
from the diffuse neck in UTT. The pre-necking data is then readily available, hence the parameters 
𝐾𝐾, 𝜀𝜀0, 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and n are considered to be known and only the post-necking parameter p is subjected 
to inverse identification. To increase the flexibility of the p-model in the large strain range probed 
in the torsion test, however, p and 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 are considered to be the unknown hardening parameters 
in this work. For the p-model, 𝐾𝐾, 𝜀𝜀0 and n are fixed and equal to the values found when fitting 
Swift to the pre-necking data of the UTT. Given that FEMU is driven by a gradient-based 
optimization, a good initial parameter guess is important to robustly identify the sought parameters. 
The pre-necking data of the UTT is used to determine the initial guess values, see Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Initial guess values of the unknown hardening parameters. 

Hardening law Initial guess values 

Swift 𝐾𝐾 = 1250,62 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ;  𝜀𝜀0 = 0,02409 ;  𝐾𝐾 = 0,1533  

Voce 𝐶𝐶 = 1231,49 ;𝑚𝑚 = 0,4012 ;  𝐵𝐵 = 3,52 

p-model 𝑝𝑝 = 5 ; 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 0,15  

Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) 
With FEMU, the goal is to minimize the discrepancy between the experimental and numerical data 
and hereby inversely identifying the sought hardening parameters [7], [14]. To compare both 
datasets, here the torque-angle curves, a cost function 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑) is used: 

𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑) =
1
2
�𝑻𝑻𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 − 𝑻𝑻𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚(𝒑𝒑)�

𝑇𝑇
⋅ �𝑻𝑻𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 − 𝑻𝑻 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚(𝒑𝒑)� (2) 
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With 𝑻𝑻𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 and 𝑻𝑻𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚(𝒑𝒑) the column matrices of the torque for specific rotation angles obtained 
through the experiment and the FE model, respectively. The vector of the unknown parameters 𝒑𝒑 
is iteratively tuned to minimize 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑). 

To find a local minimum of 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑), Cooreman [15] described two local optimization algorithms, 
namely Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt. Both methods rely on the sensitivity matrix 𝑺𝑺. 
This sensitivity matrix captures the influence of a parameter perturbation on the numerical 
response 𝑻𝑻𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚. The construction of the sensitivity matrix via finite differentiation requires an 
additional simulation per unknown parameter. The parameter update following Levenberg-
Marquardt in each iteration reads as: 

𝛥𝛥𝒑𝒑 = [𝑺𝑺𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝑺𝑺 + 𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝑰𝑰]−1 ⋅ �𝑺𝑺𝑇𝑇 ⋅ �𝑻𝑻𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 − 𝑻𝑻𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚�� (3) 

With 𝛼𝛼 a scalar that is strictly positive. If 𝛼𝛼 is zero, then the Gauss-Newton (GN) algorithm is 
retrieved. Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) is typically used to mitigate stability problems. The 
implemented optimization strategy follows the work of Denys [16] in which a combination of GN 
and LM is proposed. The FEMU starts with GN. While looping through the FEMU code the 
smallest value of the cost function 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛) is stored in the memory. Upon the first increase of the 
cost function 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑𝑘𝑘) after a parameter update in iteration k, the optimization switches to the LM 
algorithm using an initial damping factor 𝛼𝛼 equal to 10−7. In iteration (k+1), the parameters 
obtained in iteration (k-1) are used to predict the parameters update using LM. If 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑𝑘𝑘+1) is lower 
than 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛), the damping factor 𝛼𝛼 will be divided by ten. Otherwise, 𝛼𝛼 will be multiplied by ten 
to increase the damping behaviour. Convergence is assessed based on the relative change between 
the current and minimum cost function, 𝐶𝐶(𝒑𝒑) and 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛(𝒑𝒑), respectively. The FEMU code stops 
when the change is below 0.5 %. 
Results 
In a first step, the torsion test 
was simulated using Swift’s 
hardening law calibrated based 
on the pre-necking data 
obtained from UTT. The 
parameters can be found in 
Table 2. The results are shown 
in Fig. 4 with the dotted line 
indicating the rotation angle 
where the maximum plastic 
strain in the simulation is equal 
to the maximum uniform 
tensile strain during the UTT. 
It can be inferred that the 
discrepancy with the 
experiment increases when the 
torsion test starts to probe 
strains beyond the maximum 
uniform tensile strain, i.e. beyond a rotation angle of approximately 75 °. This clearly indicates 
that the extrapolation of the hardening behaviour by Swift’s hardening law is not valid, hence the 
need to identify the large strain flow curve based on experimental data beyond the maximum 
uniform tensile strain. 

Fig. 4. Comparison between the experimental and the 
numerical torque-angle curve. With the material behaviour 

calibrated based on pre-necking data obtained from an UTT. 
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The FEMU code is fed with the torque-angle curve from 25° until 600°, ensuring that the torsion 
sample is sufficiently plastically deformed. The rotation angle of 25° is chosen arbitrarily and 
corresponds to a maximum εeq

pl  of 0.04. The upper bound of 600° corresponds to a maximum εeq
pl  

of 1 without any visible damage. Each 2.5° of rotation, the torque value is probed to accurately 
capture the material response. 

 
Table 3. The identified hardening parameters. 

Hardening law Hardening parameters Accuracy Rank 

Swift 𝐾𝐾 = 1013,51 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ;  𝜀𝜀0 = 0,003643 ;  𝐾𝐾 = 0,05792  3 

Voce 𝐶𝐶 = 980,5754 ;𝑚𝑚 = 0,2302 ;  𝐵𝐵 = 8,48 1 

p-model 𝑝𝑝 = 13,65 ;  𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 0,066  2 

 
The FEMU started with the initial parameters shown in Table 2. The inversely identified 

hardening parameters are shown in Table 3. The accuracy rank shown in Table 3 is based on the 
value of the cost function upon convergence, also referred to as the cost function residual. The 
lower the cost function residual, the better the similarity between the experimentally acquired and 
numerically computed torque-angle curves. Consequently, the cost function residual gives an 
indication of the accuracy of the identified large strain flow curve. It can be inferred that Voce 
yields the lowest cost function residual, hence deemed to be the best choice for capturing the 
overall work hardening behaviour of S700MC during a torsion test. Fig. 5 shows the inversely 
identified hardening laws along with the extrapolated Swift law (UTT). It can be seen that the 
inversely identified hardening behaviour exhibits saturation at an equivalent stress of 
approximately 980MPa. Since Swift’s hardening law cannot describe such saturation behaviour, 
and FEMU merely seeks for lowest 
cost function residual, a trade-off 
is found for the inversely identified 
Swift law. Indeed, the accuracy in 
the pre-necking region is lost to 
compensate for the inherent 
inaccuracy of Swift’s hardening 
law in the post-necking regime.  In 
this regard, the p-model is more 
flexible than Swift’s hardening 
law. Nevertheless, the p-model 
cannot reproduce the Voce model 
in the complete strain range when 
only 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and p are considered to 
be the unknowns. Fig. 6 shows the 
predicted torque-rotation angle 
curve using the inversely identified 
hardening laws along with the 
experiment. It can be inferred that both the Swift law and the p-model predict an overshoot in a 
particular strain range, while Voce accurately predicts the experiment in the complete strain range.  

 

Fig. 5. The inversely identified flow curves compared 
with the extrapolated Swift law using the UTT. 
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Fig. 6. Torque-rotation angle predicted by the FE model using the inversely identified hardening 

law. The solid grey line shows the experimental data. 
 

Summary 
The torsion test is used to inversely identify the large strain flow curve of a thick S700MC steel 
sheet. The FEMU approach uses the torque-twist curve to identify the parameters of three 
phenomenological work hardening laws. The methodology assumes the availability of a standard 
tensile test in the rolling direction to determine a reasonable initial guess of the sought parameters. 
It is shown that the hardening behaviour of S700MC, with a nominal thickness of 12mm, during a 
torsion test up to an equivalent plastic strain of 1 can be accurately described by Voce’s hardening 
law. The following observations will be considered in future work: 

• During the torsion test, limited spiral necking in the gauge length could be observed. It 
must be noted that the adopted FE model did not reproduce this phenomenon. It will be 
investigated if this is stemming from ignoring plastic anisotropy or an experimental error, 
e.g. an eccentricity problem. 

• The influence of plastic anisotropy on the inverse identification of the large strain flow 
curve will be investigated.  

• A multi-linear hardening law will be implemented to mitigate limitation imposed by the 
predefined character of phenomenological hardening laws. 

• With a direct current potential drop (DCPD) measuring system, the objective is to 
determine the onset of damage. This would then enables to guarantee that only the 
undamaged part of the torque-twist curve is fed to the FEMU code.  
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Abstract. In metal casting simulation the Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) is unknown as it 
depends on melt and mold materials, on the casting modulus at different regions of the casting and 
on local conditions at the mold-casting gap. In this paper, thermocouple measurements at three 
regions of a brass investment casting provided reference cooling curves. A genetic algorithm (GA) 
determined the optimum 3-step time-dependent HTC for the whole of the casting in a simulation 
program for which cooling curves are as close as possible to the reference curves. The resulting 
prediction of solidification times is satisfactory but prediction of qualitative characteristics such as 
start / end of solidification in different regions was not accurate enough. 
Introduction 
Casting simulation can assist in selection of optimal process parameters, namely melt temperature, 
mold preheat temperature, melt inlet pressure and velocity, as well as design of the feeding system. 
The computational power which is available nowadays allows ‘virtual casting’ involving thermal, 
mechanical and flow domains, thus replacing costly real-life experiments [1]. Although the 
definition of the model is dictated by experimental conditions [2], heat transfer through the casting-
mold interface is to be guessed; this is described by the “Interfacial Heat Transfer Coefficient 
(IHTC)” or simply “Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC)”. Heat transfer across the interface is 
determined by solid-to-solid conduction, conduction through the gas phase and radiation [3]. HTC 
is affected by the thermo-physical properties of the materials at the interface (cast metal, mold, 
coating) such as fluidity or solidification range [4]. At least three different representations of the 
HTC evolution have been proposed, namely: a step function of temperature, a step function of time 
(which is implicitly associated with solidification phases) [4] and an exponential function of time 
as a continuous approximation of the latter [5,6]. 

The well-known Chvorinov’s rule [7] depicts a strong relation between solidification time and 
casting modulus (volume over surface area of the casting) implying that the different regions of 
the casting exhibit different solidification times [8]. Although it is commonly acknowledged that 
different HTCs should be assigned to regions of the casting with “significantly different” 
geometrical characteristics [9], only few publications investigate this issue [1,4,10,11]. 

In determining HTC, most commonly, temperature transients are measured close to the 
metal/mold interface using thermocouples despite their embedding close to the interface. This data 
can then be used combined with either an inverse calculation [12] or with repetitive simulations 
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[13], until an HTC is identified that results in good agreement with the experiment. These methods 
can become substantially complex by employing, e.g., 3D instead of 2D models, various “local” 
HTCs tied to corresponding casting moduli or intricate optimization algorithms. Partitioning the 
casting shape into different complementary regions differing to a significant enough extent in 
casting modulus might be challenging, therefore an approach adopting a single HTC is a welcome 
simplification. 

In order to avoid such complexity the present paper aims to answer the following questions: (a) 
Is it feasible to determine one ‘equivalent’ HTC and apply this to the whole casting domain during 
simulation instead of applying several different HTCs for different sub-domains? (b) How efficient 
is the use of genetic algorithms in the determination of HTCs? 

The next section describes the experiment that provided the reference cooling curves. This is 
followed by two sections presenting the numerical simulation setup that was used in the evaluation 
function of the genetic algorithm that determines the optimum HTC and the setting up of this 
algorithm as well. Results and their discussion in the context of alternative genetic algorithm 
hyperparameters follow. Last, conclusions and further work are briefly summarized. 
Experimental 
A particular experiment was conducted to provide reference cooling curves to be used in the 
simulation through which optimum HTC is to be determined. 

Lost wax investment casting was performed for a part with a stepwise increase in cross section 
made of CuZn33 alloy (brass), Fig. 1(a,b). The casting consists of three coaxial consecutive 
cylinders, namely a large (L), a medium (M) and a small (S) one. Length of the cylinders is 8 mm 
and their diameter measures 16 mm, 10 mm and 4 mm, respectively. Thus, casting modulus results 
as 2.30, 1.98 and 0.89, for L, M and S regions respectively. 
 

 a  b   c 
Fig. 1. Experiment setup (a) part/feeder: design (up), wax model with thermocouples (down) (b) 
casting: rough (up), cleaned (down). (c) casting machine: open with flask (left), closed (right) 
 
The vacuum-pressure casting machine employed (NILAS BROSTM) comprises a melting and a 

casting chamber, see Fig. 1(c). The former contains a graphite crucible with embedded 
thermocouple openings for temperature monitoring. Melting takes place under inert atmosphere of 
Ar. The mold is placed in the casting chamber which is sealed so that vacuum can be created and 
maintained. The machine is equipped with temperature and pressure displays allowing monitoring 
of the casting conditions in real time and performing corrections, as needed. 
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The casting parameters were as follows: casting chamber pressure: 0.03 bar (99.7% vacuum), 
pouring temperature: 990oC and mold preheating temperature: 600oC. One K-type thermocouple 
for each region was embedded in the mold cavity, as close to the metal-mold interface as possible, 
Fig. 1(a).  

An A/D converter (Personal Daq/55 TM) fed raw temperature measurements to a laptop 
computer where they were processed by the Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter followed by cubic 
spline interpolation yielding the experimental temperature evolution curves. As shown in Fig. 2. 
each curve consists, as expected, of a short period of abrupt cooling (1st stage), a long period of 
mild cooling (2nd stage – solidification) and a third period of more pronounced cooling (3rd stage 
– post solidification). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental temperature evolution curves. 

Numerical Simulation Setup 
ProCAST 2004.1®

 was used as the dedicated simulation platform implementing Finite Element 
Analysis to model coupled heat transfer, fluid flow and stress. 

Determination of the initial conditions and the boundary conditions of the problem, i.e. 
temperature and pressure values during casting (mold preheating temperature, temperature of the 
outer surface of the mould, vacuum chamber pressure) followed the pertinent experimental 
settings, see previous Section.  

HTC in the part of the sprue section filled by the melt was assumed to be the same as that of 
the small cylinder part of the casting (S), Fig. 1(a). This is a valid assumption as only a very small 
height of the sprue is actually filled by melt. The free surface of the melt is assigned radiation 
losses with an emissivity coefficient equal to 0.3 [14] and convective losses corresponding to air 
at 600°C with a film coefficient of 20 W/m2K [15]. The pouring cup as such is treated exactly as 
the outer wall of the flask, i.e. it is assigned a Dirichlet boundary condition. 

Melt flow rate was calculated as 1.13 kg/s using Bernoulli equation and considering the 
dimensions of the vacuum casting machine and of the casting tree.  

Cast material properties were defined by interpolating the corresponding data available in 
literature. For brass CuZn33, liquidus was 931oC and solidus was 886oC; latent heat was 205 
KJ/kg. Variation curves of thermal conductivity, density, specific heat, viscosity and fraction solid 
as a function of temperature are taken from [11]. 
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HTC is modelled as a step function of time corresponding to three stages as first documented 
in [16] and is depicted in Fig. 3(a) and represented by the five element vector [h1 t1 h2 t2 h3]. 

 

a b 
Fig. 3. (a) HTC representation (b) solidification time and porosity indicative simulation results. 

 
Indicative simulation results regarding solidification time and porosity are shown in Fig. 3(b). 

Note that the right HTC needs to be employed if these results are to be credible, hence the need 
for inverse optimization approach.  

The most valuable simulation result is temperature evolution at the three finite element mesh 
nodes corresponding to thermocouple locations by analogy to the experimentally obtained 
counterpart shown in Fig. 2. 
Genetic Optimisation Setup 
A classic GA was employed in order to determine the optimum HTC values that would cause the 
predicted temperature evolution curves to be as close as possible to the experimentally obtained 
ones. It was implemented on Matlab and made use of integer encoding of the chromosome. 

The chromosome consists of the five variables that are necessary to define the HTC as a function 
of time, namely [h1 t1 h2 t2 h3], see Fig. 3(a). For each one of these variables its definition domain 
was discretised into 150 intervals. Each value is thus mapped to the corresponding interval, i.e. to 
a number from 1 to 150. The range of values for each variable was determined approximately from 
literature [11], thus for h1, which is applicable during filling and generally above solidus, it is 200- 
30000 W/m2K, whilst for h2, which is applicable during solidification, it is 10 – 1500 W/m2K; for 
h3, which is applicable after the end of solidification, it is 20-3000 W/m2K. The stepwise transitions 
occur at times t1 and t2 roughly corresponding to transition under liquidus and under solidus 
temperature respectively. Their value ranges are estimated by observing the experimental 
temperature evolution curves, Fig. 2, as 0.2-30 sec, and 105 – 165 sec respectively. 

The fitness of any chromosome is calculated as the RMS metric of the difference in ordinates 
between 200 points defined on the experimental cooling curve and its simulation counterpart. This 
is done at the same time for all three curves corresponding to the small medium and large sections, 
see Fig. 2 and Fig. 1(b). The points are denser in regions where more sudden changes of 
temperature are expected. The fitness value is stored in a database so that the former does not have 
to be calculated anew each time the same input vector values are required. Obviously, fitness 
evaluation presumes that simulation curves of temperature evolution are obtained, which requires 
running the casting simulation programme with the particular HTC. 

Several values were tried for the GA’s hyperparameters, namely: for mutation rate: [0.1, 0.4, 
0.7] for crossover rate: [0.2, 0.4, 0.5 , 0.8], for maximum iterations: [10, 20, 40, 100] and for 
population size: [4, 10, 20, 100]. The best result (best coincidence of experimental and simulation 
cooling curves) was obtained for mutation rate=0.1, population size = 20, crossover rate = 0.8, 
max iterations=100 and the evolution of the objective function is shown in Fig. 4. Note that if a 
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much higher number of generations were allowed, e.g. 1000, a further decrease in the value of the 
objective function might have resulted, since GAs cannot guarantee convergence to the minimum. 
However, such extravagance is not practical, in view of the high computational cost of each 
evaluation, as this requires execution of a casting simulation scenario typically lasting several 
minutes depending on the hardware employed. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Genetic algorithm cost evolution for the best chromosome in each generation. 

HTC Optimisation Results and Discussion 
The optimum HTC value determined by the GA is: [h1 t1 h2 t2 h3] = [102 38 70 3 35] in integer form, 
whilst in real number terms it is: h1=20400 W/m2K, h2= 6 W/m2K, h3=700 W/m2K, t1=7 sec, 
t2=117 sec. This solution corresponds to a minimum in objective function equal to 120.4.  

Fig. 5 depicts the cooling curves obtained by running the casting simulation for the optimum 
HTC in comparison to the experimental curves obtained by the corresponding thermocouples. 

Referring to Fig. 5 comparison of experimental and simulation curves is generally satisfactory. 
The slope of the experimental and simulation cooling curves in the 2nd stage (during solidification) 
and in particular in the 3rd stage (post solidification) are similar. 

Regarding the μ section, approximation of the experimental by the simulation curve is fairly 
good. Regarding the M section, approximation is good for the 2nd stage (solidification) but not so 
good for the 3rd stage (post solidification). Regarding the m section, approximation is 
unsatisfactory in the 1st and 2nd stages but fairly good in the 3rd stage. Furthermore, the lag in 
cooling of the m section with respect to the μ and Μ sections is not clearly captured by the 
simulation. 

The end of solidification stage as determined by simulation at all three points is not far from 
the corresponding one that has been experimentally determined. However, the solidification start 
is not predicted so accurately by simulation. 
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Fig. 5. Experimental and simulation cooling curves comparison. 

 
Table 1 provides quantitative evidence for these observations. Note that the first few seconds 

after pouring are very important due to their influence on microstructure formation of the casting. 
Yet, the predicted duration of the 2nd stage (solidification) is in relatively good agreement with the 
experiment. 

For comparison purposes, Table 1 also provides the respective results from a similar exercise 
considering three separate HTCs that have been reported earlier [11]. Three HTCs are a better 
alternative to a single HTC but the difference is tolerable especially for the larger sections. The 
corresponding objective function attains a significantly lower value than that attained in the single 
HTC case, i.e. 38.50 compared to 120.4. Recalling that this metric denotes the RMS of the ordinate 
differences between experimental and simulation cooling curves, i.e. a representation of 
temperature difference in time at the particular points monitored, this improvement is important 
but not spectacular. 

 
Table 1. Solidification start (S) and end (E) times and duration (D) for large, medium and small 

(M, m, μ index) according to experiment and simulation. 

  Single HTC 3 separate HTCs 
 Experiment Simulation Error (sec) Error (%) Simulation Error (sec) Error (%) 

SM (sec) 0.97 0.13 0.84 86.6% 1.97 -1.10 -103.09% 
EM (sec) 131.8 149.7 -17.9 -13.6% 147.5 -147.64 -11.91% 
DM(sec) 130.83 149.57 -18.74 -14.3% 145.53 -145.67 -11.24% 
Sm (sec) 8.5 0.12 8.38 98.6% 2.75 -1.76 67.65% 
Em (sec) 144.1 148.7 -4.6 -3.2% 149.35 -149.38 -3.64% 
Dm(sec) 135.6 148.58 -12.98 -9.6% 146.6 -146.70 -8.11% 
Sμ (sec) 0.28 0.09 0.19 67.9% 0.24 0.44 14.29% 
Eμ (sec) 119.2 124.1 -4.9 -4.1% 119.2 -119.24 0.00% 
Dμ(sec) 118.92 124.01 -5.09 -4.3% 118.96 -119.00 -0.03% 
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Summary 
In this work the suitability of simulation modelling vacuum casting of brass with a single HTC 
that is applicable throughout a casting different casting moduli of different regions was 
investigated. 

An acceptable single HTC can be determined using a single casting experiment for reference, 
but this of course is case-dependent, i.e. it should be repeated every time any of the process 
parameters change, e.g. melt temperature, mold temperature and even pouring rate and, of course, 
if casting or mold geometry or materials change. However, the methodology of determining the 
HTC is generic and universally applicable 

In general, agreement between simulation predictions and experimental measurements 
concerning temperature evolution at characteristic points of the different regions is fair. In 
particular, prediction of solidification duration is acceptable. However, qualitative characteristics 
such as the differences in solidification starting time between different regions are not captured 
accurately. Yet, predictive performance of the simulation when using a single HTC is tolerably 
inferior to that achieved when using 3 HTCs as revealed by comparison to pertinent work reported 
before. However, this is certainly connected to the relatively moderate differences in casting 
moduli.  

In cases of intense differences in casting moduli, most probably different HTCs should be 
assigned to different regions, but this has to be proved in future extension of this work. 
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Abstract. The stochastic modelling and quantification of the various sources of uncertainty 
associated with sheet metal forming processes, usually requires a large computational cost to 
obtain accurate results. In this work, a polynomial chaos expansion metamodel is used in order to 
reduce the computational cost of the uncertainty quantification (through Sobol’s indices). The 
metamodel allows to establish mathematical relationships between the square cup forming results 
and the uncertainty sources associated with the material behaviour and process conditions. Then, 
sensitivity indices are estimated with the trained metamodel, without resorting to additional 
numerical simulations. The indices obtained with the metamodel were compared to those obtained 
with the traditional approach based on a quasi-Monte Carlo method. The metamodel allowed to 
reduce the computational cost in about 90% when compared to the traditional approach, without 
compromising the accuracy of the results. 
Introduction 
Sheet metal forming processes are among the most common and important metal working 
operations associated with the automotive, aeronautics and metalworking industries [1]. Numerical 
simulation is a well-established tool for the design and optimization of these processes [2]. 
However, the traditional use of the finite element method (FEM) is based on a deterministic 
approach [3], which does not take into account the various sources of uncertainty that are inevitable 
in a real industrial environment. These sources of uncertainty have a significant effect on the 
quality of the final product [4,5], leading to an inefficient production and, eventually, to the 
expensive redesign of the forming process. For all these reasons and due to the increasing 
availability of big data coupled with the growth of computer performance, the uncertainty analysis 
of these processes is a current scientific and industrial interest [1,6-8].  

In recent years, distinct methods, such as, Monte Carlo Simulation [7-9], design of experiments 
[3,8] and metamodels [1,10] have been used to model the influence of uncertainty. Sensitivity 
analyses are used to quantify the influence of each uncertainty source in the variability of the 
forming results [3,11-13]. Variance-based sensitivity analysis (Sobol’s indices [14]) is one of the 
most common methods to quantify this influence [6]. However, this analysis usually requires a 
large computational cost in order to obtain accurate sensitivity results [6]. This drawback 
contributes to the computational inefficiency of the uncertainty analysis, delaying its full and 
suitable employment in industry. 
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This work presents a numerical study on the influence of the material and process uncertainty 
in the results of a square cup forming process. The square cup test was chosen for two main 
reasons: (i) it is a commonly used benchmark test to represent sheet metal forming processes 
[1,6,15-18]; (ii) it is a relatively fast process to simulate, which is suitable for performing a large 
number of numerical simulations. A polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) metamodel is used for 
reducing the computational cost of the Sobol’s indices assessment [19]. The PCE metamodel 
establishes mathematical relationships between the square cup forming results and the uncertainty 
sources associated with the elastoplastic material properties of the blank (Hooke’s law parameters, 
hardening law parameters, anisotropy coefficients) and process conditions (blank thickness, 
friction coefficient and the blank holder force). Then, Sobol’s indices are estimated with the trained 
PCE metamodel, without resorting to additional numerical simulations. The indices obtained with 
the PCE metamodel were compared to those obtained with the traditional approach based on a 
quasi-Monte Carlo (q-MC) method. 
Stochastic Model 
Numerical Model. The square cup forming process was modelled with the same numerical model 
used in a previous work [6], as shown in Fig. 1. The geometry of the tools was adapted from the 
NUMISHEET’ 93 benchmark [18]. The square blank has an initial thickness 𝑡𝑡0, and a side length 
of 75 mm. The numerical simulation of the forming process consists of three phases: (i) First, the 
blank holder moves downwards, pressing the blank against the die, until a prearranged black holder 
force (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵) is reached; (ii) Then, the punch moves 40 mm downwards, drawing the blank into 
the die, with a constant BHF; (iii) The final step consists in removing the tools (black holder, punch 
and die), resulting in the springback of the square cup. The numerical simulations were performed 
with the software DD3IMP (Deep Drawing 3D Implicit Code) [20]. Only a quarter of the model 
is simulated due to symmetries in the material, geometry and boundary conditions, and to reduce 
the computational cost. The blank is discretized with 1800 (8-node hexahedral solid) elements, 
with 2 elements in thickness and 30x30 elements in the sheet plane. The contact between the blank 
and the tools is described by the Coulomb’s law with a constant friction coefficient, 𝜇𝜇0. In average, 
the duration of each simulation is approximately 4 minutes and 34 seconds in a computer equipped 
with an Intel® Core™ i7-8700K Hexa-Core processor (4.7 GHz). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Square cup forming process: (a) Numerical model [6]; (b) Dimensions of the tools in mm 

[6]. 
The mechanical behaviour of the metal sheet is modelled by: (i) the generalized Hooke’s law, 

where 𝐸𝐸 and 𝜈𝜈 are the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio, respectively; (ii) the Swift 
hardening law; (ii) and the Hill’48 yield criterion. The yield criterion is defined by: 
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𝐵𝐵(𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)2 + 𝐺𝐺(𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 − 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)2 + 𝐵𝐵(𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 − 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦)2 + 2𝐿𝐿𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑧𝑧2 + 2𝑀𝑀𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧2 + 2𝑁𝑁𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦2 = 𝑌𝑌2,           (1) 

where 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧, 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦, 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑧𝑧 and 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧 are the components of the Cauchy stress tensor; 𝑌𝑌 is the yield 
stress; 𝐵𝐵, 𝐺𝐺, 𝐵𝐵, 𝐿𝐿, 𝑀𝑀 and 𝑁𝑁 are anisotropy parameters. The parameters follow the condition 𝐺𝐺 +
𝐵𝐵 = 1 and  𝐿𝐿= 𝑀𝑀 = 1.5 (von Mises). 𝐵𝐵, 𝐺𝐺, 𝐵𝐵 and 𝑁𝑁 are obtained from the anisotropy coefficients 
𝑟𝑟0, 𝑟𝑟45 and 𝑟𝑟90, by: 

𝐵𝐵 = 𝑟𝑟0
𝑟𝑟90(𝑟𝑟0 + 1)� ;  𝐺𝐺 = 1

𝑟𝑟0 + 1� ;  𝐵𝐵 = 𝑟𝑟0
𝑟𝑟0 + 1�     

𝑁𝑁 = (𝑟𝑟0 + 𝑟𝑟90)(2𝑟𝑟45 + 1)
2𝑟𝑟90(𝑟𝑟0 + 1)�    (2) 

The Swift hardening law is given by: 

𝑌𝑌 = 𝐶𝐶(𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝)𝑛𝑛 (3) 

where 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝 is the equivalent plastic strain; 𝑛𝑛, 𝐶𝐶 and 𝜀𝜀0 are hardening parameters. The initial yield 
stress is 𝑌𝑌0 = 𝐶𝐶(𝜀𝜀0)𝑛𝑛. 

 
Input and Output Parameters. The sensitivity analysis is focused on 11 input parameters, 8 

associated with the material behaviour (𝐸𝐸, 𝜈𝜈, 𝑛𝑛, 𝐶𝐶, 𝑌𝑌0, 𝑟𝑟0, 𝑟𝑟45 and 𝑟𝑟90) and 3 associated with the 
blank thickness, 𝑡𝑡0, friction coefficient, 𝜇𝜇0, and blank holder force, 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵. The uncertainty of the 
input parameters is assumed to follow a normal distribution characterized by a mean, 𝜇𝜇, and a 
standard deviation, 𝜎𝜎, whose values are given in Table 1 [6]. 

 
Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution associated to the uncertainty of 

each input parameter [6]. 

 𝐸𝐸 [GPa] 𝜈𝜈 𝑛𝑛 𝐶𝐶 [MPa] 𝑌𝑌0 [MPa] 𝑟𝑟0 𝑟𝑟45 𝑟𝑟90 𝑡𝑡0 [mm] 𝜇𝜇0 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 [N] 

𝜇𝜇 206.00 0.300 0.259 565.32 157.12 1.790 1.510 2.270 0.780 0.1440 2450.0 

𝜎𝜎 3.85 0.015 0.018 26.85 7.16 0.051 0.037 0.121 0.013 0.0288 122.5 
 

The uncertainty influence was analysed for 4 output parameters associated with the forming 
results, namely, the punch force (𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵), the equivalent plastic strain (𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝), the thickness change (𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶) 
and the geometry change (𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶). The 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 and the 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝 values are directly obtained from the numerical 
simulation, while the 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 and the 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 are defined by [6]: 

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 [%] = 100 × �𝑡𝑡0 − 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓� 𝑡𝑡0⁄  (4) 

𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 [𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚] = ���̅�𝑥𝑓𝑓 − 𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓�
2

+ �𝑦𝑦�𝑓𝑓 − 𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓�
2

+ �𝑧𝑧�̅�𝑓 − 𝑧𝑧𝑓𝑓�
2
 (5) 

where 𝑡𝑡0 and 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 are the initial and final sheet thickness, respectively, in a given region of the square 
cup; �𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 ,𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓 , 𝑧𝑧𝑓𝑓� and ��̅�𝑥𝑓𝑓 ,𝑦𝑦�𝑓𝑓 , 𝑧𝑧�̅�𝑓� are, respectively, the final spatial position of a given node for the 
numerical simulation with and without uncertainty (i.e., using the mean values of Table 1). The 
𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 quantifies the positional difference of a given node between the deterministic and the stochastic 
simulation. In this work, only the maximum values of the four outputs were analysed. 
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Sensitivity Analysis 
Sobol’s Indices. Sobol’s Indices are a sensitivity measure of the influence of the input 

parameters on the output parameters [14]. Two distinct sensitivity indices can be used to quantify 
this influence, the 1st order indices, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖, and the total sensitivity indices, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇, which can be defined 
as follows [14]: 

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 = 𝑉𝑉[𝐸𝐸(y|𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖)]
𝑉𝑉(y)�    (6) 

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 = 1 − �𝑉𝑉[𝐸𝐸(y|𝑥𝑥~𝑖𝑖)]
𝑉𝑉(y)� �   (7) 

where 𝑉𝑉(y) is the unconditional variance of the result y; 𝑉𝑉[𝐸𝐸(y|𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖)] is the conditional variance of 
the expected value of y when all input parameters, but 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖, are fixed; and 𝑉𝑉[(y|𝑥𝑥~𝑖𝑖)] is the 
conditional variance of the expected value of y when only the input parameter 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is fixed. The 1st 
order indices, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖, quantify the individual influence of each input parameter, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖, on the result 𝑦𝑦; 
while the total sensitivity indices, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇, quantify not only the individual influence of each input 
parameter, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖, on the result 𝑦𝑦, but also the influence of the interactions between the input parameter 
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 and the remaining, on the result 𝑦𝑦.  

The indices 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 were already computed and published for the above model of the square 
cup forming process [6]. These indices were computed with the traditional method proposed in 
[21], and using the estimators proposed by [22], which allow to significantly improve the 
stabilization of the indices for a lower number of numerical simulations. A base sample of 3000 
simulations was generated with a Sobol’s sequence [23], in order to also achieve a faster 
stabilization. For a base sample of 3000 simulations, a total of 39000 simulations were needed to 
evaluate the sensitivity indices for the 11 input parameters, accordingly to the traditional procedure 
[21]. The chosen size of the base sample guarantees the stabilization of the sensitivity indices [6]. 

Polynomial Chaos Expansion. A Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) metamodel is used to 
reduce the computational cost of the Sobol’s indices evaluation [21]. The PCE metamodel allows 
to estimate the outputs (i.e., forming results), y𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐱𝐱), as a function of the input parameters (i.e., 
uncertainty sources), 𝐱𝐱, by using an orthogonal polynomial basis, Ψ𝛂𝛂. The output value predicted 
by the PCE metamodel is given by [19]: 

y𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐱𝐱)=∑ 𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂Ψ𝛂𝛂(𝐱𝐱)𝛂𝛂 ∈A   (8) 

where 𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂 are expansion coefficients and A is a set of pre-selected multi-index 𝛂𝛂 = [𝛼𝛼1,𝛼𝛼2, … ,𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘] 
(𝑘𝑘 is the number of input parameters). The elements 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 indicates the degree of the polynomial 
associated with the input parameter 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖. Hermite polynomials are used to build the polynomial 
basis, Ψ𝛂𝛂, since the input variables follow a gaussian distribution (see Table 1) [19]. The set 𝛃𝛃 of 
expansion coefficients 𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂 is determined with the ordinary least squares method [24]: 

𝛃𝛃 = (𝚿𝚿(𝐱𝐱)𝚿𝚿(𝐱𝐱)T)−1𝚿𝚿(𝐱𝐱)𝐲𝐲∗(𝐱𝐱)   (9) 

where, 𝐲𝐲∗(𝐱𝐱) is a set of 𝑞𝑞 output results obtained with the 𝑞𝑞 training simulations of the numerical 
model; and 𝚿𝚿(𝐱𝐱) is a 𝑞𝑞 × 𝑞𝑞 matrix of Hermitian polynomials of degree 𝑚𝑚. More details about the 
construction of 𝚿𝚿(𝐱𝐱) can be found in [19]. To avoid a high computational cost, only polynomials 
up to degree 𝑚𝑚 ≤ 3 and low order iterations between input variables are considered, following a 
hyperbolic truncation scheme [25]. 

Due to the orthogonality property of the polynomial basis, it is possible to directly evaluated 
the 1st order Sobol’s indices by [26]:  
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  𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
� (𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂2)𝛂𝛂 ∈A*

� (𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂2)𝛂𝛂 ∈A
�                   (10) 

where A* is a subset of A in which the multi-index 𝛂𝛂 is only associated to the input variable 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 
(i.e., no other input variable is associated to the multi-index). The total Sobol’s indices can be 
evaluated by [26]:  

  𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

� (𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂2)𝛂𝛂 ∈A𝐓𝐓

� (𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂2)𝛂𝛂 ∈A
�   (11) 

where A𝐓𝐓 is a subset of A in which the multi-index 𝛂𝛂 is associated to the input variable 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖, even if 
𝛂𝛂 is simultaneously associated with other input variables. Based on the above equations it is 
evident that the Sobol’s indices are instantaneously calculated after the evaluation of the expansion 
coefficients 𝛽𝛽𝛂𝛂, i.e., after the metamodel training. 

The metamodel was trained with the same 3000 base simulations, previously used to compute 
the indices 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 with the traditional approach. Four metamodels were trained each one for a 
given output 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵, 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝, 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 and 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶. The metamodel was tested for other 1000 simulations by 
comparing the predicted PCE output, y𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐱𝐱∗), with the one assessed with the testing simulations 
y(𝐱𝐱∗). The performance of each metamodel was evaluated with the root-mean-square error, √𝜖𝜖, 
and the coefficient of determination, 𝑅𝑅2, given by [26]:  

√𝜖𝜖 = �1
𝑞𝑞∗� � �y(𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖∗) − 𝑦𝑦𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖∗)�

2𝑞𝑞∗

𝑖𝑖=1
 (12) 

𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝜖𝜖
𝑉𝑉(𝐲𝐲(𝐱𝐱∗))�  (13) 

where 𝑞𝑞∗ is the number of testing simulations, y(𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖∗) and 𝑦𝑦𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖∗) are the simulation and predicted 
output for the set of input parameters, 𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖∗, of the 𝑖𝑖th testing simulation. 𝑉𝑉(𝐲𝐲(𝐱𝐱∗)) is the variance of 
the outputs evaluated for the 𝑞𝑞∗ testing simulations. The root-mean-square error, √𝜖𝜖, and the 
coefficient of determination, 𝑅𝑅2, of the metamodels trained for each output, are indicated in Table 
2. 

The PCE metamodels for the outputs 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵, 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝 and 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 achieved the best performances, with 𝑅𝑅2 
values close to 1. On the other hand, the PCE metamodel for the output 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 had the poorest 
performance, with a 𝑅𝑅2 value of 0.8834. Fig. 2 compares the simulated outputs of the testing 
dataset, y(𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖∗), with those predicted by the PCE, 𝑦𝑦𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖∗). It can be observed that the PCE 
metamodels were able to accurately predict the simulation outputs, with the exception of 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶.  

 
Table 2. Root-mean-square error and coefficient of determination of the metamodels trained for 

the outputs 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵, 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝, 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 and 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶. 

 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 

√𝜖𝜖 0.2207[kN] 0.0036 0.0841% 0.0412[mm] 

𝑅𝑅2 0.9956 0.9734 0.9845 0.8834 
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Fig. 2. Predicted (PCE metamodel) and simulated outputs: a) 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 [kN]; b) 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝; c) 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 [%]; and d) 
𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 [mm]. The dashed line represents the optimal metamodel response, in which predicted 

outputs are equal to simulated outputs. 
 

 
 

Sensitivity Results 
In this section, the Sobol’s sensitivity indices evaluated with the traditional approach are compared 
with those evaluated using the PCE metamodel. In this context, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the 1st order 
and the total Sobol’s sensitive indices, respectively, for the outputs 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵, 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝, 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 and 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶. 
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Fig. 3. 1st order Sobol’s indices, computed with the traditional approach and with the PCE 
metamodel, for the outputs: a) 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵; b) 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝; c) 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶; and d) 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Total Sobol’s indices, computed with the traditional approach and with the PCE 
metamodel, for the outputs: a) 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵; b) 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝; c) 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶; and d) 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶. 

 
Based on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it can be observed that the PCE metamodels are able to accurately 

predict both sensitivity indices. The only significant difference between the indices computed with 
the traditional and PCE metamodel is observed for the output 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶, where the maximum absolute 
difference between the sensitivity indices of both methodologies is 0.073. This occurs due to the 
lower accuracy of the metamodel to predict the 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 output, as shown in Fig. 3 (d). Nevertheless, 
even in this case the accuracy of the sensitivity indices computed by the PCE metamodels is 
suitable to quantify and rank the influence of the input parameters. It is noteworthy that, that the 
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computation of the Sobol indices with the traditional approach required 39000 simulations, while 
the computation with the PCE metamodel only required 4000 simulations (3000 for training and 
1000 for testing the metamodel). 

In summary, the PCE metamodel allowed to evaluate the Sobol’s indices with accuracy and 
computational efficiency, requiring about 90% less numerical simulations when compared to the 
traditional approach. 
Summary 
In this work, a polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) metamodel is used to compute sensitivity 
indices, with the goal of reducing the computational cost associated with the traditional approach. 
The sensitivity indices were assessed with both methodologies for 4 outputs/results: the punch 
force (𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵), the equivalent plastic strain (𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝), the thickness change (𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶) and the geometry change 
(𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶) of the square cup forming process. In this study was assumed uncertainty in 11 input 
parameters, namely, elasticity parameters, anisotropy coefficients, hardening parameters, blank 
thickness, friction coefficient and blank holder force. 

The PCE metamodel allowed to establish mathematical relationships between the square cup 
forming results and the sources of uncertainty. The predictive performance of the PCE metamodels 
was tested, and it was concluded that the metamodels were able to accurately predict the simulation 
outputs. Then, Sobol’s indices were estimated with the trained PCE metamodels and the traditional 
approach based on a quasi-Monte Carlo (q-MC) method. Both methodologies obtained similar 1st 
order and total Sobol’s indices for the 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵, the 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝 and the 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶. Small differences in the Sobol’s 
indices were observed for the 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶 output, but without compromising the sensitivity results.  

In summary, the PCE metamodel allowed to reduce the computational cost in 90%, when 
compared to the traditional approach, without compromising the results accurately. In future 
works, other metamodel techniques will be tested to further improve the prediction accuracy, 
particularly, in the case of the geometry change. Furthermore, it is also intended to optimise the 
number of base simulations required to train and test the metamodel to further reduce the 
computational cost. 
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Abstract. Today, most design tasks are based on simulation tools. However, the success of the 
simulation depends on the accurate calibration of constitutive models. Inverse-based calibration 
methods, such as the Finite Element Model Updating and the Virtual Fields Method, have been 
developed for identifying constitutive parameters. These methods are based on mechanical tests 
that allow heterogeneous strain fields under the “Material Testing 2.0” paradigm in which digital 
image correlation plays a vital role. Although these methods have been proven effective, 
constitutive model calibration is still a complex task. A machine learning approach is developed 
and implemented to calibrate elastoplastic constitutive models for metal sheets, using datasets 
populated with finite element simulation results of strain field data from mechanical tests. Feature 
importance analysis is conducted to understand the importance of the different input features and 
to reduce the computational cost related with model training. Synthetic image DIC-based 
techniques were coupled with the numerically generated database, enabling the construction of a 
virtual experiments database that accounts for sources of uncertainty that can influence 
experimental DIC measurements. A robustness analysis of the methodology is performed for the 
boundary conditions of the test.  
Introduction 
The numerical simulation of sheet metal forming processes has become an essential tool to obtain 
high-performance components for automotive and aerospace industries. The quality of numerical 
simulations depends on the quality of the constitutive modelling that describes the material 
behaviour, which is related to the type of constitutive laws and the strategy to identify their 
parameters. Inverse identification strategies based on Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) and 
Virtual Fields Method (VFM) have been proposed (e.g. [1–3]), which make use of full-field 
measurements of heterogeneous strain field data collected from non-standardized mechanical tests. 
However, the computational time and a complex implementation process are still major drawbacks 
of such identification strategies [4–5]. More recently, machine learning based approaches have 
been explored to identify material parameters (e.g. [6–8]), showing to be a promising alternative 
to both FEMU and VFM [3]. The authors of the current work have previously proposed a machine 
learning approach to identify material parameters (isotropic hardening law + orthotropic yield 
criterion), using a numerically generated database populated with finite element simulation results 
of cruciform tensile tests and the XG-Boost algorithm [6]. In this work, synthetic image DIC-based 
techniques are coupled with the numerically generated database, enabling the construction of a 
virtual experiments database that accounts for sources of uncertainty that can influence 
experimental DIC measurements. A robustness analysis on the ML approach is performed for the 
boundary conditions of the finite element model. In particular, the orientation of the material axes 
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was varied with reference to the global axes system of the cruciform test to emulate specimen 
misalignments that may occur in material testing. 
Methodology and Implementation 
General Approach. 
Fig. 1 schematizes the proposed approach for calibrating elastoplastic constitutive models. First, a 
database was established using numerically generated features (i.e. strain fields and loads) 
obtained from FEA simulations of an heterogenous mechanical test. Different combinations of 
constitutive parameters were considered while maintaining the same sample geometry and 
boundary conditions; a Python script was created to enhance the whole process and automatize the 
generation of the database. Then, a feature importance step was performed to evaluate how useful 
the data is at predicting the constitutive parameters. A virtual experiments database was created 
from the FEA-generated database, where synthetic images were generated and processed via DIC. 
The virtual experiments database was then split into training (90%) and testing (10%) sets. The 
training set was used to establish an ML model for predicting the material parameters from the 
strain fields and loads. Finally, the predictive performance of the ML model was evaluated using 
the testing set. 

Numerical model. 
The mechanical test selected for this study is the biaxial tensile test on a cruciform sample. The 

sample geometry was designed in a previous work, enabling heterogeneous stress and strain fields 
and a wide range of stress and strain paths that are commonly observed in sheet metal forming 
processes [9]. Fig. 2(a) shows the geometry and the dimensions of the cruciform sample in the 
sheet plane. The numerical simulation model only considers one fourth of the sample (see grey 
region in Fig. 2(a)) due to symmetries in the boundary conditions, sample geometry and material 
behaviour. Moreover, plane stress conditions and a constant thickness of the sheet equationual to 
1 mm are assumed. Fig. 2(b) shows the boundary conditions and finite element mesh of the 
numerical model. Symmetry boundary conditions were prescribed on the 0x and 0y axes (ux = uy 
= 0 mm), and displacement boundary conditions were applied to the nodes located at the ends of 
both arms of the sample to promote equal displacements along both 0x and 0y axes (ux = uy = 2 
mm). The numerical model is discretized with a regular mesh made of 405 CPS4R elements 
(bilinear shape functions and reduced integration). All FEA simulations were performed using 
ABAQUS CAE software [10]. Each simulation was carried out for twenty equally spaced time-
steps, where the force and the strain field (εxx, εyy, and εxy) was obtained for each time-step. 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed identification approach. 

 
The material constitutive model assumes an isotropic elastic behavior, described by the Hooke’s 
law (with Young’s modulus E = 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio v = 0.3), and an orthotropic plastic 
behavior, described by Hill’48 yield criterion with isotropic hardening described by Swift law 
under an associated flow rule. Under plane stress conditions, the Hill’48 yield criterion can be 
written as follows: 

2 2 2 2
yy xx xx yy xy( ) ( ) 2 2F H G H H N Yσ σ σ σ τ+ + + − + =  (1) 

where F, G, H and N are anisotropy coefficients, σxx, σyy and τxy are the components of the Cauchy 
stress tensor in the material axes system of the metal sheet, and Y is the yield stress.  
 
The condition G+H=1 (i.e. σxx = Y) was assumed, which corresponds to the following relationships: 
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where r0, r45 and r90 are the Lankford ratios obtained at 0º, 45º and 90º w.r.t. the rolling direction 
of the sheet, respectively. The Swift law describes the yield stress evolution during plastic 
deformation as follows: 

1
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n

nYY K
K

ε
 
  = +   
 

 (3) 

where pε  is the equivalent plastic strain and Y0, K and n are material parameters. 
 

(a) (b) 

 

 

Fig. 2. Biaxial tensile test on a cruciform sample: (a) geometry and dimensions [9]; (b) 
boundary conditions and finite element mesh. 

 
The database was populated with synthetic data generated by FEA simulations of the cruciform 
tensile test with different combinations of plasticity material parameters while maintaining the 
same geometry, boundary conditions and elastic properties. Table 1 shows the range of values of 
the plasticity material parameters considered as input space for the numerical simulations. Then, 
2000 sets of parameters were generated using the Latin Hypercube Sample method, and numerical 
simulations of the cruciform tensile test were performed for each set. Fig. 3 presents an example 
of numerical results of the cruciform test that were used to build the database. 
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Table 1. Input space of plasticity material parameters. 

Plasticity material parameters Range 
𝑌𝑌0 [MPa] 80-300 

𝑛𝑛 0.1-0.3 

K [MPa] 280-700 
r0 1-2.5 
r45 1-2.5 
r90 1-2.5 

 
(a) (b) 

 

  

(c) (d) 

    
Fig. 3. FEA results of the cruciform test (Y0=172MPa, n=0.16; K=486MPa; r0=2.38; r45=1.8; 

r90=1.06): (a) load vs. displacement along the 0x and 0y axes; strain fields (b) εxx, (c) εyy, and (d) 
εxy. The strain fields (εxx, εyy, and εxy) were obtained for ux = uy = 2 mm. 

 
Feature importance.  
Many ML systems are essentially considered black boxes, as it is hard to understand and explain 

how they work after training. Shapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) are considered state of the 
art in Machine Learning explainability [11]. SHAP analysis explain how each feature (i.e. loads, 
strain fields) affects the outputs (i.e. material parameters) of the ML model. As an example, Fig. 4 
presents the 20 most important features for predicting the hardening parameters Y0, n and K. In 
Fig. 4a, the feature “Force_y_1” (i.e. force 0y at time step 1) is the most relevant feature to predict 
the initial yield stress, Y0; moreover, higher values of “Force_y_1” (towards red color) have a 
positive contribution on the prediction of Y0 (i.e. higher SHAP values), leading to higher values of 
Y0. SHAP analysis confirmed that it is possible to substantially reduce the number of features in 
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the dataset, by excluding the less important ones and reducing the computational cost without 
compromising predictive performance. 
 

(a) (b) (c) 

   

Fig. 4. SHAP analysis of the 20 most important features for predicting the hardening parameters 
(a) Y0; (b) n and (c) K. 

 
Virtual experiments.  
Virtual experiments enable a proper comparison between simulations and experiments by 

overcoming issues that arise from the direct numerical-experimental comparison (e.g. alignment, 
data locations, discretization, filtering effects, experimental uncertainties, etc.) and making the 
database features one step closer to measurements collected from real experiments. After finishing 
the feature importance step, the numerical results of the cruciform test were used to generate 
synthetic images that were then processed with DIC. The DIC setting were selected using the 
Performance Analysis module from MatchID [12], representing a good compromise between 
spatial and measurement resolution, as shown in Fig. 5. Each sample was divided into 6455 
subsets. In each subset, the location in pixels and the strains εxx, εyy, and εxy were recorded. 2000 
samples were generated, 1800 for training and 200 for testing. 

XGBoost algorithm. 
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is an efficient open-source implementation of the 

gradient boosted trees algorithm [13]. Gradient boosting is an algorithm in which new models are 
created from previous models’ residuals (weak models) and then combined to make the final 
prediction (strong models). When adding new models, it uses a gradient descent algorithm to 
minimize the loss. XGBoost attempts to minimize the regularized objective as follows: 

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝜽𝜽) =  ∑ 𝐿𝐿 (𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖(𝜽𝜽),𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖) + 𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝛺𝛺(𝜽𝜽)  𝑘𝑘   (4) 

where 𝑳𝑳 is the training loss function that measures the deviation between the value 𝒚𝒚�𝒊𝒊 predicted by 
the model and the actual value 𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊 of sample i; 𝜴𝜴 is the regularization function (i.e. a penalty term) 
that measures the complexity of the model, which tends to prevent overfitting; 𝜽𝜽 represents the set 
of parameters to be calibrated during training. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the displacement magnitude in the cruciform test, between FEA (left) and 

virtual experiments (right). 
 

Performance metrics. 
The performance of the ML model was evaluated by comparing the predicted and simulated 

parameters using the Coefficient of Determination (R2), given by: 
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where yi and yi∗ are respectively the real and predicted values for the constitutive parameters of 
simulation i from the test set, y  is the average of the real values of the constitutive parameters, 
and j is the total number of simulations of the test set. 
Results and Discussion 
Performance evaluation. 
Fig. 6 compares the 𝑌𝑌0, n and K, r0, r45 and r90 values predicted by the ML model with the real 
values considered in the FEA simulations. In general, the ML model has superior predictive 
performance, which is confirmed by the values of R2 presented in the figures. 

Robustness Analysis.  
The robustness of the ML model was analyzed in relation to the boundary conditions of the 

cruciform test. In fact, the ML model was trained keeping the boundary conditions unchanged; 
however, during the performance of experimental tests there may be, to a greater or lesser extent, 
misalignments in the placement/test of the specimen, which may influence the measurements and 
consequently the calibration of the constitutive models. In this context, one of the samples from 
the testing set was chosen (Y0=172 MPa, n=0.16; K=486 MPa; r0=2.38; r45=1.8; r90=1.06) and the 
orientation of the material axes was varied w.r.t. the global axes system 0xy (see Fig. 2) to simulate 
various cases of sample misalignments that may occur in material testing. Fig. 7 shows the relative 
error in the prediction of each material parameter, for rotations of the material axes ranging 
between 0º and 10º w.r.t. the global axes system (the 0º case is taken as reference for calculating 
the relative error in predictions); this figure also includes an extreme case of 45º. In general, the 
parameter predictions remain robust regarding possible sample misalignments in-between 0º and 
10º; in this interval, the maximum variation of the relative error occurs for parameter r0 (about 
2.65%). This preliminary robustness analysis suggests that sample misalignments do not 
significantly influence the predictive performance of the ML model, regardless of the overall 
quality of predictions obtained for each parameter (poor quality for parameters n, r45 and Y0, which 
requires careful analysis to assess the cause).  
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(a) (b) (c) 

 

 

 

(d) (e) (f) 

   

Fig. 6. Predicted (vertical axis) vs. real (horizontal axis) values of the constitutive parameters:  
(a) Y0; (b) n; (c) K; (d) r0; (e) r45; (f) r90. The R2 values are also presented. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Relative error in the prediction of the material parameters as a function of the rotation of 

the material axes w.r.t. the global axes system. 
 
Summary 
A machine learning approach was developed for calibrating constitutive models that describe the 
plastic behaviour of metal sheets. The database was populated with numerically generated features 
(strain fields and loads) collected from FEA simulations of the biaxial tensile test on a cruciform 
sample. Feature importance analysis allowed to identify the most relevant features in the database 
for identifying the constitutive parameters of the Swift hardening law and the Hill’48 yield 
criterion. A virtual experiments database was established from the FEA-generated database using 
synthetic images and DIC processing, making the numerically generated features one step closer 
to measurements collected from real experiments. A robustness analysis on the ML approach was 
performed for the boundary conditions to simulate possible misalignments that may occur in 
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material testing, namely on the rotation of the material axes w.r.t. the global axes system. It was 
concluded: 

• Feature importance enabled the identification of the most important features of the database 
for identifying constitutive parameters. ML training was greatly accelerated, without 
compromising predictive performance; 

• Virtual experiments allow for accurate model predictions of the constitutive parameters, 
bridging the gap between simulation results and experimental measurements; 

• Sample misalignments do not significantly influence the performance of the ML model. 
The trained ML model enables an almost instantaneous parameter identification, without being 
significantly influenced by sample misalignments. On the other hand, it is limited to the 
identification of Hill’48+Swift law parameters, which can be unsuitable for materials whose plastic 
behaviour is best described using more advanced constitutive models; also, the trained ML model 
considers uniform displacements imposed at the end of both arms of the sample. Therefore, it is 
envisaged to extend the robustness analysis to the displacement boundary conditions (i.e. when it 
is not possible to achieve uniform displacement at both arms of the sample), and to the type of 
material constitutive model that describes the plastic behaviour of the material. 
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Abstract. Recently, inverse methods such as the Virtual Fields Method (VFM) or the Finite 
Element Model Updating (FEMU), coupled with a full-field measurement technique, have been 
distinguished as efficient strategies for the calibration of complex plasticity models [1]. The use 
of heterogeneous strain fields, in fact, offers a larger amount of material information compared to 
the classical standard test, enriching the identification process and, in general, reducing the 
experimental effort for the calibration [2]. Here, an inverse identification framework is proposed 
for the calibration of a full-scale anisotropic plasticity model. The inverse identification procedure 
employs full-field information from two main experiments: a tensile test on double notched 
specimens for the calibration of the coefficients expressing the planar anisotropy, and an 
innovative Iosipescu-like test for the through-thickness shear ones. A hybrid approach is used with 
the VFM employed to identify the planar coefficients and the FEMU for the through thickness 
ones. 
Introduction 
Sheet metals are characterized by an anisotropic behavior which plays a crucial role in the 
prediction of their plastic deformation and failure. Generally, their constitutive response is 
modeled and calibrated by mainly considering the in-plane material behavior, while the through-
thickness one is often neglected based on the plane stress assumption. However, in some 
applications - for instance the sheet metal forming of complex geometries - the state of stress can 
deviate from the plane stress assumption and a complete 3D description is necessary [1]. 

Over the years, several testing protocols have been developed to capture in detail the complex 
mechanical response under different types of loading conditions and to infer a comprehensive 
description of the material deformation. Traditionally, the common material testing approach relies 
on the use of quasi-homogeneous tests, where the relation between stress and strains can be directly 
obtained from experiments properly designed; on the other side, the application of full-field 
techniques to material testing has allowed to analyze and simultaneously exploit multiple stress 
and strain conditions produced through heterogenous tests [2,3]. 

However, mechanical data from heterogeneous tests cannot be directly used in the calibration 
process, and are generally coupled with inverse methods. Inverse methods have been already used 
to identify, for instance, the plastic behavior of metals by resorting to numerical simulations [4,5]: 
the method is often referred as Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) since, essentially, 
performs the identification by iteratively changing the constitutive parameters of a numerical 
simulation of the test until the difference between the numerical and experimental results, in terms 
of loading force and strain fields, is minimized. Other examples for the identification of the 
hardening behavior can be found in [6,7] using an energy balance approach called the Virtual 
Fields Method (VFM) [8]. The VFM has been applied also to anisotropic plasticity [9-11] and to 
investigate multiaxial loading conditions such as cruciform specimens [12] and the bulge test [13]. 
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However, experimental procedures to calibrate full 3D anisotropic plasticity models of sheet 
metals are still not well addressed. The aim of this work is to demonstrate that such calibration can 
be effectively carried out using inverse methods and simple experiments. 
Methods 
The aim of this paper is the identification of a full 3D anisotropic model trying to reduce the 
experimental effort and the number of tests required to make the identification. A similar problem 
was already tackled in [14] by Denys et al., who introduced a double drilled specimen employed 
for the full calibration of the Hill48 yield surface, by means of the FEMU approach. However, 
especially for sheet metals, often it is not possible to perform a hole along the thickness of the 
specimen, so the previous method can only be applied to thick materials. 

A different approach is used here, employing specimens that can be easily machined from a 
sheet metal blank and tested using a standard uniaxial machine, so that the experimental procedure 
can be readily implemented in almost each material testing lab. The proposed method also requires 
the use of a full-field optical measurement technique, e.g. digital image correlation (DIC), to obtain 
the strain field in a region of interest (ROI) of the specimen, following the Material Testing 2.0 
logic [2].  

Virtual experiments are used to verify the feasibility of the developed procedure; the three-
dimensional anisotropic behavior of the material was reproduced using the Hill48 yield function: 

𝑓𝑓(𝝈𝝈) = �𝐹𝐹(𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦  −  𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧)2 + 𝐺𝐺(𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧  −  𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥)2 + 𝐻𝐻(𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥  −  𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦)2 + 2𝐿𝐿𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑧𝑧2 + 2𝑀𝑀𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧2 + 2𝑁𝑁𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦2 (1) 

where F,G,H,LM and N are constants that must be identified from experiments, in particular, in 
this case, we set L=M so that the shear behavior through the thickness in the y-z plane is equal to 
the one in the x-z plane. The hardening was described by a Swift law: 

𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑘𝑘 �𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�
𝑛𝑛
 (2) 

where 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 are the equivalent stress and strain, respectively, and 𝑘𝑘, 𝜀𝜀0 and n are parameters 
that must be identified. Summarizing, to fully characterize the three-dimensional anisotropic 
behavior of the material, it is necessary to identify a total of 8 parameters, 5 for the yield function 
and 3 for the hardening law.   

A two-steps identification process was developed using a double notched (DN) specimen to 
identify the in-plane anisotropic properties and the hardening law, i.e. parameters F, G, H, N, 𝑘𝑘, 𝜀𝜀0 
and n; and a through-thickness shear (TTS) test to identify the shear behavior along the thickness, 
i.e. parameter L. 

FE models of the two tests were developed using ABAQUS and used to generate synthetic data 
that replicate the load history and the strain maps obtained during a real test. The synthetic data 
were accordingly used as input for the identification procedure.  
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Fig. 1. Double notched specimen used to evaluate the in-plane properties. 

 
Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the DN specimen and the ROI where the full-field strain measurement 
is performed through DIC. In this case, the FEM data were used to simulate a DIC measurement 
with 151 × 51 strain points in the ROI. The rolling direction of the material was inclined with an 
angle of 22.5° with respect to the force direction.   
 

 
Fig. 2. Through-thickness shear test. 
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Fig. 2 illustrates the TTS test used to identify the parameters governing the through-thickness shear 
behavior. In this case, the ROI was placed along the thickness surface with 200 × 200 simulated 
measurement points, see Fig. 2. For both tests, the thickness of the sheet metal is 2 mm. 

The identification of the constitutive parameters was performed using a hybrid VFM-FEMU 
approach, where the VFM was used with the DN specimen to identify 7 parameters and the FEMU 
was used with the TTS test to identify 1 parameter. Indeed, the VFM cannot be employed on the 
TTS test because the problem is three-dimensional and the plane stress or plane strain assumption 
is not valid, i.e. the strain measured along the thickness surface with DIC is different from the 
strain inside the material.  

The advantage of combining the two methods is that VFM is usually less computationally 
expensive, so it can be used to quickly identify 7 parameters while FEMU is restricted to the 
identification of 1 parameter. The hybrid procedure is sequential, first the VFM is applied and then 
the FEMU using different cost functions, this is possible because the behavior of the DN specimen 
is not influenced by the parameter L, which is subsequently identified with FEMU. Theoretically, 
VFM and FEMU could also be put in the same optimization loop, using a common cost function, 
but such approach will be more complex and less efficient. Test design is essential to develop tests 
that are uncoupled with respect to different parameters, in order to simplify the identification 
procedure.     

Both methods are implemented in Matlab using the in-built minimization functions to solve the 
inverse problem. A brief description of the two methods is given below, more details can be found 
in the references. 
VFM Approach 
The Virtual Fields Method (VFM) is an inverse method based on the weak form of the equilibrium 
through the Principle of Virtual Work (PVW) and allows to identify the coefficients of a given 
constitutive model starting from full-field kinematic and loading data. In the case of quasi-static 
problems where the body forces are neglected, the VFM is generally expressed for large 
deformations using the following cost function: 

𝛹𝛹(𝝃𝝃) = ∑ ∑ �∫ 𝑻𝑻𝑗𝑗1𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃: 𝛿𝛿𝑭𝑭𝑖𝑖•𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 −𝑉𝑉 ∫ �𝑻𝑻𝑗𝑗1𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝒏𝒏� ⋅ 𝛿𝛿𝒖𝒖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉 �𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝑖𝑖=1   (3) 

where Tj
1PK indicates the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, δui is any kinematically admissible 

virtual displacement field, δFi
• is the corresponding virtual displacement gradient tensor, V is the 

volume of the inspected solid, ∂V is the boundary surface and n the surface normal. The first 
integral term represents the Internal Virtual Work, where the stress tensor is calculated from the 
full-field strain data of the test according to the model constitutive parameters ξ; the second integral 
indicates the External Virtual Work and accounts for the loading condition on the boundaries. The 
cost function is evaluated for all the Nstep timesteps of the test and for all Nvf virtual fields 
introduced. In this study, the constitutive behaviour is described by a non-linear relation, therefore, 
the identification is achieved through the minimization of the cost function Ψ(ξ) until the 
equilibrium equation of the PVW is satisfied. The method is widely described in the literature and 
more details can be found in the book and papers cited in the introduction see [6-13]. 

The selection of the virtual fields (VFs) directly affects the identification results since they 
activate and weight the constitutive information contained in each material point. For this reason, 
the definition of the VFs employed in the cost function minimization is not trivial. Different 
approaches can be found in literature [15, 16] which, basically, classify the VFs in manually 
defined VFs and automatically generated VFs. In this work, we adopt the latter approach, where 
the virtual kinematic fields are produced starting from the sensitivity of the computed stress field 
to the single material parameter: 
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𝛿𝛿𝑻𝑻(𝑖𝑖)
1𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝝃𝝃, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑻𝑻1𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝝃𝝃 − 𝛿𝛿𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝑻𝑻1𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝝃𝝃, 𝑡𝑡)  (4) 

in other words, by perturbing the material parameter ξi, it is possible to highlight the material points 
where ξi effectively affects the stress calculation; the sensitivity distribution can be used as δFi

• 
and can be integrated to get the δui through a piecewise approach, as discussed in detail in [17]. 
FEMU Approach 
The FEMU is based on the minimization of a cost function that represents a weighted difference 
between the numerical and experimental results. In this particular case, the compared results are 
the vertical load force applied by the tensile machine (see Fig. 2) and the full-field strain map 
measured in the ROI. In a real test, the boundary conditions (BC) are a critical factor, in fact 
possible misalignments or sliding on the clamping zone of the specimen can influence the 
deformation history. To reduce the bias due to BC, the FEMU is conducted only on a portion of 
the material within the ROI, see Fig. 3. The boundary conditions are applied using the displacement 
measured by the full-field measurement at the border. The central zone is not subjected to friction 
and the vertical load force measured by the machine can always be obtained from the FE model as 
sum of the nodal reactions along the vertical direction. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Portion of the specimen used in the FEMU. 
 

Results and Discussion 
The results of the identification are listed in Table 1 in terms of identified parameters and 
percentage error. The reference parameters are the ones input in the FE model used to create the 
simulated experiment and can be viewed as the ground truth of the inverse problem. The 
identification is reasonably good except for parameter 𝜀𝜀0, however it is well known that this 
parameter has a minor impact in the description of the hardening curve. Moreover, often, the sole 
parameter identification error is not a proper criterion to evaluate the accuracy of the identification 
method, instead, it is preferable to verify the results in terms of plastic behavior, i.e. yield surface 
and hardening curve.   
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Table 1. Reference and identified parameters. 

 VFM FEMU 
 K 𝜀𝜀0 n F G H N L=M 

Reference 1000 0.02 0.5 0.3819 0.3125 0.6875 1.389 2.5 
Identified 1041 0.0123 0.4846 0.3980 0.3308 0.6692 1.4033 2.66 
Error % -4.1 38.5 3.0 -4.2 -5.8 2.6 -1.03 -6.4 

 
Fig. 4 shows the results in terms of yield surface and hardening curve. Since it is not possible 

to represent a 6-dimensional anisotropic yield surface, Fig. 4a shows the yield surface in terms of 
the normal stress components, i.e. σx σy σz, and Fig. 4b shows the yield surface for the shear stress 
components, i.e. in-plane (τxy) vs out of plane (τxz or τyz). Finally, Fig. 4c illustrates the identified 
hardening curve. It is worth noting that the computation was performed on a workstation and the 
VFM algorithm took around 20 seconds to solve the inverse problem while FEMU more than 5 
hours. Such huge difference is due to the fact that each iteration of FEMU needs to run a complex 
three-dimensional FE simulation, on the other hand, parameter L can only be identified with 
FEMU. Moreover, the hybrid approach allows to simplify the FEMU part since only 1 parameter 
needs to be identified, reducing the computational effort of the minimization algorithm. 

 

a)   b)  
 

c)  
 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the identification results: a) yield surface for the normal stress 
components, b) yield surface for the shear components, c) hardening law. 
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Summary 
In this paper an inverse identification procedure to characterize the 3D anisotropic behavior of a 
metal is proposed and validated through simulated experiments. Two tests are used to identify 8 
constitutive parameters combining two well-known inverse methods, i.e. the VFM and FEMU. 
The identified parameters provides an accurate description of the plastic behavior, with an average 
error below 5%. In the future, an experimental validation will be conducted and the possibility of 
identify more complex 3D constitutive model will be evaluated. 
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Abstract. In this paper, two different methods for manufacturing of graded grinding wheels for 
two different metal bonds are presented. One method is based on the use of a mask and manual 
moulding and the other on a height-adjustable holder for moulding. For this purpose, a brittle and 
a ductile bronze bond are compared. The graded grinding wheels are fabricated through sintering 
with Field Assisted Sintering Technology (FAST). An analysis of the grain distribution is used to 
demonstrate the reproducibility of the manufacturing methodology. For analysis, light microscope 
images of cross-sections of the abrasive layers are taken. The grain distribution is determined using 
image processing software and a greyscale method. Finally, the advantages of each method are 
compared. As a result, both manufacturing methods are evaluated in terms of precision, feasibility 
and efficiency. From this, a recommendation on the implementation and further development of 
the methods is derived. This method enables the manufacturing of graded grinding wheels for an 
effective reduction of wear differences for grinding cemented carbide end mill cutters. 
Introduction 
Cemented carbide end mill cutters are used in a wide range of applications. These include, for 
example, the aerospace industry, medical technology or electrical engineering [1]. High demands 
are therefore placed on the quality of the workpieces that are machined with these end mill cutters. 
In particular, this requires a high level of precision and surface quality. To ensure this, the end mill 
cutters used must also meet the highest standards. The quality of the flutes of the end mill cutters 
has a major influence on their performance [2,3]. However, the deep grinding process of the flutes 
is characterised by high and varying thermomechanical loads. The high thermomechanical loads 
result from the high depth of cut associated with the process kinematics and the properties of the 
cemented carbide [4-6]. Cemented carbide possesses a high degree of hardness and wear resistance 
[4,5]. In addition, the engagement conditions vary significantly along the width of the grinding 
tool [6,7]. This is a consequence of the flute geometry. These factors result in a high and at the 
same time uneven radial wear.  

This causes an increasing number of defects in the flute bottom and the cutting edges as well. 
A defect-free flute, however, is decisive for the operational behaviour of the end mill cutters [2]. 
To counteract this effect, the dressing intervals must be shortened. This ensures the contour 
accuracy of the grinding wheel. That is decisive for the necessary manufacturing accuracy. 
However, the frequent dressing intervals reduce the efficiency of the grinding process. This is due 
to higher downtimes caused by the more frequent dressing on the one hand and the resulting 
increased dressing wear on the other. The lifetime of the grinding tools is thus shortened. 

Another method of ensuring contour accuracy is to adapt the abrasive layer properties to the 
local wear conditions. By levelling the radial wear occurring, this allows the dressing intervals to 
be increased. Economic efficiency will be increased as a result, too. The radial wear can be 
reduced, for example, by increasing the grain retention forces [8]. Likewise, an adjustment of the 
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bond properties can be made. By using a more ductile bronze bond, the wear can be reduced 
compared to a brittle bronze [9]. Both methodologies are not applicable in the present case due to 
quantification limitations. The reason for this is that in the state of the art there is no sufficient 
accurate model of the influence of the bond properties as well as the grain retention forces on the 
resulting wear.  Another approach is to adjust the number of abrasive grains. An increasing number 
of abrasive grains reduces the thermomechanical load per individual grain. As a result, this 
decreases the radial wear occurring [7,10,11]. Depending on the bond properties, the maximum 
number of abrasive grains is limited. The grains act as defects in the bond. If the number of abrasive 
grains is too high, the forces acting on the abrasive layer will cause the bond to fail. Wear then 
increases in turn. These so-called percolation limits depend on the toughness of the bond and the 
load occurring during the process [12]. Influencing the number of abrasive grains can therefore be 
used to affect the radial wear. 

First approaches have already shown that the adjustment of the grain concentration in the 
abrasive layer in two steps can level the resulting radial wear [13]. The authors of the present paper 
have introduced a model in previous work enabling the radial wear differences to be reduced by 
up to 50 % compared to conventional grinding wheels on the basis of adapting the number of 
grains to the occurring loads. The model is based on a simulation-supported analysis of the locally 
occurring load on the grinding wheel. The resulting abrasive grain numbers for a defined 
application are shown in Fig. 1 [14].  

 
Two adaptation options are shown. One is via the grain size and the other via the grain 

concentration. The adjustment via the grain size turned out to be too inaccurate due to the 
differences in grain sizes after sieving them. This can be seen in the scatter band marked in blue. 
The grain concentration, on the other hand, can be applied individually in the necessary 
increments. This is shown in the red line. It has been shown that the implementation of a 
continuous gradient of the grain concentration is not possible. There are sharp transitions between 
the concentration ranges [15]. The present work follows on from the preceding research work. So 
far, only the production of test specimens has been investigated. Therefore, a methodology for the 
efficient and process-safe production of graded grinding wheels is presented in the following. At 

Fig. 1. Comparison of different types of grain number gradients, based on [14]. 
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the same time, the moulding method is optimised in order to accurately adjust the heights of the 
grain concentration ranges. This has led to fluctuations in grain concentration differences in the 
previously used method based on bulk density. 
Materials and Methods 
First, grinding layer specimens were sintered. These were used to adjust the moulding accuracy 
through powder dosing. Specimens are cylindrical with a diameter of 22 mm and a height of 6 mm. 
The process is comparable to the production of grinding wheels and therefore offers good 
transferability. The manufacturing of the specimens and the later grinding wheels is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
  

 
From this, Fig. 2, also follows the comparability of the two methods. For their production, the 
components of the abrasive layer must first be mixed and pre-compacted to form a green body.  
A Turbula mixer is used for mixing. The mixing time was 30 minutes. The components consist of 
a bronze bond and diamond grains. Two different pre-alloyed powders were used to evaluate 
influences on the manufacturing accuracy depending on the components. The composition was 
60 wt.% copper and 40 wt.% tin (60/40 bronze), respectively 80 wt.% copper and 20 wt.% tin 
(80/20 bronze) with an irregular particle shape and an average diameter of 40 µm. Alloys similar 
to those used are also used in the industrial environment. The sintering temperature used was 
420°C for the 60/40 bronze and 620°C for the 80/20 bronze. The holding time was 240 seconds in 
each case at a pressure of 35 MPa. The diamond grain chosen was an irregular shape grain of size 
D54 according to the FEPA standard. For each bond type, test specimens with the concentration 
C0, C25, C50, C75, C100 and C125 were produced. The C specification also complies with the 
FEPA standard. C100, for example, corresponds to a volume fraction of 25 % of the used grain. 
Weighting was carried out according to the following equation: 

𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏  =  𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏 ∙  �100 − 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏� ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ∙ 0.98   (1) 

Fig. 2. Grinding wheel and specimen manufacturing. 
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The target parameter is the mass of the bond mbond. Vspecimen describes the target volume of the 
grinding layer specimen, respective the grinding wheel abrasive layer. The volume of the bond is 
calculated by the difference to the volume of the grains, corresponding to the grain concentration, 
Vgrain. The density of the used bond material is given by ρbond. Based on the available knowledge, 
porosities smaller than 2 % occur during FAST sintering of metallic bonds. Therefore, the 
correction factor 0.98 was chosen for the metal content to compensate for its larger volume due to 
porosity. The test specimens were then measured to ensure the accuracy of the process. The method 
was verified by sintering graded specimens of composition C100/C0/C50 (gradient 1) and the 
composition C0/C50/C100 (gradient 2). Each layer was 2 mm thick. Accuracy was evaluated using 
light microscope images. 
Based on the results, the graded grinding wheels were manufactured. Both bonding systems were 
used for this. The variation of the grain concentrations is shown in Table 1: 
 

Table 1. Composition of the graded grinding wheels for the 60/40 bond. 

Layer number 
and position  

Grain 
concentration 

Bronze powder 
mass 

Diamond grain 
mass Total mass 

1    (0 – 1 mm) C125 11.974 g 1.949 g 13.923 g 
2    (1 – 2 mm) C121 12.149 g 1.887 g 14.035 g 
3    (2 – 3 mm) C114 12.453 g 1.778 g 14.231 g 
4    (3 – 4 mm) C102 12.976 g 1.590 g 14.566 g 
5    (4 – 5 mm) C83 13.803 g 1.294 g 15.097 g 
6  (5 – 10 mm) C47 76.854 g 3.664 g 80.518 g 

 
The gradients were chosen for future application tests so that they would match the corresponding 
application. There, they should lead to uniform radial wear when grinding a cemented carbide rod 
with a diameter of 16.8 mm at an engagement width and depth of 6 mm. The calculation was 
carried out according to the results from [14]. For comparison, a non-graded reference wheel was 
manufactured for each bond system. The concentration of the reference wheels was set at C125 
over the total grinding wheel with. The composition of the graded grinding wheel with the 80/20 
bond corresponds to the same concentration steps. The mass of the bond and diamonds were 
adjusted concerning this. 
Moulding Methods 
Two different moulding methods were investigated. For both, the sinter die was placed on a 
turntable to avoid unsteady rotation. This is to prevent segregation of the abrasive layer 
components. In the first moulding method, the powder for each abrasive layer was weighed out in 
i (i = 6; 12; 24) portions. These were filled into the mould along a taped-on mask in the 
corresponding portioning. The smoothing of the powder layers was done by manual drawing using 
a metallic plate. The number of steps i is used to evaluate how high the effort must be for 
reproducible filling. A too high number reduces the economic efficiency. The mould was filled 
using an aluminium hopper. This counteracted the adhesion of powder.  

 
A height-adjustable holder was used for the second moulding method. The powder for a 

segment was filled in evenly by turning the sintering mould as required by eye. Subsequently, the 
powder was smoothed by means of the holder and an appropriate metal plate. In the first step, the 
height of the holder was adjusted in such a way that a pile of powder was first pushed in front of 
the plate when the powder was being smoothed out. By raising the height of the plate, an even 
surface was gradually generated. This was repeated for all layers. Both methods were first carried 
out using an analogue sintering mould made of acrylic glass. This allowed a visual evaluation of 
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the moulding process for adhesions on the mould edge or the grinding wheel base body. Concept 
2 with the analogue mould can be seen in Fig. 3.  

 

 
 
All grinding wheels were sintered with the parameters of the test specimens. The evaluation 

was carried out on the basis of cross-sections of the abrasive layers. Images of these were taken 
using an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope. The evaluation of the grain 
concentration curves was carried out using the evaluation software ImageJ. The method is shown 
in Fig. 4. 

 
 
Analysis of the Specimen Height 
As a first step, an assessment of the achieved heights of the abrasive layer specimen was carried 
out in order to evaluate Eq. 1. This is necessary in order to be able to accurately reproduce the 
gradients of the grinding wheels. The results of the evaluation are shown in Fig. 5.  

 

Fig. 3. Manufacturing method using a height-
adjustable holder. 

Fig. 4. Evaluation method for the grain concentration. 
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The figure shows the inaccuracy in the height of the abrasive layer, as demonstrated in a 

previous study [15]. Moulding based on bulk density, or a high final porosity, shows that the 
specimen height decreases correspondingly with an increasing proportion of bond compared to the 
diamond grain. This is due to the increasing influence of the bond on the specimen height after 
sintering. The deviations from the target width of the segments can be considered uncritical if the 
grain concentration differences between them are small. This is the case due to the continuous load 
progression during deep grinding of the flutes. With larger grain concentration differences, the 
deviations from the target width can lead to increased radial wear. If, for example, the segment 
with a lower grain concentration is in the area of a higher load due to the higher shrinkage, the 
radial wear will increase there. This then counteracts the load design. The deviations should 
therefore not be greater than a few grain layers. The adjustment of the filling quantities according 
to Eq. 1, or based on a remaining porosity of 2 %, allows the abrasive layer specimens to be 
produced at the required target height. This can also be repeated for graded specimens, gradient 1 
and gradient 2. Nevertheless, small deviations occur due to inaccuracies caused by the manual 
manufacturing process and the process chain. Since the deviations correspond to only a few grain 
layers, it can be assumed that these have only a minor influence on the operational behaviour. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Evaluation of the sample height adjustment. 

Fig. 6. Concentration gradients of the manufacturing 
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Fig. 6 shows the process as a microscope image for the evaluation of the single layer heights 
within the specimen of gradient 1 and 2. From this it is visible that the presented moulding 
methodology allows an accurate adjustment of the gradients as well. Within the specimen, the 
deviations from the target concentration are quite small. The presented methodology is therefore 
suitable for the dimensioning of the moulding-in amounts for graded grinding wheels. 
Comparison of the moulding methods 
Using the previously presented moulding quantity calculation, the two moulding methods from 
the previous chapter were compared. Fig. 7 shows the grain concentration curves for the moulding 
method using the taped mask and manual smoothing for the different divisions of the masks in i 
segments (i = 6; 12; 24).  

 
The figure shows that the method with filling based on 6 up to 24 portions of the respective 
abrasive layer amount enables the production of graded grinding wheels. A smaller quantity of 
subdivisions (i = 6) results in less accurate production compared to 12 or 24 subdivisions. This can 
be seen in the more pronounced transitions between the concentration zones. The deviation from 
the target concentration is particularly noticeable in the transition between C83 and C47. However, 
the gradient is still within the range of the target gradient. Especially the transition areas between 
the concentration levels are not to be regarded as disadvantageous. Softer transitions between them 
are to be aimed for, as the load in the application case is also continuous and not discrete (see Fig. 
1). However, a continuous course cannot be implemented in production with current methods. But 
the inaccuracy, as in the case of production by means of 6 subdivisions, enables an approximation 
to a continuous course. In addition, the method with fewer subdivisions is advantageous because 
the moulding time is reduced. If high manufacturing accuracy is required, this can be reached by 
using 24 subdivisions. The transitions between the concentration zones are strongly pronounced. 
The fluctuations occurring are in the range of concentration differences >C5. These also appear in 
non-graded abrasive layers. The outlier in the transition area from C83 to C47 is explained by the 
smoothing of the layers. Since this was done manually, there are slight variations in their heights. 
When evaluating the grain concentration in image sections, it is therefore possible that both layers 
are measured partially in the corresponding section. Nevertheless, the overall small number of 
outliers also shows that the width of the concentration ranges was fulfilled for all grinding wheels.  

Equally, the method based on a height-adjustable holder without individual single weighted 
amounts was investigated. The results of these investigations are shown in Fig. 8.  

 

Fig. 7. Evaluation of the gradient course within the samples. 
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Two main observations can be drawn from this. First, it shows, as was expected, that the bond 

has no effect on manufacturing accuracy. Both the (60/40) bronze and the (80/20) bronze can be 
moulded and sintered into a graded abrasive layer. The differences exist only in local and small 
variations of the grain concentration. Secondly, the method with the height-adjustable holder 
shows that the transitions between the grain concentration ranges are even more accurate than the 
method with the mask. The higher accuracy is due to the fact that the layer heights can be set to 
the appropriate height without manual influence. A small inaccuracy is again only seen in the 
transition from C82 to C47. However, this is very slight for both bonds. The grain concentration 
steps, that can be quantitatively evaluated, are visually indistinguishable. This can be seen in the 
section of a microscope image of the grinding wheel with the (60/40) bronze. Regardless of the 
manufacturing method, the more brittle bronze (60/40) has been found to have a tendency to crack. 
This can be seen in Fig. 9. 

 

 
The cracks only occurred in the brittle (60/40) bronze. Due to the different diamond 

concentrations, it can be assumed that the shrinkage of the segments varies with different grain 
concentrations. Segments with high concentrations are expected to shrink less. This is the case 
because diamond has a very low coefficient of thermal expansion compared to bronze. As a result, 
residual stresses in the abrasive layer are to be expected. Unfortunately, these cannot be determined 
analytically. The reason for this is the geometry of the abrasive layer, the large diamond grains 
and the fact that some of the residual stresses are already removed after fracture. It was also 
observed that the non-graded grinding wheels of the (60/40) bronze with C125 also break more 
frequently than those with C100. The reason for this could be the additionally reduced abrasive 
layer strength due to the increased number of grains, as discussed in the introduction [12]. As a 

Fig. 8. Concentration gradients of the manufacturing method with 
the height-adjustable holder. 

Fig. 9. Graded grinding wheels manufactured on the basis of 
(60/40) bronze. 
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solution, an additional gradient was manufactured, starting at C100 (Fig. 9 gradient 2). The 
structure of the segments is analogous to the gradients from the methods chapter with the steps 
(C100/C96/C91/C82/C66/C47). As can be seen in Fig. 9, graded grinding wheels with the (60/40) 
bronze can be manufactured with these gradations. The last segment with C47 was deliberately 
not chosen lower in order to keep the shrinkage differences small and because concentrations 
significantly below C50 would lead to increased bond friction when using the grinding wheels. 
Summary 
In the present work, two methods for moulding and one method for weighing graded grinding 
wheels were investigated. In the investigation of the weighing-in method, it was demonstrated that 
the presented Eq. 1 enables an exact implementation of the gradients. This is the case regardless 
of the bond chosen. With regard to the methods for moulding in, it was shown that the method 
based on the height-adjustable holder produces the highest precision for moulding in. In addition, 
this method significantly reduces the time required compared to the method of filling in portions 
and manual smoothing. The latter method also achieves a high degree of accuracy when using 12 
or 24 filling portions per segment. The reduction to 6 portions reduces the time required, but also 
the interface sharpness. This can be considered favourable with regard to the operational 
behaviour, as the loads also proceed in non-discrete steps. With regard to the moulding-in method, 
the use of the height-adjustable holder is therefore nonetheless considered appropriate for the 
highest reproducibility and productivity. The adjustment of smooth transitions can be achieved, 
for example, by using a notched metal plate or a rake for smoothing. Future investigations can take 
this as a starting point. 

The layer cracking occurring with brittle bronze could be countered by reducing the grain 
concentration. Due to the brittleness, the bronze bond (60/40) is more challenging in the 
manufacturing process than the more ductile bond (80/20). Nevertheless, the more brittle bond 
results in better operational behaviour due to the improved operational preparation, the self-
sharpening during the process and the higher contour accuracy due to the lower ductility. In order 
to reduce the rejects during the production of graded grinding wheels based on brittle bronzes, two 
approaches are conceivable for future investigations: First, the use of coated abrasive grains to 
increase bond strength. Second, the use of specific annealing steps during sintering or quenching 
to optimise the residual stress states. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the present work represents a functional approach to the 
production of metal-bonded graded grinding wheels. Furthermore, attempts were presented that 
will be followed up by subsequent investigations in order to optimise the manufacturing. In 
addition, the profiling and sharpening of the graded grinding wheels will be the subject of future 
research. 
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Abstract. In the present paper, a multiphysic model was developed to identify the underlying 
mechanism of surface layer hardening in burnishing of stainless steel 304. The mechanic of 
burnishing process was firstly modeled to obtain deformation parameters i.e. strain and strain rate 
by incremental plasticity. Then the strengthening mechanisms were identified association of 
constitutive equations regarding twinning-induced hardening and phase change. It was found that 
the twining-induced hardening has greatest contribution in strengthening the surface layer. 
Moreover, among the process parameters, the burnishing depth has greatest effect on hardness 
magnitude and corresponding depth.  
Introduction 
Burnishing is categorized as surface finishing operations which are being used for surface 
smoothening, and mechanical properties enhancement of the engineering materials [1,2]. 
Compared to other mechanical surface treatment processes such as shot peening, laser shock 
peening, or ultrasonic peening, burnishing results in better surface quality and induces compressive 
residual stress at deeper layers [3]. Moreover, it is easily implemented and does not require 
complex instrumentations and machines. Thus, it is finding its importance at industrial levels such 
as aerospace and automotive for the superfinishing of hard materials. 

During burnishing, the microstructure evolution is corresponded to different microstructure 
phenomena that can result in hardening of burnished surface layer. However, in majority of 
conducted research, the underlying mechanism of surface strengthening has been reported as grain 
refinement Based on the type of material, hardening mechanisms such as dislocation accumulation, 
crystal twinning and phase change can be also effective in strengthening of surface layer. Starman 
et al. [4] reported that the martensitic phase transformation corresponds to the surface hardening 
of AISI 304 processed by shot-peening and laser shock peening. Laine et al. [5] revealed that the 
twining-induced hardening beside grain size evolution has contribution in surface hardening of 
shot-peened Ti64 alloy. Rinaldi et al. [6] identified that the strengthening mechanism of CP-T 
alloy in hard machining process is mainly attributed to twining induced plasticity and grain 
refinement.  

In order to identify the main strengthening mechanism, complex microscopic examination and 
mechanical testing is required. However, providing such examination techniques for considerable 
amount of experiments are too expensive and time consuming. In this context, development of 
material model based on multiphysics of different metallurgical phenomena can be considered as 
a fundamental means to afford the lack of capabilities of measurement instrumentation and to 
identify the underlying mechanisms.  

In the present study, a theoretical approach based on multiphysics of contact mechanic and 
multiscale micro-mechanical material model is developed to identify the underlying strengthening 
mechanism AISI 304 samples processed by burnishing process. Here, firstly the deformation 
parameters of process like stress, strain and strain rate are modeled by expanding cavity model. 
Then the strengthening mechanisms are identified by developing a material model including grain 
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refinement, twinning-induced hardening and phase change. Confirmation of developed theoretical 
model has been carried out by series of burnishing experiments including different processing 
parameters. 
Theoretical model  
Deformation parameter. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the rolling of a roller on the flat surface that is the main 
concept of roller burnishing process. In order to calculate the deformation parameters, theory of 
expanded cavity model (ECM) proposed by Gao et al. [7] utilized here. Accordingly, the mean 
contact pressure applied by burnishing roller to the surface of the power law hardening material 
can be calculated by following equation:  

𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 = 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦
√3
�1 + 1

𝑛𝑛
�𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝

2𝑛𝑛

𝑎𝑎2𝑛𝑛
− 1�� + 𝑘𝑘𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛                                                                                           (1) 

where re, n and k are, respectively, the outer radius of cylinder, strain hardening exponent and 
material constant for power law. Also, rp and εeq are  the the plastic boundary of deformation and 
equivalant plastic strain of contact which can be calculated by following formulation [8].  

𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = √6 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝐸𝐸
𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝2

𝑟𝑟2
    ,    𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 = � 2𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎3

√3𝑅𝑅𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦
                                                                                               (2) 

Once the mean contact pressure is identified, the burnishing force of an each individual roller 
induces to a surface can be obtained by following formula:  

𝐹𝐹 = 2𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 ,  𝑎𝑎 = √2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅                                                                                                                   (3) 

where L is roller length, a is the penetration radius and δ is the burnishing depth.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of contact of a cylindrical roller to flat surface. 

   
In order to calculate the deformation parameters during motion of the roller over the surface, 

the theory of incremental plasticity for rolling contact that is suggested by McDowel is utilized 
[9]. Based on this theory, the loading initiates by elastic stresses and it incrementally increases up 
to reaching plastic region. Finally, by moving the tool too far from the point of interest, the 
unloading occurs. The elastic stresses at point of interest M(x,z) can be calculated using integration 
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of Boussineq solution for the normal traction p(s) and tangential traction q(s) in semi-infinite half 
space over the region of contact [10]. 
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More specifically, by assuming semi-elliptic distribution of tangential and normal traction 
based on boussinesque formulation, following relationship between the axial and tangential 
tractions and burnishing force are established.   
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By identifying the values of elastic stresses, the elastic strain can be obtained using Hook’s law 
taking into account the plain strain condition i.e. εyy=0.  
In order to calculate the value of plastic stress and strains at any individual poit, the yielding criteria 
by comparing the value of effective stress and Johnson-Cook constitutive model is identified as 
follows:  
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where Sij is deviatoric stress, and aij is back stress tensors. Also, Y is the effective stress based 
on Johnson-Cook (J-C) yield criterion. A, B and C are the J-C constants, εeff and ε˙eff are effective 
strain and effective strain rate, respectively, which are calculated based on incremental plasticity 
theory that will be described in following part. Furthermore, T is the temperature term which can 
be neglected in burnishing process [11]. According to Eq. 6, when the g>0, the loading at the point 
of interest is elastic, and the stress and strain can be calculated using Eq. 4, and Hook’s law. When 
g>0, the plastic loading occurs, and to obtain values of plastic strain and stress, the systems of 
three equations suggested by McDowel need to be solved.  
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The other terms of above formula can be calculated   
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where h and is isotropic and kinematic hardening coefficients.  
Our pilot experiemnts on processing of stainless steel 304 showed that the main contributed 
mechanisms on strengthening the surface layer after burnishing proess are formation of twinning 
and alpha ferrite. The next step after the calculation of  the deformation parameter is to calculate 
the stress as results of twinning-induced hardening and phase changes. 

Twinning-induced hardening. 
The stress related to twining induced material strengthening has been presented in following 

equation [12]: 
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where the σTW is the term of strengthening stress as result of twinning, M is Taylor factor, βTW is 
the constant, t is the twin lamellae (that is 18nm) and fTW and is the twining volume fraction that is 
calculated by following differential equation: 

εdAfdf fTWTW )1( −=                                                                                                                                (10) 

where Af is the constant that equals to 1.916 for twining induced plasticity austenitic stainless 
steels [13].   

Phase change. 
Transformation of austenite to ferrite usually occurs in cold working of austenitic stainless steel. 

The increasing rate of the ferrite during deformation is obtained by [14]:  

( ) •• −= mmmm Nvff 1                                                                                                                                     (11) 

where •
mf  is the rate of increase of ferrite volume fraction, fm is the ferrite volume fraction, vm 

is the average ferrite volume and •
mN  is the increase rate of ferrite that is related to its nucleation 

probability (P) on shear bands and the total number of ferrite nucleation (NI).  

)( •••• += PHPNPNN IIm                                                                                                                            (12) 

where H is Heaviside step function. Possible nucleation of ferrite is also affected by number of 
shear bands. Accordingly;  

( ) ( ) ••
−•

• −== εα sbsb
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r
sb

I ff
v
frC

N 1,
1

                                                                                                           (13) 

where r and C are materials constant, •
sbf  is the increase rate of shear band volume fraction.  

The ferrite nucleation probability was assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, 
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where the terms σg and g are dimensionless mean and standard deviation, respectively. The 
thermodynamic driving force g is related to the stress states (Σ) and the temperature (T), and is 
approximated by: 

∑++= 210 gTggg                                                                                                                          (15) 

where g0, g1, and g2 are constants. A fraction function (𝜒𝜒) of the plastic deformation is assumed 
cause temperature rise (ΔT) as:  
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                                                                                                                         (16) 

where ρ is material density and CP is the specific heat capacity.   
As per the foresaid strain-induced phase transformation kinetics, the increase rate of the ferrite 

can then be obtained through combination of above-calculated equations:  
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By identifying the ferrite volume fraction, the hardness development can be obtained as:  

0
1

hhfh
i

ii −=∆ ∑
=

                                                                                                                                  (18) 

where fi is the fraction of phase i in the element, h0 is the initial bulk microhardness, hi is the 
hardness of phase i, and v represents the number of phases present in the element. 

Accordingly, the final hardness of the sample after SSPD can be calculated by:  

hkkhh TWTWDD ∆+++= σσ0                                                                                                               (19) 

Experiments  
In the present investigation, surface sever plastic deformation experiments carried out by multi-
roller rotary burnishing tool. The tool includes four rollers with diameter of 3mm and length of 
10mm as shown in Fig. 2. The tool, as shown in the figure, has been mounted on a CNC milling 
machine to process the surface of the samples made of AISI 304. During the experiments, the 
burnishing force is controlled by a force dynamometer KISTLER 9257B as shown in Fig. 2. 
Samples were prepared in sizes of 70mm length, 30mm width and 10mm thickness. Before 
conducting the experiments, all the samples were milled with a same machining parameters to 
assure their flatness. The properties of the AISI 304, including the material’s constitutive models, 
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i.e. Johnson-Cook, Isotropic-Kinematic hardening, dislocation density model, twinning-induced 
plasticity, and ferrite phase transformation constants, have been listed in Tables 1-4, respectively. 

 
Table 1. Johnson-Cook constants of AISI 304 [15]. 

 
A (MPa) B (MPa) C n 

452  694  0.0067 0.311 
 

Table 2. Isotropic-kinematic hardening constants of AISI 304 [15]. 
 
 
 

 
Table 3. Coefficients of austenite-ferrite phase change constitutive equation [14]. 

  
α0 α1 α2 α3 g0 g1 g2 β 

-2e-  4.52e-2 11.8 0.8 0.05 -1.2 78.3 4.5 
 

The samples were mechanically polished on a suspension of ethylene glycol and diamond 
pastes with a gradation of 1 and 6μm. Then, they were electrolytically etched using a voltage of 
12V and a exposure time of 30s in a solution of 10g CrO3 and 100 ml of distilled water. The 
microstructure was observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) JSM-IT200. The 
microhardness measurements were carried out using an Innovatest microhardness tester at a load 
of 0.245 N. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental setup. 

 
A series of experiments was carried out to confirm the results obtained by the analytical models. 

Among the process factors, it was found that the burnishing depth has the most prominent effect 
on burnishing force and hardness. Thus, a total of three experiments under different burnishing 

h ( GPa )  c (GPa) 
2.7  0.8 
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depths, i.e. 0.2mm, 0.25 mm, and 0.3mm were carried out, and the values of force and hardness 
distribution were taken into account to compare with the analytical model and understand the effect 
of factors on the hardening mechanism. During the experiments, spindle speed and feed rate were 
kept constant at 500 RPM and 200 mm/min, respectively. It needs to be pointed out that each 
experiment has been repeated three times, and the average values of performance measures (i.e., 
force and hardness) were reported in the paper. 
Results and Discussion  
In order to confirm the analytical model, the results of burnishing forces which were derived from 
the developed model was compared with those experimentally measured values. Fig. 3 
demonstrates the comparison of measured and predicted values of burnishing axial force for the 
experimental data presented in Table 6. It is seen from the figure that there are good agreements 
between the measured and predicted values of burnishing force. According to the quantified 
results, the prediction errors vary between 5.2% and 8.7%. It can also be seen that the trend of 
variation of the main force with respect to process factors for those data calculated by the analytical 
model is well consistent with the experimental value. It is seen that, as a result of higher values of 
burnishing depth, the burnishing force increases. The higher value of burnishing depth increases 
the engagement radius and results in greater force. 

Influence of burnishing depth on microhardness and influential parameters have been shown in 
Fig. 4. According to the figure, it is seen that for all three samples, there is close agreement between 
the measured and predicted values of microhardness. The error values are in the range of 14.3% 
to 21.5%, which seems acceptable based on the previous works carried out by different researchers 
[15]. Moreovr, it is clear in the figure that the microhardness hardness significantly increases by 
increasing the burnishing depth. This trend can be observed in both experimental results and 
modeled values. Therefore, the developed analytical model is accurate enough and can be utilized 
to find the influence of process factors on the microhardness. 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison between measured and predicted values of burnishing force. 

 
As a result of increasing the burnishing depth, the burnishing axial force increases 

correspondingly (Fig. 3), which results in further values of plastic strain as shown in Fig. 5a. The 
greater value of plastic strain corresponds to a higher plastic strain rate under constant values of 
spindle speed and feed velocity, as shown in Fig. 5b. As result of further values of plastic strain 
and strain rate, the twinning volume fraction and ferrite volume fraction increase consequently as 
shown in Fig. 6a and 6b. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between measured and predicted values of microhardness. 

 
In order to check the results derived from the analytical model, scanning electron microscopic 

images of the surface and subsurface of the samples processed by burnishing at depths of 0.2 mm 
and 0.3 mm were captured and presented in Fig. 7. According to the figure, it is seen for the sample 
processed by 0.2mm burnishing depth, amount of twinning and ferrite contents which distributed 
in subsurface layers (as shown in Fig. 7a) are less than those of sample processed by burnishing 
depth of 0.3mm (as shown in Fig. 7b). It is seen that for the sample that was processed by further 
burnishing depth, the twinning, re-twinning, and ferrite content have been distributed up to the 
entire cross section of the sample that yields hardness development. It is also seen in Fig. 7a that 
in the deeper surface layer, the twinning induced hardening and austenite-ferrite phase change 
exist up to a certain depth, which can be considered a validation of the analytic model. This trend 
was predicted by the analytical model, where the twinning volume fraction is distributed at further 
depth (Fig. 6a), while the ferrite volume fraction is only available at a limited depth from the 
surface of the sample (Fig. 6b). 
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Fig. 5. Effect of burnishing depth on (a) strain and (b) strain rate.  

 
 
Summary  
The obtained results can be summarized as follows:  
• There are close agreements between the measured and predicted values of burnishing force 

where the prediction error in worst case was around 9.1%. Moreover, microhardness 
distributions modeled by analytical approach were compatible with experiemental values where 
the maximum prediction error was 21.3%. Also, the trend of variations of hardness and 
burnishing force which were modeled by analytical approach were consistent well with 
experiemtnal findings. 

• It was found that thanks to contributions of different hardening mechanisms, the micorhardness 
of the samples can be improved up to 200%. Among the different hardening mechanisms, 
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twinning-induced plasticity followed by phase change have the gretest effect on hardness 
development.  

• It was found from the results that the phase change-induced hardening is only available in the 
layers very close to the surface e.g. 50μm in the best case; however, the twining volume fraction 
exists in much deeper surface layers.  
 

 

 
Fig. 6. Effect of burnishing depth on (a) twinning volume fraction and (b) ferrite volume fraction.  
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Fig. 7. SEM image of cross section of near surface layers processed by different burnishing 

depth (a) 0.2mm (b) 0.3 mm (Spindle speed=500 RPM and feed velocity=200mm/min). 
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Abstract. Additive manufacturing (AM) of cutting materials such as high-speed steel (HSS) is 
very challenging. So far, the impact of the layer-by-layer manufacturing technique onto the AM 
tool performance during machining is widely unknown. In this study, the performance 
characteristics of AM grooving inserts manufactured from HS6-5-3-8 (ASP 2030) in AM Laser 
Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) process were investigated in fundamental cutting experiments. Six 
different workpiece materials were analyzed and two different parameter sets for the LPBF process 
investigated. All AM grooving inserts withstood the thermal and mechanical stresses during 
machining of the investigated materials. Based on these results, AM threading tools manufactured 
from HS6-5-3-8 will be investigated in a next step, using the geometrical freedom of the AM 
process for an adapted channel and outlet nozzle design of the internal cutting fluid supply. 
Introduction 
Additively manufactured (AM) cutting tools enable new design concepts in tool development 
including benefits such as lightweight construction [1], damping behavior [2] and internal cutting 
fluid supply [3]. So far, mainly basic bodies of indexable cutting tools were additively 
manufactured from steel materials, with conventional cutting inserts mounted. AM tools such as 
drills, grooving toolholders or indexable milling tools can be already found in industrial 
applications [4-6]. AM processing of cutting materials is rather rare due to the high requirements 
to geometrical accuracy, defect-free production and the high demands for the material regarding 
thermal and mechanical resistance in use. Even though some studies dealing with the processing 
of cutting materials in different AM techniques exist, only very few works investigating the 
performance behavior of AM processed cutting tools during machining are known. Examples for 
AM cutting materials can be found in processing of tungsten-carbide in Binder Jetting [7], slurry-
based three-dimensional printing (3DP) technology [8] as well as in Laser Powder Bed Fusion 
(LPBF) [9], processing of ceramics in Lithography-based Ceramic-Manufacturing (LCM) [10] or 
LPBF processing of HSS [11]. 

High-speed steel (HSS) still is a very relevant cutting material. Due to its favorable 
characteristics of high ductility and bending strength, HSS is widely used for drilling and threading 
tools but also in broaching of difficult-to-cut high-temperature resistant materials, fine blanking 
tools and high-performance bearings. [12] 

LPBF (also known as SLM or DMLS) is the most commonly used AM technique [13]. Due to 
LPBF machine concepts with preheated base plate, processing of HSS materials became possible 
during the last years. Thus, even in hard-to-weld materials with high carbon content, such as HSS, 
crack formation can be prevented. Kempen et al. [14] manufactured AISI M2 HSS with a relative 
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density of 99.8 % and a hardness of 57 HRC. Zumofen et al. [15] used higher preheating 
temperatures to further reduce residual stresses in processing of AISI M2 HSS. Saewe et al. [11] 
processed defect-free AISI M50 HSS with a relative density up to 99.5 % and a hardness of up to 
65 HRC for the application in roller bearings.  

So far, no studies regarding the performance behavior of LPBF-processed HSS cutting 
materials in machining experiments are known. In this work, as-built grooving inserts 
manufactured from HS6-5-3-8 (ASP 2030) were investigated in orthogonal cutting experiments. 
Main evaluation criteria were cutting force components, tool wear and chip form. Thus, the 
potential of the AM HSS for an application in geometrical adapted AM threading tools with 
individualized cutting fluid supply should be assessed. 
Tool Characteristics 
In a first step, grooving insert test specimens were additively manufactured by LPBF from HS6-
5-3-8 on a modified machine Aconity Midi at Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology (ILT). 
The cutting edges had a slight allowance for the downstream grinding process. Two different LPBF 
parameter settings were applied with focus on high density (Standard, relative density of 99.96 %) 
and high productivity (Productive, relative density of 99.87 %), see Fig. 1. As the inserts with a 
total height of 26 mm were built vertically, a slight increase of hardness between +3.2 % to +4.9 % 
could be detected between edge 1 close to the build plate and edge 2 in distance to the build plate. 
The hardness of the specimens built with the parameter setting Standard was around 24 % higher 
than for the parameter setting Productive. This can be explained by the longer exposure time of 
the laser per area and the resulting differences in heat generation and dissipation. As no heat-
treatment was carried out, this difference in mechanical properties had to be considered for the 
machining experiments. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Micro hardness measurement in dependency of build height and LPBF process 

parameters. 
 

Both cutting edges of all inserts were then uniformly grinded by the company Meyer + Dörner 
Räumwerkzeuge GmbH. The cutting edges were measured on an optical microscope Algona 
Mikro CAD (cutting edge radius rβ) and a tactile contour measurement device MarSurf PCV (rake 
angle γ and clearance angle α). The mean values are given in Fig. 2, a. The tools were uncoated. 

 

Edge 1

Edge 2Standard: 817 HV
Productive: 686 HV

Standard: 792 HV
Productive: 654 HV

Standard: +3.2 %
Productive: +4.9 % Build plate

LPBF parameter settings

Standard Productive
Laser power PL / W 250 300
Scan speed vs / mm/s 940 1340

Hatch distance Δy / µm 80 100
Layer thickness Ds / µm 30

Preheating T / °C 350

Build direction

Measurement points
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Fig. 2. Measured tool geometry over all investigated cutting edges (a)  

and experimental setup (b). 
Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup inside an external vertical broaching machine Forst RASX 2200x800x600 
M / CNC is shown in Fig. 2, b. The tool holder was mounted on a dynamometer Kistler Z21289 
on the machine table. The workpiece was clamped into the broaching stroke. The chip formation 
was captured with a high-speed camera Vision Research Phantom v7.3. In order to evaluate the 
performance behavior of the AM tools, chip formation, chip shape, cutting force and tool wear 
were investigated. Six different workpiece materials were analyzed with different cutting speed vc 
and undeformed chip thickness h each. The cutting parameters are given in Table 1. The applied 
materials were two steel alloys (X5CrNiMo17-12-2 (1.4401) and 42CrMo4+QT), one copper alloy 
(CuZn21Si3P (Ecobrass)), one cast iron (GJL 250) as well as two difficult-to-cut materials 
(Ti6Al4V (β-annealed) and Inconel 718).  

 
Table 1. Cutting parameters for all investigated workpiece materials. 

 
 
For the evaluation of the force signal, cutting force Fc and cutting normal force FcN (respective 

thrust force) were averaged within the range from 30 % to 70 % of the total signal of one cut (see 
Fig. 3). Each insert was only used for nine consecutive cuts within one workpiece material. Tool 
wear was analyzed by optical light microscopy and optical 3D measurement Alicona FocusG5. 

α

γ

2 mm

rβ

mean: standard
dev.: 

Clearance angle α 4.87° 0.05°
Rake angle γ 8.07° 0.06°
Cutting edge radius rβ 11.90 µm 2.58 µm

Tool 
geometry

Workpiece

High-speed
camera

Tool

vc

Dynamometer

3

90

40

vc

(b)(a)

Workpiece material vc [m/min] h [mm]
42CrMo4+QT 30 0.15

X5CrNiMo17-12-2 (1.4401) 30 0.15
CuZn21Si3P 60 0.2

GJL 250 60 0.2
Ti6Al4V 15 0.1

Inconel 718 5 0.05
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of force signal. 

Results and Discussion 
In the following section, different comparisons are made in order to evaluate influencing factors 
onto the tool performance within the scope of the experiments. Not all inserts were tested in each 
combination of edge number, LPBF parameter setting and workpiece material. A comparison 
between different materials is not useful as every material was machined with individual cutting 
parameters. The focus of the analysis was on the comparison between built height and LPBF 
parameter settings as well as on information regarding the performance behavior of the AM inserts 
in use with a wide range of different workpiece materials.   

In Fig. 4 the influence of the build height (edge 1 and 2) onto the force development is shown 
for cutting of 42CrMo4 and Inconel 718 with inserts “Standard”. A significant change of the force 
amplitudes between cut no. 1 and no. 2 to 9 was observed for all experiments. This can be traced 
back to inaccuracies in the positioning of the machine table and thus the cutting edge relative to 
the workpiece surface for the first cut, leading to a slightly deviating undeformed chip thickness. 
For all following analyses, the mean value of cut 2 to 9 is taken into account. The growing mean 
forces Fc and FcN can be explained by a changing cutting edge microgeometry and blunting of the 
cutting edge. For 42CrMo4, no significant change in the mean forces could be detected, whereas 
for hard-to-cut Inconel 718 the mean cutting force Fc was around 7 % lower for edge 2. The higher 
hardness in bigger distances to the build plate (see Fig. 1, edge 2) seems to increase the edges 
resistance to blunting. For the application in threading tools, which are also build up in vertical 
direction, the functional part should thus be positioned on the top relative to the build plate. As the 
force difference for Inconel 718 could be in the deviation range, further tests with a higher number 
of inserts should be conducted in the future.  
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Fig. 4. Influence of build height onto force development (LPBF: Standard). 

 
The LPBF parameter settings Standard and Productive did not influence the development and 

amplitude of the force signals for cutting of 42CrMo4 (Fig. 5). For cutting of Inconel 718, Fc and 
FcN did grow along the number of cuts, with Fc being 11 % and FcN 21 % higher for the insert 
produced with the productive LPBF parameters. The lower hardness of the productive parameters 
(see Fig. 1) led to a faster wear progression of the cutting edge in the hard-to-cut material even 
though forces for the standard parameters were comparable (FcN) or lower (Fc). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Influence of LPBF parameter setting onto force development  

(1.4401: edge 1, 42CrMo4: edge 1, Inconel 718: edge 2). 
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A visual influence of the LPBF parameter setting and the build height on tool wear and cutting 
force progression for machining of 42CrMo4 could not be detected neither in the records of flank 
and rake face nor in the 3D scans, Fig. 6. A thermal influence, similar in size and shape and visible 
as an annealed rake face and flank face surface, was detected for all four inserts. The high thermal 
load can be explained by the high tensile strength of the quenched and tempered workpiece 
material. Chipping occurred on several inserts due to the high mechanical load and abrasive wear 
caused by the martensitic microstructure. The rising force amplitudes along the feed travel path lf, 
which occurred during every cut, could not be explained by growing tool wear. The mean forces 
Fc and FcN remained nearly constant along the number of cuts, see Fig. 4. A possible explanation 
might be the rising contact area between chip and rake face as visible in the high-speed video 
recording in Fig. 7 (42CrMo4+QT). Due to the rising chip up-curl radius, the contact length is 
constantly increasing, leading to more friction-induced force in and perpendicular to the direction 
of cut.  

 

  
Fig. 6. Tool wear and force signal after nine consecutive cuts in 42CrMo4+QT. 

 
Fig. 7 shows the chip formation captured by the high-speed camera as well as the resulting chip 

forms. 42CrMo4 exhibited a mainly continuous chip. In the first section of the chip, annealing 
colors were visible, indicating a high temperature evolution during cutting of the material. For 
1.4401, mainly segmented chip formation occurred with material adhesions on the backside of the 
chip. CuZn21Si3P offered short, discontinuous chips due to the chipbreaking characteristics of the 
alloy elements. Cast iron GJL 250 with its brittle characteristics of the pearlite lamellae led to very 
short, dusty chips, whereas for Ti6Al4V a discontinuous lamellar chip formation was observed. 
Inconel 718 caused a thin, segmented chip with very regular chip up-curl radius.  
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Fig. 7. Chip formation and chip form for all investigated materials (cut no. 3, LPBF: Standard). 
 

As visible in Fig. 8, the forces Fc and FcN did only grow significantly for hard-to-cut materials 
Inconel 718 and Ti6Al4V along the number of cuts. The cutting inserts seemed to withstand the 
mechanical load applied during the tool-workpiece-contact for all steel, cast and copper alloys. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Force growth along all number of cuts (LPBF: Standard). 

 
The tool wear and force progression for all other materials is presented in Fig. 9. Adhering 

material could be detected on the rake face for cutting of 1.4401. The thermal load led to 
discolorations especially on the flank face for cutting of 1.4401 and Ti6Al4V caused by the low 
thermal conductivity of the materials. A relatively high flank wear was visible for Ti6Al4V and 
Inconel 718 due to high abrasive wear. The insert used for cutting of CuZn21Si3P appeared nearly 
unused after nine cuts, whereas strong material adhesions became visible on the flank and rake 
face for GJL 250. The continuous or discontinuous chip forms correlated with the force signal in 
terms of fluctuation. Especially for cutting of CuZn21Si3P and GJL 250, a high signal noise 
appeared in the force measurement, whereas for Inconel 718 nearly no fluctuations were detected.  
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Fig. 9. Tool wear and force signal after nine consecutive cuts for different workpiece materials 

(LPBF: Standard). 
Summary 
All as-built, uncoated AM grooving inserts withstood the thermal and mechanical load during 
machining of the investigated materials within the scope of the experiments. The following 
findings were made: 
• The hardness of the as-built test specimens varied along the distance to the build plate as well 

as between the two LPBF parameter settings with reduced hardness for small distances and 
productive LPBF parameters. 

• The differences in the material properties of the cutting edge were negligible for machining 
of the steel alloys 42CrMo4+QT and 1.4401. An influence of the LPBF parameters and build 
height could be detected only during machining of Inconel 718 with a rising cutting force and 
cutting normal force over various cuts. The more productive LPBF parameter setting and a 
small distance to the build plate led to higher forces and faster tool wear development, 
respective faster tool wear rate of the cutting edge. 

• For hard-to-cut materials Inconel 718 and Ti6Al4V, the cutting force rose over various cuts. 
Chipping phenomena appeared for cutting of Ti6Al4V, whereas high thermal loads resulting 
in discoloration on the tool flank and rake face, as well as on the chip surface occurred for 
cutting of 42CrMo4+QT. Adhesion phenomena on the rake face could be detected for alloyed 
steel 1.4401. 

The findings show the capabilities of AM tools made from HS6-5-3-8 even in hard-to-cut 
materials. As only a limited amount of cuts was performed, tool wear development and thus tool 
life should be closer analyzed in future investigations, taking into account long-term phenomena. 
Based on these results, the use of coatings for the AM processed HSS substrate appears reasonable. 
Thus, thermal influences and material adhesion can be reduced. In future works, the influence of 
a heat treatment on microstructure and mechanical properties of the AM HSS will be analyzed and 
compared to conventionally manufactured HSS. In a next step, AM threading tools manufactured 
from HS6-5-3-8 will be investigated, using the geometrical freedom for an adapted channel and 
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outlet nozzle design of the internal cutting fluid supply, extending tool life and reducing scrap 
parts. Another possible application for additively processed HSS can be the manufacturing or 
repairing of AM broaching tools. 
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Abstract. The combination of the pellet additive manufacturing (PAM) process and green ceramic 
machining within the same hybrid machine is a very promising route to obtain green ceramic parts 
with complex shapes, smooth surface topography and tight tolerances. However, there is still a 
lack of data due to the novelty of this manufacturing route. This article studies the possible 
influence of the build and in-plane directions on the cutting forces and surface topography during 
the milling of Y-TZP green ceramic parts obtained by the PAM process. The RMS cutting forces, 
arithmetic and total roughness (Ra and Rt, respectively) were measured. The in-plane direction 
(aligned with one of the horizontal part edges) did not have a significant influence neither on the 
cutting forces nor on the surface topography. Conversely, the build direction has a significant 
effect on the cutting forces recorded. The layers deposited the furthest from the build platform 
required 57.5% less force to be milled than those in contact with it. The surface topography was 
not significantly modified across the build direction, all values of Ra were within the 0.8 µm Ra 
class while all Rt values were < 5 µm. 
Introduction 
Context. Advanced ceramic materials (such as zirconia) are essential for a large set of sectors 
thanks to their properties (very high melting point and hardness, chemical inertness, etc.) [1,2]. 
However, the conventional manufacturing routes for ceramics are limited to relatively simple 
designs and require finishing operations (machining, polishing, grinding or lapping) which can 
represent up to 80% of the total manufacturing costs [2]. Indeed, these operations are usually 
performed on the fully sintered part which has the final properties of the material.  

On the one hand, green ceramic machining has demonstrated its potential to ease the finishing 
of the part while reducing the costs and risk to generate macro defects as cracks [3,4]. On the other 
hand, additive manufacturing (AM) processes open new possibilities to generate near net shape 
parts with complex design while enabling the production of small or unique part in an economical 
way [5,6].  

Material extrusion process, one of the seven AM processes defined in ISO 52900 standard, is 
feeding great hopes in a ten year horizon [7]. Indeed, it allows the generation of parts made of 
metal or ceramics at low cost [8]. Moreover, its variant relying on pellets and screw extrusion, 
Pellet Additive Manufacturing (PAM) can be fed with feedstock developed for the Ceramic 
Injection Molding (CIM) or Metal Injection Molding (MIM) industry to shape green parts with 
complex design. Though, the surfaces generated by the PAM process still suffer from the staircase 
effect and exhibits high arithmetic roughness (Ra ranging from 9 µm to 40 µm) impacting their 
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fatigue resistance and tribological properties [9-11]. Finishing these parts is then required before 
foreseeing their usage for demanding applications such as contact (requiring Ra < 1.6 µm, e.g.). 
Nonetheless, even if green ceramic machining can be very attractive thanks to its advantages, it is 
still limited to simple designs. Lattice, internal surfaces and channels, which can be required in the 
freeform designs of biomedical implants, are then impossible to finish by machining operations 
[4,12].  

The combination of the green ceramic machining and PAM process inside the same hybrid 
machine can overcome the disadvantages of both processes [4,13]. Indeed, the subtractive and 
additive processes can be successively executed so that the milling tool can reach the surfaces to 
machine when they are still accessible, while the PAM process can ensure an enhanced freedom 
of design. Hybrid machines are already commercialized, but they are all relying on AM processes 
which directly produce a fully dense part as Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) or Direct Energy 
Deposition (DED) [4,13]. As a result, the machining is carried out in fully dense state and leads to 
higher cutting stresses, wear of the tool and lower material removal rates, making this technology 
expensive. Developing a machine able to obtain green parts and to machine them at the green state 
is then an elegant solution to reduce costs, while ensuring new design possibilities for difficult 
materials such as ceramics. However, except for highly used alloys (Ti6Al4V, e.g.), only few data 
are available for the machining of additively manufactured materials [12].  
Goal and motivation of the study. This study aims to determine if the build or in-plane directions 
within a zirconia green part obtained by the PAM process can have a non-negligible influence on 
the cutting forces and surface topography generated during finishing operation performed with 
milling. 
Material and Method 
Part geometry and printing. The geometry of the part consists of a cube (side of 20 mm) on top of 
a cylinder (diameter of 15 mm and height of 15 mm). Both are linked using a 3 mm fillet radius. 
The milling operations are performed on the cube while the cylinder surface is used for the part 
fixture. Fig. 1 gives the geometry of the part as well as the reference frame (located at one of the 
part top corners) which was used for the experiments and the build direction selected for the part 
printing. The X and Y axes are aligned with two horizontal edges of the cube, while the Z axis is 
aligned with a vertical edge (Z axis is the inverse of the build direction as shown in Fig. 1). 

 

  
Fig. 1. Part geometry and reference frame.  
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The part was printed using a Pollen AM Series MC PAM printer by setting the build direction 
across the part Z axis (see Fig. 1). K2015 pellets from Inmatec were used as feedstock. They are 
composed of 15wt% polyamide and 85wt% zirconium oxide. The cube is first printed, followed 
by the cylinder to avoid the need of support structure. The nozzle diameter and layer thickness 
selected were of 1 mm and 0.35 mm, respectively. These parameters allowed to have a printing 
time of 25 minutes for the part. 
Part machining. A three-jaw chuck was used to clamp the part and the milling operations were 
conducted with a Stäubli TX200 fitted with a Teknomotor ATC71 electrospindle (maximal power 
and speed of 7.8 kW and 24000 rpm, respectively). The milling tool used for the operation is 
supplied by Hoffmann (reference 209425-6, 6 mm diameter, 3 teeth, maximal depth of cut of 
19 mm). The cutting conditions were chosen to comply with finishing operations of AM parts. As 
a result, the axial depth of cut (ap) was set at 3 mm while the radial depth of cut (ae) chosen was 
0.5 mm. According to a preliminary study, the cutting speed and feed rate were of 339 m/min and 
1458 mm/min, respectively. 

As depicted in Fig. 2, the part was divided into six zones (each of 3 mm thick) across the build 
direction (Z axis) and six other zones (each of 3 mm wide) across its in-plane direction (Y axis). 
Each zone of the in-plane direction corresponds to six different passes. All passes were machined 
along the part X axis. In total, 216 passes were performed totalizing about 3 minutes of cut within 
the material. 

 

  
Fig. 2. Zones considered for the milling operations. 

 
Cutting forces and surface topography evaluation. The cutting forces were recorded using a Kistler 
9256C2 force sensor coupled with a Kistler charge amplifier 5070A. The DynoWare software 
executed on a computer as well as a Kistler 5697A2 data acquisition system sampling data at 5 kHz 
complete the acquisition chain. The reference frame of the cutting sensor is not the same as the 
frame of the part. Consequently, the total value (Eq. 1) of the X, Y and Z cutting forces components 
was considered. Fig. 3 gives an example of the total cutting forces signal for three passes of the 
tests. Finally, the RMS value of the total cutting forces was computed for each pass to have a value 
representing each pass. These RMS values were then averaged over the six passes contained in 
each defined zone. 

𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  =  �1
3

 ∙  (𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥2  + 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦2  +  𝐹𝐹𝑧𝑧2)   (1) 
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Fig. 3. Example of total cutting forces signal for three passes of the tests. 

 
The surface topography was analyzed qualitatively using a Dino-Lite digital microscope 

AM7013MZT with DinoCapture software (monitoring of the generation of material pull-out and 
the existence of porosities inside the parts) and quantitatively with a Diavite DH6 roughness 
measuring instrument (measurements of Ra and Rt). The evaluation and cut-off lengths (4.8 mm 
and 0.8 mm, respectively) were selected according to the ISO 4288 standard. The surface 
topography was evaluated every three passes on the vertical surface generated by side-milling and 
following the X axis direction.  
Results and Discussion 
Cutting forces analysis. The cutting forces across the Y and Z zones of the part are depicted in Fig. 
4 and 5, respectively. Each graph is given with error bars corresponding to ± σ.  

As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the RMS total cutting forces remain stable across the different Y 
zones with an average of 3.97 N. However, the relative standard deviation ranges between about 
29.7% and 38.5%, which is very high. Every bar on the graph represents a total of 6 different tests 
of 6 passes at different Z heights for a given Y zone. Consequently, the build direction (Z axis) has 
a non-negligible effect on the cutting forces because of the large standard deviations recorded 
between the measurement of a given Y zone. Conversely, the in-plane direction (Y axis) does not 
influence the results since the mean value across the different Y zones is nearly constant. 

 
Fig. 4. RMS total cutting forces across the Y zones. 
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The same conclusions can be retrieved from Fig. 5. Indeed, the graph shows a global decreasing 
trend across the different Z zones. The maximal value is 6.35 N while the minimal value stands at 
2.70 N. The cutting forces in the Z6 zone are 57.5% lower than in the Z1 zone.  

This confirms the influence of the build direction (Z axis) on the cutting forces. Moreover, it 
shows that the zones of the part in contact with the build platform of the printer need more force 
to be cut than those further away. Indeed, Z1 zone corresponds to the first layers deposited on the 
build platform while Z6 zone is related to the layers near the cylindric part. This difference of 
cutting forces may originate from the different thermal history applied to the layers in contact with 
the build platform in comparison with the higher layers. The deposited layers can then exhibit 
different properties in terms of mechanical properties (micro-hardness, for example). At the 
knowledge of the authors, no study in literature mentioned this influence for green ceramics parts 
obtained neither by the PAM process, nor by other AM processes. 

Conversely, the average relative standard deviation is stable through all Z zones with values 
between 9.5% and 13.6%. This confirms that in-plane direction (Y axis) does not influence much 
the cutting forces. This decreasing tendency is not asymptotical and, since the Z6 zone is near the 
cylindric part of the part, this change of section and geometry may have an influence on the 
required cutting forces because of stresses distribution.  

 
Fig. 5. RMS total cutting across the Z zones. 

 
Surface topography quantitative analysis. Fig. 6 and 7 show the arithmetic roughness evolution 
across the Y and Z zones of the part. Each graph was given ± σ error bars as well as two red 
horizontal bars showing the boundaries of the 0.8 µm Ra class, to which the results belong. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the Ra results across the Y zones were all within the 0.8 µm Ra class. The 
values ranged from 0.45 µm to 0.49 µm with a relative standard deviation between 8.5% and 
13.4%. Each bar represents the average Ra measured for 6 different tests of 6 passes realized at 
six different Z positions. Consequently, it shows that neither the in-plane direction (Y axis), nor 
the build direction (Z axis) significantly influence the arithmetic roughness results.  
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Fig. 6. Arithmetic roughness evolution across the Y zones. 
 

This is also confirmed in Fig. 7 with Ra results across the Z zones between 0.45 µm and 0.49 µm 
and a relative standard deviation representing from 6.3% to 15.0% of the mean value. This 
confirms the non-influence of the in-plane and build directions on the arithmetic roughness results. 
Both graphs also demonstrate the adequacy of cutting parameters to generate a smooth surface 
topography. Indeed, every pass generates a Ra lower than 1.6 µm with results in the 0.8 µm Ra 
class. The relatively low standard deviation shows that results are repeatable. 

 
Fig. 7. Arithmetic roughness evolution across the Z zones. 

 
Fig. 8 and 9 give the total roughness measurements obtained across the Y and Z part zones, 

respectively. Again, each bar of the graph was given a ± σ error bar. 
As depicted in Fig. 8, the Rt results across the Y zones were between 2.76 µm and 3.54 µm. 

The relative standard deviation ranged between 8.6% and 16.6%, except for the Y4 zone where it 
reached 22.6%. The Y4 zone corresponds to the center of the part and exhibited higher results of 
Rt compared to the other zones (about 20% higher on average). Some porosities were detected at 
the center of the part and may influence slightly the Rt measurements.  
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Fig. 8. Total roughness evolution across the Y zones. 

 
 By following the build direction (Z axis), the Rt results were between 2.88 µm and 3.30 µm 
while the relative standard deviation ranged from 7.8% to 19% (see Fig. 9). Even if the mean value 
varies, all the results are of the same order of magnitude (< 5 µm). Consequently, neither the in-
plane nor the build direction (Y axis and Z axis, respectively) influence the total roughness. 

  
Fig. 9. Total roughness evolution across the Z zones. 

 
Surface topography qualitative analysis. Fig. 10 shows the typical surface topography generated 
by the milling operation (bottom) compared to the as-built part (top). The bottom part of the picture 
corresponds to the zones Y1 and Z4. The surface topography obtained after milling is shiny and 
very smooth.  
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Fig. 10. As-built surface (top) and milled surface of zones Y1 and Z4 (bottom). 

 
Summary 
Conclusion. The main findings of this study are: 

- The build direction of the part (Z axis) has a significant influence on the cutting forces 
required to carry out the milling operations. The nearest from the build platform, the higher 
the cutting forces. When the milling is performed further from the build platform, the 
cutting forces decrease (up to 57.5% in this study). The experiments do not allow to foresee 
if this decreasing tendency is asymptotical. The geometry change occurring in Z6 zone 
(last cubic zone before the transition to the cylindric part) may have an influence on the 
cutting forces. The in-plane direction (Y axis) does not have a significant influence on the 
cutting forces.  

- From a qualitative point of view, the surface topography generated by the milling 
operations is smooth and light reflective.  

- The arithmetic and total roughness are neither influenced by the build direction (Z axis), 
nor by the in-plane direction (Y axis) across the part. Indeed, all Ra results belonged to the 
0.8 µm Ra class with a maximal relative standard deviation of 15%. So do the Rt results 
with all values in the same order of magnitude (< 5 µm) with a maximal standard deviation 
of 22.6%. The center of the part (Y4 zone) exhibited 20% higher Rt results than in the other 
zones. This may originate from the existence of porosities inside the part.  

 
Perspectives. These are the main perspectives of the work: 
- The cutting forces decreasing tendency across the build direction when moving away from 

the build platform can be further studied. The use of a different part designs with only one 
geometrical shape (a cube with higher dimensions, e.g.) will allow to determine if the 
cutting forces reach a plateau after a dedicated number of layers deposited. Moreover, 
micro hardness measurements as well as thermal monitoring can help understanding what 
physically causes this tendency. 

- The influence of the transition between geometrical features (the cube and the cylinder of 
the part design presented) on the cutting forces can be further investigated by using a 
different part design. 
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Abstract. In the last period, the demand of prostheses has massively increased. To guarantee their 
reliability, properties of durability, biocompatibility, and osseointegration results to be mandatory. 
Possessing these attributes, Ti-6Al-4V alloy represents the most employed material for implants 
realization, and because of its microstructure, it can be manufactured by different processing 
methods, i.e., machining, and additive manufacturing. Considering the necessity of patient-tailored 
implants, and the capability of additive manufacturing to produce single batch, and complex 
shapes, at relatively low cost and short time, this latter represents a rewarding process. Compared 
to biocompatibility, that is mainly function of material chemistry, durability and osteointegration 
concern mostly surface roughness that affects cells growth at bone-prosthesis interface. After 
additive manufacturing process and prior to be inserted in the human body, a prosthetic implant is 
finished by machining operations, hence, the attainment of an appropriate resulting surface 
roughness is crucial for obtaining a successful implant. Thus, roughness forecasting capability, as 
a function of the employed finishing process, permits its optimization, avoiding expensive scraps. 
For this reason, this paper deals with the development of predictive models of surface roughness 
when micro-milling Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens. 
Introduction 
Considering the substitution predictions of actually world-widespread prosthetic implants, such as 
orthopaedical and dental ones, that are estimated around 3 billion by 2030, they are requested to 
endure in the human body for a long period [1,2]. For guaranteeing this permanence, implants’ 
materials must own intense resistance to corrosion in body fluids, high strength, wear and fatigue 
resistance, together with low density and elastic modulus [3]. Amongst metallic biocompatible 
materials answering to these requirements, Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy is the most employed for 
bone and dental replacements [4]. This is related to its characteristics of bio-inertness [5], 
passivation by titanium dioxide (TiO2) layer formation [6], for avoiding inflammatory reactions, 
appropriate weight distribution in the human body by high strength-weight ratio [7], 
paramagnetism, limited stress yielding phenomena [3], osseointegration enhancement due to 
cementless joints creation [7], and high fatigue strength, mandatory in the normal body-cyclic load 
conditions [3]. Ti-6Al-4V microstructure is characterized by the coexistence of α-phase with a 
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) lattice and β-phase having a body-centered cubic (bcc) one, 
providing good ductility and making it processable by different technologies, such as forming and 
additive manufacturing (AM) [8]. Considering its capabilities in complex shapes realization and 
porosity ratios control [9], AM of titanium alloys, in particular Electron Beam Melting (EBM) 
methodology [10], is largely employed in biomedical field, permitting the production of optimized 
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and patience-tailored implants at reasonably costs [11]. AM is identified as a net-shape process, 
but often a milling or micro-milling operation is required for cleaning external surface defects such 
as lack of fusion and not-melted particles [12,13]. These processes must ensure a suitable surface 
roughness of the implant for facilitating osseointegration [14]. Contingently from the implant 
typology, roughness needs are different, and can range from values smaller than a micron up to 
few microns of the parameters Sa [15]. Sa parameter is usually considered instead of the Ra one 
since less influenced by scratches and measurement noise [16]. Beyond roughness, there are other 
functional parameters, such as fatigue, wear, and corrosion resistance, to be taken into account for 
guaranteeing implant permanence inside human body [17]. Table 1 shows these latter and their 
trend as a function of the implant type. 

 
Table 1. Functional parameters qualitative values for implant permanence enhancement. 

  Implant type 

Parameters 
 Dental 

implants 
Bone plates 
and screws 

Ball 
joints 

Surface roughness  ↑ ↔ ↓ 
Mechanical and fatigue resistance  ↓ ↔ ↑ 
Wear resistance  ↓ ↑ ↑ 
Pitting corrosion resistance  ↑ ↓ ↓ 
Fretting resistance  ↓ ↔ ↑ 
Crevice corrosion resistance  ↓ ↑ ↓ 

Table legend: ↑ = high values; ↔ = medium values; ↓ = low values 
 
Pondering all these aspects, the analysis of micro-milling resulting surface roughness is 

essential to evaluate the capability of this process for promoting osteointegration. This study 
analyses the achievable roughness in micro-milling of Ti-6Al-4V EBM AM-ed specimens, with 
different cutting parameters. An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Sa experimental results 
individuated the most affecting parameters, and mathematical models for Sa calculation were 
derived. Once validated by further micro-milling tests, these latter can be employed as predictive 
tools for Sa estimation starting from a set of known process parameters, or to optimize them as a 
function of the desired Sa values. 
Materials and Methods 
The analyzed results were attained form an experimental campaign of micro-milling of differently 
manufactured Ti-6Al-4V specimens. Two groups of cubic samples with a dimension of 10x10x10 
mm³ were processed: the first one extracted from 20 mm diameter bars resulting from rolling 
process, and the second one produced by EBM process, named As-received and EBM respectively. 
EBM specimens were fabricated with an EBM SYSTEM MODEL A2 machine (ARCAM, 
Designvägen 2 SE-435 33 Mölnlycke Sweden) in vacuum conditions, from ARCAM Ti-6Al-4V 
powders. Chemical composition, density, and particle size of these latter are reported in Table 2, 
where the particle size has been assessed as a function of its distribution for different percentiles 
(d10, d50, and d90), as indicated by ASTM B214-16 standard. Printing parameters were beam 
power 1250 W with a focus of 80 µm, printing speed 4530 mm/s, hatch spacing 100 µm, slice 
thickness 50 µm, and alternating the deposition angle amongst layers 90°. After their realization, 
the specimens were sonically cleaned in an acetone-isopropanol solution [18]. 

Cutting operations were performed on a five axis Nano Precision Machining Center KERN 
Pyramid Nano (Kern Micro Technik, Olympiastr. 2, D-82418 Murnau-Westried Germany) having 
a Heidenhain iTCN 530 numeric control. Each specimen was previously roughed by face milling 
it with a three flutes flat bottom mill (nominal diameter of 3 mm) at a depth of cut of 100 µm, a 
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cutting speed of 100 m/min, and a feed of 7.5 µm/tooth/rev for reaching a planar surface. Then, 
micro-milling of micro-channels along the whole length in the central part of the samples, by a 
two-flutes micro-mill, RIME HM79/05, was accomplished. The tool had a diameter of 0.5 mm, an 
edge radius of 5 µm, a helix angle of 30°, and the material was tungsten carbide (WC) coated with 
titanium aluminum nitride (TiAlN). 

 
Table 2. Dimensional and chemical properties of Ti-6Al-4V powders. 

Percentile of particle size distribution1 Particle size [µm] 
d10 50 
d50 68 
d90 98 
Powder apparent density [g/cm³] 2.57 
Chemical composition [%wt]  
Al 6.42 
V 3.88 
O 0.13 
Fe 0.18 
Ti Balance 
1 ASTM B214-16 Standard Test Method for Sieve Analysis of Metal Powders 

 
Micro-channels were realized maintaining a constant axial depth of cut ap equal to 0.03 mm 

and changing cutting speed VC and feed fZ in a range of 30-50 m/min and 2-4 µm/tooth/rev 
respectively, following the central composite design (CCD) experimental plan [19], with an α 
value of 2 (Fig. 1). The CCD central point with VC = 40 m/min and fZ = 3.0 µm/tooth/rev was 
repeated three times for statistical reliability purposes [20]. The 11 tests shown in Fig. 1 were 
performed for both the As-received and EBM specimens, giving a total number of 22 experiments. 

 
Fig. 1. The employed CCD experimental plan. 

 
A new tool was utilized for each micro-machined channel for avoiding undesired effects of the 

surface roughness related to tool wear occurrence. 
Surface roughness parameters Sa were measured exploiting an optical microscope, namely 

Mitaka PF60 (Mitaka Kohki.Co.,Ltd., Japan). Consistent with ISO 25178 standard for three-
dimensional parametric definition of surface texture, irregularities’ heights Sa can be evaluated by 
Eq. 1: 

𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 = 1
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ∫ ∫ |𝜂𝜂(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)|𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝐿𝐿

0
𝐿𝐿
0  (1) 
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where η(x,y) is the surface irregularities deviation from base plane, L is the length and B the 
width of the explored section. In this work, this latter was positioned at the center of the micro-
channel with L = 0.245 mm and B = 2.3 mm, with a magnification of 400x. Fig. 2 shows a Sa 
measurement example, while Table 3 the acquired Sa results. 

 
Fig. 2. Example of the acquired Sa measurement (VC = 40 m/min, fZ = 30 µm/tooth/rev). 

 
Table 3. Summary of the Sa experimental values for all the tests. 

VC  [m/min] fZ  [µm/tooth/rev] As-received Sa [µm] EBM Sa [µm] 
40 4.0 0.36 0.27 
45 3.5 0.27 0.20 
35 3.5 0.29 0.24 
50 3.0 0.27 0.25 
40 3.0 0.37 0.26 
40 3.0 0.34 0.34 
40 3.0 0.35 0.29 
30 3.0 0.44 0.25 
45 2.5 0.37 0.25 
35 2.5 0.32 0.29 
40 2.0 0.39 0.23 

 
Results and Discussion 
With the intent of evaluating which are the process parameters most influencing Sa, and how it is 
affected by their variation, an ANOVA of the whole set of experimental values, for both As-
received and EBM, was performed. The ANOVA results and the related developed regression 
models’ consistency is directly associated to data normality [21]. Therefore, for checking the 
normal distribution of Sa data, their probability plots were determined. These are reported in Fig. 3, 
where the central line denotes the cumulative probability, while the upper and lower curves delimit 
the 95 %  confidence interval (CI) boundaries. For verifying the normality assumption, the 
analyzed data must remain within the CI curves and close to the probability line. Fig. 3a and 3b, 
representing the probability plots of As-received and EBM Sa values respectively, underline the 
data normality. 
 

Analysis of As-received Sa. 
Table 4 reports ANOVA results for As-received Sa values. Source column indicates the 

examined process parameters, where it can be observed that their single effects, interactions, and 
squared contributions were considered. The other columns represent the number of degrees of 
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freedom (DoF), the adjusted sum of squares (Adj. SS), the adjusted mean of squares (Adj. MS), 
the F-value, and the p-value of each source. The ANOVA individuated that the Sa value related to 
the parameter combination VC = 35 m/min and fZ = 3.5 µm/tooth/rev had a high standardized 
residual, indicating it as an outlier. As described in [20], the presence of outliers can be related to 
several factors, such as the measurer’s experience, or the randomization and sequence of the 
measurements. Anyway, if the value of standardized residual is greater than 4 times the standard 
deviation, the outlier can be removed without compromising the ANOVA reliability [20]. Since 
the standardized residual of the outlier had a value of 2.12, 40 times the standard deviation, it was 
removed in the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) regression analysis. 

 
Fig. 3. Probability plots of Sa for (a) As-received, and (b) EBM specimens. 

 
Table 4. ANOVA results for As-received Sa values. 

Source DoF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value p-Value 
fZ  1 0.000057 0.000057 0.16 0.712 
VC  1 0.015858 0.015858 43.93 0.003 
fZ  × fZ  1 0.000600 0.000600 1.66 0.267 
VC  × VC  1 0.000006 0.000006 0.02 0.900 
fZ  × VC  1 0.008901 0.008901 24.66 0.008 
Error 5 0.001444 0.000361   
Total 10 0.024360    

 
The assessment of the source parameter significant influence on response (Sa) is indicated by 

the p-value. In the common practice, in fact, if p-value is lower than the significance level, the null 
hypothesis H0, stating that there is no source-response relation, is rejected. Significance level is 
directly correlated to CI, thus, considering a CI of 95 % for the present analysis, its value is equal 
to 1 – 95 % = 0.05. Therefore, when p-value is lower than 0.05 the alternative hypothesis H1 is 
accepted, concluding that there is a statistically significant source-response relationship [21]. 

Table 4 results indicate that the variations of VC and its interaction with fZ have significant 
effects on Sa for the As-received material. This outcome is confirmed by the main effects plots of 
Fig. 4a as well, where an increase of VC improves the surface quality, reducing the Sa value. A 
similar trend is also detected when considering the fZ variation (Fig. 4b), even if a significant 
influence is not revealed. The surface and contour plots of Fig. 5a and 5b evidently depict the  
VC - fZ interaction effect, while report, once again, that how fZ affects Sa is not clear. At high values 
of VC, in fact, an increase of fZ lead to a Sa reduction, but at low VC values, Sa behavior is the 
opposite. Due to this, further investigations to clarify the fZ impact are needed. 
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Fig. 4. Main effects plots for As-received Sa. 

 
Fig. 5. Surface (a) and contour (b) plots for As-received Sa. 

 
Analysis of EBM Sa. 
The ANOVA results of Sa data for EBM micro-milled specimens are reported in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. ANOVA results for EBM Sa values. 

Source DoF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value p-Value 
fZ  1 0.001408 0.001408 3.05 0.141 
VC  1 0.005208 0.005208 11.29 0.020 
fZ  × fZ  1 0.000647 0.000647 1.40 0.290 
VC  × VC  1 0.000056 0.000056 0.12 0.741 
fZ  × VC  1 0.000225 0.000225 0.49 0.516 
Error 5 0.6598 0.13196   
Total 10 12.7408    

 
Table 5 highlights that only VC significantly influences Sa. In particular, when augmenting VC 

the surface roughness decreases, and this comportment is represented by the negative slope of the 
related main effects plot in Fig. 6a. Feed shows an analogous behavior (Fig. 6b), but, as in the case 
of As-received specimens, a statistical significance of it on Sa is not detectable by ANOVA, 
therefore its final contribution requires to be further explored. Surface and contour plots in Fig. 7 
reveal the deep effect of VC on Sa for EBM samples, pointing to the negligible influence of fZ, 
mainly at the higher VC values. 
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Fig. 6. Main effects plots for EBM Sa. 

 
Fig. 7. Surface (a) and contour (b) plots for EBM Sa. 

 
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) regression models. 
With the aim of developing mathematical models for predicting Sa as a function of the micro-

milling parameters, response surface methodology (RSM) on the whole set of Sa experimental 
measurements was employed. The developed regression models are reported in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 
for the calculation of As-received (Sa_AR) and EBM (Sa_EBM) resulting surface roughness 
respectively. 

𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎_𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 1.9 + 0.79𝑓𝑓𝑍𝑍 + 0.060𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶 + 0.022𝑓𝑓𝑍𝑍2 + 0.000023𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶2 − 0.23𝑓𝑓𝑍𝑍𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶 (2) 

𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎_𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸 = 0.23 − 0.041𝑓𝑓𝑍𝑍 + 0.011𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶 + 0.023𝑓𝑓𝑍𝑍2 − 0.000068𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶2 − 0.003𝑓𝑓𝑍𝑍𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶 (3) 

The calculated Sa values for each combination of VC and fZ, for As-received and EBM materials, 
are reported in Table 6. For comparison, Table 6 shows the experimental measurements and the 
percentage error (e%) of the calculations as well. 

Discussion. 
ANOVA results disclose that, freely from the initial furniture status of the material, VC heavily 

influences the final part surface quality. A diminution of VC increases Sa, and this can be correlated 
to the vibrational effect induced by the non-homogeneous properties of the material, and to the 
built-up-edges (BUEs) generation at lower VC [22]. The VC-fZ interaction effect can be argued 
considering that a fZ increment reduces the micro-tool vibrations permitting to achieve low 
roughness and higher quality [23]. On the other hand, a reduction of fZ increases the contribution 
of ploughing mode cutting mechanism that enlarges the surface plastic deformation lowering the 
paths’ traces and Sa [24]. However, the analysis of further experimental tests is mandatory to 
clarify fZ influence. 
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Table 6. Experimental and estimated Sa values comparison for As-received and EBM specimens. 

VC fZ Exp Sa_AR Sa_AR e%_AR Exp Sa_EBM Sa_EBM e%_EBM 
[m/min] [µm/tooth/rev] [µm] [µm]  [µm] [µm]  

40 4.0 0.36 0.369 2.4 0.27 0.258 4.3 
45 3.5 0.27 0.257 4.7 0.20 0.222 11.0 
35 3.5 0.29 0.452 56.0 0.24 0.278 3.1 
50 3.0 0.27 0.274 1.6 0.25 0.209 5.1 
40 3.0 0.37 0.351 5.2 0.26 0.257 1.2 
40 3.0 0.34 0.351 3.2 0.34 0.257 7.1 
40 3.0 0.35 0.351 0.3 0.29 0.257 11.4 
30 3.0 0.44 0.432 1.8 0.25 0.292 0.6 
45 2.5 0.37 0.378 2.1 0.25 0.259 3.5 
35 2.5 0.32 0.341 6.5 0.29 0.285 1.7 
40 2.0 0.39 0.378 3.2 0.23 0.302 0.7 

 
The EBM Sa values result to be lower than the ones of As-received specimens. This is ascribable 

to the higher brittleness, and lower ductility, of EBM samples, related to the localized higher 
cooling rate of EBM process. Therefore, the superior ductility of As-received material causes an 
increased material adhesion on the tool cutting edge that negatively affects quality [25]. 

The calculation errors in Table 6 stand below the 11 %, the only exception is related to a e% of 
56 % related to the detected outlier, for which the significance of the value must not be taken into 
consideration. Overall, the low error values achieved highlight the applicability of the proposed 
models. Further tests need to be performed to finally validate Eq. 2 and 3 and permitting to exploit 
a reliable tool to forecast the attainable Sa once VC and fZ have been selected, or to optimize the 
cutting parameters as a function of the desired Sa. It should be noted that the assessment of Sa for 
promoting osseointegration concerns surface chemistry and morphology as well, giving the 
necessity of a deeper analysis to establish optimal conditions [26]. Additionally, different Sa 
requirements are crucial for different biomedical applications [27]. As an example, the outcomes 
of the accomplished micro-milling tests do not warrant to achieve the optimal combination of 
material, production process, and cutting parameters for a Sa value suitable for dental applications 
(Sa ≈ 1.5 µm). Therefore, additional investigations should be made for analyzing the possibility of 
micro-machining processes employment in the dental field. Anyway, the achieved Sa values are 
applicable for prosthetic implants and culture cell grows. 
Summary 
This paper presents the study of micro-milling cutting parameters effects on the resulting surface 
roughness Sa as a function of different states of furniture of the material, with the aim of promoting 
osseointegration of prosthetic implants made of Ti-6Al-4V biocompatible alloy. The ANOVA of 
the data, obtained by means of an extensive experimental campaign, allowed to identify the most 
affecting cutting parameters, revealing VC as the most significant. The application of RSM on data 
lead to the development of regression models capable to estimate Sa with good approximation, 
underlining their potential to predict and optimize roughness. A general increase of Sa has been 
observed when both VC and fZ decrease, even if, other tests should be performed to clarify fZ 
contribution. The optimum roughness value establishment remains, in fact, a difficult task, being 
it not merely manufacturing process dependent, but implant application, material chemistry, 
mechanical and corrosion resistance related as well (Fig. 8). Consequently, ulterior studies and in 
vitro osseointegration tests are needed to identify the optimal topography combining all 
requirements. 
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Fig. 8. Summary of influencing parameters on optimal Sa for osseointegration. 
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Abstract. Optimal replacement of machining cutting tools is a major challenge in today's 
manufacturing industry. Due to the degradation of the tool during machining, late replacement of 
the tool leads to the risk of producing parts that do not meet technical specifications, while early 
replacement increases machine downtime and tool costs. To replace tools at the right time, it is 
necessary to monitor their degradation. Therefore, this paper compares the classification 
performance of different artificial intelligence approaches to classify the condition of cutting tools 
from cutting signals. Different approaches, namely: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support 
Vector Classifier (SVC), Random Forest (RF) and k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) are tested, and 
their performance is compared. It is highlighted that ANN and RF methods obtain better 
classification performances (88.8% and 86.4%, respectively) than the rest of the approaches 
(80%). Nevertheless, all approaches can monitor the degradation of cutting tools in a satisfactory 
manner (i.e., 80% accuracy). A comparison of training times highlights that training a neural 
network takes longer than the other approaches. However, with the computational power currently 
available, this is not an obstacle for their implementation in real applications as this training can 
still be achieved in a couple of minutes.   
Introduction 
The condition of a cutting tool is of critical importance to the machined surface and the associated 
machining tolerances. A worn tool or a tool in an unsatisfactory condition does not allow the 
creation of machined surfaces of sufficient quality, which in consequence increases the cost of 
production [1]. Different tool replacement policies exist [2], but often tool replacement 
maintenance policies attempt to address this problem by replacing the tool well before its end of 
life which creates waste. This results in higher tool costs and increased machine downtime, further 
increasing production costs. As tool wear is an extremely complex and non-stationary phenomenon 
[3], the determination of the tool condition can be complex. Monitoring the degradation of the tool 
is thus necessary.   

There are two types of monitoring: direct and indirect. The direct approach consists of 
measuring tool wear directly on the tool, but this requires the machining process to be stopped and 
results in increased machine downtime [4]. The indirect approach consists of measuring signals 
during the machining process to try to predict the state of the tool [5]. This has the advantage of 
allowing a continuous machining process with the least intrusive sensor installation possible. A 
review of the type of signals that can be recovered during machining is available in [6]. Several 
indirect monitoring methods exist, but lately, artificial intelligence methods are predominant as 
they can learn from machining data and adjust their prediction on a case-by-case basis. A 
systematic literature review describing all approaches present in the literature shows that there are 
mainly two approaches with AI: classification and regression [7]. Classification aims to monitor 
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the state of the tool via discrete values listing the state of the tool. Regression aims to follow the 
evolution of the tool by directly monitoring the wear. In some applications, it is not necessary to 
know exactly how the tool wear is evolving, so classification methods are used because of their 
ease of understanding.   

In the literature, there are only a few comparisons of performance between different 
classification approaches. These comparisons are often made to highlight the particularity of one 
model compared to another, but a more general comparison is almost never made. This paper, 
therefore, proposes to compare the performance of some common artificial intelligence methods, 
namely: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Classifier (SVC) 
and k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) implemented on the same database. The choice of these 
approaches is based on their ease of implementation and their ability to perform a classification 
for this application. All approaches are optimised and tested on identical data that homogeneously 
represents the different degradation states of the tool. The comparison of the quality of the results 
and the efficiency of the approach is realised. 
Methodology 
To compare the performance of the different AI approaches, the database and the experimental 
conditions are described. Signals from the database correlated with tool wear are identified and 
used as input for the different AI approaches. The database is then divided into classes and a split 
between training and test data is made. Finally, all approaches, namely: ANN, RF, SVC and k-
NN, are presented and optimised, and their results are highlighted. A comparison of the results is 
then made. 
Experimental Setup and Database 
The database comes from experimental tests carried out on a CNC lathe (Weiler E35), which 
ensures a constant cutting speed throughout the machining process (Fig. 1). It is used to machine 
(longitudinal turning operation), C45 steel bars at variable cutting speeds with a CNMG120404-
MF3 TP40 tool from SECO. This tool is one of the lower-grade tools to limit the amount of 
material wasted during testing. Table 1 shows the different cutting conditions used during the tests, 
only variations in cutting speeds are considered. The machine is instrumented with a force sensor 
(Kistler 9257B) that collect the cutting forces (Fi) and torques (Mi) during the machining 
operation. The sensor is mounted at the base of the tool and in the machine frame of reference, Fx 
corresponds to the feed force, Fy is the radial force and Fz is the cutting force. This sensor is 
mounted for indirect monitoring, i.e., to be as minimally intrusive as possible. Wear and cutting 
forces are measured every 2.8 minutes (corresponding to one piece). Wear is assessed according 
to ISO 3685 [8], which defines wear as the value of Vb (Fig. 2) measured directly on the tool using 
a microscope (Byameyee EU-1000X 3). Vb is measured as the size of the wear in zone B. This B 
area is located between the corner radius on one side and 1/4 of the wear area (area C where is 
located the notch wear) on the other side (Fig. 2) 

A total of 30 tools are used to create the database, with the degradation of each tool being 
measured 6.4 times on average during its lifetime. The database therefore consists of 192 data 
points evenly distributed over the tool degradation. The measured cutting force corresponds to a 
20 s signal sampled at 10 kHz and is processed to recover statistical and frequency values. The 
statistical analysis corresponds to the calculation of the average, the RMS value and the frequency 
analysis identifies the frequency and the maximum amplitude of the power spectral density. 

To identify the relationships between the signals measured during machining and tool 
degradation, a Spearman correlation analysis is used on all signals. This correlation analysis is 
adapted to the size and non-normality of the data. The correlation analysis shows that the features 
most correlated with wear are the following: Mz RMS (correlation indicator: 0.89), Fx RMS 
(0.87), machining duration (0.84), chip length (total length machined) (0.84) and Fz RMS (0.79). 
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As cutting forces are strongly correlated with tool wear, they will be used in the following as inputs 
for the AI methods. It should be noted that the machining time and the chip length have the same 
correlation score as they are both dependent. The chip length is also dependent on the cutting 
speed. In this case, since only variations in the machining speed are taken into account, this 
indicator allows the method to indicate the change in cutting conditions. 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental turning setup, the tool is 
mounted into the cutting force and torque 

sensor. 

Fig. 2. Flank wear degradation Vb on the 
flank face. 

 
Table 1. Experimental Cutting Condition. 

Tool n° Feed [mm/rev] Cutting Speed [m/min] Depth of cut [mm] 
1 to 10  0.2 260 1 
11 to 15 0.2 250 1 
16 0.2 240 1 
17 to 20 0.2 265 1 
21 to 30 0.2 Variable: 240 to 260 (for each tool) 1 

 
Features Preparation for Tool Wear Classification 
In a classification problem, it is necessary to define classes whose purpose is to define the different 
possible states of the tool. The degradation of a cutting tool is divided into 3 successive phases 
(Fig. 3): the first phase corresponds to the beginning of the tool's life, it shows little wear but 
degrades rapidly. This phase is generally short in relation to the life of the tool. The second phase 
is the longest and consists of a quasi-linear degradation of the tool, it is a regime phase in which 
the tool will spend most of the time. Finally, the third phase is the end of the tool's life, which can 
last more or less time depending on the cutting conditions.  

Based on the ISO 3685 standard, it is often accepted that the end-of-life criterion for a cutting 
tool is when the size of the flank wear reaches 300 µm [8]. This flank wear is called Vb and is 
presented in Fig. 2. It is therefore proposed that class 1 corresponds to wear between 0 and 150 
µm, class 2 corresponds to a wear between 150 and 300 µm and class 3 corresponds to the end of 
the tool's life with wear exceeding 300 µm. These values (150 and 300 microns) were chosen as 
they are generally used in the literature as end-of-life criteria. 

The database is not uniform across all these classes, indeed, there are significantly more points 
in class 1 than in class 3 for example. To increase the number of points in each class, data 
augmentation is performed. This data augmentation consists of linearly interpolating 2 points of 
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the tool degradation and calculating an intermediate measurement point. This simple type of 
interpolation is sufficient given the number of measurements points in a complete trajectory; the 
interpolation error is low. This increases the number of possible points for training the AI but does 
not change the distribution of points in the different classes (73 % in class 1, 19% in class 2 and 
8% in class 3). Nevertheless, with more data points, there will be more points to propose for 
training AI methods, which generally allows for faster convergence [9]. 

Artificial intelligence methods need training data to learn the relationships between the data and 
test data to verify that the model has learned correctly. It was chosen to select 15 points randomly 
per class to create the test database. For class 3, 15 data points correspond to 40% of the data in 
this class. This value is quite high (usually 25% of the data is used in testing) but this value does 
not impact the results presented in the following. By ensuring that each class contains the same 
number of data points, this ensures that an error in one class has the same overall importance 
regardless of the class. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Typical tool degradation for a given 
cutting condition. 

Fig. 4. Testing data randomly selected and 
their repartition in different classes. 

 
Artificial Neural Network 
Neural networks are certainly the most popular intelligence method. Inspired by the way the brain 
works, this AI can represent highly non-linear relationships between input and output and is 
extensively represented in the literature [10]. There are multiple hyperparameters that influence 
the quality of the results, the most common are: the network architecture, the activation function 
used in each layer, the batch size, and the number of epochs. The most important hyperparameter 
is the network architecture which will create the relationship between the input and output of the 
network and is often chosen by trial and error. Table 2 shows the different hyperparameters used 
to obtain the best classification results. These and all other parameters presented in this paper are 
optimised by testing the influence of each parameter individually. In this case, for example, 
different architectures have been tested but the one chosen is the one that gives the best results. 
The network architecture is presented in Fig. 5. 

The results are presented Fig. 6, the overall accuracy is 88.88%. Class 1 is always correctly 
classified but classes 2 and 3 present an accuracy of 86.7% and 80% respectively.  
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Table 2. Optimized hyperparameters for ANN. 

Hyperparameter Value 
Algorithm TensorFlow (Python) [11] 
Architecture 2 hidden layers each containing 8 neurons  
Activation function  1st layer: Tanh, 2nd layer: Relu, output: Softmax 
Batch size 5 
Epoch 1000 
  
 

 

Fig. 5. Best Artificial Neural Network 
architecture. 

Fig. 6. ANN Confusion matrix – Overall 
accuracy : 88.8 %. 

 
Random Forest 
The random forest classifier is a combination of classical tree classifiers. The Random Forest 
classifier consists at producing a set of tree classifiers (i.e., Number of estimator) to create an 
ensemble of classifiers, called forest [12]. To classify a state, each tree of the forest is interrogated, 
and the most given class is the predicted class (Fig. 7). Combining the results has the advantage of 
being more accurate than if each tree were taken individually, as the probability of a tree being 
wrong is higher than the probability of most trees being wrong. 

Table 3 shows the different hyperparameters used to create the classifier. The number of 
estimators corresponds to the number of trees in the forest. The variation of this value can change 
the accuracy of the approach. The number of 500 is chosen as more estimators do not improve the 
overall accuracy. The maximum complexity of the trees is controlled by the “maximum depth”, 
the variation of this parameter slightly improves the results, a value too low leads to bad accuracy 
while a high value does not improve the results. To measure the quality of a split, the Gini impurity 
criteria is used [13]. 

The results obtained with the combination of hyperparameters previously identified are 
presented Fig. 8. The overall accuracy of the approach is 86.6%. Performance is consistent across 
all classes 2 and 3 with 80% accuracy. 
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Table 3. Optimized hyperparameters for RF. 

Hyperparameter Value 
Algorithm Sci kit Learn (Python) [13] 
Number of estimators 500 
Maximum depth 6 
Criterion Gini 

 

  

Fig. 7. Random Forest principle. Fig. 8. Random Forest Confusion Matrix – 
Overall accuracy: 86.8%. 

Support Vector Classifier 
Support vector machines, and more specifically the support vector classifiers, aim at finding an 
optimal hyperplane to separate different classes of data [14] (Fig. 9). In this application the kernel 
function that defines the different classes is the Radial Basis Function (RBF). This approach uses 
mainly 2 parameters: gamma and C.  Gamma controls the curvature of the data separation and so 
controls the influence of samples selected by the model to be support vectors. The parameter C 
control the error rate by compromising between the correct classification against the maximization 
of the decision function. A compromise between these two parameters allows an efficient 
classification by controlling the shape of the classification area and the influence of outliers. 
Different combinations of parameters were tested but the combination of parameters that gives the 
best results is listed Table 4. 

Fig. 10 shows the results obtained by the approach described above. The overall accuracy is 
80%. Class 1 has no error, class 2 has the highest error rate with an accuracy of 66.7%, and class 
3 has a performance of 73.3%. 

 
Table 4. Optimized hyperparameters for SVC. 

Hyperparameter Value 
Algorithm Sci Kit Learn (Python) [13] 
C 2 
Gamma 1 
Kernel Radial Basis Function 
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Fig. 9. SVC approach, under Creative 
Commons Attribution License [7]. 

Fig. 10. SVC confusion matrix – Overall 
accuracy : 80%. 

k-Nearest Neighbour 
K-Nearest Neighbour in classification uses the k nearest neighbour in the dataset reference of the 
input to determine the class of a new input [15]. The weight of each neighbour generally depends 
on the distance to the new inputs. Fig. 11 shows the example of the classification of a new element 
with a k value of 5. The 5 nearest data items and their distances are used to determine the class of 
the new item. Table 5 shows the most important parameters for this approach: the number of 
neighbour and the weight of the connection. In this approach, the best results were obtained with 
a number of neighbours of 8 and weight depending on the distance.   

Fig. 12 presents the results. The overall accuracy is 80%. Only class 1 is correctly classified, 
class 2 and 3 have 66.7% and 73.3% accuracy respectively. 

 
Table 5. Optimized hyperparameters for k-NN. 

Hyperparameter Value 
Algorithm Sci Kit Learn (Python) [13] 
Number of neighbours 8 
Weight Distance 
Algorithm Auto 

 

 

Fig. 11. k-NN approach with k = 5. Fig. 12. k-NN confusion matrix – Overall 
accuracy: 80% 
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Discussion  
Table 6 compares the results obtained by the different approaches and the one with the highest 
overall score is the ANN method. It can be noted, however, that all approaches score well, with an 
average accuracy above 80%. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, and the simple 
comparison of results does not allow to highlight them. For example, approaches such as k-Nearest 
Neighbour does not give good results if the dataset is not complete for all cutting conditions. On 
the other hand, approaches such as Neural Networks generally allow for a generalisation of the 
results when faced with never seen before cutting conditions.   

 
Table 6. Comparison of the overall accuracy, training and inference time for different AI 

approach. 

Approach Overall accuracy Training Time Inference Time 
ANN 88.8%

  
84.870s 0.080s 

RF 86.6% 0.650s 0.050s 
SVC 80% <0.008s <0.001s 
k-NN 80% <0.008s <0.001s 
 
An important point when using these approaches is also the computational time and resources 

required to obtain the results. All results presented in this paper are obtained on a single core of an 
Intel I7-9750H @ 2.6 GHz CPU. The different computational times, including training and 
validation are presented in Table 6. The training time considers the approach initialisation and 
computing time to fit the dataset. The inference time refers to the time needed by the approach to 
predict the classes presented in this paper. It is observed that the ANN approach has the longest 
training time compared to the other approaches. This is due to its training scheme. These 
considerations must be considered in relation to the available computational resources. However, 
it is important to note that the training only must be done once. With current computational 
resources, this is not a limitation as even ANN only takes less than 2 minutes to converge. It should 
also be noted that this interpretation is only valid for the amount of data in this database. For larger 
databases, the inference time of methods other than ANNs can increases considerably. In general, 
ANN methods have a longer training time but a relatively short inference time, which is not the 
case for other methods. Since training only needs to be done once, it is preferable to use methods 
with a constant low inference time such as ANN. 

The position of the misclassification is also important. If the state of a tool is misclassified at 
the transition between two classes, this misinterpretation is less critical than if the tool is 
misclassified at middle of the class interval. Indeed, the misclassification reflects an error of some 
µm which does not significantly impact the quality of the machined surface.  
Fig. 13 shows the different positions of the wear incorrectly classified for each approach presented 
in this paper. From the figure, it appears that there are some data that are often misclassified in the 
middle of class 2. On this aspect, ANN has the lowest error than any other approaches. For each 
approach, the transition from class 2 to 3 leads to misclassification of the wear. As stated 
previously, this misclassification is not critical as this is only an error of less than 25 µm in the 
estimation of Vb. SVC is the only approach that misclassified a very worn tool.  
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Fig. 13. Misclassified wear class for different techniques. 

Summary 
Tool condition classification is an effective approach when the tool condition needs to be 
monitored. artificial intelligence methods are suitable for this purpose, but their performance can 
vary depending on the approach used. In this paper, a turning database from which cutting signals 
highly correlated with the wear are used with the following AI classification methods: ANN, RF, 
SVC, and k-NN. The tool condition is divided into 3 classes, each representing a phase of the tool 
life. The classes are defined based on the flank wear degradation of the tool (Vb). Each AI 
approach is optimised to obtain the best achievable results and to be able to compare their relative 
performances. From the results, it appears that the ANN approach has the best accuracy with an 
overall accuracy of 88.8%. The second-best approach that achieves similar results is the RF with 
an accuracy of 86.6%. The other approaches have an average accuracy of 80%. Despite having the 
best accuracy, neural networks have by far the longest learning time (85s) compared to less than 1 
s for all the other approaches. This learning time must be considered as with a larger and more 
complete database, the learning and inference time can greatly grow. Nonetheless, with the actual 
computing power, these considerations should not represent any obstacle to real applications as 
the training can be realised off-line. The results presented in this paper are limited to an ideal case 
to compare the performance of the different approaches presented. In industrial practice, it is 
necessary to consider the changes in cutting conditions as well as other variables that can influence 
the process. Nevertheless, the results of this paper allow a comparison of the approaches presented. 
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Abstract. This study was conducted to understand the exact turning of the NiTi shape memory 
alloy and consisted of four stages: experimental work, function modelling using RSM method, 
Monte Carlo method optimization and hardware implementation of Monte Carlo method . This 
article has the following main objectives: to develop a framework for solving machining 
optimization problems using the Monte Carlo method and hardware implementation of MC 
method. The solutions presented in this paper are important from the point of view of practical 
solutions related to the prediction and optimization of the cutting forces components Fc, Fp and Ff  
during turning of NiTi shape memory alloy.  
Introduction 
Cutting forces components which have an impact on the tool and on the workpiece causes a certain 
change in the position of the tool relative to the workpiece. Any displacement of the tool relative 
to of the workpiece occurring during machining, can adversely affect accuracy dimension of the 
machined surface. Prediction and optimization of cutting force before real machining can provide 
significant guidelines to the planning of turning process in particular such difficult to machine of 
NiTi alloys [1-4]. 

The shape memory materials are innovative materials with the high application potential. These 
materials can be used as the smart materials and multifunctional materials due to their memory 
shape and superelasticity properties [5-7]. But due to their specific properties NiTi alloys are 
known to be difficult-to-cut materials particularly by using conventional techniques. Their high 
ductility, high degree of strain hardening, poor thermal conductivity, very low “effective” elastic 
modulus and unconventional stress–strain behavior are the main properties responsible for their 
poor machinability [5,6,8,9].  

In order to manufacture new products from difficult-to-machine materials, such as shape 
memory alloys, there is a need to search for more and more effective treatment methods that exceed 
technological barriers [10-12]. Therefore, an adapted process strategy, prediction and optimization 
of cutting force is very important when machining NiTi [2,3,13].  

The ability to predict and optimization cutting force before machining has attracted great 
interest from many scientists, being the main goals of many research studies. The prediction and 
optimization of cutting force is currently determined by using various techniques such as 
theoretical models [14-15], FE method [4,15-17], the Taguchi procedure [1,2,11,17-20], response 
surface methodology (RSM) [13, 21-23], the Multi-Objective Ant Lion Optimizer MOALO [21] 
the multi-response TOPSIS method [3,19], artificial intelligence through the use of the artificial 
neural networks (ANNs) [15,2-25], genetic algorithms (GAs) [18] and fuzzy logic (FL) [26].  any 
research works show the use of these methods in the forecasting and also optimization of cutting 
force [13]. Researchers usually do not use only one modeling approach in their works, but look for 
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a mutual compilation of the above strategies [18,21,23]. The benefits of using cutting force 
prediction methods include an increase in the productivity and competitiveness of the production 
process [1,2,27]. 

Analyzing the relevant literature regarding the prediction and optimization of machining 
processes, it can be easily noticed that the current trend is the use of RSM, ANNs, GAs, and the 
Taguchi procedure for these purposes. The author of this study note that despite the many 
application possibilities of the MC method [5,10], its application for solving the problems related 
to the prediction and optimization of machining has not been given much attention in the literature.  

Taking into account the above literature review, this paper presents a procedure for model for 
prediction cutting components force (Ff– the feed force, Fp – the thrust force, Fc – the cutting force) 
in the turning of NiTi alloy (Af =60oC) with PCD tool. The main objective is to develop a model 
based on response surface methodology (RSM) to the cutting force in terms of machining 
parameters such as depth of cut (ap), cutting speed (vc) and feed rate (f). The computational model 
enabled to select optimal machining parameters for minimizing cutting forces values. The 
generation of mathematical models was necessary for the subsequent optimization with the Monte 
Carlo method, the purpose of which was to find for which cutting parameters the minimum values 
of the cutting force components are obtained. The algorithm consisted of performing random 
draws of input parameters from specified ranges for depth of cut, feed rate and cutting speed in a 
loop. 

The next the hardware implementation of the Monte Carlo method was written in the form of 
code in the software environment, which was uploaded to the microcontroller. 
Material Properties 
The NiTi alloy used for the experiment was 57.88Ni-42.12Ti (wt%) obtained from Baoji Hanz 
Metal Material Co.,Ltd. (China). The diameter of the workpiece was 20 mm. The austenite finish 
temperature was, Af =60o C. Table 1 shows the chemical composition (wt. %) of NiTi. The 
physical, thermal and mechanical properties of the materials of β-TiNi: Tensile Strength, Ultimate, 
1364 MPa, Tensile Strength, Yield, 649 MPa, Modulus of Elasticity, 28 GPa, Thermal 
conductivity, 18 W/m·°C, Hardness, 231 HV, Density, 6500 kg/m3 , Structure (phase), hi-temp B2 
[28-29]. 

Table 1. The spectroscopy (EDS) analysis results. 
 
 
 

 
Cutting tool  
The 80o rhombic insert of PCD with single-top corner, brazed tip and a positive rake angle was 
selected for turning of NiTi. The symbol of insert:  CCMT 060202 ID5. The new cutting edge was 
used for each test sample. Each cutting insert was attached to the designated tool holder SCACR 
1616K – 06S. The recommends cutting conditions for insert: depth of cut ap = 0.08- 3.0 mm, feed 
f = 0.05 – 0.3 mm/rev;. The literature recommends cutting conditions during precise turning of 
NiTi alloy; cutting speed vc = 10-50 m/min; feed rate f <0.2 mm/rev; depth of cut ap<0.5 mm [6-
9]. 
Experimental design 
Turning tests were performed in according Taguchi experiment design at three different cutting 
parameters (feed f, cutting speeds vc and depth of cut ap ); Taguchi L9 orthogonal array. For the 
cutting parameters in turning of NiTi, three factors and three levels, as shown in Table 2 [11]. The 

β-TiNi 
Element  wt.% at.% 
TiK 42.12 47.15 
NiK 57.88 52.85 
Total 100 100 
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parametric design of Taguchi is a very useful technique for elastic design since it provides a simple 
and  systematic empirical effective design at a low cost. It is a method to design an experiment, as 
it creates the set of arrays with variable factors arranged in such a way that only significant 
variation is pointed out and the rest insignificant set of variations are neglected thus reducing the 
number of experiments [2]. 

Table 2. Cutting parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following testing equipment was prepared: precise lathe (Masterturn 400), the workpiece 
(NiTi alloy), CCMT 060202 PCD insert,  tool holder SCACR 1616K – 06S, Kistler dynamometer 
with DynoWere software to visualize measurements [Fig. 1].  
 

 
Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for turning of NiTi. 

Method 
This study was worked out in order to optimize the cutting forces components Fc, Fp and Ff during 
turning of NiTi shape memory alloy and includes four main stages: experimental work, function 
modelling using RSM method, Monte Carlo method optimization and hardware implementation 
of Monte Carlo method. Fig. 2 shows the flow chart which constitutes the overall representation 
of the methodology developed in the paper. This research has the following main objectives: to 
develop a framework for solving machining optimization problems using the Monte Carlo method 
and hardware implementation of MC method. 

Experimental work. 
The following testing equipment was prepared: precise lathe, work piece (NiTi alloy), tool 

holder and insert, Kistler dynamometer. Turning tests were carried out in according to Taguchi 
experiment design (with different feed, cutting speeds and depth of cut). The values of the cutting 
force components were recorded by the dynamometer and then the cutting force components were 
in DynoWere software processed (Table 3). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Workpiece 
material NiTi 

Dynamometr 

Charge 
Amplifier 
Module 

DynoWare 
Software 

Cutting forces 
components  

Fc, Fp, Ff 

 

PCD insert 

 

Parameters Code Levels 
1 2 3 

Feed rate, f [mm/rev] A 0.038 0.058 0.077 
Depth of cut, ap [mm] B 0.03 0.08 0.13 
Cutting speed, vc [m/min] C 30 40 50 
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Modelling. 
The mathematical relationships between input data and the output parameter-response i.e. 

cutting force components (Ff , Fp, Fc) Taguchi design was selected. The model for finding 
parameters of cutting force was appointed using the Response Surface Methodology algorithm. 

Monte Carlo Method. 
The generation of mathematical models was necessary for the subsequent optimization with the 

Monte Carlo method, the purpose of which was to find for which cutting parameters the minimum 
values of the cutting force components are obtained. The algorithm consisted of performing draws 
of input parameters from specified ranges for depth of cut, feed rate and cutting speed, in a loop. 

Hardware implementation. 
the Monte Carlo method was written in the form of code in the software environment, which 

was uploaded to the microcontroller. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Flow chart for overall representation of the work methodology. 

Results and Discussion 
Response surface methodology (RSM). 
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is a series of statistical and mathematical techniques useful 
for optimizing processes [1,30]. This method is a very effective tool for prediction and modeling 
the manufacturing problems. It provides more information with a small number of investigations. 
It is a research strategy to study the limits of input parameters and the emerging experimental 
statistical model for the measured response, by approximating the existing correlation between the 
response surface and input process parameters. The limit of the process parameters has to be 
defined in response surface method, and the first set of experiments was performed to identify 
machining parameters, which have an impact on the cutting force and to find selected range of 
cutting parameters [30]. In this study, the cutting speed vc , depth of cut ap and the feed f were 
considered as cutting parameters for monitoring cutting conditions, and the cutting forces 
components are measured as a response variable (Table 3). 
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The mathematical model suitable for predicting suitable value is Quadratics model (Eq. 1) 
where y is a parameter value, describing the investigated physical phenomenon, i.e., the cutting 
force Fc; b1, b2, …, bi are constant coefficients; and x1, x2, …, xi are factors, which influence the 
investigated parameter, by considering the full quadratics model as shown in Eq. 2 (Ff  – the feed 
force), Eq. 3 (Fc – the cutting force ) and Eq. 4 (Fp – the thrust force).  

y =  bo + b1x1 +  b2x2 +  b3x3 +  b4x4 +  b11x12 +  b22x22 +  b33x32 +  b44x42 +
 b12x1x2 +  b13x1x3 +  b14x1x4 +  b23x3x3 +  b24x2x4 +  b34x3x4 (1) 

The mathematical model was established by neglecting the insignificant coefficients of the 
cuttings forces components (Eq. 2-4): 

𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓�𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝, 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐� = 1.6 + 60.15 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 + 494.26 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 − 0.82 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 − 5596.04 ∙ 𝑓𝑓2 − 3783.73 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝2 ∙
 0.003593 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐2 + 4826.64 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 + 10.27 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  (2) 

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐�𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝, 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐� = −381 − 900.2 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 + 2460.6 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 + 19.4 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 − 14727.8 ∙ 𝑓𝑓2 + 7257.6 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝2 −
0.4174 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐2 − 55636.6 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 + 214.6 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  (3) 

𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝�𝑓𝑓,𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝, 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐� = −24.2 + 1045.5 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 + 1318.1 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 − 1.228 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 − 17431.4 ∙ 𝑓𝑓2 − 4092.9 ∙
𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝2  0.01768 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐2 − 3756.8 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 + 39.46 ∙ 𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐  (4) 

The mathematical model was used to for prediction cutting components force (Ff– the feed 
force, Fp –  the thrust force, Fc – the cutting force) in the turning of NiTi alloy (Af =60oC) with 
PCD tool by replacing the values of the machining parameters. The impact of cutting cutting 
parameters was examined using the developed model. 

The information in Table 3 shows the result from the comparison between actual value and 
forecasting value which found that the forecasting values of mean of the feed force Ff  has the 
maximum error of only 1.67%, for mean of the cutting force Fc –  3,93% and for mean of thrust 
force Fp – 0.23%. 

Table 3. Experimental results. 

 
Monte Carlo method. 
The Monte Carlo method is often used in engineering, finance, statistics and other fields of 

science. Fig. 3  shows a block diagram of the applied MC method for determining the optimal 
(minimum) values of the factors as shown in Eq.2 (Ff  – the feed force), Eq. 3 (Fc – the cutting 
force ) and Eq. 4 (Fp – the thrust force). The optimization task was solved using Mathcad software 
and hardware implementation. After optimization using the Monte Carlo method, the optimization 
results were verified experimentally. 

Test no. 
Control factors Measured value (Mean) 

Predicted value RSM % Error 

f 
[mm/rev] 

ap 
[mm] 

vc 
[m/min] 

Ff 
[N] 

Fc 
[N] 

Fp 
[N] 

FfRSM 
[N] 

FcRSM 
[N] 

FpRSM 
[N] 

Ff 
 

Fc 
 

Fp 
 

1 0.038 0.03 30 3.10 32.70 14.20 3.07 31.42 14,17 0.92 3.90 0.23 
2 0.038 0.08 40 14.40 73.70 40.80 14.36 72.01 40,76 0.26 2.29 0.09 
3 0.038 0.13 50 7.50 67.50 43.40 7.45 65.41 43,36 0.63 3.09 0.10 
4 0.058 0.03 40 2.90 108.50 21.30 2.86 106.81 21,26 1.39 1.56 0.18 
5 0.058 0.08 50 21.80 53.30 48.50 21.75 51.20 48.46 0.23 3.93 0.09 
6 0.058 0.13 30 19.50 121.30 67.60 19.47 119.98 67.56 0.16 1.09 0.05 
7 0.077 0.03 50 3.20 169.00 26.50 3.15 166.89 26.45 1.67 1.25 0.17 
8 0.077 0.08 30 20.50 66.30 47.50 20.47 64.98 47.46 0.16 1.99 0.07 
9 0.077 0.13 40 26.30 118.80 61.70 26.26 117.06 61.66 0.17 1.46 0.07 
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The program implementing the assumptions of the Monte Carlo algorithm was written in the 
Arduino IDE environment, and then uploaded to the Arduino UNO board with the Atmega 328P 
microprocessor, which is responsible for performing the calculations necessary to carry out the 
optimization process. In the first part of the program code ‘string’ and ‘int’ variables were 
initialized. They were used to send numbers (in the form of characters) to the microprocessor, 
which will define the ranges of input parameters (depth of cut ap, cutting speed vc, feed rate f, and  
number of MC draws). Then ‘float’ values are declared, which will determine the output values 
(cutting components force Ff– the feed force, Fp –  the thrust force, Fc – the cutting force and the 
values of optimal cutting parameters (vc, ap, f). Auxiliary variables have also been introduced, i.e. 
m - number of MC draws and time - variable responsible for calculating the time program duration. 
The ‘random’ function is responsible for generating pseudo-random numbers from a specific 
range. The program initialization was included in the void setup() function. The void loop function 
is defined in the following part( ) in which the main part of the code was placed. It contains the 
way in which the microcontroller reads character type values entered into its memory. The 
functions responsible for displaying the ranges of input parameters on the terminal were generated. 
Next a loop implementing the algorithm was placed in the function void loop() Monte Carlo in the 
final part. The code contains functions responsible for displaying the results received from the 
microcontroller on the terminal. 

 
Fig. 3. Monte Carlo method algorithm for solving machining optimization problems [10]. 

Monte Carlo optimization result. 

 
START 

Formulation of machining problem 

Providing function using given mathematical model for the 
Monte Carlo method: 

Fc = f (vc, f, ap); Fp = f (vc, f, ap); Ff = f (vc, f, ap); 
 
 

Determination of maximal number of computation 
trials encoded  

Machining confirmation test for selected cutting data 

 

Identification of the optimal solution e.g.  
Fc min; Fp min; Ff min  

 
 

Identify of the mathematical model on the based 
researches 

Experimental research 

Definition of the range of cutting parameters 
apmin, apmax; fmin fmax, vcmin vcmax   

Specify the type of random number generator 

The end 

Calculated 
solution 

YES 

NO 
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Table 4 summarizes the results of the calculations of the minimum values (rows 2, 9 and 16) of 
the functions described by Eq. 2, 3 and 4 and defined by Ff  MC min,  Fc MC min and Fp MC min 
for the case of three different numbers of MC draws (the first row): 104, 105, and 106 for Mathcad 
software and hardware implementation. For the values of the functions Ff  MC min, Fc MC min 
and Fp MC min for all Monte Carlo trials, the corresponding drawing number m (rows 3,10 and 
17), the values of parameters f, ap, and vc (rows 4–6, 11-13 and 18–20),   the measure values of Ff, 
Fp and Fc (rows 7, 14 and 21) and error of method are determined for Mathcad software and 
hardware implementation. 

 
Table 4. Calculation results of the minimum value of Eq. 2, Eq. 3  and 4 by using the MC 

method. 

No. Parameters/Factors Results MC (Mathcad) Hardware implementation 

1 MC[no.] 104 105 106 104 105 106 
2 Ff 

MC
min 1.028 1.608 1.859 1.037 1.698 1.889 

3 m [no.] 4.3  4.787 9.326 4.3  4.787 9.326 
4 f [mm/rev] 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 0.077 
5 ap [mm] 0.031 0.03 0.03 0.031 0.03 0.03 
6 vc [m/min] 32.64 30.064 30.042 32.64 30.064 30.042 
7 Ff  measure 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.81 
8 %Error 43.20 11.16 2.71 42.71 6.19 4.36 
9 Fc 

MC
min 71.697 72.503 82.307 71.89 72.78 82.205 

10 m [no.] 3.876  8.194 1.169 3.876  8.194 1.169 
11 f [mm/rev] 0.038 0.039 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 
12 ap [mm] 0.031 0.034 0.032 0.03 0.03 0.03 
13 vc [m/min] 49.285 49.55 49.967 48.94 48.49 48.87 
14 Fc measure 79.25 79.25 79.25 79.25 79.25 79.25 
15 %Error 9.53 8.51 3.86 9.29 8.16 3.73 
16 Fp

MC
min  6.229 6.13 7.75 6.34 6.18 7.83 

17 m [no.] 3.876  1.291 4.492 3.876  1.291 4.492 
18 f [mm/rev] 0.038 0.039 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 
19 ap [mm] 0.031 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
20 vc [m/min] 49.285 49.766 49.792 48.83 48.26 48.95 
21 Fp measure 7.71 7.71 7.71 7.71 7.71 7.71 
22 %Error 19.21 20.49 0.52 17.77 19.84 1.56 

 
Based on the mathematical model, cutting components force Ff– the feed force, Fp –  the thrust 
force, Fc – the cutting force were optimized using Monte Carlo method. The optimal solution is 
the following for : 
For the feed force Ff  (Mathcad):  number Monte Carlo trials: 9.326 x106, Ff = 1.859 N,  
f = 0.077 mm/rev, ap = 0.03 mm, vc = 30.042 m/min, %error of method: 2.71% . 
For the feed force Ff  (hardware implementation):  number Monte Carlo trials: 9.326 x106,  
Ff = 1.91 N, f = 0.077 mm/rev, ap = 0.03 mm, vc = 30.042 m/min, %error of method 4.36% . 
For the thrust force Fp (Mathcad):  number Monte Carlo trials: 4.492 x106, Fp= 7.75N,  
f = 0.038 mm/rev, ap = 0.03 mm, vc = 49.766 m/min, %error of method: 0,52% 
For the thrust force Fp (hardware implementation):  number Monte Carlo trials: 4.492 x106,  
Fp= 7.82N,  f = 0.077 mm/rev, ap = 0.03 mm, vc = 48.95 m/min, %error of method: 1.56% 
For the cutting force Fc (Mathcad):  number Monte Carlo trials: 1.169 x106, Fc= 82.307 N,  
f = 0.038 mm/rev, ap = 0.032 mm, vc = 49.967 m/min, %error of method: 3.86% 
For the cutting force Fc (hardware implementation):  number Monte Carlo trials: 1.169 x106, Fc= 
81.95 N, f = 0.038 mm/rev, ap = 0.03 mm, vc = 48.87 m/min, %error of method: 3.73% 
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Summary 
This paper proposes the Monte Carlo method to predicted and optimized  cutting forces based on 
cutting parameters (cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut). 
The procedure presented in this paper, which is devoted use of Monte Carlo Method for 
optimization of the cuting forces components (Fc, Ff, Fp)  during turning of NiTi alloys , allows 
for an easy and quick assessment of the obtained results related to the prediction and optimization 
carried out in the process of conventional machining of NiTi alloys.  
The work demonstrates that this method is a quick and effective tool, that enables defining optimal 
cutting parameters to minimize the cutting force during turning of NiTi alloys.  

The important findings are summarized as follows: 
1) Prediction accuracy of cutting forces by MC method developed models is efficient both for 
implementation of MC method in Mathcad software like and hardware implementation of MC 
method.  
2) Comparison of experimental and predicted values of the cutting forces show that a good 
agreement has been achieved between them (Table 4 ). The maximum method error was 4.36% 
for MC draws 106. The method is more effective for more MC draws. 
3) The Monte Carlo optimization show that the optimal combination of cutting parameters are 
found to be cutting speed of 50 m/min, feed rate of 0.038 mm/rev, cutting depth of 0.03 mm for 
the thrust force Fp and the cutting force Fc and cutting speed of 30 m/min, feed rate of  
0.077 mm/rev, cutting depth of 0.03 mm for feed force Ff  . 

In this study, the optimization methodology proposed is a powerful approach and can offer to 
scientific researchers as well industrial metalworking a helpful optimization procedure for various 
combinations of the workpiece and the cut material tool. The procedure for the cutting force 
optimization during the turning proposed in this paper can be used to optimize costs and ensure 
maximum efficiency during applications of turning for NiTi alloy. 
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Abstract. Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) is attracting the attention of the biomedical field, thanks 
to its high biocompatibility and wear resistance. Nevertheless, the attainment of good quality 
surfaces when machining PEEK is still challenging. In this framework, the aim of the paper is to 
investigate the viability of using cryogenic machining to enhance the surface finish of PEEK 
compared to the outcomes of dry cutting. To do that, turning trails were executed at varying cooling 
strategy and depth of cut, and the resultant surface finish and chip morphology were evaluated. 
The obtained results indicated that cryogenic machining carried out at the highest depth of cut 
greatly enhanced the PEEK machinability. 
Introduction 
Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) is a thermoplastic semi-crystalline polymer characterized by an 
elastic modulus close to that of human bones, high biocompatibility, stable chemical resistance, and 
good wear resistance [1]. Thanks to these characteristics, PEEK has been used as a biomaterial in 
the biomedical area for orthopedic implants since 1987 [2] and is still assessed as one of the most 
promising polymers for biomedical applications. The conventional route to manufacture PEEK 
parts comprises machining steps carried out without any cutting fluid to avoid oil residues on the 
machined surface. Davim and Mata 

[3] performed dry turning trials on PEEK bars and studied the effect of PCD tool inserts at varying 
cutting speed and feed. They found that the cutting speed increase and feed decrease contributed to 
reduce the surface roughness. Abdullah et al. [4] dry-turned the biomedical grade PEEK using 
carbide tools and optimized the machining parameters, namely cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut 
to minimize the surface roughness. However, dry machining of PEEK is still challenging as the 
increase in temperature at the cutting zone usually prompts a drastic reduction of the surface quality. 
A reduced surface finish increases friction and accelerates polymer wear rate during the lifespan of 
the implant: an example is given by acetabular cups, which must be characterized by smooth 
surfaces when coupled with femoral heads to increase the hip implant performances [5]. 

To this extent, cryogenic machining can be seen as a possible alternative to dry cutting, which 
can effectively remove the cutting-generated heat, whilst still preserving the cleanliness of the 
machined surfaces. 

Bertolini et al. [6] investigated the machinability of the polyamide 6 under cryogenic cooling 
conditions and showed smoother and harder surfaces compared to the ones obtained using a 
conventional cutting fluid. Aldwell et al. [7] submerged ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 
(UHMWPE) in liquid nitrogen for nearly 24 hours before machining: this process chain was found 
to lead to a stiffer surface compared to dry conditions. Dhokia et al. [8] froze ethylene-vinyl acetate 
using liquid nitrogen showing the polymer surface hardening, which, in turn, allowed a 1% 
dimensional error after machining. Putz et al. [9] studied the influence of cryogenic cooling on 
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cutting forces and surface integrity of the nitrile-butadiene-rubber elastomer. It was found that, by 
using the cryogenic coolant, the cutting forceswere increased, but the surface deformation was 
reduced, promoting a better surface quality compared to that obtained under dry cutting conditions. 

According to the literature survey, cryogenic machining of PEEK has been scarcely researched, 
in particular as regards the impact of the depth of cut on the polymer machinability. In this context, 
the paper investigates the effect of cryogenic cooling on the PEEK surface finish and the onset of 
surface defects in comparison with the outcomes from dry cutting. Further, the chip morphology 
was analyzed and correlated to the machined surface characteristics. 
Experimental - Material 
The polymer material under investigation was the TECAPEEKTM supplied by Ensinger Plastics. 
This is a biomedical grade used specifically to fix spinal traumas, cruciate ligaments, and meniscal 
tears. The material was purchased in form of a bar of 42 mm diameter. The PEEK mechanical and 
thermal properties in the as-received state are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. PEEK mechanical and thermal properties in the as-received state [10]. 

Property PEEK 

Modulus of elasticity (MPa) 4200 

Tensile strength at yield (MPa) 116 

Hardness ASTM D2240 (Shore D) 85 

Glass transition temperature, Tg (°C) 150 

Melting temperature, Tm (°C) 341 

Density (g/cm3) 1.31 

Thermal conductivity (W/(k·m)) 0.27 

Specific heat (J/(g·K)) 1.1 

 
Machining Trials 
The Mori SeikiTM NL 1500 CNC lathe with the experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 1 (a) was 
used to carry out the turning tests. A left-hand tool insert, namely the VCEX 11 03 01L-F 1125 
purchased from Sandvik CoromantTM, was used, see Table 2 for its nomenclature. The cutting 
speed (Vc) and feed (f) were selected on the basis of the tool manufacturer’s guidelines and kept 
fixed for all the turning trials. On the contrary, it was chosen to vary the depth of cut (ap) to evaluate 
its impact on the PEEK machinability. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Machining setup; (b) Closer view of the cutting zone when applying cryogenic 
cooling. 

 

Table 2. Cutting tool nomenclature and specifications. 
ISO code VCEX 11 03 01L-F 1125 

Cutting edge effective length (mm) 10.971 
Corner radius (mm) 0.1 

Major cutting edge angle (°) 93 

Insert thickness (mm) 3.175 

Rake angle (°) 5.5 

Clearance angle major (°) 7 

 

At first, the external layer of the as-received PEEK bar was removed to eliminate any defect 
and dimensional error. On this basis, a turning step was performed to achieve a 40 mm diameter 
by using a cutting speed of 100 m/min, feed of 0.1 mm/rev, and depth of cut of 1 mm. 

The turning tests were conducted under both dry and cryogenic cooling conditions with three 
repetitions for each experimental condition. The liquid nitrogen was stored in a Dewar tank at 15 
bars. Two copper nozzles of 0.9 mm diameter were used to spray the liquid nitrogen to the tool 
flank and rake faces simultaneously (see Fig. 1 (b)). In each experimental run, the approximate lead 
time for liquid nitrogen to stabilize was 30 seconds. Table 3 reports the experimental plan of the 
machining trails. 
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Table 3. Cutting parameters. 
Cutting speed (m/min) 200 

Feed (mm/rev) 0.1 

Depth of cut (mm) 0.15, 0.25, 0.5 

Cooling condition Dry, Cryogenic 

Liquid nitrogen mass flow rate (Kg/s) 0.0058 

Length of cut (mm) 5 

 
Surface Quality and Chip Morphology Characterization 
The Sensofar PLu NeoxTM optical profiler with a 20x magnification NikonTM confocal objective 
was used to analyze the machined surface finish. The scanned surfaces were then assessed using 
the SensoViewTM software. 

According to the ISO 25178-2:2012 standard, the surface texture was evaluated in terms of 
surface roughness, namely the arithmetical mean height (Sa), reduced peak height (Spk), and 
reduced valley depth (Svk). These surface texture parameters were selected as indicative of the 
machining quality. According to [11], Spk can be related to the wear properties of a surface, while 
Svk to characteristics such as fluid retention properties. The Spk/Svk ratio was also evaluated to 
assess the distribution of valleys and peaks on the machined surface. 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis was carried out using a FEITM QUANTA 450 to 
evaluate the possible presence of defects on the machined surfaces. To do such analysis, the 
samples were gold-sputtered with 25 mA for 3 minutes using the Denton VacuumTM Desk V 
machine. 

After each turning trial, the chips were collected and analyzed using light optical microscope 
(LOM) and SEM with the aim of evaluating their morphology at varying cutting parameters. In 
addition, the cutting ratio (r) was calculated on the basis of Eq. 1: 

 

𝑟𝑟 =
𝑡𝑡0
𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐

 

 

(1) 

where to is the uncut chip thickness, equal to the feed, and tc the chip thickness measured using 
LOM. 
Results and Discussion 
Surface texture of the machined samples. 
Fig. 2 reports the average values of Sa along with their standard deviation bars as a function of the 
depth of cut and cooling strategy. 

In the case of dry cutting, a clear trend cannot be identified since the surface roughness was 
improved by varying ap from = 0.15 mm to = 0.25 mm, and later it was increased at ap=0.5 mm, 
On the contrary, when using the cryogenic cooling strategy, a strong reduction of the surface 
roughness was observed at increasing depth of cut. 25% and 36% decreases were found for ap=0.25 
mm and ap=0.5 mm with respect to the lowest depth of cut, respectively. At the highest depth of cut, 
the section of the chip was increased as well as its brittleness when deformed at lower temperatures. 
This made its breakage easier, as it will be later documented. 

Regardless of the depth of cut, cryogenic cooling was effective in reducing the surface 
roughness compared to dry cutting. This is due to the fact that the cryogenic fluid cools down the 
polymer material very rapidly, reducing its elongation at rupture and, therefore, overall ductility. 
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On the contrary, in case of dry cutting, the much higher ductility induced by the higher cutting 
temperatures results in uneven surfaces, as the material is too easily deformed. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Sa under dry and cryogenic cooling conditions as a function of the depth of cut. 
Further, Svk and Spk values were analyzed and the results are reported in Fig. 3. For both the 

cooling strategies, except at the highest depth of cut that induced both peaks and valleys almost 
characterized by the same height, wider valleys and shallow peaks were produced compared to the 
lowest depth of cut. Both the height of the valleys and depths of the peaks were reduced at 
increasing depth of cut, regardless of the cooling strategy. Specifically, the cryogenic strategy 
assured the heights of the peaks increased by 37% and 6% for ap=0.15 mm and ap=0.25 mm 
compared to ap=0.5 mm, respectively. Similarly, the depths of the valleys increased by 271% and 
124% for ap=0.15 mm and ap=0.25 mm compared to ap=0.5 mm, respectively. 

Cryogenic machining helped in reducing the height of the peaks and especially in increasing the 
depth of the valleys. The latter was increased by 35%, 12% and 7% at ap=0.15 mm, ap=0.25 mm, 
and ap=0.5 mm compared to the dry cases, respectively. 

Having a surface characterized by shallow peaks and deep valleys may help to increase the 
surface wear resistance as this kind of surface can assure both fluid accessibility and accumulation 
of the wear debris. In general, deep valleys function as fluid reservoirs to decrease friction and 
wear by reserving and supplying fluid to the bearing surfaces. Additionally, wear debris can 
accumulate within deep valley features. Consequently, abrasive wear produced by third-body wear 
particles can be reduced [12]. 

 

Fig. 3. Spk and Svk under dry and cryogenic cooling conditions as a function of the depth of cut. 
 

The Spk/Svk ratio was calculated to understand the peculiar nature of the surface texture. In 
particular this ratio refers to the average distributed ratio of the peaks and valleys on the machined 
surfaces. In all the investigated cases, the lowest depth of cut and the use of cryogenic cooling led 
to the Spk/Svk reduction, meaning that the surface is dominated by valleys, see Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Spk/Svk under dry and cryogenic cooling conditions as a function of the depth of cut. 
 

The SEM images of the machined surfaces at varying depth of cut are given in Fig. 5. 
Regardless of the depth of cut, grooves adjacent to feed marks, flakes, and tearing caused by micro-
peeling were observed in dry conditions. The highest density of defects was found at the lowest 
depth of cut, whereas the lowest density of defects was at the intermediate depth of cut. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Dry and cryogenic machined surfaces appearance as a function of the depth of cut. 
 

When applying cryogenic cooling, defects were significantly reduced: the grooves disappeared 
as well as the tearings. On the other hand, the cryogenic machined surfaces were characterized by 
bump-shaped features. A nearly defects-free surface was obtained at the highest depth of cut. These 
findings on the surface appearance well match the surface roughness data shown in Fig. 2. 
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The attainment of surfaces with a lower amount of defects in the case of cryogenic machining 
can be ascribed to the cutting temperature. In fact, dry machining can drastically increase the 
polymer temperature in the cutting zone, which induces a significant increase in its ductility, 
leading to the material tearing instead of a proper cutting [13]. 

The chip morphology was assessed as well to be correlated with the surface finish. Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 7 show the chips at different magnifications as a function of the cutting conditions. The chip 
morphology was determined according to the ISO 3685-1977 (E) standard [14]. In dry machining, 
the increase in the depth of cut led to a change of the chip morphology from continuous tubular 
snarled to continuous ribbon snarled chips. This can be ascribed to the increase of ductility given 
by the temperature increases when adopting more severe process parameters. This is confirmed by 
the higher magnification images reported in Fig. 7, which show the presence of a higher amount of 
shear marks that are indicative of attainment of high strain in the chip. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Morphology of the chips obtained under dry and cryogenic cooling conditions  
as a function of the depth of cut. 

 

In the case of cryogenic machining, continuous ribbon snarled chips, continuous tubular snarled 
chips, and discontinuous tubular short chips were formed at ap=0.15 mm, ap=0.15 mm, and ap=0.5 
mm, respectively. The breakage of the chip at the highest depth of cut can be ascribed to the 
synergistic presence of low temperatures and high stresses due to the highest material removal 
rate. Discontinuous chips can indeed be produced when high compressive stresses are involved or 
when a brittle material is machined [15]. 

Actually, Fig. 7 evidences that the shear marks are more emphasized and more frequently 
observed in the case of the highest depth of cut as a result of the brittleness of the material as a 
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consequence of the low temperature during cryogenic machining. A fracture can be more likely to 
nucleate from these shear bands, and then propagate leading to the macroscopic rupture of the chip. 

Similar, even if not equal, evidences were found at the lowest and intermediate depths of cut: 
even though cryogenic machining did not induce a change in the chip morphology, it reduced the 
bulkiness and lengths of the formed chips with the respect to the dry case. 

The presence of discontinuous chips assures the formation of a surface characterized by a lower 
amount of defects as shown in Fig. 5. If the cutting temperature is kept well below the polymer 
rubbery region, the polymer is subjected to a lower deformation, which reduces defects like 
tearings. 

It is worth underlining that discontinuous chips are usually desired in turning operations because 
they are less likely to entangle on the machine surfaces and machine tools [5].  

 

Fig. 7. SEM images of free surfaces of the chips obtained under dry and cryogenic cooling 
conditions as a function of the depth of cut. 

 

The cutting ratio (r) can be considered a machinability index, being influenced by the nature of 
the chip-tool interaction, chip contact length, and morphology. 

Fig. 8 reports the cutting ratio as a function of the process parameters. Regardless of the depth 
of cut, the cutting ratio is higher under cryogenic cooling conditions compared to dry ones. To a 
higher cutting ratio corresponds a higher shear angle and a lower shear plane area that leads to a 
decrease in the shear force needed to form the chip. This can be attributed to a reduction in the 
friction angle thanks to the application of cryogenic cooling. This in accordance with [16], where 
it was stated that the lower the friction coefficient the higher the shear angle. 
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Only in the case of dry cutting, a slight cutting ratio increase was observed at increasing depth 
of cut. This confirms the predominance of the temperature effects over the mechanical ones in a 
dry environment. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Cutting ratio under dry and cryogenic cooling conditions as a function of the depth of cut. 
Summary 
The paper investigated the influence of the depth of cut and coolant strategy on the surface finish 
and chip morphology in machining biomedical grade PEEK. 
The following results can be drawn: 

• At increasing depth of cut, smoother surfaces were obtained in cryogenic machining, whereas 
no clear effect was found in dry machining. 
• Cryogenic machining led to a decrease in the height of the peaks, resulting in a surface finish 
improvement, compared to dry machining. On the other hand, at increasing depth of cut, the height 
of the peaks was reduced, with consequent improvement of surface finish, regardless of the cooling 
condition. 
• Under cryogenic cooling condition and at the lowest depth of cut, a reduction in the Spk/Svk 
ratio was observed. 
• Cryogenic machining lowered the amount of surface defects compared to dry machining. An 
increase in the depth of cut under cryogenic cooling condition contributed to improve the machined 
surface quality. 
• The chip breakage was obtained solely when the highest depth of cut and cryogenic cooling 
condition were applied. For the other depths of cut considered, cryogenic machining reduced the 
bulkiness and lengths of the formed chips with the respect to the dry case. 
• The cutting ratio values under cryogenic cooling condition were higher than those obtained 
under dry conditions at all the depths of cuts. 
• A slight increase in the cutting ratio was observed at increasing depth of cut, solely in the 
case of dry cutting. 
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Abstract. Tool steels have been commonly applied to die and mold parts because of the high 
strength and the high abrasive wear resistance obtained by the heat treatments. In order to achieve 
high machining rate, the heat-treated tool steels have recently finished with end mills coated by 
hard thin layers. The cutting force in milling of the tool steel should be controlled to improve the 
fatigue lives of die and mold, which are associated with not only the surface qualities but also the 
microstructure in the subsurface. This paper discusses the cutting process in milling of a cold work 
tool steel in terms of the cutting force and the residual stress in finished subsurface. 
Introduction  
Tool steels have been applied to die and mold manufacturing due to their excellent mechanical 
strengths, and wear resistances. Milling of tool steel has been usually performed before quenching 
of workpiece, then the hardened product has been finished in polishing so far. Because hard milling 
without polishing is required to improve productivity and product quality, advanced cutting tool 
and coating materials, such as gradient cemented carbide with different grain sizes, has been 
developed [1]. 

Durakbasa et al. [2] performed milling of AISI H13 hot work tool steel to optimize end cutting 
parameters by Taguchi method. The authors summarized that an end mill coated with AlTiN 
showed better performance regarding the surface finish and the tool wear resistance in comparison 
to TiAlCN and ZrN coatings. Aramcharoen et al. investigated the effects of coating materials in 
milling of hardened tool steel H13 with a 0.5 mm diameter micro end mill [3]. They concluded 
TiN coated tool was effective to control the tool wear, the chipping, the surface finish, and the burr 
formation.  

Furthermore, the die and molding manufacturing has recently required for control of the 
affected layer and the residual stress in subsurface in terms of lives of die and mold. Denkena et 
al. conducted hard millings for AISI H13 [4]. They reported that the undercut geometry of the 
flank face reduced the tensile residual stress and the tool wear. Caruso et al. investigated the 
residual stress in subsurface in dry orthogonal cutting of AISI 52100 steel [5]. The large 
compressive residual stress was obtained in cutting of a harder workpiece with a chamfered tool. 
Although a large number of experiments have been conducted to investigate the cutting 
characteristics of tool steels so far, the analytical works have not yet been done so much to discuss 
the cutting process of hardened tool steels in terms of the properties of surface and subsurface. 

The paper studies the cutting process in peripheral milling of a hardened cold tool steel 
comparing with a carbon steel. The cutting tests are conducted to measure the cutting force and 
the residual stresses and observe the surface finish. The cutting processes, then, are discussed in 
an analytical force model. The residual stress in subsurface was associated with the shear plane 
cutting model. 
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Cutting Test 
The cutting tests in peripheral milling were conducted on a 3-axis machining center (FANUC 
Robodrill α-T14iF), as shown in Fig. 1. A 10 mm thick plate of tool steel (JIS, SKD11) was 
employed as a workpiece for the cutting test. The workpiece was quenched and tempered at 
1020℃ and 220℃ in a vacuum furnace, and controlled the hardness of 54 HRC before the cutting 
test. In addition, a plate of carbon steel (JIS, S50C) with a controlled hardness of 14 HRC was also 
used as a reference. The workpiece was clamped on a piezoelectric dynamometer (Kistler, 9257B) 
mounted on the machine table to measure the cutting force. A single tooth square end mill coated 
with AlCN thin layer, which was ground off one tooth from the original two teeth end mill, was 
employed to exclude the influence of the cutter runout. The tool diameter and the helix angle were 
10 mm and 30°, respectively. The end mill was clamped to the spindle of the machine tool with a 
collet chuck. The reference surface was machined to control the radial depth of cut before the 
cutting test. The end mill was fed along +X direction in down-cut peripheral milling at an axial 
depth of cut of 10 mm, and a radial depth of cut of 0.1 mm, as shown in Table 1. In order to reduce 
the vibration occurring in the initial cutting state with the sharp edge, the flank wear land was 
control so as to contact the workpiece in a width of approximately 20 μm by preliminary cutting, 
where the cutting speed, the feed rate, and the feed travel were 25 m/min, 0.1 mm/tooth, and 30 
mm, respectively. The low cutting speed for milling of steel was set to reduce tool vibration, even 
though the cutting speed was possibly associated with the surface finish. Then, the residual stresses 
of the machined surfaces were measured in the feed direction (X-axis) and the axial direction (Z-
axis) to compare with the residual stress measured before machining, where the machined surfaces 
were not processed for the measurements. The residual stresses were measured with an X-ray 
residual stress analyzer (Pulstec, μ-X360s) based on the cos α method [6]. The measurements for 
each workpiece were conducted at three points on the center line of workpiece thickness. 
  

 
 

(a) Tool steel                                                     (b) Carbon steel 
Fig. 2 Cutting forces. 

 
 
 

Fig. 3 Residual stresses in subsrface. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Cutting test in peripheral milling. 

 
Table 1 Cutting conditions. 

Axial depth of cut [mm] 10 
Radial depth of cut [mm] 0.1 

Cutting speed [m/min] 25 
Feed rate [mm/tooth] 0.05 

Cutting direction Down-cut 
Lubrication Dry 
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 (a) Tool steel                                                     (b) Carbon steel 
Fig. 2 Cutting forces. 

Fig. 3 Residual stresses in subsrface. 
 
Cutting Force in Milling of Cold Work Tool Steel 
Figure 2 compares the measured cutting forces in milling of tool steel and carbon steel at a cutting 
speed of 25 m/min and a feed rate of 0.05 mm/tooth. The cutting force changes periodically in 
0.75 s of the tool rotation cycle. Since the cutting area of the helical end mill changes with the 
cutter rotation, the cutting force changes as: 

1) the lowest point on the edge penetrates the bottom of the workpiece plate at O; 
2) cutting force increases with the cutting area in O−A; 
3) the cutting area moves upward and the cutting force becomes constant without changing the 

cutting area in A−B;  
4) the cutting force decreases in B−C with the cutting area after the cutting edge exits from the 

top of the workpiece plate. 
The large cutting force in milling of tool steel is confirmed because of the higher hardness, where 
the X and Y components of tool steel are 1.5 and 3.9 times larger than those of carbon steel. The 
Y component becomes significantly large in comparison to the X component in milling of tool 
steel. It suggests that the indentation effect of the edge radius is greater than that in milling of 
carbon steel, as described later. 
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Surface Finish and Residual Stress 
Fig. 3 shows the residual stresses of tool steel and carbon steel, where the positive value is 
estimated as tensile. The compressive residual stress of tool steel is much larger than that of carbon 
steel. The surface finishes and the height distributions were observed with a laser microscope 
(Keyence, VK9700), as shown in Fig. 4. The relatively better surface was obtained in milling of 
tool steel, as shown in Fig. 4(a), even though chatter marks are slightly left on the finished surface. 
Regarding the height distributions of the surface finishes, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (d), the height 
differences are 9 and 20 μm tool steel and carbon steel, respectively. The built-up edge may overcut 
the workpiece in milling of carbon steel. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) Tool steel (laser intensity )                (b) Tool steel (height distribution)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

(c) Carbon steel (laser intensity)              (d) Carbon steel (height distribution) 
Fig. 4 Surface finishes. 

 
Analytical Force Model in Milling 
A force model is applied to characterize the cutting process in peripheral milling of tool steel. The 
force model in milling was presented in Reference [7]. The force model is briefly described here. 
A three-dimensional chip flow in milling is interpreted as a piling up of the orthogonal cuttings in 
the planes containing the cutting velocities V and the chip flow velocities Vc, as shown in Fig. 5. 
Although plastic deformation occurs in the chip formation, the interaction between each 
orthogonal cutting plane is ignored on the assumption that a rigid chip flows at an angular velocity. 
The orthogonal cutting models are given by the following equations:  
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where φ, τs and β are the shear angle, the shear stress on the shear plane, and the friction angle. V, 
t1 and α are the rake angle, the cutting velocity, and the uncut chip thickness in the orthogonal 
cutting. Aij (i = 0,1,2; j=0,1,2,3) are parameters acquired in the orthogonal cutting tests. The data 
can also be identified or refined with referring to the actual cutting force in milling by inverse 
analysis [8]. The cutting force should be regarded as the sum of the indentation force component 
due to the ploughing and the chip generation force component due to shearing in the shear zone 
and friction on the rake face. For the sake of simplicity, this study employs the orthogonal cutting 
data expressed as Eq. (1) on the assumption that the chip generation force component is the major 
effect here, where the indentation force component is implicitly associated with the parameters for 
the uncut chip thickness. Regarding friction on the rake face, the friction angle associated with the 
friction coefficient is controlled by the third equation in Eq. (1). Because the orthogonal cutting 
data are acquired in the actual cutting tests for the combination of the tool and the workpiece 
materials, friction in the interface between the tool face and the chip is characterized in the actual 
cutting. The shear angle and the shear stress on the shear plane depend on the material behavior. 
The thermal effect on the material behavior may be mainly controlled by the first term related to 
cutting velocity dependency, which is associated with the cutting temperature. Because the cutting 
energy is consumed into the shear energy in the shear plane and the friction energy on the rake 
face, the cutting energy is estimated in the chip flow model consisting of the orthogonal cuttings. 
Because the cutting energy depends on the chip flow direction, the chip flow angle is determined 
to minimize the cutting energy. Therefore, the cutting force is predicted in the determined chip 
flow model. 

 
Fig. 5 Chip flow model in analysis. 
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Cutting Model in Cold Work Tool Steel 
Based on the results of the cutting tests, the orthogonal cutting data were acquired as: 
Tool steel: 

1

1

1

exp(0.189 34380 6.781 0.429)
exp(0.046 2172 0.002 21.25)
exp( 0.095 27280 1.795 0.1696)

s

V t
V t
V t

φ α
τ α
β α

= + − − 
= − + + 
= − − + + 

 (2)  

Carbon steel: 

1

1

1

exp(0.254 11450 0.487 3.037)
exp( 0.001 2121 0.009 20.10)
exp( 0.042 5414 1.357 0.266)

s

V t
V t
V t

φ α
τ α
β α

= − + − 
= − − + + 
= − − − − 

 (3) 

Figure 6 compares the simulated and the measured cutting forces at the same cutting conditions in 
Fig. 2. The force model and the orthogonal cutting data are verified in the agreement of the  

 
Fig. 6 Cutting force simulations. 

 
Fig. 7 Changes in cutting models at a center of axial depth of cut. 

 
simulated cutting force with the measured force. Figure 7 shows the change in shear stress on the 
shear plane and the friction angle at the center of the plate thickness of the workpiece, where the 
uncut chip thickness is also shown as a reference. The uncut chip thickness decreases with the 
cutter rotation in down-cut process. The shear stress on the shear plane in milling of tool steel 
reaches about 3.3 times larger than that of carbon steel. The shear stresses of both materials are 
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nearly constant for the change in the uncut chip thickness. Then, the friction angle of tool steel 
becomes about 1.4 times larger than that of carbon steel at the edge engagement and increases with 
decreasing the uncut chip thickness. Meanwhile, the friction angle of carbon steel does not increase 
significantly. Since the coefficients in the second terms of uncut chip thickness in friction angle in 
equations (2) and (3) involve the indentation effect of the edge radius, the result shows that the 
indentation effect of the cutting edge in milling of tool steel is relatively much larger than that of 
carbon steel. Burnishing on the interface between the finished surface and the cutting edge 
promotes the compressive residual stress in subsurface [9]. Therefore, in milling of tool steel, a 
large compressive residual stress is induced by burnishing with a large indentation force on the 
edge radius. On the other hand, the original tool edge does not finish the machined surface and 
does not promote the burnishing effect on the machined surface in milling of carbon steel, because 
the built-up edge generates the overcut surface, as shown in Fig. 4(d). The compressive residual 
stress in subsurface of carbon steel is not expected with less burnishing. 
Summary 
The paper has been studied the peripheral milling of hardened cold work tool steel to characterize 
the cutting process. The results are summarized as: 
1) In milling of tool steel, the cutting force components in the feed and radial directions of the 

tool are 1.5 and 3.9 times greater than those of carbon steel. 
2) According to the analytical cutting simulation, the shear stress on the shear plane and the 

friction angle of tool steel becomes much larger than that of carbon steel. Because of the large 
negative terms of uncut chip thickness in friction angle, the indentation effect of the cutting 
edge in milling of tool steel is larger than that of carbon steel 

3) The large indentation force on the edge radius enhances burnishing to induce a large 
compressive residual stress in milling of tool steel. In contrast, the original tool edge does not 
finish the machined surface and does not promote the effect of burnishing on the machined 
surface in milling of carbon steel, because the built-up edge generates the overcut surface. As 
consequence, the effect of burnishing is small in milling of carbon steel. 
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Abstract. Tapping is a typical machining method being utilized in manufacturing internal threads. 
However, it contains few difficulties to be dealt with since during the process, many cutting edges 
involve synchronized axial and rotational movements. This work presents the results of an 
experimental study on the material type considering the influences of the manufacturing process 
(extrusion and forging) and tap type on the surface integrity characteristics of lead-free brass 
alloys. Experimental data on the surface quality of the threads, subsurface characteristics including 
microhardness is presented and analyzed. This study demonstrates that the manufacturing methods 
have a robust effect on microstructural aspects of low-lead brass alloy and resulting in hardening 
of the surface and subsurface. 
 

Nomenclature    

Ext. Extruded F+Ann. Forged+Annealed 

Introduction 
In line with advancing technology, the necessity for brass alloys in industry is rising daily. A 
variety of these alloys are employed in the production of the parts that are primarily used in the 
food, water, and pumping industries. These parts are manufactured by extrusion or hot forging 
processes and go through machining processes such as threading in order to be assembled. 
Addition of some elements into the chemical composition results in enhanced machinability, one 
of which is Pb [1]. However, due to its use in drinking water, the element's hazardous properties 
have resulted in the adoption of rigorous regulations and the widespread use of Pb [2]. As a result, 
recent years have seen a surge in hopes for the creation of lead-free brass alloys due to the rapid 
advancement of technology. However, the issue that modern industry must face to stay competitive 
is the manufacture of consumer goods, which is built on a triangle consisting of low costs, low 
production times, and excellent quality. A new problem that needs to be resolved in this situation 
is the poor machinability.  Industrial methods for producing profiled parts are constantly evolving 
and competing for market share based on both product quality and price. The utilization of efficient 
processes is required to achieve these goals [3]. Using both cut and form taps, internal threads can 
be produced. Cut tapping is a type of machining; chip removal produces the thread. When form 
tapping is used, the work material is the sole thing that moves to create the thread. 
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According to Fromentin et al. [4], the main benefit of form tapping is that no chips are produced. 
The authors claim that by doing this, time-consuming cleaning of the threaded area can be avoided 
because chips can cause interference when the components are assembled. In another study, the 
plastic strain and the high strain stress produced by the form tapping were explored by Fromentin 
et al. [5]. The authors came to the conclusion that form tapping is a good alternative to the 
conventional tapping procedure. However, it might be argued that the production of forming 
threads only has a significant potential for materials with high ductility. This is due to the external 
form tapping's superior surface and stronger threads compared to conventional tapping for thread 
profiles [6]. The size of the split crest at the top of the thread following the form tapping operation 
will depend on the diameter of the hole. Both high ductile alloys, such as non-ferrous metals [7–
10], and hardened steels, as demonstrated by [7, 11], can be formed using this method. On AISI 
304 austenitic stainless steel, tapping operations were performed by Uzun et al. [12] utilizing taps 
of various sizes and cutting parameters. The depth of cut for each cutting feed and the cutting 
torques generated during threading were used to calculate the cutting performances of the taps. In 
the tapping forming process of the 7075-T6 aluminum alloy, Oliveira et al. [13] examined the 
effects of the tapping speed, tap coating, and the tapered region of the tap. They used a 
sophisticated statistical analysis to determine the impact of the key factors on the thrust force, 
torque, and connection of these factors with microhardness and thread profile quality. Burr 
development during the form tapping process was investigated by Filho et al. [14]. With uncoated 
and coated taps, internal threads in workpieces made of the 7075-aluminum alloy were completed, 
and the burr formation at the entrance and exit was examined. The impact of new vegetable oil 
formulations on the precision of AISI 316L parts and the integrity of their surfaces during reaming 
and tapping were examined by Belluco et al. [15]. They studied surface roughness and surface 
metallurgy as part of their investigation of surface integrity. Profilometry was used to evaluate 
roughness, while optical metallography and microhardness testing were used to investigate the 
subsurface. The surface characteristics of the threads produced by form tapping were investigated 
by Fromentin et al. [4]. The two main factors affecting the process are the work material's tensile 
strength and the lubricant's influence, and a relationship with tapping torque was suggested. In 
their study, Coelho et al. [16] concentrated on the usage of a minimum quantity of lubricant and 
emulsion during the machine and form tapping of 7075-T651 aluminum alloy while using both 
tapping techniques at three forming/cutting speeds. Numerous studies on the methods of tapping 
various materials have been conducted [17-20].  
A comparison of the various types of tools on brass alloys has not been done, according to the 
research that is currently available in the literature. This paper presents the findings of an 
experimental investigation on the material type taking into account the influences of the 
manufacturing method (extrusion and forging) and tap type on the surface integrity properties of 
lead-free brass alloys. Experimental data on cutting forces, torques, thread surface quality, 
geometrical accuracy, and subsurface parameters including microhardness are presented and 
examined.  
Methodology 
Materials. 
Extruded CuZn40Pb2 (CW617N), CuZn38As (CW511L), and CuZn21Si3P (CW724R), each with 
a diameter of 60 mm and a length of 30 mm, were the three different types of brass alloys employed 
as test materials in this study. In a Hydromec 550 eccentric press machine with a press load of 165 
tons, a portion of these materials was hot forged at 730±10°C at a rate of 11 strokes per minute. 
The forged specimens underwent a 150 min. annealing process at 550°C. Table 1 and 2 list the 
chemical composition and mechanical properties of the test materials. 
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the studied brass alloys [21]. 

Composition Cu Zn Pb Sn Fe Ni Al As Mn P Si 

CW617N 
%Min. 57.0 Rem. 1.6 - - - - - -  - 

%Max. 59.0 Rem. 2.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.05 - - - - 

CW511L 
%Min. 61.5 Rem. - - - - - 0.02 - - - 

%Max. 63.5 Rem. 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.05 0.15 - - - 

CW724R 
%Min. 75.0 Rem. - - - - - - - 0.02 2.7 

%Max. 77.0 Rem. 0.09 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.05 - 0.05 0.10 3.5 
 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of the studied brass alloys [21]. 

Material E(GPa) ρ (g/cm3) Machinability 

CW617N 96 8.43 %95 

CW511L 100 8.25 %80 

CW724R 100 8.41 %40 

 
Experimental setup. 
The internal threading operation using Gühring's C type M10x1.5 form and cut taps on a Fanuc 

α-D21LiB5 CNC milling center was the main focus of the machining experiments. Fig. 1 depicts 
the experimental configuration. Through all holes, the experiments were the primary focus and 
coolant fluid was used. Throughout the testing, the spindle rotational speed was maintained at 
constant 800 rpm. The cutting forces were measured for 15 seconds at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz using a Kisteler dynamometer type 9129AA. Using a Keyence digital optical microscope, 
a Mitutoyo Contracer CV-2100M4, and other tools, the integrity of the machined surfaces was 
assessed. According to ASTM E 384 standards, measurements were taken using an MHVD 1000 
IS microhardness tester at various depths beneath the machined surfaces. The dimensional 
accuracy of the threads was controlled by M10 tap gauge as well as Keyence digital optical 
microscope according to the illustrated Metric ISO thread dimensions as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The experimental setup; a) Ext., b) F+Ann. specimen. 
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Fig. 2. Metric ISO thread control dimensions. 

 
Results and Discussions 
Microstructural Analysis. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the microstructure of the Ext. and F+Ann. CW617N, CW511L, and CW724R 
brass alloys. α and β phases are observed in CW617N and CW511L, while α, γ and κ are seen in 
CW724R. The β phase content for CW617N has increased from%46 to %51 as a result of multi-
directional hot forging and annealing. For CW511L, this rate was gauged between %5 and %17. 
This augmentation and elongation can be attributed to the phase's superplastic deformation 
characteristic during the forging process. In CW724R, κ and γ phases have increased from %16 to 
%19. The looming up of κ phase and the smaller percentages of γ phases compared to κ phases 
make it seem possible to ignore them and conclude that forging. Table 3 illustrates the measured 
average grain sizes of two test specimens. The lowest grain size was measured for F+Ann. 
CW724R as equal to 6.44 μm. The highest grain size was observed for Ext. CW511L as 8.13 μm. 
It is seen that the average grain size has been reduced by hot forging followed by annealing due to 
the movement of the dislocations, boundaries, breakages in grain structure and replacement with 
finer grains. 

 

Ext. 

   

F+Ann. 

   

Fig. 3. Microstructure of the test speciemens; Ext.; a) CW617N, b) CW511L, c) CW724R, 
F+Ann.; d) F+Ann. CW617N, e) CW511L, f) CW724R. 
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Table 3. Measured average grain sizes and microhardness of the test specimens. 

Ave. Grain size (μm) Ext. F+Ann. Ave. Microhardness (HV) Ext. F+Ann. 

CW617N 

CW511L 
CW724R 

7.87 7.14  91.2 112.35 

8.31 7.74  85.5 102.80 

6.91 6.44  119 139..35 

 
Cutting Forces and Torques Analysis. 
The thrust cutting forces and torques of the tapping operation of the CW724R is illustrated in 

Fig. 4. Focusing on Fig. 5 b, when the form tap was inserted into the hole, a transition regime was 
seen for 0.2 to 0.4 seconds. The procedure was halted and reversed in the second of 1.4, leading to 
the taps returning and a large decrease in the force values. Similar to full immersion of the tapping, 
the return likewise exhibits a proportional constant zone with a cylindrical component and a slope. 
The torque increases asymptotically in region I of the torque graph, which represents the point of 
contact between the surfaces of the tap and the workpiece. Region I's tapered design of the tap 
produces the thread profiles by causing material deformation. Contrarily, area II experiences a 
steadying of the torque. The maximum torque is measured at the end of region II, where it shows 
a slight variance that may have resulted from friction variation. It should be highlighted that area 
III experiences an abrupt decrease in effort as a result of the process of tapping coming to an end. 
Region IV has a reversed tap spindle speed and entirely withdrawn tap returns from the hole. 
Additionally, in area IV, it should be noticed that the spindle's reversal counteracted the force 
applied in the forward direction before the tap emerged from the hole. On the other hand, when 
the operation was carried out deploying cut tap, the graph is formed of two regions: the engagement 
of the conical profile and then the hole diameter. The F+Ann. CW511L was machined utilizing 
cut and form taps, and the greatest thrust forces were measured as 183.7 N and 872.6 N, 
respectively. The lowest values, however, for Ext. CW617N were recorded at 110.3 and 660.5 N, 
respectively, utilizing cut and form taps. The same pattern was seen for the torque values of 711.98 
N.m. and 29.83 N.m. in F+Ann. CW511L. Additionally, utilizing cut and form taps, the lowest 
values were determined to be 6.13 N.m and 14.64 Ext. CW617N, respectively. It is clear that the 
plastic movement of the material without chip removal in form taps led to larger frictional forces 
and coefficients, which in turn resulted in thrust forces and torque values that are almost four times 
those of cut taps. The F+Ann. specimens had greater measured thrust cutting forces and torques 
than the Ext. specimens. This phenomenon is primarily caused by an increase in the β-phase in the 
microstructure of CW617N and CW511L acquired by applied forging and annealing processes as 
well as κ-phase in the CW724R. It is obvious that the presence of Pb results in lower cutting forces 
and torques by retaining more lubricant on its surface, assisting in the decrease of wear or friction 
during contact. The measured thrust force and torque values were lower in CW724R than 
CW511L, despite the decreased Pb content. This is explained by the melting points of CW724R 
and CW511L, which are 600 and 900°C, respectively. Because of all this, softening during 
machining may also account for the reduced cutting forces of CW724R compared to CW511L. 
The silicon-rich κ -phase in the material's microstructure is another factor that contributes to the 
achieved result. In silicon-free brasses, the κ -phase is harder than the α- and β-phase and also has 
a BCC lattice structure, supporting the findings of [7]. 
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Fig. 4. The measured cutting forces and torques for CW724R. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The measured cutting forces and toques during the experiments. 
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Surface Quality Analysis and Geometrical Characteristics. 
In the form tapping operation, on the top of the threads a split crest was observed due to no 

metallographic transformation. As demonstrated in Fig. 6b, the highest zone of deformation takes 
place in Z2 thread's root which during formation is in direct contact with the lobes. The work 
material flows from Z2 to Z3 on the flank of the thread which is a highly deformed zone and 
experiences significant displacements. In Z4 no significant deformation is observed. In the cutting 
tapping operation as shown in Fig. 6a, the thread form was achieved by material removal. 
Therefore, there were no formed crests on the top of the threads, and the triangle shape was clearly 
seen. The thread pitch, thread angles, flank straightness and minor, major diameters were inspected 
by optical Mitutoyo Contracer as well as tap gauges. The geometrical characteristics of all the 
threads in terms of dimensional tolerances were confirmed by the carried-out inspections and it 
was determined that the only different zone is Z4 of the threads generated between the tools. The 
length of Z4 was higher in formed threads than cut ones. It was seen that although in the 
dimensional tolerance range, the Z4 area in F+Ann. forming threads were much smoother as 
compared to Ext. specimens which might be attributed to the change in the materials’ 
microstructure in terms of deformation, dislocation, phase content and microhardness. However, 
no remarkable differences in shape of the threads generated with the cutting tap were observed in 
all the experiments. Furthermore, some impurities and chip marks were observed on the surfaces 
Ext. CW511L and CW724R. On the other hand, the quality of the thread surfaces of the CW617N 
was excellent. The highest impurities belong to CW511L which is also as verification to the force 
measurements of this paper. 

 

     
Fig. 6. The formed threads; Ext. CW511L a) cutting, b) forming, F+Ann. CW511L c) cutting, d) 

forming. 
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Fig. 7. The cut threads on Ext.; a) CW617N, b) CW511L, c) CW724R. 

 
Surface and Subsurface Microhardness Analysis. 
Fig. 8 shows the measured machined surface and sub-surface microhardness of the threads in 

at 0, 15, 30, 50, 75, 150, 300 and 600 μm distances from the surface. All measurements have been 
carried out from the most deformed zone, the root of the thread and the average value of two 
measurements is reported. The properties of the base material could be assessed 600 μm beneath 
the surface due to the generated strain hardening. The highest microhardness was measured at the 
machined surface of F+Ann. CW511L with %234.6 increase with respect to the base material 
using cutting tap. Tapping with cutting tool resulted in higher variations in the surface and sub-
surface microhardness. The obtained results show that the tapping tool type plays a significant role 
in the sub-surface strain hardening. This phenomenon is generated by the deformation of the 
material structure by the friction and forces between tap and work specimen. 

 

 
Fig. 8. The measured machined surface and sub-surface microhardness; a) CW617N, b) 

CW511L, c) CW724R. 
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Summary 
An investigation was carried out to compare cutting and forming tap tool efficiency with respect 
to thread accuracy, surface quality, generated cutting forces, torques and microhardness in internal 
threading operation on different types of lead-free brass alloys. Tool type, as well as materials 
manufacturing method were found to have a significant effect on surface integrity and process 
responses. In form tapping compared to cutting, higher cutting forces and torques were recorded. 
It was observed that the phase contents and grain refinement were obtained by multi-directional 
hot forging operation in the test specimens’ microstructure. 
The cutting tap tool determined higher strain hardening, but lower thickness of the plastically 
deformed sub-surface layer and enhanced thread quality in terms of form and dimension. 
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Abstract. The authors present a method for determining cutting forces during orthogonal turning 
of C45 steel. The method utilizes Oxley’s chip formation model as well as Johnson-Cook (J-C) 
constitutive equation and is based on the assumption that the tool is perfectly sharp and the chip 
formation process is continuous. It is also assumed that the heat exchange between the workpiece, 
the tool and the chip is carried out by conduction with negligibly small loses caused by convection 
and radiation and that the thickness of the chip contacting the rake face is constant. The adoption 
of the above assumptions, together with the knowledge of cutting parameters (including the tool 
rake angle) as well as of material constants of J-C equation, allows to estimate the thermal-
mechanical state of the cutting process and to determine feed and tangential components of the 
cutting force. Average values of feed and tangent components of the cutting force are calculated 
using an algorithm implemented in the Matlab environment. The method is based on iterative 
determination of the minimum difference between stress values in the secondary shear zone. 
Considered tangential and normal stress values are expressed by formulas based on Oxley's cutting 
mechanics and the J-C model. The cutting force components obtained in the described method 
have been compared with the results obtained during experimental studies and with the results 
obtained in computer simulations using the FEM numerical calculation method. 
Introduction 
Understanding the phenomena that occur in the cutting zone during machining as well as 
examination of their impact on process efficiency and quality of machined parts is practically 
impossible without the use of appropriate models. The issue of modeling of the machining process 
usually relates to a mechanistic model of the cutting zone, a model of heat generation and 
distribution or a model of cutting edge wear. Analytical and numerical calculation models are used 
for forecasting the course of machining process. When describing the behaviour of the machined 
material at decohesion during the orthogonal turning, it is assumed that there is a slip in the Primary 
Shear Zone (PSZ), while in the Secondary Shear Zone (SSZ) the friction of the chip against the 
cutting tool face is taken into account. A good example of using analytical models of the machining 
process are temperature models determining the partitions of heat penetrating the chip and the 
workpiece. The examples that can be found in the literature include the Loewen and Shaw’s model 
[1], Trigger and Chao’s model [2], the Boothroyd’s model [3] and the Oxley’s model based on it 
[4]. The mentioned models allow estimating average temperature the in the slip zone and average 
contact temperature at the chip-cutting edge interface.  

Numerical calculation models for simulating the machining process are a separate group used 
for process forecasting. Paper [5] describes the use of the ABAQUS application and the FEM 
method for determination of the impact of friction between the workpiece, chip and the tool on the 
distribution of forces, strain and temperature in the cutting zone during the turning of AISI 4340 
steel. In [6], Özel used the DEFORM application for modelling the friction on the chip-cutting 
edge interface. The author showed the impact of the friction model used on the chip shape. Another 
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example of using numerical calculation methods for machining process simulation is [7] where 
authors used the AdvantEdge application to investigate the impact of protective coatings applied 
on the cutting tools on heat partition in the cutting zone. Computer simulations are now considered 
as one of the most important aspects of research on machining processes. They allow for a safe 
and non-invasive view of the process, also in places inaccessible to conventional monitoring 
methods. Thus, they make it possible to check how individual changes introduced in the cutting 
zone or the process itself affect the tested output characteristics. Further, through parameter 
studies, computer simulations allow to analyze various solutions without the need to conduct costly 
research.  

The aforementioned analytical methods can also be used in order to determine the cutting forces 
during orthogonal turning. In [8,9], the authors presented methods of determination of the cutting 
forces based on the known machining parameters and cutting tools geometries. The other input 
into the method is the workpiece mechanical properties and the constants of J-C constitutive 
equation. The described method for prediction of cutting forces during orthogonal turning is a less 
expensive and faster alternative for computer applications based on numerical calculation 
methods.  
Methodology 
The described approach is an alternative for numerical calculation methods that use complex 
calculation algorithms. The presented method is based on the chip forming model proposed by 
Oxley [9,10]. The principal part of the method is the algorithm which allows determination of the 
tangential feed components and the of the cutting force during orthogonal turning. In this paper, 
the method has been used to determine the cutting force components in a wider range of input 
parameters. The chip forming model during orthogonal turning is presented Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Chip formation model for orthogonal turning [11]. 
 
Where α is the rake angle, φ is the shear angle, λ is the average friction angle at tool-chip interface, 
θ is the angle between resultant cutting force R and primary shear zone AB. Parameters t1 and t2 
are the depth of cut and the chip thickness respectively. V, Vs, and Vc are the cutting velocity, 
shear velocity, and chip velocity, respectively. Parameter w is the cutting width that is not shown. 
The cutting forces are determined by recurrently changing the values: φ, C0 and δ. C0 is the ratio 
of shear plane length to the thickness of the PSZ -l/Δs2 and δ is the ratio of the thickness of SSZ 
to chip thickness - Δs1/t2. The described parameters are presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Parallel-sided shear zone model [11]. 
 
Presented method includes calculation of stress values in the PSZ, on the sear plane AB and in the 
SSZ. Values of the shear flow stress (kAB), strain (εAB) and strain rate (εAḂ ) on the shear plane in 
the PSZ are determined from the following equations: 

𝑘𝑘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝜎𝜎𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
√3

= 1
√3

(𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴) �1 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝜀𝜀𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴̇
𝜀𝜀0̇
� �1 − �𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴−𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚−𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟
�
𝑚𝑚
�  (1) 

𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝛾𝛾𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
√3

= 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
2√3𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠cos (𝑠𝑠−𝑐𝑐)

  (2) 

𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴̇ = 𝛾𝛾𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴̇
√3

= 𝐶𝐶0
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠

√3𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
  (3) 

The length of the shear zone (lAB), the tool-chip interface length (h), the shear velocity (Vs), the 
chip velocity (Vc) and the chip thickness (t2) are determined as follows: 

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑡𝑡1
𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

  (4) 
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�  (5) 

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑠𝑠−𝑐𝑐)  

(6) 

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛(𝑠𝑠)
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜑𝜑−𝑐𝑐)  
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Secondly, in the SSZ, the shear flow stress in the chip with von Mises criterion are determined on 
the basis of the equation: 

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = 1
√3

(𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 ) �1 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝜀𝜀𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤̇
�̇�𝜀0
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𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚−𝑇𝑇0
�
𝑚𝑚
�  (9) 

while strain (εchip) and strain rate (εchıṗ ) are calculated as stated below: 

𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤
√3

= 2𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + ℎ
2√3𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡2

  (10) 

𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐ℎ𝚤𝚤𝑖𝑖̇ = 𝛾𝛾𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤̇
√3

= 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐
2√3𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡2

  (11) 

Basing on [12], a portion of heat conducted to the workpiece from the shear zone (β) is expressed 
as: 

𝛽𝛽 = 0.5 − 0.35𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10(𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡)           𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓 0.04 ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 ≤ 10  
(12) 

𝛽𝛽 = 0.3 − 0.15 = 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10(𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡)       𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 ≥ 10 

where RT  is a non - dimensional thermal number. 

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 = 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡1
𝐾𝐾

  (13) 

The average temperature in PSZ along AB is given by [12]: 

𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑇𝑇0 + 𝜂𝜂∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠  (14) 

∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 = (1−𝛽𝛽)𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡1𝑤𝑤𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝

  (15) 

where: T0 - initial work temperature (25°C in present analysis), 𝜂𝜂 - heat partition factor (90% in 
present analysis), ∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 - the temperature rise in the PSZ. 

The temperature at the SSZ (Tint) is calculated using a heat partition Eq. 16. 

𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 = 𝑇𝑇0∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 + 𝜓𝜓∆𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀  (16) 

Where ψ - is a factor to allow for the fact that the Tint  is average value (ψ =0.9 in present 
analysis), ∆TM is the maximum temperature rise in the chip occurring at the interface. By assuming 
a rectangular heat source at the interface Boothroyd developed the following equation to find ∆TM: 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �
∆𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀
∆𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶

� = 0.06 − 0.195𝛿𝛿�𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡2
𝑡𝑡1

+ 0.5𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡2
ℎ
�  (17) 
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∆𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 = 𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐
𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡1𝑤𝑤𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝

  (18) 

where ∆𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 is the average temperature rise in the chip. 
The angles and forces in Fig. 1 are expressed by formulas: 

𝜃𝜃 = 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶 �1 + 2 �𝜋𝜋
4
− 𝑡𝑡� − 𝐶𝐶0𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�  (19) 

λ = θ − 𝑡𝑡 + α  (20) 

𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≈
𝑛𝑛𝐴𝐴𝜀𝜀𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝚤𝚤

�𝐴𝐴+𝐴𝐴𝜀𝜀𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝚤𝚤 �

  (21) 

𝐹𝐹 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 λ  (22) 

𝑁𝑁 = 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅 λ  (23) 

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 = 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅�(𝑡𝑡 + λ − α)� = 𝑘𝑘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤  (24) 

𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡 + λ − α)  (25) 

𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐 = 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅(λ − α)  (26) 

𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶(λ − α)  (27) 

where: F and N are the shear force and normal force at the tool-chip interface, respectively, Fs and 
Ns are the shear force and normal force at the PSZ, respectively, Fc is the cutting force and Ft is 
the thrust force and neq is the strain hardening constant. The normal stress (σN) and the shear stress 
(τint) and at the tool-chip interface are calculated from the Eq. 28 and 29: 

𝜎𝜎𝑁𝑁 = 𝑁𝑁
ℎ𝑤𝑤

  (28) 

𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 = 𝐹𝐹
ℎ𝑤𝑤

  (29) 

The normal stress σ̓N is determined from J-C model and stress boundary conditions on the primary 
shear zone - Eq. 30, 

�̓�𝜎𝑁𝑁 = 𝑘𝑘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �1 + 𝜋𝜋
2
− 2𝛼𝛼 − 2𝐶𝐶0𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�  (30) 
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Values of the shear angle ϕ and the strain-rate constant C0 are determined when the differences 
between τint and kchip as well as σN and σ0, respectively, are minimal. Also the strain-rate constant 
δ is determined when the calculated Fc is minimal. With determined shear angle ϕ, and strain rate 
constants C0 and δ, the machining forces are calculated. A detailed scheme of the algorithm for 
determining the tangential (Fc) and the feed (Ff) components of the cuttning force has been 
presented in the article [12]. The results obtained by means of the presented method were compared 
with the results of experimental studies as well as with the results obtained from computer 
simulations based on FEM (Finite Element Method). 
Laboratory Test 
Laboratory tests included performing a series of orthogonal turning tests. The workpiece was a 
AISI1045 steel pipe with outer diameter of D=50 mm and wall thickness of d=3mm. The test stand 
consisted of a TUJ 50 conventional lathe and a measuring track enabling the measurement of 
cutting forces, which consisted the following elements:  

• Kistler (Winterthur, Switzerland) 9257B piezoelectric dynamometer together with a Kistler 
9403 tool holder (sensitivity: Ff: -7.70 pC/N; Fp: -7.82 pC/N; Fc: -3.71 pC/ N; threshold: 
<0.01 N) attached to the lathe support, 

• Kistler multichannel charge amplifier type 5019B with a set of filters (scale: Ff, Fp: 50 N/V, 
Fc: 200 N/V), 

• PC with DynoWare Software (Kistler) for archiving and analysis of cutting force 
components. 

The measuring stand with the parameters given above made it possible to measure the components 
of the total cutting force with a frequency of 1000 Hz and with the following inaccuracies: Ff, Fp: 
±0.25 N, Fc: ±1N. The schematic diagram of the test stand is shown in Figure 3. The figure also 
shows the distribution of cutting force components occurring in the process of orthogonal turning. 
 

 

Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of the test stand. 
 
The chemical composition of the AISI 1045 steel in accordance with the PN-EN ISO 683-1:2018-
09  standard is presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. The percentage chemical composition of AISI 1045 steel. 

Symbol C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo Cu S P 
 0.42-0.50 0.10-0.40 0.50-0.80 ≤0.30 ≤0.30 ≤0.10 ≤0.30 ≤0.40 ≤0.40 

 
The parameters variability range was chosen on the basis of catalogue data and is presented in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2. Values of cutting parameters. 

Cutting parameters Parameter values 
f [mm/rev]  0.1 
V [m/min] 100 200 300 

Rake angle α [deg] -12 -6 0 
 

The tools used in the tests, shown in Fig. 4, were made of P10 carbide without a protective coating. 
They had a flat rake surface and the length of the cutting edge was 5 mm.  

 

 

Fig. 4. The tools used in the tests. 
 

Simulation Researches 
Computer simulation of the cutting process was carried out using FEM. The simulation was carried 
out from the moment of first contact of the tool and the workpiece and was continued until a steady 
state was obtained, that is, until stable stress and temperature values were observed. Both the 
workpiece and the cutting edge were discretized. Stress of the tool material was calculated using 
a software package based on a numerical model of the chip formation process, the so-called two-
dimensional Lagrange model. In the initial stage of building the material model of the workpiece, 
three sets of material constants were used. Tables 3 and 4 below present constans of J-C flow stress 
model and  thermo physical properties of AISI 1045 steel, respectively. 
 

Table 3. Constans of J-C flow stress model for AISI 1045 steel.[10,13] 

Set 
number 

A(MPa) B(MPa) C n m T0[°C] Tm[°C] 

1 553.1 600.8 0.0134 0.234 1 25 1460 
2 731.63 518.7 0.00571 0.94054 0.3241 25 1460 
3 546.83 609.35 0.01376 0.94053 0.2127 25 1460 

 
Table 4. Thermo physical properties of AISI 1045 steel.[10] 

Specific heat, S (J/kgK) Thermal conductivity, λc (W/mK) Density ρ (kg/m3) 
420+0.504T 52.61-0.0281T 7850 

 
After verifying the results and comparing them with empirical data, set no. 1 was selected for 

further research. This set of constants was also used in the analytical method for determining the 
cutting forces described in this article. 
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Results 
Fig. 5 includes mean values of cutting forces determined by means of: 

- experiment: Fc_EXP, is the tangential component, Ff_EXP is the feed component,  
- simulation (FEM): Fc_FEM, Ff_FEM, 
- analytical method: Fc_CALC, Ff_CALC. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Mean values of cutting forces determined by various means. 
 
Values of the relative error for the results obtained by means of the FEM and analytical methods 
as well as for the results obtained from the laboratory test are presented in Figure 6 and were 
determined according to the formulas: 

ΔFc_FEM=abs(Fc_EXP-Fc_FEM)/Fc_EXP*100% 

(31) 
ΔFf_FEM=abs(Ff_EXP-Ff_FEM)/Ff_EXP*100% 

ΔFc_CALC=abs(Fc_EXP-Fc_CALC)/Fc_EXP*100% 

ΔFf_CALC=abs(Ff_EXP-Ff_CALC)/Ff_EXP*100% 
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Fig. 6. Relative error for obtained results. 
 

Summary 
The presented analytical method for determination of cutting forces during orthogonal turning is 
characterized by a low calculational complexity and can be an alternative for very complex 
numerical programs. The input parameters include cutting parameters, tool geometry and the 
constants of J-C constitutive equation. The analysis of forces obtained in experimental studies 
allows the following conclusions to be drawn: 

- The cutting forces obtained using the FEM simulation have a good conformity with the 
forces obtained experimentally. The maximum relative error between the results is 10.56%  
for the Fc component and 7.1% for the Ff component; 

- The cutting force values used in the analytical method are closest to the experimental 
results for the rake angle of α=-6o. In this case, the maximum relative error at V=100 m/min  
is 11.3% for Fc and 8.9% for Ff; 

- In the remaining trials, where rake angles were -12o and 0o, respectively, the relative error 
between the results obtained experimentally and with the analytical method was greater; 

- The maximum relative error for angle α =-12 and V =300 m/min was  
ΔFc_CALC=19.8%, ΔFf_CALC=21.2%. 
The proposed analytical method is sensitive to the values of the constants of J-C 
constitutive equation. 
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Abstract. Additive manufacturing techniques can cover the needs of these components thanks to 
their high level of customization of the products and the ability to realize complex shapes without 
high effort. Despite the benefits derived from AM processes, these techniques are characterized 
by a low-quality of surface finish, one of the most important requirements for medical devices. 
Considering this aspect, it is important to develop a solution able to improve the surface finish in 
order to enjoy the low lead times and the high level of customization typical of these processes. A 
characteristic element of micro-machining is the presence of burrs on the machined surface which 
can affect the surface texture of micro-features. For this reason, a novel technique for the 
evaluation of burr was defined. The burrs were evaluated by means of an autofocus variation digital 
microscope Keyence VHX-7100, on 17-4 PH steel samples produced by laser bed fusion. A 3D 
reconstruction of the channels and holes surfaces was performed and through the analysis of the 
peaks distribution, a threshold was defined to discriminate between the original surface of the part 
and the burrs. In this way, it was possible to estimate and approximate the value of the extension 
of the burrs in terms of volume and area, where the area is referred to the projected area. 
Specifically, in micro-machining, not only the extension of the burrs is significant, but also the 
variability is particularly high, preventing a priori consideration of the defect. 
Introduction 
Laser bed fusion technologies are widely used to produce complex metal parts not obtainable with 
traditional and conventional machining processes. Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a popular and 
suitable technique for the production of metal components from powder melting by the passage of 
a laser source in a controlled atmosphere. This technology has been highlighted for the acceptable 
structural integrity (i.e. density) of the produced parts and the wide range of materials available 
for this process [1]. On the contrary, such technology, as all the powder bed processes, suffers 
from an inadequate final surface finishing that is often characterized by high variability affecting 
the dimensional accuracy of the specimens.  

The poor surface quality derived by powder bed fusion is influencing the technical properties 
of the parts and compromising their tolerances, leading to a limited range of applicability, 
extremely related to the post-processing requirements [2]. Other defects, such uncontrolled internal 
porosities, are deeply under study, to exploit the possible applications of these products. The high 
surface roughness reached by the final parts produced with SLM is easily explained by the 
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presence of partially melted powder and layer thickness requirements typical of the building 
process.  

The surface finishing and mechanical properties of the metal 3D printed parts are highly related 
and therefore, an adequate post-processing technique needs to be identified and applied. Among 
the wide range of traditional processes used for high precision surface finishing, considering the 
final applications of 3D components that can require low roughness values (i.e. biomedical 
applications where the surface roughness can influence bacterial adhesion), micro milling is the 
most convenient manufacturing process when considering the volume and cost ratio [3,4].  
Micro-size features of considerable complexity can be obtained by the mechanical removal of 
material using micro tools on a variety of substrates and materials. Micro milling is a high 
efficiency process but requires an extended selection of tools and part miniaturization as well as 
an optimal process optimization before being applied to complex parts especially 3D printed ones. 
Before considering the usage of this technology on a SLM sample, the micro milling forces and 
chip thickness formation have to be analyzed and optimized to avoid any material removal 
behavior that could decrease the precision of the technique [5]. Specifically, the cutting energy 
and forces are highly influenced by the undeformed chip thickness causing side effects. When the 
uncut chip thickness is too low, the cutting process is not anymore guided by an elastic deformation 
(shearing) but by a ploughing regime, which is an elasto-plastic deformation that causes an 
incorrect chip formation.  

The undeformed chip thickness has been identified as one of the causes of the burrs formation 
during micro milling operations, affecting the quality of the product and the specified dimensional 
accuracy [6]. Burrs removal is often cost and time consuming since it is extremely difficult on 
small size components and rarely performed by conventional processes [7]. Therefore, the controls 
on burrs formation has assumed a lot of importance for a lot of applications, especially in the 
biomedical field that requires burrs free components.  

For this reason, numerous studies focus on the timely and direct characterization of the burrs to 
provide prompt feedback on the process. Most of the optical systems used for burrs estimation are 
not able to provide accurate information on geometry or surface roughness and thus specific 
additional systems are often required to access this information (profilometers, micro-probes or 
SEM) [8]. Usually, studies on obtaining burrs data by SEM images are conducted manually, 
meaning that time and practice are required [9].  

In this work, a prior evaluation of the machinability and material removal behavior on 17-4PH 
steel SLM samples has been performed, and a fast and user-friendly solution for measuring burr 
formation at the micro-scale requiring only one image as input, is proposed. The use of the data 
acquired through the optical profilometer allows a geometrical characterization of the machined 
sample with high accuracy, including the burrs geometrical characteristics in terms of morphology 
and volume evaluation.  
Materials and Methods 
Micromilling assessment 
17-4 PH samples were produced by the laser powder bed fusion machine ProX 100 (© 3D Systems, 
Rock Hill, South Carolina, United States) as 25x25x5 mm3 square samples, with four holes on the 
corners for the micro milling machine positioning.  

The process parameters were: 50W of laser power, 30 microns of layer thickness and 300 m/s 
of scan speed. The samples were micro-machined by using the five axes Nano Precision Machining 
Center Kern Pyramid Nano (© Kern Microtechnik GmbH, 82438 Eschenlohe, Germany). The 
machining tests consist in channel fabrication with a single tool pass from the outer to the center 
of the sample at a constant depth (ap) of 200 μm (Fig.1).  
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Fig. 1. Reference picture of the machining setup.  

 
Tests can be grouped in two different categories: (i) micro machining at constant cutting speed and 
different feed per tooth (fz) values as reported elsewhere [10]; (ii) micro machining with a constant 
feed rate and three different cutting speeds in order to evaluate the dynamic effects on the burrs 
developing. 

In the first group of tests, a cutting speed (vc) of 40 m/min was kept constant for each cut. 
Twenty micro channels were machined by using twenty feed per tooth values ranging between 10 
μm and 0.5 μm. The microchannels were produced using a coated two flutes micro mill with a 
nominal diameter of 0.8 mm.  

These tests were designed to identify the MUCT as a function of the feed per tooth. A Labview 
code was implemented to calculate the cutting force by the cutting load components and the signal 
was filtered in order to identify the cutting force maximum peak on the flutes (z=2) for each 
rotation.  

The tool run-out has been taken into account when normalizing the cutting force: with two 
flutes (A and B), the maximum chip thickness for one flute (hAmax) will be different than the 
thickness for the other flute (hBmax). This asymmetric condition causes two cutting force peaks 
(Fc_maxA; Fc_maxB) which should be normalized by considering the effective thickness (for further 
details please refer to [10]). The second group of channels were fabricated with a constant depth 
of cut and by changing the cutting speed on three different levels. It is well known that the cutting 
speed has a major effect on the size of the burrs in micromachining [11,12].  
The tests were finalized to evaluate the burrs formation on the inner and outer side of the channel. 
Two different dimensional scales were investigated by using a coated two flutes micro mill with a 
nominal diameter of 0.8 mm and a coated two flutes micro mill with a nominal diameter of 0.2 
mm. Two sizes were tested in order to verify the procedure to estimate the burr dimensions at 
different dimensional scales. With the 0.2 mm micro mill a feed per tooth of 1 µm/tooth and cutting 
speed of 18, 22 and 26 m/min were tested, while with the 0.8 mm micro mill was chosen a feed 
per tooth of 3 µm/tooth and cutting speed of 30, 40 and 50 m/min. Each test was repeated three 
times to statistically validate the results.  

Burrs estimation methodology 
The new developed method assumes that it is possible to extract more information from surface 

topography. Specifically, the purpose is to define a method able to quantify burrs extensions 
exploiting the capabilities of an optical profilometer.  
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The use of this instrument enables a complete characterization of the machined micro-channels, 
since the data acquired on the bottom part of the channels can be used for the surface texture 
evaluation (roughness and amplitude parameters), profiles on different sections can be used for the 
geometrical characterization of the channels, the data acquired on the top part can be used for the 
burrs evaluation.  

In this paper the focus is on this last point. Since the burrs have complex and irregular geometry, 
their surface results are difficult to be measured with direct measurement techniques. The proposed 
method for burrs evaluation leverages the 3D topography enabling the evaluation of burrs volume 
and projected area. The process flow-chart describing the proposed methodology is reported in 
Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Flow-chart of proposed method. 

 
The optical profilometer (Sensofar S-neox© Copyright 2021 by Sensofar, Barcelona, Spain) 

allows the acquisition of a points cloud containing spatial distribution of the scanned points along 
the 3 main directions (x,y,z). An example of the 3D topography of a micro-machined channel is 
reported in Fig. 3 where it is possible to distinguish two main regions: the bottom of the channel 
and the top plane which indicate the rough surface.  

The top region is used for the 3D alignment procedure. A roto-translation matrix is determined 
by applying a least-square algorithm between the top region points and a plane. A linear least-
square fitting is applied, using a polynomial plane equation. The coefficients of the equation are 
then used for the matrix creation, referring to the x-y plane. The obtained matrix is then applied to 
the entire point cloud along the three main directions x,y,z. The alignment of the top plane is 
necessary for the thresholding procedure. This step is applied on the height map in order to exclude 
all the points below the top plane. 

The thresholding criterion is based on the points height distribution around the fitted plane, 
specifically, the limits of the threshold was set in correspondence of the starting point of the 
positive queue of the z-height distribution which allows to identified only the points characterized 
by a z-height higher than the as-built surface. 
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Fig. 3. Portion of burrs identification on the 3D reconstructed machined samples. 

 
Results and Discussion 
Identification of the MUCT 
As shown in Fig. 4 with a feed per tooth equal or lower than 2 microns, the difference between the 
cutting force peaks of the two flutes increases. This behavior can be related to a ploughing 
condition involving flute B that causes an increment of the undeformed depth of cut for flute A.  
The normalization performed on the resulting cutting force values allowed us to investigate the 
cutting regime of the material by making the tool run out effects negligible.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Cutting force peaks as a function of the feed per tooth (left) and Specific cutting force 

maximum values for different feed rates (right). 
 

Furthermore, from Fig. 4 it is evident that the specific cutting force changes during the process 
due to different deformation regimes. Below a fz of 2.5 μm/tooth, the normalized cutting force 
increases significantly. For this reason, the MUCT for this analysis was set at 2.5 μm, which falls 
within the range of the 20-40% of the cutting-edge radius of the tool (0.8 mm). In fact, the region 
I reported in Fig. 4 is indicating a ploughing deformation region.  
The region II instead, is a transition region between the deformation mechanism where the 
ploughing is progressively substituted by the shearing regime of region III, characterized by the 
independence of the cutting force in relation to the feed per tooth values.  

Influence of cutting speed on burr formation 
An overview of the machined channels is reported in Fig. 5, specifically Fig. 5(a) reports the 

0.2 mm micro-channels, whilst the Fig. 5(b) shows the 0.8 mm micro-channels. 
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(a)  (b)  
Fig. 5. Reference image of the burrs on the machined samples with 0.2 mm (left) and 0.8 mm 

(right) tools.  
 

As reported in Fig. 6 the extension of the burrs for this micro milling operation is significant, and 
the variability between the measured values is particularly high, preventing a priori consideration 
of the defect.  
 

  
Fig. 6. Burrs Area (left) and volume (right) reported as a function of the cutting speed values for 

the two used tools.  
 

As visible in Fig. 6, the burrs area on 0.8 mm channels is higher than the 0.2 mm channels, 
except with the higher cutting speed when it is comparable. There is not a significant dependence 
of burrs area on cutting speed. The variability of data is calculated as the standard deviation of the 
measurements, and it resulted lower with 0.2 mm channels. About the volume, the gap between 
the burrs on 0.2- and 0.8-mm channels increases. The data show a great variability with the 0.8 
mm channels and a decrease of the average volume as cutting speed increases. Higher cutting 
speeds promote higher deformation rates, with a consequent work-hardening of the material. The 
resulting decrease of the workpiece ductility facilitates the chip evacuation with a consequent 
reduction of burrs. With 0.2 mm channels, the volume of burrs is almost constant, and it does not 
depend on cutting speed because on the micro scale, other phenomena are prominent, such as the 
development of undesired cutting regimes.  

The ratio between the burrs area and cross section of the channels (ratio A), and the ratio 
between the burrs volume and the channel volume (ratio V), were calculated in order to compare 
the dimensions of the burrs on channels with different diameters.  
 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐴𝐴 =  𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝐷𝐷∗𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝
               (1) 
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑉𝑉 =  𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴
𝐷𝐷∗𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝∗𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶

                 (2) 

 

 
Fig. 7. Ratio A (left) and Ratio V (right) reported as a function of the cutting speed values for the 

two used tools.  
 
As visible in Fig. 7, the coefficients A and V are higher for the 0.2 mm channels if compared with 
0.8 mm channels. It means that the relative dimension of the burrs is higher with the channels 
machined with 0.2 mm micro-mill. The miniaturization of the machined features determines a 
worsening of the surface integrity due to the size effect. It is related to the promotion of negative 
rake angles due to the decrease of the ratio between the chip thickness and the cutting-edge radius. 
The compression of the material, known as ploughing, avoids the correct chip formation with a 
consequent increasement of the materials collected on both sides of the channels. The size effect 
has more impact on the ratio A then the ration V. It means that the morphology of burrs strictly 
depends on the size of the machining process. With the 0.2 mm diameter micro-mill, the burrs are 
more developed on the xy plane (see Fig. 3), while they are less developed on the z-direction. On 
the other hand, as the size increases, the burr are more developed in the z-direction. Each micro-
mill has the same helix angle, consequently this trend can be related with the compression of the 
material in ploughing regime. 
Summary 
This paper deals with the micro milling of a 3D printed stainless steel material for the post-
processing of poorly finished samples. Moreover, this paper introduces an easy-to-handle and time 
efficient procedure for the burrs identification and characterization after micro milling. From the 
reported results on the micro milling process, it was possible to notice the occurrence of two 
deformation regimes as a function of the feed per tooth values. Specifically, at low fz, ploughing 
dominates the material removal behavior while at higher feed rates, the shearing deformation 
regime becomes predominant. As a result, the cutting forces during shearing are ten times lower 
than the forces calculated during ploughing.  
Moreover, during shearing the cutting force is not related to the feed per tooth values. The 
measured transition corresponds to a MUCT of 2.5 microns which is 30-35% of the actual tool 
edge radius, according to literature [13]. The optimal feed rates have been highlighted to reduce 
the cutting forces and reduce the tool damage, which causes severe tool wear. We moved beyond 
the state of the art by introducing a quick and easy-to-handle method for burrs estimation on micro-
machined samples. Specifically, a threshold has been established and the software automatically 
selected the volume and the projected areas based on the z-height of the samples.  
Moreover, our method avoids the binary transformation of the values and the consequent 
projection of the area, which leads to an approximation of the area extension in relation to the 
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projection. Therefore, we based our work on the estimation of the burrs 3D extension and not only 
the burrs 2D dimension.  
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Abstract. High porosity materials, such as ceramic foams, can be used for several applications 
spanning from thermal insulators, biomedical implants, molten metal filters, and others. The 
general practice is to adjust the shape of those ceramic foams in a pre-sintering stage to obtain 
complex shapes. This work aims to investigate the workability of ceramic foams in a post-sintering 
condition as an alternative way to overcome premature product failure during production and 
inhomogeneous shrinkage during sintering. An experimental campaign of ball end milling of 
alumina-based ceramic foams in a sintered state was carried out herein. Two different tool 
materials (aluminum oxide-based, diamond-coated) have been tested using two levels of spindle 
speed under minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) and flood lubrication regimes. The most 
important findings are: (i) the influence of lubricant is more pronounced analyzing the tool wear, 
but it has a smaller effect on surface characteristics of the workpiece, (ii) higher spindle speed 
improves workpiece surface quality (ii) diamond coated tools are the best available choice in terms 
of both tool wear and surface quality. 
Introduction  
Porous ceramics are classified as advanced materials which, in general, are capable to supply 
additional functionalities compared to conventionally used ones; these materials include a wide 
range of structures based on several morphologies and compositions. High porosity materials can 
be used for different applications embracing thermal insulators [1], biomedical implants [2], 
molten metal and other fluids filters [3-7], gases porous burners [6], monolithic catalyst supports 
[7-9] because of their elevated surface-volume ratio, coatings to enhance lubrication during 
mechanical processing [10]; some of these applications may require a high level of refractoriness, 
creep and corrosion endurance, as properties belonging to ceramic materials.  

To manufacture ceramic foams several processes are available, some of them involve other 
materials like polymers as precursors, to provide the lattice shape after sintering [11]. Usually, to 
change the structure of the obtained ceramic foams, it is possible to modify the precursor shape or 
work the material ahead of sintering [12]. Nowadays, many studies are being carried out about 
new sustainable production processes and complex shape development [13], also involving 
extrusion [14] and additive manufacturing [15], to avoid premature product failure during the 
production process and inhomogeneous shrinkage in the sintering phase [16,17]. However, 
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additive manufacturing still shows limitations (e.g. thermal shrinkage, surface quality, resolution), 
thus it is increasing the use of additive processes in combination with subtractive ones [18]. 
Processing is often supported by sustainable techniques, such as cryogenic and minimum quantity 
of lubricant (MQL), allowing to perform machining using a lower amount of cutting fluids to 
reduce waste and the spread of hazardous substances [19]. Concerning conventional and non-
conventional machining methods of bulk ceramic materials [18] many studies were carried 
out while there is still poor knowledge about the machinability of porous ceramic materials. These 
latter are considered difficult to machine, since they lead to accelerated tool wear [19], together 
with poor final surface quality. In fact, they are characterized by a high brittleness combined 
with the complex lattice shape and porosity, that impact on workability.  

Ceramic foam components are mainly used as molten metal filters due to their specific 
properties in terms of creep and thermal-shock resistance, high functional porosity, low molten 
metal wetting and specific heat capacity, erosion and corrosion resistance, chemical affinity with 
inclusions to be removed. Thus, the microstructure and the associated mechanical and thermal 
properties have a critical influence on the suitability of materials for these types of 
filters [20]. Many studies demonstrated that the performance of porous ceramics depends on pore 
size and shape, matrix grain size, intergrain bonding, and pore volume fraction [21-23]. Further 
analysis has shown that geometric parameters and roughness affect the performance of the ceramic 
foam in the molten metal filtering process [24], as a result of different inclusion filtering 
mechanisms such as direct particle impact to the filter, adhesion, and entrapment into recirculation 
areas [25].  

It is very necessary to find innovative, cheap, and easy to perform production methods to 
guarantee high performance, reliable, long lifetime ceramic filters. At the same time, it is important 
to optimize resources minimizing the maintenance costs and downtime arising from the failure of 
a filter element ensuring compliance with the environmental constraints.   

This paper aims to assess the machinability of alumina based ceramic foams for molten metal 
filter applications. In fact, it is worth noting that the effective machining of ceramic foams has not 
been yet comprehensively assessed. Most commonly used machining techniques for bulk ceramics 
involve conventional methods (e.g. abrasive wheel cutting, diamond or wire saw cutting), non-
conventional machining (e.g. wire electrical discharge machining WEDM, laser beam machining 
LBM, abrasive water jet machining AWJM) and hybrid machining (e.g. hybrid laser waterjet 
machining, electrochemical discharge assisted wire machining) and the most commonly used tools 
are diamond-based ones, for their durability [26]. However, studies based on these techniques [20] 
demonstrated that the machinability of bulk ceramics still represents an issue for both tool wear 
and surface integrity of the obtained components.  

Thus, this paper presents the evaluation of the machinability of alumina based ceramic foams 
by spherical end milling process using different lubrication methods and tools materials. 
Materials and Methods 
The samples under investigation are cylindrical alumina-based ceramic foams, with a diameter of 
30 mm, the height of 30 mm, and pore density of 30 pores per inch (ppi). The foams, produced via 
the replica process [16,27], consist of a network of randomly-oriented dodecahedral-shaped cells 
interconnected through struts. 

Two different tool materials (Fig. 1) were chosen for the experimental campaign on spherical 
end milling process: vitrified hard bond pink aluminum oxide and electroplated diamonds on a 
metal substrate with an average grit size of around 120 µm. The reason of these choices lies within 
to the common use of diamond-coated tools to process ceramics, as explained in the review of the 
state of the art, and the opportunity to differentiate material removal mechanisms by comparison 
with abrasive tools. Aluminum oxide tools were provided by Meusburger Georg GmbH & Co 
KG while diamond coated ones were provided by SICUTOOL S.p.A.  
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A full factorial experimental campaign, as a complement to a preliminary campaign performed 
under the same conditions [28] was carried out at fixed axial depth of cut, feed rate, and number 
of passes and varying tool material, lubrication conditions (flood and minimum quantity of 
lubricant - MQL) and spindle speed. The parameters of the experimental campaign were 
recommended by the tool manufacturer since a comprehensive literature on the machining of 
porous ceramics does not exist.  

The setup for milling tests is shown in Fig. 2 while the factors considered for the experimental 
campaign and their levels are reported in Table 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Micrographs of as received pink aluminum oxide (a) and diamond coated (b) tools. 
  

 
 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup and spherical end milling process. 
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Table 1. Design of experiments for the full factorial experimental campaign. 

Factor Level 1 Level 2 
Tool material Aluminum oxide Diamond coated 
Lubrication conditions MQL Flood 
Spindle speed [RPM] 10000 40000 
Number of Passes 2 
Depth of Cut [mm] 0.5 
Feed Rate [mm/min] 50 

  
After processing, samples and tools were inspected through a Scanning Electron Microscope 
to assess the surface characteristics before and after milling, and the tool wear mechanisms. 
Results and Discussion 
Tool wear is a direct expression of tool life, and it is strictly related to machined surface and 
subsurface quality. Fig. 3 shows the surfaces of aluminum oxide tools, and the damage is 
immediately recognizable. For the test at 40000 RPM and using MQL, the tool surface appears 
flattened (Fig. 3d), the same phenomenon appears to be attenuated for the remaining tests. Also, 
adhesive wear takes place during the process since a certain amount of adhered foam material was 
found on the tool surface.  

Tool surface flattening and materials mixing can be explained by tool and sample material 
affinity in terms of composition and mechanical properties. Fig. 4 shows the aluminum oxide worn 
tools at varying spindle speed, highlighting how different parameters can affect the tool life. Lower 
spindle speed (Fig. 4a) shows a more marked wearing effect in terms of build-up edge and plastic 
deformation while rising the speed (Fig.  4b) leads to a lower content of workpiece material 
adhering to the tool, even though brittle cracks are detectable. Also, adhesion is reduced in the case 
of flood lubrication which results, by nature, in a more efficient lubrication effect. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Aluminum oxide tools after milling at (a) spindle speed 10000 rpm, flood lubrication 
[28], (b) spindle speed 40000 rpm, flood lubrication, (c) spindle speed 10000 rpm, MQL,  

(d) spindle speed 40000 rpm, MQL. 
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Fig. 4. Details of aluminum oxide tools after milling at different spindle speeds  

(a) 10000 rpm, (b) 40000 rpm. 
 

As regards diamond coated tools, the damage is not easily recognizable at low magnification, 
as shown in Fig. 5. A low amount of residual adhered foam material can be seen (Fig. 5d), greater 
in the case of tests involving MQL.  Furthermore, Fig. 6a shows a void left by a diamond being 
pulled out while Fig. 6b the adhesion phenomenon [28].  

 

 
Fig. 5. Diamond coated tools after milling at (a) spindle speed 10000 rpm, flood lubrication 

[28], (b) spindle speed 40000 rpm, flood lubrication, (c) spindle speed 10000 rpm, MQL,  
(d) spindle speed 40000 rpm, MQL. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Details of diamond coated tools after milling (a) diamond pull out, (b) adhesion 

phenomenon [28]. 
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The process described, inevitably brings both brittle and ductile fractures in workpieces due to 
the multitude of scratches and their relative interactions when abrasive grains cut into ceramic 
specimens. The machined surface results ideally deformed similarly to that left by an indentation 
process, but other mechanisms also take place, like adhesion between tool/workpiece surfaces, as 
reported above. Furthermore, excessive local forces can generate different defects like chips, 
fissures, and cracks. The above issues are worsened by the geometric characteristics of the 
investigated workpieces. 

When aluminum oxide tools are used, the adhesion effect evidently affects the fracture 
mechanism, as shown in Fig. 7. In fact, the chemical affinity between the foam and the tool brings 
to machined surfaces characterized by a higher content of brittle fractures. The analysis here 
reported also confirms adhesive wear on the tool. 

The effect of lubrication methods can also be evaluated by analyzing Fig. 7 and 8, where no 
appreciable difference in the final quality of the ceramic surface can be detected.  This finding 
suggests the possibility of effectively machining the samples by avoiding the massive use of 
lubricants. 

On the other hand, the spindle speed influences the machined surface quality as shown by Fig. 
7. However, such difference cannot be appreciated at higher magnifications, as Fig. 8 highlights. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Ceramic foam surface after milling with aluminum oxide tools at (a) spindle speed 10000 
rpm, flood lubrication [28], (b) spindle speed 40000 rpm, flood lubrication,  

(c) spindle speed 10000 rpm, MQL, (d) spindle speed 40000 rpm, MQL. 
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Fig. 8. Details of ceramic foam surface after milling with aluminum oxide tools at (a) spindle 

speed 10000 rpm, flood lubrication [28], (b) spindle speed 40000 rpm, flood lubrication,  
(c) spindle speed 10000 rpm, MQL, (d) spindle speed 40000 rpm, MQL. 

Diamond coated tools result in a more efficient cutting process since less adhesion effect is 
present. Fig. 9 and 10 show both ductile and brittle fracture areas, which are typical of the process. 
The diamond abrasive grains exposed on the milling tool are of random distribution, with a 
consequent difference in the exposure highness of each diamond. The overall machining is 
achieved by the combined actions of what can be thought of as several micro-cutting edges with 
locally different depths of cut, causing areas of both ductile and brittle fracture when machining 
ceramics. Furthermore, it is possible to state that the effect of lubricant is minimum and that the 
spindle speed has the same effects as those reported for the aluminum oxide tool. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Ceramic foam surface after milling with diamond coated tools at (a) spindle speed 10000 
rpm, flood lubrication [28], (b) spindle speed 40000 rpm, flood lubrication,  

(c) spindle speed 10000 rpm, MQL, (d) spindle speed 40000 rpm, MQL. 
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Fig. 10. Details of ceramic foam surface after milling with diamond coated tools at (a) spindle 
speed 10000 rpm, flood lubrication [28], (b) spindle speed 40000 rpm, flood lubrication,  

(c) spindle speed 10000 rpm, MQL, (d) spindle speed 40000 rpm, MQL. 
Summary 
This paper presents an analysis of the workability of alumina based ceramic foam. Such materials 
combine the issues of machining conventional ceramics with those related to the machinability of 
geometrically complex parts. The experimental campaign involved the spherical end milling of the 
workpieces at varying cutting tools, lubricant conditions, and spindle speed.  

The results highlighted the tendency of such a process to fast wearing the tools and the 
combination of ductile and brittle deformation modes on the machined surfaces. The influence of 
lubricant is more pronounced analyzing the tool wear, where the flood lubrication ensures a longer 
tool life. Concerning the surface characteristics, lubrication has a smaller effect. On the other hand, 
the spindle speed plays instead a key role in the deformation mechanism showing a better surface 
quality when higher speeds are employed. 

 The results obtained allow the authors to state that ceramic foams can be machined by spherical 
end milling to obtain a variety of complex shapes and that diamond coated tools are, up to now, 
the best available choice. In future works, a more comprehensive study of the involved phenomena 
will be investigated, involving the transition from ductile to brittle material removal, related to 
locally different depths of cut. 

It should be noted that the overall process needs to be optimized to define a workability window 
able to minimize the tool wear and maximize the surface quality.  
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Abstract. The demand of biomedical implants characterized by more and more advanced 
performances is expected to grow as well as their service life is expected to increase. Therefore, 
the necessity to research new material properties and production techniques in producing 
biomedical implants, characterized by higher durability, is strongly required. Regarding permanent 
prosthesis, the surface conditions play a key role on the prostheses overall mechanical 
performance. This work aims, through the application of burnishing process, to combine 
innovative machining finishing operations coupled with environmentally friendly lubricooling 
techniques to improve the surface integrity of biomedical devices in order to increase their quality, 
durability and reliability. 
Introduction 
Nowadays, the demand of products characterized by advanced performances that can provide great 
societal and environmental benefits is continuously increasing, especially in the biomedical field 
[1]. Surface integrity modification is one of the available strategies that can be used to enhance the 
in-service life of a component. As a matter of fact, Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) processes 
have been extensively reported for modifying surface properties by altering the surface 
metallurgical characteristics (e.g. microstructure, hardness, precipitates amount and 
characteristics, roughness, residual stresses) [2]. Not only mechanical processes are used to change 
surface characteristics but also thermal processes as laser are employed to modify the surface 
properties, for example in adhesive joints of non-ferrous materials as shown in this study [3]. 

Burnishing is a SPD process since it is capable to greatly affect surface integrity due to the high 
level of strain induced in the workpiece material.  

Several studies on different metals of industrial interest were carried out to understand the 
relationship between the burnishing parameters and post-processed surface integrity. As example 
in [4] roller burnishing tests were performed on the Ti6Al4V titanium  alloy, enabling to find a set 
of processing parameters and lubrication conditions capable to significantly improve the surface 
quality of the final component. Furthermore, according to [4], the burnishing process aided to 
improve the surface finish and hardness, also generating compressive residual stresses that 
contributed to extend the fatigue life [5]. 

Burnishing is applied to titanium alloys, which represent the most used material for producing 
orthopedic prostheses like hip and knee implants. Generally, these prostheses, which stay 
permanently in the human body, need to be revised as a consequence of wear, corrosion and 
oxidation, which all initiate at the implant surface and may lead to leakage of ions dangerous for 
the human body [6]. In this case, burnishing is applied in order to increase the wear resistance of 
titanium alloys. An experimental campaign of burnishing process on cylindrical bars of Ti6Al4V 
was carried out. In particular, the tests were performed under MQL lubrication conditions and by 
varying process parameters, such as burnishing force, at fixed burnishing speed, feed rate and tool 
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radius. The choice of using MQL lubricant condition was taken in order to achieve sustainable 
machining [7] and because the provider of the burnishing tool recommended to not work in dry 
conditions but to use lubricant as in this case vegetable oil emulsion. Afterwards, the surface 
integrity was assessed by means of microstructural analysis, roughness and micro-hardness 
measurements below the machined surface with the aim to analyze the mechanical property 
improvements after burnishing. 

Results showed that the advanced manufacturing technology was able to thoroughly modify 
surface integrity of the investigated biomaterials. Furthermore, burnishing process enhances 
surface integrity in correspondence of the subsurface region of Ti6Al4V, in terms of grain 
refinement, surface roughness reduction, and hardness increase, in accordance with the 
fundamental characteristics required in the biomedical field to achieve the highest product 
performance and increasingly durable implants. 
Experimental Procedure 
The titanium alloy involved into the ongoing experimental campaign was the Ti6Al4V, grade 5. 
The as-received material was in form of a bar, with microstructure consisting of α equiaxed grains 
and intergranular β with 5 μm mean grain size. The bar roughness before processing was equal to 
1.2 μm while after the turning process reached a value of 0.8 μm and up to a minimum value of 
0.4 μm post burnishing. 

Burnishing is a chipless SPD process, which allows increasing the product performance 
modifying the surface quality by smoothing the roughness, refining the grain structure and 
increasing the hardness [8. 9]. 

A deeper analysis concerning the influence of the burnishing process parameters on the Ti6Al4V 
surface integrity was carried out. The burnishing tests were performed using cylindrical bars of 
Ti6Al4V with 30 mm starting diameter, under MQL lubrication conditions. Roller burnishing tests 
were carried out on a high-speed CNC turning center equipped in particular with Quick Turn 
Nexus 200-II CNC machine. The lubricant, consisting of a vegetable oil, was delivered at the tool-
workpiece interface through an external nozzle. 

  
Table 1. Experimental plan for burnishing. 

Burnishing  Value 
Cutting speed v (m/min) 150 
Feed f (mm/rev) 0.05 
Force F (N) 1000 – 1500 – 2000 – 2500 
Tool radius R (mm) 2.5 
Number of passes 2 

 
The burnishing tool was the SKUV20 (Yamato) with the roller made of hardened steel. Before 

performing the burnishing process, the bar was previously turned with standard semi finishing 
parameters, namely 30 m/min of cutting speed, feed of 0.15 mm/rev and 0.1 mm of depth of cut, 
while the burnishing parameters are reported in Table 1. 

In order to control the effective achievement of the fixed burnishing force and monitor the 
temperature evolution, a three components piezoelectric dynamometer and an infrared thermo-
camera were used during the tests. Fig. 1 shows the burnishing process set-up. 

The burnished samples were cut in the transverse direction. The cross section was firstly 
mounted using a thermosetting black epoxy hot mounting resin, and then mechanically polished. 
These operations were carried out to obtain a mirror-like surface suitable for the metallographic 
analysis. Before performing the metallographic analysis with the optical microscope (Leica), the 
samples were etched using the Kroll’s reagent able to oxidize the samples in order to highlight and 
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measure the grain edges, then using an automatic procedure provided by ImageJ software, the 
grain size was measured. Furthermore, a portable surface profilometer (Pocket Surf®) was used 
to measure the mean surface roughness (Ra) while the Vickers micro-hardness (HV0.1) of the 
surface and subsurface layer was measured by means of an instrumented micro indenter. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Burnishing process set-up. 

Results 
In this preliminary analysis, the overall results were classified analyzing the influence of the 
burnishing force (B1000, B1500, B2000, B2500), which, according to literature [10], it is 
considered one of the parameters that mostly affects the surface integrity. Concerning the 
microstructure, Fig. 2 shows the changes between the different process conditions, in particular 
the As-Received (AR), As-Turned (AT), and As-Burnished (AB) samples, with 150 m/min 
burnishing speed, 0.05 mm/rev feed, 2500 N burnishing force, and 2.5 mm tool radius. Focusing 
on the AB sample, the grain distortion is visible along the working direction. Comparing the AB 
and AT samples, the AB one appears more deformed due to the larger amount of plastic strain 
induced by the burnishing process. Fig. 3 allows a better evaluation of the microstructural 
modifications, outlining the grain size evolution, showing that the surface grain size reduced 
during machining and even more during burnishing at the highest burnishing force. Although, 
during burnishing process significant rise in temperature was observed (temperature varied from 
20°C to a maximum of 30°C), and therefore dynamic recrystallization did not occur, nevertheless 
the plastic deformation caused a noticeable grain refinement. This grain refinement is often the 
outcome of improvements in wear and corrosion resistance, generating compressive residual 
stresses enabling fatigue life enhancement. In terms of surface roughness, as Fig. 4 shows, an 
increase in the burnishing force led to a gradually decrease of the surface roughness up to 50% 
compare to AR sample. Burnishing process was able to give high brightness at the worked surface, 
also thanks to the MQL lubrication condition, which according to [4] is the optimal solution to 
obtain a lower roughness. 
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Fig. 2. Microstructure of the AR, AT and AB samples. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Grain size evolution at varying burnishing force. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Roughness at varying burnishing force. 

 
Fig. 5 presents the hardness trend below the machined surface at varying burnishing forces. The 

hardness of the AR sample was measured equal to 390 HV. Thus, a slight change in the surface 
hardness resulted after burnishing compared to turning. Furthermore, the deformed layer was 
deeper after burnishing, which proves an increased work hardening, up to 400 µm from the 
machined surface, which increased at increasing burnishing force. 
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Fig. 5. Microhardness below the machined surface at varying burnishing force. 

Summary 
Burnishing process is shown to be viable SPD routes for achieving surface integrity enhancement 
in correspondence of the subsurface region of the biomedical grade Ti6Al4V alloy.  

The burnishing process of Ti6Al4V highlighted enhancements in terms of grain refinement, 
surface roughness reduction, and hardness increase, which are fundamental characteristics 
required especially in the biomedical field to achieve the highest products performance. 

Future studies will be devoted to investigate the influence of the different processing 
technologies on in-service life performances of the investigated biomaterials after being processed 
through burnishing. Specifically, further analysis concerning the influence of other burnishing 
process parameters as for instance the influence of the feed or tool radius on the Ti6Al4V wear 
resistance will be performed. 
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Abstract. One of the main ways to increase productivity during the machining of titanium alloy 
parts is to control the wear mechanisms and consequently the life of the cutting tools. The state-
of-the-art shows wear phenomena generated mainly by diffusion. The latter is due to the intrinsic 
physical properties of titanium generating high temperatures on the cutting and relief faces. 
Concerning the secondary cutting zone, the wear phenomena result from thermomechanical 
actions induced by the contact between the secondary zone of the chip and the cutting face of the 
tool.  The analysis of the contact lengths, divided into two parts (sliding contact and sticking 
contact), is then a strong indicator to be privileged in order to allow the understanding of the 
present mechanisms. This analysis is even more important when machining processed Ti64 β in 
which chip formation is no longer periodic but a function of the angle between the primary shear 
band and the orientation of the individual colonies comprising the titanium. The purpose of this 
article is the analysis of the contact lengths during the machining of Ti64 treated β . After having 
presented the experimental device allowing visualising the evolution of the contact length between 
the chip and the cutting face, a statistical analysis based on the collected images makes it possible 
to put forward the differences of sliding behaviour on the cutting face. It appears that the 
distribution of the collected values allows explaining and extrapolating the wear appearing on the 
cutting face.  
Introduction 
When machining titanium alloys, two types of tool wear occur. Because of their high mechanical 
properties and low thermal properties, the wear encountered is flank wear and edge collapse. Tool 
wear has been studied for many years [1] and [2]. To avoid or limit tool wear, one of the solutions 
is then to define an optimal tool geometry and reduce the cutting conditions. The aim is to reduce 
the phenomena of diffusion. These phenomena appear mainly on the rake face and result from the 
high thermomechanical stresses applied to the cutting face over a distance called the contact length. 
Some studies concern the analysis of the parameter but it is always considered as constant and 
function of the cutting conditions, the cutting tool geometry and the workpiece behaviour. For 
example, Lee and Shaffer [3] and Abdulaze  and  al. [4] some pioneers in this filed developed an 
analytical tool-chip contact length models for standard steel. With this model, they link the 
geometrical aspect such as rake angle, uncut chip thickness or shear angle. Zhang et al. introduced 
the effect of cutting speed on the model of these lengths and in application for low-carbon steel 
[5]. Oxley provide a model based on coefficients traducing the strain hardening of the material [6]. 
Moufki et al attempt to take into account the effect of temperature of the friction law between the 
chip and the tool, where most of the studies use a Coulomb contact [7]. Moreover, it is commonly 
accepted that the contact length decreases with increasing cutting speed and rake angle and 
decreases with the feed rate [8]. A major part of these models are dedicated to a sharp cutting edge. 
However, when machining with chamfered tools, the cutting process is relatively different. Indeed, 
the chamfered edge will often lead to the formation of a dead metal zone under itself. This dead 
metal zone will replace the missing nose of the tool and form a small edge radius, changing the 
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shear angle. With this specific shape will appear a stagnation point around which the material will 
flow. Recently, Barelli and al. [9] showed  there is a particular evolution of contact lengths during 
machining. They show from a statistical analysis of the contact lengths over a short period of time 
that the contact evolves and generates more or less significant deposits. However, this analysis, 
although accurate, is limited to a single alloy.  
Wagner and al. [10] shows that chip formation during the machining of Ti64 β does not follow the 
cutting process introduced by [11]. It then appears that chip formation is not constant over time 
but is a function of the orientation of the structure encountered during the creation of the shear 
band. The morphology of the harvested chips is then very variable.  

The objective of this study is to provide an analysis of the contact lengths during the machining 
of Ti64 β in order to identify if the particular process of chip formation, which is not constant, 
impacts the contact lengths. After having presented the alloy and the chip formation process, this 
study is based on an experimental device allowing measuring at each moment the contact lengths 
during machining. The images collected and analysed allow correlating the contact lengths with 
the cutting conditions and to compare their variability with the more common structure.  
Studied Material 
The objective of this part is to present the machined material as well as the experimental device. 
The alloy used is a Ti64 composed of titanium, 6% aluminium and 4% vanadium. The 
recrystallisation process is defined by different steps (Fig. 1). The difference between this structure 
and the more common structure results in the addition of a solution phase in the βdomain between 
the forging and tempering phases. Indeed, the microstructure of Ti64 is a function of the different 
stages of the recrystallisation process. The heat treatment is divided in four steps. The first one 
corresponds to the homogenisation of the structure. The second step is the forging carried out only 
in the domain α +β . This is followed by solution heat treatment starting in the β range and followed 
by a long cooling phase. Ultimately, a tempering is performed at a temperature below β transus. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Heat treatment (left) and structure of Ti64β (two figures on the right). 

 
In contrast to the classical Ti64 structure (with nodular grain [11]), the structure of the alloy studied 
is fully lamellar (Fig. 2). The α phase is transformed into an acicular phase α ' in the matrix β. It 
is also possible to observe the αBG phase near the grain boundaries. It appears as the continuous 
line around the old grains β. Concerning the αWBG phase, it germinates from the grain boundary to 
the centre and appears as lamellae. Finally, the αW1 phase germinates inside the old grain β. The 
whole phases are immersed in the matrix β.  
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Experimental Device  
For these tests, Genymab 900 turning lathe was used. The inserts used were CCMX 120408 with 
TiN PVD coating, the rake angle was 20° and inserts had a chamfer edge preparation of 0.02 mm. 
The tests were carried out on tubes in order to be in simple, generalisable cutting conditions. The 
chip  flow  will not be unidirectional insofar as a slight angle of inclination of the edge appears. 
These tests were carried out without lubrication in order not to disturb the image acquisition. The 
tubes used for these tests have a thickness of 3 mm. Force measurements during machining were 
performed using a Kistler 9129A dynamometer, a 5019A amplifier and Dynoware software. 
 

      
Fig. 2. Experimental setup. 

 
The observations of the chip flow during the machining process were carried out with the help of 
the PhotronFastcam SA1 high-speed camera whose acquisition characteristics of 5000 images/s-1 
is chosen. The resolution used is 1024x1024 pixels2 allowing an acquisition time of about 1s. For 
these tests, two cold light projectors were used to limit their influence on the cutting temperature. 
Definitely, rings were added between the cell and the x100 zoom lens. The resolution obtained is 
5µ m.  The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.  
Chip Formation  
For this alloy, the study shows that chip formation does not follow the classical process developed 
in many works [11-1]. Indeed, the chip formation is not only due to shears generated between the 
tool tip and the root of the chip. Several phenomena mainly due to the structure composed of 
lamellar colonies α +β oriented whose orientation varies appear (Fig. 3). The purpose of this 
section is to highlight these phenomena in order to explain, subsequently, the evolution of the 
contact lengths.   
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Fig. 3. Example of a micrograph of a Ti64 β chip. 

 
The study of the chip formation allowed to put forward 4 configurations (Table 1).  

Configuration 1  
Whatever the cutting conditions, cracks can appear near the primary shear bands. There are two 

possible causes. The first one is similar to the one observed on more classical structures. The crack 
is then explained by intense shears. The second cause is specific to this alloy. The crack is then 
explained by a strong accumulation of plastic deformation at the interface of two strongly 
disoriented colonies (Colony 3 compared to Colony 4 and Colony 1 compared to Colony 2) (Table 
1). In this case, the stress accumulation is explained by the difficulty of providing dislocations 
between two differently oriented colonies.  

Configuration 2 
The shear bands will appear in a privileged way in colonies whose orientation is transverse to 

the shear propagation. If the interfacesα /β are not a brake to the propagation of dislocations, a 
stress gradient exists between the different lamellaeβ going towards an increase of the stress near 
the interface. Consequently, the strain required to shear the interfaces is greater than that required 
to shear the laminae α .  

Configuration 3 
It appears that colonies relatively collinear to the main shear direction can be sheared 

transversely. The latter is initiated by the movement between the various colonies surrounding it.  
Configuration 4 
In this configuration, it appears that a continuous shearing of the colony takes place near the 

free edges of the chip. The chip thus follows the movement imposed between the end and the 
interface of the closest colony.  

This initial study thus shows the randomness of chip formation. A study from [10] concerning 
the influence of cutting conditions on chip formation then shows that adiabatic shear and cracking 
become regular when the feed rate and therefore the shear forces are high enough to generate them 
despite the orientation of the colonies.  
The objective of the next part is then to observe the effect of this particular chip formation on the 
chip flow length.  
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Table 1. Summary of the different configurations found. 
Configuration 1 Configuration 2 

  

Configuration 3 Configuration 4 

  

 

Cutting Length Measurements 
The images are then processed using Matlab © software following an algorithm detailed in Fig. 4. 
The first step consists in locating the cutting edge by defining in X and from the left of the image, 
the last black pixel (grey level 0). This same operation is performed in Y. From the coordinates of 
the cutting edge, the algorithm recreates the cutting edge. For this and for each column, the 
program defines the last pixel with gray levels equal to 255 (white). Then, the chip being one of 
the elements reflecting the lightest, it is easy to determine a threshold value of gray level delimiting 
the lower surface of the chip in the background. This value is specific to each serie of images, the 
algorithm artificially defined that all gray levels below this threshold value are equal to 0. From 
the points belonging to the edge, the algorithm searches column by column, in the direction of the 
positive Y, for the last pixel with a gray level of 0. These pixels then belong to the lower surface 
of the chip. The set of coordinates of the edge and the cutting face being known, it is then possible 
by difference to calculate the contact lengths between the chip and the cutting face.  
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Fig. 4. Image processing. 

 
Given the large number of values obtained, a statistical analysis was carried out. The results 
obtained are presented in the form of a moustache box (Fig. 5). This choice makes it possible to 
highlight the distribution of the data and the preferred values taken by the contact lengths. On the 
representations exposed in this article will be exposed the 5th percentile (the low end of the 
segment), the 1 st quartile (the low part of the box), the median (the line in the middle of the box), 
the 3rd quartile (the high part of the box) and finally the 95th percentile (the end of the segment).  
Each result sums up measurements made on 1000 images of tool-chip contact lengths within 
cutting process. 
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Fig. 5. Moustache box. 

 
When machining Ti64 with a classical structure, the general trend observed is a quasi-linear 
increase in contact lengths with the feed rate. The increase of the cutting speed has the effect of 
slightly reducing the contact lengths but in lesser proportions compared to the feed rate.  
For this microstructure, the trends are slightly different (Fig. 6). The classical relationship between 
contact length and feed rate does not appear. For all three cutting speeds tested, increasing the feed 
rate results in an increase in contact length. From these tests, it is not possible to define the 
conditions giving the greatest contact length. Concerning their extent, the most variable conditions 
appear for Vc=30 m/min. Indeed, whatever the quantile or the percentile observed, the greatest 
differences appear for Vc=30 m/min.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Evolution of contact lengths for Vc=30 m/min, Vc=50 m/min and Vc=70 m/min. 
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This trend appears to follow the cutting process and chip formation developed earlier. The 
variability also seems to correlate with the effect of cutting conditions on chip formation.  
Contrary to the analysis made on the more classical structure, it appears that whatever the analysis 
time, the radius of curvature is not impacted. Table 2 shows the chip formation observed at 
different times (at the beginning of the analysis, in the first quarter, in the middle, in the third 
quarter and at the end). It appears that the chip never touches the chip breaker, never segments and 
because of the edge inclination never meets the machined face (in this example out of the field). 
Moreover, the tests showed that over the recording period, the chip weight did not influence the 
contact lengths. Indeed, as the chip does not segment, the chip weight could impact the radius of 
curvature and consequently the contact lengths. The change in contact lengths can then be 
explained by the formation of chips.  
 

Table 2. Evolution of chip formation over the duration of the statistical analysis. 
Start  Duration / 4 Duration /2 End  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The study of the effect of cutting conditions on chip formation shows a strong correlation between 
cutting speed, feed rate and chip geometry. In contrast to the more classical structures where the 
chips remain, whatever the cutting conditions, more or less scalloped chips, the shape of the chips 
is much more evolutive. Table 3 shows the effect of cutting conditions on chip formation. At low 
cutting speeds, the chips are continuous. As the cutting conditions increase, it appears that the 
chips become scalloped with increasingly constant distances between scallops. However, unlike 
other alloys, the scalloping becomes more regular as the cutting conditions increase. This 
relationship is explained by the level of stress that appears at high cutting conditions. As said 
before, the creation of shear bands is initiated especially when the colonies are oriented 
perpendicular to the band formation. This initiation is the result of high thermomechanical stress 
accumulation at the boundary of highly disoriented colonies. Higher stress accumulation then 
facilitates the creation of primary shear bands. An increase in cutting conditions results in higher 
stresses and temperatures which then facilitate the appearance of shear bands. Wagner also shows 
that for certain cutting conditions, shear bands are created regardless of colony orientation [1].  
In the study of contact lengths, it would appear that the lengths and especially the variability are a 
function of chip formation.  
For Vc=30 m/min and when fz=0.05 mm, the variability is the lowest. For these conditions, the 
thermomechanical stresses are so low that the chip is continuous, whatever the structure. In this 
case, the variability is the lowest. When the feed rate increases, the stresses also increase and the 
chip formation becomes a function of the orientation of the microstructure. Its morphology 
becomes variable as well as the contact length. When Vc=50 m/min, there is a significant 
variability regardless of the feed rate. This disparity is explained by transient phenomena. For the 
lowest feed rate, the stresses are too low to generate a shear band each time. Conversely, when the 
feed rate increases, the stresses are greater but above all the probability of the primary bands 
crossing colonies increases and the chips, like the contact lengths, remain stable.  
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Table 3. Chip morphology as a function of cutting conditions. 
Vc=30 m/min - fz=0,1 mm Vc=50 m/min - fz=0,1 mm Vc=70 m/min - fz=0,1 mm 

   

Vc=65 m/min - fz=0,13 mm Vc=65 m/min - fz=0,15 mm Vc=65 m/min - fz=0,20 mm 

   

 
Summary 
Through an innovative experimental device, the objective of this study is to observe the evolution 
of contact lengths during the machining of Ti64β . After having detailed the microstructure and 
the particularities of the chip formation, the study develops the method of statistical analysis of the 
collected images.  It appears that this evolution is mainly a function of the chip formation process. 
The study also shows a strong variability of the contact lengths explained by various points like, 
for example, the weak cutting conditions obtained during certain tests. In order to complete this 
analysis and to clearly define the relationship between contact length and tool wear, the next step 
is to chemically analyse the inserts and to propose a diffusion model complementary to those 
already existing based on a large experimental campaign. 
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Abstract. The forging process, which is one of the hot forming methods, is used to produce 
plumbing systems, valves, batteries, fittings, condensers, pipes, etc. from brass alloys in duplex 
structures. Compared to leaded brasses, machining becomes very difficult due to reasons such as 
long and continuous chips, burrs, built-up edge in the tool, and unacceptable surface quality 
problems. In this study, studies have been carried out to improve the machining process that 
minimizes the mentioned machining problems by controlling the microstructural of lead-free brass 
materials. Therefore, by examining the effect of the copper content of the forged material, forging 
temperature, the cryogenic cooling method input parameters after forging on the phase ratio of the 
material, investigations were carried out on obtaining a high-performance machining process close 
to the machinability performance of leaded brass materials with good chip breakability. The 
change in the distribution of beta phases in the material after forging was investigated and 
machining tests were performed as a hole drilling operation. Cutting forces, surface roughness, 
and dimensional accuracy analyzes were evaluated within this purpose. The relationship between 
the beta phase ratio in the material and the machinability has been revealed and it has been 
observed that the CW511L alloy produced in three different ratios in the standard range and 
although they are the same material, the Cu% ratio causes significant changes in terms of 
machinability. 
Introduction 
Forging process is one of the widely used plastic deformation methods in terms of shaping the 
material. In this method, in which components from copper alloys are widely produced, the 
deformability of the billet material increases by heating it in the furnace and it is easily shaped. 
Zinc element in body-centered cubic crystal lattice structure, which is one of the elements that 
increase the forging ability. Brass is generally known as copper alloys containing 5% to 40% zinc 
in concentrations. While brass is manufactured, strength, corrosion resistance, machinability etc. 
Different alloying elements can be added to change the properties [1]. The most important element 
in this context is lead, which is associated with excellent chip breaking, low tool wear, and high 
cutting parameters. However, lead poses a danger to humans and nature and is included in the 2nd 
class carcinogen group, which cannot be eliminated by human body [2,3]. Pipes, fittings, etc., are 
produced from brass alloys, especially in contact with drinking water. The lead element ratio in 
the alloy in the components should not be more than 0.20%. CW511L material standard alloy 
ratios also support this [4]. In this study, the material that was shaped by hot forging and on which 
the machining tests were carried out is CW511L from lead-free brass materials. In the brass alloy, 
the semi-fluid lead layer reduces friction during cutting, acts as a lubricant, and encourages the 
formation of small discontinuous chips, improving machinability [5,6], cutting forces generated 
during machining, and thus cutting tool life are improved. The fact that lead is such an important 
element for machinability and its elimination causes various problems in terms of machinability 
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in lead-free brass alloys and results in a decrease in productivity and disruption of processes with 
long chips and reduced tool life that occur during the processing of these materials [6]. 

Pantazopoulos et al. [7] investigated the microstructure analysis, mechanical behavior and 
fracture mechanisms of traditional leaded brass materials CuZn39Pb3 (CW614N) and 
CuZn36Pb2As (CW602N). It has been revealed in their studies that CW602N material with high 
copper content contains lower β phase compared to the other, has lower hardness, and decreases 
in toughness due to phase structure. Nobel et al. [6] examined and compared the machinability of 
lead-free alloys CW510L, CW511L, CW724R, CW508L and leaded alloys CW614N. After the 
machining of these materials by turning using carbide cutting tools were used in different coatings, 
temperature and force results investigations were carried out in terms of chip breakability, chip 
form and tool life. Toulfatzis et al. [8] evaluated the microstructures and β phase ratios of extruded 
cylindrical lead-free brass materials after heat treatment and looked at the impact of these outputs 
on the material's machinability in their study. In a different investigation [9], they used heat 
treatment to lead-free brass alloys to explore the chip breakability, the change in β phase following 
this heat treatment, and the machining test that followed. The fracture energy and fatigue life of 
lead-free brass alloy (CW510L and CW511L) materials as determined by the material's notch 
impact test were examined by Pantazopoulos et al. [10]. The drilling process of hot forged lead-
free brass alloys was investigated experimentally by Zoghipour et al. [11] using a form cutting 
tool. The cutting forces, dimensional accuracy, and surface quality of the holes were tested while 
taking into account the tools' varied geometries, feed rates, and rotating speeds on hot-forged lead-
free brass alloys with different copper contents. Then, to predict and improve the machining 
process, they applied genetic algorithm-based optimization techniques and modeling of artificial 
neural networks. 

It is anticipated that changes in the material's copper ratio in the Cu-Zn equilibrium diagram 
will have a significant impact on the material's forgeability and recrystallization temperature, as 
well as on its microstructural distribution, α and β phase distribution, and consequently its 
machinability performance. After being hot forged into the desired shape, the brass alloy material 
is cooled either on its own or in fan conveyor systems, depending on the desired microstructural 
and mechanical qualities. There are several studies in the literature that demonstrate the use of the 
cryogenic cooling method in various operations for the machining of different materials [12–14], 
that it improves machinability performance [15], and that it has no negative effects on human 
health or the environment [16]. It is crucial to conduct systematic studies to enhance the 
machinability performance of lead-free brass materials because there are not any available studies 
examining the impact of forging parameters and cooling process on β phases in the material and 
the change in machinability performance as a result. In the study, a major breakthrough was made 
in terms of machinability since the β phases of the cryogenic cooling approach were restrained in 
the structure without dissolving with rapid cooling. Therefore, it has been attempted to investigate 
the effects of the forged material's copper content, the sample temperature prior to forging, the 
cryogenic cooling method input parameters following forging, and the material's phase ratio on 
achieving a high-performance machining process that is comparable to the machinability 
performance of materials containing lead. The microstructural characteristics of the material are 
significantly affected by forging process parameters including the material's percentage Cu alloy, 
the post-forging cooling technique, the forging temperatures, etc. These consequences have been 
shown along with this study. Several process characteristics, such as machinability, have a 
substantial impact on the β%, which are crucial in terms of machinability.  
Experimental Setup 
Hot forged extruded bars with dimensions of Ø50x66 mm and three different Cu% rates were put 
through machining testing. The shaped workpieces formed by the hot forging technique are shown 
in Fig. 1a. Before being employed in the machining experiments, Fig. 1b depicts the burr cutting 
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procedure and the final shape shown in Fig. 1c. Based on the results of the spectral analysis, the 
chemical composition of the CW511L alloy material generated at three different Cu% ratios is 
shown in Table 1. 

 

     

Fig. 1. a) Forged CW511L sample with burrs, b) burr cutting process c) final shape. 
  

Table 1. Chemical composition of the CW511L material with different %Cu. 

Material Cu Zn Pb As Al Sn Ni Bi Si Sb 
%61.7 Cu 61.7 Rem. 0.181 0.106 0.003 0.00

 

0.000

 

0.003 0.011 0.004 
%62.9 Cu 62.9 Rem. 0.174 0.117 0.003 0.00

 

0.001 0.003 0.002 0.003 
%63.4 Cu 63.4 Rem. 0.164 0.106 0.003 0.00

 

0.002 0.003 0.006 0.002 
EN12165 

Standart [4] 
61.5 
63.5 Rem. -    

0.2 
0.02 
0.15 

-  
0.05 

-   
0.1 

-     
0.3 - - - 

 
In a Hydromec-550 tons automated press, forging tests were performed. Forging temperatures of 
750, 780 and 810°C were selected during the forging process. All test samples were subjected to 
a 1 minute cryogenic cooling process in a chamber made of 304L stainless steel, which has a low 
heat transfer coefficient and is resistant to cryogenic temperatures, after forging. This has been 
performed in order to apply the coolant (liquid nitrogen) to the component uniformly during 
cryogenic cooling. During this time, the test samples at forging temperatures between 750 and 
810°C were cooled to an average temperature of 200°C. The machining tests were conducted on 
Fanuc-Robodrill α-D21MiB5 CNC machine as shown in Fig. 3. Boron coolant flood was used 
during the machining tests. Ø12 spherical carbide cutting tools were particularly made and utilized 
in the tests as part of the experimental investigation. A thermal camera was used to monitor this 
process for each sample. Table 2 provides the experiments specific conditions and parameters. 
Following the machining tests, the CMM was used to measure the dimensional accuracy in the 
hole diameters. 

 

Fig. 2. Forging press and experimental setup. 
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Fig. 3. The used experimental setup for the machining tests. 
 

Table 2. The utilized parameters in hot forging and machining experiments. 
Cu 
(%) 

Forging 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Cooling 
Duration 

(min.) 

Rotational 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Feed rate 
(mm/min.) 

61,7 750    
62,9 780 1 (LN2) 3000 300 
63,4 810    

     

Results and Discussions 
β Phase Analysis. 
The β% phase ratio and its distribution are the most important factors affecting machinability. In 
this section, β phases are more clearly expressed by the red color in phase analysis microstructural 
distributions while the yellowish colors represent α phase. In the case of the material with the 
lowest Cu content of 61.7%, its intermetallic β% phase is higher compared to the other materials. 
In the Cu-Zn equilibrium diagram, the percentage of the β phase is controlled by the percentage of 
Zn, subsequently the Cu% content, and the thermomechanical process. The β phase percentage 
increased with Zn content, as expected, in the case where the zinc-rich and associated Cu% was 
the lowest. The β phase (Cu-Zn), an ordered type of intermetallic phase with a body-centered cubic 
crystal structure, (Cu) is a face-centered cubic crystal which expresses the solid solution, is 
structurally harder and less ductile than the α-phase. Zinc has the hexagonal close-packed (HCP) 
lattice structure [17]. The distribution and sizes of these phases have a significant effect on 
machinability [18]. The presence of the beta phase reduces the ductility of the alloy and thus the 
segmentation of the chips formed after machining. The morphology exhibited by the β phases and 
the increase in the percentage distribution in the structure cause a slight increase in hardness and 
low ductility, as a result, machinability, and chip breakability during machining increase with the 
increasing beta phase [8, 19]. The measured results from the microstructural analysis of β phase 
distributions in Fig. 4 demonstrate the effect of the %Cu and forging temperature on the 
distribution of β% phases in the material. The β phases in the structure showed a decreasing trend 
in terms of distribution and percentage with the increase of Cu%. This situation can be explained 
by the decreasing zinc distribution with the increase of Cu% in the structure. β phase is rich in zinc 
elements. Especially at high forging temperatures, the 61.7% Cu material rises to the point where 
the percent β phases are at their maximum during the process. By rapid cryogenic cooling, these β 
phases are being restrained in the brass material's internal structure [20]. In other words, the 
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necessary time duration and temperature are not given for the β phases in the structure, such as 
slow cooling, to dissolve and turn into the α phase. In the case of forging at 750 °C forging 
temperature, approximately 70% less β phase distribution is obtained from the 61.7% Cu sample, 
whereas in 63.4% Cu specimen this value is around 63%. While there was no significant change 
in the β% phase ratios of the forging temperature in the 61.7% Cu sample, there was a decrease of 
approximately 22% from 750 °C to 810°C in the 62.9% Cu specimen, and an increase of 
approximately 25% was observed in the 63.4% Cu workpieces. There were no significant changes 
in the β phase distribution of the forging temperature in the samples with a low %Cu, but no clear 
distributions in the β% phase in the material with an increase in the Cu% could be obtained. It can 
be said that this is caused by the decrease in the percentage of zinc in the structure with the increase 
of %Cu. 
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Fig. 4. Effect of Copper content and forging temperature on the beta phases of material. 
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Cutting Forces. 
One of the copper alloys, CW511L, is a low lead alloy that is difficult to machine than other 

brass alloys [15]. This may therefore result in excessive cutting forces and other machining 
operations [2]. The feed force is the primary cutting force affecting the cutting tool. Under normal 
conditions, major variations in cutting forces and machinability qualities are primarily influenced 
by machining cutting parameters such as speed, feed, and cutting tool geometry. Alloy 
microstructure and mechanical characteristics affect an alloy's machinability. While the 
machinability of the metal depends on the metal's microstructural changes, the power consumption 
depends on the metal's mechanical characteristics [20]. In this instance, β phases and hence 
hardness is also impacted. The size of the interphase boundaries, which are influenced by the β-
phase content and the size of the α-phase crystals, can be increased to enhance machining. In 
general, soft materials use less energy than hard metals, and tool wear is reduced. Finer grain sizes 
are advantageous for mechanical qualities, and since they are stronger and more ductile than 
coarser grains and possess higher machinability. Additionally, imperfections in the material's 
structure may have an impact on chip breakability and therefore machinability [18]. 

The average of three repetition cutting forces generated during drilling operation are presented 
in Fig. 5 according to the Cu% and the forging temperature. A close examination of the graph 
reveals a considerable impact of the Cu% ratio. It has been noted that the alterations made result 
in considerable variations in terms of machinability, especially given that these three Cu% ratios 
are CW511L despite being the same material. The dispersion of the β phases increased with the 
reduction of Cu%, and as a result, greater β phase distribution and finer α crystals tend to produce 
longer interphase boundaries, and microstructural distributions significantly influence on the 
machinability [18]. With an increase in the Cu%, it is seen that the cutting forces increase and the 
machinability decreases. An increase in cutting forces with significant friction in the contact area 
may occur in alloys with a ductile phase and low lead content in high FCC lattice structures [6]. 
This is confirmed by the fact that cutting forces rise with higher phases due to an increase in the 
Cu%.  Once again, in different research [21], machinability tests on various copper alloys were 
conducted, and it was found that the alloys that we may refer to as zinc-poor or copper-rich yielded 
the greatest results in terms of cutting forces. At 750°C of forging temperature, 885 N force was 
attained at a rate of 61.7% copper, a rise of about 23% at a rate of 62.9% copper, an average of 
1092 N, and an increase of roughly 36% at a rate of 63.4% copper, resulting in a force value of 
1207 N. As can be observed, when the Cu ratio is lowest, the dominating β phases, and smaller 
grain sizes of the α phases facilitate cutting. In comparison to coarse grains, grains with a finer 
structure in terms of grain sizes enhance the structure and improve workability [20]. At 780°C 
forging temperature, 864 N force was measured in 61.7% Cu material, while an increase of roughly 
27% at 62.9% Cu, an average of 1099 N, and 63.4% Cu, an increase of nearly 42%, and a force 
value of 1224 N was recorded. According to the obtained results, forging temperature has no 
impact on the cutting forces needed for machinability. 869 N force was obtained at 810°C forging 
temperature at a rate of 61.7% Cu, whereas 1183 N average force was obtained with an increase 
of almost 36% at a rate of 62.9% Cu, and this ratio was the highest percent increase compared to 
lower forging temperatures. There was a rise of about 43% and a force value of almost 1240 N 
was generated at the rate of 63.4% Cu. 
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Fig. 5. The average measured cutting forces. 

  
Surface Roughness. 
The surface quality of the machined components is a desired characteristic and maintaining high 

surface quality is always one of the most crucial duties after machining. Surface roughness is 
known to impact a part's heat conductivity, friction, corrosion, and fatigue life [22]. In specific 
situations, machining factors such as feed and cutting tool tip radius have an impact on surface 
roughness [23]. However, since consistent speed, feed, and cutting tools were employed in this 
investigation, additional knowledge was gained about how the forging parameters and therefore 
the change in the material effect the machining and hence the change in the desired surface quality. 
Cutting tools that have been improperly ground have a propensity to scratch soft materials, like 
brass, leading to a poor surface finish. Fig. 6 shows the variations in surface roughness (Ra) values 
of the three different Cu% samples formed at 750-780 and 810°C forging temperatures as a result 
of changes in parameters following the cryogenic cooling process. The illustrated results represent 
the average of five measurements. When the graph is inspected, the roughness values decrease as 
Cu% increases. This means that improving the ductility of the outer surface with an increase in 
Cu% will result in a higher surface quality. While hard materials produce more clastic chips, it 
may be claimed that ductile materials provide superior surfaces with somewhat more continuous 
chip formation. Considering the roughness values at 750°C forging temperature, the highest 
roughness value was found in the material with a Cu content of 61.7%. The measured value in this 
condition is typically 0.52 µm. With an average roughness value of 0.43 µm measured at 62.9% 
Cu, it produces a value that is around 17% less than that of 61.7% Cu, while a 17–18% change 
was seen at 63.4% Cu ratio. At 780°C forging temperature, the highest roughness value was found 
in the material with a Cu content of 61.7%. In this condition, the measured value is around 0.49 
µm on average. With an average roughness value of 0.37 µm measured at 62.9% Cu, a value was 
approximately 24% less than that of 61.7% Cu material, while a decrease of approximately 18% 
was observed in 63.4% Cu material. It can be interpreted that the rate of change in the roughness 
values of Cu% ratio decreases to minimum levels under the condition of the highest forging 
temperature in the experiments. 
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Fig. 6. The average values of the surface roughness (Ra) of the generated holes. 

  
Dimensional Accuracy. 
The dimensions and geometric tolerances in the component geometry are extremely important, 

much as the surface quality attributes of the machined item. After the manufacturing of parts, 
significant efforts are undertaken, particularly in industry, to obtain products with the appropriate 
dimensions and quality.  Softer materials are more prone to bend when subjected to cutting tool 
pressure, decreasing dimensional accuracy. High-strength alloys may require carbide tools, 
grinding, and in certain conditions heat treatment for optimal manufacturing, whereas soft coppers 
and brasses may be machined rather readily [20]. The diametrical variations of the Ø12 holes that 
were produced after drilling in materials with various Cu contents of test specimens that were 
forged at different forging temperatures and treated to cryogenic cooling are shown in Fig. 7. 
Examining the graph reveals that the Cu% has some influence because, under all conditions, the 
hole sizes fall within the specified tolerance range. Additionally, it can be observed that holes in 
samples with a Cu ratio of 63.4% take values that are closer to the nominal size. The ductility of 
the material allows for a superior surface topography in the scenario when the Cu% ratio is at its 
highest, and the surface roughness values shown in the preceding section further corroborate this 
claim. However, experiments with the cutting tool in sequential conditions are required before it 
can be said that this is long-term. Because issues like lengthy chips, continuous chip status, and 
surface roughness that can result from chip removal from ductile materials can damage cutting 
tools and result in additional quality issues. It is typical for these graphical findings to show little 
fluctuations since the correct cutting tool dimensions are the most crucial aspect of dimensional 
variations. However, even if there is a change at low levels, the impact of this will be assessed as 
the impact of material and forging parameters will be explored within the scope of the research. 
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Fig. 7. The variation of the dimensional accuracy values of the generated holes. 

 
Summary 
In this research, the machining performance of CW511L material—one of the copper alloy-based 
lead-free brass materials—was explored by comparing its microstructural characteristics after 
forging. With the hot forging of the test sample at the correct temperature values, the β% phases 
in the structure increase to extremely high levels, and in this instance, the Cu% ratio has a major 
impact. This is a crucial step for machining because it ensures that most of these β phases remain 
in the structure without transformation (starting with the regular structure) by the action of 
cryogenic cooling. Additionally, the cutting forces clearly indicate the influence of the forging 
temperature, the Cu% ratio, and indirectly the distribution of β phases, as well as the influence of 
the input parameters on the outcomes for roughness and dimensional accuracy. The study is 
notable because, despite the fact that all of the samples used for the testing were CW511L, there 
was a substantial variation in the machinability of three distinct CW511L materials that were 
chosen from the standard range and in the machining tests. 
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Abstract. The efficient development of metal products with high quality usually requires realistic 
numerical simulations before the manufacturing procedure. The choice of the constitutive model 
has a considerable influence on the predicted material behavior’s description. Several material 
constitutive models have been proposed to describe different mechanical phenomena. However, 
its selection is a labored task that requires expertise. This lack of knowledge can lead to errors in 
the numerical predictions and, consequently, large costs and delays in the manufacturing 
procedure. To overcome this problem, an automatic material model selection tool is necessary. 
This work aims to compare the impact of different constitutive models and their features on the 
simulation of a forming process and develop a rational and systematic strategy for model selection. 
The approach focuses on the study of a hole expansion test using Abaqus and a statistical analysis 
of variance (ANOVA). It was possible to establish a ranking for the importance of the types of 
models that can help with model selection decision-making and efficient parameter calibration for 
accurate predictions. 
Introduction 
Nowadays, the aeronautics and automobile industries are in high demand for quality and 
efficiency. The design and development of products must be precise, with low costs and no delays. 
Thus, the trend is to virtualize the design of parts, the prototyping, and the manufacturing 
processes, through numerical simulations. However, in some cases, the lack of knowledge and 
time to correctly describe the material behavior is observed. This can lead to errors in the numerical 
simulations and, consequently, large costs and delays in the development and manufacturing 
processes. When conducting an accurate Finite Element (FE) simulation, an adequate constitutive 
model and accurately calibrated material parameters are necessary. In the last decades, many 
models were developed [1-4], implemented in numerical simulations and validated experimentally 
[1-3]. There are models that account for the microstructural characteristics of the material (i.e. 
physics-based) but require large computational efforts [1,2]. However, other models describe 
macroscopically the phenomenological behavior of materials [4-8]. Generally, phenomenological 
models are an aggregation of formulations that individually try to capture macroscopic 
phenomena, such as hardening or the elastic-plastic transition. These can be divided into hardening 
laws [5,8], anisotropic yield functions [3,6,7] and damage models [3,9]. Regarding metals, the 
prediction of different mechanical phenomena and effects of the material behavior, such as 
springback, ratcheting, twinning, transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) and the Bauschinger 
effect, have been vastly studied in [1,2,10-13]. One of the problems that a simulation software user 
faces is the selection of the constitutive equations that describe the material behavior. Although 
there is a vast number of constitutive models and equations, its selection for a specific material 
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and process usually requires high expertise, an exhaustive investigation and mechanical 
experimentation. Most of the authors have been comparing different models with experimental 
data to determine which is more adequate for a specific material and process mainly based on 
geometrical measurements [1,10-14] and stress-strain curves, or load-displacement curves and 
yield loci [1,11-15]. Yet, this comparison can be time-consuming since it starts with several 
mechanical experiments for the identification of different models’ parameters, the accurate 
calibration of the latter and the simulation and validation of the analyzed mechanical process. A 
flexible and automatic tool or strategy for model selection is lacking in the industry and scientific 
community. 

This work aims at proposing a rational and systematic strategy for the recommendation of 
constitutive equations that can guide inverse identification methods, such as in [16], with the goal 
of accurate forming process simulations. The approach involves the numerical simulation of a hole 
expansion test using the Abaqus FEA software [17] and the analysis of measurements of interest 
using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) [18]. This statistical methodology was already 
implemented as a Design of Experiments (DoE) approach to determine the influence of some 
geometric factors on the springback of sheet metal parts [19-22], but it can be extended to a more 
general analysis that helps with constitutive model selection. 
Methodology 
General Methodology. The proposed methodology is based on the analysis of the influence of the 
material constitutive models used in the numerical simulation of a sheet metal forming process. 
Some quantities of interest or critical aspects that are present in a metal-forming process were 
investigated. These quantities can be related to the premature rupture of the blank, its thickness 
variation, the geometry of the final shape of the sheet or other errors that one can expect in the 
considered forming process. This data was analyzed using the ANOVA approach which allows us 
to find a relation between the implemented material constitutive models and the observable 
quantities of interest in the forming process simulation and, finally, establish an importance 
ranking for the models. A flowchart describing the general methodology is presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Flowchart with the general methodology for the material model selection strategy. 

ANOVA Strategy. The ANOVA approach is a systematic analysis that allows us to understand 
the effect of each factor or group (also denoted as independent variables) in the chosen observables 
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(also denoted as dependent variables) [18]. In this statistical analysis, a hypothesis is tested. The 
null hypothesis is that there is no difference among the groups’ means. The alternative hypothesis 
is that the averages are not all equal, meaning that at least one group differs significantly from the 
overall means of the dependent variables. If any of the group means is significantly different from 
the overall mean, then the null hypothesis is rejected. The rejection of the hypothesis can be 
decided by observing the p-value. The p-value is defined as the probability of obtaining the 
observed results, assuming that the null hypothesis is true. It is calculated using the F-statistic and 
the degrees of freedom for the numerator and denominator. Generally, a p-value of 0.05 or lower 
considers the statistical meaning of the analyzed factor. The smaller the p-value is, the more 
significant the result should be. The F-statistic follows an F-distribution with (𝒌𝒌 − 𝟏𝟏) and (𝒏𝒏 − 𝒌𝒌) 
degrees of freddom, where 𝒌𝒌 is the number of groups and 𝒏𝒏 is the total sample size. 
Implementation 
Hole Expansion Test Simulation Specifications. As a case study, the sheet metal forming process 
implemented and analyzed in the model selection strategy was the hole expansion test, which was 
based on [23]. Its configuration and dimensions are depicted in Fig. 2. The simulation was 
conducted in Abaqus/Standard software [17] using one 3D deformable shell revolution part for the 
150 mm diameter blank with 0.8 mm thickness and  35 mm diameter of the hole. Moreover, two 
3D analytical rigid shell revolution parts were modeled for the tools (the punch and the die). 
Concerning the assembly of the parts, the distance between the blank and the die at the beginning 
of the simulation was 0.4 mm, whereas between the blank and the punch was 0.5 mm. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Hole expansion test configuration (dimensions in mm). 

 
Surface-to-surface contacts were used to define the interactions between the parts with a 

tangential behavior with penalty and 0.1 friction coefficient and normal behavior of “hard” contact. 
Besides, contact controls with an automatic stabilization factor of 0.01 were used to avoid 
convergence issues. 

Two static general steps were defined to simulate the non-linear analysis. Initially, two 
symmetries are established in the blank. In the first step, the punch was moved down with a 
displacement condition, making sure rupture was not reached independently of the material model 
and parameters used. Meanwhile, the blank was fixed on the outer edge and the die was also fixed. 
In the second step, the interactions between the parts were disabled and the vertical displacement 
of one point of the blank was restricted, to observe the springback behavior of the material. 

Regarding the mesh definition, four-node shell elements with reduced integration (S4R) [17] 
were used in a structured mesh with a total of 6400 elements for the blank, as can be seen  
in Fig. 3. Furthermore, 9 integration points were calculated along the thickness. 
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Fig. 3. Mesh of the blank implemented for the hole expansion test. 

 
Material and Constitutive Models Under Analysis. The materials used in the simulations were the 
DP600 dual-phase steel and the AA3104 aluminum alloy, which behaviors were modelled using 
the UMMDp (Unified Material Model Driver for Plasticity) from Jancae (Japan Association of 
Nonlinear CAE) [24]. Concerning the constitutive models under analysis, the Swift hardening law 
[5], the Voce law [25], the Yld2000-2D for the yield criterion [6] and the Armstrong-Frederick 
1966 model (denoted as A-F model) [26] for the kinematic hardening were implemented. The 
material parameters referring to DP600 [27,28] and AA3104 [29] for the mentioned constitutive 
models are presented in Table 1. To define the rupture criterion, the Forming Limit Diagram was 
used [27,30]. Voce’s hardening law was fitted to the strain hardening behavior represented by 
Swift’s hardening law. 
 
Table 1. Elastic properties, Swift law, Voce law, Yld2000-2D criterion and Armstrong-Frederick 

1966 (A-F model) material parameters for the DP600 steel [27,28] and the AA3104 [29]. 
DP600 

Elastic 
properties 

𝐸𝐸 [GPa] ν 
210.000 0.300 

Swift law 𝐾𝐾 [MPa] 𝜀𝜀0 𝑛𝑛 
979.460 0.00535 0.194 

Voce law σ𝑦𝑦0 [MPa] Q b 
815.600 407.922 7.869 

Yld2000-2D 
criterion 

𝛼𝛼1 𝛼𝛼2 𝛼𝛼3 𝛼𝛼4 𝛼𝛼5 𝛼𝛼6 𝛼𝛼7 𝛼𝛼8 𝑎𝑎 
1.011 0.964 1.191 0.995 1.010 1.018 0.977 0.935 6.00 

A-F model 𝐶𝐶 [MPa] 𝛾𝛾 
28896.000 121.000 

AA3104 
Elastic 
properties 

E [GPa] ν 
68.950 0.330 

Swift law 𝐾𝐾 [MPa] 𝜀𝜀0 𝑛𝑛 
363.128 0.000229 0.0275 

Voce law σ𝑦𝑦0 [MPa] Q b 
351.260 62.400 27.205 

Yld2000-2D 
criterion 

    𝛼𝛼1 𝛼𝛼2 𝛼𝛼3 𝛼𝛼4 𝛼𝛼5 𝛼𝛼6 𝛼𝛼7 𝛼𝛼8 𝑎𝑎 
    0.594 1.177 0.818 0.892 0.967 0.627 0.947 1.152 8.00 

A-F model 𝐶𝐶 [MPa] 𝛾𝛾 
22885.000 400.000 
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Fig. 4. (a) Plastic strain and stress curves and (b) yield loci for the DP600 and the AA3104 with 

different material constitutive models. 
 
ANOVA Approach for Model Selection. In this application, the ANOVA approach allows us to 
establish a relation between each type of constitutive model and its effect in the forming 
simulation. The type of isotropic, kinematic hardening laws and yield criterion were the 
independent variables analyzed, whereas the dependent variables were the hole’s circularity, the 
maximum punch force and the springback factor. The hole’s circularity is defined as the ratio 
between the minimum hole’s diameter and the maximum hole’s diameter, at the end of the 
simulation. Whereas the springback factor is the ratio between the angle of the deformed sheet 
before and after the tools’ release. Only two levels were analyzed for each factor, being the 
implementation of the presented models or a simplification of them. In the case of isotropic 
hardening, the Swift’s law or the Voce’s law was implemented; for the yield function it was the 
Yld2000-2D function or the von Mises criterion and for the kinematic hardening it was the A-F 
model, or no kinematic model was considered. The calculations were made using XLSTAT Cloud 
add-in for Excel [31]. 
Results 
The hole expansion test simulations using the eight different combinations of the constitutive 
models presented in Table 2 were conducted for both materials. The obtained outputs of the 
simulation (dependent variables) are shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the hole’s circularity 
is very sensitive to the used yield function (run 1, 3, 5 and 7). For this factor, the AA3104 
demonstrates larger sensitivity than the DP600, because the first shows larger variations in the 
hole’s circularity depending on the implemented yield function. Both the maximum punch force 
and the springback factor are sensitive to the isotropic and kinematic hardening laws used. On 
contrary, for these dependent variables, the DP600 indicates more sensitivity than the AA3104.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

(b) (a) 
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Table 2. Independent variables of the ANOVA approach used for the hole expansion test.  
Run Isotropic hardening law Yield function Kinematic hardening law 
1 Voce’s law von Mises Not considered 
2 Voce’s law von Mises A-F model 
3 Voce’s law Yld2000-2D Not considered 
4 Voce’s law Yld2000-2D A-F model 
5 Swift’s law von Mises Not considered 
6 Swift’s law von Mises A-F model 
7 Swift’s law Yld2000-2D Not considered 
8 Swift’s law Yld2000-2D A-F model 

 
Fig. 5. Hole's circularity, maximum punch force and springback factor obtained from the DP600 

and AA3104 simulations using the combination of material models presented in Table 2. 
 

In Table 3, the ANOVA computed results are presented, showing the p-values for each factor 
and dependent variable, the average p-value for each factor and the constitutive model’s ranking 
of importance for both materials. As expected, it can be concluded that the yield function is the 
factor that most influences the hole’s circularity, having the lowest p-value, independently of the 
material used. This factor shows a p-value lower than 0.05, thus the null hypothesis is rejected. On 
contrary, and still referring to the hole’s circularity, the isotropic and kinematic hardening rules 
show p-values larger than 0.05. Thus, there is no statistical significance of this factor in the hole’s 
circularity. Regarding the maximum punch force, the three factors demonstrate statistical influence 
on its variation, except for the yield function of AA3104. Both the isotropic and kinematic 
hardening rules produce a large influence on the maximum punch force, having a very small p-
value. A similar tendency is observed for the springback factor variation. 
 

Table 3. ANOVA’s computed p-values and constitutive model's ranking for the DP600 and 
AA3104. 

Factors Hole’s circularity 
p-value 

Maximum punch 
force p-value 

Springback 
factor p-value 

p-value 
average 

Ranking 

DP600 
Isotropic hardening law 7.131x10−1 1.078 x10−8 2.534 x10−7 2.377 x10−1 2 
Yield function 2.342 x10−4 1.436 x10−2 9.715 x10−1 3.287 x10−1 3 
Kinematic hardening law 1.282 x10−1 8.716 x10−8 1.444 x10−6 4.274 x10−2 1 

AA3104 
Isotropic hardening law 2.020 x10−1 3.099 x10−4 9.909 x10−6 6.743 x10−2 2 
Yield function 6.778 x10−4 8.624 x10−2 1.037 x10−5 2.898 x10−2 1 
Kinematic hardening law 4.913 x10−1 2.881 x10−4 1.569 x10−5 1.639 x10−1 3 

 
Analyzing the overall results for the DP600, the kinematic hardening rule has the lowest computed 
p-value average, meaning that this factor has the largest influence on the average of the considered 
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dependent variables. Besides, it is also possible to establish a constitutive model’s importance 
ranking for the studied material and mechanical process. The kinematic hardening rule shows the 
largest influence on the simulation results, followed by the isotropic hardening rule and, finally, 
the yield function. Indeed, looking at the yield locus of this material (see Fig. 4 (b)), a weak plastic 
anisotropy can be observed. With this information, simplifying the yield function using von Mises 
is considered adequate, being not necessary to calibrate a complex yield function to describe the 
anisotropic phenomena of this material for the considered mechanical process. Moreover, this 
process deals with continuous bending and unbending of the sheet, which might indicate the 
relevance of the kinematic hardening rule. Yet, the materials reveal different importance for this 
model. In Fig. 7, the Schmitt parameter [32] is displayed over time for elements shown in Fig. 6, 
which are distributed along the radial direction of the sheet metal. This parameter can be used to 
describe strain path changes and is defined as the cosine of the angle in the strain space between 
the strain rate tensors during the pre-strain and subsequent strain path. It assumes a value of 1 for 
monotonic, -1 for reversed and 0 for orthogonal strain paths. Indeed, the three types of strain paths 
can be observed, especially at the end of the drawing (where the time is equal to 1) and during the 
tools’ release. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Location of the elements used to calculate the Schmitt parameter in the deformed blank. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Schmitt parameter calculated over time in the selected elements for the DP600 (Run 8). 

 
On the contrary, the yield function is the type of model that mainly influences the observables of 
the AA3104 simulation. This outcome could be expected by looking at the yield locus of the 
material in Fig. 4 (b). For AA3104, the kinematic hardening rule is the type of model that shows 
the largest p-value, meaning that it is the factor that hardly influences the analyzed observables. In 
this case, it is recommended to put efforts into the correct calibration of a complex yield function 
and discard the kinematic hardening rule. Although the mechanical process considered is the same 
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as the one used with the DP600 and similar load conditions are imposed, in the case of the AA3104, 
the ANOVA analysis indicates no significance in the implementation of a kinematic hardening 
rule to correctly describe the hardening behavior. Fig. 8 displays the Schmitt parameter of some 
elements along the forming of the AA3104 sheet. Indeed, differences can be detected in the strain 
paths between the materials. For the AA3104, the instants after the tools’ release (time greater than 
1.0) show fewer strain path changes, compared with the DP600. This can be explained by the 
different punch’s displacements. The punch’s displacement in the DP600 analysis was 16.5 mm 
whereas in the AA3104 analysis was 12 mm, due to the differences in the rupture of the material. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Schmitt parameter calculated over time in the selected elements for the AA3104 (Run 8). 

Summary 
In the present work, a process-informed material constitutive model comparison and selection 
strategy was proposed. The ANOVA methodology was used to establish a relation between the 
implemented constitutive models in a sheet metal forming simulation and the measures of interest 
or critical aspects of the process. The outcome of the approach was a constitutive models’ 
importance ranking that indicates the influence of the types of models and mechanical phenomena 
on the considered forming process. This information is relevant to indicate in which direction 
should someone focus their efforts concerning material model calibration. 

In the study, a hole expansion test simulation was conducted using DP600 dual phase steel and 
AA3104 aluminum alloy. The ANOVA approach was computed using three factors, the isotropic 
and kinematic hardening laws, and the yield function. The hole’s circularity, the maximum punch 
force and the resulting springback factor were the dependent variables of the analysis. The 
differences in the materials’ behaviors were clearly observed in the ANOVA results. For the 
DP600, the most important model was the kinematic hardening, whereas the least important was 
the yield function. On the contrary, the most important model for the AA3104 was the yield 
function, whereas the least important was the kinematic hardening rule. These results were 
expected and confirmed the empirical knowledge by means of a systematic strategy. It must be 
highlighted that this methodology is material and process-dependent, meaning that for each 
considered material and mechanical process, a new ANOVA study must be conducted. In the 
study, the variations in the process conditions, such as friction, temperature and strain rate were 
not considered and could be interesting to investigate as future works. 
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Abstract. To investigate material ductility, the use of simple multiaxial specimens which can be 
tested through a common tensile machine or by a Split Hopkinson bar facility would allow 
avoiding the use of more complex equipment to induce different stress states in the investigated 
material. In this work, experimental dynamic tests have been performed on four different specimen 
geometries on a 17-4PH steel by a direct Split Hopkinson Bar (SHB). Finite element models of 
the experiments are set up and used jointly with experimental data to calibrate and validate a strain 
rate dependent plasticity model, and to extract the local values of stress and ultimate strain in the 
most critical point of the samples, at fracture. These latter results allowed the calibration of a 
ductile damage model, whose predictions, compared with a previous calibration using tests carried 
out in quasi-static conditions, confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed specimens and test 
methodology to assess material ductility under dynamic conditions. 
Introduction 
To provide an accurate evaluation of material plastic strain at failure which is crucial in different 
fields of mechanical design, different ductile damage models have been developed in the literature 
to describe how a material gets damaged with plastic deformation until reaching its ultimate 
strength. They can be classified according to their driving principle: starting from those  
thermodynamically based [1,2], through criteria relying on the evolution of micro-void [3] up to 
empirical-based formulations [4]. All of them require different experimental tests for their 
calibration (such as tensile tests on round smooth or notched bar, torsion or compression tests and 
often multi-axial tests) and often special testing set-ups, involving a complex experimental phase 
and tuning procedures, which are non-trivial and not suitable for companies which sometimes may 
not have specific facilities available. These difficulties are greater under dynamic conditions due 
to the special devices required for multiaxial tests execution, as to achieve combined tension-
torsion [5]. 

The aim of this paper is to validate, under dynamic conditions, the effectiveness of simple 
specimen geometries capable of inducing different multi-axial stress states in the material, to be 
tested using a conventional SHB, in order to simplify the experimental phase of material 
characterization. Starting from the geometry proposed by Driemeier et al. [6] and improved by 
Cortis et al. [7], different simulations have been carried out to identify the most suitable sample 
proportions and dimensions for dynamic tests. In order to reproduce additional loading conditions, 
round bar (RB) and round notched bar (RNB) specimens have been tested too. Using the results 
obtained from the dynamic tests made on these new simple specimens, a ductile damage model 
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has been calibrated, and its prediction was compared with that one obtained from a previous 
calibration obtained by testing the same sample geometries under quasi-static conditions.  
Material and Methods 
Plasticity Model. Among the constitutive models available in the literature, suitable to describe 
the flow stress in a material as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature, the Johnson and 
Cook (JC) [8] was considered. The model is based on Mises Plasticity and accounts for strain 
hardening, strain rate and thermal softening:  

𝜎𝜎 = (𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛) �1 + 𝐶𝐶ln �
𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇
�� �1 + �

𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇0
𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇0

�
𝑚𝑚

�                     (1) 

In Eq. 1  ε, 𝜀𝜀̇, 𝜀𝜀0̇, 𝑇𝑇0 and 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 are the equivalent plastic strain, the plastic strain rate, the reference 
strain rate, the room temperature and the melting temperature of the material while A, B, n, C and 
m are the constants to be calibrated. 

Damage model. Ductile damage models belonging to the class of empirical formulations are 
represented by a scalar D that increases proportionally with the equivalent plastic strain 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 
weighted on a function of the stress state 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇, X);  

𝐷𝐷 = � 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇,𝑋𝑋)𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝
𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓

0
 (2) 

where the triaxiality T and the Lode parameter X are the two scalars describing the stress state 
(Eq. 3). 

𝑇𝑇 = 1
3

𝐼𝐼1
�3𝐽𝐽2

; 𝑋𝑋 = 27
2

𝐽𝐽3
��3𝑗𝑗2�

3 (3) 

Where 𝐼𝐼1 is the first stress invariant, 𝐽𝐽2 and 𝐽𝐽3 are the second and the third deviatoric stress 
invariants, respectively. Material failure occurs when D reaches a critical value set equal to 1.  

Under proportional loading conditions, which implies T and X constant with plastic strain, it is 
possible to invert Eq. 2 to obtain the following expression: 

𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑇𝑇,𝑋𝑋) (4) 

which represents a “Fracture Surface” in the space (T, X, 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓). 𝑓𝑓−1(𝑇𝑇,𝑋𝑋) can be described by 
different expressions; in the present work, the Coppola-Cortese (CC) [9] formulation was adopted: 

𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 =
1
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where A1, A2, 𝛽𝛽 and 𝛾𝛾 are material constants that define the surface shape, while n represents 
the strain hardening exponent of a Hollomon's power law fit of the stress-strain curve: 𝜎𝜎 = 𝐾𝐾𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛. 

 
Materials. All specimens were manufactured from a single wrought bar. The investigated 

material is a 17-4PH steel that was characterised already under static conditions by some of the 
authors [7]. In order to compare the fracture surface obtained at a high strain rate with that one in 
static conditions, the calibration will be performed using multiaxial tests similar to those used in 
the static investigation, namely the improved “Driemeier” specimens and the RB and RNB 
specimens. In this work, two different configurations of the central holes of the Driemeier 
geometry were selected, corresponding to two different angles (α) of 10° and 30°, hereafter 
referred to as Pos10 and Pos30, respectively. The two angles were chosen to generate proper 
combinations of tensile-shear stress states. Moreover, to obtain similar strain rates from all tests, 
an optimization procedure was used to identify the sample dimensions, as reported in the next sub-
section, “Samples for Dynamic Tests”.  

The final specimen dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. They were machined from metal bars with 
a diameter of 20 mm. The thickness of the gauge region of samples (a) and (b) is constant and 
equal to 2 mm. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 1. Optimised geometries: Driemeier Pos10 and Pos30 for quasi-static (a) and dynamic tests 

(b); RB (c) and RNB (d) for dynamic tests. 
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Equipment. Quasi-static tests were performed in [7] by a universal servo-hydraulic MTS with 
250 kN maximum load. Instead, a custom direct split Hopkinson bar [10] was used for dynamic 
tests. It consists of three aligned bars, named the pre-stressed, input and output bars. A tensile input 
wave (𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖) is generated by pre-loading the pre-stressed bar in compression; the subsequent sudden 
release of this pre-load generates the waves that deform dynamically the sample (Fig. 2). By 
acquiring the transmitted and reflected waves (𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚 ,𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟) using properly placed strain gages and 
assuming uniaxial wave propagation in the bars and dynamic equilibrium in the sample, the 
dynamic properties, as well as the displacements u at the lateral faces of the specimen, can be 
assessed [10]. Moreover, digital images of all tests have been acquired using a FastCam at 100 
kfps. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Direct Split Hopkinson bar, and details the improved Driemeier sample and fasteners. 

 
Samples for Dynamic Tests. The geometries of the samples used in the dynamic tests essentially 

consist of modifications of those used in the quasi-static tests, to adapt them to the available  SHB 
equipment. Basically, the dynamic tests specimens must meet the geometric requirements in length 
and cross-section, to be mounted and successfully tested on the Hopkinson bar; in addition, the 
same equivalent plastic strain rate should be achieved in all tests. To meet these requirements, an 
inverse Finite Element (FE) approach was implemented according to a previously developed 
procedure [11,12], where the tests on RB, RNB and Driemeier samples are reproduced by FE 
simulations. The shape and size of the Driemeier specimens were maintained, whereas the cross-
section diameter and the fillet of the RB and RNB specimens were iteratively varied according to 
a full factorial Design of Experiment plan; moreover, the impact intensity, i.e. the boundary 
velocity, was varied as well. Eventually, a combination of parameters has been found that permits 
the achievement of similar average plastic strain rates in the four different tests. 

Of course, this is an approximate method, in which reasonable values for the material stress-
strain curve as well as for the material strain to failure are assumed, not being known a priori. 

The final dimensions adopted in the tests for RB and RNB samples are reported in Fig. 1. 
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Results and Discussion 
The experimental results were first used to calibrate the JC constitutive material model. The 
material constants were derived through an inverse procedure by means of Finite Element 
simulations of the tests, minimizing the difference between experimental and numerical load-
displacement global data. The comparison of the experimental curves with those obtained by the 
FE simulations using best fit JC material constants are shown in Fig. 3, where the red dots represent 
the onset of failure. Three repetitions were performed for each text and the experimental curves in 
the graphs represent the average data. 

Concerning the RB and RNB tests an excellent numerical-experimental match is observed, even 
for Driemeier Pos10 and Pos30, although small discrepancies are shown, the match is fairly good. 
In Fig. 4 the distribution of equivalent plastic strain is reported, which fulfils one of the design 
requirements, namely the concentration of the maximum plastic strain value at its critical point in 
the centre of the gauge.  

 

  

 
 

Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental and numerical load-displacement curves for RB, RNB, 
Pos10 and Pos30 tests. The red dots represent the onset of failure. 
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Fig. 4. Driemeier Pos 10°, mesh detail and contour plot of equivalent plastic strain. 

 
After validating the FEM models by means of the numerical-experimental comparison presented 
above, the parameters 𝑇𝑇, 𝑋𝑋 and 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 were derived, for each test, at the critical point and at the instant 
of failure. These data are reported in Table 1, for both static and dynamic conditions. Subsequently,  
the CC damage model was calibrated through a minimisation algorithm, namely the calibration 
constants (𝐴𝐴1, 𝐴𝐴2, 𝛽𝛽, 𝛾𝛾) were derived such that the resulting fracture surface was as close as 
possible to the 𝑇𝑇, 𝑋𝑋 and 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 experimental points. 
 

Table 1. Values of  𝑻𝑻, 𝑿𝑿 and 𝜺𝜺𝒑𝒑 for static and dynamic tests. 

 Static Dynamic 
 𝑇𝑇 𝑋𝑋 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇 𝑋𝑋 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 
Pos10 0.05 0.16 0.33 0.13 0.41 0.70 
Pos30 0.10 0.38 0.46 0.26 0.71 0.83 
RB 0.61 0.99 1.17 0.67 0.99 0.78 
RNB 0.76 0.99 0.81 1.07 0.99 0.40 

 
Fig. 5a illustrates the dynamic and static fracture surfaces predicted by CC damage model, using   

the JC as plasticity model. In addition, a two dimensional view of 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 as a function of the T along 
curves at constant X has been reported (Fig. 5b). 

The dynamic fracture surface showed a good match with the experimental points (Fig. 5b). It is 
worth noting that the static-dynamic comparison suggests an increase in the ductility of the 17-
4PH as the strain rate is increased, overall. More in detail, the dynamic fracture surfaces were 
slightly below the static fracture surfaces at high triaxialities (T around 1), remaining higher for 
medium and low triaxialities. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. 3D (a) and 2D (b) views of 17-4PH fracture surfaces obtained under quasi-static and 
dynamic conditions, with indications of the strain to fracture of the RB, RNB, Pos10 and Pos30 

tests. 
Summary 
In this work, the possibility of adopting simple multiaxial specimens for material characterization 
tests at high strain rates was investigated. The ductility of a 17-4PH steel alloy at high strain rates, 
as estimated by a damage model proposed by one of the authors, was evaluated and compared with 
the corresponding material behaviour under static conditions. Tensile specimens, such as round 
bars and round notched bars, together with the simple multiaxial specimens, were used. The 
dynamic experimental campaign was carried out by a direct split Hopkinson bar. The results 
highlighted the differences in terms of static-dynamic ductility of 17-4PH, and showed the 
suitability of the proposed approach to calibrate a ductile damage model at a high strain rate, using 
a standard dynamic testing equipment.  
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Abstract. A novel constitutive model is proposed to describe fibre-reinforced polymer composite 
materials. The model covers three fundamental phenomena of such materials: anisotropy, tension-
compression asymmetry, and nonlinear material behaviour. The model is based on the one-
dimensional Ramberg-Osgood relation, which is extended to a multiaxial anisotropic form. 
Tension-compression asymmetry is then implemented with the introduction of stress triaxiality 
dependency. Finally, the model is verified using experimental data where the material response in 
uniaxial tension, uniaxial compression and shear stress states were measured. 
Introduction  
Fibre-reinforced polymer composites are increasingly used in many manufacturing fields due to 
their high strength-to-weight ratio and low cost. Their main property is an anisotropic material 
response which is a consequence of reinforcement fibres orientation. Another essential property 
caused by reinforcement fibres is tension-compression asymmetry. In tension loading, fibres 
stretch and increase overall material stiffness, which is not the case in compression loading, where 
they can buckle due to matrix porosity [1]. The third important property is a nonlinear material 
response which is mainly a consequence of the polymer matrix and can be observed even at low 
strains [2]. All three properties must be addressed to accurately model the material response of 
fibre-reinforced materials. 

One of the first attempts at modelling 2D orthotropic material with tension-compression 
asymmetry was proposed in [3], where different values of compliance tensor components were 
prescribed depending on the sign of stress tensor components. The problem with this model was 
thermodynamical inconsistency due to asymmetric compliance tensor, which was later solved in 
[4] and [5]. Similar variations of tension-compression asymmetry modelling with sign 
manipulation can be found in [6,7] and later in [8], where this idea was generalised to a 3D 
constitutive model. Recently, 3D tension-compression asymmetric damage model for fibre-
reinforced materials was introduced in [9], where the damage initiation criterion is defined based 
on a sign of individual stress components or a sign of two stress components sum. For modelling 
nonlinear material response in large deformations, the hyperelastic approach was used in [10,11], 
where asymmetry was implemented with the dependency of constitutive parameters based on signs 
of principal strain or main stress components. Another approach for modelling material asymmetry 
was introduced in [12,13], where stress triaxiality dependency was implemented in a linear 
anisotropic model with an additional term to model polymer matrix nonlinear response. 

As seen from the literature, there is no unified approach to model the phenomena mentioned 
above. In the following, we present a novel elastic constitutive model based on the Ramberg-
Osgood relation [14], which is extended to a multiaxial anisotropic model. To implement 
asymmetric material response new approach is used, where constitutive relation consists of two 
parts defining material response in tension and compression separately. The two parts are weighted 
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depending on the value of stress triaxiality, which serves as a tension-compression indicator. In 
this paper, the derivation of the model is shown, including verification based on experimental data. 
Derivation of constitutive relation 
The derivation of constitutive relation consists of two parts. In the first part, we take the Ramberg-
Osgood nonlinear relation and generalise it to obtain a nonlinear anisotropic model. In the second 
part, we introduce the dependency of stress triaxiality to implement asymmetric material response. 

Nonlinear anisotropy. 
To ensure thermodynamic consistency, the strain energy function of the developed model must 

remain a potential function. Therefore, rather than generalising the Ramberg-Osgood relation 
itself, we generalise its strain energy potential, which we can write as 

𝐶𝐶 = 𝜎𝜎2

2𝐺𝐺
+ 𝜁𝜁𝑛𝑛+1

𝑛𝑛+1
𝜎𝜎2

𝐾𝐾
 (1) 

where 𝜎𝜎 is stress, 𝐺𝐺 is shear modulus, 𝐾𝐾 is secant modulus, 𝜁𝜁 is stress invariant defined as �(𝜎𝜎/𝐾𝐾)2 
and 𝑛𝑛 is an exponent. As stated, we generalise Eq. 1 to multiaxial anisotropic form as 

𝐶𝐶 = 1
2
𝝈𝝈:𝕊𝕊:𝝈𝝈 + 𝜁𝜁𝑛𝑛−1

𝑛𝑛+1
𝝈𝝈:ℕ:𝝈𝝈 (2) 

where 𝝈𝝈 represents the stress tensor, 𝕊𝕊 linear compliance tensor and ℕ nonlinear compliance 
tensor. From the comparison of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, we can see that linear compliance tensor 𝕊𝕊 takes 
the role of shear modulus 𝐺𝐺, and nonlinear compliance tensor ℕ takes the role of secant modulus. 
Stress invariant 𝜁𝜁 is generalised in a similar manner to √𝝈𝝈:ℕ:ℕ:𝝈𝝈. With derivation of expression 
Eq. 2 with respect to stress tensor, we obtain nonlinear anisotropic constitutive relation 

𝜺𝜺 = 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈

= 𝕊𝕊:𝝈𝝈 + 𝜁𝜁𝑛𝑛−1

𝑛𝑛+1
�(𝑛𝑛 − 1) 𝝈𝝈:ℕ:𝝈𝝈

𝜁𝜁2
ℕ + 2𝕀𝕀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠� :ℕ:𝝈𝝈 (3) 

where 𝕀𝕀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 represents 4-th order symmetric identity. 
 
Tension-compression asymmetry. 
The dependency of stress triaxiality is used to implement asymmetric material response. Stress 

triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 is stress invariant defined as the ratio between hydrostatic pressure 𝑝𝑝 and von Mises 
stress 𝑞𝑞 

𝜂𝜂 = −𝑝𝑝
𝑞𝑞
 (4) 

The absolute value of stress triaxiality indicates how uniform is stress state distributed between 
three material axes. The crucial property for implementing asymmetric behaviour is the stress 
triaxiality sign, which is positive in tensile stress states, and negative in compressive stress states. 
We can now define strain energy as a function of stress triaxiality as 

C = Ct 𝜓𝜓𝑡𝑡(𝜂𝜂) + 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐 𝜓𝜓𝑐𝑐(𝜂𝜂) (5) 

where 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 and 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐 are tensile and compressive strain energy functions defined the same as Eq. 2, 
where separate tensors 𝕊𝕊, ℕ and exponent 𝑛𝑛 are assigned to each one. Both parts of Eq. 5 contain 
weight functions 𝜓𝜓𝑡𝑡(𝜂𝜂) or 𝜓𝜓𝑐𝑐(𝜂𝜂) which are piecewise defined, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Weight functions 𝜓𝜓𝑡𝑡(𝜂𝜂) and 𝜓𝜓𝑐𝑐(𝜂𝜂). 

 
With such defined weight functions energy part 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 only affect material behaviour in tensile stress 
states and vice versa, 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐 only has an effect in compressive stress states. In the transition zone 
between uniaxial compression (𝜂𝜂 = −1/3) and uniaxial tension stress state (𝜂𝜂 = 1/3), where both 
energy parts are intertwined, the weight functions are defined as a third-order polynomial. 

Taking the derivative of strain energy density (Eq. 5) with respect to stress tensor yields final 
constitutive relation, which in shortened form can be written as 

𝜺𝜺 = �d𝜓𝜓𝑡𝑡(𝜂𝜂)
dη

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 + d𝜓𝜓𝑐𝑐(𝜂𝜂)
dη

𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐�
𝜕𝜕𝜂𝜂
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈

+ 𝜓𝜓𝑡𝑡(𝜂𝜂) 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈

+ 𝜓𝜓𝑐𝑐(𝜂𝜂) 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈

 (6) 

Constitutive relation (Eq. 6) is valid for general nonlinear anisotropic and asymmetric material. If 
no tension-compression asymmetry is observed, the relation simplifies to Eq. 3. Furthermore, if 
material behaviour is linear, the model reduces to classic linear anisotropic form written as 

𝛆𝛆 = 𝕊𝕊:𝝈𝝈 (7) 

Compliance Tensor Structure 
In this section, the compliance tensor structure and containing parameters are shown. For 
simplicity sake, we will restrict from general anisotropy to orthotropic material. In this case, linear 
compliance tensors 𝕊𝕊𝑡𝑡 and 𝕊𝕊𝑐𝑐 take the following form in Voigt notation 

[𝕊𝕊𝛼𝛼] =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

1/𝐸𝐸1𝛼𝛼 −𝜈𝜈12𝛼𝛼 /𝐸𝐸1𝛼𝛼 −𝜈𝜈13𝛼𝛼 /𝐸𝐸1𝛼𝛼
−𝜈𝜈12𝛼𝛼 /𝐸𝐸1𝛼𝛼 1/𝐸𝐸2𝛼𝛼 −𝜈𝜈23𝛼𝛼 /𝐸𝐸2𝛼𝛼

−𝜈𝜈13𝛼𝛼 /𝐸𝐸1𝛼𝛼 −𝜈𝜈23𝛼𝛼 /𝐸𝐸2𝛼𝛼 1/𝐸𝐸3𝛼𝛼

0 0 0
0 0 0
0          0         0

0               0              0
0 0 0
0 0 0

1/𝐺𝐺12𝛼𝛼 0 0
0 1/𝐺𝐺13𝛼𝛼 0
0 0 1/𝐺𝐺23𝛼𝛼 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

,      𝛼𝛼 ∈ {𝑡𝑡, 𝑐𝑐} (8) 

where 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼 is an elastic modulus, 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼  is a shear modulus and 𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼  is a Poisson's ratio. Nonlinear 
compliance tensors ℕ𝑡𝑡 and ℕ𝑐𝑐 have a similar form to linear compliance tensors and are formulated 
as 
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[ℕ𝛼𝛼] =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
1/𝐴𝐴11𝛼𝛼 1/𝐴𝐴12𝛼𝛼 1/𝐴𝐴13𝛼𝛼
1/𝐴𝐴12𝛼𝛼 1/𝐴𝐴22𝛼𝛼 1/𝐴𝐴23𝛼𝛼

1/𝐴𝐴13𝛼𝛼 1/𝐴𝐴23𝛼𝛼 1/𝐴𝐴33𝛼𝛼

0 0 0
0 0 0
0          0         0

0         0        0
0 0 0
0 0 0

1/𝐵𝐵12𝛼𝛼 0 0
0 1/𝐵𝐵13𝛼𝛼 0
0 0 1/𝐵𝐵23𝛼𝛼 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

,      𝛼𝛼 ∈ {𝑡𝑡, 𝑐𝑐} (9) 

where 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼  and 𝐵𝐵12𝛼𝛼  are parameters defining nonlinear material response. We can see that linear 
compliance tensors contain well-known parameters for describing linear elastic properties, 
whereas, in nonlinear compliance tensors, parameters have no direct physical meaning. 
Parameter Identification Procedure 
The derived constitutive model (Eq. 6) has four compliance tensors 𝕊𝕊𝑡𝑡, ℕ𝑡𝑡, 𝕊𝕊𝑐𝑐, ℕ𝑐𝑐 and two 
exponents 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡, and 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐. Each parameter dictates a particular part of the model response (see Table.1). 

 
Table 1. Parameter influence on the model response. 

model response compressive tensile 
linear 𝕊𝕊𝑐𝑐 𝕊𝕊𝑡𝑡 

nonlinear ℕ𝑐𝑐, 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 ℕ𝑡𝑡 ,𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 
 
This property enables parameters to be separately identified in four groups, as indicated in Table.1. 
Identification procedure is performed in the following steps: 

1) Uniaxial tensile tests are used, from which linear tensile parameters are identified based on 
initial slopes of strain-stress curves, yielding a linear system of equations from which 
parameter values are calculated. 

2) With linear parameters known, we can proceed to nonlinear parameter identification. The 
same test set is used in the first step, whereas whole strain-stress curves are now used, not 
just initial slopes. In this step, parameters cannot be directly calculated. Therefore, 
optimisation methods are used to minimise the deviation between model response and 
experimental data. In our case, the procedure is carried out in Wolfram Mathematica software 
by applying the BFGS quasi-Newton method to a scatter of points randomly distributed over 
the parametric hyperspace. 

3) 1. and 2. steps are repeated where compressive linear and nonlinear parameters are identified 
based on uniaxial compression tests. 

Fig. 2 shows which part of the material response and which model parameters are determined in 
which identification step. 
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Fig. 2. Four-step identification procedure. 

 
In each step, uniaxial tests performed in different material orientations are used to identify all 
parameters in compliance tensors. The choice of specimen orientations is identical as in the 
identification of classic linear anisotropic or orthotropic material. 
Validation 
To validate the developed model, we used the material properties of a unidirectional glass-fibre 
epoxy composite carried out in [1]. In this study, besides linear orthotropic properties, tension-
compression asymmetry of elastic moduli and nonlinear material response in an off-axis direction 
were also determined. The nonlinear material response was separately described with three 
parametric Ramberg-Osgood relation 

𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

+ �𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
�
1/𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

,         ij ∈ {12, 13, 23} (10) 

Material properties determined in [1] which have the same values in tension and compression, are 
listed in Table 2, and elastic moduli are separately listed in Table 3. 

 
Table 2. Material properties from [1]. 

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 12 13 23 
𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼 [ / ] 0.29 0.27 0.41 
𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼[GPa] 4.25 4.16 4.47 
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼[MPa] 211 191 ∞ 
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼[ / ] 0.237 0.219 / 

 𝛼𝛼 ∈ {𝑡𝑡, 𝑐𝑐} 
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Table 3. Elastic moduli from [1]. 

𝛼𝛼 𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐 
𝐸𝐸1𝛼𝛼[GPa] 49.1 47.9 
𝐸𝐸2𝛼𝛼[GPa] 12.8 12.5 

 
These experimental data are useful for validating the developed model because of its ability to 
describe all fundamental phenomena of this material behaviour, namely, orthotropy, nonlinearity 
and asymmetry. Since our model also use classic parameters for the description of linear material 
response, values from Table 2 and Table 3 can be directly used to determine linear compliance 
tensors 𝕊𝕊𝑡𝑡 and 𝕊𝕊𝑐𝑐. Since our model is also based on the Ramberg-Osgood relation, one would 
expect that nonlinear properties ℕ𝛼𝛼 and 𝑛𝑛𝛼𝛼 will be directly computed from 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼 and 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼 from Table 
2, which is not the case. The reason is the exponent 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼, which has different values in different 
directions, not alike in our model, which has the same value of the exponent 𝑛𝑛𝛼𝛼 for all material 
directions. Therefore, nonlinear properties have to be determined using optimisation and are listed 
in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Optimised values of nonlinear parameters. 

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼 [MPa]⋆ 𝐵𝐵12𝛼𝛼 [MPa] 𝐵𝐵13𝛼𝛼 [MPa] 𝐵𝐵23𝛼𝛼 [MPa] 𝑛𝑛𝛼𝛼 [ / ] 
∞ 154.3 151.5 ∞ 4.404 

𝛼𝛼 ∈ {𝑡𝑡, 𝑐𝑐} ,    ⋆ 𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 ∈ {1, 2,3}      
 
To validate the developed model properly, we compared the 3-point bending test finite element 
simulation results carried out in [1] and the simulation done with our constitutive model, which 
was implemented in the Abaqus finite element software via the VUMAT subroutine. Fig. 3 shows 
the comparison of both simulation results. Since the bending test is symmetrical, only half of the 
field is shown in the figure with symmetry plane on the left side. The compared strain fields are 
almost identical, where only a minuscule difference can be observed in the shear strain field. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of 3-point bending FEM simulation results. 

 
Verification 
In this section, verification of the developed model is presented. Redundant experimental data set 
is used, where more data are available than needed for model calibration, which enables us to 
verify whether the model prediction agrees with the rest of the experimental data, which were not 
used for calibration. 

Experimental data used for verification were carried out in [15], where multiple in-plane tests 
were performed for woven roving glass fibre composite plates. Specimens were cut from the plate 
at 0°, 22.5° and 45° angles with respect to fibre orientation. For each direction, uniaxial tension, 
uniaxial compression and shear tests were performed, where longitudinal and transversal strains 
were measured. In total, 9 tests and 18 strain-stress curves were carried out (shown in Fig. 4). 

For model calibration, only tension and compression tests in 0° and 45° directions are used, 
which is 4 out of 9 tests. With four step identification procedure, the parameter values in Table 5 
were determined.  

 
Table 5. Calibrated values of model parameters from experimental data. 

𝛼𝛼 𝐸𝐸1𝛼𝛼 
[GPa] 

𝐸𝐸2𝛼𝛼 
[GPa] 

𝐺𝐺12𝛼𝛼  
[GPa] 

𝜈𝜈12𝛼𝛼  
[ / ] 

𝐴𝐴11𝛼𝛼  
[GPa] 

𝐴𝐴22𝛼𝛼  
[GPa] 

𝐴𝐴12𝛼𝛼  
[GPa] 

𝐵𝐵12𝛼𝛼  
[GPa] 

𝑛𝑛𝛼𝛼 
[ / ] 

𝑡𝑡 19.8 14.2 4.86 0.152 1.69 174 7.46 0.223 2.43 
𝑐𝑐 18.2 13.1 4.15 0.199 ∞ 1.77 -2.27 0.130 3.57 

 
A comparison of experimental curves and model response is shown in Fig. 4, where columns 
represent different material orientations, and rows represent different loading cases. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental and model strain-stress curves. 

 
For a more quantitative comparison, an absolute relative error between experimental data and 
model response strain energy density was calculated using the equation below 

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = �𝜕𝜕𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝜕𝜕𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝜕𝜕𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

� ⋅ 100% (11) 

where model strain energy 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is calculated by equation (5), and experimental strain energy 
𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 is calculated as the area under the stress-strain diagram. Calculated error values represent a 
relative difference in the area below the model and experimental curves. The calculated values are 
specified in Table 6. 

Table 6. Calculated relative error for each loading case. 

relative error 
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [%] 

0° 22.5° 45° 
∥ ⊥ ∥ ⊥ ∥ ⊥ 

tension 0.721 1.537 10.914 0.687 3.766 3.813 
compression 0.424 1.874 0.005 18.353 0.052 0.447 
shear 20.950 25.367 4.183 5.907 8.618 2.670 
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It is not surprising that model responses show good agreement with experimental curves from 
which the model was calibrated (colored green in Table 6), where maximal error is 3.766%. 
Values, colored yellow in Table 6, represent relative error in loading cases which were not included 
in the calibration procedure. High error values in some responses could be lowered with inclusion 
of all experimental data in calibration procedure. However, ideally one would want to capture 
material behaviour from as few experiments as possible. Therefore, it is more important to see that 
model can correctly predict material behaviour from just uniaxial tension and compression test in 
two different orientations. 
Summary 
The novel constitutive model for the description of anisotropic, nonlinear and asymmetric material 
behaviour was presented. The nonlinear Ramberg-Osgood relation was generalised to an 
anisotropic form, where stress triaxiality dependency was introduced to achieve tension-
compression asymmetry. 

Quite a few parameters are needed to capture all the phenomena mentioned above, which are 
identified in separate groups in a four-stage identification procedure. The model uses classic linear 
anisotropic parameters to describe the linear part of the model response, which is convenient when 
values of those parameters are already given. Another good property of the model is that it reduces 
to a simpler form or, ultimately, to a linear anisotropic model if the material does not exhibit all 
the aforementioned phenomena. In that case, also the number of parameters is drastically 
decreased. 

A redundant experimental data set was used for verification, where good prediction properties 
of the model were shown. The model was able to predict a comparable response to experimental 
data in a 22.5° direction and in a shear stress state, both of which were not included in the 
calibration procedure. 
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Abstract. In this study, an inverse identification strategy based on the finite element model 
updating (FEMU) method is proposed to calibrate the parameters of a temperature and strain rate 
dependent constitutive model. The mechanical responses of a dedicated cruciform specimen with 
heterogeneous temperature field under biaxial loading are employed to supply information to the 
inverse scheme. A combination of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and SIMPLEX 
optimization algorithm is employed to find the optimal values of the material parameters. In order 
to validate the proposed identification strategy, a virtual experiment is designed and performed 
with a reference material constitutive model. The proposed strategy is proved to be feasible as all 
seven parameters of the constitutive model are accurately identified. In addition, the influences of 
measurement noise of force, temperature, and strain data are analyzed by means of a sensitivity 
study. The experimental data after the localized necking should be avoided for parameter 
identification. The proposed inverse identification strategy shows good robustness to strain noise. 
Introduction 
Advanced processes in engineering, such as hot stamping, high-speed metal forming or 
electrically-assisted manufacturing, involve complex mechanical behaviors and multi-axial 
loading conditions [1]. For a numerical analysis of these forming processes, it is necessary to 
construct the constitutive model that takes into account the thermo-visco-plastic hardening 
relations. Over the years, a number of phenomenological or physical constitutive models have been 
proposed to describe the temperature and strain rate dependent flow stress of sheet metals. 
Phenomenological models usually incorporate strain hardening models with temperature softening 
and strain rate hardening multiplicative or additive factors, such as Johnson-Cook model [2] or 
Khan-Huang-Liang model [3]. The physical-based models are usually based on the 
thermodynamics and kinetics of dislocations, such as Zerilli-Armstrong model [4] or Voyiadjis-
Abed model [5]. In recent years, machine-learning approaches have also made significant progress 
in the phenomenological representation of the material macroscopic responses [6]. 

The constitutive models are strongly nonlinear and often involve many parameters to allow high 
fitting potential and flexibility. Therefore, strategies for the identification of model parameters are 
crucial. The conventional strategy relies on some conventional tests, such as the uniaxial tensile 
test or bulge test, to calibrate the parameters from analytical solutions based on the assumption of 
homogeneous stress distribution. However, in the case of high temperature and quasi-static 
forming, the necking strain of certain ductile materials can be at extremely low levels [7]. Necking 
introduces unreliability to the parameter identification since it breaks the assumption of 
homogeneous stress distribution. In addition, most of the sheet metals are deformed with a 
heterogeneous stress field in practical production. Adopting a conventional strategy may lead to 
an incomplete characterization of mechanical responses for the multi-axial loading conditions [8]. 
An inverse identification strategy based on full-field measurements is considered as a promising 
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alternative to overcome the drawbacks of conventional strategies [9, 10]. Avril et al. [11] presented 
a complete overview and comparison of five mainstream methods of this strategy. Among them, 
the FEMU is a very intuitive one, it can be applied to non-linear constitutive models and complex 
specimen shapes with heterogeneous stress fields. The principle of the FEMU is to minimize the 
gap between the numerical predictions and experimental measurements by iteratively updating the 
model parameters. The mapping relationship between the prediction and experiment can be 
established based on displacement, strain, force, etc. In addition, the minimization of the gap 
requires efficient and robust optimization algorithms, such as gradient-based algorithms (e.g., the 
Levenberg–Marquardt method) or metaheuristics (e.g., the genetic algorithms (GA) [12], particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) [13]).  

For the FEMU method, the finite element (FE) model should reproduce the experiment as close 
as possible, including the specimen geometries, loadings, and boundary conditions. In addition, 
the mesh refinement of the FE model is also crucial, as it directly affects the precision and time 
consumption of the method. It should be noted that the computational cost is the main factor 
limiting the application of the FEMU method since the FE analysis is required at each iteration. 
Investigating the sensitivity of the FEMU method to the measurement noise is also essential. For 
complex experiments with heterogeneous strain and temperature fields, the full-field 
measurements obtained by the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method or infrared cameras always 
contain data noise. Sensitivity studies allow the evaluation of possible biases in parameter 
identification caused by data noise.  

In recent years, the combination of biaxial tensile testing with inverse identification strategies 
has shown great potential in characterizing the mechanical properties of metal sheets. Biaxial 
stretching is a special case of multi-axial loading. It can be used to identify anisotropic yield 
criterion parameters by achieving very heterogeneous strain and stress distributions through 
cruciform specimen design [14, 15], and also to determine the forming limits at various strain paths 
by adjusting the biaxial tensile ratios [16]. In addition, Liu et al. [17] employed a cruciform 
specimen and the FEMU method to identify the sheet metal hardening at large strains. The 
geometry of the specimen was carefully designed and the thickness reduction in the central zone 
permitted to reach a high level of homogeneous deformation under equi-biaxial tension. To the 
best of the authors’ knowledge, studies combining biaxial tensile tests with inverse strategies to 
calibrate constitutive models that consider both temperature and rate effects are very unusual. 
Thus, the aim of this study is to conduct a feasibility study on the application of the FEMU method 
combined with biaxial tensile tests for the calibration of a thermo-viscoplastic constitutive model. 
A virtual experiment based on the thermal biaxial tensile test with a dedicated cruciform specimen 
[17] is designed and performed with a reference thermo-viscoplastic constitutive model in 
ABAQUS software. The advantage of the virtual experiment is that it can provide ideal full-field 
data for the parameters identification and the identified results can be directly validated by the 
reference model. This is very convenient for feasibility and sensitivity studies. In the following 
sections, the framework of FEMU and the details of the FE model are introduced. The effects of 
mesh size, plastic heat, and optimization algorithm are discussed. In addition, the robustness of the 
proposed inverse identification scheme is investigated by adding Gaussian noise to the force and 
strain data and considering the reconstruction errors of the temperature field. 
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Virtual biaxial tensile test 
Reference thermo-viscoplastic constitutive model. 
A Voce-type model [18] is used to define the temperature and strain rate-dependent plastic 
behavior of the virtual material with the following equations:  

𝜎𝜎� = 𝜎𝜎0(𝑇𝑇) + 𝐾𝐾1exp (−𝐾𝐾2𝑇𝑇) × �1 − exp�−𝐾𝐾3 exp(𝐾𝐾4𝑇𝑇)𝜀𝜀�𝑝𝑝� × �̇�𝜀𝑚𝑚0exp (𝑚𝑚1𝑇𝑇)                     (1) 

𝜎𝜎0(𝑇𝑇) = {1 − 𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚⁄ × exp [𝐾𝐾0(1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 𝑇𝑇⁄ )]} × 𝜎𝜎0(𝑇𝑇0)   (2) 

where 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 and 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 are material parameters. K1 defines the hardening potential of the material. 
The hardening potential decreases exponentially with increasing temperature, and this temperature 
softening effect is defined by K2. m0 and m1 define the hardening effect of strain rate on flow 
stresses and this effect is temperature dependent. K3 and K4 introduce the effect of temperature on 
strain hardening. T is the temperature and 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚= 617℃ is the melting temperature. 𝜀𝜀̇ is the strain 
rate. 𝜎𝜎0(𝑇𝑇) is the initial yield stress with consideration of temperature effect. The values of these 
parameters are presented in Table 1, and Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of temperature and strain rate 
on the flow stresses. 

 
Table 1. Material parameters for the reference model. 

Parameter K0 K1 
(MPa) 

K2 
(1/℃) 

K3 K4 
(1/℃) 

m0 m1 
(1/℃) 

Value 0.2295 334.2 0.00307 2.293 0.00633 0.00564 0.00811 

   
 

Fig. 1. Effect of temperature and strain rate on flow stresses. 
 

FE model of the virtual biaxial tensile test 
The virtual test is based on the thermal biaxial tensile test using induction heating method and 

employs the cruciform specimen proposed by Liu et al. [17]. The induction heating method has a 
faster heating rate compared to the conventional furnace heating method, and eliminates the space 
requirement of the furnace or insulated box and its limitation on the full-field measurements of the 
specimen. The heating principle works as follows: an induction coil heats a circular steel plate 
with a given power, and the plate heats the specimen through heat conduction and heat radiation. 
The top surface of the steel plate is just in contact with the specimen bottom surface and covers 
the specimen central area. Since an open local heating approach is adopted, the heat balance of the 
specimen is achieved by constant power induction heating and heat conduction to the air and grips, 
so the temperature distribution of specimen is non-uniform. 
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The virtual biaxial tensile test is modeled with the ABAQUS FE code and performed with the 
fully coupled temperature-displacement procedure. It consists of three stages: heating, thermal 
expansion, and thermal stretching. The material thermal properties (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s 
ratio, Thermal conductivity, etc.) used for the simulations are from [19], and the thermo-
viscoplastic constitutive model is implemented in a UHARD subroutine. For the first stage, as 
shown in Fig. 2(a), the cruciform specimen is heated to the target temperature by the hot plate (in 
grey) positioned below the specimen and reaches thermal balance after a holding period. The plate 
is heated by setting a body heat flux in the central area to simulate a constant power heating 
situation. The bottom surface of the specimen is just in contact with the plate and the heating of 
the specimen is achieved by defining heat conduction and heat radiation properties between the 
specimen and the plate. In addition, to simulate the air heat transfer, an interaction of the surface 
film condition is defined to the surfaces of the specimen and plate; to simulate heat transfer in the 
grip regions of the specimen, surface film condition is also adopted but with a larger film 
coefficient. By adjusting the value of body heat flux, thermal balance can be reached in the 
specimen central area for different targeted temperatures (100℃, 200℃ and 300℃). In the second 
stage, as shown in Fig. 2(b), a quarter of the specimen geometry is employed and thermal 
expansion of the specimen is simulated by introducing the historical temperature fields obtained 
from the heating stage. In the third stage, the specimens at different temperatures are equi-biaxial 
stretched at 0.02, 2, and 200 mm/s, respectively. For the velocity of 0.02 mm/s, the effect of plastic 
work on the specimen temperature is not considered. While, for the 2 and 200 mm/s cases, the 
simulation of the specimen temperature is based on the adiabatic condition assumption, i.e., 
without considering the heat transfer from the plate and air to the specimen. This is an omission 
of the thermal balance between the heating of the plate and the heat dissipation by the air in order 
to reduce the simulation time. To verify this, simulation results based on the assumption of 
adiabatic and isothermal conditions are compared at room temperature (RT, 23℃). The reason for 
choosing the RT condition is that the flow stress is higher at this temperature ensuing in a larger 
plastic work. As shown in Table 2, with 0.02 mm/s velocity and isothermal condition, the 
temperature of the specimen central element shows a slight increase. In the cases of 2 and 200 
mm/s, the temperature increases significantly, but the temperatures obtained under adiabatic and 
isothermal conditions are approximately the same. The cruciform specimen is discretized through 
the eight-node brick solid elements with reduced integration (C3D8R). In order to balance 
simulation accuracy and computation time, mesh refinement with convergence check is performed 
for the specimen central area. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the equivalent strain of the specimen center 
element converges at a mesh size of 0.15 mm and the corresponding computation time is about 
202 s (CPU processes: 8 cores, 2.2 GHz). In addition, three elements in the thickness direction are 
applied. 
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Fig. 2. (a) FE model with predicted temperature field for the heating stage (300℃), and (b) 
displacement field of the specimen after the thermal expansion.   

 

   
 

Fig. 3. Convergence analysis for the mesh refinement of the specimen central area. 
 

Table 2. Temperature of the center element predicted based on the assumption of adiabatic and 
isothermal conditions. 

0.02 mm/s 2 mm/s 200 mm/s 
Isothermal Adiabatic Isothermal Adiabatic Isothermal 

23.1℃ 
(Strain 0.3) 

39.8℃ 
(Strain 0.317) 

39.7℃ 
(Strain 0.317) 

54.9℃ 
(Strain 0.274) 

55.4℃ 
(Strain 0.277) 

 
In total, the virtual biaxial tensile tests under four temperatures (RT, 100℃, 200℃, 300℃) and 

three tensile velocities (0.02, 2, and 200 mm/s) are performed. Afterwards, the temperature fields 
of the specimens, the major and minor principal strains of the center element, and the force data 
of the two tensile axes are extracted. These data will be used for the inverse identification 
procedure. 
Inverse Identification Procedure Based on FEMU Method 
The flowchart of the FEMU method is shown in Fig. 4. The inverse identification procedure is 
divided into two steps: identification of parameters Ki followed by mi. The other material 
parameters (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, Thermal conductivity, etc.) are kept the same as in 
the virtual experiment. Firstly, the temperature-dependent parameters (Ki) are identified under 
quasi-static loading (0.02 mm/s, corresponding to an average strain rate of 0.01 s-1). Then, strain 
rate-dependent parameters (mi) are identified for all the considered strain rate and temperature 
conditions. The FEMU method is achieved by using the mode-FRONTIER software platform 
allowing the coupling between the FE simulation code (ABAQUS software) and optimization 
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algorithms. The FE models of the third stage (in section 2) with the corresponding temperature 
fields are imported into the procedure, while the loadings on the two tensile axes are controlled by 
the virtual measured forces. The tensile forces are directly influenced by temperature and strain 
rate-dependent flow stresses. A cost-function is used to quantify the gap in the major and minor 
principal strains of the specimen center element between the simulation and the virtual experiment, 
which can be expressed as follow:  

𝑄𝑄 = 1
𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇+𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅

∑ 𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇,𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅(𝑝𝑝)𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇,𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅
𝑇𝑇,𝑅𝑅=1     (3) 

𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇,𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅(𝑝𝑝) = 1
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖
∑ ���𝜀𝜀1𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚(𝑖𝑖) − 𝜀𝜀1

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖)�
2
�𝜀𝜀1
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖)�

2
�𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖=1 +��𝜀𝜀2𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚(𝑖𝑖) − 𝜀𝜀2
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖)�

2
�𝜀𝜀2
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑖𝑖)�

2
� � 

 (4) 

where p represents a set of material parameters. ε1 and ε2 are the major and minor principal 
strains, respectively. εsim and εexp are the principal strains obtained from simulation and virtual 
experiment, respectively. NT is the number of temperature conditions, and NR is the number of 
strain rate conditions. Ni is the total number of equally spaced time points defined in each 
simulation. The cost-function is calculated using a MATLAB script.  

 
Fig. 4. Flowchart for the FEMU method. 

 
The FEMU method minimizes the cost function by finding the optimal set of parameters, and 

the update iteration of the parameters is achieved by coupling an optimization method with the 
cost-function. In this work, a combination of PSO and SIMPLEX optimization algorithms is 
employed to identify the parameters Ki, while the parameters mi are identified using only the 
SIMPLEX algorithm. The PSO consists of a swarm of potential solutions called particles [20]. 
These particles move through the search domain at a specified velocity to find the best solution. 
Each particle maintains a memory which helps it in keeping the track of its previous best position. 
In addition, the path of the particle also takes into account the global best position shared by the 
particle swarm. Since PSO does not use the gradient of the problem being optimized, it enables 
the parameters to be close to the global optimal position, but does not guarantee to find the exact 
value. Therefore, the SIMPLEX algorithm is employed to further determine the exact values of 
the parameters. For the parameters of PSO, the number of particles is 10, the inertia weight is 0.6, 
cognitive learning weight is 2, social learning weight is 0.5 and turbulence is 0.01. The Uniform 
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Latin Hypercube algorithm is adopted to define the initial set of parameters for each particle, which 
allows for a regular equally spaced over the parameter ranges. For the identification of Ki, 1400 
iterations are performed using PSO and 266 iterations are performed by SIMPLEX. Table 3 lists 
the parameter ranges, the identified parameter values and the relative errors with respect to the 
reference values. It could be found that the PSO locates the approximate values of the parameters 
within a large parameter range. Based on this, the ranges of parameters are reduced and then the 
exact values of the parameters are obtained by the SIMPLEX. For the identification of parameters 
m0 and m1, 12 FE simulations are required for each iterative cycle, which implies a huge 
computational time. Therefore, only the SIMPLEX algorithm is used for the identification of mi, 
considering that it is an efficient algorithm with a fast convergence rate. For the identification of 
mi, 60 iterations are performed. Overall, the relative errors of the identified parameters are at a low 
level, which proves the feasibility of the proposed inverse identification procedure. 
 

Table 3. Identified parameters of the constitutive model. 
 

Parameter 
PSO  SIMPLEX 

 Range Identified 
value Error  Range Identified 

value Error 

Step 1 

K0 (MPa) [0.1, 0.4] 0.252 9.9%  [0.2, 0.3] 0.2267 1.2% 
K1 [200, 400] 340.7 1.9%  [300, 350] 333.4 0.23% 

K2 (1/℃) [0.001, 0.005] 0.00316 2.9%  [0.002, 0.004] 0.00306 0.32% 
K3 [1, 5] 2.199 4.1%  [2, 4.5] 2.299 0.26% 

K4 (1/℃) [0.001, 0.1] 0.00626 1.1%  [0.003, 0.008] 0.00633 0% 

Step 2 
m0     [0.001, 0.009] 0.00544 3.5% 

m1 (1/℃)     [0.005, 0.01] 0.00821 1.2% 

Sensitivity analysis 
In Section 3, the parameters of the constitutive model are accurately identified based on the tensile 
forces, principal strains, and temperature fields obtained from the virtual tests. However, noises 
are inevitable when physical measurements are done. Therefore, in this section, the effects of 
measurement noises are evaluated. A comparison study is performed with and without noise using 
the simulation of thermal biaxial tensile test under a temperature of 300℃ and a tensile velocity 
of 200 mm/s. White Gaussian noises are added to the tensile force data of the two tensile axes, and 
the disrupted force is given by 𝐹𝐹�(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑛𝑛(0, 𝑠𝑠)𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒. Where n(0,s) is a normal (Gaussian) 
distribution with zero mean and standard deviation s, Fmax is the maximum value of the force. As 
shown in Fig. 5(a), two levels of noise (s = 0.005 and s = 0.01) are tested. The relative error of the 
principal strains between the simulations with and without noise is also shown in this figure. It can 
be found that the significant increase in the relative error occurs at the decrease of the tensile force, 
which usually means the occurrence of necking. While, during the uniform deformation stage, both 
levels of noise bring weak influence on the principal strains of the specimen center element. 
Therefore, identification using the test data before the occurrence of necking seems to be effective.  

During the test, factors such as the offset of the heat source location and suboptimal contact can 
cause asymmetric distribution and shift of the specimen temperature field. Although the 
temperature field can be measured by an infrared thermal camera, the temperature field 
reconstruction in the FE simulation inevitably contains errors. To evaluate the influence of 
temperature field reconstruction errors, the center of the originally symmetrically distributed 
temperature field in the simulation is shifted so that the highest temperature is moved from the 
original center of the specimen to 5 mm off-center, and the temperature of the center point is 
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decreased from 300 °C to 290 °C. The tensile forces of the two tensile axes are then compared, 
and the results are shown in Fig. 5(b). It can be seen that the deviation of the force curve appears 
at the beginning of the necking stage. This indicates that the temperature field reproduced in the 
FE model should refer to the experimentally measured results and the data from the force decrease 
stage should be avoided for parameter identification. 

   
Fig. 5. (a) Tensile force (acquisition rate 10000Hz) with and without gaussian noise, and the 

relative error of the principal strains between the cases with and without noise. (b) Tensile force 
predicted with reference temperature field and off-centered temperature field. 

 
In order to evaluate the effect of strain noise, white Gaussian noises (n = 0,0.1) are added to the 

principal strain data, then the identification of parameters Ki is performed based on the procedure 
introduced in section 3. The identified values of Ki with the corresponding errors are given in Table 
4, and a comparison between the flow stresses of reference model and the identified model is given 
in Fig. 6. The result indicates that K0 exhibits a significant sensitivity to the strain noise. K0 is the 
parameter that determines the temperature-dependent initial yield stress, so the principal strain 
data from the initial deformation stage are dominant for its identification. The added Gaussian 
noise is multiplied by the maximum value of strain, which makes the magnitude order of the noise 
excessive for the strain of the initial stage. This can be the reason for the large error in K0 
identification. From Fig. 6, the flow stress of the identification model is in good agreement with 
that of the reference model, therefore the proposed inverse identification process is considered to 
have good robustness to the strain noise. 

 
Table 4. Identified parameters Ki based on the strain data with Gaussian noise. 

Parameter K0 K1 
(MPa) 

K2 
(1/℃) 

K3 K4 
(1/℃) 

Identified value 0.2804 341.8 0.00323 2.196 0.00617 
Error 22.1% 2.2% 5.2% 4.2% 2.5% 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of flow stresses between the reference model and the identified model. 
Summary 
In this work, the feasibility of the proposed inverse identification strategy for identifying the 
thermo-viscoplastic constitutive model is analyzed. A virtual biaxial tensile test is designed and 
used to supply information for the constitutive model parameters identification. The main 
conclusions are as follow: 
 The proposed inverse identification strategy is based on the FEMU method with biaxial tensile 

test. The parameters Ki and mi are accurately identified based on the force, temperature and 
strain data obtained from the virtual tests.  

 The PSO algorithm is used to track the approximate values of the parameters and reduce the 
ranges of parameters, then the exact values of the parameters are obtained by the SIMPLEX 
algorithm. 

 Sensitivity study shows that using force and temperature data before the occurrence of necking 
is preferable in order to reduce the effect of data noise. The identification of the parameter K0 
is sensitive to strain noise. The proposed inverse identification strategy exhibits a sufficient 
robustness to strain noise. 
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Abstract. During industrial sheet metal processes such as shear cutting, high temperatures and 
strain rates occur. Due to materials dependency on temperature and strain rate, the numerical 
fracture modelling should consider these both highly influential factors for accurate simulation 
results. Since the widely used Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) fracture model does not take the 
dependency on temperature and strain rate into account, the objective of this research is therefore 
to extend the MMC fracture model. For the fracture characterization, miniaturised tensile tests 
under variation of specimen geometry, temperature and strain rate are conducted. Additionally, 
tensile tests with butterfly specimens under varying stress states are carried out. In order to 
determine material specific MMC parameters, the experimental tests are numerically depicted in 
Abaqus. The temperature and strain rate extension of the MMC fracture model is based on the 
Johnson-Cook failure model. With this approach, a temperature and strain-rate dependent MMC 
fracture model is developed for the dual phase steel DP980. 
Introduction 
Any sheet metal procedure, whether it is cutting or forming, begins with a suitable process design 
to describe materials forming behaviour under specific process conditions [1]. A cost- and time-
efficient possibility for such investigations is the Finite Element (FE) method, which is built upon 
a specific material model [2]. Based on a thorough material investigation, it is possible to predict 
material fracture depending on stress or strain in a specific process using FE [3]. This research 
therefore covers an extension of a fracture model regarding temperature and strain rate on a DP980 
sheet metal. For this purpose, Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) fracture model was extended with 
Johnson-Cook (J-C) [4] strain rate hardening and thermal softening effect terms using 
experimental results from various tensile tests that cover a specific stress, temperature and strain 
rate field. 

The Mohr-Coulomb (MC) fracture model combines the normal stresses 𝜎𝜎1, 𝜎𝜎2 and 𝜎𝜎3 to 
calculate material failure in dependence on friction coefficient 𝑐𝑐1 and shear resistance 𝑐𝑐2 [5]: 

𝑐𝑐2 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 �
1
2

|𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎2| + 𝑐𝑐1(𝜎𝜎1 + 𝜎𝜎2),
1
2

|𝜎𝜎2 − 𝜎𝜎3| + 𝑐𝑐1(𝜎𝜎2 + 𝜎𝜎3),
1
2

|𝜎𝜎3 − 𝜎𝜎1| + 𝑐𝑐1(𝜎𝜎3 + 𝜎𝜎1)� (1) 
In [5] it was also shown that the normal stresses can be given as a function of mean stress 𝜎𝜎m, 

stress triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 and normalised Lode angle �̅�𝜃. Subsequently, the MC model can be represented 
as a function of the equivalent stress 𝜎𝜎�, 𝜂𝜂 and �̅�𝜃. However, the model only describes failure in a 
stress based space, which is not accurate when modelling materials fracture. Nonetheless, the 
transformation of the equation from a solely stress based into a stress and strain based space under 
condition of monotonic loading allowed to define the MMC failure model in terms of equivalent 
plastic strain at fracture 𝜀𝜀pf�  [6]. Therefore, with 𝐴𝐴 and 𝑛𝑛 as strength and work hardening exponents 
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of the Swift hardening law, respectively, as well as 𝑐𝑐3 as a material constant, the MMC failure 
model is defined as follows [7]: 

𝜀𝜀pf� = �𝐴𝐴
𝑐𝑐2
�𝑐𝑐3 + √3

2−√3
(1 − 𝑐𝑐3) �sec �𝜃𝜃

�𝜋𝜋
6
� − 1�� ��1+𝑐𝑐12

3
cos �𝜃𝜃

�𝜋𝜋
6
� + 𝑐𝑐1 �𝜂𝜂 + 1

3
sin �𝜃𝜃

�𝜋𝜋
6
����

−1𝑛𝑛
 (2) 

However, the MMC fracture model does not directly take the temperature nor the strain rate 
into account. In [6] it was shown, that DP980 changes its characteristics when exposed to higher 
temperatures. For this reason, in [6] it was investigated whether the temperature influence reflects 
on the MMC fracture model. As a result, it was depicted that the MMC fracture model and its 
parameters are highly dependent on materials behaviour under increasing temperatures. Another 
investigation was conducted in [8] on a DP590 steel, where the strain rate influence on the 
Hosford-Coulomb fracture model was demonstrated. These examples conclude, that a varying 
material behaviour, influenced by temperature and strain rate, is an important factor when 
parametrising a fracture model and should therefore be taken into account for accurate modelling. 

An exemplary solution was proposed in [9], where a failure model DF2014 was successfully 
extended using the strain rate hardening and thermal softening effect terms of the J-C failure model 
for a AA7075 sheet material. Similar approach is applied in this research as well by using the 
MMC fracture model as the basis with an extension by the strain rate and thermal effect terms of 
the J-C failure model to define the following equation: 

𝜀𝜀pf� = �𝐴𝐴
𝑐𝑐2
�𝑐𝑐3 + √3

2−√3
(1 − 𝑐𝑐3) �sec �𝜃𝜃
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6
� − 1�� ��1+𝑐𝑐12
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����

−1𝑛𝑛
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𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
�� �1 + 𝑑𝑑2𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 �

𝜀𝜀�𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚̇

𝜀𝜀0̇
��  (3) 

 
With 𝑑𝑑1 and 𝑑𝑑2 indicated as material parameters, 𝑇𝑇 as current temperature, 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 as reference 

temperature of 20°C, 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 as melting point of the material at 1520°C [10], 𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝𝑚𝑚̇  as equivalent plastic 
strain and 𝜀𝜀0̇ as refence strain rate at 0.001 1/s. For the determination of the individual temperature 
and strain rate dependent material parameters, such as plastic strain at fracture, normalised Lode 
angle and stress triaxiality, various material characterization tests and subsequent simulations with 
Abaqus are carried out, which are presented in the next chapters. 
Experimental Tests 
Miniaturised tensile tests. Miniaturised specimens of three different geometries were used to 
conduct isothermal tensile tests at various temperatures on a quenching and forming dilatometer 
DIL 805A/D+T. Additionally, an optical measurement system Aramis was applied to correctly 
indicate the length change at fracture by means of digital image correlation (DIC). The schematic 
setup of the dilatometer and its corresponding components is presented in [6]. A uniaxial and two 
notched specimen geometries with a radius of 3 and 10 mm were chosen as miniaturised tensile 
specimens, which are shown in Fig. 1 (a). Geometry variation during the miniaturised tensile tests 
served to induce different stress states on the material in order to cover various stress triaxiality 
and normalised Lode angle values. The tensile tests were conducted at temperatures between 20 
and 600 °C, while the strain rate was held constant at 0.001 s-1.  

Tensile tests on butterfly specimens. The butterfly specimen, shown in Fig. 1 (b), was tested 
under different loading angles in an interval of 15.5°, as shown in Fig. 1 (c), thus varying the stress 
state from shear to uniaxial tension. Five loading angles were tested at 20°C with a constant 
forming speed of 0.001 1/s. The tests were conducted on a tensile testing machine S100/ZD with 
an optical measurement system Aramis to track the displacement in x and y direction. A stochastic 
pattern was applied on both miniaturised and butterfly tensile specimens for the DIC 
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measurements. A more detailed setup of the butterfly tensile testing equipment and its 
corresponding components is presented in [2] and [11].  

High speed tensile tests. The high speed uniaxial tensile tests were conducted on a high speed 
tearing machine SZM500 with the specimen geometry shown in Fig. 1 (d). The deformation was 
recorded by means of a high speed camera and subsequently evaluated using greyscale correlation. 
Strain gauges were applied due to the expected high vibrations caused by the high strain rates. The 
testing temperature was held constant at 20 °C, whereas the strain rate variated between 100, 500 
and 1000 1/s to cover a wide range of strain rates that occur in various sheet metal processes, e.g. 
in shear cutting. The sheet metal thickness of the DP980 material used was 1 mm for each test.  

 
Fig. 1. Miniaturised tensile specimens (a), butterfly specimen (b), loading angles of butterfly 

tensile tests (c) and high speed tensile specimen (d). 
Numerical Modelling 
Each of the conducted experimental tests were simulated in Abaqus/implicit to determine the 
parameters of the extended MMC fracture model. For this purpose, temperature and strain rate 
dependent flow curves were modelled using uniaxial tensile test results of miniaturised and high 
speed specimens. Then, the acquired flow curves were extrapolated via a combined approach of 
Swift [12] and Voce [13] with 𝑘𝑘Comb as flow stress, 𝜀𝜀 as plastic strain, 𝜀𝜀0 as starting plastic strain, 
𝜎𝜎0 as yield stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠 and 𝐸𝐸 as material parameters and 𝛼𝛼 as a weighting factor of 0.7, which was 
determined using the least squares method:  

𝑘𝑘Comb(𝜀𝜀) = 𝛼𝛼 ∙ 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀)𝑛𝑛 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼)(𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆 + (𝜎𝜎0 − 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆))𝑒𝑒(−𝜀𝜀𝐸𝐸) (4) 

Anisotropic parameters, determined experimentally using miniaturised uniaxial tensile tests on 
specimens produced in 0°, 45° and 90° to rolling direction, were calculated using Hill’48 approach 
and implemented as 𝑅𝑅11, 𝑅𝑅22, 𝑅𝑅33, 𝑅𝑅12, 𝑅𝑅13 and 𝑅𝑅23 variables in the numerical calculation. 
Moreover, time-displacement curves of each experimental test were determined and applied as an 
amplitude input in the numerical simulation with the exception of the butterfly tests, where the 
time-displacement curves in x and y direction were used as displacement boundary condition. In 
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the numerical simulation of the experimental tests, one end of the specimen was always fixed, 
while the other was exposed under translatory motion according to the amplitude. During the 
simulation of the butterfly tests, fracture was indicated when the maximum displacement in x and 
y directions was reached. For the miniaturised and high speed tensile tests, the length change was 
measured between the upper and lower specimen shoulder, exemplary shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (d), 
until the length change at fracture from experiments was reached, thus indicating fracture.  

Solid eight node elements type C3D8R were used for the simulations with an element edge 
length of 0.1 mm and an application of symmetries on miniaturised and high speed tensile 
specimens both in y and z directions. Symmetry in the z direction was used for butterfly tensile 
specimens. Direct method was applied as a solver with a full Newton solution technique. 
Equivalent plastic strain at fracture 𝜀𝜀pf����, stress triaxiality 𝜂𝜂 and normalised Lode angle �̅�𝜃 were 
determined for each simulated test. Since the stress state varied during the deformation, integral 
calculation of 𝜂𝜂 and �̅�𝜃 over the plastic strain at fracture was carried out to determine the average 
stress triaxiality 𝜂𝜂av and average normalised Lode angle 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� [7]: 

 𝜂𝜂av = 1
𝜀𝜀pf
∫ 𝜂𝜂�𝜀𝜀p�𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀p
𝜀𝜀pf

0        (5) 

The aforementioned tensile simulations were conducted for each specimen geometry, 
temperature and strain rate to determine the parameters of the extended MMC fracture model, 
given in Eq. 3. For this reason, experimental tests at 20°C and 0.001 1/s with subsequent numerical 
results were used to determine parameters 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 and 𝑐𝑐3, shown in Eq. 2. Miniaturised and butterfly 
tensile test results were applied for this purpose. Subsequently, results from miniaturised tensile 
tests between 100 and 600°C at 0.001 1/s were used to determine material constant 𝑑𝑑1 of the 
temperature extension term. A similar approach was applied to determine material constant 𝑑𝑑2 of 
the strain rate extension term using miniaturised uniaxial and high speed tensile test results at 
20 °C, which were conducted at strain rates between 0.001 and 1000 1/s. Parameters 𝐴𝐴, 𝑛𝑛, 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 
and 𝑐𝑐3 were held constant during the determination of 𝑑𝑑1 and 𝑑𝑑2. 
Results and Discussions 
Tensile test results. Experimental test results from miniaturised uniaxial and high speed tensile 
tests are shown in Fig. 2 in form of extrapolated flow curves using the aforementioned approach 
in Eq. 4. Fig. 2 (a) shows flow curves at 0.001 1/s of the miniaturised uniaxial specimens at all 
considered temperatures, whereas Fig. 2 (b) illustrates flow curves at various strain rates of the 
uniaxial specimens at 20°C. An interesting phenomenon can be pointed out in Fig. 2 (a), which is 
the so called blue-brittleness [6]. It indicates, that at specific temperatures materials strength does 
not decrease with increasing temperature due to foreign atom diffusion at dislocations. Therefore, 
the flow curve behaviour between 20 and 300 °C barely deviates from each other. Starting at 
400 °C, however, materials thermal softening overcomes the blue-brittleness effect, resulting in a 
strong decrease of flow stress with increasing temperature. The strain rate influence, shown in Fig. 
2 (b), portrays an interesting behaviour as well in which the flow stress at 0.001 and 100 1/s as 
well as at 500 and 1000 1/s begins with a similar yield stress. However, with an increasing plastic 
strain, the flow curve at a higher strain rate overcomes the one at a lower strain rate. This is due to 
the logarithmic dependence of the yield stress on the strain rate, in which only small differences 
are observed regarding the yield stress within the quasi-static and medium strain rates of 0.001 and 
100 1/s as well as between the dynamic strain rates of 500 and 1000 1/s [14]. The logarithmic 
strain rate dependence is therefore the reason for the yield stress leap between the strain rates of 
0.001 - 100 1/s and 500 - 1000 1/s. Moreover, dual phase steels have been proven to have a low 
strain rate sensitivity in regard of yield stress [15]. The portrayed flow curves were implemented 
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in the numerical simulation of each tensile geometry for the corresponding temperature and strain 
rate, including the ones of the notched and butterfly tensile specimens. 

 
Fig. 2. Extrapolated flow curves of uniaxial tensile tests: at 0.001 1/s varying the forming 

temperature (a) and at 20 °C varying the strain rate (b).  
 

Numerical results. Each numerically depicted tensile test was verified by comparing force-
displacement curves with the experimentally determined results. This verification approach is 
exemplary shown in Fig. 3, illustrating a comparison of the numerically and experimentally 
determined force-displacement curves of the miniaturised uniaxial tensile tests for all temperatures 
at 0.001 1/s. For a better visualisation, the force-displacement curves are split into (a) and (b). 

 
Fig. 3. Verification of numerically determined force-displacement curves with experimental 

results of miniaturised uniaxial tensile tests at 20, 100, 400 - 600 °C (a) and at 200 - 300 °C (b). 
 

Overall, good agreement was observed. The force-displacement curves at 400 and 500°C show 
the largest deviation between the numerical and experimental results, in particularly after reaching 
maximal tensile strength. This is due to the fact that no damage was taken into account when 
simulating the tensile tests. Damage consideration serves for a better depiction of material 
softening when localized necking occurs, since it takes the effect of decreased loading capacity 
caused by defect structure development into account [16]. Moreover, in Fig. 3 the blue-brittleness 
effect can be depicted once more, in particularly between 20 and 200°C regarding both the 
maximal force and maximal displacement. The blue-brittleness effect was mainly observed in the 
miniaturised uniaxial specimens and not in the notched specimens. 

Finally, the verified numerical results from each tensile test were used to determine the extended 
MMC fracture model parameters. Fig. 4 shows exemplary curves of plastic strain as a function of 
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stress triaxiality (a) and normalised Lode angle (b) for all tensile specimens at 20°C and 0.001 1/s. 
As mentioned in the introduction, stress triaxiality and normalised Lode angle change over the 
course of plastic strain, which is particularly visible on the miniaturised tensile specimens. For this 
reason, Eq. 5 is used to calculate the average values of 𝜂𝜂av and 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎�����. A stress triaxiality ranging 
from -0.1 to 0.99 and a normalised Lode angle between -0.04 and 0.5 were covered at 20°C and 
0.001 1/s, while reaching a plastic strain of fracture up to 0.75. 

 
Fig. 4. Plastic strain over stress triaxiality (a) and plastic strain over normalised Lode angle (b) 

for all tensile specimens at 20°C and 0.001 1/s. 
 

Fig. 5 (a) shows average normalised Lode angle over average stress triaxiality of the tested 
specimens between 20 and 600°C at 0.001 1/s. The black lines in Fig. 5 indicate the two-
dimensional plane strain and plane stress states which occur in sheet metal forming. Fig. 5 (b) 
serves for a better illustration of 𝜂𝜂av and 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� at a temperature field of 20 - 300°C. Here, blue-
brittleness effect can be depicted again, in which the average values of stress triaxiality for uniaxial 
specimen are lower in the field of 100 - 300°C than at 20°C. 

 
Fig. 5. Normalised Lode angle over stress triaxiality of miniaturised and butterfly tensile 
specimens at all temperatures at 0.001 1/s (a), a detailed illustration of 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� over 𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 at 

temperatures 20 - 300 °C (b). 
Similar diagrams of normalised Lode angle over stress triaxiality were generated for high speed 

tensile tests at 20°C. Subsequently, the abovementioned results were used to parametrise the MMC 
failure model and to determine the temperature and strain rate extension terms. 

MMC failure surfaces. At first, the numerical results were used to parametrise 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 and 𝑐𝑐3 of 
the MMC fracture model at 20°C and 0.001 1/s. For this purpose, the results of the tensile tests on 
miniaturised and butterfly specimens at 20°C and 0.001 1/s were used, specifically the ascertained 
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plastic strain at fracture, average stress triaxiality and average normalised Lode angle. The 
parameters 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 and 𝑐𝑐3 were fitted to the experimental results of the miniaturised and butterfly 
tensile tests by the least square method. The resulting fracture surface is shown in Fig. 6 a). In Fig. 
6 b), the fitted plastic strain at fracture is shown as a function of stress triaxiality in a plane stress 
state, together with the experimentally determined values. 

 
Fig. 6. MMC failure surface at 20 °C and 0.001 1/s (a), plastic strain at fracture over stress 

triaxiality of miniaturised and butterfly tensile tests at 20 °C and 0.001 1/s in a plane stress state 
(b). 

 
Subsequently, the parametrisation of the temperature term 𝑑𝑑1 was carried out, using the 

miniaturised tensile tests at various temperatures. As mentioned above, DP980 sheet material 
shows a non-typical steel behaviour called blue-brittleness in a temperature range of 20 - 300°C. 
For this reason, the parameter 𝑑𝑑1 was determined for two different temperature fields: 20 - 300°C 
and 400 - 600°C, while the parameters 𝐴𝐴, 𝑛𝑛, 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 and 𝑐𝑐3 were held constant. The failure surfaces 
of the MMC fracture model, extended by the temperature term 𝑑𝑑1, are shown in Fig. 7 (a) for the 
temperature field of 20 - 300°C and in Fig. 7 (b) for the temperature field of 400 - 600°C, both at 
0.001 1/s. It can be clearly seen, that the rising temperature increases the plastic strain at fracture. 
Lastly, the parametrisation of the strain-rate factor 𝑑𝑑2 was carried out using miniaturised uniaxial 
and high speed tensile tests at 20°C, while the parameters 𝐴𝐴, 𝑛𝑛, 𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2, 𝑐𝑐3 and 𝑑𝑑1 were held constant. 
The acquired MMC failure surfaces of the extended equation are shown in Fig. 7 (c) for 20°C. The 
built failure surfaces clearly indicate, that an increasing strain rate decreases the plastic strain at 
fracture.  

It can be therefore concluded, that it is possible to consider the strain rate and temperature 
dependant material behaviour by implementing the strain rate hardening and thermal softening 
effect terms directly in the MMC fracture model. Such parametrised equation can be furtherly used 
to execute numerical simulations of various sheet metal forming processes, such as shear cutting, 
to correctly predict material failure while taking strain rate and temperature influence into account.  
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Fig. 7. Extended MMC failure surfaces of: a temperature field between 20 - 300°C at 0.001 1/s 
(a), a temperature field between 400 - 600°C at 0.001 1/s (b), a strain-rate field between 0.001 - 

1000 1/s at 20°C (c). 
 

The individual values of average stress triaxiality, average normalised Lode angle and plastic 
strain at fracture, determined numerically and used to parametrise the MMC fracture model, are 
listed in the following tables. Table 1 shows the values regarding temperature dependency, 
obtained from the miniaturised tensile test specimens of uniaxial, both notched R3 and R10 
geometries at 0.001 1/s. Table 2 shows the values regarding the load angle of the butterfly tensile 
tests at 20°C and 0.001 1/s (left) and the high speed tensile tests at 20°C (right). Lastly, Table 3 
holds the individual parameters of the extended MMC failure model. 

Table 1. Temperature dependent average stress triaxiality, average normalised Lode angle and 
plastic strain at fracture of the miniaturised tensile test specimens of uniaxial, R3 and R10 

geometries at 0.001 1/s. 

 Uniaxial R3 R10 
Temperature in °C 𝜂𝜂av 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� 𝜀𝜀pf�  𝜂𝜂av 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� 𝜀𝜀pf�  𝜂𝜂av 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� 𝜀𝜀pf�  

20 0.43 0.81 0.75 0.46 0.64 0.30 0.42 0.79 0.44 
100 0.35 0.95 0.39 0.46 0.62 0.32 0.41 0.81 0.41 
200 0.36 0.89 0.57 0.46 0.64 0.31 0.42 0.79 0.48 
300 0.41 0.86 0.67 0.48 0.59 0.49 0.47 0.72 0.68 
400 0.37 0.91 0.36 0.57 0.44 0.67 0.56 0.58 0.84 
500 0.71 0.49 1.43 0.71 0.29 1.02 1.12 0.37 1.60 
600 1.17 0.59 1.81 0.79 0.34 1.70 1.23 0.67 1.89 
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Table 2. Average stress triaxiality, average normalised Lode angle and plastic strain at fracture 
of butterfly tensile tests at 20 °C and 0.001 1/s (left), and of high speed tensile tests at 20 °C 

(right). 

Butterfly tensile tests High speed tensile tests 
Load angle in ° 𝜂𝜂av 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� 𝜀𝜀pf�  Strain rate 1/s 𝜂𝜂av 𝜃𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎���� 𝜀𝜀pf�  

-3 -0.04 -0.09 0.29 100 0.36 0.93 0.33 
12.5 0.03 0.08 0.26 500 0.39 0.81 0.26 
28 0.12 0.33 0.26 1000 0.33 0.99 0.06 

43.5 0.19 0.53 0.19 
59 0.29 0.85 0.32 

 
Table 3. Parameters of the extended MMC fracture model. 

𝑐𝑐1 𝑐𝑐2 𝑐𝑐3 𝐴𝐴 𝑛𝑛 𝑑𝑑1 (T = 20 - 300 °C) 𝑑𝑑1 (T = 400 - 600 °C) 𝑑𝑑2 
0.04 760 1.005 1450 0.0775 2 15 -0.045 

Summary 
Due to the temperature and strain rate increase in certain industrial sheet metal processes such as 
shear cutting, it is essential to considerate material’s dependency on aforementioned parameters in 
material modelling to ensure accurate simulation results. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to 
extend the Modified Mohr-Coulomb fracture model by a temperature and strain rate dependant 
term for a DP980 steel sheet. For this purpose, Johnson-Cook strain rate hardening and thermal 
softening effect terms were applied as extension parameters. For the variable parametrisation of 
the extended MMC model, experimental results from various tensile tests were used, which 
covered a process relevant stress, temperature and strain rate field. Subsequently, the acquired 
experimental tests were simulated in Abaqus/implicit to obtain the required parameters of average 
stress triaxiality, average normalised Lode angle and plastic strain at fracture. Finally, the results 
were used to determine the individual parameters of the MMC model as well as of the temperature 
and strain rate dependant terms, which served as an extension of the MMC failure model. In future 
investigations, the extended model will be applied in a shear cutting simulation and validated using 
experimental data, so it can be subsequently considered in the simulation of an industrial sheet 
metal process to improve material’s failure prediction and subsequently the process design.  
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Abstract. The field of materials science and engineering is constantly evolving, and new methods 
are being developed to improve our understanding of the relationship between microstructure and 
properties. One such method is crystal plasticity (CP) modeling, which is widely used for 
predicting the mechanical properties of crystals and phases. However, determining the constitutive 
parameters for CP models has been a significant challenge, with current methods relying on either 
direct chemical composition or inverse fitting, both of which can be time-consuming and lack 
accuracy. In this study, we propose an automated, advanced, and more efficient method for 
determining constitutive parameters by using a genetic algorithm (GA) optimization method 
coupled with machine learning. Our proposed method is applied to two widely used CP models, 
and the reference data for the calibration is the stress-strain curve from tensile tests. The results of 
the automated calibration process are then compared to numerical simulation results of CP models 
with known parameters, demonstrating the efficiency and accuracy of our proposed method.  
Introduction 
In the field of materials science and engineering, the integrated computational materials and 
engineering (ICME) approach provides a comprehensive and quantifiable description of the 
relationship between microstructure and properties. One such approach is crystal plasticity (CP) 
modeling, which is widely employed for predicting the crystal and phase-level mechanical 
properties of materials. The CP model has been successfully used to predict the number of ears 
formed during the cupping process, the anisotropic deformation behavior, the yield locus, the 
hardening curves, and the residual stress formation during deformation. Currently, there are two 
prominent crystal plasticity constitutive laws: the phenomenological (PH) and the dislocation-
based (DB) constitutive laws. These laws diverge in explaining the dislocation evolution and the 
interaction laws between slip planes at the microscopic level [1]. In other words, the two laws 
define the strain-hardening process differently with their own set of equations and resultant fitting 
parameters. Both constitutive laws aim to define the kinetic equation for the shear rate γ̇ on the 
slip system α. The phenomenological law defines the shear rate formula through empirical 
observation [2], while the law based on dislocation density derives the shear rate from physical 
kinetic equations that depend on material properties [3, 4].  

Previous studies have used these two CP models to predict different types of nonlinear loading 
deformation with varying success [5-9]. However, the process of determining the constitutive 
parameters for CP models has been a significant challenge, with current methods relying on either 
direct chemical composition [10,11], which may lack a certain level of accuracy for specific 
applications, or inverse fitting of fitting constitutive parameters via a manual procedure that relies 
on the researcher's experience and is highly subjective and time-consuming.  

In light of these challenges, several recent studies attempted to determine the optimal 
constitutive parameters by different optimization algorithms[12,13]. It is shown that the 
optimization algorithms, e.g., genetic algorithm (GA), could provide very accurate parameter 
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calibration for both models. However, the procedure to use the GA for the optimization process of 
CP models is not straightforward and a manual process shall be involved in formulating an 
empirical function serving as the response surface to save the computational time for GA.  

Therefore, in the current study, it is aimed to formulate an automated, advanced, and more 
efficient method for determining constitutive parameters by using the GA optimization method. 
The main focus is to improve the efficiency and simplify the formulation of the response surface 
that is needed in the GA optimization process. A machine-learning-based approach is proposed for 
this purpose to be coupled with GA. The new method is applied to both CP models: four fitting 
parameters (τ0, α, h0, τsat) in the phenomenological law and six fitting parameters (�̂�𝑑𝛼𝛼, islip, Ω, p, q, 
τsol) in the dislocation-density-based law [5,9]. The reference data for the calibration is the stress-
strain curve from tensile tests, which is also the most used case for single-phase materials [14]. In 
the study, numerical simulation results of CP models with known parameters are used as the target 
or “experimental” curve, which can be used to verify and compare the results of the parameters by 
the automated calibration process. 
Methodology 
The response surface methodology (RSM) is a frequently used mathematical model to analyze the 
response of interest [15]. RSM aims to accurately predict the response variables given an unknown 
set of explanatory variables. For example, in CP parameter calibration, the explanatory variables 
are the fitting parameters (four in PH law and six in DB law) and the response variables are the 
corresponding stress values. Therefore, the essential aspect of RSM is the true reflection of 
regional continuity around the global optima. This study uses the multilayer perceptron (MLP) as 
the RSM for the genetic algorithms. An MLP is a feedforward artificial neural network comprising 
an input layer, several hidden layers, and an output layer. The MLP structure used in this project 
consists of three layers: the input layer (parameters) with 4-6 neurons and the output layer (stress 
values) with varying neurons depending on the number of interpolated stress values. There is only 
one hidden layer, and the number of nodes in the hidden layer is calculated as: 

𝑁𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑(2
3
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)                                                                                                   (1) 

The approximation depends on the hidden layer, where each neuron is the weighted linear sum 
of the neurons in the previous layer or the input layer. The output layer derives from the 
transformation of the hidden layer by the activation function, whose outputs depend on whether 
the inputs pass their respective thresholds. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used as the activation 
function for its common usage and exemplary performance in neural networks: 

ReLU(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥(𝑥𝑥, 0)                                                                                                                          (2) 

where x is the value in the hidden nodes. The function returns 0 if x is negative. 
Optimization of complex functions with unknown structures is a challenging problem to solve. 

The genetic algorithm, a commonly used hyperparameter optimization algorithm, is applied in this 
research to tackle this problem. This algorithm is based on the theory of evolution by Charles 
Darwin, where survival of the fittest is regarded as the best outcome. A study by Himani Panwar 
[16] finds that the natural selection process is simulated by choosing the best individuals 11 from 
each generation determined by the fitness function. According to Sedighiani [12], GA can 
converge to the global optimum of the objective functions instead of being stuck in local optima 
like the gradient-based searching methods. For this reason, GA is a robust optimization algorithm 
that guarantees to find the optimal solution in a probabilistic fashion of biological evolution. 
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Fig. 1 shows the structure of GA is mainly based on the work of Sedighiani et al. [12], which 
features eight steps that simulate biological evolution. The goal of GA is to maximize the fitness 
functions in one iteration. 

 
Fig. 1. GA workflow comparison in each iteration. 

Objective, Fitness, and Stop Criteria Functions  
In this study, a multi-objective optimization approach was developed to improve the precision of 
simulation results. The optimization process was divided into two stages, with the first stage 
focusing on optimizing the parameters that control yield strength and the second stage focusing on 
optimizing the parameters that control hardening behavior.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Overview of the multi-objective optimization approach functions. 

 
Fig. 2 shows all the functions of the optimization, which are the objective, fitness, and stop 

criteria functions. In the first stage of optimization, two objective functions were employed to 
evaluate the accuracy of simulated yield strength. The first objective function, Y1, measured the 
absolute difference between the experimental and simulated yield strength values, while the second 
objective function, Y2, calculated the slope of yield strength.  

Y1(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = �𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 − 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒�                                                                                                                          (3) 
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Y2(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = �𝜎𝜎′𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 − 𝜎𝜎′𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒�                                                                                                                        (4) 

where 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 and 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 are the yield strength of the experiment and simulation curves, and 𝜎𝜎′𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 and 
𝜎𝜎′𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 are the slope of the yield strength of experiments and simulation, respectively. As shown in 
the fitness function later, a linear combination of these two objective functions, Y1 and Y2, was 
used to minimize the deviation between the experimental and simulated yield strength values, as 
well as the deviation in the slope of the yield strength. This approach helped to quantify the yield 
strength accuracy more precisely and take into account the increasing trend of the experimental 
and simulated yield strength.  

In the second stage of optimization, four objective functions were utilized to evaluate the global 
fitness of the simulated hardening behavior. The first objective function measured the normalized 
Euclidean distance between the experimental and simulated hardening curves, while the second 
objective function measured the normalized slope difference between the two curves. This helped 
to determine whether the simulated and experimental hardening curves shared the same global 
shape.  

H1(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = �∑ (𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒)2𝑁𝑁
𝑒𝑒
∑ 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

2𝑁𝑁
𝑒𝑒

                                                                                                                     (5) 

H2(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = �∑ (𝜎𝜎′𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝜎𝜎′𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒)2𝑁𝑁
𝑒𝑒
∑ 𝜎𝜎′𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

2𝑁𝑁
𝑒𝑒

                                                                                                                        (6) 

In the two objective functions, the subscript i stand for each data point in the hardening part of the 
stress–strain curves for both experiments and simulations, and N represents the total number of 
data points.  

To further penalize the maximum distance and slope difference between the curves, two 
additional objective functions, H3 and H4, were employed which delivered the maximum value 
point of H1 and H2, respectively. These objective functions helped to account for the maximum 
deviation and slope difference between the experimental and simulated curves. A linear 
combination of these four objective functions was used to converge to the global optimum and 
avoid getting stuck in local optima. 

H3(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = max
𝑖𝑖
��(𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒)2

∑ 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
2𝑁𝑁

𝑒𝑒
�                                                                                                            (7) 

H4(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = max
𝑖𝑖
��

(𝜎𝜎′𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝜎𝜎′𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒)2

∑ 𝜎𝜎′𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
2𝑁𝑁

𝑒𝑒
�                                                                                                          (8) 

The fitness function for each optimization stage was the weighted sum of all objective functions. 
In the first stage, the yield stress fitness function was the weighted sum of Y1 and Y2, while the 
hardening fitness function in the second stage was the weighted sum of the hardening objective 
functions. The weights could be manually tuned to improve the results in each stage when certain 
fitness aspects required emphasis. The sum of the weights was defined to be one, with the 
difference in the weights being due to the unequal importance and result scale of the objective 
functions. 

F𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖(𝜔𝜔,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = 𝜔𝜔1𝑌𝑌1 + 𝜔𝜔2𝑌𝑌2                                                                                                          (9) 

Fℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎(𝜔𝜔,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = ∑ 𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠), 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2,3,44
𝑗𝑗=1                                                           (10) 
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The optimization process was halted when the stopping criteria were met. In the first stage, the 
process stopped when the simulated yield strength value was within a specified deviation from the 
experimental value, as defined in YDev. A rather small tolerance, 2% is chosen for this case to 
ensure very good fitness on the yield strength. In the second stage, the process stopped when all 
simulated stress values were within a specified deviation, 5%, of the experimental stress values, 
as defined in the HDev function. These stopping criteria ensured that the final simulation results 
met the desired precision and accuracy.  

YDev(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,  𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = �
𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 ∈ �0.98𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦 ,  1.02𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦�  

𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡    𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 ∉ �0.98𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦 ,  1.02𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦�
                                                                        (11) 

HDev(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ,  𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠) = �
𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡      ∀𝑖𝑖.𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 ∈ �0.95𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 ,  1.05𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒� 
𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡    ∃𝑖𝑖.𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 ∉ �0.95𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 ,  1.05𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒�

                                                                         (12) 

Experimental and simulated data were used in this process and precise yield stress values and 
similar global shapes to the target curves were obtained, which will be shown in the next section. 
In Table 1, the default weights for the fitness functions used in this study are shown. The developed 
optimization approach was effective in improving the precision of simulation results and could be 
applied to various optimization problems in the field. Additionally, the approach allowed for 
manual tuning of the weights for the objective functions to emphasize specific aspects of the 
fitness, providing more flexibility in the optimization process.  

 
Table 1. Default weights for two fitness functions. 

 Fyield Fhardening 
ωy1 ωy2 ωh1 ωh1 ωh1 ωh1 

weight 0.999 0.001 0.9 0.025 0.05 0.025 

Resutls and Discussion  
Before the optimization, we must ensure our target curve and search space for the optimizer. 
Instead of the experimental data, the target strain-stress curves are taken from the CP simulation 
for a better comparison of the quality of the fitted parameters by the optimization approach. To 
prove the general validity of the proposed approach for different types of materials, not only one 
simulation but three simulation results with very different parameter sets were selected as the target 
curves to compare the difference between the initial parameter values with the optimal parameters 
delivered by the calibration process. Next, we need to determine the parameter ranges and step 
sizes. The range allows the optimizer to limit the search space, and the step size allows for the 
discretization of continuous parameter values. Therefore, the algorithms only search within the 
range by the defined step size. 

The CP model calibration process begins with converting the true stress-true strain curve into 
the flow curve in the preprocessing stage. Next, initial simulations are performed, which will yield 
the final optimal parameters that are dependent on the parameters of the initial simulations. Good 
initial simulations help direct the optimizing algorithm to the location of the true parameter set. 
The number of initial simulations in this work is 30. To improve the precision of both yield stress 
and hardening parameter predictions, the range of all simulated yield stresses must cover the 
experimental yield stress and the boundaries should cover the experimental global curve. 
Additionally, the neighboring simulated curves should have a similar global shape to that of the 
target curve. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the initial guess simulations and target curves.  
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(a) Good initial simulations (b) Bad initial simulations 
Fig. 3. Good (a) and bad (b) initial simulations and experimental curve. 

 
The first stage of the optimization process involves adjusting the yield stress parameters, which 

are represented by τ0 for the PH model and p, q, and τsol for the DB model. The hardening 
parameters are not altered during this stage. The results of this stage are illustrated in Fig. 4a for 
the PH model, where it can be observed that in the first iteration, the simulated yield stress (σsy) is 
approximately 123.5 MPa at τ0 = 52. In the following iteration, the genetic algorithm predicts τ0 = 
51, resulting in a further increase in σsy. The optimization process concludes in the third iteration, 
where τ0 = 54 and σsy deviates by 2% from the experimental yield stress (σey) whose true value is 
τ0 = 55. It is important to note that the algorithm does not always produce better results in each 
iteration; instead, it demonstrates an improvement trend, with simulated yield stress values 
progressively approaching the experimental yield stress. This is because the algorithm explores 
different parts of the search space in each iteration, gradually honing in on the true parameter set. 
Similarly, for the DB model, the optimized parameters are (p, q, τsol) = (0.2, 1.3, 0.3), which results 
in a 2% deviation in the yield stress from the true parameters (p, q, τsol) = (0.2, 1.8, 0.4) as shown 
in Fig. 4b. Despite not being exact, the results are still satisfactory due to the non-uniqueness of 
optimal parameters. This means that even if one parameter is changed, another varying parameter 
can exist to balance the outcome.  

 

 

 

 
(a) Yield control optimized by GA of PH (b) Yield control optimized by GA of DB 

Fig. 4 Strain-stress curve of σy at ε = 0.002 in the first optimize stage of PH (a) and DB (b). 
 

In the second stage of the optimization process, the algorithms focus on adjusting the hardening 
parameters. For the PH model, these parameters are represented by α, h0, and τsat, while for the DB 
model, they are represented by �̂�𝑑𝛼𝛼, islip, and Ω. The values of the yield stress adjusting parameters 
are obtained from the first stage of the optimization process. The results of this stage are illustrated 
in Fig. 5 for both the PH and DB models.  
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(b) Hardening behavior optimization of PH (b) Hardening behavior optimization of DB 

Fig. 5 Strain-stress curve in the second optimization stage of PH (a) and DB (b). 
 

The quality of the fitting simulation curve is evaluated based on two criteria: the loss distance 
and the number of intersections with the experimental curve. The goal is to achieve a minimum 
distance loss and to have the simulated curve globally above, below, or exactly overlapping the 
experimental curve. This is because these conditions indicate that the simulated and experimental 
curves share the same increasing trend, which is a good indication of the accuracy of the 
simulation. On the other hand, if the simulated curve intersects with the experimental curve, it 
indicates contrasting material performance and a loss of the simulated prediction meaning. In the 
last iteration (7th) of the PH1 model, the simulated curve shares two intersections with the 
experimental curve, while in the DB1 model, the last iteration (9th) shares no intersections, making 
the final simulation result of DB1 better than PH1 in terms of the above-mentioned criteria.  

Following the procedures demonstrated above, the performance of the final iteration results of 
the parameter calibration program under GA was then compared and illustrated in Fig. 6. The GA 
demonstrates good and stable calibration quality for the three initial target curves of both the PH 
and DB model. Similar conclusions were also observed in the results of the DB laws. Table 2 
below records all optimal parameter solutions predicted by GA. It is important to note that in some 
cases, more than one parameter controls the same aspect of the simulation, and their effects can 
balance each other out. For example, only τ0 controls the yield point of PH, while other parameters 
control the hardening curve, and a and h0 have opposite effects on the hardening curve. 
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(a) PH1  (b) PH2  (c) PH3  

 

(d) DB1  (e) DB2  (f) DB3  
Fig. 6. Final iteration of parameter calibration for target curves in PH and DB laws. 

 
Table 2. Final fitting parameter calibration results for two CP models. 

 τ0 a h0 τsat  𝑑𝑑�𝛼𝛼 islip Ω p q τsol 
PH1 54 1.3 700 130 DB1 1 27 3 0.45 1.6 0.10 
True 55 1.6 600 150 True 1 25 3 0.20 1.8 0.40 
PH2 71 1.2 750 390 DB2 0.35 95 0.04 0.23 1.65 2.60 
True 70 1.9 800 500 True 0.80 80 0.80 0.20 1.10 1.20 
PH3 30 0.5 750 92 DB3 2 140 10 0.85 1.10 1.20 
True 30 0.8 1000 90 True 2 180 15 0.90 1.10 1.20 

 
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the yield point error and the root means square error (RSME) 

of the hardening behavior between experimental data and optimized results. As seen in Fig. 7a, the 
error analysis of GA at the yield point shows relatively small values, within a 2% deviation from 
the experimental ones. Meanwhile, in Fig. 7b, the RSME values for the hardening behavior also 
indicate that the fitting quality for the three cases shows very good quality. 

  

(a) Yield stress error comparison (b) Root mean square error comparison 
Fig. 7. Error analysis of the final iteration of parameter calibration for the three target curves. 

Summary 
The optimization workflow presented in this study solves well the problem of parameter 
calibration for three chosen target stress-strain curves, which traditionally relies on educated 
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guessing by experts. Additionally, the use of machine learning-assisted methodology in this article 
has led to a fully automated process for identifying fitting parameters. Despite the success of the 
calibration process in identifying optimal fitting parameters, certain challenges and limitations also 
exist in the current workflow. These include: 

• Choosing an appropriate parameter range: If the true parameters do not lie within the 
specified range, the optimization algorithm may not converge to the correct solution unless 
the optimal solution is non-unique and another candidate within the range behaves 
similarly to the target curve.  

• Poor initial simulations: Initial simulations should be regenerated when the yield stress is 
not covered in the range of simulated yield stress values. 

• Nonconvergence of simulations in the DB model: Not all combinations of DB fitting 
parameters result in successfully converging simulations. This problem usually arises from 
large �̂�𝑑𝛼𝛼 and very small p values. 

• Nonconvergence of the MLP regressor: This issue can occur due to a large number of data 
points in the target curve and can be solved by loading point interval omission.  

These limitations and challenges present in the current workflow can be overcome by certain 
adjustments, such as adjusting the chosen parameters, and are currently being solved in a more 
general and automated matter in ongoing studies.  
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Abstract. Nowadays, in the manufacturing of highly customized prosthetic implants, the need of 
devices with mechanical properties close to the human bone’s ones plays a key role. In the present 
work, Ti6Al4V-ELI porous structures obtained by a solid-state foaming process were studied from 
a microstructural and mechanical point of view, being the aim to control the stiffness of the 
prostheses in order to be as much as possible close to the human bone’s one, thus reducing the 
stress shielding effect. Samples with different levels of porosity (average diameter variable 
between a few microns and about 50 microns) were investigated by means of contact ultrasonic 
tests in order to evaluate changes in terms of elastic properties. Metallographic observations 
combined with contact ultrasonic tests revealed that a good correlation exists between the foamed 
structure (quantity and average size of the pores) and the stiffness. 
Introduction 
The human bone can be considered as anisotropic and non-homogeneous material. Moreover, it is 
capable to vary its shape dynamically according to the stress conditions to which it is subjected 
[1]. The capability to withstand external stresses is intimately related to both microstructural and 
macroscopic properties. Many studies evaluated the relationship between architectural factors and 
large-scale mechanical properties, in terms of fracture risk. Indeed, anisotropy can be correlated 
both to the modulus of elasticity and strength [2].  

In accordance with these considerations, the manufacture of devices for the replacement/repair 
of damaged bones capable to adapt in the best way to the natural properties of the specific bone 
through the adoption of metallic materials is still an aspect of primary importance in the biomedical 
field. Titanium (Ti) and its alloys are extensively used in orthopaedic applications thanks to their 
(i) good mechanical properties, (ii) biocompatibility [3] and (iii) corrosion resistance [4]. However, 
large differences in terms of mechanical properties between the prosthesis and the bone to which 
it is close can cause an alteration of the stress distribution (stress shielding) [5,6]. When 
considering metallic prostheses, such an aspect plays an important role and cannot be neglected, 
even for Ti alloys whose elastic modulus is closer to the human bone’s one than stainless steels. 
Thus, the adoption of materials for producing the implants which are characterised by a porous 
structure can make their stiffness closer to the human bones’ one. Ti alloys obtained by means of 
the Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) process of Ti powders can be used for producing such porous 
materials, since they can develop cellular structures characterised by average porosity up to about 
50% by means of a solid state foaming process (i.e. when subjected to constant temperature up to 
about 1250°C and for appropriate durations) [7]. As result of the foaming process, the mechanical 
response of the implant is affected. In addition, porosity also affects the surface properties, thus 
being able to promote the cellular proliferation [4]. 
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Another important aspect in the manufacture of highly customized implants is the need for a 
perfect fitting between the geometry of the prosthesis and the anatomy of the specific patient; in 
fact, micro-movements between the two parts can cause the onset of infections [8]. In the light of 
this non-negligible aspect, increasingly advanced manufacturing technologies, such as additive 
manufacturing [9], superplastic and incremental forming [10] capable of guaranteeing very 
complex shapes, are nowadays a functional solution for reducing these risks. In addition, in the 
specific case of superplastic forming process, which requires the aid of high temperatures, the 
foaming process could be performed not only after the manufacturing process but also 
simultaneous with a considerable reduction of both time and costs.  

Therefore, the possibility of suitably customising the prosthesis, not only in terms of shape but 
also of properties (like the stiffness) is a key aspect in the modern medicine. In the present work, 
according to the one of main goals of the founded national project FabriCARE, the effect of the 
pressure of the HIP process was evaluated after foaming tests performed at high and constant 
temperature (1020°C) for 240 minutes. Metallographic aspects, such as the topology of the 
promoted porosity and the mechanical properties in the elastic field were investigated, respectively 
by means of light microscopy and ultrasonic tests. Starting from the measurements of the velocity 
of the bulk (longitudinal and transversal) waves obtained from contact ultrasonic tests, using the 
linear elastodynamic theory for wave propagation in isotropic material, the elastic moduli of 
different Ti6Al4V-ELI foam-based specimens were determined. Finally, results from the analyses 
were correlated and allowed to evaluate the correlation between the average size of the porosities 
(obtained after the foaming process) and the elastic properties (Young's modulus). 
Material and Methods 
Material.  
The experimental activity was conducted using two different titanium billets produced by Hot 
Isostatic Pressing (HIP) characterized by process pressure from 80 to 120MPa. For all conditions 
Ti6Al4V-ELI powders with a diameter from 50 up to 100µm were used. The chemical composition 
of the investigated material is reported in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the investigated Ti6Al4V-ELI alloy. 

Al% V% Fe% C% N% H% O% Ti 
5.88 3.87 0.14 0.22 0.006 0.002 0.112 Bal. 

 
Dog-bone specimens (thickness: 3mm) were extracted from the billets using an Electrical 
Discharge Machine (EDM). The main dimensions of the sample are shown in Fig.  1. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig.  1. (a) Main dimensions [mm] of the dog-bone sample extracted by EDM (b) adopted for the 

foaming tests. 
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Methodology  
Creation of the porous structure. 
The porous structure of the specimens to be subjected to ultrasonic tests (Fig.  1) was obtained by 
solid state foaming, which consists in a heat treatment in the furnace (T=1020°C for 240 minutes 
[11]). The samples were extracted from billets produced by compacting Ti6Al4V powders (size 
is in the range 50-100 micron) placed in a sealed can in which the air was replaced by argon gas 
(pressure: 0.2 MPa) using the HIP process. 

In this work, two different levels of the pressure applied during the HIP process were 
investigated, as summarized in Table 2.  
 

Table 2 Starting conditions of the HIPed samples subjected to foaming. 

 Diameter of titanium powders, µm  Argon pressure, MPa HIP pressure, MPa 

D100-A0.2HIP80 From 50 up to 100 0.2 80 

D100-A0.2HIP120 From 50 up to 100 0.2 120 
 

Each foaming test was replicated three times; furthermore, the results achieved and 
subsequently discussed were compared to the “as received” condition (i.e. concerning the 
specimen extracted from the billet and not subjected to any foaming process). 

The level of porosity (percentage area and average diameter of pores) determined by the 
foaming process was assessed by analysing samples extracted from the central cross sections of 
the dog-bone specimens: the samples were prepared in order to be observed by an optical 
microscope (Nikon MA200 equipped with the ImageJ® software for digital image processing). 

Young’s modulus evaluation by means of ultrasonic tests  
The wave phenomena involved in the ultrasonic tests are usually described by the linearized 
elastodynamic theory [12], since the ultrasonic waves can be regarded as small perturbations of a 
reference state of an elastic body. Solutions in the form of progressive plane waves for the equation 
of motion (Eq. 1) are found 

Div( ℂ[𝜵𝜵𝒖𝒖]) = 𝝆𝝆�̈�𝐮, (1) 

in absence of the body forces, where 𝜌𝜌 = 𝜌𝜌(𝒙𝒙) is the mass density and ℂ = ℂ(𝒙𝒙) is the incremental 
fourth order elasticity tensor referred to the initial state of the body, having the first and the second 
minor symmetries, and 𝒖𝒖 = 𝒖𝒖(𝒙𝒙) has the following form:  
 

𝒖𝒖(𝒙𝒙,t) = 𝐚𝐚 𝝋𝝋(𝒙𝒙 ⋅ 𝒏𝒏 − v t) (2) 
and represents a progressive elastic plane wave with propagation direction n, direction of motion 
a, propagation velocity v; φ is a real valued smooth function. 

The propagation of plane progressive elastic waves in an elastic body is ruled by the “Fresnel-
Hadamard condition” that is the Christoffel equation: 

[𝜞𝜞(𝒏𝒏) - 𝝆𝝆𝒗𝒗𝟐𝟐𝑰𝑰] 𝒂𝒂 = 𝐨𝐨 (3) 
where Г(n) is the second order Kelvin-Christoffel propagation tensor for the direction n, related 

to the elastic tensor ℂ as follows: 
𝜞𝜞(𝒏𝒏) = ℂ𝒕𝒕[𝒏𝒏 ⊗  𝒏𝒏] (4) 

where the superscript “t” represents the minor transposition for fourth order tensors.  
From Eq. 3, if an elastic wave propagates in a given direction n, the square of the propagation 

velocity v is an eigenvalue of the Christoffel tensor Г(n) while the direction of motion a is the 
associated eigenvector. The symmetry properties of the elastic tensor ℂ strongly influence the 
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features of progressive elastic waves propagating along a certain direction n. Moreover, according 
to the “Federov-Stippes theorem”, if the elasticity tensor ℂ is symmetric and strongly elliptic, then 
at a point x there exists longitudinal (a and n parallel) and transverse (a and n perpendicular) elastic 
waves. In the case of isotropic material, for each possible direction of propagation n only pure 
propagation modes like longitudinal waves and transverse waves may propagate. Instead, for 
anisotropic materials in a generic direction of propagation n, different from a material symmetry 
axis, elastic waves may propagate in a not pure propagation modes (as “quasi-longitudinal” waves 
or as “quasi-transverse” waves).  

This theoretical framework suggests a non-destructive ultrasonic experimental counterpart: 
indeed, the results of ultrasonic tests can be employed for facing two major problems in the 
mechanics of elastic materials: (i) the classification problem, that is the determination of the 
symmetry class and the identification of the material symmetry axes; (ii) the representation 
problem, that is, once known the symmetry class, the determination of the components of the 
elastic tensor ℂ characterizing the elastic response of the material.  

For the study of acoustic and mechanical behaviour of porous Ti6Al4V-ELI specimens the 
theoretical model of the isotropic material was adopted. So, by the inversion of the Christoffel 
equation (Eq. 3), the well-known expression in Eq. 5 have been obtained.  

E =𝝆𝝆𝒗𝒗𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐
3v𝑳𝑳𝟐𝟐 − 4v𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐

𝒗𝒗𝑳𝑳𝟐𝟐 − 𝒗𝒗𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐
,          G =𝝆𝝆𝒗𝒗𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐,          𝝂𝝂 =

�𝒗𝒗𝑳𝑳𝒗𝒗𝑻𝑻
�
𝟐𝟐
− 𝟐𝟐

𝟐𝟐 ��𝒗𝒗𝑳𝑳𝒗𝒗𝑻𝑻
�
𝟐𝟐
− 𝟏𝟏�

 (5) 

between the elastic properties (the Young’s modulus E, the shear modulus G and the Poisson’s 
ratio ν), the velocity of longitudinal waves vL and of transversal waves vT and the density ρ.  

The ultrasonic tests were performed at the Laboratorio Ufficiale Prove Materiali “M. Salvati” 
(Polytechnic University of Bari). In particular, ultrasonic tests were carried out by contact through 
the pulse-eco (or back reflection) technique, i.e. a single transducer is employed that emits and 
receives the ultrasonic signal. For the sake of brevity, only the results of the contact ultrasonic tests 
are shown. The ultrasonic immersion tests carried out using an innovative goniometric device [13] 
gave results similar to those of the ultrasonic contact tests.  

The experimental setup of the contact ultrasonic tests (Fig.  2a) consists in: (1) an ultrasonic 
pulser/receiver Panametrics 5072PR for generating and receiving the ultrasonic waves; (2) a digital 
oscilloscope KEYSIGHT DSOS254A (2.5 GHz, 4 channels) for monitoring the ultrasonic signals; 
(3) an ultrasonic 5 MHz longitudinal wave contact transducer; (4) an ultrasonic 2.25 MHz 
transversal waves contact transducer; (5) a PC controlling the test. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig.  2. Ultrasonic contact tests setup: (a) main components and (b) a schematic drawing 

showing the TOF measuring points. 
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In particular, for each of the five samples, three time-of-flight (TOF) measurements of both 
longitudinal and transverse waves were performed. Such TOF measurements were performed in 
three different areas of the sample, as shown in Fig.  2b.  

It is worth noticing that the TOF measurements were carried out through an averaging process 
of the acquired and normalized ultrasonic signals for each area of the tested specimens performed 
by the ad hoc developed Virtual Instrument (VI) created using the software LabView. So, starting 
from the TOF of the ultrasonic waves, known the thickness s of each of the three measurement 
zones in the sample, that is the spatial path of the wave in the material, the ultrasonic velocities v 
of the longitudinal waves and of the transversal waves were determined, respectively, by using: 

v =
2𝑠𝑠
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

 (6) 

being 2s the wave path (the double of the thickness of the material).  
Finally, known the density of each Ti6Al4V-ELI foam-based specimens, by implementing in 

the Eq. 5 the average values of the ultrasonic velocities, the elastic moduli were determined.  
Results and Discussion 
Experimental foaming tests Fig.  3 shows the micrographs of different sections of the foamed 
samples at a constant temperature of 1020°C for 240 minutes. It is possible to evaluate the effect 
of the HIP process conditions (in accordance with the values reported in Table 2).  
 

  

 

as received D100-A0.2HIP80 D100-A0.2HIP120 
Fig.  3. Effect of the HIP conditions on the solid-state foaming after 240 minutes at 1020°C. 

 
In the same Fig.  3 it is possible to appreciate the large difference between the foamed conditions 

and the as received one. The reported micrographs suggest that by increasing the HIP process 
pressure the porosity of the structure can be largely affected. It is thus reasonable to expect 
significant variations in terms of elastic properties of the material.  
The images from the metallographic observations were also analysed quantitatively: in 
particular, the level of porosity was evaluated in terms of both average area (%) and average size 
(porosity diameter). Results have been reported in Fig.  4. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig.  4. Effect of the HIP conditions in terms of Average area (a) and Average size (b) of the 

porosity. 
 
It is interesting to note that after the foaming process the percentage area of voids varies from 

a minimum of about 1% (for the as received condition) to a maximum of 47.7% (D100-
A0.2HIP120). At the same time, the average size of the pores varies from 2.61 to 47.50µm.  

According to the graphs in Fig.  4, an increase in the HIP pressure from 80 to 120 MPa allowed 
to obtain an increase of the porosity equal to about 42%, while an increase in the average size of 
about 60%. 
Experimental ultrasonic tests. 

This section presents some results from ultrasonic tests aimed at determining the elastic 
properties of the investigated material after the foaming process. In particular, the attention was 
focused on the Young’s modulus, whose values were compared with the elastic modulus obtained 
same alloy deriving from a conventional process and tested in "as received" condition. 

The graphs in Fig. 5 show the results in terms of ultrasonic velocities and level of porosity. In 
both graphs, it is possible to observe a variation in the acoustic behavior of the specimens and a 
variation of the level of porosity, as well. In particular, it is worth noticing that as the porosity 
increases, the values of the velocities of both the longitudinal and the transversal waves decrease.  

 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. Ultrasonic velocities of the longitudinal (a) and transversal (b) waves measured 

according to the different levels of porosity. 
On the contrary, in the graphs in Fig. 6 the values of the elastic moduli determined using Eq. 5 

have been plotted together with the levels of porosity.  
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Fig. 6. Young’s modulus for each Ti6Al4V-
ELI foam-based specimen as a function of the 

different levels of porosity. 

Fig. 7. Correlation between the level of 
porosity (Average diameter) and the Young’s 

modulus evaluated using the ultrasound 
technique. 

 
Also in terms of mechanical properties, a large decrease of the elastic moduli can be observed 

when the porosity increases: the Young's modulus was reduced from 114 GPa (the alloy in the “as 
received” condition) to about 62 GPa, when the maximum value of the HIP pressure was used. If 
compared to the “as received” condition, the increase in the HIP pressure allows to produce a 
porous structure, after the foaming process, able to drastically (about 45 %) reduce the elastic 
properties. 

In addition, it is worthy of notice that a strong correlation between the porosity after the foaming 
process and the elastic properties could be determined (Fig. 7): using a power law data could be 
correlated in a robust way (R-squared equal to 0.995), thus demonstrating the possibility to 
efficiently design the elastic response of the material thought the definition of the porosity level 
which, in turn, is controlled by the foaming process. 
Summary 
In the present work different porosity levels after the foaming process (T=1020°C for 240 minutes) 
were obtained in specimens extracted from a billet produced by means of the Hot Isostatic Pressing 
(HIP) process of Ti powders.  

Results coming from metallographic analyses allowed to evaluate an improved foaming 
capability (average porosity equal to about 60%) as the HIP pressure was increased from 80 to 
120MPa.  

In addition, ultrasonic contact tests allowed to evaluate the mechanical properties of the porous 
material obtained by the foaming process, which revealed to largely affect the stiffness (Young’s 
modulus decreases when the porosity increases). The Young’s modulus could be thus correlated 
to the level of porosity through a power function, thus paving the way to the customization of the 
prosthesis not anymore only in terms of shape according to the specific anatomy of the patient but 
also in terms of mechanical properties. 
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Abstract. Virtual tests enable the expansion of the knowledge base accessible by direct 
experimentation. In particular, the role of microstructure on damage can be investigated using unit-
cell models for porous materials. Additionally, it is of great interest to assess the role of the loading 
history on the response. In this paper, we present a dedicated user-defined element (U.E.L.) that 
was developed and implemented in the finite element (F.E.) code, ABAQUS. Verification of the 
capabilities of the U.E.L. is provided. The simulation results presented provide insights into the 
effect of J3 on the mechanical response and porosity evolution. 
Introduction 
Assessment of damage of polycrystalline metallic materials is a major concern for any engineering 
application. Consequently, there have been intense efforts to gain understanding of the dissipative 
mechanisms leading to damage and ultimately failure. While advancement in diagnostic 
techniques e.g., X-ray tomography, has led to improved understanding of damage evolution, data 
is limited to a few loading paths. Numerical studies are needed to provide interpretation of data as 
well as for gaining insights into the damage evolution for loadings that are inaccessible to direct 
mechanical testing.  

Beginning with the pioneering works of Needleman and collaborators (see [1]) micro-
mechanical finite-element (F.E.) studies using a cylindrical unit-cell were conducted. However, 
for analysis of the response under full 3-D loadings of isotropic materials with randomly 
distributed voids in three perpendicular directions, the unit-cell should be initially cubic see [2]–
[5]. For a comprehensive survey of the literature on plasticity-damage couplings for isotropic 
materials with matrix obeying von Mises, Tresca, and the isotropic form of the CPB criterion [6], 
the reader is referred to the monograph [5]. For example, for a porous material, with matrix 
exhibiting tension-compression asymmetry, the F.E. results obtained using cubic unit-cells showed 
the importance of the matrix tension-compression asymmetry on the rate of void growth and 
confirm the predictions of the dilatational model of Cazacu-Stewart [7]. Moreover, anisotropy and 
creep in porous crystals were investigated with cubic unit-cells in [4] and the results were further 
explained using an analytical model for porous crystals in [5]. The F.E. results provide insights on 
the effects of stress triaxiality and Lode parameter on void evolution for ductile single crystals in 
the dislocation creep.  

In this paper, we present results of a micro-mechanical finite-element (FE) study on cubic unit-
cells performed using the commercial code ABAQUS [8]. To be able to investigate separately the 
influence of the invariants of the applied stress on porosity evolution, a user element routine (UEL) 
has been developed. The FE unit cell model and constitutive assumption is presented in Section 2 
and the UEL developed is described in Section 3. Verification and validation of the U.E.L. 
conducted as well as results concerning the effects of J3 on the dilatational response for tensile 
loadings are presented in Section 4. Conclusions of the study are presented in Section 5. 
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General Numerical Setup 
It is assumed that the porous solid contains a regular array of initially spherical voids. The inter-
void spacing is considered to be the same in any direction. Thus, the unit cell is initially cubic with 
edge lengths 2 C0 and contains a single void of initial radius r0 at its center (see Fig. 1 a. ). The 
void volume fraction is defined as: 

𝑓𝑓 =
𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

=
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
= 1 −

𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

 (1) 

so the initial void volume fraction writes as: 

𝑓𝑓0 =
𝜋𝜋
6
�
𝑟𝑟0
𝐶𝐶0
�
3
 

(2) 

Let u denote the incremental displacement between the current and reference configuration, and t 
the prescribed Cauchy stress vector, defined on the current configuration. Symmetry conditions 
are imposed on the coordinate planes. To simulate the constraints of the surrounding material, we 
need to enforce that the faces of the unit cell, which are initially parallel to the coordinate planes, 
remain planes and are shear free. Given the void geometry and the symmetry conditions, only 1/8th 
of the unit-cell must be analyzed. The F.E. mesh considered in the calculations presented hereafter 
consists of 22,000 3-D tetrahedral ABAQUS C3D10 elements and is shown in Fig. 1 b. The 
coordinate axes are principal directions for the stress experienced by the porous material.  The 
normal components, 1Σ , 2Σ , 3Σ  i.e. the tractions over the current areas of the RVE faces are 
calculated as follows: 

𝛴𝛴1 =
1

𝐶𝐶2 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶3
� � 𝑡𝑡1𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2

𝐶𝐶2

0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥3

𝐶𝐶3

0
,𝛴𝛴2 =

1
𝐶𝐶1 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶3

� � 𝑡𝑡2𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥1
𝐶𝐶1

0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥3

𝐶𝐶3

0
,𝛴𝛴3 =

1
𝐶𝐶1 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶2

� � 𝑡𝑡3𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥1
𝐶𝐶1

0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2

𝐶𝐶2

0
 (3) 

Ci with i=1…3 denote the current cell dimensions are calculated using:  Ci = C0 + Ui(t) , i=1…3.  
 
The overall principal strains and the von Mises macroscopic effective strain are calculated as: 

𝐸𝐸1 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �
𝐶𝐶1
𝐶𝐶0
� ,𝐸𝐸2 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �

𝐶𝐶2
𝐶𝐶0
� ,𝐸𝐸3 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �

𝐶𝐶3
𝐶𝐶0
� ,𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 = �2

3
(𝛦𝛦12 + 𝛦𝛦22 + 𝛦𝛦32) (4) 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig. 1. Depiction of a) 
unit-cell with single 

centrally located 
spherical void and fully 
dense matrix and b) FE 
mesh of (1/8th) of the 

unit-cell. 
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The time histories of the displacements, Ui(t) , i=1…3 are determined by the analysis in such a 
way that the overall Cauchy stresses 1Σ , 2Σ , 3Σ  experienced by the porous material follow a 
prescribed proportional loading history. Such prescribed proportional loading are of interest for 
assessing the effects of the stress state (stress invariants) on the response of porous solids and 
damage evolution. Let us recall that for isotropic materials, the stress state effects are uniquely 
determined by the following stress invariants: the mean stress, ( )1

m 1 2 33 ,Σ = Σ + Σ + Σ and the 2nd and 

3rd invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor J2 and J3; the stress triaxiality is defined m

e
Σ

Σ
Τ =

Σ
, 

with 𝛴𝛴𝑐𝑐 = �3𝐽𝐽2 

U.E.L. Subroutine 
The U.E.L. is a 2-node, 6 D.O.F. ( ( )u i , i=1…6), truss element fixed to the R.V.E. at the corner 
node across the body diagonal from the void. Node 1 of the U.E.L. is the corner node of the R.V.E. 
and node 2 is free and receives a displacement boundary condition in the x1, x2, and x3 directions. 
Depending on loading, the “control direction” changes such that U.E.L. change in length is 
compatible with the sign of the desired applied force. The U.E.L. has 3 input parameters: stress 
triaxiality ΤΣ, sign of third invariant SJ3, and spring stiffness kprop. The U.E.L. calculates the force 
applied to node 1 (corner node of R.V.E.) in the x1, x2, x3 directions based on a displacement 
applied to node 2. U.E.L. change in length is calculated first, stress ratio ρ to ensure the prescribed 
ΤΣ is calculated next, then effective spring stiffnesses in the x1, x2, x3 based on the change in length 
and stress ratios are calculated, and finally the U.E.L. stiffness matrix and force vectors are 
constructed.  
For example, for overall axisymmetric loading, Σ1 = Σ3 and Σ1 = ρ·Σ2 with ρ constant.  
these steps are written out as follows: 

1. Calculate the change in length in the 3 orthogonal directions: 

𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢1 = 𝑢𝑢(1) − 𝑢𝑢(4),𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢2 = 𝑢𝑢(2) − 𝑢𝑢(5),𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢3 = 𝑢𝑢(3) − 𝑢𝑢(6) (5) 

2. Calculate the necessary stress ratio ρ to impose prescribed stress triaxiality: 

𝜌𝜌 =
3𝛵𝛵𝛴𝛴 − 𝑆𝑆𝐽𝐽3

3𝛵𝛵𝛴𝛴 + 2 ⋅ 𝑆𝑆𝐽𝐽3
 (6) 

3. Calculate effective stiffness of the 3 orthogonal springs based on load scenario: 
• Control direction along x2: 

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(1) = 𝜌𝜌𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(2) 𝐴𝐴1
𝐴𝐴2

𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢2
𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢1

,𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(2) = 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝,𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(3) = 𝜌𝜌𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(2) 𝐴𝐴3

𝐴𝐴2
𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢2
𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢3

 (7) 

• Control direction along x1: 

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(1) = 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝,𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(2) =
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(1)

𝜌𝜌
𝐴𝐴2
𝐴𝐴1

𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢1
𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢2

,𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(3) = 𝜌𝜌𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(1) 𝐴𝐴3
𝐴𝐴1

𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢1
𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢3

 (8) 

4. Calculate the stiffness matrix of the U.E.L. 
5. Calculate the force vector of the U.E.L. 
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The forces from the force vector are applied to the corner node of the R.V.E. producing incremental 
displacements Ui(t). Every node on each periodic face has its respective normal displacement 
defined as the incremental displacement, Ui(t) in the periodic boundary condition.  
In the next section, we further verify and use the developed subroutine. For this purpose, we 
assume that the plastic behavior of the fully dense matrix is governed by the von Mises yield 
criterion with associated plastic flow rule, i.e. the effective stress is defined as: 

�̄�𝜎 = �3𝐽𝐽2 (9) 

It is assumed that hardening is isotropic and governed by the equivalent plastic strain, pε  defined 
as the work-equivalent measure of the effective stress σ . A Swift -type law is considered, so in 
the plastic regime: 

�̄�𝜎 = 𝐴𝐴(𝜀𝜀0 + 𝜀𝜀̄𝑝𝑝)𝑛𝑛 (10) 

where A, 0 ,ε and n are material parameters. The parameter values used in the FE calculations are 
as follows: elasticity parameters are Young’s Modulus E = 200 GPa and Poisson’s coefficient ν = 
1/3; the hardening parameters are: A = 728.22 MPa, ε0 = 0.0025, and n = 0.1. The simulations are 
conducted using the built-in von Mises material implementation in Abaqus [8]. The unit-cell has 
initial edge length 2·C0 = 12 mm, and initial void radius r0 = 1.625 mm (see Fig.1), which 
correspond to an initial porosity of 1.04%. 
U.E.L. Verification, Validation and Results 
Tensile axisymmetric loadings corresponding to fixed stress triaxiality TΣ = 1 were compared with 
results from the literature [2]. Note that the stress-strain and void evolution predictions match 
nearly exactly throughout the entire loading path and provide excellent agreement of the U.E.L. 
subroutine for tensile loadings with J3 > 0 (Fig. 2) or at J3 < 0 (Fig. 3).   

a) 
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b) 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of axisymmetric loading corresponding to fixed stress triaxiality ΤΣ = 1 with 
J3 > 0 obtained with the UEL and results in [2] for a) macroscopic effective stress-strain b) void 

volume fraction vs. macroscopic effective strain. 
 

a) 
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b) 

 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of axisymmetric loading corresponding to fixed stress triaxiality ΤΣ = 1 with 
J3 < 0 obtained with the UEL and results in [2] for a) macroscopic effective stress-strain b) void 

volume fraction vs. macroscopic effective strain. 
 

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the stress-strain response predictions and void evolution predictions 
for loadings at same triaxiality ΤΣ = 1 with J3 > 0 and J3 < 0, respectively. 

a) 
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b) 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of axisymmetric loadings corresponding to fixed stress triaxiality ΤΣ = 1 
with J3 > 0 and J3 < 0 predictions in a) macroscopic effective stress-strain response and b) void 

volume fraction vs. macroscopic effective strain. 
 

Stress-strain response shows the response for loading corresponding to J3 < 0 is stiffer than the 
response at J3 > 0. This leads to a faster void growth for loading corresponding J3 > 0 than the 
response for J3 < 0. It can be concluded that there is a significant influence of J3 (principal stress 
ordering) on stress-strain response and void evolution for a porous material governed by the von 
Mises yield criterion. 
Summary 
The knowledge gained experimentally needs to be complemented with systematic investigations 
in which the role of each stress invariant can be isolated. To be able to assess the influence of the 
loading history, and the relative influence of J3 on both the stress-strain response and porosity 
evolution, it is essential that during the simulations the triaxiality remains constant. For this 
purpose, a user element routine was developed for the commercial finite-element code ABAQUS. 
The verification of the accuracy of the implementation was performed. Most importantly, the F.E. 
results show that even for isotropic porous von Mises materials, the third invariant, J3, influences 
the response.  
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Abstract. Having brittle martensitic islands diffused in a ductile ferrite matrix, dual-phase (DP) 
steels are known for their high formability and favorable material properties. Although they have 
already proven their advantages in the industry, there are still discussions regarding their 
microstructure-macroscopic response link. In order to effectively exploit their advantages and 
analyze their ductility in metal forming operations, the failure mechanisms of DP steels must be 
well examined following a micromechanics-based approach. There are a number of failure 
mechanisms to be addressed at the micro scale such as ferrite-martensite and ferrite-ferrite 
interface decohesion as well as martensite cracking depending on the different microstructural 
parameters and stress state. A crystal plasticity based finite element framework for RVE 
calculations is followed here based on the previous work which focuses solely on the plastic 
deformation (see [1]). Isotropic J2 plasticity model is employed for the hard martensite phase while 
the rate-dependent crystal plasticity framework is used for the ductile ferrite phase. Cohesive zone 
elements are inserted at the ferrite-martensite and ferrite-ferrite interfaces for intergranular 
cracking analysis, besides, intragranular cracking in martensite phase is addressed through an 
uncoupled damage model. First, a preliminary study was performed in order to identify and 
calibrate aforementioned failure models, then, various 3D polycrystalline RVEs having different 
microstructural parameters loaded with different stress triaxialities are analyzed and discussed 
adding up to the preliminary discussions presented in [2]. 
Introduction 
Dual-phase (DP) steels are one of the material groups most favored by the automotive industry 
due to their good formability without compromising on high strength. These mechanically 
advantageous characteristics of dual phase steels stem from the micromechanical cooperation 
between two different phases, namely the soft ferrite phase and the hard martensite phase. 
Martensite islands are interspersed between the ferrite grains and this heterogeneous 
microstructure translates to complex fracture mechanisms that should be studied in the micro scale. 
Stress concentration and strain localization due to the strength and ductility contrast between two 
constituent phases lead to various failure mechanisms. Although previous works give various 
results about the exact location of the failure initiation, three different types of damage nucleation 
modes have been identified to predominate in DP steels which are ferrite/ferrite (F/F) decohesion, 
ferrite/martensite (F/M) decohesion and martensite cracking (see [3-6]). Therefore, each failure 
mechanism should be analyzed with a separate compatible technique and a multiscale approach is 
essential to establish the macroscale results of plastic deformation, damage evolution and crack 
initiation occurring at the microscale. The variation of dominant damage nucleation mode is 
mainly dependent on martensite distribution and volumetric fraction [3,4,6]. Still, according to [7] 
failure in DP-steels is highly related also with the stress state, and one should place greater 
emphasis on the effect of triaxiality variation on the material. Most of the previous works [8,9] 
have been centered around uniaxial tension cases, yet there exist few papers mentioning different 
stress states [10]. There are examples of modeling DP in either simplified or realistic dual phase 
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microstructures (see e.g. [8-12]) at representative volume element (RVE) scale. Due to its low 
ductility, phenomenological models are deemed sufficient to represent the constitutive behavior of 
martensite phase while ferrite deformation is handled by both phenomenological and crystal 
plasticity models (see e.g. [1,12]). For the modelling of void nucleation and growth among ferrite 
grains, Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) [10] and Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman (GTN) [13,14] 
models are used in the literature. Martensite cracking on the other hand, has been modeled with 
various approaches such as the extended finite element method (XFEM) [14], maximum principal 
stress criterion [10] and Bao-Wierzbicki failure criterion [15]. Ferrite/ferrite [13] and 
ferrite/martensite [9,11,16] grain boundary decohesion have been observed by the incorporation 
of cohesive zone model (CZM). Parameter identification of cohesive elements has been performed 
through nanoindentation tests [16] and compact tension (CT) specimen simulations [13] by 
obtaining critical failure stress and fracture energy. 

In this study, three dimensional RVEs are generated using Voronoi tessellations where 𝐽𝐽2 
plasticity and crystal plasticity frameworks are employed for the martensite and ferrite phases 
respectively. The main goal is to predict crack initiation and progression in DP steel by inserting 
cohesive elements to model the decohesion of ferrite/ferrite and ferrite/martensite interfaces. 
Moreover, an uncoupled damage model is employed in order to model the intragranular cracking 
of martensite phase. Each type of decohesion is simulated with a different set of interface 
parameters to obtain the appropriate constitutive behavior. Both the experimental results from the 
literature and the numerical techniques are used for parameter identification. Those numerical 
techniques include an inclusion RVE study, CT specimen and nanoindentation simulations. 
Crystal plasticity parameters are also obtained through an RVE study of pure ferrite phase. Lastly, 
polycrystalline dual phase RVEs are analyzed under various stress states, martensite distributions 
and crystallographic orientations to discuss and compare the failure results with respect to the 
observations in the literature. 
Constitutive Models 
Ferrite phase is modeled with rate dependent crystal plasticity framework that links the 
crystallographic slip at the microscale to the macroscopic deformation measures. In this 
framework, the two fundamental mechanisms causing the macroscopic deformation are elastic 
lattice distortion and crystallographic slip caused by dislocation motion on active slip systems (see 
[17,18]). The deformation gradient is multiplicatively divided into an elastic and a plastic part in 
the finite strain formulation that serves as the basis for the crystal plasticity model employed here, 

F=Fe⋅Fp (1) 

The rate of change of Fp is related to the plastic slip rates γ̇α of the α by, 

Ḟp⋅Fp
-1=∑ γ̇αmα⊗nα

α , (2) 

where mα and nα represent the slip direction and slip normal in the reference configuration. Power 
law relation is used to obtain the evolution of plastic slip rate γ̇α, 

γ̇α=γ̇0 �
τα

gα�
n

sign(τα) (3) 

where γ̇0 refers to the reference plastic slip rate and n refers to the rate sensitivity exponent. τα 
denotes the resolved shear stress and gα is the slip resistance on the slip system α that controls the 
hardening of the single crystal. Evolution of slip resistance is governed by, 
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ġα=∑ hαβ�γ̇β�β  (4) 

where hαβ and hαα denotes the latent hardening matrix and self-hardening rate respectively. 
Following basic forms are adapted for the evolution of those, 

hαα=h0 sech2 � h0γ
gs-g0

� (5) 

hαβ=qαβhαα   (α≠β) (6) 

where  h0 is the initial hardening modulus, g0 is the initial slip resistance and gs is the saturation 
slip resistance. Crystal plasticity simulations of the ferrite phase in this paper use {112}[111] slip 
family. 

Due to the very limited ductile deformation, the martensite phase is modeled with J2 plasticity 
framework with isotropic hardening in order to have a less expensive analysis, while ferrite phase, 
which accommodates the majority of the deformation in DP steels is simulated through a crystal 
plasticity model. The martensite plasticity model is described as [19], 

σy,m=σy0,m+km�1- exp�-εpnm�� (7) 

σy0,m=300+1000Cm
1/3  (8) 

km= 1
nm
�a+ bCm

1+�Cm
C0
�

q� (9) 

where σy,m, εp and Cm  denotes respectively the current yield strength, accumulated plastic strain 
and carbon content expressed in wt.%. Initial yield stress, σy0,m, hardening modulus, km and 
hardening exponent, nm, are material parameters. The values provided by [19] are used for the 
hardening parameters of the martensite phase throughout this study and given as, Cm=0.3 wt%, 
a=33 GPa, C0=0.7, q=1.45, b=360 GPa, nm=120. Moreover, the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio are taken to be E=210 GPa and ν=0.3, respectively. 
Failure Models 
Bao and Wierzbicki failure criterion [20] is adopted to predict the intragranular failure in 
martensite grains. In this criterion, equivalent plastic strain to fracture ε̅f is assumed to be 
dependent on the stress triaxiality η=σm/σ�, in which σ� is the Von Mises equivalent stress and σm 
is the mean stress. The fracture locus can be accurately characterized by a piece-wise function of 
the following form when stress triaxiality is assumed to be constant throughout the experiment, 

ε̅f=�
                       C1

1+3η
,    -1/3≤η≤0

C2+(C2-C1)(3η-1),     0≤η≤1/3
C2 exp�-α(η-1/3)� ,         η≥1/3

 (10) 

where C1 = εf�ss is the equivalent plastic strain to fracture in pure shear, C2 = εf�UT is the equivalent 
plastic strain to fracture in uniaxial tension and α is the fitting parameter used for large triaxiality 
values. Damage accumulation is calculated by considering the following integral, 
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𝐷𝐷�𝜀𝜀�̅�𝑝� = ∫ 1
ε̅𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑εp�

εp�
0  (11) 

It follows that, damage only increases as ε�𝑓𝑓 is always positive according to Eq. 10. 
The Park-Paulino-Roesler (PPR) model [21], a unified, mixed-mode, potential based cohesive 

zone model, is used to simulate the decohesion of the ferrite/ferrite and ferrite/martensite grain 
boundaries. The framework has already been applied successfully for the intergranular cracking in 
polycrystalline plasticity (see [22]). The following is a definition of the potential function of PPR, 

ψ(Δn,Δt)= min(ϕn,ϕt) + �Γn �1- Δn
δn
�

α
�m

α
+ Δn

δn
�

m
+ϕn-ϕt�× �Γt �1- |Δt|

δt
�

β
�n

β
- |Δt|

δt
�

n
+ϕt-ϕn� (12) 

Here, m, n are non-dimensional exponents, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽 are shape parameters, δn, δt are the normal and 
tangential final crack opening widths, ϕn, ϕt are fracture energies in normal and tangential 
directions, Δn is the normal separation, Δt is the effective sliding displacement. Γn, Γt are energy 
constants that are related to shape parameters and initial slope indicators. Shape parameters α, β 
define the softening responses and λn, λt are the initial slope indicators that control cohesive 
stiffness and cohesive elastic behavior. Fracture energies ϕn, ϕt are the areas under the pure normal 
and tangential traction–separation curves. The traction functions are defined as the derivatives of 
the potential function with respect to corresponding separations,  

Tn(Δn,Δt)=
∂ψ
∂Δn

 , Tt(Δn,Δt)=
∂ψ
∂Δt

 (13) 

When separation reaches critical values, the traction is equal to the corresponding cohesive 
strength (σmax, τmax). Nine input parameters, including normal fracture energy (ϕn), tangential 
fracture energy (ϕt), normal cohesive strength (σmax), tangential cohesive strength (τmax), normal 
shape parameter (α), tangential shape parameter (β), normal initial slope indicator (λn), and 
tangential initial slope indicator (λt) are needed to be identified to model the behavior of each 
interface. For more details about the formulation and applications see [2,23].  

The ability of the model to capture the mixed mode fracture makes it very suitable to three-
dimensional framework of this study. 
Numerical Implementation 
Material parameters of ferrite phase are identified through a generated pure ferrite polycrystalline 
RVE. Cubic elastic parameters are taken from  [24] as C11=231.4 GPa, C12=134.7 GPa, C44=116.4 
GPa and experimental data presented in [6] is utilized to fit the flow curves obtained  from RVE 
simulations (see [12] for more details). Obtained hardening parameters are tabulated in Table 1. 
Reference slip rate γ̇0 is taken to be 0.001 s-1 while rate sensitivity exponent n is determined as 25 
and the ratio of latent to self-hardening assumed to be 1. 

 
Table 1. Crystal plasticity parameters for ferrite phase. 

Slip Systems gs [MPa] h0 [MPa] g0 [MPa] 
{112}〈111〉               252          475               98 

 
Eq. 1-6 with the provided material parameters are implemented as a user material subroutine 

(UMAT) in ABAQUS software based on the framework of Huang (see [25]). 
Bao-Wierzbicki uncoupled damage model (see Eq. 3) is applied amongst martensite grains to 

observe the damage behavior of martensite phase in polycrystal RVEs. The parameter 
identification of the model is performed by the simulation of a tensile specimen to match the 
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experimental data of the martensite phase given in [6] (see e.g. [15]). Obtained model parameters 
are α=1.54, C1=0.04 and C2=0.04. This damage model with the provided model parameters is then 
implemented in ABAQUS by means of a user-defined field subroutine (USDFLD). 

Identification of PPR cohesive zone model parameters is a rather comprehensive problem. Since 
ferrite/ferrite grain boundary decohesion is also considered on top of ferrite/martensite grain 
boundary decohesion in this study, PPR model parameters of both interfaces must be fitted all 
together to the experiments. For that, first results provided in [2] are utilized for ferrite/martensite 
interface. Then, in order to find the critical stress and failure energy of the ferrite/ferrite interface 
a CT-specimen study is performed as exemplified in [13]. Lastly, ferrite/martensite inclusion 
problem that includes both ferrite/ferrite and ferrite/martensite interfaces is analyzed for the final 
parameter calibration of each constituent interface simultaneously. For compactness, details of the 
parameter identification study for PPR cohesive zone model are not shown here. See Table 2 for 
the identified model parameters for the ferrite/ferrite and ferrite/martensite interfaces. 

 
Table 2. Calibrated PPR CZM parametes for ferrite/ferrite and ferrite/martensite interfaces. 

Interface σmax  [MPa] τmax [MPa] ϕn [N/mm] ϕt[N/mm] α β λn λt 
F/F 650 227.5 230 230 4.46 2.74 0.001 0.002 
F/M 1500 525 0.4 0.4 4.46 2.74 0.01 0.02 

 
In the FE calculations, 10-node second-order tetrahedral elements (C3D10) are used to simulate 
bulk elements, while 12-node compatible triangular cohesive elements are used between the 
interfaces. The Voronoi-based tessellation generator software Neper [26] was used to create 3D 
microstructures. Input files are modified by an in-house MATLAB code that identifies the 
ferrite/ferrite and ferrite/martensite interfaces and inserts cohesive elements to those interfaces by 
considering element connectivity in the original mesh. Updated input files are then run through 
ABAQUS along with the user material subroutines (UMAT) for both crystal and J2 plasticity, user 
element subroutine (UEL) for the PPR CZM and user-defined field (USDFLD) for the Bao-
Wierzbicki damage model. The next section presents and discusses the findings. 
Numerical Examples 
This section presents numerical findings in three-dimensional RVEs, and briefly discusses the 
impact of microstructural parameters on the plastic deformation and failure behavior of dual-phase 
steels. This is accomplished by producing a number of cubic polycrystalline RVEs, which are non-
periodic, with 250 and 280 randomly oriented and distributed grains. There are two main 
morphologies with different martensite distributions but same volumetric fraction of 15%. The 
input files for ABAQUS are generated via an in-house MATLAB script as mentioned previously. 
While the martensite phase is assigned to the classical J2 plasticity theory with isotropic hardening 
as given in Eq. 7, the rate-dependent crystal plasticity model that has been presented through Eq. 
1–6 with the hardening parameters in Table 1 is assigned to the ferrite phase. Boundary conditions 
are defined such that RVE analysis can follow the mechanical response of the material under 
various stress states that have different overall triaxiality values (see [12] for more details). For all 
simulations, applied strain rate is assumed to be 0.001 s-1. Volumetric averaging method is then 
used to obtain the true stress-strain curves.  

First, six RVEs, each of three having the same martensite distribution, are analyzed. Crystal 
orientations of ferrite grains are randomly changed for each RVE to study the effect of grain 
orientation and microstructure on the material response and damage initiation. Fig. 1 shows the 
homogenized stress-strain curves of the simulations plotted on top of the experimental results [6]. 
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The results from the first morphology show a slight anisotropy due to the relatively lower number 
of ferrite grains with respect to the second morphology. When Fig. 1a is compared to Fig. 1b, it is 
very obvious that variation in the martensite distribution and morphology changes the overall 
response of the material to a great extent. Looking at this figure, the effect of crystal orientation 
may not be clear enough to distinguish. In order to have a better understanding of how grain 
orientation affects the stress and damage evolution on the microstructure, von Mises Stress and 
damage contours are plotted for each morphology at the same cross section and instant in Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3. Here, by examining the significant difference between decohesion, deformation and 
damage accumulation patterns, one can easily deduce that microstructural parameters of DP-steels 
have a considerable influence on the crack initiation, growth, and propagation. Here, it should be 
noted that ferrite grains are colored gray in all damage distribution contours as no damage model 
is employed for the ferrite phase. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. True stress versus true strain curves of a) the first morphology b) the second morphology 
with three different orientation sets. 

a) b) 
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Then, the analyses are carried out for three RVEs having the same crystal orientation and 

martensite distribution with three different stress triaxialities. Martensite distribution selected here 
is the same as the first morphology to be able to capture the sole effect of stress state on the failure 
mechanisms and stress distribution. Obtained flow curves are shown in Fig. 4. As per expectations, 
higher stress triaxiality translates to lower failure strains. From Fig. 5, it can be inferred that when 
triaxiality is held at 1.5, intergranular decohesion leads to complete failure with the martensite 
grains remaining below critical damage, in contrast with the other examples. 
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Fig. 2. Von Mises Stress (Top) and Damage (Bottom) distributions of Morph1-Oriset1 (Left), 
Morph1-Oriset2 (Middle), Morph1-Oriset3 (Right). F: Ferrite, M: Martensite. 
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Fig. 3. Von Mises Stress (Top) and Damage (Bottom) distributions of Morph2-Oriset1 (Left), 
Morph2-Oriset2 (Middle), Morph2-Oriset3 (Right). F: Ferrite, M: Martensite. 
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Summary 
This study makes an attempt to address the microstructure evolution, constitutive response, and 
failure in three-dimensional dual phase steel microstructures through polycrystalline RVEs 
employing J2 and crystal plasticity frameworks in addition to cohesive zone and damage models. 
Analyses are performed for different orientation sets and morphologies under various stress 
triaxialities. The study clearly demonstrates how damage and fracture behavior of DP steels at the 
microstructure scale depend on the orientation set, morphology, and triaxiality. Obtained results 
prove that for the numerical analysis of failure in DP-steels, an extensive study in microscale is 

Fig. 4. True stress versus true strain curves of the first morphology with three different stress 
triaxialities. 
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Fig. 5. Von Mises Stress (Top) and Damage (Bottom) distributions of Morph1-T=0.33 (Left), 
Morph1-T=0.66 (Middle), Morph1-T=1.5 (Right). F: Ferrite, M: Martensite. 
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necessary that includes modeling of inter/intra-granular failure mechanisms, and microstructural 
evolution. 
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Abstract. Micro scale manufacturing technologies have been a productive area of research due to 
the increase in miniaturization in various industries. However, most of the know-how in 
conventional metal forming processes cannot be readily transferred into micro/meso forming 
processes due to the size effect. By incorporating the length scale into the formulation, strain 
gradient theories offer a viable solution to the issues arising from size-dependent complications. 
This paper aims at implementing a lower-order strain gradient plasticity (SGP) theory developed 
from the Taylor dislocation model to numerically analyze the impact of the plastic size effect on 
the forming of metallic materials. The material model together with local and nonlocal approaches 
for the strain gradient calculations is implemented in a commercial finite element (FE) code 
through user subroutines. The flat punch indentation problem is examined using the implemented 
code. 
Introduction 
Modeling plastic deformation on small scales has seen a significant increase of interest in recent 
years. Experimental observations show that many metal manufacturing processes are affected by 
noticeable sensitivity toward non-conventional deformation measures, resulting from size effects. 
A notable example being flat punch indentation. Having become a popular microforming process, 
metallic microscale devices fabricated from flat punches have been shown to outperform silicon-
based devices [1]. Since the manufacturing processes for these metal-based HARMS (High-aspect-
ratio microscale structures) are expensive and time-consuming, it is crucial to understand the 
mechanical interactions that take place when metals are micromolded. A better understanding of 
the interactions between the flat punch and the material might contribute to improving the strength 
and hardness of the final material [2]. Other examples of size dependent plasticity include MEMS, 
biosensors, and thin film applications which demonstrate significant size effects for sufficiently 
small specimens [3-5]. As the notion of smaller is stronger prevails, it has become vital to include 
gradient-dependent effects in the modeling of elastic-plastic materials. 

Since there is no internal length scale parameter, the classical continuum models of plasticity 
can only remain limited at the micron scale [6]. It is a widely known fact that dislocations are 
created, moved, and stored when a material is deformed, and the storing of dislocations causes the 
material to harden. Dislocations could be stored in two distinct mechanisms: they can either 
accumulate by randomly trapping one another or they can be stored as they are necessary for 
compatible deformation of the material. The former is termed statistically stored dislocations 
(SSDs) [7] while the latter is known as geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) [7-8]. The 
gradients of plastic shear in a material are related to geometrically necessary dislocations. 
Consequently, plastic strain gradients can be identified as the result of the response of the material 
to inhomogeneous deformation. 

A number of strain gradient (SG) frameworks have been proposed to bridge the gap between 
micromechanics and classical continuum-based plasticity theories [9-10]. In literature, strain 
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gradient theories have been separated into two classes [11]. The first class of SG theories referred 
to as higher-order theories, initially proposed by [12], uses higher-order stress terms as the work 
conjugate to the strain gradient. Due to this, the equilibrium equations need to be adapted and 
additional boundary conditions and tractions must be considered. The second class known as 
lower-order SG theories, initially proposed by [13], involves the conventional stress description, 
retains all of the features of classical J2 theory and requires no additional boundary conditions. 
These models incorporate the strain gradient effects in the calculation of the flow strength of the 
material. Therefore, they do not require any change in the equilibrium equations as only the 
hardening function of the material is modified. This feature essentially makes lower-order theories 
easy to implement in a commercial finite element code, however, the lack of higher-order stress 
terms and additional boundary conditions might cause inaccuracies, a notable example being the 
boundary layer phenomenon [6].  

This study aims to use the widely popular Conventional Mechanism-Based Strain Gradient 
(CMSG) plasticity theory to model size-dependent behavior in small scale metal forming 
processes. CMSG, which is based on the Taylor dislocation model [14], is the lower-order 
counterpart of the more general higher-order Mechanism-Based Strain Gradient (MSG) theory. 
Further, two distinct approaches for calculating strain gradients are implemented. The first 
approach uses a local, intra-element level numerical differentiation scheme in which the plastic 
strain increments are interpolated through their values at the integration points and the strain 
gradient is evaluated as a common value at the centroid of each element. The second approach 
considers the calculation of strain gradients on an inter-element level by extrapolating the plastic 
strain from integration points to nodes and performs a nodal averaging scheme to nonlocalize the 
gradient. Both approaches are implemented in a three-dimensional setting via User Material 
Subroutines (UMAT) in the commercial finite element solver ABAQUS.  

The paper is outlined as follows. The constitutive model together with the strain gradient 
calculation methods are explained in Section 2, a benchmark problem to verify the implementation 
is addressed in Section 3. The obtained results for flat punch indentation simulations are presented 
in Section 4, which is finally followed by summary and outlook in Section 5. 
Conventional Mechanism-Based Strain Gradient (CMSG) Plasticity 
Taylor Dislocation Model. The conventional mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity theory is 
based on the Taylor model of dislocation hardening [14]. The shear flow stress is related to the 
dislocation density by  

τ=αμb�ρ (1) 

where μ is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector and α is an empirical coefficient, which takes 
values between 0.3 and 0.5. The dislocation density ρ is decomposed into ρS for statistically stored 
dislocations (SSDs) [7] and ρG for geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) 

ρ=ρS+ρG. (2) 

Effective strain gradient can be related to the GND density, by 

ρG=r ̅ η
p 
b

 (3) 

where r,̅  is a Nye-factor and is around 1.90 for the Face Centered-Cubic (FCC) polycrystals [15]. 
This parameter reflects the effect of crystallography on the distribution of GNDs. The tensile flow 
stress σflow is then related to the shear flow stress τ, by 
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σflow=Mαμb�ρS+r ̅ η
p

b
  (4) 

where M is the Taylor factor (M =  3.06 for fcc metals), which serves as an isotropic interpretation 
of the crystalline anisotropy at the continuum level [16]. 

By using the formula σflow = σreff(εp), where σref is a reference stress and f is a 
nondimensional function derived from the uniaxial stress-strain curve, it is also possible to link 
the flow stress for uniaxial tension to the plastic strain εp. Since the plastic strain gradient ηp 
vanishes for the uniaxial tension, the SSD density can be determined from Eq. 4, as 

ρS=[σreff(εp)/(Mαμb)] 2 (5) 

Then the flow stress in Eq. 4 becomes 

σflow=�[σreff(εp)]2+M2rα̅2μ2bηp =σref�f2(εp)+𝑙𝑙ηp  (6) 

where 𝑙𝑙 is the is the intrinsic material length scale in strain gradient plasticity and is given explicitly 
by 

𝑙𝑙=M2rα̅2 � μ
σref
�

2
b=18α2 � μ

σref
�

2
b (7) 

The intrinsic material length 𝑙𝑙 for typical metallic materials is usually on the scale of microns. Note 
that from Eq. 6, as the material length scale parameter 𝑙𝑙 vanishes, conventional J2 plasticity 
relations are recovered. 
 
Constitutive Relations. The governing equations of CMSG plasticity are nearly identical to those 
of conventional plasticity because higher order terms are not included. The volumetric and 
deviatoric strain rates are obtained as 

ε̇kk= σ̇kk
3K

,    ε̇ij
' =

 σ̇ij
'

2μ
+ 3ε̇p

2σe
σ̇ij

'  (8) 

From the Taylor dislocation model, the equivalent plastic strain rate ε̇p includes the flow stress. In 
order to incorporate the gradient effects without higher-order stress terms, ε̇p is replaced by a 
viscoplastic formulation to express plastic strain gradient in terms of effective stress σe rather than 
its rate σ̇e (for more details see [17]) 

ε̇p=ε̇ � σe
σflow 

�
m

=ε̇ � σe

σref�f2(εp)+𝑙𝑙ηp
�

m

 (9) 

The substitution of Eq. 9 into Eqs. 8 gives the strain rate which then can be inverted to get the 
stress-rate in terms of the stain-rate as follows 

σ̇ij=Kε̇kkδij+2μ � ε̇ij
' - 3ε̇p

2σe
� σe

σref�f2(εp)+𝑙𝑙ηp
�

m

σ̇ij
' � (10) 
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Above constitutive relations allow for gradient effects without the higher order stress terms. 
Since the effective plastic strain gradient reduces the plastic incremental moduli, it falls under the 
lower-order framework of strain gradient plasticity theories [13].  Effective strain gradient ηp 
definition is the same with Gao et. al [6]. The quadratic invariants of three models of geometrically 
necessary dislocations for bending, torsion, and void formation serves as the basis for calculating 
the effective strain gradient. The resulting expression reads 

ηp=εik,j
p +εjk,i

p -εij,k
p  (11) 

 
Finite Element Implementation. In this study, CMSG framework has been implemented in 
ABAQUS via user material subroutine (UMAT) in a three-dimensional setting. The only 
additional task beyond classical plasticity is the assessment of the plastic strain gradient within the 
UMAT as the equilibrium equations, boundary conditions, and kinematic relationships between 
the strain and displacement are identical to those in classical plasticity. For the calculation of the 
effective strain gradient ηp, two different approaches have been utilized, the first approach 
evaluates the strain gradient at the local element level. Plastic strains are interpolated in the 
isoparametric space through the shape functions as 

εij
p=∑ Nk(ξ,η,ζ) �εij,IPT

p �
k

8
k=1  (12) 

such that, the plastic strains εij
p  represents the interpolated values within the element, obtained from 

the values at the integration points �εij,IPT
p �

k
. Where Nk(ξ,η,ζ) is the shape function vector, with 

three-dimensional linear shape functions adapted as 

Nk= 1
8
�1+ξξi��1+ηηi��1+ζζi� (13) 

In this context, the implementations are considered on an 8-noded full integration C3D8 elements 
from ABAQUS Standard element library, with the node and integration points numbering given 
in Fig. 1. 
 

Fig. 1. Numbering scheme used in the Gauss point-based interpolation. 
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Derivatives of the shape functions with respect to global coordinates can be obtained by using the 
chain rule and the inverse of the Jacobian. 

�∂N
∂x

∂N
∂y

∂N
∂z�

T
=J-1 �∂N

∂ξ
∂N
∂η

∂N
∂ζ�

T
 (14) 

where J is the element Jacobian matrix describing the derivatives of the global coordinates in 
relation to the natural coordinate system. With the plastic strain gradient definition from Eq. 11, 
components of ηp within the element can be computed as 

ηijk
p =∑ ∂Nm

∂xj
εik,IPT

p +∑ ∂Nm
∂xi

εjk,IPT
p -8

m=1 ∑ ∂Nm
∂xk

εij,IPT
p8

m=1
8
m=1  (15) 

where xi for i=1,2,3 denote x, y, z coordinates respectively. In this method, since the values at the 
integration points are interpolated, the plastic strains obtained stay within the confines of the 
element, and effective plastic strain  ηp, is a single value evaluated at the centroid. This is clearly 
a local approach as computations are done on a single element basis. For more details related to 
this approach the reader is referred to [18].  

In the nonlocal approach, the plastic strain values are extrapolated to the nodes. This is done by 
inverting the shape function matrix used to interpolate nodal values to integration points, 

εij,IPT
p =∑ Nk(ξ,η,ζ) �εij,N

p �
k

8
k=1  (16) 

εij,N
p =∑ Nk

-1(ξ,η,ζ) �εij,IPT
p �

k
8
k=1  (17) 

where εij,N
p  denotes the extrapolated nodal values of the plastic strains and εij,IPT

p  is again the plastic 
strains at the integration points. Hence, plastic strain values at the nodes can be obtained. However, 
because each node is tied to several elements, different plastic strain values will be assigned to the 
same node for each element to which it is attached. To overcome this and ensure continuity of an 
otherwise discontinuous field, a nodal averaging scheme is employed. Fig. 2 depicts the basic 
concept of this technique for a one-dimensional case. After nodal averaging is performed, using 
the shape function derivatives and the element Jacobian, the gradient of plastic strain can be 
calculated at the position of each integration point. 
 

∇εij,IPT
p =

∂εij,IPT
p

∂x
=

∂εij,IPT
p

∂ψ
∂ψ
∂x

=
∂�∑ Nk�εij,N

p �
k

8
k=1 �

∂ψ
∂ψ
∂x

 (18) 

Following this, the gradient of the plastic strains can be written concisely as  

∇εij,IPT
p =∇ψ�∑ Nk

8
k=1 � �εij,N

p �
k

J-1 (19) 

∇ψ�∑ Nk
8
k=1 � describes the gradient of shape functions with respect to isoparametric coordinates. 

Therefore, Eq. 11 for the nonlocal approach can be written as 

ηijk
p =∑ ∂Nm

∂ψj
εik,N

p J-1+∑ ∂Nm
∂ψi

εjk,N
p J-1-8

m=1 ∑ ∂Nm
∂ψk

εij,N
p J-18

m=1
8
m=1  (20) 
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where ψi for i=1,2,3 denote ξ, η, ζ coordinates in isoparametric space respectively. With this 
approach, the strain gradients are assigned to each integration point separately. Because nodal 
averaging takes into account the effects of neighboring elements, the strain gradient is 
nonlocalized. 

 
Fig. 2. Plastic strain field along four one-dimensional elements. 

Numerical Example 
Uniaxial tension subject to a constant body force. A bar subjected to a constant body force is 
analyzed to evaluate the mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity implementation and assess the 
capacity for depicting the size dependency. Simulations with local and nonlocal approaches are 
performed and compared. The model, inspired by the works of [17] is a basic example where 
gradient effects can be observed, consists of a uniform mesh of 10x10x100 C3D8 elements with 
100 elements through the length of the bar. 

The nodes at the top of the bar are constrained in all three directions, and the nodes at the bottom 
of the bar are constrained in z and y directions but not in x direction. A constant body force g is 
applied to the bar to induce a gradient along x direction. Also, a traction σ� is applied at the far end.  
A sketch of the model, with the mesh is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Boundary conditions and mesh for the gravity loaded bar. 

 
Loads are given in proportion to the yield strength σY, such that for a material with ν = 0.3 and  

σY/E = 0.002, the traction boundary condition is σ� = σY, and the body force, g = σY/L0. Further, 
for isotropic hardening, a classical power law hardening relation is adopted, with σref =
σY(E/σY)N and f(εp) = (εp + σY/E)N in Eq. 10. Throughout the study, the strain hardening 
exponent and the yield strength have been taken as N=0.2 and σY=400 [MPa], respectively. 
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Size dependency for several different length scales is illustrated in Fig. 4. The curves show the 

plastic strain distribution over the length of the bar. The classical J2 response is recovered if the 
length scale for either method is zero or a small value that is non comparable with the characteristic 
length of the material. Moreover, raising this value leads to a stronger material response. However, 
results from the two methods are different. Nonlocal approach consistently predicts lower plastic 
strain distributions. This could be attributed to the nodal averaging scheme, which averages out 
the high plastic strains onto the neighboring elements, consequently smoothing out the distribution. 
Flat Punch Indentation 
Flat punch indentation has found many applications with the advance of microforming 
applications. Experiments on metals such as aluminum showed that, besides the required punch  

 
Fig. 5. Frontal view for the flat punch indentation with, W=H=50 μm, a=0.3W and 𝛥𝛥 = 1.5 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. 

 
load, both the size and shape of imprinted features are affected by the scale of the as substantial 
details are lost when the characteristic length is on the order of 10 μm [19]. Frontal view sketch 
and mesh of a three-dimensional flat punch indentation problem is highlighted in Fig. 5. 

In the mesh, 42849 three-dimensional hex elements are used to model the process using a single 
layer through x3. Only half of the sample is modeled by exploiting the symmetry boundary 
conditions on the left face through x1 direction. A rigid flat indenter of half width a is given a 
downward displacement of Δ and the mesh is refined around the edges of the punch where highest 
stresses are obtained. The material parameters and the hardening function are the same with the 
earlier example. The downwards displacement is set to be Δ=1.5 μm and the friction between the 
contact surfaces is modeled with Coulomb friction with a friction coefficient of μ=0.2. The width 
and the height of the model are equal with, W=H=50 μm and the indenter width a=0.3W=15 μm.  

Fig. 4. Plastic strain distribution for bar loaded with 
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 Fig. 6 shows dimensionless displacement versus the dimensionless location for different length 
scale ratios, together with the classical plasticity solution. Indenter half width a is kept constant. 
Details of the imprint get lost as the length scale parameter increases. This effect is called 
indentation size effect (ISE) and agrees well with the experimental observation of [20] and 
numerical simulations of [19]. Again, the nonlocal approach, predicts higher resistance to 
deformation in contrast to the local approach though the difference is small. 

Fig. 7 shows the equivalent stress contours for the local and nonlocal solution. Expectedly, as 
the length scale increases stresses also increase. Moreover, even though the patterns of 
deformations left by the imprint are quite similar, stress contours show a difference. For the 
nonlocal approach, the stresses are diffused owing to the nodal averaging. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Deformation patterns of imprints for different ratios of length scale l and constant 

indenter half width a. 
Summary 
In this paper, size dependency in plastic deformation is investigated. A lower order strain gradient 
theory is implemented and two different methods for strain gradient calculations are discussed. It 
has been observed that nonlocal approach consistently predicts stronger material response, 
however the difference between the two approaches is small. It is noted that, for the flat punch 
indentation problem the length scale has a notable effect on the deformation pattern, pile up 
characteristics, and the stress distributions, yet the simulations done in this paper unfortunately 
remain at the qualitative level. 

Our ongoing focus is on performing more detailed simulations for flat punch indentation 
accounting for realistic materials with actual experimental data. Using this approach, it would be 
interesting to predict the behaviors of real materials response and study deeply the underlying 
mechanisms of plastic gradient effects on micro-sized materials. 
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Fig. 3. Stress contours for the flat punch indentation for local and nonlocal approaches for 
different length scales a) l/a =1/3 b) l/a=2/3 c) l/a = 4/3. 
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Abstract. In this study, the Finite Element (FE) simulation of an initially pre-deformed DC-5 steel 
cruciform specimen has been carried out and compared to experimental results. A new geometry 
of the sample with local reinforcements and without thickness reduction allows distribution of 
plastic deformation and gets high strains in its gauge region. The simulation is divided into two 
steps. The first one introduces initial deformation to the sample arms. For the second step, the 
calculated strain field is introduced as an initial pre-strain field before the application of loading 
along the two perpendicular arms of the cruciform specimen during the in-plane biaxial tensile 
test. The described numerical study expands the knowledge of material plastic flow using a ductile 
damage criterion under different biaxial tensile strain paths. The numerical and experimental 
results are in good agreement for different strain paths, from uniaxial to equibiaxial strain states. 
Introduction 
Sheet metal forming is a very popular manufacturing process in many industrial sectors. Therefore, 
the knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of materials under large plastic strain is essential to 
build reliable numerical models for the prediction of the final shape and quality of formed parts. 
The characterization of mechanical behaviour needs dedicated tests, able to reproduce the forming 
conditions of the processes. Different tests have been proposed to characterize anisotropy, flow 
stress, or forming limits (at necking or at rupture). Some of them are very common and 
standardized, like the Nakazima [1] or Marciniak [2] tests for the determination of Forming Limit 
Curves (FLC). Non-conventional tests have been also proposed to improve the knowledge of the 
material under complex loadings, including multiaxiality or non-linear strain paths for high strains. 
The use of cruciform shapes [3] stretched along two perpendicular directions in the sheet plane is 
very promising. Unfortunately, the level of strain reached in the gauge region is generally low and 
not suitable for the forming applications. Many cruciform shapes have been proposed and 
optimized to achieve a localization of high strains at the centre of the samples, before necking and 
rupture onset in the arms. 

In order to localize the strains at the centre of the samples, a reduction of sheet thickness is 
proposed in the gauge region. Besides, longitudinal slots are generally designed to decrease the 
transversal stiffness of the arms [4]. The number and the position of each slot can have a great 
influence on the strain and stress fields in the central zone of the samples. Recently, Zhang et al. 
[5] conducted an extensive review of the existing cruciform specimen designs. The authors 
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proposed three different geometries of samples which subsequently were evaluated numerically 
and by experiments. 

The reduction of sheet thickness can affect the characterization of the mechanical behaviour. 
Some defects may occur when reducing the thickness (surface finish, precision for small 
thicknesses) and the behaviour of the material is not always homogeneous through the sheet 
thickness. In order to avoid this operation, a new cruciform shape with a constant thickness in the 
gauge region was proposed [6]. Out of plane deformations were applied around the gauge region 
to strengthen the connection zone between the arms and the central region. 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the potential of this new specimen to achieve large strains 
in the gauge region for different strain paths. A Finite Element (FE) model of the pre-forming step 
followed by the in-plane biaxial stretching of the specimen is defined. A comparison is done 
between the predictive strain fields and the experimental ones from the Digital Image Correlation 
(DIC) method. 
Cruciform Sample 
Sample shape. The sample has been designed (arms’ length and dimensions of the middle part) 
according to the capacity of the biaxial testing machine [7]. The geometry is in accordance with 
the international standard ISO 16842 [8] which recommends that the ratio between the sample 
thickness “a” and its arm width “B” should be smaller than 0.08 (Fig.1). The width of the arms is 
B = 30mm and the thickness of the sample is a = 0.5mm. 

 
Fig. 1. Sheet thickness “a” and the arm width “B”. 

 
In order to achieve higher plastic deformation in the gauge region during biaxial stretching, the 

sample is preformed (Figs. 2 and 3). The aim of this preforming operation is to strengthen the 
sample material in the junction area between the arms and the gauge region. This solution has been 
already described in the previous work of Mitukiewicz and Głogowski [6]. 
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Fig. 2. Cruciform sample preforming (1 to 6 - successive steps). 

 
Material. For this study, a DC-5 low-carbon steel specimen is used. The elastic mechanical 
properties of this material are as follows: Young’s modulus of 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. 
Regarding the plastic behavior, an isotropic plastic criterion of von Mises is assumed with an initial 
yield stress of 225 MPa. The plastic strain hardening behavior is described by means of the true 
stress versus equivalent plastic strain curve from a uniaxial tensile test performed along the rolling 
direction (Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3. True stress-plastic strain curve vs. engineering stress-plastic strain curve 

(UTS - ultimate tensile strength). 
 
In-Plane Biaxial Test 
Experimental setup. To test the samples, a servo-hydraulic testing machine provided with four 
independent dynamic actuators is used (Fig. 4). Thanks to an efficient servo-hydraulic control, the 
center point of the sample is always maintained stationary during the tests. The loading capacity 
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of the machine is 50KN for each actuator and a wide range of testing velocities can be applied 
(from quasi-static to 2m/s). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Experimental setup with the pre-deformed cruciform sample. 
 
During the test, the gauge region of the cruciform sample is filmed. The image resolution is 

1024pixels×1024pixels and the acquisition rate is 250 frames/s. A random speckle pattern is 
applied on the surface of the specimen (Fig. 5). For the calculation of the strain field at the top 
surface of the specimen, the DIC method is used thanks to the CORRELATE software of the GOM 
Company. 

 
 

Fig. 5. Random speckle pattern applied on the top surface of the gauge region. 
 

Loading conditions. The strain path measured at the center of the sample is directly linked to 
the ratio of actuator velocities applied along the two perpendicular directions of the biaxial test. 
By changing the velocity ratio, all the strain states between uniaxial and equibiaxial stretching can 
be reached. 

Three loading conditions were studied: 
• Biaxial stretching (case 1): the same velocity (V=VX=VY=1mm/s) is applied along the 

two perpendicular directions 
• Near plane strain (case 2): the velocity of VX=1mm/s is applied along the rolling 

direction and a smaller velocity (VY=0.02mm/s) is applied along the perpendicular 
direction to compensate the Poisson effect. 
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• Uniaxial stretching (case 3): only the velocity (VX =1mm/s) along the rolling direction 
is applied. No velocity is applied along the perpendicular direction, the sample remains 
free. 

FE Model 
The finite element modeling is performed using Abaqus software. To simulate the in-plane biaxial 
tensile test of this reinforced sample, two steps are defined in the FE model: the punching process 
(Step-I) and the tensile test process (Step-II). A view of the components of the punching die and 
the 3D model assembly are shown in Fig. 6. The model consists of three parts, the upper part, the 
cross holder, and the base part. A cruciform sample is placed between the bottom base and the 
cross holder to prevent any movement of the specimen during the forming process (Step 1). 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Components of punching die and view of the 3D model assembly:  
A - base part; B - cross holder; C - upper part; D - 0.5 mm cruciform sample. 

 
In the FE model, the different tools are considered rigid. Only the cruciform specimen is 

considered deformable (C3D8R element type). Tangential contact behaviour is applied for all the 
contact areas during the punching process. The frictional coefficient is assumed to be 0.1. A refined 
mesh size of 0.5 mm is defined in the gauge area. Fig. 7 gives the distribution of the plastic 
equivalent strain at the surface of the specimen at the end of the first step. One can notice that the 
centre of the specimen does not deform during the punching process of Step 1. For Step 2, a 
damage evolution criterion [9], calibrated from the uniaxial test (Fig. 2), is introduced.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Plastic equivalent strain distribution at the end of Step 1. 
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Results and Discussion 
As mentioned before, three loading conditions (cases 1 to 3) are studied. The following figures 
(Figs. 8 to 10) show the comparison between experimental and predictive in-plane strain 
components ε11 and ε22 along the two perpendicular directions X and Y defined in Fig. 6 
respectively. The time for the comparison corresponds to the onset of necking in one of the four 
arms. 

 
Fig. 8. Case 1 – Biaxial stretching. 

 
Fig. 9. Case 2 – Near plane strain condition. 

 

 
Fig 10. Case 3 – Uniaxial stretching. 
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Figs. 8 to 10 show a similarity in the strain distribution between the experimental and the 
predictive results. For cases 1 and 3, the level of strain measured at the centre of the sample is 
rather high. It leads to values of equivalent strain similar to or higher than the ones measured in 
the uniaxial test. This is an essential result for the use of this cruciform shape for mechanical 
characterization (hardening behaviour or anisotropy). The evolution of major and minor strains 
(in-plane principal strains) can be plotted for the three loading conditions. The comparison of the 
maximum equivalent strain (failure strain) values for three cases is shown in Table 1. The 
maximum equivalent strain values represent the starting of the structural failure. The quantitative 
comparison between simulated and experimental strains at the specimen center can reach up to 
30% depending on the considered condition. Fig.11 compares the strain paths for three cases 
between experimental and numerical results. As expected, the three loading conditions lead to very 
different strain paths. For this cruciform shape, the strain path measured at the centre of the sample 
is directly linked to the ratio of actuator velocities. Moreover, as already observed for cruciform 
samples with reduced thickness [5], the strain paths for the three cases are quasi-linear. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of maximal strain values between experimental and numerical study  

at the centre point of the specimen. 

 Experiment Simulation Difference 
𝜀𝜀11𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜀𝜀22𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜀𝜀11𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝜀𝜀22𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∆𝜀𝜀11𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚[%] ∆𝜀𝜀22𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚[%] 

Case1 [Biaxial stretching] 0.132 0.121 0.109 0.080 17.4 33.9 
Case2 [Plane strain] 0.075 -0.019 0.052 -0.023 30.7 21.1 
Case3 [Uniaxial stretching] 0.276 -0.159 0.191 -0.129 30.8 18.9 

 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of the strain paths for the three loading conditions. 

Summary 
A numerical model of the forming and testing of an original cruciform sample, without local 
thickness reduction, was proposed. This cruciform sample was subjected to three different loading 
conditions (biaxial stretching, near plane strain condition, and uniaxial stretching) in order to 
evaluate the potential of this sample to characterize advanced mechanical behaviour for different 
strain states. The predictive qualitative results from the FE model are in agreement with the strain 
fields measured during the tests for the same loading conditions however the quantitative 
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comparison between simulated and experimental strains at the specimen center can reach up to 
30% of difference depending on the considered condition. Specimen geometry and the dimensions 
of the preforming die were obtained through FE analysis by a limited number of comparisons. 
Since the character of the deformations obtained from simulation and experiments is similar, the 
current numerical model can be used for further optimizations of the proposed geometry in order 
to emphasize the strain localization at the gauge region and use the sample for mechanical 
characterization at high strain level (hardening behaviour or forming limits). 
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Abstract. Manufacturing devices at the microscale requires a precise analysis for desirable 
mechanical behavior. As the products of microscale forming operations have a comparable 
thickness dimension with grain size, the ratio between thickness and grain size (t/d) becomes an 
important aspect of mechanical behavior. A number of experimental studies investigated this 
phenomenon and have shown the influence of the t/d ratio in micron-sized sheet specimens. On 
the other hand, the computational studies addressing this phenomenon employing 
micromechanics-based models are quite restricted. The current study aims to investigate the t/d 
ratio effect through finite element method (FEM) simulations with both local and nonlocal crystal 
plasticity frameworks. The numerical analyses with the local crystal plasticity framework are 
obtained by utilizing two different methodologies, where the initial slip resistance is taken as 
constant or modified using a subroutine based on grain size effects and slip system interactions 
(see [1]).  
Introduction 
Microelectromechanical systems are commonly used in different areas such as medicine, portable 
devices, and inertial measurement units. These systems are composed of micron-sized components 
that necessitate an investigation of their mechanical behavior. At such small scales, material 
behavior is heavily size dependent. The effect of grain boundaries and grain dimensions begin to 
dictate the material behavior (see [2]). However, when these specimens become so thin that there 
are very few grains in thickness direction, it is not enough to consider the grain size effects only 
(see [3]). Experiments in the literature have shown that the ratio of specimen thickness to average 
grain diameter is an important factor determining material response (see e.g. [4,5,6]). In these 
experiments, the t/d ratio is controlled by keeping one parameter (either specimen thickness or 
average grain diameter) constant while changing the other. The experiments show that the 
plasticity response from t/d parameter can be categorized in three main regions (see [5]). Very thin 
materials that lie in t/d < 1 region contain one or very few grains in the thickness direction. This 
results in a large majority of grains lying at the material surface and an independence of material 
response from the t/d ratio. Beyond this region, the number of grains in thickness direction begins 
to increase, yielding a multi-crystal behavior and rapid increase of stress response until the critical 
t/d ratio is achieved. The critical t/d ratio can be thought of as a material property. Upon reaching 
this value, the material begins to show proper polycrystalline behavior and acts as a bulk material. 
The influence of t/d ratio becomes insignificant since the surface grains are in very few numbers 
(see [7]). 

In this paper, the behavior of such thin specimens is examined with three different approaches. 
First, a conventional local crystal plasticity is used. Local crystal plasticity frameworks do not 
have an intrinsic length scale parameter. Then, a lower order strain gradient crystal plasticity 
framework is implemented as an ABAQUS UMAT subroutine. Strain gradient methods have an 
intrinsic length scale parameter that allows them to predict size effects at the microscale (see e.g. 
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[8]). The higher order strain gradient formulations have higher order stresses which make them 
challenging to implement (see e.g. [9,10]). However, since the magnitude of the higher order 
stresses are often small, lower order approaches have also been used to obtain similar result except 
for boundary layers near interfaces or material surfaces as explained in [11]. The last method used 
is a subroutine that uses Hall-Petch theory to define initial slip resistance to crystals at each 
material point. This subroutine is implemented into the crystal plasticity framework. It is modified 
to work together with Voronoi tessellation geometries obtained from Neper program (see [12]). 
Grain misorientations and distance to grain boundaries at each point of the crystal structure is taken 
into account to provide a non-uniform distribution of initial slip resistance throughout the 
polycrystal specimens. Specimens with different thicknesses are simulated under uniaxial tension 
condition with all three methods and the results are discussed in detail. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, the constitutive relations for both local and strain-
gradient framework are described. Then, the material constants of aluminum alloy AA6016 in T4 
temper condition, as well as the geometry parameters used in the finite element models are given. 
Additionally, the boundary conditions of the uniaxial tension are explained. Finally, the results are 
presented and compared with experimental findings in the literature. 
Crystal Plasticity Frameworks 
In the finite element analysis of the t/d effect, both a rate-dependent local, and a rate-dependent 
strain gradient crystal plasticity model is employed. This framework is based on a local crystal 
plasticity ABAQUS user material subroutine (UMAT) (see [13]). The UMAT subroutine is 
modified to include non-local strain-gradient effects using lower-order formulation following the 
theory of [10]. Since local crystal plasticity models do not inherently include size effects, it would 
not be possible to correctly predict the intrinsic size effect due to the change in grain size. The 
modification to include strain gradient effects in the constitutive formulations allows the size 
effects of crystal grains to be captured in simulations through geometrically necessary dislocations 
(GNDs). 

The deformation gradient is decomposed into elastic and plastic components, 

F=FeFp (1) 

It is assumed that plastic deformation only occurs as a result of plastic slip. The elastic 
component of the deformation gradient only considers the stretching and rotation of the crystal 
lattice. The plastic component of the deformation gradient evolves according to the following flow 
rule 

Ḟp=LpFp (2) 

where the plastic component of velocity gradient 𝐋𝐋p is defined as the integration of plastic slip rate 
γ̇α on each slip system 𝛼𝛼 that has slip direction and normal 𝐦𝐦α and 𝐧𝐧α respectively. The crystal 
plasticity framework consists of 12 active slip systems for a face-centered cubic material. 

Lp=ḞpFp-1=∑ γ̇αN
α=1 (mα⊗nα) (3) 

The slip rate is expressed in power law form, as, 

γ̇α=γ̇0 �
τα

gT
α�

n
sign(τα) (4) 
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where γ̇0 is the reference slip rate, τα is the resolved shear stress, gTα is the total slip resistance, 𝑛𝑛 
is the rate sensitivity exponent, and sign(x) is the sign function. In this formulation, the total slip 
resistance is a combination of slip resistance caused by statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) and 
geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs). 

gT
α = �gssd

α 2+ggnd
α 2 (5) 

The SSD slip resistance is described by the following relation, 

ġssd
α =∑ hαβN

β=1 �γ̇β� (6) 

From [14], the self and latent hardening law is expressed as, 

hαα=h0 sech2 � h0γ
gs-g0

� (7) 

hαβ=qαβhαα (8) 

where h0 is the initial hardening modulus, gs is the saturation slip resistance, g0 is the initial slip 
resistance and qαβ is the latent hardening coefficient. The strain gradient framework assumes that 
there are no initial GNDs in the model, and GNDs only evolve because of strain gradient effects 
over time. Hence, the initial slip resistance is purely related to SSDs. The GND slip resistance is a 
formulation based on internal length scale parameter as well as the GND density of the crystals. 

ggnd
α =g0�lηgnd

α  (9) 

The length scale parameter l is defined as, 

l= αT
2 μs

2b
g0

2  (10) 

Here, αT is the Taylor coefficient that depends on the dislocation mechanisms of the crystal, μs 
is the shear modulus and b is the Burger’s vector length. The GND density is described as, 

ηgnd
α =�nα×∑ mαmβ∇γβ×nβN

β=1 � (11) 

The calculation of strain gradient in a lower-order framework involves finite element 
operations. Using an 8-node 3D brick element with 8 Gauss integration points, the plastic slip 
values on each integration point is extrapolated to element nodes (see [15] for details). Then, a 
nodal averaging of the plastic slip is performed on nodes of neighboring elements. Finally, the 
gradient of strain is computed at the position of integration points. 
Numerical Analysis 
The numerical parameters of thickness/grain diameter ratio simulations are given in this section. 
A user material subroutine (UMAT) in the finite element software ABAQUS is used for crystal 
plasticity finite element method (CPFEM) simulations. The details of crystal plasticity parameters 
and the geometry-based initial slip resistance subroutine parameters are provided hereafter. 
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Using the material data of AA6016 in T4 temper condition from [16], the material parameters 
for the crystal plasticity framework are identified using a representative volume element (RVE) 
with 300 grains. This number of grains is sufficient to obtain an isotropic response from a 
polycrystal RVE in a reasonable computation time. The stress-strain response of the simulations 
is fitted to experimental material data under symmetric boundary conditions and tensile loading. 
Since the RVE is not morphologically periodic, symmetry boundary conditions are used to 
simulate the uniaxial tension at constant stress triaxiality of 0.33. Elastic stiffness coefficients for 
Al alloy are taken for cubic behavior from [17] as C11 = 108.2 GPa, C12 = 61.3 GPa, C44 =
28.5 GPa . Reference slip rate γ̇0 and the rate sensitivity exponent n are 10−3 s−1 and 20, 
respectively. The latent hardening parameter q is taken as 1.4. The hardening parameters are fitted 
using an RVE are initial hardening modulus h0, saturation slip resistance gs and initial slip 
resistance g0, which are 190 MPa, 95 MPa and 47 MPa, respectively. 

 
Table 1. Dimensions and total grains of the specimens used in simulations. 

thickness 
[μm] 

mean grain 
diameter 
[μm] 

t/d ratio Total number 
of grains 

Number of 
finite elements 

Avg. elements 
per grain 

18 59 0.3 665 63368 95.3 
35 73 0.48 665 62208 93.5 
70 93 0.75 665 51076 76.8 
105 105 1 703 50000 71.1 
147 105 1.4 985 70000 71.0 
189 105 1.8 1266 90000 71.1 
211 105 2 1414 110000 77.8 
253 105 2.4 1696 130000 76.7 
295 105 2.8 1976 150000 75.9 
316 105 3 2117 160000 75.6 
358 105 3.4 2398 180000 75.1 
400 105 3.8 2680 200000 74.6 
484 105 4.6 3242 240000 74.0 
526 105 5 3524 260000 73.8 
568 105 5.4 3805 280000 73.6 

 
The lower-order strain gradient theory requires an intrinsic length scale parameter for the slip 

resistance contribution of GNDs to be determined and the size effects to be predicted. The relation 
for the length scale parameter that governs the gradient effects is given in Eq. 10 (see [10]). The 
details of Taylor alpha coefficient can be found in [18]. In this problem, it is taken as 0.5. The 
shear modulus of AA6016 T4 is taken as 26 GPa and the Burger’s vector magnitude is taken as 
0.286 nm from [19]. The length scale parameter is calculated as 23.86 μm. However, above a 
certain element size in the FEM mesh, the lower-order model is mesh dependent. The GNDs are 
high in density in regions with non-uniform strain states such as grain boundaries. New 
dislocations must be introduced to obtain a homogenous plastic deformation in these regions (see 
[20]). If these regions are not modeled with an adequately fine mesh, strain gradients cannot be 
realized correctly. In this work, since there are many grains in the polycrystal structure, the 
computation times would be very long if a finer mesh was used. Hence, the length scale parameter 
is set to 500 μm after an element size sensitivity analysis to perform a qualitative comparison with 
the experiments. 
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A subroutine that calculates initial slip resistance based on the distance to grain boundaries on 
each integration point is implemented and tested in this work. This subroutine is built into the 
crystal plasticity framework and is only used to determine g0. The details can be found in (see [1]). 
The size effects are realized in the initial slip resistance by the following relation, 

g0
α=τ0+ kα

√Lα (12) 

where τ0 is the critical resolved shear stress of a theoretically infinite crystal, taken as 0.05 MPa. 
Lα is the distance at a material point from grain boundaries in the direction of slip for a slip system. 
kα is the micro Hall-Petch coefficient calculated as, 

kα=K�1-mα'�
c
 (13) 

K and c are empirical coefficients, taken as 0.414 and 0.134, respectively. These values are 
obtained by fitting the stress-strain response using a 300 grain RVE with uniform 47 MPa initial 
slip resistance. mα′ is the Luster-Morris parameter for each slip system based on grain 
misorientation, 

mα'= � mA
α .mB

α

�mA
α ��mB

α �
 � � nA

α .nB
α

�nA
α ��nB

α �
 � (14) 

where 𝐦𝐦α and 𝐧𝐧α are slip directions and normals respectively of each slip system 𝛼𝛼 for grains A 
and B.  

 
Fig. 1. Polycrystal microstructures of a) t/d = 0.48, b) t/d = 1.4, c) t/d =3, d) t/d = 5.4. 

 
Tensile specimens of 2 mm x 2 mm x t mm thickness are generated through Neper software 

with dimensions given in Table 1. Examples of polycrystal structures at different t/d ratios are 
given in Fig. 1. Each grain is given a random crystal orientation. These orientations are random 
for each specimen with a different t/d ratio. However, they are kept constant while comparing 
local, strain-gradient, and geometry-based slip resistance simulations. 10% uniaxial tension is 
applied to each specimen in y-direction with a loading rate of 10−3s−1 over 100 seconds.  
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Numerical Results 
The numerical examples are presented in this section and a qualitative comparison with the 
experimental observations is conducted. Experimental results of true stress at 0.05 strain for a 
nickel polycrystal are represented in Fig. 2 from [5]. 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental values of true stress at 0.05 strain for different t/d ratios of Ni polycrystal 

(see [5]). 
 

The FEM analysis results using the local crystal plasticity framework shows that, at low t/d ratio 
specimens (1 and below), the grains do not yield a stronger response despite their lower size 
compared to large t/d ratios. This is because the local crystal plasticity framework cannot predict 
intrinsic size effects. As a result, a monotonous increase in strength is observed in this region as 
seen in Fig. 3a. However, experimental results show that the stress response should not change 
significantly in t/d < 1 region. Without using a strain gradient framework or modifying the grains 
to have slip resistance based on their size and geometry, the increased strength of smaller grains 
cannot be reflected. 

Finite element simulation results utilizing the strain gradient crystal plasticity framework are 
shown in Fig. 3b. The size-dependent solution shows that the strength of specimens in t/d < 1 range 
does not significantly change, similar to experimental findings. As specimen thickness decreases 
in this region, the average grain diameter also decreases. Hence, the material response gets 
stronger, and the significant stress increase in local solution due to surface grains and the presence 
of additional grains is no longer observed when the size effects are captured. Additionally, the 
critical t/d value is predicted as t/d = 3. In both Fig. 3a and 3b, a sharp, discontinuous increase can 
be seen between t/d = 1 and t/d = 1.4. This is a result of increased number of grains in the thickness 
direction. These grains allow for additional grain boundaries to be created, thus, a jump in stress 
response is observed. 
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Fig. 3. Flow stress values of different t/d specimens at 10% strain with a) local crystal plasticity 

framework, b) strain gradient crystal plasticity framework. 
 

After the critical t/d value is reached, the increase in stress response becomes less significant 
with increasing t/d values. This is in line with the experimental results. In the 1 < t/d < critical t/d 
region, there is a sharp increase in strength since additional grains in the thickness direction are 
now appearing and significantly increasing the material’s strength. After the critical value, the 
thickness effect is no longer observed since the specimen approaches bulk size. There are enough 
grains in thickness direction so that newly formed grain boundaries do not impede dislocation 
motions significantly. The stress levels reached for every specimen is higher compared to results 
from local solution since GNDs impede deformation by increasing the slip resistance at locations 
where their densities are high. 

 
Fig. 4. GND densities [1/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚] of a) t/d = 0.48 and b) t/d = 5.4. 

 
The GND densities of specimens having t/d ratios of 0.48 and 5.4 are presented in Fig. 4. Here, 

GND densities for each grain are highest at the grain boundaries. Neighboring grains with 
significant misorientation between each other can be spotted since GND densities would 
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concentrate at those locations. The density of GNDs is higher in the specimen with smaller t/d 
ratio, resulting in a higher slip resistance due to smaller grain sizes. 

 
Fig. 5. Flow stress values of different t/d specimens at 10% strain with geometry-based initial 

slip resistance simulations. 
 

 
Fig 6. Comparison of initial slip resistance [MPa] at a) t/d = 0.48 and b) t/d = 5.4  

for slip system (111)[01�1]. 

 
Finally, the results of simulations where a geometry-based initial slip resistance is used are 

shown in Fig. 5. The critical t/d value is predicted higher with this method as approximately 4. 
Since the distance to grain boundaries is a parameter that determines the initial slip resistance at 
each material point, size effects are taken into account. At t/d < 1, an increase in strength can still 
be observed with increasing t/d, although at a much lower rate than the local solution. Moreover, 
after the critical t/d value, the strength increase slows down as expected from the experimental 
findings. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of initial slip resistance at t/d ratios 0.48 and 5.4 for one of 
the slip systems. There is a larger initial resistance assigned to elements in t/d =  0.48 on average 
since the grains are smaller and the integration points are closer to grain boundaries as a result. 
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Summary 
In this work, a series of crystal plasticity finite element method simulations are conducted to 
examine the uniaxial tension loading responses of micron-sized specimens. Three different 
approaches have been used to obtain these results. Local crystal plasticity frameworks yield size-
independent results since there is no information regarding grain or specimen size in their 
constitutive relations. A subroutine is utilized in a local framework to determine the initial slip 
resistance of crystals at every material point through a size-dependent approach. While this method 
does not influence constitutive relations, it is still able to capture the effects seen in experiments 
since smaller grains in low t/d ratios have their slip resistance increased compared to larger grains. 
The last method used is the lower-order strain-gradient framework. With this method, the density 
of GNDs is calculated and used in the constitutive relations directly based on a length scale 
parameter. 

The results show that by using a strain-gradient framework or employing Hall-Petch theory to 
determine initial slip resistance of crystals, a similar trend to experimental findings in t/d<1 region 
can be found. As the thickness and t/d ratios of the specimens increase, an increase in their 
stress/strain response can be seen in every result case. This is attributed to the fact that new grain 
boundaries and more grains in the thickness direction are developing rapidly. Once the critical t/d 
value is reached, a different value is obtained with every method. The simulations using local 
crystal plasticity framework show that the critical t/d is obtained at 2. With the strain gradient 
framework, the critical value is found as 3. This indicates that there is still a considerable size 
dependence until this point. On the other hand, when Hall-Petch theory is utilized, the specimens 
reach this critical value and start showing bulk-material behavior at a t/d value of 4. This is 
consistent with the trends obtained from experiments as seen in Fig. 2. Additionally, the stress 
increase in the post-critical region is predicted slightly less in this case.  
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Abstract. Ironing can occur in cylindrical cup drawing whenever the thickness of the drawn flange 
is larger than the gap between the punch and the die. This is particularly relevant for materials that 
present r-values lower than 1.0, such as the aluminium alloys, since they tend to present more 
thickening of the flange. The aim of this study is to evaluate numerically the impact of the elastic 
deformation of the forming tools on the final cup geometry, i.e., the earing profile and the evolution 
of thickness along the circumferential direction, at different heights. Different contact conditions 
are also analysed since they strongly affect both the thickness strain and the earing profile. The 
process conditions considered are the ones from EXACT, the ESAFORM Benchmark 2021, 
enabling the comparison with experimental results. Considering the deformation of the forming 
tools mainly impacts the ironing stage, enabling predicting wall thickness values larger than the 
gap between the punch and the die. 
Introduction 
Ironing processes are commonly adopted in deep drawing to produce cylindrical cups with uniform 
thickness in the wall. It is mainly a bulk forming process where the wall of the cup is submitted to 
compression in the radial direction and shear stress in the contact areas with the tools. These 
compression forces can result in the elastic deformation of the forming tools, changing the desired 
thickness reduction. Typically, finite element analysis of sheet metal forming processes assume 
that the forming tools are rigid. This allows a significant reduction of the computational cost of 
the simulations since only the outer surface of the tools is modelled. Indeed, in most cases this 
simplification generates accurate results.  

The actual increasing accuracy of both the plasticity and the friction models in predicting the 
material flow raised questions regarding the influence of the elastic deformations of dies and press 
lines. In fact, nowadays, it is consensual that they are responsible for many of the differences 
between the forming simulation results and the manufactured geometries. The iterative spotting 
steps performed during the die try-out aim to homogenize the contact pressure within the die, to 
compensate for the fact that the elastic deformation is unknown [1]. Different methods for analysis 
and virtual rework of tool structures and surfaces, including the combination of structural 
behaviour with sheet metal forming simulations are described in [2]. The results show that the 
elastic deformation of the tools changes the blank draw-in significantly, leading to considerable 
changes in the product’s quality measures [2]. Nevertheless, many of the methods suggested to 
combine the structural analysis and forming simulation into one FE-model lead to large models, 
which are time-consuming to solve when scaled to industrial dies. Therefore, work has been done 
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to develop methods to include die and press deformations in sheet metal forming simulations, 
where the die surfaces are still represented as 2D surfaces [3], including some to circumvent the 
fact that the press stiffness is commonly unknown [4]. The models that enable predicting the elastic 
deformations of dies can also be used to improve their structure using, for example, topology 
optimization [1]. Nevertheless, reliable results require accurate plasticity and the friction models, 
as pointed out in [2,3]. 

For small industrial or experimental dies, it is possible to combine structural analysis with sheet 
metal forming simulations, without resorting to model reduction strategies. This allows an 
improved understanding of the evolution of the contact conditions during the forming process and 
its impact in the final geometry. This can be particularly relevant for processes that involve high 
contact forces, such as the ones that occur in the ironing process. The Swift cup drawing test 
proposed under the benchmark EXACT [5] was adopted in the present study to assess the 
importance of the stiffness of the forming tools on the numerical predictions, in particular their 
accurate dimensions. Accordingly, the finite element model considers that the forming tools are 
modelled either as rigid or as deformable bodies [6]. Then, the numerical results are compared 
with the experimental ones, highlighting the impact of the tools deformation in the ironing stage. 
Finite Element Model 
The benchmark EXACT - Experiment and Analysis of Aluminium Cup Drawing Test [5], 
proposed at ESAFORM 2021, was selected to analyse the effect of the forming tools stiffness on 
the ironing conditions. The forming process involves a punch, a die and a blank-holder. 
Nevertheless, due to the thickening of the flange, the drawing operation is followed by an ironing 
one, promoted by the same forming tools. The blank presents a diameter 107.5 mm and a nominal 
thickness of 1.0 mm. The cylindrical punch presents 60 mm of diameter while the die opening 
diameter is 62.4 mm, i.e., the gap between the punch and the die is 1.2 mm. The cylindrical cup is 
fully drawn considering a constant blank-holder force of 40 kN. To avoid the pinching of the cup 
rim by the blank-holder, a stopper with the same thickness of the blank was used, guaranteeing a 
minimum gap between the blank-holder and the die (1.0 mm) [5].  

The numerical simulations are performed with the in-house finite element code DD3IMP [7]. 
Due to geometrical and material symmetry, only a quarter of the geometry was modelled. The 
blank was discretized with linear hexahedral finite elements, combined with a selective reduced 
integration technique. Note that the use of solid elements seems to be the more accurate approach 
to predict the forming forces and strains (see also [5,8]). Two layers of elements were adopted 
through the thickness, which allows an accurate evaluation of the contact forces and of the through 
thickness stress gradients. The region corresponding to the bottom of the cup was defined with an 
unstructured coarse mesh while for the zone corresponding to the cup wall a refined structured 
mesh was used, yielding a total of 15,408 finite elements and 16,006 nodes.  

Typically, the forming tools are modelled as rigid surfaces. Accordingly, Fig. 1 (a) presents the 
forming tools modelled by Nagata patches [9], which allows the use of a coarse finite element 
mesh to define the outer surface of the tools. In addition to the classical approach (rigid tools), the 
forming tools were also modelled as deformable elastic bodies (E=210 GPa and ν=0.3). The 
prediction of the elastic deformation of the forming tools requires a proper definition of the 
geometry (volume) of each one, particularly the punch and the die used in the ironing operation. 
Two different geometries for the die were studied and modelled by solid elements, which are 
illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) and (c). The main differences are in the outer diameter and height. The 
model (#1) presented in Fig. 1 (b) presents an outer diameter of 230 mm and 63 mm of height, 
while the model (#2) presented in Fig. 1 (c) contains an outer diameter of 180 mm and 25 mm of 
height. Considering the deformable tools, the total number of elements involved in the numerical 
simulation increased up to 24,704 elements in model #1 and 23,580 elements in model #2. To 
impose a constant force over the deformable blank-holder, a pliable (E=0.70 GPa) hollow cylinder 
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(61 mm of inner diameter and 100 mm of outer diameter) was used with a prescribed displacement 
on the upper face (1.07 mm). The friction conditions between the blank and the forming tools were 
described with the Coulomb’s law. Two different values of the friction coefficient were adopted 
in the numerical study to best describe the drawing and the ironing force, respectively. 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1. Definition of the forming tools used in the numerical simulation: (a) rigid tools described 
by Nagata patches; (b) deformable tools (#1) described by solid elements; (c) deformable tools 

(#2) described by solid elements. 
Constitutive Model 
The mechanical behaviour of the AA 6016-T4 aluminium alloy is assumed to be isotropic in the 
elastic regime, being described by the Young’s modulus, E , and the Poisson ratio, ν . Regarding 
the hardening behaviour, it was described with the Swift law: 

p
0( )nY K ε ε= +   (1) 

where Y  is the flow stress, pε  is the equivalent plastic strain and K , 0ε  and n  are material 
parameters. The values considered for these parameters are the ones suggested by the benchmark 
committee, as shown in Table 1 [5]. The orthotropic behaviour was described by the yield criterion 
proposed by Cazacu and Barlat, usually referred as CB2001 [10]. The CB2001 is a generalization 
of the Drucker’s isotropic criterion to orthotropy, such that: 

( ) ( ){ }
1

3 2 60 0
2 327 J c Jσ  = −  

 (2) 

where 0
2J  and 0

3J  are the second and third generalized invariants of the deviatoric Cauchy stress 
tensor, defined as: 

1 2 30 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 11 22 11 33 11 33 4 12 5 13 6 23( ) ( ) ( )

6 6 6
a a aJ a a aσ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ= − + − + − + + +  (3) 
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where 1 6,...,a a  and 1 11,...,b b  are the anisotropy parameters and c  is a weighting parameter. The 
procedure adopted for the identification of the anisotropy parameters is detailed in [5] and the 
corresponding values are listed in Table 2. Note that the 5 6,  a a  and kb  ( ) 6,  7,  8,  9,  11k =  are the 
anisotropy parameters corresponding to the off-plane properties, for which the isotropic values, 
i.e., 1.0 are assumed. Fig. 2 compares the uniaxial tensile tests experimental results (obtained by 
the Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology (TUAT) and by the University of Aveiro 
(UA)) with the ones predicted by CB2001 yield criterion. Note that the in-plane evolution of the 
r-values is well captured but the same is not valid for the yield stress distribution. Although not 
shown here, the direction of the plastic strain-rate is also well captured by this yield criterion (see 
[5]). 

 
Table 1. Elastic properties and hardening parameters used in the Swift law [5]. 

E  [GPa] ν  [-] K  [MPa] 0ε  [-] n  [-] 
70 0.33 498.8 0.0089 0.285 

 
Table 2. Anisotropy parameters of CB2001 yield criterion [5].  

1a  2a  3a  4a  5a  6a  c      
1.000 1.900 1.391 0.870 1.000 1.000 1.2     

1b  2b  3b  4b  5b  6b  7b  8b  9b  10b  11b  
2.000 0.830 1.500 2.000 0.200 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.566 1.000 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. Comparison between experimental and predicted: (a) r-values and (b) yield stresses. 
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Results and Discussion 
The comparison between predicted and experimental punch force evolution is presented in Fig. 3, 
using both rigid and deformable tools in the numerical simulation. Besides, as previously 
mentioned, two different values of friction coefficient were used in the numerical analysis, namely 
μ=0.1 (Fig. 3 (a)) and μ=0.05 (Fig. 3 (b)). The drawing force is accurately described using μ=0.1 
while the ironing force is clearly overestimated. Reducing the friction coefficient to μ=0.05 leads 
to a global reduction of the punch force during the drawing stage but, the ironing force is still 
overestimated. The increase of the punch force at approximately 35 mm of punch displacement 
results from the thickening of the blank during the drawing operation, leading to a thickness larger 
than the gap between the punch and the die (1.2 mm), i.e., results from the ironing. For both values 
of friction coefficient, the effect of the elastic deformation of the forming tools on the predicted 
drawing force is negligible. Nevertheless, the ironing force is reduced when the elastic deformation 
of the forming tools is considered in the numerical simulation. This is a consequence of the slight 
increase of the die opening diameter and, consequently, of the gap, due to the high values of contact 
pressure arising during the ironing stage of the cylindrical cup. Although the die in model #1 is 
stiffer than the one of model #2 (see Fig. 1), the bigger differences in the punch force only arise 
after 45 mm of punch displacement, i.e., when the cup wall is sliding over the vertical surface of 
the tools. 

 

  

(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. Comparison between experimental [5] and numerical punch force evolution using 

different values of friction coefficient in the numerical analysis: (a) μ=0.1; (b) μ=0.05. 
 

The numerical prediction of the blank-holder force evolution is presented in Fig. 4, for the 
different values of friction coefficient used in the numerical analysis. Regarding the rigid tools, 
the blank-holder force is kept constant (magnitude of 40±4 kN) by adjusting the position of the 
blank-holder. On the other hand, when the deformable tools are considered in the numerical model, 
the blank-holder force is proportional to the axial compression of the hollow cylinder. Thus, the 
blank-holder force increases slightly until about 25 mm of punch displacement (thickening of the 
flange) and then decreases quickly. At about 30 mm of punch displacement the stopper is activated, 
i.e., the gap between the blank-holder and the die decreases to 1.0 mm. The models with a lower 
friction coefficient predict the loss of contact between the blank and the blank-holder earlier (punch 
displacement lower than 30 mm) due to the reduction of the restraining forces. This effect is also 
visible in the punch force evolution, with a sudden drop, as shown in Fig. 3. This also means that 
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the models that use a lower value for friction coefficient predict lower strain values in the radial 
direction of the blank during this stage of the forming process.  

 

  

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. Numerical prediction of the blank-holder force evolution using different values of friction 

coefficient in the numerical analysis: (a) μ=0.1; (b) μ=0.05. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental [5] and numerical earing profile using different 

values of friction coefficient in the numerical analysis: (a) μ=0.1; (b) μ=0.05. 
 

The comparison between the predicted and the experimental earing profile is presented  
in Fig. 5, using both rigid and deformable tools in the numerical simulation. The stiffness of the 
die has a negligible effect on this geometrical parameter. The decrease of the friction coefficient 
from μ=0.1 (Fig. 5 (a)) to μ=0.05 (Fig. 5 (a)) leads to a global decrease of the cup height. The 
amplitude of the ears experimentally measured is clearly overestimated by the numerical 
simulation, either using rigid or deformable tools. However, both the number of ears and the 
position of the valleys/peaks is accurately predicted. This can be related with the accurate 
description of the in-plane evolution of the r-values, while the overestimation of the amplitude of 
the ears can be associated with the less accurate prediction of the yield stress in-plane distribution, 
as shown in Fig. 1 and detailed in [5]. 
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Whatever the friction coefficient adopted, the elastic deformation of the forming tools leads to 
the increase of the cup height in the transverse direction and a decrease in the rolling one. 
Nevertheless, the effect between the rolling direction and 45º is more evident for μ=0.1, 
corroborating the uneven distribution of the contact forces in the flange for anisotropic materials 
[11]. Considering the lower value of friction coefficient (μ=0.05), the elastic deformation of the 
forming tools leads to a slight increase (about 0.5 mm) of the amplitude of the ears. On the other 
hand, for μ=0.1 the amplitude of the ears increases about 1.7 mm in comparison with the results 
obtained using rigid tools. In both cases, the elastic deformation of the forming tools leads to a 
larger deviation from the experimental earing profile. 

The distribution of the equivalent plastic strain is presented in Fig. 6, for the model that 
considers the deformation of the tools (#2), comparing the two different values of friction 
coefficient. The global increase of the cup height generated by the increase of the friction 
coefficient (see Fig. 5) results from a larger plastic strain at the cup bottom, as shown in Fig. 6. 
The ironing force when the cup wall is sliding between the punch and the die increases from 9.5 
kN, when using μ=0.05, to 16.5 kN, for μ=0.1 (see Fig. 3). This increase of the punch force leads 
to a thinning of the cup bottom. Indeed, the predicted thickness in the middle of the cup bottom is 
reduced from 0.938 mm for μ=0.05 to 0.900 mm for μ=0.1.  

 

 

 

 

(a)  (b) 
Fig. 6. Predicted equivalent plastic strain distribution considering the deformable tools (#2) 

described by solid elements using different values of friction coefficient: (a) μ=0.1; (b) μ=0.05. 
 

Fig. 7 (a) compares the position of the outer radius of the blank along the circumferential 
direction, when using deformable tools (model #2) and the two values of friction coefficient, for 
two values of punch displacement. For a punch displacement of ~23 mm, there is still a flange 
(radius higher than 41.2 mm, which corresponds to the die opening radius plus the die shoulder 
radius). On the other hand, for a punch displacement of ~30 mm, the blank lost contact with the 
blank-holder (see Fig. 4). The results show a small effect of the friction coefficient on the draw-
in, confirming that the increase of the friction coefficient constrains the radial movement of the 
flange. Fig. 7 (b) compares the thickness of the blank rim along the circumferential direction, for 
the same instants. The compression of the flange along the circumferential direction imposes an 
increase of the thickness. On the other hand, some locations present thinning (close to 90º) when 
the blank partially loses contact with the blank-holder, causing some pinching of the blank still in 
contact with the blank-holder (see Fig. 7 (a)). Globally, the lower value of the friction coefficient 
leads to slightly higher thickening, close to 45º. A higher thickness value should correspond to a 
higher contact pressure between the blank and the ironing tools (die and punch). Nevertheless, this 
seems to have a negligible impact in the ironing force evolution (see Fig. 3), because of the lower 
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friction coefficient. In fact, for both values of the friction coefficient in the simulations performed 
with deformable tools the ironing force presents an identical slope, between a punch displacement 
of ~ 36 mm and ~ 40 mm. Then, the force starts to drop in the numerical simulations performed 
with µ =0.05, while it keeps on increasing for µ =0.10, until a punch displacement of ~ 42 mm. 
This seems to be mainly dictated by the difference in the height of the cup, which is approximately 
2 mm higher at the end of the forming, for the simulations performed with µ =0.10 (see Fig. 5). 
Note that, as previously mentioned, the increase of the friction coefficient constrains the radial 
movement of the flange, leading to a slightly lower draw-in (see Fig. 7 (a)) and a larger plastic 
strain at the cup bottom (see Fig. 6). 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 7. Comparison between numerical distribution along the circumferential direction in the 
outer surface: (a) radius and (b) thickness, for a punch displacement of ~23 mm and 30 mm, 

using different values of friction coefficient (μ=0.1; μ=0.05) and deformable tools (model #2). 
 

The comparison between predicted and experimental cup wall thickness distribution along the 
circumferential direction is presented in Fig. 8, which was evaluated at three different values of 
cup height (H), using both rigid and deformable tools in the numerical simulation. The decrease 
of the friction coefficient from μ=0.1 (Fig. 8 (a)) to μ=0.05 (Fig. 8 (b)) leads to a global increase 
of the final wall thickness, particularly at locations close to the cup bottom. In fact, using the largest 
value of friction coefficient (μ=0.1), the cup wall thickness is underestimated by the numerical 
models (rigid and deformable tools) at all locations, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). The largest difference 
between numerical and experimental data occurs for H=30 mm, where the numerical simulation 
considering rigid tools predicts a maximum value equal to the gap between the punch and the die. 
On the other hand, considering the elastic deformation of the forming tools, the final wall thickness 
is up to 0.03 mm larger than the nominal gap between the punch and the die. The comparison with 
the evolution presented in Fig. 7 (b) confirms that the ironing contributes to the uniformization of 
the thickness. 

Due to the material anisotropy, the effect of the deformation of the tools is non-uniform along 
the circumferential direction. Thus, the thickness predicted using deformable tools is higher around 
the rolling direction and lower around the transverse direction (in comparison with the prediction 
obtained with rigid tools). The smaller difference between numerical and experimental thickness 
was obtained for the lower value of friction coefficient (μ=0.05), for which the predicted ironing 
force is closer to the experimental measurement (see Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the value is still higher 
than the experimental one, although the drawing force is clearly underestimated. This corroborates 
the difficulties in describing both process conditions using a constant value for the friction 
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coefficient. The results indicate that the friction coefficient between the blank and the die is very 
low during the ironing operation due to the high levels of contact pressure (see also [5]). The 
average thickness evaluated both at H=10 mm and H=20 mm is accurately predicted using the 
lower friction coefficient (see Fig. 8 (b)), although there is a larger variation of the cup wall 
thickness predicted by the numerical models along the circumferential direction (anisotropic 
behaviour). This variation is influenced by the yield criterion adopted, as discussed in [5].  

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental [5] and numerical cup wall thickness distribution 

along the circumferential direction evaluated at three different cup height values using different 
values of friction coefficient in the numerical analysis: (a) μ=0.1; (b) μ=0.05. 

Summary 
The Swift cup drawing test proposed at the benchmark EXACT was used to study the importance 
of the stiffness of the forming tools on the numerical predictions. Accordingly, the numerical 
results are compared with the experimental ones. When considering a small value for the friction 
coefficient, the punch force is underestimated in the drawing stage and overestimated in the ironing 
stage. Besides, the decrease of the friction coefficient leads to a global decrease of the cup height. 
The smaller difference between numerical and experimental thickness was obtained for the lower 
value of friction coefficient. Considering the deformation of the forming tools in the numerical 
simulation, the main conclusions are: 

• The predicted ironing force is significantly reduced, while the effect on the predicted 
drawing force is negligible;  

• The amplitude of the ears is enlarged, particularly for the largest value of friction 
coefficient; 

• The predicted wall thickness is larger than the gap between the punch and the die. 
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Abstract. The 1st ESAFORM Benchmark, called EXACT [1], enabled an in-depth study of the 
factors that contribute to the accuracy of predictions and efficiency of finite element (FE) 
simulations of deep drawing of a cup from AA 6016-T4 sheet through the joint work of 11 teams. 
FE analyses were conducted with elasto-plastic models or crystal plasticity approaches using 
commercial or academic FE codes. This paper reminds the content of EXACT benchmark and 
gives new results that highlight the importance of the tool stiffness and various contact conditions 
to predict the ironing forces and the thickness distribution along the cup wall. The use of the 
Benchmark experimental data and virtual tests performed with DAMASK crystal plasticity code 
to identify and validate a two-surface kinematic hardening model based on Yoshida and Uemori 
approach is also discussed.  
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Introduction  
Hereafter, the work performed within ESAFORM 2021 benchmark is described and  the  structure  
and content of the quite extensive article (96 pages) [1] are reminded. Indeed, this detailed paper 
provides both theoretical equations and details on the identification methodologies, before the 
analysis of the FE results versus experiments. As pointed out in the next section, some 
discrepancies between measurements and predictions justify further investigations and the current 
article summarizes the ongoing activities around all the gathered data.  

ESAFORM 2021 Benchmark consisted of a cup drawing process of a 1 mm thick AA 6016-T4 
sheet with a strong cube component (52% volume fraction of grains). As shown in Fig. 1, the main 
goal is to accurately predict the punch force-displacement curve, the earing profile, the thickness 
distribution and the wall height. Another objective was to provide the dataset necessary to identify 
advanced models, both elasto-plastic macroscopic models or models accounting for the behavior 
of the constituent grains. Mechanical characterization tests and texture measurements post tests 
were also performed, including measurements of the texture of the fully-drawn cup (see Fig. 1)   

 

 
Fig. 1. Cup drawing of a circular blank (Φ =107.5mm) of AA 6016 sheet, adapted from [1]. 

 
Specifically, cup drawing tests done at University of Porto (UPorto) were complemented with 

extensive mechanical characterization by 2 independent teams: tensile tests in 7 orientations (true 
stress-strain curves and Lankford coefficients, obtained from several repeats of any given test, 
measured at Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology (TUAT), and at the University of 
Aveiro (UA)), biaxial tests in TUAT, shear and reverse shear tests in UA and in the University of 
Liege (ULiege). For a detailed discussion of testing procedures and experimental errors see [1]. 

Finally, the initial texture and the one present after forming in the middle and at the top of the 
cup were measured at UA from coupons taken in the rolling direction (RD), 45° and 90° to the 
RD. The benchmark results (earing, wall height, thickness distribution, deep drawing, and ironing 
forces) were measured by UPorto (see [1]).  
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Eleven institutions participated using either commercial codes with built-in models or their 
implementation of other models in ABAQUS implicit or explicit, LS-DYNA, MSC.MARC, 
PAMSTAMP or academic FE Softwares (DD3IMP from Coimbra University (UCoimbra) or 
Lagamine from University of Liege (ULiege)). Some participants used various models. 

The organization of the result presentation in article [1] is shown in Fig. 2. After describing the 
experimental tests, and a general discussion on friction effects, the choices made by the participants 
concerning material description, finite element models and FE type were described. Tables 10-12 
in article [1] identify the hardening law, yield criterion and homogenization approaches. Fig. 2 
summarizes where to find in [1]: the description of the numerous laws used (also reminded in Fig. 
3), their identification and how results were presented. Finally, it points to some of the conclusions.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Sections of article [1] describing the ESAFORM Benchmark 2021. 
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Fig. 3. Different model features involved in ESAFORM 2021 Benchmark: light blues define the 
FE codes, elements, contact models, while pink color points the constitutive laws used and dark 

blue rectangles explain how they are identified. 

Fig. 3 summarizes all the material models used. An extensive discussion on model identification 
is provided in [1]. Here we just mention that for crystal plasticity models (CPM), it was detailed: 
i) the choice of the set of representative grains to model the texture; ii) the detailed methodology 
for identification of the parameters of the CPM; with tables for all parameter values, iii) predictions 
of Lankford coefficient variation and yield stress variation (see a summary in Fig. 4.). For both 
classical and recent anisotropic yield functions, the data set used for identification was either based 
on physical tests or on virtual tests computed with CPM, as synthesized in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 4. Identification methodology and main homogenization schemes of the CPM. 
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Fig. 5. List of mechanical physical or virtual (CPM*) tests used for the identification of the 

anisotropic yield functions used by the participants (see [1] for more details). 
 
To check the validity of the parameter identification of the anisotropic yield functions and 

respective CPM models, the participants had to provide the predicted in-plane evolutions for the 
Lankford coefficients and the yield stresses, for tensile directions varying from 0° to 90° to the 
RD. Cup drawing simulation results were discussed in detail in several subsections. First the FE 
results (solid and shell FE simulations) obtained using anisotropic yield functions, identified either 
from physical or virtual tests, and then FE results of cup drawing obtained with polycrystalline 
model results. It can be concluded that Hill48 provides satisfactory earing results (within 3% of 
earing measurements, see Fig.2); small differences in results obtained with Hill48, between various 
teams, due to FE modelling features. An overestimation of the ironing force was observed when 
using shell elements. Various possible improvements using a non-associated flow rule or variable 
Lankford coefficients were also discussed. Two models provided very accurate results for both 
earing and force: Facet 3D constitutive law [2], with continuum shell elements and identification 
based on CPM; and Cazacu orthotropic law [3], with solid elements and an identification relying 
on the 7 available physical tensile tests. The reader is referred to [1] for more details.  
Influence of the Tool Stiffness 
A part of the EXACT benchmark reported data was the measurement of the thickness at the top of 
the cup. It was roughly 0.1 mm larger than the gap between the punch and the die. Explanations 
were sought and discussed, one being that the gap was slightly bigger than initially reported, i.e., 
enough to justify the measured values. However, the geometry for the EXACT benchmark was 
done very carefully (see [1]), which did not support this assumption.  
Here, we discuss further investigations done to provide explanations for attaining a cup with a 
thickness higher than the gap between the punch and the die. This could be related with the elastic 
deformation of the tools during the process. Note that the modelling of the tool deformation can 
be performed using different approaches, namely by adjusting the stiffness of the surfaces that 
describe the tool or modelling them as deformable bodies. The latter approach was adopted and 
simulations were conducted with the academic code DD3IMP, considering the Swift law and the 
Hill48 yield criterion, with the parameters provided by the benchmark committee. A friction 
coefficient of 0.06 was assumed between the blank and the tools, to improve the description of the 
drawing force. More details concerning the constitutive model and the friction coefficient adopted 
are presented in Table 1 (column Def1). For reference, simulations were performed considering 
rigid tools (Rig1 results). 
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Table 1. FE code, tool modelling approach, type of finite element for the blank, constitutive 
model and friction coefficient adopted in each model. 

 Rig1 Rig2 Rig3 Def1 Def2 Def3 
Software DD3IMP PAMStamp Abaqus DD3IMP PAMStamp AutoForm 

Forming tools Rigid Rigid Rigid Deformable Deformable Deformable 
Finite elements: type Solid Solid Solid-Shell  Solid Solid Solid-Shell 

and number 15408 55560 9743** 23313 171405 9390*** 
Hardening law Swift Swift Swift Swift Swift Swift 
Yield criterion  Hill48 Hill48 Facet-3D Hill48 Hill48 Facet-3D 

Friction coefficient 0.06 0.075 0.09 0.06 0.075 0.09 
CPU time* 3h02m 3h33m 2h46m 16h04m 37h48m 1h18m 

* Note that different meshes (blank and tools) and CPUs were used with different codes; ** 5 through thickness 
integration points; *** 11 through thickness integration points 
 
A similar approach was adopted at University of Siegen (USiegen) and simulations were 

conducted using the commercial code PAMStamp considering also hexahedral solid elements and 
the same constitutive model. The results were compared with those obtained with rigid tools, 
which were presented in [1]. To be noted that with rigid tools, a slightly higher value for the friction 
coefficient was considered, to capture the maximum punch force in the drawing stage in [1]. The 
model with deformable tools uses the same value such as to allow for direct comparison, as shown 
in Table 1 (Rig 2 and Def2). 

In ESAFORM 2021 benchmark, the use of Facet-3D yield function with Abaqus/Explicit led 
to an accurate cup height profile and punch force curves. However, the thickness measured at 
different height sections was underestimated. In the follow up research, Facet-3D was used in 
AutoForm R10, since it allows implementing a user material and enables a convenient adjustment 
of the tool stiffness. In this work, the value of 10 GPa/mm was used for the punch, while for the 
die and the blank holder a higher value of 60 GPa/mm was adopted. This combination was found 
by trial and error to somehow trade-off the ironing force and the thickness distribution. With lower 
tool stiffnesses, the maximum sheet thickness increases and the ironing force decreases. Other 
details about these models are presented in Table 1 (Rig3 and Def3).  

Fig. 6 (a) presents the comparison of the punch force evolution with its displacement, obtained 
with the different models, as well as the experimental results. Globally, the adoption of rigid or 
deformable tools has a negligible impact on the drawing stage, where the maximum value attained 
is mainly dictated by the value of the friction coefficient. Nevertheless, the maximum value of the 
ironing force drops when adopting deformable tools and solid elements for the blank. When the 
blank is discretized with solid-shell elements, the model with deformable tools shows a slight 
increase of the ironing force, but these results are not directly comparable, because different codes 
were used. Regarding the earing profile, although models Rig1 and Rig2 present quite similar 
average height and trend (see Fig. 6 (b)), the effect of considering deformable tools leads to a lower 
cup height for Def1, while for Def2 it increases. On the other hand, for the models adopting solid-
shell elements the impact of considering deformable tools is negligible (Rig3 and Def3). Note that 
in this case the earing profile is not symmetric, because the initial position of the blank was off set, 
to improve the comparison with the experimental results [1]. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental and predicted results using rigid and deformable 
tools: (a) punch force-displacement and (b) earing profile. 

 
The thickness distribution along the circumferential direction is presented in Fig. 7, for two 

values of cup height, 20 mm and 30 mm. The models that use rigid tools and solid elements (Rig 
1 and Rig2) led to a trend like the experimental one for the lower height. For the higher height, the 
thickness is constant and equal to the value of the gap (1.2 mm) for Rig 1 while Rig2 predicts a 
slightly higher value, which indicates that the contact algorithm implemented in DD3IMP imposes 
the contact constraints more strictly. When adopting deformable tools, the models that use solid 
elements present different trends, with Def1 leading to higher thickness values for both heights, 
while Def2 underestimates the thickness value for both heights. These results seem to be coherent 
with the average cup height because lower thickness values result in a higher cup and vice-versa 
(see Fig. 6 (b)). Although the results are not directly comparable for solid-shell elements (Rig3 
and Def3), one can see that the thickness estimation improves when considering deformable tools. 
In brief, deformable tools lead to thickness values on the top of the cup higher than the gap between 
the die and the punch, like in the experiment. In this context, it should be mentioned that the option 
of adjusting the stiffness of the surfaces has a negligible impact on the CPU time, when compared 
with the use of solid deformable tools (see Table 1). 

The lower punch force value predicted for the ironing stage when adopting solid-shell elements 
had already been reported in [1]. The differences observed in the models obtained with solid 
elements and deformable tools seem to be related with distinction features in the treatment of the 
contact conditions. In fact, although not shown here, it was observed that the adoption of the 
penalty algorithm instead of the hard contact one, adopted in this work for PAMStamp, would lead 
to a clearly lower value for the force during the ironing stage. Thus, even when adopting 
deformable tools, an evolutional friction law is suggested to capture the drawing and the ironing 
forces in a more realistic way [4]. In this context, some of the authors are working on an improved 
analysis of the contact conditions, considering the experimental analysis of the contact conditions 
using flat strip drawing friction tests. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental and numerical wall thickness distribution along the 
circumferential direction evaluated at different cup height values: (a) H=20 mm; (b) H=30 mm. 

 
CP-Based and Phenomenological Modelling of Kinematic Hardening Behavior 
The experimental cyclic shear deformation behavior of AA 6016-T4 sheet, observed in Fig.12 of 
[1] and reported in Fig. 8 (b) hereafter, presents a kinematic hardening phenomenon. To capture 
this phenomenon, a two-surface model was proposed by Yoshida and Uemori (YU) and has been 
widely used in sheet metal forming analysis [5-6]. It consists of a yield surface and a bounding 
surface, in which the kinematic hardening is described by moving the yield surface within the 
bounding surface. Hereafter, an associated flow rule (AFR) based two-surface hardening model is 
proposed, which is modified from the non-AFR based two-surface model proposed by Ghaei et al. 
[7]. The YU hardening model was incorporated with an advanced yield function to describe the 
complex deformation behavior in sheet metal forming. In this model, the yield criterion 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 
determines the boundary between the elastic and plastic zone using the yield stress 𝑦𝑦 in the stress 
space and the function F determines the shape of the bounding surface, as given by: 

𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦(𝜼𝜼) − 𝑦𝑦 = 0 

𝐹𝐹(𝜮𝜮 − 𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐) − 𝑏𝑏0 − 𝑟𝑟(𝑝𝑝) = 0 

𝜼𝜼 = 𝝈𝝈 − 𝜶𝜶 

(1) 

where 𝝈𝝈 is the Cauchy stress tensor in current state, Σ is the stress tensor corresponding to the 
bounding surface, and 𝜶𝜶 is the backstress tensor controlling the movement of the yield surface. 𝜼𝜼 
is substituted into the yield criterion to calculate the effective stress. 𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐 is the corresponding 
backstress tensor and 𝑏𝑏0 is the initial size of the bounding surface. 𝑟𝑟 controls the expansion of the 
bounding surface, which is governed by the equivalent plastic strain 𝑝𝑝: 

𝑟𝑟(𝑝𝑝) = 𝑄𝑄[1 − exp(−𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝)] 
(2) 

where the 𝑄𝑄 and 𝑏𝑏 are the material constants that need to be calibrated. In this model, the kinematic 
hardening behaviour is governed by the state of the backstress 𝜶𝜶, which can be decomposed as 
�̇�𝜶 = 𝜶𝜶1̇ + 𝜶𝜶2̇. 𝜶𝜶1̇ is dependent on the rate of equivalent plastic strain �̇�𝑝, and can be described by: 
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𝜶𝜶1̇ = 𝛾𝛾1 �
𝑏𝑏0 + 𝑟𝑟 − 𝑦𝑦

𝑦𝑦
𝜼𝜼 − 𝜶𝜶𝟏𝟏� �̇�𝑝 

(3) 

where 𝛾𝛾1 is the material constant. 𝜶𝜶𝟏𝟏 is the deviation between the central position of the yield 
surface and the bounding surface, whose motion is controlled through 𝜶𝜶2̇, as given by: 

𝜶𝜶2̇ = 𝛾𝛾2 �
𝑐𝑐2
𝑦𝑦
𝜼𝜼 − 𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐� �̇�𝑝 

(4) 

where 𝑐𝑐2 and 𝛾𝛾2 are the material parameters. 𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐 is the central position of the bounding surface in 
the stress space. To obtain the equivalent plastic strain rate �̇�𝑝, the classical AFR is employed: 

𝝐𝝐�̇�𝒑 = �̇�𝜆
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈

= �̇�𝜆𝒎𝒎 

(5) 

where 𝝐𝝐�̇�𝒑 is the rate of the plastic strain tensor and �̇�𝜆 is the plastic multiplier, which is equal to the 
equivalent plastic strain rate in AFR, i.e., �̇�𝑝 = �̇�𝜆𝒎𝒎 is the first order of the yield function, which 
makes the plastic potentials normal to the yield surface. A consistency condition in the yield 
surface and bounding surface is utilized to solve the equivalent plastic strain rate: 

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝝈𝝈

: �̇�𝝈 +
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝜶𝜶𝟏𝟏

:𝝈𝝈1̇ +
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐

:𝝈𝝈2̇ = 𝒎𝒎: �̇�𝜼 = 0 

(6) 

Here, the elastic stress tensor follows Hooke’s law, and hence the rate of the stress tensor is 
obtained by: 

�̇�𝝈 = 𝑫𝑫: ��̇�𝝐 − 𝝐𝝐�̇�𝒑� = 𝑫𝑫: ��̇�𝝐 − �̇�𝜆𝒎𝒎� 
(7) 

where 𝑫𝑫 is the elastic stiffness matrix, and �̇�𝝐 is the rate of the total strain tensor. The plastic 
multiplier can thus be represented by: 

𝒎𝒎:𝑫𝑫: ��̇�𝝐 − �̇�𝜆𝒎𝒎� −𝒎𝒎:𝜶𝜶1̇ −𝒎𝒎:𝜶𝜶2̇ = 0 
(8) 

Therefore, the plastic multiplier (equivalent plastic strain rate) can be obtained: 

�̇�𝑝 =
𝒎𝒎:𝑫𝑫: �̇�𝝐

𝒎𝒎:𝑫𝑫:𝒎𝒎 + 𝒎𝒎:𝛼𝛼1̇�̇�𝑝 + 𝒎𝒎:𝛼𝛼2̇�̇�𝑝
 

 
(9) 

In addition, the tangent consistent modulus 𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑 of the two-surface hardening model is determined: 

�̇�𝝈 = 𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑: �̇�𝝐 = �𝑫𝑫−
(𝑫𝑫:𝒎𝒎) ⊗ (𝑫𝑫:𝒎𝒎)

𝒎𝒎:𝑫𝑫:𝒎𝒎 + 𝒎𝒎:𝛼𝛼1̇�̇�𝑝 + 𝒎𝒎:𝛼𝛼2̇�̇�𝑝
� 

(10) 

Besides the permanent softening, workhardening stagnation is observed at the early stage of 
reverse loading [5]. To describe this phenomenon, a stagnation surface is introduced to limit the 
expansion of the bounding surface. In this method, the expansion of the bounding surface is only 
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allowed when the central position of the bounding surface is within the range of the stagnation 
surface. This stagnation surface is given as follows: 

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠(𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐 − 𝜶𝜶𝒔𝒔) − 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 = 0 (11) 

where 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 and 𝜶𝜶𝒔𝒔 are the initial size and the central location of the stagnation surface in stress space, 
respectively. A non-linear kinematic hardening law is utilized to describe the translation of the 
bounding surface: 

𝜶𝜶𝑠𝑠̇ = �̇�𝜇(𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐 − 𝜶𝜶𝒔𝒔) = �̇�𝜇𝝃𝝃 (12) 

where the tensor 𝝃𝝃 and rate �̇�𝜇 are achieved using the following criterion: 

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝜕𝜕𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐

:𝜶𝜶2̇ +
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝜕𝜕𝜶𝜶𝒔𝒔

:𝜶𝜶𝑠𝑠̇ − 𝑦𝑦�̇�𝑠 = 0 
(13) 

where the �̇�𝜇 is obtained by, 

�̇�𝜇 =
𝒏𝒏:𝜶𝜶2̇ − 𝑦𝑦�̇�𝑠
𝒏𝒏: (𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐 − 𝜶𝜶𝒔𝒔) 

(14) 

where 𝒏𝒏 = 𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝜕𝜕𝜶𝜶𝟐𝟐

. The rate of 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 is defined as: 

�𝑦𝑦�̇�𝑠 = ℎ𝒏𝒏:𝜶𝜶2̇,  𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �̇�𝑟 > 0
𝑦𝑦�̇�𝑠 = 0,  𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �̇�𝑟 = 0  (15) 

where ℎ is the calibrated material constant, which controls the expansion level of the stagnation 
surface. The �̇�𝑟 determines that the stagnation surface is only allowed to expand associated with the 
expansion of the bounding surface. 

Kinematic hardening model calibration and validation was  based  on  the  results  of DAMASK 
solver, a CPM model (see [1] Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) 
participant approach) used to predict the stress response of AA6016-T4 during the cyclic 
deformation. The parameters of the modified YU kinematic hardening model are identified with a 
virtual uniaxial tension-compression test in RD (1.5 cycles), as given in Table 2. To evaluate the 
performance of the calibrated hardening model at various strain levels, a comparison between the 
stress-strain curves predicted by CPM simulation and YU model for five tension-compression 
cycles was illustrated in Fig. 8 (a). It was found that the calibrated YU hardening model can well 
capture the tension-compression full-CPM history stress-strain response. Fig. 8 (b) shows that the 
modified YU model identified by the virtual uniaxial tension-compression tests coupled with 
Yld2004-18p yield function is capable of accurately predicting the experimental mechanical 
response of AA6016-T4 in the shear-reverse shear deformation mode measured in [1]. 
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Table 2. The parameters of the modified two-surface kinematic model for the AA6016-T4 sheet. 

y(MPa) 𝑏𝑏0(MPa) 𝛾𝛾1 𝑐𝑐2(MPa) 𝛾𝛾2 𝑄𝑄(MPa) 𝑏𝑏 ℎ 

101.2 105.3 850 25.2 391.3 158.3 12.8 0.18 

(a)

 

(b)

 
Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of stress-strain response of 5 tension-compression cycles by CPM 
simulations and modified YU model. (b) comparison of shear-reverse shear stress-strain 
responses from experiment [1], DAMASK CPM predictions, results of Yld2004-18p yield 

function coupled  with modified YU model. 

Summary 
The ESAFORM Benchmark series is an ongoing adventure (https://esaform.org/grants/), do not 
hesitate to apply. It allows a whole community to exchange ideas about an issue that poses 
difficulties to realize reliable and efficient forming processes and, or simulations.  

In 2021 cup drawing benchmark, the simulations pointed out that phenomenological laws 
identified using only physical experiments or completed by crystal plasticity results could reach 
accurate predictions of force evolution, final earing and thickness distribution. Additionally, an 
issue about the ironing force, the wall thickness distribution and the punch-die gap drew attention 
to the question of friction and tool elasticity. The current article demonstrates that both effects are 
important and it suggests that a variable friction parameter could be required to improve ironing 
force prediction. Nevertheless, even with a single tuned friction coefficient, the Facet 3D model, 
considering the tool deformation available in AutoForm R10 was able to improve its thickness 
prediction accuracy at the top of the cup compared to its results based on rigid tools. Models with 
rigid and deformable tools, built in DD3IMP and PAMStamp, led to physically consistent results, 
coherent with the experimental ones. 

The extensive experimental results gathered in [1] allow the identification of advanced 
anisotropic elastoplastic models, as shown by the work of NTNU and Northwestern Polytechnical 
University (Taican, China), with their advanced two-surface model. Validated on experimental 
reverse shear tests, pointing the need of an accurate kinematic behaviour model, their work is still 
ongoing to present a cup deep drawing application.   

The reader can consult the open access article [1] for a more detailed analysis of all the 
benchmark results and access to the data (https://zenodo.org/record/6874577#.Y4YhzHbMKyA). 
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Combined material model to predict flow curves of cold forging raw 
materials having high strain hardening exponent 
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Abstract. In order to increase the accuracy of cold forging simulations, flow curves obtained by 
experimental compression tests are used instead of the material models existing in the software 
library. The parameters of Ludwik material model were determined with respect to the constructed 
experimental flow curves at different temperatures and strain rates. Then, the flow curves were 
defined into the software by using these parameters. While Ludwik model can represent the 
material flow curve with high accuracy at low plastic strain values, the error rate between the 
experimental flow curve and the Ludwik model increases at high plastic strain values. Voce 
material models were known to predict the flow curve of materials with high strain hardening 
exponents more accurately, especially at high temperature and strain values. In this study, the 
performance of Ludwik material model was compared to four Voce material models given in the 
literature and a more accurate combined material model was defined for each flow curve at 
different temperature and strain rates for 42CrMoS4 material. All experimental flow curves were 
predicted with a minimum R2 of 0.99 and the lowest mean absolute error value with the new 
combined material model. 
Introduction 
The accuracy of cold forming process simulations using finite element analysis (FEA) software 
depends on the true stress -plastic strain curves used. In cases where plastic deformation is high, 
the stress and strain distributions are not uniform, that is, they do not show a certain trend. For this 
reason, it is difficult to predict the flow curves of steel materials with a high strain hardening 
exponent, where high plastic strain values are observed in the flow curves, using a single material 
model. Defining the flow curves of such materials separately according to the deformation 
transitions increases the accuracy of the prediction models. Plastic deformation transitions in flow 
curves can be listed as follows: i) the part from the beginning of plastic deformation to the 
maximum compression stress value, ii) after the maximum compression stress value, the material 
exhibits strain softening part until the actual rupture of the material. In the literature, there are 
models such as Hollomon [1], Ludwigson [2], Ludwik [3], Swift [4] and Voce [5] that consider 
the work hardening rate for material flow curve prediction. However, these models are insufficient 
to represent the hardening and softening behavior of materials at high plastic strain values. Guo et 
al. [6] suggested a model that includes both the hardening and softening phases by combining the 
Voce Model for Hardening [5] and a linear softening model (Voce Model with Linear Softening). 
The developed model was able to predict the flow stress over a wide plastic strain range. Nguyen 
[7] has proposed a combination of Voce hardening and Voce softening models. On the other hand, 
Rotpai et al. [8] proposed a new piecewise model for flow curve prediction at room and elevated 
temperatures in order to minimize the deviation between the predicted flow curves and the 
experimental flow curves. A Swift-Voce model to describe the large deformation behavior of 
7050-T7451 aluminum alloy under uniaxial stress, notched stress, and pure shear operations was 
developed by Cao et al [9]. The combination of Swift model and the 4th order polynomial was 
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also proposed in order to describe the large deformation behavior of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy in the 
same study. In addition to predicting material flow curves with mathematical models, there are 
also studies carried out to predict flow curves with machine learning or regression models [10,11]. 
An artificial neural network model was suggested by Kocatürk et al. [10] to estimate experimental 
flow curves of a medium carbon steel material at different temperatures and strain rate values, and 
the flow curve predictions with high accuracy were obtained with this method. In another study, 
Aydın et al. [11] proposed a model that can obtain true stress-strain curve from experimental 
compression test data. Moreover, machine learning models and various regression models were 
used to predict the flow curves for the intermediate temperature and strain rate values where 
experimental flow curves are not available and promising flow curves were estimated. In this 
study, flow curves at different temperatures and strain rates, which were constructed by using the 
compression test results of a medium carbon alloy steel material, were employed. The parameters 
of Ludwik Model, Voce Model for Hardening [7], Voce Model for Softening [5], Voce Model 
with Linear Softening [2] and Voce Model for Hardening and Softening [5] were determined using 
the “curve_fit” function in the Scipy library on the Python programming language for every 
temperature and strain rate values. Voce Model for Hardening and Softening best-predicted the 
flow curve up to maximum compression stress point while Voce model with linear softening and 
Ludwik Model best-predicted the part from maximum compression stress to the maximum loading 
point. A new combined material model based on plastic strain subintervals was proposed for the 
flow curves at different temperatures and strain rates. 
Materials and Method 
The flow curves were obtained from the experimental compression test results of 42CrMoS4 
medium carbon alloy steel material. To obtain the flow curves from the experimental compression 
test data of the materials, the model suggested by Aydın et al. [11] was used. Compression tests 
were carried out at different temperatures and strain rates in accordance with ASTM E9 standard 
[12]. Compression tests were performed with a ZWICK universal tensile/compression testing 
machine for temperatures at 25, 100 and 200°C and strain rates of 0.001 and 0.275 s-1. Before each 
compression test, MoS2 based lubricant was used for test plates in order to minimize the friction 
effects. A model was developed in the Python programming language to compare the performance 
of the material models used to predict the experimental flow curves obtained. In this model, the 
material models are defined firstly, then the model coefficients that give the best prediction are 
determined with the curve fitting method according to the defined plastic strain intervals, and the 
performances of the models are reported according to the coefficients obtained. The determined 
coefficients, R2 and mean absolute error (MAE) were used for the performance comparison of the 
obtained flow curves. Functions in the Numpy library were used to calculate the performance 
criteria. The "curve_fit" function in the Scipy library was used to find the model parameters 
according to the experimental flow curves. Finally, the Matplotlib library was used to plot the 
resulting flow curves. The material models used to predict flow curves are defined below. In these 
models, σ represents the true stress, ε the true plastic strain, 𝑛𝑛 is the hardening exponent, and 
𝜎𝜎0,𝛽𝛽,𝐾𝐾,𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵,𝐶𝐶,𝐷𝐷,𝑘𝑘 represent the material coefficients, respectively. 

 
Ludwik model [9]:  

𝜎𝜎 =  𝜎𝜎0 + 𝐾𝐾𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛 (1) 

Voce hardening model [12]: 

𝜎𝜎 =  𝜎𝜎0(1 − 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒−𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽) (2) 
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Voce softening model [12]: 

𝜎𝜎 =  𝜎𝜎0(1 − 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽) (3) 

Voce linear softening model [8]: 

𝜎𝜎 =  𝜎𝜎0�1 − 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒−𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽� − 𝑘𝑘𝜀𝜀 (4) 

Voce hardening and softening model [3]: 

𝜎𝜎 =  𝜎𝜎0 + 𝐴𝐴(1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝐵𝐵𝛽𝛽) + 𝐶𝐶(1 − 𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝛽𝛽) (5) 

Comparison of Ludwik and Voce Models  
In this section, the flow curve prediction performances of Ludwik and Voce material models in 
the true plastic strain range of [0, 1.8], which is the whole plastic strain range for 42CrMoS4 
material, were compared for 3 different temperatures and 2 different strain rates. The results 
obtained are given in Table 1. In order to compare the models fairly, the "curve_fit" function in 
the Scipy library is used with initial parameter values for all models. The Voce Hardening and 
Softening model best predicted the flow curves at all temperatures and strain rate value of 0.001 s-

1 with a minimum R2 value of 0.97. For 25°C and 0.275 s-1 strain rate, the Voce Linear Softening 
model best predicted the flow curve with 0.97 R2, while the Ludwik model best predicted the flow 
curves at 100 and 200°C, 0.275 s-1 strain rate with 0.65 and 0.78 R2, respectively. Flow curve 
predictions obtained at 100 °C and strain rate values of 0.001 and 0.275 s-1 were shown in Fig. 1 
for the plastic strain range of [0, 1.8]. 

 

  
Fig. 1. Flow curve predictions in the plastic strain range of [0, 1.8] for 100°C,  

0.001 and 0.275 s-1 strain rates. 
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Table 1. Model comparison for plastic strain range of [0, 1.8]. 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Strain 
Rate Model Name Pl. Str. 

Inverval R2 MAE 

25 0.001 Ludwik 0.0-1.8 0.900 1117751 
25 0.001 Voce with Linear Softening 0.0-1.8 0.440 2825240 

25 0.001 Voce with Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-1.8 0.980 446045 

25 0.275 Ludwik 0.0-1.8 0.600 9942 

25 0.275 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.0-1.8 0.970 2822 

100 0.001 Ludwik 0.0-1.8 0.870 1019870 
100 0.001 Voce with Linear Softening 0.0-1.8 0.390 2332653 

100 0.001 Voce with Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-1.8 0.970 438462 

100 0.275 Ludwik 0.0-1.8 0.650 7555 
100 0.275 Voce with Linear Softening 0.0-1.8 0.050 12002 
200 0.001 Ludwik 0.0-1.8 0.880 893179 
200 0.001 Voce with Linear Softening 0.0-1.8 0.400 2079574 

200 0.001 Voce with Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-1.8 0.970 370809 

200 0.275 Ludwik 0.0-1.8 0.780 6440 
200 0.275 Voce with Linear Softening 0.0-1.8 0.190 12061 

 
In order to obtain closer results to the experimental flow curves for 42CrMoS4 material, and to 
identify models that predict the hardening and softening phases during plastic deformation more 
accurately, the model predictions for the lower plastic strain ranges were also compared. In order 
to determine the model that best predicts material behavior up to the maximum compression stress 
value, the flow curve prediction performances of Ludwik and Voce material models in the true 
plastic strain range [0, 0.6] were compared for 3 different temperatures and 2 different strain rates. 
Flow curve predictions obtained at 100 °C and strain rate values of 0.001 and 0.275 s-1 were shown 
in Fig. 2 for the plastic strain range of [0, 0.6]. The results obtained for the true plastic strain range 
of [0, 0.6] were tabulated in Table 2. The Voce Hardening and Softening model best predicted the 
flow curves at all temperatures and strain rate values with a minimum R2 value of 0.999. 
 

  
Fig. 2. Flow curve predictions in the plastic strain range of [0, 0.6] for 100°C,  

0.001 and 0.275 s-1 strain rates. 
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Table 2. Model comparison for plastic strain range of [0, 0.6]. 

Temperature(°C) Strain 
Rate Model Name Pl. Str. 

Interval R2 MAE 

25 0.001 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.0-0.6 0.800 1121473 

25 0.001 Voce for Hardening 
and Softening 0.0-0.6 0.999  9083 

25 0.275 Ludwik 0.0-0.6 0.980 1642 

25 0.275 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.0-0.6 0.660 6054 

25 0.275 Voce for Hardening 
and Softening 0.0-0.6 0.999  86 

100 0.001 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.0-0.6 0.780 922398 

100 0.001 Voce for Hardening 
and Softening 0.0-0.6 0.999  11076 

100 0.275 Ludwik 0.0-0.6 0.970 1474 

100 0.275 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.0-0.6 0.630 5177 

100 0.275 Voce for Hardening 
and Softening 0.0-0.6 0.999  87 

200 0.001 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.0-0.6 0.750 849120 

200 0.001 Voce for Hardening 
and Softening 0.0-0.6 0.999  22864 

200 0.275 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.0-0.6 0.730 4821 

200 0.275 Voce for Hardening 
and Softening 0.0-0.6 0.999 42 

 

In order to determine the model that can predict the hardening and softening behavior of 
42CrMoS4 material more accurately, model predictions were compared. For this purpose, the flow 
curve prediction performances of Ludwik and Voce material models in the plastic strain range of 
[0.6, 1.8] were compared for three different temperatures and 2 different strain rates. The results 
were given in Table 3. Flow curve predictions obtained at 100 °C and strain rate values of 0.001 
and 0.275 s-1 were shown in Fig. 3 for the plastic strain range of [0.6, 1.8]. The Voce Linear 
Softening model with a minimum R2 of 0.78 obtained the best prediction for the flow curves with 
strain rate of 0.001 s-1 and for all temperature values. The Voce Linear Softening model also 
obtained the best prediction with 0.92 R2 for the flow curve at 200°C and 0.275 s-1 strain rate. The 
best predictions for both flow curves at 25 and 100°C and 0.275 s-1 strain rate were obtained with 
the Ludwik model with 0.999 R2.  
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Fig. 3. Flow curve predictions in the plastic strain range of [0.6, 1.8] for 100°C,  

0.001 and 0.275 s-1 strain rates. 
 

Table 3. Model comparison for plastic strain range of [0.6, 1.8]. 

Temperature(°C) Strain 
Rate Model Name Pl. Str. 

Interval R2 MAE 

25 0.001 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.6-1.8 0.850 117884 

25 0.275 Ludwik 0.6-1.8 0.999 157 
25 0.275 Voce for Hardening 0.6-1.8 0.000 4152 

25 0.275 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.6-1.8 0.980 617 

100 0.001 Voce for Hardening 0.6-1.8 0.000 334923 

100 0.001 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.6-1.8 0.810 165377 

100 0.275 Ludwik 0.6-1.8 0.999 205 
100 0.275 Voce for Hardening 0.6-1.8 0.000 3482 

100 0.275 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.6-1.8 0.930 900 

200 0.001 Voce for Hardening 0.6-1.8 0.000 298707 

200 0.001 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.6-1.8 0.780 159582 

200 0.001 Voce for Hardening 
and Softening 0.6-1.8 0.000 298707 

200 0.275 Voce for Hardening 0.6-1.8 0.000 2607 

200 0.275 Voce with Linear 
Softening 0.6-1.8 0.920 734 

 
According to the flow curve prediction results, while the Voce Hardening and Softening model 
best predicted the material behavior up to the maximum stress point, the Voce Linear Softening 
and Ludwik models best predicted the hardening and softening behaviors observed after the 
maximum compression stress value. In order to determine the transition points for these stages, 
analyzes were carried out to find the model that gives the best estimate in each interval by dividing 
the whole plastic strain range into 9 equal parts with a true plastic strain range of 0.2. As a result, 
a new combined material model was determined for each flow curve, which predicts the flow 
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curves very close to the experimental data. The performances of the combined models that give 
the best predictions at each determined subinterval of true plastic strain range for the flow curves 
at each temperature and strain rate value were reported in Table 4. Flow curve predictions obtained 
with the combined model for strain rate values of 0.001 and 0.275 at 100°C were shown in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Combined model flow curves of 42CrMoS4 in the plastic strain range of [0, 1.8]  

for 100°C, 0.001 and 0.275 s-1 strain rates. 
 

Table 4. Combined model performances for 42CrMoS4 material based on plastic strain range. 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Strain 
Rate Model Name Pl. Str. 

Interval R2 MAE 

25 0.001 Voce for Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-0.8 0.999 44344 

25 0.001 Voce with Linear Softening 0.8-1.0 0.993 1080 
25 0.001 Ludwik 1.0-1.8 0.999 709 

25 0.275 Voce for Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-0.6 0.9999 86 

25 0.275 Voce with Linear Softening 0.6-1.0 0.968 119 
25 0.275 Ludwik 1.0-1.8 0.999 40 

100 0.001 Voce for Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-0.8 0.999 16048 

100 0.001 Voce with Linear Softening 0.8-1.0 0.963 3838 
100 0.001 Ludwik 1.0-1.8 0.999 830 

100 0.275 Voce for Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-0.8 0.9999 145 

100 0.275 Voce with Linear Softening 0.8-1.0 0.981 17 
100 0.275 Ludwik 1.0-1.8 0.999 41 

200 0.001 Voce for Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-0.8 0.999 41638 

200 0.001 Voce with Linear Softening 0.8-1.0 0.946 4050 
200 0.001 Ludwik 1.0-1.8 0.999 1993 

200 0.275 Voce for Hardening and 
Softening 0.0-0.8 0.999 63 

200 0.275 Voce with Linear Softening 0.8-1.0 0.987 12 
200 0.275 Ludwik 1.0-1.8 0.999 14 
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Summary 
Within the scope of the study, flow curves obtained from experimental compression test results of 
medium carbon alloyed 42CrMoS4 steel were used. The coefficients of both material models were 
determined for different temperature and strain rate values.  In order to fit the curve with model 
equations, "curve_fit" function in the Scipy library has used on Python programming language. 
The performances of different material models were also examined by dividing the total plastic 
strain range into subintervals, and combined piecewise material models were proposed according 
to the true plastic strain values for each temperature and strain rate value. Flow curve prediction 
performances of Ludwik material model and four different Voce material models were compared. 
In the comparisons, the flow curve up to the maximum compression stress point was best predicted 
by the Voce Hardening and Softening model, while the Ludwik and Voce Linear Softening models 
best predicted the part after the maximum compression stress point to the breaking point. For the 
flow curves at different temperatures and strain rates, the new combined material model depending 
on plastic strain ranges were proposed by using Ludwik and four different Voce models. All 
experimental flow curves were predicted with a minimum R2 of 0.99 and lower absolute error 
values with the new combined material model while Ludwik model predicted the flow curves with 
a maximum R2 of 0.90. 
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Abstract. In this study the yield point phenomenon in Bake-Hardening grade steel is predicted 
using a physically based thermo-mechanical model. A modified Taylor equation is proposed with 
a physically based dislocation density evolution approach. The softening that follows the higher 
yield point is incorporated with a Voce type decaying exponential function. The strain rate 
dependency of the plastic hardening is also incorporated in the model. The yield point in the decay 
function is also strain rate dependent but does not follow the same dependency of plastic hardening. 
This was solved by making the decay function strain rate dependent by adding a modified strain 
rate stress term to the exponential function. This parameter is calculated based on tensile 
experiments. Due to the softening behavior of the material, the numerical model is mesh size 
sensitive. Hence, a lower order strain gradient enhanced approach is implemented. The gradient is 
in a form of an additional hardening term assigned in the locally strained bands based on the plastic 
strain gradient. Hill48 yield criterion is used to assimilate the anisotropy in the steel grade. The 
numerical results show good correspondence with experimental tensile tests. The regularization 
significantly reduced the mesh size dependency of the numerical results. 
Introduction 
The yield point phenomenon creates an inhomogeneous plastic yielding in steels during forming, 
which results in unfavorable surface defects in form of stretcher marks on the formed steel products. 
Hence, modeling the yield point phenomenon has been a point of interest for many researchers in 
past few decades. 

In a tensile test, the yield point phenomenon exhibits a distinct higher yield point followed by 
softening and a constant stress yield elongation, prior plastic hardening. Hahn [1] attributed the 
higher yield point to the extra stress required to unpin the locked dislocations by the Cottrell 
atmosphere. The unpinned dislocations are now mobile and multiply due to short range interaction 
with other dislocations resulting in a softening of the curve. A locally strained shear band(s) is(are) 
formed near the specimen shoulder at about 54° to the tensile axis and propagates along the tensile 
axis to the other shoulder of the specimen, termed as Lüders band. Hahn [1] was among the earlier 
researchers to propose an analytical model for the yield point phenomenon as an extended 
Orowan’s equation based on dislocation density evolution and the dependency of the Lüders band 
velocity on the applied stress. Yoshida et al. [2] further proposed a constitutive model based on an 
extended Hahn model. They considered two modes the Lüders propagation and the subsequent 
plastic deformation with different sets of constitutive equations, the transition between the two was 
governed by a change in strain rates. Similarly, Estrin et al. [3, 4] and McCormick et al. [5] 
proposed a constitutive model for yield phenomena incorporating the dislocation dynamics based 
on diffusion of the dislocations to active slip systems on surrounding grains and their short-range 
interaction with immobile dislocations and solutes. 
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Contrary to Hahn’s theory, Akama et.al [6] and Nes et al. [7] observed that the phenomenon is 
triggered not only by the release of dislocations locked by the Cottrell atmosphere but also by 
substitutional elements segregated at the grain boundaries. Nes et al. [7], therefore proposed a 
Taylor based dislocation density evolution equation [8] to incorporate grain size and dislocation 
cell size dependency, along with a thermally dependent parameter. Similarly, Ballarin et al. [9] 
developed a physically based model for bake-hardening steels to predict the macroscopic behavior 
based on carbon solute concentration, wherein the band propagation was modeled with a Voce 
type equation. Kyriakides et al. [10] modelled the Lüders phenomenon with a trilinear stress-strain 
curve with an intermediate softening response in bending of steel tubes. Span and van Liempt [11], 
proposed a physically based dislocation density evolution model for temper rolling that 
quantitatively described the Lüders band behavior in conjugation to temper rolling parameters and 
chemical composition of a particular steel grade. The softening in the model was attributed to the 
Lüders front velocity. 

As stated earlier, in a tensile test, the yield point phenomenon is accompanied by a peak stress 
followed by a softening, which results in an inhomogeneous localized plastic shear band. In a finite 
element framework, this shear band is associated with the localization of strain along row(s) of 
elements. Simultaneously, the adjoining elements along this localized strain band undergo 
softening to compensate for the instability. Therefore, the band width, the strain gradient across the 
band and the resultant macroscopic flow stress (within Lüders strain elongation region) are mesh 
dependent [2,9,10,12]. Therefore, a regularization solution serves two objectives: firstly, to attain 
mesh–independent finite element results and secondly to account for the correlation of numerical 
Lüders band width to the actual observed in experiments. The regularization can be achieved by 
either introducing rate dependency to the model [10] or by introducing a higher order strain gradient 
to the model [12,13]. Kyriakides et al. introduced a mild rate dependency in the model via a strain 
rate power law, for the regularization of the solution. Mazière et al. [12] introduced the Aifantis 
strain gradient plasticity model, wherein a higher order modulus and a characteristic length scale is 
introduced, the latter being fitted with experiments. In this study, the mesh size dependency is 
reduced by using a lower-order gradient enhanced approach by the addition of a hardening term 
based on studies by Perdahcioglu et al. [14]. 

In the current study, a novel approach is modelled expanding on Taylors equation to incorporate 
thermal and strain rate dependency of the yield phenomena. The softening, or decay, function 
expands on the similar concept of dislocation density evolution and its short range interaction with 
immobile or mobile dislocations and solutes. This gives a better prediction of the Lüders 
phenomena in the model. Tensile tests to characterize Lüders phenomenon are elaborated in 
Section Tensile Experiment. The strain distribution and evolution over the specimen surface are 
captured with digital image correlation (DIC). A constitutive model detailed in section Model is 
proposed based on underlying physical dislocation density evolution. An extended Taylor model 
[8] is proposed, wherein the evolution of dislocation density is given by an extended Bergstrom 
model [15,16] for plastic hardening. For the softening an exponential equation is proposed. The 
model further incorporates strain rate dependency of the material based on Krabiell and Dahl [17] 
model. Based on experiments an anisotropic yield criteria Hill48 is used. The Lüders band width 
and strain distribution is observed to be mesh size sensitive. Hence a regularization method as 
proposed by Perdahcioglu et al. [14] is adopted to reduce the mesh size dependency of the 
numerical results; detailed in the section Gradient Plasticity. Finally the experimental and model 
results are discussed in the Results and Discussion as well as in the section Conclusion. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental tensile test of as-received Bake Hardened steel at three cross-head 
velocities. 

Tensile Experiments 
Bake hardening steel utilized in this study is in as-received state without undergoing temper 
rolling. Thus, the steel displays a distinctive yield point phenomenon with an elongated Lüders 
strain at a constant lower yield stress, see Fig. 1. The band is observed to nucleate just prior to higher 
yield point near the specimen shoulder and propagates across the specimen gauge length as the test 
progresses at a constant stress. The specimen is tested at three different cross-head velocities 100, 
10-1, 10-2 mm/s and at rolling, transverse and 45° direction. The local strain distribution and 
evolution across the specimen surface is measured with DIC during the tensile test. The surface 
of the specimen (gauge length) is therefore covered with a speckled pattern for the DIC (Aramis) 
measurement. 

The higher yield point is observed to be linearly dependent to strain rate. Similarly, the Lüders 
stress and elongation are observed to be strain rate dependent. In each test, the band nu- cleated 
near the specimen shoulder at approximately 54° to the tensile loading axis and propagated along 
the loading axis across the gauge length. The band and its strain gradient could be seen in the DIC 
full field measurements Fig. 2 over the gauge length for the tensile test results at 10-1 cross head 
velocity. The band width is measured at half height with reference to the band (strain rate) peak 
height in this study. The mean peak width thus measured at half height was 5.6mm with a standard 
deviation of 0.79. The Lüders strain elongation is also observed to be directly proportional to the 
test cross-head velocity, and is in accordance with studies by Yoshida et al. It is also peculiar to 
see that the band does not limit to a single shear band, but forms a combination of two bands in a 
’V’ shape. A few tests also showed multiple bands being nucleated at both specimen shoulders 
during the test. It can be speculated that the band nucleation and propagation in a tensile test is a 
product of two factors: the dislocation density mechanics and the geometry of the test specimen. 
During band nucleation, the local shearing strain in a grain expands to neighboring grains, which 
deform in a preferred orientation resulting in a macroscopic shear band. Furthermore, the limitation 
imposed by the specimen width, causes the band to propagate during tensile loading. 
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Fig. 2. Strain rate across the gauge length is plotted by DIC field measurements at stages 
highlighted in the flow stress. 

Model 
Work hardening.  
A physically-based model, based on extended Taylor’s equation is proposed in this study. The 
model therefore includes the dependency of flow stress in material on strain rate and temperature, 
and dislocation density evolution as a product of strain hardening. 

𝜎𝜎(𝜖𝜖) = 𝜎𝜎0 + 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼�𝜌𝜌(𝜖𝜖)       (1) 

Where, σ0 is the initial flow stress (MPa), σthermal is the dynamic stress based on Krabiell and 
Dahl model [17], σdecay is the softening function, α is constant parameter depending on immobile 
dislocations distribution, G is the shear modulus for steel, b is the Burgers vector, ρ(ϵ) is the 
dislocation density. Van Liempt [18] proposed an extended Bergstrom model [15] to show the 
dislocation density ρ development with strain. Eq. 2 describes the hardening as a development of 
the dislocation structure with strain. 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑀𝑀[𝐵𝐵𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐 𝑔𝑔(𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡)]− Ω𝜌𝜌.          (2) 

Where, ϵ gives total accumulated strain, Bu is the proportional constant for the increase of 
immobile dislocation in the cell walls, c is the exponent describing the influence of the dislocation 
density on the decrease of dislocation cell size, given by 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌−𝑐𝑐, M is the Taylor constant, 
parameter Ω is the strain rate and temperature dependent and represents the remobilization (dynamic 
recovery) of immobile dislocations. Here Ω is taken constant, β term provides for the linear 
hardening behavior at higher strains. The function g(ϵ) was introduced by van Liempt [18] to 
describe the change in dislocation mean free path due to change in dislocation cell geometry at 
higher strains. Vegter et al. [16,19] postulated that at high strains dislocation cell walls within the 
grains are deformed, and the small orientation difference between the cells influences the 
dislocation mean free path. This influence of the cell shape distortion on the mean free path is given 
with an exponential function g(ϵ) = exp (βϵ). The first order term of Taylor series expansion of 
the function was used to avoid unexpected deflection at high strains in the flow stress giving the 
function: g(ϵ) = 1 + βϵ. This gives a linear hardening at high strains, and by substituting the same 
in Eq. 2 the following is obtained: 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑀𝑀[𝐵𝐵𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐 (1 + 𝛽𝛽𝜖𝜖𝑡𝑡)] −𝛺𝛺𝜌𝜌.         (3) 
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Eq. 3 is integrated between the limits 𝜖𝜖 = 0 and ϵ + ϵ0, where ϵ0 is the pre-deformation  
parameter accounting for the existing dislocation density prior to deformation, finally giving the 
dislocation density evolution as a function of equivalent strain as presented in Vegter et al. [19]: 

𝜌𝜌(𝜖𝜖)
1

1−𝑐𝑐 = 𝐵𝐵𝑢𝑢
Ω
�𝛽𝛽(𝜖𝜖 + 𝜖𝜖0) + �1 − 𝛽𝛽

𝑀𝑀Ω(1−𝑐𝑐)� �1 − exp�−𝑀𝑀𝛺𝛺(1 − 𝑐𝑐)(𝜖𝜖 + 𝜖𝜖0)���   (4) 

This physically based density evolution is then substituted in Eq. 1 making the expression of the 
flow stress as a function of equivalent strain. The constants for the equation shown in Table 1 are 
referenced from [19]. 
 

Table 1. Parameters used for the hardening model. 

σ0 [MPa] 80 
M [-] 2.7 
Α [-] 0.88 
G [MPa] 80.0E3 
B [-] 2.5E-7 
Ω [-] 2.1 
Bu [-] 8.3E8 
Β [-] 0.38 
ϵ0 [-] 0.005 
C [-] 0.0 

 
Dynamic stress.  
The dynamic stress as postulated by Krabiell and Dahl [17], was incorporated into the model to 

account for the strain rate dependency of the material. The dynamic term describes the thermal 
activation of mobile dislocation past obstacles with regard to its dependency on strain rate and 
temperature. 

 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖̇,𝑇𝑇) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 0  𝜖𝜖̇ <  𝜖𝜖̇ exp �− 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺0

𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇
�

𝜎𝜎0∗ �1 + 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇
𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺0

ln �̇�𝑑
𝑑𝑑0̇

 �
𝑝𝑝

𝜖𝜖̇ exp �− 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺0
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇

� <  𝜖𝜖̇ < 𝜖𝜖0̇
𝜎𝜎0∗  𝜖𝜖̇ > 𝜖𝜖0̇ 

 (5) 

Where, 𝜎𝜎0∗ is the dynamic stress at zero thermal activation, ∆G0 is the maximum activation 
enthalpy, p is the exponent for thermally activated contribution,  𝜖𝜖0̇ is a structure parameter 
pertaining to density of mobile dislocation and obstacle distribution; effectively the limiting strain 
rate for thermally activated movement, kboltz is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. 

 
Decay stress.  
The higher yield point can be attributed to either the additional stress required to unpin the 

locked dislocations in Cottrell atmosphere [1], or due to interaction of dislocation with grain 
boundaries [7] and the solutes segregated at grain boundaries [6]. Once the dislocations are ‘free’ 
from the obstacles, they become mobile. This can be considered as an instant drop in the number 
of immobile dislocations which causes a drop in the flow stress. An exponential Voce type 
equation is therefore proposed to represent the decay in the flow stress. It was also observed that 
the higher yield point is strain rate dependent and does not follow the work hardening strain rate 
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dependency. Thus, a modified Krabiell and Dahl [17] strain rate dependency model was 
implemented in σdecay resulting in following equation: 

𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 = �Δ𝜎𝜎 + 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑� exp(−𝑛𝑛𝜖𝜖)         (6) 

Table 2. Thermal stress and Decay stress model parameters. 
σ0

* [MPa] 1083 
kboltz [mJ/K] 1.38E-20 
T [K] 300 
∆G0 [mJ] 1.6E-16 
𝜖𝜖0̇ [-] 10.0E8 
m [-] 3.982 
A [-] 40 
n [-] 300 

 
Where ∆σ corresponds to stress difference between higher yield point and yield point without 

the yielding phenomenon; the later estimated from Interstitial Free (IF) grade steel tests. This will 
correspond to the higher stress required to unpin the dislocations and set them to mobile phase. 
The exponential decay corresponds to the softening as a result of mobile dislocations multiplying 
by interaction with other dislocation networks and solutes. The constant n influences the softening 
rate due to dislocation multiplication. σd gives an additional stress term to the yield point, enabling 
strain rate dependency of the yield point. The parameters shown in Table 2 are fitted to experimental 
data by adjusting σ∗ (from Eq. 5) keeping rest parameters constant. 

 
Yield criterion.  
The material exhibited anisotropy, with a variation in yield stress when tested under uniaxial 

and shear loading. Hill48 yield function was therefore used:  

𝜙𝜙 = 𝐹𝐹�𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐 − 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥�
2

+ 𝛼𝛼(𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 − 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥)2 + 𝐻𝐻�𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 − 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐�
2

+ 2𝐿𝐿𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧2 + 2𝑀𝑀𝜏𝜏𝑧𝑧𝑥𝑥2 + 2𝑁𝑁𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐2 − 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐2  (7) 

The anisotropy coefficients, in terms of R values, were calculated from uniaxial and shear 
experiments. The model thereby showed a good fit with uniaxial tensile and shear test with same 
hardening parameters. 

 
Gradient Plasticity. 
The band size and strain gradient over the band showed mesh size dependency. Hence, the mesh 

size dependency is reduced using a lower-order gradient enhanced approach using an additional 
hardening term based on studies by Perdahcioglu et al. [14]. This non-local hardening term is 
calculated from the plastic strain gradients across the band. Perdahcioglu et al. [17] referred to this 
phenomenon as stress created by the evolution of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDS) 
within a locally sheared zone and thus calculated them from incremental plastic strain and Burgers 
vector. The rate of change of the additional dislocations generated due to the strain gradient is 
therefore given by: 

�̇�𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑 = 2�̇�𝜂𝑝𝑝

𝑏𝑏
  (8) 
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Where 𝜂𝜂�̇�𝑝 is the rate of equivalent plastic strain gradient, b is the Burgers vector. The total change 
in dislocation density for a given strain increment ρgrad is then placed in Eq. 1, resulting in an 
additional hardening stress across the band during its evolution and propagation. 

𝜎𝜎(𝜖𝜖) = 𝜎𝜎0 + 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼�𝜌𝜌(𝜖𝜖) + 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑  (9) 

 

      

Fig. 3. Numerical tensile test strain-rate stages highlighted in flow stress. 
 

Results and Discussions 
The model was validated with a numerical tensile test. The gauge area 50x12.5x0.74 mm (length x 
width x thickness) was subjected to uniaxial loading. To replicate the material’s inhomogeneity, 
numerical instability was incorporated by introducing fluctuating yield stress in a range 0 – 1 MPa 
randomly assigned to integration points. In Abaqus software, the arc-length method to solve for 
iterations during softening. The resultant flow stress and Lüders band are presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 
4 shows the results of the simulations incorporating the hardening model combined with the anisotropic 
yield criterion tested at three cross-head velocities and shows a good fit with the experiments. The 
higher yield point is predicted well in the three velocities, attributed to the independent strain-rate 
model included in the decay function. The strain-rate dependency of the decay function also results 
in an increase in Lüders strain elongation with increasing test velocity. The thermal stress model’s 
implementation shows a good fit with experimental tests at varying cross-head velocities. The band 
inclination is also observed between 52°-55° in accordance with the experiments. 
 

2.8 10
-3

 

0 
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Fig. 4. Numerical tensile test compared with tensile experiments at three different cross-head 

velocities (a) 100 (b) 10-1 and (c) 10-2 mm/s. 

 
Due to the softening and strain rate dependency in the model, the numerical test result is mesh 

dependent. Hence the first step was to test the mesh dependency of the model, by conducting the 
numerical tensile test by varying mesh sizes. Thus, numerical uniaxial tensile test was conducted 
with three-dimensional quadratic mesh with reduced integration at varying mesh sizes of 0.5, 
0.75 and 1mm. The mean band peak width is calculated at every increment and plotted with 
reference to nodal displacement (Fig. 5 a). The mean peak width (calculated at half height of the 
peak) observed for mesh sizes 0.5, 0,75 and 1 mm are 1.30, 1.42 and 1.83mm. In either case the 
strain-rate peak is observed to be higher with a lower mesh size which further ascertains the mesh 
dependency of the Lüders band. The implementation of the gradient model results in an additional 
hardening term implemented only at the regions with localized strains, and is determined with a 
number of integration points within a prescribed radius. The integration points within the assigned 
radius experience an additional hardening term influencing the gradient width. This could be seen 
in the peak width determined from simulations with the gradient model, in Fig. 5b. Although a 
major difference could not be seen in the average peak widths for different mesh sizes, the variation 
of the peak width with different mesh sizes has more overlap with each other.  
Summary 
The modified dislocation density evolution model gives a good approximation of the experimental 
data. The dynamic stress factor implemented in the decay function enables predicting the higher 
yield point as well as Lüders elongation in coordination with applied strain rates. The decay 
function also facilitates understanding the underlying dislocation dynamics behavior: a higher yield 
stress term required to unpin the dislocations and an exponential decay to accommodate the 
softening by dislocation multiplication and short range interaction [1]. This includes its interaction 
with solutes at grain boundaries in accordance with [6]. It is also postulated that apart from 
dislocation dynamics, the specimen geometry in combination with its loading condition influences 
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formation of shear band and its propagation. The mesh size dependency of the strain bands was 
reduced by inclusion of the gradient model, however the simulated band size could not be achieved 
as observed in experiments. This could be further improved by modifying the decay function to 
control the rate of softening in the model. 
 

 

Fig. 5. For mesh sizes 0.5, 0.75 and 1mm band width with respect to displacement (a) without 
inclusion of gradient term (b) with inclusion of gradient term. 
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Abstract. Near Solidus Forming (NSF) process, performed at semi-solid material state is gaining 
popularity due to its good physical properties, low manufacturing cost and material waste. 
Although the process possesses many advantages over traditional hot forging, the nature of the 
process itself is very complex and due to this the researcher struggles to identify the material 
behavior at NSF conditions. Especially the material model in this condition has not been stated 
clearly before and therefore it is important to develop a reliable digital twin (DT) strategy which 
can validate the material model efficiently. Therefore, the objective of this work is to investigate 
the influence of all DT parameters like billet material and dimensions, billet and dies temperature, 
heat transfer coefficient, emissivity, ambient temperature, and friction coefficient, in two industrial 
components such as H spindle and R spindle. The Taguchi Design of Experiments (DOE) approach 
combined with numerical simulation in FORGE NxT® is employed to develop the sensitivity 
analysis of the process. The impact of all parameters in the DT are evaluated in terms of die filling 
and forming forces, and its importance in the material model is studied. Results show that the 
newly developed approach proposed a novel optimum NSF-DT calibration strategy for material-
model validation. Which can be used to develop an accurate model of the NSF process at the 
laboratory and industrial scale 
Introduction 
Forging is a widely used technology in the field of automotive, aerospace, and other engineering 
sectors around the world. The process is important due to its cost efficient and reliable spectrum 
of manufacturing for planes, cars, and ships components. Furthermore, the processed components 
possess superior mechanical properties which are best suited for critical applications. The process 
is done either at room or high temperature based on the material and the desired properties of the 
components. In particular, Near solidus Forming (NSF) process is referred to the one developed 
critically close to the solid temperature and it is gaining popularity due to its good physical 
properties, low manufacturing cost and material waste compared to traditional hot forging process 
[1,2]. Although gaining popularity, the process is not still fully developed, and it is not clear how 
the physics behind the NSF develops [1]. This is due to the complex behavior of the material at 
such a high temperature. Previous NSF-DT studies have shown an important gap on the prediction 
of forces and filling [2]. Researchers suggested that material is the key factor influencing the 
process and developing a correct model can be a key object to understanding how this process 
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works [3]. Others investigated that the boundary conditions play a significant role in the process 
and by controlling certain parameters the processes could be developed accurately [2].  

Talking about the history of the process the main development was gained in the semi-solid 
forming processes initially from the investigation of low melting point alloys [4], even some trials 
were carried out with stainless steels [5]. However, the high costs associated with the production 
of globular aluminum alloys, compared with the die casting ones, made this process infeasible for 
industrial production. Despite this drawback, some electronic consumer goods and automotive 
parts were manufactured by taking advantage of this technology [6]. 

Nevertheless, in 1992 the first investigations about semi-solid forming of steels at high solid 
content were performed by P. Kapranos et al. [7]. Since then, many researchers have tried to 
manufacture sound components by gaining the advantage of this near-net-shape technique to bring 
it closer to industry without fortune[8, 9]. Gourlay et al. studied material behavior at a high solid 
fraction, typical in NSF processes [10]. For instance, at values from 0.9 to 1, granular behavior 
was reported. Another important aspect is the process temperature as maximum load and ductility 
were shown to decrease when the temperature is increased [11]. 

To learn the process deeply, the investigation of certain factors is necessary such as the values 
of the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) and friction factor during the process. This knowledge is 
necessary to achieve realistic simulations and generate reliable, and useful results about the 
process.. As friction is a universal phenomenon influencing the metal forming process and it is 
inevitable for friction to exist between dies and workpieces. In addition, friction gives rise to 
redundant energy usage by increasing the process load requirement. The forming load, the die wear 
and the surface finish of the product are significantly influenced by the friction. For this reason, 
an appropriate evaluation of this parameter is very essential in metal forming. To obtain precise 
friction characterization during the forming process, several experimental methods were presented. 
There are several friction tests, some of which has advantages over another and also shortcomings. 
Noticeable among them are the ones employed in metal forming: the ring test, double-cup 
extrusion test and the spike test [12,13]. Specifically for the case of NSF, a T-Shape spike test 
which is developed by Zhang et al. can be used to avoid the difference of friction conditions on 
the cylinder surface and end surface of a round billet [13,14]. Deformations, including both 
extrusion and compression, are involved in this test and only the cylindrical surface of the billet is 
in contact with the punch and die. 

Furthermore, Dadras and Burte et al. investigated the interface HTC [15]. Later, Burte and 
Stone extended the work of Dadras and predicted HTC values and simulated forging operations 
[16]. To understand the heat transfer under lubricated condition, Azushima et al. conducted the 
compression and compression-sliding tests of aluminum-coated 22MnB5 under dry and lubricated 
conditions using the hot fat drawing test simulator [17]. Similarly, Y. Chang et al. also investigate 
factors that influencing the HTC and an actual hot-formed automotive B-pillar was obtained in 
experiment to validate its formability under various contact pressures [18, 19]. 

Bai et al. introduced an efficient closed-form technique for the determination of HTC at 
different forming and contact conditions based on finite element (FE) heat transfer analysis using 
FE software DEFORM [20]. Similarly, Chang and Bramley used FE tools to determine the HTC 
at the work-piece/die interface for forging process by conducting an upsetting test where the 
surface temperature of the die was recorded [19]. Then the measured and predicted temperatures 
were combined using an inverse algorithm to determine the HTC.  

The nature of the NSF process is that the real-time experiments are time-consuming and costly 
[21]. To overcome this, the Finite Element Method (FEM) tools are widely used to model and 
simulate forming processes and results such as temperature changes, stress, strain, deformation 
and load history in the die, and in the workpiece can be studied [22]. However, advances in the 
numerical analysis of complex forming processes require the better understand of interface 
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characteristics for heat transfer and friction. For example, Petersen et al. proposed the FEM in 
conjunction with metal experiments to verify the general feasibility of the proposed test geometry 
and pointed out that the practical ring-compression test was more commonly used for the 
quantitative evaluation of the tribological conditions at the die/work-piece interface in metal 
forming [23].  

Nevertheless, many authors compared the DT material models to their experiments and 
concluded that the material model plays a vital role in the forming processes and the actual models 
are not capable of correctly representing the NSF phenomenon[24]. However, NSF-DT are 
strongly depended on the process parameters noise and BC uncertainty, e.g., HTC, friction 
coefficient, billet tolerances. Therefore, without having all these dependencies under control one 
can does not assure that the differences shown between experimental, and NSF-DT are coming 
from the material model. This work has a double objective. On the one hand, by means of a DOE 
approach, the sensitivity to the main outputs (force and filling) to the material model and other 
influencing parameters is studied. In this way, the impact of each factor can be evaluated. On the 
other hand, once the influencing parameters and their impact are established, the optimum NSF-
DT strategy is developed in order to be able to rely on the DT for material model validation 
purposes. 
Material and Methods 
The material used in this process is 42CrMo4 steel and its chemical composition is shown in the 
Table 1. The material is suited for high-temperature forming due to its fatigue strength and ductility 
properties. The industrial process used as a reference in this study consists of three major steps, 
shown in Fig.1. Initially, the billet is heated homogeneously in the furnace to the desired 
temperature by maintaining a uniform temperature throughout the furnace. Next, the billet is 
transferred from the furnace to a worktable through a mechanical arm as quickly as possible to 
minimize heat loss. The deformation die-set consists of top and bottom dies while a punch which 
deforms the billet. Finally, in the last step, the punch moves from the top dead center to the bottom 
dead center and the deformation takes place, this way the desired shape is achieved.  

 

Fig. 1. NSF process flow detail. 
 

The two industrial components used in this study which were recently manufactured at Mondragon 
University are shown in Fig. 2. The weight of H spindle workpiece is a ~2.3 kg and the R Spindle 
a ~3 kg. 
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Table 1. Chemical composition of 42CrMo4 steel %wt. 

Cr Mn C Mo Si P S 
1.05 0.75 0.41 0.22 0.20 0.02 0.02 

 
The numerical tool FORGE NxT® is used to reproduce the entire NSF process in order to analyze 
the effect of all parameters during forming. The simulation procedure includes all the steps such 
as heating of the billet in the furnace, transfer of the billet and lastly the deformation phase. A 
servomechanical press with a capacity of 400 tons was used and its specification of forces, ram 
speed and ram position during deformation can be seen in work from Lozares et al. [2].  

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. NSF industrial components (a) H spindle and (b) R spindle. 

 
In the study, the effect of 10 parameters such as material, billet dimensions and temperature, 
(HTC), friction coefficient (FC), ambient temperature and emissivity are investigated. To study 
the effect of material on the process the strength of the material is reduced by changing the 
constitutive parameters. The level of each individual parameter is presented with symbol letters 
from V1 to V10, shown in the table 2. Since a list of parameters are considered in this study and 
to fully investigate the effect of individual parameter a design of experiment Taguchi DOE 
approach is used where the effect on input parameters is studied in relation to the forming force 
and fillings. However, based on the available data, the L16 orthogonal array is selected. The 
experimental design table is generated by employing data into Minitab software. Overall, total of 
32 simulation were run, 16 of which for the H spindle and 16 for the R spindle and their result has 
been presented in the results section. 
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Table 2. Parameters detail and its Levels in Taguchi Method. 

Component Symbol 
H-Spindle R-Spindle

Level 
1 

Level 
2 

Level 
1 

Level 
2 

Billet Location (four points) V1 1,2 3,4 1,2 3,4 
Billet Diameter (mm) V2 64.7 65.3 68.7 69.3 
Billet Length (mm) V3 89.5 90.5 92.5 93.5 
Material Strength % V4 50% 100% 50% 100% 

Billet Temperature (oC) V5 1360 1370 1360 1370 
Dies Temperature (oC) V6 200 270 200 270 

Heat Transfer Coefficient (kW/m2.K) V7 2000 20000 2000 20000 
Emissivity V8 0.35 1 0.35   1 

Ambient Temperature (oC) V9 50 70 50 70 
Friction Coefficient V10 0.25 0.45 0.25 0.45 

For filling calculation, horizontal and vertical filling has been selected and based on the 
components shapes five points have been selected for the R and H spindle. The filling has been 
calculated from these reference points at three different punch strokes in each case. Similarly, the 
forces were also calculated at three different strokes. 
Results and Discussion 
NSF process strongly depends on the temperature and a small variation can make a big difference 
in the output. Therefore, knowledge of the process cycle during heating and also in the transfer 
phase is mandatory.  A typical example of the billet heating phases from heating to the deformation 
stage is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) represents the temperature field of the billet inside the furnace 
when heated up to 1370°C. The temperature distribution seen in Fig. 3 (a) shows clearly that the 
outer surface of the billet has the highest temperature reading as it is directly in contact with the 
heat source. Overall, it can be seen that uniform temperature distribution is achieved at the end of 
the heating phase. Fig. 3(b) represents the temperature plots after the transfer phase, which 
indicates that the surface of the billet cold fairly fast even for the transfer time of ~3 seconds. The 
temperature field after the stand-by time of workpiece for ~2 seconds on the compression tool is 
given in Fig. 3(c), where the temperature range is between 411°C and 1370°C. This? shows how 
quickly the heat can be transferred from the billet to the contacting surfaces especially the ones 
with lower temperatures. That’s why it is always preferred to deform the billet as soon as it is 
placed inside the forming tool.  
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(a)  (b) (c) 
Fig. 3. Temperature distribution (a) After heating the billet up to 1370 oC (b) temperature field 

at 1370 oC after transport to compression table (c) temperature field after waiting time. 
 
The deformation phases of R spindle during simulation from start to end is shown in Fig. 4. The 
equivalent strain representation shows that the higher values of stresses are develop in the 
contacting area of the billet and the punch at the initial stages of the process. Once the process 
crosses through a certain threshold, the stress concentration shifts to the lower side of the billet 
where the deformation is intense as can be seen in the Fig. 4 right side geometries. Similar behavior 
is noticed in H spindle as well.  
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Deformation phases of the R spindle from the start to the end of the process. 
 
The results of the die filling and forces are indicated in Fig. 5. The x-axis of the plots shows the 
ten parameters while the y-axis represents the nominal value percentage of filling and forces 
values. As mentioned before that we have two types of filling, Fig. 5(e) represents the filling 
calculation in the punch direction which will be in the z-axis according to the Fig. 4, while Fig. 
5(a-d) indicates the filling in the horizontal axis horizontal to the z plan. The forces are indicated 
in Fig. 5(f). The plots are calculated at three different strokes in each benchmark in order to have 
an overall view of the parameters effect by taking the average of the outputs values.  
 

y 
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Fig. 5. Nominal value percentage of H and R spindle (a-e) die filling (f) punch forces. 
 
Nevertheless, it is clear that the filling in the horizontal axis strongly depends on the location of 
the billet placement as shown in Fig. 5(a-d). Where in terms of forces the location plays a minor 
role in this process, see Fig. 5(f). The billet location can be optimized by trial and error, and it can 
be always different for every single component. Next when it comes to the dimension of the billet, 
its effect is always found to be high seen in Fig 5(a-e). For example, filling in any axis is strongly 
dependent on the diameter and length of the billet meaning the billet with a bigger size can achieve 
better and complete fillings whereas a smaller billet can cause pores or unfinished surfaces in the 
part. 

In the boundary conditions parameters, which can be of the most interest for the NSF process. 
The major influencing factors are the heat transfer coefficient, friction coefficient (FC) and 
material strength which is having a nominal value percentage effect of up to 9 % on the process as 
shown in Fig. 5. The result suggested that by increasing the FC from 0.25 to 0.45 the material flow 
in the process was reduced and similar behavior was noticed for HTC and material strength. Other 
boundary condition parameters such as ambient temperature, billet and dies temperature are 
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negligible as they have on average of 2-3 % effect and changes in its values had a minor effect on 
the process.  

Next, the punch forces are found to be strongly dependent on the material of the component as 
shown in Fig. 5(f), with a whopping value of 55-65 %. It is obvious, a material with high strength 
will require more force to deform compared to ductile material. The most interesting thing to notice 
here besides material is the effect of HTC and FC on the forces. The effect of HTC is found to be 
24 % and FC at 15 %. From the calculation, the forces are found to be rising by making an increase 
in the values of these two individual factors. And the remaining parameters are found to be least 
influencing factors with the individual effect below 9 %.  

Overall, we can conclude from the DT of the NSF process, to optimize the filling it is important 
to focus on the location, billet dimensions, HTC and FC.  While to reduce the punch forces it is 
important to study and optimize the material properties, HTC and FC.  And by characterizing these 
parameters and optimizing their values at the NSF condition, one can create a material model with 
good accuracy. 
Summary 
The effect of process parameters and boundary conditions in the NSF process is numerically 
investigated for 42CrMo4 steel. Taguchi design methodology combined with Minitab is employed 
and the data were simulated in the FORGE NxT®. The outcome of the process is stated in terms 
of forces and material filling in the dies. The following conclusions are drawn from the present 
work: 

• Among all ten factors, the most significant factor which affects the filling is the location 
and dimensions of the billet, which are subjective factors and can be optimized by trial and 
error. 

• The important parameters which can be of scientific interest for the development of the 
NSF process model are the material strength, HTC and FC, and their impact is also high 
on the filling. 

• For the forces, the major influencing factor is the material, and this factor contributes 55-
65 % of the total force values. Other factors such as HTC and FC are found to be up to 30 
%. 

• The remaining factors such as billet and dies temperature, emissivity and ambient 
temperature can be neglected and always remember that these parameters can have a 
different effect on the process if their ranges are different to the assumed ones. But since 
NSF is performed at high temperatures these ranges are considered based on the 
temperature requirements of the process.   

• With all this knowledge in hand, it is concluded that to develop an accurate model of the 
process it is important to characterize first the most influencing factor both in filling and 
also for forces. These factors can be characterized by using experiment tests such as spike 
test for FC and compression test for HTC and so on. 

 
Overall, the developed DT strategy provides useful information regarding NSF process at the 
industrial level and using this result one can develop an accurate material model by focusing on 
the major influencing factors in the process. 
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Abstract. Bipolar plates are the essential components of a Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell. 
Lightweight bipolar plates can be micro-stamped from an ultrathin metallic foil. A major concern 
is the manufacturability of the foil in the micro-stamping process. The typical stamped micro-
channels have end cavities or corners where the deformation mode can be different from the two-
dimensional plane strain conditions that occur at the straight sections of the micro-channels. The 
thin foil has a large ratio of length (or width) to thickness, and shell elements were often used for 
three-dimensional models. Currently, it is unknown if the shell elements available in commercial 
software packages are able to predict the ultrathin material behaviour correctly. In addition, the 
deformation behaviour and forming limits of titanium foil in the micro-stamping process are not 
well understood. The current study uses a micro-stamping tool to produce straight micro-channels 
from commercially pure titanium foil. The experimental data are used to validate a two-
dimensional and a three-dimensional finite element model of the process. It is shown that there are 
deviations between the experimental and the numerical thinning results.  Material thinning is 
different between the straight and the cavity end sections suggesting that three-dimensional 
process models are required to accurately analyze forming.   
Introduction 
Fuel cells are capable of producing clean energy and reducing greenhouse gas emissions and are 
considered a suitable alternative to internal combustion engines [1].  The bipolar plate is an 
essential component of the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) to distribute gas 
(hydrogen, air) uniformly through micro-channels and to conduct current [2].   

Bipolar plates can be made of various materials, and metal bipolar plates have been considered 
to reduce weight and enable high-volume manufacture at low cost [3]. Aluminium alloys [4], 
titanium [5], and stainless steel [6] have been applied for metal bipolar plates and formed with 
stamping [7], rubber pad forming [8], and hydroforming [9]. Liu and Hua [10] applied rubber pad 
forming to manufacture multi-row micro-channels from SS304. They investigated process control 
parameters (rubber hardness, internal and outer radii, draft angle) by two-dimensional (2D) finite 
element (FE) simulation. Kolahdooz et al. [11] studied the rubber pad forming of SS316L bipolar 
plates with 0.1 mm thickness and considered three-dimensional (3D) shell elements in their 
simulation. Osia et al. [12] used a 3D FE model to investigate two convex and concave 
hydroforming methods to form SS304 bipolar plates. Bong et al. [13] implemented a multi-stage 
micro stamping process and according to the major deformation mode of plane strain employed 
2D plane strain elements in the numerical analysis. In contrast, Karacan et al. [14] applied 3D shell 
elements to study the forming of different channel depths in micro stamping. They found that the 
dominant stress state in micro-stamping was a combination of biaxial and plane strain. Modanloo 
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et al. [15] studied the micro stamping of  titanium bipolar plates with parallel flow channels and 
predicted fracture using different ductile fracture criteria in combination with a 3D FE model.  

Typical stamped micro-channels have end cavities or corners where the deformation mode can 
be distinctly different from the two-dimensional (2D) plane strain that occurs in the straight U-
section profile of the micro-channels[16]. This requires 3D models to represent the different 
deformation conditions. The thin foil has a large ratio of length (or width) to thickness, and shell 
elements are often used for 3D models. However, limited research has been done to study the effect 
of the element type on the thinning or strain predictions in micro stamping. Currently, it is 
unknown if shell elements available in commercial software packages can predict the ultrathin 
material behaviour correctly. The situation becomes more complicated when analysing the 
forming of titanium foil. The current study uses a micro-stamping tool to produce straight micro-
channels from commercially pure titanium foil. The experimental data are then used to validate a 
3D FE model of the process. The findings of this study will help guide future FE analysis and will 
give insights into the micro-stamping of titanium foil. 
Material Properties 
A commercially-pure titanium (CP-Ti) foil with a thickness of 0.1 mm was used. To determine the 
tensile properties of the titanium sheet, samples were prepared at 0° to the rolling direction and 
tensile tests were performed based on the ASTM standard (E8M-04) [17].  “Orange peel” was 
obtained on the dogbone sample surfaces after the tensile tests, which indicates that the limited 
number of grains within the thickness may lead to local deformation before fracture [18]. The true 
stress-strain curve was determined, and the Swift law (Eq. 1) fitted to the plastic part of the curve, 
as shown in Fig. 1. In future work, a biaxial stretching experiment will be conducted for fitting the 
Swift law at a larger plastic range.  

 

Fig. 1. True stress-strain curve and calibrated swift law results of Titanium foil 

𝜎𝜎 = 𝐾𝐾(𝜀𝜀 + 𝜀𝜀0)𝑛𝑛               (1) 

where 𝜎𝜎 and 𝜀𝜀 are the true stress and plastic strain obtained from the uniaxial tensile test. 𝑘𝑘, n 
and 𝜀𝜀0 are the constants of a particular material. The mechanical properties are listed in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the titanium sheet. 

 E (GPa) υ K (MPa) n 𝜀𝜀0 
titanium 120[15] 0.361[15] 517.2 0.135 0.005 

Experimental Tests 
The micro stamping tool was installed in an Instron 500 kN universal testing machine. A CP-Ti 
strip with dimensions of 195 mm × 97.5 mm was guillotined from the coil and the rolling direction 
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was aligned with the transverse direction of the channel. Fig. 2 presents the experimental setup 
[16]. Fig. 3 illustrates the dimensions of the designed micro-channels. 

 

Fig. 2. The experimental equipment for the micro stamping trials [16]. 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic of cross-section shape of one micro-channel, units in mm. 
The top crosshead travelled at a load-controlled speed of 35 kN/min. The tests were stopped at 

a force of 90kN when cracks were found on all seven micro-channels and then repeated with more 
tests that stopped at sequentially reduced loads. After each test, the formed sheet was taken out for 
crack examination using the white-light method [16].  This identified a pinhole at a load of 78 kN 
(Fig. 4). The punch (male tooling) displacement at fracture initiation of the sheet was determined 
using an Alicona profilometer and determined to be approximately 0.32 mm when the pinhole 
initiated.  

                
(a)                                                               (b) 

Fig. 4. CP-Ti bipolar micro channel plate produced by micro-stamping. (a) Formed 
without cracks and (b) with pinhole cracks, the location of cross-section for microscope 

observation is 4mm from the end cavities. 

For evaluating the thinning, a segment of the sample was cut from the formed sheet at the 
cutting location marked in Figure 4-b.  Then the sample was mounted in resin, ground and polished 
to a flat surface. An Olympus DP71 microscope with a digital camera system was used to capture 
images at 5× magnification (Fig. 5). The thickness was measured based on the captured image. A 
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line perpendicular to both sides of the surfaces was constructed at each measurement location, and 
the line length was measured [19] with Digimizer Image Analysis software [20].  This 
measurement approach can achieve subpixel (~0.001mm) accuracy. The thinning values are 
measured from two different channels (No. 2 & 3 in Fig. 5) and the averaged value is presented in 
this paper  

 

Fig. 5. Microscope image of a cross-section of the micro-stamped channel titanium 
In this research, the thinning is used as the target parameter. Therefore, the thinning is 

defined as: 

%𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑡𝑡0−𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑡0

                 (2) 

where 𝑡𝑡0is the initial blank thickness, and 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 is the thickness of the final formed part. 
The forming die (female tooling) surfaces were also scanned, and Fig. 6-a and b show the 3D 

image of the surface scan obtained with the Alicona for one single corrugation. The cross-section 
tool profiles in the transverse and the longitudinal direction were determined by performing a 
section cut on the scanned 3D surface, as illustrated in Fig. 6-c and d. In this study the point cloud 
of the tool surface scan of the top and bottom die was used to generate the tool surfaces in the FE 
model. For this, the tool radii were approximated with smooth arcs, and the radii of the punch and 
die represent the best fit from a group of 10 points distributed at the corner. The tool dimensions 
and geometric features of the experimental set up are shown in Fig. 6-d.  

 

Fig. 6. a) Point cloud of female die. b) Point cloud of male die. c) Male die cross-section in 
longitudinal diection. d) Top and bottom die cross sections in transverse direction.  
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Finite Element Simulation 
The commercial software package Abaqus explicit was used. Only one half of one channel was 
modelled in the 3D FE model. The model set up is shown in Fig. 7-a. In order to apply the force 
on the sheet, a displacement boundary condition is applied to the punch while the die is constrained 
in all directions. A symmetry boundary conditions was applied to the sheet on the symmetry axis 
as illustrated in Fig. 7-b (right end of the sheet). The left end was fixed to simulate the clamping 
of the sheet. According to the distance of the channels in transverse direction, the individual 
channel patterns do not influence each other during the forming process and therefore the two sides 
of the channel can be assumed to be fixed. 

In this research, a 2D simulation was also considered to investigate the effect of different 
elements. Fig. 7-c demonstrates the 2D FE model. All the dimensions of FE models were 
considered based on the experimental set up. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.  a) 3D FE model for punch, die and blank. b) The boundary conditions of the blank in 
3D FE model c) 2D FE model with blank boundary conditions. 

 
The 3D geometry of the scanned punch and die surfaces profiles were converted to CAD and 

imported to the Abaqus explicit. The blank was modelled as a deformable part and was meshed 
with 3D stress, eight-node solid, reduced integration elements (C3D8R) with 10 elements through 
the material thickness. A mesh sensitivity study was performed to reach convergence. This gave 
an optimum mesh size of 0.01 mm (Fig. 8-a).  For the 3D simulation with shell elements, a 4-node 
doubly curved thin shell (S4R) with 5 thickness integration points, reduced integration and 
hourglass control was used (Fig. 8-b).  
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Fig. 8. FE model of the blank. a) Solid element (C3DR8) b) Shell element (S4R). 

The die sets were meshed as discrete rigid bodies with four nodes of 3D bilinear rigid 
quadrilateral element (R3D4). The mesh size of the tools was considered in a way to discretise the 
geometry of the parts completely and with the desired accuracy. A refined mesh size of 0.01 mm 
was used in the critical contact locations of the die and the punch radius as shown  
in Fig. 9.  

The 2D simulation was performed according to the geometry of Fig. 6, and the blank meshed 
with plane-strain, reduced integration CPE4R elements. The mesh size for 2D simulation was 
chosen the same as in previous research [16]. The Punch and die were meshed with 2-node 2-D 
linear discrete rigid element (R2D2). A surface-to-surface condition was implemented to define 
interaction between die setup and sheet. 

 

  
Fig. 9. FE model of the (a) punch and (b) die. 

 
The friction coefficient between the tooling and sheet was assumed to be 0.4 in all simulations 

(2D and 3D) [16]. The mechanical properties of the sheets were applied in the simulation based 
on the material parameters given in Table 1 assuming isotropic material behaviour.  

The explicit solution method used mass scaling to reduce the simulation time. The value of the 
mass scale coefficient (109) was determined in such a way that the ratio of kinetic energy to internal 
energy during the process was less than 1% to maintain the quasi-static nature of the problem.  
Results and Discussion  
The experimental thinning curves of the titanium blank are compared in the straight channel cross-
section 4 mm away from the end cavities and at a punch stroke of 0.32 mm, which is when the pin 
hole originated. As shown in Fig. 10, the maximum thinning occurs in the die radius area. It should 
be noted that this is the smallest radius of the tool. Therefore, the critical forming regions are 
identified near the bending area of the die (δ region). The FE model represents the experimental 
thinning results but there is some error. This might be due to the presence of sharp points in the 
physical male and female tooling profile (Fig.  6-d) that were not considered in the FE model. This 
leads to severe deformation and, as a result, severe thinning in this area. In the FE model these 
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points are simplified as perfect arcs which could be why the FE model underpredicts deformation 
severity in this region. 

There is only a minor difference in thinning prediction between the 2D and the 3D model. This 
may be due to material deformation being mostly plane strain tension in the investigated cross-
section which is located in the straight channel and not in the end cavity. This allows for the 
simplification to 2D plane strain forming.  

 

 

Fig. 10. Thinning prediction compared with the experimental (EXP.) results for titanium 
sheet. 

 
The shell element is not able to accurately predict the distribution and level of material thinning 

(Fig. 10). In fact, when the punch displacement reaches to 0.26 mm, the shell element becomes 
extremely thin at the end of the cavity in the die area (δ region), and then thinning continues along 
the channel in longitudinal direction.  

The thinning curves numerically predicted with the solid 3D element model for the straight 
channel region and the end cavity, sections 1 and 2, are shown in Fig.  11-a. There is a clear 
difference in the thinning behaviour between the two cross-sections (Fig. 11-b). 

 

 

Fig. 11. a) Comparison of material thinning in sections 1 and 2. b) The location of section 1 
and 2 in the simulation model. 
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The maximum thinning is transferred from the die radius in section 1 (region δ) to the punch 
radius area in section 2 (region γ'). The strain path of a node in the different radius areas was 
measured for both cross-sections during the process, and the result is shown in Fig. 12.  

  At the straight region, the strain path of the micro-channel corner regions that contact with the 
male and female tool radius are plane strain deformation (γ and δ Fig.12-b). The sheet at the cavity 
regions shows different strain path. The corner that was formed by the male tool radius region has 
a strain path starting with the biaxial stretching initially, but deviating to plane strain as the channel 
formed deeper (γ’ in Fig.12-b). The female tool gives the bottom sheet corner negative minor strain 
(along the longitudinal of the channel direction), but the deformation mode shifts to plane strain 
towards the end of forming (δ’ in Fig.12-b).  In the cavity end area (section 2), the thinning is 
higher compared to the straight channel section and therefore closer to material failure. This, 
however, does not correlate well with the experimental pinhole location, which was in the straight 
channel section (Fig. 4b). 

 

 

Fig. 12. a) The location of the considered nodes in the different sections, showing contours 
of equivalen plastic strain (PEEQ) on the bottom and top surfaces of the blank. b) The  

strain path of the bending area elements at both sections during the process. 
 

Summary 
• Titanium foil was micro-stamped, and the 3D FE model predictions did not match the 

experimental data in some of the channel regions. More research is required to accurately 
model the material behaviour and fracture limits of titanium foil in micro stamping.  

• The analysis of solid and shell elements in the 3D model suggests that the shell elements 
cannot accurately represent material thinning. 
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• The stress state at the end cavity of the channels is different from that in the straight channel 
region. The assumption of 2D conditions for micro-channel deformation is therefore only 
valid in the straight section but does not represent the higher material deformation in the 
cavity that was observed in this study.  

• As future work, implementing a comprehensive model that includes microstructural 
properties, and anisotropic properties, and performing accurate fracture criteria will be 
considered for the micro-stamping of the titanium foil. 
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Abstract. The continuous casting process is one of the initial operations in the entire metal forming 
chain used in the metallurgical industry. The phenomena of solidification and unification of 
properties that occur during slab casting are highly dependent on the steel composition and the 
purity of the metal. The high cleanliness of steel is the determinant of the good quality of the final 
products, without internal cracks or inhomogeneities in mechanical, thermal or electrical 
properties. Therefore, one of the production goals is to avoid the non-metallic inclusions in the 
molten steel by intensifying their removal processes. One of the most important metallurgy 
equipment responsible for cleaning the steel is the ladle furnace, where special mixing processes 
are executed to increase the removal process of unfavourable elements. Another critical piece of 
equipment is the tundish, located just before the slab casting, which can additionally improve the 
microstructure final composition and homogeneity. Therefore, the investigations presented in the 
paper are centred on the development of an advanced Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model 
of the flow behaviour of the molten steel inside the tundish. The key element of the model is to 
include the effect of an additional electromagnetic stirring device which can improve the 
cleanliness and the composition of the steel and hence its final properties. The role of this device 
is often omitted during practical research, but its direct influence on the properties of the steel has 
a clear impact on the characteristics of the formed metallic parts under further processing 
operations. Therefore, optimization of the process inside the tundish is essential from an industrial 
point of view. The paper includes a detailed analysis of the flow and stirring energy distributions 
to predict and understand the active and dead zones inside the tundish to avoid the regions with 
stagnant velocity distribution. As an outcome of such a developed coupled electromagnetic/fluid 
dynamic model, optimizing the mixing processes to control the product's properties is possible. 
Introduction 
In the metallurgical industry, intensive investigations are conducted to obtain the best properties 
of the products and, at the same time, reduce production costs and environmental pollution. The 
steel composition and microstructure significantly influence material behaviour during further 
metal forming processes and need to be optimized early in the production stages. Thus, researchers 
have been working to improve the steel's cleanliness by, e.g., minimizing the amount of non-
metallic inclusions leading further to, e.g., crack initiation. In reality, the proper classification and 
detection of inclusions is a crucial aspect of developing the production process. Zhang and Thomas 
in [1] reviewed the different sources of inclusions which occur during the whole continuous casting 
process. The phenomena leading to the generation of inclusions in molten steel are complex. Many 
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aspects influence their formation, e.g., the high oxidizing atmosphere in the electrical arc furnace 
(EAF), which is the first stage of the process, reoxidation or slag entrainment in the next steps of 
the production etc. Researchers also focus on the improvement of steel cleanliness, mainly in the 
ladle, tundish and directly, in the slab casting operation. The common practice is the absorption of 
inclusions to the slag layer [2], intensification of the removal process by the additional inert gas 
injection [3-5], introduction of special channels with induction heating [6] or finally, dedicated 
control devices can be added to improve the stirring of the melt like baffle walls or electromagnetic 
stirrers (EMS) [7,8]. Currently, the research in this area mainly focuses on mathematical or 
numerical modelling due to the difficulties with the measurements under real production 
conditions. The numerical approach of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) enables the wide 
investigation of the flow and inclusions behaviour for each metallurgical equipment starting from 
the electrical arc furnace, ladle furnace, and tundish. It also enables the solidification phenomena 
predictions occurring during the casting.  

Therefore, the main goal of this research is the development of a complex coupled 
electromagnetic/fluid dynamic model of the steel behaviour in the tundish equipped with 
electromagnetic stirrers. Material flow in the tundish is critical as it is the last production stage 
with fully liquid metal. The overall goal is to simulate the molten steel flow, the velocity and 
stirring energy distributions to understand the development of so-called active and dead zones 
inside the tundish. As a result, the mixing process could be appropriately designed to increase the 
homogeneity of the steel and avoid areas with the stagnant flow or inhomogeneous temperature 
distribution. Both phenomena lead to catastrophic problems related to the quality and clogging of 
outlets. These issues are dangerous from a safety point of view and can lead to production faults, 
exposing the company to unexpected costs.  
Methodology 
The numerical investigations of the flow behaviour inside the tundish were conducted in the 
commercial CFD software Ansys Fluent. The geometry of the tundish was prepared according to 
the industrial specification of the real device. Simulations focused on the different computational 
scenarios within the tundish with additional control devices namely baffle walls, electromagnetic 
stirrers and stoppers, to control the mass flow rate through outlets. The tundish geometry used 
during the research is presented in Fig. 1a, as a case with additional stoppers and in Fig. 1b, as a 
case with a baffle wall to control the flow distribution. In both cases, additional electromagnetic 
stirring is also considered.  
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Fig. 1. The geometry of the tundish used in the numerical simulations (a) with stoppers  

and (b) with baffle wall. 
 

The parametric study included comparing the different scenarios of the current applied during 
EMS operation to understand the influence of such additional stirring mechanism on the mixing 
process and optimize the power input to avoid energy losses. The list of cases which were 
conducted to compare the velocity and stirring energy distributions is presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. List of cases to compare the flow behaviour. 

Case no. Description 
1 without EMS, without baffle wall 
2 with 100% of EMS, normal direction of stirring 
3 with 100% of EMS, reversed direction of stirring 
4 without EMS, with baffle wall 
5 with 100% of EMS, without baffle wall, with stoppers 
6 with 84% of EMS, without baffle wall, with stoppers 
7 with 69% of EMS, without baffle wall, with stoppers 
8 with 60% of EMS, without baffle wall, with stoppers 
9 with 31% of EMS, without baffle wall, with stoppers 

 
Electromagnetic stirring used to induce the steel flow is realized by the additional momentum 

source terms introduced into the momentum equation. Forces from the electromagnetic stirring are 
mapped into the fluid computational domain and depend on the velocity. The following equation 
describes this dependence: 

�⃗�𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹0���⃗ �1 −
𝐹𝐹0���⃗ • 𝑉𝑉�⃗

2𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 • �𝐹𝐹0���⃗ �
�, (1) 

where 𝐹𝐹0���⃗  - stirring force calculated for stationary melt [N/m3], �⃗�𝐹 - stirring force after 
compensation with moving melt [N/m3], 𝜏𝜏 - pole pitch [m], f - frequency [Hz], 𝑉𝑉�⃗  - velocity of melt 
[m/s]. 
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The exemplary force field mapping operation to include the effect of electromagnetic stirring in 
the tundish is presented as a force density in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2.   Force densities in (a) x-direction, (b) y-direction and (c) z-direction, respectively. 

 
During the investigations, the mixing process was also taken into consideration. Visualization 

of the mixing operation in the molten steel is realized by additional discrete phase particles 
available in the Discrete Phase Model (DPM), which interact with the continuous phase. To 
understand the flow behaviour, the massless particles were injected into the domain in accordance 
with the boundary conditions of the stream. The particles, as a tracers, travel with the continuous 
phase and enable observation of the liquid steel's movement. 
Results and Discussion 
CFD simulations help to understand the flow inside the tundish under the additional 
electromagnetic forces. Based on the evaluated turbulent dissipation rate that occurs in the molten 
steel, the stirring energy can be calculated. The simulations were performed for different cases to 
evaluate the influence of the applied current scenarios, which directly correspond to the force 
factor of the EMS, on the velocity distribution and stirring effectiveness. The first comparison 
between the velocity and stirring energy distribution for 100% , 84%, 69%, 60% and 31% of EMS 
stirring force and for the case with stoppers is presented in Fig. 3. It should also be pointed out that 
inside the tundish, the clogging of outlets is a rather common phenomenon and depends on the 
solidification of the molten steel, mainly in the areas of the dead zones and sedimentation process, 
where different remains detach from walls are clogged up the outlets. This issue is very often inside 
the tundish because of the relatively low stirring energy inside compared with the ladle furnace, 
where the mixing process is the most intensive. Based on that, the analysis of the stirring energy 
close to the outlets can improve the design process and optimization of the work of the device. The 
comparison between the stirring energy distribution in the area of each outlet for cases with 
stoppers for 100% and 31% of EMS is presented in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 3.   Stirring energy (left) and velocity (right) distribution for different EMS force factors  

(a) 100% - case no. 5, (b) 84% - case no. 6, (c) 69% - case no. 7, (d) 60% - case no. 8,  
(f) 31% - case no. 9. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.   Stirring energy distribution for case no. 5, 100% of EMS (left) and case no. 9, 31% of 

EMS (right) for different outlets: (a) outlet 1, (b) outlet 2, (c) outlet 3, (d) outlet 4. 
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Based on Fig. 4, stirring energy distribution close to outlet 3 has the most asymmetric character, 
and the gradients of the values are the highest.  

Another important investigation is the evaluation of the molten steel mixing inside the tundish. 
This mixing can be easily visualized by the mentioned massless particles whose behaviour is 
dependent on the steel flow in the tundish. The observation of the tracers in the numerical model 
can be compared to the analysis of the dye injected into the water during the water model tests. 
The particles flow inside the device is presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, where different types of cases 
were compared to each other. The simulation model without any additional control devices is 
presented as a reference case. Then, the results for the case with 100% of EMS are shown. The 
investigation also included the reversed direction of the stirring to compare the behaviour of 
particles and the results with a common control device like a baffle wall with openings used to 
improve the liquid steel mixing process. The comparison confirms that the best mixing is presented 
for the case with 100% EMS stirring. The results are much better than the baffle wall and indicate 
the high efficiency of homogenising velocities and temperatures. Obtained results also indicate an 
increase in the inclusions removal process, which is important to the steel's quality. 

 

 
Fig. 5.   Massless DPM tracers to visualize the mixing process for case no. 1 without EMS, 

without baffle wall (left) and for case no. 2 with 100% of EMS, the normal direction of stirring at 
(a) 20 [s], (b) 50 [s], (c) 100 [s], (d) 200 [s]. 
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Fig. 6.   Massless DPM tracers to visualize the mixing process for case no. 3 with 100% of EMS, 
reversed direction of stirring (left), and for case no. 4 without EMS, with baffle wall at (a) 20 [s], 

(b) 50 [s], (c) 100 [s], (d) 200 [s]. 
Summary 
Based on the presented research, the following conclusions can be formulated: 

- CFD simulations enable to understand the issues in the steelmaking industry and optimize 
the continuous casting process to improve the effectiveness of the work of metallurgical 
devices. 

- The molten steel flow inside the tundish can be highly improved by the electromagnetic 
stirrers. In this case relatively low power input significantly improves the effectiveness of 
the mixing. As a result the homogenization of the structure and purity of the steel is 
improved. At the same time, agglomeration of inclusions into the slag occurs due to the 
prevention of the dead zones. So areas with stagnant flow influencing the velocity, 
temperature and inclusions distribution are minimized. All those aspects directly influence 
the final products' quality, 

- The EMS stirring also prevents uncontrolled solidification and sedimentation, which is 
dangerous from a safety point of view due to the risk of clogging and faults of the production 
line. 

- The above-mentioned advantages confirm that the structure of the molten steel can be 
controlled by the usage of electromagnetic stirrers, which also influence further metal 
forming operations . 
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Abstract. The processes of microstructure evolution under thermal loading occurring during 
welding or additive manufacturing are highly complex and challenging to observe experimentally. 
Therefore, in this work, to support experimental investigation, a hybrid numerical model based on 
the combination of the Monte Carlo (MC) and Finite Element (FE) method was developed to 
simulate both temperature profiles and corresponding grain growth phenomena at a micro scale 
explicitly. The welding simulation was selected as a case study. The discrete MC microstructure 
evolution model is based on the temperature distribution provided by the FE simulation with the 
Goldak heat source model. The temperature data are transferred from 3D FE space to cubic MC 
Pott's domain in each time step. Direct coupling between the MC cells and FE cubic elements 
provides accurate results but significantly increases the simulation time. Therefore, coarser FE 
meshes are used in the research, but this requires applying reliable data interpolation techniques 
between the two methods. As a result, the temperature field stored in a coarse FE cloud of points 
is interpolated into regular high-resolution MC cell space in each time step. Evaluation of the 
influence of various interpolation methods, along with their parameters on the final microstructure 
morphology after welding, is presented within this work.   
Introduction 
Modern industry requires efficient and durable methods of joining various metallic parts. The most 
popular techniques in this area are the welding operations [1], which are based on melting both 
materials in the joining zone by the focused heat sources, e.g. laser or electron based. However, 
similar material processing routes are also used in other applications like additive manufacturing 
or soldering [2,3]. Despite the final application, phenomena controlling microstructure evolution 
in all those processes are very complex to analyze experimentally. During the high-heat loading 
of metallic materials, various phenomena should be considered, involving melting, crystallization, 
grain growth, phase transformation, etc. Most of the time, experimental observations of these 
phenomena are done after the end of the process. As a result, drawing direct conclusions about 
local microstructure behavior during the process is not straightforward. Therefore, numerical 
simulations are frequently used to support experimental observations and visualize phenomena 
that are difficult or impossible to observe in laboratory conditions [4]. 

To investigate both the temperature evolution and corresponding microstructural changes in the 
welding and heat-affected zones, a hybrid Finite Element (FE) - Monte Carlo (MC) model was 
developed. The FE part based on the classical Goldak movable heat source model is responsible 
for the evaluation of the temperature fields during the process. The MC model is used as a full-
field approach allowing explicit representation of complex grain morphology in the weld line 
area  [5–7]. The MC method was selected in this case due to a straightforward definition of cell 
transition rules. However, in this case, coupling both methods is a crucial stage in successful model 
development.  
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The direct coupling assumes linking each cubic FE element with a corresponding cubic MC 
cell, as presented in Fig. 1a. In this case, the data transfer is straightforward as both computational 
domains operate on the space discretized exactly in the same way. However, a high-resolution MC 
space is required to capture the grain growth during the process, which directly leads to a high-
resolution FE mesh. As a result, the computational times for large-scale models may be quite 
excessive. Therefore, the solution is to use a coarser FE mesh that does not directly correspond to 
the MC cells. However, in this case, the data transfer between the two incompatible meshes in 
each time step has to be developed based on the interpolation technique, as seen in Fig. 1b.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Concepts of the FE-MC models based on a) direct and b) interpolation-based coupling. 

  
Evaluation of the influence of various interpolation methods and their parameters on the final 

microstructure morphology after welding simulated by the MC model is the primary goal of the 
current research to confirm the quality of the results.   
Hybrid FE-MC Model Description 
The essential step in simulating the effect of thermal loading on the microstructure evolution 
during welding is to acquire sensible temperature data in specified conditions. The presented 
approach assumes that the thermal loading during welding is performed by the moving heat source 
incorporated into the FE framework. The welding operation of two high-purity aluminium plates 
was selected as a case study for the current investigation. The applied moving heat source model 
is based on Goldak's ellipsoid [8] in the form of: 

2 2 2

2 2 2
3 3 3[ ( )]6 3( , , , )

x y z v t
a b cQq x y z t e e e

abc

τ

π π

− − − + −

=
 (1) 

where: q  – heat flux at a given point in the coordinate system; a , b , c  – semi-axes of the 
ellipsoid; Q – energy input rate; v  – welding velocity; τ – lag factor. 

The FE model provides information on the temperature evolution during the subsequent process 
stages, as presented in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. FE temperature field in [K] during welding with the highlighted section of interest for 

interpolation analyses. 
 
The acquired data for a particular time step is called a frame in the current work. Data from 

each frame has to be then transferred to the regular cubic MC space. To reduce the computational 
time, the MC space is associated only with the heat-affected zone during the welding.  

The developed MC microstructure evolution model is based on Pott's approach [9]. The initial 
microstructure morphology required for simulation (Fig. 3) is generated using the cellular 
automata grain growth algorithm from the DigiCore library [10]. The average grain diameter is  
0.143 [mm], and the resolution of generated MC space is 102×92×701, with the cell's edge length 
set to 0.02 [mm] to properly capture grain boundaries geometry (Fig. 3). The main idea of the MC 
method is to calculate the probability p of, a randomly selected, cell state change and set it to a 
new state according to the following equation: 

0( )
( ) 0

E
kT

i

i

M T ep
T

E
M E

−∆= 
 >

∆
∆

≤

 (2) 

where: E∆  – change in the energy; kT  – model factor; ( )iM T  – grain mobility; iT – temperature 
of a cell. 
The Eq. 3 describes change in the free energy: 

1
1

jjnew
Z

S SE E E E δ
=

∆ − = −= ∑  (3) 

where: 𝐸𝐸 – free energy for an initial state, 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 – free energy for a new state, Z – number of 
neighbors, 𝛿𝛿 – Kronecker delta of state between current and neighboring cell. The probability p is 
calculated for every cubic cell in MC space. This computation is applied for every FE frame of 
welding simulation by performing an arbitrary set number of iterations known as the Monte Carlo 
Steps (MCS). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Initial microstructure. 
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The temperature field from the FE model is used to calculate the grain mobility M(Ti), which 
involves activation energy Q for specific material and given temperature Ti of MC cell in Arrhenius 
equation (Eq. 4). In the current model Eq. 4 is normalized to 0 – 1 range by M0 scaling factor, 
where 1 means the value for a melting point:  

0( ) i
i

Q
kTM T M e

−

=  (4) 

Data transfer between the two models is performed by interpolating temperature values from 
FE cloud of points into regular high-resolution 3D MC space. As pointed out, selecting appropriate 
interpolating functions is crucial to reproduce a final microstructure representation after welding. 
Four different methods were implemented and used in the current FE-MC hybrid model. The first 
is an Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) method [11]. This approach is based on the evaluation of 
the temperature value in a particular cell by averaging the values of neighboring FE data points 
(Eq. 5). The weights from Eq. 6 depend on the distance and the parameter 𝑛𝑛 (Eq. 6):  
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The second interpolation algorithm is based on Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) 
approach [12], where the evaluated value u depends on the weighting kernel function k (Eq. 7). 
The kernel function determines the weight of value using the neighborhood radius r and distance 
d between the current point x and neighboring one xi. Two different kernel functions: 
Epanechnikov (Eq. 8) and Quartic (Eq. 9), were used during the current investigation: 
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Additionally, two other approaches are considered due to their simplicity and low 
computational complexity. The third interpolation method is a particular variant of the IDW 
method with 𝑛𝑛 set to 0. This provides a simple average method (AVG) that only takes unweighted 
values into the computations. The last interpolation technique is based on finding the nearest point 
and applying its value (NEAREST). 
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Comparison of Interpolation Methods 
In order to study the impact of interpolation methods and their parameters on the evolution of 
microstructure in the MC space, two simulations of the thermal loading of an aluminium plate 
were carried out. The first computation was made with the most time-consuming direct coupling 
where FE points are equidistant from each other, and the size of the FE elements is the same as 
MC cells (Fig. 1a). In this case, the data are directly transferred from the particular FE integration 
point into the corresponding MC cell, and there is no interpolation. The simulation results from 
Fig. 4 are assumed to be a benchmark for further investigation. The second set of simulations is 
realized on a coarser FE mesh, and as described earlier, different interpolation methods were used 
to transfer the data into the MC model. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Final microstructure obtained from the direct coupling between FE and MC models. 

 
Each interpolation test was then conducted according to the parameters collected in Table 1. 

Corresponding final microstructure morphologies from hybrid FE-MC simulations are gathered in 
Fig. 5 – 9. For presentation purposes, only the middle section of the heat-affected zone is presented. 
Besides that, skeletonization of the top view of the microstructure was done to emphasize the 
difference in the shape of grains. Finally, obtained computational times and average grain sizes 
are summarized in Table 2.  

 
Table 1. Combination of applied interpolation methods and their parameters. 

Case no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Interpolation 

method IDW IDW IDW SPH/
Q 

SPH/
Q 

SPH/
Q 

SPH/
E 

SPH/
E 

SPH/
E AVG AVG AVG NEARES

T 
Radius of 

range 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.8 - 

n parameter 2 1 2 - - - - - - - - - - 
 

Table 2. The results of applied interpolation methods and reference microstructure. 

Case no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Ref. 
Average 

computatio
n time per 
frame [s] 

46 46 45 21 22 20 4 4 3 18 21 26 17 - 

 
Average 
central 

grain area 
[mm2] 

0.012 0.03  0.01
8 

0.013
  

0.02
9 

0.032
  

 0.01
4 

 0.03
3 

 0.03
3 

0.035
  

 0.03
7 

 0.02
9 

 0.03
1 

0.04
3 

 

 
Average 

elongated 
grain area 

[mm2]  

 0.03
0 

0.10
8 

 0.08
5 

 0.06
2 

0.12
7 

0.168
  

 0.08
3 

 0.14
8 

 0.16
2 

0.123
  

 0.14
7 

0.123
  

0.134
  

0.16
7 
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Fig. 5. Top view of the microstructure and its skeletons after thermal loading using IDW method: 

a) Case 1, b) Case 2, c) Case 3. 

 
Fig. 6. Top view of the microstructure and its skeletons after thermal loading using SPH-Quartic 

method: a) Case 4, b) Case 5, c) Case 6. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Top view of the microstructure and its skeletons after thermal loading using SPH- 

Epanenchnikov method: a) Case 7, b) Case 8, c) Case 9. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Top view of the microstructure and its skeletons after thermal loading using AVG 

method: a) Case 10, b) Case 11, c) Case 12.  
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Fig. 9. Top view of the microstructure and its skeletons microstructure after thermal loading 

using NEAREST method (Case 13, entire model). 
 
As presented, the applied methods and their parameters highly impact the resulting 

microstructures. Presented top views of the microstructures (Fig. 5 – 9) can be easily distinguished 
into two sections: the central part, which results in new and not fully grown grains, and the second 
one, with elongated grains after the grain growth. This division is particularly evident in the 
presented skeletons. Size, curvature, and a fraction of elongated grains depend on selected 
interpolation algorithms and their parameters. It is observed that SPH method in both variants 
produces the most elongated and curved shapes of grains that are related to the number of points 
taken into account in the neighborhood. However, at 0.8 [mm] neighborhood radius, the shapes of 
elongated grains are more irregular. According to the AVG method, if fewer values are considered 
in the averaging, the final structure is similar to the referenced one. The IDW approach shows the 
curvature of grains depends on the number of points taken into consideration, and the size relies 
on a parameter 𝒏𝒏 value. The NEAREST method, despite its simplicity, provides a very similar 
microstructure to the reference one. From the presented approaches, similar microstructures are 
produced by the SPH (Fig. 6b and Fig. 7b), the AVG (Fig. 8a), and the NEAREST. These methods 
differ in two points: the shape and size of elongated grains, which are the largest in the SPH, and 
the angle of direction of grain growth from the fusion zone to HAZ boundary, which is more 
perpendicular in the case of SPH and AVG. These methods present significantly different results 
from the reference, especially regarding the elongated-to-center grains ratio. Despite this, it seems 
that the NEAREST method most closely reflects the reference microstructure relative to the others.  
Summary 
Based on the presented research, it can be concluded that: 
1) temperature fields mapped from macro to micro scale by interpolation methods slightly vary 
from the direct transfer case. There are also minor differences in the shape and size of new grains.  
2) the most similar microstructure can be obtained by using an appropriately tailored method. The 
most effective results are produced using SPH interpolation (using Epanechnikov and Quartic 
kernel functions with 0.4 radii of range), AVG method (with the application of 0.2 radii of range) 
and the nearest neighbor approach. NEAREST provides the closest results to the benchmark case 
among these three methods. 
3) approaches based on averaging (all cases of the IDW and the AVG second and third case) 
introduce some disorder in temperature fields, which results in a lack of elongated grains. 

More simulations will be carried out on a larger computational MC domain as the subject of 
future work. The research will also include an examination of geometric parameters and velocity 
of the heat source and its influence on the microstructure evolution.  
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Abstract. Numerical simulations can help predict microstructure morphology evolution under hot 
forming conditions and support final material properties determination. Cellular Automata (CA) 
is a commonly used full-field method to model changes in microstructure morphology during 
different metal-forming processes. However, in the case of microstructure evolution changes 
during high deformation levels, at higher temperatures, the CA method has some limitations 
related to computational domain geometry changes. The use of random cellular automata (RCA) 
allows for a more realistic representation of this phenomenon. However, it involves much more 
effort during model implementation to optimise the algorithm in terms of execution time, which 
has to be at an acceptable time. This paper is a part of a larger research aiming at developing the 
dynamic recrystallisation model (DRX) using the RCA directly incorporated into the finite element 
(FE) framework. The main goal of the current work is to evaluate the efficiency of data transfer 
approaches between the two mentioned coupled model components. Particular attention is on 
shortening the execution time thanks to data streams opened in binary mode. 
Introduction 
Because of the rapid development of computer technology, current numerical methods can 
consider not only the macroscopic response of the material but also can track the microstructural 
changes explicitly. Advanced multiscale models often use different numerical simulation methods 
to reflect given phenomena at subsequent scales. In general, three major phenomena are 
responsible for microstructure evolution during the deformation of metallic materials: 
recrystallisation, phase transformation, and texture development. The former group of phenomena, 
particularly dynamic recrystallisation (DRX), is critical when evaluating hot metal forming 
conditions. This phenomenon leads to microstructure restoration during hot working conditions, 
which eventually influences their final mechanical properties  [1]. 

In principle, DRX consists of two main stages: nucleation and growth of new dislocation-free 
grains. It is a process driven mainly by a reduction of the dislocation density accumulated in the 
material during plastic deformation conditions under elevated temperatures. This process occurs 
directly during deformation at high temperatures, so its direct experimental observations are very 
demanding. Therefore, various numerical models are used to support and complement 
experimental analysis  [2,3]   

The cellular automata (CA) is one of the advanced full-field numerical methods commonly used 
to represent the microstructure evolution during plastic deformation. This method has been used 
for DRX simulations for many years, starting from the first simple model that did not consider 
computational domain deformation developed by Goetz and Seetharaman  [4]. They showed that 
even a straightforward model could approximate the material properties observed during 
experiments. More and more advanced models appeared over the following years. Xiao et al. [5] 
introduced the DRX model based on the CA coupled with the topology deformation technique to 
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account for the influence of grains' topology change during deformation on the kinetics of the 
DRX. Gawad and Pietrzyk introduced the Cellular Automata Finite Element model (CAFE) [6] 
with a simplified way to account for the microstructure's evolution in the FE simulation. Complex 
and more flexible models combining the CA method with FE were also developed  [7]. However, 
all these examples also showed that an accurate description of the deformation of the cellular 
automata computational domain under plastic forming conditions is a significant limitation of the 
classic CA approach, which is based on a regular grid of cells (Fig. 1a). Many solutions have been 
proposed to deal with that issue in recent years. In some works, authors introduced a simple CA 
space elongation algorithm along a selected axis  [8], and as a result, new recrystallised grains 
were also artificially elongated. Another research developed a technique based on mapping the 
computational space between two separate coordinate systems  [9]. It eliminated many 
disadvantages of previously reviewed approaches but still considered a series of geometrical 
assumptions during simulation. An exciting concept of space deformation was introduced in  [10]. 
The authors coupled the CA method with the FE approach and introduced the CA space 
deformation algorithm directly based on FE mesh geometry. However, because of the regularity 
of CA space, the remeshing operations were limited in FE software at higher deformation degrees. 
Therefore, the current paper's authors introduced the concept of coupling the FE deformation 
model with the random cellular automata (RCA) model of microstructure evolution presented 
in [11].  

In this case, the RCA modifies the definition of a regular CA space and considers it as a cloud 
of points (Fig. 1).  

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of a) CA and b) RCA computational space. 

 
The method retains all general properties of CA without introducing errors during coupling with 

finite element integration points, which deal with deformation calculations. As a result, the coupled 
RCAFE model reflects the material's behaviour during deformation more accurately, as it directly 
considers CA space deformation. 
RCAFE DRX Simulation 
The material deformation simulations are carried out in the classical J2 plasticity FE framework 
of Abaqus software. Additionally, each RCA cell from the microstructure evolution model is 
associated with a single FE integration point (Fig. 2). Therefore, coordinates of integration points, 
their displacements and equivalent plastic stresses are transferred from the FE to RCA models in 
each time step. The described coupling between RCA with the FE model carries the risk that some 
areas of the material may not be discretized with the correct number of cells, and it can influence 
the final results. Proper initial FE mesh discretization and remeshing operations should overcome 
this issue. The RCA model presented in this work can easily incorporate changes introduced by 
FE remeshing algorithm.  
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Fig. 2. Transformation of integration points into RCA cells. 

 
In general, the simulation in such a coupled RCAFE model consists of several steps. A the 

beginning of each iteration, cells in the RCA space are translated based on corresponding 
integration points coordinates in the FE model. After that, dislocations in each cell are evaluated 
based on the stress value from Abaqus software: 

 
2

0 6

1 i

a Gb
σρ

ρ
 

=  
   

(1) 

where: G is the shear modulus, iσ is the equivalent stress value calculated by the Abaqus, a6 is the 
model constant, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and ρ0 is the initial dislocation density. 
When the critical value of dislocation density is reached, new nuclei are incorporated into RCA 
space with the nucleation rate described by: 
 

exp nQN c
RT

ε  = − 
 

 
 

(2) 

where: c is constant, ε  is the strain rate, Qn is the activation energy for nucleation, T is the 
temperature, and R is the universal gas constant.  
Finally, in each time step, the cell changes its state from unrecrystallised to recrystallised based on 
its size and growth velocity value calculated as:  
 

( ) ( )( )0 , ,exp 2m
k l i j

QV M
RT

ατ ρ ρ = − − 
   

(3) 

where: M0 is the initial grain boundary mobility, Qm is the activation energy for grain boundary 
motion, α is a coefficient from the range (0,1), ρ(k,l) - dislocation density in the analysed and 
neighbouring cell, and τ is the energy required for dislocation movement.  

The flow of the simulation in such a basic version of the DRX model is presented in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. Flow of implemented DRX simulation process. 

 
Initial research on this topic clearly pointed out that the major disadvantage of the coupled 

RCAFE solution is the excessive computational time. The improvements in the RCA code itself, 
related to designing specific neighbourhood types and neighbourhood search algorithms, have 
already been carried out in  [15]. Therefore, the current research is directly focused on further 
optimising the algorithmic solution to increase the model efficiency, particularly developing 
effective data transfer mechanisms between the RCA and FE methods.  
Results 
A two-dimensional digital material representation (DMR) model consisting of six grains 
discretised by 50 000  elements was selected as a case study for the current research (Fig. 4). The 
DMR model was deformed by 30% at 1100°C within the FE framework. In each FE element time 
step, the data from FE integration points were directly transferred to the corresponding RCA 
points, where the progress of dynamic recrystallisation was simulated within the in-house code.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of the DMR model used for the FE simulations. 

 
Obtained microstructure evolution results in the RCA computational domain are presented in 

Fig. 5; blue cells represent unrecrystallised grains, and cells in the red-scale colours represent new, 
recrystallised ones. It is seen that nucleation starts from grain boundary regions, where higher 
dislocation densities are expected. The nuclei can also appear inside grains, but only after reaching 
significant deformation levels, which replicates well-known experimental observations. It should 
be clearly pointed out that despite the very small model used as a case study, the calculation time 
was quite long, reaching approx. 28 s. This time in the case of models with a larger number of 
grains and significantly refined FE mesh in 3D space, will lead to unacceptable simulation times. 
While the RCA simulation itself can be accelerated with the use of parallelisation techniques, the 
bottleneck of the coupled RCAFE solutions is transferring a large amount of data between the two 
models. In the evaluated case, the data transfer took about 30% of the entire simulation time. 
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Fig. 5. The results of subsequent simulation steps for a model consisting of 50 000 elements. 

 
As mentioned, the described technique should ultimately simulate much larger DMR models in 

3D space. Therefore, as the first step, we decided to look at the possibility of reducing the time of 
data transfer. Two different methods of handling data transition from FE to RCA were 
implemented and compared. Both approaches differ in the format of the files stored in the buffer 
linking the two models. In the basic approach, data files from Abaqus with subsequent changes in 
stress values and positions of FE integration points were saved in a standard text form. In the 
second approach, files were saved and loaded in binary mode. The concept of communication 
between FE and RCA models is presented in Fig. 6.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Diagram of communication between FE and RCA models.  

 
A series of simulations with increasing FE discretization levels was carried out to evaluate the 

differences between the two solutions. The summary of realised measurements shown in Fig. 7 
proves that thanks to the application of binary files, it is possible to save up to 10% of the time for 
the largest model. Nevertheless, the time effort associated with the data transfer is still quite 
excessive in comparison to the pure simulation time.   

 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of simulation and data transfer times for the text and binary files, 

respectively. 
Summary 
The use of the RCA concept allowed for the implementation of the DRX microstructure evolution 
model that, thanks to the flexibility of this solution, can be directly coupled with material 
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deformation data obtained from FE simulations. As a result, it is possible to take into account the 
influence of cellular automata space deformation on the progress of dynamic recrystallisation. At 
this research stage, the developed RCA DRX model considers only basic components like 
dislocation distribution, nucleation and dislocation density-driven grain growth and will be further 
developed. It was proven that in the coupled RCAFE simulation, the data transfer procedure 
between the commercial and in-house codes generates a major overhead in total simulation time. 
It was shown that the use of binary files could already speed up the analysis in comparison to the 
standard text files; however, further improvements in this aspect are also required. The further 
concept assumes direct information exchange inside subroutine code to eliminate the need for the 
files.  
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Abstract. The main purpose of this study is to control the visual quality in plastic injection 
moulding using an infrared camera after the ejection of the plastic part. Quality indicators have 
been extracted from the thermal image and from the data recorded by the sensors in the plastic 
injection machine and in the mould. After cooling, visual quality has been labelled by plastic 
experts based on 3 aesthetic defects: spot, flow line and streak mark. Three methods of reducing 
the dimension of the thermal image were studied: Quantiles, Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA), and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The visual quality can be predicted efficiently 
using dimension reduction of the image and Partial Least Square (PLS) regression. The PLS results 
allow to identify the root causes that explain the apparition of visual defects. 
Introduction 
The injection moulding process is one of the most used processes in the thermoplastic industry. It 
allows the manufacturing of parts having various shapes with low production time. The quality 
requirements of injected plastic parts are increasing to guarantee the final product functionality. 

For this reason, quality control is widely used in this industry. Methods are often based on 
statistical grounds [1,[2] and multivariate analysis have been successfully used [3-[5]. In the past, 
neural networks coupled with fuzzy logic have shown to be efficient in predicting the quality from 
the parameter settings of the injection machine [6-[11].  

However, these works were focused on the modelling of the injection process and have to target 
a dimensional quality or a weight. The visual quality is more difficult to characterize and to 
estimate quantitatively [12]. Existing inspection of defects in appearance relies mainly on manual 
visual inspection, which is neither efficient nor accurate enough to ensure the manufacturing 
quality. It is all the more difficult to estimate it on a plastic part right after its ejection since its 
appearance is not yet stabilized due to residual shrinkage. 

To analyse the visual quality online, the most straightforward way to proceed is to take a picture 
of the plastic part right after the ejection, detect any anomaly and evaluate it in order to decide if 
the product should be accepted or rejected. Artificial Intelligence techniques to extract relevant 
information about the visual quality can be used. Since the part is still hot right after the ejection, 
a picture taken with an infrared camera can be a good candidate. Indeed, it has been shown in [13] 
that the image of the plastic part and its dimensional quality can be efficiently found by taking the 
hot part of the thermal image. 

The most recent advances in this field were summarized in [14]. As noted in this review, studies 
have been mainly focused on the variation of the injection machine setting parameters.  Nagorny 
[15] presents image analysis techniques based on neural network. It is very powerful to predict the 
visual quality of the part from the image but the method demands a large number of data to train 
the model. 

In this paper, an alternative technique is introduced to handle the problem, based on dimensional 
reduction. It is assumed that the relevant information contained in the whole thermal image can be 
efficiently summarized in a small numbers of components obtained by dimensional reduction. 
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These components are used as inputs of a machine learning algorithm to predict the visual quality. 
The good results obtained with this prediction justify our assumption that the thermal image can 
be summarized in a few components.    

This paper is organized as follows: first, the methodology of our work is explained. Secondly, 
the experimental setup of the work is presented. Next, the different quality criteria used to estimate 
the visual quality is discussed. Finally, the main results are shown and compared, and the best 
results are detailed in the last section. 
Methods 
Our approach is based on the use of dimensional reduction of the image to extract the relevant 
information in an automatic way. 

After different attempts, two dimensional reduction methods were selected: the first one is 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which is well known in data analysis and consists in looking 
for the axes in the space of variables, which carry the greatest inertia. The second one is Linear 
Discriminant Analysis (LDA), where best representative axes are looked for taking into account 
the target quality to be predicted. LDA is also target oriented, since it takes into account the quality 
we want to predict. For this reason, LDA is  expected to be more efficient. This better efficiency 
will be checked in the results. In this work, both of these methods are implemented using the 
Scikit-learn package [16] in Python [17]. 

These two methods provide us with components of the image ranked by decreasing order of 
importance. Concerning the choice of the number of components to be kept, different ways to 
proceed exist, but none of them has ever emerged. For this reason, the simplest method, which 
also seems to be the most reliable, is used [18]. This method consists in plotting the explained 
variance with respect to the number of components. In the obtained curve, the last inflexion point 
before the explained variance tends to be constant and vanishing, which gives the number of 
components, looked for. For instance, we keep components 0, 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 below. 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the method to choose the number of thermal image components. 

 
To exhibit the interest of such dimension reduction methods, some quantiles of the thermal 

image are also computed and used in a way similar to what was done with the dimensional 
reduction components.  

After having selected the correct number of components of the image, the next step is to use 
them to predict the visual quality. Since this work aims to compare the predictive power of the 
thermal image indicators and more classical indicators of the process, thermal image indicators 
and indicators given by sensors in the machine (partially from [19]) are placed in the same dataset. 
Prediction was then carried out using PLS (Partial Least Square) regression. This regression is 
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similar to an ordinary multilinear regression but is adapted to non-orthogonal input data, which is 
indeed the case here. 

Among the results of this PLS regression, the ranking of all the input variables is shown 
according to their power to predict the target visual quality. This will also allow us to compare 
them for this goal, and to show the importance of the thermal image. 

Lastly, PLS regression allows making a detailed analysis of the prediction mechanism, which 
leads to an interpretation of the results in terms of physical root causes. Indeed, PLS regression 
defines intermediate latent variables, called PLS components, which are orthogonal with each 
other and which are the basis for an ordinary multilinear regression. These PLS components are 
computed through a rigorous algorithm, and their number is fixed by prediction tests. The user has 
no choice to make for these prediction tests that makes the whole process very rigorous. These 
PLS components can be interpreted as root causes for the output variable we try to predict. PLS 
regression was performed using the plsRglm package [20-23]. 
Experimental Setup 
A Billion 200T H150/470-200 plastic injection moulding machine was used for the experiments. 
The plastic material chosen for all the experiments was a black polypropylene “ExonMobil 
EXXTRAL CMU201” which is often used in the automotive industry. The plastic part was 
produced by an experimental mould chosen for simplicity to define quality criteria. The plastic 
part is shown in Fig. 2 below. Its dimensions are approximately 100×100×50 mm. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Plastic part. 

 
A Staubli robot arm takes the part out of the mould at the ejection and puts it in front of an 

Optris thermal camera sensitive in a wavelength range from 7.5 to 13 micrometres. For our 
purpose, it is enough to use the bare thermal camera image. The elapsed time between the mould 
opening and the image capture was constant and equal to 10 seconds. 

The thermal camera picture was reshaped to isolate the plastic part from the background, 
especially the reflection from the robot arm. This reshaping has been performed using K-Means 
clustering and DBSCAN algorithm [16] in Python. This is made easy by the fact that the plastic 
part and the background are clearly separated on the statistical distribution of the pixels. An 
example of an obtained picture is shown in Fig 3. below. As can be seen on the left, the hot part is 
limited to the centre near the injection point and the extremity of the plastic part are the parts that 
have cooled down the quickest. On the right, the cumulative distribution function shows the 
proportion of pixels below a given temperature: this allows the easy determination of quantiles as 
the abscissa corresponding to a given ordinate in this curve. 
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Fig. 3. Reshaped thermal camera picture (left) and empirical cumulative distribution function 
(right). 

 
The dataset was produced using a L12 Plackett-Burman Design of Experiments [18]. The 11 

setting parameters of the injection machine are listed in Table 1 below (together with their 
minimum and maximum value in this DoE), and have been chosen to ensure repeatability and 
automatic inline control. 

 
Table 1. Setting parameters for the DoE. 

Setting parameters Minimum Maximum 
Clamping force 100 t 200 t 
Injection stroke 80 cm3 86 cm3 
Injection speed 50 cm3/s 90 cm3/s 

Holding pressure 100 bars 300 bars 
Controller temperature 20 °C 60 °C 

Dosing delay 1 s 10 s 
Screw speed 50 tr/min 150 tr/min 

Barrel Temperature 220 °C 260 °C 
Feeding stroke 90 cm3 110 cm3 
Opening speed 100 mm/s 120 mm/s 
Back Pressure 30 bars 70 bars 

 
Since the thermal picture cannot vary directly, this DoE on the machine parameter setting 

paramters is the best way to get enough variance on the thermal pictures to be able to build a 
reliable statistical model to predict the visual quality. 
Measurements 
Once produced, the plastic parts are cooled down and plastic experts evaluate their quality 2 days 
later. This delay ensures that the plastic part has fully stabilized. A label is given, ranging from 
one (perfect) to 10 (the worse), for each of the three following criteria: 

1) The presence of spots or sink marks, which come from concave zones in the part and 
indicate that not enough material has been injected during the holding phase to compensate 
for the shrinkage. This is because the holding phase was not sufficient. 

2) The presence of flow lines (run-out), which come from an excessively large opening time 
of the mould. While the mould is open, a residual pressure exists in the nozzle that makes 
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the plastic material flow into the opened mould. If the opening time is long, a drop of cold 
material is formed and then crushed by the mould when it closes.  In the subsequent 
process, it forms on the final part a mark around the injection point when surrounded by 
new material. 

3) The presence of streaks around the injection point. When the plastic material is not 
sufficiently dried before being injected, residual humidity forms water droplets in the part 
around the injection point, that are visible as white marks in the part. 

 
Finally, a total visual quality is computed as the product of the three qualities defined just above. 

Overview of Results 
As explained in the previous section, quantiles or dimensional reduction components from the 
thermal image are extracted, and concatenated to the indicators. A PLS regression is performed in 
order to predict a visual quality. This is done for Spots quality, Flow lines quality, Streaks quality 
and Total visual quality. For each quality, a separate PLS regression model is computed. Quality 
of the prediction is given by R2 (usual measure of quality in regression), which measures the ratio 
of the variance explained by regression divided by the total variance. Results are given in Table 2 
below.  

 
Table 2. Obtained R2 as a function of the considered quality and the input data. 

Data Set Spots 
quality 

Flow lines 
quality 

Streaks 
quality 

Total visual 
quality 

indicators and quantiles of the 
thermal image 0.780 0.647 0.148 0.349 

indicators and principal 
components of the thermal image 0.839 0.764 0.349 0.343 

indicators and LDA components of 
the thermal image 0.919 0.950 0.830 0.400 

 
As can be seen from Table 2, a much more powerful way to predict the visual quality is to use 

the dimensional reduction instead of using only quantiles from the thermal image. In fact, R2 is 
better for each quality in the last two lines of Table 2 rather than in the first one, which concerns 
quantiles. For each quality, Table 2 shows that the best R2 result is obtained for LDA reduction. 
This is expected, since LDA reduction computes the components taking into account the target 
quality, which is not the case with the other dimension reduction methods.  

In the last column of Table 2, it is noticed that the prediction performance of the total visual 
quality remains poor (R2=0.4) whatever the dimensional reduction of the thermal image is. This 
is because the total visual quality is the product of the three basic qualities (spots, flow lines and 
streaks). This product has great uncertainty compared to the uncertainties of the basic qualities 
since some values of the basic qualities can be important. This makes the total visual quality more 
difficult to predict. 
Detailed Results  
As seen in Table 2 above, LDA dimensional reduction provides the best regression. In this section, 
these results are analysed using the interpretation allowed by PLS regression. 

Spots quality.  
With the criterion of the inflexion point in the explained variance (see section “Methods”), six 

LDA components are kept. Main standardized coefficients (i.e. those greater than 0.1 in absolute 
value) of the PLS regression for spots quality prediction are given in Table   3 below. 
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Table 3. Main standardized coefficients for spots quality prediction. 

Variable Standardized Coefficient 
First LDA component 0.259 

Viscosity during the holding phase 0.241 
Third LDA component 0.202 

Mould viscosity during the holding phase 0.180 
(…) (…) 

Second LDA component -0.275 
 
This table shows that the thermal image summarized by LDA component is highly relevant to 

explain spots quality: the interpretation of each LDA component is not available, but it can be 
noticed that the highest positive coefficient is held by the first LDA component and the smallest 
negative coefficient is held by the second LDA component. Since they are the most important 
LDA components, they are connected to the global homogeneity of the image and spots are 
connected with visual defects that have an importance on the global scale. This is expected from a 
visual inspection of the plastic parts. 

Moreover, spots are due to a lack of material caused by an insufficient holding. In Table 3, it is 
found that a high viscosity in the holding phase, in the machine and in the mould, increases the 
spots quality. The viscosity is computed as the pressure integral in the holding phase. So Table 3 
says that having a high pressure during holding increases the spots quality, that is what is expected 
from the definition of spots (sink marks) in section “Measurements”. 

In the next table, such an interpretation is examined to identify the root causes of the spots 
quality in a more detailed way than with the standardized coefficients (Table 3). For the spots 
quality, the algorithm tells us to keep 4 PLS components.  

The root causes to improve the spots quality provided by PLS components are summarized in 
Table 4 below. To keep the paper brief, we shall skip the detailed analysis and the justification of 
these results.  
 

Table 4. Summary of PLS component interpretation for spots quality. 

PLS 
component Interpretation 

1 Increase the pressure integral during the holding phase 

2 Same as 1, plus increase the volume of polymer available for injection; also 
look at the thermal image in detail 

3 Analyse the thermal image 
4 Same as 3 

 
Flow lines quality.  
With the criterion of the inflexion point in the explained variance (see section “Methods”), 6 

LDA components are kept. Main standardized coefficients (i.e. those greater than 0.1 in absolute 
value) are shown in Table 5 below. 
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Table 5. Main standardized coefficients for the flow lines quality prediction. 

Variable Coefficient 
First LDA component 0.659 
Fifth LDA component 0.149 

Injected volume during the dynamic phase 0.106 
(…) (…) 

Third LDA component -0.109 
Fourth LDA component -0.121 

Viscosity during the holding phase -0.159 
Viscosity during the dynamic phase -0.196 

Second LDA component -0.307 
 
The Table 5 shows that the standardized coefficients are clearly dominated by the thermal image 

and, in particular, the first and second LDA components. This shows that flow lines are visible on 
a global scale on the thermal image, and so that the thermal image is very relevant to explain the 
presence of flow lines (the LDA components have been calculated with respect to the flow lines 
quality, and have also changed compared to the spots quality case). Compared with the spots 
quality, it is noticed that the viscosity in the holding and dynamical phase acts negatively this time. 
Indeed, to have a good flow lines quality, the residual pressure after mould opening must be low, 
that is easier if the pressure imposed during the injection and the holding has been low (see section 
“Measurements” for physical causes). 

Statistical tests on prediction power indicate to keep 4 PLS components. The root causes 
obtained for the interpretation of the four PLS component are summarized in Table 6 below. 

 
Table 6. Summary of PLS component interpretation for flow lines quality. 

PLS 
component Interpretation 

1 
Inject the polymer early and not during the holding phase right before the 
mould opening, which may cause some flow of the polymer in the opened 

mould 

2 Cool down the plastic part efficiently to avoid flow lines, which means that an 
efficient cooling must solidify the sprue 

3 Inject a large quantity of polymer for the residual quantity of polymer in the 
machine to become low, and to have a low residual pressure 

4 Inject all the available polymer volume, so there remains nothing to flow in 
the mould during mould opening 

 
Streaks quality. 
With the criterion of the inflexion point in the explained variance (see section “Methods”), we 

keep 4 LDA components. Main standardized coefficients (i.e. those greater than 0.05 in absolute 
value) are shown in Table 7 below. 
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Table 7. Main standardized coefficients for the streaks quality prediction. 

Variable Coefficient 
First LDA component 0.831 

Viscosity during the dynamic phase 0.095 
Thermal controller mean flow rate 0.076 

Fourth LDA component 0.072 
(…) (…) 

Third LDA component -0.055 
End of feeding time -0.069 

 
What is visible in this Table 7 is that almost everything is explained by the first LDA 

component. For consistency with other analysed qualities, we look also at the PLS components. 
Statistical tests on prediction power tell to keep 4 PLS components. 

The interpretation of the four PLS component as root causes are summarized in Table 8 below. 
 

Table 8. Summary of the PLS component interpretation for streaks quality. 

PLS 
component Interpretation 

1 Lower the polymer temperature at all stages to avoid the formation of water 
vapour bubbles 

2 Increase the pressure during the holding phase to avoid droplets to form. 

3 Augment the pressure drop in the nozzle to avoid shear in the mould (which 
causes heating and formation of water vapour bubbles) 

4 Decrease pressure and injected volume during the holding phase, which 
decreases the shear in the mould and so the polymer heating. 

 
Total visual quality. 
The PLS regression leads to a R2 equal to 0.4, which is too small for the interpretation of the 

coefficients to be possible. 
Summary 
In this paper, the visual quality prediction of injected plastic boxes based on dimensional reduction 
is studied. Three methods of reducing the dimension of the thermal image are studied: quantiles, 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The prediction 
of the quality marks is achieved from a dataset gathering dimensional reduction and from 
indicators calculated from the machine and mould sensors. The best results are obtained with the 
LDA dimensional reduction whose interpretation enable to define root causes explaining the 
phenomena. 

The presented work shows that the dimensional reduction method is validated and is a much 
simpler alternative for visual quality prediction than neural networks, which demand a huge 
amount of data. The statistical analysis interpretation shows also that it is possible to refine human 
experts’ evaluation and knowledge, to evaluate their notation and can help to define a human 
evaluation procedure. 
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Abstract. Rolling simulation, especially for groove rolling, is heavily dominated by use of finite 
element methods, but simulating a full pass sequence often takes several hours. Simpler models 
offer high-speed simulation within seconds at the expense of resolution and accuracy. In 
mechanical engineering, Monte-Carlo approaches are well known for analysis of fabrication 
tolerances in component assembly. By usage of fast simulation cores, this technique becomes 
available for analysis of process variations in groove rolling, since computational costs are crucial 
due to the need of hundreds or thousands of simulation runs. Rolling process variations can be 
classified in two groups: first, variations of the input material, such as actual dimensions, 
temperature and microstructure state; second variations occurring during processing, such as 
transport times, environment temperature and tool wear. The regarded process was the operation 
of the experimental semi-continuous rolling plant at the Institute of Metal Forming (IMF). 
Simulations were carried out by use of the open source rolling framework PyRolL, developed at 
IMF. The main part of process parameters was considered as constant, but some were described 
as a statistical distribution. For each simulation run a set of actual sample values of the distributed 
parameters was drawn using a random number generator. Selected result values were described by 
use of statistical methods to analyze the variational behavior of the process in behalf of the two 
variation classes. 
Introduction 
The term Monte Carlo Method (MCM) generally refers to a class of methods, which are 
characterized by the use of random numbers. These methods are rather diverse and serve different 
purposes. Here, the term shall be used for the concept of drawing random numbers as input for a 
function and analysing the results of several evaluations of this function, with different random 
inputs, with statistical methods. A detailed overview on this type of Monte Carlo methods is given 
by Lemieux [1]. The nature of the function can be complex, even of a black-box type, where 
nothing about the internals of the function is known but the input and output interfaces. In this 
case, Monte Carlo methods can provide valuable information about the behavior of the function 
while altering inputs.  

Here, the function equals the simulation procedure, so it is generally known, but complex. For 
example, it is generally not possible, to compute derivatives of the outputs in dependence on the 
inputs in an analytical way. Even numerical derivation is hard, due to the multi-dimensional nature 
of most natural or technical systems. 

The use of Monte Carlo methods for the analysis of variations in technical processes was 
reported before in the field of assembly of complex structures, like in mechanical engineering and 
building construction (f.e. [2-7]). However, in the field of rolling processes, there was no such 
attempt yet to the knowledge of the authors. The authors have previously used a similar approach 
to model powder morphology influences in sintering processes [8, 9]. The current work shall show 
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the possibility of the application of Monte Carlo methods for the analysis of process variations in 
rolling processes. The focus lies hereby on the estimation of the workpiece temperature evolution. 
The temperature evolution is crucial for the microstructure development of the workpiece, which 
shall be investigated in a following work. The influence of variations in the initial workpiece and 
within the regarded process route is analysed and evaluated. Due to the need of a large number of 
function evaluations (simulation runs), the evaluation speed of the process model is crucial to the 
applicability of this approach.  

Rolling simulation is currently dominated by the use of finite element (FE) based models. These 
are offering high accuracy and high resolution results at the expense of high computational 
resource usage. So, these methods are inconvenient for the current need. Therefore, one-
dimensional approaches shall be used here. These offer less accuracy and limited resolution, but 
are computable within fractions of seconds on typical personal computer systems. The current 
work is based on the open-source rolling simulation framework PyRolL [10], developed by the 
authors, which is a fast, open and flexible software package mainly aimed at groove rolling in 
reduction passes. The models used for the different parts of the problem can be exchanged and 
extended with low effort to the user’s needs. 
Method 
The Institute of Metal Forming operates a semi-continuous pilot rolling plant, which is the object 
of the current investigation. It consists of a two-high reversing roughing stand and four continuous 
finishing stands. The pass schedule of the current work consists of 10 oval-round reversing passes 
followed by 4 oval-round continuous finishing passes. A 50 mm round workpiece made of a mild 
structural steel is rolled down to 8 mm diameter. Details of the schedule are provided in the 
supplemental material [11], as the exact properties of the pass schedule are of minor importance 
for the statements of this work.  

Monte Carlo Approach. 
The basic idea of the approach shown here is to simulate the rolling process several times with 

different input values, which are drawn by a random number generator according to predefined 
statistical distributions. Afterwards, the distribution of the results can be analysed by classic 
methods of descriptive statistics to obtain information about the process’ variational behavior. The 
principle is shown in Fig. 1. 

This approach provides information about the overall variational behavior of the process. If a 
single source of variation is introduced in the input, the reaction of the process on this variable can 
be analysed. The count of variation sources introduced is generally unbounded. The tracing back 
of result variations to the input can be done using classic correlation methods of descriptive 
statistics, however, with the same typical caveats. The main benefit of the approach is, that no 
information about the internals of the simulation procedure is needed for variational analysis, 

Fig. 1. Chart of the Concept of Variation Estimation Using Monte Carlo Techniques. 
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especially there is no need for derivatives of result values in dependence on the input. The 
simulation procedure can generally be treated as black box with defined input and output 
interfaces. 

The key problem is to obtain data describing the variations of the input variables. In this work 
two showcases shall be regarded: first the variation of the initial workpiece in diameter and 
temperature, second the variation of the inter-pass durations between the reversing passes. This 
choice was taken, since two fundamentally different types of variation sources were suspected. 
First, sources in the initial workpiece, which are applied only once, but traverse the whole process 
line. Second, variations in the process itself, which affect the workpiece state in each process step 
anew. 

The question of varying inter-pass durations is crucial for scientific experiments on 
microstructure evolution, but currently often neglected. Mostly, only flat durations between the 
reversing passes are included in the design calculations. Due to manual transport and feed of the 
workpiece to the following roll pass, the scheduled inter-pass durations are never realized in 
practice. Although, these deviations from the schedule influence the microstructure evolution of 
the sample, as well as the actual conditions in the roll passes. The current approach is aimed to 
help quantifying these deviations. 

Data Acquisition. 
The pilot plant at IMF is equipped with several measurement and data collection systems. Data 

from a number of rolling trials have been collected and analysed to obtain the inter-pass durations 
t between the reversing passes. The complete dataset and analysis routines are available in the 
supplemental material [11]. 

For the approximative description of the durations’ distribution, a gamma distribution was used, 
which is a generalized exponential distribution. The probability density function (PDF) of the 
gamma distribution is defined as in Equation 1, where Γ is the gamma function and α > 0 and β > 
0 are parameters. 

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) =
𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼

𝛤𝛤(𝛼𝛼) 𝑥𝑥
𝛼𝛼−1exp(−𝛽𝛽𝑥𝑥) (1) 

Since the gamma distribution is only defined for x > 0, but no inter-pass durations below a certain 
value occur due to technical restrictions, the distribution was modified by introducing a minimal 
inter-pass duration t0 with x = t − t0. So, there are three free parameters α, β and t0 for fitting of the 
distribution function. The fitting was done using least squares optimization of the resulting PDF 
function on the density histogram of the data. Statistical analysis and model fitting were done by 
use of the SciPy [12] and Pandas [13, 14] software packages. 

Core Simulation Procedure.  
In the current work, the open-source rolling simulation framework PyRolL [10] was used to 

simulate the rolling process. Generally, the shown approach can be used with every rolling 
simulation software available, since the procedure does not depend on any internals of the 
simulation. A fast simulation approach, however, is favourable, since the simulation has to be done 
several, up to hundreds of, times. The models used here are of one-dimensional type, thus, they 
lack of resolution in other directions as the rolling direction and provide only limited accuracy, but 
at the benefit of high solution speed. They typically combine empirical approaches with simplified 
analytical solutions. PyRolL is designed to offer simple exchangeability of the used model 
approaches. The model set can be chosen in a modular way by loading plugin packages. The 
current simulation was done with the basic configuration of PyRolL, which includes the empirical 
roll force and torque model of Hensel and Spittel [15], an integral thermal model approach 
according to Hensel et al. [16], contact area estimation according to Zouhar [16] and roll flattening 
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according to Hitchcock and Trinks [18]. Spreading was simulated using the equivalent flat pass 
according to Lendl [19-21] in conjunction with the spreading equation of Wusatowski [22]. The 
calculation time of one simulation run is below 1 s on typical current desktop computer systems. 
Details of software construction and model equations are provided in the documentation of PyRolL 
[10].  

 

 

 

 
Results 
Inter-pass Durations For the analysis of the inter-pass durations a set of 29 rolling trials was 
analysed. The histograms of the obtained dataset are shown in Fig. 2 in conjunction with the fitted 
distribution parameters. The mean inter-pass duration was about μ(t) = 6.1 s. The 90 % confidence 
interval is between 4.50 s and 9.32 s. Data points larger than 15 s were capped as outliers, since 
they occurred very rarely and are related to operational problems.  

Simulation Showcases.  
In the following, two showcases of the Monte Carlo approach described above shall be shown. 

For each case 100 sample conditions were drawn using a random number generator. The current 
analysis was limited to the aspect of temperature evolution as example for the possibilities of the 
method, although other key problems such as roll force and torque, spreading and filling, as well 
as elastic rolling stand behavior are included in the simulation core. The temperature evolution 
was selected, because it is the most vivid property of the process to show the importance of 
variation analysis. It influences directly and substantially the plastic material behavior and the 
evolution of the microstructure, while it is quite sensitive to most process conditions. More detailed 
data is included in the supplemental material [11]. 

The first showcase is the analysis of variations solely in the input workpiece. Exemplary, the 
diameter d of the round profile and the mean initial temperature T of the workpiece were chosen. 
Their variations were modelled using normal distributions with the nominal values as mean  
μ(d) = 50.0 mm resp. μ(T) = 1373 K and standard deviations of σ(d) = 1.0 mm resp. σ(T) = 10 K. 
The inter-pass durations were here chosen as an approximate constant of t = 6.1 s (corresponding 
to the mean inter-pass duration above) for the reversing passes, but were calculated directly from 
rolling velocity and distance for the continuous passes. 

The resulting temperature evolution is shown in Fig. 3. The variations of the incoming and 
outgoing temperatures at each roll pass are plotted as boxplots in the respective positions. Two 

Fig. 2. Histograms of Inter-Pass Duration Between Roll Passes of the Reversing Mill. 
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line plots show the results of the simulation using only the nominal values and the mean curve of 
the Monte Carlo results. These were rather equivalent in this case. The variations of the simulation 
results tended to decrease along the pass schedule, compare also Fig. 5. In the continuous passes, 
the variations of the workpiece temperatures were rarely significant. This is in accordance to 
practical experience. 

The second showcase is the consideration of the varying inter-pass durations during operation 
of the reversing mill due to manual feeding. The durations were drawn from the gamma 
distribution created above. The remaining parameters were the same as in the first case.  

The resulting temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 4 similarly to the first case. The standard 
deviations of both cases are compared in Fig. 5. In contrast to the first case, the variations of the 
workpiece temperature are not decreasing along the pass schedule but in the finishing passes, since 
additional variation is introduced between each pass of the reversing mill. So the variation of the 
utput workpiece is higher than that of the input. Additionally, the mean of the Monte Carlo results 
tends to deviate from the nominal results, unlike the first case. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Temperature Evolution Within the Rolling Process Under Variation of the Initial 

Workpiece. 
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Fig. 4 Temperature Evolution Within the Rolling Process Under Variation of the Initial 

Workpiece and of the Inter-Pass Durations. 

 

 

Summary 
The current work showed the general applicability of Monte Carlo method based variation 
estimation techniques on the variational behavior of rolling processes. Two different kinds of 
variation sources in rolling processes were identified: first, variations in the input workpiece, 
second, variations within the process. They showed fundamentally different behavior. While 
variations in the input workpiece tend to vanish along the process, variations in the process itself 
accumulate and lead to high variations in the product. This leads to the conclusion, that the control 
of variations within the process is crucial in comparison to variations in the input material. 

Especially in the case of manual feeding of a reversing mill, as common in pilot plants, this has 
to be kept in mind. It can be stated, that a well-controlled process should tend to decrease the 
variations of its input workpiece. These findings are in accordance to practical experience. In 
following work, the concept will be extended by the use of more advanced models within the 
simulation core. However, this has to be done always with the computational effort in mind, since 
the core simulation must be carried out up to hundreds of times. With the use of locally resolved 
models, estimations regarding the variation of local workpiece state can be carried out. Especially 
in terms of microstructure evolution, this would be a valuable contribution to the interpretation of 

Fig. 3. Evolution of the Temperature Standard Deviation. 
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experimental results. In the future, this approach can help to identify sources of variations within 
a process and evaluate their influence on the resulting output variations. 

A key is the acquisition of a statistical description of the process parameters. A first estimate 
can be given by a normal distribution with a certain standard variation around the nominal 
parameter value. For more accurate results, the collection of data in the running process may be 
appropriate, as was shown for the inter-pass durations. The method’s reliability is dependent on 
both, the accuracy of the simulation models and the statistical parameter description. 
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Abstract. Flow forming is an incremental bulk forming process used to produce tubular 
components from high-strength alloys. One of the features complicating its modelling is the small 
contact area of the workpiece with the tools. Taken along with cyclic non-monotonic loading from 
three rollers deforming the workpiece with complicated kinematics, this demands a very fine mesh 
and time step throughout the simulation. The typical approach of using a tetrahedral mesh with 
strain-based remeshing can introduce errors in the results due to the highly localized deformation 
and can also prolong the computation time. In the present study, in parallel to using tetrahedral 
mesh with remeshing, two different approaches of hexahedral mesh without any remeshing were 
also modelled for the workpiece, retaining all the other setup parameters, and the results compared. 
In both cases, local mesh adaptations were used to ensure a very fine mesh in the zone of contact 
with the rollers. Results from the simulations clearly showed that the key outputs such as stress 
state parameters (triaxiality and Lode stress parameters) and plastic strain values were very 
sensitive to the mesh and remeshing method used and careful consideration is required before 
employing the outputs for further analysis. 
Introduction 
Flow forming is an incremental bulk forming process employing two or three rollers that produce 
localized zones of deformation to manufacture near-net shape tubular components [1,2]. It is a 
flexible and effective method to produce parts from high-strength alloys with limited ductility at 
room temperature[3]. It is highly flexible as it affords the possibility of independent setting of up 
to seven process parameters (mandrel rotation speed, axial and radial displacement speeds of three 
independent rollers) as detailed in [4,5] and this enables different forming strategies depending on 
the material, component shape and machine capabilities. In addition, for large thickness reduction 
ratios of thick-walled workpieces with wall thinning of up to 80–90%, the process can be carried 
out in several passes [5,6]. 

However, the process is innately complex and deciding on a forming strategy or solving 
particular problems such as component fracture are not straight-forward. Finite-element (FE) 
modelling of the process can provide some much needed insight into the complicated process 
mechanics, but it is not without its fair share of complications, as detailed in the work of Bylya et 
al. [7]. One of the features of the flow forming process that complicates its modelling is the small 
contact area of the workpiece with the rollers. This circumstance imposes special requirements on 
the choice of the finite element mesh and the time step of the calculation. Consequently, the choice 
of mesh size and time step influences the output from the model considerably. The inaccuracy and 
errors resulting from the choice of mesh will impact further analysis such as fracture prediction 
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that uses the outputs from the simulation and therefore cannot be overlooked in the case of robust 
modelling required for industrial applications. 

For finite deformations in bulk forming processes, typically, a tetrahedral mesh is employed in 
many commercial metal forming software and a strain-based remeshing algorithm is used to 
remesh the nodes and elements when the strain reaches a certain value, which can be set by the 
user. The remeshing is helpful to avoid distortion of meshes at very high strains and can be 
beneficial is most metal forming modelling for improving the accuracy of the model. However, in 
incremental bulk forming processes, such as flow forming, remeshing can introduce errors in the 
results due to highly localized deformation and can also prolong the computation time. The 
influence of mesh size and remeshing formulation has been reported in few earlier works [8,9]. 
The focus therein was limited to sensitivity analysis against a specific output value (von Mises 
stress) [9] or the differences between different formulation of the problem, i.e., Euler, Lagrangian 
or ALE[8]. In the present work, in parallel to the typical approach of using tetrahedral mesh with 
remeshing, alternative use of hexahedral mesh for the workpiece without any remeshing was also 
modelled, using the same Lagrangian formulation and retaining all the other setup parameters. The 
key output parameters from the models were analyzed and compared against actual experimental 
findings. 
Experimental Data Used for Modelling 
A relatively short process involving a single pass flow forming of Ti6Al4V tube of thickness 12 
mm is taken for simulation and for comparison of the models. It was found experimentally with 
repeatability that Ti6Al4V preforms fractured before the roller reached a final depth of 9 mm (i.e., 
reduction of 3 mm (25%)). A finite-element simulation of the process will play a crucial role in 
understanding the reason behind the failure. Furthermore, owing to the short duration of the actual 
process prior to failure, i.e. 16 s, the process can be simulated completely using a full 3D elasto-
plastic formulation and with fine mesh and time-step settings. A schematic of the process and 
process parameters used in the model setup are provided in Fig. 1 and the kinematics parameter 
used for the model setup are summarized in Table 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Three-roller flow forming process - (a) capture of process carried out at AFRC, 

University of Strathclyde, (b) schematic of the process representing the main process parameters 
and (c) schematic showing the axial and radial positions of the three rollers when projected on 

to a single axial plane. 
 
The rollers are located 120° apart in the circumferential direction as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), 

with Roller 1 directly above the workpiece in what is designated as the vertical axis for the whole 
setup. The rollers are staggered both axially and radially. The total reduction is split between the 
rollers in such a way that Roller 1 has a bite of 1 mm, Roller 2 goes further deep with a radial 
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offset of 1 mm between Roller 1 and 2 (t12) and Roller 3 goes even further deep with a radial offset 
of 1 mm between Roller 2 and 3 (t23); in summary, the total bite of Roller 2 and Roller 3 are set to 
be 2 and 3 mm, respectively. In addition, Roller 2 trails behind Roller 1 by 4 mm (d12), and Roller 
3 trails behind Roller 2 by 4 mm (d23) in the axial direction. When projected onto a single plane 
the roller offset will appear as shown in Fig. 2(c). A constant rotation speed of 150 RPM is 
prescribed to the mandrel and a tailstock is used to apply pressure across the face of the workpiece 
such that the workpiece rotates along with Mandrel without slipping. The rollers do not have their 
own spindle drives but rotate only due to the friction on contact with the workpiece. 

 
Table 1. Summary of main process parameters used in experimental trials studied. 

Speed, N [RPM] Feed, Vf [mm/s] Initial Thickness, t0 
[mm] 

Final Thickness, tf 
[mm] 

150 1 12 9 
Radial offset b/w 
Roller 1 and 2, t12  

[mm] 

Radial offset b/w 
Roller 2 and 3, t23 

[mm] 

Axial offset b/w 
Roller 1 and 2, d12 

[mm] 

Axial offset b/w 
Roller 2 and 3, d23 

[mm] 
1 1 4 4 

Modelling Approach 
To obtain a smooth deformation field when simulating the process, the roller must pass the contact 
zone in at least three time steps. The typical size of the contact spot according to experimental 
measurements for the case of the simulated process is approximately 9 × 16 mm, please refer to 
Fig. 2(a). With a workpiece rotation speed of 150 rpm and the external diameter of the part being 
164 mm, the calculated time step should not exceed 4 ms. In order for at least 8–10 workpiece 
nodes to be in contact with the roller (blue dots in Figure 2a), the required size of the finite element 
mesh element should not exceed 2 mm; this is also necessary for the correct modelling of the 
plastic deformation gradient, and the resulting residual stresses, across the thickness of the 
workpiece (Fig. 2(b)). Furthermore, elastic deformation of the rest of the workpiece and secondary 
plastic deformation of the already deformed regions also play a crucial role, and therefore a 
relatively fine mesh is also required in regions that are in the vicinity of contact with rollers and 
also in already deformed regions. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Factors influencing the finite element mesh when modelling flow forming: a) small 

contact area between the workpiece and rollers (inset: measurement from experiment and that 
observed in FE simulation), b) local plastic deformation (showing the gradient of plastic strain 

along thickness), c) elastic deformation of workpiece as a shell throughout. 
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To analyze the influence of mesh settings, 3 different cases were simulated as shown in Fig. 3: 
Case I - default tetrahedral mesh with strain-based remeshing (Fig. 3 (b)); Case II – a coarse 
hexahedral mesh with less than 2 mm element size in the contact zone without remeshing through 
the process (Fig. 3 (c)); Case III - a finer hexahedral mesh with less than 1 mm element size in the 
whole deforming region of workpiece without remeshing through the process (Fig. 3 (d)). Only 
the first 16 s of the process leading to the fracture were simulated in each case. In Case I and II, a 
local mesh adaptation covering the expected contact zone with the three rollers through the process 
was used to refine the initial mesh to 1 mm and 2 mm, respectively. In regions outside the mesh 
adaptation, an average mesh sizes of 5-8 mm were used in both cases. In Case III, a fine mesh with 
average element size of 1 mm was used in the region covering the expected start of contact with 
rollers to the end of the workpiece as shown in Fig. 3 (d). The nose region in the rollers, which 
typically contact the workpiece, were also meshed fine as shown in Fig. 3 (a) to ensure proper 
contact area calculations.  

 
Fig. 3. Mesh settings used in the study – (a) Mesh adaptation used in the nose region for meshing 
of rollers to simulate accurate contact with workpiece; Workpiece mesh settings used in (b) Case 
I with tetragonal mesh and strain-based remeshing, (c) Case II with relatively coarse hexagonal 

mesh and without remeshing through process, and Case III with finer hexagonal mesh and 
without remeshing through process. 

 
All the cases were simulated using commercial metal-forming software, QForm. The tool 

kinematics in the model setup were maintained as close to the real process as possible and were 
the same in all 3 cases. A full 3D elasto-plastic model with isotropic hardening material model 
obtained from room-temperature tensile tests carried out with the same batch of Ti6Al4V as used 
in the flow forming trials was used for the simulations. A constant timestep of 1 ms was used 
everywhere. The friction condition at mandrel and roller contact were maintained the same in all 
cases well. A low friction (Levanov friction factor of 0.2) and high friction (Levanov friction factor 
of 0.2) condition were specified at the workpiece interface with mandrel and rollers, respectively. 
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The temperature in the workpiece was observed to not rise beyond 50°C in experiments owing to 
strong coolant flow. Hence, the thermal simulation was neglected in all cases.  
 
Results and Discussion 
All three simulated cases showed reasonable agreement with roller reaction forces and final 
geometry observed in the experimental trials. In the experiments, it was observed that the fracture 
initiated on the inner surface of the workpiece in contact with the mandrel, as shown in Fig. 4(a). 
The trials were stopped at different instances and the fracture was identified to originate just under 
where roller 3 would be when it reached a depth of approx. 10 mm. Three points in the same axial 
plane at different depths along the thickness – Outer (surface), Mid (6 mm deep), and Inner (12 
mm deep, in contact with mandrel) – corresponding to this section were identified in the 
simulations for further analysis, with Inner marking the location of fracture, as shown in Fig. 4(b). 
The same three points with exact XYZ coordinates in all three cases of simulation were tracked 
through the whole process, and the history of key output parameters, particularly accumulated 
plastic strain, triaxiality and Lode angle parameters, were traced. Furthermore, the timestamps of 
key events during the process, namely, Roller 1 Contact, Roller 2 Contact, Roller 3 Contact and 
the instance of fracture initiation with respect to the 3 identified points were recorded as shown in 
Fig. 4(c) and these were converted to mandrel revolutions for easy comparison. 

A through-process comparison of the key output parameters from all 3 cases for the 3 identified 
points are presented in the following section: 

Accumulated Plastic Strain.  
Accumulated plastic strain or the Odquist parameter, calculated using Eq. 1 below, is an 

important representative scalar of the total strain path during the process and is often used in further 
calculations such as residual stress and fracture prediction. 

0

t
P pdtε ε= ∫                     (1) 

Fig. 5 below shows a comparison of the history of accumulated plastic strain in the three cases 
simulated. As can be seen from Fig. 5(a), the Pε in Case I exhibits kinks or jumps in values, which 
are absent in Case II and III. This can be attributed to the remeshing in Case I, wherein remeshing 
introduces errors in plastic strain value when remapping the calculated strain from previous time 
step to the newly generated mesh. Transportation of tensor values from old mesh to the new mesh 
poses considerable challenges and different software employ different assumptions to carry out 
this operation, and this introduces small errors during remapping. On repeating the operation for a 
few times in the case of large deformations, the errors become pronounced. This issue is not limited 
to QForm but is observed in other commercial FE software as well and is a challenge that warrants 
further in-depth study.  

In addition to this, the calculated values for plastic strain in Outer and Mid points in Case I are 
considerably higher than those calculated in Case II and III. Given that the total reduction in 
thickness was 2 mm at failure, and the Mid point is 6 mm from the initial surface of the workpiece, 
the extremely high value of plastic strain, 2Pε = , predicted for the point in Case I appears 
erroneous.  
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Fig. 4. Tools used for analysis of results – (a) fracture observed in experimental trials showing 

the location of fracture initiation, (b) points traced through the whole process in all three 
simulations, and (c) the timestamps of key events during the process, namely, Roller 1 Contact, 
Roller 2 Contact, Roller 3 Contact and instance of Fracture initiation w.r.t the points traced. 
 
The Pε  values predicted in Case II and III appear more reliable. The difference observed in 

values between those calculated in Case II and Case III shows the sensitivity of the results to the 
mesh size used. Case III with a finer mesh can be expected to provide more accurate results in this 
case. Unfortunately, since the value of plastic strain cannot be directly measured but only inferred 
through other measurements and observations, novel calibration strategies are required to further 
validate the results, which are beyond the scope of this present work. 

Stress-state Parameters.  
Triaxiality and Lode angle parameters are important stress-state parameters that are most 

commonly used in fracture criteria [10, 11]. Triaxiality parameter (η), defined as the ratio of mean 
stress ( mσ ) to equivalent or effective stress (σ ), as expressed in Eq. 2 below, is a useful parameter 
to represent the 3D stress-state in a point. A Triaxiality parameter of 1/ 3η = −  represents purely 
uniaxial compressive stress, 0η =  represents pure shear, 1/ 3η = represents purely uniaxial tensile 
stress and intermediate points represents a combined stress state in a point. Experimental 
investigation on fracture locus in Ti6Al4V show that the material is prone to fail under a tensile 
stress state earlier than in other conditions and 1/ 3η >=  are unsafe [12].  
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Fig. 5. Comparison of history of accumulated plastic strain in all 3 cases simulated: (a) Case I – 

tetrahedral mesh with remeshing, (b) Case II – Coarse hexahedral mesh, (c) Case III – fine 
hexahedral mesh. (Top inset: Plastic strain profile across thickness at the instance of fracture 

initiation in all 3 cases). 
 

Looking at the fracture observed in flow formed Ti6Al4V tubes, the fracture appears on the 
inner surface where plastic strain is almost 0 and fracture surface was observed to be brittle and 
most probably resulted from the tensile stress state along the inner edge of the tubes directly under 
the rollers (refer to Fig. 6(a) and 6(b)). 

mση
σ

=                     (2) 

Fig. 6(c-e) shows a comparison of the history of triaxiality parameter for the same three points 
in all three cases studied. As can be observed, the history is considerably different in the three 
cases, and in Cases I and III employing a fine mesh, the deviations about the mean values are 
higher compared to Case II with a relatively coarser mesh. Case II and III using a Hexahedral 
Mesh show a trend with predominantly tensile stresses ( 1/ 3η = ) in the Inner point where fracture 
occurred and also in the Mid point in the initial stages closer to the contact with Roller 1. The 
stress state in the Mid point then transitions towards compressive stress ( 1/ 3η = − ) as the 
reduction increases under Roller 2 and 3, which appears logical. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of history of triaxiality parameter in all 3 cases simulated: (b) Case I – 
tetrahedral mesh with remeshing, (c) Case II – coarse hexahedral mesh, (d) Case III – fine 

hexahedral mesh. (Top inset: (a) Key: Location of points with respect to observed fracture, (b)) 
relationship between fracture strain and triaxiality parameter). 

 
The duration from Roller 3 contact (Revolution 38) to the time of fracture initiation (Revolution 

40) was examined further in-depth as shown in Fig. 7. The three peaks observed within a single 
revolution corresponds to the instant when the points are directly under the influence of the 3 
rollers. As can be clearly seen in the figure, Case II and III predict tensile stresses in Inner Point, 
which correlates well with the main hypothesis that fracture originated in this location due to 
unsafe tensile stress-state prevalent at this point, while Case I does not. Case III predicts higher 
triaxiality and additional peaks, which warrants further investigation to be taken up in future work. 
Similar differences were observed in the case of Lode angle parameter as well but are not presented 
herein for brevity. 

 
Fig. 7. In-depth comparison of history of triaxiality parameter in all 3 cases simulated in the last 

2 revolutions leading up to fracture initiation. 
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Computation time.  
The total simulation time for the three cases differed considerably and were – (i) Case I – 93 hr 

24 min 48 s; (ii) Case II - 24 hr 17 min 59 s; (iii) Case III – 63 hr 49 min 13 s. It is understood that 
the total node count dictates the number of equations to be solved and directly influences the 
computation time. The total node count in the three cases simulated were - (i) Case I – 22525; (ii) 
Case II - 13806; (iii) Case III – 40956. As can be observed, the total simulation time in Case III 
was lower than that in Case I, despite having higher node count. This implies that remeshing is the 
chief time-consuming operation. Furthermore, in the case of hexahedral meshes, the absence of 
errors introduced by the remeshing operation could also lead to faster convergence of solution. 

For the present case involving flow forming of Ti6Al4V tubes, hexahedral mesh appears to 
provide more reliable results. For cases involving large deformations and multiple passes of 
forming, distortion of mesh cannot be avoided without remeshing and appropriate strategies for 
restoring the mesh and more accurate methods for remapping the results to the restored mesh have 
to be investigated. 
Summary 
Flow forming an incremental bulk forming process with localized plastic deformations, owing to 
the process nature, imposes special requirements on the choice of finite element mesh and time 
step in simulations. Therefore, the results are highly sensitive to the mesh used. To gain a better 
understanding of the influence of mesh settings, 3 different cases were simulated herein - 
tetrahedral mesh with strain-based remeshing and two hexahedral mesh settings (relatively coarse 
and fine) without remeshing. A relatively short process involving a single pass flow forming of 
Ti6Al4V tube exhibiting fracture in the initial stages was used as the basis for model development 
and comparison. 

• Although all cases modelled displayed comparable prediction of roller forces and output 
geometry, they exhibited stark differences in key output parameters, namely, accumulated plastic 
strain and triaxiality and Lode angle parameters that are used in critical analysis such as fracture 
prediction. 

• For the process considered, hexahedral mesh without remeshing provided more reliable 
results in terms of accumulated plastic strain. Tetrahedral with remeshing provided erroneous 
plastic strain values in critical points in the workpiece and also introduced jumps in plastic strain 
history when remapping the calculated strain from previous time step to the newly generated mesh 
during remeshing. For short single pass flow forming, use of hexahedral mesh without remeshing 
is suggested as a reliable method. However, for cases involving large deformations and multiple 
passes of forming, distortion of mesh cannot be avoided without remeshing and more accurate 
methods for remapping the results during remeshing needs to be researched. 

• Triaxiality and lode angle parameter from hexahedral mesh simulations without remeshing 
also indicate tensile stress state in the point of origin of failure, supporting the hypothesis that the 
fracture in question originated due to unsafe tensile stress state along the inner edge of the tube 
during roller penetration. The history of triaxiality and Lode angle parameters predicted using 
tetrahedral mesh simulation with remeshing exhibit a different trend to that observed in hexahedral 
mesh simulations. Before employing the results for particular problem solving such as fracture 
prediction, it is required to make sure that the results obtained are robust and trustable.  

• Although the differences between the results are apparent and results from hexahedral mesh 
appear reliable when compared with experimental observation, further validation is required to 
improve trustworthiness of the results. Novel and intelligent validation techniques are required for 
this as these key output parameters are not readily measurable from experiments. 
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Abstract. A phase field model for ductile fracture is coupled with the Modified Mohr Coulomb 
(MMC) model for plastic damage evolution and subsequent crack growth. An energy-based 
damage threshold is applied to control degradation due to ductile damage. The model is 
implemented through a user subroutine. MMC parameters from the literature are utilized and found 
to be compatible with the model, accurately reproducing material response curves in a variety of 
loading conditions for 6016-T4 aluminum alloy. The influence of model parameters is 
demonstrated and additionally the Nakazima test is simulated to demonstrate the capability of the 
model predicting the formability of the material through a failure locus. The model is found 
capable of reproducing experimentally observed crack paths and quantitative material behavior. 
Introduction 
The phase field methodology has been applied to an increasing variety of fracture cases over the 
last few years. Based on Griffith’s energy balance [1], the variational approach to fracture was 
developed by Francfort and Marigo [2], providing solutions to several limitations of the original 
theory. Bourdin et al. [3] regularized this approach through the introduction of a functional to 
describe the crack surface and this became the basis for the phase field model for brittle fracture, 
later formalized by Miehe et al. [4]. The framework is expanded to encompass more complex 
mechanisms such as dynamic crack growth (e.g. [5]), anisotropic crack growth (e.g. [6]) and 
fatigue crack growth (e.g. [7]) among many. 

Adapting the phase field method to a ductile fracture framework involves the introduction of a 
plasticity related component in addition to the elastic energy density and fracture surface energy 
terms. The defining characteristic of the various models introduced in the literature is the coupling 
mechanism for plasticity. Duda et al. [8] opted to not couple the plastic damage with phase field 
evolution, leading to a model described as a brittle fracture model applied to an elastoplastic solid, 
with limited plastic deformation at the crack tip before failure. Ambati et al. [9] coupled their 
model by introducing a coupling term that acts through the degradation function. Models in [10,11] 
act through the introduction of a separate degradation function for the plastic dissipation term. It 
should be noted that the latter incorporates non-local plastic effects as well in their formulation. In 
a framework inspired by the phase field approach to fatigue, Yin et al. [12] degrade the fracture 
toughness through the accumulated plastic strain. To control the degradation over the material 
loading history, some models introduce a plastic damage threshold, where plastic damage 
influences the material response once this value is passed. Both plastic strain thresholds (e.g. [13]) 
and energy thresholds (e.g. [10]) have been employed in the literature.  

The micromechanical mechanisms of ductile fracture demonstrate a high dependency on the 
stress state characterized by stress triaxiality and Lode parameter (see [14,15]). Ductile fracture 
models incorporating both parameters have been applied to numerical studies of metal forming 
(e.g. [16,17]). Recently, attempts have been made to incorporate these effects in ductile phase field 
models. Borden et al. [10] incorporate stress triaxiality through the addition of a section of the 
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Johnson-Cook damage model to the plastic damage accumulation. Li et al. [18] introduced a 
damage threshold that evolves with the modified Mohr Coulomb model (MMC). Vajari et al. [19] 
introduced a model that degrades the fracture toughness through the Stress-Weighted Ductile 
Fracture Model. 

While most studies are focused on demonstrating the ability of various ductile models to 
recreate known crack paths from literature, quantitative studies accurately capturing the load-
displacement response of the material remain limited. This study aims to simulate a ductile phase 
field model, capable of reproducing crack paths for various boundary value problems as well as 
the material response as accurately as possible. In the scope of this study, we introduce the MMC 
model to the plastic damage evolution, potentially allowing the model to accurately capture the 
material response in a broad range of loading conditions.  

In this work, a non-linear J2 plasticity model is coupled with the phase field paradigm through 
coupled-temperature displacement elements, with temperature acting as the phase parameter. This 
is done by employed by exploiting a similarity between the phase field driving force and steady 
state heat transfer equation (see [20]). The in-built finite strain framework in the commercial finite 
element (FE) solver Abaqus is employed in conjunction with user subroutines. The framework is 
assessed through a comparative study with the experimental and numerical data from [21] while 
utilizing their hardening and MMC parameters. Load displacement curves are corroborated for 
various specimens. Furthermore, to demonstrate the utility of the phase field framework in metal 
forming processes, we utilize the Nakazima test [22], which is employed to determine a material’s 
formability for deep drawing operations. Sheet specimens of various dimensions are subjected to 
a punch test, with the results subsequently used to plot a failure limit curve for the studied material.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses the theory behind the ductile fracture 
phase field model employed in this paper and its various features. Section 3 covers several 
benchmark examples, as well as their load-displacement curves recreated through simulations. 
Section 4 includes the Nakazima test simulations and the achieved failure limit curve. The paper 
is concluded with a summary. 
Theory and Methodology 
Phase field fracture relies on the introduction of an auxiliary variable known as the phase field 
parameter ϕ ∈ [0,1] where a value of 0 represents undamaged material and 1 represents a complete 
loss of stress carrying capacity. The incorporation of plasticity in the phase field paradigm is based 
on an additional plastic term introduced to the variational form of Griffith’s energy balance, as 

E=Es+Ee+Ep (1) 

where Es is the fracture surface energy, while Ee and Ep refer to the elastic and plastic energy 
components of the total energy functional, respectively. Both the fracture and elastic contributions 
may be studied in more detail from [4]. The plastic contribution is thus defined by 

Ep(ϕ,εp)=g(ϕ)Wp(εp) (2) 

where Wp is the energy corresponding to the plastic damage and g is the degradation function 
taken identical for both elastic and plastic contributions of energy. This brings certain 
computational advantages, allowing the retention of the original yield function without any phase 
field components as the yield surface and equivalent stress degrade identically. A very simple 
alteration to the brittle strong form becomes adequate to incorporate plastic damage leading to  

Gc �
ϕ
𝑙𝑙0

-𝑙𝑙0∆ϕ�+g'(ϕ)(H+Wp)=0 (3) 
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where Gc represents the fracture toughness and 𝑙𝑙0 is the length scale parameter governing the 
diffusiveness of the crack. H is the local history variable given by the maximum elastic energy 
over the deformation history. The definition of Wp is the dominating factor in the evolution of 
damage as it quantitatively dominates H. Commonly represented by plastic energy dissipation, it 
is given as follows: 

Wp=∫ σeqε̇eq
p dt (4) 

where ε̇eq
p  is the equivalent plastic strain rate and σeq is the equivalent stress. This particular 

formulation has its drawbacks. In the case of brittle fracture, the elastic damage accumulates at an 
accelerating pace due to the linear elastic nature of the problem. Plastic contribution to damage, 
however, accumulates significantly slower, leading to a gradual degradation over a large strain 
range rather than a dramatic drop past a critical strain level, which is a far more realistic 
representation. The addition of a plastic dissipation threshold Wc

p solves this problem, with 
significant changes made to the role of existing parameters. Gc no longer represents the fracture 
toughness of the material, with this role passed on to Wc

p. Furthermore, the length scale is demoted 
back to a regularization parameter, no longer influencing the material fracture toughness. Instead, 
Gc only influences the rate of degradation past the threshold, controlling the reduction in stress 
following critical damage, where it may be inflated to ease convergence issues. Wp is now replaced 
by 〈Wp − Wc

p〉 where 〈. 〉 is the Macaulay operator. An alternative family of degradation functions 
proposed by Alessi et al. [23] was chosen over the more common quadratic function.  

g= (1-ϕ)2

(k-(k-1)(1-ϕ)2)
 (5) 

where k=1 retrieves the original quadratic function. Lower values of k delay premature 
degradation, though lowering the value has consequences in terms of convergence issues. A value 
of 0.5 was found to sufficiently reduce premature degradation while presenting no serious 
convergence problems.  

Furthermore, the equivalent plastic strain at failure, εf, for the MMC model (see [21]) is given 
as follows:  

εf= �
K
C�2
�C�3+ √3

2-√3
(C�4

*-C�3)( sec �-Lπ
6
� -1)� × ��1+C�1

2

3
cos �-Lπ

6
�+C�1(T+ 1

3
sin �-Lπ

6
� )��

1/n

 (6) 

C�4
*= �

1   for -1≤L≤0
C�4 for 0<L≤1  

where K, n and C�i are material specific constants. L is the Lode parameter and T is the stress 
triaxiality with both defined as 

T= σh
σeq

,         L= 2σ2-σ1-σ3
σ1-σ3

 (7) 

where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are principal stresses while σh and σeq are the hydrostatic and equivalent 
stresses, respectively.  

The incorporation of the MMC model opens up the range of specimens and deformation cases 
that may be studied, where the model can accurately capture damage at evolving stress states. 
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While in the classic approach, damage evolves through equivalent plastic strain and failure strain, 
as 

D= ∫
ε̇eq

p

εf
 dt (8) 

where D=1 represents complete fracture and εf is the failure strain. In the context of the phase field 
paradigm, damage evolves through plastic dissipation that drives the phase field parameter to 
retain an energy-based framework. We employed the following definition for Wp: 

WP=∫
σeqε̇eq

p

εf
dt (9) 

In the current implementation, the addition of the MMC model helps scale the plastic 
contribution in regard to the stress state. While classical uncoupled fracture models, employ a 
strain-based incremental measure of damage where the material is considered fully broken at a 
damage value of 1, this framework uses Wc

p as the fracture indicator. J2 plasticity model with non-
linear isotropic hardening is coupled with the phase field paradigm through a staggered scheme, 
where plastic and elastic damage contributions from the previous increment influence the 
evolution of the phase field parameter in the current one. An extended Voce hardening rule given 
below is utilized to define isotropic hardening. 

σy=σ0+∑ Qi
3
i=1 (1-exp(-Ciεeq

p ))  (10) 

where σy is the yield stress, σ0 is the initial yield stress value, and Qi and Ci are hardening 
parameters. The plasticity framework and the phase field evolution are coupled through the 
degradation function g(ϕ). J2 plasticity model is solved with classical radial return algorithm in 
the user subroutine (UMAT) and at the end of each increment stress and material stiffness are 
degraded through g(ϕ) retrieved from the previous converged increment, as 

σ=g(ϕ)σ0,    ℂ=g(ϕ)ℂ0   (11) 

where σ0, and ℂ0 are the undegraded stress tensor and material tangent stiffness tensor, 
respectively, retrieved from the J2 plasticity solution. The phase field evolution is solved by using 
the heat generation subroutine (HETVAL) exploiting the similarities between the phase field 
strong form (Eq. 3) and steady-state heat transfer equation (see [20] for the details of the 
implementation). Elastic and plastic energy contributions from the previous converged increment 
are used to drive the phase field evolution in the current increment.  
Ductile Failure Simulations 
Several benchmark examples are simulated to gauge the proposed model’s ability to capture 
ductile failure crack paths as well as the material response. Firstly, 4 specimen geometries, namely 
notched tension (NT3, NT10), plane strain tension (PST) and in-plane shear (ISS), are solved using 
the proposed phase field formulation for 6016-T4 aluminum alloy. The details of the specimen 
dimensions and experimental data are given in [21]. The MMC model variables, calibrated and 
tested in the aforementioned paper, are used in the ductile fracture phase field model. The 
parameter set given in Table 1 is employed in the presented phase field framework. 
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Table 1. Material and model parameters. 

E [MPa] ν  𝑙𝑙0 [mm] Gc [N/mm] Wc
p [N.mm]   

70000 0.3 1 50 275   

σ0 [MPa] Q1 [MPa] C1 Q2 [MPa] C2 Q3 [MPa] C3 
135 19.04 87.05 142.22 10.06 75 3.08 

K C�1 C�2 C�3 C�4 n  
0.9969 0.01 0.5075 0.8820 1.0056 0.01122  

 
All simulations are performed with the implicit finite element solver Abaqus. Models are 

meshed with a fully integrated 3D (hexahedral) temperature-displacement coupled element 
(C3D8T in Abaqus) as shown in Fig. 1. NT3, NT10 and ISS are pulled from the center of the top 
pin and held from the center of the bottom pin while allowing for rotation around the pins. Pin 
centers are connected to the specimen with the MPC beam constraint. For the PST specimen, the 
clamped regions are assumed to be rigid and modeled as rigid bodies in FE as shown in Fig. 1. 
The PST specimen is pulled upwards from the top rigid section and held fixed from the bottom 
rigid section. Only the middle portion of the ISS specimen is modeled for FE simulations to save 
computational time. In order to apply boundary conditions, top and bottom pin centers are 
connected to the FE mesh with the MPC beam constraint as shown in Fig. 1 with black lines. The 
details of the specimen dimensions and experimental procedure can be found in [21]. The average 
element size in the gauge section is 0.05 mm with 5 elements in the thickness direction in all FE 
models. Solutions are performed using automatic step size control with a maximum step size of 
0.001 s and a total time of 1 s which is found to be an efficient value in terms of solution time and 
convergence.  

 

 
Fig. 1. FE models of the tensile test specimens. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental [21] and the present phase field results. Load vs. 

Displacement curves for 4 specimen geometries. 
 

In Fig. 2, the comparison of force vs. displacement is depicted for 4 specimens. For the given 
MMC parameters, the material response performed well for each of the four specimens compared 
to experimental data. The fracture strain for the ISS specimen is exaggerated slightly, but referring 
to [21] confirms that this is a feature of the MMC fit, not the phase field model. It can be concluded 
that the developed phase field framework is compatible with classical uncoupled ductile failure 
models such as Johnson-Cook and MMC. The simulated crack paths are shown in Fig. 3. A straight 
horizontal crack is developed in the tension specimens resulting in a cup-cup fracture surface. For 
the ISS test, a slanted crack is developed in the gauge region. All crack paths are compatible with 
the experimental results presented in [21]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution of phase field parameter (𝜙𝜙) after fracture. 

 
In order to illustrate the effect of length scale in the current model, two additional simulation 

results are shown in Fig. 4 with the PST specimen. It is clear that the length scale has an 
insignificant effect on the failure strain but the diffusiveness of the phase field is increased with 
increasing length scale. Using a smaller length scale is desirable to have relatively precise crack 
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paths; however, this requires an equivalently finer mesh as comparable scales for both can lead to 
the mesh distribution influencing the crack path. In all simulations, we set the length scale as 1 
mm. Furthermore, in Fig. 4, the effect of critical plastic dissipation, Wc

p, is depicted. This is the 
main calibration parameter of the proposed model that defines the ductility limits of the material 
where larger critical dissipation delays the fracture strain value. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Effect of length scale and critical plastic dissipation, Wc

p, on fracture. 
Nakazima Forming Test Simulations 
In order to demonstrate the capability of the presented framework in predicting material 
formability, the Nakazima test [22] is simulated to reproduce a failure limit curve which assesses 
the formability of a material in the context of the deep drawing process. The dimensions of the 
Nakazima setup are adopted from [24]. Specimen thickness is taken as 1mm. The finite element 
model of the test is given in Fig. 5. Both the punch and the die are taken as rigid bodies and the 
test sample is meshed with fully integrated 3D (hexahedral) temperature-displacement coupled 
elements. Outer edge of the Nakazima sample and the die is fixed in all three directions. 
Displacement boundary condition is applied to the punch while fixing the displacement in 
transverse directions. Incrementation is retained from the previous section. Frictionless contact is 
assumed between all interacting surfaces. The punch is pushed vertically until the specimen 
experiences crack initiation and subsequent crack growth. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Finite element model of Nakazima test setup. For the dimensions of the setup see [24]. 
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Fig. 6. Crack paths for the Nakazima simulations. Here, w refers to the specimen width. 

 
In Fig. 6, the crack pattern developed for the various specimens may be observed. For narrow 

specimens, the crack initiates horizontally at the center followed by slanted crack growth which is 
a pattern that can be observed experimentally (see [24,25]) but most damage models fail to capture 
it. A horizontal crack development is obtained for wider specimens in agreement with the 
experimental observations. 

The failure limit curve is plotted by taking the major and minor strain histories at the center 
point of each specimen. The curves are depicted in Fig. 7. A critical facet of plotting a forming 
limit curve (FLC) is choosing the failure point for the specimen. In this study, we choose the point 
right before the crack initiation predicted by the phase field model. Hence, we preferred to refer to 
the curve as a failure limit curve rather than a forming limit curve. The shape of the curve obtained 
matches the prevalent trend in the literature. A possible source of inaccuracies in the current study 
may be the assumption of isotropic hardening behavior as sheet metals tend to be anisotropic. The 
study in [25] compared the performance of an anisotropic yield function vs. an isotropic one and 
concluded that the anisotropic yield function is found to be more successful at reproducing major-
minor strain history curves. 

 
Fig. 7. Failure loci plot for Nakazima specimens. 

Summary 
A ductile phase field fracture model is developed to simulate crack paths and accurate material 
responses for various benchmark cases. It demonstrates compatibility with the MMC model 
allowing the use of existing calibrated parameters for various materials. The framework provides 
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a route for the non-local coupled implementation of classically uncoupled damage models. Finite 
element simulation results demonstrated good correspondence with experimental data in terms of 
both crack paths and material force-displacement response. The Nakazima test is analyzed in FE 
to show a possible forming application of the developed phase field model, and the results are 
found to be promising. The framework is a simplistic implementation of a non-local coupled 
ductile failure model functioning with an implicit solver. The versatility of this methodology could 
allow future works to simulate more complex ductile fracture behavior such as anisotropic 
plasticity and damage models. 
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Abstract. In this work we present a phase-field based method to accurately predict the nucleation 
and evolution of damage. The damage pattern is then used as a criterion for automatic, remeshing-
based, 3D crack insertion and propagation. The proposed framework has been implemented in 
Forge® finite element software and it offers a robust numerical tool for the modeling of damage 
to fracture transition in complex industrial processes. A bar shearing simulation will be used to 
show the robustness and efficiency of the approach. The flexibility of the approach is presented 
through the use of different damage criteria introduced into the phase-field formulation. 
Introduction 
Material forming processes take advantage of the ductility of materials, in particular metals, to 
obtain a given geometry of a part. Depending on the complexity of the part, different stages might 
be needed. From a mechanical perspective, the material will be submitted to a non-proportional 
loading path and large deformation. As a result of these processes damage and fracture might 
appear within the material. Depending on the process, damage, and subsequent fracture, should be 
either avoided or controlled. In either case the simulation of the kinetics of the evolution of damage 
is fundamental in order to design new parts and manufacturing processes. The damage to fracture 
transition becomes particularly necessary in order to study processes where damage should be 
controlled (e.g., blanking and cutting processes). To this end, the first step consists in being able 
to predict the damage kinetics. Then the damage prediction should be used to initiate and propagate 
cracks into the material. 

Regarding the prediction of damage, when dealing with brittle materials Griffith theory can be 
used to explain the evolution of fracture. In fact, this energetic approach can be used to reproduce 
experiments of fracture of brittle materials [1]. On the other hand, when dealing with ductile 
materials the literature about models that allow to predict the evolution of damage is often 
restricted to specific material and/or particular loading conditions. It is thus fair to say that there is 
no unified theory that quantitatively explains the kinetics of ductile damage and fracture 
phenomena. However, we can say that there are three main stages on the process: 

1. void nucleation 
2. void growth and distortion 
3. void coalescence. 

 
Voids are nucleated due to stress concentrations and the presence of defects in the materials. These 
voids will grow under plastic deformation and their growth will be significantly affected by the 
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material's stress state. And finally void coalescence is the result of the merging of previously 
nucleated voids [2,3]. 

The numerical modeling of these ductile damage mechanisms has been done by using different 
numerical approaches: uncoupled and coupled approaches. Uncoupled approaches can be seen as 
a post processing tool that allows to compute the local damage state of the material by using a set 
of thermomechanical variables integrated over time. These approaches are easy to implement and 
do not affect the convergence of the finite element solver[1]. They present an important drawback: 
uncoupled approaches do not allow to reproduce the drop of stress experimentally observed once 
damage has been initiated. On the other hand, coupled models link the evolution of damage to the 
elastoplastic properties of the material. This allows to capture the softening behavior 
experimentally observed but this brings along some drawbacks. The softening of the materials 
leads to numerical difficulties that are well documented in literature [9] and the numerical solver 
must be adapted to tackle these challenges. 
Extensive literature can be found in the context of ductile fracture applied to material forming as 
in [5] and [6] (and the references therein). The phase-field community has also proposed 
remarkable contributions to the field such as [7,8]. Such approaches often focus on capturing the 
drop of loading carrying capacity of the material. However, the degradation of the material is taken 
into account within a continuum mechanics framework and thus no actual crack is introduced in 
the computational domain. 

Once damage has developed in the material, a discontinuity should be introduced. Early 
attempts to introduce the discrete cracks based on a remeshing approach in 2D were proposed in 
[9]. Crack propagation direction is given by the maximum damage at different distances from the 
crack tip, which led to wrong crack directions especially in the case of complex crack patterns 
(e.g., merging, branching and multiple cracks) and its extension to 3D was complicated. An 
alternative to this approach based on the marching ridges method was introduced in [10]. The idea 
was to find the local maximum of the damage field and propagate the crack by introducing a 
segment linking these local maximum points. It is worth mentioning that there exist alternatives to 
discrete crack insertion methods (such as the XFEM [11] or the GFEM [12]) which suffer from 
difficulties when it comes to large plastic strain and remeshing. But these methods will not be 
covered in this work.  

In this article, the phase-field based damage modeling strategy proposed in [13] is briefly 
discussed. The proposed method, based on a phase-field-inspired approach to predict the evolution 
of damage, will be presented in the next section. Then the phase-field damage is used to drive the 
crack insertion and propagation following the Crack Insertion and propagation using the Phase 
Field and Adaptive Remeshing (CIPFAR) algorithm introduced in [14]. Finally, some results are 
presented. 
Phase-Field Inspired Damage Formulation 
Phase-field approaches to simulate damage and fracture can be seen as an extension of the 
generalized formulation of Griffith theory introduced by Francfort and Marigo [15]. The idea is to 
use a regularized representation of the crack by introducing a damage variable (d). The evolution 
of this damage problem is driven by the minimization of an energy functional that links the 
mechanical behavior of the material to its damage evolution. The energy functional is given by: 

 

ℇ𝑙𝑙(𝑢𝑢,𝑑𝑑) = ∫ 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒(𝑑𝑑)𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝛺𝛺 + ∫ 𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐
2𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐
�𝑑𝑑2 + 𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐

2𝛻𝛻𝑑𝑑2�𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝛺𝛺  (1) 
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Where  is the elastic strain tensor,  is the elastic energy density,  is the fracture 
toughness,  is the regularization length and  is the degradation function given by: 

𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒(𝑑𝑑) = (1 − 𝑑𝑑)2 (2) 

The choice of the degradation function satisfies the following conditions: 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒(0) = 1, 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒(1) = 0 
and 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒′ (𝑑𝑑) = 0. The minimization of the energy functional leads to the following set of equations: 

𝑑𝑑 − 𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐
2𝛻𝛻2𝑑𝑑 = −𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒′ (𝑑𝑑)𝐻𝐻 (Phase-field evolution) (3) 

𝐻𝐻 = 2𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐
𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒(𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒) (Local history functional) (4) 

𝛻𝛻𝑑𝑑.𝑛𝑛 = 0 (Neumann boundary condition) (5) 

A similar set of equations is found when a non-local continuum damage formulation is used. The 
main difference is that phase-field evolution includes the term 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒′ (𝑑𝑑) which vanishes when the 
material is completely damaged (𝑑𝑑 = 1 → 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒(𝑑𝑑 = 1) = 0). This vanishing term prevents spurious 
diffusion of the damage variable [13]. 

The previous set of equation corresponds to the classic phase-field damage formulation for 
brittle materials. If we were to extend this formulation to ductile damage modeling while keeping 
the phase field philosophy, we would need to come up with an energy functional that accounts for 
the plastic dissipation which should also account for the plasticity-damage coupling. Real material 
exhibit complex damage behavior often involving a strong coupling damage, stress triaxiality 
and/or even the Lode parameter [2]. Obviously proposing a general energy functional that fulfills 
all these requirements is not an easy task. 

In order to overcome this problem of finding an appropriate energy functional, we simply 
replace the local history functional by a phenomenological law. The idea is to introduce any of the 
existing Uncoupled damage criterion into the local functional: 

𝐻𝐻 = 𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐⟨𝐷𝐷 − 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟ℎ⟩ (6) 

is the local damage (damage criterion), 𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐 is a material parameter used to control the Where  
post-peak stress response of the material by controlling the amount of effective energy needed to 
create the crack surfaces once the crack is initiated and 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟ℎ is a damage threshold value used 

and 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟ℎ is shown in Fig. 1, which to delay the softening of the material. The effect of  
corresponds to the 1D homogeneous solution of the phase-field equation. 
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Fig. 1. The effect of model parameters on the evolution of the phase field in a 1D homogeneous 

solution [16]. 
 
 
Once the phase-field is computed, the crack insertion strategy presented in [14] is used in order to 
introduce the crack discontinuity into the mesh. In the next section, a forming application is 
presented and discussed.The implementation and validation of the different building blocks of the 
proposed approach has been done in Forge®. 
Results 
The proposed strategy has already been validated and tested [13,14]. It has been proven that the 
approach is very robust and flexible as different damage criterion could be used to study a given 
problem. In fact, as it has been mentioned before, there is not a unified theory that explains the 
evolution of ductile damage and therefore the choice of the damage criterion is done depending on 
the material and the loading conditions.  

Here we will present a simple case of a bar shearing. The boundary conditions of the problem 
are shown in Fig. 2. Depending on the choice of damage criterion, the failure pattern predicted by 
the model will be different. The different failure criteria tested are listed in Table 1 and the 
corresponding properties used in the simulations are shown in Table 2.  
 

Table 1. Damage criteria used for the coupled phase-field simulations [16]. 

Model 
number 

Damage criterion Driving force (DF) Parameters 

1 
𝐷𝐷 = �

𝜎𝜎1
𝜎𝜎
𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

0
 Maximum principal stress  - 

2 
𝐷𝐷 = �

𝜎𝜎
𝐴𝐴
𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

0
 Von Mises stress  

 
 

3 
𝐷𝐷 = � 𝐶𝐶1𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶2𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

0
 Stress triaxiality  𝐶𝐶1 and 𝐶𝐶2 

4 
𝐷𝐷 = �

𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎3
𝜎𝜎

𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀
𝜀𝜀

0
 Maximum shear stress 

2𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝜎𝜎1 − 𝜎𝜎3 
- 
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Table 2. Material and model parameters [16]. 

Quantity  Value Units 
Young’s modulus 𝐸𝐸 200 000 MPa 

Poisson’s ratio 𝜈𝜈 0.3 - 
Yield stress 𝜎𝜎𝒚𝒚 𝐴𝐴 𝜀𝜀 0.1845 �̇�𝜀 0.012 MPa 

A  818 MPa 
Charasteristic length 

 
𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 
 

0.5 mm 

Damage model 1    

Damage threshold 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟ℎ  0.1 - 

Fracture parameter 
 

𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐 200 - 

Damage model 2    

Damage threshold 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟ℎ  0.1 - 

Fracture parameter 
 

𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐 50 - 

Damage model 3    

Damage threshold 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟ℎ  0.05 - 

Fracture parameter 𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐 200 - 

𝐶𝐶1  2 - 

𝐶𝐶2 
 

 1 - 

Damage model 4    

Damage threshold 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟ℎ  0.2 - 

Fracture parameter 𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐 100 - 

 
The different crack patterns are shown in Fig. 3 for each of the models in Table 1. For each 

model the upper row shows the phase-field damage level ( ) and the lower row represents the 
cracks that have been inserted. Fig. 3a shows the results obtained when using the Normalized 
Latham-Cockcroft model (number 1 in Table 1) at different macroscopic loading states. It can be 
seen that two cracks are initiated at the left and right boundaries of the sheared zone. It is important 
to highlight that the approach is robust enough to handle the two cracks that propagate 
independently and that end up merging into a single crack that breaks the rod into two pieces. 

Crack patterns obtained when using models 2 and 4 in Table 1 present a similar kinetics: first 
two cracks near the boundary of the rod are initiated and these cracks merge at the end in order to 
fully break the rod. Interestingly the crack initiation region from these two models is different from 
the one observed in model 1. This time, the two branches are initiated in the upper and lower 
boundaries of the rod. This change on the initiation region can be explained by the driving term of 
the damage criterion used (Column 3 in Table 1). 
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The von Mises stress as well as the maximum shear stress are concentrated over the regions that 
are in contact with the tools in the shearing regions. On the other hand, the normalized maximum 
principal stress is maximum over the left and right boundaries of the rod, which explains the pattern 
observed in model 1. Finally, model 3 (triaxiality driven) leads to a completely different crack 
pattern. In fact, the regions that present high triaxiality are located behind the shearing region. 
Therefore, the crack nucleates in the upper and lower regions of the rod but inside of the tool.  

 
  

Fig. 2. Geometry and boundary conditions of a bar subjected to shear loading [16]. 

 
Fig. 3. Illustration of the phase field damage evolution (upper row) and the inserted cracks 

surfaces (lower row) for the four different damage criteria introduced in Table 1. 
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Summary 
To conclude, the presented examples confirm the ability of the proposed approach to accurately 
model the damage to fracture transition under complex loading conditions. In addition, the model 
provides a general framework for crack initiation and propagation in 3D that can be adopted for 
different applications. Since there is no a universal model that accurately predicts the ductile 
damage evolution, the use of custom damage criteria (often developed in the context of uncoupled 
approaches) combined with the phase-field formulation allows to account for complex damage 
phenomena experimentally observed. Once the damage has initiated, the CIPFAR algorithm is 
used to insert cracks into the computational domain while being robust and reliable.  Further 
developments and tests should be carried out in order to study the impact of different damage 
criteria in the case of multistage non-proportional loading processes. 
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Abstract. After the continuous hot-rolling process, steel bars are immediately placed on the 
cooling bed. At the beginning of the cooling, the material is at high temperatures, and the yield 
strength is low. Due to thermal load, yield strength can be exceeded, and permanent plastic strains 
start accumulating, resulting in possible unwanted shape changes and residual stresses. The present 
paper aims to develop a thermo-mechanical model for studying and eliminating undesirable 
phenomena before the products leave the cooling bed. The governing equations are solved for the 
two-dimensional slice in a strong form, and a modified version of the radial basis function 
generated finite difference (RBF-FD) method [1]. The initial bar geometry is obtained from the 
existing meshless hot-rolling simulation system [2]. The thermal and mechanical models are one-
way coupled, i.e. the temperature solution represents a driving force for the stress and strain 
solution. The temperature field is obtained with explicit propagation in time. The convective and 
radiative heat fluxes on the boundary are updated at each time step using the ray tracing procedure 
to determine the radiative heat flux. The mechanical part is solved by considering the small strain 
elasto-plasticity, where the isotropic von Mises temperature-dependent hardening is employed. 
The global system of nonlinear equations of the mechanical part is solved by the Newton-Raphson 
method. The closest point projection method is used to solve the constitutive relations. A 
sensitivity study is performed on the influence of cooling intensity on a rectangular steel bar’s 
temperature, stress and strain field. We defined the most influential factors for defect formation. 
For the first time, a novel meshless RBF-FD method is successfully used for solving such a 
complex industrial problem. The model will be perspectively upgraded from the slice to the three-
dimensional model to enable also bending. 
Introduction 
The meshless strong form radial basis function generated finite difference (RBF-FD) method has 
gained popularity in modelling different steel production processes. It has been successfully 
applied to solve large spectra of continuous casting problems, such as diffusion-convection with 
phase change [1], natural convection influenced by magnetic stirring [3], turbulence phenomena 
[4], 2D microsegregation with grain growth [5], and 2D thermo-mechanics [6]. Also, multi-pass 
hot-rolling has been successfully modelled with RBF-FD [2,7], including the grain size prediction 
[8]. 

This work represents the first use of RBF-FD for solving the thermo-mechanical response of 
the last stage of hot-rolling, where the hot-rolled steel bars are cooled. Previous attempts at 
modelling this step were performed in 1D [9], 2D [10,11] and 3D [12,13].  In [9], the friction with 
the supports was investigated. In [12], a simple thermo-elastic description has been used and later 
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extended in [13], including contact with the supports and gravitational load. In [10], the bending 
of the bars and the residual stresses were computed, and in [11], the flow of surrounding air was 
included to better predict heat transfer at the boundary. All of the above studies were performed 
for symmetric and asymmetric rail profiles where the geometry significantly impacts the bending 
and residual stress formation. 

An example of round steel bars cooling on the cooling bed (CB) is shown in Fig. 1 left. A cross-
section scheme with rectangular bars (80 39×  mm) used in this work is presented in Fig. 1 right. 
The heat shield with the length of lp  is positioned on top of the CB, raised by yp  from the lowest 
point of the CB. Each bar starts from the left at the position 1p . After a time pt , the bar is moved 
for a distance bpx  to the position 2p , and a new bar occupies the position 1p . This movement is 
repeated until the final position np  is reached, where the bars leave CB.  

The influence of the position of the heat shield above the bars yp  and the distance between the 
bars bpx  on the thermo-mechanical response is investigated. 

  

Fig. 1. Left: Photo of the cooling bed. Right: cross-section of the cooling bed with rectangle 
steel bars present on each position ip .  

Thermal Model 
Cooling of the steel bars is governed by the heat diffusion equation 

   
2( )pc T k T k T

t
ρ∂

= ∇ ⋅∇ + ∇
∂  

 
(1) 

where , ,pc kρ  and T stand for the density, the specific heat at constant pressure, the heat 
conductivity and the temperature, respectively. Material parameters , pcρ  and k  are temperature-
dependent. Neumann boundary condition is employed as 

   
conv rad

Tk q q∂
⋅ = − = +

∂
q n

n  

 
(2) 

where q represents the total heat flux and n is normal at the boundary. The prescribed value on the 
right-hand side is composed of convective convq  and radiative radq  terms, defined as 

   ( )conv ambq h T T= − ,          
4 4εσ( )rad ambq T T= −  

(3) 
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where h, ambT , ε and σ stand for the heat transfer coefficient, the ambient temperature, the 
emissivity coefficient, and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, respectively. Since the bars are 
positioned close to each other, and a heat shield is present above the cooling bed, information 
about the geometry and the positioning is effectively introduced in radq . The boundary of the 
system, composed of the bars and heat shield, is discretized and enclosed inside another discretized 
closed-loop virtual boundary. The net radiative heat flux of the i -th discretized boundary surface 

,rad iq  is defined as a difference between the emitted heat flux from the surface and the received 
heat flux from the surroundings as 

   

4 4
,

1
ε σ ε σ

J
j

rad i i i j j j i
j i

A
q T T F

A →
=

= −∑
 

 
(4) 

where the received part is defined as a sum over all J  discrete surfaces (DSs). DS visibility is 
defined by the view factor [ ]0,1j iF → ∈ . It represents the portion of the radiation emitted by the 
surface jA  received by the surface iA  [14]. 

Mechanical Model 
This work considers small strain elasto-plasticity with von Mises flow rule and isotropic 
hardening. The mechanical equilibrium of the steel bar is described by the balance law 

   ∇⋅ =σ f  
(5) 

 where σ  is the stress tensor and f  is the body force. The strain tensor is defined in terms of 
displacement u  as ( )1/ 2 s= ∇ +∇ = ∇ε u u uT . It can be split into elastic eε  and plastic pε  terms 

e p= +ε ε ε . The relationship between stresses and strains is defined by the Hooke’s law 

   ( )e e e p= = −σ ε ε εD D  
(6) 

where De represents the fourth-order elasticity tensor. The employed von Mises yield criterion 
states that the material yields when von Mises stress 23vm Jσ =  exceeds the yield stress obtained 

from the uniaxial tensile test yσ . 2J  represents the second invariant of the deviatoric part 
tr( ) / 3= −s σ I σ  of the stress tensor, where I is the identity tensor. The evolution of the yield stress 

is defined by a hardening law ( , )p
y y Tσ σ ε= , assumed to be a nonlinear function of the 

temperature and the accumulated plastic strain 2 / 3 || ||p pε = ε . Johnson-Cook strain rate 
independent hardening law is used 

   
( )( ) 0

0

( , ) 1
m

np p
y

m

T TT A B
T T

σ ε ε
  − = + −   −    

 
(7) 

where all constants are determined by fitting 46MnVS5 steel data obtained by the JMatPro 
software. Admissible stress states are compactly specified with a yield function  
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   2( , ) 3 ( ( )) 0y yJσ σΦ = − ≤σ s σ  

(8) 

where ( , ) 0yσΦ <σ  holds in the elastic regime and ( , ) 0yσΦ =σ  holds in the plastic regime. The 
evolution of the plastic strain is defined in the rate form by a plastic flow rule 

   

3
2 || ||

p γ γ∂Φ
= =

∂
sε

σ s
 

 

 
(9) 

where γ  represents the plastic multiplier and connects the strain and the stress space. Lastly, a set 
of loading/unloading conditions is given as 

   00( , ) 0, ( , ),y yσ γ σ γΦ ≤ Φ> =σ σ 
 

(10) 

that have to be fulfilled. Since the material response is path-dependent, Eq. 5 is solved 
incrementally. For a ( )1n + -th load increment, it can be written in the form 

int
1 1 1| | ( ) 0ex

n n n+ + +− = =f f r u , where r  represents the residual that should be zero, exf  external load, 
and intf internal force defined as ( )int s= ∇⋅ ∇f σ u . Due to a nonlinear relationship between stress 
and strain, the residual is linearized as 

   
( ) 11

k ks
nn

δ
++

∇ ⋅ ∇ = −u rD
 

(11) 

where /= ∂ ∂σ εD . Eq. 11 is iteratively (index k ) solved for δu . After each k -th iteration, the 
displacement increment is updated as 1k k δ−∆ = ∆ +u u u . From here, the strain increment k∆ε  is 
determined and inserted into the integration model, where all other state variables are updated, 
solving Eqs. 6-10. When δu  is sufficiently small, the displacement is updated as 1n n+ = + ∆u u u . 
Since only temperature load is applied on the steel bars, the external load is defined as 

1 1
((3 2 ) )ex

n n
G Tλ α+ +

= ∇ ⋅ + ∆f I , where , ,Gλ α  and T∆  stand for the first and the second Lamé’s 
constants, the linear expansion coefficient, and the temperature difference ( 1n nT T T+∆ = − ), 
respectively. Between bars and the cooling bed, no contact is assumed. The Neumann type of 
boundary condition is prescribed on the whole boundary 0N/m= ⋅ =t σ n , where t represents the 
traction vector. Since only the derivatives of the displacement field are defined, two additional 
conditions are enforced to obtain a unique solution 

   
( ) 0d

Ω

Ω =∫u r
,          

( )( ) 0d
Ω

× Ω =∫ u r r
 

(12) 

where Ω  represents the bar cross-section area, and r is a position vector. The posed equations are 
solved within a plane strain assumption.  
Numerical Method 
Spatial discretization is performed using the RBF-FD method. The observed domain is discretized 
by a homogeneous distribution of the scattered discretization nodes - collocation nodes (CNs). For 
each CN, a set of closest local neighbours is determined that constructs the so-called local 
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subdomains [ ], 1,l alll NΩ ∈ , where allN  represents the number of all CNs. Inside each lΩ , the 
interpolation of a general function can be written as 

   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ), ,

1 1 1

l l

l

N N MM

l l i l i l N i i l i l i
i i i

y pξ ξ ξ ξα α α
+

+
= = =

≈ Φ + = Ψ∑ ∑ ∑r r r r
 

 
(13) 

where ξ  is the index that runs over space dimensions dn , l N  is the number of CNs inside lΩ  and 
is here set to 13l N = , ,l i ξα  represents weight coefficients, and ( )l iΦ r  is the Radial Basis Function 
(RBF). Various types of RBFs can be used in the RBF-FD method. Here, 3rd order polyharmonic 
splines [15] (PHSs) are employed as ( ) ( )3|| || /l i l i l hΦ = −r r r , where l h  represents the average 
distance from the centre of lΩ  to its neighbours inside lΩ . The interpolant is augmented with 
monomials [ ]( ), 1,ip i M∈r , where 3M =  for the 2nd order augmentation 1 2 3, , 1p x p y p= = =

used here. Eq. 13 can be compactly written as a system of ( )d ln N M+  linear equations 

   
, , ,

1 1

d ln N M

l ji l i l j
i

A χξ χ ξ
χ

α γ
+

= =

=∑ ∑
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( )
,

if
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l j l j

l j

yξ
ξγ
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r r

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(14) 

Application of a linear differential operator L  on the interpolation function Eq. 13 acts only on 
the basis functions 

   
( ) ( ) ( ),

1 1 1

d d ln n N M

l l l i l i
i

L L y Lξχ χ χ ξχξ
χ χ

α
+

= = =

= ≈ Ψ∑ ∑ ∑y r r r
 

 
(15) 

Expressing weight coefficients from Eq. 14, we arrive at  

   
( ) ( ) ( )1

, , , ,
1 1 1 1 1 1

d l d l d ln N M n N M n N M

l l j l ij l i l j l j
j i j

L A L Wζ χζ ξχ ζ ξζξ
ζ χ ζ

γ γ
+ + +

−

= = = = = =

≈ Ψ =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑y r r r
 

 
(16) 

where the operator’s action on a function is now expressed as a weighted sum of known values
,l j ζγ  and operator coefficients ( ),l jW ξζ r . So, in order to discretize differential operators, the 

operator coefficients (OCs) should be determined for each lΩ . This is done as a pre-prosses step 
only once. 

Regarding the governing equation of the thermal model Eq. 1, OCs for the gradient and the 
Laplacian operator of the scalar field are computed. Time marching is performed with the forward 
Euler method. View factor matrix F, which includes the view factor j iF →  for each ( , )j i  DS pair, 
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is computed with the Monte Carlo method. Here 510vfN =  particles are shoot in random directions 
from j-th DS and checked which i-th DS is hit. Based on the number of hit particles in the i-th DS 
the j iF →  component is determined. In case DS is reflective, the vfN ζ⋅  number of random particles 
is bounced off, where ζ is the reflection coefficient. 

Discretization of the differential operators in the governing equation Eq. 11 of the mechanical 
model is performed slightly differently than in the thermal model for increasing stability. OCs of 

s∇  operator are not evaluated in CNs but on the 2nd order finite difference (FD) stencils prescribed 
separately to each CN when CN lies inside the domain. Then, the divergence operator is evaluated 
via the FD method. The distance between CN and its nearest point on the FD stencil equals / 2h , 
where h  is the distance to the nearest CN. On the boundary, where only OCs of s∇  are needed, 
the position of evaluation of COs is moved for / 2h  in the opposite side of the outward-facing 
normal vectors. With the OCs computed, a sparse global system of equations is assembled and 
solved to obtain the solution. Our future work will publish a more detailed description of the 
procedure. 
Simulation Procedure 
The thermal simulation starts by importing the bar’s discretized domain (CNs), placing it on the 
first stage 1p , and setting the material parameters based on the initial temperature ,0barT . For the 
determination of radiative heat fluxes, the CB is enclosed inside the virtual rectangle shown with 
the red contour in Fig. 1. The boundary of the first bar (also shown with the red contour in Fig. 1) 
is discretized on DSs. Then, the view factor matrix F is computed with DSs of the rectangle and 
the first bar. Three types of DSs are considered: the first one belongs to the heat shield with 
reflectivity plζ , the second to the steel bars with reflectivity barζ , and the third to all other surfaces 
with reflectivity surζ . The heat shield temperature and ambient temperature are set to plT  and surT
, respectively. With F computed, heat fluxes on the boundary are calculated using the remaining 
parameters shown in Table 1. The simulation runs until pt  is reached, where during time marching, 
the heat fluxes on the boundary and material parameters are updated before each time step. After 
that, the bar is moved to 2p  , and a new bar is positioned on 1p . Since 2 bars are now included, a 
new F is computed. The simulation runs again until pt  where 2 bars are now cooled. This process 
is repeated with 3, 4, and so on bars until the last position np  is reached. Then a new cycle is run 
where the bar on np  position is removed from the system. Adding the bars on the CB (from the 
left side) and removing them (from the right side) is repeated until the temperature difference at 
the time pt  in the centre of the bar on the last stage np  between two cycles is less than maxT∆ . 
With this procedure, the quasi-steady state temperature solution is obtained. 

The temperature solution is position (or stage) dependent ( , , ), [0, ]j i j pT t p t t∈r . For mechanical 
simulation, it is transformed to ( , ), [0, ]j j p nT t t t p∈r  since an arbitrary bar can be picked for the 
analysis. The mechanical model then incrementally applies the temperature load and considers the 
updating of the material parameters. 

In this work, we show the influence of the distance between bars bpx  and the position of the 
heat shield yp  on the thermal and mechanical solution fields. The study is performed for three 
different bpx s (R1, R2, R3). To study the same time window max p nt t p= ⋅ , different times on each 
stage pt  and a different number of maximum stages np  are applied. Also, three different yp s (P1, 
P2, P3) are investigated, as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Constants used in the thermal model. 

[ ]ε ,ε ,ε /pl bar sur   [ ], /pl barζ ζ  [ ]/surζ  [ ]CplT °  [ ],0 CbarT °  [ ]CsurT °  2W/m Kh     [ ]max CT∆ °  

0.8  0.2 0 300 900 25 20 0.5 
Table 2. Parameters used in the case studies. 

 bpx  [m] pt  [s] np  [/]  yp  [m] 
R1 0.15 5 30 P1 0.3 
R2 0.3 10 15 P2 0.7 
R3 0.45 15 10 P3 1.3 

Results of the Thermal Model 
In Fig. 2, the temperature solution in the centre of the bar for the P1R1 case (TP1R1) and the 
difference to other cases Tdiff = TP1R1 − TPiRi are shown over time. In the P1R1 case, the bars are 
close to each other, and the heat shield is at its lowest point. Due to that, the slowest cooling is 
obtained. In all cases, the temperature sensitivity to the position of the heat shield is small. With a 
larger yp , the bar’s centre is additionally cooled for ~1°C. A comparison of R1 and R2 shows that 

bpx  has a more significant impact on the solution than yp . In the end, the centre point is cooled 
for ~5°C more. In case of increased spacing between the bars (compare R2 and R3), the 
temperature drop is much lower ~1°C.  
 

 

Fig. 2. P1R1 temperature solution in time at the centre of the bar and the difference to other 
cases. 

Fig. 3 shows the temperature solution at the end of the simulation over the field for all 
investigated cases. As shown before, observing cases from left to right (increasing bpx ), the 
temperature decreases more than changing the cases from top to bottom (increasing yp ). One can 
also observe that the field is not symmetric. This is a consequence of nonuniform heat fluxes that 
change with time. In all cases, the right half of the bar is cooled more. This happens since a bar on 
the right-hand side of some other observed bar is colder than the bar on the left-hand side, so the 
heat flux on the right is larger.   
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Fig. 3. Temperature of all cases as a function of bpx  and yp  at maxt = 150 s. 

Results of the Mechanical Model 
In Fig. 4, the results of the von Mises stress vmσ  and the accumulated plastic strain pε  are shown 
over time obtained in the centre point of the bar. Up to t≈ 5 s, the elastic response occurs where 
no plastic strain is present. Then the slope of the vmσ  changes and the bar is plastically deformed. 
One can see that vmσ  and pε  are changing mostly linearly with time. Small differences in solutions 
at the end of the simulation are obtained. As in the temperature solution, cases with the same bpx  
have a similar solution. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Von Mises stress (left) and accumulated plastic strain (right) in the centre of the bar over 
time. 

In Fig. 5, the von Mises stress is shown over the field for all cases at the end of the simulation. 
Similar asymmetry as in the temperature field can be observed. The highest stresses occur in the 
same area as the lowest temperatures.  

In Fig. 6, the initial shape is shown with a grey colour contour. For comparison with deformed 
shapes, it is shrunk by a factor of 16. The deformed contours, also shown in Fig. 6, are obtained 
by applying the displacement field solution, multiplied by 300, onto the initial geometry to make 
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the change visible. In the R1 case, the shrinkage is the smallest, and in the R3 case is the largest. 
All deformed shapes have a more elliptic shape and are also slightly tilted to the left. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Von Mises stress of all cases as a function of bpx  and yp  at maxt = 150 s. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Initial shape contour shrank by a factor of 16. Deformed contours are obtained by 
applying the displacement solution multiplied by a factor 300. 

Summary 
In this work, we presented the modelling of a thermo-mechanical response of steel bars on the 
cooling bed with the RBF-FD method. Nine cases with varying distances between bars and the 
position of the heat shield were investigated. We have shown that the solution fields and the final 
geometry are not symmetric. A reduction of distance between bars has proven to be much more 
dominant in reducing the cooling rate than the reduction of spacing between bars and the heat 
shield. The calculated accumulated plastic strain in all considered cases ranges up to ~0.1%, and 
the maximum von Mises stresses obtained are ~100 MPa. 

With this work, we have successfully demonstrated the use of the RBF-FD method on a 
complex industrial problem. In future work, a three-dimensional model will be implemented to 
capture also bending of the bars. 
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Abstract. We determine the effective (macroscopic) thermoelastic properties of two-phase 
composites computationally. To this end, we use a physics-informed neural network (PINN)-
mediated first-order two-scale periodic asymptotic homogenization framework. A diffuse interface 
formulation is used to remedy the lack of differentiability of property tensors at phase interfaces. 
Considering the reliance on the standard integral solution for the property tensors on only the 
gradient of the corresponding solutions, the emerging unit cell problems are solved up to a 
constant. In view of this and the exact imposition of the periodic boundary conditions, it is merely 
the corresponding differential equation that contributes to minimizing the loss. This way,  the 
requirement of scaling individual loss contributions of different kinds is abolished. The developed 
framework is applied to  a planar thermoelastic composite with a hexagonal unit cell with a circular 
inclusion by which we show that PINNs work successfully in the solution of the corresponding 
thermomechanical cell problems and, hence, the determination of corresponding effective 
properties. 
Introduction 
Accurate prediction of the effective (macroscopic) material properties is crucial for the high-
fidelity simulation of the deformation processes of heterogeneous media. Although there exist  
analytically derived bounds, e.g., (arithmetic) Voigt and the (harmonic) Reuss averages;  
and effective-medium theories, e.g., the Maxwell, self-consistent, and differential effective-
medium approximations, these fall short of providing accurate predictions for materials systems, 
including high property contrast and varying phase volume fractions [1]. This  is due to the limited 
microstructural descriptors considered in their formulation, e.g., the phase volume fraction and 
shape. As a remedy, full-field computational micro-macro transfer techniques, e.g., finite element 
method-based computational homogenization schemes, have been proposed [2-5]. This requires 
solving the boundary value problem, in this context also referred to as the cell problem, over the 
discretized periodic unit cell, or, in general, a representative volume element (RVE). 

Since the founding work of Lagaris et al., [6] deep neural networks (DNNs) have emerged as 
an alternative method to solve partial differential equations (PDEs). Physics-informed neural 
networks (PINNs) use the universal approximation property [7-9] of DNNs in approximating the 
solution of PDEs in physical problems[10]. This is accomplished through an optimization 
procedure in which  the DNN hyper-parameters are found by minimizing loss functions.  
Whereas the classical machine learning approaches identify the corresponding error in terms of 
distance to a dataset, it is the residual norm of the governing differential equation and associated 
initial and boundary conditions (BCs) which forms the loss function in PINNs [6, 11-13]. As 
opposed to standard discretization techniques, e.g., the finite element method (FEM), which 
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requires domain discretization and construction of a weak form, PINNs allow solving the PDE in 
its strong form and in a meshless manner providing a differentiable solution which proves helpful 
in  subsequent calculations[6]. For an extensive survey regarding the state of the art of PINNs, the 
reader is referred to [14].  

This work considers the determination of the effective  thermomechanical properties of periodic 
two-phase composites. This is accomplished by two-scale asymptotic and computational 
homogenization. Unlike many references that conventionally use FEM in the solution of the cell 
problem, see, e.g., [2-5], we use PINNs by considering that the micro- (constituent-level) 
\MP{scale} is described by Duhamel-Neumann and Fourier laws. Solving the unit cell problems 
up to a constant and an exact imposition of the periodic boundary conditions eliminates loss 
contributions from the boundary conditions of different kinds. It should be noted that the property 
tensor computations rely on the integrals of the gradient of the corresponding solutions.  
DeepXDE is used as the scientific ML and physics-informed library[10]. A 2D periodic hexagonal 
unit cell with a central circular inclusion is selected as an application problem. Our work shows 
that PINNs successfully solve the cell problem, i.e., the local thermomechanical boundary value 
problem, and determine corresponding effective properties. For an extended treatment of the 
framework in generic elliptic PDEs, with $n-$dimensional applications including phase contrast 
and interface sharpness effects on  the solution accuracy, see [15]. 
Planar Thermoelasticity 
We consider planar thermoelasticity in which the relation between mechanical and thermal fields 
is constructed through the following Duhamel-Neumann law [16,17] for i,j,k,l = 1,2 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = C𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ϵ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − β𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖Θ  (1) 

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = C𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  (2)         

Here, Cijkl, βij , and αkl denote components of the fourth-order planar elasticity tensor C, and planar 
second-order thermal expansion tensors β and κ, respectively. The temperature field is denoted by 
Θ whereas σ represents the stress tensor. Letting x denote the position vector, the components of 
the strain tensor ϵ  are computed from the displacement field u with 

𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1
2
�𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

+ 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
� (3) 

Letting κ denote the second-order thermal conductivity tensor; it is assumed that Fourier law 
relates the heat flow vector to the temperature with 

𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 = −𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕Θ
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

  (4) 

In view of Eq. 1 and 4, and letting b and f denote the internal body force and heat source density, 
respectively, the linear momentum balance and the stationary heat balance equations respectively 
read 

𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

= 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖        𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎        𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

= 𝑓𝑓 (5) 

Considering planar thermoelastic isotropy, we have 

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜆𝜆𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇�𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� ,        𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,        𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎        𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜅𝜅𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   (6) 
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for i, j, k, l = 1, 2. Here, λ and μ represent planar Lamé constants, whereas β and κ denote isotropic 
thermal expansion and heat conduction coefficients. In matrix notation, the isotropic property 
tensors C, β, and κ whose indicial representations are given in Eq. 6, correspond to the following 
3 x 3, 2 x 2, and 2 x 2 matrices, respectively 

[𝐶𝐶] = �
𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇 𝜆𝜆 0
𝜆𝜆 𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇 0
0 0 𝜇𝜇

�  ,     [𝛽𝛽] = �𝛽𝛽 0
0 𝛽𝛽�  ,     [𝜅𝜅] = �𝜅𝜅 0

0 𝜅𝜅�  (7) 

First-Order Asymptotic Homogenization 
We are interested in material systems of two periodically distributed phases showing linear 
physical properties. For such systems, a repeating material domain ν, which is also referred to as 
a unit cell, encapsulates all material characteristics. Henceforth, let x denote the cell-scale 
(microscale) position and capture fast field variations. It is linked to the macroscale position Mx 
which captures fields slow variations, with x = Mx/ϵ, where 0 < ϵ << 1 scale separation parameter. 
Following [17], we apply a two-scale asymptotic expansion of the nondimensional thermoelastic 
problem-solution in terms of the displacement and temperature fields uϵ(Mx) and Θϵ(Mx) results in 
the following representation 

𝑢𝑢𝜖𝜖� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 � = 𝑢𝑢(0)� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 , 𝑥𝑥� + 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢(1)� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 , 𝑥𝑥� + 𝜖𝜖2𝑢𝑢(2)� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 , 𝑥𝑥� + 𝑂𝑂(𝜖𝜖3)  (8) 

Θ𝜖𝜖� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 � = Θ(0)� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 , 𝑥𝑥� + 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢Θ(1)� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 , 𝑥𝑥� + 𝜖𝜖2𝑢𝑢Θ(2)� 𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 , 𝑥𝑥� + 𝑂𝑂(𝜖𝜖3)  (9) 

Here, u(i) and Θ(i) are ν periodic functions in x. Using Eq. 1 and 4 to derive the expansions for the 
stress tensor and heat flux vector, σϵ and qϵ, substituting the expansions in Eq. 5 and comparing 
coefficients of powers in ϵ and applying separation of variables, we reach the following 
macroscopic property tensors C⋆, β⋆, and κ⋆, respectively 

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∗ = 1
|𝜈𝜈|∫ �𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

�𝜈𝜈 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑  (10) 

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∗ = 1
|𝜈𝜈|∫ �𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

�𝜈𝜈 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑  (11) 

𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∗ = 1
|𝜈𝜈|∫ �𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

�𝜈𝜈 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑  (12) 

In Eq. 10, 11 and 12, Ukl
m, Lm and Mi for m, k, l, i = 1, 2 correspond to ν - periodic corrector 

functions which constitute the solutions of the following cell-problems, respectively 

𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑘𝑘

𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

� = −𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥)

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
  (13) 

𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘 (𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

� = 𝜕𝜕𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗(𝑥𝑥)

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
  (14) 

𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

�𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

� = −𝜕𝜕𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗(𝑥𝑥)

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
  (15) 
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Physics-Informed Neural Networks (PINNs) 
In the representation of the corresponding theory, we follow the works by Lu et al. [10] and 
Haghighat et al. [13]. Let NL(x;Θ) : Rdimin → Rdimout represent the surrogate model, an L-layer neural 
network with L - 1 number of hidden layers, that gives the approximate solution for the unknown 
u of the differential equation. Let x and y denote the input and output vectors, respectively, and  
Θ := {W, b} represent the set of trainable network parameters, i.e., the weight matrix W and the 
bias vector b. dimin and dimout denote the network input and output dimensions, respectively. With 
the input-output relations z0 ← x and y ← zL, the propagation of the input through the layers of a 
feed-forward network is accomplished with the following sequence of operations 

𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖) ,        1 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ 𝐿𝐿 − 1  (16) 

𝑧𝑧𝐿𝐿 = 𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧𝐿𝐿−1 + 𝑏𝑏𝐿𝐿  (17) 

Here, σ is the nonlinear activation function, and qk, zk ϵ Rqk ,Wk ϵ Rqk×qk−1 and bk ϵ Rqk
 denote the 

number of neurons, the outputs, the weight matrix, and the bias vector of each layer k,  espectively. 
Fig. 1 depicts a schematic plot of a PINN used in the solution of PDEs for the input x and output 

û, as an approximation of the actual solution u. P and B respectively denote the  differential and 
boundary operators and the subscripts P and B associations with the PDE and the boundary 
operators, respectively. For a given training set (collocation points) T , the loss function L (θ; T ) 
then comprises a weighted sum (with ωP and ωB denoting the loss weights) of the residuals of the 
PDE and the boundary terms which are denoted by LP(θ; TP)) and LB(θ; TB)), respectively, to give 

𝐿𝐿(𝜃𝜃;𝑇𝑇) = 𝜔𝜔𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃;𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃) + 𝜔𝜔𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵(𝜃𝜃;𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵)  (18) 

The neural network minimizes the loss function by varying the network parameters θ by means of 
a process referred to as training. At the end of the training, a converged parameter set θ⋆ is reached, 
providing the optimum output. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematics of a PINN used in the solution of a PDE with P and B denoting differential 

and boundary operators, respectively. The image is adapted from [10]. 
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Applications 
As an illustrative example, we consider a two-dimensional hexagonal composite domain with a 
circular inclusion. The selected unit cell corresponds to the Wigner-Seitz cell of the hexagonal 
Bravais lattice; see Fig. 2. An inclusion volume fraction of ϕi = 0.30 is selected. 

Letting a(x) denote a generic isotropic property; the inclusion and matrix properties are denoted 
as ai and am, respectively. For convenience we consider the values  
ai = λi = μi = βi = κi = 2 and am = λm = μm = βm = κm = 1. This corresponds to a property contrast of 
2. The case for phase interchange with ai = 1 and am = 2 is also investigated. 

Considering Eq. 13, 14 and 15, the computation of the source terms requires property 
derivatives with respect to position. To make this possible, we use a diffuse interface approach 
given by 

𝑎𝑎(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖−𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚
2

�1 − tanh �|𝑥𝑥|−𝑟𝑟
𝜉𝜉
��  (19) 

where the regularization parameter ξ is chosen to satisfy L/ξ = 200. In view of Neumann’s principle 
[18, 19], the macroscopic thermoelastic properties of the material system represented by the 
periodic composite unit cell given in Fig. 2 possess planar isotropy. Consequently, we can compute 
the thermoelastic property tensor components through the solutions Ukl

m, Lm and Mi of Eq. 13, 14 
and 15 using only one source term in each, which we denote by bU, bL and fM, respectively, and 
are given in matrix form as 

[𝑏𝑏𝑈𝑈] = �

𝜕𝜕[𝜆𝜆(𝑥𝑥)+2𝜇𝜇(𝑥𝑥)]
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥1
𝜕𝜕𝜆𝜆(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2

�  ,        [𝑏𝑏𝐿𝐿] = �

𝜕𝜕𝛽𝛽(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥1
𝜕𝜕𝐵𝐵(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2

�  ,        𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎        𝑓𝑓𝑀𝑀 = 𝜕𝜕𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥1

  (20) 

The above problem is implemented into DeepXDE, a scientific ML and physics-informed library 
[10]. As for the NN hyperparameters, the density and depth of the neural network are selected as 
50 and 3, respectively. 25000 collocation points are selected over the problem domain. In 
optimization studies, a learning rate of 0.01 is used with 30000 epochs. The first 5000 of the 30000 
epochs belong to adam optimizer, whereas the remaining 25000 to the L-BFGS optimizer. 

 
Fig. 2. The selected hexagonal unit cell centered at the origin of the selected Cartesian plane  
(e1, e2). The regular hexagon has an edge length of L and the circular inclusion a radius of r.  
A diffuse phase interface formulation makes the function differentiable when computing the 

source terms. 
 

Results and Discussions 
Using the PINNs framework, the cell problems dictated by Eq. 13, 14 and 15 are solved for the 
load cases given in Eq. 20 considering phase properties with ai/am = 2 and am/ai = 2. Fig. 3 gives 
the normalized loss function training histories for the PINN solutions. During the iterations, the 
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first 5000 epochs belonged to the first-order and stochastic adam optimizer. It is observed thatat 
the latter stages of adam optimization, the loss hardly improves. Reverting to L-BFGS optimizer 
considerably reduces loss by providing a monotonic convergence. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Training histories of the loss function for the PINN solution of the cell problems given in 

Eq. 13, 14 and 15. The first 5000 epochs (marked with a red dashed line) belong to adam 
optimizer, whereas the remaining to L-BFGS. All results are normalized with respect to the 

initial state. 
 

Resultant contour plots for the property, as well as resultant fields, are given in Figs. 4, 5, and 
6. The symmetry and periodicity in the solution fields match that of the composite unit cell. The 
phase interchange results in the interchange of zones of maximum and minimum in the field 
distributions.  

Computing the integral expressions given in Eq. 10, 11 and 12, we determine the effective 
property tensors. For ai/am = 2 and phase content of ϕi = 0.30, the (arithmetic) Voigt and the 
(harmonic) Reuss averages yield a*V = 1.300 and a*R = 1.176, respectively, which also correspond 
to upper and lower bounds, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. The contour plots for the solution of Eq. 13 considering the load case bU given in Eq. 20. 

The property field a(x) is given for ai/am = 2 in (a) and for am/ai = 2 in (d). The strain 
components are computed using the corresponding corrector function U with ϵ11 = ∂U1/∂x1,  

ϵ22 = ∂U2/∂x2 and γ12 = [∂U1/∂x2 + ∂U2/∂x1]. 
 

 
Fig. 5. The contour plots for the solution of Eq. 14 considering the load case bL given in Eq. 20. 

The property field a(x) is given for ai/am = 2 in (a) and for am/ai = 2 in (d). The strain 
components are computed using the corresponding corrector function L with ϵ11 = ∂L1/∂x1,  

ϵ22 = ∂L2/∂x2 and γ12 = [∂L1/∂x2 + ∂L2/∂x1]. 
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Fig. 6. The contour plots for the solution of Eq. 15 considering the load case fM given in Eq. 20. 

The property field a(x) is given for ai/am = 2 in (a) and for am/ai = 2 in (d). 
 

This is, however, under sharp interface conditions, which is not the case in our PINN computations. 
In our PINN solution, we have the following matrix representations 

[𝐶𝐶∗] = �
3.621 1.207 0
1.207 3.621 0

0 0 1.207
�  ,     [𝛽𝛽∗] = �1.207 0

0 1.207�  ,     [𝜅𝜅∗] = �1.224 0
0 1.224�   

This corresponds to the effective planar Lamé constants of λ* = μ* = 1.207. Selecting λ = μ and 
keeping a constant ratio between the λ, μ, and β values of the matrix and the inclusion corresponds 
to the assumption of an identical thermal expansion coefficient α for the phases. Consequently, 
one expects to recover α* = αi = αm = 1/4 as the effective thermal expansion coefficient for the 
composite. Our solutions with β* = λ* = μ* agree with this statement and confirm our computations. 
Taking am/ai = 2 and phase content of ϕi = 0.30, the (arithmetic) Voigt and the (harmonic) Reuss 
averages, considering sharp interface conditions, yield a*V = 1.700 and a*R = 1.538, respectively. 
In our PINN solution, we have the following matrix representations 

[𝐶𝐶∗] = �
4.830 1.610 0
1.610 4.830 0

0 0 1.610
�  ,     [𝛽𝛽∗] = �1.610 0

0 1.610�  ,     [𝜅𝜅∗] = �1.638 0
0 1.638�  

This corresponds to the effective planar Lamé constants of λ* = μ* = 1.610. As before, our solutions 
with β* = λ* = μ* agree with the condition of α* = αi = αm = 1/4. Although these results show that 
the emerging effective properties lie between those of the constituent phases and the analytical 
bounds, the computed magnitudes do not follow conventional rules of mixtures. 
Summary 
We presented a physics-informed neural network-based first-order two-scale periodic asymptotic 
computational homogenization framework to determine the effective (macroscopic) thermoelastic 
properties of two-phase composites. The developed framework allowed the exact imposition of 
the periodic boundary conditions. Solving the relevant thermomechanical unit cell problems up to 
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a constant was sufficient to compute the integrals giving the effective properties. These allowed 
the training loss terms devoid of boundary condition contribution, eliminating the need for 
identifying the associated weights. We applied the developed framework to a planar composite 
with a circular inclusion of a hexagonal periodic unit cell.  We showed that PINNs work 
successfully to solve emerging cell problems yielding the determination of effective 
thermomechanical properties. 
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Abstract. Advanced numerical models, which predict heterogeneity of microstructural features, 
are needed to design modern multiphase steels. Models based on stochastic internal variables meet 
this requirement. Our objective was to account for the random character of the recrystallization 
and to transfer this randomness to equations describing the evolution of the dislocations and the 
grain size during hot deformation. The idea of the internal variable model with the dislocation 
density and the grain size being stochastic variables is described briefly in the paper. Histograms 
of the grain size measured in the experimental compression tests were used to identify the 
coefficients in the model. Inverse analysis with the objective function based on the distance 
between histograms was applied. The model was used to simulation of the various technological 
routes in the industrial process of the hot strip rolling. 
Introduction 
Continuous development of the industry is associated with the search for new construction 
materials that combine high strength with good formability, as well as high strength-to-density 
ratio. These features can be obtained for steels with heterogeneous microstructures, in which hard 
constituents of bainite, martensite and retained austenite are dispersed in a soft ferrite matrix [1]. 
Advanced numerical models are needed to gain knowledge on the local heterogeneities of the 
microstructural features and resulting properties. As it was shown in [2] internal variable stochastic 
models, which can predict heterogeneity of the microstructure, would be a support for the design 
of multiphase materials. 

Majority of the models, which can predict heterogeneity of the microstructure, is based on the 
explicit representation of the microstructure using Representative Volume Elements (RVE). These 
models require long computing times. Development of the fast mean field model with a capability 
to predict distributions of the selected microstructural features is the motivation for our research.  
The papers, which deal with an application of the mean-field stochastic approach to describe 
heterogeneity of the microstructure, are rare and they usually consider problem of a correlation 
between material microstructure and in-use properties of products. Among the recent papers, 
authors of [3] used statistics for geometry description in homogenization methods and in [4] n-
point statistics was applied to predict crack probability. In few papers random distribution of 
selected parameter is used as an input for the deterministic material model, e.g. the Authors of [5] 
studied an influence of various distributions of the austenite grain size prior to recrystallization on 
the recrystallization kinetics. Our objective was to account for the random character of the 
recrystallization which occurs during deformation and after deformation at elevated temperatures 
and to transfer this randomness to equations describing evolution of the dislocation populations 
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and the grain size. The idea of the model is presented in [6] and its identification for hot 
deformation processes is described in [2,7]. Since the model incorporates stochastic character of 
the phenomena, it may predict the distribution of parameters instead of their average values. The 
general objectives of the present work were twofold. The first was identification and validation of 
the stochastic approach to modelling hot deformation of the dual phase (DP) steel including 
dynamic processes during deformation and static processes during interpass times. The second was 
application of this model to the simulation of various technological routes for the hot strip rolling 
process. Application of the results from the stochastic model as input for the simulation of phase 
transformations during laminar cooling recapitulates the paper. 
Model 
Description of the model.  
The model is discussed in details in [6] and only main equations are repeated here for a 
completeness of the presentation. The model origins from Kocks-Estrin-Mecking (KEM) approach 
[8,9] with the stochastic dynamic recrystallization term added. After discretization in time, the 
evolution of the dislocation density is governed by the equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( )71
0 1 1 2 1( ) 1 a

i i i i it t t t A A t t tρ ρ ξ ρ ε ρ ε ξ−
− − = − + + − ∆       (1)  

where: t - time, ε  - strain rate, a7 - coefficient accounting for the influence of the strain rate on the 
recovery, ∆t - time step, A1, A2 - coefficients responsible for hardening and recovery defined in [6] 
and in Fig. 1. 

The parameter ξ(ti), accounts for a random character of the recrystallization and its distribution 
is described by the following conditions: 
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In Eq. 2 p(ti) is a function, which bounds together the probability that the material point 
recrystallizes in a current time step and present state of the material:  
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where: Dγ - grain size in µm, τ - energy per unit dislocation length, a4, a5, a6, a17 - coefficients. 
In Eq. 3 variable γ represents a mobile fraction of the recrystallized grain boundary and depends 

on the distribution of ξ(ti-1) in previous step, as it is explained in [6]. In the work [7] the model was 
further extended by including interpass times and static phenomena into simulations. Several 
trajectories of Eq. 1 were calculated, each time using randomly generated values of ρ(t0) and Dγ 
(t0). These individual trajectories were then aggregated into histograms at consecutive time steps 
ti. Strictly speaking, we start with the grain size Dγ(t0) ≡ D0 which is a random variable described 
by the Weibull distribution with the shape parameter k = 10, which was determined on the basis 
of measured grain size distributions shown in [2].  The scale parameter   of the distribution was 
established as the average grain size measured after roughing rolling. 
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The changes of the grain size during deformation and during the interpass times were calculated 
based on the fundamental works of Sellars [10], who proposed equations describing grain size 
after static and dynamic recrystallization, as well as after grain growth. 

When during the calculation the random parameter ξ(ti) = 0, the considered point recrystallizes 
and its new grain size Dγ (ti) is drawn from the Gauss distribution with the expected value of the 
grain size calculated by the deterministic model either for the static or for the dynamic 
recrystallization [10]. The standard deviation in the Gauss distribution is an optimization variable 
a16 in the model. The chart showing flow of calculations in the model is shown in Fig. 1, where: 
Np - number of the Monte Carlo points, Nt - number of the time steps, ε  - strain rate, b - module 
of the Burgers vector, l - mean free path for the dislocations, - R - universal gas constant, T - 
temperature in K. 

 
Fig. 1. Selected results of a comparison of 

measured and calculated flow stress in uniaxial 
compression. 

Beyond the histograms of the selected 
parameters, the model allows calculation 
of the average dislocation density ρav and 
further the flow stress σp, as follows: 

1

1 Np

p av av i
i

Gb
Np

σ α ρ ρ ρ
=

= = ∑  (4)  

where: G - shear modulus, b - module of 
the Burgers vector, Np - number of points 
in the Monte Carlo solution, α - 
coefficient. 

The model contains 22 coefficients, 
which are grouped in the vector a. These 
coefficients were identified on the basis of 
the experimental data.  

Identification and validation of the 
model.  

Details of the identification procedure 
are described in [2,6]. Inverse algorithm 
developed in [11] was applied. 

The conventional objective function used in the identification of the deterministic models [11] 
was extended by including the metric of the distance between measured and calculated histograms 
of the grain size. The experimental data published in [12] were used. Steel DP600 with the symbol 
S406 in that publication was considered. The tests composed uniaxial compression of the samples 
measuring φ10×12 at various temperatures and strain rates. The total strain was 1 in all the tests 
and the expected value of the austenite grain size after preheating was 30 µm. Full set of the 
experimental data for these test, including micrographs taken at various stages of the deformation 
and after the deformation, can be found in the RFCS report [13]. The model with optimal 
coefficients was validated and the selected results are shown in Fig. 2 for the flow stress and in 
Fig. 3 for the austenite grain size. The experimental flow stress was calculated by the inverse 
solution [11] for the forces measured in the uniaxial compression tests. Reasonably good 
agreement between measurements and predictions of the model was obtained for all the 
experiments. 
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a)  b)  
Fig. 2. Selected results of a comparison of measured and calculated flow stress in uniaxial 

compression. 
 

a)  b)  
Fig. 3. Selected results of a comparison of measured and calculated histograms of the grain size 
after uniaxial compression at the strain rate 0.1 s-1 and temperature 1100oC (a) and 1200oC (b). 

 
We assumed further that the model, which was validated in the laboratory experiments for 

various deformation/temperature cycles, will give good results for the industrial conditions. 
Numerical Tests of the Model 
Numerical tests were performed to evaluate model’s predictive capability in the varying conditions 
of deformation. The stochastic model was implemented into the finite element (FE) program [14] 
and it was solved in selected points of the FE mesh. The two experiments were simulated: i) 
Interrupted compression of the uniaxial samples with various holding times between deformations, 
ii) Varying strain rate test.  

Interrupted compression of the uniaxial samples [15]. 
This test is usually used to develop static recrystallization model. In the present work simulation 

of the 2 step compression of the sample measuring φ10×12 mm were performed. Results for the 
strain of 0.4 in both deformations and various interpass times are shown in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5. 
The deformation temperature was 1000oC and the strain rate was 1 s-1. Changes of the flow stress 
calculated following Eq (4) are shown in Fig. 4. The flow stress during the interpass time decreases 
asymptotically to zero but it can be concluded that the recrystallization is completed in 2 s after 
the end of deformation. Histograms of the grain size and dislocation density at the beginning of 
the second deformation for various interpass times are shown in Fig. 5. It is confirmed that after 2 
s the static recrystallization is completed. 
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Fig. 4. Results of simulations of the interrupted compression of the cylindrical samples with 

different interpass times. 
 

a)  b)  
Fig. 5. Histograms of the grain size (a) and dislocation density (b) calculated for various times 

after the end of deformation. 
 

Varying strain rate test.  
In this test the strain rate was changed by an order of magnitude at various stages of the 

deformation. When external variable models are used, after the change of the conditions the 
response of the model moves immediately to a new equation of state. On the other hand, it was 
observed experimentally by many researchers that the response of the material is delayed [16]. 
This delay is larger for pure metals but it is also observed for alloys (steels) [17]. Below we present 
the results for the tests when at the strain of 0.4 the strain rate is changed by an order of magnitude 
(between 0.1 and 1 s-1). The test temperature was 1100oC what means that at the strain of 0.4 the 
dynamic recrystallization has already begun. Changes of the flow stress during varying strain rate 
tests are shown in Fig. 6a. Delay of the material response is well seen in this figure. Histograms of 
the dislocation density during these tests are shown in Fig. 6b. Full bars represent dislocation 
density at the strain 0.4, when the strain rate was changed. The bars with a pattern represent 
dislocation density at the strain 0.5 (additional strain of 0.1 after the strain rate was changed). It is 
seen that after this additional strain the state of the system has not reached the state, which was 
predicted for the constant strain rate. 
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a)  b)  
Fig. 6. Changes of the flow stress (a) and histograms of the dislocation density (b) during 

varying strain rate tests. 
 

Hot Strip Rolling 
The hot strip mill composed of reverse roughing mill, 6-stand continuous finishing mill and 2-
section laminar cooling was considered. Rolling of the strip 1500×3 mm was simulated. The results 
for the finishing mill only are presented below. The work roll radius was 400 mm in all stands and 
the distance between stands was 5 m. The rolling schedule is given in Table 1, where: h - thickness, 
r - reduction, v - velocity, t - interpass time, rpm - rotational velocity of the rolls. 

 
Table 1. Rolling schedule considered in the paper. 

pass h, mm r v, m/s t, s rpm 
0 67 - 0.36 - - 
1 40.6 0.385 0.59 8.5 14.1 
2 19.1 0.53 1.26 4 30 
3 9.4 0.508 2.56 2 61 
4 5.4 0.426 4.44 1.1 106.2 
5 3.7 0.315 6.49 0.8 154.9 
6 3 0.189 8 0.6 191.1 

 
Two rolling strategies were considered: i) Classical rolling with the end of rolling temperature 

about 900°C followed by a laminar cooling (V1); ii) Rolling with intensive cooling in finishing 
mill between 4th and 5th stands as well as between 5th and 6th stands. The end of rolling 
temperature is below 850°C (V2). Laminar cooling followed and phase transformation model for 
partially recrystallized material was applied. The objective of V2 was to show the model’s 
capability to predict effect of the austenite deformation on the kinetics of transformations. 
Calculated time-temperature profiles and load parameters for both variants are shown in Fig. 7. 
An effect of additional cooling between stands on loads was evaluated, as well, and it was small. 
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a)  b)  
Fig. 7. Calculated time-temperature profiles (a) and load parameters (b) for the two rolling 

routes. 
 

The stochastic model was applied to calculate distribution of the microstructural parameters 
during rolling. The selected results for the last 2 passes are shown in Fig. 8. These results show 
that decrease of the end of rolling temperature leads to an increase of the dislocation density at the 
beginning of transformations. These results were used as an input data for simulations of the phase 
transformations during laminar cooling. At this stage the deterministic model of phase 
transformations described in [12] was applied but the input data were stochastic. The typical 
laminar cooling system composed of 2 sections and described in [18] was considered. This system 
allows a 3-stage cooling sequence: fast/slow/fast cooling. In consequence the DP microstructure 
composed of ferrite and martensite can be obtained. Since the input data for the deterministic phase 
transformation model were stochastic, calculated phase composition was obtained in the form of 
histograms, which are shown in Fig. 9a. It is seen in this figure that deformation of the austenite 
(V2) results in an increase of the ferrite volume fraction. Beyond the ferrite, martensite and small 
amount of bainite (below 0.02) was predicted by the model. 

a)  b)  

c)  d)  
Fig. 8. Calculated histograms of the dislocation density (a,c) and the grain size (b,d) in the last 2 

passes of the hot strip rolling according to the rolling schedule V1 (a,b) and V2 (c,d). 
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Ferrite grain size was calculated by the model, as well. The following deterministic equation 
proposed in [19] was used: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1/2 0.5
eq eq1 0.45 0.4 6.37C 24.2 59C 22 1 exp 0.015r rD C D

γα ε −  = − − + + − + − − 
 (5)  

where: εr - deformation of the austenite at the beginning of transformation, Ceq - carbon equivalent 
for the steel calculated as Ceq = C + Mn/6 + (Cr + Mo)/5, Cr - average cooling rate during ferritic 
transformation, Dγ - austenite grain size prior to transformations in µm. 

Deformation of the austenite was zero for the V1 and for the V2 it was evaluated from the 
dislocation density using reverse KEM model. Although Eq. 5 is deterministic, the input 
parameters (grain size, dislocation density) are stochastic. In consequence the ferrite grain size was 
obtained in the form of histograms, which are shown in Fig. 9b. As expected, deformation of the 
austenite accelerates nucleation of the ferrite and finer grain size was predicted for the rolling 
schedule V2. Accounting for the random character of the nucleation during phase transformation 
will be an objective of our future works. 

a)  b)  
Fig. 9. Calculated histograms of the ferrite volume fraction (a) and the ferrite grain size (b) after 

laminar cooling of the steel strip. 
 

Summary 
The stochastic model describing evolution of the microstructure during hot strip rolling and 
laminar cooling is presented in the paper. Numerical tests of the model allowed to draw the 
following conclusions: 
• Identification based on the inverse analysis for the compression tests yielded coefficients in the 

model, which give good agreement between predictions and measurements of both average 
values and distributions of various parameters. 

• Capability to predict histograms of different microstructural features instead of their average 
values is the main advantage of the model. 

• The model was validated in the interrupted compression test and in the varying strain rate test. 
Prediction of the model were in qualitative agreement with published information about these 
tests. 

• The model is classified as mean-field model and it does not need explicit representation of the 
microstructure. In consequence, its computing costs are low. 

• The model was applied to simulation of various novel strategies for the industrial hot strip 
rolling. The results are in agreement with our knowledge about this process, what confirmed 
model’s capability to support a design of the optimal rolling technology. 

• The stochastic model for the hot deformation is completed. When this model is coupled with 
the FE program,  it can be applied to any hot forming process. In the phase transformations 
part it is still the work in progress. In the present work we used deterministic phase 
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transformation model with stochastic input data (histograms of the dislocation density and the 
grain size calculated by the hot deformation model). Accounting for the random character of 
the nucleation during phase transformations will be the objective of future works. 
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Non-conventional processes 
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Abstract. Electrochemical machining with a closed free jet (Jet-ECM) is a flexible ablating 
manufacturing technology. With this manufacturing technology, surface structures in the 
micrometer range can be generated without tool wear occurring. Until now, the technology has 
mainly been developed in research institutions. Therefore, the aspect of a user-friendly human 
machine interface has not been in the focus of the machine tool design. The aspect of a user-
friendly human machine interface was considered in the construction and development of a new 
Jet-ECM prototype system at the Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg (OVGU). The 
prototype system is intended for teaching and research purposes. Users, who will operate the 
prototype system, have different knowledge of the Jet-ECM process and machine control. 
Therefore, it was necessary to develop a user-friendly interface, that is easy to learn and easy to 
use.In the present study, the procedure for creating a user-friendly human-machine interface will 
be introduced, and the resulting design will be explained. The design was developed according to 
established design guidelines for machine systems and can also serve as a template for industrial 
operation. To arrange the operating elements ergonomically and according to the material, energy 
and information flow, a suitable mask layout was developed. Furthermore, the user interface is 
suitable for future expansion. Based on the realised user interface, the main components of the Jet-
ECM prototype system can be controlled, various process functions can be executed, and different 
process variables can be analysed. 
Introduction 
To create a graphical user interface (GUI) for Jet-ECM, the fundamental understanding of this 
manufacturing technology is necessary to conduct various user tasks. Jet-ECM is an 
electrochemical machining process based on the anodic dissolution of the workpiece under the 
influence of electric charge exchange [1,2]. The dissolution takes place between the workpiece 
and the liquid ion conductor, called electrolyte. Reaction products are carried out by the continuous 
electrolyte flow. In Jet-ECM an electrolyte jet localises the electric direct current between the 
anodic workpiece and the cathodic tool, as seen in Fig. 1. The nozzle is positioned at a defined 
position above the workpiece surface. This nozzle is made of stainless steel and has an inner 
diameter of e.g. 100 µm [3]. An electrolyte is pumped through the nozzle and hits perpendicular 
upon the surface of the workpiece. The ejecting jet is forming a closed free jet, because there is no 
mixing between the surrounding fluid and the ejecting jet, due to the lower density of the 
atmospheric air in comparison to the electrolyte [4].  
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Fig. 1. Scheme of Jet-ECM [3]. 
 
The current density, which amounts up to 1000 A/cm², is localised due to the shape of the closed 

free jet [5]. Therefore, a high localisation and a high precision of the removal geometry can be 
achieved. Different removal geometries can be realised by changing the movement strategies of 
the nozzle and the on-time of the electric current.  

Machined examples are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Without movement of the nozzle in the 
machining process, point removals can be generated. The depth of a point removal depends mainly 
on the on-time of electric current. An array of point removals shows Fig. 2a). The shape of a point 
removal is a typical calotte geometry. 

 

 
a) Point removals 

 
b) Line removals 

  
Fig. 2. SEM images of point and line removals generated with Jet-ECM [6]. 

 
With movement of the nozzle and constant process parameters, different forms of removal 

geometries can be machined, such as line removals, plane surfaces and contour removals. Line 
removals occur during a line movement of the nozzle with a switched-on electric current. The 
depth of a line removal depends on the dwell time over the machined workpiece surface and can 
be influenced by nozzle velocity and number of repetitions of the same line removal. By using 
complex nozzle geometries, the whole line removal geometry can be affected [7]. The line 
removals, as seen in Fig. 2b), were each machined with three superimposed lines [6]. Noticeable 
is the reproducibility and the high quality of the line removal. 

A machined plane surface can be realized by an overlay of line removals, as seen in Fig. 3a). 
The line removals have a defined distance to each other. This defined line distance is caused 
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through a specific motion in one direction. In order to avoid additional removal, this motion takes 
place without switched-on electric current. To reach a high surface quality, the kinematic 
roughness has to be considered. Hackert [8] shows, that the kinematic roughness is nearly steady, 
if the line distance is smaller than the inner diameter of the nozzle. By a rise of the line distance, 
the kinematic roughness increases to a maximum. The maximum is reached if the line distance has 
the width of 1.9-fold of the nozzle diameter [8]. 

Another removal movement is the contour removal, where the removal takes place along a 
contour path. The contour removals can be executed through a programmed trajectory with 
different motion commands. Contour removals are applied to machine for example channels for a 
microreactor. To get a constant depth for the microstructure, the nozzle velocity has to be equal 
for each motion commands. Fig. 3b) shows an example of a machined microstructure in form of a 
microreactor. The cavities are machined in stainless steel with a depth of 60 µm and a width of 
200 µm [2]. 

 

 
a) Plane surface removal [8] 

 
b) Contour removal (microreactor) [2] 

  
Fig. 3. SEM images of a plane surface and a microreactor generated with Jet-ECM. 

 

Jet-ECM prototype system 
The design of the Jet-ECM prototype system at the OVGU is shown in Fig. 4. The prototype 
system is housed in a casing to prevent reaching into the system during processing. The extraction 
system vacuums and filters the removal gases. A granite portal is mounted on the carrying frame. 
The linear stages are mounted on this granite portal, that is designed in a gantry design. The nozzle 
system is mounted on the z-axis and the processing chamber is mounted on the x-axis. To separate 
the processing area and the electrolyte system, a partition wall is implemented. The electrolyte 
system consists of fresh electrolyte tank, filter, pump and measurement system for electrical 
conductivity, electrolyte temperature and pH-value. 
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Fig. 4. Design of the Jet-ECM prototype system. 
 

According to Fig. 5 the Jet-ECM prototype system consists of different components, that can 
be divided into the main parts electrolyte system, power supply, nozzle system, data acquisition, 
positioning system and control system.  

The electrolyte system supplies the Jet-ECM prototype system with an electrolyte. A micro 
annular gear pump pumps the electrolyte through a filter out of an electrolyte tank. The flow rate 
of this micro gear pump is in range of 0.048 ml/min to 288 ml/min. The electrolyte is transported 
to the nozzle system and is ejected perpendicular to the workpiece surface. The used electrolyte is 
collected in the processing chamber. Afterwards, the electrolyte is discharged to the disposal tank. 

A maximum voltage of 50 V and a maximum current of 7 A can be set with a digital laboratory 
power supply, which is locally and remotely programmable. 

 

Fig. 5. Components of the Jet-ECM prototype system according to [2]. 
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The nozzle system consists of a nozzle, nozzle holder, cathode contact and connections for the 
electrolyte and air pressure. The nozzle system defines the position of the nozzle to the workpiece. 
Furthermore, the nozzle system supplies electrolyte and electric current.  

To measure analogue signals and to generate digital output signals, a data acquisition device is 
used. Through analogue inputs for instance the process voltage, working gap voltage and the 
process current are measured. The digital outputs are used to switch the process voltage and the 
air pressure. 

The positioning system consists of three linear stages and a motion control. A motion controller 
is utilized to control the nozzle movement in three axes. Various motion profiles, e.g. multi-axis 
point-to-point, multi-axis segmented motion or third order profiles can be executed. 

To control the whole machining process, a control system, called Jet-Control, was programmed 
based on the commercial software LabVIEW. All process operations and tasks can be controlled 
by using Jet-Control. To add a possibility for the user to interact with the Jet-ECM process, a user-
friendly human machine interface was designed. Based on the interface, the user can observe, 
adjust and control the Jet-ECM process. Caused by the variety of different components and by 
adding new features, the GUI becomes quickly too complex and confusing. Therefore, the GUI 
was redesigned, using established design guidelines for machine systems. 
Concept of the Human Machine Interface 
To design a human machine interface, it is recommended to consider the function first and the 
presentation later [9]. Therefore, the user tasks have to be analysed and sorted due to their 
importance and their frequency. Accordingly, a task flow is analysed, that shows the sequence for 
machining a microstructure. As seen in Fig. 6 the task flow can be separated in three main tasks: 
preparation, processing and post-processing. In the preparation task, the user has to enter the 
motion commands of a trajectory into a process file. The user loads the process file into the 
software Jet-Control. Furthermore, the process parameters, for example process voltage, nozzle 
velocity, flow rate, etc., have to be set. To set the working gap, the user can choose an assisted 
program which is included in the GUI. To do this, the user manually moves the nozzle to a desired 
position over the workpiece and enters the required distance of the working gap. With starting of 
the assisted program, the nozzle is moved into the workpiece direction until an electrical contact 
is determined. After reaching the electrical contact with the workpiece surface, the working gap is 
set automatically. For this purpose, the nozzle is moved in opposite direction from the electrical 
contact position and positioned at the required distance from the workpiece surface. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Task flow to generate a microstructure with Jet-ECM from CAD to machined sample 
(picture on right hand side from [6]). 

 
After the preparation, the processing task can be started by the user. During the processing task, 

the removal process takes place based on the set process parameters and the process file. The user 
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can observe the process via GUI by checking different diagrams, LED’s, text or number inserts. 
Furthermore, the user can interact anytime for warnings and errors. 

After the removal process, the post-processing task begins. In the post-processing task, Jet-
Control saves selected measurements, such as process current, nozzle position or nozzle velocity, 
that were recorded during the machining process. Based on the stored measurements, the current 
characteristics can be determined and the electric charge can be calculated.  

Throughout the analyses of the task flow, the common user tasks can be derived. These tasks 
are listed in Fig.7 and are weighted of their importance and their frequency. Fig. 7a) shows the 
importance of user tasks. For the Jet-ECM process, it is necessary to switch the process units, such 
as power supply or electrolyte supply, check for warnings, observing the process parameters and 
control manually the movement of the nozzle. These functions should always be visible during the 
whole process.  

Less important tasks are configuration or adjusting the working gap, because these tasks have 
to be performed once during the process. That’s why, these tasks shouldn’t be visible during the 
whole process and should be selectable than needed. 

Tasks such as save data or implement new features are not required for the process or for the 
user. Accordingly, these tasks should play a minor role and not be focused or visible. 

 

 
a) Importance of user tasks 

 
b) Frequency of user tasks 

  
Fig. 7. List of common user tasks weighted by their importance and frequency. 

 
Fig. 7b) shows the frequency of the user tasks, according to which the visibility should be based. 

Therefore, the warnings and process parameter should take up the most space. The less common 
user tasks, such as manual movement or switching process units, should be less visible. The rare 
user tasks shouldn’t be visible, only visible during selecting. 

To design the presentation of the GUI, a layout is being used according to Zühlke [10]. The 
presentation consists of a two-dimensional mask layout, which covered the whole window, as seen 
in Fig.8. The window is separated into single sections. Each section has its own unique function 
or task. The section on the top right is called status domain. This domain shows the operating mode 
of the prototype system. Next to the status domain are the error domain and the command domain. 
The error domain displays the warning and error messages. The command domain displays, which 
operations are currently executed. These three domains are located on the top and are always 
visible. On the right side, the domain of direct functions is located. This domain is used to trigger 
direct operation functions, that are independent of the activated mask, but dependent on the state 
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of the prototype system. An example of an independent function is the emergency stop, which is 
always useable.  

The domain of direct functions is also visible and operable during the whole machine process. 
The working domain is placed in the centre of the window. The working domain displays specific 
functions, which contains the main tasks and information. The navigation domain is located below 
the working domain. Due to the navigation domain, the user can choose specific functions, that 
are displayed in the working domain. 

 

Fig. 8. Conceptional mask layout according to [10]. 
 
Based on the mask layout, the GUI was designed. The GUI consists of four different mask 

layouts, that can be chosen by the navigation domain. The mask layouts are differentiated by the 
working domain, which are: overview, configuration, working gap and process file. The mask 
layouts for the working domains overview and configuration are shown in Fig 9. 

As described before, the error domain, command domain and status domain are placed on the 
top, because there is the biggest attention of the user [10]. The domain of direct functions is used 
for the manual movement of the nozzle, for switching the process units like power supply or 
electrolyte system and for the emergency stop. The emergency stop is configured to abort the 
removal process at any time as quickly as possible. When pressed, movements are stopped 
immediately and all process units, e.g. power supply and electrolyte system, are switched off. 

The navigation domain consists of different buttons. Four of these buttons are actually assigned 
with domains and two of them can be used to add new functionality. The EXIT Button on the right 
is used to end Jet-Control. As seen in Fig. 9a), the working domain overview is selected. The 
overview displays all the important information and measurements in tabular form. In addition, 
process parameters are visualized in various diagrams that the user can select. Fig. 9b) shows the 
working domain configuration. At the configuration, the user can select different parameter to 
adjust the processing units. Furthermore, the user has the possibility, to save new process 
parameters via a save button for each system. To undo the change, the user can click on the default 
button.  

At the mask layout for the working domain working gap, as seen in Fig. 10a), the user can 
operate the function to adjust the working gap. Firstly, the user starts to select a strategy and set a 
distance for the working gap. Under the dropdown field, the user can activate the process. Due to 
the domain of direct functions, the user can move the nozzle to a position, there the user wants to 
set the defined working gap. After clicking the button approach contact, the touching process 
begins. Through diagrams and LED’s, the user can observe the process. The user could cancel the 
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process anytime. After setting the working gap, each touched position will be display in tabular 
form for the x, y and z position and could be used for the following removal process. 

 
Fig. 9. Mask layouts for the working domains: overview and configuration. 

 
Fig. 10b) shows the mask layout for the working domain process file. This working domain is 

needed to load and execute a process file. The process file contains movement commands and 
switching commands for the removal process. In the dropdown field, the user chooses the desired 
process file and load the file over the button load process file. Afterwards, the file displayed at the 
window on the left side. Due to the radio buttons, the user can select different file types for saving 
the measurement data and can adjust the sampling rate. With clicking on the button start process 
file, the machining process will start and can be stopped with CANCEL or the emergency stop.  

 

 
a) Working gap-mask: Program-assisted 
setting of the working gap 

 
b) Process file-mask: Visualisation and 
executing of commands for machining  

 
Fig. 10. Mask layouts for the working domains: working gap and process file. 

Designed User-Friendly Human Machine Interface 
Based on the GUI concept, a human machine interface was designed and implemented with 
LabVIEW, as seen in Fig. 11. To ensure user-friendliness, the mask layouts are kept minimalist, 
that each mask only contains the information, that the user needs. Furthermore, identical 
information is placed at the same location. Operating elements are arranged according to the 
material, energy and information flow. In Fig. 11 the different sections are framed in colour for a 

a) Overview-mask: Compilation of process 
parameters in tabular and diagram form 

 

 
b) Configuration-mask: Setting of process 
variables 
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purpose of presentation. For example, the error domain is framed in red and the command domain 
is framed in yellow. Due to the importance of these domains, they are additionally placed at the 
top. Through text inserts, the GUI displays error messages in the error domain and displays 
executing tasks in the command domain. The status domain consists of an Enum-ring, which 
contains the status messages: initialization, ready, running and error. These messages represent the 
status of the machining process and are presented accordingly in text and colour. Green for the 
status initialization and ready, flashing green for the status running and red for the status error. 

On the right side, the domain of direct functions is placed and is framed in light blue. In order 
to highlight the actors of the process unit, the actors are grouped into clusters. The first cluster 
contains arrow keys to manually move the nozzle. Furthermore, in the cluster are different buttons 
located, to set the type of movement, velocity and increment. By clicking the checkbox automatic 
control of z-axis, the readjustment movement of the z-axis can be activated or deactivated. The 
following clusters contain the process units, that can be controlled by ON and OFF buttons. To 
highlight the switching state, the background colour of the cluster changes to green when a process 
unit is activated. 

The navigation domain is framed in orange and is realized using a tab control. Each tab activates 
a different working domain, which is framed in green. With adding new tabs, new features or 
functions can be implemented to the GUI. 

 

Fig. 11. Implemented GUI concept in LabVIEW with outlined section. 
 
As seen in Fig. 11 the working domain overview is selected. On the left side, all process 

parameters grouped into a cluster. At the bottom, a table is located, which displays the state of the 
digital outputs. On the right side, a tab control is placed, from which the user can select which 
diagram to activate. 
Summary 
The study focused on a design of a user-friendly human machine interface for jet electrochemical 
machining. Through the developed interface, the Jet-ECM process can be controlled as well as 
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user tasks can be assisted, for example for the working gap setting. Caused by the variety of 
different components and by adding new features, the GUI becomes quickly too complex and too 
confusing. Therefore, established guidelines were applied to design a human machine interface for 
the Jet-ECM process. To ensure a user-friendly interface, the interface was designed minimalistic 
and the operating elements were arranged according to the material, energy and information flow. 
To determine the order and the visibility of user tasks, a task flow of the Jet-ECM process was 
analysed. Therefore, the frequency and the importance of the user tasks were worked out. The GUI 
was designed based on a two-dimensional mask layout. The interface can be extended for later 
functions or features by adding new mask layouts. 
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Abstract. The ablation results with electrochemical precision machining (PECM) are essentially 
influenced by the material to be processed and by the current density distribution in the working 
gap. Therefore, ablation experiments according to DIN SPEC 91399 are essential to determine the 
material-specific removal characteristics and to derive process input variables for the process 
design. A main limitation of these experiments is the lack of accessibility at crucial surfaces on 
the workpiece and on the device, which means that relevant information such as the local current 
density distribution or the local temperature field cannot be measured. To face the mentioned 
limitation, the aim of this work was to develop a digital twin for an experiment for PECM 
according to DIN SPEC 91399. The digital twin is based on a commercial multiphysics simulation 
software with the main property that the calculation time of the model is less than the real time for 
the experiment to allow a simultaneous processing of experiment and simulation. Via suitable 
interfaces, experiment and simulation can be interconnected in future. Based on this, the digital 
twin can be applied to evaluate parameters, monitor the process in real time and adapt it 
accordingly. The design and the properties of the digital twin will be shown exemplary for an 
experiment with the workpiece material steel 1.4301. 
Introduction 
Electrochemical Machining (ECM) is the generic term for a number of machining processes in 
which material removal is based on the principle of anodic metal dissolution. The workpiece is 
polarised as an anode and the tool electrode as cathode. An electrolyte, as a sufficiently electrically 
conductive medium, provides an electric charge transport between the electrodes. The ECM 
process is a non-contact machining process without heat input. Disadvantages of conventional 
cutting methods such as tool wear, negative influence on the component properties or burr 
formation can be avoided if ECM is applied.  

A further development of the EC-countersinking process is electrochemical precision 
machining (PECM), in which the precision can be further increased by applying an oscillating 
cathode and a pulsed direct current. The PECM process is a separating manufacturing process and 
is classified according to DIN 8580 in the 3. main group Machining and further in the groups 
Ablation and Electrochemical Ablation [1]. Fig. 1 shows the principle of the PECM-process with 
oscillating cathode. 
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Fig. 1. Principle of a pulsed ECM-process with oscillating cathode according to [2]. 
 
In the initial state (0), the cathode is at top dead center, so that a maximum working distance is 

established between the anode and the cathode. Thus, the working distance is sufficiently supplied 
with electrolyte. State I describes the time of material removal. Here, the cathode geometry is 
transferred in the anode.  

Shortly before the bottom dead center of the oscillation movement is reached, the machining 
voltage is switched on so that a current pulse with almost constant current is formed for a defined 
current pulse width. In the lower dead position of the oscillation movement, the working distance 
reaches the minimum. After exceeding the bottom dead center, the material is removed until the 
machining voltage is switched off.  

The working distance is extended in state II until the top dead center is reached. This ensures 
that the working distance is sufficiently supplied with fresh electrolyte to remove reaction and 
removal products, which are created in state I.  

The sequence of state I and state II is repeated until the target sink depth is reached. For this 
purpose, the oscillation of the cathode is superimposed with a feed movement. [3–5] Due to the 
reduced working distance in the PECM process, the production of complex shapes in the 
micrometer range is possible (structure size ≥ 5 µm). [6] 

EC-removal is based on a complex mechanism. Material-specific removal parameters and the 
current density distribution in the working distance are essential process input variables, that 
cannot be derived with sufficient accuracy from literature values. 

The DIN SPEC 91399 describes a method, which is based on determining the material-specific 
removal rate during PECM using an industrial machine tool. Applying a special removal device 
and complying with defined boundary conditions, the velocity of the relative movement between 
the cathode and anode can be evaluated as a comparison variable for determining the material-
specific removal parameters.  

With the help of systematic ablation experiments, the ablation functions of the material-specific 
ablation rate and the change of state in the working distance can be determined. From this, process 
input variables can be determined for the PECM process. [7] 
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Method 
In addition to the time and cost issues, the challenge in PECM ablation experiments is the 
measurement of physical variables such as the distribution of the current density during the PECM 
process. A simulation model can serve as a digital twin, that provides missing measurement 
variables or make ablation experiments more efficient through preliminary investigations. With 
FEM-based simulation software, such as the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics, it is 
possible to build a digital twin, obtain missing information from a PECM process and analyse it. 
A digital twin is the digital model of physical objects and has the task of generating a 
comprehensive exchange of information. The basis for this is, that the model not only includes 
anode, cathode and electrolyte region, but is designed in such a way, that the entire device unit is 
represented. The aim of the work is to build a simulation model, that confirms the results of a 
previous experiment with the workpiece material 1.4301. In order to monitor the process in future, 
it is also necessary for the digital twin to calculate the simulation results in a time which is lower 
than the machining time of the real process. This should enable real-time data exchange between 
the digital twin and the real process in future by help of the development of suitable interfaces. 
Model Description 
In order to create the digital twin, materials and PECM input parameters were taken from previous 
ablation experiments [8]. The design and the geometry dimensions of the simulation model are 
based on the recommendations of DIN SPEC 91399. Fig. 2 shows a cross-section of the PECM 
device and the derived geometry of the simulation model. 

 

Fig. 2. Cross section of the PECM device and derived 2D axisymmetric model geometry with 
defined domains and boundaries. 

 
In the simulation model, the experimental end front working distance sf-E was set at the beginning 
of the simulation. The cathode unit was assigned a constant feed with superimposed oscillation 
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movement for a period T = 0.02 s. Electric current flows through the application of a pulsed 
voltage with a pulse duration tp = 1 ms at the dead center of the oscillating movement of the 
cathode. In order to keep the simulation time of the digital twin below the real process time, the 
oscillating movement and pulsed power supply were interrupted after the simulated period. The 
surface of the workpiece was then removed with calculated velocities for further 30 s. A process 
time of 30 s was selected in order to comply with DIN SPEC 91399, according to which the 
removal experiment run for further 30 s after the end front working distance sf-E has been 
established [7]. 

The model is evaluated according to simulation duration and working distance at the end of the 
30 s simulated process time. 

Due to the desired model solution time below 30 s and the almost rotationally symmetrical 
design of the device, the model was designed as an axisymmetric model with the coordinates r, φ 
and z, with the axis of symmetry at r = 0. The two electrodes, can be seen in gray 
(anode/workpiece) and yellow (cathode/tool). Both electrodes are cylindrical in shape. The 
workpiece has a diameter of 12 mm and a length of 45 mm. The cathode consists of a stepped shaft 
with diameters of 7.5 mm and 12 mm and a length of 37.5 mm. In the simulation the electric 
conduction processes in the cathode and in the workpiece as well as in the electrical contact 
geometries were considered, since otherwise some effects can be underestimated [9]. 

The oscillating movement of the tool unit occurs in z-direction. The allocation of the materials 
to the model domains and the material parameters used for the simulation are summarized in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Material parameters of the simulation model derived from [8]. 

Domain Material σ [mS/cm] εr 
I, II, IV-VII 1.4301 1.4 ∙ 1010 1 

III Electrolyte (NaNO3) 67.4 65 
VIII, IX POM 10−10 4 

 
In order to analyse the ECM-specific parameters, the electrical conductivity σ and the relative 

permittivity εr were assigned to the domains. To represent the desired PECM process, 3 physics 
modes of COMSOL Multiphysics were applied. Electric Current mode was applied to supply the 
PECM process with external electric potential. The Moving Mesh was applied to simulate the 
oscillating motion of the cathode assembly and the flushing chambers as well as the removal of 
the surface of the workpiece. The Events Interface was applied to simulate the various PECM 
parameters in a precisely timed manner. 

Eq. 1 describes the electrical potential Upulsed(t) which connects and disconnects the voltage 
according to the lower- and upper time limits. The electrical potential is determined by subtracting 
the process voltage Umin with the sum of overpotentials ∆U [4]. 

𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡)�
0 𝑉𝑉, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 < 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − ∆𝑈𝑈, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ≤ 𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
0 𝑉𝑉, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 > 𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 

 (1) 

with 

𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =  𝑇𝑇
4
− 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝

2
 (2) 

and 
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𝑡𝑡𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =  𝑇𝑇
4

+ 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝
2

 (3) 

The pulsed current parameters used in the simulation model are summarised in the Table 2 
below. 

 
Table 2. Pulsed electric potential parameters derived from [3,8]. 

Definition Symbol Value Unit 
Process voltage Umin 6.7 [V] 

Sum of potentials ∆U 4.6 [V] 
Pulse width tp 0.001 [s] 
Lower Limit tLow 0.0045 [s] 
Upper Limit tUpp 0.0055 [s] 

 
The electrical potential φel = Upulsed(t) was applied at boundary 6 and ground at boundary 44 

and it was switched via the event interface. Boundary conditions of the electric current mode 
defined in the model are listed in the Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Boundary conditions of electric current mode. 

Condition Boundary Property 
Axial Symmetry 1-4 - 

Electric Insulation 5, 7-12, 14, 15, 20-24, 26, 
30, 31, 34, 37-43 - 

Ground 44 φel = 0 [V] 

Electric Potential 6 φel = Upulsed(t)∙ C2 [V] 
 
The moving mesh mode was applied to simulate the movement of the cathode unit, including 

the flushing channel and flushing chambers. The oscillation of the cathode was defined as a 
harmonic oscillation superimposed with a constant movement in z-direction, which is explained 
in Eq. 4. 

𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡) = ��̂�𝑍 ∙ cos �2𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑡𝑡 + 𝜋𝜋
2
�� ∙ 𝐶𝐶1 − 𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑡𝑡 (4) 

�̂�𝑍 is the range of the oscillation (amplitude), f is the frequency and vf the lowering velocity. The 
discrete variable C1 is a logical auxiliary variable to control which expression to use in an equation. 
C1 is explained in more detail in the Events Interface section. When the oscillation has reached its 
lowest point in z-direction, sf-E is set. Table 4 allocates the motion parameters of the cathode. 
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Table 4. Motion parameters of the cathode derived from [8]. 

Definition Symbol Value Unit 
Period T 0.02 [s] 

Frequency f 50 [Hz] 
Amplitude Z� 0.185 [mm] 

Working distance sf-E 0.048 [mm] 
Feed rate vf 0.01 [mm/min] 

 
For numerical reasons, period T starts after 1 s simulation time. Figure 3 illustrates the cathode 

oscillation and the pulsed electrical potential in a period T, here the oscillation graph z(t) marked 
with blue line is plotted as in Eq. 4 and the pulsed voltage Upulsed(t) graph marked with red line is 
characterized as in Eq. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Cathode oscillation and pulsed potential in one period. 
 
The surface of the workpiece is removed with 2 different removal rates. According to [3,4], the 

removal rate is recorded as follows during the pulse on time tp. 

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎(𝐽𝐽) = ((𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝐽𝐽 + 𝑣𝑣0) ∙ 𝑐𝑐) ∙ 𝐶𝐶2 (5) 

with 

𝑐𝑐 = 𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 (6) 

The removal rate is therefore strongly dependent on the current density distribution J [A/cm²] 
on the workpiece surface. The pulsed current flow is characterized by the duty cycle c, which is 
composed of the multiplication of the frequency f and the pulse on time tp. Vm (0.0106 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝐴𝐴/𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚²
) 

and vo (−0.063 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

) result from the removal experiment and are described in more detail in [8]. 
Vm, v0 and c are thus constant values, while J is calculated during the pulse on time. In order to 
save computing time of the model, an average removal rate 𝑣𝑣�𝑎𝑎 is calculated after the time period 
T, with which the workpiece surface is removed for another 30 s. 

𝑣𝑣�𝑎𝑎 = 1
𝑇𝑇
∙ ∫ 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎(𝐽𝐽)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡1.0055 𝑝𝑝
1.0045 𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝐶𝐶3 (7) 
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Boundary conditions of moving mesh mode defined in the PECM simulation model are listed 
in the Table 5. 

 
Table 5. Boundary conditions of moving mesh mode. 

Condition Boundary Property 
Fixed Boundary 5 - 

Prescribed Mesh Displacement in 
Normal Direction 

3, 4, 13, 14, 
17, 21 dn = 0 [mm] 

Prescribed Mesh Displacement 1, 2, 15, 16, 
19, 20, 22-44 

dr = 0 [mm] 
dz = z(t) [mm] 

Prescribed Normal Mesh Velocity 18 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚 = −𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎(𝐽𝐽) − 𝑣𝑣�𝑎𝑎 [mm/min] 
 
The event interface is used to trigger events. When an event occurs, the solver stops and 

provides a possibility to reinitialize the values of variables. The events are controlled with the state 
variables C1, C2 and C3, which can assume the values 0 and 1. The course of the variables can be 
seen in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Discrete auxiliary variables as function of the time. 

 
The variables are linked to the equations and boundary conditions. C1 triggers the oscillation 

from t = 1 s to t = 1.02 s, after that the first term of Eq. 4 becomes zero and the cathode moves on 
without oscillation with the constant feed motion vf. C2 switches from 0 to 1 at t = 1.0045 s and 
back to 0 at t = 1.0055 s (tp = 0.001 s). The electrical potential φel (see Table 3) and the removal 
rate va(J) (Equation 5) are linked to the state variable C2. Variable C3 is coupled to 𝑣𝑣�𝑎𝑎 (Equation 7). 
The average removal rate is calculated during the pulse, then the workpiece surface is removed 
with the calculated velocity 𝑣𝑣�𝑎𝑎 for 30 s. 

The mesh for the model was generated using a physics-driven mesh as the sequence type. The 
physics-controlled mesh is the default mesh setting in COMSOL Multiphysics, which in turn 
distinguishes different element sizes from very fine to very coarse. The mesh encloses an area of 
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1356 mm² with 1155 triangular elements. The maximum and minimum element sizes are 5.8 mm 
and 0.026 mm. 
Results 
Fig. 5 shows the current density distribution in the entire model at the bottom dead center of the 
oscillation. 

 
Fig. 5. Current density distribution at time t = 1.005 s. 

 
In the model, a maximum current density J of 101 A/cm² occurs during the pulse on time, which 

can be attributed to peak effects at points on the cathode. A current density J of 29 A/cm² is 
established in the working gap between the cathode and the workpiece surface during t = 1.005 s. 
The removal rate va depends on the current density distribution on the workpiece surface (boundary 
8). Figure 6 shows the 3 applied velocities, of which vf represents the constant feed of the cathode 
while va (J) and 𝑣𝑣�𝑎𝑎 are calculated during the simulation. 

Since va(J) depends on the current density acting in the pulse, the curve is not linear but 
increases as the cathode approaches the workpiece surface due to the oscillating movement. The 
maximum removal rate is reached at the bottom dead center of the oscillation. 
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Fig. 6. Course of the velocities vf = 0.01 mm/min, va(J) = 0.0115…0.0123 mm/min and 

𝑣𝑣�𝑎𝑎 = 0.0119 mm/min. 
 

If the cathode moves away from the workpiece surface, the removal rate drops until the pulse 
ends and no more removal takes place. The effect of the course of va(J) is thus an effect of the 
combination of feed and oscillation of the cathode. After t = 1.02 s, the cathode moves at a constant 
speed vf in the z-direction and the workpiece is removed at the average velocity calculated from 
va(J). In Figure 7, the evaluation is based on the final working distance after t = 31.005 s. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of the end front working distance at the initial state and after the process 

time.  
 
The end front working distance is set at the bottom dead center of the oscillation. After the 

process time of 30 s, the working distance between the surface of the cathode and the surface of 
the workpiece is 0.0487 mm. The difference between the defined end front working distance and 
the calculated working distance after a process time of 30 s is therefore 0.7 µm. The computing 
time of the simulation model for a real removal time of 30 s was 25 s. 
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Summary 
In this study, a digital twin for the determination of process input variables for electrochemical 
precision machining according to DIN SPEC 91399 was developed. For this, a simulation model 
for a PECM process according to DIN SPEC 91399 was build up in COMSOL Multiphysics based 
on the geometry of an entire device unit. To design the PECM process, the oscillation of the 
cathode and the current pulse conditions were integrated in the model. The input parameters were 
set according to previous ablation experiments. A validation was carried out by maintaining the 
working gap after the process time of 30 s. It was shown, that the simulation time of the developed 
model is less than the real time of the machining process. The model can be expanded in further 
work. For example, the effective electrical conductivity of the electrolyte, which is influenced by 
the generation of heat and the formation of gas bubbles, is also decisive for the removal process in 
the PECM process. Approaches would be the coupling of further physical interactions like 
thermodynamics and fluid dynamics, multiscale approaches and the implementation of current 
control characteristics. In order to carry out parameter studies with this model, it is essential to 
integrate further ablation periods into the calculation. This will allow the removal rate to be 
updated as the process progresses, to match the feed of the tool electrode and the removal rate on 
the workpiece. 
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Abstract. Dry EDM machining with external workpiece cooling is one of the possible 
modifications of dry EDM process, which enables to reduce the negative impact of EDM 
machining on the environment and on the machine tool operator. At the same time, it is possible 
to obtain relatively good machining accuracy and surface quality. Due to the problems with the 
effective heat dissipation from the machining gap, the application of dry-EDM is still limited to 
micromachining. In this paper the comparison and discussion of dry-EDM technological factors 
for two hard to machine materials: Inconel 625 and Titanium Grade 2 have been presented. The 
tests were carried out in carbon dioxide as a dielectric supplied to the machining gap through the 
channel in the workpiece electrode. To improve the process effectivity additional workpiece 
cooling were also applied, however the presence of fluid in machining area makes the process near 
dry-EDM. The input machining parameters were pulse time, machining voltage, current amplitude 
and inlet gas pressure. The main aim of this work was to show the significance of the type of 
machined material on the material removal rate, and surface layer (i.e. roughness, morphology and 
microhardness). The results analysis will be discussed considering differences in physical 
properties of machined materials. 
Introduction 
Nickel and chromium-based superalloys such as Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 are widely used 
in all the branches of industry, such as aviation, space industry, automotive and power generation 
industry. Inconel alloys account for more than half of the materials used to manufacture the hot 
sections of turbojet engines [1]. Inconel alloys are used similarly to titanium alloys for the 
manufacture of turbine blades of high-temperature turbo-machine engine components [2]. 
Titanium alloys are also used very extensively in the medical industry, particularly because of their 
biocompatibility, which is very important for implant materials. Due to the physical and 
mechanical properties of these materials, conventional machining of these materials is very 
difficult and, moreover, often cost-intensive due to high material losses during machining (material 
costs) and tool wear [3,4]. Machining methods which may be used for mentioned materials are 
unconventional machining methods such as electrochemical, electro-discharge or ultrasonic 
machining [5,6]. 

The physical phenomena occurring during material removal in EDM are very complex [2,7]. 
When the potential is applied to both electrodes (workpiece and tool electrode), a pulsed DC is 
generated between these electrodes. At the time when the gap width is adequate and the breakdown 
field strength is exceeded, the dielectric breakdown phenomena by gases occurs and electrons are 
emitted from the working electrode. Accelerated in the electric field electrons collide with the 
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atoms of the gas leading to atoms’ ionization, which results in formation an ionization fronts from 
anode and cathode. When the fronts are connected, then a flow of high current in a small bridge 
occurs. It results in forming plasma channel with gas-interface. The rapid thermal processes lead 
to melting, boiling and evaporating of the workpiece surface and the tool electrode. As a result, a 
discharge channel consisting of an inner plasma channel and a transition area into the gas phase. 
The discharge channel close implosively, after the pulse is down and its volume increases 
continuously with the high internal pressure development, which enables the removal of some of 
the molten metal from the crater. Dielectric is poured over the molten metal in the craters, causing 
rapid cooling of the electrode material, so that micro-cracks can also form within the craters 
formed. The main function of the dielectric fluid is to cool, solidify the molten workpiece material 
and remove it from the machining zone [8,11]. 

The undoubted advantage of EDM is the dimensional and form accuracy that can be achieved 
during the process, even when machined feature size is below 100 µm. During stable machining 
the machining accuracy might be in range of the machining gap width. Disadvantages include the 
low machining productivity, high working electrode wear, as well as thermal stresses that occur in 
the surface layer after machining [12]. There are advantages of EDM such as possibility to machine 
any material which is electrical conductor (stainless stills, carbides, titanium and nickel alloys, 
etc., materials which are characterized by high hardness) it is also possible to obtain thin-walled 
elements, with complicated geometry and at the same time with very good accuracy (even close 
to 2 µm). However, one of the biggest drawback of EDM is the negative environmental impact 
when machining in liquid dielectrics, especially when the most commonly used hydrocarbon 
dielectrics are applied. One possible solution in the entrepreneurship where there is no possibility 
to use other machining technology than EDM, to reduce the negative influence on the environment 
and the machine-tool operator might be the usage one of alternative, environmentally neutral 
dielectrics. These include gaseous dielectrics such as air, oxygen, nitrogen, argon or carbon 
dioxide [13].  

Due to the fact that during dry-EDM process it is still a problem with effective removal of heat 
from the machining gap, as well as workpiece material surface, adequate selection of process input 
parameters, dry-EDM is still limited to micromachining and is not used in industrial 
applications [14]. What is more one of the factors which has major impact on dry-EDM process it 
the workpiece material. Roth et al. [15] shows in his work, the influence of process stability and 
dry-EDM efficiency, not only because of the material’s’ physical properties, but mainly due to the 
properties which have a direct impact on the nature of the discharges produced during machining.  

In this paper the results of dry-EDM milling of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 in the carbon 
dioxide with the additional external workpiece cooling (sample immersed in the de-ionized water 
environment) were presented. The goal of this research was to determine the influence of material 
properties on dry-EDM process, considering gap working voltage, current intensity, pulse on-time, 
pulse off time and gas pressure. It is also worthy to mention that research of dry-EDM with carbon 
dioxide as dielectric medium is rarely described in the literature. 
Materials and Methods 
The near-dry EDM milling was conducted on the research test stand equipped with electro-
discharge generator MATRIX MPS – 7163 160V/3A at the Cracow University of Technology 
[14]. The tool was tubular copper working electrode with an outer diameter of 1 mm. The carbon 
dioxide as the medium was supplied with pressure to the machining gap through thin - walled pipe 
electrode, while the workpiece was submerged in the de-ionised water (Fig. 1). Inconel 625 alloy 
and titanium Grade 2 were machined in the milling kinematics, with the parameters described in 
Table 1. The polarity during machining Inconel 625 was - working electrode (+), workpiece (-); 
during machining titanium Grade 2 - working electrode  (-), workpiece (+). The electrode polarity 
was established on the basis of the preliminary tests, where the machining stability and working 
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electrode wear were verified for machining both Inconel 625 alloy and titanium Grade 2. The 
difference between used electrodes polarity between Inconel alloy and titanium Grade 2 is caused 
by the characteristic of used EDM generator type, as well as differences in the materials properties. 
For the samples 7A and 7B, the average values from three repetitions of the machining are 
presented in Table 1. 
 

 
a)       b) 

Fig 1. a) Scheme of dry-EDM in the deionized water environment [14,16], b) test stand. 
 

Table 1. Samples description with machining parameters, working tool: tubular copper electrode 
Ø1 mm, gas: carbon dioxide, external coolant type: deionised water (G= 0.01 µS), voltage: U=100 

V 

Inconel 625 (A) titanium Grade 2 
(B) 

Pulse 
on-time 

[µs] 

Voltage  
[V] 

Current 
intensity 

[A] 

Gas 
pressure 

[bar] 
1A 1B 100 100 2.70 6 
2A 2B 500 100 2.70 6 
3A 3B 300 100 0.90 6 
4A 4B 300 100 4.50 6 
5A 5B 300 100 2.70 2 
6A 6B 300 100 2.70 10 

7A (3 repetition)  7B (3 repetition) 300 100 2.70 6 
 
Described below analysis was focused on comparison of selected aspects of surface integrity of 

Inconel 625 alloy and titanium Grade 2 after dry-EDM in the milling kinematics with external 
workpiece cooling such as: surface roughness parameters (measured with Taylor Hobson 
profilometer), SEM photographs and microhardness. The detailed research methodology and 
research devices which were used during this research were described in [14]. 
Discussion of the Results 
Fig. 2 shows the differences of material removal rate during (MRR) dry-EDM of Inconel 625 and 
titanium Grade 2 with external workpiece cooling. MRR was determined by the calculation of the 
workpiece material volume removed and the total milling time in each trial (each time removing 
10 layers of material).  

It is possible to say that in the most trials, the material removal rate is higher for Inconel 625, 
or material removal rates for both materials are very close. However, the exceptions are: trials 4B 
(where the highest current value, I=4.5 A, was used) and 3B (where the lowest current value, 
I=0.9 A, was used). Trial 3B was interrupted after removal of the one layer of the material, as the 
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total milling time for this layer exceeded the total milling time for the 10 layers of titanium Grade 
2 in all other cases. It was stated that milling with these machining parameters used for trail 3B is 
inefficient. As a result, in all diagrams trial 3B is marked in a separate color (grey). 
 

 
Fig 2. Comparison of material removal rate during dry-EDM of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 

2 with external workpiece cooling. 
 
Considering the results presented in Table 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, one can state, that the significant 

differences between the results of roughness parameters of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 may 
be observed. Much higher values of Ra and Rz parameters were obtained for Inconel 625 
comparing to titanium Grade 2, when machining with higher current intensity (I=4.5 A), sample 
4A, and with highest pressure (p=10 bar), sample 6A. What is more the influence of input process 
parameters to Ra and Rz roughness parameters can be observed. In case of the current intensity 
and gas pressure similar tendencies may be noticed. Strong linear correlation pattern between Ra 
and Rz parameters was also observed (r=0.980 for Inconel 625 and r=0.992). The examples of 
roughness profiles are presented in the Fig. 5.  

The value of mean square deviation of the roughness profile Rq in most cases is lower for 
titanium Grade 2. Rsk parameter gives information about the symmetry of the profile distribution 
in relation to mean plane. The lower the Rsk value, the flatter the surface and the more rounded 
the peaks what is which is beneficial during part exploitation. Much lower values of Rsk parameter 
were obtained after EDM machining of titanium Grade 2. 

The value of Rku (kurtosis) is a measure of the sharpness of profile peaks. When the distribution 
of profile peaks and valleys are normal Rku=3 µm, while for profiles with sharp peaks Rku can be 
higher than 20 µm. Considering obtained results one can state, that in majority cases Rku is close 
to 3 µm for Inconel 625, so the profile height distribution is close to normal. Similar, in most cases 
Rku is close to 3 µm for titanium Grade 2, however it is higher for 4B (I=4.5 A), 6B (p=10 bar) 
and 7B (research plan center) trial. 
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Table 2. Surface roughness parameters of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 (mean values based 
on 3 measurements) after dry-EDM with additional workpiece cooling. 

Sample number 
(var. A/var B) 

Ra [µm] Rz [µm] Rq [µm] Rsk [µm] Rku [µm] 
A B A B A B A B A B 

1A/1B 3.72 3.94 21.00 20.02 4.64 5.08 -0.01 -0.04 3.03 3.66 
2A/2B 6.92 3.30 39.53 16.99 8.77 4.20 0.36 -0.30 3.07 3.32 
3A/3B 4.80 2.30 24.27 12.46 5.86 2.89 0.63 -0.87 2.79 3.99 
4A/4B 5.71 2.93 32.07 14.82 7.12 3.74 0.45 -0.07 3.14 4.11 
5A/5B 11.19 4.09 49.27 20.16 13.37 5.16 0.05 -0.14 3.53 3.25 
6A/6B 5.73 2.87 35.10 15.68 7.26 4.16 0.48 -0.77 3.23 6.99 
7A/7B  5.34 4.20 28.88 21.35 6.58 5.52 0.44 0.18 3.07 5.13 

 

 
a)       b)  

Fig. 3. Comparison of correlation coefficient between Ra and Rz parameters for a) Inconel 625 
and b) titanium Grade 2. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of surface roughness parameter Ra for Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2. 
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a) Inconel 625  b) titanium Grade 2 
 

Fig. 5. Comparison of surface roughness profiles of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 for the 
research plan centre ti=300 µs, U= 100 V, I=2.7 A, p= 6. 

 

  

a) pulse time - ti, b) current intensity - I 

 

 

 

c) gas presurre - p  
Fig. 6. Comparison of the influence of different process parameters: ti, I and p on the surface 
roughness petameters Ra and Rz for Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 (relation based on the 

mean values according to Table 2), Standard deviations of Ra and Rz for samples machined with 
research plan central parameters (ti=300 µs, I=2.70 A, p= 6 bar): 1A: σRa= 1.65 µm; 

σRz=7.12 µm, 1B: σRa= 4.2 µm; σRz=21.6 µm. 
 
Titanium grade 2 is characterized by low thermal conductivity and a single-phase α-structure, 

that is why no phase transformations were observed in the heat-affected zone (Fig. 7-9). The 
structural changes of the surface layer mainly involved the white layer, which is due to the lack of 
phase transformations and therefore it is difficult to observe the heat-affected zone. Of course, 
depending on the machining parameters used, changes in the shape of the grooves can be observed. 
The bottom of the groove is even and flat, the cross-section seems to reflect the actual shape of the 
working electrode. In the case of Inconel 625 (Fig. 7-9) surface layer morphology changes can be 
noticed (Fig. 7-9 A-F). With the increase of pulse time (Fig. 7 A-B), the depth of the milling 
grooves increases and also the recast layer becomes thicker (ti= 500 µs). The cross-sections also 
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show increasing surface irregularities and deepening the discharge craters. Similar relationships 
can be found with increasing current intensity (Fig. 8 C-D). The increase of gas pressure causes 
the white layer thickness decrease (Fig. 9 E-F). At the same time discharge craters become 
shallower and less amount of melted material can be found on the workpiece surface. 

Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 after dry-EDM milling with additional workpiece cooling are 
characterized by different hardness. In the Fig. 10 the hardness of each RAW material (Inconel 
625 and titanium Grade 2) is given. It is possible to say that the values of microhardness of Inconel 
625 and titanium Grade 2 in most cases are lower than for RAW materials. The Inconel 625 
hardness decrease comparing to the RAW material may be caused by chipping of the recast layer 
during preparation of metallographic microsections or the dissolution of the carbides in the heat 
affected zone. In the case of titanium Grade 2, the decrease of microhardness comparing to RAW 
material may be related to the changes that have occurred in the material as a result of energy - 
electrical discharges occurring there. In the initial state, titanium Grade 2 had been cold-formed 
before treatment and was therefore strengthened. Energy application (electrical discharge) may 
cause the internal stresses removal and dislocations can be regrouped (dislocations allow the 
material to deform if they are free to move), as well as the density of dislocations decreases. As 
a result, strength and hardness decrease, while plastic deformability increases.  
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the SEM photos of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 after EDM process 
with pulse time ti=100 µs and ti=500 µs with the following machining parameters: U=100 V, 

I=2.7 A, p=6 bar. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the SEM photos of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 after EDM process 
with current I=0.9 A and I=4.5 A s with the following machining parameters: ti= 300 µs, 

U=100 V, p=6 bar. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the SEM photos of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2 after EDM process 
with pressure p=2 bar and p=10 bar with the following machining parameters: ti= 300 µs, 

U=100 V, I=2.7 A. 
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Fig. 10. Results of microhardness measurements of Inconel 625 and titanium Grade 2, average 

values from repetitions at three levels, RAW material hardness for reference for Inconel 625 and 
titanium Grade 2. 

Summary 
According to the research work carried out, the type of material (and, in particular, its internal 
structure, thermal and electrical conductivity) which was EDM milled in carbon dioxide, is crucial 
for the conducted machining process, obtained machining efficiency, working electrode wear, as 
well as surface roughness. However, is worth to underline that, regardless of the type of machined 
material, the productivity of the process is very low, which favours micro machining as an 
application area for the investigated process. In this application, the benefits of external cooling, 
such as better surface layer properties (roughness, lower thermal changes) and lower working 
electrode wear, result in easier designing of the machining process (it is easier to compensate the 
occurring lower working electrode wear) and determine the application area (better surface layer 
properties). It is worthy to underline, that considering the nature of the dry-EDM with additional 
workpiece cooling, it is hard to identify the relation between roughness parameters. It is caused by 
the stochastically distribution of discharge craters during the dry-EDM process. The better 
representation of roughness is considered to be obtained after 3D roughness measurements, which 
should much better represent the state of the surface roughness (especially given the randomness 
of the EDM discharges). Therefore, in further research it is recommended to conduct 3D roughness 
measurements.   
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Abstract. This work falls within the context of very rough parts (Ra > 10 µm) polishing using a 
new hybrid process called PEMEC, which combines a mechanical abrasion action (tribofinishing) 
and an anodic dissolution action (electrochemical polishing). The study of the performances of a 
polishing process requires the monitoring of the surface roughness, but also the monitoring of the 
dimensions and the shape of the parts. This paper proposes a new method for characterising 
polishing operations that enables all these criteria to be monitored in a single test. This method is 
applied to the study of the influence of the electrolyte temperature in the PEMEC process. 
Introduction 
The polishing of complex shaped very rough metallic parts (Ra > 10 µm) is an old subject in 
industry, often related to parts produced by casting, forging, etc. However, the functional simple 
shaped surfaces of these parts, such as plane or cylindrical, were usually calibrated using 
machining processes (turning, milling, grinding, etc.). The polishing of complex shaped very rough 
metal parts (Ra > 10 µm) is once again becoming a major research topic in the industry with the 
upgrowing development of additive manufacturing techniques, such as Laser Powder Bed Fusion 
(L-PBF). Additive manufacturing enables the design of new parts with complex functional 
surfaces. These complex surfaces are difficult to access and cannot be finished by conventional 
machining processes. In the case of L-PBF, the surfaces are very rough, and it is common to 
observe surfaces with Ra roughness values ranging from 10 - 30 µm depending on the area 
concerned [1]. Numerous recent research projects aimed to optimise conventional polishing 
processes on these rough and complex surfaces (chemical or electrochemical polishing, 
tribofinishing, laser polishing, water polishing, plasma electrolytic polishing, etc. [2-5]). Among 
these recent works, Malkorra et al. [5] have shown that it is possible to reduce the roughness from 
an Ra of 10 µm to 1 µm using the drag finishing process. However, to achieve this goal, very long 
treatment times are required. Then, conventional polishing processes tend to severely deteriorate 
the geometry of the parts (size, shape), especially the sharp edges. In order to solve this problem, 
new polishing processes have appeared with the objective of reducing surface roughness without 
deteriorating the shape of the parts. These processes are called "hybrid" processes because they 
combine the simultaneous and controlled action of several mechanisms (physical, chemical, 
optical, etc.) and/or energy sources/tools [6]. The main objective of hybrid processes is to increase 
the material removal during the polishing process through a synergistic effect between the 
mechanisms. For example, there are several hybrid processes daily used in industry that combine 
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abrasion and chemical dissolution mechanisms [7-8]. In the scientific literature, there are also 
several processes that combine abrasion and anodic dissolution mechanisms [9-14]. Unfortunately, 
these hybrid processes have been designed to polish simple surfaces such as planes or cylinders 
and are not suitable for complex shapes. 

Moreover, it can be stated that all the papers dealing with the polishing of rough and complex 
parts do not use any standardised method. Each paper develops a specific method for its own 
samples with respect to its application. It is therefore difficult to compare the performance between 
several processes. Additionally, the wide majority of the papers are focused on surface roughness. 
Only few papers have investigated the evolution of part’s geometry (dimension, form, edges, …). 
The objective of this article is to propose a reference method for the characterisation of polishing 
processes on parts with complex geometries and very high initial roughness (Ra > 10 µm). The 
application case study of this new method concerns the investigation of the influence of electrolyte 
temperature in a new process called ‘PEMEC’. This polishing process was recently proposed in 
[15]. This process combines an abrasive action (tribofinishing) with an anodic dissolution action 
(electrochemical polishing - ECP). Among the large variety of technical solutions in tribofinishing, 
the PEMEC process kinematic uses a drag-finishing machine kinematics that enables to polish 
complex surfaces thanks to its double rotation. The principle of this process is described in Fig .1 

As a reminder, electrochemical polishing (ECP) is one of the most common electrochemical 
polishing processes used for metallic parts with complex shapes. This process involves the 
controlled dissolution of the surface to be polished. ECP commonly provides shiny surfaces. When 
electropolishing, current flows from the anode (the workpiece – Fig.1 A-D) to the cathode (the 
machine tank – Fig.1 A-D). The anode-cathode assembly is immersed in an electrolyte bath, the 
concentration and composition of which varies according to the metal being polished. The 
scientific community has conducted numerous studies on the sensitivity of the process parameters 
(temperature, electrolyte composition, agitation rate, distance between the electrodes, etc.) [3]. 
This process requires long treatment periods. Moreover, the concentration of the electric current 
lines on the sharp edges induces a modification of the geometry of the parts (Fig. 1D). 

Drag-finishing is a mechanical polishing process that improves the surface roughness of parts 
with complex geometries. The parts are dragged through a mixture of a large number of abrasive 
particles (called abrasive media) immersed in a liquid. The interaction between the abrasive media 
and the surface to be polished induces 3 mechanisms: plastic deformation of the roughness peaks, 
scratches and finally it generates micro-chips. These mechanisms lead to an improvement of the 
surface finish. This process has been studied several times and it has been shown that the efficiency 
of the process depends on several parameters such as drag velocity, type of liquid and geometry, 
as well as size and composition of the abrasive media [5]. However, this process requires long 
polishing periods to achieve a low roughness. In addition, abrasives are particularly aggressive to 
sharp edges, which changes the geometry of the polished workpieces. 

Rech et al. [15] have shown that there is a synergistic effect between abrasion and anodic 
dissolution during the PEMEC process. It becomes possible to reduce the roughness very quickly 
from a Sa value of 11 µm to 3 µm within 120 minutes on complex 316L stainless steel parts, 
without significantly modifying the shape of the parts and especially the sharp edges.  
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Fig. 1. PEMEC process principle: A) Schematic illustration; B) Schematic illustration; C) 
PEMEC machine; D) Schematic illustration of PEMEC principle; E) PEMEC polishing mixture 

(Abrasive media + Electrolyte); F) Elementary abrasive media used in PEMEC process. 
Experimental Procedure 
Definition of sample geometry.  
The first step of the new method, to characterize polishing processes, is to define a new sample 
geometry with a calibrated geometry and roughness (Fig. 2). The part has rectangular 
parallelepipedal shape with two ‘reference surfaces’ at its upper and lower ends. These ‘reference 
surfaces’ are flat and smooth (Fig. 2A). During the polishing process, these surfaces will be 
protected and will not be affected by the polishing process (Fig. 2C). These ‘reference surfaces’ 
enable the sample to be relocated in an absolute reference frame. Then there are two groups of so-
called ‘transition surfaces’ (Fig. 2C). ‘Transition surfaces’ are also flat and smooth. They enable 
to investigate the evolution of the macro-geometry of the sample (flatness, orientation, dimension) 
and the evolution of edge sharpness. Both the ‘reference surfaces’ and ‘transition surfaces’ have 
been generated by grinding.  Finally, in the centre of the sample, there is the so-called 'calibrated 
roughness area’ where a high roughness is generated with a determined shape (Fig. 2B). The 
analysis of the evolution of the topography in this zone enables the analysis of the polishing 
mechanisms (plastic deformation, abrasion, dissolution, ...). The principle of this analysis has 
already been introduced by Malkorra et al. [16]. 
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Fig. 2. A) Ground surface schematic; B) Calibrated roughness area schematic; C) Image of 
sample with protected reference surface; D) Sample dimensions. 

Sample fabrication.  
The samples were fabricated from austenitic 316L stainless steel. For logistical reasons, it was 

decided to use 316L stainless steel from laminated bars. After milling, ‘reference surfaces’ and 
‘transition surfaces’ were both manufactured by fine grinding. Before polishing, the ‘reference 
surfaces’ and ‘transition surfaces’ cannot be distinguished from each other. The only difference 
between these two surfaces is that ‘reference surface’ will be protected during the polishing 
process, and thus will not be modified. The edges around the transition surfaces are sharp (Fig. 
3E). The so-called 'calibrated roughness area' was machined by milling (Fig.3 A to D) with the 
aim of reproducing a microgeometry similar to those obtained after additive manufacturing 
processes. This step allowed to obtain a high roughness value (Ra ≃ 12 µm / Rz ≃ 50 µm). The 
results found when polishing this 'calibrated roughness area' have the same trends as those 
obtained when polishing real parts produced by additive manufacturing [15]. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. A) Sample schematic; B) Calibrated roughness milling operation; C) Calibrated surface 

schematic; D) Periodical calibrated roughness profile; E) Edge profile. 
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Polishing tests.  
The samples were polished by the PEMEC process for 75 minutes. The PEMEC machine is 

designed within a drag-finishing machine, that enables both polishing processes (abrasion + anodic 
dissolution) to be carried out. The main rotation (w1 in Fig. 1 A-B) induces a drag velocity V1 
responsible for the abrasive mechanisms, while the second rotation (w2 in Fig. 1 A-B) leads to a 
homogeneous treatment around the workpiece. This kinematic induces a high sliding speed. This 
set-up has already been used in previous works [15]. During the polishing process, the workpiece 
is immersed and dragged in the polishing mixture (abrasive media + electrolyte). Table 3 shows 
the composition of the polishing mixture and the process parameters used. A DC power supply 
was installed between the tank (cathode) and the workpiece (anode). 
 

Table 1 Polishing mixture composition and process parameters 

 PEMEC process 
Drag velocity V1 [m/s] 0.6 

Rotation speed, w1 [rpm] 200 
V2 [m/s] 0.69 

Sample rotation speed, w2 [rpm] 655 
Temperatures 25 °C 62 °C 

“Polishing 
mixture” 

Abrasive particles Pyramidal shape Al2O3 abrasive particles, size 3x3 mm 

Electrolyte / Lubricant Phosphoric acid H3PO4 (85 wt.%) and deionised water 
Voltage [V] 12 

Current density [A/dm²] 20 
 

 
Fig. 4. A) Sample protection process; B) Protected reference surface principle. 

 
The distance between the anode (workpiece) and the cathode (tank), and the drag speed are very 

influential parameters for the ECP mechanisms. The anode-cathode distance was set at around 30 
mm, and this distance oscillates around this value due to the rotation of the workpiece (w2) and 
the geometry of the workpiece. It should be noted that the distance and drag speed used in this 
study are significantly higher than the values used in studies conducted by the scientific 
community on ECP. The temperature of the electrolyte is controlled before and during the 
treatment to ensure that the temperature is the same throughout the polishing process. In this study, 
two temperature levels were chosen: T°= 25 °C and 62 °C. The samples are mounted in the 
machine with a reference surface protection system (Fig. 4). The tests were interrupted every 15 
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minutes in order to characterise the topography evolution of the 4 calibrated roughness areas and 
the 8 transition surfaces and edges. This enables to obtain an average value, as well as to quantify 
the deviation. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. A) Sample with highlighted reference surfaces schematics; B) Reference surface working 
principle; C) Profile overlay; D) Roughness profile extraction after profile overlay; E) Material 

removal evolution obtained. 
Results and Discussions 
The new method for characterising the performance of polishing processes was applied for two 
polishing conditions, corresponding to operating conditions, i.e. two different values for electrolyte 
temperatures. The results are presented in Figures 6, 7 and 8.  

Fig. 6A shows the evolution of the amount of material removed (Δh) in the ‘transition surfaces’ 
for both tested conditions. The process for obtaining figure 6 is explained in figures 5A, 5B and 
5E. It appears that the material removal rate is much higher at high temperature. Thus, after 75 
min, a value of Δh ~ 384 µm can be observed at 62 °C compared to 74 µm at 25 °C. If we analyse 
the evolution of material removal, we can observe that at 62 °C, the process removes nearly as 
much material after 15 min (Δh ~ 65 µm) as the process at 25 °C after 75 min (Δh ~ 74 µm). There 
is a ratio of around 4.5 on the material removal rate between the two different temperatures tested. 

Fig. 6B shows the evolution of the Ra parameter in the “calibrated roughness area”. It can be 
observed that the roughness is improved much faster when using a high temperature. Thus, after 
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15 minutes only, Ra reaches a value of ~ 0.45 µm at 62 °C, compared to 8.22 µm at 25 °C. The 
PEMEC process at 25 °C only achieves a Ra < 1µm after 75 min. 
 

 
Fig. 6. A) Material removal, Δh[µm], over time; B) Arithmetic Average Roughness, Ra[µm], 

over time. 
Fig. 7A and B show the evolution of the roughness profile, as well as their relative position 

compared to the reference surfaces. These figures were obtained by overlaying the different 
measured roughness profiles, using the "reference surfaces" as a reference (Fig.5 A-B). This 
overlay process is explained in Fig. 5 A to D. Fig. 7A and B illustrate clearly that the polishing 
process at 62 °C completely erases the initial roughness profile in less than 15 minutes. It can also 
be seen that the amount of material removed is greater than the initial height of the roughness 
profile. However, after a 15-minutes treatment, a slightly noticeable periodic surface remains from 
the initial roughness profile. The surface then becomes aperiodic from 30 minutes onwards. 

In comparison, at 25 °C the profile remains periodic until 75 min. It can be observed that the 
valleys of the profiles are not much affected at the beginning of the treatment. This behaviour 
reveals the abrasion of the roughness peaks, which indicates that abrasion is probably the dominant 
mechanism. In sharp contrast, at 62 °C there is clearly a combination of homogeneous material 
dissolution and peak roughness abrasion (synergistic effect of the PEMEC process). These results 
confirm the findings of the literature regarding the importance of temperature control in 
electrochemical polishing [5]. 
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Fig. 7. A) Roughness profile evolution at 62 °C; B) Roughness profile evolution at 25 °C. 

 

 
Fig. 8. A) Edge profile evolution at 62 °C; B) Edge profile evolution at 25 °C. 

 
Fig. 8A and B show the evolution of the edge profile, were obtained by overlaying the different 

measured edge profiles. It is clear that at 25 °C the edges are only slightly affected by the process, 
while, at 62 °C the change in edge geometry is very rapid. This is in accordance with the previous 
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results presented in Fig. 7 and 8. A large amount of material is removed. However, the edge 
sharpness remains quite sharp and not rounded (~ 1 mm) as is commonly seen in drag-finishing 
processes. A closer look at the profiles shows that the two sides are not symmetrical. On the left 
side, the shape is more affected by the polishing process than on the right side leaving non-flat 
surfaces near the edge, as well as a slightly curved edge. This is due to the direction of rotation of 
the sample in the machine. The w2 speed induces a greater abrasive media impact speed on left 
side. This asymmetry can be counterbalanced by regularly reversing the direction of rotation in the 
machine. So, it can be concluded that the PEMEC process enables to preserve edge sharpness 
thanks to the reduced polishing duration (some minutes). 
Summary 
This paper has presented a new method to characterise the performance of a polishing process on 
complex shaped samples with high roughness. This method was applied to the characterisation of 
the influence of electrolyte temperature in the PEMEC process, which combines an abrasive and 
an anodic dissolution action. This method has shown its ability to simultaneously quantify the 
multi-scale evolution of the samples: roughness parameters, roughness profiles, material removal 
and edge macro-geometry. This method allows to reveal the mechanisms of action of polishing 
processes. 

In the case of the PEMEC process, it was shown that temperature is a key parameter for the 
efficiency of material removal. While the process is essentially dominated by the abrasive action 
at low temperature, the dissolving action plays a major role in synergy with the abrasion at higher 
temperature. 

The perspective of this work will now focus on a generalised use of this methodology in order 
to study the sensitivity of the PEMEC process to all the mechanical parameters (shape and speed 
of the abrasive particles, ...) and the electrochemical parameters (voltage, electrolyte, ...) so as to 
identify the best synergistic conditions between the two mechanisms. 

This geometry of samples has the potential to compare the efficiency of various polishing 
processes for complex and rough parts. 
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Abstract. Composite materials are increasingly employed in many industrial sectors 
(transportation, infrastructure, electronics). Among the others, carbon fibers are used primarily as 
reinforcing agents in high-performance composites with synthetic resin matrices such as epoxies, 
polyimides, vinyl esters, phenolics, and certain thermoplastics. However, when carbon fibers were 
coupled with a thermosetting matrix, the resulting composites are not easily recyclable. When 
these products reaching their end-of-life (EoL) there are several difficulties in their recycling and 
in the reuse of the carbon fiber reinforce. There are several recycling process methods, but one of 
the most promising and investigated in the last years is the mechanical one that differently from 
other approaches do not require the use of high temperature or chemical substances to decompose 
the polymeric matrix. Respect to known mechanical recycling methods like shredding, crushing 
and hammer milling process, in this work is presented a mechanical recycling that mainly consists 
in the use of an un-conventional milling process in order to obtain carbon/epoxy chips. Different 
chips in terms of geometry and size were obtained by fixing the milling process parameters, so the 
results in terms of chip morphological characteristic were presented. CFRPs chips, after sieving, 
were then used to manufacture new CFRPs laminates produced starting from recycled materials. 
Introduction 
Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) materials are attracting a significant interest in our day-to-
day life because of their interesting mechanical properties combined with the low weight [1].  

It is not a surprise that their demand over the last 40 years is grown more and more and during 
these last years, although the COVID pandemic, the CFRP growing demand reached a current rate 
of 11% per year due to the increasing need of lightweight materials in different industrial fields. It 
was estimated that the CFRPs demand was around 120 kTons during the present year [2,3]. 

It is worth to note that the growing demand of CFPRs is directly connected with an increasing 
production of virgin carbon fibres (vCF) with expensive and energy intensive processes that 
generates gases such as ammonia (NH3), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2) nitrogen 
oxides (NOX) and other volatile compounds [4].  

It was calculated by a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) analysis that the amount of energy required 
for the production of vCF is almost 198 - 595 MJ/kg [5] compared with 13 - 32 MJ/kg required 
for the production of virgin glass fibre (vGF). 

In addition to these considerations, it have to be considered that the growing demand of CFRPs 
will dramatically increase the amount of waste derives both from scraps produced during the 
manufacturing of composite products and from the end-of-life products; this latter represents the 
majority part. A defined waste management and a recycling policy are then required since it is 
estimated an increasing of CFRP waste of around 20 kTons annually by 2025 also considering that 
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around 6000 - 8000 commercial aircrafts (with CFRP components) will reach their end-of-life by 
the 2030 [6,7].  

Based on these considerations, it is clear that there is a strong need to recycle CFRPs by 
adopting an appropriate recycling process that is in the same time cheap, eco-sustainable, suitable 
for the industrial scale-up and able to obtain rCF to produce recycled CFRPs with interesting 
mechanical properties. Among different recycling processes, usually classified in chemical, 
thermal and mechanical processes, one of the most promising for the future is represented by the 
mechanical one. Chemical e thermal methods were widely investigated in the last years [8,9] and 
in spite of interesting mechanical properties are achieved by composites produced using these rCF, 
both methods are characterized by high costs, specific laboratory apparatus that can obstacle an 
easy industrial scaling up, long processing time  and environmental impact.  

The mechanical method is usually used to indicate a broader process’s categories such as 
shredding, crushing and hammer milling that lead to a composite fragmentation into small pieces. 
An overview on the mechanical recycling process [5,10] leads to the conclusion that these methods 
produce short recovered fibers that due to their geometrical characteristics, size and the presence 
of residual matrix, severely affect the overall mechanical properties of the recycled composite 
material [11]. All these aspects compromise the use of mechanical recycled composite as load 
bearing structure limiting their use sometimes as fillers in low properties composite materials such 
as SMC and BMC. In addition, the use of shredding or hummer-milling process implies the use of 
ad-hoc industrial machine with low flexibility and big size. 

To overcome this limitation, in this work it is studied the possibility to use the milling process  
as mechanical recycling method in order to obtain carbon/epoxy chips used to produce recycled 
CFRP laminates. 
Materials and Methods 
The CFRP materials used in this experimental campaign were manufactured using 20 
unidirectional carbon/epoxy prepregs (0.2 mm in thickness) supplied by Toray. Composite 
laminates (0/90)20 were produced using the compression molding process under a pressure of 8 bar 
and a temperature of 130°C for 8 hours. At the end of the polymerization phase, the cured 
composite laminates (4 mm in thickness) were cut in plate 200 mm x 200 mm to allow the 
machining of the CFRP material. For this purpose, a CNC machine (C.B. Ferrari) and a three flute 
HSS end mill tool (20 mm in diameter) were used for the peripheral down-mill machining of the 
produced samples. A radial depth of cut of 3.00 mm with a feed rate, f, of 1000 mm/min and a 
spindle speed, s, of 1000 rpm were adopted as machining parameters.   

The obtained CFRP chips were then sieved using a shaking table aiming to achieve a satisfying 
separation between fine and coarse fibers (mean size > 0.1 mm) from powders (mean size < 0.1 
mm).  

Therefore, in order to produced recycled CFPR samples, the obtained chips were manually 
impregnated with an epoxy resin and placed in a mold at room temperature for 24 hours. Different 
typologies of samples were produced, they mainly differ in the size of the recycled reinforcement 
(greater or smaller than 0.1 mm) and in its percentage weight content equal to 14, 17, 20 and 25%. 
Then, the flexural behavior of each sample typology was investigated according to ASTM D790 
standard testing three specimens for each sample typologies. For this purpose, three-point bending 
tests were carried out using a universal testing machine (MTS Alliance RT/50) equipped with a 
1 kN piezoelectric load cell. Specimens (120 mm x 21 mm x 4 mm) were tested using a span length 
of 64 mm (span to depth ratio equal to 16). Three un-reinforced samples are also tested as 
reference.  The flexural strength was calculated by means of the following equation:  

𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 =  3𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
2𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡2

 (1) 
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where σf is the maximum stress in the outer fibers at midpoint, F is the maximum load of the load-
deflection curve, b is the width of the specimen, t is the thickness of the specimen and L is the 
support span. The flexural elastic modulus was evaluated as the ratio, within the elastic limit, of 
stress to corresponding strain. 
Results and Discussions 
The machining operation of virgin CFRP samples produced chips of different sizes. In detail, the 
results after sieving are reported in Table 1 and in Fig. 1 are showed typical chip images for each 
sieving size.  

 
Table 1. Size dimension distribution of CFRP chips obtained after the machining operation. 

 Chip size 
<0.1 mm  

Chip size 
>0.1 mm 

Chip size 
>0.3 mm  

Chip size 
>1.5 mm  

Weight 
content [%]  3.49 20.96 40.98 34.57 

 
In Fig. 2 is instead reported the results of the bending tests. The flexural stress-strain curves can 
give precious indication about the mechanical properties of the recycled samples in terms of 
interfacial adhesion efficiency between the surface of the recovered fibers and the new epoxy 
matrix. In detail, it was observed that for samples produced by using recycled materials with a 
mean size smaller than 0.1 mm the results were not affected by the reinforcement weight content. 

Then, for a better readability of the results, in Fig. 2 it is plotted only one stress-strain curve for 
representing this sample category. 

The results showed that all reinforced samples are characterized by a linear elastic response 
with a reduction of the strain at breaking in comparison with the reference sample type (pure epoxy 
sample); this difference decreases as the reinforcement content increases. 

Looking at both Fig. 2a and 2b it is clear that the sample reinforced with rCF smaller than 0.1 
mm showed the worst performances and despite a flexural modulus improvement respect to 
reference sample (around 40%) an evident reduction of both the strain at breaking and the flexural 
strength was detected. The reduction of the flexural strength is due to the small size of the 
reinforcement phase that acted more as defect than as reinforce, in addition it barely can stop the 
propagation of internal cracks nucleated in proximity of possible porosity within the sample. 

Differently, when the reinforcement phase was represented by rCF chips with a mean size 
greater than 0.1 mm both the flexural strength and modulus were higher than those of the reference 
sample and they increase as the rCF chips weight content increases. In detail an increasing of about 
+46% of the flexural strength was detected when 25 wt.% of rCF chips was adopted.  

In spite of this interesting results, it has to be considered that the mechanical properties achieved 
following this method do not allow the use of this recycled composite for structural applications 
where high performance are required. This is due to two main reasons: (i) the obtained rCF are 
short fiber, then the properties cannot reach those of long fibers and (ii) the mechanical recycled 
fibers are characterized by the presence of matrix residues on their surface and this involves a 
reduced adhesion efficiency between the recovered fibers and the new resin. By way of example, 
in Fig. 3 it is showed a magnification of a rCF chip where it is evident the presence of residual 
matrix on its external surface.  
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a)  b) 

 

 

c) d) 
Fig. 1. Typical chips obtained after the milling process: size dimension <0.1 mm (a), size 

dimension >0.1 mm (b), size dimension >0.3 mm (c), size dimension >1.5 mm (d). 
 

 
Fig. 2. Typical stress-strain curves (a) and mean flexural strength and modulus (b) for each 

sample category. 
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Fig. 3. Details of a rCF chip with the presence of residual matrix on its surface. 

Summary 
In this work it was presented a preliminary study on the use of a milling process to obtain rCF chip 
usable as reinforcement for the production of recycled CFRPs. The results showed that the flexural 
properties were affected by the rCF chip size, in particular the use of the smallest one (mean size 
< 0.1 mm) did not involve any advantages, contrary to what obtained when greater rCF chips were 
adopted. Indeed, the use of rCF chips with a mean size greater than 0.1 mm allowed the production 
of recycled CFRPs characterized by a flexural strength 46 % higher respect to pure epoxy sample. 
The results showed that according to the proposed procedure, it is possible to use the recycled 
carbon fibres as reinforcement of the epoxy resin reaching a flexural strength of around 100 MPa 
and a flexural modulus of around 115 GPa. 

It is also important to note that after sieving, it was highlighted that only 3.9 wt.% of the rCF 
chips was comprised of those with a mean size smaller than 0.1 mm. This means that the proposed 
recycling procedure is characterized by a high efficiency since the 87.1 % of the obtained waste 
can be successfully reutilized to produce recycled CFRPs.   
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Abstract. Aluminium-matrix composites (AMC) are produced in order to improve specific 
properties (e.g. mechanical, thermal or tribological) of the matrix alloy using discontinuous 
reinforcements like fibres or particles. If functional requirements of application specific 
components such as brake discs have to be met, reinforcement contents of more than 35 % may be 
required. Therefore, a new manufacturing route is currently being investigated at the Institute for 
Metal Forming Technology (IFU) of the University of Stuttgart, combining powder pressing with 
subsequent semi-solid forming to obtain near-net-shape components. A key challenge of this 
process route includes compacting the green bodies. In this contribution, therefore, powder 
pressing of AlSi7Mg0.6 and SiCp powders with up to 50 vol.% SiCp are investigated in order to 
gain a deeper understanding of the compacting behaviour of powder with particularly high 
reinforcement contents. During the investigations, homogenously mixed powders were 
consolidated to a cylindrical green body by uniaxial powder pressing in order to determine the 
compressibility of different AMC powder mixtures. At first, the influence of the consolidation 
pressure onto the reached density was analysed, resulting in compressibility curves as well as 
process limits for different amounts of reinforcement particles. Subsequently, the influence of 
particle size onto the achieved density as well as consolidation behaviour could be identified. 
Furthermore, the high tool wear due to the abrasive behaviour of the reinforcement is quantified 
in this paper. 
Introduction 
In comparison to monolithic aluminium alloys, aluminium-matrix composites (AMC) exhibit 
advanced properties such as increased stiffness, wear resistance, specific strength and vibration 
damping as well as a decreased coefficient of thermal expansion [1]. However, manufacturing of 
particle reinforced AMC still is facing technological problems in terms of relatively high 
processing costs and prevailing production difficulties, which are in the focus of different current 
research activities [1-3]. Manufacturing processes of AMC investigated in this context in general 
can be divided into liquid, semi-solid and solid routes. In liquid process routes, the matrix alloy is 
melted, while solid reinforcement particles are distributed in the melt. This can adversely affect its 
castability, thus leading to porosity [4] and agglomeration [5] within the final component´s 
volume. The particle reinforcement content achievable with liquid process routes is therefore up 
to now limited to 30 vol.% in most cases [6]. In contrast, in the semi-solid (e.g. [7]) and solid (e.g. 
[8]) process routes, both matrix and reinforcement are solid powders. Therefore, a consolidation 
step is required in these process routes to produce green bodies for further manufacturing steps. 
Several approaches can be used for this consolidation respectively cold or hot isostatic pressing, 
cold uniaxial pressing or direct pressure sintering. For the solid process route, a sinter [1], 
sinterforging [9] or extrusion [10] step can subsequently be used in order to bond as well as further 
consolidate the green bodies into the final shape for solid forming. Current investigations in the 
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field of reinforced aluminium powder mixtures show the influence of size ratio, volume ratio 
between reinforcement and matrix alloy particles up to 30 vol.%. Hafizpour and Simchi displayed 
that a size ratio of 1:1 is recommended, especially for higher amounts of reinforcements, in order 
to reach a high density [3]. O’Donnell and Looney investigated the influence of lubrication onto 
the consolidation process using insert wall lubrication or mixed-in lubrication, showing no 
noticeable effects on the sintered specimens [1]. 

At the Institute for Metal Forming Technology of the University of Stuttgart (IFU), semi-solid 
routes were initially investigated in terms of producing continuous fibre-reinforced aluminium 
alloys [11]. Further investigations resulted in the manufacturing of a metallic end connection for 
pultruded fiber composite tensile rods, which were forged into a metallic end connection [12]. First 
investigations of particle reinforced AMC were produced by a process route combining direct 
pressure sintering with subsequent semi-solid forming, resulting in promising material properties 
as well as complex near-net shape components [2]. However, the direct pressure sintering step 
should be avoided in order to reduce energy costs. Therefore, a novel process route is currently 
investigated combining cold uniaxial compression with subsequent semi-solid forming. Thereby, 
particular focus is now being placed on the forming of AMC with particle loadings higher than 30 
vol.% silicon carbide (SiCp). Currently, no investigations of the compaction behavior of powders 
with SiCp reinforcement higher than 30 vol.% were made, while for this novel process route further 
understanding of the compaction behavior is needed. 

The present paper deals with the first step of the novel semi-solid process route and thus with 
the cold uniaxial compression of aluminium alloy powder with silicon carbide powder (SiCp). 
Here, special attention is paid to the production of green bodies with as homogenous as possible 
particle and density distribution in the green body volume. In this paper the influence of two 
different composite particle sizes of the powder as well as of compression insert wall lubrication 
onto the consolidation behaviour is studied. 
Materials and Methods 
For the investigations of different AMC powder mixtures on the consolidation behaviour, two 
different particle sizes having a mean particle diameter of 250 µm and 63 µm respectively were 
analysed. For the matrix aluminium alloy (AlSi7Mg0.6), produced by Ecka Granules GmbH, 
Germany, nitrogen gas atomized powder with a nearly globular shape was used (Fig. 1a). During 
production of gas atomized powders larger particle sizes are undesirably produced, due to 
overspray. This normally would lead to a recycling of those larger particles, since established 
additive manufacturing routes commonly use particle sizes smaller than 63 µm. To utilize those 
larger particles for the production of green bodies, a powder particle size having a mean diameter 
of 250 µm was used. However, a conventional particle size for AM with a mean diameter of 63 µm 
was investigated as well. Commercially available SiCp particles having an angular shape, as seen 
in Fig. 1b, were utilised as reinforcement particles. Dry mixing of both powders (size ratio 1:1) 
with a particle loading of 30, 40 and 50 vol.% SiCP was performed by a turbular mixer. With a 
mixing speed of 20 min-1 and 15 min mixing time, a homogenous mixture of both powders could 
be guaranteed for all powder mixtures. The homogeneity was proven by an image analysis of the 
different volume fractions based on finite body tessellation and the coefficient of variance (COV) 
[13].  
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Fig. 1. a) Nitrogen gas atomized aluminium powder b) SiC powder (mean diameter 250 µm). 

 
The tool used for the consolidation tests was designed with a movable compression insert 

mounted on four springs in order to ensure a two-sided uniaxial compression (Fig. 2). The insert 
diameter was 56 mm having a g6 fit, while the punches were processed to a H7 fit. The upper and 
lower punch was attached to a loading cell for measuring the press forces during consolidation. 
Contact faces of the punches to the workpiece were designed to be changeable due to the expected 
high abrasive wear by the SiCp. This was achieved by using changeable punch-chips, which were 
mounted via a ball catch for a quick changeover. A hydraulic press was used to consolidate the 
green bodies with different press ram forces. Maximum force of the press is 2000 kN having a 
maximum stroke of 800 mm with a constant ram speed of 10 mm/s.  

 
Fig. 2. Compacting tool and specification of hydraulic press used. 

 
During the consolidation tests, mixed powders all having a size ratio of 1:1 (mean particle 

diameter of both powders) were compacted using pressures of 300, 450 and 600 MPa respectively 
(see Table 1). The coarser (F 60) powder was additionally compacted using a hydraulic press at a 
pressure of 1000 MPa, in order to determine the maximum force that can be applied without defects 
in the green body for this coarse size. In conventional powder metallurgic process routes often, 
lubrication is added to the powder mixture. However, for the subsequent semi-solid forming, 
lubrication is undesirable due to the included remaining lubrication in the final components. The 
presented experiments were carried out partly without lubricant and partly with molybdenum 
disulfide (MoS2). Here, the MoS2 was only applied to the inner side of the insert and the punch 
surfaces, aiming to minimize the amount of contamination inside of the green bodies produced. 
After ejection of the green bodies out of the insert, the green body density was measured using a 
volumetric approach. Weight measurement was performed on a precision balance with a deviation 
in measure of 0.001 g, while for dimensional measurement a micrometer with 0.01 mm deviation 
was used. For all experimental parameter combinations, three green bodies were produced and the 
mean deviation was used to compare the results in an objective manner.  
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Table 1. Experimental parameters used. 

 
Results and Discussion 
At first the obtained results of the unlubricated consolidation experiments are presented. The 
mixtures of powders with the larger particle size (F 60) could be pressed at all compaction pressure 
levels to unlubricated green bodies having relative densities dependent on the pressure value. The 
resulting compressibility curves are shown for all three investigated proportions of SiC-particles 
in Fig. 3. Thereby, the relative density was calculated from the reached density (volumetric 
approach) compared to the ideal density of the composite of each respective powder mixture. 
Lower particle loadings of 30 vol.% SiCp showed the highest reached density for all pressure 
values. The reason for this is that the aluminium matrix is plastically deformed during 
densification, while the harder SiCp particles are only elastically deformed. At the beginning of 
the densification a particle rearrangement occurs, as the pressure further increases the plastic 
deformation and thus the particle deformation of the aluminium particle begins. Elastic 
deformation of the SiCp leads to a reduction of the plastic deformation and hence an insufficient 
bonding strength between the aluminium particles. Given by the uniaxial compression with a 
movable compression insert, the area of the lowest density is in the middle of the green body. If 
the plastic deformation is insufficient, a delamination plane appears in the green body, consisting 
of nearly non-compacted powder with low cohesion. Green bodies having a density below the 
depicted red line indicating a relative density of 77 % in fact showed such behavior with an 
insufficient densification. In general, a higher portion of reinforcement amount increases the 
absorbed elastic pressure and further limits the densification. Green bodies with 50 vol.% SiCp 
showed on average a 4% lower relative density compared to green bodies with only 30 vol.% SiCp. 
Maximum reached densities were 91.86 % (30 vol.%), 89.51 % (40 vol.%) and 87.69 % 
(50 vol.%). During ejection, abrasive wear of the insert as well as the punch-chips appeared, while 
with higher compaction pressure a higher ejection force as well as a higher wear behavior was 
determined.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Compressibility curve of the larger powder mixture without lubrication. 
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The finer powder of F220 could not be compacted without lubrication, since delamination and 
shear fractures occurred during ejection, as seen in Fig. 4 (1.). The reason for this is, on the one 
hand, that smaller aluminium particles have lower limiting strains, reducing the deformation ratio. 
On the other hand, particle rearrangement of the finer particles represents the dominant mechanism 
of densification as investigated by [3]. Another reason constitutes the higher friction between insert 
wall and powder mixture, which lead to sticking effects during ejection. Furthermore, the higher 
inner friction within the powder leads to a reduced deformation ratio, due to reduced force 
transmission. This promotes delamination and increases the density gradient inside of the green 
body, having areas of almost no compaction in the middle plane and highly compacted areas in 
the contact zones with both punches. Increasing the pressure up to 600 MPa shear cracks appear 
and the green body additionally cracks during ejection. Thus, the maximum pressure applied was 
reduced to 600 MPa for the following experiments. 

 
Fig. 4. Produced green billets with a constant pressure of 600 MPa, 1) Unlubricated 2) Insert-

wall lubrication. 
 
Compaction with a sprayed insert-wall lubrication, containing MoS2, at 600 MPa achieved 

delamination-free green bodies for both the fine as well as the coarse powder mixtures (see 
Fig. 4 (2.). In the following, the resulting densities obtained from the compression experiments 
using insert wall lubrication (MoS2) are presented in Fig. 5. The trend towards lower densities at 
higher particle loadings could be confirmed for both particle sizes and resulted from the higher 
amount of elastic energy absorbed by the SiCp. Compared to the unlubricated densities of F60 
particle size, an improvement in compressibility of approximately 2 % could be observed. Again, 
the lowest pressure of 300 MPa resulted in insufficient compaction for particle loadings of 
40 and 50 vol.% as indicated by the red line in Fig. 5.  

In conclusion, the fine powder showed a reduced compressibility compared to the coarser 
powder after consolidation. As already shown by the results of the unlubricated experiments, one 
reason for this is the friction between insert wall and powder, which is principally higher with fine 
than with coarser powder. As a consequence, higher friction results in lower consolidation 
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pressures during densification. In this respect, the difference between measured force of the upper 
punch compared to the measured force of the lower punch, which corresponds to the friction loss, 
was 15.2 % higher for fine powder than for coarse powder at 300 MPa. At 450 MPa, the value was 
32.0 % higher, and 51.5 % at 600 MPa. Another reason for the lower densification of the finer 
powder is the inner friction of the powder particles, since the porous structure has more contacts 
as well as smaller voids in the finer powder mixture.  

In addition, the experiments carried out have shown that the limit for the lowest density, at 
which just sufficient compaction occurs in the middle plane of the green body, in general is nearly 
the same for fine powder compared to coarser powder. For all three particle loadings and both 
particle sizes, an insufficient consolidation is reached at densities below 77 % resulting in loose 
powder in the middle separation plane. Particle loadings of 40 and 50 vol.% SiCp should be 
manufactured with pressures of 450 MPa or 600 MPa. Higher pressure than 600 MPa favors shear 
and delamination cracks without lubrication as well as increases the tool wear during ejection, due 
to the higher elastic energy absorbed by the SiC. Therefore, higher pressures should only be used 
for significantly higher required green body densities. 

 
Fig. 5. Compressibility curves for both particle sizes using insert wall lubrication. 

Summary 
In this paper, the consolidation process of highly reinforced aluminium powders with SiCp contents 
up to 50 vol.% were investigated. Thereby, the influence of particle loading and size of the powder 
mixture on the achieved density of the green bodies to be consolidated was analysed. 
Subsequently, the compaction parameters regarding compaction pressure as well as lubrication 
effects onto the produced densities of the green bodies were determined. The main findings are 
summarized according to the obtained results: 

• The coarser powder mixture exhibited a lower wall friction as well as a higher 
compressibility during compaction, resulting from lower inner friction as well as a high 
plastic deformation of coarser aluminium particles. In general, it was found for all powder 
mixtures investigated that the green body must exhibit a density of at least 77 % after 
consolidation in order to ensure sufficient plastic deformation of the aluminium powder and 
thus avoid a delamination plane in the middle of the green body.  

• Finer powder mixtures showed a higher insert wall friction, especially during the ejection 
of the green bodies, resulting in shear and delamination fractures. Green bodies without 
insert wall lubrication could not be compacted. One reason for shear and delamination 
defects was the higher friction inside the powder. For finer powders the main densification 
mechanism is particle rearrangement, resulting in high particle to particle contacts as well 
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as smaller voids inside the green body compared to the green bodies with coarse powder. 
Thereby, the inner friction reduced the force transmission inside the powder, causing high 
density gradients inside the green body height and failure of the form-locking bonds.  

• Particle loading reduced the achieved density, due to the absorbed elastic energy by the SiCp 
for both particle sizes of the powder decreasing the plastic deformation of the aluminium 
powder. A higher amount of SiCp results in lower densities of the final green bodies. 

• Compaction pressure improved the density achieved for both particle sizes of the powder, 
which can be attituded to the increased plastic deformation of the aluminium particles and 
the resulting bonds between the particles. 

• Unlubricated experiments using fine powder mixtures resulted in delamination in the 
middle plane of the green bodies as well as shear cracks near the contact areas of the 
punches, due to high insert wall friction during compaction as well as during ejection. Insert 
wall lubrication enabled the manufacturing of green bodies with the finer powders, and 
reduced the ejection forces acting on the green body. In general, insert wall lubrication 
improved the achieved densities compared to the unlubricated green bodies by 2 % for the 
coarser powder mixtures, due to the reduced friction energy absorbed by the insert. Coarser 
powder reached higher densities compared to the finer powder, resulting from the higher 
friction energy absorbed by the insert as well as the higher inner friction in the finer powder 
mixture during compaction.  

For future research, the process parameters of lubricated insert wall with a compaction pressure 
of 600 MPa will be used, as the results showed defect-free green bodies for both particle sizes with 
sufficient densification. For semi-solid forming of brake disc-shaped components the green bodies 
will be heated into a semi-solid state and subsequently formed using different process parameters. 
Thereby, the influence of the process parameters onto the particle distribution of the final 
component will be further investigated. 
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Abstract. Incremental sheet forming is a relatively new technology with a deformation strategy 
that resembles the layered manufacturing principle of rapid prototyping; thanks to this, it can 
represent a viable way to form metal and polymer sheets, guaranteeing high customization and 
cost-effectiveness. On the other hand, and particularly when considering thermoplastic sheets, the 
components obtained by this process suffer from peculiar defects like, for example, twisting and 
wrinkling. A way of reducing the risk of such defects is to optimize the toolpath strategy to lower 
in-plane forming forces. To pursue this aim, the present work follows a numerical approach; a 
commercial FE code was used to simulate the incremental forming of polycarbonate sheets by 
varying the toolpath strategy. The investigation of some features like the forming forces and the 
deformation states was carried out, with the goal of determining an optimized toolpath strategy for 
the reduction of the incremental forming forces and the consequent expectation of reduced risk of 
failures and defects for incremental formed polymer sheets. 
Introduction 
The interest in the incremental sheet forming (ISF) of thermoplastic polymers has been 
experiencing a significant increase over the past few years since these important materials can be 
engineered to reach high specific strength and stiffness values, and the ISF technology guarantees 
high customization. The products manufactured with this process can cover many fields of 
application; for example, they are largely considered for aerospace and unmanned aerial vehicles, 
so as for racing and commercial cars [1], and several applications have been also found in the 
biomedical sector [2]. 

When formed by ISF, the polymer sheets (but not only) can suffer from failures and undesired 
deformation phenomena like, for example, twisting and wrinkling. The first one occurs as the 
effect of an uncontrolled twist of the sheets with respect to the clamping frame and it is caused by 
the in-plane shear that, in turn, is generated by the tangential component of the forming forces. 
The authors, in previous works, observed and quantified this phenomenon both for metal [3] and 
polycarbonate sheets [4], and the last ones, in the case of axisymmetric components obtained by a 
unidirectional toolpath, showed very high twisting angles (about 22°) if compared to the 
corresponding ones on metal sheets (less than 6°). On the other hand, they also observed a dramatic 
reduction of the twisting angle when adopting an alternate toolpath. All the same, severe forming 
conditions in terms of sliding forces on thin sheets of not particularly resistant materials like 
thermoplastics can determine the occurrence of wrinkling [5]. 

However, the attempt to reduce the sliding forces between the tool and the sheet can also be 
made for further different aims like, for example, to limit the global forming forces, to reduce the 
risk of failures of the forming tool and of the sheets, and to improve the surface quality of the 
incrementally formed parts; in addition, it could be possible to reduce the use of lubricants 
employed to lower friction and sticking of material to the tool. 
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Considering the above, this work aims to follow a numerical approach for the optimization of 
the toolpath strategy applied to the incremental forming of polycarbonate sheets, to reduce the 
forming forces and, with it, reduce the risk of failures and defects. To do this, the manufacture of 
cone frusta with fixed wall angle by varying the toolpath strategy was simulated by a commercial 
FE code; from the results of the simulations, some outputs were investigated, like the forming 
forces and the stress-strain states. 
Materials and Methods 
The manufacture of cone frusta with a fixed wall angle was simulated by means of the FE 
commercial code LS DYNA; the goodness-of-fit of the numerical model was evaluated in a 
previous authors’ work [6] on the occurrence of wrinkling when thin polycarbonate sheets were 
worked by incremental forming. 

Polycarbonate sheets with a thickness of 1.5 mm were considered; besides, the forming tool 
had a hemispherical head, 10 mm in diameter. The main geometrical features of the cone frusta 
are highlighted in Fig. 1; in particular, α represents the wall angle, h the height and R the radius of 
the major base. 

The sheet and the tool (only its hemispherical head) were modeled, whereas the effects of the 
blank holder were simulated by setting fixed constraints to the nodes of the sheet periphery (a 
square of 100 mm × 100 mm in dimensions). 

The elements of the sheet are fully integrated shells with five integration points through the 
thickness and a mean dimension of 1.41 mm. The material model was the MAT PLASTICITY 
POLYMER. For the tool head, Belytschko-Tsay shell elements with two integration points through 
the thickness and a mean dimension of 0.2 mm were used, while the MAT RIGID model was 
chosen, setting typical properties of the steel. 

The main materials’ properties are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Geometrical features of the cone frusta. 

 
Table 1. Main materials’ properties. 

Material Density 
[g/cm3] 

Young’s modulus 
 [GPa] 

Poisson’s ratio 
[-] 

Yield stress 
[MPa] 

Ultimate 
elongation [%] 

Polycarbonate 
(sheet) 

1.2 2.3 0.3 60 110 

Steel 
(tool) 

7.85 210 0.3 - - 
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The SURFACE TO SURFACE contact card was selected for the tool/sheet interaction (consider 
that for this kind of test the sheets can be lubricated with mineral oil for cold forming to reduce 
friction and sticking of material to the tool and then, to avoid the risk of damages) and x, y, and z 
displacement laws were set in the BOUNDARY PRESCRIBED MOTION card to impose the tool 
movement (feed rate of the forming tool Vf=1000 mm/min). 

Finally, the run time of the simulations was notably decreased, using mass scaling [3]. 
Different paths of the forming tool were considered to impress the deformation to the sheet with 

which comes in contact on points of a spiral path; in particular, the points were equally spaced 
around θ=6° from each other and the vertical step (vs, the vertical distance between two 
consecutive spirals) was equal to 1 mm (see Fig. 2; five exemplary consecutive points, from A to 
E, are reported). 

Three solutions, reported in a not-to-scale schematization in Fig. 3, were chosen to cover the 
distance between two consecutive points: in particular, describing: 

• one segment; 
• a horizontal and a vertical segment; 
• an upward (where Hr represents the ramp height) and a vertical segment. 

These three typologies are labeled std_tp (standard toolpath), Hr0_tp and Hr1_tp, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Details of the spiral path. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Toolpath strategies. 
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Results 
Fig. 4 shows an example of FE simulation of the ISF process for the Hr1_tp strategy; in particular, 
it is possible to observe the deformed sheet and the tool head for a z displacement of about 15 mm. 

 

 
Fig. 4. FE simulation of the ISF process for the Hr1_tp strategy. 

 
Fig. 5 reports the trend of the vertical (FZ) and of one only horizontal force (FX) for the different 

toolpath strategies. It is possible to note that the forces for the first two strategies show the typical 
trend for the manufacture of cone frusta by ISF with a spiral toolpath [5,7].  

Moreover, they are similar, with very slightly lower values for the Hr0_tp compared to the 
std_tp; in detail, the maximum values of FZ and FX (in absolute terms) are of about 400 N and 300 
N. This behaviour is an effect of the elastic springback that, despite being lower for the second 
toolpath, determines a significant tool/sheet contact and, consequently, high forming forces [8].  

The third strategy allows a very significant reduction of both the components of the forming 
forces; FZ lies below 200 N, while the absolute value of FX does not exceed 50 N 

In addition, the reduced regularity of the forces trend is representative of a noncontinuous 
contact between the tool and the sheet. On the other hand, the forming time for this last strategy 
increases, passing from about 40 s of the first two strategies to about 55 s, due to the increase of 
the length of the toolpath. 

Moreover, Fig. 6 reports the max shear strain for three consecutive forming steps related to the 
std_tp and the Hr1_tp strategy. The figure highlights that the std_tp strategy determines strain 
accumulation on a large area of the sheet and in an asymmetric way, following the tool movement; 
this is not so true for the Hr1_tp strategy, which shows a more localized deformation and reduced 
shells distortion. 

By considering the results on the forming forces from Fig. 5 and that the twisting is caused by 
the combination of continued strain accumulation and asymmetric stress levels [9,10], it can be 
assumed that the twisting can be reduced with the Hr1_tp strategy. 

Finally, despite not being capable of predicting accurately wrinkling (the numerical model does 
not include wrinkle instability criteria), the results of the simulations let suppose that the 
occurrence of this defect is less likely for the Hr1_tp strategy. 
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Fig. 5. Trend of the forming forces by varying the toolpath strategy. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Max shear strain distribution for std_tp and Hr1_tp strategy. 
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Summary 
In the present work, a commercial FE code was used for the simulation of the incremental sheet 
forming of polycarbonate, with the aim of investigating different toolpath strategies. From the 
analysis of the results in terms of forces and strain states, it can be concluded that a stepped path, 
constituted by a sequence of upward and vertical segments, while showing higher forming times, 
can reduce drastically both the vertical and the in-plane forming forces, as well as the severity of 
the deformation states. Consequently, this may involve reduced risk of failures and defects like 
twisting and wrinkling. 

Future works can focus on extending the numerical investigation by considering, for example, 
different forming tool shapes, and carrying out an experimental campaign for estimating what 
expected from the numerical analyses, in particular the reduction of the forming forces and of the 
twisting defect. 
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Abstract. Laser engraving process is widely used for various industrial applications, such as the 
creation of small and complex geometries with ultra-high precision. As surface topography can 
affect the functionality of produced surfaces in various ways, it is required to carry out 
comprehensive experimental work in order to correlate the laser engraving process parameters 
with surface topography characteristics. In the current paper, the surface topography of SAE304 
stainless steel specimens in respect to laser power, scanning speed and pulse repetition rate is 
studied through microscope observations. The findings indicate that the scanning speed is the most 
dominant parameter regarding surface roughness and from the viewpoint of surface quality, it is 
suggested that higher scanning speed, lower power and pulse repetition rate values should be 
employed. 
Introduction 
Laser machining and laser assisted machining are a rapidly growing non-conventional 
manufacturing processes class, with lasers becoming gradually more and more significant as part 
of the modern industrial environment [1]. In general, by the interaction of the material with the 
laser beam, the material's electrons absorb a proportion of the laser beam energy and become 
excited [2]. The temperature of the excited electrons sub-system is raised and subsequently the 
absorbed energy is transferred to the material's atomic lattice, causing it to heat up until its melting 
and/or ablation. The high energy densities that are employed during laser-based processes provide 
a number of significant advantages over the conventional machining that include the potential to 
create small and complex geometries with ultra-high precision, the reduction of the Heat Affected 
Zone (HAZ), and the deformations due to the thermal and mechanical stress concentration [3]. 
Laser engraving consists one of the most widely employed laser-based processes. 

In laser engraving, the material is removed layer by layer subsequent to the multiple passes of 
the laser beam over the material surface. Given that usually, in laser engraving, pulsed lasers are 
utilized, each layer of material is removed by the overlap of the generated craters that are formed 
due to material ablation [4]. As it was aforementioned, pulsed lasers are most commonly utilized 
since, although they have lower nominal power, through their pulsed operation extremely high-
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power peak and power density can be achieved [5]. In laser engraving, minimum power density of 
108 W/cm2 is required and laser pulse durations in the order of nanoseconds are usually utilized. 
Finally, the operation wavelength of the laser is also an important parameter, since the material 
reflectivity is directly related with the laser beam wavelength, and thus, the proper type of laser 
has to be used for each class of material. Hence, neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet 
Nd:YAG lasers have prevailed over other types of lasers (e.g., CO2 lasers) for the engraving of 
metallic materials since the reflectivity of metals in wavelengths around 1064 nm is significantly 
lower, in comparison with the reflectivity in the range of 10.6 μm wavelengths where CO2 lasers 
operate. 

The relevant field of laser machining, including the laser engraving, is an area of active 
research. The laser milling of aluminum-magnesium alloy has been studied by Campanelli et al. 
[6] in terms of the material removal depth and the surface roughness as function of the machining 
parameters. Orazi et al. [7] presented a semi-empirical model regarding the Material Removal Rate 
(MRR) in machining of aluminum alloy 7075 and mild steel AISI 1040 with fiber pulsed laser. 
Teixidor et al. [8] studied the surface quality and the dimensional accuracy in respect to the process 
parameters in laser milling of hardened AISI H13 tool steel. In the work of Campaneli et al. [9], 
an experimental investigation regarding the laser milling of aluminum alloy 5754 was carried out, 
where the impact of machining parameters on the material removal depth, the MRR and the mean 
surface roughness Ra was mainly studied. The deep engraving process of AISI 1045 stainless steel 
was investigated by Anita Pritam [10], with the engraving depth and the surface roughness being 
the machining process evaluation indexes. The experimental work of Sugar et al. [11] presents a 
study regarding the effect of machining parameters on the surface quality of laser processed brass. 
The machinability of titanium alloy Ti6Al4V with laser milling has been investigated in the work 
of Ahmed et al. [12], with the MRR and the surface roughness being considered as representative 
indexes of the alloy’s machinability. The MRR and the dimensional accuracy in fabrication of 
microchannels with Nd:YAG laser on alumina was studied by Mohammed et al. [13], while the 
machining quality of microchannels on Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) based shape-memory alloys was 
discussed in the work of Mohammed et al. [14]. From the literature review, the importance and 
interest on studying the surface quality after laser machining and engraving for different materials 
and alloys is clearly deduced. 

The current paper pertains to the surface topography of SAE 304 stainless steel after its 
engraving with pulsed Nd:YAG laser. From the literature review it is concluded that laser 
engraving process is very sensitive to the machining parameters, thus, an extensive and detailed 
study of how each parameter affects the surface topography is scientifically interesting, but also 
with practical value. Hence, different laser powers, scanning speeds and repetition rates were 
utilized in order to cover a wide range of machining conditions and define the impact of each 
parameter on the surface topography. The Design of Experiment (DOE) was based on Taguchi L9 
orthogonal array with three factors at three levels each. More specifically, laser power values of 8, 
12 and 16 W were used, as well as scanning speed values of 200, 400 and 600 mm/min and pulse 
repetition rate values of 30, 50 and 70 kHz. Finally, although commonly the surface topography is 
evaluated based on the Ra and Rz values, in the current study the analysis of surface topography 
was done in terms of Sa and Sz, while statistical analysis was followed in order the obtained results 
to be interpreted.   
Materials and Methods 
The current series of experiments was carried out on a LASERTEC 40 laser machining center 
made by DMG MORI, which is equipped with a Nd:YAG pulsed laser that operates in 1064 nm 
wavelength, with 20W maximum nominal average power, nominal spot diameter of 30 μm and 
100 ns pulse duration. A stainless steel SAE304 plate of 5 mm thickness was utilized as workpiece. 
Square pockets of 4x4 mm dimension were engraved by using unidirectional cross hatching 
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scanning strategy. The track distance Td, i.e., the distance between two successive tracks was set 
equal to the hatching distance Hd, i.e., the distance between two subsequent pulses. The hatch 
distance is calculated based on Eq. 1 and the overlap between the pulses according to Eq. 2. 

𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 = 𝜐𝜐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑓𝑓

                                                                                                                                 (1) 

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 1 − 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑
𝐷𝐷

                                                                                                                    (2) 

with Hd the hatching distance in [mm], υscan the laser beam scanning speed in [mm/s], D the 
nominal laser beam diameter and f the repetition rate in [Hz]. The scanning strategy and its main 
geometrical features are schematically depicted in Fig. 1. 

 
 
Fig. 1. Unidirectional cross hatching scanning strategy and its main geometrical features. 
 
The DoE was based on Taguchi L9 orthogonal array with three factors at three levels each. 

Namely, the control parameters were the mean power P, the scanning speed υscan  and the repetition 
rate f. The mean power values were set between 8 and 16 W, the scanning speeds between 200 and 
600 mm/s, while the repetition rate took values between 30 and 70 kHz. By utilizing the 
aforementioned machining parameters, the study covers a wide range of different power densities, 
hatching distances and track distances, thus, the impact and the significance of each parameter can 
be assessed. Moreover, in order the process to reach a steady state that will ensure representative 
and reliable results, each pocket was engraved by 50 successive layers. Finally, by using the touch 
probe measuring system of the laser machine, the laser beam was initially focused on the top 
surface of the plate. Thus, the standoff distance was initially zero for the first layer to be engraved, 
while, for the next layers, the standoff distance was increasing and was equal to the engraving 
depth. It is worth noting that the maximum applicable engraving depth is almost negligible in 
relation to the focal length. The machining parameters combinations based on the aforementioned 
DOE, along with the machining center features are listed in detail in Table 1. 

Finally, the study of the surface topography was carried out in terms of Sa and Sz that were 
defined as: 

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 = 𝟏𝟏
𝑨𝑨∬ |𝒛𝒛(𝒙𝒙,𝒚𝒚)|𝑨𝑨 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑                                                                                                                                     (3) 

where, A the definition area, and z (x,y) the height of the scale-limited surface at position (x,y) 
and Sz the sum of the largest peak height value and the largest pit height value within a definition 
area. 

The surface roughness values were measured by utilizing the Focus Variation method in a 
Keyence VHX-7000 optical microscope equipped with specialized lenses. The measurements were 
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conducted by following the ISO 25178-2 standards, while, based on the obtained SR values, the 
cut off length was defined at 0.8 mm.  

 
Table 1. Machining parameters. 

Machining Parameters 
Control Parameters 

# Power [W] Scanning Speed [mm/s] Repetition Rate [kHz] 
1 8 200 30 
2 8 400 50 
3 8 600 70 
4 12 200 50 
5 12 400 70 
6 12 600 30 
7 16 200 70 
8 16 400 30 
9 16 600 50 

Constant Parameters 
Spot Size 30 [μm] 

Pulse Duration 100 [ns] 
Number of Layers 50 

 
Results and Discussion 
After the experiments were conducted, the surface topography was investigated by means of Focus 
Variation microscope. In Fig. 2a and b, the topography of two indicative surfaces produced by 
laser engraving under two different conditions, namely no.3 and 4, is depicted and in Table 2, the 
results regarding Sa and Sz are presented for all experiments. From these figures it can be seen 
that the surface includes various characteristic features, such as craters and peaks due to the intense 
thermal phenomena induced by the laser beam. Although different process conditions lead to 
different surface quality, as can be seen from the results of Table 2, this typical morphology is not 
considerably altered. It is worth noting that this type of surface is similar to the surface produced 
by other non-conventional processes which involve a high heat input, such as EDM. Although the 
surface quality is moderate-to-high, with Sa mostly varying between 0.57-1.75 μm, the high values 
of Sa and Sz observed for the experiments no.4 and 7 can be explained as a result of both high 
interaction time due to relatively lower value of scanning speed and considerably high overlap 
values. 
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Fig. 2. Surface topography under different process conditions: a) 8 W / 600 mm/s / 70 kHz and 

b)12 W / 200 mm/s / 50 kHz. 
 

Table 2. Experimental results. 

# Power  
[W] 

Scanning 
Speed [mm/s] 

Repetition 
Rate [kHz] 

Hatching 
Distance [μm] Overlap Sa 

[μm] 
Sz 

[μm] 
1 8 200 30 6.67 0.778 1.75 16.37 
2 8 400 50 8.00 0.733 0.84 6.28 
3 8 600 70 8.57 0.714 0.57 5.34 
4 12 200 50 4.00 0.867 11.57 87.35 
5 12 400 70 5.71 0.809 1.50 15.28 
6 12 600 30 20.00 0.333 0.76 6.64 
7 16 200 70 2.86 0.905 10.81 110.75 
8 16 400 30 13.33 0.555 1.03 9.92 
9 16 600 50 12.00 0.600 0.67 6.52 

 
Based on the experimental results of Table 2 it is deduced that there is a threshold of overlap 

beyond which the surface roughness rapidly increases. Namely, for overlap greater that 0.85 there 
is a significant increase in both Sa and Sz values. The parabolic increase trend of the surface 
roughness in respect to the overlap that it is depicted in Fig. 3, is in line with the respective 
literature [14]. 

 
Fig. 3. Surface roughness values (Sa and Sz) in respect to the overlap. 
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In Fig. 4a and b, the main effects and interactions plots are depicted for Sa. At first, from the 
main effects plot it can be observed that although all parameters affect Sa, scanning speed causes 
the most significant variation of Sa values. More specifically, as the scanning speed increases, 
lower Sa is obtained, with the higher decrease of Sa values being noted between 200 and 400 
mm/s. Thus, an appropriate selection of scanning speed values is crucial for achieving a high-
quality surface during laser engraving process. Regarding the effect of mean power and pulse 
repetition frequency on Sa, it can be seen that they have a similar effect on Sa, as they both lead 
to an increase of average roughness up to a point and then the value of Sa remains almost constant. 

Apart from the results presented in Fig. 4a, the interaction plots of Fig. 4b can also reveal more 
details about the combined effect of process parameters on Sa. Between mean power and scanning 
speed, a significant interaction is observed at the lowest value of scanning speed (200 mm/s), 
whereas for the other values of scanning speed, their interaction is negligible. However, the 
interaction of power and frequency is considerable for all levels of frequency, although a certain 
trend is not observed, as the correlation between power and frequency for each frequency level is 
different. Finally, the interaction between scanning speed and frequency is considerable only for 
the lowest value of frequency (30 kHz). Thus, it can be deduced that although power and frequency 
have a combined effect on the surface quality, the interaction between them and scanning speed is 
generally weak.  

Various factors related to process parameters, such as the interaction time, overlap and energy 
per pulse contribute also to the creation of the surface topography. More specifically, if we 
consider the influence of scanning speed alone, with fixed values of mean power and pulse 
repetition frequency, due to the decrease of interaction time the heat-induced alterations of the 
surface are less intense, leading to improved surface roughness. As for mean power, when the 
other two parameters are fixed, the reason which leads to larger roughness is related to the larger 
thermal input to the workpiece, which leads to more intense thermal phenomena such as 
vaporization and remelting, which induce irregularities on the surface. 

The effect of pulse repetition frequency, when scanning speed and power values are fixed, can 
be explained based on the interactions between various factors. More specifically, although the per 
pulse energy decreases, the hatching distance also decreases and the overlap increases. Thus, the 
higher number of repeated pulses, leading to a smaller overlap, creates a rougher surface with 
enlarged craters and other irregularities. 

Finally, it can be deduced that, in order to avoid increased average roughness, lower power and 
frequency values should be used along with higher scanning speed values. However, these values 
should be selected taking also into consideration the effect of these parameters on the depth of 
produced pockets and the machining time, which are contradicting goals. 

Afterwards, in order to be able to predict the roughness values in respect to process parameters 
for the specific material, an empirical relationship is established between process parameters and 
Sa. As a linear regression model was not able to describe the data with high correlation coefficient 
values, a power law model was adopted, as follows: 

𝑆𝑆𝑜𝑜 = 151530𝑃𝑃0.354155𝜐𝜐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−2.70297𝑓𝑓0.920414                                                                               (4) 

The Mean Square Error (MSE) of the developed equation is 4.28060 μm2 and the standard error 
of the regression (S) value is 2.06896 μm. The errors of the empirical equation can be attributed 
to the reduced number of experiments conducted when conducting the experiments with a DOE 
method like Taguchi method and some considerably high values occur. However, the choice of an 
established DOE method provided an excellent compromise between the cost of the experiments 
and the accuracy of the results. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Main effects plot for Sa and (b) Interaction plot for Sa. 

 
Regarding Sz values, the main effects plot of Figure 5a indicates that the three process 

parameters have a similar effect on Sz, as on Sa. Thus, it is shown that when laser scanning speed, 
which is again the most significant parameter, increases, the peak-to-valley height is considerably 
reduced for speed values up to 400 mm/s and then the decrease is slighter, whereas for both higher 
mean power and pulse repetition frequency, Sz increases more abruptly at first and then in a more 
gradual way. Moreover, the interactions plot of Figure 5b is also similar to that of Sa, indicating a 
higher degree of interaction between power and frequency, whereas the interaction between these 
parameters and scanning speed is weaker. An empirical relationship was also developed with a 
power law model with MSE value of 127.179 μm2 and an S value of 11.2774 μm, in order to 
correlate the process parameters with Sz, as follows: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 197857𝑃𝑃0.818046𝜐𝜐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−2.52004𝑓𝑓0.859392                                                                            (5) 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Main effects plot for Sz and (b) Interaction plot for Sz. 

 
Summary 
In this paper, the surface topography obtained during laser engraving of SAE304 is investigated 
by means of experimental work and statistical analysis. The experiment was designed based on 
Taguchi L9 orthogonal array for three levels of scanning speed, mean power and pulse repetition 
frequency in order to determine their effect on surface topography. After the results were analyzed, 
several conclusions were drawn: 

a) b)

a) b)
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Scanning speed considerably affects the surface topography, as indicated by the results of both 
Sa and Sz. For fixed mean power and pulse repetition rate, the decrease of interaction time between 
the laser beam and workpiece leads to lower heat input and less intense thermal phenomena, 
resulting in surfaces with higher quality and less irregular features.  

Mean power and pulse repetition rate affect surface topography to a lower extent than scanning 
speed. As mean power increases, the heat input to the workpiece increases and a rougher surface 
is obtained as the more intense thermal phenomena lead to vaporization and remelting of the 
material and deeper microcraters are formed in the surface. Regarding pulse repetition rate, its 
increase leads to higher overlap and larger values of surface roughness. Thus, with regard to 
surface roughness, it is recommended that higher values of scanning speed and lower values of 
mean power and pulse repetition rate are desirable. 
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Abstract. Arc welding processes (AWPs) are performed by generating an electric arc between a 
metal electrode and the workpiece to be joined. Submerged arc welding, belonging to AWPs, is 
characterized by the peculiarity that the arc is not visible. Indeed, a granular fusible material flux 
is employed in the process to shield the parts to be processed, avoiding arc radiation and fumes 
and, at the same time, reducing the oxidation risks of the welded metals. The main process 
variables are current, voltage and welding speed. These variables have to be properly set to balance 
the specific heat in the weld pool for a proper process optimization.  
Introduction 
Fusion welding is a flexible technique characterized by high efficiency [1], widely employed in the 
mechanical industry to join conventional structural steels. To carry out the process, the materials are 
heated to a temperature below the melting point and a filler material allows the joint [2].  

According to the filler material employed it is possible to distinguish several process variants. 
One of them is the Submerged Arc Welding (SAW), which the authors focused on. The process 
principle is based on the generation of an electric arc between the electrode and the base material. 
The arc is protected by a granular flow of flux from the atmospheric contaminants, in addition it 
is worth pointing out that the flux itself increases the conduction of the generated arc [3]. 

During the welding, the involved materials are subjected to heating and cooling phases, which 
occur very quickly affecting the microstructure creating a new metallurgical condition within the 
heat affected zone (HAZ) [4,5]. More in detail, the heat input depends on the current, voltage and 
welding speed, which are the main process parameters to set for carrying out the process. The 
welding current significantly affects the penetration while the voltage is responsible for the bead 
width and not greatly contributes to its penetration depth. Therefore, the input process parameters 
have to be set according to the joint typology and to the thickness of the metals to be joined [3]. 
The employed energy causes changes at its microstructure and, therefore, at the mechanical 
properties of the final joint. 

The scientific literature reports studies which aim at understanding the influence of the process 
parameters on the joint. Jou [6] carried out experiments aiming at correlating the main process 
parameters to the weld bead by numerical investigations in order to predict its size. Numerical 
analyses and optimization techniques have been widely carried out to predict residual stresses and 
affected zones in different manufacturing processes [7,8]. These numerical techniques have been 
employed for analyzing thermal and mechanical behavior of welded components [9] as well as for 
predicting thermal cycles, residual stresses and deformations induced by this joining method [10]. 
Other authors reported the numerical simulation of the welding and cooling conditions and the 
subsequent investigation of the melted zone extension as well as of the HAZ and of the hardness 
profile [9]. 
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The main focus of this work lies in the setting of a numerical model aiming at analyzing the 
effect of the variables on a multi-pass welding joint in terms of thermal properties, looking at the 
characteristics of the bead HAZ and of its distortions and residual stresses.  
Material and Method 
Material. The material investigated in this study is the medium carbon steel alloy ASTM A516 
Grade 70, employed as base material and widely used in the construction of welded pressure 
vessels. The main requirement for its service is the high notch toughness. The EH14 copper coated 
wire, generally used in the construction of containers or boilers, was selected as filler material. 
The following tables (Table 1 and Table 2) report, respectively, the chemical composition and the 
mechanical properties of the employed materials. 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the base and filler material. 

 Element [%] 

 C Mn P S Si Cu 

ASTM A516 Gr 70 0.31 1.2 0.035 0.035 0.45 - 

EH-14 0.10 1.8 0.019 0.013 0.05 0.05 

 
Table 2. Mechanical properties of the base and filler material. 

 ASTM A516 Grade 70 EH-14 
Tensile strength [MPa] [485-620]  550 
Yield strength, min [MPa] [260]  470 
Elongation in 8 in. [200 mm], min, % 17 30 
Elongation in 2 in. [50 mm], min, % 21 - 

 
The experimental test, performed to calibrate the heat source, was performed on plates 

characterized by different thicknesses (Fig. 1a), specifically dimensions of 100×400×10 mm3 and 
100×400×25 mm3 were welded by SAW employing a specific clamping equipment designed to 
the aim of this investigation (Fig. 1b). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 1. a) Coupon geometry (mm) and b) experimental clamping system. 
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Method. A three-dimensional numerical model was developed by commercial ESI Sysweld 
software, which is one of the most widely used software for analyzing welding distortions and 
residual stresses through the finite element method. In fact, the software allows the welding 
process simulation providing the thermal analysis, which this work focuses on. 

The numerical analysis starts with the calibration of the heat source, which characteristics affect 
the temperature distribution. The heat source moves along the weld path, for each pass taking into 
consideration specific experimental evidence. The double ellipsoid proposed by Goldak [11,12] 
was used to the aim of this study and modeled considering as parameters the arc efficiency η, half 
width of the fused zone a, its penetration depth b, its front length cf  and its back length cb (Fig. 2).  

The numerical model was built by using 80,500 elements and 87,771 nodes. The boundary 
conditions were defined to replicate the experimental state. This resulted in imposing constraints 
at a distance of 50 mm from the plates’ extremity. Concerning the thermal boundary conditions, 
an ambient temperature of 20 °C and a heat transfer coefficient ranging from 0.040 to 0.032 
W/mm-K, according to the thermal phases of the analyzed material, were set. 

 
Fig. 2. Goldak’s double-ellipsoid and parameters. 

 
A multi-pass welding joint was executed. Specifically, the experimental procedure involves 

three welding steps. The first one (Pass 1) is performed on the bottom side of the plates to be 
joined and it is aimed at creating a sort of weld cup, while two second passes (Pass 2) and all the 
successive ones (Pass 3+n) are performed on the top side, moving on the left and on the right 
respect to the centerline of the weld bead, until the expected weld bead height is reached. Each 
pass typology is characterized by a different combination of process parameters and can start just 
as soon as the temperature measured on the plates is lower than 250°C.  

The process parameters considered to the aim of this study are current (𝐼𝐼), voltage (𝑉𝑉) and 
welding speed (𝑣𝑣). Table 3, below shown, reports the values set for the analyzed case study: 

 
Table 3. Process parameters. 

# Pass typology 𝐼𝐼 [A] 𝑉𝑉 [V] 𝑣𝑣 [mm/min] 

Pass 1 440 27 320 
Pass 2 540 25,4 384 
Pass 3+n 675 34 768 

 

Discussion of the Results 
The multi-pass welding was investigated by dividing the analysis in two different steps. 
Specifically, Pass 1, being performed on the bottom side of the sheets, was not considered in the 
analysis. The numerical model starts setting and calibrating Pass 2 performed in two steps. The 
first simulation was, therefore, run considering the weld beads obtained experimentally by 
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overlapping the first two Pass 2, hereafter named Sample A. To do that, specimens with dimension 
70×35×25 mm3 were firstly cross-sectioned from the center of the test plate and then the surface 
treated by grinding and polishing and finally etched. Looking at the macrograph (Fig. 4a), each 
Pass 2, and the respective deposit, is clearly visible as well as the HAZ. The geometry of each 
fused zone, coming from the macrograph, and the process parameters represent the input data for 
Sysweld. When the process was completely simulated, results were analyzed in terms of 
temperature distribution (Fig. 4b), comparing the numerical data with the experimental evidence. 

 

 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. HAZ measurement for Sample A: a) experimental test, b) numerical simulation. 
 

In detail, the extension of the HAZ was measured both on the experimental macrograph (five 
different sections of the same sample were processed) and on the thermal histogram obtained from 
the simulation. According to that, the upper and lower limits of the temperature scale were set 
considering, respectively, the beginning of the transition zone in the austenitic field and the melting 
point of a low carbon steel.  For estimating the zone affected by the process temperature, some 
points were selected and the length defined considering the perpendicular of the tangent to the 
point. Therefore, the segments a, b, c, d, e, f, g were measured and the values collected for both 
numerical analysis and experimental test. The comparison of gathered measurements, displayed in 
Fig. 5, demonstrates that the numerical model was calibrated properly, since the HAZ obtained in 
Sample A is actually equal to the one obtained experimentally.  
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Fig. 5. Sample 1: Comparison of experimental and numerical HAZ lengths. 

 
Once validated the Pass 2 of the welding sequence, a second joint, hereafter named Sample B, 

was performed overlapping the subsequent Pass 3+n, depositing as much as material in order to 
complete the weld bead, as required by the welding procedure specifications. Two additional 
welding passes were required, named Pass 3 and Pass 4. 

Fig. 6a displays the sectioned joint and each pass can be easily distinguished. It is interesting to 
look at the 5x enlargement, where the metallurgical transformation, due to the heat influence, of 
the weld zone, of the heat affected zone and of the base material is observable. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. a) sectioned view of Sample B and b) its 5x enlargement. 
 

The finite element model was then defined to simulate the welding process on Sample B. To be 
thorough, the measurement of the HAZ was detected as well (Fig. 7), and the comparison between 
numerical and experimental data, as previously performed for Sample A, are synthesized in Fig. 8.  
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Sample B HAZ measurement: a) experimental test, b) numerical simulation. 
 

These further experimental measurements demonstrated the capability of the finite-element 
simulation in predicting the heat transfer, even if a multi-pass welding is analyzed. The numerical 
results agree with the experimental data, reasonably. Actually, differences on the left side of the 
welding bead, especially point b, can be detected. The experimental and simulated discrepancies 
could be attributed to errors related to a possible experimental variance along the length of the 
weld bead, considering also that the dimension of the samples is far from the usual industrial 
standards and, therefore, steady-state conditions could be just partially reached. Anyway, 
additional analyses are required to explain the highlighted inaccuracy, more clearly. 

 
Fig. 8. Sample B: Comparison of experimental and numerical HAZ lengths. 

 
The experimental and numerical comparison proved the effectiveness of the numerical model 

therefore the potentiality of the obtainable results in improving the performance of jointed parts 
can be deduced by looking at displacements and residual stresses generated on the parts owing to 
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the multi-pass welding. Herein, for example, the dishomogeneity related to the different 
thicknesses of the sheets to be welded are observable, clearly (Fig. 9).  Practically, this information 
can be useful to set a different clamping system and/or welding sequence to compensate for 
unbalanced stress and strain distributions, important for easier parts’ assembly and for their fatigue 
life behavior. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. a) Displacement and b) residual stress on Sample B at the end of the welding process. 
 

Summary 
In this work, the temperature distribution, the distortions and the residual stress within multi-pass 
welding of plates, characterized by different thickness, were investigated by a finite element 
simulation properly calibrated by experimental evidence. Specifically, the geometric parameters 
of the double Goldak’s ellipsoid were set and applied on specific positions of the weld beads’ 
geometry extracted by each experimental welding pass. The adjustments of heating source’s shape, 
efficiency and position were performed to achieve a conformity between temperature distribution, 
obtained by the numerical analysis, and extension of the HAZ, extracted by micrographs of 
sectioned and prepared samples. 

The obtained results showed a good overlap between the numerical and the experimental 
results, therefore, considering the good calibration of the model, preliminary results on distortions 
and residual stresses, difficult to analyse experimentally, where observed. Further analyses will be 
carried out by comparing, in terms of HAZ, distortions and residual stress, more samples processed 
by different process parameters, in order to speed the welding optimization up. 
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Abstract. The soundproofing of certain spaces is necessary primarily to combat noise pollution 
generated by high-intensity noise sources. One of the ways to reduce the unwanted propagation of 
high-intensity sound waves is based on the use of panels made of polymeric materials. The 
expansion in recent decades of the manufacturing processes of parts by 3D printing has led, among 
other things, to the identification of ways to change the properties of the materials included in the 
parts manufactured by 3D printing and to modify, in this way, including the sound insulation 
properties of such materials. For the development of experimental research aimed at allowing the 
study of the sound insulation capacity of small panels made by 3D printing from polymeric 
materials, a relatively simple equipment was designed. Equipment includes an enclosure in which 
the sound source, the small panel, and the sensor of a device used to evaluate the characteristics of 
sounds. Experimental tests were carried out on panels made of polylactic acid. The experimental 
results were mathematically processed with the help of specialized software. An empirical 
mathematical power function model was determined. This empirical mathematical model 
highlights the intensity of the influence exerted by the thickness of the panel by the speed and 
volume of the sounds on the acoustic pressure level. It was found that the strongest influence is 
exerted by the volume of the sound wave. 
Introduction 
The sound corresponds to a mechanical vibration with a certain frequency and intensity transmitted 
through a gaseous, liquid, or solid acoustic medium. In principle, it is considered that the frequency 
of sound sensed by the human ear is between 20 and 20,000 Hertz. From the point of view of 
vibration frequency, near sounds are infrasound and ultrasound, respectively. When some sounds 
are appreciated by people as unpleasant, because of their frequency or because of too high 
intensity, they are called noises. 

We can talk about noise pollution when the noise-producing source cannot be eliminated or 
removed. This pollution can adversely affect the health of people or other organisms. It is 
necessary to use solutions that diminish the intensity of the ultrasound transmission process to 
reduce the negative influence of noise pollution. 

There is a wide range of solutions capable of reducing the intensity of the noise transmission 
process. One of these ways considers insulating materials from a sound point of view [1–4]. Plastic 
materials are sometimes used as soundproofing materials. 

In principle, plastic materials are non-metallic materials with an amorphous structure obtained 
by melting together several constituents (resins, plasticizers, dyes, lubricants, fillers, and auxiliary 
materials). Plastic materials are easily shaped at temperatures usually in the range of 140-180 ° C. 
The technology of obtaining plastic materials by joining several molecules of the same type is 
called polymerization, and the results of its application are polymers. The parts made of polymeric 
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materials can be manufactured by different processes (by pressing, drawing, injection, 
thermoforming, etc.). Currently, a group of technologies in a remarkable expansion are the 
technologies based on adding materials, being additive manufacturing technologies. One of these 
technologies is fused deposition modeling, which involves the successive addition of layers 
obtained by advancing and depositing a polymer in a molten state. 

For sound insulation, polymer panels manufactured through a fused deposition modeling 
process can be used in certain situations.  

Therefore, it was normal for some researchers to turn their attention to the properties of 
polymeric materials manufactured by 3D printing processes that could reduce noise pollution. 
Thus, the problem of manufacturing by 3D printing some lattice structures capable of contributing 
to the reduction of noise intensity was addressed by Franklin et al. [3]. They used experimental 
tests, simulations of the studied processes, and appropriate methodologies to reveal the ability of 
the lattice structures to dampen vibrations with frequencies between 0 and 30,000 Hz. 

Perrot and Hoang undertook research to improve the conditions for modeling the sound 
insulation properties of some structures made of cellular foams and the possibilities of 
manufacturing such structures [4]. They noted that 3D printing variants of cellular foams are still 
too expensive for widespread use. 

Equipment for the study of sound insulation properties of some panels made of polymeric 
materials by 3D printing was presented in work [5]. 

The research, the results of which are presented in this paper, aimed to carry out experimental 
tests regarding the influence of the thickness of polymer panels, respectively the frequency and 
intensity of sounds, on the sound insulation capacity of polylactic acid panels manufactured by 3D 
printing. 
Generation and Propagation of Sounds 
Sounds can be generated by vibrating a solid body using different forms of energy. Thus, sounds 
are generated mechanically, electromechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically, etc. As mentioned, 
sounds can be transmitted through solid, liquid, and gaseous media. When sound passes from one 
medium to another, part of its energy can be reflected, a part is dissipated (absorbed) in the second 
medium, and another part passes through that medium (Fig. 1). The propagation of sounds takes 
place through successive contractions and elongations of some areas in the environment in which 
the sounds propagate. 

If the flow corresponding to the incident energy is denoted by Ei, by Ea – the flow of absorbed 
energy, and by Er – the flow of reflected energy, the sound absorption coefficient α at the level of 
the separation surface between two media can be calculated using relations of the form:  

𝛼𝛼 = 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

                     (1) 

or 

𝛼𝛼 = 1 − 𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

                               (2) 

The different media traversed by the sound contribute to a gradual reduction in its intensity. In 
such conditions, an acoustic impedance can be defined as a quantity with the help of which the 
opposition of an environment to the propagation of acoustic waves is evaluated: 

      𝑍𝑍 = 𝑝𝑝
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

                     (3) 
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where p is the sound pressure, v is the velocity of the sound wave, and S - the surface through 
which the wave propagates. 

Different sizes can be used to evaluate the intensity of sounds, one of which is the sound 
pressure level or sound intensity (expressed in decibels). Such a quantity represents the sound 
intensity level to a reference value. 

The intensity of the sound wave absorption process depends not only on the properties of the 
material through which the sound wave passes, but also on some properties of the sound. Different 
materials exhibit distinct sound attenuation properties. Materials that absorb a greater amount of 
acoustic energy are considered soundproof materials. 
Equipment for Evaluating the Sound Insulation Capacity of Some Panels Made of Polymeric 
Materials 

One of the objectives pursued through the research, the results of which are presented in this 
paper, was to design equipment that would allow the evaluation of the sound insulation capacity 
of some panels made of polymeric materials. 

It is known that for the evaluation of the sound insulation capacity of different materials, 
equipment incorporating the so-called Kundt tube can be used [6]. Since the accessible Kundt 
tubes allowed the use of relatively small test sample, the problem of designing and making 
specialized equipment for evaluating the sound insulation properties of the materials of polymer 
test samples with surfaces of 100x100 mm2 and thicknesses of 1-6 mm was formulated. 

The main requirements that such equipment had to fulfill were the following: 
1. To allow the locating and clamping a test sample in the form of a panel of polymeric material, 

with an area of 100x100 mm2 and with thicknesses of up to 6 mm; 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation corresponding to sound propagation from the source to the 
sound level meter, passing through the polymer panel. 
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2. To include a source of sounds whose characteristics (frequency, volume) can take values 

between certain limits; 
3. To include a sound level meter; 
4. The different components involved in the generation of sounds and, respectively, in their 

measurement can be located inside an enclosure to avoid disturbing the results by sounds from 
outside the equipment; 

5. As far as possible, ensure conditions to avoid the sounds reflected by the walls of the 
enclosure affecting the results of the measurements. 

The equipment represented schematically in Fig. 2 was designed to obtain information about 
the sound insulation capacity of some panels made of polymeric materials. In principle, the 
equipment includes three distinct compartments, which can be assembled with the help of hook 
fasteners. In the first compartment, a speaker will have to generate a sound commanded via 
Bluetooth through a program opened on a mobile phone or a computer. In the second compartment, 
a polymer sample having a certain thickness can be oriented and fixed. The sensor of a sound level 
meter (type HY1361 -  China) enters the third compartment. 

The walls of the three compartments were made of wood to ensure, as much as possible, an 
avoidance of the results being affected by the sounds existing outside the equipment. Also, to 
reduce the influence of the sounds possibly reflected by the walls of the compartments, the inner 
surfaces were covered with a layer of material also characterized by a high sound absorption 
capacity. 

An image of the equipment can be seen in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the equipment for investigating the sound insulation 
capacity of some polymer panels. 
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In Fig. 4, it can be observed how pockets were generated in the sample during its manufacture 
by 3D printing. This way of printing was done in the idea of having not only a 100% infill of the 
part so that the insulation can be better, but also in the idea of creating a resistance structure for 
the part considering the next usage of such a part in construction for example.   

Modeling Some Research Elements Using the Finite Element Method 
A type of harmonic analysis was used to obtain a map of the sound pressure inside a closed 
enclosure. The 3D model assumes the existence of a speaker box in which there is a panel with a 
thickness of 1 mm manufactured by 3D printing. The design is similar to the one used in the 
experimental tests. A 100% cushion box enclosure was modeled (Fig. 5) because the surrounding 
acoustic environment serves as the domain in which the acoustic waves propagate. Therefore, a 
mesh of acoustic elements must surround the geometric body considered. In this way, the whole 
design distributes a certain topology to all elements to have a network control option available. 

As excitation, it was necessary to choose between Mass Source, Surface Velocity, Diffuse 
Sound Field and other types. It was preferred Mass Source because it best suited the experimental 
setup. Excitation can be applied to vertices, edges or surfaces by introducing a pressure wave inside 
the system. The mass source is given by the Helmholtz equation (link) and if it is applied to a 

 

Fig. 4. Image taken during 3D printing of the 6mm thick panel with 10% grid infill. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Image of equipment used to study the influence exerted by some factors on the 
transmission of sound through small panels manufactured by 3D printing. 
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surface, one can divide the mass flow by the area it is applied to. A plane wave was simulated in 
this way [link]. By suppressing the speaker and the test sample, the analysis mode treated the 
geometry as infinitely rigid, replacing it with voids that will act as sound reflectors. The maximum 
value of 15 kHz was set for the maximum range using a linear frequency. A far-field sound 
pressure level (SPL) plot was requested, assuming a 100mm sphere radius and 360o at the end of 
the theta angle, using the perfectly matched layers (PML) option to model the far-field radiation 
limit (Fig. 6). 

Air was the preferred propagation medium and we added a second enclosure designed to absorb 
the outgoing acoustic radiation without reflection coupled with PML elements. By adding a second 
coordinate system relative to the global one the orientation from the main axis (Y) was changed to 
be defined by the global Z and a construction surface was requested to be able to see the 
distribution of the results inside the enclosure. 

Fig. 7 highlights the pressure distribution that builds up inside the enclosure, reaching a value 
of 0.342652 MPa in the center of our panel. 

Fig. 8 shows recordings of sound pressure levels recorded at 15 kHz with a peak amplitude of 
108.67 dB in amplitude. It can be seen that the space between the speaker box and the panel is the 
most affected. The edges of the enclosure are all blue, which ensures that our setup works by 
trapping acoustic radiation without reflecting it. 

 

Fig. 6. Far-field sound pressure level at 360o distribution plot. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Proposed 3D model design with 100% cushioned enclosure. 
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The authors acknowledge that this analysis is based on an ideal setup and further refinement 
may be necessary before using the results in other areas of research. 

Experimentation of the Equipment for Evaluating the Sound Insulation Capacity of Some 
Polylactic Acid Panels 
An experimental research plan was designed to highlight the influence of several factors on the 
sound insulation capacity of polylactic acid panels manufactured by 3D printing. These panels 
were manufactured under the working conditions recommended by the manufacturer of the 
printing equipment (Ultimaker 2 - Netherlands) with a 100% infill. As previously mentioned, the 
panels had an area of 100x100 mm2 and thicknesses of 1 mm and 6 mm, respectively. The material 
used was PLA, polylactic acid as this is a usual material used in the printing process, but also being 
an organic material and the focus in the market and industry is on such materials. 

Sound pressure level was used as the output parameter. This size was determined with the help 
of a sound level meter. 

The input factors in the measurement process were the thickness t of the polylactic acid panel, 
the frequency f of the vibrations, and a size V relating to the sound volume. In this way, it was 
possible to plan the experimental trials according to the requirements of a full factorial experiment, 
type L8, with 3 independent variables at two levels of variation. Two-panel thicknesses (1 mm and 

 

Fig. 7. Acoustic pressure accumulation at 15 kHz. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Sound pressure level map at 15 kHz. 
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6 mm, respectively), two frequencies (500 Hz and 15,000 Hz, respectively), and two sound volume 
levels (10 % and 100 %) were used in this way. Generally speaking, the number of the independent 
variables can be bigger and more complex, but due to the usage of a Taguchi method for 
experimental research, there is possible to have like a concludent result with this L8 method type, 
minimizing a lot the number of the variables and the number of the trails for the experiments. 

Both the values of the input factors and the results of the experimental tests can be seen in Table 
1. 

For a more appropriate interpretation of the experimental results, measurements were also 
performed without the polylactic acid panel, obtaining the following results: a) for V=10 % and 
f=500 Hz, Is=95.2 dB; b) for V=100 % and f=15,000 Hz, Is=95.0 dB; c) for V=100 and f=500 Hz, 
Is=107.1 dB; d) for V=100 % and f=15,000 Hz, Is=110 dB. 

The experimental results were mathematically processed using specialized software based on 
the least squares method [7]. In this way, the following empirical mathematical power function 
model was obtained: 

𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 = 123.027𝑡𝑡0.0216𝑓𝑓−0.0725𝑉𝑉0.0734                 (4) 

 
Table 1. Experimental conditions and results. 

Exp. no. Input factors (coded value/real value) Output parameter 
Panel thickness, t, 

mm 
Sound frequency f, 

Hz 
Sound volume 

level V, % 
Sound intensity Is, 

dB 
1 -1/1 -1/500 -1/10 99.2 
2 -1/1 -1/500 +1/100 110.1 
3 -1/1 +1/15000 -1/10 68.7 
4 -1/1 +1/15000 +1/100 84.8 
5 +1/6 -1/500 -1/10 97.1 
6 +1/6 -1/500 +1/100 109.1 
7 +1/6 +1/15000 -1/10 62.7 
8 +1/6 +1/15000 +1/100 80.1 

 
By considering the empirical mathematical model constituted by equation (1), the diagram in 

figure 9 was developed. 
The analysis of the determined mathematical model highlights that, among the three input 

factors considered, the strongest influence is exerted by the sound volume level V since, in relation 
(4), the exponent with the highest absolute value is attached to this factor. As expected, an increase 
in the sound volume level V results in an increase in the sound intensity Is. Increasing the frequency 
f of the sounds leads to a decrease in the intensity Is of the sound since the exponent attached to 
the factor f in equation (4) has a negative value.  
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Summary 

The problem of evaluating the ability of some polymeric materials to contribute to the reduction 
of noise pollution is a current issue. For the experimental research of how different factors 
contribute to the variation of sound intensity after passing it through a polylactic acid panel, 
equipment was designed and made to provide conditions for the passage of sound through the 
polymer panel and the measurement of sound intensity with the help of a sound level meter. In the 
experimental tests, the panel thickness, frequency, and volume level of the sounds were considered 
input factors. An empirical mathematical model of the power function type was determined 
through the mathematical processing of the experimental results with the help of specialized 
software. It was found that the most significant influence on the intensity of sounds is exerted by 
the volume level of the sound passing through the panel. Increasing the frequency leads to a 
decrease in sound intensity after passing through the polylactic acid panel. In the future, it is 
intended to expand theoretical and experimental research on the influence of different factors on 
the variation of sound intensity after passing through panels made of different polymer materials 
or having different structural characteristics. 
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Fig. 9. The influence exerted by the frequency f and by the sound volume level V on the 
sound intensity Is (t=1 mm). 
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Abstract. Cold spray is a recently developed manufacturing technology for creating metallic 
layers on a variety of materials. Metallic particles are accelerated and strike the target surface using 
a pressurized gas flowing at supersonic speeds. In the last years, cold spray has gained increasing 
interest in different industrial scenarios, in particular, in the aerospace sector. Given the many 
fields of application, the need to understand how coated substrates behave when it is necessary to 
carry out machining operations arises. In this work, low-pressure cold spray equipment was 
employed to produce metal coatings on epoxy-based glass fibre-reinforced substrates optimized 
for cold spray deposition employing a layer of polypropylene on the composite surface. An 
automatic multi-purpose machine was used to drill 4mm diameter holes in the coated specimens 
considering the rotational speed fixed and varying the feed rate. The machined areas were then 
analyzed to assess the surface quality of the drilled holes and the burr morphology, considering 
different feed rate values and different entry surface of the drill-bit. 
Introduction 
In response to the growing demand for engineered materials capable of responding to the various 
requests arising during their applications, interest in composite materials such as Polymer Matrix 
Composites (PMCs), whose properties are completely tailorable due to their anisotropic structure, 
has increased [1]. Numerous engineering disciplines have been lured to the notion of producing 
lightweight, high-performance structures, resulting in a recent growth in the use of PMCs for high-
end applications [2]. 

As examined in the literature [3], the metallization of PMCs has been recognized as one of the 
most promising approaches for further broadening their areas of usage and mitigating the 
challenges associated with their inherent inadequacies (such as their poor surface characteristics 
and high sensitivity to heat). In reality, surface metallization can enhance PMC erosion behaviour, 
boost thermal and electrical conductivity, and assure lightning protection, all of which are 
important considerations for the aerospace sector [4] . 

The functionalization of polymer composite materials using standard processes such as plasma-
enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PE-CVD), sputtering, laser ablation and evaporation, and 
liquid phase deposition is complex and costly, and the resultant coatings are difficult to modify. In 
reality, these technologies have the following disadvantages: high equipment and processing costs 
or work-piece size restrictions, low adhesive force, poor stability, lengthy production cycle, 
distortion of the substrate surface caused by molten particles, and high-temperature flames in 
thermal spraying (TS) [5]. 

Because of its capacity to generate thick coatings without compromising the substrate, cold 
spray (CS) technology has emerged as one of the approaches for metallizing PMC surfaces [6]. In 
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reality, CS employs kinetic energy to permit the deposition of micron-sized metallic particles (10-
100 m in diameter) that do not melt and retain their original properties throughout the process [7]. 

Cold spray is a revolutionary powder deposition process that is increasingly being used to 
produce thick functional coatings from a variety of materials, including ceramics [8]. The name 
"cold deposition" refers to this method's ability to keep processed powder temperatures below the 
melting point of the particle's substance during the deposition process. As a result, the particles in 
the solid state strike the substrate at a relatively high velocity, distort, and bond together for coating 
creation and growth. As a result, CS may be sprayed on temperature-sensitive materials such as 
polymer matrix composites or plastics without causing considerable thermal degradation, surface 
deformation, oxide, vacancy development, or phase shift. Furthermore, these coatings reduce 
residual stress [9]. 

Cold spray offers resource efficiency benefits, which result in economic and environmental 
benefits that contribute to long-term sustainability [10]. Cold spray, for example, is a technique 
that may be described as a green manufacturing process since it releases no harmful emissions, has 
no discernible environmental impact, and is an important tool for sustainability in a variety of 
sectors. The heating source is electric and regulated at temperatures below the melting point of the 
substance being sprayed, thus there are no noxious fumes or other potentially harmful emissions. 
This prevents the melting of metal powder and the release of hazardous gases. In general, the 
benefits of cold spray for sustainable production fall into four categories: 1) the process has a 
minimal environmental effect; 2) repair rather than replacement; 3) better performance, which 
extends the useable life of components; and 4) an alternative to more polluting and/or less 
sustainable techniques [11]. 

Although cold spray has been extensively studied and optimized for the deposition of metal 
powders on metal substrates, little is known about the deposition of metals on composites, which 
is far more interesting because it would allow for completely tailored products from the core to the 
surface. 

The majority of the investigations in the literature focus on CS deposition on thermoplastic-
based substrates: because there is no other adhesion mechanism other than mechanical 
interlocking, deformation of the substrate and particles is required for adhesion to occur. This is 
only conceivable if the substrate is thermoplastic, as it is more ductile because of the weak links 
that exist between the polymeric chains. Thermosetting polymers, on the other hand, display brittle 
behaviour, with weakly adherent and inhomogeneous coatings. 

However, thermosetting matrix composites are the most appealing in many industries 
(including automotive and aerospace) due to their high compatibility with fibres and strong 
mechanical properties. To address this issue, it was presented a unique method that may consist of 
putting a thermoplastic-based interlayer on the surface of a thermoset-based substrate to achieve 
excellent CS deposition [12]. 

However, the application of cold spray for additive, repairing, and coating manufacturing 
applications is still severely limited by the fact that, due to the poor control over the process, the 
products require post-processing procedures. Considering that the coatings obtained are 
substantially thicker than those created with typical coating processes, it is not viable to optimize 
the processing settings using literature data. In particular, since the drilling process of CS coating 
on composite involves layers of different materials, it is yet required to do in-depth research on 
the phenomena that take place during the process.  

In this work, for the first time in the literature, a preliminary study on the drilling operations on 
metal coatings obtained by cold spray on thermoset-based composite substrates optimized for CS 
deposition is presented. 
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Materials and Methods 
Substrate manufacturing. 
By employing plain-woven glass textiles weighing 200 g/m2 and an epoxy infusion technique, 
square laminates of glass fibre-reinforced plastic measuring 100x100 mm were produced. A total 
of 16 0/90 cloth layers were piled to achieve a 5 mm thickness. A commercial epoxy resin 
optimised for infusion applications, with a glass temperature (Tg) onset of 85°C, was employed. 

As was mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, several investigations have proven that it is 
challenging for the sprayed aluminium powder to adhere to the epoxy-based substrate [13]. The 
particle impact energy is what determines how well cold-sprayed metallic materials adhere to 
plastic (particle mass and velocity). Even with less impact energy, deformation of the particle is 
still necessary during the collision. Therefore, only a polymeric substrate that is softer and more 
ductile, like thermoplastic materials, can allow for the deposition of CS metal and the formation 
of coatings [12]. 

Therefore, a unique approach was here suggested based on Polypropylene (PP) film treatments 
carried out on the epoxy surface, therefore enhancing the metal anchoring, in order to build a metal 
coating on the composite substrates. Particularly, a heated plate press P 200 E was utilized to 
promote the PP-composite coupling and a commercial thermoplastic PP film with a thickness of 
0.5mm was placed on the surface of each sample. The PP employed has a nominal Tg of -20°C 
and a melting temperature (Tm) of 170°C. 

The dishes were heated to 200 °C, which is slightly higher than the temperature at which 
polypropylene melts, and then 5 bar of pressure was applied for approximately 5 minutes. 

Cold Spray Deposition.  
For the cold spray depositions, Dymet 423 low-pressure apparatus with nitrogen as a carrier gas 

was employed. In order to create the metallic coating on the PP layer, LPW South Europe provided 
micron-sized powders of the aluminium alloy AlSi10Mg (size range 15-45 µm). 

Preliminary experimental results and literature findings served as the foundation for the method 
chosen for the coating production process [14,15]. Several coating tracks were first created by 
altering the process parameters in a wide range (inlet gas temperature: 150-600 °C, inlet gas 
pressure: 4-8 bar, stand-off distance (SoD): 10-80 mm). These coating tracks had a travel speed of 
the spraying gun equal to 8 mm/s. For the sake of brevity, this process was not described in this 
article. The optimal process parameters, employed for the deposition of the aluminium layer were 
determined according to the preliminary study (inlet gas temperature: 160°C, inlet gas pressure: 6 
bar, SoD: 45 mm). During the deposition a K-type thermocouple was positioned on the substrate 
to assess the real process conditions. 

To avoid degradation phenomena of the substrate and to ensure softening, the inlet gas 
temperature was specifically chosen by taking into account that the temperature of the gas flow on 
the target surface was below the melting point of the polymeric material and, at the same time, 
greater than the glass transition one. This was done to allow metallic particles to penetrate the 
polymeric surface. The proper gas pressure was chosen, taking into mind that the substrate will 
erode more quickly at higher pressures due to the significant shot-peening impact of the particles. 
Finally, in terms of stand-off distance, greater values of SoD result in particles rebounding, which 
results in a thin coating since the particles' velocity is reduced upon collision with the substrate. 
This finding was supported by the literature [16], which indicates that a denser coating forms when 
the particle momentum is higher. 

A 60x60 mm coating was created on the composite substrate specimens' surface by spraying a 
single layer of Al-based particles. A PosiTest ATM was used to assess the adhesive strength of the 
coating obtained while complying to the ASTM D4541 standard. Using cyanoacrylate adhesive, 
aluminum dollies with 10 mm diameter were attached to the top of the cold-sprayed deposits. 
Using a drill bit, any extra glue or coating around the dolly was taken off. Dolly surfaces were 
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examined with an optical microscope to measure the quantity of removed coating in order to 
determine if the test was successful. 

Machining of the specimens. 
Drilling operations were performed using a 5-axis machining centre (C.B. Ferrari) with a 4mm 

twist drill bit. As indicated in Table 1, 16 holes were drilled while maintaining the rotational 
speed constant at 1000 rpm and varying the feed rate.  
 

Table 1. Drilling process parameters employed in this research activity. 

Hole Feed Rate 
[mm/min] 

 Hole Feed Rate 
[mm/min] 

1 20  9 20 

2 40  10 40 

3 80  11 80 

4 160  12 160 

5 200  13 200 

6 400  14 400 

7 800  15 800 

8 250 (mean value)  16 250 (mean value) 

 
Drilling operations were performed perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. As illustrated 

in Fig.1, the first eight holes were drilled considering the uncoated composite side as the entry 
surface, whereas the holes from 9 to 16 were drilled with the coated one as the entry surface. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of drilling direction considered during the experimental tests. 

  
Results and Discussion 
As regards the holes obtained considering the epoxy-based composite as the entry surface the main 
results obtained by varying the feed rate are highlighted in Fig. 2. When the feed rate is increased 
it is possible to observe increasing delamination of the surface, defined as the inter-ply failure 
occurring during the drilling operation of the composite materials[17]. This phenomenon, as 
highlighted in Fig. 2, may be seen at the drilled-hole entry.  

The plies separate from one another and form a peel-up delamination zone around the drilled-
hole entry circumference when the drill penetrates the top surface of the laminate. This is caused 
by the contact between the composite material and the cutting edges of the drill, which creates a 
peeling force that acts in the Z direction through the slope of the drill [18]. In fact, when the thrust 
force is greater than the material's interlaminar bond strength, drilling-induced damage manifests 
as splitting between two adjacent layers.  

Delamination is widely acknowledged as the primary mechanism of failure when drilling 
composite laminates and is regarded as a serious issue since it significantly lowers the material’s 
fatigue strength [19]. 
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Fig. 2. Macrographs of the holes obtained considering the epoxy-based composite as the entry 

surface. 
 
As the drill bit travels down the substrate's thickness, it will come into contact with PP film that 

has been cold-sprayed with aluminium powders. It is possible to observe the formation of burr, a 
push-out defect due to the deformation during the drilling process of the more ductile material 
compared to the epoxy-based composite . As the feed rate increases, this defect appears less 
evident. It is furtherly possible to observe, that the coating remains well adhered to the PP surface.  

It, therefore, appears evident that the optimal feed rate value must take into account the 
opposing trend of delamination of the composite and push-down of the thermoplastic film. 

As regards the holes obtained considering the coating as the input surface, the results obtained 
are portrayed in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Macrographs of the holes obtained considering the metallic CS coating as the entry 

surface. 
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Likewise the previous case, as the feed rate increases, the substrate might delaminate, in this 
case as a push-out delamination phenomenon. It should be noted that fiber breakage can be 
observed even at low feed rate values, as illustrated by observing hole 9. 

However, in this scenario, we can notice the production of long continuous chips on the inlet 
surface, where the drilling bit penetrates the CS coating and the Polypropylene film, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Long continuous chip obtained with high values of the feed rate. 

 
It is possible to assess that the feed rate strongly influences the length of the chips. Long 

continuous chips are undesirable as they could frequently tangle around the drilling tool and 
require hand removal, potentially affecting the operations [20]. In fact, low glass transition 
temperatures and low heat conductivity of the thermoplastic material are the main factors that 
contribute to tool clogging in thermoplastic composites. Due to friction, the tool temperature could 
rise above the glass transition temperature of the polymer during machining, causing the 
thermoplastic material to become rubbery and deposit on the tool's surface[21]. 

It is interesting to observe the presence of the CS coating on the surface of the chips created. In 
fact, the adhesion tests performed on the samples indicate that, despite the creation of the 
spiral chips, the coatings remain effectively adherent to the composite substrate.  As depicted in 
the macrographic images of the dolly following the adhesion tests illustrated in Fig. 5, the coating 
is dense and homogenous. The measured average adhesion value is 5 MPa. 
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Fig. 5. Adhesion tests performed on the coated specimens. It is possible to observe the CS 

coating in the macrograph of the adhesion test dolly. 
Confronting the results obtained by changing the entry surface of the drill, it is possible to assess 

that when the drilling operation starts from the composite laminate to the metal coating, no 
significant changes are observed in the composite to the coating/composite drilling sequence, when 
increasing the feed rate. However, the formation of long spiral metal/PP chips can be observed 
when the coating side is chosen as the entry surface, making further machining of the hole 
necessary and hindering the drilling operations. 
Summary 
The purpose of the work is to assess the influence of metal-based cold spray coatings on the quality 
of the holes and burr formation during drilling operations on composite laminates, optimized for 
CS deposition. The main findings of this work can be summarized as follow: 

• the feasibility of drilling operations on cold spray coated samples was assessed 
• the surface quality of the machined areas was analyzed by fixing the rotational speed and 

varying the feed rate 
• The feed rate influences the delamination of the composite both at the drilled-hole entry 

(peel-up delamination) and exit (push-out delamination). Increasing the feed rate, the 
delamination effects worsen. 

• it was shown that the machined-hole entry surface has a strong influence on the burr 
formation. In particular, long spiral chips are formed when the coating side is chosen as 
the entry surface. 

• The coating remains well adhered to the surface during the drilling operations and remains 
adhered to the chips. This is further confirmed by adhesion tests performed on the coated 
surface. 
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Abstract. Constrained Friction Processing (CFP) is a novel solid-state technique suitable to 
produce rods especially from lightweight materials. The technology is particularly interesting to 
overcome the processing challenges associated with Mg due to its hexagonal close-packed (hcp) 
structure. The process is a variation of the refill friction stir spot welding (refill FSSW) technique, 
and is performed by plunging the rotating shoulder into the base material, which causes the 
material to be extruded into the cavity crated by the retraction of the rotating probe and, at the 
same time, being constrained by it. The complex shear and the heat generated during the process 
causes metallurgical transformations in the material, such as dynamic recrystallization, allowing 
for substantial grain refinement to micro- or even submicro- scale. In this study, real time data – 
torque, axial force and temperature – acquired from the process are analyzed in order to present, 
for the first time, a description of the CFP technique. Furthermore, the resultant features of the 
microstructure of a refined rod is explored. 
Introduction 
The demand for lightweight and environmental-friendly materials has increased over the years as 
the urge for reduction in greenhouse gas emissions scales [1]. In this scenario, the adoption of Mg 
and its alloys as structural materials is expected to increase due to their properties such as low 
density (1.74 g/cm³) and, thus, high strength-to-weight ratio. Nonetheless, the processing of these 
materials remains a challenge due to Mg’s poor workability associated to the hcp crystal structure, 
which has a limited number of slip systems at room temperature [2].  

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques have been investigated for the processing of Mg 
alloys as means of microstructure tailoring aiming grain refinement and texture modification, 
which result in improvements on mechanical properties. Among those, Equal-Channel Angular 
Pressing (ECAP) was demonstrated to produce a refined microstructure on magnesium alloys after 
multiple passes, which is responsible to enhance the material ductility at moderate temperatures 
[3]. High-pressure Torsion (HPT) is reported to be capable of producing ultrafine microstructures 
Mg alloys, with an effect of doubling the strength of the base material [4].  

While these techniques have been demonstrated to be able to produce fine-grained Mg and Mg 
alloy samples both for study of their fundamental properties and for potential applications, they 
may involve or even require multiple passes, considerable set up and processing times, besides 
potential dimensional limitations in the samples that can be produced. Most of these limitations 
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are alleviated or even overcome by using a newly developed technique called Constrained Friction 
Processing (CFP).  

This friction-based technique is suitable for thermo-mechanical processing of lightweight alloys 
and is based on the fundamentals of the refill friction stir spot welding (refill FSSW) technique [5], 
but optimized for the production of extruded rods with fine or even ultrafine microstructures. CFP 
is performed using a 3-part toolset (a stationary clamping ring and the shoulder and probe as the 
rotating parts), and the processing steps are summarized in Fig. 1. Initially, the toolset reaches the 
surface of the plate for the clamping of the system using the set clamping force (a). Then, the 
rotating shoulder plunges into the base material, generating heat due to the friction and plasticizing 
the material. At the same time, the rotating probe is moved in the opposite direction in order to 
create a cavity to accommodate the plasticized material displaced by the shoulder and to constrain 
the material flow (b). Once the desired plunge depth is reached, the rotation of the tools stops and 
the shoulder is retracted to the level of the probe (c). Finally, the clamping of the plate is released 
and the tool system is removed, leaving a processed rod (d). The complete process time takes only 
few seconds depending on the plunge depth, what qualifies the CFP as a fast and simple way to 
obtain rods with refined microstructure. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of CFP: (a) clamping of the plate, (b) plunging, (c) shoulder 

retraction and (d) releasing steps. 
 

The present study analyzes CFP characteristics in terms of torque, axial force and the 
temperature evolution in order to better understand the process and enable its further development. 
Typical CFP rods were processed using as-cast AM50 as base material, and information such as 
torque and axial force were recorded for each tool part, as well as the process temperature, which 
was measured using a thermocouple placed at the base of the processed rod. Finally, the 
microstructure of a typical rod is analyzed in order to demonstrate the potential of CFP on grain 
refinement.  
Materials and Methods 
The base material selected in this study is an as-cast AM50 magnesium alloy, obtained via 
permanent mold casting, as described by Elsayed et al. [6]. The as-cast material features a 
microstructure with typical dendritic grains (with grain sizes in terms of average diameter varying 
from 457 to 1023 µm), eutectic β-Mg17Al12 and secondary Al-Mn phases.  

In this study, CFP rods were produced using a refill FSSW machine (RPS 200, Harms-Wende 
GmbH) operated in position control mode. Both axial and rotational movement of each tool part 
is actuated using individual transducers. The axial forces produced during the process on the 
rotating parts of the tool can be measured using four shear pancake load cells for each component. 
Furthermore, the torque produced by the probe and the shoulder is measured using a system 
consisting of a lever arm attached to the motor spindle that transmits the force to the load cell, also 
a shear pancake type. A schematic representation of the toolset is given in Fig. 2, which consists 
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of a molybdenum-vanadium alloyed hot-work tool-steel clamping ring (⌀17 mm) and probe (⌀6 
mm), and a G40 tungsten carbide shoulder (⌀9 mm), resulting in an extrusion ratio of 2.25. For the 
experiment, a total of two samples were produced: one for the torque and axial force 
measurements, which was subsequently submitted to the microstructural, and one for the 
acquisition of the temperature evolution. In all cases, the rotation speed (RS) for both shoulder and 
probe was set as 1800 rpm, combined with a shoulder plunge speed (PS) of 1 mm/s at a constant 
clamping ring force of 12 kN. The plunge depth (PD) was set as 3.00 mm, resulting in a rod with 
a total length of 6.75 mm. The process parameters were selected based on preliminary experiments 
aiming the determination of the suitable processing window. The workpiece used for the CFP with 
dimensions of 100 x 25 x 6 mm³ was fixed to the stainless steel backing plate attached to the 
working table, ensuring the stability of the system during the process. No post-processing cooling 
was used in this study, whereby the produced rods were air cooled. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the toolset: (a) probe, shoulder and clamping ring, and (b) 

toolset assembly. 
 

The temperature evolution during CFP was measured using a K-type thermocouple with an 
acquisition frequency of 50 Hz. The precision of the used thermocouple is ± 2.2 °C or ± 0.75% of 
the measured temperature, whichever is greater [7]. For this measurement, a 2.5 mm long, 0.6 mm 
diameter hole was drilled on the back of the workpiece, in a concentric position in relation to the 
tools. Therefore, the temperature was measured at a point 0.5 mm away from the root of the rod. 

For the microstructural analysis, the rod was embedded in acrylic resin, grounded to #4000 Si 
C foil until the cross-section was reached, and mechanically polished to 0.2-µm water-free 
colloidal silica suspension. In order to reveal the rod’s microstructure, the sample was etched by 
immersion for 15 s using an acetic-picric solution (180 mL ethanol, 20 mL distilled water, 7.5 mL 
acetic acid, 4 g picric acid). The metallographic analysis was performed using a VHX-6000 digital 
microscope. Micrographs were acquired using a Leica DMi8 microscope, where the grain size (d), 
i.e. average grain diameter, was measured according to ASTM E 112 (grain boundary intersection 
count method) [8] using the ImageJ 1.52a software [9]. 
Results and Discussion 
Process Characteristics of CFP.  
The position of the rotating tools (shoulder and probe) during CFP was recorded and is depicted 
in Fig. 3(a), along with the RS data. The process starts at t = 0 s, when the toolset just reached the 
surface of the plate, and the set clamping ring force was applied. In the plots, the tool plunge is 
indicated with positive values on the y-axis, while the retraction of the probe corresponds to 
negative values. With a set shoulder and probe RS of 1800 rpm, the shoulder starts to plunge the 
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material at a PS of 1.00 mm/s. For this processing route, the displacement of the rotating tools was 
set to follow a sine profile. The average volume of extruded material is 35.34 mm³/s. In order to 
constrain this volume of material without imposing any compression, the probe retraction speed is 
set as 1.25 mm/s, resulting in a total displacement of 3.75 mm at the end of the process.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Position and rotation speed (RS) data acquired for probe and shoulder during CFP. 

 
The torque and axial forces for the probe and the shoulder are presented in Fig. 4. The axial 

forces correspond to the resistance of the material to the extrusion component of the CFP. For a 
better understanding of the mechanical efforts associated to the process, it is important to read the 
results of the actual CFP presented in Fig. 4 (a) along with the plots of the CFP performed without 
plunging into the workpiece, Fig. 4 (b), that represents the forces and torque related to the friction 
between the machine components and tool parts. In terms of axial forces, the effect of friction is 
negligible. The actual CFP axial forces measurement indicates a maximum force during the 
plunging of around 5.47 kN for the shoulder at t = 0.98 s. For the probe, the maximum axial force 
(1.66 kN) was measured at the beginning of the process. This likely corresponds to the reaction 
force to the material stuck between shoulder and probe remaining from the previous processing 
operation, since the material is not yet plasticized at this moment. Combined with the stuck 
material, this reaction force is also related to the displaced material produced on the probe due to 
the beginning of the shoulder plunge. 
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Fig. 4. Torque and axial force data acquired for probe and shoulder during CFP (a) on AM50 

workpiece. (b) Measured torques and axial forces due to internal friction, without plunging into 
the workpiece. 

The torque measurements during the CFP indicate the resistance of the material to be stirred 
due to the rotation of the tool, and are especially interesting for the shoulder. This is attributed to 
the negligible contribution of the probe to the torque, evidenced by Fig. 4, which shows an average 
of around 4 Nm. This is somehow expected, since the only contact between probe and material is 
on its lower surface and the shoulder and probe rotate at the same speed, generating a material 
flow that doesn’t impose significant stresses at this surface. For the shoulder, the torque increases 
from the beginning of the process until it reaches its peak value of 3.20 Nm around t = 1.10 s. This 
is an indication of the obvious increase in the resistance of the material to the rotation movement 
as the shoulder plunging progressively increases. From this peak point on, the torque continuously 
decreases until the end of the process. It is interesting to point out that the peak values for torque 
and axial force are reached at the same time, indicating that at this point the material reaches the 
temperature and shearing conditions leading to plasticization. 

As the shoulder approaches the set PD, the control system of the machine starts to drastically 
reduce the toolset RS to zero at t = 2.94 s for 0.15 s, resulting in a deceleration of 12032 rpm/s 
(Fig. 3). The deceleration of the tool results in a drastic increase of the torque up to 132 Nm for 
both probe and shoulder. The process then finishes with the shoulder moved upwards to the same 
position as the probe (y = -3.75), and releasing the clamping ring force, leaving the processed rod.  

The analysis of the temperature measurements, depicted in Fig. 5, indicates that the peak values 
of torque and axial force for the shoulder occur at around 205°C (478 K). This corresponds to 52% 
of the AM50 melting temperature, according to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
measurements reported by Kasprzak et al. [10], i.e. solidus and liquidus temperature of 434°C (707 
K) and 640°C (913 K), respectively. Another aspect observed in Fig. 5 is that the peak temperature 
produced during the plunge stage of the process, Fig. 1(b), measured as 468°C (741 K), is 34°C 
above the solidus temperature of AM50 alloy and corresponds to 81% of the AM50 liquidus 
temperature. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature evolution during CFP, measured via thermocouple placed at the rod’s root. 
 

Microstructure produced by CFP.  
The microstructures of the base material and of the rod produced from the conditions presented 

are depicted in Fig. 6. The comparison of the rod with the surrounding base material indicates a 
strongly refined microstructure, with average d of around 7.7 ± 1.9 µm. This represents a reduction 
to around 1:96 in comparison to the base material.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Micrographs of (a) as-cast AM50 base material, (b) macrostructure of a rod produced by 

CFP and (c) and (d) micrographs of two selected regions of the rod. 
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The microstructure of a produced rod varies along the plunge direction (PD) as well as in the 
radial direction (RD). Two examples of microstructures are depicted in Fig. 6(c) and (d). Along 
the PD, it is possible to observe a refined and equiaxed microstructure with d = 8.2 ± 1.1 µm. 
Although the grain structure along the PD is similar for every position, there is a variation in d due 
to the varying stirring conditions and distinct thermal histories as a function of the height. At the 
bottom of the rod, the average measured d is considerably smaller than the other positions of the 
rod, 5.4 ± 0.5 µm, while the average d at the top of the rod is 9.0 ± 0.7 µm. 

Along the RD of the rod, less remarkable differences on d are observed, e.g., at the border 
(9.0 ± 1.8 µm) (c) and at the center (8.2 ± 1.1 µm) (d) of the rod. However, the examination of the 
grain structure at these two positions indicates some deformation of the grains along the direction 
of around 47° // PD. This may be attributed to the material flow conditions during CFP, described 
by Shen et al. [11] as a spiral curve similar to a conical compression spring, and developed layer 
by layer during the refilling stage of the refill FSSW, which is analogous to CFP. 
Summary 
In the present study, CFP was introduced and its characteristics were investigated in terms of 
torque, axial force and temperature evolution during the process. Furthermore, the microstructure 
of a typical AM50 rod produced via the novel CFP was analyzed. The main findings are 
summarized below: 

• Although the probe plays an important role on the constraint of the material flow, the torque 
evolution during the process is negligible for this tool part. For the axial force, a peak value 
of 1.66 kN is found at the beginning of the process and is progressively reduced to roughly 
zero.  

• The data acquired for the shoulder indicates peak values of torque of 3.2 Nm at t = 1.1 s and 
axial force of 5.47 kN at t = 0.98 s, i.e., roughly at the same moment. In this time interval, 
the temperature measured at the bottom of the rod reads around 200 °C, suggesting that the 
temperature of plasticization of AM50 during CFP is at least 52% of AM50’s melting 
temperature. 

• The produced microstructure has an average d of around 7.7 ± 1.9 µm, which represents a 
reduction of the initial as-cast base material of around 1:96. It is interesting to point out that 
this remarkable d reduction was obtained using a simple process setup in only 3 s of 
processing time, indicating suitable upscale potential of CFP. 
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Abstract. The thermophysical properties of the electrodes material significantly impact 
performance of the electrical discharge machining (EDM). The aim of this article was to 
investigate the influence of thermophysical properties of selected materials on the EDM process. 
The effect of the thermophysical properties of these materials on process efficiency factors 
(material removal rate, linear tool wear) and hole geometry (aspect ratio, radial overcut) was 
analyzed. The results showed that selected thermophysical properties of the workpiece, such as 
thermal conductivity, melting point, have the most significant impact on the electro-erosion 
process. Optimal result parameters (material removal rate: 2.58 mm3/min, linear tool wear: 
4.95 mm, aspect ratio: 8.00, radial overcut: 0.046 mm) and no presence of “bottom cone” were 
obtained for EDM drilling in Inconel 718 and similarly for AISI 1045 steel. On the other end were 
high resistance alloys such as tungsten carbide and copper alloy. 
Introduction 
The electrical discharge machining (EDM) process is one of the unconventional methods of 
manufacturing. The process has been known since around 1943 [1]. However, efforts are still being 
made to improve its performance, parameters and the accuracy of the manufactured shapes. 
Experimental research is still being done to increase material removal rate (MRR), reduce tool 
wear (TW), and reduce surface roughness (SR) [2-4]. Additionally micro-holes requires high 
dimensional and shape accuracy without burrs and micro-cracks [5]. 

In the process of electrical discharge machining the workpiece material is removed as a result 
of phenomena accompanying electric discharges occurring in the inter-electrode gap area. The gap 
involves area between workpiece and working tool electrode. Energy transferred during the 
discharge in a form of spark melts and evaporates the metal. For the occurrence of electrical 
discharges, the electrodes are connected to the electric pulse generator. Space between the 
electrodes is filled with a working liquid. Also, the selection of parameters and material of the tool 
should ensure the removal of more material from the workpiece [6,7]. In addition, the EDM 
enables processing of electrically conductive materials, regardless of their hardness. This is the 
most important advantage of EDM process comparing to conventional machining methods. 
Thanks to that technique can be successfully used to produce parts from modern engineering 
materials in such industries as aviation, automotive and medical. In addition, due to the high 
accuracy of obtained geometry (approx. 5 µm), this process is also suitable for the production of 
micro-shapes, including micro-holes in the diameter range of 1-999 µm [6,8,9]. 
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Currently, aviation, automotive and medical industries use engineering materials that are 
resistant to high temperature conditions, providing at the same time high strength, and high 
hardness. Within parts such as jet engines turbine blades are equipped with micro-holes which are 
made to increase their high temperature operational capabilities (up to 1,373 K). These micro-
holes are called "cooling holes". When the jet engine is running, cool air flows through them, 
further reducing airfoil temperature [10]. However, due to the strength properties of the used 
materials, as well as the size of micro-holes (0.3 - 5 mm in diameter, depth to diameter ratio (40-
600:1), the choice of technology for their production is limited. Currently, one of the most 
frequently chosen technologies for cooling holes manufacturing is electrical discharge drilling 
(EDD) [11,12]. 

In conducted research [13], Authors indicate that the thermophysical properties of the 
workpiece material and the working electrode affect the machinability the EDM process. At the 
same time also material of the working electrode have a strong impact on the EDM process. 
Calculated erosion resistance index shows how important it is to analyze such electrode material 
properties as thermal conductivity, specific heat and melting point. Similar research results are 
presented in the analysis of the impact of the thermophysical properties of the electrode material 
on the EDM process of such materials as AISI 304 stainless steel and Ti-6Al-4V alloy in [14]. The 
results indicated that the greater resistance of the material is (higher erosion resistance index, 
harder to EDM) lower overcut and lower taper rate are. According to this analysis, despite the low 
MRR value, good machining accuracy can be achieved. However, in [15], a significant impact of 
the thermophysical properties of the workpiece (in this case Inconel 718 superalloy) on the EDM 
process was demonstrated. In the analysis of the results, attention was paid to the change in the 
behavior of selected thermophysical properties of the superalloy under the influence of 
temperature. In this case, the thermal conductivity of the material increases with increasing 
material temperature. Also in [7], when analyzing the parameters of the post EDM surface layer, 
the high thermal conductivity of workpiece - steel HTCS was taken into account. The analysis of 
the results showed that the thickness of the white layer was in the range of 5-34.5 µm and depended 
mainly on the amount of thermal energy supplied to the workpiece. The amount of thermal energy 
that reaches the material and the speed of its propagation in the surface layer of the material 
depends on the thermal conductivity of the material. 

The above examples of the analysis of the results of EDM process researchers indicate that the 
impact of the thermophysical properties of the electrodes material (workpiece material and tool 
electrode) significantly affect the selection of machining parameters and the efficiency of the 
process or the quality of the machined surface. Thus, the impact of these properties of the electrode 
material on stock removal, process efficiency or the quality of the treated layer is crucial to obtain 
effective machining. 

The aim of this work is to investigate the influence of the thermophysical properties of five 
materials such as: tungsten carbide VHM, superalloy Inconel 718, carbon steel AISI 1045, copper 
alloy CuCr1Zr and aluminum alloy AW-2017A on the EDM process. The EDM process was 
performed using a brass tubular electrode with an outer diameter of 0.4 mm and a working fluid 
of deionized water. All tests were performed with same electrical pulse parameters such as gap 
voltage, current, cycle load (pulse on duration / pulse off duration). Moreover drilling process time 
was identical. The efficiency of the process was analyzed in terms of the material removal rate and 
linear wear of the working electrode as well as the geometric characteristics of the micro-holes 
(radial over cut, aspect ratio - the ratio of the hole length to its diameter). Finally, the results were 
linked to the thermophysical properties of the materials in which the micro-holes were drilled. The 
summary of test results in selected materials is also intended to show how strongly the 
thermophysical properties of the workpiece material affect the course of the process and 
performance factors. 
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Materials and methods 
Material used for workpiece and tool. 
Experimental EDM research was carried out in five selected materials: 

− tungsten carbide VHM, 
− Inconel 718 superalloy, 
− AISI 1045 carbon steel, 
− CuCr1Zr copper alloy, 
− AW-2017A (AlCu4MgSi) aluminium alloy. 

The selection of the materials was guided by their diverse thermophysical properties (see 
Table 1), as well as by their diverse chemical composition. Following scope of the article and the 
phenomena the EDM process, knowledge of selected thermophysical properties of the workpiece 
material is important. This is related to the impact of these properties on the EDM drilling process 
and on the efficiency of that process. For a more accurate analysis of the results, the chemical 
composition of each material was measured, which is shown in Table 2. The chemical composition 
was determined using an X-MET8000 X-ray spectrometer (Hitachi High-Tech, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of the selected material. 

Property (unit) 

Workpiece Materials Electrode Material 

VHM 
Inconel 

718 
[20,21] 

AISI 1045 
[22,23] 

CuCr1Zr 
[16,17] 

AW-2017A 
[18,19] Brass [18,19] 

Density [g/cm3] 15.0 8.19 7.82 8.94 2.75 8.55 

Melting point [K] 2,273 1,533-
1,609 1,793 1,338-

1,356 913 1,263 

Thermal conductivity 
[W/(m·K)] 87.9 11.4 48.1 401 134 159 

Specific heat capacity 
[J/(kg · K)] 

150-
350 435 570 385 873 385 

 

Table 2. Chemical composition of workpiece materials [%]. 

Chemical element 
Workpiece material 

VHM Inconel 718 AISI 1045 CuCr1Zr AW-2017A 
Al 0.77 0.57 - - 91.89 
C - - 0.43 - - 

Co 6.04 0.1 - - - 
Cr 0.79 18.4 0.05 0.6 0.08 
Cu - 0.08 0.07 99.27 4.45 
Fe 0.61 16.81 98.47 - 0.72 
Mg - - - - 0.76 
Mn - - 0.71 - 0.92 
Mo - 3.16 <0.01 - - 
Nb - 5.37 - - - 
Ni - 53.63 0.04 - - 
Re 4.48 - - - - 
S - - 0.01 - - 
Si - 0.34 0.03 - 0.63 
Ta 0.91 - - - - 
Ti - 0.96 - - 0.17 
W 86.4 0.06 - - - 
Zn - - - - 0.23 
Zr - - 0.01 0.04 - 

Brass tubular electrodes with external diameters of 0.4 mm and internal diameters of 0.215 mm 
were used for EDM drilling. Brass has good heat conductivity as well as low electrical resistance. 
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According to [24], brass is the best tool material for EDM machining. In addition, selected round 
electrodes are the best for micro-hole drilling [25]. 

Experimental details. 
The micro-holes were made by electrical discharge machining on the custom made EDM 

machine. It is equipped with transistor controlled generator as well as NC controlled. In each type 
of workpiece 9 blind micro-holes were made. The drilling parameters in each material were the 
same and were selected in such a way as to ensure correct machining (minimize short circuits). 
The number of holes was chosen to reduce outliers from results evaluation. During the process, 
the tool electrode moved towards the workpiece with a feed rate controlled by gap voltage value 
and rotated at a constant rotational speed. The working fluid was fed with constant pressure 
through a channel in the electrode to the gap area between the electrode and the workpiece. The 
rotation of the working electrode and 
the continuous flow of working liquid 
under the narrow inter-electrode gap 
were intended to improve the stability 
of the process. These solutions improve 
the removal of erosion products (debris, 
air bubbles), reducing the possibility to 
occur short circuits or arc discharges. 
During the test, a new electrode was 
used in each of the tested materials in 
order to ensure the same working 
conditions for each workpiece material. 
To ensure electrical discharges to occur, 
both electrodes (tool and workpiece) 
were connected to an electrical pulse 
generator. Each hole was made with a 
fixed spindle displacement in the Z axis. 
Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the test stand. 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the EDM process test stand. 
 

The drilling process was performed using the following conditions: current amplitude: 10 A, open 
voltage: 40 V, pulse on duration: 30 µs, pulse off duration: 30 µs, tool rotation speed: 500 rpm, 
capacitance: 1425 nF, working fluid: deionized water, working fluid temperature: 294 K, electrical 
conductivity of the working fluid: 10 µS/cm, working fluid pressure: 11 MPa, initial interelectrode 
gap: 100 V, the value of the spindle displacement in the Z axis: 8.9 mm, load cycle: 50%. 
In this work below response parameters were analyzed: 

− material removal rate (MRR), was calculated from the following equation: 

MRR (mm3/min) = V/t.   (1) 

Where: V – volume of material removed, t – drilling time, 
− linear tool wear (LTW, mm), determined as the shortening of the electrode along its 

length and measured after each hollow hole, 
− the radial overcut (ROC), was calculated according to the below formula: 

ROC [mm] = (Dhole - Delectrode)/2.  (2) 
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where: Dhole – average input diameter, Delectrode – outer diameter of the tool electrode, aspect ratio 
(AR), was calculated according to the formula: 

AR = Hdepth/Dhole.  (3) 

where: Hdepth – drill hole depth. 
Diameter measurements were made using an Alicona C200 microscope (Alicona Imaging GmbH, 
Raaba/Graz, Austria). A dedicated lens with a high focal length was used for scanning. The vertical 
scanning resolution was 3 µm. The volume of material removed as well as holes geometry was 
measured using the GOM Inspect program (ZEISS, Oberkochen – Germany). The volume of the 
shallowest holes (< 1 mm deep) due to large on fluence of conicity on the volume of hole was 
directly measured using a volume measuring tool. In contrast, the volume of the deepest holes (> 1 
mm deep) was measured as follows: 

− a cylinder was created from the scanned hole, using the "best fit 3 sigma" method, which 
allowed the cylinder to be sufficiently matched to the scanned shape of the hole, 

− cylinder diameter was measured, 
− hole depth was measured, 
− the volume of the hole (Vhole) was calculated using the formula: 

Vhole = Pp · H.   (4) 

where: Pp [mm2] – the surface area of the hole measured at depth 0.1 mm, H [mm] – hole depth. 
In the case of holes made in aluminum alloy, due to their significant depth (Hdepth > 6 mm), the 
holes had to be cut along the axis. This made it possible to measure accurately the depth of these 
holes. 
The measurement results of the experimental studies are given in Table 3. Table 4 shows the 
calculated standard deviation for the determined result factors. 
 

Table 3. Results of the experiments (average value). 
 Results 

Workpiece material V [mm3] t [s] Dhole [mm] Hdepth [mm] 

Tungsten carbide VHM 0.05 24 0.47 0.37 
Inconel 718 superalloy 0.75 18 0.49 3.94 
Carbon steel AISI 1045 0.53 19 0.50 2.67 

Copper CuCr1Zr 0.11 47 0,48 0.67 
Aluminium alloy AW-2017A 1.32 12 0.51 6.39 

 
Table 4. Calculated standard deviation values for the result factors. 

Material 
workpiece 

 MRR LTW ROC AR 
 Standard deviation 

Tungsten carbide VHM  0.018 0.0058 0.0033 0.0067 
Inconel 718 superalloy  0.150 0.0724 0.0025 0.0815 
Carbon steel AISI 1045  0.081 0.0727 0.0064 0.0853 

Copper CuCr1Zr  0.008 0.0155 0.0025 0.0326 
Aluminium alloy AW-2017A  0.162 0.0845 0.0057 0.1496 

 
Results and Discussions 
Influence of the thermophysical properties of the electrode material on the efficiency of the process 
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In the EDM process, performance parameters such as material removal rate (MRR) and linear tool 
wear (LTW) play a key role [6]. Manufacturers are looking MRR increase options. At the same 
time tool wear generates about 50% of the crafting costs. 
Therefore TW reduction is expected. In addition, when 
producing micro-holes, electrode wear can be as high as 
100%. As can be seen in the MRR result tables below, 
the process efficiency was different for each of the 
micro-holes analyzed. The highest material removal 
efficiency is observed for the AW-2017A aluminum 
alloy (about 6.5 mm3/min) (Fig. 2a). Also, the other 
analyzed output factors turned out to have the highest 
values compared to the other materials (LTW - 2.25 mm, 
Fig. 2b, AR - 12.49, Fig. 2c). It is also worth mentioning 
that deep micro-holes production process, the material 
removal rate parameter is strongly related to the aspect 
ratio of the hole. This dependence is observed by 
analyzing the results in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c. 
In the case of the electro-erosion process, one could 
conclude that the thermal conductivity of the workpiece 
material has the main influence on the material erosion 
process. This is related to the nature of the process. The 
nature of thermal phenomena that accompany electrical 
discharges and related extremely high temperature of the 
created plasma channel, approx. 4,000 – 8,000 K [26]. 
The consequence here is the non-stationary propagation 
of heat from the so-called surface sources, which are 
formed on the surfaces of the electrodes under the 
pressure of the plasma channel generated during the 
electro-erosive discharge. However, the analysis of the 
results shown in Fig. 2a for the MRR shows that it is the 
melting temperature that drives the performance of the 
EDM process. The highest MRR value (6.52 mm3/min) 
was achieved for aluminum alloy. The thermal 
conductivity of this material (134 W/(m·K)) is similar to 
the thermal conductivity of tungsten carbide material 
(87.9 W/(m·K)). CuCrZr copper alloy, on the other 
hand, has an even better thermal conductivity than these 
materials (401 W/(m·K)). After analyzing the remaining 
thermophysical properties, the AW-2017A alloy has the 
lowest melting point (913 K) compared to the other analyzed materials (even lower than the 
melting point of the tool electrode material). This shows that the melting temperature of material 
is its property, which has a significant impact on the EDM process. 

Further analysis of the results confirms the above statement. Analyzing the obtained results, 
VHM tungsten carbide also has good thermal conductivity (105 W/(m·K)). However, this material 
has a high melting point (approx. 2,273 K). The same applies to the CuCr1Zr chromium-circus 
alloy. This alloy also has good thermal conductivity (401 W/(m·K)), but has a high melting point 
(in the range of 1,338 - 1,356 K). A similar effect on the MRR of the thermal conductivity and 
melting point of materials can be observed for super alloy Inconel 718 and carbon steel AISI 1045 
(thermal conductivity: 11.4 W/(m·K) and 48.1 W/(m·K), respectively, and melting point: 1,533-

a) 

b) 

c) 

Fig. 2. The results of the EDM 
process factors: a) material removal 

rate (MRR), b) linear tool wear 
(LTW), c) aspect ratio (AR). 
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1,609 K and 1,793 K, respectively). From the graph of Fig. 2a, it can be concluded that the material 
removal rate has similar values obtained for drilling in these materials. 

Comparable conclusions were presented in [14], The authors indicate that material properties 
such as the melting point, the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity affect the material 
removal rate during electro-erosion treatment of the material. The increase in these properties of 
the workpiece material cause its lower machinability by EDM, according to the index of resistance 
to the material erosion process given in [13]. In order to check how well selected materials can be 
machined by the EDM process, the erosion resistance index was calculated. The erosion resistance 
index (ERindex) calculations were made using the following formula (5) and are summarized in 
Table 5.  

ERindex = λ ∙ c ∙ T2.  (5) 

where: λ – thermal conductivity (W/(m∙K)), c – specific heat capacity (J(kg∙K)), T – melting point 
(K). Calculated values of the erosion resistance index for individual materials presented in Table 5. 
The values of λ, c, T for the ERindex calculation were taken from Table 1 (in the case of a range of 
values, the maximum value in the range was considered). Equation (5) was used in accordance 
with the formula for calculating the machinability index by EDM presented in [13]. This formula 
shows that the square of the material's melting point has the greatest effect on the EDM's 
machinability of the material. 
 

Table 5. Erosion resistance index of analyzed material (ERindex). 
Tungsten carbide 

VHM 
Inconel 

718 
Carbon steel AISI 

1045 
Copper 

CuCr1Zr 
Aluminium alloy 

AW-2017A Brass 

Erosion resistance index ERindex  [x 1010 J2/(m ∙ s ∙ kg)] 
15.90 1.28 8.81 28.40 9.75 9.76 

 
The calculated index of resistance to the EDM process confirms that its higher values for tungsten 
carbide VHM and CuCr1Zr alloy indicate that their EDM machinability is reduced. On the other 
hand, lower ERindex values for Inconel 718 superalloy, AISI 1045 carbon steel and AW-2017A 
aluminum alloy confirm the higher MRR value obtained. Also, according to the interpretation of 
the ERindex, a higher value indicates that a given material can be used as a tool electrode material. 
Certainly, the brass electrode is one of the most appropriate for the machining of Inconel 718 
superalloy (the lowest ERindex obtained for Inconel 718, and the highest obtained ERindex for 
CuCr1Zr alloy). This is also confirmed by the obtained higher slenderness values (AR about 8) of 
the micro-holes hollowed out in this nickel-based superalloy. 

In addition, the erosion resistance index informs how much wear of the working electrode can 
be expected when machining a given material. If the ERindex is higher, the material removal rate 
due to its poor EDM machinability will be lower. The working electrode will have to work longer 
and wear out more to remove the required amount of material. 

It is also worth noting that the same drilling parameters and the same type of working electrode 
(with the same geometry, made of the same material) were used for the experimental research. The 
obtained results therefore show that the selected parameters and the type of working electrode are 
appropriate for drilling micro-holes in the AW-2017A alloy. This could also have influenced the 
most effective parameters for this material, such as MRR and LTW. The selected parameter values 
in this case ensured the stability of the process. In addition, the authors [14] also draw attention to 
the importance of thermal conductivity of the tool electrode material. The greater thermal 
conductivity of the working electrode material causes more heat to be dissipated in it. That turns 
in to the lower energy density of the electric discharge by that creating smaller craters on the 
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surface of the workpiece. Analyzing Fig. 2a, lower MRR values for Inconel 718 and carbon steel 
AISI 1045 can be associated with much lower thermal conductivity of these materials compared 
to the thermal conductivity of the working electrode material (λ lower by approx. 90% for Inconel 
718 and approx. 70% for AISI 1045). 

Influence of the thermophysical properties of the electrode material on the accuracy of micro-
holes.  

In the case of the analysis of micro-holes and 
their subsequent functionality in production parts, 
their high dimensional and shape accuracy is 
crucial. For this purpose, the radial overcut 
parameter of the micro-holes (ROC) was 
investigated (Fig. 4). The obtained results show 
that the ROC values are in the range of 0.03 - 0.06 
mm. It can therefore be assumed that this 
parameter has similar values for analyzed 
materials. It can also be assumed that drilled holes 
are characterized by good dimensional accuracy. 
In addition, SEM images of the entrance of the wells 
showed the formation of a heat affected zone (HAZ) 
around the holes (Fig. 5). In case of VHM The HAZ 
layer includes also a material which has been melted but not fully removed and solidified at the 
edge of the hole. Such build-up material was not observed for neither Inconel 718 nor steel AISI 
1045 which represent similar level of thermal conductivity. Large HAZ collar might result from 
heat being given off by a significant amount of re-solidified material formed at the edge of the hole 
drilled in the tungsten carbide. However, this certainly needs further investigation.  
The SEM images for drilling in tungsten carbide and CuCr1Zr alloy show unremoved material at 
the bottom of the hole. In the literature, this phenomenon is called the “residual cylinder” [25] or 
“cone” [27]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  Fig. 5. SEM graphs of 
micro-holes. 

Fig. 4. The results of the geometric 
factor: radial overcut (ROC). 
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Analysis of the hole entry shows clearly solidified material that has not been removed (Fig. 6). In 
addition, SEM photos and scans of the hole entry showed the so-called “residual cylinder” formed 
at the bottom of micro-holes drilled in tungsten carbide and copper alloy. This finding will be 
analyzed further in the article. 

 
Fig. 6. Visualization of the entrance of micro-holes based on measurements. 

 
Hole edge analysis (see in Fig. 7) showed that the smoothest edge was obtained for Inconel 718 

superalloy and aluminum alloy. It is due to the good EDM machinability of these materials. Both 
have ERindex values lower or similar to brass. That is linked to the proper selection of the electrode 
material. On the other hand, on the edge of holes drilled in other materials, many defects such as 
microcracks and burrs. That is due to high ERindex and not optimized process parameters.  

 
Fig. 7. Magnification of fragments marked as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, in Fig. 5. 

 
In addition, VHM, CuCrZr and AW-2017A micro-holes cross-section reveals presence of 

residual cylinder located in the center of the hole bottom (Fig. 8). It represents not completely 
removed material. The measured height of the "residual cylinder" formed at the bottom of the holes 
drilled in the tungsten carbide, CuCr1Zr alloy and AW-2017A alloy was on average 0.30 mm,  
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0.17 mm and 0.25 mm, respectively. 
The formation of the "residual cylinder" is influenced by the 

geometry of the working electrode - the tubular electrode, what 
has been explored in [25]. The front of the working electrode, 
due to the internal channel has a ring shape. Therefore, during 
the machining process, the heating of the material in the middle 
was lower comparing to material below the electrode “ring”. At 
the same time center of the hole receives more flushing what 
additionally cools that area. Thus, such conditions together with 
specific workpiece material properties prevented the effective 
removal of material in this area. In [27], it is explained that the 
"residual cylinder" is formed as result of the increased current 
density in the outside corner of the tool electrode tip. This 
increases the discharge frequency in the area of the bottom edge 
of the hole, and a lower frequency in the area on the bottom 
center. Uneven material removal together with higher flushing 
results  in unremoved cone-shaped material. What interesting, 
remaining cylinder height increases together with the depth of 
the hole. In the analyzed test results, clearly visible that the 
cylinder remaining at the bottom in the holes has different shape 
or does not exist for different materials. Taking in to account 
that all holes were drilled with same material electrode and same 
parameters- all should present similar cone shaped bottom- 
assuming electric field is a main driver for that. Therefore it is 
suspected that “bottom cones” present in tungsten carbide and 
CuCr1Zr alloy results from the low machinability of these materials by EDM. When machining 
these materials, their thermophysical properties made stable machining much more difficult. What 
interesting, the aluminum alloy, in which the drilling was the fastest, the remaining cylinder at the 
bottom of the hole has comparable size to the one in carbide. That might be driven by high (the 
highest for selected materials) specific heat capacity. That parameter might prevent material 
removal similarly to high melting temperature of the VHM and high thermal conductivity of the 
copper alloy. Different properties produce similar result.  

Interestingly, both the Inconel 718 superalloy and AISI 1045 alloy present almost lack of 
a “residual cylinder” at the bottom of the holes drilled. This can be related to the lowest ERindex 
(for Inconel 718: ERindex = 1.28, for AISI 1045: ERindex = 8.81). At the same time ERindex of the 
working electrode material is higher brass ERindex = 9.75. This shows that in order to improve the 
accuracy of the bottom of the hole, the appropriate combination of electrodes is crucial. Despite 
the highest MRR value was obtained for aluminum alloy, the accuracy of the holes in this material 
requires improvement. On the other hand, the accuracy of holes drilled in Inconel 718 superalloy 
and AISI 1045 steel is acceptable, despite the lower efficiency of the EDM process. 
Summary 
The paper analyzes the impact of thermophysical properties of selected materials on the EDM 
performance. The analysis of the results showed that these material properties significantly affect 
the analyzed measures of the process such as MRR, LTW, AR. The greatest influence of properties 
such as melting point and thermal conductivity was observed on the EDM drilling process of 
micro-holes. The most important conclusions are as follows: 
1. The best values were obtained for EDM drilling in aluminum alloy: MRR = 6.52 mm3/min, 
LTW = 2.25 mm, and AR = 12.49. However, the accuracy of the geometry of micro-holes in this 

Fig. 8. Cross-sections of the 
bottom of the micro-holes. 
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material turned out to be unsatisfactory. Unremoved material in form ”residual cylinder” remained 
at the bottom of the hole. 
2. Optimal values and high dimensional and shape accuracy (almost no “residual cylinder“ at the 
bottom of micro-holes) obtained for micro-holes drilled in Inconel 718 superalloy. Followed by: 
similar values and almost lack of „residual cylinder” presence in AISI 1045 steel. 
3. Acceptable the EDM drilling process performance in Inconel 718 and AISI 1045 steel, was 
confirmed by the calculated erosion resistance index. The values of this index were the lowest for 
these workpiece materials (ERindex equal to 1.28 and 8.81, respectively for Inconel 718 and AISI 
1045 steel), and were also lower than the value of this index for the working electrode material 
(ERindex = 9.76). 
4. The results of the research carried out as part of this article show that other properties of modern 
engineering materials should also be taken into account during EDM process optimization.  
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Abstract. The process of electrochemical machining uses chemical reactions to dissolve material 
of the surface layer. This special kind of processing avoids undesired microstructural changes in 
the surface, such as the formation of dislocations. ECM is thus a very promising processing 
technique for high-strength materials. To model the complex chemical reactions in a 
computationally efficient manner, an inner variable is introduced, which describes the dissolution 
level of the material. The evolution of the inner variable is formulated based on Faraday’s law of 
electrolysis. Furthermore, the use of an effective formulation of the necessary material parameters 
enables to consider this homogenized description of the dissolution process within an electrical 
finite element framework. Each effective material parameter is a result of classical mixture rules. 
Introduction 
Electrochemical machining (ECM) takes advantage of the anodic dissolution of metals, see 
exemplary in [1]. Due to the absence of mechanical loads during the ECM process, no undesired 
side effects, like formation of dislocations or residual stresses, occur. It is thus also possible to 
process even high-strength materials, see for instance [2-5]. 

The chemical reaction is driven by the electrochemical potential, whereby compared to 
electropolishing the electric part of the potential – and not the chemical one – is dominant. Fig. 1 
schematically shows the idea of the process. The work piece and the tool serve as anode and 
cathode in the electrically loaded system. Due to the contact with the electrolyte and the already 
mentioned electrochemical potential the effect of the anodic dissolution takes place. This means 
that the metallic material depending on its valence dissolves into electrons, which go to the anode, 
and metal ions that are flushed away by the fluid. In reality – of course – the reactions are much 
more complicated, for instance due to a developing oxide layer, which would delay the dissolution 
process, as well as due to reactions at the cathode. The authors propose a new strategy [6], which 
is kept simple for the beginning and will be further extended step by step in future works. For the 
consideration of the oxide layer’s influence on the dissolution of the work piece, a first approach 
is proposed in this article.  

The next two sections deal with the generalized modeling concept using a smoother description 
of the dissolution as well as the related evolution equations. The idea has been already introduced 
in [6]. In the following, an introduced flow function enables to consider the influence of the already 
mentioned oxide layer. The article is completed by two simulations and conclusions in the later 
sections, respectively. 
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The Concept of Effective Parameters Using the Dissolution Level as an Inner Variable 
The inner variable 𝑑𝑑 describes the state of the dissolution process. Hence, it is zero for the 
undissolved metal material and one for the completely dissolved material and thus for the 
electrolyte. At this point, for simplicity, the assumption is made, that the metal ions are 
permanently removed by the fluid flow. During the chemical reaction, 𝑑𝑑 ranges between zero and 
one. Each material parameter at each material point within the simulation is then determined using 
a classical mixture rule. The resulting effective parameters are then marked by (∙)���. Depending on 
the choice of a series or parallel connection, they have one of the following forms 

(∙)���𝑆𝑆 = �(1 − 𝑑𝑑) 1
(∙)𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑑𝑑 1

(∙)𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸
�
−1

 (1) 

(∙)���𝑃𝑃 = (1 − 𝑑𝑑)(∙)𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑑𝑑 (∙)𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸 (2) 

respectively. Therein, (∙)𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 and (∙)𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸 correspond to the individual material parameters of the metal 
and the electrolyte.  

The conservation of electric charge that describes the electrical part of the observed 
multiphysical problem reads 

�̇�𝜌𝑀𝑀 + div(𝒋𝒋) = 0 (3) 

wherein, the charge density 𝜌𝜌𝑀𝑀 and the current density 𝒋𝒋 depend on the field strength 𝑬𝑬. They have 
the following forms  

𝜌𝜌𝑀𝑀 = div(𝜖𝜖0 𝜖𝜖�̅�𝑟(𝑑𝑑) 𝑬𝑬) (4) 

𝒋𝒋 = �̅�𝜅𝑀𝑀(𝑑𝑑) 𝑬𝑬 (5) 

with the material related and based on Eq. 1 or 2 effectively chosen relative permittivity 𝜖𝜖�̅�𝑟(𝑑𝑑) and 
electric conductivity �̅�𝜅𝑀𝑀(𝑑𝑑), the electric constant 𝜖𝜖0 as well as 𝑬𝑬. 

The primary unknown of the electrical problem is the electric potential 𝑣𝑣. Not yet obvious in 
the presented equations, its gradient is considered within the electric field strength via 

Fig. 1. Concept of the dissolution process with iron-based dissolution, see also 
[6,7]: dissolution variable 𝒅𝒅 varying between 𝒅𝒅 = 𝟎𝟎 in the metal and 𝒅𝒅 = 𝟏𝟏 in 

the electrolyte. 
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𝑬𝑬 = −grad(𝑣𝑣) (6) 

The original paper [6] additionally considers a thermally coupled system. There also a more 
detailed description of the effective parameter approach can be found, which is also later used for 
the consideration of a relocatable cathode in terms of a moving boundary value problem [7]. Due 
to simplicity, the additional thermal problem is skipped, here. More information on the finite 
element formulation and implementation can be found in [6,8]. 
Evolution of the Dissolution Level Based on Faraday 
The anodic dissolution leads to the split of a metal atom into electrons and ions, see also Fig. 1. 
The temporal amount of the dissolution by this reaction can be described by Faraday’s law of 
electrolysis. Motivated by [9] and introduced in [6,7], one can formulate the evolution equation of 
the inner variable 𝑑𝑑. The dissolution level of an incremental reference volume d𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 reads 

𝑑𝑑 ̇ d𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝒜𝒜 d𝐼𝐼. (7) 

In Eq. 7, 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is a material parameter which is experimentally observed by our project partners 
of the Werkzeugmaschinenlabor (WZL) at RWTH Aachen University. It is thus not only related to 
Faraday’s law but also to the efficiency of the performed experiment. The quantity d𝐼𝐼 describes 
the increment of the electric current. Furthermore, the dissolution only takes place if the material 
has contact to the electrolyte. To account for this constraint, the activation function 𝒜𝒜 is 
introduced. The latter becomes one for contact with the electrolyte and is otherwise zero. This 
ensures that the anodic dissolution only takes place in material layers, which are at the surface. 
Consideration of a Formed Oxide Layer and Its Damping Properties 
The former sections deal with the state of the art of the new method to describe the ECM process. 
In the following, the modeling approach is extended to consider the oxide layer formation in 
dependency on 𝒋𝒋. During the ECM process, one can observe the formation of such a layer on the 
anodic surface (see Fig. 2), which shows a diode-like influence on the electric problem and, thus, 
serves with the polarization voltage Δ𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 as a barrier that has to be overcome before the dissolution 
process in the trans-passive regime can start.  

The considered modeling strategy to 
methodologically describe the ECM process, was - 
due to our origin in mechanics - always driven by the 
idea of applying general solution schemes of 
mechanical problems to the electrochemical one. The 
presented work focuses on the more dominant trans-
passive area and for simplicity neglects the removal 
at low current densities before the passivation of the 
material. Following the characteristics of a yield 
function in plasticity, a flow function 𝜙𝜙𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 is 
introduced. As long as 𝜙𝜙𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 ≤ 0, the oxide layer 
serves as an isolating barrier, preventing the electric 
flow. When 𝜙𝜙𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 > 0, the current flow over the 
surface as well as the dissolution process are 
initiated. A first assumption for a one-dimensional 
formulation of 𝜙𝜙𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 reads: 

 

Fig. 2. Unit cell for the surface area with 
a characteristic length �̅�𝒍: metal (grey) 

with potential 𝒗𝒗𝑴𝑴𝑬𝑬, oxide layer (orange) 
with thickness 𝒕𝒕𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶 and electrolyte (blue) 

with potential 𝒗𝒗𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬. 
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𝜙𝜙𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = |𝒗𝒗𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 𝒗𝒗𝑬𝑬𝐸𝐸| − Δ𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 = �  ≤ 0 ∶ insulating     
> 0 ∶ conducting  (8) 

The choice of the flow function is based on experimental observations. The electric flow through 
the oxide layer and, thus, the material dissolution can start when the flow function is positive. 
Physically, this means that the potential difference   

Δ𝑣𝑣 = |𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸| (9) 

is higher than the polarization voltage Δ𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝. For the three-dimensional case the formulation of a 
flow function is much more complicated. The reason for that is that one has to check the potential 
difference in each direction, especially for curved surfaces. But, this formulation is part of our 
future works.  

Furthermore, the existence of the oxide layer also influences the effective material parameters. 
According to the chosen approaches in Eq. 1 and 2, they read 

(∙)���𝑆𝑆 = �(1 − 𝑑𝑑) 1
(∙)𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

𝑙𝑙̅
 1
(∙)𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

+ 𝑑𝑑 1
(∙)𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸

�
−1

 (10) 

(∙)���𝑃𝑃 = (1 − 𝑑𝑑)(∙)𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

𝑙𝑙̅
 (∙)𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 + 𝑑𝑑 (∙)𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸 (11) 

Therein, (∙)𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 corresponds to the parameters of the oxide layer, which are weighted by its 
thickness  𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 in relation to the effective length 𝑙𝑙 ̅of the examined unit cell. 

Finally, the introduction of a modified current density 𝒋𝒋𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 enables to take into account the 
insulating character of the oxide layer. It has the form: 

𝒋𝒋𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 = �𝟎𝟎,               𝜙𝜙𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 ≤ 0
𝒋𝒋 − 𝑗𝑗0𝒏𝒏,    𝜙𝜙𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 > 0

 (12) 

with the normal 𝒏𝒏 on the metal surface and a reduction term 

𝑗𝑗0 = 𝜅𝜅𝑀𝑀𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 �−
Δ𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝
𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

� (13) 

Numerical Results 

Fig. 3. Pulsed electrochemical machining with initial non-uniform roughness and without 
consideration of the oxide layer: boundary value problem (left) as well as norm of the electric 
field strength 𝑬𝑬 and dissolution level 𝒅𝒅 for different load steps during the first cycle (right). 
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Within this chapter, two simulations are presented. The used material parameters are given in [6]. 
The first example shows the simulation of a pulsed electrochemical processing of a material 
surface with an initial non-uniform roughness and without considering the influence of the oxide 
layer. Fig. 3 (left) shows the boundary value problem. The electric potential is prescribed at the 
anode and linearly varied between 0 V and 20 V. It is zero at the cathode. On the right part of Fig. 
3, the norm of the electric field strength and the dissolution level for different time steps of the 
first pulse are presented: The electric field strength is highest at the peaks of the structure and 
results in a faster dissolution, there. The flattening of the surface roughness is also presented in 
Fig. 4. It shows the dissolution level before the first, after the first, second, third and fifth cycle. 
Similar simulations with a different initial roughness are also given in [6] and [10].   

 

In the second example, a one-dimensional academic problem is assumed as presented in Fig. 5. The 
electric potential at the cathode is prescribed with zero. At the anode the potential is linearly 
increased to a maximum value of 20 V and then kept constant. The assumed polarization voltage 
reads Δ𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 = 1.5 V. Fig. 6 shows the resulting dissolution level and the electric potential for some 
chosen times steps, which are marked in Fig. 5. The results for this first simulation considering the 
oxide layer show that before the difference between the electric potential in the metal and the 
electrolyte reaches the critical value of the polarization voltage no material dissolution takes place. 
After that, the chemical reaction is initiated and the dissolution begins. 
Summary 
The presented model contributes to the field of modeling the anodic dissolution during 
electrochemical machining. The formulation is based on the use of effective material parameters. 

Fig. 5. Electrochemical machining with consideration of the oxide layer: boundary value 
problem (left) and prescribed electric potential at the anode with marked load steps (right). 

Fig. 4. Pulsed electrochemical machining with initial non-uniform roughness and without 
consideration of the oxide layer: dissolution level 𝒅𝒅 after individual load cycles. 

Fig. 6. Electrochemical machining with consideration of the oxide layer: dissolution level 𝒅𝒅 
(left) and electric potential 𝒗𝒗 plotted over 𝒙𝒙 (right) at marked load steps, see Fig. 5. 
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Compared to our earlier works, an idea is proposed how the influence of a formed oxide layer can 
be taken into account and which thus refers to the trans-passive area of the electrochemical process. 
The presented numerical results reveal the complex mechanism. 

The earlier described material model already accounts for the iron-based dissolution based on 
Faraday’s law of electrolysis. Now, the model also accounts for a polarization voltage which has 
to be overcome within the trans-passive area, before the removal can start. But, of course, it is still 
a simplification of the complex and coupled chemical reactions. Besides further three dimensional 
simulations of the ECM process – also in combination with the removal before passivation – in 
future works, the modelling approach must be able to consider the full electrochemical potential 
to describe the material dissolution of the individual alloying elements at the anode. Additionally, 
a polycrystalline structure and different phases of the metal will be included, which influence the 
resulting surface roughness. Once the reactions at the anode will be described in more detail, the 
focus of further works will lie on the reactions at the cathode and the fluid structure interaction. 
The presented model neglects these local effects on the dissolution process and assumes, so far, 
that developed heat, gases and ions are permanently transported away by the electrolyte. 
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Abstract. Cemented carbides possess properties that predestine them as a durable tool. However, 
these properties hinder conventional machining, which is why Electrical Discharge Machining 
(EDM) is a promising alternative. Three different EDMed cemented carbides were compared with 
a ground surface in a pin-on-disk test setup. They were evaluated under dry and lubricated 
conditions with two distinct antibody materials. The tests did not reveal a correlation between the 
surface roughness of the cemented carbide pins and the coefficient of friction. However, some test 
sets yielded very different results, which is why particular considerations should be made with 
new sliding compositions. 
Introduction 
The requirements for tools used in forming processes are subject to a continuous increase [1]. On 
the one hand, higher strength materials are used as workpiece material in forming in order to 
implement lightweight design. On the other hand, the tolerances become narrower to allow net-
shape production, reducing subsequent machining steps and increasing material efficiency. Both 
developments result in higher tool loads and thus shorter tool life time [2,3]. Therefore, it is part 
of current research to investigate the properties and applicability of new tool materials such as 
cemented carbides [4,5]. Cemented carbides can resist high compressive stresses and are 
significantly harder than conventional tool materials. This makes cemented carbides substantially 
more resistant to wear [6]. However, these properties hinder conventional machining 
simultaneously. Grinding is only possible in the case of certain geometries and milling proves to 
be very challenging [7]. One alternative applied to machine forming tools from cemented carbides 
is electrical discharge machining (EDM) [8]. Due to its thermal working principle, EDM is able to 
machine workpieces independently from their mechanical properties [9]. EDM employs several 
thousand discharges per second, which are temporally and spatially very confined. These 
discharges consist of plasma, which melts and evaporates the adjacent material. On the one hand, 
not all material that is molten is also removed from the discharge location and thus leads to the 
formation of a recast layer, also known as white layer due to its appearance in cross sections. On 
the other hand, not all heat that is transferred from the plasma to the workpiece is involved in 
melting or evaporating the material. Some of the heat is transported further below the surface but 
only heats the material up to a certain temperature. In some cases it can reach the corresponding 
phase transformation temperature. Because the amount of heat is very little for each single 
discharge, it is quickly dissipated into the periphery. This leads to rapid cooling and in some cases 
a freeze of the material in the current phase and geometry [10]. The tensions resulting from this 
process can lead to residual stresses and cracks. Especially cemented carbides are prone to these 
effects, because they consist of two or more different phases with different thermophysical 
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properties. One way to reduce the impact on the workpiece is the application of a sequence of 
different machining steps each subsequent one with lower heat input. This sequence allows for 
productive machining whilst keeping the effect on the rim zone as small as possible. For cemented 
carbides, it has been proposed [11] to use needle type discharges in order to optimise production 
with both objectives in mind. It has been shown that this approach can be applied successfully for 
fine and ultra-fine grained cobalt cemented tungsten carbides [12]. It could also be seen that the 
surface roughness changed from one machining step to the other. Therefore, the objective of this 
research is to identify the influence three different surface topographies of two different cemented 
carbide grades have on the sliding behavior with two different antibodies and tested in two 
different lubrication conditions. Several authors have published research regarding the tribological 
behaviour of cemented carbides [13,14], because of their properties that destine them for the use 
as forming tools. Another aspect that is regularly researched is the tribological performance of 
surfaces produced by EDM. It has been shown, that the craters can serve as reservoirs for the 
lubricant or to reduce particles in the contact zone [15,16]. Additionally, Sari et al. [17] compared 
the load carrying capacity of wire EDMed gears to those manufactured with profile grinding and 
found that the characteristic surface structure resulting from the EDM process leads to beneficial 
tribological conditions in rolling contact. They attributed this to the statistical and non-directional 
crater structure resulting from EDM, which allows the roughness to get flattened instead of 
resisting the load and thus reducing the peak stresses in the material. However, it must be expected 
that the effects are different in this case because the investigated material was hardened 16MnCr5 
instead of the present cemented carbide, which will most likely not be reshaped by the 
counterbody. In contrast, Bergs et al. [18] did not get the same results in a disk-on-disk test 
comparing wire electrical discharge turning (WEDT) to grinding. In their case, the flattening of 
the WEDTed surfaced did not yield the same surface roughness as the ground specimen. However, 
it has to be noted that the WEDT processes is more challenging than WEDM because of an 
increased punctiform heat input and the need for a precise runout in combination with the moving 
wire. The present paper aims to combine both elements and investigate the tribological behavior 
of cemented carbides machined by EDM. 
Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup was chosen according to previous investigations, however, some 
alterations have been made. The process of specimen preparation was the same as previously [19]. 
The only difference lies in the geometry of the tested pin. For the present investigations, the 
specimens had a convex contact area and the body of the pin was 10 mm by 10 mm. The radius of 
the convex area was 20 mm. As depicted in Fig. 1 on the left, the cemented carbide pins were cut 
from blocks via wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM) with an oversize on the top of the 
pin of 1 mm. This oversize was then removed via sinking electrical discharge machining (SEDM). 
The oversize and the machining technology of SEDM were chosen in order to make the material 
experience the roughing steps of the technology whilst still reaching the best available surface 
finish of Ra = 0.2 µm. The technology was applied three times in a different way. The first pins 
were created whilst only applying the first machining step. This machining step is called roughing. 
The second set of pins was created using the first machining step and all steps necessary to reach 
a surface roughness of Ra = 1 µm. This machining operation is called finishing. The third set of 
pins was created using all the previous machining steps and all additional machining steps in order 
to reach a surface roughness of Ra = 0.2 µm. This machining operation is called super-finishing. 
Both GFMS EDM machines used hydrocarbon oils as dielectric. While the Cut 2000 X Oil Tech 
used IonoFil 100, the Form 2000 VHP used Ionoplus IME-MH, both by the company oelheld. The 
tool materials were 0.2 mm brass wire for WEDM and copper tungsten (WCu) with 80 wt% for 
SEDM. The materials of the pins were CTF30 and UMG01 by Ceratizit [20]. CTF30 consists of 
15 wt% cobalt and tungsten carbide grains with a size of 0.8 - 1.3 µm, whereas UMG01 does not 
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contain a significant amount of binder material and consists of tungsten carbide grains with a size 
of 0.2 µm. The friction test was conducted according to previous investigations [19, 21]. The setup 
can be seen in Fig. 1 on the right hand side. The cylindrical antibody was mounted on a lathe and 
rotated with a constant angular velocity of ω = 312.5 min-1 resulting in a surface velocity relative 
to the pin of v = 6.25 m‧min-1. Two different antibody materials were used in this investigation: 
42CrMo4 and 16MnCr5. The radii of the cylinders were r = 20 mm each. The pins were pressed 
on the rotating cylinder with a force of Fn = 5000 N. The force Fn was controlled with a 9011A 
force sensor and the resulting force Ft with a 9257B dynamometer, both by Kistler. In order to 
evaluate the effect the eroded surface has on the transport of lubricant, the tests were conducted 
with and without minimal quantity lubrication. In the case of lubrication, the Lubrimat L60 by 
Steidle was used to apply single drops of lubricant every few seconds. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Process of preparation of specimen and test setup according to [21]. 

 
Three different outputs from the tests were evaluated. Firstly, the tangential force Ft resulting 

from the applied force Fn and the rotation ω were measured. An arrow indicating this force Ft can 
be seen in Fig. 1 on the right. However, because of the difficulties described in a previous 
publication [19], where the investigations were conducted according to the setup schematically 
depicted in Fig. 2, top left was changed. There, the theoretical contact between the specimen and 
the antibody was a line. Because material was quickly sticking to the surface of the specimen and 
the antibody was reshaped during the test procedure, the stick-slip effect occurred. This caused 
strong vibrations and increased the overall level of the detected tangential force, which can be seen 
in Fig. 2, left bottom. In order to prevent the stick-slip effect and the resulting vibration, the test 
setup was revised according to the schematic drawing in Fig. 2, right top. Here two cylinders can 
be seen that are placed orthogonally to each other. The actual pins were only a cuboid cutout of 
the rear cylinder, which does not affect the contact area. Both cylindrical surfaces have the same 
radii of r = 20 mm. This setup theoretically causes a point contact, which reduces the risk of 
vibration. It can be seen in the graphs comparing the two setups that the revised setup is able to 
measure the force without vibrations or deviations. The subsequent evaluation of the 
measurements is a lot more stable and reliable since the section to be evaluated does not have to 
be chosen manually. 

ω
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Fig. 2. Comparison of previous and revised test setup [19]. 

 
The second and third output from the investigation are the surfaces of the specimen and the 

antibody. Both were investigated using the optical microscope Smartzoom 5 by Zeiss. For 
comparison, some cemented carbide pins were ground to the desired shape with a diamond 
grinding wheel bound with artificial resin. Since each experiment was conducted thrice, the 
according number of pins had to be created from the corresponding materials. This totaled in a 
number of 96 pins, 48 from each cemented carbide grade and 12 of each surface finish. 
Results 
In order to give an idea of the surfaces that were created with the different machining operations 
described in the experimental setup, Fig. 3, left depicts the average surface roughnesses of all pins 
used in this investigation. For statistical reasons, all pins were tactilely measured three times with 
a Waveline 800 by Jenoptik. The colours of the columns indicate the material, with dark blue being 
CTF30 and light blue being UMG01. As expected, it can be seen that the surface roughness 
decreases with the increased number of machining steps. However, a clear difference between the 
two materials can be perceived as well. The surface roughness of UMG01, the small grained and 
binderfree material is significantly smaller for all compared surface conditions. As described by 
Bergs et al. [22], this difference cannot entirely be attributed to the smaller grain size. For the 
roughed specimen, the white layer, which consists of molten and resolidified material, is 
significantly larger than the largest protruding WC grains.  

On the right hand side of Fig. 3 the average coefficient of friction is depicted. The coefficient 
of friction µ is the quotient of the two forces Ft and Fn as shown in Eq. 1. Because the applied force 
Fn varied slightly from test to test, both forces were measured and averaged over the same duration 
as denoted in Fig. 2, right bottom.  

µ = 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡
𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛

 (1) 

In this part of the investigation, the averages are calculated over all surface conditions of the 
pins. The purpose of this diagram is to highlight the difference between the two antibody materials. 
However, the differences are marginal. For both antibody materials, the average coefficient of 
friction (COF) appears to be the same with respect to the lubrication condition. It can be noted that 
the coefficients of friction (COFs) with dry 42CrMo4 are slightly larger than those with 16MnCr5, 
while the deviation is a little larger as well. In the lubricated condition, this result is turned around 
and the COFs with 42CrMo4 are slightly smaller than those with 16MnCr5. From the present 
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results it can be presaged that the described effects are a little more dominant with CTF30 than 
with UMG01, while there is no difference detectable within the cemented carbide pins with 
16MnCr5. Regarding this evaluation it can be stated that the antibody materials do not seem to 
have a strong effect on the COF. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Average surface roughness of the cemented carbide pins and the average coefficient of 

friction for both antibody materials and both lubrication conditions. 
 

A more detailed analysis of the COFs is depicted in Fig. 4. Here both cemented carbides and 
all surface and lubrication conditions are separately displayed for the antibody material 42CrMo4. 
On the left hand side, the COF is shown as it appeared without any lubrication and on the right 
hand side it is shown as it appeared with the application of lubricant. Regarding the dry condition, 
a large deviation can be seen for the ground CTF30 specimens. Here one ground pin yielded a 
COF of 0.75, which was much higher than all the other results. In general, there is no correlation 
between the surface roughness and the COF. For CTF30, the worst COF of the eroded specimen 
resulted from the finished pins. The roughed and super-finished surface conditions resulted in the 
lowest COFs. For the eroded UMG01 pins, no significant difference between the COFs can be 
recognized and it should be noted that these results have very little deviations. Only the ground 
UMG01 pins have significantly lower COF of around 0.4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Coefficients of friction for 42CrMo4, all surface conditions of the cemented carbide pins 

and for both lubrication conditions. 
 

The deviations appearing in the diagram on the right hand side of Fig. 4 appear to be 
significantly larger than those from the unlubricated surface condition on the left hand side. 
However, it needs to be emphasized that the scale is different and the largest deviations on the 
right are slightly smaller than those of the finished CTF30 pins on the left, which is the largest 
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without considering the ground CTF30 pins. The lubricated CTF30 pins show a very similar 
appearance to the unlubricated ones. The finished CTF30 pins result in the largest COF for the 
eroded pins and the roughed and super-finished pins result in very similar COFs. All eroded CTF30 
pins result in a lower COF than the ground pins. This might be caused by an effect suggested by 
Sari et al. [17]. They described the capability of the discharge craters to transport a lubricating 
medium into the contact area. They found that the durability of gears machined by EDM can be 
higher because of this effect and in contrast to the doubts created by the harmful effect EDM has 
on the surface integrity. However, the same effect cannot be seen for the pins made of UMG01, 
even though the ground pin has almost exactly the same COF as the one made from CTF30. The 
finished and super-finished UMG01 pins have a slightly lower average COF, but the deviations 
are large enough to range them on the same level as the ground pin. Furthermore, in contrast to 
CTF30, the roughed UMG01 pins have the highest overall COF for this lubrication condition and 
antibody material. Especially, when comparing the two results for the roughed pins, which both 
have a very little standard deviation, it becomes apparent that there must be a difference resulting 
from the material of the specimens. 

The second antibody material investigated was 16MnCr5. The resulting COFs are displayed in 
Fig. 5, where the non-lubricated condition is shown on the left and the lubricated condition is 
shown on the right. For the dry condition, no successful tests could be conducted for the roughed 
and the ground UMG01 specimen. The specimen broke or the force was quickly overreaching the 
measurement scale, indicating an upcoming breakage. This happened for all the specimen of the 
corresponding test series even though the tests were conducted in a randomized order, which 
reduces the chances that this result is solely caused by an outlier. All other tests on this antibody 
material have worked in the same way as on 42CrMo4 and have shown the same force pattern as 
seen in Fig. 2. The remaining COFs from the dry constellation show very little variance. Neither 
the material of the specimen nor the applied surface finish seems to have a significant influence. 
In comparison to the antibody material 42CrMo4, which has an average COF for the dry condition 
of 0.46, the average COF is slightly lower with a value of 0.42. The lubricated condition displays 
a very different result. Here, the COFs vary throughout both investigated parameters. For CTF30, 
the differences are only slight, but it can been seen that the COF shrinks with a decreased surface 
roughness for the eroded specimens. The ground specimens however, yielded the highest COF, 
albeit not having the highest surface roughness. All results for CTF30 are within a smaller range 
than the results of UMG01. Especially, between the roughed and the finished specimens there is a 
large difference, with the prior having the smallest COF on this antibody material and the latter 
having the highest COF for all tests conducted under the lubricated condition. The super-finished 
and the ground UMG01 specimens have a very similar average COF, however, the deviation was 
larger for the super-finished specimens. When comparing the two antibody materials for the 
lubricated condition, it becomes apparent that 42CrMo4 yielded a lower average of 0.14 but the 
deviations in the test were significantly larger. In contrast, the average COF for the lubricated 
16MnCr5 was 0.16 with a relatively small deviation. Additionally, the comparison of the cemented 
carbide pins for the lubricated tests also reveals an interesting difference. For 42CrMo4, UMG01 
does not appear to be affected by its surface condition. In contrast, for 16MnCr5, UMG01 yielded 
different results for different surface conditions. The results for CTF30 can be read vice versa.  
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Fig. 5. Coefficients of friction for 16MnCr5, all surface conditions of the cemented carbide pins 

and for both lubrication conditions. 
 

The results for the COF contrast the results presented by Llanes et al. [23], who found that the 
COF correlates with the surface roughness. However, they used a scratch test setup, where the 
indenter was a spherical tip diamond with a radius of 50 µm and the antibody was the EDMed 
cemented carbide. In general, the results are in good agreement with literature regarding tests 
conducted in dry conditions [14,24] and are only slightly higher in the lubricated condition than 
the laser textured specimen tested by Fang et al. [13]. 

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the surfaces of the cemented carbide pins can be seen after the tests. In Fig. 
6, the pins tested with 42CrMo4 as antibody material are depicted and in Fig. 7 the pins tested with 
16MnCr5 are shown. In both figures, several broken pins are displayed. However, most of them 
broke when the test setup was disassembled. In Fig. 6, only the super-finished UMG01 pin 
number 3 broke during the test. For Fig. 7, all the super-finished and the first roughed UMG01 

 

 
Fig. 6. Microscopic images of the surfaces of all pins tested on 42CrMo4. 

 
pins broke in the test without lubrication. The remaining two roughed UMG01 pins were causing 
an overload in the measurement system and were therefore stopped. All the pins that broke first 
caused an overload, which is why these pins were accounted for as broken. 
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For both antibody materials, different regions are present on most cemented carbide pins. On 
the one hand, there are regions which appear to be flattened and on the other hand there are regions 
that have accumulated material. Even though the tested cemented carbides are significantly harder 
than the tested shafts, profilometry revealed that the tips of the profile have been flattened. An 
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) has been conducted to reveal that all the material that 
appears to be bulged has in fact migrated from the test shafts and is not rearranged material from 
the cemented carbide pin.  

When comparing the microscopic images from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, a difference in the size of the 
imprint can be observed. For the antibody material 42CrMo4, the imprint appears significantly 
smaller than for the antibody material 16MnCr5. Similarly, the imprints on the shafts are larger on 
16MnCr5 than on 42CrMo4.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Microscopic images of the surfaces of all pins tested on 16MnCr5. 

 
Summary 
The coefficient of friction of two distinct cemented carbides in contact with two different antibody 
materials was investigated in a dry and a lubricated setup. The cemented carbide pins were 
machined through sinking EDM to three different surface finishes and one set of pins was 
manufactured by grinding as a reference. Even though the surface roughnesses differed from one 
machining strategy to the other, no general correlations between the surface roughness and the 
COF could be found. Likewise, both antibody materials yielded similar results in the respective 
tests. Some test configurations, however, did show significant differences, which indicate the 
necessity to evaluate each configuration of materials and surface properties independently. This is 
especially obvious with the broken specimens from the series 16MnCr5, dry, roughed and ground. 
The friction reducing effect of the craters presumably present in the lubricated setup could not be 
identified with the same extend as it is in literature, which is attributed to the smaller dimensions 
of the craters found on cemented carbide surfaces. 
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dies machined by sinking EDM and its influence on the tribological characteristics and the 
resulting fatigue behaviour”(project number 290130034).  
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Abstract. Ultrasonic burnishing is a relatively new and effective method for improving the surface 
finish of metal parts. Burnishing strongly affects the surface quality, improving surface properties 
such as, surface hardness and surface roughness. Previous studied have observed that changing 
some burnishing parameters significantly affects the burnished surface quality. In this research, 
using a carbon-coated burnishing tool, tangential misalignment angles were varied on a corrosion 
resistant tool steel that has not been previously investigated. Two different burnishing tools were 
used to study their effect on surface quality and surface hardness. The results revealed that coated 
tungsten carbide tool has produced superior surface finish compare to non-coated burnishing tool 
which is the new finding. It is rather surprising that surface roughness has not increased as it 
typically happens during burnishing but a clear surface roughness enhancement was observed. The 
results showed a clear improvement in surface roughness (80-86%), whereas surface hardness did 
not change significantly.  
Introduction 
Ball burnishing and other forms of burnishing methods have gained popularity in recent years, as 
they not only affect the workpiece surface but also improve both the physical and mechanical 
properties of turned parts [1]. The goal of all burnishing methods is to create surface layers of high 
quality to improve the surface properties of mechanical components, such as surface roughness, 
hardness residual stress, and microstructure in different applications that require an excellent 
surface finish and dimensional accuracy [2,3]. Such methods are mainly used on rotating 
components with high-quality requirements, such as automotive axles, bearing parts, or 
crankshafts [4].  

In manufacturing industries, the burnishing process has proven to be an easy and economical 
surface enhancement technique in secondary operations like grinding, honing, and lapping [5]. The 
burnishing process leads to the plastic deformation of the work surface when it comes in contact 
with a highly polished and hardened tool known as a burnishing tool [5]. 

Ultrasonic burnishing is less well known than the roller, ball, or diamond methods. This modern 
method is used for finishing metal surfaces by forging at very high frequency. Forging is performed 
with a ball-shaped finishing head at extremely high ultrasonic frequency while the workpiece 
rotates along a fixed axis, as depicted by the schematic in Fig.1. A constant spring load is applied 
to the burnishing tool to keep it in contact with workpiece surface. The process removes no 
material from the workpiece. Instead, it causes plastic deformations on the part surface, thereby 
creating residual stresses and improving surface quality [6]. 
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Fig.1. Schematic of the ultrasonic burnishing process. 

 
Raza et al. recently published an extensive overview of past research on surface integrity in 

different burnishing processes, including ball burnishing, roller burnishing, and low plasticity 
burnishing (LPB) [5]. The authors found that carbon chromium, TiN coated EN31, tungsten 
carbide, high carbon and chromium steel, and HSS steel were all common roller materials reported 
in past research work. The burnishing process is mostly used to improve hardness, surface 
roughness, fatigue strength, corrosion resistance, wear resistance and microstructure properties, 
and to generate compressive residual stresses [5]. A ball burnishing tool consists of a hard ball 
constructed from hard materials. According to Raza et al., most researchers have used carbide 
material for the ball because of its high modulus of elasticity and high density. However other ball 
burnishing tool material is also used including alumina carbide, cemented carbide, silicon carbide, 
silicon nitride, ceramics, and carbon steel [5,6]. Moreover, as Prasad et al. state, most researchers 
have studied and optimized the burnishing process parameters on the surface roughness and 
surface hardness of ferrous and nonferrous metals, such as brass and aluminium alloys [5,6].  

Little research work has been conducted on tangential misalignment or carbon-coated tools in 
ultrasonic burnishing, although many authors have examined burnishing methods, such as the ball, 
roller, or slide effect on material integrity [7-12]. Moreover, to our knowledge, no study has 
investigated the effect of ultrasonic burnishing on the surface quality of cylindrical stainless-steel 
workpieces with different tangential alignments a carbon-coated tool. Furthermore, based on our 
literature review, no researchers have used ultrasonic burnishing to finish Corrax material. The 
material is used in the mold industry and in different engineering parts [13]. For this reason, there 
is a clear need to evaluate the effect of ultrasonic burnishing on the surface finish in this context.  
Methodology 
HIQUSA ultrasonic burnishing equipment was used to burnish a workpiece manufactured from a 
corrosion resistant-tool steel with an initial hardness of 385 HV. As shown in Fig.2, ultrasonic 
burnishing was performed on the stainless steel, commercially available as Corrax. The workpiece 
was pre-machined from a diameter of 90 mm to 88 mm, with a length of 500 mm. The designations 
and typical compositions of the test material used are shown in Table 1. The test material is well- 
suited for mould-making parts and it exhibits excellent resistance to corrosion [13]. 
 

Table 1: The chemical compositions (wt%) of the tested work material. 
Corrax             
C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo Al 
0.03 0.3 0.3 12.0 9.2 1.4 1.6 

 
Fig. 2, below, depicts both the HIQUSA ultra burnishing equipment used to undertake the 

burnishing process and the Tangential Misalignment Angle (TMA), kappa (κ). TMA is defined as 
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the angle formed between the burnishing tool axis and axis of the shaft. For the tool oriented 90° 
to the shaft, TMA is considered as 0 and it can increase on either side - hence positive and negative 
TMA are possible. It is important to study TMAs, since in burnishing process, one semi-spherical 
(burnishing tool) and a cylindrical surface get in contact with each other and double curved 
surfaces [2] could form. Beside the possible effect on cylindricity, surface roughness can be vary 
significantly [2].  

In our previous work [2], burnishing was performed on Stavax stainless steel using a wolfram 
carbide ball with a finishing head 6 mm in diameter. The Ta-C structured hard-carbon coated-tool 
used in this research is known commercially as BALINIT® MILUBIA [15]. Burnishing in this case 
was limited to a TMA range of 0°-45°. The burnishing parameters are shown in table 2. The 
ultrasonic burnishing parameters were 80 rpm for the spindle speed and 0.05 mm/rev for the feed, 
while forging was performed at a frequency of 19 kHz. The spring preload was 1.5 mm for the 
workpiece. A cutting fluid (filtered 5% oil-water emulsion) was used to cool the tool in the process.   
 

Table 2. Burnishing process parameters. 
Burnishing parameters  Ultrasonic burnishing 
Force P 5.40 N 
Frequency 19 kHz 
Preload on the spring 1.5 mm 
Feed 0.05 mm/rev 
Speed 80 rpm 

 
However, in the present work, the burnishing parameters were changed to 500 RPM and a ø 6 

mm carbon-coated tool was used. The tool feed and burnishing frequency of the tool head were 
kept constant, as in Fig.1 [2]. With this configuration, burnishing was only possible at 0° TMA, 
while a higher TMA resulted in deteriorated surfaces. 
Surface Roughness 
MarSurf PS 10 apparatus was used to measure the surface roughness of the burnished bands along 
a cylindrical shaft. This equipment uses a stylus measuring probe and the cut-off length value is 
selected as 2.5 mm. The device was used to measure the roughness of both the pre-machined and 
burnished surfaces. 

 
Fig. 2. Burnishing equipment: (a) tangential misalignment angle (TMA) κ, (b) carbon coated 

tool head. 
Surface Hardness 
Brickers-220 equipment was used to measure the surface hardness of the burnished bands along 
the circumference of the shaft. Each burnished band was approx. 5 mm in length. Hardness was 
measured five times at each location, which corresponded to a different tangential misalignment 
angle. 

κ 

( (
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Results and Discussion 
The test material surface after burnishing is shown in Fig. 3. The surface finish differences between 
the burnished surfaces produces by the Ta-C hard carbon coated tool (green) and the wolfram 
carbide tool (red) can be easily distinguished. This demonstrates that tool material and coating 
significantly affects the surface finish. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Surface with carbon coated tool head 
(green arrow) and a wolfram tungsten 

carbide (red arrow). 

 
Surface hardness. 
The hardness of the machined (after the turning operation) shaft prior to burnishing was 

measured as 385 on the HV10 scale ± 15. The same value is 41 on the Rockwell C scale (HRC), 
which is comparable to the as-supplied hardness value provided by the manufacturer of Corrax 
[13].  

The use of coated tools during burnishing, resulted in a rather uniform surface hardness with 
both positive and negative tangential misalignment angles (TMAs), implying that TMAs has exert 
no effect on surface hardness (Fig 4). This finding contrasts with the results for Stavax (a stainless 
steel with a different composition from Corrax) where surface hardness increased (1.5-3.6%) 
compared to a machined but unburnished surface. This effect could be associated with material 
behaviour or the use of coated tools and therefore must be further investigated. However, 
ultrasonic burnishing has been found increase surface hardness by 6.8 % for 34CrNiMo4 steel 
[14]. 

 
Fig. 4. Surface hardness measured on the Rockwell HRC scale for various test-material 

tangential misalignment angles. 
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Surface roughness. 
For purposes of comparison, the surface roughness of an unburnished and machined (turning 

only) surface was measured as 1.6 µm. Surface roughness appeared to be affected by changing 
TMAs, where 0 degrees yielded a rough surface compared to higher TMAs. The increase in surface 
roughness compared to the machined surface was a minimum of 80% and maximum of 86%, which 
is an extremely positive influence. Overall, surface roughness, which reflects superior surface 
quality, improved significantly compared to the machined surface. This result is comparable to the 
burnishing of Stavax [2]. Fig 5 demonstrates the significant improvement in surface roughness 
achieved by using the coated tool. These findings are also in accordance those reported in the 
literature on the effect of burnishing on surface quality [2,7]. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Surface roughness of Corrax material (Ra). 

Summary 
Ultrasonic burnishing is a finishing process which imparts beneficial compressive residual stresses 
and enhanced surface properties. The method is especially suited for shafts and mechanical parts 
but can be implemented on flat-face surfaces as well. In this study, ultrasonic burnishing was 
applied to Corrax (a stainless-steel material) using coated tools. The study analysed the effects of 
changing the tangential misalignment angle (TMA) on surface hardness and on surface roughness. 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 

• For the specific case of Corrax, ultrasonic burnishing exerted very little effect on surface 
hardness, which is an unusual burnishing behaviour that requires further investigation.  
• Coated burnishing tools enhanced surface roughness by 80-86% which is comparable with 
previous results.  
• Performing the ultrasonic burnishing operation with the Ta-C structured hard-carbon 
coated-tool 6 mm diameter and 19 kHz frequency, the Corrax material is a suitable combination 
for the application of the process in terms of surface quality enhancement. 
• Ultrasonic burnishing treatment process with tungsten carbide (Ta-C) structured hard 
carbon coated tool has resulted much superior surface quality compared to non-coated 
burnishing tool. 
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Abstract. A particular problem of deep hole sinking is the correct process analysis during the 
sinking process. It is important to know the primary technological objectives and to design the 
process regulation accordingly. Due to the objectives high removal rate, minimum roughness of 
the inner surface, high dimensional accuracy, etc., the analysis criteria are clearly changed and 
must be made available to process regulation. Another influencing parameter is the structure of the 
process energy source (PES). 
Introduction 
When sinking deep holes, it is of particular importance that the current process status of the 
machining process is precisely analyzed in order to give the process controller the correct signals 
to continue machining. In the following article, the two basic methods ECM and EDM will first 
be discussed, with the special features in the areas of the frontal, the lateral and the transition gap 
being considered. Differences in these areas occur particularly when the feed rate deviates greatly 
from the current removal rate. Another machining case is when the inner surface of the countersink 
is to be designed in a defined manner. 

When using a hybrid processing method between EDM and ECM, the current and voltage 
curves analysis becomes even more complex because transient pulses also occur. It must also be 
noted that the ED parts of the machining take place in an electrolyte and are only local, while the 
EC removal always takes place over a large area. This raises the question of whether the pulse 
analysis can be used to regulate the feed rate or not. Finally, the topic of the applied process energy 
source (PES) is discussed. 
Process Analysis ECM 
In its process analysis, the ECM must distinguish whether it is used to sink a specified profile into 
an undefined surface, to rework a profile, or to sink deep holes, whereby aspects greater than 10 
are assumed. EC milling is excluded from further considerations. 

In the case of maximizing productivity and no special requirements for the inner surfaces of the 
holes, solutions are possible, as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. In the case of the insulation of the cathode 
surface, Fig. 1,II, it can be assumed that the current-voltage analyzes relate entirely to the front 
gap. As a result, this analysis can be used for feed regulation. The size of the lateral gap will depend 
on the insulation configuration at the edges of the lateral gap. It must be noted that if the lateral 
gap is too small, the flushing of the frontal gap will be negatively affected. 
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Fig. 1. Different conditions by ECM and EDM. 

 
Fig. 1,I shows the areas of interest for analysis. In area 1, the starting conditions are at the 

surface. Due to larger stray fields, a larger area is removed than later in the hole area. The frontal 
erosion is reduced due to the areal removal with ECM. Area 1 can be minimized if the frontal area 
of the tool electrode is designed as a cone. In area 2, the side gap is widened by the fixed 
arrangement (a) until the current density no longer allows removal. Therefore, the side gap is 
usually slightly conical. In contrast to the arrangement in Fig. 1,II, where removal can no longer 
take place due to the lateral insulation (5), in Fig. 1,III, the active side gap is achieved by narrowing 
the tool electrode. This intensifies the rinsing effect (6), and which lateral gap is created depending 
on the front height of the tool electrode (b). The working gap on the front side depends on the ratio 
of the removal on the front side to the feed rate. It would be ideal if both were the same size, then, 
there would be a constant front gap. However, the current and voltage recordings only show us the 
overall picture of the individual ablation areas. It is sufficient for the critical process states such as 
soft short circuits or discharge since the machining process has to be interrupted or the rinsing has 
to be improved to achieve the desired surface quality. 
Process Analysis EDM in the Electrolyte 
If the EDM process is considered in the conventional sense, then we have a dielectric as the 
working medium and a cathodic polarity for the workpiece [2]. The discharge conditions are 
determined by the electrical field conditions and the degree of contamination in the working gap. 
In contrast to the ECM, a small area is removed locally but with a high frequency and constantly 
changing location. It can be assumed that the electrical discharge binds the entire energy through 
its plasma channel and that the removal ratios at the anode and cathode can be calculated from 
this. 

Referring to Fig. 1, area 1 is mostly more frayed, while area 2 shows less taper. There is also a 
rounding in the corner area 4, but not as homogeneously as with the ECM. The primary removal 
area is the front gap, because there the gap is constantly regulated to a specified gap by the feed 
rate. Flushing in the side gap reduces the dielectric strength, so isolated discharges also occur there. 
These discharges determine the roughness of the hole wall. Even with the EDM, we cannot assign 
the current and voltage curves to the areas defined in Fig. 1, but only look at the effect afterward 
[3]. 
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If hybrid-machining processes are to be analyzed, then some conditions from the conventional 
EDM conditions no longer apply [2,3,4]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Changed ED conditions in the hybrid ED-EC process. 

In Fig. 2, it can be seen that the electrical breakdowns are not determined by the working 
medium, but by passivated layers (Fig. 2,c) and/or gaseous deposits (Fig. 2,d). The breakdown 
takes place in these phases, while the formation of the discharge channel (plasma, gas volume) 
primarily takes place in the electrolyte. Since in hybrid applications, there is almost exclusively an 
anodic polarization of the workpiece, the sparks are removed over a larger area than with the 
original EDM. Passivation in the lateral gap prevents further erosion from a certain lateral gap 
width and is, therefore, decisive for the surface quality of the inner wall surfaces of the bore. For 
electrical breakdown, the condition I in Fig. 2, hence electrical breakdown in very thin solid layers, 
must be considered. 

In the case of passivation layers in the nanometer range, a field breakdown occurs because even 
a small voltage drop across the passive layer leads to high electrical field strength. Assuming a 
layer thickness of 10 nm and a voltage drop of 1 V, the electric field strength would be 108 V/m. 
At these field strengths, altered effects of electrical conductivity (tunneling, hopping) take place 
in a dielectric solid. If the insulating effect is eliminated, a combined heat/field breakdown can 
occur via the remaining front gap. In the electrolyte, the discharge channel spreads out more, 
depending on the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte, than would be the case in a dielectric. 
As a result, energy is withdrawn from the discharge base, and the crater formations become smaller 
and larger.  

Fig. 3 shows where one can speak of hybrid machining methods and which basic removal 
processes cause the main removal. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Dependence of the hybrid ED-EC process on the electrical conductivity of the working 

medium [5]. 
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A contrast to this is in Fig. 2II where the dielectric layer is a gas layer. The gas accumulations 
are usually thicker than the passive layers and more mobile in their formation, so the breakdown 
conditions can change quickly. The tool's rotation or the working gap's flushing can cause these 
changes, for example. Another special feature can be that the gas layer is accumulated as gas 
bubbles or as a homogeneous gas layer. In the latter case, the discharge can be described according 
to the EDM models based on gas discharges. With the accumulation of gas bubbles, a small EC 
removal can still have an effect, which leads to a heating breakdown due to the extremely reduced 
working surface with a very high current density. 

Fig. 3 shows that the ECD erosion by the discharges is at electrical conductivities below 1 S/m, 
while the EC-dominant EDC erosion is at electrical conductivities above 1 S/m. 
Process Analysis of the Hybrid EDM-ECM Process 
For process analysis, two applications are available for comparison, which were intensively 
examined in two studies. In the first study, a wire EDM system [3] was analyzed in terms of its 
current and voltage curves, while in the second study, EDC sinking of smaller holes was 
considered. The primary objective was to assign the current-voltage pairs to a fundamental erosion 
or disturbance condition and internal surfaces with minimal roughness. 

With sinking, the current and voltage curves shown in Fig.4 are typically related to the basic 
processes. The output data of the process energy source (PES) [6] are 30 A and 50 V, with a 
reduced EC current resulting from the impedance conditions (Eq. 1–4) of the test arrangement. By 
increasing the electrical conductivity of the working medium, the EC current could be increased 
accordingly. 

In the case of the short circuit, the full PES current appeared and the voltage drops to almost 
zero volts. In the EC processing (Fig. 4), it was reduced to approx. 7 A here. The pulse in Fig. 4,B 
is an exception, which is determined by the characteristics of the PES. The number of partial 
overshoots (Fig. 4,C) increases with increasing immersion depth, which suggests very short partial 
discharges due to contamination of the working gap. An ED discharge (D) and an arc discharge 
(E) can then be seen in the right-hand diagram of Fig. 4. With a pulsing of 5 µs pulse-on and 5 µs 
pulse-off, these two discharges show a strong negative overshoot in the switch-off range, which 
can be attributed to the capacitive components (capacitor discharge) of the passive residual layer. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Basic processes in hybrid hole sinking EDCM [7]. 
 

In Table 1, the pulses that occur after the current and voltage curves are selected must be 
differentiated according to the basic pulses, the pulses with transitions between basic erosion and 
the pulses that are specifically given by the characteristics of the PES. From the percentage number 
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of pulse types per time unit, it can be concluded whether the lowering process is ideal or needs to 
be corrected by the process regulation. 

 
Table 1. Categorization of the pulses according to base, transition, and PES-dependent pulses. 

 
 

In Fig. 5, the pulse transitions are visible, which are defined in Table 1 under the indices e to h. 
The position in Fig. 5,A corresponds to the transition from the EC phase with an intermediate 
plateau to the ED phase. The intermediate plateau may be because the final ED erosion arose from 
thermal breakdown. In Fig. 5,B,C EC ablations can be seen, which are determined by the 
characteristics of the PES used, which is explained in more detail in the next section. Finally, 
Fig.5,D shows the transition from the ED phase to the EC phase. 
These findings were also found largely in the WEDM investigation [3], which was used to work 
with a static PES. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Pulses with process transitions in ED hole sinking [7]. 

Influences of PES 
A special process energy source (PES) was used for the hole sinking, the characteristics of which 
are shown in Fig. 6. Up to the break voltage Uk, it acts as a current source. It determines the pulse 
energy of the ED discharge and the arc discharge with its set current IPES. The operating point of 
the ECM is then determined by the load characteristic of the working gap. The working point ECM 
2 is present when the working voltage is close to the maximum voltage Umax. As the electrical 
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conductivity of the working-gap resistance increases, the voltage drop across the gap decreases 
compared to the total impedance of the PES load, i.e. smaller currents automatically appear in the 
working gap. 

The total impedance of the PES load is ZPES Eq. 1 and is made up of the components of the 
contact Zko, the leads ZLi and the working gap Zel. If the electrolyte has high electrical conductivity, 
the remaining impedance components must also be small so that the PES voltage drops completely 
across the working gap. In the case of a current source, however, the same current would always 
be impressed, which would be important for the ECM. With a voltage source, a desired current 
can be achieved by changing the voltage, leading to ED discharges in the side gap for a long time. 
The voltage difference ∆U in Fig. 6 determines how quickly the current falls after exceeding Uk 
and depends on the structure of the PES. 

According to Eq. 2, only the impedance of the working medium Zwm is decisive for EC 
machining, which depends on the working gap ax, the machining area Ax and the electrical 
conductivity κ of the working medium. Due to the passivation (Eq. 3, Zpass) or the formation of 
gas bubble layers (Eq. 4, Zbub), the impedance changes in that these layers have their impedance, 
with the capacitive components also playing a role. Furthermore, the impedance of the remaining 
working gap fluid remains (Eq. 3, Zfl1 and Eq. 4, Zfl2). Only the layer impedances are then of 
interest for the breakdown conditions. 

The advantage of the PES used is that it has a self-regulating effect, which means that process 
regulation can be significantly reduced. 

Z PES = Zko + ZLi + Zel         (1) 

Zel = Zwm                      for ECM                           (2) 

Zel = Zpass + Zfl1            before EDM         (3) 

Zel = Zbub + Zfl2                   before EDM         (4) 

 

 
Fig. 6. Characteristic of the PES with different load curves. 
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Simplifications of the Process Analysis in the Hybrid Process Under Defined Technological 
Target Parameters 
The machining process can be evaluated using pulse analysis for its process regulation but also for 
the technological objective. The technological objectives can be minimizing the machining time, 
the quality of the inner surface of the hole or the accuracy of the countersunk hole. In Fig. 7, a 
processing example is used to show how specific process states and a sequence of process states 
appear in the voltage-current characteristic [8, 9]. What is not apparent are the transition pulses. In 
the example, the frequency of the basic processes can be seen, with ED and EC pulses taking place 
in roughly the same number, while soft short circuits represent around 10% of the processing cases. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Voltage – Current curve for 100 pulses in sinking deep of 8.8 mm [7]. 

 
If a more precise statement is to be made about the process states for regulation, then the 

sequence of pulses defined in Tabelle 1 must be made. The current and voltage limit values 
required for this are known from the literature or can be determined from a test run. With a smooth, 
shiny inner surface of the holes, the proportion of ED discharges in the side gap should be minimal. 
From the sequence of the pulse phases, there is a higher probability of isolated ED phases occurring 
in the side gap, since ED phases in the frontal gap only expose small areas for ECM. 
Summary 
To predict the processing result with pulsed hybrid EDM-ECM methods, assigning the individual 
pulses to a specific basic processing or a transitional behavior is necessary. It is difficult to find 
out where the effects of the removal take place. They are primarily to be found in the front gap 
because here, the size of the working gap is continuously tracked by the feed rate. In the lateral 
gap, on the other hand, static behavior can be assumed, which means that no further removal or 
application mechanisms are effective after the lateral gap has reached a certain size. 

In the hole sinking study, a special process energy source was used, which acts as a current 
source up to a voltage Uk, after which it acts as a voltage source. The advantage of this PES is that 
it protects itself against working currents that are too high and causes a kind of self-regulation for 
the critical processing pulses. 
The process regulation via the feed regulation can take place through targeted analysis of the pulse 
processes in terms of their phases and sequence. This makes it possible to achieve smooth, shiny 
surfaces even for deeper countersinks. 
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Abstract. Carbon fiber reinforced (CFR) composite rings with and without interlaminar carbon 
nanotubes (I-CNTs) were manufactured starting from high performance prepregs used in 
aeronautics. Nano-particles deposition was obtained by an innovative easily scalable procedure 
which does not affect composite processability. A CNTs-solvent solution was sonicated for an 
established time to reduce bulk CNTs agglomerates. The solution was poured on prepreg stripes 
and left at room temperature for solvent evacuation. The prepreg stripes were wrapped on steel 
pipe to obtain the annular configuration and manufactured by an out-of-autoclave (OOA) process. 
The consolidation pressure was applied through a thermo-shrinkable tube and curing occurred in 
oven. Stereomicroscopy and mechanical tests were performed on CFR and I-CNTs/CFR rings. A 
good adhesion among the plies was observed as well as the positive effects of CNTs deposition; 
an increase of 34%, 15% and 17% was obtained for the stiffness, the peak load and the fracture 
energy of the functionalized rings, respectively. 
Introduction 
The extensive use of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites in highly-valued fields 
such as Automotive, Aeronautics and Aerospace is mainly due to their high structural 
performances and light weight if compared to alloys. Currently, the real challenge in these fields 
requires the development of new qualified materials and new production technologies that are 
more scalable at industrial level. 

Generally, composite stiffness and in-plane strength are governed by reinforcing fibers, 
whereas matrix and matrix/fibers adhesion are responsible for creep, peeling strength and 
interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) resistance. Adding fillers in the polymer matrix before fiber 
impregnation can lead to property improvements, achieving even higher performances. For this 
reason, more attention must be paid to resin processability which can be negatively affected by 
changes in its formulation, with detrimental consequences for the final composite. Carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) can interact with the matrix at a microscopic level enhancing its rigidity and 
strength. The CNTs insertion affects the resin mobility with a reduction in all the stages of the 
curing process. Consequently, the increase of the resin viscosity is responsible for lower reactivity 
and worse fiber impregnation during manufacturing of composites structures.  

In the last decades, many researches discussed the positive effect of CNTs insertion in the resin 
matrix. All the studies are focused on the definition of an easily implementable and repeatable 
technique for spreading nanoparticles on dry or wet carbon fibers. Different solutions have been 
investigated. The most adopted strategies deal with the modification of the polymeric matrix 
before impregnation (massive mixing), using a massive interlayer between prepreg plies and the 
use of dispersed nano-reinforcements (interlaminar deposition). 
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Positive effects arising from mixing nanoparticles with the matrix before wet lamination of 
CFR fabrics were demonstrated by Leão et al. [1]. In particular, the positive effect was evaluated 
on the mechanical performances of carbon/epoxy composites with an increase of the ultimate 
tensile strength and the toughness of about 18% and 62%, respectively. Tefera et al. [2] 
demonstrated an increase in flexural strength of laminates manufactured by resin transfer molding 
with CNTs treated and non-treated with nitric acid to obtain carboxylic functional group. These 
solutions mixed with epoxy resin formed the matrix in 24 h – 96 h. Increments of about 17.4% and 
15.3% for manufactured samples were measured for treated CNTs and for the lowest mixing time 
(24 h). Massive mixing not always ensures benefits to molded composites; in fact, matrix 
properties can be severely affected as well as the resin processability. For this reason, in industries 
other solutions are preferred, being the resin of the matrix already qualified for specific 
applications and changes in its properties are generally undesirable. 

Interlaminar deposition of nano-reinforcements is another possible strategy that has a small 
influence on the resin processability. The insertion, as interlayers of hierarchical short carbon 
fibers synthetized with CNTs was proposed by Zhou et al. [3] who obtained increase of 125% in 
the fracture energy of nano-reinforced CFR epoxy laminates. Following this approach, Zheng et 
al. [4] manufactured CBT/polysulfone nanofiber paper by vacuum filtration, to be used as interleaf. 
Enhancements in interlaminar toughness both in mode I and mode II were obtained. The former is 
related to pre-cracked laminate failure governed by peel forces and the latter to the crack 
propagation by shear stresses. Moreover, interleave thickness greatly affects the interlaminar 
properties. Ou et al. [5] demonstrated that the interlaminar fracture toughness in mode I increase 
up to 76% for an interleaf thickness of 10 µm whereas it decreases to 36% by increasing thickness 
interleaf up to 15 µm. On the other side, mode II fracture toughness increases continuously when 
increasing the interleaf thickness up to 15 µm. Another important aspect was demonstrated by 
Nasirmanesh et al. [6] who inserted a CNTs interleaf in the midplane of an 8-ply laminate. In this 
case, impact tests revealed that crack initiation and propagation is confined around the CNT 
interleaf whereas it spreads all over the thickness for the base laminate. Moreover, flexural tensile 
failure is the predominant fracture mechanism on CNTs sheet base laminates compared to 
interlaminar shear breakage. Static tests revealed that tensile strength is the same whereas residual 
tensile strength and corresponding strain to failure was higher for CNT based laminates. Superior 
mechanical performances can be obtained by an aligned CNT configuration over composite plies. 
This effect is exalted by the use of thin plies as demonstrated by Cohen et al. [7]. In particular, an 
increase in the ILSS up to 10% compared to traditional laminates were obtained. Kaynan et al. [8] 
produced thin CNT reinforced adhesive interlayers used to mold interlayered CFR laminates. On 
one hand, the use of massive interlayers allows to increase the composite mechanical properties, 
on the other it leads to a lower manufacturability. Drawbacks come from both deposition strategies. 
Yourdkhani et al. [9] demonstrated that re-agglomeration and filtration of CNTs during liquid 
processing affect CNTs dispersion in the resin matrix. At first, they evaluated the degradation of 
CNT dispersion and the results underlined that laminates with interlaminar nano-reinforcements 
exhibited values slightly greater for compressive strength and electrical conductivity than 
traditional neat laminates. To date, the most viable solution is integrating CNTs in composites by 
using functionalized interlayers even if a more complex manufacturing procedure is necesary. This 
trend is confirmed by Li et al. [10] who inserted CNT buckypaper in the mid-plane of glass fibre 
reinforced laminates. 

In previous works, the authors developed an innovative procedure easily scalable on an 
industrial level. The process allows CNTs deposition during the lamination sequence without 
adding intermediate step and thus avoiding to negatively affect the processability of the matrix. 
Specifically, multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are mixed with a solvent and sonicated 
for an established time to exfoliate the bulk agglomerates. After, the mixture is poured on one 
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surface of the uncured CF prepreg plies and left at room temperature for solvent evacuation before 
lamination. Finally, increase in peeling and bending strength were obtained compared to neat 
laminates, when commercial automotive prepreg were used [11], as well as a better bending 
strength was achieved for aeronautical autoclave-molded prepregs [12]. 

In this study, MWCNTs were deposited as interlaminar reinforcements (I-CNTs) on a 
commercial aerospace fabric prepreg with the same procedure described above and developed by 
the authors. In this case, the laminated prepregs were molded in a tube shape with and without I-
CNTs. Specifically, an out-of-autoclave process was used for the molding step as already done 
previously by authors for thermoplastic composites [13]. Observations with stereomicroscope and 
compression tests up to failure were carried out to evaluate both the soundness of the 
manufacturing process and the mechanical performances. 
Materials and Methods 
Tube shaped composite samples with and without 1wt% I-CNTs were manufactured by an out-of-
autoclave (OOA) process. A 1 wt% of I-CNTs was chosen thanks to authors’ previous studies [10, 
11] that had established a good interaction of MWCNTs with the resin matrix with this percentage. 
Higher percentages caused an excess of CNTs which worsen the interaction with the resin matrix. 
Conversely, lower percentages cause less detectability of matrix interaction effects. Commercially 
epoxy matrix prepregs (40%) CYCOM® 977-2 by Solvay, commonly used in aeronautics, were 
used in the experimentation as well as commercial MWCNTs. The whole manufacturing process 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

MWCNTs had a length of 10-30 µm, minimum outer diameter of 8 nm, purity higher than 95 
wt%, ash lower than 1.5 wt%. Exfoliation of MWCNTs occurred in order to minimize the presence 
of bulk aggregates, and subsequently interlaminar deposition was performed. A MWCNTs-
isopropanol solution was mechanically mixed through a magnetic stirrer for 1h and sonicated for 
1h. In this way, a good level of nanoparticles exfoliation was achieved and agglomerates were not 
visible at naked eye. The solution was poured on prepreg stripes 960 mm in length and left at room 
temperature for 1 day to allow solvent evacuation. From now on, neat samples have been named 
CFR while the ones with interlaminar carbon nanotubes have been called I-CNTs/CFR. Prepreg 
stripes were wrapped around a steel pipe, being the mold, of 50 mm as nominal outer diameter and 
of 220 mm in height, and about 6 windings were obtained. The assembly was placed inside a 
thermo-shrinkable tube made of crosslinked polyethylene (PEX) by ELCON. A release film of 
fluorinated-ethylene-propylene (FEP) was placed on the rings-mold and at rings-PEX interfaces 
to favor the tube extraction. When heated, the thermo-shrinkable tube reduces its initial non-
equilibrium diameter (85 mm) to a smaller equilibrium-diameter (25 mm), exerting a 
circumferential pressure on the tube surface. Curing was carried out in oven (by Nabertherm) at 
180 °C for 1 h, and after cooling at room temperature, the workpieces were extracted. Four rings 
with and without I-CNTs were produced. 
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Fig. 1. Procedure of I-CNTs deposition and rings molding by the out-of-autoclave process. 
 
Physical dimensions were measured and densities were evaluated through a hydrostatic scale 

to reduce the effects of manufacturing defects. Optical observations through a stereomicroscope 
Leica S9i were made to investigate plies adhesion and compaction. Compression tests up to failure 
were performed on an MTS Alliance RT/50 Universal testing machine to investigate the effect of 
I-CNTs on the macroscopic behavior of the composite rings. Transverse compression setup 
configuration, where the axis of-the movable machine crosshead is perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis of the rings was used. A test speed of 1 mm/min and an acquisition frequency of 
10 Hz were set. 
Results and Discussions 
Reduction of the molecular mobility in composites laminates is the key factor to understand the 
positive effect of the nanoparticles with the polymer matrix. The strongest effect is obtained when 
interpenetrating structures are placed in the interlaminar region. Also, the resin processability in 
thermosetting-based composites should be affected as little as possible, and molecular mobility is 
the main parameter to take into account. Fiber impregnation and diffusion, responsible of high 
polymerization degrees, are enhanced by low resin viscosity. In light of this, the positive effect of 
CNTs integration is a compromise between the improvements in the structural behavior and the 
minimum influences on the resin processability. This aspect represents the main goal of all the 
new developed technologies. 

The proposed manufacturing procedure of interlaminar nanoparticles deposition does not alter 
the resin composition, minimally affecting its processability. Moreover, the use of additional layers 
either in the form of interleaves or adhesives is avoided. This procedure only adds a technological 
step consisting in sonicating the resultant isopropanol-MWCNTs solution to debundle and 
exfoliate CNTs and to reduce the presence of bulk agglomerates. Also, the solvent is used only to 
obtain a uniform distribution over the prepreg surfaces and its ease of evacuation allows to leave 
only the interlaminar nanoparticles. The use of commercially available prepreg, already optimized 
for industrial applications, requires a good experimental setup for interlaminar nano-
reinforcements deposition, in order to enhance the structural behavior of functionalized laminates. 
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The proposed out-of-autoclave molding process guarantees good compaction among composite 
layers, after winding. The stereoscope observations, shown in Fig. 2, clearly highlight the six 
windings obtained after wrapping. Bleeding occurred during curing and a good level of adhesion 
was reached; fibers interpenetration among the layers was not observed. Defects related to the 
manufacturing procedure were observed in some areas since the mold was not optimized at this 
stage of the experimentation. The external surfaces un-homogeneities are due to asperities of the 
inner surfaces of the PEX tube and these irregularities can be easily overcome optimizing the 
molding assembly. However, the main objective in the study is to verify the feasibility of the 
process and this has been confirmed.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Stereoscope images of CFR and I-CNTs/CFR ring samples. 

 
CFR and I-CNTs/CFR rings had similar thickness of 2.1±0.2 mm and 2.0±0.3 mm respectively, 

nearly 0.3 mm for each ply. In Fig. 3 the evolution of thickness for rings with and without CNTs 
is shown in polar coordinates, that is, ring thickness was measured at a different angular position. 
Densities of CFR and I-CNTs/CFR rings were 1.37 g/cm3 and 1.34 g/cm3 on average. They were 
measured through a hydrostatic scale because of the irregularities on the rings surface. Lower 
densities of functionalized composites are due to the presence of interlaminar reinforcements 
which slightly increase the distance among prepreg plies.  
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Fig. 3. Evolution of thickness for CFR rings and I-CNTs/CFR rings in polar coordinates. 
 

Improvements by the addition of MWCNTs can be seen at room temperature as a consequence 
of the molecular mobility reduction mechanism. Compression tests were performed in transverse 
configuration and results are shown in Fig. 4 as load-displacement curves. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Compression curves of composite rings. 

 
Table 1. Stiffness, load peak and fracture energy values calculated from the curves. 

 
Stiffness Peak Load Fracture Energy  
N/mm N J 

CFR 65 ± 20 291 ± 11 3.5 ± 0.7 
I-CNT/CFR 86 ± 7 336 ± 34 4.1 ± 0.6 

 
 

The non-homogeneous nature of the composite rings is responsible for some oscillations in the 
load-displacement curve, which do not affect the interpretation of the interlaminar CNTs effect. 
Stiffness, peak load and fracture energy are summarized in Table 1. Despite the lab scale OOA 
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procedure, stiffness, peak load and fracture energy increase of 32%, 15% and 17%, respectively, 
for I-CNTs composites compared to traditional ones. In particular, also considering only the better 
responses for CFR without I-CNTs (e.g. 83 N/mm for stiffness, 283 N for peak load and 4.1 J for 
fracture energy), the ameliorative effect of the CNTs would be in any case confirmed. The 
manufacturing process does not affect the positive role of CNTs at all. This preliminary 
experimentation, aims to highlight the effectiveness of interlaminar CNTs on the global 
mechanical behavior of I-CNTs composites. The increased structural performances aimed by 
CNTs insertion confirms what found also by literature review about this topic [9,10]. 
Summary 
The use of commercial materials is the best solution for high-valued engineering applications in 
which material qualification and certification has strict restrictions. Commercial material 
innovation is strictly related to the improvement of already high performances which should be 
enhanced through simple and easily scalable processes. In this light, any proposed improvements 
in laminate manufacturing should minimally affect the initial structure and composition of the 
materials. This, in order to avoid the re-designing of the structure or the change of the processing 
strategies. All these needs have been matched by the proposed manufacturing procedure consisting 
of interlaminar deposition of CNTs on CFR prepregs by CNTs-solvent solution dispersion. In 
particular, the proposed additional step for composite functionalization does not alter the 
commercial material processability. CFR and I-CNTs/CFR composite rings were manufactured by 
a non-conventional out-of-autoclave process which guarantees plies compaction and repeatable 
structure quality even if further optimization in the molding setup are needed. The effects of CNTs 
deposition were demonstrated by the slight density reduction of I-CNTs composite rings with an 
increase of distance between the plies. Moreover, the compression tests showed a positive effect 
with an increase in the stiffness and in the peak load of I-CNTs/CFR composite rings. Further 
analysis could be performed to understand the effects of CNTs insertion on molecular mobility at 
higher temperature. Moreover, the ideal CNTs’ content as function of the adopted manufacturing 
process is another big issue as well as the investigation on delamination mechanisms. 
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Abstract. Carbon fiber reinforced engineering plastic (CFREP) small-sized parts were fabricated 
by PM (Powder Metallurgy)-oriented forging process.  This manufacturing procedure consisted of 
the green compaction and sinter-forging steps.  In the first step, the CFREP powders were 
consolidated to a green compact with high density.  This preform was further sinter-forged into a 
final product by hot stamping with the use of the induction heating unit. Hardness distribution was 
measured to describe the consolidation behavior with increasing the compression load, and to 
optimize the sinter-forging conditions for solidifying the green compact to the sintered product.  
X-ray tomography was utilized for non-destructive diagnosis on the residual pores and defects.  
The eight-teeth gear model was fabricated to demonstrate that two step procedure wrought well to 
yield the dense and defect-free gear with sufficient strength and integrity. 
Introduction 
The composite materials have been used to improve its mechanical and functional properties by 
combining the secondary phase materials and the matrix [1].  In particular, CFRP (Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Plastics) and CFRTP (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Thermo-Plastics) have been widely 
used to produce the light-weight and high strength structural parts and members [2,3].  In those 
composite materials, their intrinsic properties are controlled not only by the fiber orientation and 
density in reinforcement but also by the selection of matrix plastics [3,4].  The normal CFRP is 
made from the epoxy-resin matrix and the carbon long-fibers; the CFRP ply and woven cloth are 
also used as a staring material for near-net shaping of parts and members.  Most of those CFRP 
parts and members have been fabricated by using the autoclave processing [5] and the hot/warm 
stamping [6] with the finishing step.  In particular, the small-sized parts and structural members 
are often yielded by hot stamping the laminated ply sheets [7].   The carbon short-fiber reinforced 
plastics are injection molded into various small- to medium-sized products from the pelletized 
feedstock [8].  Those processes work well when the composite matrix is made from relatively low 
glass transition temperature plastics such as epoxy.  Most of engineering plastics (EP) have much 
higher glass transition temperature than normal matrix plastics; they are difficult to be molded or 
compressed into products.  In addition, their feedstock is usually made of powders and particles; a 
new manufacturing process is necessary to fabricate the small sized EP and CFREP parts from this 
feedstock. 

The mechanical gears are a typical element to transfer the applied load from input to output, to 
reduce the rotational speed in reducer, and to construct the mechanism of movement [9].  As 
reported in [10], the light-weight gears with high stiffness play an important role in the reducer at 
the robot arms and joints and in the automatic mechanics for electric vehicles.  In addition, the 
gears with high radiation resistance are also needed in the robotics working in decommissioning 
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operations [11].  Most of engineering plastics have sufficient radiation resistance and high specific 
strength to provide a solution to those demands. 

In the present study, the carbon fiver reinforced engineering plastic (CFREP) powders are 
selected as a feedstock to fabricate the CFREP gears with sufficient hardness and integrity.  Two-
step powder metallurgy oriented procedure is developed for this fabrication.  First, the CFREP 
powders are poured into a die cavity to consolidate them into the green compact with relatively 
high density.  This green compact is further sinter-forged to an eight-teeth gear-model product.  
The hardness distribution is measured to describe the green compaction behavior and to investigate 
the effect of holding temperature and applied load on the sinter-forging process.  The X-ray 
tomography is also employed to make non-destructive evaluation on the defects and porosities left 
in the green compact and sinter-forged gear.  Three dimensional profilometer is used to measure 
the dimension of gear teeth with reference to the CAD (Computer Aided Design) data. 
Methods and Materials 
Two-step PM (Powder Metallurgy) oriented method is stated in details on the green compaction 
step for cold forging the CFREP powders to a green compact and on the sinter-forging step to 
consolidate the green preform to the final product.  How to characterize the green compact and 
sinter-forged gear product, is also explained in the following. 

Two-Step PM-Oriented Procedure.  
Two-step PM-procedure to fabricate the CFREP product consists of the green compaction step 

in cold and dry and the sinter-forging step in hot.  As illustrated in Fig. 1, the feedstock powders 
were poured into a die cavity in the die set.  In the green compaction step, the load was applied to 
the punch to consolidate them into a green compact with the specified density in cold and dry.  The 
incremental compression mode was utilized to deliver the powders to every branch of cavity for 
uniform consolidation.  This green preform was fixed into the other die set to sinter-forge this 
preform into a sintered product at the elevated temperature.  The indirect heating method was 
employed to preserve the hot forging condition by using the high-frequency induction heating (HF-
IH) system (YS-Electrical Industry, Co., Ltd.; Kofu, Japan).  In both steps, the CNC (Computer 
Numerical Control) system (Precise Stamping Laboratory, llc.; Tokyo, Japan) was commonly 
utilized. 

The solid lubrication was utilized to reduce the friction on the contact interface between the 
punch/core surfaces and the work in these two-step processes.  The h-BN sprayed film was formed 
onto the punch and die surfaces before each operation.  After green compaction, the punch is first 
released and the core-die was reloaded to move down for ejection of formed compact. In nearly 
the same manner, the sintered work was also ejected from the die-set. 

 

 
Fig. 1. A schematic view on the two-step PM-oriented procedure from the feedstock powders to 

the product. a) Green compaction step, and b) sinter-forging step. 
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Green compaction.  
Among several materials, the CFREP powders (Aurum-PD450; Mitsui chemicals, Co., Ltd.) 

were selected as a feedstock for fabrication of gear models by the two-step procedure. This Aurum-
PD450 was a thermoplastic polyimide with Tg (Glass transition temperature) of 518 K (or 245℃) 
and Tm (Melting temperature) of 661 K (or 388℃).  When using the injection molding, the mold 
temperature could be higher than 673 K; this PD450 must be difficult to be shaped into products 
by using the injection molding.  Table 1 summarized the mechanical properties of this Aurum-
PD450.  Compared to normal thermoplastic polymers such as PP (polypropylene) and PC 
(polycarbonate), higher strength and modulus characterizes this feedstock. 

 
Table 1. Mechanical properties of Aurum-PD450. 

Item Typical data Testing method 
Tensile strength 90 MPa ASTM D 638 
Ultimate elongation 90 % ASTM D638 
Bending strength 140 MPa ASTM D 790 
Bending modulus 3 GPa ASTM D790 
Izod impact strength  90 J/m ASTM D256 

 
Fig. 2 depicts the CFREP powders as an initial material for green compaction. The carbon short-

fibers were included into each powder at the preparation of powder feedstock. 
 

 
Fig. 2. CFREP powders as a feedstock for consolidation via the cold, dry stamping to a green 

compact. 
 
In the normal powder metallurgy (PM) processes, the original powder feedstock was poured 

into a die cavity and consolidated by stamping in cold.  As stated in [12], the metal and alloyed 
powders with lubricants were mixed and compressed in the die to build up the green compact.  
This green compact was further processed to degrease the lubricants from the green compact before 
sintering and sinter-forging processes.  In the present two-step PM procedure, no lubricating oils 
and waxes were utilized in green compaction and sinter-forging steps to minimize the 
contamination. 
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In this consolidation process, the relative density of green compact is controlled by varying the 
applied load.  As stated in [12], this relative density of green compact has significant influence on 
the homogeneity and uniformity of products in the sinter-forging step.  Hence, the hardness of 
green compact is measured by varying the applied load.  Figure 3 shows an experimental setup for 
consolidation of CFREP powders to a green compact, corresponding to its schematic view in Fig. 
1a.  The load cell was embedded into the lower die.  Owing to the programmable loading sequence 
in the CNC stamping system, the stoke schedule of upper die set was controlled to densify the 
green compact through the incremental loading sequence. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Experimental setup for consolidation of CFREP powders to green compact in 

correspondence to its schematic view in Fig. 1a. 
 
Sinter-Forging.  
The green compact preform was fixed into the die-set for sinter-forging, as shown in Fig. 4.  

The HF-IH coil was placed to surround the die set with the designated clearance to optimize the 
spatial impedance between the dies and the coil.  The load was first applied to 2 kN before heating 
the die set. The load was increased to the holding load at the specified temperature.  The holding 
duration was constant by 600 s.  In the following experiment, the holding temperature and applied 
load were varied to optimize the sinter-forging conditions by measuring the surface hardness. The 
sprayed h-BN film was also used for solid lubrication on the die surface. 

 

Loading
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup for sinter-forging of the green compact to the forged gear product in 

correspondence to the schematic view in Fig. 1b. 
 
Characterization.  
A table-top X-ray tomography apparatus (X-1; Ueda, Japan) was employed to make non-

destructive evaluation on the residual pored and defects in the green compact as well as the sinter-
forged products.  The intrinsic spatial resolution is 50 – 100 µm; however, the X-ray penetration 
capacity must be optimized to improve the spatial resolution in practice.  Otherwise, no X-ray 
images are obtained when the applied power is too much or too low.  Through the learning step, 
the optimal conditions were fixed and used in the following diagnosis. Three dimensional 
profilometer was also used to measure the part dimension of each tooth in the sintered gear with 
reference to the original CAD data and to discuss the dimensional accuracy of sintered CFREP 
gears. 
Results 
The cold and dry consolidation process is described by measurement of the average and maximum 
hardness in the teeth of green preforms in each loading condition.  The sinter-forging behavior is 
also described by hardness measurement to search for the optimal processing conditions.  The X-
ray tomography is utilized to validate the dense green compacts and sinter-forged products.  Three 
dimensional profilometer is utilized to measure the tooth profile and configuration for practical 
usage as a gear with reference to the standard. 

Green compaction behavior. 
The CFREP powders were consolidated in cold and dry to green compact preforms, the 

hardness of which was measured in each green compaction conditions to determine the appropriate 
load.  A typical green compact was depicted in Fig. 5a when the applied load was 3.2 kN.  The X-
ray tomography was utilized for non-destructive evaluation on the density distribution in the inside 
of preform.  As shown in Fig. 5b, no pores and defects were detected by this diagnosis.  Three 
cross-section X-ray tomographic images proved that the preform had homogeneous density 
distribution. 
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Fig. 5. A green compact after cold, dry stamping by applying the load of 3.2 kN. a) Overview of 
the green compact, b) X-ray tomographic image on the green compact from the top view, and c) 

X-ray tomographic image on the green compact from the side view. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Variation of the average and maximum hardness with increasing the applied load in the 

green compaction. 
 

The average and maximum hardness were measured at each tooth of eight-teeth green compact 
preform.  The applied load and duration were constant by 0.1 N (or 10 gf) and 10 s, respectively.  
As shown in Fig. 6, both hardness increased monotonously with increasing the applied load (P) up 
to P = 3 kN.  This reveals that densification of CFREP powders advances with increasing the 
applied load during this consolidation process.  The deviation of the maximum hardness from the 
average one increased with increasing P.  This might be because of the friction on the surface of 
dies.  When P > 3 kN, both hardness turned to be nearly constant; the green compact is near-fully 
consolidated in dry and cold.  Several green preforms were fabricated by applying the load of 3.2 
kN to investigate the hardness distribution among teeth of gear preforms.  
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Fig. 7. Deviation of the surface hardness among the teeth of green preform gear when applying 

the load by 3.2 kN. a) Selected three teeth for measurement in the gear preform, and b) deviation 
of surface hardness among five positions in each tooth. 

 
Three teeth (A, B, C) of green compact were selected to measure the hardness at the five 

positions in each tooth as depicted in Fig. 7a.  The center point of tooth was denoted by No. 2.  No. 
1 and No.3 points were located away from this center point in the upper and lower directions by 
0.075 mm, respectively.  No. 4 and No. 5 points were also located away from No. 2 in the right 
and left sides by 0.075 mm, respectively. 

Fig. 7b shows the hardness distribution in each tooth for A, B and C teeth.  Since the average 
hardness is 27 HV0.1N in Figure 6, the deviation in each tooth ranges from 21 HV0.1N to 34 HV0.1N 
excluding the extraordinary high hardness.  That is, the feasible hardness of green compact is 
estimated to be 27 HV0.1 N ± 7 HV0.1N; the statistical deviation is controlled to be less than a single 
standard deviation from the average hardness. 

Most of this dimensional deviation comes from the powder flow and deformation behavior 
under compression.  After [13], the rearrangement of CFREP powders by powder flow has more 
influence on the density of green compact than the deformation of CFREP powders.  The 
incremental compression mode might be necessary to make more uniform densification in the 
green compact. 

Sinter forging behavior. 
The green compact specimens were fixed into the die cavity for sinter-forging.  The specimen 

was first compressed and held by 2.0 kN during induction heating as shown in Fig. 4.  The die 
temperature was inline monitored by using the thermocouple, which was embedded into the die.  
The holding temperature (TH), the loading sequence, and the holding duration (τ) work as a main 
parameter in this sinter-forging process.   TH must be higher than Tg; TH could exceed Tm since 
the actual specimen temperature might be less than Tm due to the thermal conductivity through 
die wall and the gap conductance between the specimen and die surface.   

At first, the parameters were fixed at TH = 668 K (or 395℃) and τ = 600 s, the sinter-forged 
preform was fabricated as shown in Fig. 8a.  The X-ray tomography was also employed to 
investigate the sintering behavior; the X-ray irradiation intensity was lowered to distinguish the 
pores and defects left after sintering.  Figure 8b shows the cross-sectional view of sinter-forged 
specimen.  No pores and defects were seen in the inside of preform.  
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Fig. 8. A sintered gear after hot forging at 668 K for 600 s by 2 kN. a) Overview of the sinter-

forged product, and b) X-tomographic image on the sinter-forged product in Fig. 5a with three 
cross-sectional images. 

 
Table 2. Variation of the maximum hardness by varying the holding temperature just below Tm 

and the applied load in the sinter-forging. 

Specimen Holding Temperature (TH) 
℃ 

Applied load (P) 
kN 

Hardness (HV0.1N) 

#1 381 2.5 41 
#2 387 3.0 38 
#3 389 4.0 47 

 
Let us investigate the effect of TH and applied load (P) on the sintering behavior.  TH was varied 

below Tm of polyimide matrix.  Table 2 summarizes the variation of measured maximum hardness 
by varying TH and P.  Compared to the hardness distribution of green compact in Fig. 7b, higher 
hardness was attained by sinter-forging.  Different from the sinter-forging of electrically 
conductive metallic powders [14], the loading schedule must be controlled and optimized to attain 
much higher hardness at the sinter-forged gear-teeth of non-conductive CFERP. 

 
Table 3. Dimensional measurement of sinter-forged CFREP gear by three dimensional 

profilometer. 

Item Dc (mm) Dcic (mm) Dcoc (mm) 
Sinter-forged  
CFREP gear 

4.963 15.969 11.981 

Die for sinter- 
forging 

5.02 16.06 12.04 

 
Quantitative evaluation on the CFREP gear. 
Three dimensional profilometer in the projector-type (CALYPSO) was utilized to measure the 

center hole diameter (Dc), the diameter of circumscribing inner and outer circles (Dcic and Dcoc) 
were measured for the sinter-forged CFREP gear at TH = 450 ℃, by P = 3 kN and for 300s.  Table 
2 compares the measured data and original dimensions of die.  In every dimension of gears, a 
negative deviation of 0.5 % is commonly measured in the sinter-forged CFREP gear.  This 
deviation can be improved by optimization the sinter-forging conditions. 
  

b)a)
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Discussion 
As stated in [15], most of engineering plastic gears are made from polyacetal (POM) and MC 
Nylon, which is essentially polyamid resin, U-PE (Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene), 
and PEEK (Poly-Ether-Ether-Ketone). Although they are characterized by the lightweight, the 
non-rusting, the quiet operating, and the injection molding enabling low cost, they suffer from the 
low strength, the tendency to hold heat, and the large dimensional change.  In particular, the 
thermal distortion by relatively large coefficient of thermal expansion influences on the gear 
performance working in operation, in addition to the geometric distortions by the resist 
temperature change, the moisture absorption rate and the resistance to chemicals.  The present 
CFREP gear has higher strength, chemical and thermal stability than those normal engineering 
plastic gears.  Especially, this gear is free from the thermal distortion and dimensional change. To 
be noticed, those normal engineering plastic gears have no ways in hardening and strengthening.  
This CFERP gear is made from high strength polyimide matrix and carbon short fibers.  This high 
strength composite design reflects on the high hardness even for the green compact.  

Let us discuss the radiation resistance of CFREP gears.  As discussed in [16], the CFRP has a 
risk of microstructural damage without CNT modification; this damage might come from the 
interfaces between the carbon fiber and epoxy matrix.  The carbon fiber – poly imide interface is 
enough strong to reduce the risk of microstructural damage even under γ-irradiation conditions.  
This superiority in the radiation resistance is attractive to the gear box in reducer and in mechanical 
control unit of robots working in decommissioning operations.   

The PM processing has been utilized to make mass production of small-sized and middle sized 
automotive parts.  Its merits for fabrication of CFREP gears by the two-step PM processing, are 
as follows: 1) easiness to yield the complex shaped gears as a spur-gear, milter and bevel gears, 
screw gears and warm gears, 2) adaptivity to join the two gear units into a single working gear by 
sintering under compression, and 3) strengthening of gear teeth by homogeneous distribution of 
CFREP powders including the short carbon fibers. 

In the present study, the green compaction and sinter-forging is performed in the uniaxial 
compression mode so that this two-step procedure has no ways to control the short-fiber orientation 
in the consolidation and forging.  The CFREP powder flow control as well as the incremental 
loading in sinter-forging must be effective to make fiber-orientation control around the tooth part 
of CFREP gears. 
Summary 
Two step powder-metallurgy manufacturing procedure is proposed to fabricate the carbon 
reinforced engineering plastic gears from the powder feedstock.  Through the green compaction 
step, the original powders are consolidated in cold to a solid gear-preform with relatively high 
density without significant pores and defects.  This preform is sinter-forged at the holding 
temperature below the melting point for 600 s under the applied load to fabricate the CFREP gear 
with dimensional accuracy. In the further optimization of the processing parameters, the 
dimensional accuracy is improved with sufficient tolerance within the requirement of highly 
qualified gears.  
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Abstract. This work focuses on the design and fabrication of a continuous filament made of flax 
yarn and bio-based thermoplastic polymer. For this purpose, the sheath-core process has been 
explored by using an extrusion laboratory line equipped with a wire coating die to manufacture a 
flax core coated with PLA. The polymer properties were investigated (thermal transition, 
mechanical properties, melt viscosity) to link the polymer properties, the process and the properties 
of the resulting filament. The filament diameter decreases and surface defects appear when the 
pulling speed increases. The mechanical characterization of flax/PLA filaments demonstrates a 
higher elastic modulus, higher stress at break and lower strain at break as compared with pure PLA 
filaments. Such PLA coated flax filaments are a relevant option to widespread the use of biobased 
composites. 
Introduction 
Generalities about biocomposites.  
Working with eco-friendly materials, recycling, and reusing are key challenges to face the demand 
for renewable resources. According to this statement, biocomposites are a great attraction, as they 
are produced from biofibers and biopolymers, and can present the required properties and 
functionalities at a reasonable cost [1]. The biocomposites market forecast report has estimated 
that the market size is likely to attain $10.89 billion by 2024, and the fabrication of materials from 
biobased feedstock is likely to raise from 5% in 2004 to 18% in 2020, and ~25% in 2030 [2]. 
Vegetal fibers such as flax and hemp have attracted significant focus as a potential alternative to 
synthetic fibers like carbon and glass [3], and biocomposites have been largely employed for 
several secondary applications in aerospace, automotive, packaging, electronics, and building 
sectors. It is thus important to keep developing new processes to widen the application panel of 
these renewable materials. 

The choice of reinforcement largely relies upon the inherent chemical and physical 
characteristics of the fibres. Right from the cultivation to processing phases, various factors such 
as environmental conditions, processing methods or fiber age, influence the properties of plant 
fiber. Some of these features also have a direct effect on several biocomposite responses such as 
fiber-matrix bonding, thermal stability, or moisture sensitivity [4]. On the other hand, considerable 
research works are being performed in developing fully biodegradable materials (green 
composites) by combining biodegradable polymer matrix with biofiber [5]. The manufacturing of 
natural fibre-reinforced biocomposites is based, in general, on the technologies used for 
conventional synthetic short fibre composites, such as extrusion, injection moulding or 
compression moulding. Nevertheless, suitable processing methods and conditions must be chosen 
to manufacture fibre-reinforced biocomposites. To obtain biocomposites with suitable properties, 
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it is crucial to control their thermal stability, interfacial adhesion, fiber distribution, type and 
content [6]. 

Flax fibres.  
In this work, flax has been chosen among all vegetal fibres for its good mechanical properties 

and its availability at industrial level and local scale. After extraction from the flax straw (woody 
core), fibres are organised in bundles, linked by a middle lamella, which cements the cell walls of 
adjacent cells together. It is mainly composed of pectic polysaccharides, lignin, and a small amount 
of proteins [7]. Many industrial processes aim to remove this natural matrix, to improve the 
separation of elementary fibres and the composite matrix/flax adhesion. However, these processes 
also bring undesirable side effects such as deterioration of the fibre and loss of mechanical 
performance [8]. 

Sheath-core flax/PLA.  
Nowadays, flax is often found in composite materials under the form of unidirectional ply, 

woven, or short fibres, but an emerging technique is the use of long fibres for 3D printed 
composites. Material extrusion is defined as an additive manufacturing process in which material 
is selectively dispensed through a nozzle. Additive manufacturing process creates complex 3D 
parts through directionally orientated extrusion. The simplicity and relatively low price make of 
material extrusion make it widely used in many research works [9]. Two main options exist to 
print composites with continuous natural fibres: (i) in-nozzle impregnation in which the yarn and 
the molten matrix arrive simultaneously inside the noozle, and (ii) pre-impregnated filament 
printing in which the core yarn is trapped into a matrix sheath. Simultaneous impregnation of 
thermoset resin and continuous fibre in the extrusion head leads to several process issues, such as 
fibre content and feed, deposition rate and path [9]. Also, passing fibre and thermoplastic filament 
through a single nozzle limits control over fibre and can lead to poor overall surface finish and 
increased voids [10]. 

In this work, a novel process will be explored to improve the quality of a sheath-core filament, 
made of flax yarn coated by a PLA (polylactic acid) matrix. PLA is a bio-based polymer which 
uses have been drastically widen these last years, as it is renewable and biodegradable, and it is 
obtained from agricultural crops like sugar beet or corn. It demonstrates good mechanical strength, 
stiffness and can be processed with conventional polymer processing techniques. In addition, when 
looking at its life cycle, it appears that PLA requires nearly one tenth of the fossil energy when 
compared to synthetic polymers [11]. These factors make PLA an ideal choice to experiment 
biodegradable composites. In this research work, material intrinsic parameters were explored such 
as fibre properties, PLA thermal transitions and melt viscosity. Then, several filaments were 
manufactured with a wire coating die equipment while varying the pulling speed. Then, the 
structure and the properties of the resulting filaments were investigated to correlate the PLA 
properties with mechanical behaviour of the filaments. 
Materials and Methods 
Flax yarn.  
The first test batch was carried out on flax sliver, which is a product originally manufactured for 
garment-textile fabrication. In order to design a very thin and soft yarn, this flax material has been 
prepared for wet spinning process: firstly, the fibres have undergone a chemical degumming 
process with low concentration caustic soda. This step is crucial to separate cellulose and non-
cellulose parts and to get rid of all the pectins and sticking agents present on the fibres to keep 
their cohesion. Also, this process turns the flax from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, which is a major 
requirement for the wet spinning process. After degumming, fibres were bleached with peroxide 
to prepare them for further transformation and finishing, such as dyeing. Flax sliver was turned to 
yarn on a Linimpionti BMR1 wet spinning machine, presented in Fig. 1a. Machine speed was 
15m.min-1, with a drawing of 4, and a torsion of 450 revolution.min-1. Final yarn has a count of 66 
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± 3 Tex. For flax yarn characterisation, the tensile tests are carried out on a Tenso-Lab 4 v. (Mesdan 
Lab, Italy) apparatus, according to standard NF EN ISO 2062 [12] over a length of 250 mm, with 
a speed of 250 mm.min-1 and a preload of 0.50 cN.Tex-1.                       

PLA 3 grades.  
PLA is a linear thermoplastic aliphatic polyester obtained from lactic acid. As shown in Fig. 

1b, lactic acid has two enantiomer form L-Lactic and D-Lactic acid due to its chiral geometry. It 
results in dimers with three enantiomer forms: L-lactid, D-Lactid and DL-Lactid [13]. In this work, 
two different grades of PLA are studied from NaturePlast: PLE005 and PLE005-A (called 
respectively in this work PLA-A and PLA-B). PLE005 (PLA-A) is a homopolymer of L-lactid 
(>99%) with high crystallisation potential and PLE005-A (PLA-B) is a copolymer of L-Lactid 
(>95%) and D-Lactid (<5%) with slower crystallisation kinetics due to the presence of D-Lactid 
[14]. PLA pellets were systematically dried in an oven at 60°C for few hours before any 
experiment. Indeed, the presence of water in PLA while processing can affect its property by 
hydrolysis phenomenon and plasticising of the crystalline phase [15]. 

Extruder and wire coating die.  
The wire coating die is presented in the scheme in Fig. 1c. The die is a commercial equipment 

provided to fit a single screw Rheomex extruder on a Polylab OS system by ThermoFisher. The 
flax fiber enters through the top and exits at the bottom of the scheme. The molten polymer enters 
at the left side and it flows into a tube up to join the fiber to coat it. The screw is L/D= 25 and its 
rotating speed is kept constant at 5 rpm. The temperatures are 180°C for the screw, 170°C inside 
the die. Then, the fiber coated with the molten PLA exits the die at the bottom of the scheme. The 
coated fiber is pulled out the die with a system equipped with 2 rollers. The pulling speed has been 
varied between 0.003 and 0.2 m.s-1. The flow is considered as steady, incompressible and 
isothermal, the flowing profile is a Poiseuille-type, with a maximum fluid velocity (Vr=R=Vmax) at 
the vicinity of the fiber and a sticking condition at the die wall (Vr=0 = 0).  A modular part can be 
changed to vary the thickness of the polymer coating, the nozzle dimensions chosen in this study 
are 2 and 4 mm. The maximum shear rate just before exiting the die �̇�𝛾 is calculated by Vm/e, with 
e the width of the channel where the polymer flows. The maximum shear rate is 200 s-1 for a 2 mm 
diameter filament. 

 
Fig. 1. Wet spinning machine (a), structures of lactic acid, lactid and PLA [15] (b), wire coating 

dye (c). 
Rheological behavior.  
The polymer coating thickness could be predicted by considering the process parameters and 

the polymer rheological properties. For that, we measured the complex viscosity of the two grades 
of PLA in an oscillatory rheometer MCR501 by Anton Paar, applying the Cox-Merz equivalence. 
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The experiments were carried out using a 25 mm diameter parallel-plate configuration with a 1 
mm gap. Initially, dynamic strain sweeps were performed to determine the linear viscoelastic 
regime (LVR). Time sweeps were performed to check the thermal stability of the polymer along 
the experiment duration. Frequency sweeps were performed to measure G’ and G’’ between 200 
and 230°C with 10°C steps, from 100 to 0.1 rad.s-1. Since the angular frequency is limited to 100 
rad.s-1, we applied TTS at the reference temperature of 200°C to extend the shear rate range to 
attain the 200 s-1 involved in the process. 

DSC.  
The thermal transitions and enthalpy were determined using a Mettler Toledo DSC1 under a 

nitrogen flow rate of 50 mL.min-1. After heating at 210°C to cancel the thermomechanical history, 
a cooling rate at 10°C.min-1 was applied followed by a second heating ramp at 10 °C.min-1. 

Mechanical characterisation.  
For pure PLA, specimens were injected on a Proxima H120 (Billion, France) at 190°C to 175° 

from nozzle to rear barrel with mould regulated at 40°C to achieve a low crystallinity. The tensile 
tests were carried out on a 33R4204 (Instron, United State) testing machine, equipped with a 
mechanical extensometer 2620-604 (Instron, United State) and a load cell 2525-805 of 5kN 
(Instron, United State) according to standard NF EN ISO 527 with a speed of 3mm.min-1. In this 
study, five specimens were tested for each grade of PLA. 
Optical observations. A microcutting machine Mecatome T202 (PRESI, France) was used for 
sample preparation with an ultra-thin wheel UTW-R200U (PRESI, France). Samples were directly 
observed on their cross-sections with a binocular Leica Wild M420 at magnification of x40. The 
surfaces of PLA filaments were inspected through a high-resolution microscope Keyence VHX-
6000S (Bois-Colombes, France) in a reflection and transmission mode with a magnification of 
x100. 
Results 
Mechanical characterization of PLA.  
The tensile behaviour of both PLA is shown in Fig. 2. PLA-A and PLA-B show an elastic domain 
in their first percent of elongation indicating no modification in their microstructure. Then, PLA 
display a plastic domain where modifications in the microstructure appear, mainly chains’ 
conformation and crystalline slip, until specimens breaking.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Tensile curve of PLA-A and PLA-B. 

The tensile properties of PLA-A and PLA-B are shown in Table 1. PLA-A, despite its low 
crystallinity due to high cooling rate during injection molding, has a slightly higher rigidity and 
strain at yield point than PLA-B. Previous studies have shown that a higher crystallinity of 
homopolymer of PLLA improves its rigidity and resilience [16]. PLA-B accepts longer elongation 
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before breaking than PLA-A because of less crystallinity resulting in higher macromolecular 
mobility. 
 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of PLE005 and PLE005-A 

  
Young Modulus  Stress at 

yield point  
Elongation at 

yield point  Elongation at break  

  (Mpa) (MPa) (%) (%) 
PLA-A 3700 67.6 3.17 4.10 
PLA-B 3500 65.2 3.08 >15 

 
Thermal transitions of PLA. 
Thermal transitions of PLA upon heating are shown in Fig. 3a. Glass transitions of PLA-A and 

PLA-B are 66°C and 60°C respectively. Their melting point are 178°C for PLA-A and 155°C for 
PLA-B. Those temperatures depend of the initial composition of PLA and its molecular weight. 
Also, the crystalline phase has stronger intermolecular interaction and lower flexibility [17], 
increasing the melting temperature. As expected, PLA-A reaches a higher crystallinity than PLA-
B due to its higher concentration of L-Lactide. In Fig. 3b, DSC thermogram shows that PLA-A 
starts to crystalize at 117°C when cooling from a molten state. The crystallisation kinetics depends 
on its concentration of L-Lactid and molecular weight. At a cooling rate of 3°C.min-1, PLA-B does 
not undergo crystallisation when cooling from a molten state due to presence of D-Lactid. 
Variation of D-Lactid concentration affects the crystallisation kinetics of PLA, at concentration 
higher of 15%, its crystallisation is not possible. Authors have shown that the crystallisation of 
PLA is 60 times faster from a concentration of 6.6% to 0.6% of D-Lactid [13]. 

  

 
Fig. 3. DSC thermograms of PLA, heating ramp (a) cooling ramp (b). 

 
Viscosity of PLA.  
TTS was applied to frequency sweeps at 200, 210 and 220°C to obtain master curves shown in 

Fig. 4. The curves do not follow the rheological behavior expected for molten polymers, indicating 
a structural evolution with time. However, the slopes of G’ and G’’ are closed to the ω1 and ω2 
dependency. This complex flowing behavior is mentionned in the literature: Lactic acid exists in 
two enantiomeric forms, L-lactic acid and D-lactic acid, whose co-crystallization forms a 
stereocomplex with a melting point about 50 °C higher than PLA homocrystals [18]. Neat PLLA 
demonstrates a Newtonian plateau at low frequencies, typical of polymer melts, while such 
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behavior is not observed when PLLA is blended with 5% PDLA. In the presence of PDLA, 
significant deviation of complex viscosity at low frequencies can be associated to the interaction 
between chains caused by stereocomplex formation [19]. This agrees with our findings, the master 
curve deviate from the expected trend for PLA-B which contain <5% of PDLA according to the 
manufacturer. Also, the complex viscosity of PLA- B is higher than those of PLA-A, likely due to 
the presence of a small concentration of stereocomplex in the PLLA melt. Moreover, measurement 
of the melt rheological properties of PLA is complicated by degradation effects resulting in chain 
breakage. Master curves of dynamic viscosity constructed using time-temperature superposition 
show significant dispersion for unstabilized PLA [20]. Finally, the complex viscosity of PLA-A 
and PLA-B  is about 100 and 250 Pa.s respectively, at the Newtonian plateau. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Viscosity curves of PLA-A (a) and PLA-B (b). 

 
Extrusion rates are often limited by the surface defects that appears at the die exit when the shear 
stress is too high [21]. At the die exit, the velocity profile goes from a parabolic shape to a plug 
one, resulting in tensile stresses that can crack the surface of the extrudate. This is known as the 
shark skin effect. In our cases, this defect is more likely to appear for PLA-B whose viscosity is 
higher, for the same shear rate, hereby related to the pulling speed. Such surface defects are seen 
in  Fig 5 for both PLA. At low pulling speed, the filament surface of PLA-A is smooth Fig. 5a, 
whereas air bubbles Fig. 5b and shark skin effect Fig. 5c  are visible for higher pulling speed. As 
expected, no shark skin effect was noticed for PLA-A due to a lower viscosity as seen in Fig. 4. 
Since PLA and flax fiber were thoroughly dried before processing, these bubbles could not stem 
from residual water. Another explaination could be associated with the design of the die in which 
the molten polymer could trap air where it meets the fiber.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Optical micrographs of PLA filament surfaces of PLA-A at 0.014 m.s-1 (a), PLA-A at 

0.040 m.s-1 (b), PLA-B at 0.040 m.s-1 (c). 
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Microscopic observations of PLA injected with flax yarn.  
Table 2 presents the longitudinal section of PLA extruded with flax yarn. Cross-sections show 

a clear irregularity in the location of the flax yarn: it tends to go to the side of the filament instead 
of its centre. 
 

Table 2. Transversal section of the filaments, depending of the pulling speed and grade  
(PLA-A and PLA-B). 

Pulling speed PLA-A  PLA-B 

0,008 m.s-1 

 

 

0,014 m.s-1 

 
 

0,040 m.s-1 

 

 

0,065 m.s-1 

 

 

 
Mechanical properties of PLA injected with flax yarn.  
Fig. 6a shows the filament diameters for the two grades of PLA. As expected, when the pulling 

speed increases, the PLA coating thickness around the flax fibre get thinner. No effect of the 
viscosity is seen, since the diameters are similar for both grades Fig. 6b shows the impact of pulling 
speed on the stress strain curve of the two PLA/flax (PLA-A and PLA-B) filaments pulled at 0.008, 
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0.014, 0.040 and 0.065 m.s-1. It appears that the highest is the shear rate, the lowest is the strength 
at break: a fast-pulling speed creates a thinner polymer layer onto the flax yarn. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Evolution of the diameter with the pulling speed (a), Stress strain curve of PLA-A and 
PLA-B for 4 pulling speed (b). 

 
Fig. 7a presents the stress strain curve of flax yarn, pure PLA filaments and PLA coated flax 
filaments (referred as PLA injected). It is clear that adding flax yarn, which has naturally a higher 
stiffness, increases the filament rigidity and decreases the elongation at break compared to pure 
PLA filaments. The impact of PLA grade and pulling speed is less obvious. Fig. 7b presents the 
elastic modulus of pure PLA-A and PLA-B for the 4 pulling speed, along with PLA-A and PLA-
B coated flax at one speed. The elastic modulus is higher for filaments containing flax. When 
increasing the pulling speed, the elastic modulus decreases. This could be attributed to the surface 
defects appearing at high shear rates as seen in Fig 5. 

 

Fig. 7. Stress strain curve (a) and Young’s modulus (b) of flax yarn, PLA coated flax  
and pure PLA filaments. 

Summary 
In the present work, a wire-coating die was used to manufacture novel filament of flax yarn with 
a PLA coating. The material properties were assessed to check whether the polymer properties are 
suitable with the extrusion process. 
The main conclusions of this research work are as follows:  
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• The two grades of PLA are suitable to be extruded in a wire-coating die. A range of 
filaments with various diameters was successfully achieved. 

• The filament diameter decreases when the pulling speed increases 
• The tensile properties of the PLA coated flax and better than pure PLA filaments. 

This work demonstrates the ability to obtain flax/PLA filaments. Further work will focus on 
printing composite parts with such filaments. Also, it might be relevant to study the interfacial 
adhesion between the flax yarn and the PLA matrix to enhance the mechanical properties of the 
composites obtained by 3D printing. 
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Abstract. Thermoplastic composites offer new possibilities for the aerospace industry. Large and 
thin structural parts can be processed rapidly and more cost-effectively than thermoset composites 
since the latter need to undergo lengthy curing reactions. An additional advantage is the possibility 
of being assembled by welding processes. However, joining thermoplastic composites remains 
challenging due to the lack of knowledge of the impact of process parameters (time, pressure, 
temperature) on the welded joints. A polymer film named energy director (ED) is usually set up at 
the interface to enhance the weld resistance. A combined experimental-numerical approach was 
carried out to estimate the influence of ED thickness on the thermal diffusion within the assemblies 
and the mechanical resistance of welds in the ultrasonic welding (USW) process. The studied 
materials are unidirectional carbon fibre-reinforced polyetheretherketone (CF/PEEK) and 50 µm 
and 250 µm polyetherimide (PEI) films as ED. Thermocouples (TCs) are inserted into the PEI 
layer to measure the temperature evolution during USW. Besides, the thermal profile is obtained 
based on the simulation of conduction phenomena through the thickness of the material using the 
finite element method (FEM). The effect of the ED through-thickness model points out the 
evolution of the temperature profile with time during the USW process for different PEI 
thicknesses. For both ED thicknesses, the temperature reached is above the PEI glass transition 
(220 °C) allowing macromolecular interdiffusion. According to our results, only the first ply 
reaches the melting temperature of PEEK, showing that the composite parts are not thermally 
affected during USW. Because of the high conductivity of unidirectional CF/PEEK composites, 
a thinner ED leads to a too-short heating time at the interface. Associated with too high power in 
a short time, a lower weld resistance of APC-2 parts is obtained by single lap shear for 50 µm PEI 
layer, 12 MPa, compared to 43 MPa obtained for 250 µm. A higher PEI thickness at the interface 
slows down the cooling step, resulting in a deeper interdiffusion of PEI and so, a stronger weld.  
Introduction 
Ultrasonic welding is a process that makes it possible to obtain good-quality welds quickly and 
affordably [1,2]. In USW, the heat is generated at the interface by friction between the two parts 
through high-frequency vibrations. Indeed, the process can be easily implemented at an industrial 
scale and the cycle times are in the order of seconds. Ultrasonic welding does not need any specific 
material property [3]. No additional device is necessary to generate heat in the welding area 
compared to induction and resistance welding for which, susceptor and resistor are required, 
respectively. The development of an industrially viable solution for ultrasonic welding of 
CF/PEEK would give this family of composite materials an undeniable advantage over 
thermosetting composites. 
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Many parameters affect the ultrasonic welding quality, such as welding time, pressure, 
amplitude and type of energy director [4,5]. Monitoring the thermal diffusion is crucial to relate 
process parameters to welds' performance. Nevertheless, measuring the temperature during 
welding processes is challenging and the works related are rare [3]. Non-invasive techniques do 
not exist yet to assess the temperature profile at the interface during welding. Due to the closed 
contact between the two composite parts with an integrated PEI layer, it is difficult to measure the 
temperature and almost impossible to control it. Moreover, the very short cycle times during USW 
reduce the means available to measure the temperature. Any device placed between the two 
specimens would alter friction phenomena, thus, changing heat generation [6,7]. Besides, some 
works report thermal profiles during USW obtained by simulation of thermal transfer [8,9], but 
none of them focuses on ED thickness.  

In this work, the thermal analysis conducted on CF/PEEK composites using different 
thicknesses of PEI are displayed. The micro-thermocouples were chosen to minimize their 
influence during welding. The experimental section presents quasi-non-intrusive temperature 
measurements where temperature profiles are analyzed through the influence of USW parameters. 
The mechanical resistance of welding joints and process parameters for two PEI thicknesses on 
CF/PEEK are correlated to the thermal profiles. The thermal diffusion through the sample 
thickness from the interface is investigated from a FEM analysis in the numerical section. 
Materials and Methods 
Experimental methods. 
Continuous carbon fibre-reinforced polyetheretherketone composite, named APC-2 from Cytec 
Industries and polyetherimide, named Ultem 1000 from Sabic, have been used. 

The composite plates were produced by compression with Pinette Emidecau Industries Lab800 
thermo-compression device. Two types of plates are manufactured: (1) APC-2 plates and (2) APC-
2 with a 250 µm or 50 µm PEI layer on top plates. A stack of 14 unidirectional plies of APC-2 was 
made to obtain a mirror symmetry lay-up [0/90]7. The PEI film was integrated on the APC-2 plates. 

The thermocouples were 80 µm diameter K-type from Omega. Chromel and Alumel threads 
were supplied separately and welded using the air arc welding technique. TCs are inserted 
according to the procedure described by Bonmatin et al. [10]. The TCs were deposited and covered 
with a metal mass of 5 kg on the composite containing the PEI film to insert them into the polymer 
layer. The assembly was then placed in an oven for 40 min at 290 °C. Then, the TCs were extended 
to connect them to a Logger GL980 midi data recorder from Graphtec Corporation. 

Omega 4X ultrasonic welder from Mecasonic was used for the experiments. It is welding 
equipment with a working frequency of 20 kHz and a maximum load of 3000 N. The displacement 
amplitude of the waves generated by the generator is amplified by a factor of 1.7 by the booster 
and by a factor of 1.7 by the sonotrode.  

The quality of the assemblies was assessed by lap shear strength (LSS). The assemblies tested 
were made following ASTM D1002, with samples of 100 x 25 mm2 corresponding to length and 
width respectively, and an overlapping area of 10 x 25 mm2. The Single Lap Shear (SLS) tests 
were performed on the Instron Universal 33R4204 tensile machine equipped with a 100 kN load 
cell with a crosshead speed of 2800 N.min-1. The value of LSS [MPa] was calculated with Eq. 1.  

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑙𝑙0 ∙ 𝑤𝑤
 (1) 

In the SLS test, the strength of a weld depends on the load at the breaking point Fmax [N], the 
length of the weld zone l0 [mm] and the width w [mm]. 
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Numerical methods. 
To carry out the simulation, the FEM has been chosen. It consisted of the simplification of 

differential equations for numerical use. These methods, introduced for many years, are still widely 
used for the resolution of thermal problems [11,12]. The configuration applied for the simulation 
was a simple one-dimensional (1D) thermal conduction model in which the in-depth heat diffusion 
throughout the material part, especially in the first layers of composites was considered. Abaqus 
software from Dassault System was used for the numerical analysis of heat transfer. The model 
considered the thermal and physical properties of the polymer changing with temperature and 
melting heat. In this case, the heat source term was considered to be null because no volumetric 
internal energy was generated. A non-stationary thermal model was developed, where the software 
used the local heat equation (Eq. 2).  

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�𝑘𝑘∇��⃗ 𝑇𝑇� = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

 (2) 

where k is the thermal conductivity [W.(m.°C)-1], T is the temperature [°C], ρ is the material 
density [kg.m-3] and Cp is the heat capacity [J.(kg.°C)-1]. The left-hand term corresponds to 
diffusion whereas the right-hand term corresponds to the transient heat state.  
Results and Discussion 
Experimental analysis. 
During the welding process, the power [W] and displacement of sonotrode [mm] were recorded 
over time [s] by the machine, and they were plotted to identify different stages of USW according 
to Villegas’s work. The welding machine can work in different modes, mostly the welding is 
controlled by time or displacement of the sonotrode. The time-controlled welding allows finding 
the optimum displacement of the sonotrode where the process is stopped in the stage before 
degradation of the material [13]. The temperature measurements were taken by thermocouple 
integrated into the PEI film during welding for every 1 µs. The three curves of power [%], 
displacement [%], and temperature [°C] are presented as a function of time [s] in Fig. 1. The 
maximum power of the machine considered for the calculation is 3000 W and the maximum 
displacement represents the thickness of two PEI layers, 0.5 mm and 0.1 mm. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. Temperature monitoring with thermocouples during USW of APC-2 composites with 

integrated (a) 250 µm PEI for an amplitude of 68 µm, a load of 2.5 bar and a displacement of 30 
% (b) 50 µm PEI for an amplitude of 68 µm, a load of 2.5 bar and a time of 0.8 s. 
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For the assembly of CF/PEEK with 250 µm PEI, the optimized displacement-controlled mode 
was applied at 30 %, Fig. 1.a, to melt the first plies of adherents. Regarding the welding of 
CF/PEEK with 50 µm PEI, the displacement-controlled mode at 40 % was not enough to weld the 
assembly while at 50 % high degradation of material was observed, so the time-controlled mode 
with optimized 0.8 s has been applied, Fig. 1.b. The same trend on the temperature curves during 
the welding step from room temperature to the maximum one can be observed. The latter reached 
475 °C at 0.714 s and 517 °C at 0.807 s with a heating ramp towards 800 K.s-1. Then, very rapid 
cooling is observed with a ramp towards 600 K.s-1 and 1600 K.s-1. ED with smaller thickness 
causes higher power of welding around 80 % with only two stages. At first, heating of the ED at 
the interface occurs due to the phenomenon of friction. The sonotrode does not move significantly 
because the materials involved in this step are still rigid and have not yet undergone a change of 
state. Then, the PEI continues to warm up. It begins to flow as a result of nucleation (viscoelastic 
heating mechanism controlled by surface friction heating) and the growth of hot spots at various 
places in the area of overlapped composite parts. The flowing of the energy director after reaching 
its glass transition causes a decrease in power and a displacement of the sonotrode. It can be 
assumed that the ED is not completely molten (lack of the third stage) and it seems that the first 
plies of composites do not reach the melting temperature of PEEK. So, there is no risk of 
degradation or delamination of PEEK composite parts during USW with these parameters. 
Displacement of the sonotrode until the end of welding achieves 50 %, which means that the 
thermocouples were in contact with the composites which explains the fast cooling rate. Due to 
high conductivity, carbon fibres contribute to very efficient heat diffusion. 

After temperature monitoring, the mechanical strength was calculated. LSS are 43 ± 5 MPa and 
12 ± 2 MPa for CF/PEEK with PEI of 250 µm and 50 µm, respectively.  

Numerical conditions. 
The transient thermal model was applied to the same welding configuration as the previous 

section, i.e. two layers of PEI, as seen in Fig. 2. The composite parts are 2 mm thick, and each PEI 
layer was 0.25 mm or 0.05 mm thick. A narrow transverse slice corresponding to the stacking of 
the three materials was designed in two dimensions (2D) by Abaqus. Therefore, a conduction 
model was performed, allowing to obtain the through-thickness thermal fields. To create this 
model, the following assumptions were used:  
1) The interfaces between PEI and CF/PEEK were not perfect and thermal contact resistance was 

taken into account,  
2) The studied materials were only PEI and CF/PEEK and the material properties varied with the 

concentration of each one, a mix of both materials was not considered, 
3) Taking into account the thermal anisotropy of the composite, only the through-thickness 

properties of materials were considered,  
4) The thermal behaviour of the sonotrode, steel plates or other tools was not considered,  
5) Finally, only conduction was considered (neither convection nor radiation).  

With these hypotheses, the conduction model gave an approximate thermal evolution at any 
point of the thickness and the evolution of temperature gradients over time. 

 

Fig. 2. Through-thickness model of the welding configuration, the distance through the thickness 
(mm). 
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The model is concentrated on the thermal properties of the CF/PEEK because such properties 
evolve much with temperature when PEEK changes from a glassy state to a flow state or a molten 
state. These properties are presented in Table 1. Those of PEI are presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 1. Thermal properties of APC-2 [14]. 

Temperature  
[°C] 

Thermal conductivity 
[W.(m.°C)-1] 

Specific heat 
[J.(kg.°C)-1] 

Density 
[kg.m-3] 

0 0.42 800 1601 
50 0.52 930 1598 
100 0.60 1040 1593 
150 0.70 1260 1586 
200 0.70 1300 1575 
250 0.70 1400 1563 
300 0.75 1550 1551 
350 0.68 1650 1537 
400 0.65 1700 1524 

 
Table 2. Thermal properties of PEI [15]. 

Temperature 
[°C] 

Thermal conductivity 
[W.(m.°C)-1] 

Specific heat 
[J.(kg.°C)-1] 

Density 
[kg.m-3] 

0 - 400 0.22 1248 1270 
 
To consider the interface of CF/PEEK and PEI, the thermal conductance used for the model is 

presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Thermal conductance between CF/PEEK and PEI. 

Temperature  
[°C] 

Thermal conductance 
[W.(°C)-1] 

0 - 400 1000 
 
Elements used for the model are four-node linear heat transfer quadrilateral elements, called 

DC2D4 in Abaqus software. The mesh is composed of two elements across the width of the studied 
area, as seen in Fig. 3. Two layers of 250 μm PEI have been meshed with 20 elements of 12.5 μm 
thick while for 50 μm PEI they have been meshed with 5 elements of 10 μm thick. The APC-2 
layer is single bias meshed with an element size varying from 12.5 μm to 0.1 mm, and the mesh is 
increasingly finer near the PEI layer. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Mesh elements of the out-of-plane model, the distance through the thickness (mm). 
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As recorded experimentally, the initial temperature of the specimen was considered to be at 
23°C for 250 μm PEI and 20°C for 50 μm PEI. Therefore, this initial temperature was applied to 
the whole model. Adiabatic boundary conditions were used on the lateral sides, as well as on the 
upper and lower external surfaces of the composites. 

The recorded temperature profile, shown in Fig. 1, was applied to the PEI layer presented in 
Fig. 3. At t0 = 0 s, the temperature corresponds to the initial temperature. Then, the experimental 
temperature ramp was applied up to the value of 475°C at 0.714 s for 250 μm PEI and 517°C at 
0.807 s for 50 μm PEI. This thermal profile was applied at the interface between the two integrated 
PEI layers.  

Transient heat transfer analysis was used for this model and only the nodal temperature (NT) 
was computed as output data to understand the time and spatial evolution of the temperature field 
along the thickness of the assembly. This model contains two steps corresponding to the heating 
phase and the cooling phase. The heating phase lasts 0.714 s for 250 μm PEI and 0.807 s for 50 μm 
PEI as measured experimentally and the cooling phase lasts 15 s. 

Simulation analysis. 
Nodal temperatures were computed and their temporal evolution was compared, during the 

cooling phase, with the experimental thermogram (black line) recorded and plotted in Fig. 4. Three 
of the four curves correspond to different locations of the numerical model, showing respectively 
the interface between two integrated PEI layers (blue dashed line), the interface between APC-2 
and the integrated PEI layer (green dashed line) and the interface between first and second 
composite ply (red dashed line).   

 

  

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. Experimental and numerical thermograms during UW (a) for 250 µm PEI  

(b) for 50 µm PEI. 
  

Comparing the experimental value to the numerical thermogram at the interface between the 
integrated PEI layers (d = 2.25 / 2.05 mm), where the TC are located, a slight difference can be 
highlighted. The cooling ramp is slower in the model, exhibiting either a too-high numerical 
contact conductance or a gradient of thermal properties in the interphase zone, which is not 
considered in the model and the numerical temperature starts to get closer to fit the experimental 
one. One hypothesis is that input material data from the literature do not fit the studied material. 
Moreover, the model does not take into account some heat exchanges like convection or exchanges 
with the jaws (adiabatic upper and lower surfaces boundary conditions). Regarding the material, 
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the composite is made of unidirectional PEEK thermoplastic with carbon fibre. The thermal 
conductivity of CF/PEEK is higher than the one of the PEEK and so, when the heat moves to APC-
2, it is mostly evacuated by the fibres. Moreover, in the case of CF/PEEK with 50 μm PEI, the TC 
significantly affects the diffusion of heat. The small thickness of ED and displacement during 
USW causes contact between TC and carbon fibre. The through-thickness modelisation also does 
not take into account transverse material properties and only propagates the heat through the 
thickness. Thus, every simulated temperature could be considered slightly overestimated. 

Regarding the curve at the interface between APC-2 and the integrated PEI layer (d = 2.00 mm), 
the maximum reached temperature is 355°C for 250 μm PEI and 494°C for 50 μm PEI. The APC-
2 composite reaches its melting (Tm) during welding in this configuration. It means that PEEK 
melting occurs within the first ply.   

 

  

(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. Temperature profiles through the assembly right after the end of the vibration step with 

different welding times (a) for 250 µm PEI (b) for 50 µm PEI. 
  

The spatial evolution of the temperature, right after the ultrasonic welding process and during 
the cooling step, is plotted along the thickness in Fig. 5. The true distance along the path with a 
reference value between the integrated PEI layers is plotted against the temperature. Different 
welding times are shown from tc = 0.714 / 0.807 s (end of vibration step) to t = tc + 15 s (end of 
the cooling step). It can be noticed that the profile is symmetrical from the middle of the integrated 
ED and, as expected, it is due to the symmetry of the stacking sequence of the model (geometry, 
material and section), loading and boundary conditions. Also, the curves present breaking points 
at a distance of 2.00 mm (PEI/PEEK interface), 2.25 /2.05 mm (PEI/PEI interface) and 2.50 / 2.10 
mm (PEI/PEEK interface). As the thermal contact resistance was taken into account for the non-
perfect interface between PEI and PEEK, a drastic drop in temperature is observed after 4.5 s for 
250 μm PEI and 1.0 s and 50 μm PEI. 

At the temperature tc as the thermal loading is applied between two integrated PEI layers, the 
temperature in the middle of ED shows its peak at a value of 475 / 517°C. It is above the Tg of 
PEI, measured at 220°C, which implies that all the PEI is flowing. Moving to the interface between 
PEI and the composite layer, it appears that the temperature decreases to reach 355 / 494°C. This 
thermal evolution highlights the fact that ED, right after the ultrasonic loading, is partially flowing. 
The flowing material is located at the interface between PEI layers and allows interdiffusion 
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between those two PEI layers, it is the condition to get a strong weld. Concerning composite parts, 
the maximum temperature reached during heating is above Tm of PEEK, measured at 340°C, which 
contributes to interdiffusion of the first plies. The time tc is the starting point for the transfer of 
heat from the ED to the composite. 

At t = tc + 0.1 s, the heat flux has already started to be transferred from the two integrated PEI 
layers to CF/PEEK composites. The breaking point is no longer visible because the contact 
between integrated PEI layers is considered to be perfect. The ED temperature decreases and its 
maximum temperature is 392 / 437°C in the middle of the ED. The heat moves from the middle to 
the exterior, i.e. from the highest one to the lowest temperature. Regarding the composite layer, its 
maximum temperature is 355 / 435°C at the interface and still above its Tm giving mobility to the 
amorphous phase of the PEEK. At t = tc + 1 s, in the case of thicker ED, the temperature is still 
above Tg of PEI while for the smaller thickness of ED, the temperature is already below. The same 
temperature for thicker ED is obtained after 5.214 s.  

For the rest of the cooling process, the temperature at the centre of the ED decreases while it 
increases at the end of the assembly reaching the quasi-thermal equilibrium at the end of the 
cooling step, t = tc + 15 s.  

To conclude, in the studied configuration with a welding time of 714 / 807 ms, the temperature 
is above the Tg of PEI in almost the entire thickness of ED. This indicates that interdiffusion is 
possible between the PEI layers. Concerning APC-2, the maximum temperature reached is 355 / 
494°C. It can be assumed that the PEEK matrix is thermally affected during welding allowing 
interdiffusion in the first ply, the second ply remains not affected. However, in the case of 50 μm 
PEI, the time to create a strong weld between ED and composite was too short causing low 
mechanical resistance. LSS results agree with the thermal scenario described above: 43 ± 5 MPa 
and 12 ± 2 MPa for CF/PEEK with PEI of 250 µm and 50 µm, respectively.  
Summary 
This study focused on the temperature profiles during welding for different thicknesses of ED. 
CF/PEEK parts with 250 µm and 50 µm thick PEI layers were assembled by USW. A non-intrusive 
experimental procedure was carried out to measure the temperature at the welding interface. It was 
observed that the thermocouples must be inserted entirely inside the layer, otherwise, they can alter 
the temperature measurement. 

The curves of power and displacement of the sonotrode over time have shown that different 
stages and specific points can be identified (heating, flowing of PEI, final flowing and cooling) in 
comparison with the temperature profiles. As the interface is a closed contact during welding, 
measuring the temperature at the interface is difficult. However, welding power and displacement 
have been shown to have a strong connection with thermal history. Too high power during welding 
distorts the composite. 

To evaluate the thermal diffusion from the interfaces between CF/PEEK and PEI layers, a FEM 
was developed. Considering the input parameters for the model, it is important to mention that 
thermal contact resistance has a significant impact on thermal diffusion. For both thicknesses, the 
PEI reaches its Tg, allowing macromolecular interdiffusion between the two parts, the condition to 
get a strong weld. Besides, the model predicts that only the first ply of the composite parts is 
thermally affected, in which the temperature within the PEEK matrix exceeds its Tm. Such local 
heating at the interface prevents composite degradation and deconsolidation. However, in the case 
of the smallest ED thickness, a too-high power in a short time leads to poor welding of APC-2 
parts. It has been confirmed with the mechanical characterization of welds, 12 MPa was obtained 
for the 50 µm PEI layer, compared to 43 MPa obtained for 250 µm. A higher PEI thickness at the 
interface slows down the cooling step of highly conductive unidirectional CF/PEEK composites, 
resulting in a deeper interdiffusion of PEI and so, a stronger weld. These results contribute to a 
better understanding of the thermal transfer phenomena during USW. By varying the ED thickness, 
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we demonstrated the possibility to assemble composite parts by USW without affecting the whole 
composite parts, thus preventing composite degradation and deconsolidation. 

Further work will focus on PEEK and other polyaryletherketones (PAEK) as energy directors, 
to assess the effect of crystallinity at the interface on mechanical strength.  
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Abstract. Laser transmission welding (LTW) is a suitable process for assembling thermoplastic 
materials. This joining process is used to assemble most thermoplastics, but high-performance 
thermoplastics, such as polyetherketoneketone (PEKK), have received less attention until now. 
The present work deals with joining PEKK parts by LTW in amorphous over semi-crystalline state 
configuration. The optical properties of amorphous and semi-crystalline states were measured. The 
effect of the upper part thickness (2 or 4 mm) and those of the laser power reaching the interface 
was assessed through the determination of the heat affected zone (HAZ) dimensions and the 
mechanical resistance of the bonds. Single lap shear (SLS) tests were conducted to investigate the 
influence of the process parameters on the interfacial strength and to validate the weld quality. The 
highest LSS is obtained around 60 MPa. When increasing the laser power, the dimensions of the 
HAZ increase, and the mechanical strength decreases. 
Introduction 
Laser transmission welding (LTW) is an assembly process used for joining thermoplastic materials 
with a near-infrared (NIR) laser. Parts to be joined are overlapped and clamped together for 
welding. The laser beam faces the upper part and irradiates the assembly interface. Here, the laser 
energy is absorbed and converted into heat. This allows the polymers to melt at the interface and, 
by molecular interdiffusion, a weld seam is created during cooling. 

For laser irradiation to reach the interface, the upper substrate needs to be transparent to the 
laser wavelength. To achieve the absorption at the interface, two techniques can be applied: use an 
absorbing medium at the joint interface; or assuring that the bottom substrate is absorbent at the 
wavelength of interest. For the first method, special NIR-absorbent dyes or pigments are applied 
at the joint interface, like ClearWeld® technology [1]. 

For the second one, a laser-absorbent part serves as lower substrate to achieve the energy 
absorption at the interface. However, most thermoplastics are transparent to the NIR laser radiation 
in their natural state. Although, the bottom substrate can be rendered absorbent by different 
methods. The first one is filling the polymer with an absorbing additive, like colorants [2,3] or 
reinforcements [4,5]. And the other and much less studied option is to increase the degree of 
crystallinity of the lower substrate to modify its optical properties. Indeed, the crystalline structure 
of semi-crystalline polymers limits the light transmission [6], and increases the light travel path, 
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leading to higher absorption [5,7], whereas an amorphous polymer is transparent in NIR. Despite 
its potential, this approach was rarely studied to weld thermoplastics.  

High-performance thermoplastics such as Poly-Ether Ether Ketone (PEEK) and Poly-Ether 
Ketone Ketone (PEKK), can be processed into amorphous and crystalline states, depending on the 
processing conditions. Few works have studied LTW of PEEK and PEKK without additives. 
Amanat et al. studied the joining of PEEK films with ClearWeld® at the interface [8]. In their 
work, semi-crystalline PEKK assemblies showed a higher weld strength than amorphous PEEK 
joints, for all the laser speeds and power considered. Villar et al. welded PEKK thermo-compressed 
samples using an 808 nm NIR laser device [9]. They control the degree of crystallinity of PEKK 
to obtain quasi-amorphous and semi-crystalline samples, to be used as upper-transparent and 
lower-absorbent substrates, respectively. However, the results of mechanical strength of these 
welds are scarce in the literature, and none focus on PEKK welds. 

In addition to the optical properties of the substrates, the process parameters can influence the 
bond quality in LTW: laser power, welding speed, laser beam size and, clamping pressure.  

In this work, we study the joining process of amorphous and semi-crystalline PEKK by LTW. 
The optical properties and process parameters are correlated with the size and shape of the weld, 
as well as its mechanical strength. The originality is to keep constant the laser power reaching the 
interface while varying the thickness of the upper-substrate. 
Materials and Methods  
Kepstan® PEKK grade 7002 was supplied by Arkema France in pellets. PEKK 7002 is a semi-
crystalline thermoplastic with tunable crystallinity due to its crystallization kinetics.  

After drying the pellets at 120°C for 30 hours, specimens were manufactured by an injection 
molding press Proxima 50 from Billion. Two crystalline morphologies of unfiled PEKK were 
obtained: amorphous form (PEKK-A) and semi-crystalline form (PEKK-SC). Samples molded 
were plates of 95 × 95 mm² with 2 and 4 mm thick for amorphous form (PEKK-A2 and PEKK-
A4 respectively), and 2 mm thick for PEKK-SC. 

The molded plates were cut into 25 ± 3 mm width rectangular samples, then dried at 120°C for 
more than 24h and kept into a desiccator before welding. Acetone was used to clean the samples 
surfaces. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) scans were carried out in a DSC 1 Stare System 
Mettler Toledo. Ramps of 10 K·min−1 were used for heating from 25°C to 380°C, and cooling from 
380ºC to 25ºC. Glass transition temperature (Tg), melting temperature (Tm), cold crystallization 
temperature (Tcc) and degree of crystallinity (Xc) were obtained at heating. Cooling was used to 
obtain the crystallization temperature from melt (Tcm) and the maximum crystallinity (Xc-max). 

The optical properties were measured using a FTIR spectrophotometer Bruker Vertex 70. 
Transmission (T) and reflection (R) factors were measured using an integration sphere with an 
Infragold Lambertian coating. Characterization was made at room temperature for the wavelength 
range of 0.9 to 2 µm. Absorption factors (A) are obtained using Eq. 1. 

𝑇𝑇 + 𝑅𝑅 + 𝐴𝐴 = 1  (1) 

Transmissivity of clamping glass was experimentally measured using a power-meter Gentec 
Pronto-500, by comparing the output power measured before and after going through the glass. 

Lap-joint configuration (Fig. 1) was used for welding, with an overlap of 12.5 mm, as indicated 
on ISO 4587:2003. The amorphous substrate was positioned over the semi-crystalline one. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of lap-joint configuration used for welding PEKK-A/PEKK-SC (not to 

scale). 
 

The assembly configuration is kept fixed on the welding machine platform. A support is placed 
under the amorphous sample to keep the interface parallel to the platform. A 15 mm thick semi-
transparent glass plate is positioned over the assembly to apply the clamping pressure necessary 
to ensure intimate contact at the joint interface. The weld is created at the center of the overlap 
area using a moving laser. Thus, the interface is heated as the laser beam moves over the samples, 
following a predefined welding path. This LTW technique is known as contour welding. 

Samples are welded using an ES weld 200 welding machine from ES Laser with a Diode laser 
of 975 nm. Output laser power can be set from 0 to 220 W with a resolution of ± 3 W. A circular 
shape laser beam is used with a beam diameter of 5 mm, obtained at maximum laser defocus. 
Clamping pressure is constantly applied at 3.8 MPa thanks to the glass plate. The welding path is 
a straight line: the laser beam moves from its initial position (L0) until the indicated weld length 
(Lw) of 20 mm, as shown in Fig. 2. 

When a constant speed is used to irradiate the interface from L0 to Lw, an ovoidal weld bond 
is created instead of a thick line, as shown in Fig. 3A. To obtain a more homogeneous weld bond 
along the line laser path, like in Fig. 3B, a procedure combining static and dynamic irradiation is 
applied. The procedure starts by statically irradiating the interface for 2 seconds at L0. Then, the 
laser moves to irradiate at the given speed, from L0 to Lw. Finally, the laser statically irradiates 
the interface for 1 second at Lw. That allows to melt the interface all along the welding path in a 
more homogeneous shape of the weld bond (Fig. 3B).  

 

  

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram indicating the 
welding path position, direction and 

dimensions on the PEKK-A/PEKK-SC 
assembly. 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the melted zone’s 
shape created at the interface when irradiating 

with (A) dynamic condition, (B) static and 
dynamic condition. 
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The optimum welding speed to achieve the melting at the interface, regardless of the laser 
power, is 60 mm/min, as determined by previous tests. Thus, welding speed is kept constant for 
all welds. After irradiation, clamping pressure is maintained for 120 seconds while cooling. 

Two process parameters are varied for this study: the transparent substrate thickness (2 and 4 
mm) to obtain PEKK-A2/PEKK-SC and PEKK-A4/PEKK-SC assemblies, and the laser intensity. 
For the laser power, the preliminary welding tests indicated that the power-range needed at the 
interface to melt it without burning it is between 75 and 95 W. Thus, four power intensities were 
selected: 75, 85, 88, and 95 W. That provided eight configurations for the study (Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Assembly configurations. 

 75 W 85 W 88 W 95 W 
PEKK-A2/PEKK-SC A2/SC-P1 A2/SC-P2 A2/SC-P3 A2/SC-P4 
PEKK-A4/PEKK-SC A4/SC-P1 A4/SC-P2 A4/SC-P3 A4/SC-P4 

 
Single lap shear (SLS) tests were carried out to characterize the lap-joint welded samples 

strength. An INSTRON 550R tensile machine was used with a load cell of 50kN and a cross head 
load rate of 2800 N·mm-1. Each sample was tested until failure. The load at failure Ff [N] was 
recorded and the type of failure mode was identified. Also, the normalized lap-shear strength LSS 
[MPa] was obtained by dividing the force at failure by the contact area Ac [mm²]. This area was 
measured by microscopy for the samples that failed at the interface. 

Visual inspection of the welds was carried out with a numerical optical microscopy VHX-6000S 
from Keyence. Post-failure bond interfaces were characterized to obtain the shape and dimensions 
of each weld. The weld cross-sections of post-welding bonds were visualized to characterize the 
HAZ along the weld path. 
Results 
Thermal transitions.  
Fig. 4A shows a typical DSC thermogram of PEKK 7002 amorphous specimens. Tg is 158 ± 2°C 
and Tm is measured at 317 ± 2°C. Crystallization temperatures are around 202 ± 1°C for Tcc, and 
295 ± 1°C for Tcm. 
 

  
Fig. 4. (A) DSC scans of PEKK 7002 amorphous molded plates. (B) cold crystallization peaks of 

molded samples obtained on the first heating DSC scan. 
 

In Fig. 4B, an exothermic peak is observed around 200°C for amorphous samples (green and 
red curves), after glass transition. This indicates cold crystallization, occurring when the sample is 
not fully crystallized. Indeed, right after Tg, the macromolecules have gained enough mobility to 
self-organize into crystalline structures. For PEKK-SC, no peak is observed because the sample is 
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already fully crystallized. To assess the degree of crystallinity, the enthalpy of this peak (ΔHcc) is 
subtracted from the melting enthalpy of the first heating (ΔHm), then the result is divided by the 
enthalpy of 100 % crystallized polymer (ΔH100%), considered as same as PEEK (130 J·g-1) [10]. A 
degree of crystallinity of 4 ± 2% was found for PEKK-A and 20 ± 2% for PEKK-SC. 

Optical properties.  
The laser irradiation that strokes the samples’ surface can be transmitted, reflected and/or 

absorbed. For that, transmission, reflection and absorption factors of the samples need to be 
determined. The transmission factor (T) characterizes the quantity of incident laser irradiation that 
will be able to go through its thickness. The reflection factor (R) indicates the portion of the 
irradiation that will be reflected by the material surface. Finally, absorption factor (A) will provide 
the fraction of the incident irradiation that will be absorbed by the material, either at the surface or 
in the volume. These three factors are related between them by Eq. 1 and they can be expressed in 
percentage for the desired wavelength. 

In the visible light spectral range, PEKK-A has a natural yellow translucent coloration, whereas 
PEKK-SC samples are opaque with a natural beige color. Their optical properties are necessary to 
verify their compatibility with LTW at 975 nm. The results are gathered in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Transmission, reflection and absorption factors of PEKK molded samples. 

Substrate T [%] R [%] A [%] 
PEKK-A2 75 ± 1.5 13 ± 0.1 12 ± 0.1 
PEKK-A4 62 ± 0.7 13 ± 0.1 25 ± 0.1 
PEKK-SC 20 ± 0.02 48 ± 1.7 32 ± 1.7  

 
The transmission spectrum of PEKK samples is seen in Fig. 5. At 975 nm, PEKK-A samples 

have a transmission factor higher than PEKK-SC ones: 75 % for PEKK-A2 and 62 % for PEKK-
A4, against 20 % for PEKK-SC. Also, increasing the thickness of PEKK-A decreases the 
transmission factor by more than 17 %. Based on previous works of LTW on PEKK [9] a 
transmission factor of 60% is suitable to achieve melting at the interface. Consequently, 2 and 4 
mm thick PEKK-A samples seem adequate to be used as transparent upper substrate for LTW. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Transmission spectrums of PEKK 7002 molded samples. 
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Table 2 pointed out that the sample with the highest absorption factor is the semi-crystalline 
one. Even if its absorption is low (32 %), it is higher than its transmission factor (20 %). This 
validates the suitability of PEKK-SC as absorbent substrate for LTW. 

To irradiate the assembly interface, the output laser irradiation (Po) will first go through the 
clamping glass and then through the transparent substrate. Therefore, the output laser power value 
will decrease after going through each layer, according to the transmission factor of each layer. 
Hence, the power reaching the assembly interface will be the percentage of output power that the 
glass and the transparent substrate will allow to transmit. At our laser wavelength, the clamping 
glass has a transmissivity of 0.82, as evaluated with the power-meter. Then, the transmission factor 
of the transparent-upper substrate depends on its thickness: 0.75 for PEKK-A2, and 0.62 for 
PEKK-A4. Thus, the power at the interface (Pint) can be calculated using Eq.2 and Eq.3 for PEKK-
A2/PEKK-SC and PEKK-A4/PEKK-SC, respectively. 

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝐴𝐴2) = 𝑃𝑃0 × 0.82 × 0.75  (2) 

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝐴𝐴4) = 𝑃𝑃0 × 0.82 × 0.62  (3) 

The power at the interface is set 
between 75 and 95 W. Table 3 indicates 
the output laser power used for each type 
of assembly to obtain the desired power at 
the interface for each targeted power. 

Weld characterization.  
The cross-section of the weld bond 

along the weld path is observed to 
characterize its heat affected zone (HAZ). 

Table 3. Laser power used for LTW. 
 P0 [W] Pint [W] 

For both  for A2/SC for A4/SC 
P1 123 148 75 
P2 139 168 85 
P3 144 175 88 
P4 154 188 95 

 

Fig. 6 shows a micrograph of the assembly cross-section before and after welding for A4/SC-P2. 
Before welding, we can easily identify the interface line between the overlapped substrates (inside 
the red dashed rectangle in Fig. 6A). After welding, the HAZ appears as an oval shape replacing 
the interface line (inside the red dashed contour in Fig. 6B). The color change from yellow to white 
within the HAZ demonstrates a modification of the crystallinity. All the weld bonds characterized 
showed this same shape and aspect on their HAZ. 

The PEKK-SC shows a yellow coloration within the HAZ: the substrate became amorphous on 
cooling. This means that PEKK-SC absorbed enough laser power to melt at the interface and that 
the cooling ramp was faster than the crystallization kinetics. Also, in PEKK-SC, the HAZ is so 
deep that it almost reaches the bottom of the substrate. It indicates that the laser irradiation 
penetrated the sample, as stands by Jones et al. [1], and was absorbed on the volume and not only 
at the interface. The average depth for both types of assemblies is 1.4 ± 0.2 mm. With these 
parameters, it would not be possible to weld lower parts thinner than 1.4 mm.  

In PEKK-A substrate, the HAZ colors go from yellow to white. The melting zone is mainly 
located at the interface. The white color indicates that PEKK-A sample undergoes cold 
crystallization. Tcc was measured at 202°C in Fig.4. Following laser absorption at the interface, 
this temperature was achieved by heat conduction from the lower part. Moreover, the shape and 
colors of HAZ indicates that the samples really merged at the interface to create a strong bond. 
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Fig. 6. A4/SC-P2 assembly cross-section along the welding path (A) before and (B) after 

welding. 
 

HAZ dimensions were measured for each assembly configuration. Its height (along the X axis) 
and length (along the Z axis) were plotted against the power used for welding in Fig. 7. A notorious 
increment on the HAZ dimensions with the power is noticed. This increase is almost linear for 
three of the four intensities (75, 85 and 95 W). The HAZ dimensions obtained at 88 W do not 
follow the regular trend. A possible explanation is related to the uncertainty of the power. Indeed, 
the values of power are defined with ± 3%. Thus, the data obtained for 85 and 88 W are expected 
to be close to each other. 

For the HAZ height, almost 1 mm of difference is found from lowest to highest power, for both 
types of assemblies (A2/SC and A4/SC). Concerning the length of the HAZ, it is quite the same 
on A4/SC, with only 0.3 mm of difference from the lowest to the highest power. For A2/SC, this 
length improves considerably with laser intensity, with a gap of 1.6 mm. Moreover, this HAZ 
length is higher than the welding path used for welding (20 mm) in all the configurations. That 
indicates that the irradiation procedure used, combining static and dynamic irradiation, had a 
positive impact on the melting at the interface. This increment of the HAZ dimensions with laser 
power can be explained by the fact that increasing the laser power maximizes the heat input which 
leads to a greater volume of melted material at the interface, resulting in a higher welded zone.  

The HAZ dimensions also increase with the increase of the transparent substrate thickness for 
each laser power. This can be caused by the scattering of the laser irradiation through the samples. 
Thus, PEKK-A4 seems to scatter more the light than PEKK-A2, which increases the distribution 
of the energy over a larger area.  
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Fig. 7. HAZ dimensions (A) height and (B) length, plotted against the laser power used at the 

interface. 
 

Different mechanical tests are carried out to quantify the resistance of welded samples by LTW: 
DCB [2,11], wedge [12], and SLS tests [8,11,13-16]. SLS is the easiest and most used test.  
When tested in SLS, lap-joint welded samples failed in different modes. To identify their failure type, four failure 
modes are defined (Table 4) inspired by the classification proposed by Amanat et al. [8] for LTW on PEEK. Two 
types of failure were obtained within our assemblies: 

• Cohesive failure: this indicates that the bond broke and was separated as if it was ripped 
off. The samples actually fused at the interface, creating a strong weld. 

• Substrate near joint: one or both substrates broke near the weld bond, but the bond was 
fully or mostly intact, proving that the bond strength is superior to the substrate strength. 

 
Table 4. Failure modes for LTW samples tested by SLS. 

Failure mode Appearance Inference Description  

Interfacial  
 

Bond strength << 
substrate strength  

Assembly fails at the interface 
because no real material cohesion 
was created at the irradiated 
interface. Most undesired result.  

Cohesive 
 

Bond strength ~   
substrate strength 

Assembly fails at the interface within 
the weld bond created. 

Substrate near 
joint 

 

Bond strength > 
substrate strength  

Failure within the substrate but near 
the interfacial region and weld bond 
intact (or mostly). 

Bulk substrate 
 

Bond strength >> 
substrate strength 

Bulk substrate results in tensile yield 
and brakes far from the weld bond. 
Most desired result. 

 
Even though two failure modes were obtained, only the samples that failed in cohesive mode 

are analyzed in this paper. The overlap interface is visible so the real contact area can be measured 
to obtain the LSS value for each cohesively failed assembly. 1 or 3 samples over 5 failed cohesively 
for each configuration. A hypothesis steaming from this high dispersion is related to the irradiated 
surface that can vary locally due to heterogeneities of the samples: different macromolecular 
organization, and micro-voids or particles inside them. These heterogeneities can lead to the 
scattering of the laser path in the upper substrate, and to an inhomogeneous absorption of the laser 
irradiation in the bottom substrate. The LSS obtained are plotted with the power for both type of 
assembly in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. LSS (MPa) of LTW samples failed cohesively. Bars indicate the measuring range. 
 

The strength obtained at one laser power is the same for both types of assemblies except for the 
first laser power of 75 W. However, the strength decreases with laser power from 85 W.  This drop 
in weld strength can be caused by different crystalline morphology at the interface. Indeed, the 
crystallinity of PAEK is strongly impacted by its thermal history. A higher power reaching the 
interface would result in a higher temperature and slower cooling ramp. As proved on PEEK [17], 
the refinement of the primary lattice takes place when the temperature is higher than or equal to 
the previous crystallization temperature. An evolution of the lattice sizes could result in lower 
ultimate tensile strength. Further studies are needed to clarify this point. Overall, the strength of 
our assemblies is higher than those achieved by Potente et al. when welding PEEK T-joint 
specimens with similar thicknesses for the transparent substrate [18]. They achieved a maximum 
strength of 40 MPa, while our minimum is of the same value for both types of assemblies. 
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Fig. 9. Weld bond of assemblies failed with cohesive mode. The opened overlapped interfaces 
allow to visualize the weld bond on each substrate of the assembly for (A) A2/SC-P2 and (B) 
A4/SC-P2. (C) Magnified view of inset show in (A). (D) Magnified view of inset shown in (B). 

 
The cohesively failed weld bonds were characterized by optical microscopy. Fig. 9 shows the 

micrograph of the opened overlap of cohesively failed assemblies in the PEKK-A and PEKK-SC 
substrates. The weld bonds show signs of sheared material on each substrate. That indicates that 
the samples were melted and fused together at the irradiated zone and that the bonds were shared 
during mechanical test. 
Summary 
PEKK 7002 grade is suitable to be welded with amorphous over semi-crystalline sample 
configuration. The following conclusions are outlined:  

• The optical properties of the substrates were measured in injection molded plates: 
o A transmission factor of 40 % is measured on amorphous plates at the wavelength 

of interest, even with 4 mm thick. Thus, the amorphous state is transparent enough 
to allow LTW.  

o Increasing the thickness of the amorphous substrate from 2 to 4 mm decreases the 
IR transmission factor by 17 %.  

o The absorption properties of the semi-crystalline state of PEKK 7002 make it 
suitable for LTW. 

• We targeted to define the process parameters according to the material properties to get a 
strong and reliable weld. 

o The output laser power was varied to obtain the same laser intensity radiation at the 
interface considering the transmission factor of the transparent substrate. 

o The welding speed and irradiation procedure were established to allow the materials 
to melt at the interface all along the welding path.   

• Relationships between the process parameters, the material properties and the dimensions 
of the HAZ, and the mechanical resistance of the welds were determined. The highest LSS 
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is 60 MPa, demonstrating the ability of LTW in achieving strong welds in amorphous over 
semi-crystalline PEKK. 

Further work will focus on extending the study to other process parameters. A thorough 
characterization of the HAZ will be carried out to link the crystalline morphology to the thermal 
history undergone within the HAZ. 
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Abstract. In this work on ultrasonic welding of CF/PEEK composites, it was established that the 
surface roughness of the substrates has an influence on the interfacial strength of a joint. The joint 
resistance is lower when the roughness increases. Interestingly, a new characteristic time was 
found, named the healing plateau time (tHP), which is determined by the displacement versus time 
curves during ultrasonic welding. This time seems to be related to the shear strength of the joint. 
This is a major finding, because it appears as a non-destructive way of predicting the quality of 
welds. Besides, DNS test on CF/PEEK unidirectional composite pointed out 40% higher shear 
strength compared with SLS, performed on CF/PEEK substrates assembled with a 250 µm PEI 
integrated energy director. Ultrasonic welding was optimized to reach a performance close to the 
shear strength of bulk.  
 
List of abbreviations 
CF  Carbon fiber    QDNSSmax Quasi double-notched shear  
Dh  Healing degree     strength maximum value 
DIC  Intimate contact degree  Ra  Profile’s arithmetic mean  
DNS  Double-notch shear     deviation  
GIC  Mode I energy release rate  Rz  Average profile height  
GIC(∞)  Bulk material resistance  SDB  Sandblasted 
GIIC  Mode II energy release rate  SLS  Single lap shear 
HP  Healing plateau   SS  Shear strength 
LSS  Lap shear strength   SSbulk  Bulk material shear strength  
LSSmax  Lap shear strength maximum value STB  Shotblasted 
λcut-off  boundary wavelength between STD  Standard 

roughness and waviness  th  Healing time 
PEEK  Polyetheretherketone   tHP  Healing plateau time 
PEI  Polyetherimid    tic  Intimate contact time 
QDNSS Quasi double-notched shear  trep  Reptation time 

Strength    USW  Ultrasonic welding 
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Introduction 
Composites in aeronautics are currently dominated by thermosets, but the development of high-
performance thermoplastic composites is booming. These materials open the way towards new 
forming and assembling processes. Ultrasonic welding (USW) is a joining method that uses 
ultrasonic vibrations and pressure over time to generate heat at the contact surfaces. Joining is 
achieved by the formation of a molten interphase which consolidates on cooling under pressure. 
The use of an energy director, a pure polymer film between both surfaces to be welded, facilitates 
the surface wetting to achieve intimate contact. Polyetherimide (PEI) is often used as energy 
director for joining Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) matrix composites, as both polymers are 
miscible. Moreover, PEI has the advantage of flowing at a lower temperature than PEEK, which 
facilitates the mobility of its macromolecular chains through PEEK. 

The weld quality in USW depends on several process parameters and material properties, but 
geometric parameters must also be considered. Besides, interface healing and intimate contact 
between both surfaces to be welded are still not fully understood. According to Voyutskii [1], 
surface wetting is not sufficient to develop interfacial strength in polymer welding, the chains must 
be able to diffuse from one surface to another. Before the polymer chains diffuse from one side to 
the other one, intimate contact is established by the flow of asperities onto the surface of polymeric 
materials. Then, healing is generated by the chains diffusing across the interface and their random 
rearrangement. The highest welding strength is achieved when healing is completed and the 
interface disappears completely. Intimate contact describes the evolution of physical contact 
between both materials to be welded. It represents the true contact surface, formed by the asperities 
in contact, in opposition to the apparent contact surface. Initially, a perfect contact is impossible 
because of the surface roughness. It is assumed that roughness improves the frictional effect in 
USW and increases the temperature at the interface. But on the other hand, the imperfections must 
be flattened under pressure to generate intimate contact. Indeed, the intimate contact is the 
necessary condition for the polymeric chains to diffuse across the interface. The effect of 
roughness on weld strength is rarely considered and to date, no experimental study of roughness 
in USW is available. Usually, the specimens to be welded are prepared from plane plates without 
considering their roughness. However, various surface qualities are obtained when parts are 
manufactured in industrial conditions. Therefore, a deeper knowledge is needed to weld despite 
imperfect geometry or unusual roughness. Some analytical approaches were developed to handle 
this topic. In the most advanced existing models, the intimate contact degree (DIC) has been 
established by considering the roughness as a set of rectangular asperities [2,3], far from realistic 
geometry. However, this model may be sufficient to predict the influence of roughness on the joint 
quality, by linking the roughness parameters to pressure, viscosity and welding time. Further 
refinement of models may be interesting to fit the realistic roughness parameters.  Anyway, such 
models must be validated with experimental data, which are the purpose of this article. 

This work aims to contribute to the prediction of the weld resistance in USW according to the 
initial part roughness. Thus, the influence of roughness on the interfacial strength is investigated 
by combining mechanical characterization and analytical approach. Most studies choose the mode 
I energy release rate (GIC) to evaluate the adhesion of an assembly composed of 2 bulk materials 
[4,5,6]. This energy release rate could be considered as the resistance of welds. It can be compared 
to the GIC(∞) corresponding to the bulk material resistance. This energy release rate, attributed to a 
multiplicative combination of interfacial and bulk effects depends on the adhesion time [7]. Eq. 1 
relates it directly to the polymer reptation time (trep). trep mainly depends on the temperature and 
the polymer chain hindrance (Eq.2). It defines the average time needed for a polymer chain to 
completely leave its initial position. The latter is represented in the reptation theory by a tube from 
which the macromolecule escapes at the extremities. 
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𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑁3𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙3𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

 (2) 

With: 𝑁𝑁 number of monomers, 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 segment length of an ideal chain, µ𝑀𝑀 dynamic viscosity, 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 
number of monomers between entanglements, 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 Boltzmann constant 

In the aerospace industry, it is customary to consider the shear strength of joints instead of 
energy release rate. It was therefore decided to implement a new approach based on the mode II 
resistance and to discuss its validity while quantifying the influence of roughness.  
Materials and Methods 
USW was performed in displacement mode using a Mecasonic Omega 4x pneumatic welding 
machine. The input parameters were the applied pressure, the amplitude and the sonotrode 
displacement. Time, displacement, and energy dissipation were recorded by the device during 
welding. Fig. 1 shows the general layout of the welding system. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Layout of the ultrasonic welding device. 

 
Composite plates were manufactured with a Pinette Emidecau Industries Lab800 thermo-

compression device. The substrates were made of APC-2 prepreg supplied by Solvay, which is 
composed of unidirectional carbon fibers with polyetheretherketone matrix (CF/PEEK). 
Composite plates underwent an additional step to integrate a 0.25 mm thick pure polymer film of 
Ultem 1000 PEI as energy director under compression. To vary the surface finish of these 
composite plates, steel backplates of different roughness were used. Several surface conditions 
were tested to obtain different types and values of roughness.  
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The composite plates were then cut in 100 x 25 x 2 mm substrates. Before welding, their 
roughness was measured using a Mahr MarSurf PS1 roughness meter, by averaging 5 
measurements spread over the area to be welded, in the longitudinal direction on each sample. A 
comparison between the profile's arithmetic mean deviation (Ra) (Eq. 3) and the average profile 
height (Rz) was carried out but did not show a significant difference. Therefore, Ra was chosen as 
the default measurement parameter. In accordance with roughness tables, the boundary wavelength 
between roughness and waviness (λcut-off) was chosen to be 0.8 mm for roughness below 2 µm, and 
2.5 mm for roughness above 2 µm. The limited size of the specimens welded area made it 
inadequate to take higher values of λcut-off. 

Ra = 1
𝑛𝑛
∑ |𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌|𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1  (3) 

With:𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 deviations of the evaluation profile from the surface mean line. 
Two types of mechanical tests are carried out for this study: The specimens were prepared 

according to, Double-Notch Shear (DNS) testing from ASTM D-3846 and Single Lap Shear (SLS) 
testing from ASTM D-1002. 

DNS testing specimens measuring 79.50 x 12.70 x 4.05 mm were cut from a plate with all 
unidirectional fibers oriented in the direction of the compressive load. The specimens were then 
double-notched. The tests were conducted on a special compression device as shown in Fig. 2A, 
which allows the specimen to be held vertically without buckling. A micro-torque spanner was 
required to tighten the equipment's nuts up to 0.1 N.m. In addition, welded specimens were cut to 
DNS dimensions to characterize assemblies. To compensate the offset, a counterpart of the same 
material, with same thickness, was glued to each side of the assembled specimen. 

 

    
Fig. 2. (A) DNS testing equipment on CF/PEEK composite, (B) scheme of the DNS equipment 
according to ASTM D-3846, (C) Standard DNS specimen, (D) Quasi-DNS welded specimen. 

 
Then, SLS testing were performed on welded specimens as shown in Fig. 3. An Instron 33R4204 
tensile machine with a 100kN cell and adjustable jaws were used. Specimen shear resistances were 
evaluated, and the fractured surfaces were examined. 
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Fig. 3. Principle of the SLS test performed on a CF/PEEK composite with PEI energy director 

integrated on each welding surface. 
Results and Discussion 
Rather than establishing a mode II energy release rate (GIIC) based on Eq. 1, we chose to compare 
the shear strength (SS) of a joint to the shear strength of the bulk material (SSbulk) which is 
considered to be the maximum shear strength reachable. This ratio could be considered as the 
healing degree (Dh) of the joint and it can be related to the reptation time of the polymer (Eq. 4). 

𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)
𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼∞

≈ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

≈ � 𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

�
1
4

=  𝐷𝐷ℎ  (4) 

DNS tests gave a SSbulk value of 73 ± 5 MPa, which is the shear strength value of the bulk material. 
It is assumed that the strength of assemblies could not reach those of the bulk, due to different 
entanglement rate in the interface vicinity. It does not mean the quality of assemblies is poor. The 
welds obtained with optimized welding parameters were characterized. The strength of the bulk 
was compared with our best assembly configuration by SLS and by a quasi-DNS method, where 
the assemblies were adapted to fit into the DNS tooling provided. For this comparison, only joints 
that led to composite fracture were considered. The DNS and SLS tests were performed on a set 
of 5 specimens, a smaller number for the quasi-DNS test, as several samples were rejected due to 
failure in the energy director. The advantage of the quasi-DNS test is that the assembly is placed 
in a pure shear configuration. For the rest of the study, shear strength obtained by SLS test are 
called Lap Shear Strength (LSS) while strength obtained by quasi-DNS are called Quasi Double 
Notched Shear Strength (QDNSS). The mean and maximum values for these tests are given in 
Table 1. The results obtained for both tests are different, +40 % for QDNSSmax compared to 
LSSmax, confirming that SLS test does not only imply Mode II fracture. This difference suggests 
that DNS testing is a more reliable method for the determination of mode II strength than SLS. 

The healing degree determined by the QDNSS/SSB ratio is Dh = 93.7 %, which means that the 
welding parameters were fully optimized. This healing degree should be studied further to see 
whether it is suitable to define the quality of a joint. Similarly, it would be possible to set a 
performance ratio for the SLS test. LSS/SSbulk ratio is close to 60 %. Consequently, reaching this 
value in SLS tests could mean a very good performance is achieved for such assembly. Thereafter, 
it should be difficult to go beyond this LSSmax in SLS testing with the same materials. 

 
Table 1. Shear strength values of CF/PEEK composite assemblies with PEI energy director. LSS 

is obtained by SLS testing and QDNSS is obtained by quasi-DNS testing method. LSSmax and 
QDNSSmax are the maximum values of the corresponding tests. 

SSB LSS LSSmax QDNSS QDNSSmax 
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 
73 ± 5 43 ± 4 50 68 ± 2 70 

 
Quasi-DNS testing could therefore be a substitute for SLS testing. In addition to a better 
assessment of the mode II loading, this can lead to cost saving due to smaller specimen sizes and 
cheaper equipment.  
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To study the influence of roughness on UW, two surface conditions were tested on the PEI side 
of the plates. One was generated by thermocompression in contact with a sandblasted backplate 
(SDB), and the other one with a shotblasted one (STB). The roughness of each specimen was 
measured before welding. The range is quite large on these specimens: between 9 and 32 µm. The 
substrates were classified to have pairs of equivalent values. The reference specimens were 
standard ones (STD), meaning they had a relatively smooth PEI energy director. Their arithmetic 
roughness was measured between 0.2 and 0.4 µm. The optimized welding parameters for the 
standard specimens were kept for the rough ones. After welding, the joints were tested in SLS. 
The results shown in Fig. 4A demonstrate that the higher the roughness, the lower the apparent 
LSS. Moreover, a high deviation in the results is pointed out. After visual inspection of the 
fractured surfaces of most joints fractured below 20 MPa, it appears that these welds are 
incomplete, which means that some portions of the welding area are still intact, and the fracture is 
located within the energy director. To obtain the true LSS of assemblies, image processing in 
ImageJ software gives access to the true welded area. The latter is then reported to the true LSS 
value and plotted versus the roughness in Fig. 4B. A plateau at around 22 ± 4 MPa is identified, 
which corresponds to the minimum lap shear strength of the weld for these materials, regardless 
their roughness. Nevertheless, when comparing STB and SDB backplates specimens with STD 
ones, there is a real gap in roughness, respectively with a minimum value of around 10 µm for 
rough specimen, and a maximum value of 0.4 µm for smooth ones. Thus, a roughness threshold 
shall exist between both values, and the fluctuation from 0.4 µm to this threshold should be 
interesting to study. Unfortunately, no intermediate data are available for this study.  
 

  
Fig. 4. (A) LSS of CF/PEEK assemblies as a function of PEI energy director roughness. (B) The 

same results obtained by using the true welded areas in the strength calculation. 
 

To go deeper towards understanding such results, the welding curves are closely examined and 
compared with the obtained roughness and LSS values. Fig. 5 shows typical welding curves, which 
highlight the sonotrode displacement over time and the dissipated power during welding. The 
curves show the main characteristic stages of ultrasonic welding as described by Villegas [8] with 
slight variations due to different tooling and welding configuration, namely, stage 1) heating of 
the energy director, stage 2) after a first peak of dissipated power, energy director starts to melt, 
stage 3) the entire energy director is in a molten state and the sonotrode begins its main 
displacement, stage 4) includes a second power peak, the matrix at the contact of the energy 
director starts to melt locally, and stage 5) the matrix at the interphase is completely molten and 
the degradation  begins due to overheating, while the dissipated power starts decreasing. 
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Fig. 5. Welding curves showing sonotrode displacement and dissipated power versus time. 

Typical curves for (A) standard specimens, (B) rough specimens. 
 
The reference specimens led to the best results by reaching the middle or end of stage 4, which 
usually involves the joint fracture located within the composite plies. For the rough ones, the 
welding process more frequently stops during stage 3 or at the very beginning of step 4, and the 
break often takes place inside the energy director. However, significant differences appear between 
these graphs’ displacement curves. The welding of rough specimens revealed a clearly visible 
plateau on the displacement curve during stage 1 and 2, which is obvious for all specimens. To 
date, this phenomenon has never been mentioned in the literature, probably because no study has 
focused on assembling rough surfaces until now, but smooth specimens. It is similar to fluctuations 
surrounding the initial point of displacement. However, the sonotrode displacement in stage 1 
indicates that this plateau is representative of the beginning of the intimate contact between the 
welded surfaces. In the following, it will be called Healing Plateau (HP). Intimate contact time 
(tic) is identified as the time required to reach this plateau. Fig. 5b shows a significant power 
requirement to heat the substrate interfaces and flatten the surface asperities. In this case, rather 
than getting a first power peak, the change in slope seems to match with the stage 2 transition, 
which occurs during the HP. In the examples shown, the HP of rough specimens lasts slightly less 
than half as long as for smooth specimens (here, tHPsmooth = 0.53 s and tHPrough = 0.24 s).  

There is another important point to consider. In displacement mode in USW, the requested final 
height arrives too quickly, this is why stage 4 is scarcely reached. The sonotrode travelled distance 
to reach the plateau is a loss which prevents from achieving the requested displacement and thus, 
obtain an efficient joining. The roughness could help predicting the height of HP and tic, as shown 
in Fig. 6. There seems to be a trend for all roughnesses, but with significant variability for the 
lowest ones. Therefore, it should be possible to adjust the welding distance depending on the 
roughness, in order to reach the desired height in displacement mode. For LSS values below 10 
MPa, identifying the HP is not obvious. 
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Fig. 6. Healing plateau height position (rounds) and experimental intimate contact time 

(squares), defined from the welding curves during sonotrode displacement for assemblies with 
LSS > 10 MPa. 

 
The healing plateau duration (tHP), which is finally a characteristic heating time of the 

interphase, could therefore be responsible for the strength of the assemblies. All plateau durations 
were measured on the welding curves, using a first-order derivative function to highlight the 
displacement variations. These results were scaled to the weld area and compared to each joint 
resistance in Fig. 7. A proportionality appears between tHP and the LSS values. This trend seems 
to imply that tHP should be maximized to obtain the best welding results. This finding, if confirmed 
by further studies, could be a simple and non-destructive way of assessing the quality of an 
ultrasonically welded joint. 

To go further in the analysis, the healing time (th) and tHP are highlighted. It is expected these 
two values are related. Assuming trep is considered unitary, and the shear stress of the bulk in SLS 
is fixed to our maximum value LSSmax, the shear stress and time ratios were calculated and plotted 
in Fig. 8 according to Eq. 4. The resulting trend looks like a line that does not pass through the 
origin, suggesting tHP is different from th. 
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Fig. 7. Link between the healing plateau duration and the shear strength of welded assemblies. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Healing degree obtained by plotting shear stresses versus time ratios. 

 
Summary 
The influence of roughness when assembling composite plates by ultrasonic welding was studied. 
For that, composite specimens were manufactured with various roughness. For the first time, the 
intimate contact time was identified experimentally through the power and displacement welding 
curves. The displacement curves revealed a characteristic plateau duration, particularly evident on 
rough surfaces, which appears to be directly related to the joint shear strength. Exploiting this 
knowledge is a first step towards non-destructive examination of assemblies. It was established 
that this characteristic time is not the healing time of the interface during welding, but the link 
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between them seems obvious. A high roughness seems to have a negative effect on the strength of 
a joint welded in displacement mode by USW.  

Finally, DNS test as a method of assessing Mode II strength has proven to be more reliable than 
SLS test, in addition to being less costly in terms of equipment and materials. Nevertheless, it can 
be established that an SLS test resulting in an LSS/SSbulk ratio of 60% or more demonstrates the 
high quality of an assembly. 
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Abstract. The selection of an adequate coupling film for welding thermoset composites (TSC) is 
primary for improving the degree of automation in the composite industry. Ultrasonic welding 
(UW) is a well-established technique for joining composites and has recently been utilized in the 
aerospace and automotive industries. To achieve an efficient joining, the use of a polymer-based 
material placed at the welding interface called an energy director (ED) is required. The choice of 
the coupling layer material is linked to several requirements, such as processing temperature, high 
adhesion to the TSC adherend and mechanical strength of the resulting welded joints. Most 
importantly, the viscoelastic dissipation of the ED influences the heating mechanism and the joint 
behaviour since the hysteresis loops generated during welding are dissipated into viscoelastic heat. 
In this work, the authors investigated the possibility of using Poly-vinyl-butyral (PVB) reinforced 
with graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) as a coupling layer in UW of TSC adherents, showing that an 
improvement of lap shear strength (LSS) of 80% with respect to neat PVB.  
Introduction 
Joining of TSCs has been limited to mechanical fastening and adhesive bonding, or a combination 
of the two [1]. In the first case, the drilling of holes results in stress concentrations and weakening 
of the thin composite structure, also significantly reducing its lightweight potential [2]. In contrast, 
adhesive bonding, although not requiring holes, needs rigorous surface preparation, high curing 
temperatures and pressures and long curing times to preserve the long-term durability of bonded 
composite joints [3]. 

Thus, the development of novel joining techniques able to overcome these drawbacks is 
required. Welding is a highly efficient process for joining composites, being capable of producing 
joints in relatively short cycle times, characterized by equivalent or better performance than 
adhesively bonded or mechanically fastened joints. Specifically, ultrasonic welding (UW) is a 
well-established technique for joining composites and has recently been utilized in the aerospace 
and automotive industries [4,5]. However, it requires the melting or softening ability of the 
polymer with increasing temperature, being applicable only in joining fibre-reinforced 
thermoplastic composites (TPC). To weld TSC, the use of polymer-based films placed at the 
welding interface is required to promote frictional and viscoelastic heating [6]. These coupling 
films, called energy director (ED), must satisfy various requirements such as processing 
temperature, high adhesion to the TSC adherend and mechanical and environmental performance 
of the resulting welded joint [7]. 
In contrast to other welding processes, in the UW, heat is generated by the internal damping of an 
applied ultrasonic vibration. During ultrasonic welding, the parts are subjected to a longitudinal 
mechanical vibration with a high frequency (typically 10-40 kHz). The mechanical vibration 
causes a standing wave in the welding parts in the form of heat [8]. The mechanism of heat 
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generation is via viscoelastic dissipation due to the cyclic deformation of the plastic. In a purely 
elastic material, the driving force causes deformation rates in the part that is in phase with the force 
so there is no energy dissipation. The deformation rate in a purely viscous material is proportional 
to the applied force but has a phase difference of 90° dissipating the energy. Thus, in UW, the 
driving dynamic welding force depends on the material properties and shape of the product. When 
the ED heats, melts and flows to fill the interface joining the parts. With increasing temperature, 
the damping factor grows and the increasing vibrational energy is converted into heat by hysteresis 
losses [9]. 

The transformation of mechanical vibration into heat depends on a large number of mechanical 
and thermal properties of the material: the damping has to reach a certain level to cause high 
hysteresis losses, which are responsible for the elevation of the temperature. On the other hand, 
the material has to be stiff enough to successfully transmit the vibrational energy from the horn to 
the joint interface.  

The polymer itself may not reach these mechanical requirements. Nanomaterials can effectively 
increase the mechanical performances of polymers both in terms of elastic modulus and damping, 
thanks to the energy dissipation that occurs at the interface with the matrix. Nanoparticles with a 
lamellar (2D) structure, such as graphene and its analogues (graphene oxide, GO, graphene 
nanoplatelets, GNP, etc.), can significantly improve the damping capabilities of nanocomposites 
[10] and also fracture toughness [11]. The nanoparticle shape factor and content can influence the 
mechanical behaviour of nanocomposites and in particular the damping factor (tanδ) [12].  

In this work, the authors investigated the possibility of using Poly-vynil-butyral (PVB) 
reinforced with graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) as a coupling layer in UW of TSC adherents. The 
effect of GNPs' weight content and flake dimensions on the temperature-dependent dynamic 
characteristics of nanocomposites and their influence on joint quality have been assessed. 
Specifically, nanocomposites with GNPs content varying from 0.5 wt% to 2.0 wt% and different 
aspect ratios have been fabricated using a lab mixer. Both the viscoelastic behaviour and 
morphology of the nanocomposites have been investigated. Finally, the interlaminar shear 
properties, through lap shear strength and short beam strength of UW joints have been investigated. 
Materials and Methods 
Poly-vinyl-butyral (PVB) (Mowital B60H) is a tough plastic resin commonly used for bonding. 
The presence of hydrophilic vinyl alcohol units and the hydrophobic vinyl butyral units confer 
both high adhesion to inorganic material and elasticity and toughness. 

Two-dimensional graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) are multilayer graphene obtained by the 
exfoliation of graphite. Nanoplatelets with different aspect ratios have been selected in this study 
and their geometry is listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Properties of selected nanoplatelets. 

Nanoplatelet SSA* Lateral size Thickness  Aspect ratio 
MICRO850 14 m2/g 4 µm 850 nm 4.70 
AVA 1240 22 m2/g 40 µm 12 nm 3333 
G2NAN 30 m2/g 30 µm 14 nm 2143 

*SSA=specific surface area 
 
Nanocomposites filled with selected GNPs were produced following a mixing and moulding 

process. Firstly, the polymer and the nanoplatelets are mixed using a Thermo Haake Rheomix for 
10 min at a temperature of 150°C. Then, films of 200 µm thickness are fabricated using a hot 
platen press at 140°C and 200 bar for 20 min. 
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A number of 8 different coupons have been fabricated, varying the filler concentration and 
aspect ratio (Table 2). Also, an unfilled PVB film has been produced as reference. 

 
Table 2. Fabricated nanocomposites. 

Sample Filler Nominal filler content  
[wt%] 

Ref Neat - 
1 AVA1240 2.0 
2 G2Nan 0.5 
3 G2Nan 1.0 
4 G2Nan 1.5 
5 G2Nan 2.0 
6 MICRO850 0.5 
7 MICRO850 1.5 
8 MICRO850 2.0 

 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (TA Instruments Q500) was conducted to evaluate the real 

filler/matrix composition of the films. Measurements were performed in an inert atmosphere, using 
nitrogen gas, with a temperature ramp of 10°C/min from room temperature to 700°C. The weight 
loss is evaluated at 500°C. 

The thermal properties of the PVB/GNPs films were investigated by differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) using the DSC Discovery instrument. Each specimen was heated and cooled 
twice from 0 to 300°C at a rate of 10°C/min and the glass transition temperature (Tg) values were 
extracted from the DSC curves. 

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was employed to measure the loss modulus and assess 
the viscous behaviour of the PVB/GNPs nanocomposites. A TA Instruments Q800 DMA equipped 
with a single cantilever clamp was used to perform a temperature sweep from 30 to 120°C at a 
heating rate of 3°C/min and a frequency of 1 Hz and considering an initial amplitude of 20 μm. 
Data are elaborated according to the ASTM D790 standard for the flexural behaviour of 
composites [13]. 
An optical microscope Olympus BX 51M, equipped with Linkam THM600 hot stage, was 
employed to assess the morphology of the material and the quality of the dispersion of the 
nanoparticles. 
A carbon fabric/epoxy prepreg with a fibre volume content of 58% was used. 8 plies of CF/epoxy 
prepreg were stacked with a [(0/90)/ (45/-45)/(-45/45)/ (90/0)]s lamination sequences. The 
CF/epoxy stack were cured in autoclave at 120°C for 2 hours and 3 bar with vacuum bag, resulting 
in a laminate with a final thickness of 2 mm. Subsequently the CF/epoxy cured adherends were 
ultrasonic welded using the PVB/GNP film as coupling layer and ED.  

Ultrasonic welding of individual coupons was performed using a Rinco Dynamic 3000 
ultrasonic welder. The following process parameters were used: 500 N welding force, 36 µm peak-
to-peak amplitude, 1000 ms welding time and 500 Ws maximum welding energy.  

The coupons were saw cut from the cured CF/epoxy laminates to the dimensions of 36 x 12 
mm for the Interlaminar Shear Strength (ILSS) tests (Fig. 1Fig. 1) and 25 x 100 mm for the Lap 
Shear Strength (LSS) tests (Fig. 1). 

ILSS tests were performed according to ASTM D2344 standard to evaluate the interfacial 
strength of the ultrasonic welded joints; the bonding characteristics of the ultrasonic welded joint 
was evaluated by LSS tests, according to ASTM D5868 standard. The tests were carried out with 
a 50-kN load cell in a Instron 68TM-50 Mechanical tester. 
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The interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) was calculated by dividing the peak recorded reaction 
force, Fmax by the area of the cross section (AILSS), equal to 40 x 12 mm2, as shown in Eq. 1. 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼  =   3
4
⋅ 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

  (1) 

The LSS of the joints was calculated as the maximum load divided by the total overlap area. The 
total overlap area (ALSS) was about 25 x 25 mm2, Eq. 2.  

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

  (2) 

A minimum of three specimens were tested per type of PVB/GN coupling layer used in this 
study.  

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the CF/Epoxy/PVB joints in (a) ILSS and (b) LSS 

configurations. 
Results and Discussion 
The results of thermal analyses are reported in Table 3. The actual filler content is equal to the 
nominal value, as confirmed by TGA. Also, the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer is 
not affected by the inclusions: it is equal to that of the unfilled polymer (73°C) for all samples. 
 

Table 3. Results of thermal analyses conducted on PVB/GNPs nanocomposites. 

Sample 
Actual filler 

content  
[wt%] 

Tg 
[°C] 

1 1.7 73 
2 0.5 72 
3 1.0 73 
4 1.5 73 
5 2.1 73 
6 0.5 72 
7 1.5 70 
8 1.7 72 

 
Micrographs show excellent dispersion in the case of MICRO850 and G2Nan in contrast to 

AVA1240. The morphology of the material changes considerably according to the selected GNPs. 
In the case of AVA1240, the presence of agglomerates can be observed, with a non-uniform 
distribution of particles (Fig.2). The quality of the dispersion increases significantly in the case of 
G2Nan (Fig.3). In this case, the distribution of nanoparticles is uniform for all concentrations from 
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0.5 wt% to 2.0 wt%, with a slight level of agglomeration. Finally, the best dispersion was observed 
for MICRO850 for all contents, with a very good level of homogeneity and absence of clusters 
(Fig. 4).  

 

 
Fig. 2. Micrograph of PVB reinforced with AVA1240 at 2 wt%. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Micrograph of PVB reinforced with G2Nan at 0.5 wt% (a), 1 wt% (b), 1.5 wt% (c) e 2 

wt% (d). 
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Fig. 4. Micrograph of PVB reinforced with MICRO850 at 0.5 wt%(a), 1.5 wt% (b), 2wt% (c). 

 
The quality of GNPs dispersion is reflected in the mechanical performance of the 

nanocomposite. The results of the analyses carried out showed an improvement in the mechanical 
properties in the case of G2Nan and MICRO850 reinforced PVB compared to the unfilled polymer, 
and a deterioration in the case of AVA1240, both in terms of elastic modulus and damping.  

In a viscoelastic material, the properties are intermediate between those of an ideal solid and 
those of an ideal liquid, as there is a phase lag between strain and deformation due to the time 
required to obtain molecular rearrangements. A measure of the elastic or pseudo-solid nature of 
the material is represented by the storage modulus (E’), while a measure of the viscous or pseudo-
liquid nature of the material is represented by the loss modulus (E’’). From a physical point of 
view, the storage modulus is related to the stiffness of the material and the loss modulus reflects 
the damping capacity of the material. The damping factor, tanδ represents the ratio between the 
viscoelastic and elastic response of a material and defines the dissipative capacity of the material. 
The results of the dynamic mechanical analyses conducted on the samples, in terms of storage and 
tanδ are reported in Fig. 5. 

In the case of G2Nan, a maximum elastic modulus is observed for samples with a GNP content 
of 0.5 wt%, an increase of 9% compared to unfilled PVB. As the filler content increases, the 
possible presence of clusters leads to a decrease in the elastic modulus with respect to the neat 
PVB, albeit insignificant. The damping factor increases as the GNP content increases, with a 
maximum in correspondence of filler content of 1.5 wt%. This configuration provides a 33% 
increase in tanδ, without altering the elastic modulus of the material (2% reduction). 
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In the case of MICRO850, due to the small particle size, dispersion is uniform at all 
concentrations and the elastic modulus increases with increasing filler content. Again, a 30% 
increase in tanδ is observed for 1.5% GNP content. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between storage modulus at room temperature and damping ratio at peak of 

the tested nanocomposites. 
 

In UW, the energy directors need to match damping and stiffness requirements to guarantee a 
certain level of hysteresis losses and to successfully transmit the vibrational energy from the horn 
to the joint interface respectively. Therefore, AVA1240 has not been considered for further 
investigation.  

A strict correlation between the results of DMA and the short beam shear (SBS) is observed 
(Fig. 6). The mechanical properties of the coupling layer influence the strength of the joint. Welded 
joints with nanocomposites with high elastic modulus showed higher SBS with respect to the neat 
PVB, with a maximum of 40 MPa for PVB filled with 0.5 wt% of G2Nan. At low lamellar 
nanoparticles content, the fracture toughness of polymers improves, since the inclusions delay 
crack propagation [11].  
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Fig. 6. Comparison between SBS and storage modulus 

Lap shear strength has been assessed only for nanocomposites reinforced with G2Nan at 
different filler content. It is shown in Fig. 7 that this value is always higher than that of the neat 
PVB and it is maximum for the case of PVB filled with 0.5 wt% of G2Nan.  

PVB filled with 0.5 wt% of G2Nan showed an improved quality of the joint with respect to the 
other samples. According to [14] the higher the material damping and the storage modulus (i.e. the 
higher the loss modulus) the higher the heat generation during welding and the lower the energy 
required for the welding process. It means that the ultrasonic weldability significantly depends on 
the loss modulus of the material [9]. Indeed, the LSS and E’’ at 120°C (Fig. 7) show a similar trend.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison between LSS and loss modulus. 
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Summary 
The possibility of using PVB/GNP coupling films as energy directors in UW of TSC has been 
demonstrated. The influence of GNPs' weight content and flake aspect ratio on the mechanical 
properties of nanocomposites and joint quality has been assessed.  

It was found that the use of lamellar nanoparticles can effectively improve the mechanical 
performances of polymers both in terms of damping and elastic modulus and consequently 
weldability. Unlike neat PVB, the inclusions act as reinforcement, supporting part of the load that 
is transferred from the matrix, both improving the elastic properties and the dissipative capabilities 
of the material. The high hysteresis losses ensure the elevation of the temperature during welding 
and the high stiffness ensure the transmission of the vibrational energy from the horn to the joint 
interface.  

An improvement of 28% of loss modulus and 80% of LSS is shown for PVB reinforced with 
0.5% of G2Nan, meaning that GNPs positively affect the damping capacity of PVB and therefore 
the joint strength. 

In order to further optimize and increase weld strength future investigations will be addressed. 
Strategies will be aimed at modifying the thickness of coupling layers and adding the PVB 
reinforced films as an intermediate material co-cured with the TSC laminates. 
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Abstract. This work aims to understand the effect of consolidation on parts obtained by material-
extrusion additive manufacturing process. Three plates were manufactured with carbon 
fiber/PEKK tapes. Two of them were consolidated under pressure at 334 and 360°C corresponding 
to the maximum of the melting peak and the end of the melting peak of PEKK respectively. 
Another plate did not undergo any post-treatment after printing, it is used as a reference. The parts 
were characterized to measure their porosity by density measurement and X-ray micro-computed 
tomography. Subsequently, short beam shear tests and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) tests 
were carried out to assess the influence of porosity on the mechanical strength of the plates. As 
expected, the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) decreases when the porosity increases. The 
highest ILSS is obtained for the part consolidated at 360°C due to a lower porosity. The highest 
storage modulus is obtained for the part consolidated at 334°C whereas the loss factor indicates a 
lower glass transition for the same part. This could be explained by a lower degree of crystallinity 
as revealed by DSC, compared to the part consolidated at 360°C. 
Introduction 
Additive manufacturing offers affordable opportunity to obtain complex shapes [1]. Material-
extrusion based processes are the most used techniques of 3D printing. ASTM International’s 
additive manufacturing (AM) technologies committee approved a new standard guide for the use 
of layer-based material extrusion (MEX) processes in additive manufacturing. MEX processes are 
used to fabricate polymer, or polymer composite, parts by depositing a filament or bead of material 
from an extrusion head. Initially, most of raw materials were filaments of polylactic acid (PLA) 
and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). Indeed, because of their low thermal transitions, their 
printing temperatures fit any basic printing machine [2,3]. However, after printing, such printed 
parts often suffer from poor interlayer adhesion bonding and high porosity rate [4]. MEX is now 
driven by high demanding applications, which require high performance polymers. PEEK 
(polyetheretherketone) and PEKK (polyetherketoneketone) are high performance semi-crystalline 
thermoplastics whose glass transition and melting temperatures are around, respectively, 150°C 
and above 360°C [5,6]. Printing PEEK and PEKK is possible with machines equipped with a 
heating chamber to control the crystallization upon cooling. As shown by Wang et al. [7] who 
characterized the bending properties of PEEK, printed parts reached 190 MPa for the bending 
strength compared to around 200 to 300 MPa for an injection molded part [8]. Other works report 
similar trends regarding mechanical resistance for PEKK printed parts [9]. Indeed, printing of 
PEKK is a challenge due to its high deposition temperature of around 400°C and its very high 
viscosity. Such high temperatures induce harsh temperature gradients inside the part during 
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printing. Consequently, the crystallization of PEKK is not homogeneous along the z-axis direction. 
This gradient of crystallinity contributes to warpage defects due to anisotropic shrinkage. Also, a 
too fast crystallization could hinder macromolecular diffusion at the interfaces, the surface contact 
between filaments. Thus, the mechanical resistance between each layer of PEEK or PEKK printed 
parts remains very low as demonstrated by Rahman et al. who measure an interlayer resistance 
between 80 and 100 MPa [10]. A way to improve the mechanical properties of thermoplastics is 
the association with short or continuous fibers. Among fibers, carbon fibers have the highest elastic 
modulus and stress at break. Therefore, some studies have focused on printing carbon 
fiber/polyetherketoneketone (PEKK) composites which target aerospace, medical and any other 
demanding applications due to outstanding chemical resistance, flame retardancy and low smoke 
generation and toxicity [11]. When filled with short carbon fibers (100 to 300 µm), the 
performance of these composites is limited [12,13] as revealed by their brittle behavior under 
impact [14], but the short fibers increases the tensile strength up to 95 MPa against 80 MPa for the 
pure PEEK [15]. Addition of continuous fibers makes the material much more resistant [15]. The 
stiffness, low weight and stress resistance make continuous carbon fiber an ideal material to 
produce industry-grade composite parts. Unfortunately, long carbon fiber/PEEK printed parts also 
suffer from high porosity and poor interlayer adhesion as demonstrated by Luo et al. who found 
an interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of 4 MPa for a 20%wt long carbon fiber filled composite, 
compared to an ILSS of 12 MPa when printing pure PEEK [16]. An option to overcome this flaw 
has been put forward by Van de Werken et al. who studied the effect of hot-pressing as post-
treatment after printing. After applying a temperature of 250°C for less than 3 hours at 1.4 MPa, 
the porosity was decreases by a factor 2 to achieve 5% of porosity with an ILSS of 35 MPa [17]. 
9Tlabs is a company offering solutions to design and manufacture complex parts in no time. They 
propose additive manufacturing machines to produce high performance continuous fiber 
composites (carbon fiber with PEEK or PEKK matrix) with up to 60% fiber volume fraction. High 
volumes of structural composites can be manufactured in achieving up to 80% weight saving and 
50% cost saving in series production, high reproducibility and great quality [18]. Their solution is 
based on a two step process: 1) a printing step 2) a consolidation step. 

In this article, the effect of the consolidation step on the part performance was evaluated. The 
porosity rate and mechanical properties of the parts were measured on printed parts and after 
consolidation step at two different temperatures at 334°C and 360°C. The porosity was measured 
by density measurement and micro-computed tomography (µCT). The benefits and limitations of 
these techniques are discussed. The mechanical strength of printed parts was measured by 
interlaminar shear strength (ILSS). The material moduli were determined by dynamic mechanical 
analysis (DMA). An attempt to correlate these results to the porosity of parts is proposed to 
highlight the effect of compression post-treatment. 
Materials 
The composites plates were manufactured with a 9T Labs additive manufacturing machine [18]. 
9T Labs offers a whole additive fusion technology including post treatment. The printing strategy 
is XY/Z with fiber direction along the Y-direction as drawn by the white line in Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1. Orientation of the printed plates with the building strategy (white line). 
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The material feedstock is a rectangular unidirectionnal carbon fiber pre-impregnated tape 
whose theoretical fiber volume fraction is 60 % [18]. The deposited tape contains a 
polyetherketoneketone (PEKK from Arkema company) matrix and AS4 carbon fiber. After 
printing, the parts are inserted into a mold, and a compression cycle is applied to densify the parts. 
This process guarantees high resistance complex shape parts. For the sake of clarity, the parts are 
2- and 3-mm tick plates in this study. Three cases are compared i) Printed plate without 
consolidation (named UP), ii) Printed plates with a compression cycle at 334°C (CP-C1) and iii) 
Printed plates with a compression cycle at 360°C (CP-C2). The compression temperatures were 
chosen according to the thermal transitions of PEKK matrix. DSC (differential scanning 
calorimetry) were performed on about 10 mg of PEKK filament in aluminum pans with a Q200 
TA Instruments DSC. The heating cycle is as follows: First heating ramp: 10°C.min-1 from 25°C 
to 380°C, cooling ramp: 10°C.min-1 from 380°C to 25°C, second heating ramp : 10°C.min-1 from 
25°C to 380°C. Three samples were tested, only the second heating ramp of one sample is shown 
in Fig. 2. The filaments were dried at 140°C for 24h before testing. The glass transition is visible 
at 160°C, then the melting peak spreads from 300 to 360°C. The compression temperatures 
correspond to the maximum of the melting peak (334°C) and the end of the melting peak (360°C) 
for CP-C1 and CP-C2 respectively. The consolidation cycle is defined by a heating ramp at 
15°C.min-1 under 30kN, an isothermal step at 334 or 360°C under 45kN for 180 s, followed by a 
cooling ramp at 7°C.min-1 under 45kN. Then, the parts are demolded when the temperature is 
below 160°C. The printing and post-treatment parameters are defined respectively in Table 1 and 
Table 2.  

 
Table 1. Printing parameters. 

Plate temperature (°C) 180 
Chamber temperature (°C) Inactive 
Fiber Guide/Printing 
Temperature (°C) 

360 

Print speed (mm.min-1) 1000 

Line width (mm) 0,9 
Layer height (mm) 0,17 

 
 

Table 2. Consolidation parameters. 

 UP CP-C1 CP-C2 
Heating ramp 
(°C.min-1) 

/ 15 15 

Isothermal 
Temperature (°C) 

/ 334 360 

Max Pressure (kN) / 45 45 
Cooling ramp 
(°C.min-1) 

/ 7 7 
 

 
Methods 
Before any characterization, all samples were dried at 
140°C for 24h.  
Short beam shear (SBS) tests were carried out on an 
Instron 4204 universal testing machine with a three-
point bending device. The radius of the two supports 
and loading nose were 5 mm and 2 mm respectively, 
according to NF-EN 2463 standard. The cross-head 
speed was 1 mm.min-1. For each configuration, at 
least three specimens were tested, the results were 
averaged. The strength of the SBS test was calculated 
from Eq. 1: 
 
 

Fig. 2. DSC curve, second heating ramp 
for PEKK tape, 10°C.min-1. 
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τSBS =
3
4

Pmax
b. h

 
     (1) 

with τSBS : Short-beam strength (SBS) (MPa), Pmax: maximum load (N), b: sample width (mm), h: 
sample thickness (mm) 
The sample density was measured by hydrostatic weighing in accordance with NF EN ISO 1183-
1 standard. The density of the samples, 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 (g.cm-3), was calculated by Eq. 2: 

𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠
(𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠−𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒)

𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤          (2) 

with 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 : apparent mass of the sample in air (g), 𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤 : apparent mass of sample in water (g)  
𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒 : water density 
Then, the porosity was obtained by Eq. 3: 

𝑃𝑃 = 1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠
𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓

                                 (3) 

with  𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 the density of the raw tape (according to the data sheet 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓= 1,58 g.cm-3), 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 is the density 
of the sample and P is the porosity rate. 

X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) was used to evaluate the porosity of the plates. 
Volume images were generated by a laboratory tomography device (Easytom RXSolution). The 
acquisition parameters were a tension of 150 kV and an intensity of 200 μA. 10 x 15 mm 
specimens were positioned on a rotation stage and 1440 projections of transmitted X-ray intensity 
field were recorded at each angular step of 0.25° by a flat panel detector (1920 x 1536 pixels) 
through an X-ray detector. Each projection was obtained by averaging ten images recorded at the 
same angular position. A volume image of the variations of the linear attenuation coefficient in the 
specimen was reconstructed from all radiographies by using a filtered back-projection algorithm. 
The distribution of grey levels in 3D images is due to local differences of density and so 
corresponds to a 3D representation of the microstructure of the specimen. Each volume image was 
reconstructed with the same voxel size of 13.48 μm. The pictures were treated with Avizo software. 
Each sample was divided into six parallelepipedic parts as seen in Fig. 3. The depth of the sample 
is not represented here but it is considered as well. Using a greyscale, a threshold is applied to 
separate the matrix and fiber part from the black part, i.e., the pores. The light grey part represents 
the clamping device used to hold the specimens: so, it is not considered for analysis. Furthermore, 
the air around the specimen is not counted as pores. The calculation of the global porosity rate is 
done by averaging the porosity rates of each zone. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Separations of area on XZ view. 

 
Dynamic mechanical Analysis (DMA) was investigated using an ARES strain-controlled 
rheometer from TA Instruments in rectangular torsion mode. For dynamic analysis, sinusoidal 
strain γ* is imposed with a constant angular frequency ω. Viscoelasticity of polymers leads to a 
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phase lag between strain and stress σ* giving access to, in the linear viscoelastic domain, the 
complex dynamic modulus. Storage and loss moduli, G’ and G’’, were recorded as a function of 
temperature. Measurements were achieved from 25°C to 325°C with a 3°C.min-1 ramp. The 
angular frequency ω was 1 rad.s-1 and the strain γ was 0.1% for UP, 0.05% for CP-C1 and 0.1% 
for CP-C2 to stay within the linear viscoelastic domain. Sample sizes were 45 x 10 x 3 mm3. 
Results and discussions 
Porosity.  
Two different methods, hydrostatic weighing and micro-computed tomography were applied to 
evaluate the porosity. The results are presented in Fig. 4. The porosity for the reference plate (no 
consolidation) is 15% by tomography and 10% by hydrostatic weighing. The compression step at 
334°C results in decreasing the porosity up to 3% by tomography and 7% by hydrostatic weighing. 
A higher compression temperature, 360°C, leads to a reduction of the porosity, below 1% whatever 
the technique. A high porosity is often reported for printed parts, for instance in the work by Tao 
et al. [4]. The compression step reduces the porosity. Indeed, the viscosity of the thermoplastic 
matrix decreases with temperature, resulting in easier polymer flow and closing of the pores. A 
representation of the theoretical structure of printed parts is schemed in Fig. 5.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Porosity for non-consolidated (UP), 

consolidated at 334°C (CP-C1), consolidated 
at 360°C (CP-C2) specimens. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Representation of the structure of a 
printing part (view XZ). 

In the case of UP, besides pores presented in Fig. 5, delamination of the layers is observed. Indeed, 
the specimens were printed in a chamber without temperature control, resulting in low adhesion 
between tapes. Therefore, a higher porosity is measured on the specimen edges compared to the 
inner structure, as seen in Fig. 6. For the CP-C1 and CP-C2 plates, no delamination is detected by 
the software, leading to a better accuracy in the calculation of the porosity. 
 

 
Fig. 6. XZ view of a slice of UP. 

 
For the unconsolidated plate (UP), the porosity obtained by hydrostatic weighing is smaller than 
the one obtained from the density measurement. This is because external porosities due to 
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delamination are not considered in weighing, as water can seep into the narrowest pores on the 
sample edges.  

For the consolidated specimens, the porosity is higher for hydrostatic weighing in both cases as 
seen in Fig. 4 for CP-C1 and CP-C2. The pores below 13,5 µm size (1 pixel) were not detected 
whereas hydrostatic weighing considers all pores whatever their sizes. A smaller pixel size would 
be necessary to detect smaller pores and to make both techniques to converge to the same porosity 
result. To sum up, CP-C2 has a much lower porosity than other specimens. The consolidation step 
at 360°C allows the PEKK matrix to flow more easily and to close the voids compared to 334°C. 
This temperature corresponds to the maximum of the melting peak. At this temperature, some 
crystalline lattices still remain, as a consequence, the viscosity is still too high to make the 
consolidation step effective. 

Effect of compression on mechanical properties.  
The results of SBS tests for unconsolidated specimens, compressed specimens at 334 and 360°C 

are shown in Fig.7a, b and C respectively. Interlaminar Shear Strength (ILSS) is defined by the 
first drops in stress on the curve. For UP, a more progressive and less brutal fall in stress is pointed 
out compared to the trend obtained for consolidated plates. ILSS results (calculated from the ISO 
14130 standard) for the UP is 4,44±0,89 MPa whereas 42,54±2,36 MPa and 69,54±3,49 MPa 
were obtained for CP-C1 and CP-C2, respectively. The consolidation step has an impressive effect 
on ILSS with an increase of more than 800 % for CP-C1 and 1400 % for CP-C2. These results 
demonstrate the efficiency of the compression post-treatment after printing. A higher dispersion is 
noticed for UP whereas the curves for consolidated ones are closed one to each other. Moreover, 
increasing the temperature for the compression step increases the ILSS of about 40% when 
comparing CP-C2 and CP-C1. ILSS is related to interlayer adhesion. At 360°C, the viscosity is 
lower than at 334°C, giving more mobility to the macromolecules and a faster macromolecular 
diffusion across the layers. ILSS is mainly the contribution of two parameters: interlayer adhesion 
and porosity. We target to determine which one is the most influential on ILSS. For that, ILSS is 
plotted with the porosity in Fig.8. As expected, the ILSS value decreases with the increase in 
porosity. When the porosity tends towards zero, the ILSS value sharply increases. A hypothesis 
explaining such rise is related to the contact surface between tapes: Under pressure, the pore sizes 
decrease. Because of the elliptical shape of the tape section, this contact surface increases abruptly 
at the beginning and then slowly until the perfect contact between tapes is reached (flat surface). 
From a threshold, the effect of porosity is expected to be overlooked, giving a maximum ILSS 
value. 
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Fig. 7. SBS curves. a: plate UP ; b: plate CP-C1 ; c: plate CP-C2. 

 
Effect of compression on dynamic moduli.  
The dynamic moduli are presented in Fig. 9. In 
Fig. 9a, for all the specimens, a quasi-constant 
storage modulus G' is observed at the lowest 
temperatures up to 160°C, at this temperature, 
a sudden drop is associated to the glass 
transition (Tg). After the rubbery plateau, a last 
decrease towards 300°C corresponds to the 
softening of the amorphous phase of PEKK. 
As expected, G’ for the unconsolidated plate is 
lower than for the consolidated ones. 
Surprisingly, the storage modulus in the glassy 
plateau is the highest for CP-C1. It means that 
the stiffness of the specimen consolidated at 
334°C is higher than the one compressed at 
360°C. Also, we notice a slight shift in the 
glass transition, around 170°C, with the lowest 
Tg for CP-C1. For the loss modulus G'' in Fig. 

9b, a peak is observed at Tg and then a drop thereafter. The loss modulus (G'') is also higher in the 
case of CP-C1, which means that the material needs more energy to deform. In Fig.9c, the 
maximum of the ratio tan δ=G’’/G’ is shifted towards lower temperatures for CP-C1. This lower 

Fig. 8. Variation of SBS test results with 
porosity obtained by micro-computed. 

tomography 
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Tg is associated with a higher macromolecular mobility in the amorphous phase. Also, this peak 
is broader and less symmetrical than the ones obtained for the UP and the plate consolidated at 
360°C. This peak shape is often attributed to a higher polydispersity in chain lengths. In our case, 
it could stem from a higher dispersity in crystallite sizes. Indeed, in the case of compression at 
334°C, the crystalline phase of the material has partially melted. This unmelted crystalline phase 
could hinder the crystallization during cooling, giving more time to the macromolecules to diffuse 
across the contact surface of the tapes. G’ and G’’ of CP-C1 are therefore higher than those of CP-
C2. These results are supported by the degree of crystallinity results gathered in Table 3. The 
degree of crystallinity 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 is calculated from DSC curves with the Eq. 4: 

𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 = 𝛥𝛥𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓
𝛥𝛥𝐻𝐻100%∗𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚

          (4) 

With ΔHf the enthalpy of the melting peak of the first heating ramp, ΔH_(100%) the enthalpy of 
PEEK (considering the crystallinity of PEEK is close to those of PEKK) at 100% of crystallinity 
[19], V_m the volume fraction of matrix (0,4). Very high standard deviations of the degree of 
crystallinity are observed for UP and CP-C1 in Table 3 whereas those consolidated at 360°C are 
less disperse. This deviation indicates a non-homogeneity during crystallization. It means that the 
crystallization does not occur homogeneously within the part during consolidation at 334°C. 
 
 

 
Fig. 9. DMA results  for unconsolidated parts (UP), consolidated parts (CP) at 334°C (CP-C1) 

and 360°C (CP-C2): (a) storage modulus (G‘); (b) loss modulus (G’’), (c) tan δ. 
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Table 3. Degree of crystallinity of PEKK tapes and printed plates obtained from DSC curves 

 
Summary 
To conclude, 9T Labs provides a complete additive manufacturing process to obtain printed parts 
with high mechanical strength. It consists of a printing step followed by a compression cycle. Two 
compression temperatures, 334 and 360°C were studied to determine the optimized conditions. 
When comparing to the reference plates (without the compression step), it reveals that the 
consolidation has a significant impact on part properties. The porosity was measured after printing 
on unconsolidated and consolidated parts by two techniques: tomography and hydrostatic 
weighing. The parts were characterized through short-beam strength tests, dynamic mechanical 
analysis, and differential scanning calorimetry. The aim was to compare the effect of the 
consolidation temperature at 334 and 360°C on porosity, ILSS and dynamic moduli. 

The porosity was considerably reduced when the parts underwent consolidation post-treatment, 
the lowest porosity was obtained at 360°C, less than 1%, due to the PEKK matrix which is fully 
melted at this temperature. ILSS was initially near 4 MPa for the non-consolidated plates, whereas 
for those consolidated at 334°C and 360°C, ILSS were 42 and 69 MPa respectively. This result is 
higher than the ones found by Van Der Varken et al. [17]. This higher strength could stem from 
the reduction of porosity and increase of contact surface. ILSS results are clearly related with 
porosity, but the trend is not linear, indication the contribution of other phenomena such as 
macromolecular orientation. The highest storage modulus was obtained for the part consolidated 
at 334°C. A hypothesis could be linked to chains conformation: they are oriented in the extrusion 
direction whereas this organization is lost at 360°C. The loss factor (tan 𝜹𝜹) indicates a lower glass 
transition for the part consolidated at 334°C. This lower glass transition is consistent with a higher 
macromolecular mobility in the amorphous phase and a lower degree of crystallinity. Further 
works will focus on understanding the effect of thermal cycles on crystal morphology and the role 
of crystallinity on interfilament adhesion. 
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Abstract. Epoxy Vitrimers are gathering attention as a development in the field of more easily re-
processable and self-healing thermosets. Incorporating a catalyst should activate the 
transesterification reaction within the polymeric macromolecule inducing topological modification 
of the network. Reacting epoxy precursors with suitable anhydrides and acids will promote 
exchange reactions between esters and beta-hydroxyls, adding the vitrimeric behaviour. In the 
present work, a commercial epoxy system suitable for CFRP manufacturing has been modified to 
induce vitrimeric behaviour by exploiting the catalytic activity towards the transesterification 
reaction of Zn2+. Creep experiments confirm that the resin starts to flow above a critical 
“Vitrimeric” temperature (Tv). Moreover, the thermoformability of vitrimer-CFRP has been 
investigated by reprocessing CFRP coupons.  
Introduction 
Unlike thermoplastic polymers, thermosetting resins and their composite materials are very 
difficult to recycle. A stable cross-linked structure prevents long-range molecular mobility 
necessary to activate material flow at temperatures high enough to reform and recycle. As a result, 
thermosetting composites are hardly recycled, and most components are sent to landfills at the end 
of their service life. 

Increasing environmental awareness and industrial competitiveness encourage introduction and 
development of repairable and recyclable structural materials to reduce polymer waste and extend 
their service life. Recently, the development of thermoreversible cross-linked networks has been 
introduced as a viable alternative to produce composite components that can be recycled and 
reformed as thermoplastic materials [1,2] 

Introducing a thermoreversible covalent bond in the cross-linked backbone allows the 
topological reshuffling of polymeric networks and makes it possible to rework and reform the 
cross-linked material. The dissociative Diels- Alder reaction between furans and maleimides is a 
well-established approach for designing and synthesising covalent adaptable networks (CAN) [3]. 
As a further development in more easily re-processable and self-healing thermosets, vitrimers are 
gathering attention for outdoing the current drawbacks of CANs [4].  

One possible mechanism that enables the vitrimeric behaviour in epoxy resins is based on 
transesterification exchange reactions between esters and beta-hydroxyls formed by reacting 
epoxy precursors with suitable acids/anhydrides [1,5]. Incorporating a catalyst activates the 
transesterification reaction and induces topological variations, stress relaxation and flow in the 
cross-linked networks, even though the total number of cross-links does not change [6,7].  

However, there have been difficulties in realising such behaviour in rigid thermosets until 2011, 
when Leibler et al. [4] introduced a new group of materials named vitrimers. They applied the 
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well-established transesterification reaction to the hydroxyl and ester groups in an anhydride-cured 
epoxy matrix to create a reworkable thermosetting network.  

During transesterification, the network’s connectivity is altered via exchange reactions, 
inducing stress relaxation and plastic flow at elevated temperatures without depolymerisation.  

In the presence of a transesterification catalyst, it was shown that elastomeric epoxy/acid and 
rigid epoxy/anhydride networks possess gradually decreasing viscosity with increasing 
temperature, as is characteristic of other vitreous materials such as inorganic glass. Shi et al. [8] 
investigated such systems’ capability to be welded and reprocessed. Demongeot et al. [9] 
investigated the mechanism of action of the catalytic zinc species active in these materials.  

 
Fig. 1. Exchange reaction scheme and related topological changes. Adapted from [7,9]. 

 
In the present work, a commercial epoxy system (araldite® LY 3508 and aradur® 917-1 by 

Huntsman Corporation) suitable for CFRP manufacturing was selected for its modification as a 
vitrimer. Furthermore, zinc acetate was selected as a transesterification catalyst. Two formulations 
at a different stoichiometric ratio between epoxy precursor and curing agent have been prepared 
and modified by adding Zinc acetate into anhydride. Creep experiments showed a flow above a 
critical temperature (about 170°C) that confirms the achievement of a vitrimeric behaviour. In 
addition, a vitrimer-CFRP was realised using one of the formulations analysed and was 
thermoformed.  
Materials and Methods 
The used resin is a mixture of Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA) epoxy resin with an Epoxy 
Equivalent Weight (EEW) of 196.5 g/eq, tetrahydro-methyl phthalic anhydride (THMPA) curing 
agent and 2,4,6-tris(dimethyl aminomethyl)phenol as the catalyst, kindly provided by Huntsman 
corporation with product names araldite® LY 3508, aradur® 917-1 and Accelerator 960-1 
respectively. The vitrimers formulations are based on ester interchange reaction, and Anhydrous 
zinc acetate (ZnAc2) (99.99%) was used as the catalyst, purchased by Merck Sigma-Aldrich. All 
reagents were used without further purification. 

The Epoxy resin araldite® LY 3508 and cross-linking anhydride aradur ® 917-1 were mixed 
at room temperature with a mechanical mixer in a glass beaker until a homogeneous mixture was 
achieved. Subsequently, the Accelerator 960-1 was added and further mechanically mixed. The 
total weight of the prepared mixture was in the range of 100 g.  
Two different formulations were realised, varying the epoxy to acyl ratio between 0.6 (M2) to 1.0 
(M2A).  

In addition, zinc acetate is added to the epoxy resin formulations to promote the ester 
interchange reaction and induce cross-linked resin’s vitrimeric behaviour. First, an adduct is 
synthesised between tetrahydro-methyl phthalic anhydride (THMPA) and zinc acetate. Then, the 
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required amount of aradur 917-1 (20.00 g, 0.120 mol) and zinc acetate (3.22 g, 0.018 mol) are 
reacted in a round bottom flask at 120°C for 2 hours under nitrogen flow. 

The THMPA/zinc acetate adduct is cooled to room temperature and used without further 
purification. Then, the epoxy vitrimeric mixture is prepared according to the above procedure 
while substituting aradur ® 917-1 with the THMPA/zinc acetate adduct. 
After mixing, samples were degassed under a vacuum and cured for 1h @ 120°C and 2h at 140°C. 
Table 1 summarises the cross-linked sample condition realised. 

 
Table 1. Cross-linked sample composition. 

Sample 
Codex 

LY 3508 
[phr] 

Aradur 917-1 
[phr] 

960-1 acc. 
[phr] 

r 
epoxy/acyl ratio 

ZnAc2 * 
[%] 

M2 ** 100 70 3 0.6 - 
M2A 100 40 3 1.0 - 
M2-V 100 70 3 0.6 5 

M2A-V 100 40 3 1.0 5 
* ZnAc2 percentage is calculated to the total acyl groups. 
** Commercial Huntsman formulation 

Experimental Methods   
DSC was performed with a Discovery DSC of TA Instruments under a nitrogen atmosphere with a 
heating and cooling rate of 10°C min−1, from room temperature to 250°C. About 10 mg samples 
were encapsulated in aluminium pans before measurements.  

DMA experiments were conducted with a Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer Q800 from TA 
Instruments in the single cantilever mode. Samples were measured from 30 to 160°C at 3 °C/min, 
a strain amplitude of 15 μm, and a frequency of 1 Hz. The samples were cut into a rectangular 
shape of 25 mm × 5.5 mm and a thickness of ca. 2.5 mm.  

Creep tests were performed using a Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer Q800 from TA Instruments. 
The Tension Film clamp with preload of 0.1 N was applied. The specimen dimensions were c.a. 
10x5.5x2 mm3. Five minutes of isothermal hold was used before each creep segment, starting from 
70°C to 220°C with 50°C incremental steps to evaluate sample strain variation from the glassy to 
the rubbery state. The stress of 0.1 MPa was applied for 45 minutes. 

The ability of the vitrimer composite to be thermoformed has been assessed by applying plastic 
deformation in a three-point bending configuration with a span of 50 mm. The forming temperature 
(200°C) was chosen according to the vitrimeric temperature (in the actual epoxy system Tv is 
expected at 220°C,[10]). The sample was kept at the temperature of 200°C for 600s. Therefore, a 
load was applied (displacement control mode) with a speed of 500 µm/min up to a maximum 
deflection of 10 mm. The force needed to deform the sample was 0.1 N.  
Results and Discussion 
The preparation of cross-linked systems with semi-flexible molecular structures facilitates 
topological interchange reactions; however, it reduces the glass transition temperature and elastic 
modulus. Therefore, a balance must be sought between the reactivity of interchange linkages and 
thermomechanical properties. It is well known that bifunctional epoxy precursors can be cross-
linked with monocarboxylic anhydrides using either an excess or a defect of the curing agent. 
Usually, the reaction is promoted by the presence of substituted amines as the catalyst. If a 
stoichiometric ratio between epoxy and acyl groups is used, the cross-linked density is lower, but 
the presence of hydroxyl and ester groups highly facilitates the ester interchange reaction [11].  

The transesterification reaction can be activated by the presence of Zn2+ ions at an elevated 
temperature beyond vitrimeric temperature (Tv), leading to a topological rearrangement. 
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This study will discuss the influence of the THMPA/ZnAc2 molecular ratio on the epoxy 
formulations’ mechanical properties. In addition, temperature-dependent creep experiments have 
verified the occurrence of molecular long-range rearrangements. 

Epoxy mixture M2 described in Table 1 has been formulated as reference material. The epoxy 
is used with a stoichiometric defect, with a mole ratio of epoxy/acyl equal to 0.6. The acyl groups 
in stoichiometric excess can further react with  -OH groups formed due to oxirane ring addition to 
carboxylic acid. 

The curing behaviour and glass transition temperature of the M2 system are illustrated in  
Fig. 2a. The absence of an exothermic peak in the second heating ramp of DSC is a clear indication 
of a complete conversion. The observed Tg is about 120°C. The epoxy mixture M2A was 
subsequently prepared with a stoichiometric ratio between epoxy and acyls equal to unity.   

The cure of M2A system is illustrated in Fig. 2b (DSC Thermogram). As expected, the Tg drops 
to 99°C due to a lower cross-linking density. 
To obtain a vitrimerized version of M2 and M2A, zinc acetate is introduced as a suitable catalyst 
for ester interchange reactions. The amount of zinc acetate has been fixed at 5% of the acyl groups, 
the obtained systems have been named M2-V and M2A-V, respectively.   

 

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 2. DSC curves of the samples at different epoxy/acyl ratio. Reference resin a); 

stoichiometric ratio (epoxy/acyl 1.0, M2A) b). 
 

  

a) b) 
Fig. 3. DSC curves of the samples at different epoxy/acyl ratios. Modified formulation, 

“Vitrimers” M2-V a) and M2A-V b).  
The zinc acetate influences the primary cross-linking reaction and activates a secondary 

reaction in the temperature range between 180 and 230°C, while the Tg of the cross-linked sample 
appears to be dominated by the ratio between epoxy and acyl groups (Fig. 3). 

DMA experiments, shown in Fig. 4, have been performed in the linear viscoelastic deformation 
range to confirm cross-linked samples’ glass transition temperatures and elastic modulus. The 
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glass transition temperature has been evaluated as the value at the inflection point of the storage 
modulus diagram.  
The effects of catalyst addition and the different stoichiometric ratio between epoxy and acyls are 
shown in Fig. 5 and highlight three main phenomena: 

a) The glass transition temperatures obtained by DMA confirm the corresponding values 
measured by DSC; 

b) The addition of the Zn2+ catalyst produces an increase in the glassy elastic modulus; 
c) The tanδ (ratio between loss and storage moduli) of vitrimeric systems (M2-V and 

M2A-V) @160°C is higher than corresponding conventional formulations (M2 and 
M2A, respectively). Indeed, this experimental observation could be related to a residual 
viscous flow, confirmed by following creep experiments. 

 
 

a) b) 
Fig. 4. DMA curves at different epoxy/acyl ratios M2 and its vitrimer a);  

M2A and its vitrimer b). 
 

Table 2 summarises the thermomechanical properties of the analysed systems characterised by 
DSC, DMA and CREEP experiments. 

 
Table 2. Thermo-mechanical properties. 

Description Tg (DSC) 
[°C] 

Tg (DMA) 
[°C] 

Reaction 
Enthalpy 

[J/g] 

Elastic 
Modulus 

[GPa] 
M2 119.7 119.2 295.5 1.88 

M2A 100.5 105.6 236.6 1.89 
M2-V 115.2 117.3 294.4 2.38 

M2A-V 105.7 105.0 243.1 2.34 
 
In addition to the DMA experiment, the explicit and robust confirmation of vitrimeric behaviour 

due to thermoreversible cross-linking rearrangements has been obtained by creep experiments. 
 Samples in the form of thin slabs have been subjected to creep experiments under tension 

deformation. The creep experiments have been performed in the temperature range between 70 
and 220°C. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Fig. 5. Creep curves at different temperatures. 
 

Specimen M2 and M2A showed stable behaviour; in fact, creep is negligible at each 
temperature. Even at temperatures higher than Tg, no molecular flow has been observed.  

Things change when zinc acetate is added to the formulation. The presence of metallic ions 
strongly catalyses the ester interchange reaction, resulting in evident creep of samples subjected 
to tensile load at different temperatures, as reported in Fig. 5. The effects are higher in the case of 
the M2A-V sample with an equivalent amount of epoxy and acyls (r=1.0). 

To verify the thermoformability of the vitrimeric matrix developed, a carbon fibre-reinforced 
composite has been realised using the matrix M2A-V.  

The vitrimer-CFRP laminates were produced by hand lay-up and vacuum consolidation at 
120°C (Fig. 6).  
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Fig. 6. Manufacturing procedure for vitrimer-CFRP. 
 

Then, test specimens were cut to the dimensions 60x12 mm, and thermoformed following the 
procedure reported in Fig. 7. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Experimental set-up and 3-point bending thermoforming test procedure. 
 
  After the cooling stage, the sample was frozen in the deformed configuration, even if a spring-
back (13%) had been detected. By observing the reshaped sample, no flaws or other defects have 
been observed, therefore, the polymeric phase is able to flow and is prone to be reprocessed to 
improve the sustainability of parts made by vitrimers. 
Summary 
The epoxy groups can efficiently react with carboxylic acids or anhydrides. Therefore, 
bi/multifunctional epoxy precursors can be efficiently cross-linked with carboxylic anhydrides, 
resulting in very stable materials with a glass transition temperature of 100-140°C and an elastic 
modulus in the range of 1.5-2.0 GPa.  

In this work, two different formulations with the adjustable stoichiometric ratio between epoxy 
precursor and curing agent have been prepared. In order to promote the polymer modification into 
vitrimer, the catalyst Zn2+ has been introduced into the formulation by synthesising an adduct 
between ZnAc2 and the THMPA curing agent, with a catalyst concentration of 5 % than to acyl 
groups. The presence of metallic ions strongly catalyses the ester interchange reaction, resulting 
in evident creep of samples subjected to tensile load at different temperatures. Moreover, an 
empirical approach to investigate the thermoformability of vitrimer-CFRP has been presented with 
satisfactory results.  

Even if epoxy vitrimers have shown important features for increasing the sustainability of 
composite materials, major challenges will have to be faced to transfer this from an academic 
concept into real-world materials. First of all, it is mandatory to increase the glass transition to 
meet the requirements of structural applications, in addition, industrialisation needs affordable 
catalysts to sustain mass production, by the way, their development is very promising. 
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Abstract. In the last few years, fused deposition modelling (FDM) has been explored as an 
innovative technology for processing thermoplastic green composite materials. However, not all 
FDM filaments are ecologically beneficial due to their release of toxic compounds during printing. 
Moreover, they have a dangerous environmental impact, as they are obtained from petroleum. The 
researches on biofilament manufacturing for FDM are of great interest, thus attracting a lot of 
attention. The low cost of such filaments could help minimize the use of petroleum-based plastics. 
In this frame, this work deals with a 3d printer PLA filament neat and additive by food flour waste 
percentage was created. The innovative filament was analyzed by calorimetric and 
thermogravimetric analysis, and its printability was evaluated by manufacturing specimens of 
suitable dimensions for flexural tests. The mechanical tests were carried out to assess the use of 
the innovative 3d printed biocomposite in place of traditional plastics in packaging or to make 
films for food use. 
Introduction 
Plastics derived from natural sources have attracted extraordinary attention as they do not 
contribute to the depletion of fossil resources, ensuring reduced carbon dioxide production during 
synthesis and transformation. Therefore, they generate a lower environmental impact than 
petroleum-derived ones. As a result, PLA is one of the most widely used bioplastics. Still, its 
intrinsic characteristics, such as fragility, often limit its use in particularly demanding applications 
unless strategies such as mixing with other polymers or including suitable additives are used. With 
these approaches, new environmentally sustainable materials are obtained, with better 
performance and which guarantee the reduction of environmental contamination associated with 
plastic [1-5]. 

The most common manufacturing technologies for thermoplastic-based green composites are 
extrusion, compression moulding and injection moulding [6]. Nevertheless, fused deposition 
modelling (FDM) has been explored as an innovative technology for processing thermoplastic 
green composite materials [7-11]. The many advantages of FDM, the reduction of production time 
and costs, and the possibility to create highly elaborated geometries are the most interesting aspects 
that make this manufacturing technique promising for making green composite components [12]. 
FDM has gained interest in several fields, such as aerospace, automotive, research, medical 
architecture, food, and design [13-15]. It is an additive manufacturing method which applies 
different thermoplastics materials for composites and biocomposites [16]. A thermoplastic 
filament is heated and crushed out on the printing plate by a nozzle. The product is created by 
depositing material layer by layer that solidifies after fusing to produce the components [17,18]. 
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The market demand for 3D printing filament is estimated to reach high gain values by 2027 at an 
annual growth rate of about 20%. Plastic filaments have recently led the printing press industry 
due to the high demand for filaments [19]. However, not all FDM filaments are ecologically 
beneficial due to their release of toxic compounds during printing. In addition, they have a 
dangerous impact on the environment, as they are obtained from petroleum [20]. 

The growing use of industrial and domestic FDM 3D printing further increases plastic waste. 
Such technology could gradually displace and replace some cheap and non-biodegradable plastic 
waste in ambient conditions posing a threat to the environment. To address the above-described 
problems, the researches on biofilament manufacturing for FDM are of great interest thus 
attracting a lot of attention. The low cost of such filaments could help minimize the use of 
petroleum-based plastics. Although many works have been done on biomaterials, most concern 
biomedical applications [21-23]. 

In this frame, combining biodegradable polymers with agricultural waste, marine waste, or 
industrial residues from wood processing has gained particular interest in producing composite 
materials with high mechanical performance [1-5]. Often these fibres come from processing waste 
typical of the areas of research sites, such as flour deriving from hazelnut processing waste [24] or 
bamboo [25]. 

This work created a 3d printer PLA filament neat and additived by food flour waste percentage. 
The innovative filament was analyzed by calorimetric and thermogravimetric analysis, and its 
printability was evaluated by manufacturing specimens of suitable dimensions for flexural tests. 
The mechanical tests were carried out to assess the use of the innovative 3d printed biocomposite 
in place of traditional plastics in packaging for food use. 
Materials  
Investigated systems were based on a commercial polylactic acid (PLA) supplied by Biowares.r.l. 
with the trade name Luminy LX175 (density: 1.24 g/cm3, MFI@210°C/2.16 Kg: 6g/10 min, Tg: 
60°C) and food flour waste (FW) supplied by a local pasta factory. 
From PLA pellets (100% wt.), cleaned and filled filament (FW) was produced using a 3Devo 
Composer 450 Filament Maker (Utrecht, The Netherlands) with a single screw extruder equipped 
with four heating zones, reaching a maximum T=450°C. 

For the extrusion of the PLA_FW, the four heat zones reached a temperature between 70° and 
190°, in about twenty-five minutes, with a first increasing sequence to favor the melting of the 
granules of raw material inserted into the feed hopper (Fig. 1), and then decreasing to favor the 
extraction of the extruded filament. Once the temperature T=190°C was reached, the extruded 
filament was wound onto a reel via the rotating shaft of the extruder itself. At the exit, the filament 
is further cooled by two fans, as the extruder expels it through a nozzle at a temperature of about 
170°, corresponding to the last heat zone. The diameter of the extruded filament has been 
controlled by a sensor which guarantees maximum uniformity of the diameter. Finally, neat and 
filled PLA filaments with a 1.75 ± 0.2 mm diameter were produced. 
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Fig. 1. Granules of raw material neat and infilled by flour waste. 

 
3D Printer Setup 
The samples were manufactured using the Sharebot 42 3D printer, which uses FDM (Fused 
Deposition Modeling) as an additive manufacturing technique. The 3D printer is 450x420x470 
mm in size and has a printing volume of 250x220x220 mm, while the Z resolution is 50 microns. 
CAD 3D of the samples were modelled with Solidworks software. Then, they were imported into 
the Simplify3D software. The heated printing bed, the printing bed autocalibration system, the 
easy detach system and the filament sensor are integrated into the 3D printer. 100% infill density, 
a line infill pattern and a -45°/+45° raster orientation were adopted. Layers height was fixed equal 
to 0.2 mm. Plate temperature equal to 90°C, a deposition speed equal to 70 mm/s and an extruder 
temperature equal to 215°C were selected for all samples. 
Thermal Analysis  
Extruded compounds were thermally analyzed using a TA Instruments DSC Q2000 differential 
scanning calorimeter (New Castle, DE, USA) by applying a typical three-stage procedure 
involving a first heating step from 30°C to 220°C, a cooling step from 220°C to 30°C and further 
heating from 30°C to 220°C. All the steps were carried out on 8-10 mg of material at a rate of 
10°C/min. Processing of collected thermograms allowed the evaluation of some typical 
parameters, such as the temperature and the enthalpy of the main transitions evaluated as the peak 
temperature and the area underlying the respective calorimetric signal. 

Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out by a Perkin Elmer Pyris Diamond analyzer (TGA) 
model. At this purpose, materials were heated starting from a temperature of 25℃ up to a 
temperature of 800℃ in a flow of nitrogen at a heating rate of 10℃/min. 
All the investigated materials were compared with neat PLA processed under the same conditions. 
Mechanical Tests 
Bending measurements determined the mechanical performances of the explored materials. 
Specifically, bending tests were conducted on 12.7x3.2x4 mm3 specimens, according to ASTM 
D790 standard [23] using a Galdabini QUASAR 50 materials testing machine with a test speed 
equal to 3mm/min. 
For each sample, five specimens were tested to verify the reproducibility of the data. 
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Results and Discussion 
Calorimetric results. 
Table 1 summarises the results obtained from the calorimetric analysis of the materials under 
study. The glass transition temperature (Tg) and the melting temperature (Tm) values, characteristic 
of the hosting matrix, are not substantially affected by waste flours. On the contrary, the inclusion 
of this filler significantly increases the melting and cold crystallization enthalpy values (Hm and 
Hcc, respectively), slightly anticipating the cold crystallization temperature (Tcc). In other words, 
it is evident that the filler alters the crystalline structure of the host matrix and probably favours its 
crystallization. 

Table 1. DSC results. 

Material Tg[°C] Tcc[°C] ∆Hcc[J/g] Tm [°C] ∆Hm[J/g] 
PLA  59.2 124.2 8.9 150.3 14.9 

PLA+1%FW 59.6 116 13.9 149.9 21.9 
PLA+3%FW 58.9 117.7 15.9 149.5 21.5 
PLA+5%FW 59.4 118.4 13.9 149.6 19.6 

 
TGA results. 
The results obtained on all examined samples are collected in Table 2 regarding key parameters. 

In addition, the temperatures corresponding to a weight loss equal to 1% and 5% (T1% and T5%, 
respectively), the temperature at which the massive degradation of the material (Td) occurs and the 
residual mass percentage remaining at the end of the applied thermal scan are reported. 

The inclusion of waste flours causes a progressive reduction in the material's thermal stability. 
However, this effect, usually catalyzed in the presence of organic fillers, appears to be not marked 
up to a composition of 3% by weight. 

In the presence of 5 wt% of FW, on the other hand, perhaps also due to the higher moisture 
content brought internally to the composite by the organic filler included, the first parameter T1% 
is strongly anticipated. 

Concerning the amount of the residue, this parameter, resulting to be not zero even for the 
reference matrix, increases with the filler content, assuming values not easily comparable with the 
nominal content of waste flours included. 

Table 2. TGA results. 
Material T1% [°C] T5% [°C] Td[°C] Residue [%] 

ExtrudedPLA  290 307 351 0.5 
PLA+1%FW 262 285 320 1.1 
PLA+3%FW 261 292 324 1.8 
PLA+5%FW 160 286 322 3.1 

 
Mechanical results. 
Flexural tests results have been reported in Fig. 2 and Table 3 where the flexural strength, бf, 

and the correspondent maximum deflection, dmax, are reported for each material tested. 
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Fig. 2. Stress displacement curves for all materials tested. 

 
As visible in Fig. 2, the printed samples with a percentage of flour waste of 1%wt show a maximum 
load higher respect to neat PLA, also offering the ability to hold the load over a longer 
displacement range. On the other hand, increasing the FW content determines increasing material 
embrittlement, as confirmed by the visual inspections of the bent specimens (see Fig. 3). Clearly, 
samples of extruded PLA or containing 1% wt of FW show a crack at the load's application point, 
while ones filled with 3% and 5% by weight of FW yield at the load application point undergo a 
brittle break. 
 

Table 3. Flexural tests results. 

Material бf [MPa] dmax [mm] 
ExtrudedPLA  75.91± 2.5 5.20± 0.2 
PLA+1%FW 100.21± 3.0 6.66± 0.5 
PLA+3%FW 50.99± 2.6 5.30± 0.3 
PLA+5%FW 58.61± 3.2 6.00± 0.6 
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Fig. 3. Bending specimens after test. 

 
These considerations are further highlighted by bending features values at break obtained for all 
the materials studied on at least 5 specimens tested for each sample (see Table 3).  
Summary 
The work's aim is to propose innovative biodegradable filament made of PLA and different flour 
waste percentages to explore the potential of 3d printed composites for sustainable industrial 
applications. The attention was focused on food flour waste in huge quantities on the national 
territory, especially in Southern Italy, where there is a large consumption of products such as pasta 
and bread. 

The filament produced appears constant in diameter, equal to 1.75mm. Thermal and mechanical 
analysis of samples based on poly (lactic) acid-containing food flour waste have indicated an 
improvement in the mechanical parameters in bending behaviour compared to those characteristics 
of the polymeric reference matrix only for FW=1%. Also, material toughness decreases with the 
flour waste content over FW=1%. This behaviour is typical for micro composites, including filler 
having a poor chemical affinity with the surrounding matrix. It is supported by the morphological 
observations performed on fractured cryogenic sections of the samples. 
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Abstract. During the forming of a product with the thermo-vacuum forming process, a heated 
thermoplastic sheet is subjected to a complex and dynamic multi-axial deformation mode. In order 
to measure the relevant mechanical response of the material during processing, an experimental 
method that applies the relevant modes of deformation during forming is required. The bubble 
inflation technique combined with digital image correlation (DIC) allows having a complete data 
set regarding displacement, principal strains as well as local thickness reduction for material 
characterization. Bubble formation as a function of temperature would be investigated to determine 
the nonlinear terms of a material constitutive model for numerical simulation. 
Introduction 
Thermoforming is a material processing technology in which a thermoplastic sheet is radiatively 
heated above its glass transition point. The heated sheet begins to sag under its weight when it is 
in its softening range. In order to compensate for sag deformation and also make a uniform biaxial 
pre-stretching before forming into the desired mold shape, positive air pressure is exerted. At the 
appropriate temperature, the sheet is stretched to get the shape of a mold using both mechanical 
loading and vacuum. The thickness of the thermoformed product is determined as a critical 
parameter for product quality definition. In order to predict the thickness distribution of the 
thermoformed product, it is essential to characterize the strain and temperature dependency of 
material under relevant modes of deformation when it is subjected to large rapid deformation. 
Currently, a proper prediction of the thickness is still a challenge, due to a lack of proper 
understanding of the material behavior and the need for a specific experimental test that applies 
large and rapid biaxial or multi-axial deformation mode. Experimental work shows that a uniaxial 
tensile test is not sufficient to characterize the material behavior while it is subjected to the mainly 
multi-axial direction [1,2] in the vacuum forming process. Therefore, it is essential to examine the 
extension behavior of the material in biaxial directions with a suitable experimental method. There 
are different classical experimental methods to determine the biaxial extension behavior of the 
material. A basic rheometer test is a squeeze-flow technique where the specimen is compressed 
between two discs with a lubricated surface [3]. This kind of rheometer is well-suited for liquid-
like high viscous materials while the forming range of thermoplastic material in vacuum forming 
is far away from the melting point and it is close to a solid-like state. Moreover, it does not cover 
large deformations. The biaxial in-plane technique is another well-known displacement-controlled 
method to characterize the behavior of the material. But gripping the material at an elevated 
temperature, sag deformation during heating, and the complexity of the clamping introduce 
uncertainties to this test setup. The plug assist technique is the other common method that is used 
frequently to capture relevant large deformation at a high strain rate corresponding to the vacuum 
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forming process. But this method has also a big drawback regarding the effect of friction and heat 
transfer through contact between plug and specimen. It could be concluded that a large biaxial 
extension can be achieved under pressurized air within another classical method named the bubble 
inflation test. This method seems to have the best fit to track the appropriate strain rates and large 
biaxial elongation deformations. This technique was initially applied by a British scientist, Treloar 
in 1944 [4]. A very simple conical glass tube was used in his test setup to purge by pressurized air 
to detect the natural rubber inflation with a thickness of 0.8 mm at ambient temperature. In 1951, 
Rivlin et al [5] utilized this method to calibrate directly the Neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin 
rheological parameters of natural rubber by examining the equibiaxial state of the deformation at 
the pole of the inflated material using membrane theory. In 2001, Reuge et al [6] extracted the 
equibiaxial stress-strain data of elastomers at ambient temperature by measuring the elongation 
and curvature radius of the bubble of a specimen with 40 mm diameter at the pole using a 2D CCD 
video camera technique. In 2008, the bubble inflation test coupled with a 3D digital image 
correlation (DIC) device was adopted for the first time by Sasso [7] to capture the real-time strain 
field evolution of the rubbery-like material at ambient temperature. A similar effort was 
implemented to determine the stress field by computing the curvature tensor during inflating of 
the material at each surface point by Machado [8]. Cakmak et al. in 2013 [9] performed a biaxial 
bubble inflation test using a self-constructed test rig with a diameter of 120 mm over two different 
rubbery-like materials at -20°C, 20°C, and 60°C under low strain rate so that the stretch ratio near 
to 2 was reported at around 20 seconds. The main goal was to determine a master curve applicable 
to small and large deformations. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the only research aiming 
to meet the extension modes relevant to vacuum forming process was performed by Turner et al. 
in 2019 [10] to investigate the biaxial response of 2 mm thickness PEEK in the temperature range 
between 130 to 160°C at the pole using a small size of bulge diameter 5 cm. Discrepancy reported 
on principal strain directions at the pole using DIC measurement was attributed to the extrusion 
process of the material. The tests at different temperatures and very high strain rates (less than 1 
second) highlighted the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of the material. However, the results were 
limited to the pole of the specimen and the shape of the bubble was not discussed. 

As outlined previously, the bubble inflation technique combined with the optic method provides 
valuable real-time datasets including displacement, strains at different locations as a function of 
time as well as the local thickness reduction to fully understand the material behavior during the 
vacuum forming process. The objective of this work is to characterize the biaxial behavior of the 
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) material in the range of thermo-vacuum forming process. 
ABS is well suited for vacuum forming process fabrication. Formability at relatively low 
temperature, impact resistance, strength, and stiffness of this material makes it to be a good choice 
for economical engineering applications, especially for prototyping. In this work, ABS Epsotech 
single layer (AB AN2 V0, Tg=105°C) was used [11]. Forming temperature range of this material 
is 140°C up to 180°C. Although the aforementioned literature has provided a comprehensive 
understanding of the fundamental biaxial deformation behavior of mostly elastomers and PEEK 
materials, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no studies exist concerning the extension behavior 
of ABS in more than one axis at forming temperatures. In the present work, a specific instrumented 
bubble inflation test setup with a 300 mm inner diameter was developed. The inner effective 
diameter is large enough to let the specimen expand avoiding any border effect. Moreover, It helps 
to investigate the shape of the bubble formation when it is subjected to large deformation at 
elevated temperatures which is helpful to calibrate the non-linear terms of the material constitutive 
model as a subsequent step of this work. Two different temperatures in the forming range (140°C 
and 150°C) were selected to examine the temperature-strain dependency of the material.  
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Instrumented Bubble Inflation Experimental Test Setup 
A schematic view of the custom-made bubble inflation test rig is presented in Fig. 1. A circular 
ABS disc material with a diameter of 340 mm and thickness of 3 mm is mounted between two 
metal disks flanges, slightly clamped around the circumference providing an effective diameter of 
300 mm of the material to inflate. Thinning of the material underneath the flange due to excessive 
clamping pre-load must be avoided since the thermoplastic material softens at elevated 
temperatures. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic annotated diagram of custom-made bubble inflation test rig. 
 

 
Fig. 2. 3 mm ABS Epsotech disk with a diameter of 300 mm speckled by permanent marker 

mounted between flanges using 10 adjustable clamps inside the convection oven, a) reference 
state, b) deformed state after 3 seconds of applying pressurized air.   

 
 This can be troublesome, particularly when conducting high strain rate tests at higher 

temperatures due to the excessive formability of the material. To avoid this, it needs to balance the 
clamp pre-load force in such way to avoid the tearing failure of the specimen during inflation. 
Moreover, the material shows sufficient friction with the steel flanges at elevated temperatures to 
avoid slippage. It is noted that the polymeric material here works itself like a seal at high 
temperatures, the application of an additional sealant O-ring is thus unnecessary. A temperature-
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control convection oven is used to heat the material to reach the desired temperature. The upstream 
pressure behind the solenoid valve was fixed at 0.3 MPa for all the tests. This pressure allows a 
large rapid deformation in less than 3 seconds. It is possible to increase the upstream pressure to 
0.7 MPa to meet a higher value of strain rate in case of need. A voltage-type pressure transducer 
in the range of 0 to 25 kPa (0.5 to 4.5 V RSPRO) with an accuracy of ± 0.25 % is applied to 
measure the air pressure inside the cavity during inflation. It sends the analog voltage signal to the 
microcontroller to regulate the solenoid valve condition on 20 kPa as a default triggering set point. 
Pressure data is then synchronized to the actual DIC data for each image frame for stress 
calculation during time evolution. The full field surface deformation of the material during 
inflation is optically measured using two high-contrast 5 Megapixels cameras (Fujinon HF-SA) 
supports with 3.45µm sensor size with 12.5 mm focal length lenses under MatchID system 
platform [12]. The cameras are mounted at a 75 cm distance from the disc specimen ensuring that 
the whole region is under the Field of View (FOV). There is a tempered ultra-clear glass with a 
thickness of 5 mm in between. The distance between the glass and the specimen is 310 cm.  A 
dotted random, non-repetitive, with high contrast speckle pattern with an average size of 3.7 pixels 
is made on the Region Of Interest (ROI) with dimensions of 40 x 140 mm using a permanent 
marker in each test (Fig. 2a). The minimum speckle size adapted by MatchID system is 3 x 3 pixels 
per speckle [12]. A surface of a combination of 3 to 5 pixels that represents a unique signature so-
called subset, is utilized to correlate between the reference state and deformed state per each 
updated reference. Digital pair images are taken with 20 frames per second during all the following 
tests. The correlation settings adopted in MatchID stereo software can be found in Table 1. 
Moreover, in order to enhance the quality of the record images and make uniform light 
conditioning on the region of interest, a light source was employed. However this light 
conditioning is valid for the reference state, it makes a shiny reflection on a curved surface during 
the inflation of the material which moves from the corner to the center of the specimen. This issue 
is particularly annoying for DIC correlation and post-processing. To avoid this, cross-polarized 
filtration techniques were implemented by applying linear polarizers in front of camera lenses and 
light sources.  

 
  Table 1. Correlation setting using MatchID stereo software. 

Parameters Method 
Correlation algorithm Zero-Normalized sum of squared differences 
Interpolation Local Bicubic Spline Interpolation 
Stereo transformation Affine 
Correlation progress Spatial + update reference 
Subset weight Uniform 
Subset size 45x45 
Step size 3 
Strain window [pixels] 15 
Strain Tensor Green Lagrange 

 
Results and Discussion 
Fig. 2a shows the ABS disc at the reference state which is subsequently inflated beyond the 
hemispherical stage shown in Fig. 2b at 140°C. It is done under instantaneous purging of 0.3 MPa 
pressurized air into the cavity by the quick opening action of the solenoid valve. The material was 
heated inside the oven for 90 minutes to make sure about temperature uniformity distribution 
across the specimen and through the thickness. The material starts to sag under its weight when it 
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gets the formability temperature range. The out-of-plane sagging displacement of the material 
measured using the DIC system is 2.8 mm and 14.93 mm for 140°C and 150°C, respectively at the 
pole of the material. Then, the 3D displacement of the specimen was incrementally correlated for 
3 seconds of evolution time of inflation for all the following tests. Fig. 3 shows a typical contour 
plot of the out-of-plane correlation images of ABS material at 140°C. Fig. 4a shows the variation 
of the pressure inside the cavity during the inflation of the material at two different temperatures. 
The peak pressure value for 140°C and 150°C are 12.68 kPa and 9.66 kPa which occurs after 1.36 
and 1.28 seconds of the test, respectively. After that, the pressure value decreases due to the 
continuous thickness reduction of the material while inflation is still ongoing even at a higher rate. 
Fig. 4b shows the out-of-plane pole deflection at these two selected temperatures. It is 238 mm 
and 273 mm at 140°C and 150°C, respectively.  It is expected that the bubble deformation is to be 
truly biaxial only at the pole region [6]. In order to check the equibiaxiality behavior of the material 
at the pole, the correlation was first performed at the pole region to extract the strain variation of 
the material. Here, strain is calculated by applying a polynomial fit on the displacement data using 
MatchID post-processing stereo software. The Green-Lagrange strain was selected due to the large 
strain field for strain definition. The principal green strain in both directions at the pole at 140°C 
and 150°C are shown in Fig. 5a. Discrepancy between strains in the principal directions at 140°C 
is more pronounced which could be attributed to anisotropy generated during extrusion process 
manufacturing. By enhancing the temperature to 150°C, this effect is less pronounced and the 
material tends to behave like a truly biaxial extension. For a strain value less than 1, the material 
extends in the same manner at different temperatures. Strain dependency of the material begins 
particularly at strain higher than 1 so that the maximum principal strain reaches 11 at 150°C while 
it is 6 at 140°C. The strain gradient in Fig. 5b reveals how the rate of elongation begins to grow 
up from 1.5 seconds of the test to be doubled at the same time for higher temperatures. 

 Upon knowledge of the pole extension behaviour of the material at different temperatures, it is 
of particular important to detect the shape of the bubble formation during inflation by knowing the 
extension behavior of the material at different locations. It enhances the accuracy of the curve-
fitting process afterward to find the non-linear terms of the mathematical models. The ultimate 
goal of this work is to calibrate the potential viscoelastic constitutive model using an inverse 
approach based on Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU). 
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Fig. 3. Displacement magnitude [mm] of DIC inflation images sequence at 140°C during the 
time evolution. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Pressure profile during inflation of the ABS material at 140°C and 150°C, (b) pole 
displacement within 3 seconds recording with 20 frames/sec using DIC cameras. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. Strain and strain rate variation at the pole against time during 3 seconds of inflation of 
3 mm ABS at 140°C and 150°C, (a) maximum and minimum principal strains (b) strain rate.  
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To meet this aim, 3 more points have been marked across the centrelines at a distance of 2 cm 
from each other as shown in Fig. 6(a). DIC data were averaged over a circle with a 5 mm diameter 
around each marked point shown in the zoomed view in Fig. 6(b). Fig. 7 shows the extension of 
the material on selected points at different temperatures. It is apparent that temperature increment 
induces the extension of the material, especially near the pole (ROI 2) which is in agreement with 
the aforementioned equal biaxial extension in two directions at the pole region versus the off-
center location which is mostly unbalanced biaxial extension. It seems that by increasing 
temperature, a large amount of strain localizes disproportionately in a small region at the pole, 
resulting in prominent thickness reduction. This kind of extension distribution at higher 
temperatures tends to make a peaky bubble shape and eventually necks at the pole until failure. 
Fig. 8 indicates the rate of extension at 150°C versus 140 °C as evidence of the nonlinear behavior 
of the material. While the specimen at 150°C is softer, this also results in the material deforming 
at a higher rate than the material tested at 140°C; a maximum strain rate of 3.83 s-1 is observed at 
ROI 2 in comparison to rates of 10.8 s-1 seen in 150°C.  The strain value at ROI 4 varies from 2 
to 2.8 when the temperature shifts from 140°C to 150°C. The rate of extension at the locations far 
away from the pole is less influenced by temperature increment. In fact, thickness reduction at the 
pole region increases by a greater proportion than the material strain hardening at elevated 
temperatures.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6. (a) Extracting averaged DIC data over circle with 5 mm diameter around the points 
every 2 cm across the center line, (b) Zoomed view of 4 small circle Region of Interests (ROI). 

 
To make it more tangible, the thickness reduction during the real-time inflation test is calculated 
considering the Green-Lagrange strain definition through the following formula [13]: 

𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 =  𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 �
1

�(1+2𝜀𝜀1)(1+2𝜀𝜀2)
�                (1) 
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Fig. 7. Average strain of ABS material at three probes across the line with 2 cm distance to 
each other at 140°C and 150°C. 

 

  
Fig. 8. Strain rate ABS material at three different locations across the line with 2 cm distance 

to each other at 140°C and 150°C. 
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Fig. 9. Thickness variation against real-time at 140°C and 150°C. 

 
Where 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 is the final wall thickness, 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is the initial thickness, 𝜀𝜀1 and 𝜀𝜀2 are maximum and 

minimum principal strains, respectively. Equation 1 is only valid with the volume conservation 
of the sheet during inflation. Fig. 9 shows the effect of temperature increment on thickness 
variation at pole and ROI 4 (the last and furthest point from center) against time evolution. 52% 
thickness reduction (From 0.24 mm to 0.12 mm) at pole against 14% at the ROI 4 (From 0.67 
mm to 0.57 mm) indicates the tendency of the material behavior to generate a narrow peaky 
bubble shape formation at elevated temperature. In other hands, strain hardening behavior at 
lower temperature leads to have more uniform stretching which is exhibited by delaying neck 
failure while at higher temperature strain hardening is drastically reduced which might be 
attributed to increasing mobility of the polymer matrix leading to have non-uniform deformation 
indicated by excessive thickness reduction at the pole.  
Summary 
In this study, the biaxial extension behaviour of a heated ABS sheet was examined using a custom-
made bubble inflation test rig. DIC measurements were focused across the centreline to detect the 
bubble-shaped formation of the material as a function of temperature during inflation. It was 
exhibited that increasing the forming temperature results in an overall decreasing pressure level 
with larger material stretching at a higher strain rate. Biaxial strain discrepancy at the pole, 
attributed to anisotropy produced during the extrusion process of the sheet, is more prevalent at a 
lower forming temperature. Increasing the temperature from 140°C to 150°C reduces this effect 
resulting in a nearly equibiaxial extension in the two principal directions. Real-time strain values 
at different points across the centreline revealed a large amount of strain localized 
disproportionately in a small region at the pole by temperature increment, resulting in prominent 
thickness reduction. This kind of extension distribution tends to make a narrow peaky bubble shape 
at higher temperatures. The strong dependence of bubble shape as a function of temperature shown 
in this work is suggested as a convenient representative to calibrate the material non-linear model 
parameters aiming to elaborate the numerical simulation accuracy.   
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Abstract. This work takes place within the framework of the study and control of heat transfer 
taking place during the heating stage of the Laser Assisted Automated Fiber Placement (AFP) 
process. Understanding the interaction between the composite tape and the incoming laser 
radiation is a cornerstone for controlling the thermal history of the laminate. Laser incidence, fibre 
orientation and lay-up velocity have long been identified as key factors influencing the laser 
absorption by the composite and its increase in temperature. For the sake of simplicity, 
homogenous model is often used to describe phenomena inside the composite. However, the study 
of the radiative behaviour of laminates and tapes has shown that absorption occurs over a volume 
whose size depends on the carbon fibre architecture within the polymer matrix. Investigating heat 
transfer at micro scale is then crucial to fully understand the thermal phenomena occurring in the 
AFP process. In order to investigate heat transfer according to process parameters and especially 
to the orientation of the tape, a specific bench is developed in order to perform static heating a 
single composite with a laser diode. A full calibration of the bench was first performed including 
the response of the IR camera as well as the shape and power imposed by the laser source. Then, 
measurements for several orientations of the tape (0°,45° and 90°) were performed and thermal 
response measured and analysed. 
Introduction 
From their potential recyclability, bonding ability and tenacity in comparison with thermoset, the 
interest for thermoplastic composites steeply increased for years. Development of technical 
polymers with melting temperatures reaching 400°C made conceivable their use in structural parts, 
especially in aeronautics. 

Among the manufacturing processes, Automated Fibre Placement (AFP) processes have been 
pointed out as suitable solutions to meet these expectations [1,2]. This process is based on the 
laying of narrow prepreg tapes with automated systems. The laser-assisted thermoplastic AFP 
process is promising to enable complex shapes manufacturing and in-situ consolidation. The 
process is simplified with three steps which are depicted in Fig. 1: heating, adhesion and 
consolidation phases. First, the laying tape and the substrate are heated such as both reach the 
matrix melting temperature. Heating phase must ensure that ply and substrate temperatures reach 
the matrix melting temperature without exceeding the matrix degradation temperature [3-5]. Then, 
the compaction roller pressurizes the ply (laying tape) and the substrate to increase intimate 
contact. Pressure and melting of the matrix enable bonding of ply and substrate with the inter-
diffusion of polymer chains through the interface, called reptation [6]. Adhesion phase tries to 
maximize the degree of intimate contact [7,8] between ply and substrate based on pressure of the 
roller. Finally, the consolidation during cooling phase is an essential step to improve the 
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mechanical resistance through matrix crystallization. These statements make the prediction and 
modeling of heat transfers necessary steps to master the process under varying configurations: 
laying speed, materials properties, shape geometry, etc… 

 

 
Fig. 1. Laser-assisted AFP process: heating, adhesion and consolidation. 

 
In this article, we propose the development of an original bench representative of an AFP process 
enabling the precise measurement of a composite tape surface temperature heated by laser. The 
bench is specifically designed to study the effect of laser incidence angle and fibre orientation. 
Finally, a comparison with a novel numerical model is presented and discussed. 
Material 
The studied material is an AS7 carbon fibre [9] reinforced UD prepreg tape with a PEKK7002 [10] 
matrix. Fibres and matrix properties have been either extracted from datasheet, as density, 
considered constant in this study, or measured at laboratory with DSC for specific heat capacity 
and guarded hot plate for thermal conductivity.  

A model of fibre conductivity with a weak transverse thermal conductivity (0.5 W.m-1.K-1) at 
core and a higher one on the edge (8.7 W.m-1.K-1) has been designed to account for the fibre 
thermal behavior. The skin thermal conductivity has been identified using the guarded hot plate 
measurement and a steady microstructure simulation. 

 
Table 1. PEKK7002 and AS7 carbon fibre properties. 

 PEKK7002 Carbon fibre AS7 
Density ρ [kg/m-3] 1290 1790 

Thermal conductivity k 
[W/m-1/K-1] 

0.27 Longitudinal: 10 
Transverse (core): 0.5 
Transverse (skin): 8.7 

Specific heat capacity Cp 
[J/kg-1/K-1] 

T ≤ 162°C, 3.35 T + 1017.0 
162 < T < 334°C, 3.45 T + 1137.6 

-0.00295 T(°C)² + 3.493 
T(°C) + 578.4  
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Experimental Setup 
In order to remove the instrumentation constraints of the dynamic process, an experimental 
apparatus is developed to measure the evolution of physical values during laser-heating of a single 
tape, such as surface temperature and heat flux between tape and tooling.  

The system is developed to facilitate unidimensional heat transfer through the tape thickness. It 
consists of two identical frames made of steel Z35CD17 (AFNOR), whose dimensions  
100x20x6 mm, maintained in contact in the plane (O,y,z). Three thermocouples are placed along 
the central axis at respectively 250 µm, 1.25 mm and 3.25 mm from the surface and form a flux 
sensor which measures heat transfer between composite and tooling (Fig. 2). This sensor is also 
used to calibrate the laser heat flux. In both frames, respectively 11 and 10 type K 250 µm diameter 
thermocouples are placed at 250 µm from the surface to measure 2D heat transfer phenomena. The 
lower part of the system can be heated up to 400°C thanks to heating cartridges. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Thermocouples positioning and flux sensor. 

 
A FLIR XC609 infrared camera (Fig. 3) is maintained perpendicularly to the frame thanks to a 

metal support whose position is adjustable in the three axes (x,y,z) such as surface temperature is 
monitored in the plane (O,x,y). Heating of the tape is supplied with a laser diode LDM 2000-30 
from Laserline with a maximal output power of 2000 W and of wavelength of 980 nm. The laser 
is mounted on a rotating arm which enables the adjustment of laser incidence angle from 0° to 70° 
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with respect to plane (O,x,y) and distance to tape from 150 to 200 mm. Due to bulk issues, the 
minimal incidence angle is 10° when camera and diode are both installed.  

The tape is 12 mm wide, 60 mm long, 0.2mm thick and maintained at the tooling surface thanks 
to 50 N magnets. For safety issues, the whole system is installed within an opaque box. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Experimental apparatus. 
 
Caracterisation of Laser Source in Normal Incidence 
The laser spot is a 12x12 mm² square on which intensity is distributed in a top hat shape with a 
homogeneous and maximal value over a 6x6 mm² area and decreases exponentially on the edges. 
The nominal intensity, meaning the intensity in the central area is calibrated with the help of the 
heat flux sensor implemented in the metallic support. The evolution with time of an incoming heat 
flux irradiating the sensor surface is calculated with the Beck inverse method [11] supplied with 
the thermocouples responses. The usual algorithm was modified to retrieve the thermocouples 
response time.  

During the campaign, the IR camera is removed so the laser diode can be positioned normally 
to surface (0°). A graphite coating of known emissivity is sprayed homogenously over the support 
surface. The thermal resistance of the layer is neglected as its thickness does not exceed a few 
dozen microns.  

Calibration consisted in irradiating the surface during 100 ms at the minimum power of the 
laser diode. The distance with the surface was varied from 150 mm to 200 mm. Fig. 4 displays the 
evolution versus time of the heat flux density calculated using Beck algorithm. Overshoots can be 
observed at the beginning and end of irradiation. These are induced by the algorithm itself. 
Although its use benefits from making no assumption of the flux behaviour with time, the 
algorithm lacks accuracy for the identification of Heaviside functions with infinite first derivatives. 
The actual heat flux evolution with time is indicated with dotted lines on the graph.  

The laser beam is slightly divergent and the heat flux density decreases with the distance from 
the surface. This evolution is linear with distance as displayed in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Measurement of the heat flux density 
with time during a 100 ms pulse. 

Fig. 5. Evolution of heat flux density with 
distance. 

 
Tape Surface Temperature: Effect of Fibre Orientation and Incidence Angle 
Tape surface temperature is measured regarding fibre orientation φ and laser incidence angle θ 
(Fig. 6). As temperature decreases with grazing incidences, the laser power density is adjusted in 
order to reach similar temperatures for every incidence angle and work in the same calibration 
range of the camera (Fig. 7). 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Angles configuration: fibre orientation φ, incidence angle θ. 
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Fig. 7. Power density according to the incidence angle. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) θ = 15° (b) θ = 30° (c)  θ = 45° (d) θ = 75° 
Fig. 8. Thermographs at φ = 0°. 

 

 
 

 

(a) 𝜙𝜙  = 0° (b) 𝜙𝜙  = 45° (c) 𝜙𝜙  = 90° 
Fig. 9. Thermographs at θ = 15°. 

 
Fig. 8 displays the thermographs at end of heating t = 20 ms for trials on a tape positioned at φ = 0° 
and for increasing incidence angles θ. The expansion of the laser spot length with incidence is 
clearly noticeable. The temperature distribution over the irradiated surface also become less 
homogeneous as the incidence angle decreases. As a result, temperature is extracted and averaged 
over a slim area (represented by the red box) aligned with pivot point of the laser diode and where 
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the magnitude of the laser flux has been calibrated. Similarly, thermographs are presented for three 
fibre orientations: 0, 45 and 90° in near-normal incidence θ = 15 (Fig. 9).  The temperature 
variability is noticeable and due to tape heterogeneity. The color contrast highlights the fibre 
orientation.  

Series of 5 samples have been tested in the configurations φ = 0°, 45° and 90°, and θ = 15°, 45° 
and 60° on which the average temperature and standard deviation are determined. The 
measurement uncertainty 𝑢𝑢 is estimated following: 

𝑢𝑢 = �𝑢𝑢(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)² + 𝑢𝑢(𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)² (1) 

with: 

𝑢𝑢(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) = 1
√5
�1
𝑚𝑚
∑ (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚=5
𝑖𝑖=1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)² (2) 

𝑢𝑢(𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) = 1
√5
�1
𝑚𝑚
∑ (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚=5
𝑖𝑖=1 − 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)² (3) 

The measurement uncertainty is caused by: 
1. The resolution of the camera 
2. The heterogeneity of the tape surface 
3. The variability of the tape over the batch 
4. The variability of the test and of the operator 

 
Results are summarized in Fig. 10. Surface temperature increases during the 20 ms heating time 
to reach approximately 200°C for every incidence angle. The effect of fibre orientation on the 
surface temperature is shown negligible as temperature differences between various fibre 
orientations samples are inferior to the measurement uncertainty. These experimental temperatures 
are compared with a novel thermo-optical model at the microscale.  

 
Fig. 10. Evolution of surface temperature as a function of fibre orientation (0, 45, 90°) and 

incidence angle (15, 45, 60°). 
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Numerical Model 
A numerical thermo-optical model is designed at the micro-scale based on the tape microstructure. 
A cross-section micrograph (Fig. 11) of the experimental samples is performed and used to 
characterize the fibre distribution through the thickness. Image points out the heterogeneity of fibre 
distribution in the thickness with denser area close to the surfaces and a weaker fibre fraction at 
core.  
 

 
Fig. 11. Cross section micrograph of the tape. 

 
An artificial microstructure is created based on the actual fibre distribution and used to perform a 
FEM simulation computed with Freefem++ [12].The matrix is considered fully transparent at the 
laser wavelength. [13]. Therefore, the laser beam is only absorbed by carbon fibres. A ray-tracing 
algorithm is developed to compute fibres areas heated by the laser beam (Fig.12) depending on 
fibre orientation and incidence angle. The laser beam is modelled by approximately 4000 scanning 
lines which are evenly spaced by a fraction of fibre element size. The intersection between the 
scanning lines and fibres is computed without considering refraction in the polymer matrix. Every 
heated carbon fibre element is tagged for the following thermal simulation in which a heat flux 
condition is applied based on the laser power density ϕlaser and the carbon absorption coefficient 
αcarbon. 
 

 

 

Fig. 12. Ray-tracing algorithm: detection of 
heated fibres by the laser beam. 

 

Fig. 13. Schematic of the problem: volume 
and boundary conditions. 

 
The problem is modeled in Fig. 13. The heat equation is solved in the four physical volumes: 
fibres, matrix, steel and air.  
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𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�𝑘𝑘�� ∙ ∇��⃗ 𝑇𝑇� = 𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣 (4) 

with the following boundary conditions: 
1. Adiabatic lateral surfaces Slat (heat transfer is 1D): 𝜙𝜙�⃗ .𝑛𝑛�⃗ = 0 
2. Fixed temperature: 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 = 20°𝐶𝐶 on steel lower surface Ssteel,inf 
3. Dissipation by air convection on matrix upper surface Smatrix,sup: 𝜙𝜙 = ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎) 
4. Laser heat flux absorption on fibres heated elements Shf: 𝜙𝜙 = 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 𝜙𝜙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 �⃗�𝑞 ∙ 𝑛𝑛�⃗  

 
where hair = 5 W.m-2.K-1 the air convection coefficient, αcarbon = 0.9 the carbon absorption 
coefficient, 𝑛𝑛�⃗  the normal vector to the element and �⃗�𝑞 the resulting direction vector of laser heat 
flux, depending on fibre orientation and incidence angle.  
The simulation is performed on 50 iterations with a 20 ms heating time which corresponds 
approximately to the exposure time in a manufacturing process context at a 500 mm.s-1 laying 
speed with a 12 mm laser beam width. It is also chosen to nullify the effect of back surface 
condition, meaning that diffusion time through the thickness is greater than 20 ms. The total time 
is set at 40 ms to study the cooling kinetic.  
Experimental and Numerical Comparison 
Average experimental and numerical surface temperatures are compared in Fig. 14 for near-normal 
θ = 15° and grazing θ = 60° incidences with respectively 1.31 and 2.49 MW.m-2 laser power 
density. Laser heat flux has been corrected to fit experimental and numerical temperatures. 

Both incidences show an accurate approximation between experimental and numerical 
temperatures at the end of heating phase. The simulation confirms that fibre orientation has a 
negligible effect on surface temperature and the necessity to increase laser power to reach similar 
surface temperatures. Heating and cooling kinetics are also closed between experimental and 
numerical temperatures, meaning that heat transfers are rather well described by the model. 

 

   

(a)                                                                        (b) 
 

Fig. 14. Evolution of numerical and experimental surface temperature for (a) near-normal θ = 
15° and (b) grazing θ = 60° incidences and three fibre orientations. 
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Summary 
A specific experimental bench is designed to study heat transfer in the laser-heating of a single 
carbon fiber reinforced composite tape in a static configuration. The bench is instrumented with 
thermocouples and an infrared camera to measure laser heat flux and tape surface temperatures. A 
thermo-optical model is developed and approximates the evolution of surface temperatures. Both 
experimentation and simulation results highlighted the negligible effect of fibre orientation on 
surface temperatures. However, laser power has to be increased with grazing incidences to reach 
a similar surface temperature.  
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Abstract. In this work, friction coefficient between Polycarbonate and Aluminum was measured 
over the entire thermoforming temperature range by using a rotational rheometer with a specific 
geometry, following the B. Hegemann et al. [1] method. The effects of velocity, pressure and 
surface roughness were investigated. Then, numerical simulation were performed using a finite 
element code package for thermoforming (T-SIM®) with K-BKZ viscoelastic model. The 
objective of this work is to find which friction coefficient use in T-SIM simulation to be as close 
as possible to reality. For this, numerical simulation results for different friction coefficient were 
compared with experimental values to evaluate the predictive capacity. It was shown that friction 
coefficient is temperature dependent and rapidly increase above glass transition of polycarbonate. 
At room temperature, friction coefficient increases with an increase in roughness, but after glass 
transition, trend is reversed. Simulations with measured friction coefficients shows good 
agreement with experiment data.  
Introduction 
Thermoforming is a manufacturing process widely used in the industry for making 3D complex 
parts. An extruded polymer sheet is heated to be easily deformable and then vacuum formed on a 
cold mold. Despite the apparent simplicity of this process, it is actually a technical process, difficult 
to optimize, in which the material undergoes very large deformations in an anisotherm 
environment. Uneven thickness distribution is caused by localized variable deformations during 
vacuum forming. However, for manufacturers, a uniform thickness distribution and a high average 
thickness are very important parameters for the manufacture of high-quality parts. This thickness 
distribution is mainly affected by the viscoelastic behavior of the extruded polymer sheet [2,3,4] 
but previous work show that contact friction also has a huge impact on thickness distribution [2,5-
8]. In the literature, the majority of authors study the effect of friction in the context of plug assist 
thermoforming. In this work, we will focus on conventional thermoforming, where the slip rate 
between the polymer and the mold is lower. Some studies claim that the friction coefficient does 
not depend on the sliding speed [1,5] but others show the opposite [9]. Several friction models 
exist but in this study we consider that the friction behavior between mold and polymer sheet can 
be simply represented using Coulomb friction law. This law defines friction coefficient as the ratio 
between the friction force and the normal force (Eq. 1): 

𝜇𝜇 =
𝐹𝐹
𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁

                                                                                                                                                  (1) 

Two friction coefficients can be defined : a static coefficient which corresponds to the minimum 
tangential force necessary to prime the slide and a dynamic coefficient which corresponds to the 
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tangential force necessary to maintain this slide. In this study, only the dynamic coefficient will be 
taken into account. The purpose of this work is to measure the impact of different parameters on 
the coefficient of friction between polycarbonate sheet and aluminum mold. The effects of 
velocity, pressure and surface roughness were investigated using a rotational rheometer with a 
specific geometry, following the method developed by B. Hegemann et al [1]. Measured friction 
values will be used in a numerical simulation of the thermoforming process and simulation results 
were compared with experimental data to evaluate the predictive capacity. 
Materials and Methods  
Polycarbonate is a technical polymer with excellent mechanical properties and good temperature 
resistance. It is easily thermoformable thanks to its good flow resistance and is used in many fields 
such as automotive, aeronautic or medical. For this study a commercial polycarbonate LEXAN 
9030 from SABIC was used. The initial sheet thickness was 2,94 ± 0,05 mm. Temperature 
shrinkage is negligible (< 2%) in the extrusion or transverse direction. The glass transition 
temperature measured by DSC (rate: 10°C/mn) is around Tg = 149°C. Thermoforming molds and 
friction coefficient samples used for this study were made with Aluminum 5083 (AW-Al 
Mg4,5Mn0,7). Aluminum 5083 is a common aluminum-magnesium alloy with 4,5% magnesium.  

Torsional Rheometer Test Method.  
The friction coefficient measuring device used in this study is based on the B. Hegemann et al. 

[1] method. developed at the IPK-Stuttgart. An Anton Paar MCR302 rotational rheometer is used 
in parallel configuration. The upper moving plate is replaced by the mold material sample and the 
polymer is fixed on the bottom. The test arrangement is shown in Fig. 1a. After contact, the torque 
required to rotate both parts is measured and converted into a coefficient of friction. Applied 
normal force and rotation speed are easily adjustable over a wide range of values representative of 
the thermoforming process. The device is placed in a temperature-regulated chamber, suitable for 
making measurements from room temperature until forming temperature. Between each 
measurement, the upper plate is cleaned with acetone to remove any residual traces of polymer. In 
order to reproduce as much as possible a linear sliding during the test and minimize the velocity 
gradient, the contact surface is limited to one ring (Fig. 1b). Inner and outer radii are respectively 
9 mm and 12.5 mm. As a result, the maximum speed rotation varies only about 15% around the 
mean value. The tested polymer sample is a 25 mm disc, glued on a disposable plate with a two-
component epoxy adhesive resistant up to 180°C. Special attention is paid to the flatness of the 
experimental setup to ensure optimal contact. 

Thus, assuming that the normal force is evenly distributed over the contact surface, and taking 
into account the geometry used, the average friction coefficient can be calculated from the 
following relation [Eq. 2] : 

𝜇𝜇 = 3
2

 ×  𝜏𝜏
𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁

 ×  𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜
2− 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖

2

𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜3− 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖
3.                            (2) 

where Γ is the measured torque, FN the normal force and Ri and Ro are respectively the inner 
and outer radius of the ring. 

Test settings.  
With this method, friction coefficients were measured over a wide range of temperature, from 

room temperature to 180°C. First every 40°C up to 140°C, then, every 10°C from the glass 
transition temperature of polycarbonate samples (Tg = 149°C). Beyond 180°C, the epoxy adhesive 
fail and does not maintain the sample properly. This temperature range does not cover the entire 
forming range (up to 220°C for polycarbonate) but in reality, due to the low thermal effusivity of 
polycarbonate compared to aluminium, interface temperature is much lower and probably no more 
than 180°C. Some previous studies [1, 9] show that there is no significant influence of normal 
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force on friction coefficient. In order to verify this hypothesis, friction coefficients were measured 
at room temperature for several values of normal force (2, 5 and 10N). For higher temperatures, 
the normal force was limited to 2N because of MCR302 torque measurement limitation but also 
to limit compression deformations beyond glass transition temperature. 

In order to measure the impact of the sliding speed on the friction coefficient, different 
rotational speeds were investigated. In industry, the mold rising speed is typically within the range 
25-100 mm/s. However, glide speed can be considerably less due to the frictional force and the 
sheet deformation resistance [5, 9]. Thus, for the sake of covering a representative sliding speeds 
range of the thermoforming process, friction coefficients were measured for three different 
rotational speeds of 4.4 rpm, 11.1 rpm and 22.2 rpm corresponding respectively to an average 
sliding speed of 5 mm/s, 12.5 mm/s and 25 mm/s. In addition, all these measurements were carried 
out for three different aluminium upper plates surface roughness, corresponding to different 
surface states of industrial moulds (Fig. 1b). The plate 1 (P1) corresponds to a smooth mold with 
Ra = 0,38 μm while plate 2 (P2) and 3 (P3) have been sanded with roughnesses of Ra = 2,80 μm 
and Ra = 8,12 μm respectively. The various tested parameters are summarized in Table 1. This 
experimental design allows the coverage of a wide range of friction coefficients values on all the 
thermoforming process parameter range.   

Friction Measurement Results and Discussions 
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the coefficient of friction at room temperature as a function of the 

normal force for applied values of 2 N, 5 N, and 10 N. For the P1 plate with the smoothest surface, 
normal force does not affect the friction coefficient in the measurement range. For P2 and P3 
plates, with a rougher surface, the friction coefficient increases slightly with normal force. Increase 
in the normal force must increase the penetration of the roughnesses into the polymer and therefore 
the friction. 

Table 1. Friction coefficient measurement parameters. 
 Roughness (μm) Temperature range  (°C) Normal Force (N) Rotation speed (mm/s) 

Plate 1 
(P1) 0,38 

20 2 - 5 - 10 
5 - 12,5 - 25 

60-180 2 
Plate 2 

(P2) 2,80 
20 2 - 5 - 10 

5 - 12,5 - 25 
60-180 2 

Plate 3 
(P3) 8,12 

20 2 - 5 - 10 
5 - 12,5 - 25 

60-180 2 

Fig. 1. (a) Modified rotational rheometer with aluminum upper plate and polymer sample on the 
lower plate. (b) P1, P2 and P3 aluminum plate with roughness of respectively Ra = 0,38 µm, Ra = 
2,80 µm and Ra = 8,12 µm. Contact surface is limited to a crown of 9 mm inner radius and 12.5 

mm outer radius. 
 

P1 P2 P3 

a
 

b
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Friction coefficient evolution with 
surface roughness at room temperature is 
reported in Fig. 3. Contrary to 
expectation the coefficient of friction 
increases with the surface roughness by 
almost following a linear relationship. 
This result contradicts previous studies 
[10, 11] assuming that the apparent 
surface contact reduction due to the 
roughness decreased friction. One 
possible explanation is that, in reality, 
the friction force can be divided into two 
independent contributions: an adhesive 
term representing the adhesion 
phenomena at the real contact level and 
a deformation term representing volumic 
deformations by “ploughing”. This 
deformation term is sometimes not 
negligible at room temperature [12]. It is 
possible that in the case of the roughness 
profile of the P2 and P3 plates, the 
deformation term is important and 
increases the friction coefficient.  

In temperature, for a 2N applied force, 
Fig. 4 shows that the friction coefficient 
is stable up to the glassy transition 
temperature (~150°C) and then increases 
more or less significantly with 
roughness. This results is consistent with 
literature [1, 2, 9]. However, there is a 
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Fig. 2. Friction coefficient at room temperature 
for an applied normal force of 2N, 5N and 10N 

(Speed test = 12,5mm/sec). 
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decrease of friction coefficient in temperature as a function of the surface roughness. It is deduced 
that, unlike to ambient temperature, the drop in mechanical properties due to temperature increase 
reduces the deformation term effect on friction in favor of the adhesion term. Friction coefficient 
decline from 180°C can be explained by a totally sticky contact, the measured torque being linked 
to pure shear of the sample [1]. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the sliding speed on the friction 
coefficient for P1 plate. The decrease in the sliding speed increases friction. This sensitivity to 
speed and temperature relates the viscoelastic behavior of polymers and Time Temperature 
Superposition (TTS) principle. This behavior has already been observed in the case of elastomers 
[12] as well as on impact PS and PP [9]. The behavior is the same with the P2 and P3 plates. 
Numerical Simulation and Experimental Comparison 
T-SIM software.  
The 3D numerical simulations were carried out using the commercial package code T-SIM® 
version 4.9 (Accuform) based on the finite element method and specially designed for the 
simulation of the thermoforming process. This software use a K-BKZ [13] type nonlinear 
viscoelastic constitutive model to describe large polymer deformations during forming. Friction 
Coulomb’s law was applied on contact areas between sheet and mold, and the heat equation allows 
the calculation of thermal transfers during the process. The thickness distribution and polymer 
stretching were numerically investigated for the different experimentally measured friction 
coefficient values. Next, numerical results were compared with experimental thermoforming data 
obtained with two representative moulds presented in Fig. 8. The mold A has the same surface 
roughness as plate P1 (Ra = 0,41 μm) and the mold B has the same as plate P3 (Ra = 8,06 μm). 
 Viscoelastic model parameters.  
 During thermoforming, polymer materials exhibit nonlinear viscoelastic behavior due to large 
deformations and high strain rates over a wide range of temperatures. To describe this particular 
behavior, T-SIM use the K-BKZ type viscoelastic Wagner Model. This model shows good results 
for the simulation of the thermoforming process for ABS [2, 4], PS [14], or HDPE [15]. The 
Wagner model is expressed as follows (3):  

𝜎𝜎(𝑡𝑡) = ∫ 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡′)ℎ(𝐼𝐼1, 𝐼𝐼2
𝑡𝑡
−∞ )𝐶𝐶−1(𝑡𝑡, 𝑡𝑡′)                (3) 

• 𝐶𝐶−1(𝑡𝑡, 𝑡𝑡′) is the finger strain tensor. I1 and I2 are invariants and depend on the solicitation 
type.  

• 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡′) is the time dependent Memory function used to explain the linear viscoelasticity. 
The memory function is calculated from the discrete relaxation spectra obtained by small 
amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) experiment. Several experiments were carried out at 
different temperatures and the master curve was reconstructed thanks to the time-
temperature equivalence principle and the Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation.  

• ℎ(𝐼𝐼1, 𝐼𝐼2) is the Damping of the two strain invariants used to describe the nonlinear 
viscoelasticity. T-SIM software uses the following damping function Wagner (4) :  

ℎ(𝐼𝐼1, 𝐼𝐼2)  = 1
1 + 𝐴𝐴�(𝐼𝐼1−3)(𝐼𝐼2−3) 

                    (4) 

K-BKZ Wagner damping function was numerically determined using T-SIMFIT® v1.41 
software from uniaxial tensile test data. Tensile test were carried out at 170, 180 and 190°C and 
for four different speeds of 1.25, 2.5 and 12.5 mm/sec corresponding to an initial elongation rate 
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of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 s-1 respectively. Fig. 6 shows the prediction from Wagner model for A = 0,095 
in comparison with experimental data at 170°C.  

 
 Heat transfer.  
 As shown above, the viscoelastic behaviour of polymers is highly temperature dependent. 
Therefore, it is necessary to well know the temperature throughout the forming cycle. For this 
purpose, a heat equation makes it possible to account for heat exchanges during the process. The 
polycarbonate thermal capacity and thermal conductivity were determined on a large temperature 
range by measurement in modulated DSC and HOT DISK device. The measured values are 
respectively Cp = 2.140 J/(Kg.K) and λ = 0.22 W/(m.K) at 180°C. In T-SIM, thermal properties 
are constant but in reality, they are temperature dependent, particularly around the Tg. For mold 
and sheet heat exchanges, the mold is only represented by its external surface and is assumed to 
be isothermal throughout the operation. The mold’s thermal properties are not involved in it, and 
it is considered that the sheet-mold heat flow is monitored by a conductive exchange coefficient 
called “α”. It may not hold a tangible  sense, but it may however be experimentally determined : 
the cooling of a Lexan 9030 sheet at a temperature of 170°C, in contact with an aluminum mold 
at room temperature could be measured and then compared to simulated cooling for different α 
values (Fig 7). As a result, conductive exchange coefficients were found to be close to 500 
W/m²/K, which is similar to a value obtained by Marotta and Fletcher [16]. Likewise, the 
convection exchange coefficient between polymer and ambient air is 8 W/m²/K. 
 Friction coefficient.  
 At the areas of contact between sheet and mold, sliding is managed by the Coulomb friction 
law. As with thermal properties, the friction coefficient is considered constant throughout the 
forming cycle. This study showed that in reality, the friction coefficient depends on several 
parameters and is largely temperature dependent for polymers. Several friction coefficients 
corresponding to the previously measured coefficients have been tested and the simulation will be 
compared with the experimental results.  

Fig. 7. Cooling of a Lexan 9030 sheet at 170°C 
during 20sec. Red line correspond to 

experimental cooling measured by thermal 
camera and gray lines are simulated cooling for 

different conductive exchange coefficient. 
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 Process parameters. 
 T-SIM software makes it possible to easily manage the various process parameters to best match 
the experimental parameters (see Experimental thermoforming) . The initial sheet temperature is 
215°C. The mold rising speeds are respectively 20 cm/s and 10 cm/s for mold A and mold B. No 
pre-stretching were performed and a vacuum of - 0.2 bar is applied for 5s. A 60,000 polygons 
mesh permit to have an optimal compromise between precision and calculation time. Different 
process parameters are summarized in Table 2. 
 Experimental thermoforming.  
 Experimental thermoforming was performed on a laboratory scale thermoforming machine 
Formech 450DT. A thermal camera placed above the device allows sheet temperature profile 
recording in real time. The pressure during the forming cycle is measured by a manometer. Fig. 9 
shows the experimental setup. The polymer sheet is heated with ceramic radiants until reaching a 
temperature of 215°C. In order to achieve the most uniform temperature distribution possible, the 
power of the external radiants is slightly increased to compensate heat losses by convection with 
ambient air. The rise of the mold is manually controlled. The average mold speed is around 20 
cm/sec for mold A and 10 cm/sec for mold B, in order to avoid tearing the sheet on sharp angle. 
Then, a vacuum of -0.2 bar is applied for 5 to 7 sec to form the sheet on the mold.  

Table 2. Process parameter for numerical simulation with T-SIM®. 

Simulation and Experimental Comparison Results 
Several simulations were carried out with process parameters presented in Table 2. Four 
coefficients of friction were simulated as a function of the two molds: µ = 0.3 (minimum 
coefficient of friction for the polycarbonate-plate couple P1), µ = 0.75, µ = 1.5 and µ = 5 
(corresponding to total stick) for the mold A and µ = 0.5 (minimum friction coefficient for 

Process 
parameters 

Mold 
roughness 

Mold 
temp. 

Sheet 
temp. 

Mold 
speed 

Convection 
coefficient 

Conduction 
coefficient 

Vacuum 
pressure 

Mold A 0,41 µm 70°C 
215°C 

20 cm/s 
8 500 0,2 bar 

during 5 sec Mold B 8,06 µm 95°C 10 cm/s 

Fig. 9. Experimental thermoforming setup 
with Formech 450DT thermoforming 

machine and thermal camera. 

Fig. 8. Molds used for experimental 
thermoforming and simulation. Mold A has a 

surface rugosity of R = 0,41 µm 
corresponding to plate P1 and Mold B, Ra= 

8,06 µm corresponding to plate P3.  

Mold A 

Mold B 
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polycarbonate-plate P3) µ = 0.75, µ = 1.5 and µ = 5 for mold B. For each mold and friction 
coefficient, the simulated thickness distribution along the transverse (A-A) and longitudinal (B-B) 
axis is represented by a continuous line in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Experimental thicknesses has been 
measured on at least two different thermoformed parts using a digital micrometer is represented 
by diamond symbols. The thickness distribution can be divided in two regions: the upper part and 
the side parts. For mold A, uppers parts are located from 150 mm to 250 mm for transversal cut 
and from 225 mm to 375 mm for longitudinal cut. For mold B, uppers parts are located from 150 
mm to 275 mm for transversal cut and from 75 mm to 425 mm for longitudinal cut. Other parts 
are considered as side parts.  

The effect of friction coefficient variation is particularly visible on mold upper parts, the first 
in contact with polymer sheet during forming. The higher the friction coefficient, the greater the 

Fig. 10. Mold A thickness distribution along transversal (A-A) axis (a) and longitudinal (B-B) 
axis (b). Simulated data are in continuous line and experimental data are represented by 

diamond symbols. 

(a) (b) 

(a) 

Fig. 11. Mold B thickness distribution along transversal (A-A) axis (a) and longitudinal (B-B) 
axis (b). Simulated data are in continuous line and experimental data are represented by 

diamond symbols. 

(b) 
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simulated thickness. Indeed, when the friction coefficient is important or when the contact is 
completely sticky, the sheet cannot slide on the surface of the mold. Thus, the deformations are 
mainly concentrated on the side parts and in the corners. This phenomenon is amplified by the 
sheet cooling in contact with mold, witch limit the polymer ability to deform under stress. We can 
deduct from its results that a lower friction coefficient promote a more uniform thickness 
distribution especially when the mold geometry have a large upper planar surface.  

Overall, for the two mold, simulated thickness distribution shows good agreements with 
experimental data. For mold A [Fig. 10a and 10b], average measured thickness on the upper part 
correspond to simulated thickness for high friction coefficient, see even, for total stick behavior 
on [Fig. 10a]. 

Its results confirm the friction coefficients measured previously: since the polymer sheet is still 
close to 215°C when in contact with the mold, P1 plate friction coefficient measurements predict 
sticky contact for this temperature. For mold B [Fig. 11a and 11b], average measured thickness on 
the upper part gets closer to simulated thickness for a friction coefficient between µ = 0.5 and 1. 
Again, this correspond to friction coefficient value measured for plate P3 at this temperature. 
Based on this results, the sanding of the thermoforming tools makes it possible to limit the friction 
with sheet polymer in temperature and thus greatly improve the average thickness distribution.  
Summary 
A rotational rheometer with a specific geometry allowed us to measure the coefficient of friction 
from the ambient temperature up to the forming temperature for different speed of rotation and 
normal force. Effect of surface roughness were explored. It was shown that friction coefficient is 
temperature dependent and rapidly increase above glass transition. At room temperature, contrary 
to expectation, friction coefficient increases with an increase in roughness. One possible 
explanation is that, for this couple of materials, the friction deformation term is not negligible at 
room temperature and result in an increase of friction for rough plate. After glass transition, this 
trend is reversed and the smooth plate (P1) exhibit sticky behavior beyond 180°C. Simulations 
with T-SIM® shows good agreement with experiment data and confirms the friction coefficient 
values in temperature for the different roughnesses. For mold A (smooth surface corresponding to 
plate P1), best match is reached for a very high friction coefficient. For sand mold B 
(corresponding to plate P3), friction coefficients between 0.5 and 1 show best results. Based on 
this results, the sanding of the thermoforming tools makes it possible to limit the friction with sheet 
polymer in temperature and thus greatly improve the average thickness distribution. 
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Abstract. There are always debates on the use of power law to model flows having a local zero 
shear rate. This paper uses an original method to define a functional shear rate range with respect 
to the flow condition and identify an equivalent power law from a Cross-law fluid. The numerical 
and experimental results are compared to show the ability of the power law to model a flow having 
a low-shear region.  
Introduction 
Different viscosity models exist to represent the rheology behavior of polymers. The most simple 
behavior law for non-Newtonian materials is the power law [1,2]. The shortcoming of the power-
law model to describe the viscosity at the zero shear rate was pointed out by several studies [3,4]. 
Some authors claim that the power law can be used with particular attention to the shear stress 
range [5], while some just use more complex models such as the Cross model [6] and the Carreau 
model [7] which better describe the low-shear regime. 

The power law cannot be totally abandoned. Although the simplifications that the power law 
(compared to other complex viscosity models) can provide in numerical studies may seem small, 
it can still bring clarity for sensitivity analyzes [8] or facilitate the development of analytical 
formulations. It is important to know whether the power law can be used when a low-shear region 
exists in the flow. 

In this paper, a power law, fitted to a Cross law for a specific shear rate range by an innovative 
thermo-rheological method [8], is used to model an annular polymer flow. The Cross law is also 
used to model the same flow for comparison. An experimental annular device [9] is used to 
measure the flow temperature variation due to viscous dissipation. The temperature measurements 
are compared to the predictions of the viscosity models. The numerical simulation results for the 
shear rate, viscosity, shear stress and velocity in the flow are compared as well. 
Flow Geometry 
We propose to perform analyzes on an annular polymer flow, which can be studied by using a 
Thermo-Rheo Annular Cell (TRAC) [9]. The structure of the TRAC is presented in Fig. 1, with 
thermocouples 𝑇𝑇1−4 installed on its central axis for flow temperature measurements. The polymer 
flow enters the duct from the left of the figure and is guided to the annular part (𝑧𝑧 ≥ 0) by a 45° 
cone. The outlet is on the right side (Fig. 1). The central axis is not only for thermocouple 
instrumentation, but also for generating additional viscous dissipation in the passing flow, to 
extract information from the rheological behavior of the flow. The details on the flow model of 
the TRAC can be found in [9]. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the TRAC. 
 

Viscosity Models 
The Cross law [6] (Eq. 1) is employed to represent the rheological behavior of the polymer : 

𝜂𝜂 = 𝜂𝜂0/ �1 + �𝜂𝜂0
𝜏𝜏∗
�̇̅�𝛾�

1−𝑛𝑛
� (1) 

with 𝜂𝜂 the viscosity, �̇̅�𝛾 the generalized shear rate, 𝜂𝜂0 the zero shear rate viscosity, 𝑛𝑛 the power 
index at high shear rate regime (0 < 𝑛𝑛 <  1 for shear thinning materials such as the polymers) 
and 𝜏𝜏∗ the critical stress level at the transition to shear thinning. According to the material database 
of the « Autodesk® Moldflow® » software, the Cross-law parameters for Polypropylene PPC 9642 
at 195 °C are: 𝜂𝜂0 = 3192.75 Pa.s, 𝜏𝜏∗ = 19996.2 Pa and 𝑛𝑛 = 0.3387. 

The power law [1,2], shown in Eq. 2, is used to compare to the Cross law. 

𝜂𝜂 = 𝐾𝐾�̇̅�𝛾𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝−1 (2) 

with 𝐾𝐾 the consistency coefficient and 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 the power-law index (0 < 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝  <  1 for shear thinning 
materials). The power law is a straight line in logarithmic scale having the slope: 
�𝑑𝑑 ln 𝜂𝜂 /𝑑𝑑 ln �̇̅�𝛾 = 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 − 1�. It should be noted that the Cross law also has a similar slope for �̇̅�𝛾 →

∞: � lim
𝛾𝛾�̇→∞

𝑑𝑑 ln 𝜂𝜂 /𝑑𝑑 ln �̇̅�𝛾 = 𝑛𝑛 − 1�. The power-law parameters (𝐾𝐾 and 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 ≠ 𝑛𝑛) are carefully chosen 

to compare with the Cross law of PPC 9642. This is detailed in the next section. 
Procedure of the Study 
A power-law curve can be drawn from two different viscosity points. In this paper, we use an 
innovative method to obtain viscosity points from temperature measurements. When the polymer 
melt flows through the TRAC, the temperature variation due to viscous dissipation is recorded at 
the central axis of the annular geometry. This temperature variation, for a given flowrate, is 
sensitive to one point on the material’s viscosity curve. The point is called « critical point » in [8]. 
To identify critical points, the inverse method process can be designed with different approaches. 
But the process always takes temperature signals as the input variables and a critical point for each 
flowrate as the output result. Higher flowrates lead to critical points at higher shear rate regime. 
We need two different flowrates to obtain two critical viscosity points. 

In practice, the TRAC is installed as a nozzle at the outlet of an injection unit. During injection, 
the polymer flows through the TRAC. Experiments are carried out with Polypropylene PPC 9642 
at two different injection flowrates: 42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1. The corresponding simulations 
are brought off using the finite element model of the TRAC and the Cross-law viscosity model of 
the same polymer.  
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The main discussion of this study is whether the power law can perform as well as a more 
complex viscosity model rather than the identification of material parameters. To find an 
equivalent power-law curve of the Cross-law one, the identification of the power-law parameters 
is performed from the results of the simulations with the Cross law, that is to say by using the 
simulated temperature variation as a reference (Fig. 2). Two critical viscosities (580.3 Pa.s - 61.7 
s-1 and 500.6 Pa.s - 80.5 s-1) are obtained by applying the inverse method on the Cross-law 
simulation results, respectively at a flowrate of 42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1. A power-law curve 
(𝐾𝐾 = 5721.2 Pa.sn, 𝑛𝑛 = 0.4448) is drawn from these two points in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Procedure of the study.  
 

 

Fig. 3. Viscosity curves of the Cross law and the power law along with the critical points. 
 

Fig. 3 shows that the critical points are on the Cross-law curve, because they are obtained from 
the Cross-law simulation results. The power-law curve, passing through the critical points, is close 
to the Cross-law curve only in a specific zone, near the transition region between the low-shear 
Newtonian zone and the high-shear pseudo-plastic zone. The difference between the two viscosity 
models can be seen at the high shear rate regime and especially at the low shear rate regime.  

Other simulations at the same flowrates are carried out by using the power-law curve in Fig. 3 
to replace the Cross-law viscosity model. In the next section, we will find out whether the power-
law curve is good enough to describe the flow behavior and whether the critical viscosity points 
can represent a functional zone of a viscosity curve, by comparing the measurements of the TRAC, 
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the Cross-law simulations’ results and the power-law simulations’ results (Fig. 2). The simulation 
software used is « ANSYS® POLYFLOW® ». Shear rate, velocity and temperature profiles can be 
exported directly from the simulation tool. The viscosity and shear stress profiles are calculated 
from the shear rate profiles using analytical expressions (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2). 
Results and Discussion  
Δ𝑇𝑇 is the temperature variation relative to that of the initial state. The temperature variations Δ𝑇𝑇 
due to viscous dissipation during injection (at 42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1) are measured directly 
by the TRAC and shown in Fig. 4. For an easy reading of the figure, only the temperatures 
measured by thermocouples 𝑇𝑇2 and 𝑇𝑇4 (Fig. 1) are presented. These flow configurations are also 
simulated with the Cross law and the power law. The results of the simulations are presented in 
Fig. 4 as well. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Temperature variations (due to viscous dissipation during injection) measured by 
thermocouples T2 and T4 of the TRAC and simulated with the Cross law and the power law for 

different flowrates (42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1). 
 
The increase in temperature due to viscous dissipation can be observed in Fig. 4. The higher the 

flowrate, the greater the temperature increases. The injection duration is shorter at the higher 
flowrate, because the injection volume is limited to the capacity of the machine. 

The power law can predict the temperature measurements as well as the Cross law, as the power 
law is drawn from the critical viscosity points identified using the temperature variations of the 
Cross-law simulations. Indeed, the heat generated by viscosity dissipation within the flow is 
brought to the central axis by convection. The viscosity of the flow affects not only the viscous 
dissipation power (shear rate multiplied by shear stress), but also the velocity field (integral of 
shear rate) for the convection. 

The steady-state shear rate profiles (at 42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1) as a function of radial 
position in the annular structure, are calculated respectively with the Cross law and the power law 
and presented in Fig. 5. The radius of the central axis (inner radius of the annular flow) is 4 mm. 
The outer radius of the annular flow is 10 mm.  
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Fig. 5. Steady-state shear rate profiles as a function of radial position in the annular structure, 
calculated respectively with the Cross law and the power law, at 42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1. 

 
The power-law calculations show lower absolute values of shear rate close to the inner and 

outer walls (𝑟𝑟 = 4 mm and 10 mm) of the annular geometry, compared to those of the Cross law. 
However, for example at 𝑟𝑟 = 5 mm in the flow, the absolute values of shear rate obtained by the 
power law become higher than the Cross-law results. Although these differences are minuscule, 
they reveal that the power-law parameters that we identified with the innovative method minimize 
the prediction error across a certain depth of the flow domain.  

The shear rates of the critical points in Fig. 3 are 61.7 s-1 and 80.5 s-1. They have lower values 
than the maximum shear rates in the annular flow in Fig. 5. The maximum shear rates are on the 
surface of the central axis (𝑟𝑟 = 4 mm): 

• 333 s-1 at the flowrate of 42.4 cm3.s-1; 
• 452 s-1 at the flowrate of 56.5 cm3.s-1. 

The power law is capable of delivering accurate predictions, because the power-law curve in Fig. 
3 remains close to the Cross-law curve at the shear rate of 452 s-1. The viscous dissipation method 
does not identify a power-law curve to fit the high-shear region beyond the maximum shear rate 
in the flow. By not doing so, the identified power law has less error in the relatively low-shear 
region (from 20 to 60 s-1) on the left side of the critical points in Fig. 3.  

Since the viscosity depends on the shear rate for non-Newtonian materials such as the polymers, 
we can plot the viscosity profile as a function of radial position in Fig. 6a. The main criticism of 
using the power law is that when a zero shear rate exists in the flow (Fig. 5), the calculated viscosity 
will reach a high or even infinite value in the low-shear region (Fig. 6a), which is not physical. 
However, Fig. 6b shows that the calculated shear stress (obtained by multiplying the shear rate by 
the viscosity) is not affected by the « zero shear rate problem » of the power law.  
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Fig. 6. Steady-state (a) viscosity and (b) shear stress profiles as a function of radial position in 
the annular structure, calculated respectively with the Cross law and the power law, at 42.4 

cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1. 
 
The velocity profiles are presented in Fig. 7. The predictions of the Cross law and the power 

law are almost the same on the velocity fields.  
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Fig. 7. Steady-state velocity profiles as a function of radial position in the annular structure, 
calculated respectively with the Cross law and the power law, at 42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1. 

 
Fig. 7 shows again that the power-law parameters identified using the viscous dissipation 

method minimize the prediction error across a certain depth of the flow domain. This new method 
aims to identify parameters to reproduce the same heat exchange between the flow and the central 
axis of the annular geometry, rather than focusing on the pressure loss (like the classic capillary 
rheometry method [10]). Viscous dissipation and velocity profile are two of the key factors in this 
heat exchange. 

 If we aim to identify the power-law parameters using the simulated pressure measurements 
corresponding to each flowrate (42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1) to solve the pressure-flowrate 
equation of annular flow [11], this power law, different from the one identified with the viscous 
dissipation method, will be more accurate for pressure loss predictions but can be less accurate to 
predict velocity profiles especially at the center of the flow (« Power* » in Fig. 8). In general, the 
power-law calculations in Fig. 8 are still close to the Cross-law calculations. The power law 
identified with pressure measurements can have good performance as well. 
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Fig. 8. Steady-state velocity profiles as a function of radial position in the annular structure, 
calculated respectively with the Cross law and the power law (identified with the pressure 

method), at 42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1. 
 

The velocity values can be divided by the average velocity to obtain a dimensionless velocity 
profile. For a power-law type material, the dimensionless velocity profile depends on the value of 
the index 𝒏𝒏𝒑𝒑 = [𝝏𝝏 𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥 𝜼𝜼 /𝝏𝝏 𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥 𝜸𝜸�̇], and does not depend on the flowrate [8,11]. For a Cross-law type 
material, the dimensionless velocity profile depends on the flowrate. In Fig. 9, a power-law type 
dimensionless velocity profile is drawn to compare with Cross-law ones for a large range of 
flowrates.  

 

Fig. 9. Dimensionless steady-state velocity profiles as a function of radial position in the annular 
structure, calculated respectively with the power law (identified with the viscous dissipation 

method) and the Cross law for a large range of flowrates. 

The power law identified with the viscous dissipation method is used to obtain the power-law 
type dimensionless velocity profile in Fig. 9. When the flowrate at 56.5 cm3.s-1 is multiplied or 
divided by two. The Cross-law type profiles are still close to the power-law one. When the flowrate 
is 100 times higher or 10 times lower, differences become significant. 
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Fig. 9 indicates that the identified local power law has a certain range of validity. For a different 
range of flowrates, the local power law may need to be re-identified. For example, a local power 
law with 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 close to 1 will give better results at low flowrates when the material is almost 
Newtonian. When the local power law is identified at high shear rate regime, it will have a larger 
range of validity compared to the one identified in the Newtonian-shear thinning transition region 
(Fig. 3). In this study, the flowrates (42.4 cm3.s-1 and 56.5 cm3.s-1) are chosen on purpose to obtain 
critical viscosity points in the Newtonian-shear thinning transition region, to show the potential of 
a power law which fits the Cross law only in a specific range. 
Summary 
An innovative viscous dissipation method is used to define an equivalent power-law curve from a 
Cross-law one. The temperature variations due to viscous dissipation, calculated by the power law 
and the Cross law, are both found to be accurate compared to the experimental measurements. 
Thanks to numerical tools, the shear rate, viscosity, shear stress and velocity profiles in the flow, 
respectively obtained with the Cross model and the power-law model, are compared. The 
comparisons show that it is possible to find a power law to approach to a Cross-law flow for a 
specific flowrate range. On the viscosity curve, this refers to a dominant functional segment for a 
specific shear rate range. 

Although the calculated power-law flow can be close to the Cross-law one, the power law 
cannot reproduce exactly the same result of the Cross law. Using different methods to identify the 
power-law parameters lead to different calculation precisions in the flow domain.  

In general, the power law can have competitive performance compared to the Cross law, when 
the power-law parameters are carefully chosen for a functional shear rate range of the material, 
even for the transition region between the low-shear Newtonian zone and the high-shear pseudo-
plastic zone. This conclusion can be extended to other viscosity models, as long as they can be 
decomposed into straight line segments in logarithmic scale. 
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Abstract. Friction-spinning as an innovative incremental forming process enables large degrees 
of deformation in tube and sheet metal-forming due to a self-induced heat generation in the 
forming zone. This paper presents new process designs for energy and resource-efficient forming 
of gas cylinders by friction-spinning without the use of an external heat supply. The self-generated 
heat enables friction-spinning process to reduce the energy demand in the manufacture of gas 
cylinders, which are usually manufactured with external heat (mostly fossil fuels), by 95 %. 
Typical gas cylinder contours, such as flattened and spherical bottom ends and cylinder necks, are 
manufactured by friction-spinning of AW 6060 tubular profiles with specifically designed tool 
path strategies. It is shown that friction-spinning enables the manufacture of typical gas cylinder 
contours with sufficient wall thickness and the required gas tightness without the input of external 
heat. Thus, this process can contribute to an increase in the energy and resource efficiency of 
forming processes.  
Introduction 
Friction-spinning as an innovative incremental hot-forming process enables large degrees of 
deformation in the field of tube and sheet metal forming due to a friction-induced heat generation 
in the forming zone in an efficient way [1]. The self-induced partial heating of the components not 
only enables significantly higher degrees of deformation, but also a defined influence on the 
mechanical properties such as hardness, microstructure [1] and residual stress distributions [2,3].  

However, friction-spinning is also suitable for meeting today's social demand for a reduction in 
emissions and energy consumption of manufacturing processes. This is illustrated by the example 
of the manufacture of seamless aluminium gas cylinders, which are usually manufactured using 
external heat [4]. Comparable incremental processes such as flow-forming [5, 6], metal-spinning 
[7, 8] or tube-spinning [9] usually use gas burners with fossil fuels for the manufacture of these 
aluminium gas cylinder contours to enable the necessary degrees of deformation and to ensure the 
gas-tight sealing [10]. Due to its self-induced heat generation, friction-spinning offers the potential 
to reduce the energy consumption of comparable manufacturing processes by 95 % [11]. In 
addition, by eliminating the necessity of external heat supply, the manufacturing process can be 
realised solely through renewable energy, which provides the possibility of climate neutrality of 
the manufacturing process.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Example of a gas cylinder and its typical contour elements: flattened and spherical 

bottom ends and cylinder neck. 
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Regarding the forming of flattened bottom ends of cylinders it has already been shown that 
friction-spinning enables the gas and liquid-proof sealing of tube ends with defined wall thickness 
distributions [12]. Nevertheless, when manufacturing complete gas cylinders, it is necessary to 
form more complex contours that comply with the standards for aluminium gas cylinders such as 
DIN EN ISO 7866 [13]. With the aim of energy and resource-efficient manufacturing of gas 
cylinders, such as the widely used carbonating cylinders, new process designs of the friction-
spinning process are developed and investigated. The novelty of this process is that it eliminates 
the use of gas burners in the manufacture of gas cylinders, thus saving enormous amounts of 
energy. It also avoids the surface defects of the workpieces (such as surface oxidation) and impacts 
on the machine and the tools caused by the gas burner. To evaluate this novel process, essential 
process characteristics, such as force and temperature profiles, and also specific gas cylinder 
properties such as the workpiece contour, wall thicknesses and gas tightness are determined.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Friction-spinning process for the forming of sealed-up tubes (flattened cylinder bottom 
ends. Rotation-speed n, feed rate f, tool-angle α, tool diameter dT, tool radius rT, initial wall 

thickness s0, wall thickness of the cylinder bottom end sa, tool contact length lc. 
Process Design and Experimental Setup 
Typical gas cylinder contours [13], such as flattened and spherical bottom ends and cylinder necks 
(cf. Fig. 1), are manufactured by friction-spinning of tubular profiles with specifically designed 
tool path strategies. The manufactured parts are assessed concerning their contour, wall thickness 
and tightness. Generally, the workpieces are manufactured using heat-treatable 3.3206 (EN-AW 
6060 initial temper state T6) tubular profiles (100 x 40 x 5 mm) with the LUF in-house design 
friction-spinning machine (FSV) which is computer controlled by Sinumerik 840D by Siemens 
AG, Germany. The main spindle drive has a power of 100 kW and enables maximum rotational 
speeds of 3000 rpm. The tools used have a diameter of 20 mm and are made of the steel alloy 
1.3343 (hardened).  

The general process-design of the manufacture of sealed-up tubes (flattened bottom ends) by 
friction-spinning of tubes is subdivided into the pre-friction phase and the contour-forming phase 
(cf. Fig. 2). In the pre-friction phase, a conical basic contour is formed using the large contact area 
with the tool to induce heat to the workpiece by friction. In the subsequent contour-forming phase, 
different workpiece contours are formed by specific tool path strategies and the targeted selection 
of the tool contact area. In the case of a flattened cylinder bottom, the tool path is linear and directed 
radially (cf. Fig. 3, FB). For the manufacture of more complex contours, such as spherical bottoms 
and cylinder necks, special curved tool paths have been developed, but due to the limitations of 
the current version of the FSV machine control, these are interpolated by linear tool paths. 
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Fig. 3. Tool path designs for flat and spherical bottom ends and cylinder necks. 

For the manufacture of the spherical bottom ends (Fig. 3, SB), the pre-friction phase is 
performed with a large contact area to induce heat and to form an initial cone shape by a linear 
path in the radial direction. The contour forming then is performed using the tip of the tool, i.e. a 
point contact and with a curved path that ends in a radial direction. By flattening the path of tool 
to the end, a centrical flattened bottom section can be realised, too.  

For the manufacture of the cylinder necks (Fig. 3, CN), the pre-friction phase is also performed 
with a large contact area to induce heat and to form an initial cone shape by a linear path in the 
radial direction. In this case, this path is kept shorter so that the tube is not closed at the end of the 
process. Contour forming is then performed with the tip of the tool, and therefore a point contact, 
and with a curved path which does not close the end of the tube by ending in the axial direction. 
By the combination of tool path design SB and CN complete gas cylinders (cf. Fig. 3) are 
manufactured.  

The manufactured parts are evaluated regarding their contour by: 
• Axial cutting (separating) so that the cut surface lies exactly in the component axis.  
• Repeatable positioning of the specimen with a measurement standard on a scanner. 
• Image capture with 600 dpi. 
• Digital determination of the wall thickness and contour by comparison with the 

measurement standard. 
The tightness of the manufactured gas cylinder is demonstrated by applying a hydraulic pressure 

of 250 bar. For this purpose, a thread is cut into the open end of the gas cylinders to connect them 
with a pressure gauge, a locking valve and a hydraulic pump by hydraulic hoses (cf. Fig. 4, (b)). 
First, the air is pressed out of the hydraulic hose. Then a hydraulic pressure of 250 bar is applied 
with the pump, and the valve is closed. After one hour of pressure setting, the pressure is set again 
to exactly 250 bar and checked with the pressure gauge after 24 hours. The same procedure is also 
performed with helium at 25 bar.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Telemetric temperature measuring set-up in the friction-spinning process (a) and 

tightness measuring set-up (b). 
The complexity of temperature measurements in the friction-spinning process results from its 

process characteristics (friction of the tool on the surface and rotation of the workpiece), and, with 
aluminium, especially optical temperature measurements are usually not feasible due to its 
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complex emissivity characteristics [14]. In addition, a basic black coating on the driven tool does 
not endure the forming process, so reflections of the ambient heat radiation cannot be ruled out. In 
a previous work, good results were obtained with a telemetric method using type k thermocouples 
with a radio data logger (measuring amplifier) [2]. Thermocouples type k are mechanically joined 
in corresponding holes at two discrete measuring points at 5 mm and 15 mm distance to the end 
of the tube (cf. Fig. 4, (a)). Thus, the measuring amplifier can be mounted on the rotating jaw 
chuck, and the measured values can be transmitted wirelessly, which will provide new valuable 
insights into the temperature profile of the friction spinning process even in optically non-
measurable areas. 

Force measurements are performed using a 6-axis load cell (50 kN, ME-Meßsysteme GmbH, 
Hennigsdorf, Germany) mounted between the tool holder and the support system. Forces are 
measured in the radial and axial direction of the workpiece.  
Results and Discussion  
Essential process characteristics, such as force and temperature profiles and also specific gas 
cylinder properties, such as the workpiece contour, minimum wall thicknesses were measured and 
tightness was proved.  

Contour and wall thickness.  
Starting with an initial wall thickness of 5 mm the thickness is reduced to at least 3.6 mm in the 

case of the flattened bottom end (a), 3.5 mm in the case of the spherical bottom end (b) and 3 mm 
in the case of the spherical bottom end (c). The cylinder neck’s initial wall thickness of 5 mm is 
reduced to at least 3.9 mm (d). In all cases, the formation of burrs on the outer contour is observed 
(cf. Fig. 5, red marks). This is attributed to the interpolation of the curved paths by linear paths. 
Therefore, the burrs of the manufactured gas cylinders were removed by turning (e). It can be 
concluded from this that the manufacture of typical gas cylinder contours with the friction-spinning 
process is possible in principle, but the integration of accurate path curves into the process control 
is necessary. The inner contours of the bottom ends show curved shapes, especially in the centre, 
where the tube ends are joined. To create a more homogeneous inner contour, auxiliary tools may 
be used.   

All the manufactured bottom ends are sufficiently joined, as shown in Fig. 5 ((a)-(c)). To prove 
this, three complete cylinders (e) were manufactured by the combination of the process designs of 
the spherical bottom end SB2 (c) and the cylinder neck CN (d). By testing three of the cylinders 
as shown in Fig. 4 (b), it can be stated that the manufactured bottom ends are tight, i.e. sufficiently 
connected to withstand a hydraulic load of 250 bar and are thus suitable as pressure vessels. In 
addition, the gas tightness of the cylinder was also assessed with helium at 25 bar using the same 
method. There was no measurable pressure loss over a period of 24 hours.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Manufactured by friction-spinning: (a) flattened bottom end, (b - c) spherical bottom end, 

(d) cylinder neck and (e) gas cylinder. Rotation speed n = 1500 rpm, feed rate  
v = 30 mm per min. 
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Process Forces.  
First, the process forces are measured to characterise the new process designs of the friction 

spinning process. Fig. 6 shows the force profiles and the maximum forces reached in the forming 
process of the cylinder necks (CN) and spherical bottom ends (SB) in dependence on the process 
parameters feed rate v and rotation speed n. In the pre-friction, phase the process forces increase 
sharply and reach a first peak after 4 seconds (cf. Fig. 6, (a-b)). The high level of process forces is 
maintained for a longer time in the case of the spherical bottom ends due to a longer pre-friction 
phase. In the contour-forming phase, the process forces do not increase as steeply as in the pre-
friction phase. This is because the initial shape was already generated in the pre-friction phase and 
thus the deformation has a less abrupt onset. The comparatively shorter pre-friction phase of the 
cylinder neck forming process causes that the forces in the contour-forming phase are significantly 
greater than those of the bottom end forming process. The highest process forces occur in the 
horizontal direction (Fx) (cf. Fig. 6, (c-d)). They reach their maximum when the feed rate is high 
(90 mm/min), and the rotation speed is low (500 rpm). In the case of the cylinder necks 5512 N 
and of the spherical bottom ends 5320 N. Significantly lower maximum process forces are reached 
with a low feed rate of 30 mm per minute and a higher rotation speed of 1500 rpm. In the case of 
the cylinder necks 1339 N and of the spherical bottom ends 1767 N. As the process parameters 
significantly influence the process forces, the temperature profiles are also determined, as these 
have major influence on the yield stress and therefore can explain the occurring process forces. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Force profiles (a-b) and maximum forces (c-d) of the manufacture of the cylinder necks 

(CN) and spherical bottom ends (SB) by the friction-spinning process in dependence on the 
process parameters feed rate v [mm/min]and rotation speed n [1/min]. 

Temperature profiles.  
Since the workpiece temperature has a huge influence on the yield stress, and thus on the 

process forces, corresponding temperature profiles were determined. Fig. 7 shows the temperature 
profiles of the manufacture of the spherical bottom ends (SB) by the friction-spinning process 
measured with thermocouple type k at 5 and 15 mm distance to the tube’s end in dependence on 
the process parameters feed rate v and rotation speed n. Form the first contact with the tool, the 
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workpiece temperature strongly increases to a first peak at the end of the pre-friction phase. While 
re-positioning the tool for contour-forming the workpiece temperature decreases. In the contour-
forming phase, the temperature again steeply increases to a second peak. In the following, heat is 
emitted until the reversal point for forming the flat bottom end, where a third peak of workpiece 
temperature is reached. 

The described temperature profile is increased by the rotation speed and decreased by the feed 
rate so that a maximum workpiece temperature at 5 mm distance to the tube’s end of 594°C is 
reached by a rotation speed of 1500 rpm and a feed rate of 30 mm per min (cf. Fig. 7, (a)). With a 
high feed rate of 90 mm per min and a low rotation speed of 500 rpm the maximum workpiece 
temperature reaches only 455°C. At a distance of 15 mm to the tube’s end the temperature profile 
follows the same pattern, but with the same process-parameters maximum temperatures of only 
558 and 387°C are reached (cf. Fig. 7, (b)). This is because the contact time with the tool is lower 
at this measuring point. 

Derived from the determined temperature profiles the material bonding of the tube end in the 
centre of the bottom end is a solid-state bonding mechanism. This means that the adhesion is 
achieved by the diffusion of interfacial atoms, resulting in strong and uniform material bonding 
[15]. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Temperature profiles of the manufacture of the spherical bottom ends (SB) by the 

friction-spinning process measured with thermocouple type k at 5 and 15 mm distance to the 
tube’s end in dependence on the process parameters feed rate v [mm/min]and rotation speed n 

[1/min]. 
In Fig. 8 the temperature profiles of the manufacture of the cylinder necks (CN) measured with 

thermocouple type k at 5 and 15 mm distance to the tube’s end in dependence on the process 
parameters feed rate v and rotation speed n are shown. Form the first contact with the tool, the 
workpiece temperature increases sharply and reaches a first peak at the end of the pre-foaming 
phase. With the re-positioning of the tool for the contour-forming the workpiece temperature 
decreases. then, In the contour-forming phase the temperature again steeply increases to a second 
peak. In contrast to the manufacture of the spherical bottom ends, the highest temperatures are 
achieved in the contour-forming phase, which is attributable to the shorter pre-friction phase.  

The described temperature profile is increased by the rotation speed and slightly decreased by 
the feed rate, so that a maximum workpiece temperature at 5 mm distance to the tube’s end of 
593°C is reached by a rotation speed of 1500 rpm and a feed rate of 30 mm per min (cf. Fig. 8, 
(a)). With a high feed rate of 90 mm per min and a low rotation speed of 500 rpm, the maximum 
workpiece temperature reaches only 485°C. At a distance of 15 mm from the end of the tube, the 
temperature profile follows the same pattern, but with the same process parameters only maximum 
temperatures of 551 and 403°C are reached (cf. Fig. 8, (b)). 
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Fig. 8. Temperature profiles of the manufacture of the cylinder necks (CN) by the friction-

spinning process measured with thermocouple type k at 5 and 15 mm distance to the tube’s end 
in dependence on the process parameters feed rate v [mm/min]and rotation speed n [1/min]. 
With both contours, it can be seen that the higher rotation speed increases the workpiece 

temperature, which is due to more frictional heat input. This also interacts with the feed rate, which, 
if it is low, allows longer heat input. At the higher rotation speed, however, this effect is less. In 
this regard, the determined temperature profiles show a causal relationship with the determined 
maximum process forces. The higher the temperature, the lower the process forces, which is due 
to the lower yield stress. In this respect, the next step is to clarify to what extent the different 
temperature profiles cause recrystallization processes. This is investigated in the following through 
hardness tests.  

Hardness.  
Since there are process parameter-dependent temperature profiles and temperature gradients 

along the workpiece contour, corresponding hardness profiles were measured using the Vickers 
hardness test method according to DIN EN ISO 6507-1 [16] with a Nexus 4000 hardness testing 
device, Innovatest Company, Maastricht, Netherlands. First, an initial hardness of 86 HV0,3 was 
determined for the tubular profiles. Fig. 9 (a-b) shows that all specimens are softened by the 
manufacture process. On average of all measured parts, the hardness value (HV0.3) decreases by 
38%. This is attributed to dynamic recovery and recrystallization due to the high workpiece 
temperatures combined with the high degrees of deformation [17]. Only at measuring point 5 of 
the bottom end which was manufactured with a high feed rate and a low rotation speed a 
significantly lower softening of 26% can be observed (cf. Fig. 9, (a)). This correlates with the 
observation that at a distance of 15 mm to the tube’s end the maximum temperatures of only 387°C 
are reached, and thus the temperature at measuring point 5 is even lower (cf. Fig. 7, (b)). Under 
this condition, less dynamic recovery and recrystallization can be assumed and consequently less 
softening. However, the hardness profile over the entire contour cannot be influenced by the 
process parameters investigated. 
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Fig. 9. Hardness profiles of the manufactured cylinder necks (CN) and spherical bottom ends 

(SB) in dependence on the process parameters feed rate v [mm/min]and rotation  
speed n [1/min]. 

Discussion. 
In the experimental investigations, the resulting contours and the new process characteristics 

were evaluated. It is shown that friction-spinning enables the forming of the required contours for 
the manufacture of gas cylinders, and tightness, i.e. the essential property of gas cylinders, is 
fulfilled. The reduction of the wall thickness by up to 40 % does not lead to tightness failures. This 
is attributed to the fact that the friction spinning process allows sufficient material bonding of the 
cylinder’s bottom ends through pressure welding-like processes, i.e. diffusion of interfacial atoms. 

However, in terms of lightweight construction, the requirement arises to reduce the wall 
thickness to a rational minimum. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that there is a critical material-
dependent standard dimensional ratio (SDR) to withstand this forming process, which must be 
determined in the next step. The use of tailored tubes will be investigated to overcome this 
limitation. For example, the internal flow-forming process developed at LUF can be used to 
manufacture these tailored tubes [18]. With this process, the wall thickness can be partially reduced 
to a specified minimum by flow-forming on the inner side of the tube, leaving the necessary wall 
thickness in the forming zone. The design and evaluation of this new process combination and 
chain will be part of future research. Additionally, a more homogeneous outer contour can be 
achieved by real curve paths and a more homogeneous inner contour can be achieved by the use 
of auxiliary tools. Furthermore, it should be investigated whether functional integrations, such as 
the forming of a thread, can be realised in the manufacturing process of the cylinder necks. 

The investigated process characteristics, forces and temperature profiles are significantly 
influenced by the process-parameters feed rate and rotation speed. The process forces can be 
strongly affected and kept relatively low, leading to longer process times and higher workpiece 
temperatures. These process characteristics cause softening of the material due to recrystallization. 
However, gas cylinders usually have to be heat-treated before they can be introduced to the market 
with certification [19]. In the case of aluminium 6060, this is realised by annealing and ageing, 
which restores the initial mechanical properties. Furthermore, under this constraint, the processes 
can also be designed for a minimum energy consumption. 

However, the actual power and the total energy consumption of forming machines strongly 
depend on their specific characteristics, which is why it is extremely challenging to compare 
different manufacturing processes performed on different machines, especially if the established 
processing is not transparent. And it also does not seem plausible to subtract the energy 
consumption of an empty run to obtain a pure transformation energy consumption, since energy is 
lost in specific amounts in every process despite the efficiency of the machine, and the actual 
energy consumption of comparable processes in the manufacture of these contours is unknown. In 
this work, however, we have demonstrated that the friction-spinning process at least does not 
require external heat input for the manufacture of these contours.  
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According to Lossen [11], depending on the process parameters, 70 to 735 kJ of pure forming 
energy is consumed during the friction-spinning process, which generates heat of about 500°C in 
the workpiece due to friction and deformation work. In comparison, the energy of 1300 to 1730 kJ 
is required to generate this heat in the workpiece (tube end of 40 x 5 x 80 mm of aluminium 6060) 
with an acetylene torch [11]. This calculation is based on a heating time of 30 - 40 seconds, a 
burner/torch surface of 1.13 cm² and 2.55 cm² and a mixture ratio of 1:3 [11]. In this context, it 
has to be stated that of course other potential forming processes also induce heat by deformation 
work, but with the friction-spinning process, the heat and thus the energy of an acetylene torch can 
be completely dispensed. Although the exact reduction of energy consumption cannot be 
determined reliably from this, friction-spinning provides the possibility to exclusively use 
renewable energy for the manufacturing process of gas cylinders and therefore can contribute to 
an increase in energy and resource efficiency. 
Summary 
In this paper, new process designs for energy and resource-efficient forming of gas cylinders by 
friction-spinning are presented. Typical gas cylinder contours, such as flattened and spherical 
bottom ends and cylinder necks, are manufactured by friction-spinning of AW 6060 tubular 
profiles with specifically designed tool path strategies. It is investigated how the process 
parameters influence the process properties and the mechanical properties of the workpiece. These 
newly developed process designs of the friction spinning process investigated here considerably 
expand the application possibilities of the process and also offer a great opportunity to increase 
energy efficiency in the manufacture of high-volume products. An essential factor here is the 
demonstrated adaptability of the friction-spinning process. The specific variation of the contact 
area of the bar-shaped standard tool enables, on the one hand, the free forming and, on the other 
hand, the targeted areal heat input by friction to extend the process limits. The synergetic 
combination of these two elements in one process design enables, for example, the production of 
contours typical of gas cylinders, which are difficult to manufacture without the addition of 
external heat in comparable and established forming processes. Thus, it is possible to limit the 
energy supply to electrical energy from renewable sources. Nevertheless, the actual energy 
consumption of this process compared to other processes and also the life cycle of the components 
manufactured with it, such as a carbonisation cylinder, still need to be investigated in future 
research. 
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Abstract. Sustainability is a crucial topic nowadays and Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes 
are becoming more and more widely used today also because, among its advantages, is claimed to 
be green technology. However, AM parts usually require postprocessing to improve their surface 
finishing and result assemblable. In this study, a Ti6Al4V cylindrical sample has been 
manufactured by Electron Beam Melting (EBM) and then post-processed by turning. Both dry and 
wet turning has been performed by using the same process parameters. Surface roughness has been 
measured both before and after each turning pass along the parallel and perpendicular direction to 
the cylindrical axis and energy consumption has been recorded during each turning pass. Results 
showed that both dry and wet turning led to a lower roughness along the perpendicular direction 
to the cylindrical axis than that along the parallel direction, as a result of the technological signature 
of the turning process. Also, they depict that the first turning pass results in higher cutting forces 
and, then, the highest values of energy consumption among all the turning passes, both in wet and 
dry turning. The Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) index has been investigated to evaluate the 
energy required to remove a unit volume of material; it reflects lower cutting efficiency in the 
material removal process. 
Introduction 
Sustainable Manufacturing (SM) is growing its attention focus more and more today both in the 
industry and research community [1]. The idea behind this concept is to manufacture parts for 
industrial applications with the objective to minimize the impact on the environment in terms of 
energy consumption, carbon footprint, and material waste. Additive Manufacturing (AM) is 
becoming more and more important today, as it plays a key role in the Industry 4.0 context. It 
consists in manufacturing 3D parts, previously modeled, by adding material layer by layer. AM is 
claimed to be a green technology because it holds great potential in improving materials efficiency, 
reducing life-cycle impacts, and enabling greater engineering functionality compared to 
conventional technologies [2,3]. However, the surface finishing of AM parts hardly ever meets the 
quality standard requirements, so postprocessing is always required. Machining processes, such as 
turning and milling, are widely used to reduce the roughness of the parts. Nevertheless, additional 
steps to manufacturing processes require unavoidably an additional amount of energy and 
resources. Cutting fluids are typically adopted in machining processes but their usage is crucial 
because, on the one hand, it helps to reduce friction, heat, and wear and so to increase the tool life 
but, on the other hand, it has not a negligible impact on the environment. Some studies exist in the 
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literature on the dry and wet turning of wrought parts but very few have been carried out on the 
post-process machining of AM parts [1-3].  

In this experimental study, a Ti6Al4V cylindrical sample was manufactured by Electron Beam 
Melting (EBM) and then machined by both wet and dry turning under the same combination of 
process parameters to improve the surface finishing. Energy consumption has been recorded 
during the turning process process with and without lubricant. Also, the roughness has been 
measured before and after each turning pass. The sustainability index Specific Cutting Energy 
(SCE) is calculated to evaluate the energy required to remove a unit volume of material, that 
reflects lower cutting efficiency in the material removal process. The results obtained in this study 
aim to give some guidelines for better decision-making as a result of a compromise between energy 
consumption and roughness obtained from a sustainable perspective.  
Material and Methods 
A cylindrical sample, having a diameter 𝐷𝐷 equal to 30 mm and a height equal to 103.38 mm, has 
been manufactured by Electron Beam Melting (EBM). Ti6Al4V plasma-atomized powders, 
having an apparent density of 2.57 g/cm3 [4] and a particle size ranging from 45 µm to 106 µm 
equal to 93.7%, have been used to manufacture the sample by means of an Arcam A2X machine 
in a vacuum (10−4- 10−5 mbar), that is necessary for metals alloy having high affinity with oxygen 
and nitrogen. In addition, a helium pressure of 10−3 mbar has been applied to prevent electrostatic 
charging and smoke events leading to eventually process termination and powder spreading. The 
EBM machine worked in automatic mode: a hot tungsten filament cathode emitted electrons 
accelerated to 60 kV resulting in a maximum beam power of 3.5 kW. Layer thickness t  and line 
offset ℎ were chosen equal to 50 µm and  0.1 mm, respectively, to manufacture the sample by 
using the standard Ti6Al4V build theme [5].   

Then, the sample was post-processed by turning to improve its surface finishing by means of a 
parallel lathe FEL-660HG. Turning inserts Sandvik CNMG 12 04 08-SM H13A with a turning 
tool holder Sandvik PCLNR 2525M have been used to perform the machining processes, 
A length of 50 mm of the sample has been turned by using some lubricant oil Siroil Emulg and a 
length of 50 mm has been turned without the lubricant oil. Two new inserts have been used to 
perform the machining processes with and without lubricant oil, by selecting the same process 
parameters, to evaluate the roughness after the postprocessing by avoiding taking into account the 
wear of the tool. Table 1 contains the process parameters adopted to machine the sample, chosen 
according to the best results obtained in the literature [6]. 
 

Table 1. Process parameters adopted in post-processing of the Ti6Al4V EBM sample by 
machining. 

Feed rate 
[mm/rev] 

Depth of cut [mm] Spindle speed 
[rev/min] 

Number of cutting 
passes 

0.22 0.6 300 4 
 
The surface finishing of the sample was acquired both before and after the machining process both 
with and without lubricant by means of the confocal microscope 3D Optical Surface Metrology 
System Leica DCM3D. Then, Ra roughness parameter was measured, by selecting three profiles, 
along both the parallel and perpendicular directions to the axis of the cylindrical sample with the 
Leica Map software. 

Energy consumption was measured during the machining processes by means of the power 
device Quality Analyser CA8331. It is equipped with three current sensors MiniFLEX MA193-
350, four tension cables and four crocodile clips. Data over time can be visualized by the Power 
Analyser Transfer PAT2 software. The lathe adopted for this study has got a three-phase 
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connection without neutral (32 A 380 V) so three tension cables, three crocodile clips and three 
current sensors were adopted in this study to measure the tension and current over time, 
respectively [7]. By the measurements of the current and tension the device gives as output both 
power and energy consumption second by second. 
Then, the sustainability efficiency index Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) for the machining 
process, with and without the lubricant, was calculated as follows [8]: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟/𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟                                                                                                     (1)  

Where 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the total energy consumption to perform the turning process and 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is 
the material mass removed, that has been measured by using a Gibertini ETERNITY 200 CAL 
balance. SEC was calculated after each turning pass to investigate its trend and to compare the 
results obtained in terms of energy consumption. 
Results and Discussion 
The first result that can be appreciated in this study is that the post-process machining of the 
Ti6Al4V EBM sample resulted feasible both with and without the lubricant oil, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. Also, both solutions led to an improvement of the surface roughness removing the surface 
material with the process conditions mentioned above. Roughness was measured both before and 
after the machining process along the two principal directions of the cylindrical sample, according 
to international standard EN ISO 4287. Table 2 contains the results obtained in terms of surface 
roughness. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Turning process of the sample a) with lubrication and b) without lubrication. 
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Table 2. Results obtained in terms of surface roughness along the parallel and perpendicular 
direction to the cylinder axis. 

𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑// [µ𝐦𝐦] 
as built 

𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑// [µ𝐦𝐦] 
with lubricant 

𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑// [µ𝐦𝐦] 
without lubricant 

Reduction % 
𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑// with lubricant 

Reduction % 𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑// 
without lubricant 

30.73 1.86 1.54 93.94 94.99 
𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑⏊ [µ𝐦𝐦] 
as built 

𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑⏊ [µ𝐦𝐦] 
with lubricant 

𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑⏊[µ𝐦𝐦] 
without lubricant 

Reduction % 
𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑⏊with lubricant 

Reduction % 𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑⏊ 
without lubricant 

30.10 0.29 0.45 99.03 98.50 
 
According to the results obtained, the roughness of the as-built sample along the parallel direction 
to the cylindrical axis is slightly higher than roughness along the perpendicular one. Then, it can 
be observable that the process parameters selected for this experimental campaign allowed to reach 
a roughness along the perpendicular direction Ra⏊ to the cylindrical axis lower than that obtained 
along the parallel direction Ra//. Indeed, reduction percentages of 93.94 % and 94.99 %, with and 
without lubricant oil respectively, have been obtained along the parallel direction whereas 
reduction percentages of 99.03 % and 98.50 %, with and without lubricant oil respectively, have 
been obtained along the perpendicular direction. These results are direct consequences of the 
technological signature of the turning process [7]. 

As mentioned above, energy consumption was measured during each turning pass as well as 
the material mass removed was calculated by measuring the sample mass before and after each 
machining process. Based on these measurements, SEC was calculated according to Eq. 1. Table 
3 contains all the results obtained in terms of mass removed, energy consumption and specific 
energy consumption. 
 
Table 3. Results obtained in terms of mass removed and energy consumption during the turning 

process.  

Number of 
the turning 

passes 

𝐦𝐦𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐦𝐦𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫 
[g] with 

lubricant 

𝐦𝐦𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐦𝐦𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫 
[g] without 
lubricant 

𝑬𝑬𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 
[Wh] 
with 

lubricant 

𝑬𝑬𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 
[Wh] 

without 
lubricant 

𝑺𝑺𝑬𝑬𝑺𝑺 
[Wh/g] 

with 
lubricant 

𝑺𝑺𝑬𝑬𝑺𝑺 
[Wh/g] 
without 

lubricant 
1  2.4 7.1 34.2 55.8 14.25 7.80 
2 8.4 9.9 23.9 24.8 2.84 2.51 
3 7.5 8.5 22.2 23.7 2.96 2.79 
4 7.4 6 20.7 16.8 2.80 2.80 

 
The first result observable regards the trend of the mass removed during each turning pass. At first, 
just a little amount of surface material of the sample has been removed, both with and without the 
usage of lubricants. This is because, in the beginning, the undulations are more pronounced 
according to the higher surface roughness of the as-built sample. The second turning pass allowed 
the removal of the highest amount of material both with and without the lubricant, by selecting the 
same process parameters. Results in Table 3 show that the trend of the mass removed over the 
number of turning passes is very similar between the two process conditions (with and without 
lubricant). However, a big difference in amount of removed material for the first pass exists (2.4 
g with lubricant and 7.1 g without lubricant). This is due to the fact that the first turning pass is a 
roughing process, friction between the tool and the part is higher as well as the tool is at the 
beginning of his life. Thus, these conditions help the mass removal at the beginning. In total, the 
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mass removed with the lubricant is 25.7 g while the mass removed in total without the lubricant is 
31.5 g. 

Fig. 2 depicts the trend of the electrical energy consumption during each turning pass. It is 
important to premise that lubrication is activated by a sub-unite of the machine used for turning. 
The contribution of this pump in terms of power consumption is negligible. For this reason, in this 
study the attention was mostly focused on the energy consumption in dry and wet turning as a 
result of only different cutting forces during the process. Also in this case, the trend of data related 
to the machining process by adopting the lubrication is very similar to that the one without the 
usage of the lubricant as well as the curve related to the turning without lubricant is slightly shifted 
upwards. This is explained by the fact that the use of the cutting fluids reduces the friction between 
the tool and the workpiece resulting in a reduction of the heat generation and cutting forces [9], 
both with and without the usage of lubricant, as the power in machining is linearly dependent from 
the cutting forces [10] and the roughness of the as-built sample is the higher than that after each 
turning pass. For this reason, at the beginning of the machining process, the cutting forces are 
higher, and this explains why the highest values of energy consumption have been obtained during 
the first turning pass. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Energy consumption to remove material after each turning pass with and without the 

usage of the lubricant. 
  

Nevertheless, Fig. 3 shows that the SEC curve with lubricant oil is shifted upwards to the SEC 
curve without the lubricant. As indicates that from a sustainability perspective, even if the cutting 
forces are higher, dry turning can be considered more sustainable in terms of energy consumption 
than wet turning under the same process conditions. Fig. 3 depicts that at first there is a huge 
difference in SEC whereas data are very similar from the second turning pass to the end of the 
process.  

By jointly investigating roughness and energy consumption during the turning of an EBM 
Ti6Al4V sample, it can be said that by selecting the process parameters of our study, it is 
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worthwhile to choose the dry turning rather than the wet turning since it leads to similar results in 
terms of surface roughness (Table 2) by reducing specific energy consumption to perform the 
turning process.  This study could be improved by including more than one configuration of turning 
process parameters on EBM parts printed under the same process conditions and by also 
considering the cutting tool wear. In general, dry turning shortens tool life as well as lubricant has 
a negative impact on the environment. In this perspective, a joint investigation of surface 
roughness, energy consumption and tool wear will demonstrate the possibility to prefer dry turning 
to wet turning by using optimal process parameters. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Specific energy consumption after each turning pass with and without the usage of the 

lubricant.  
Summary 
This study demonstrates the possibility of choosing dry turning rather than wet turning as post-
process machining for a Ti6Al4V EBMed cylindrical sample by reducing the sustainability index 
SEC without sacrificing its surface quality. The main results obtained and discussed in this study 
are:  

• Roughness reduction percentages of 93.94 % and 99.03 % have been obtained by wet 
turning along the parallel and perpendicular directions, respectively. Roughness reduction 
percentages of 94.99 % and 98.50 % have been obtained by dry turning along the parallel 
and perpendicular directions, respectively. Thus, for the objective of this study, lubricant 
is not required to deliver a certain reduction in diameter and final surface finish. 

• The same process conditions in machining lead to a lower roughness along the 
perpendicular direction to the cylindrical axis than that along the parallel direction, 
according to the technological signature of the turning process. 

• The first turning pass, both with and without the lubrication, allows to remove just only a 
little amount of material as the surface undulations of the as-built sample are more 
pronounced and the roughness is higher. 
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• Wet turning leads to a removed mass of 25.7 g whereas dry turning leads to a removed 
mass of 31.5 g by selecting the same process parameters and by fixing the same number of 
turning passes. 

• The first turning pass results in higher cutting forces and, then, the highest values of energy 
consumption among all the turning passes, both in wet and dry turning. 

• Dry turning can be considered more sustainable in terms of energy consumption than wet 
turning under the same process conditions as the SEC curve with lubricant oil is shifted 
upwards to the SEC curve without the lubricant. 

This study is among the first steps toward the sustainability assessment of post-process machining 
of additive manufactured parts. In fact, it is a preliminary investigation of sustainability 
implications in terms of energy consumption in both dry and wet machining of EBM samples. It 
is a first step to investigate how different the outputs in terms of both surface roughness and energy 
consumption are in machining the same parts having a simple cylindrical shape. The next step will 
regard the sustainability assessment and technological implications in machining a complex EBM 
part. Also, this study can be extended to other machining operations such as milling. The same 
cylindrical EBM samples could be post-processed by milling by selecting different process 
conditions by fixing the output in terms of total depth of cut, and then in terms of final surface 
roughness.   

Also, the wear-cutting tool should be investigated for better decision-making as a result of a 
compromise between the energy consumption, tool life and roughness obtained from a sustainable 
perspective. 
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Abstract. New paradigms based on Circular Economy (CE) principles are needed for boosting the 
ecological transition and improving the energy and material efficiency. In this paper, a novel 
remanufacturing process chain for End-of-Life (EoL) automotive panels is first presented. The 
core of the recycling strategy is the reshaping of curved EoL automotive sheets through flattening 
by means of a hydraulic press. Flattening experiments together with press power consumption 
measurements have been performed on thin steel parts. While the experimental procedure 
demonstrated the technical feasibility of flattening “small-scale” steel parts, a more complete 
analysis on environmental sustainability was required. For this purpose, a Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) of the remanufacturing process chain proposed was set up. The results of the study 
demonstrated that flattening is a viable solution for reshaping EoL automotive panels, and that, for 
one kg of reshaped steel, approximately 2.2 kg CO2 and 24 MJ could be saved. 
Introduction  
The production of metals accounts for about 8% of total global energy consumption [1]. 
Concerning the steel industry, the production of 1 ton of solid steel corresponds to a primary energy 
demand of 23.2 GJ [2]. Cullen et al. (2012) stated that the global steel demand is expected to 
increase tremendously [3]. 

Steel production and recycling is also strongly linked to the market dynamics, geopolitical 
instabilities or pandemic events. Those two factors can have a profound impact on the steel flow, 
availability and price [4-5]. Considering the presented issues, it is crucial for engineers and 
researchers to examine the entire process chain of sheet metals, including recycling, looking for 
potential resource efficiency improvements [6].  

Recycling proved to have direct positive, demonstrating to be less energy demanding than raw 
material extraction and production [7-8]. 

Considering the recycling of End-of-Life Vehicle (ELV), recyclers use efficient processes to 
recover valuable materials like steel and aluminum alloys [9]. The quantity of metal recycled from 
end-of-life vehicles is a result of the technology available and the extent to which the technology 
is used in the scrap processing industry [10]. 

The steel production by EAF represents worldwide 28% of the total and reaches 46% in Europe 
(2017, [11]). EAF plants are mainly fed by metal scraps, thus being much less environmentally 
impacting than blast furnaces. Nevertheless, EAF has relevant impact on the environment, while 
approximately the half of the energy input is wasted during the process [12]. 

Considering the aspects aforementioned, there is the incumbent need of efficient 
methodologies, such as circular economy paradigms, to improve the material efficiency of EoL 
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steel sheets [3]. Increasing the material efficiency can be achieved by six strategies: Reduce, 
Reuse, Repair, Remanufacture, Recycle, and Recover [13]. Applying these strategies is not always 
straightforward because of practical problems: Cooper and Gutowski [14] listed the enablers and 
barriers related to the improvement of material efficiency. Political actions, legislations and the 
collaboration with associations or national institutions can be a driver for implementing sustainable 
solutions [15]. 

The the general opinion of the scientific community is that there is margin to find alternatives, 
whenever possible, to replace the conventional remelting of metal panels [16-17]. These practices 
can be divided mainly in two approaches: solid state recycling and direct remanufacturing for reuse 
of metal panels. 

Solid state recycling involves the formation of a billet starting from shredded particles and/or 
powders. Several routes are possible, such as hot compression [18], hot rolling [19], cold/hot 
extrusion of chips, Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) with compaction and extrusion [20], friction 
consolidation through a rotative die plunge [21], Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) of metal chips 
and metal waste [22]. Although technically feasible, in solid-state recycling, the material must be 
available in form of small pieces (or powder), requiring a shredding stage in the product’s life 
cycle. 

Reshaping strategies instead are meant to directly utilize a metal panel avoiding shredding and 
compaction and providing new shape or directly performing new stamping operations on it. For 
example, Ali et al. [23] proposed an innovative recovering strategy for large industrial scrap from 
the automobile industry producing metal facade systems for buildings. Other researchers such as 
Ingarao and Takano employed incremental forming to reshape aluminum alloy panels [1,24]. The 
proposed routines highlight the capability of reshaping panels, but the application of incremental 
forming could be potentially limited to small batches due to the need of programming the tool path 
case by case. Two other interesting studies were conducted by Abdullah [25] and Haase [26]. 
Abdullah developed a methodology for reusing EoL car bodies into mesh steel defining five 
sustainability indexes. Haase designed a lifecycle based on pre-used material (car roof) to obtain 
by stamping operations a brake disk cover part.  

The present study presents first the main results of remanufacturing tests of thin steel parts 
through cold and warm flattening with a hydraulic press. The measurements of the press energy 
consumed during these tests are presented. The measurements were needed to setup a Life Cycle 
Assessment (LCA) of the remanufacturing routine through the SimaPro software package and to 
understand the different contributions of power consumption during the flattening cycle. The 
performed analysis showed the promising results obtained by flattening thin steel parts and the 
environmental benefits associated with it.  
Flattening as a Viable Solution for Remanufacturing Eol Sheet Metals 
In the framework of circular economy and environmental sustainability, this paper presents a novel 
remanufacturing cycle for car body panels. The concept proposed is to exploit EoL car bodies 
(preferably large panels) to produce metal sheets reusable for a new life, as described in Fig. 1. 
The largest panels, having often a given curvature, should be first trimmed, then flattened and 
eventually reshaped. A potential part to be reshaped from an EoL car is the car roof shown in Fig. 
2. 

The flattening process can be performed through a hydraulic press, whose tools are simply hard 
steel plates able to flatten car bodies of different models in a “short” time. The tooling costs are 
expected to be reduced due to the simple geometry. Flattened parts, once characterized, can be 
then used as regenerated blanks for subsequent forming or shearing applications. The proposed 
cycle clearly produces blanks which are not uniform and perfect, which might have some defects, 
but final imperfections are not necessarily a problem for some final intended uses and applications 
[27].  
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Dismissed fleet cars.  Dismantled EoL 
car. 

Warehouse of classified 
and characterized flat or 

corrugated sheets. 
Regenerated blank. 

Fig. 1. Remanufacturing framework for car bodies. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Example of first use component (car roof) [28].  

Flattening Experiments and Press Power Consumption Measurements 
Considering the framework presented in the previous Section, tests were carried out to understand 
the feasibility of flattening curved parts and to test the influence of the main process parameters 
on the results of the flattening process. The press used for flattening experiments is a SACMI 
PH150. It is a double effect numerically controlled hydraulic press with maximum tonnage of 150 
ton and heated dies (up to 600°C). The control system of the machine uses a pressure sensor applied 
to the hydraulic cylinder that is governing the press slide, which is in turn used to regulate the 
applied load. One linear encoder is mounted on the press slide and one on the extracting cylinder 
to control the vertical position of the punch. Pressure and position can be recorded as analogic 
signal by an external controller.   

The parts to be flattened were obtained by shaping in controlled and repeatable conditions 0.8 
mm thick virgin DC 04 sheets (EN 10130, 2006). The shaping process was performed with an 
Erichsen test machine imposing up to Erichsen Index (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) equal to 6 mm. The flattening cycle, 
summarized in Fig. 3, is a sequence of different operations. First, the moving punch (represented 
in Fig. 3) moves fast (>10 mm/s) approaching the sample. Then, when the punch is close to the 
sample, the velocity of the piston is reduced to 1 mm/s and continued until the tonnage reaches a 
predefined set level. The vertical displacement continues at constant velocity until the press 
tonnage exceeds the set level, called dwell force (𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑). This force is reached when the sample is 
almost completely flattened. When the tonnage has reached the set value, the piston is held in 
position for a given dwell time (𝜏𝜏). After the dwell time, the tonnage is released, and the piston 
moves up. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental procedure followed: shaping thin steel parts and then flattening through 

hydraulic press.  
 

The main process parameters varied in the tests were: the pre-forming index EI (mm), the 
dwelling time τ (s), the punch and die temperatures TT (°C), the dwelling force Fd (tons). The 
experiments showed that the best quality of the flattened part is achieved by warm flattening with 
short dwell time. Similar results can be achieved also by cold flattening. In general, flattening can 
be considered as a promising and effective process for recovering EoL panels. 

The press power consumption has been measured under different conditions: during idle time, 
during flattening (considering different tool temperatures) and during the heating phase of the dies 
(with pump for oil recirculation turned off). Indeed, quantifying the energetic inputs of 
remanufacturing is fundamental to assess the environmental sustainability of the process and to 
understand the benefits with respect to conventional recycling by melting.   

The press power consumed has been measured through LEM sensors, which can capture the 
current and voltage of the three phases. From those values, it is possible to compute the electric 
power absorbed by the machine. The sensors were mounted around the cables of the main power 
supply unit of the press, thus detecting all possible contributions of press energy consumption. 
Results of the Press Power Measurements 
The main results of the press power measurements are summarized in Table 1, while Fig. 4 shows 
the power consumed during one flattening cycle performed at room temperature. the measurements 
showed that keeping the dies at 160°C consumes around 1.9 kW. Instead, keeping the dies at 300°C 
requires on average 3.7 kW.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Press power consumption during the flattening of a DC 04 specimen (0.8 mm) 

characterized by EI = 4 mm, τ = 2 s, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 25 °C, 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑  = 3.69 ton.  
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Table 1. Power consumption for different conditions tested.  
Condition Power consumption 

[W] 
Duration 

Idle phase, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 25 °C ~ 3200 - 

During dwelling, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 4 mm, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 25 °C,  𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 3.69 ton ~ 11000 Variable: 2 s or 60 s. 

During dwelling, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 4 mm, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 25 °C,  𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 92.15 ton ~ 13000 Variable: 2 s or 60 s. 
Heating dies, from 25 °C to 160 °C ~ 11000 ≈ 25 min. 

Dwelling, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 4 mm, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 160 °C,  𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 3.69 ton ~ 11500 60 s 
Keep the dies at 160 °C (steady state) ~ 1900 - 

Heating dies, from 160 °C to 300 ° ~ 11000 ≈ 30 min 
Keep the dies at 300 °C (steady state) ~ 3700 - 

 
Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) of Remanufacturing a Car Roof 
The experimental procedure presented in the previous Section is referred to a hydraulic press suited 
for flattening only parts inscribable in a circle with 6 mm diameter. Nevertheless, the 
measurements with LEM sensors were helpful to model the profile of power consumption of a 
press designed for flattening large panels (see Table 2), and to make reasonable hypotheses for 
setting up the LCA presented in the next Section.  

In the framework of sustainable reuse of resources and materials, a LCA of the remanufacturing 
process was set up, focusing on the remanufacturing by flattening of two EoL panels, cut out of a 
car roof. In order to define the energetic inputs of flattening large and thin steel panels, the data 
reported in Table 2 have been used. These data refer to the technical performances of a hydraulic 
press designed and used exactly for the purpose of flattening sheet metals. The LCA is set-up with 
the aim of evaluating the embedded energy and the equivalent kgCO2 emissions of the 
remanufacturing process chain and compare these values with the same indicators of:  
• Sheets produced starting from virgin ore. According to a study performed by WorldSteel 

Association [29], the energy requirement for producing 1 kg or rolled steel (using a “cradle-
to-gate” approach) is equivalent to 25.4 MJ, emitting approximately 2.35 kgCO2

Eq. These 
values are close to others published by SSAB [30] and Arcelor Mittal [2]. 

• Sheets produced from EAF-based recycling plants, without the addition of DRI (Direct 
Reduced Iron) [31]. According to the work of Suer et al. the production of one kg of rolled 
steel is associated with a GWP = 0.74 kgCO2

Eq and a CED = 11 MJ.  
Assumptions for Setting Up the LCA 
• The two panels are extracted by means of an electric cutter from a car roof, which in turn is 

extracted from the chassis of the EoL car itself in 100 s. The power of the electric cutter is 
1400 W. The cutting time of the panels from the roof is 360 s. The same cutter is used for both 
operations. These disassembly operations at the actual state are not employed by car recyclers, 
therefore they represent a crucial stage for the reshaping purposes presented. Furthermore, it 
is fundamental that the EoL panels are not damaged, thus becoming unrecoverable with this 
routine.  

• The two flattened panels have a nominal area of 800x400 mm and 800x700 mm, a nominal 
thickness of 1 mm and total approximate weight of 6.9 kg. The entire car roof cut from the 
chassis of the car has a weight of 21 kg. The data presented were directly measured and are 
referred to a roof extracted from EoL FIAT Punto. 

• The portion of the roof not used during flattening is assumed to follow the same recycling path 
that would have and EoL car, i.e. shredding, magnetic separation, melting in EAF, casting and 
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rolling. The LCA includes the stage of painting removal as well: for the mechanical de-coating 
phase, technical data of a commercial sheet metal brusher have been used, whose average 
power consumption is 4000 W and the operative time for brushing two panels is approximately 
280 s. Considering a thickness of paint of 100 μm and the nominal area of the 2 panels (both 
sides) and considering the average automotive paint density (850 kg/m3), the amount of paint 
removed by the brusher is around 150 g. This mass is assumed to be treated in an incineration 
plant. 

• In the analysis, the impacts associated to metal scraps in the second station (namely the roof 
scrap, see Fig. 5) are not take into account because the study wants to assess the environmental 
benefits of recycling by reshaping a portion of the roof instead of smelting the same mass (i.e. 
6.9 kg). What is not “re-shapable” for a second life by flattening is, in any case, assumed to 
follow the conventional recycling framework.  

• For the calculation of the energy for flattening, Fig. 6 with the relative information reported 
were used. The analysis is not considering the wear of the various components such as press 
dies.  

 
Table 2. Technical information of the hydraulic press used for flattening thin sheet metal panels.  

Parameter Value 

 

Max tonnage 420 ton 
Max tool temperature 300 °C 
Maximum oil pressure 210 bar 
Max pump throughput 70 L/min 
Oil reservoir volume 500 L 

Diameter pressing piston 505 mm 
Max power principal electric motor (pump) 15 kW (30 A) 

Max power heating system upper die 9.6 kW (14 A) 
Max power heating system lower die 9.6 kW (14 A) 

 Hydraulic press designed for flattening sheet 
metal panels. Courtesy of Pezzato s.r.l. 

 
Fig. 5. Definition of the system boundary and flattening process chain with all inputs and 

outputs.  
 

For determining the energetic input of the press for one flattening cycle, the following 
assumptions have been used: the press works for 8 hours/day; during the first hour, the press is 
consuming energy only for heating the dies (for 60 minutes at a power of 20 kW). The other 7 
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hours the press is performing flattening cycles. During this period, an average power consumption 
of 10 kW is assumed considering the contribution of idle stage (set-up), flattening and keeping the 
dies in temperature. Consequently, the total energy consumed is 90 kWh/day. Assuming the 
duration of one flattening cycle equal to 50s and the available working time, 504 parts per day can 
be flattened. Each cycle is consuming ≈ 0.18 kWh. For processing two panels, as in this case, a 
total energy of 0.36 kWh is absorbed by the hydraulic press. The software used for performing the 
LCA is SimaPro, with Ecoinvent 3 database. 

 
Table 3. Data used for the LCA. 

Stage 
Input energy 

Input material Output material 
[kWh] 

Roof cutting station 0.038 Dismantled EoL car Cut roof (21 kg) + Rest of 
EoL car vehicle* 

Extraction of two EoL panels by cutting the 
roof 0.14 Cut roof (21 kg) 2 bent EoL panels (6.9 kg) 

+ Roof scraps* (14.1 kg) 
Shipping by road vehicle of the 2 panels – 50 

km by lorry (> 32 ton – EUR 4) - 2 bent EoL panels (6.9 
kg) 

2 transported bent EoL 
panels (6.9 kg) 

Flattening 2 panels (2 production cycles) 0.36 2 transported bent EoL 
panels (6.9 kg) 2 flattened panels (6.9 kg) 

Mechanical de-painting of 2 panels (both 
sides) 0.31 2 flattened panels (6.9 

kg) 
2 depainted panels (6.9 kg) 

+ paint scrap powder** 
* Subjected to conventional recycling by melting, impacts not included in the LCA.  
** EoL modelled through landfill incineration. 

 
Fig. 6. Press consumption with additional information. 

 
Results of the LCA and Discussion 
The main results of the LCA analysis are summarized in Fig. 8, Fig. 7 and Table 4. Data in Table 
4 are normalized with respect to 1 kg of flattened automotive steel panel (1 mm thick) or rolled 
virgin steel. The table highlights the benefits in terms of CO2 emissions and energy potentially 
achievable if the proposed reshaping strategy is adopted. The values of 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺100 and 𝛥𝛥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 are 
computed with respect to the case of remanufactured panels.  

The left-hand side of Fig. 7 shows clearly that the biggest impacts in terms of CO2 emissions 
are related to the painting scrap incineration and electric consumption of flattening (the emissions 
are computed according to the Italian national energetic mix). The right-hand side of Fig. 7 shows 
that flattening and de-coating stage have the biggest contributions in energy consumption. Roof 
cutting station and transportation have negligible impacts, as visible in Fig. 8.  
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Table 4. Environmental benefits obtained by reshaping EoL panels through flattening. 

 GWP100 CED* 𝚫𝚫𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮 𝚫𝚫𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 
 kg CO2

Eq/kgsteel MJ/ kgsteel kg CO2
Eq/kgsteel MJ/ kgsteel 

Conventional process** 2.35 25.4  ≈ 2.2 ≈ 24 

EAF routine + coil production*** 0.74 11 ≈ 0.6 ≈ 9.6 

Reshaping by flattening*** 0.144 1.42 - - 
* CED = Cumulative energy demand. 
** Data from literature – Production of steel coils with “cradle-to-gate” approach. [29] 
*** Data from literature – Production of steel coils from EAF-based recycling steel production. [31] 
**** Modelled in SimaPro, including landfill incineration of the paint. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Results of the LCA analysis with SimaPro.  

 
Fig. 8. Different contributions of the different stations in the flattening process chain proposed.  

Summary 
The work demonstrated different important conclusions, listed below: 
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• From a technical perspective, flattening is a viable solution for giving a second life to panels 
deriving from a previous usage (for instance automotive car bodies). The larger the area of the 
panels to be flattened, the higher the tonnage required by the press, but the higher the “material 
efficiency” recovered.  

• The LEM sensors used for measuring the press power absorption allowed to quantify easily 
different contributions of energy consumption, such as: moving the piston, idle phases, heating 
up the dies, keeping the dies in temperature and performing flattening. 

• The LCA analysis demonstrates to be a helpful tool to quantify the environmental impacts of 
all the stages of the flattening process chain. The study showed the tremendous benefits in 
terms of CO2

Eq emissions and energy that could be potentially achieved by implementing 
reshaping and remanufacturing strategy of sheet metals.  

The implementation of such process chain, considering the huge volumes of EoL cars, could be 
a potential strategy for reusing efficiently sheet metals in a circular economy business model for 
automotive car makers or car dismantlers. Enhancing material efficiency through remanufacturing 
and reshaping is therefore a solution for boosting the ecological transition and meeting the future 
targets of net zero CO2 emissions. Lastly, it is important to mention that flattening shaped and 
formed sheet metals is not always feasible, especially for EoL components with high strains and 
thinning levels. 
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Abstract. In order to reduce global energy consumption in production and industry along with the 
associated CO2 emissions, existing resources must be used more efficiently. This includes the 
energy-efficient and comprehensive recycling of a wide range of metals. Especially for the 
production of aluminium, there is a large potential for saving energy using efficient recycling 
processes. With regard to the recycling of aluminium studies have shown that solid-state recycling 
processes are significantly more efficient considering the used energy and resources compared to 
the conventional, smelting-metallurgical recycling process. In this paper, the direct and energy-
efficient friction-induced recycling process (FIRP) based on the conform process is further 
described and analysed in terms of the temperature-property relationships. For this purpose, the 
influence of the processing temperature on the microstructure and properties of the recycled semi-
finished products is investigated using the toll system that enables an ECAP forming. Specific 
sections of the (in theory) infinite, recycled semi-finished product are taken and analysed at 
different process temperatures of the solid state recycling process. Based on these sections, the 
properties in terms of mechanical hardness, strength, ductility and grain size are analysed and a 
degressive relationship between process temperature and mechanical hardness up to a temperature 
of 270 °C can be shown. Applying the Hall-Petch relationship, it is analysed whether there is a 
correlation between the strength and the microstructure in the form of the grain size.  
Introduction 
In order to achieve the climate targets set in the Federal Republic of Germany for 2030 with regard 
to the CO2 emission reduction, emissions must be reduced in all sectors [1]. Aluminium is used 
as a construction material in a wide application range. Examples of aluminium applications are 
building facades or the use in the area of vehicles for lightweight construction. In the automotive 
sector, aluminium is used for lightweight construction to substitute components that are usually 
made of steel. Due to the low density of aluminium, the mass of the vehicle in operation can be 
reduced, thus saving emissions. Other properties that further expand the range of applications for 
aluminium are its good corrosion resistance and the (theoretical) possibility of infinite 
recycling [2]. However, due to the high emissions, primary aluminium production represents one 
of the most energy-intensive production processes. The production of one kilogram of aluminium 
primarily produced from bauxite requires 155.9 MJ of energy. This amount of energy is 
determined under the assumption of a parity of the underlying energy supply from coal and 
hydropower plants [3,4]. This value tends to be underestimated due to developments in recent 
years. Primary aluminium production has shifted significantly in recent years, so that by 2020 most 
primary aluminium was produced in China [5,6]. At the same time, the share of coal-fired power 
plants in total electricity generation in China has increased, so that it is more than 60% between 
2015 and 2020 [7]. Also not taken into account in such energy balances are various expenses such 
as the mining and transportation of bauxite as well as aluminium and its precursors. In addition to 
the high energy consumption, primary aluminium production has a strong impact on the 
environment and nature due to the mining of bauxite. 
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One possibility for recycling old as well as new scrap is the secondary production process, 
which describes the conventional recycling strategy. Heavily contaminated scrap usually has to be 
freed from oils, greases and other impurities. The processed scrap is then fed into a melting furnace 
(melting temperature of aluminium is about Tm = 660 °C), melted down and subsequently cast into 
ingots. These ingots are usually processed into profiles or similar using further processes such as 
an extrusion process [2]. The amount of energy required for the conventional recycling process is 
significantly lower than the energy required for the primary manufacturing process. Nevertheless, 
primary aluminium must be included in the production process to some extent, which significantly 
increases the total energy requirement. If, in addition to the energy required to melt the aluminium, 
the effort required to dispose of the resulting salt slag is also included in an energy balance, the 
energy requirement is around 17.7 MJ/kg [8]. 

Despite the already significantly improved energy balance of the conventionally recycling 
strategy, there are extensive efforts to further optimize the aluminium recycling process. This is 
being done both from an energy point of view in the form of a further reduction in the amount of 
energy used and in an effort to avoid the creation of environmentally harmful salt slag. One way 
to reduce the amount of energy required is a lower processing temperature in the recycling process 
[9]. In case the aluminium scrap does not need to be heated to the melting temperature and can be 
processed at significantly lower temperatures, energy can be saved. Due to this lower processing 
temperature compared to the melting temperature, solid-state recycling processes are suitable here 
[10]. An example of such a process is the recycling of pre-compacted aluminium chips using a 
conventional extrusion process. Due to the fact that large quantities of alloy-pure and uniform 
aluminium chips are often available from the machining sector, more studies have been conducted 
in the field of recycling aluminium chips using solid-state recycling processes in recent years. Two 
advantages of this recycling approach compared to the conventional, melting-metallurgical 
recycling process of aluminium chips are the significantly lower amount of energy and the saving 
of material, which is otherwise disposed of in the form of oxides in the salt slag. Furthermore, 
solid-state recycling processes are usually a direct recycling process. This implies that the 
produced goods are not in the form of raw shapes such as ingots, but can be directly produced as 
user-specific geometry such as complex profiles [11]. The basis for achieving good properties 
comparable to conventionally manufactured products is a major degree of deformation of the parts 
to be recycled at high temperature at the same time. Only in this way the natural and very hard 
oxide layer on the aluminium can be destroyed and a high bonding strength between the individual 
particles be achieved [12]. Friction-induced solid state recycling processes include friction stir 
extrusion and friction stir consolidation [13]. The processing of aluminium chips with the friction 
stir extrusion process show that the temperature is a very strong influencing variable of the process 
forces as well as the properties of the recycled products [14]. Products with a full density and good 
mechanical properties can be produced, but the discontinuity is a limitation for the process [15]. 
Another solid-state process for recycling aluminium chips has recently been investigated at the 
Department of Forming and Machining Technology (LUF) at Paderborn University. Compared to 
the recycling process based on conventional extrusion, the friction-induced recycling process 
(FIRP) provides the advantage that profiles can be produced in unlimited lengths. In previous 
investigations, it was shown that a full profile with good mechanical properties of the wrought 
alloy EN AW-6060 could be produced in the stationary production phase of the friction-induced 
recycling process. Hardness measurements show a homogeneous distribution of properties over 
the entire cross-sectional area. The profiles produced show significant grain refinement within the 
microstructure compared to reference wires. Also for this recycling process a reduction of energy 
input could be achieved compared to secondary aluminium production [16,17]. 

The central motivation for the investigations presented here on the continuous and friction-
induced recycling process is the investigation of the process parameters and influencing variables 
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necessary for solid state recycling. The friction induced recycling process is well suited for these 
parameter studies due to the steady state nature of the process. Within this stationary state, the key 
parameters of temperature, torque or extrusion pressure as well as the processed mass flow rate 
show constant characteristic values. A detailed analysis of the conditions required for the 
production of profiles is well possible in the steady state of the friction-induced process and is 
investigated in this publication as part of the determination of the microstructure properties 
correlation. 
Processing Principle and Materials 
The machine set up shown in Fig. 1, a) provides the basis for the investigations concerning the 
friction-induced recycling process described in the following. By using the here presented setup a 
wide variety of aluminium scrap, in terms of geometric size, can be processed. Therefore the 
material to be recycled is fed into the groove (6x7 mm) of the rotating wheel at a constant mass 
flow rate. The wheel is fixed on the output shaft of a powerful geared drive, which rotates at a 
constant rotational speed in the range between n = 6 - 11 rpm for the investigations described in 
this paper. A tool insert continuously reduces the cross-sectional area of the wheel groove by 
engaging in the groove of the wheel. This steadily compacts the aluminium chips, which initially 
have a very low bulk density. While the aluminium particles rotate within the wheel groove, they 
are compressed and plasticised, so that at the end the density of the aluminium is increased to 
ρ = 2.7 g/cm3. Following the quarter turn, the entire cross-sectional area of the wheel is filled by a 
counterholder which deflects the material. The additional deformation of the deflection further 
breaks up the oxide layers of the material. Subsequently, the material is extruded through a shaping 
die in a manner analogous to extrusion. 

 
Fig. 1. Set up for the friction-induced recycling process. (a) Tool system. (b) Illustration of the 

temperature measuring points. 
 

Central indicators of the friction-induced recycling process are the temperature as well as the 
torque applied by the gear motor (SIMOGEAR parallel shaft gear motor, Siemens AG). The torque 
is determined from an average value of the electrical power consumption of the frequency 
converter (SINAMICS G120, Siemens AG). The direct temperature measurement inside the 
extrusion channel to determine the true material temperature is very difficult. Instead, a tactile 
measuring principle is used to record the real temperature on the outside of the die insert at 
different measuring points depicted in Fig. 1, b). Type K thermocouples (G/G-24-KK-IEC, 
Therma Thermofühler GmbH) and an MX440A measuring amplifier (Hottinger Brüel & Kjaer 
GmbH) are used for this purpose. In validation tests it has been proven that this type of temperature 
measurement approximates the actual forming or extrusion temperature well. This could be 
demonstrated with the measurement of the temperature a few millimetres in front of the extrusion 
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channel as well as the exit temperature of the recycled wire, which corresponds to the temperature 
measured on the outside at points p1 and p2 in the stationary state. 

Irrespective of the possibility of processing a wide variety of aluminium scrap, only aluminium 
chips are used for the investigations in this paper. The reason for this is the fact that these can be 
produced specifically under constant cutting conditions. This results in a constant chip size, which 
is necessary for setting a constant mass flow in the feed and thus also constant test conditions. The 
cutting conditions used for the production of the aluminium chips of the alloy EN AW-6060 (T66) 
as well as the resulting chip geometry are given in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Cutting conditions and resulting geometry of the chips used. 

Machining parameters Chip Size (Material EN AW-6060) 
Cutting speed vc = 1425 m/min Raw Material plate 300x200x20 mm 

Feed f = 0.2 mm Chip length lc ≈ 1.9 ± 0.12 mm 
Cutting depth ap = 2 mm Chip width wc ≈ 1.5 ± 0.1 mm 
Cutting width ae = 0.5 mm Chip thickness tc ≈ 0.095 ± 0.007 mm 

 
Results and Discussion 
For a wide industrial application, the productivity of a process is an important decision parameter 
for the operational application in addition to the economic efficiency. The rotational speed of n = 6 
rpm used in previous investigations results in a lower discharge and heating rate compared to 
conventional extrusion. This is to be improved in a first step by increasing the wheel rotational 
speed to n = 11 rpm in combination with a proportional increase in the filling rate. With the 
relationship described above, the discharge rate can be almost doubled. Fig. 2 shows the measured 
values of temperature and torque recorded in a test with n = 11 rpm. The torque is calculated from 
the electrical power consumption of the frequency inverter and represents an average value due to 
natural fluctuations. The three measuring points relevant for the temperature measurement are 
shown in Fig. 1, b) above. Points p1 and p2 are located below and above the extrusion channel, 
respectively. Measurement point p3 is located further up on the tool, which can be seen as an 
explanation for the consistently lower temperatures compared to the other two measurement 
points.  

 
Fig. 2. Torque and tool/process temperatures for different measuring points. 

At the beginning of the process (after approx. 45 seconds), the torque rises sharply when the 
gear motor is switched on and the chips are directly fed in, and initially remains at a high plateau. 
Analogous to the torque, the temperature readings also initially show a sharp increase. After a total 
time of approx. 435 seconds, a steady state is reached at nearly T = 300 °C with respect to the 
temperature values of measuring points p1 and p2. From the time the stationary process state is 
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reached the temperatures of these measuring points remain constant except for a slight increase 
when chip filling stops at the end of the process. With a delay of approx. 160 seconds, the torque 
also reaches a stationary state at M = 3450 Nm. In a direct comparison of the results presented here 
for the high rotational speed of n = 11 rpm compared to the previously published results with n = 6 
rpm, there is a clear increase in the heating rate, so that the steady state is reached significantly 
earlier. 

Temperature property correlation. 
The aim of the investigations presented here is to describe the relationship between the 

mechanical strength and the temperature that prevails in the process. Due to the homogeneous 
temperature distribution within the die insert, the process temperature is equated with the 
temperature measured at the first or second point on the outside. To illustrate the influence of 
different rotational speeds (n = 6, 8, 10, 11 rpm) on the temperature balance as well as the 
mechanical properties, investigations and measurements have been carried out at different 
rotational speeds which shows macroscopic good properties of the recycled wires. For all four 
rotational speeds investigated, the process temperature is assigned to a specific location on the 
extruded wire by means of a time-dependent marker. This enables a precise analysis of the 
individual test points after the extrusion process to reveal the correlations between rotational speed, 
temperature and mechanical properties. The temperature was determined for all three rotational 
speeds at point p1. Depending on the rotational speed and thus also the discharge rate, between 6 
and 22 test points were recorded for each rotational speed. Even in the instationary process state 
for low temperatures < 200 °C, a homogeneous wire is produced with only minor inhomogeneities 
on the surface (see Fig. 3, a). Following the test, the wires were cut at the previously defined test 
points, embedded and subsequently subjected to a hardness test. The measured value of each test 
point represents the average of five individual measurements on the head surface (see Fig. 3, a) to 
counteract and compensate any uncertainties. Fig. 3, b shows these average values for the test 
points of all four rotational speeds (marked in colour) along with the temperature assigned to the 
respective point. For all four rotational speeds considered, the hardness decreases in the 
instationary start up phase as the temperature increases until the temperature of 270 °C is reached. 
In general, the original strength of the starting material is significantly reduced. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Temperature-dependent development in, a) die filling, b) hardness as a function of 

temperature T and rotational speed n. 
The mechanical hardness of the tubes used to machine the chips is about H = 90 HV 0.3 (in a 

T66 condition). The application of temperature in the extrusion process significantly reduces the 
strength or measured hardness due to recrystallisation. This reduction in the initial strength of the 
material due to the introduction of temperature has also been observed in comparable processes 
such as friction spinning. In the context of friction spinning, which also obtains the temperature 
from the friction between the forming tool and the workpiece, similar hardness values of between 
H = 40 - 50 HV 1 are obtained following the process [18]. 
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Considering the temperature range above 270°C, which represents the steady state, it first 
becomes apparent that, due to the only slight temperature change, many measuring points show 
almost identical hardness values. This confirms the previously made assumption of constant 
properties within the steady state. Due to the fact that the stationary process state has been reached, 
no further heating will take place in the natural process. Regarding the influence of the rotational 
speed on the hardness, it can be summarised that in the stationary state of the temperature range 
considered the hardness is not influenced by the rotational speed. A check of the behaviour for 
temperatures above 310°C measured on the outside of the die must therefore be carried out in 
future investigations at higher rotational speeds, using modified tools or with the aid of heating 
cartridges.  

One requirement for the use of products made from recycled materials is a consistent and 
reliable workpiece quality. In the friction-induced recycling process which is investigated in this 
paper, a steady state is established when a defined temperature level (for the above described trial 
with n = 11 rpm the stationary temperature is nearly 300°C) is reached. In the following, the extent 
to which the workpiece quality is consistent from the time the steady state is reached is analysed. 
The hardness distribution on the cross-sectional area of wire sections in the steady state of the 
friction-induced extrusion process of the high rotational speed of n = 11 rpm is analysed. Six wire 
sections from l = 2.5 m to l = 5 m were tested. It can be shown that the hardness values on the head 
surface vary only slightly around the respective mean value of the section. The standard deviation 
of the respective sections must therefore also be compared to the reference wire. The mean value 
of all 78 measurement points is H = 47.8 HV 0.3 with a standard deviation of SD = 2 HV 0.3. The 
consideration of the results of tensile tests also show a uniform average tensile strength of 
Rm = 155 MPa with a standard deviation of SD = 4.5 MPa. From these measurements, it can be 
concluded that friction-induced extrusion can be used to produce semi-finished products within 
the steady state that exhibit a homogeneous distribution of the mechanical property of hardness 
and tensile strength. The hardness and tensile strength of the recycled samples are comparable to 
the properties of semi-finished aluminium products of the alloy EN AW-6060 in the solution-
annealed and softened T4 condition according to EN 755-2:2016. The softening can be attributed 
to the dynamic recovery and recrystallisation caused by temperature and deformation. 

Microstructure Strength Correlation. 
The decreasing strength of the recycled wires with increasing temperature will be explained in 

the following based on an analysis of the microstructure (grain size) on the cross-sectional and the 
longitudinal-sectional area surface of the wires. For this purpose, four sections produced at 
different temperatures, at the rotational speed of n = 10 rpm are embedded and electropolished for 
each area. The aim of this is to observe the microstructure and analyse the grain size. Fig. 4 shows 
the development of the microstructure and thus also of the grain size for four different test points, 
each at a different temperature.  

The first test points (I) were generated at a temperature of T1 ≈247°C and shows small, 
uniformly distributed grains with an average grain size of dk,1 ≈ 3.5 µm on the cross-sectional and 
dk,1 ≈ 3.9 µm on the longitudinal-sectional area. For the second as well as the third test point, the 
grain size increases with the temperature. This is valid for both the cross-sectional and the 
longitudinal-sectional area independent of smaller deviations between the two different areas. For 
the highest temperature considered of T4 ≈ 310°C, an average grain size of dk,4 ≈ 6,3 µm on the 
cross-sectional and dk,4 ≈ 6,4 µm on the longitudinal-sectional area can be measured. From these 
results, a clear progressive relationship between temperature and grain size can be determined. 

The reduced hardness and growing grain size with increasing process temperature can be 
described by the microstructure restructuring due to recrystallisation in agreement with the Hall 
Petch relationship. In general, a dependence of the mechanical properties in terms of a hardening 
or softening can be made as a function on the grain size. This relationship is described by the Hall-
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Petch equation. The yield strength or 0.2% yield point σy is determined on the basis of the material 
constant σ0 which take the required stress for dislocation movement into account and a constant of 
yielding K as well as the average grain size d according to Eq. 1  [19,20]. 

σy = σ0 + K · d -1/2 (1) 

 
Fig. 4. Change in microstructure of wires produced at 10 rpm as a result of temperature changes 

measured on the outside of the tool. 
 

As previously described, the grain size changes as a function of temperature in the friction-
induced recycling process for both considered intersections. In order to verify the validity of the 
Hall-Petch relationship for this process, tensile tests of the individual sections are carried out. The 
results of the tensile tests in comparison to the temperature and the grain size are show in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Change in temperature, grain size, and yield strength. 

 

 

Point of 
investigation 

Temperature T 
in °C 

Grain Size cross- 
sectional 

area d in μm 

Grain Size 
longitudinal-section 

area d in μm 

yield strength σy 
in MPa 

1 247 3.5 3.9 104 
2 271 4.5 4.4 98 
3 295 5.3 6.0 95 
4 310 6.3 6.4 93 
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Due to the steady increase in temperature, the tensile tests for the four points described above 
represent a temperature interval of ± 5°C around those used to determine the grain size. Each result 
of the yield strength shown in Figure 6 represents the average of two to four measurements 
(depending on availability). For the cross-sectional area, the constants are determined to be 
σ0 = 59.8 MPa as well as K = 82 MPa µm1/2 with a high coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.988, 
and for the longitudinal-section area, the constants are determined to be σ0 = 59.5 MPa as well as 
K = 85 MPa µm1/2 with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.9. In studies on the microstructural 
changes of equal channel angular pressing, a constant of K = 114.3 MPa µm1/2  has been 
determined for the alloy EN AW-6060, which is also investigated in this paper. For the nearly pure 
EN AW-1100, a slightly lower constant of K = 105 MPa µm1/2 is determined [20]. Other sources 
calculate K = 65 MPa µm1/2 [21] or K = 70 MPa µm1/2 [22] for the pure aluminium. The values 
investigated within the scope of this paper shows certain, but not too large deviations from the 
literature values. However, this can also be attributed to the smaller number of study points 
considered (n = 4). In general, it can be stated that both the results obtained from the experimental 
work in terms of yield strength and grain size correlate according to the Hall-Petch relationship 
and the strength mechanisms can be attributed to the change in grain sizes. A direct comparison of 
the friction-induced recycling process with similar forming processes for the production of semi-
finished products shows that (when using the tool system of the friction-induced recycling process 
described here) a lower process temperature occurs compared to hot extrusion. This, coupled with 
the significantly shorter contact time of the process temperature in the recycling process, can be 
used as an explanation for the significantly smaller grain size of the recycled profiles compared to 
profiles produced with the hot extrusion process [23,24].  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Dependence of the mechanical strength (yield strength) on the grain size. 
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Summary 
This paper presents further investigations on the energy-efficient and resource-saving friction-
induced recycling process. Depending on the tool system used, a steady-state process condition is 
established after the heating phase, which was demonstrated by constant hardness values in the 
temperature range above 270°C. Further investigations also show a dependence of the 
microstructure in the form of the grain size as well as the strength in terms of the yield strength, 
which are modelled and represented using the Hall-Petch relationship. Considering the best 
practise in developing a resource and energy efficient recycling process the rotational speed of the 
wheel does not affect the hardness of the recycled profiles in the stationary production phase. 
Using higher rotational speeds can be useful to increase the output while recycling particles/ chips 
with a low density. First fundamental research shows the possibility of raising the processing 
temperature by increasing the extrusion channel length of the tooling system due to the increase in 
frictional surface considering the stationary production phase. These and further possibilities 
(e.g. modification in extrusion ratio) to affect the process temperature and mechanical properties 
of the products will be the aim of future investigations. 
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Abstract. Conventional, dies are manufactured subtractive for sheet metal forming. Beside the 
forming process, high tooling costs, material exertion and energy consumption, the die production 
offers chances for economic improvements. Especially, individualization and mass customization 
for small batch series require sustainable low-cost tooling approaches, where sustainable advances 
through biologicalization may offer new possibilities. In this work, sheet metal forming tools are 
manufactured by laminated black locust dies to reduce the overall ecological impact. The 
deformation and wearing behavior of the wooden tools is investigated during a drawing operation 
for low batch size of an automotive conventional sheet material. 
Introduction 
Following the Kyoto Protocol, the Paris Agreement declared and signed by 197 nations clearly 
postulate the goal to limit the global human made temperature rise by 1.5°C  [1]. To ensure this, 
more sustainable approaches in all areas (e.g., production, infrastructure, food) are required to 
reduce the manmade ecological impact. On the other hand, a paradigm change from economy of 
scale to flexibility and customization in any production and consumer industry continuously 
increasing the demand for highly individualized mass customization of small batch sizes [2]. To 
enable flexibility in metal forming under the geo-political restrictions, new approaches are required 
to reconcile both goals in an increased globalization and price competition [3].   
Even though flexibility is intrinsic for generic forming tools (e.g., freeform bending), it may be 
increased via agile or smart production systems [4]. On the other hand, shape-related tools in 
forming applications (e.g., rotary-draw-bending, deep drawing) require more resources when 
aiming for mass customization and individualization, since there is typically just one tooling form 
for each desired part geometry. Shape-related tooling approaches produced by additive 
manufacturing can reduce the base material consumption for customized forming tools but result 
in high energy consumption during the additive tooling process. Whereas sheet metal forming 
processes are often layout for high batch volume production, an individualized low batch size mass 
customization does need to fit the economic restrictions of the production process [5]. 
Biologicalization may offer an alternative approach for higher flexibility in metal forming, 
particularly when aiming for small batch size production. Biologicalization has been defined as 
“The use and integration of biological and bio-inspired principles, materials, functions, structures 
and resources for intelligent and sustainable manufacturing technologies and systems with the aim 
of achieving their full potential.”[2]. When Potting et. al postulated the circular economy in 2017, 
they defined 9R-strategies to layout a more sustainable production scheme from linear to circular 
economy [6]. Within the 9R-strategies there are several approaches to reduce natural resource 
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consumption and environmental pressure. When combining the 9R-strategies with 
biologicalization this reveals a potential for sustainable manufacturing technologies and systems.  

Since there is no suitable and economically approved technique to ensure individualized and 
flexible small batch size production in deep drawing [7], further investigations have to be 
proceeded. This study reveals a biobased approach following alternative tooling approaches by 
additive manufacturing [5,6]. The performance of composite structures from black locust (robinia 
pseudoacacia) tools for sheet metal forming is evaluated experimentally based on the rubber pad 
forming process. 
Literature Review 
In sheet metal forming, deep drawing is a common used forming process, where blanks are 
peripheral restrained by blankholder units and radially drawn into a forming die (cavity) by a punch 
[10]. Deep drawing is a forming operation where material flow is allowed under the blankholder, 
aiming for constant material thickness, whereas stretch forming results in a thickness change 
[11,12]. Since both production methods typically aiming for mass size production, grey cast 
tooling molds with post-mill shaping are the conventional way of manufacturing [13]. The 
performance of drawing tools is mainly determined by the tool wear behaviour on highly stressed 
areas (radii, cavity inlets). Depending on the lot size, sheet material (hardness, thickness and 
strength), desired part surface quality, surface treatments and lubricants must be considered during 
tool design [14]. Rubber Pad forming (RPF), a specific deep drawing process, is widely used for 
automotive and aerospace applications, where one of the form-shaping tools is replaced by a rubber 
pad (Fig. 1). Advantages, compared to a conventional deep drawing process which consist at least 
of two complementary tools, can be stated in one flexible pad alignment for different shape 
geometries, high part surface quality, elimination in misalignment of tools, low tooling costs, no 
additional lubrication, avoidance of galling on the sheet metal and friction defined specific 
geometries [15,16]. Despite the benefits, a limited lifetime of the flexible pads, higher production 
cycle times and higher necessary press capacities due to the energy loss are the drawbacks of this 
technique [17]. RPF reveals economic and technological advantages for small batch size 
production [18], which makes it suitable when aiming for higher forming flexibility and mass 
customization. In Addition to this, the substitution of metal-based tooling materials through 
biologicalization may improve the ecological value of the process, when renewable tooling 
materials could be used for in a suitable process window. 

 

Related Research 
Higher product individualization, mass customization and changing consumer requirements 
regarding technical applications, lead to increasing derivatives in all production sectors. To ensure 
these demands without contravening geo-political restrictions, alternative approaches in 

Fig. 1. Guerin process: Tool setup for (a) positive (male) and (b) negative (female) rubber pad 
forming. 
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manufacturing are inevitable. Biologicalization and alternative equivalents are auspicious odds to 
cover the demands of the present production era. 

Additive manufacturing (AM) as one of the major innovations in individualized mass 
customization and production offers a wide range of applications to substitute conventional 
manufacturing systems [7,19]. AM offers the opportunity to adapt optimized structures and to 
manufacture them precise without surplus material [20]. In manufacturing, AM was successfully 
implemented as tooling material e.g., sheet metal forming [8,9,21,22]. 
Along AM, biologicalization is a suitable mechanism to adapt nature based optimization and 
material range to sustainable manufacturing systems [2]. [23] studied the performance of wooden 
based tooling material for a deep drawing process in a feasibility study. The manufactured wooden 
based forming tools glued together of 4 mm black locust (BL) sheets. The investigated a good 
performance on low batch size (<500 parts) for radii greater 5 mm. [24] examined the performance 
of polymer and wood based tools for sheet metal forming for a batch of 500 parts each. The 
revealed an overall feasibility for radii of 7 mm with slightly higher deformation on the densified 
wood-based compared to the polymer tools.  
Methodology 
Preceding investigations. 
The aim of the present study is the investigation of a potential substitution of conventional tooling 
materials for sheet metal forming applications through biologicalization. For comparison, similar 
process boundaries were applied as in the preceding studies [8,9], where the mechanical stability 
of fused deposition modeling (FDM) printed dies from polylactic acid (PLA) with solid and 
reduced infill was investigated in forming DC03 (0.7 mm) sheet metal parts in a rubber pad 
forming process featuring a polyurethane pad (shore hardness 40). Based on the previous work, 
the load collective of the drawing process was adopted for composite layered tools of BL. 

Mechanical characterization of black locust.  
Black locust is a hardwood that can be grown and harvested in nutrient-poor and dry locations, 

offering good mechanical properties compared to alternative wood or biobased materials. 
According to [25,26] black locust offers the highest mechanical properties for all native wood 
species. The mechanical characterization (tensile, compression, bending, hardness) was performed 
on a Zwick Roell Z250 universal testing machine i.e., for the following geometries, according to 
relevant standards DIN EN ISO 527-1, DIN 52192 and DIN 52186 respectively (see. Fig. 2): 

Fig. 2. Black locust test specimen for mechanical characterization. 
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The results are summarized in Table 1, next to data from relevant literature [27-30].  
 

 
Simulation of pristine and composite black locust specimen.  
Following the mechanical characterization, the pristine longitudinal compression specimens 

were implemented in a simulation based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) in the Software LS 
Dyna. Based on the work of [31] two pre-defined material models were included for the simulation 
of BL specimen: 

• MAT_143 (MAT_WOOD)  
• MAT_058 (MAT_LAMINATED_COMPOSITE_FABRIC)  

Implementing the base parameter gained from the mechanical testing both models were 
superimposed over the test curves of the BL samples (see Fig. 3). To estimate the performance of 
wooden based composite drawing tools from black locust, further numerical investigations were 
carried out. Assuming a deformable body for the forming dies an element stress analysis was 
performed, according to [9]. Even though the recent studies imply a deformable polymer die made 
from PLA, the volumetric analysis should reveal the performance of a deformable wooden 
composite structure from black locust. Since the RPF process applies the process force on the 
active tool (die) nearly lossless through the rubber pad, the stress distribution on a deformable 
body was assumed to be similar. From the analysis, the contour plot revealed the 3D element stress 
distribution through the die and emphasized the high stressed area along and into the radius inlet 
of the die cavity. Whereas the quantitative information is based on the PLA die, the qualitative 
outcome was assumed to be similar for the wooden composite die (see Fig. 4). 

 

Table 1. Mechanical properties for black locust. 
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From the stress contour plot gained from a linear static finite element simulation with ALTAIR 
Optistruct it is evident, that the drawing radius was heavily loaded while the cavity of the die faced 
minor contact forces except from the apex of the dome geometry. The load case, as maximum 
contact pressure over time, for the linear static finite element analysis was gathered from a forming 
simulation by PAM STAMP 2020.0. The hexahedron elements were discretized with a nominal 

Fig. 4. Numerical validation with LS Dyna for longitudinal compression specimen for black 
locust. 

Fig. 3. Stress contour plot for deformable tool die. 
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size of 1.0 mm assuming an isotropic v. Mises material with young’s modulus of 1.7 GPa. 
According to [9] the boundary conditions were displacements of the bottom surface of the die are 
constrained in surface normal direction. 

Drawing results for wood-based forming tools manufactured of black locust. 
Based on previous characterization and numerical analysis as well previous investigations from 

[8,9], two composite structures were rectangular aligned out of 3mm black locust sheets glued 
together with polyurethane (see Fig. 5), according to [23].  

 

 
 
Solid black locust planks were cut into thin veneer sheets and sanded with coarse mesh (P80) on a 
surface sander prior to composite bonding. The bonding performed using a hydraulic veneer press 
without affecting or damaging the mechanical performance of the wood layers. The drawing dies 
included two composite (horizontal and perpendicular stacked) and, due to high process forces on 
the radii inlets (radius of 2.5 mm), two composite-hybrid structures (horizontal and perpendicular 
stacked each topped with a 2 mm sheet of tool steel grade 1.2312). All dies were operated on a 
uniaxial testing machine along with a 40-shore hardness polyurethane pad. For each die version, a 
batch of 64 parts from 0.7 mm DC04 sheet metal was drawn with 175 kN on the universal testing 
machine. 

 

Fig. 5. Black locust composite drawing tools: horizontal (left), perpendicular (middle) and 
hybrid structure with 2mm sheet metal (right). 

Fig. 5. Optical correlation for unused BL dies and the corresponding blank sheets of the first stroke 
(left half) and the 64th stroke (right half), for black locust horizontal (left application) and 

perpendicular (right application) composite die. 
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Due to permanent deformation of the wooden based forming tools, an optical analysis via 
optical surface scan was accomplished. Fig. 5 shows the spatial deviation for drawn sheet metal 
parts on wooden based forming tools (see. Fig., left and middle), where the left part shows the 
performance of the 1st and 64th part drawn on a black locust composite horizontal stacked and the 
right part shows the performance of the 1st and 64th part drawn on a black locust composite 
perpendicular stacked, respectively. The spatial deviation on the radii inlets correspond to the high 
stressed area in the contour plot (cf. Fig. 4). 

 Since Fig. 5 revealed qualitative differences of the forming behaviour between the first and 
64th stroke for all drawn metal sheets, a comparison for the high stressed area along the radii inlet 
(cf. Fig. 4) was carried out to identify the drawing radius deviation of sheet metal parts on all BL 
dies (Fig. 6). 

 

 
 
Fig. 6 depicts the spatial drawing radii deviation up to 64 blank parts, drawn on BL dies with 

different stack layouts, showing the highest deviations on the BL-C horizontal die, whereas the 
hybrid BL-H perpendicular die reveals the lowest deviation. Along the batch size production, the 
deviation increased for all versions, which refers to the high contact stresses and the deformation 
behavior of the BL dies. Even though the metal parts drawn on the BL-H perpendicular die 
stabilize immediately after the first part, the remaining dies increased the radius deviation on the 
metal blanks roughly up to the 32nd part, which indicates a stabilizing character of BL dies in 
general, even without the hybrid components. 
  

Fig. 6. Spatial deviation within the drawing radius for comparing the sheet metal parts 
produced by the BL-RPF process for different layouts. Statistical evaluation of a small batch 

series of metal parts indicates degressively increasing deviations from 0.09 mm (BL-H 
perpendicular) to 0.34 mm (BL-C horizontal). 
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Summary 
Biologicalization through wooden based forming tools offers chances to enhance flexibility and 
mass customization in sheet metal forming. While a solid and a topology optimized forming die 
manufactured by fused deposition modeling (FDM) successfully utilized for sheet metal forming 
in previous studies [8,9], in this study, the performance of the identical die geometry was 
investigated for different wooden based forming tools from black locust (robinia pseudoacacia). 
The wooden based tools are compared to a solid die from polylactic acid (PLA) regarding 
dimensional accuracy of formed sheet metal products. On each die variant, batches of 64 parts 
(steel grade DC04) are drawn in a rubber pad forming process and examined by optical correlation 
scans. The tests depict an overall comparable forming behavior of all die variants introduced to 
the process, while hybridization with tooling steel on the surface of the tooling dies lead to smaller 
drawing radius deviations on the cavity inlet. Slight permanent deformations are indicated along 
the drawing radii of all black locust forming tools caused by high contact stresses. Concluding, the 
wooden based forming tools revealed a suitable drawing performance for small batch size 
production. Future research should focus on high stressed areas of forming tools and appropriate 
replacement strategies via conventional metal inlays. In addition, further analysis of the 
deformation behaviour of wooden based tools could be conducted in numerical simulations as well 
as in forming tests to investigate the influence of local mechanical tool properties (e.g., local tool 
stiffness) on the product geometry. 
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Abstract. In order to promote aluminum scrap recycling and reduce remelting losses, solid-state 
recycling processes are subject to increasing academic attention. These processes range from 
severe plastic deformation (SPD) to diffusion-based processes like field-assisted sintering (FAST). 
In this study, a FAST-based recycling route consisting of precompaction, FAST, and impact 
extrusion of dry machined EN AW-6082 and EN AW-7075 aluminum chips was used to create 
multi-material parts from different aluminum alloys. To examine the effect on the resulting part 
quality, two different hybrid material layouts were created during cold compaction of the chips. 
The subsequent sintering process took place in a field-assisted sintering (FAST) machine at 400°C 
and 500°C for a duration of 5 min under a pressure of 85 MPa, allowing for the analysis of inter-
chip diffusion. These sintered blanks were then cold-formed by impact extrusion. Metallographic 
and computed tomography analyses as well as hardness measurements were performed for 
property evaluation before and after heat-treatment. 
Introduction 
Aluminum alloys are widely used for products in all industrial sectors and numerous applications. 
In line with global economic growth, the global production of primary aluminum increased by 
20 % from 49 megatons in 2012 to 59 megatons in 2016 [1]. In 2019, this production increased to 
66 megatons globally [2]. Combined with 33 megatons of recycled secondary aluminum, the 
global annual aluminum industry processes 100 megatons, with a strictly increasing tendency. 
Considering the high energy requirements for the production of primary aluminum of roughly 
13 MWh/t [3,4], the use of aluminum scrap for the production of secondary aluminum offers great 
potential for energy savings, as it requires only 5 % (0.7 MWh/t) of the primary process’ energy 
demands [5]. Consequently, the fraction of secondary aluminum in global production is increasing 
[6], however with significant regional differences in scrap return rates [7]. 

As with most metals, the production processes mainly include casting, forming and machining. 
Aluminum products are either cast directly after the metallurgical production of the alloy or it is 
processed into semi-finished products, e.g. bars or sheets. These are then later formed or machined 
into the desired product. Most processing steps involve material losses, due to flash formation, 
burn-off, chip production and other reasons. Generally, primary scrap (e.g. from casting) can be 
directly recycled. However, contaminations and the high specific surface of chips and fine flash 
lead to oxidation and metal losses between 5 and 20 wt.% during conventional melt-metallurgical 
recycling [8]. Therefore, the development of solid-state recycling (SSR) techniques promises 
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advantages in material yield and energy consumption and may help to reduce material losses in a 
circular economy. 

The origin of these SSR techniques dates back to 1945 when Stern received a patent on the 
recycling of aluminum scrap by hot extrusion [9]. Later, further investigation took place, while 
most research is younger than 20 years. Gronostajski et al. studied the extrusion of aluminum chips 
after ball milling and sintering [10] and the direct extrusion of the milled chips without sintering 
[11]. In both cases, nearly complete densification was achieved with tensile strengths of over 90 % 
of the base material reference [10,12]. The hot extrusion process was further studied by other 
researchers, focusing on bond formation [13], secondary extrusion [14], resulting material 
properties [15] and mathematical modelling [16]. These investigations share the general idea of 
applying pressure and temperature to the material during deformation and are part of a group of 
processes designated as severe plastic deformation (SPD) processes. The aim is to break up or 
disrupt the oxide layers covering the chips by applying pressure and deformation and thereby 
enable welding of the chip surfaces [17,18]. Other examples for SPD processes are equal channel 
angular pressure (ECAP) extrusion [19] or cyclic extrusion compression (CEC) [20]. With SPD 
processes, part geometry and deformation are determined by the process itself, with restricted 
process windows and therefore limited opportunity to consider part requirements. 

An alternative approach involves the sintering of aluminum chips and a consolidation due to 
diffusion processes. While conventional die pressing and sintering requires milling of the chips 
into powder, pressure assisted sintering processes allow the direct processing of the chips after 
precompaction. Different authors were able to process aluminum chips by spark plasma sintering 
(SPS). Paraskevas et al. produced fully densified specimens from AA6061 and AA6082 chips by 
sintering at a temperature of 490°C and 200 MPa of axial pressure [21]. Koch et al. investigated 
the same alloy EN AW-6082 processed at different process parameters of 400°C and 40 MPa by 
field-assisted sintering technology (FAST). The sintered specimens were cold extruded and heat-
treated (T6) to surpass the mechanical properties of the heat-treated reference [22]. A comparable 
pulsed electric current sintering (PECS) process was investigated on a smaller scale by Cislo et 
al., using a Gleeble 3800 and a sintering temperature of about 450°C with a pressure of 64 MPa. 
The results showed an inhomogeneous microstructure and defective areas together with bonded 
parts [23]. While there are differences in the machinery used as well as in the application of the 
electrical current, the afore mentioned processes SPS, FAST and PECS share the same basic 
concept of directly heated pressure assisted sintering and are summarized using the term FAST 
[24]. They are in contrast to conventional hot pressing with indirect heating, which Fogagnolo et 
al. used for the recycling of AA6061 chips. These were sintered at a temperature of 500 °C and a 
pressure up to 700 MPa for 50 min. Nevertheless, the resulting microstructure required the authors 
to add hot extrusion as an additional consolidation process [25]. 

In summary, a variety of processes is proposed for SSR of aluminum chips. Especially FAST 
processes allow the consolidation of precompacted chips without major billet deformation. In this 
study, this aspect allows the production of hybrid specimens consisting of different aluminum 
alloys by recycling. This possibility is an inherent advantage compared to melt-metallurgical 
recycling and may help to improve part performance or to reduce the overall demand for high 
quality secondary alloys by a load-adapted component design. With forming operations, the 
sintered hybrid layout is deformed and adjusted to part requirements. At first, however, the general 
concept of layout creation and deformation is characterized and evaluated in the presented study. 
Furthermore, effects of material layout and sintering temperature on the resulting part geometry, 
defects and microstructure are investigated. 
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Experimental Setup 
For the investigation, aluminum chips of the alloys EN AW-6082 and EN AW-7075 were used. 
The chips were produced by milling without the use of lubricant to eliminate the need for cleaning 
and its influence. The resulting chips’ dimensions were measured manually and are given in 
Table 1 as mean values with standard deviation.  

 
Table 1. Chip dimensions and apparent density. 

Alloy Length in mm Width in mm Height in mm App. density in g/cm³ 
EN AW-6082 9.95 ± 1.80 1.01 ± 0.20 0.37 ± 0.05 0.25 
EN AW-7075 6.42 ± 2.00 0.93 ± 0.07 0.18 ± 0.07 0.145 

 
The chips were precompacted into briquettes using a manual hydraulic press with a pressure of 

170 MPa. The precompacting step allowed different hybrid alloy layer designs: 
(S) An axial layering consisting of three stacked briquettes with 30 g of chips each, 90 g in 

total. One briquette of EN AW-6082 was stacked between two briquettes of EN AW-7075. 
(R) A radial layering created with the help of a specialized hollow punch tool. The inner core 

with a diameter of 15 mm consists of EN AW-7075 chips. For the outer material, EN AW-
6082 chips were used. 

All briquettes had an outer diameter of 35 mm. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the cold compaction 
setup as well as the resulting hybrid layouts.  

 
Fig. 1. Layout of the hybrid aluminum specimens, (a) axial layering strategy, (b) radial layering 

strategy and the used compaction tool (c). 
 

After cold compaction, the three stacked briquettes were sintered using a Dr Fritsch DSP 507 
FAST machine. The machine uses electrical current (DC) to directly heat the chip material by 
Joule heating. The temperature was measured by three thermocouples within the sintering die, with 
the highest value (generally TC 2) used for process power control. The tool setup with its 
components is depicted in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the field-assisted sintering process (left) and schematic 

representation of the sintering tool (right). 
 

The hybrid layouts S and R were both sintered at two different temperatures of 400°C and 
500°C for 5 mins resulting in 4 variants SL, SH, RL and RH. The sintering parameters given in 
Table 2 were based on previous experiments [22] and resulted all in above 99 % rel. density. 
 

Table 2. Process variants. 

Variant Layout Sintering 
temperature (°C) 

Sintering  
time (s) 

Sintering 
pressure (MPa) 

SL Serial 400 300 85 
SH Serial 500 300 85 
RL Radial 400 300 85 
RH Radial 500 300 85 

 
After sintering, the specimens were air cooled and then analyzed using a Nikon XT H 160 

computed tomography (CT) scanner. The scans were carried out using a current of 100 µA and an 
acceleration voltage of 150 kV resulting in a power of 15 W. By using a distance of 15 mm from 
the radiation source, a resolution of 40 µm could be achieved. The volume reconstructions were 
calculated with the help of Nikon CT Agent and analyzed with Volume Graphics VGStudioMax 
2.2 software. 

After performing the CT scans the specimens were formed using cold impact extrusion. Before 
extrusion the specimens were heated to 110°C and lubricated with LUBRODAL 24 W in a 1:2 
solution with water. The resulting lubricant layer was dried for 24 h. The forming operation was 
carried out on a Weingarten PSR 160 screw press at room temperature. The diameter of the 
cylindrical specimens was reduced from 37 mm (including insertion tolerances for sintering and 
extrusion) to 16 mm, resulting in a mean plastic strain of φ = 1.6. The die shoulder angle was 
2α = 60° and the resulting extruded length was between 62 mm and 66 mm. 

Subsequently, the specimens were scanned again by computed tomography. Furthermore, 
longitudinal sections were cut and investigated metallographically. Hardness measurements (HV 
0.01) were performed within 5 mm of the interface in the centre of the shaft using a Shimadzu 
HMV-G automatic hardness testing device with a Vickers indenter and a force of 98.07 mN. EDX-
line scans at the hybrid interface were performed on the SL and SH variants using Octane Elect 
Pro EDX detector by AMETEK Inc. in a Mira 3 SEM by Tescan. The cut specimens were then 
heat treated using a solution annealing temperature of 480°C. Water quenching cooled them 
rapidly to room temperature before cold aging. Finally, hardness measurements and 
metallographic examinations were repeated.  
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Results 
The intermittent CT scans allowed the observation of the material distribution before and after 
cold extrusion. Combined with the metallographic analysis of the extruded specimens their 
deformation behavior and microstructural characteristic were investigated. The different alloy 
compositions cause transmissivity differences which allow the different materials to be 
distinguished. This results in EN AW-7075 material appearing brighter than EN AW-6082. 

Before extrusion, the serial layouts SL and SH show a slight curvature of the axial interfaces in 
the CT images in Fig. 3. This is caused by friction forces acting on the outer diameter of the 
briquette stacks during sintering. As only the top punch moves in relation to the sintering die, this 
distortion, which is typical for one-sided compaction of powders, occurs.  

After extrusion, the images show an elongation of the center of EN AW-6082 material into the 
surrounding EN AW-7075 material. This results in one half of the shaft being radially layered, 
however with a conical geometry of the interface. Consequently, the bonding surface between the 
two alloys was enlarged. The extruded SL specimen shows cracks at this interface near the 
extrusion shoulder, while for the SH-specimen no cracks could be observed. 

 

 
Fig. 3. CT imaging of the sintered (top) and extruded (bottom) serial specimens sintered at 

400°C (left) and 500°C (right). 
 

The radial layouts’ material distribution before extrusion shows very limited deviation from the 
ideal concept, as can be seen in Fig. 4. There is no significant distortion of the interface during 
sintering and both alloys are still in coaxial arrangement. The extruded specimens exhibit a conical 
expansion of the softer EN AW-6082 material near the tip of the shaft, followed by a long section 
of uniform cross-section and material proportions. Both, the RL and RH specimens show cracks 
at the briquette interface at the tip of the extruded specimen. These are of reduced severity for the 
RH variant, which was sintered at higher temperature. 
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Fig. 4. CT imaging of the sintered (top) and extruded (bottom) radial specimens sintered at 

400°C (left) and 500°C (right). 
 

During the FAST process, changes in the microstructure occurred depending on the sintering 
temperature. After sintering at 400°C, the SL and RL variants showed a densified structure with 
some defects and the chip boundaries clearly visible as dark lines (see Fig. 5). The original sheared 
grain orientation is still prevalent within the individual chips of both alloys. By increasing the 
sintering temperature to 500°C for the SH and RH variant, the number of visible defects was 
significantly reduced and the former chip boundaries appear thinner. Additionally, grain growth 
and recrystallization can be observed for the EN AW-6082 material. At locations of thin or with 
missing chip boundary layer, grain recrystallization occurred across the interface, resulting in the 
visual disbanding of the dark oxide lines. In case of the EN AW-7075 material, the sheared 
microstructure of the chips remained visible within all four variants. After sintering at 500°C, the 
interface between both alloys shows signs of diffusion processes, indicated by a separation of the 
chip boundary oxide layer and the line of color change after etching.  
Fig. 6a shows the results of the EDX line scans across the interface. The Al signal increases 
abruptly when crossing the interface of the SL specimen from EN AW-7075 to EN AW-6082, as 
the alloying element concentration drops. However, the graph for the SH specimen shows a 
gradual increase, confirming the metallographic observation of a pronounced diffusion zone. The 
microhardness results for the sintered conditions given in Fig. 6b show low values of 80 to 100 
HV 0.01 for EN AW-7075 and 40 to 60 HV 0.01 for EN AW-6082 material. The values increase 
with increasing sintering temperature for both alloys. 

 
Fig. 5. Micrographs of the etched microstructure of the variants SL and SH in sintered condition. 

Defects are encircled in green. 
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Fig. 6. Results of the EDX line scans (a) and the microhardness measurements (b) on the SL and 

SH variants. 
 

After impact extrusion, the sintered microstructure is re-orientated in the direction of extrusion. 
Chips and chip boundary layers are stretched and elongated in the same direction (Fig. 7). This 
leads to the optical pronunciation of defects perpendicular to material extrusion, which were higher 
in number for the RL and SL variants than for RH and SH. 

 
Fig. 7. Micrographs of the alloy interface of the radial variants RL and RH after extrusion. 

 
After solution annealing and short cold aging, this deformed structure is recrystallized 

throughout the specimens. Fig. 8 shows metallographic images of the SH variant after the heat-
treatment. While both alloys show coarse grains and few distinct chip boundaries, the material’s 
orientation is still obvious in the EN AW-6082 and near the edge of the extruded shaft in the EN 
AW-7075 material. Furthermore, the interface shows a broad gradient in the etching/coloring, 
indicating growth of the diffusion zone. The results of the microhardness measurements in this 
heat-treated condition are given in Figure 6b. For both alloys, there is a significant increase in 
hardness over their respective low temperature variant in as-sintered condition. Compared to the 
values obtained from the SH variant, the hardness increase is smaller with only 4 HV 0.01 in case 
of EN AW-7075 and 7 HV in case of EN AW-6082 material. 
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Fig. 8. Micrographs of the alloy interface of the edge of the part of the SH variant after extrusion 

and heat-treatment. 
Discussion 
The results indicate a significant influence of the sintering temperature on the diffusion processes 
across chip boundaries as well as on the microstructure within the individual aluminum chips. In 
previous work, tensile specimens were produced using the identical FAST process at 400°C for 
5 min to recycle EN AW-6082 aluminum chips. After extrusion and T6 heat-treatment, the 
resulting tensile strength was comparable to the reference material in T6 condition at 379.8 MPa 
ultimate tensile strength and 354.7 MPa yield strength [22]. This indicates, that the presence of 
visible boundary layers between the chips may be tolerable for quasistatic properties. However, 
raising the sintering temperature to 500°C seems to activate diffusion mechanisms, which are not 
active or significantly reduced at 400°C. Due to the hybrid nature of the investigated specimens, 
this change could be observed in the material’s response to etching and the EDX scans. 
Furthermore, recrystallization across the chip boundaries becomes more prevalent with higher 
temperature, effectively disrupting and dissolving the oxide layers. All defects, that were observed 
occurred in between chips. Hence, it may be assumed, that sintering at higher temperatures leads 
to increased formability and fatigue properties, because of fewer and smaller defects in the 
material.  

The bond quality between the chips at the interface gains importance when creating hybrid parts 
form different alloys. These have different elastic and plastic material properties, which result in 
increased stresses on the interface during forming. This can be seen in Fig. 3 and 4 and is a 
challenge for all hybrid forming operations [26]. In the presented recycling process, defects were 
not reduced during cold impact extrusion, but deformed and elongated. Therefore, the FAST 
process needs to densify and consolidate the chips to a degree, which does not depend on further 
improvements through cold forming with low to medium plastic strains. Solution annealing after 
cold forming leads to complete recrystallization of the deformed microstructure after extrusion. 
The forming process still affects grain size and shape on the edge of the part. It is unclear whether 
this is due to increased local plastic strain or due to temperature gradients during annealing. In any 
case, the microstructure is reset to a condition with hardness similar to the as-sintered state and 
with a coarser and more homogeneous grain structure. 

Finally, the presented recycling process allowed the production of hybrid parts with the 
potentially harder EN AW-7075 and the softer EN AW-6082 in two different layouts. The CT 
images indicate a nearly ideal macroscopic distribution of both alloys. However, metallography 
shows some curvature and localized interference of individual chips. The presented layouts were 
developed with potential application under torsional loads, using EN AW-7075 in the load-bearing 
outer area. 
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Summary 
In summary, hybrid parts were successfully produced from aluminum chips of EN AW-6082 and 
EN AW-7075 alloys with a nearly defect-free structure. The geometry and distribution of both 
alloys within the billet after FAST and the final part after extrusion show little variance. Combined 
with reduced defect concentration and increased inter-chip diffusion due to increased sintering 
temperatures, promising results could be achieved. Using the presented process, the production of 
hybrid components directly from scrap material is feasible and can potentially be used to either 
compensate for inferior starting material with higher quality chips or to maximize part performance 
under certain loading conditions. Both aspects will be subject of further research. 
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Abstract. In the Concurrent Engineering (CE) approach, several aspects of the life cycle of a 
product are considered at the same time during the design phase. This allows to respond more 
quickly to the market needs and improves the final products quality. However, with this approach, 
the design phase could result more time consuming and expensive and needs simple and easily 
applicable optimization models. For this reason, a new multi-criteria decision model is proposed 
in this paper. Additive manufacturing technologies for high performances polymers are gaining 
increasing interest as they are a valid option for the manufacturing of structural components. For 
these reasons, high performance 3D printed isogrid structures in short carbon fibers reinforced 
polyamide were selected as a case study. Production processes of as-printed and dried isogrid 
structures were carried out; mechanical characterization and environmental and cost analysis were 
performed on the considered scenarios. Following the proposed model, the results of the analyses 
were used to calculate a single value indicator for each product. In this way, it was possible to 
compare the different alternative and select the optimal solution. 
Introduction 
Nowadays, the development of increasingly complex industrial products, the increased 
competitiveness of companies, the need to reduce production times, and countless regulations and 
design standards are forcing engineers to develop high quality products that are as environmentally 
sustainable as possible and at the lowest cost, in order to be competitive in the global market. 

In this context, Concurrent Engineering (CE) has become the foundation of modern engineering 
as it allows an optimal balance between cost and quality to be achieved. CE was born in the 1980s 
and represents a set of methodologies and tools that enable an integrated approach to product 
design and related manufacturing processes. The areas of product development that can be 
considered simultaneously during the design phase can cover all phases of the product life cycle, 
from conception to end-of-life. CE moves away from the traditional sequential approach in the 
execution of the design, process planning, production, and demanufacturing phases, and the 
individual activities are performed in parallel, so that the product can be evaluated over its entire 
life span, starting as early as the design phase [1,2].  

CE is crucial when products of high complexity, with long development phases and the 
difficulty in predicting the impact of design decisions on next phases of the product life cycle is 
high; this is often coupled with the need to respond to a rapidly changing demand that inevitably 
requires shorter product life cycles.  

It is obvious that, in such a complex context, the role of the engineer within companies is 
strongly oriented towards decision-making and the process of making decions in the short, medium 
or long term can determine the success or failure of production activities. Therefore, it’s crucial to 
develop decision-making techniques that make decision-making more efficient and easier. The 
decision-making process starts with the identification of the problem and the objectives to be 
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achieved, followed by the choice of decision criteria, their weights and the definition of a 
performance index to be maximised or minimised [3]. Consequently, to improve the performance 
index, alternative solutions must be developed, analysed and compared in order to choose the best 
alternative. It is also crucial that a mechanism of continuous implementation of the identified 
solutions is triggered through constant monitoring of the results achieved. The choice of criteria is 
not unique but depends on the specific case of application [4].  

Traditionally, the decision criteria to be related to system performance are those represented in 
the production tetrahedron: time, cost, flexibility and quality. To these is added sustainability.  

The concept of sustainability was first introduced in 1972, during the first United Nations 
Conference on the Environment, and, in 1987, within the so-called Brundtland Report, a 
sustainable model was defined as one that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [5].  

Environmental sustainability is becoming a cornerstone in industrial production and in general 
in any activity of modern society, thanks to the realisation that the planet's resources are not infinite 
but must be preserved, without waste, respecting ecosystems and biodiversity. 

Thus, the need for environmental sustainability is linked to environmental protection, but in 
recent years, in addition to considering the ecological aspects, it has also been declined from an 
economic and social point of view. 

There are qualitative evaluation criteria, such as checklists and guidelines, or methods capable 
of quantifying the environmental impacts of a system according to different impact categories; 
among these, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is the most widely used methodology. LCA quantifies 
environmental impacts, considering resource consumption and atmospheric emissions, and can be 
applied to the entire life cycle (from cradle to grave) [6-8].  

In this context, a new mathematical model is proposed as a decision-making support for 
industrial applications that can be used as a product/process optimisation tool. The literature lacks 
a model capable of considering multiple decision criteria and simple to apply. Unlike the 
theoretical approaches present in the literature, this model has the possibility of being easily usable 
at an industrial level due to its mathematical simplicity and application. In fact, the novelty of this 
paper lies in the ease of application of in industrial context and the possibility of being adapted to 
specific cases (products/processes) in a short time. 

In this regard, was examined the case of composite isogrid structures made by additive 
manufacturing processes [9]. The mechanical performances, the economic and environmental 
sustainability and production time of isogrids in different configurations (as-printed and dried) 
were evaluated. In addition, through the application of the theorised model, various scenarios were 
compared. 
Materials and Methods  
In a concurrent engineering perspective, it is crucial to develop quantitative models to consider 
multiple variables and criteria at the same time. Their ease in application is also required to be 
applied in an industrial context and help the design process.  

The model here presented may include whichever factor the decision makers want to take into 
account as long as it can be evaluated in a quantitative way. Hence, it pairs well with procedures 
such as Life Cycle Assessment, flexibility and quality assessment tools that quantifies aspects of 
a process or a product that would be otherwise difficult to measure [6,10]. Moreover, the model 
can also consider traditional criteria such as cost (or Life Cycle Costing) and mechanical 
properties. It can be used to compare both products or industrial processes that have similar 
functions or yield to similar outputs. The mathematical model allows the comparison between 
different alternatives by calculating a performance index for each of them; the lower the index, the 
better the alternative. The index is calculated as sum of dimensionless parameters, each of which 
is the ratio between the criteria value for the considered system and that of the reference scenario. 
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An arbitrary number of parameters can be taken into account, depending on the design 
requirements; in this way, even complex decision problems can be easily solved. In addition, the 
model can be used to optimize a given process or a product by estimating the value of the 
performance index as key process parameters vary.  

The general model is as follows: 

𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 =  𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑡𝑡0𝑖𝑖
𝑡𝑡0𝑟𝑟

+ 𝑝𝑝2
𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

+ 𝑝𝑝3
𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖
𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟

+ 𝑝𝑝4
𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖
𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟

+ 𝑝𝑝5
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟

+ ⋯  =  ∑ (𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗
𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘
𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟

)𝑗𝑗    (1) 

where: 
- 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is the performance index for the i-th alternative 
- pj is the ponderation factor of the j-th decision criteria evaluated according to the company 

policies and the specific case study. Tools similar to a Weighted Decision Matrix can be 
employed to define pi. The sum of al the ponderation factors is equal to 1.  

- Ki and Kr are the quantitative values of the decision criteria for the i-th alternative and the 
reference system. They can be referred, for example, to the production time (t0i, t0r), product 
cost (Ci, Cr), mechanical performances, quality (Li, Lr), system flexibility (Fi, Fr), 
environmental impacts (Ei, Er), etc.    

The reference scenario is used as a benchmark to evaluate the performances of the other systems 
and it is characterized by an Index Ir equal to 1. In the case of production systems, it can represent 
a traditional process previously used by the company or by a competitor and the production of a 
defined number of parts. If multiple options have to be compared and no previous system is known, 
the reference system can be chosen between one of these; then, if no alternative gets an index value 
lower than one, the reference scenario is also the best choice according to the considered criteria.  

Evaluation of the decision criteria. 
The value related to the environmental sustainability decision criteria can be calculated by 

means of the standardised methodology of Life Cycle Assessment. LCA is an iterative approach 
constituted by 4 phases defined by the ISO standard 14040 and 14044 [6,11]. It allows to quantify 
the environmental impacts of a product or a process according to several impact indicators (e.g. 
Global Warming Potential, damage to Human Health, ect.) and considering all the aspects of their 
life cycle. The standard procedure phases are: goal and scope definition, in which the focus of the 
analysis, the functional unit, the goal and the system boundaries are defined; Life Cycle Inventory, 
where the inputs and outputs of the system are identified and directly or indirectly quantified; Life 
Cycle Impact Assessment, in which the inputs and outputs are translated into potential 
environmental impacts according to selected indicators. Dedicated software are used to 
automatically carry out this phase; finally, the LCIA results are critically reviewed and criticalities 
and improvement possibilities are identified. Ei and Er can be retrieved from the LCIA results by 
considering an impact indicator that is representative of the studied system. LCA can be paired 
with the Life Cycle Costing analysis, an economic tool used to evaluate the cost incurred by a 
functional unit throughout its life cycle. LCC can also be used to calculate the economic criteria 
indicator (Ci, Cr) of the performance index. 

The production time expressed in seconds can be used as a decision criteria value; it can be 
directly measured during the production of the components or calculated by estimating the process 
time, the inspection time, the movement time and the queue time.  

The reciprocal of the load at break of a component could be used as a decision criteria value 
related to the quality of the scenario. In this way, if the mechanical properties of the component 
increase, the value of the index of performance decreases. More in general, if a feature of the 
product or the process should be maximized, it is possible to use its reciprocal as a decision criteria 
value. Further criteria and assessment methodologies could be introduced in the model to respond 
to the designers requirements. 
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Ponderation decision matrix.  
The design requirements that affect the production process can be translated into values 

depending on the evaluation that is associated with each aspect by the producer. 
This type of evaluation has the function of assigning a value on a scale from 1 to 5 depending 

on the importance or weight that one wishes to assign to each factor that contributes to the 
generation of the performance index. The matrix thus generated, an example of which is shown in 
Table 1, is called Ponderation Decision Matrix (PDM) and allows values to be assigned for the 
calculation of the weighting factors pi, shown in the previous section. The pi calculation is done 
through the ratio of the value assigned to the specific parameter in the PDM, divided by the sum 
of the values assigned to all decision criteria. 

 
Table 1. Ponderation Decision Matrix. 

Decision 
Criteria 

Weight 
1 

Weight 
2 

Weight 
3 

Weight 
4 

Weight 
5 pi 

Mechanical 
Properties  X    2/14 = 0.14 

Environmental 
Sustainability    X  4/14 = 0.29 

Costs   X   3/14 = 0.21 

Production Time     X 5/14 = 0.36 

TOT 0 2 3 4 5             1.00         
14 

 
Case study: 3D printing of composite isogrid structure. 
The case study analyzed in this work refers to an additive manufacturing production system for 

CFRP components. In particular, isogrid structures, generated by particular geometric 
configurations, have been realized through FFF technology and reported in Fig. 1. 

The isogrid structures were designed by means of a CAD software by choosing rib width, rib 
thickness, cell height, global length and global width of 3, 8, 18, 106 and 80 mm, respectively, and 
then were exported as an .STL file for the creation of a .GCODE by the slicing software. The 
geometric construction parameters mentioned before are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Geometrical parameters of an isogrid structure. 
 

The composite material used in this study, defined as Carbon PA, consists of a polyamide 6 
reinforced with short (about 25 microns in length) carbon fibers at 20% in weight. According to 
the material datasheet, Carbon PA is characterized by an elastic modulus of 15.5 GPa and a 
ultimate tensile strength equal to 138 MPa, as also shown by authors in [9]. The material is supplied 
by Roboze S.P.A. in the form of a 1.75 mm diameter filament, suitable for processing through the 
Fused Filament Fabrication technique (FFF). The Roboze One+400 3D printer, equipped with FFF 
technology and supplied by Roboze Spa, was used for the additive manufacturing process, with 
the aim of realizing isogrid structures. 

As the material is highly susceptible to moisture absorption, which causes a significant decrease 
in mechanical properties, Carbon PA was subjected to a drying process for about 4 h at the 
temperature of 120°C before the printing process. Moreover, during the printing phase, the 
material was maintained at 70°C in order to avoid moisture adsorption improving printing quality, 
reducing void formation. Main printing parameters for the realization of isogrid structures in 
CarbonPA through FFF technology are reported in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Main printing parameters. 

Process Parameter  

Extruder Temperature 260°C 
Bed Temperature 110°C 
Infill Density 100% 
Layer thickness 0.15 mm 
Nozzle Diameter 0.4 mm 
Nominal Printing Speed 50 mm/s 
Infill Type Linear 
Raster angle 0° 

WIDTH

LENGHT

CELL 
HEIGHT

RIB 
WIDTH

RIB
THICKNESS

LOADING
DIRECTION
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With these process parameters, the effective printing time for the realization of each isogrid 
structure detected at the end of printing equals to 2.15 hours [7]. 3 on 6 printed isogrids were 
subjected to another drying process in the oven for 4 hours at 120°C to remove the moisture 
absorbed during and after printing, before being tested under compression load. 

The mechanical performance of the as-printed and dried isogrid structures was calculated by 
subjecting them to compression tests with an MTS 810 universal testing machine under 
displacement control at a speed of 0.5 mm/min. The acquisition system connected to the machine's 
load cell made it possible to record the compressive load values associated with the relative 
displacement. The maximum load values in kN were then derived from each test. 

Case study: Life Cycle Analyses. 
The LCA methodology was employed to quantify the environmental impacts of the 3D printed 

isogrid structures. As for the mechanical test, two different scenarios were considered: the as 
printed isogrid structure (Scenario 1) and the one subjected to the drying process (Scenario 2). The 
goal of the study is to quantify and compare the impacts of the two scenarios with particular focus 
on the drying heat treatment of the printed structure. In fact, the LCA results are then to be used to 
calculate the multi objective performance index to determine whether or not the heat treatment 
represents a process improvement. Global Warming Potential (GWP, expressed in kg CO2 eq) was 
selected as the environmental impact value of the performance index decision criteria. This impact 
indicator is widely used in literature LCA for production processes of composite parts and it is 
well representative of their environmental behaviour [12,13]. 

The functional unit is therefore defined as the 3D printing of a carbon fiber reinforced 
polyamide isogrid structure with defined dimensions (see paragraph 0). Considering the focus of 
the case study on the manufacturing process, a “cradle to gate” approach was used, and the 
following production phases were included: materials production (PA and short carbon fibers), 
transport, filament drying and temperature control during the printing, 3D printing process and 
isogrid post drying (only for Scenario 2). The use and End of Life phases were excluded from the 
analysis. 

The Life Cycle Inventory phase is based on a previous work of the authors [14]. Primary data 
were retrieved from direct measurements during the production processes; this includes the energy 
consumptions of the machines and the weight of the components. Considering the composition of 
the filament defined in the datasheet (80% polyamide, 20% carbon fibers), the quantity of each 
constituent was calculated. Polyamide and electric energy impacts were retrieved from the 
Ecoinvent database while CF impacts were modelled according to Khalil et al [15]. Impacts related 
to the production of the machines used for the production and postprocessing were not included as 
their useful life is much longer than the time horizon considered in this study and they would have 
led to negligible contribution.   

LCIA results were calculated by using the SimaPro software, equipped by default with the 
Ecoinvent commercial database. The environmental impacts analysis was paired with an economic 
assessment (LCC) that considered the same functional unit and the same scenarios. The cost 
associated with each structure was calculated considering all direct and depreciation costs and by 
considering appropriate allocation procedures.  

Material cost was calculated considering the purchase price (120 €/kg) of the filament and the 
weight of the components (41.25 g). Energy costs were calculated considering the measured 
consumptions (1.366 kWh) and the cost per kWh. Machines depreciation was calculated 
considering their purchase price, their use time for the considered scenarios, their service life 
(expressed in hours) and their maintenance costs. Labour and design time were measured (0.3 h 
and 0.5 h respectively) and multiplied by the hourly staff cost (30 €/h for laboratory operator and 
35€/h for designer) to evaluate personnel contribution to the total cost. Direct measurements of 
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time required for the production phases were also employed to calculate the total production time 
required for the two scenarios (4.45h for the first scenario and 6.55 h for the second one).  
Results and Discussion 
Fig. 2 shows the mean load vs. displacement curves of the dried and as-printed isogird structures 
tested under compressive load. It can be seen that there is a significant increase in performance 
when the material is subjected to a drying cycle prior to testing. The percentage increase in 
performance is equivalent to approximately 23%.  

The average values of the maximum load measured for as-printed and dried isogrid structures 
are 13.08 kN and 16.08 kN, respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Load vs. displacement curves of dried and as-printed isogrid structures. 

 
Fig. 3 (a) presents the results of the LCA analysis in terms of Global Warming Potential. The 

two scenarios are the same with the exception of the structure drying process that is only present 
in Scenario 2. The as-printed isogrid structure showed environmental impacts about 20% lower 
than those of the heat treated parts (1.20 kg CO2 eq vs 1.46 kg CO2 eq). This is due to the electric 
energy production and consumption of the isogrid drying process. 

Indeed, most of the production phases that include an electric energy consumption resulted in 
relevant environmental impacts; this also includes the filament initial drying (0.26 kg CO2 eq) and 
the filament temperature control during the printing phase (0.26 kg CO2 eq). This is due to the fact 
that the Italian energy mix is mainly composed of non-renewable sources. Improving the 
sustainability of the energy use could strongly reduce the overall impacts of the scenarios (e.g. by 
using renewable distributed energy sources). 

The 3D printer has very low energy requirements for the stepper motors control and the nozzle 
heating and therefore resulted in low impact (0.05 kg CO2 eq). The most impactful phase is 
represented by the raw material (0.6 kg CO2 eq, between 41% and 50% of the total impacts, 
depending on the scenario); this is a common finding in many LCA literature studies focused on 
CFRP and it is attributed to the high-energy requirements of the matrixes and carbon fibers 
production.  

Fig. 3 (b) reports the results of the economic assessment analysis for the two scenarios. As for 
the LCA, Scenario 2 is the best alternative with a total cost of 23.00 € while Scenario 1 has a total 
cost of 19.90€. 

The main difference between the two scenarios is represented by the labour cost required in 
Scenario 2 for the post processing of the isogrid structure. Labor is also the most expensive cost 
item in both the alternatives. In 3D printing, labor is almost independent from the components 
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dimensions (and so the raw materials and machines use costs); hence, for small parts labor can be 
a major cost even if the process is highly automated. 

 

 
Fig. 3. LCA results in terms of GWP (a) and cost analysis results (b) for the two considered 

scenarios. 
 

The depreciation costs of the oven for the heat treatment and the drying system are basically 
negligible due to their low purchase prices. Differently from the environmental assessment, the 
energy use has low relevance (about 1% of the total costs). Table 3 presents the production time 
of the different phases and the total manufacturing time of the two scenarios. The printing phase 
is the most time consuming, closely followed by the structure and filament drying. Overall, the 
post-printing heating treatment determines an increase in production time of about 50%. 

 
Table 3. Production time for the two scenarios. 

Production time 
Filament drying 2 h 
Printing time 2.15 h 
Printing setup 0.2 h 
Part removal 0.1 h 
Structure drying 2.1 h 
Scenario 1 4.45 h 
Scenario 2 6.55 h 

 
Scenario 1 was selected as the reference scenario and the performance index of Scenario 2 was 

calculated accordingly. In line with the model, Scenario 1 index is equal to 1; Scenario 2 index is 
equal to 1.22 (Table 4), which means that it performed 22% worse than the baseline process 
according to the sum of decision criteria. The drying process allows to improve by 23% the 
decision criteria related to the mechanical properties. However, it lowers the performance of the 
system according to every other indicator, as it is time consuming, expensive and with high 
electrical energy requirement. The weight factors used for this case study are appropriate for low 
cost products with modest mechanical performances requirements (e.g. aesthetic components) and 
for which the sustainability is a major concern (e.g. for green labelled parts).  
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It is evident how the weight values are crucial for a correct use of the performance index and 
should be carefully identified in accordance with the company vision and the specific case study. 

For example, considering the present case study, if the environmental sustainability criteria is 
not taken into account (weight factor equal to zero), the production time and cost relevance weight 
are lowered to 2 and 1 respectively, and the mechanical properties factor is set equal to 5, Scenario 
2 becomes the best alternative with an index score equal to 0.98. That would be the case of 
structural components 

This remarks the importance of a proper choice of the weighting factors and also the flexibility 
of the model. In fact, it can be a useful decision tool in almost every industrial sector for every set 
of decision criteria that the stakeholders wish to include in their evaluation process. 

  
Table 4. Performance indexes for the two scenarios. 

 Weight Weighting factor Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Mechanical properties 2 0.14 13.08 kN 16.08 kN 

Environmental sustainability 4 0.29 1.2 kg CO2 eq 1.46 kg CO2 eq 
Cost 3 0.21 19.9 € 23 € 

Production time 5 0.36 4.55 h 6.55 h 
Performance Index   1 1.22 

 

Summary 
In this paper, a new multi criteria decision model for industrial products and processes was 
proposed. The mathematical model provides a simple and effective tool to compare different 
alternatives and to select the best one according to several decision criteria. The tool can also be 
employed to optimize a base scenario by evaluating a multicriteria performance index as a function 
of defined variables.  

The model was employed to compare “as printed” and “dried” 3D printed composite isogrid 
structure. Four different criteria were assessed: mechanical performances by means of 
compression tests, economic and environmental sustainability by means of LCA and LCC analyses 
and production times. The main results can be summarized as follows: 

- On average, the drying process improves the compression resistance of the isogrid 
structures by 23% but it has negative effects for the other three decision criteria.  

- The weighting factors can be calculated by means of the ponderation decision matrix 
considering the company vision and the analysed scenarios.  

- The value of the performance index is strongly influenced by the weighting factors 
associated with each decision criteria. The best alternative can change depending on these 
factors and, therefore, on the company goals. For this reason, the model is suitable for a 
large variety of industrial components and decision criteria.  

Future work could be focused on different applications of the proposed model to further validate 
it and to provide reference values for multicriteria decision processes. 
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Abstract. Friction stir consolidation (FSC) is a solid-state recycling method that directly converts 
machining scraps into semifinished billets. This process has been proven to be a more energy 
efficient and environmentally friendly technique compared to remelting based conventional 
recycling methods. During FSC, machining chips are transformed into a solid billet by the stirring 
action and friction heat of the rotating tool. Due to process mechanics, especially temperature 
gradient and strain rate, billets have shown different hardness values and grain size distribution 
across their sections. Therefore, in this research, miniaturized upsetting samples are extracted from 
the FSC billet. The purpose of minimizing the sample size is to get the local properties of a 
particular position. The intensive characterization was performed with future goals to find a more 
accurate numerical modelling and ultimately assign FSC billet to a potential industrial application. 
Introduction 
The current global demand for aluminum is 100 million tonnes per year [1]. The accelerating 
consumption, due to its growing application in lightweight transport, packaging, construction, and 
electronic industries, is putting immense pressure on industries to increase the production rate. 
However, per 1 ton of aluminum production from the primary source, 12-16 tons of greenhouse 
gas (GHG) are produced, which have severe adverse environmental impacts [2]. Besides, 
aluminum production from ores is also energy-intensive, leading to 13 Exa joules of energy 
consumption, and is therefore responsible for almost 1% of total global energy consumption [3]. 

Interestingly, aluminum is an infinitely recyclable material [3]. In Europe, almost 35 % of the 
aluminum demand is met by recycling aluminum scraps [4]. The conventional recycling route 
involves re-melting the metal, and thus it skips many of the complex steps of aluminum extraction 
from the primary source. Furthermore, recycling is highly energy efficient, requiring 5% of the 
energy compared to obtain aluminum from the primary bauxite source. Thus, recycling can shift 
aluminum’s energy and carbon balance sustainability towards much greater sustainability. 

The conventional recycling method has further limitations, especially during the recycling 
aluminum machining chips. The chip has a high surface-to-volume ratio and is highly oxidation 
prone, causing permanent material loss during the melting process. They cause adverse 
environmental impact, high cost, and significant permanent material loss [5]. Looking to the 
proportion, the machining scraps constitute almost 17% of the total scraps [6]. Therefore, the 
researchers turned to solid-state recycling (SSR) techniques. SSR are those methods that transform 
metal scraps directly into finished or semi-finished billet through mechanical means such as high 
pressure, friction, rotational speed, and force [7]. Recently, SSR processes have been analyzed as 
a potential alternative for recycling machining scraps. 
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Various SRR methods have been introduced for recycling metal chips based on the process 
mechanics and properties of desired product [8-10]. In fact, by omitting the melting phase, 
permanent losses mainly due to oxidation are avoided. Duflou et al. [5] have proved that equal 
channel angular pressing and spark plasma sintering outperform conventional remelting-based 
routes from the environmental impact perspective. Baffari et al. [11] proved the energy efficiency 
of friction stir extrusion. 

Recently FSC has proved to be one of the environment recycling techniques compared to 
conventional remelting [12]. This technology has attracted many researchers as it proved its 
potential beyond the concept of recycling toward upcycling method [13]. FSC has two main steps: 
compaction and consolidation. During compaction, chips or powder are pressed in a hollow die 
chamber by applying a specific load through a cylindrical tool. Then compacted materials are 
further pressed and stirred through the tool's downward force and rotational speed during the 
consolidation phase [14]. So far, researchers numerically modelled [15] FSC process, identified 
the key process parameters [12] and proved its environmental efficiency with respect to 
conventional remelting. 

A typical FSC, due to process mechanics such as different temperatures and strain rate 
distribution, is characterized by variation in mechanical properties along the radial and longitudinal 
direction of the billet [13, 14]. Previously, this variation was validated by Vickers’s hardness test 
and grain size distribution analysis [16]. It is also crucial to analyze the effect of process mechanics 
on other important properties such as mechanical strength, fracture strength, and ductility. These 
mechanical properties can be obtained through tensile tension or compression test. However, due 
to variation in properties across the FSC billet section, miniaturized samples were extracted from 
the billet section. Interestingly, the miniaturization of the sample leads to homogenization and thus 
gives details of local properties. The concept of miniaturized samples for upsetting test, previously 
implemented by Hetz et al. [17] for sheet metal, was applied to the FSC billet. The broader 
objective is to find a more accurate solution for the numerical modelling of the FSC process and 
find the potential industrial application. 
Material and methods 
Material and process set-up.  
As-received material was a 20x20 mm squared bar of AA 2011-T3. The bar was reduced into chips 
by a milling operation. The machining scraps were kept submerged in acetone for 15 minutes for 
efficient cleaning. An input chip mass of 15g was loaded in the cylindrical die with a nominal 
diameter of 25.4 mm and compacted at 5 kN force through an H13 steel cylindrical tool with a 25 
mm diameter. The die and pressing tool were integrated with ESAB-LEGIO (Fig. 1), a dedicated 
friction stir welding machine. The chips compaction was an important step in order to avoid 
spilling out chips during consolidation. Finally, chips were transformed into a cylindrical billet by 
applying the rotating tool at 1500 rpm and 20 kN load for a processing time of 30 seconds. The 
selected process parameters in the current investigation were based on previous studies [13,16] as 
promising conditions for manufacturing sound billet. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of FSC. 

 
Measured outputs. 
After FSC consolidated step, the obtained billets had an average height and a diameter of 10 

mm and 25 mm, respectively. First, the top and bottom surfaces of the FSC cylindrical billet were 
well polished to get a very flat surface. Then slices were cut (perpendicular to the cylindrical axis 
of the billet) from the top, middle, and bottom sections with a thickness of 1.5 mm and a diameter 
equal to the original billet diameter, as shown in Fig. 2 (right). From each disc slice, five 
miniaturized cylindrical upsetting samples were extracted that had a height (h) of 1.5 mm (slice 
thickness) and a diameter (d) of 1 mm through micro-EDM on an SX-200-HPM (Sarix SA). One 
sample (x1) was extracted from the center (r=0) and the remaining four samples (x2, x3, x4, and 
x5) were extracted at r=10 mm from the center of the billet. Upsetting tests were performed at a 
strain rate of  0.5%/s with upsetting sample dimensions given in Fig. 3. The height-to-diameter 
ratio (1.5) of the upsetting was selected based on the equation [17]. 

1≤ h
d
≤ 2 (1) 

According to this Eq. 1, a higher ratio exceeding the maximum limit leads to the buckling of 
the upsetting sample, which is considered a premature failure. On the other hand, a lower ratio 
emphasizes the effect of the frictional coefficient. Besides, Dionol ST V 1725-2 (MKU-Chemie 
GmbH) lubricant was applied to minimize friction. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Extraction of upsetting samples from FSC billet at different position. 
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Results and Discussion 
True-stress strain of FSC billet.  
This section gives details information about the true strain-strain curves of the FSC 2011-T3 billet. 
It also provides evidence of how far true stress-strain graphs agree with the hardness distribution 
profile across the FSC billet section that the authors investigated in their previous research [13,16]. 
Further, a comparison was also made between the true stress-strain curve FSC recycled billet and 
as received AA 2011-T3 bar.  

On the top slice (Fig.4 ), the central sample (x1) showed higher strength compared to the 
remaining upsetting samples (x2 to x5). The flow curves of the remaining four were found almost 
aligned with each other. The reason was samples x2 to x5 were extracted from the same height 
(top slice) and same radial distance (r=10 mm). Interestingly, the variation in properties is enabled 
by FSC process mechanics, i.e., different strain rate and temperature distributions across the billet 
section, as reported by Tang et al. [14]. Although, a detailed analysis has not been performed so 
far, it is quite clear that the die wall and back plate serve as heat sinks, reducing the temperature. 
Due to this, chips close to the die wall and back plate don't receive sufficient heat input and 
deformation to be fully recrystallized, but some bonding is, however, achieved. 

Likewise, the top slice flow curves, almost the same trend was found for the middle slice. The 
central specimen showed higher strength than the other samples, with the exception that the x2 
graph was not aligned with the x3, x4, and x5 curves. This deviation of the x2 graph was 
unexpected, as x2 was extracted from the same radial distance (r=10 mm) and the same height 
(middle slice). Therefore, this misalignment could be an error that occurred while manufacturing 
the samples.  

For the bottom slice, almost uniform flow curves were found for all samples. It is well evident 
that the strength of the material varies both in the radial and longitudinal direction of the billet. 
Further, the top part of the billet shows higher strength than the bottom part, and along the radial 
direction the central part is stronger than the region near the external surface. Also, along the radial 
direction, the difference in true stress-strain curves between the samples at the center (x1) and the 
other samples  (x2 to x5) is higher for the top slice, then difference diminishes at the middle slices, 
and finally, all curves are aligned with each other for the bottom slice. For better understanding, 

 
Fig. 3. Upsetting test and sample dimensions. 
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the trend of true stress-strain curves is discussed in terms of hardness distribution in the following 
section. 
 
 

      

 
Fig. 4. True stress-strain curves for top, middle and bottom slices of FSC billet. 

 
Comparison FSC billet true strain-strain and hardness trend. 
Interestingly, the trend of true strain-strain profile was found very consistent with the hardness 

distribution trend. The hardness measurements were performed on the same material, AA 2011-
T3, manufactured under the same process configuration as mentioned previous section. For 
hardness, a load of 49 N was applied for 15 seconds as dwell time.  

As in Fig.5 (right side), on the top surface, the hardness value is higher, but variation in the 
radial direction is also very high. Similarly, in Fig.5 (left) the true stress-strain curves showed the 
material has good strength at the top (x1, x2, and x3), but the difference in material strength 
between x1 and x2/x3 is higher. It should be noted that x1 is an upsetting sample at the center 
(r=0), and x2 and x3 are at the left and right sides, respectively, of x1. Besides, x2 and x3 are at 
equidistance (r=10 mm) from x1.  

Again in Fig.5 (right), the mid of the billet section shows a minor variation in hardness value 
along the radial direction. A similar relationship can be found for the flow curves of middle slice 
y1 and y2/y3 in Fig.5 (left). 

For the bottom section, a lower but uniform hardness value can be noticed. Likewise, lower 
strengths but alignment of curves were noticed for the true stress-strain graphs of the bottom 
section (z1, z2, and z3).  

It is quite clear that the true stress-strain curves followed the trend of hardness distribution. 
Overall, the central, and top zones show higher strength and higher hardness values in comparison 
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to the part near the external surface and bottom section, where relatively low hardness values were 
noticed. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between true stress-strain curves profiles and hardness distribution across FSC 

billet. 
 

Comparison of true strain-strain profile of FSC billet and as-received material. 
For the sake of better understanding, the true stress-strain curve of the as-received bar of AA 

2011-T3 was compared with flow curves of specimens that were extracted from the center of the 
top (x1), middle (y1), and bottom (z1) slices of FSC billet section as shown in Fig. 6. Interestingly, 
the strength of the top layer of FSC billet was higher, middle slice’s was comparable, and bottom 
slice strength was lower than as-received material. The variation in strength was previously also 
observed in the hardness profile. So, it is well evident that this phenomenon was enabled by FSC 
process mechanics [13,14, 16]. Dynamics recrystallization and full consolidation occur at the top 
surface, making the top surface superior to the as-received material. 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of true stress-strain curve between as-received material and 

different section of FSC billet. 
 
Summary 
Based on the previous discussion, the following can be concluded. 
1. The strength of FSC billet decreases both along billet advancing direction and radial direction. 
2. The strength of top section is higher than strength of bottom section. Similarly, higher strength 
was found along the central part (r=0) compared to the strength of region near the external surface. 
3. The flow curves were found in good agreement with the hardness trend across the billet section. 
It means that hardness is a good indicator for predicting FSC billet strength.  
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4. The region where the billet shows a higher hardness value also shows higher strength, and 
similar results were also valid for the zone of lower hardness value that showed lower strength.  

It has been proved that the FSC process causes variations in the mechanical properties of the 
billet. The authors proved that multi-step FSC processes [16] implementation allows billet with 
more uniform mechanical and microstructural properties to be obtained. Further development will 
focus on the here presented characterization of multiple-step FSCed samples. The authors, in their 
previous studies [18], analyzed the performance of FSCed billets by conducting forging tests, and 
further developments are still in progress in terms of the double cup extrusion test. Also, an 
accurate numerical model will be developed in order to provide clarity on the process mechanics 
and to understand the actual factor causing the sample heterogeneity. 
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Abstract. To increase the sustainability of forming processes such as punch bending, 
homogenization of the processed semi-finished product is an essential step in the manufacturing 
process. High-strength wire materials are usually available as strip material before being further 
processed in a forming process. For storage and transport, the material is coiled onto coils and 
transported to the customer. During the coiling process, residual stresses and plastic deformation 
are introduced into the wire. Thus, the final product quality is also influenced by the geometry of 
the coil. Straightening machines are used in production lines to compensate for these. Once a 
straightening machine has been set up, the settings for the roll positions are usually not changed. 
As a result, there is no reaction to material fluctuations, which means that the components to be 
produced do not meet the dimensional accuracy requirements. This leads to an increase in the 
rejection rate in manufacturing processes. To reduce the rejection rate, it is necessary to enable 
dynamic and flexible infeed of the straightening rollers. In this context, an innovative control 
concept with disturbance compensation was developed for the straightening process. The 
disturbance compensation uses a disturbance model that predicts the change in bending curvature 
over the coil radius. With this prediction, the straightening machine can be adjusted specifically. 
The roller positions are adjusted by a subordinate position control. The additional feedback from 
measured geometric product properties from the following punching-bending process enables the 
straightening machine to be adjusted even in the case of unforeseen fluctuations in the material 
properties. In this way, it is possible to react to any material fluctuations as required. This novel, 
demand-oriented adjustment of the straightening machine is expected to result in a high increase 
in the efficiency of the production process and a reduction of the rejection rate. 
Introduction 
Semi-finished products made of high-strength flat wire are usually transported to the customer on 
coils and further processed in downstream processes such as punch-bending. Transport and storage 
on coils induce pre-curvatures and residual stresses in the semi-finished product, which fluctuate 
over the coil length during uncoiling. These fluctuations in the semi-finished product have a 
negative effect on component quality in the downstream processes. In order to compensate for the 
variable curvature of the incoming straightening material, straightening machines with a large 
number of straightening rolls are used [1]. 

To reduce the number of straightening rollers, the fluctuations of the material properties must 
be known, which is generally not the case. The fluctuations can only be identified with great effort 
and at the earliest in the straightening result [2]. In addition, online correction of the roller positions 
in the straightening process is necessary. The rollers of the currently used straightening machines 
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are adjusted manually or by motor. After the initial positioning, however, the rollers usually remain 
in the same position during the entire production process for a coil. To keep the straightening result 
constant under these conditions, it is not possible to reduce the number of straightening rollers.  
With a high number of straightening rollers, the number of alternate bending operations and the 
accumulated deformation of the material due to the straightening process increase. This leads to a 
reduction in the strength properties of the material like yield strength, tensile strength, and 
elongation at fracture [3]. 

This paper presents an innovative straightening process in which the straightening roller 
positions are adjusted online. For this purpose, deterministic disturbance variables in the 
straightening process are estimated. During the straightening process, the straightening result is 
evaluated based on measurement data and, if necessary, adjustments of the roll positions are 
derived. The use of intelligent straightening processes offers great potential for making 
manufacturing processes more sustainable and resource-saving. 
State of the Art 
In recent years, several approaches have already been investigated to determine the appropriate 
roller setting for the straightening process. These approaches can be divided into two categories: 
These are, on the one hand, the numerical approaches, which use FE models to simulatively 
determine the roller settings. On the other hand, experimental approaches are investigated with the 
use of different measurement methods.  

The numerical approaches are based on FE simulations and often require a high computational 
effort. An example of this is the work in [4, 5]. The aim is pursued to reduce the residual stresses 
in the straightened material. The used optimization algorithms rely on a high number of 
simulations. In [6], an approach is presented in which the settings of all bending triangles in a FE 
model are adjusted via a sub-routine. Here, the focus was placed on the analysis of the bending 
line in the straightening machine. 

To reduce the simulation effort, a control loop was implemented in an FE simulation in [7]. 
Within the FE model, the position of the upper edge of the sheet metal at the end of the 
straightening process was used as the measured variable for determining the residual curvature. 
The position specification of the second last roller is used as the control variable.  

This approach is also used in [2], where a concept for the automated adjustment of a five-roller 
straightening machine is presented. Based on a force measurement during the closing of the first 
bending triangle, the material parameters necessary to determine the roller positions are identified. 
Through a previously conducted simulative parameter study, the appropriate roller positions are 
known for a variety of different straightening material properties.  

This work is continued in [8]. The main difference to [2] is its online capability. This makes it 
possible to detect changes in the yield strength and pre-curvature of the metal sheet and readjust 
the roller position accordingly. The disadvantage of these approaches is always a high simulation 
effort, and the data is only valid for one specific machine configuration. 

In addition to numerical approaches, experimental approaches should also be mentioned. In [9], 
a way to set up a straightening machine for flat wire is presented. Via an offline curvature 
measurement, the pre-curvature is automatically detected, and possible roller configurations are 
suggested to the operator via an experimentally created database. A concept for controlling 
straightening machines during operation is developed in [10]. In order to adjust the position of the 
rollers, the curvature of the sheet metal is measured behind the straightening machine by distance 
sensors. An experimental validation of the concept was not carried out. Another concept for an 
online control is presented in [11]. In this work, the straightening rolls are also adjusted by a control 
algorithm based on a curvature measurement behind the straightening machine. The residual 
curvature is continuously determined with a specially developed curvature sensor. However, 
according to the authors, the curvature measurement is the weak point and does not provide reliable 
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results because the curvature is overlaid by other process forces. Another online approach is 
presented in [12]. Here, mechanical material properties of the material under study are estimated. 
However, straightened material is assumed for the estimation. 

An approach to control a leveling process based on the magnetic properties is presented in [13]. 
The magnetic properties are investigated considering the Barkhausen effect in connection with the 
residual stresses present in the material. The authors noted that with this type of measurement, the 
residual stress distribution is not sufficiently accurate, so no implementation of the concept was 
made. In [14, 15 and 16] an innovative setup of a straightening system is presented, which has an 
eddy current measurement system. Its measurement results can be correlated to variable material 
properties. 

As a conclusion of this chapter, on the one hand the listed works require either a high simulation 
effort or preliminary tests with a special test configuration of straightening machine and semi-
finished product. On the other hand, the detection of state variables of the semi-finished product 
is not sufficiently robust to implement a dynamic roller adjustment for a good straightening result. 
However, these are the requirements for a robust and efficient straightening process in order to 
reduce the rejection rate in downstream processes. For the application of a process, a low 
simulation and parameterization effort as well as an efficient transferability to other wire types is 
desirable. A control approach should also ensure the adjustment of the straightening rollers in the 
process to be able to react to fluctuating wire properties. For this purpose, a robust and reliable 
measurement of state variables of the wire must be ensured. Based on these requirements, the 
control approach presented in this paper was developed. 
System Description and Control Architecture 
The dynamic adjustment of the straightening rollers during the manufacturing process is desirable 
in order to be able to react to fluctuating material properties of the semi-finished product. Particular 
focus is placed on the development of a robust and efficient method that does not require time-
consuming or resource-intensive preliminary tests and is suitable for industrial use. To develop 
such an approach, this paper considers the system shown in Fig. 1 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the entire manufacturing process. 
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The semi-finished product is uncoiled from a coil and fed to the straightening process via guide 
rollers. This is equipped with sensors to determine the roller positions 𝑧𝑧𝑀𝑀 = �𝑧𝑧1,𝑀𝑀, 𝑧𝑧2,𝑀𝑀, 𝑧𝑧3,𝑀𝑀�

𝑇𝑇
 and 

the straightening forces 𝐹𝐹𝑀𝑀 = �𝐹𝐹1,𝑀𝑀,𝐹𝐹2,𝑀𝑀,𝐹𝐹3,𝑀𝑀�
𝑇𝑇
 on these rollers. The semi-finished product is 

pulled through the straightening machine by a feeding unit. This is followed by a material buffer 
to make the transition from the continuous straightening process to the discontinuous punch-
bending process. The punch-bending machine has a feeding unit and a punch unit. In this process, 
an L-shaped component is produced. The bending angle 𝛼𝛼 and the straightness 𝜃𝜃 of the leg are 
recorded via a camera. A PLC controls all drives and processes the sensor data. The determining 
variables for the process speed are the coil speed 𝜔𝜔𝐶𝐶 upstream of the straightening machine, the 
feeding speed 𝜔𝜔𝐹𝐹 of the feeding unit downstream of the straightening machine, the feeding speed 
𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹 at the punch-bending machine, and the cam disk speed 𝜔𝜔𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 of the punch-bending machine. 

The aim of the control approach presented here is the dynamic specification of the reference 
positions 𝑧𝑧𝑅𝑅 for the straightening rollers. On the one hand, this should keep the quality of the 
straightening process reproducible at a high level. On the other hand, it should be possible to react 
to fluctuations in the material properties with a dynamic adjustment of the straightening rollers in 
the process. The fluctuations in the material properties are interpreted as disturbance variables and 
can be divided into two categories: deterministic and stochastic disturbance variables. In this 
approach, the change in pre-curvature over the coil radius is considered as a deterministic 
disturbance variable. Stochastic disturbances are, for example, width and thickness variations or 
the material composition. 

Accordingly, the developed control approach is also divided into two parts. The feedforward 
control estimates and compensates for the change in pre-curvature with the aid of disturbance 
compensation. The feedback control is provided to correct the estimated roller positions in order 
to react to stochastic disturbances. The structure of the control approach is shown in Fig. 2 and is 
based on the two-degree-of-freedom structure (cf. [17]). 
 

 
Fig. 2. Scheme of the control structure. 

 
The vector 𝑅𝑅 contains the setpoints for feedforward and feedback control: 

𝑅𝑅 = �𝜅𝜅2,𝑅𝑅 ,   𝛼𝛼𝑅𝑅,   𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅�
𝑇𝑇
  (1) 

The variable 𝜅𝜅2,𝑅𝑅 describes the reference value for the residual curvature of the flat wire behind 
the straightening machine. Corresponding, 𝛼𝛼𝑅𝑅 and 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅 are the reference values for the 
characteristics of the component to be produced. Based on the reference specification, the 
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process by Δ𝑧𝑧𝑅𝑅, so that the final reference vector 𝑧𝑧𝑅𝑅 is provided for the subordinate position control 
of the straightening rollers. These are controlled and act as manipulated variables on the flat wire 
in the first part of the controlled system, the forming process in the straightening machine. As 
deterministic disturbance variable, the change of the pre-curvature Δ𝜅𝜅0 influences the straightening 
process. The totality of all stochastic disturbances is summarized in the vector 𝜻𝜻. This includes, 
for example, variations in width, thickness, or material composition. With a residual curvature 𝜅𝜅2, 
the flat wire is fed to the punch-bending process, which represents the second part of the controlled 
system. In this, an L-shaped component is formed, which is characterized by the quantities 𝛼𝛼 and 
𝜃𝜃 (see Fig. 2). These quantities are measurable and can be fed to the control system as measured 
values. 

The change of the pre-curvature Δ𝜅𝜅0 cannot be measured directly during the running process 
since it is overlaid by process-related tensile forces. This also applies to the residual curvature 𝜅𝜅2 
behind the straightening machine. For this reason, only a measurement of the initial curvature 𝜅𝜅0 
before starting the production process when inserting a new coil is possible via offline 
measurement. The initial curvature is fed to the disturbance model in the disturbance 
compensation. The disturbance compensation estimates the further variation of the curvature �̃�𝜅0 
over the coil radius 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶. In the feedforward control, a reference trajectory of the straightening roller 
positions as a function of time 𝑧𝑧𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) is calculated. The exact operation of the disturbance 
compensation is presented in the following section. The algorithm of the feedback control is part 
of future work and will therefore not be considered further in detail. 
Disturbance Compensation 
After a flat wire has been produced in a rolling mill, it is coiled onto a coil for storage and transport 
purposes. The deformation of the wire on the coil does not immediately generate plastic 
deformation. Due to effects such as aging, hardening and also thermal influences a straightened 
coiled flat wire will again show curvature when it is uncoiled. With the right choice for the position 
of the straightening rollers, this pre-curvature can be compensated. However, the pre-curvature 
varies with the radius. The radius decreases continuously with the uncoiling of the flat wire and 
thus the pre-curvature of the wire increases (see Fig. 3 (a)). This requires a continuous adjustment 
of the straightening roller positions. To determine the roll positions, the pre-curvature must be 
known exactly. However, this cannot be measured continuously during the process, as this would 
require stopping the process and unraveling the wire. Therefore, the goal of the disturbance 
compensation is to estimate the pre-curvature �̃�𝜅0 of the flat wire over the radius 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶. 

 

    
Fig. 3. Trajectory of the pre-curvature over the coil radius: (a) Schematic (left) and (b) 

measured (right). 
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Due to the mechanical material properties of steel, the wire springs back when it is uncoiled 
from the coil. This can be observed especially with wire made of high-strength spring steel. Thus, 
the curvature 𝜅𝜅𝑓𝑓 of the wire after uncoiling in the tension-free situation is not identical with the 
curvature 𝜅𝜅𝐶𝐶 of the wire in the forced position on the coil. To describe the dimension of this 
relationship, the springback ratio 𝜏𝜏 is defined: 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜅𝜅𝑓𝑓
𝜅𝜅𝐶𝐶

  (2) 

The curvature 𝜅𝜅𝐶𝐶 during storage can be determined as the reciprocal of 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶. Thus, to calculate 
the spring-up ratio, it is necessary to measure the curvature of a wire segment in the tension-free 
state and to determine the coil radius on which the wire segment was stored. The springback ratio 
is an important parameter for the disturbance model, which will be presented in the following. 

The change in pre-curvature during uncoiling a coil can only be measured destructively if 
specimens are taken from the different coil radii. The result of such an experiment is shown in  
Fig. 3 (b). The measurement shown was taken on a flat wire (material 1.4310) with a thickness of 
0.5 mm and a width of 6.5 mm. The coil had an inner radius of 480 mm and an outer radius of 742 
mm. 

There is a wide range of factors that influence the trend. Both a fluctuating material composition 
and cross-section variations as well as the storage time and environmental influences such as 
temperature and air humidity during storage are to be mentioned here. Added to this are the tension 
conditions during coiling and the deformation history of the semi-finished product. Other 
influences such as anelasticity or hardening can be added. All these influencing factors are neither 
known nor individually measurable by the user who wants to process the semi-finished product 
into a product. For this reason, the disturbance model is initially kept intentionally simple. A linear 
relationship between the pre-curvature and the stock radius is assumed. Considering Fig. 3 (b), this 
is quite reasonable. Thus, the estimate �̃�𝜅0 of the curvature over the coil radius 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶 can be described 
with the disturbance model 

�̃�𝜅0(𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶) = 𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶 + 𝑛𝑛 (3) 

The parameters 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑛𝑛 describe the gradient and location of the linear function. On the one hand, 
this approach is particularly robust with respect to the large number of influencing factors and, on 
the other hand, it is straightforward to parameterize, which is advantageous in view of the limited 
data available when inserting a new coil. It is necessary to find at least two data points 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 at the 
outer and 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 at the inner of the coil, which give the information about the pre-curvature value and 
the corresponding coil radius. 

The procedure for determining the two data points is shown in Fig. 4. The inner and outer coil 
radius 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶,𝑖𝑖 and 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶,𝑜𝑜 are geometrical parameters of the coil and therefore known. For the first data 
point 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜, the pre-curvature 𝜅𝜅0,𝑜𝑜 can be measured using the offline measurement (see Fig. 2) after 
inserting a new coil. The pre-curvature 𝜅𝜅0,𝑖𝑖 for the second data point 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 can only be measured when 
the coil has been completely uncoiled. Therefore, it is predicted using two sources of information. 
The first one is the springback ratio from Eq. 2. This can be calculated with the outer data point 
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜. Assuming that the springback ratio is approximately constant over the coil radius, Eq. 2 can be 
transformed to 𝜅𝜅𝑓𝑓 and the pre-curvature at the coil inside can be predicted. The second source of 
data is a data base in which the curvature values of the previous coils are stored. Thus, the 
prediction �̃�𝜅0,𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 for the pre-curvature at the coil inside of the j-th coil can be calculated to: 

�̃�𝜅0,𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝜀𝜀 ⋅ 𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 ⋅ 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶,𝑖𝑖 + (1 − 𝜀𝜀) ⋅ 𝐾𝐾0,𝑖𝑖   (4) 
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Here, 𝜀𝜀 indicates how much trust is placed in the estimation via the springback ratio. The value for 
𝜀𝜀 can be set between 0 and 1. The closer 𝜀𝜀 is to 1, the more confidence is placed in the estimate of 
the springback ratio. 𝐾𝐾0,𝑖𝑖 indicates the moving average of the measured pre-curvature 𝜅𝜅0,𝑖𝑖 of the 
previously processed coils: 

𝐾𝐾0,𝑖𝑖 = 1
𝑛𝑛
∑ 𝜅𝜅0,𝑖𝑖,(𝑗𝑗−𝑘𝑘)
𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘=1   (5) 

In it, 𝑛𝑛 indicates the number of previously processed coils to be considered in the estimation. For 
the first coil, only the spring-back ratio is available for the estimation. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Working principle of the disturbance compensation algorithm. 

 
In the feedforward control, a nominal trajectory for the straightening rollers can now be 

determined based on a plant model of the straightening machine, so that the predicted pre-curvature 
trajectory is compensated over the radius. In combination with the process speed and the coil 
geometry, the feedforward control specifies a time-based reference trajectory for the positions of 
the straightening rollers. 
This procedure takes into account the properties of the coil to be processed. At the same time, the 
material behavior on a coil is learned over several coils and the prediction is continuously 
improved. The more precise the prediction, the higher the straightening quality and the fewer 
straightening rollers have to be used. Thus, in addition to a high straightening quality, the number 
of straightening rollers is also reduced and thus the material is straightened more carefully and in 
line with requirements. As a result, the strength values are maintained and the overbending is 
reduced. 

In order to show how the estimation algorithm works, it was carried out on three samples as an 
example. A flat wire made of the material 1.4310 and with the dimensions 6.5 mm x 0.5 mm (width 
and thickness) was considered. The coil had a diameter of 480 mm inside and 742 mm outside. 
The result is shown in Table 1. The measured pre-curvature 𝜅𝜅0,𝑜𝑜 at the outer coil radius and the 
calculated springback ratio 𝜏𝜏 are listed in the second and third column. Subsequently, two estimates 
have been calculated. The first one is the estimate �̃�𝜅0,𝑖𝑖,1 calculated using only the springback ratio. 
The second estimate �̃�𝜅0,𝑖𝑖,2 was calculated using Eq. 4. For this purpose, 𝜀𝜀 = 0.333 was chosen. 
This means that the deflection ratio is trusted to be 33.3 % and the measured values of the previous 
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coils to be 66.7 %. The value was chosen because the estimate about the springback ratio on the 
first coil was a bit too high. This trend is confirmed on the other two specimens. Thus, for further 
coils, the trust ratio can be further adjusted in favor of the curvature values of previous coils. In 
the last column, the measurement of the pre-curvature 𝜅𝜅0,𝑖𝑖 at the inner coil radius is shown for 
comparison. 

 
Table 1. Result of the estimation algorithm (𝜿𝜿�𝟎𝟎,𝒊𝒊,𝟏𝟏 corresponds to estimate only based on 𝝉𝝉; 𝜿𝜿�𝟎𝟎,𝒊𝒊,𝟐𝟐 

corresponds to the estimation according to equation 4 with 𝜺𝜺 = 𝟎𝟎.𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑). 

# 𝜅𝜅0,𝑜𝑜 [1/m] 𝜏𝜏 [-] �̃�𝜅0,𝑖𝑖,1 [1/m] �̃�𝜅0,𝑖𝑖,2 [1/m] 𝜅𝜅0,𝑖𝑖 [1/m] 
Specimen 1 0.3996 0.2965 0.6177 - 0.5767 
Specimen 2 0.4882 0.3622 0.7547 0.6360 0.5944 
Specimen 3 0.4617 0.3426 0.7137 0.6282 0.6120 

 
With these calculations, a trajectory for the straightening rollers can now be determined. In the 

case of specimen 3, the straightening machine would be set for a constant pre-curvature of 0.4882 
1/m in a conventional straightening process. With the presented algorithm, a continuous change in 
pre-curvature from 0.4882 1/m to 0.6282 1/m is considered. This matches the actual change of the 
pre-curvature to 0.6120 1/m much better than assuming a constant progression. This shows the 
great advantage of the algorithm. With the estimation of the trajectory of the pre-curvature, the 
straightening rollers can be continuously adjusted during the running process. The small estimation 
error is acceptable in any case and is compensated by the feedback control. A static persistence of 
the straightening rollers in one position over the entire straightening process produces a 
considerably lower straightening quality and therefore requires a higher number of straightening 
rollers to compensate for this. 
Summary 
This paper presents a novel control concept for a manufacturing process consisting of a 
straightening machine and a punch-bending machine. The concept presented enables the 
straightening rollers to be readjusted during the manufacturing process. In this way, a novel 
possibility is created to be able to react to fluctuations in the material properties. Both deterministic 
and stochastic material fluctuations are addressed. With the help of the learning disturbance 
compensation, the deterministic change of the pre-curvature over the coil radius is estimated and 
compensated. Thus, over the entire manufacturing process, the estimation can be continuously 
improved, and the material behavior learned. Other stochastic material variations can be 
compensated via online measurement in the punch-bending process. 

This method opens up completely new possibilities for an efficient and resource-saving 
manufacturing process. Compared to conventional levelers, the number of leveling rolls can be 
reduced. In addition, overbending can be avoided by straightening the semi-finished product as 
required, which preserves the strength properties of the material. This increases the sustainability 
of the forming processes in two key aspects: On the one hand, it is possible to react to material 
fluctuations and adjust the position of the straightening rollers. This leads to a reduction in the 
rejection rate of the manufacturing process. On the other hand, components can be designed 
slimmer and lighter by preserving the strength properties of high-strength steels. This results in a 
high potential for lightweight constructions with high strength steel. The combination of both 
aspects at the same time in one manufacturing process contributes significantly to a responsible 
and careful use of resources. At the present time, a potential of up to 8.5% in material savings is 
estimated. A detailed validation of this control concept is pending in the next research work. 
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Abstract. The packaging industry is a significant contributor to the plastic pollution burdening our 
environment. One main issue with plastics is that they are designed to be durable, and so they 
persevere in the environment even after they have fulfilled their use. This study aims to analyse 
the potential benefits of switching to biodegradable and biobased polymers in the cosmetic 
packaging industry to lessen their environmental impact once disposed of. This assessment 
commenced with a sustainable material selection process to shortlist a set of viable biodegradable 
candidate materials (polylactic acid and wood plastic composites), for cosmetic compacts and then 
comparing them to acrylonitrile butadiene styrene as the benchmark material for this application. 
The functional, environmental and cost implications of such a change were quantified to validate 
the suitability of using biodegradable polymers. Functionally, polylactic acid and acrylonitrile 
butadiene styrene only passed the testing conducted making wood plastic composites an unviable 
option. wood plastic composites and polylactic acid were found to cost 40-53 per cent more than 
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene. In terms of the environmental impact, polylactic acid and wood 
plastic composites reduced the lifecycle impact by 18-30 per cent and the end-of-life impact by 
26-42 per cent. The results obtained suggest great potential in shifting to such an alternative.  
Introduction 
People have become more aware of their impact on the environment, allowing sustainability to 
shape the way current businesses make long term decisions. This paradigm shift to sustainability 
is mainly brought about by consumer demand and legislation. Society demands that organisations 
become responsible corporate citizens and puts their money behind these demands. Therefore, 
businesses must shift to sustainable practices to remain competitive in today's market [1]. In the 
cosmetics industry, customers are seeking more eco-friendly products, this is substantiated by a 
projected natural and organic cosmetic market growth from €11.42 billion in 2021 to €17.35 billion 
by 2027 [2]. Moreover, fossil-based polymers are made from fossil fuels, a finite resource which 
is projected to run out by 2042 [3]. One benefit of using such materials is their relatively cheaper 
cost due to their popularity in the market. However, this will soon change, as the introduction of 
new regulations to cut down manufacturers' dependence on fossil fuels will lead to higher costs. 
In 2019, the global plastic production and incineration carbon footprint was estimated to be 850 
Mt of CO2. Such emissions could reach 1,340 Mt by 2030 and gradually increase to 2,800 Mt by 
2050 [4]. By noting the accelerated growth of the bioplastic market, going from 2.11 million tonnes 
in 2018 to a projected 2.62 million tonnes in 2023, it is safe to assume that costs will be reduced 
as time progresses [5]. Therefore, it is imperative to explore alternative materials with lower carbon 
footprints throughout their whole life cycle.  

A study conducted by Cinelli et al. commented on the unfeasibility of reusing or recycling 
cosmetic packages due to issues with post-use packaging collection and cleaning of residue 
contamination. Therefore, attaining a full circular economy proves to be challenging for the 
cosmetic packaging industry. They also commented on the vitality of considering the functional 
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requirements of the cosmetic packaging when opting for a biodegradable alternative [6]. Various 
researchers discussed renewable materials such as PLA and WPC as being suitable candidates for 
cosmetic packaging due to their decent mechanical properties and affordable cost [7, 8]. Sebastião 
et al. took a Life Cycle Engineering cradle-to-grave approach to biodegradable material selection. 
When selecting a biodegradable polymer alternative, they evaluated each candidate material's 
environmental, financial, and functional benefits, correlating the three through a ternary diagram. 
Furthermore, by creating a Multi-Attribute Decision-Making process, Sebastião et al. could 
analyse the performance of the materials by correlating their mechanical properties with the 
product requirements. The environmental and economic effects were then defined using life cycle 
analysis (LCA) and life cycle costing methodologies. Finally, the suitability of biodegradable 
materials was determined, confirming that PLA was well suited for their application [9]. One 
limitation in this approach is the lack of consideration of biodegradability at EoL; moreover, a 
more detailed decision matrix would have corresponded to a more inclusive analysis.  

After reviewing various literature in this field, the goals of this study were set to select and 
compare different biodegradable polymers suitable for the cosmetic packaging industry, from 
functional, environmental, and cost perspectives. Thus, concluding whether biodegradable 
materials are superior to fossil-based non-biodegradable materials in the cosmetic packaging 
industry.  
Method and Materials  
The method followed throughout this study is summarized in Fig. 1. The product definition was 
the first step in which the case study part for this assessment was selected by following the 
recommendations of the industrial partner of this study (Toly Products Ltd). The infinity round 
compact made from Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) material, as seen in Fig. 2, was chosen 
having a production volume of 2 million compacts per year. In this assessment the term compact 
will be used to refer to the cosmetic packaging made up of the base and lid excluding any stainless-
steel pins, mirrors or powder inserts.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Method Summary. Fig. 2. Case Study Part. 

Ansys Granta EduPack 2020 was used to conduct an ‘eco-audit’ on the case study part. This was 
used to establish the baseline energy and carbon footprints of the ABS compact at each life stage 
as shown in Fig. 3. This, together with the design requirements set by the industrial partner were 
used to create a translation table (Table 1) following the Ashby methodology [10]. By using the 
relative penalty function method, five materials were shortlisted: Polylactic acid (PLA), PLA with 
30% natural fiber, PLA impact modified, Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA), Polycaprolactone (PCL) 
and wood plastic composites (WPC). The Ansys Granta EduPack synthesiser tool was used to 
create a material made of non-fibrous wood particles and PLA. This allowed for the inclusion of 
WPC in the assessment by incorporating it in the decision matrix constructed to rank the materials. 
The direct rating method was used to assign a unique weighting to each criterion in the decision 
matrix. Three main categories were highlighted and given equal importance: (i) functional 
(flexural strength, impact strength, density, and mould shrinkage), (ii) financial (cost), and (iii) 
environmental (biodegradability and carbon footprint). The ranking resulted in WPC placing first, 
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followed by the datum ABS and then PLA placing third. ABS HI121H, PLA 4043D and WPC 
Sulapac Universal grades were procured. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

  
 

 
A thermal analysis using identiPol QA2 was performed on the materials to understand how their 
properties change with temperature. Three samples of ABS, PLA and WPC were run to build a 
database of these materials to be analysed by plotting Tan Delta and Stiffness vs Temperature 
plots. This equipment also allows the user to identify the contents of the tested material by running 
a quality index score test (QIS). Since WPC Sulapac Universal is a commercial material, this test 
was run to compare it to PLA due to an assumption that PLA was used as the biodegradable 
polymer matrix to which wood fibers were added. Therefore, ten samples of PLA were run through 
the identiPol QA2 to create a PLA reference dataset that could then be compared with WPC 
Sulapac Universal. Then, a score was generated between 0 and 10, 0 implying no match and 10 
corresponding to a perfect match allowing the user to assume the composition of the material. 

In terms of the quality analysis the standard procedure followed by the industrial partner to 
validate the compact’s quality was adhered to. For the package integrity testing, an open-close 
cyclic test was performed, for which 400 open and close cycles were simulated. After 100 cycles, 
the compacts were checked to confirm whether the pins remained in the hinge. Furthermore, a 
drop test was performed on the compacts in which, five compacts were dropped with the compact 
base parallel and perpendicular to the ground from a height of one meter. The Mecmesin MultiTest 
2.5dv force gauge was used to carry out the hinge break test, to determine the minimum force 
required to break the hinge, and a clip open test to determine the maximum force required to open 
the compacts’ clip.  

For the cost assessment the Part Cost Estimator tool available in Ansys Granta EduPack was 
used to allow for a cost comparison between the different materials. The tool required a series of 
cost and feature-related input data, from which it could estimate the manufacturing cost for one 
compact made from the different materials selected.  

For the environmental assessment, a four step Life Cycle Assessment as shown in Fig. 4 
(following ISO 14040:2006) using SimaPro 9.2 was used. Ecoinvent v3.3 was used for the 
inventory and impact assessment stages [11]. Furthermore, ReCiPe2016 (Hierarchist) was used as 
the impact assessment method to convert the life cycle inventories to a list of harmonised impact 
scores on a midpoint and endpoint level.  
 

 
Fig. 4. LCA methodology. 

Constraints 

Geometrical: 
Radius; Thickness; Width 
Functional: 
1. Must be biodegradable 
2. Must be injection mouldable  
3. Must support a flexural strength of F 

[78MPa]  
4. The shrink rate must be like S [0.4-0.7%]  

Objectives 

1. Minimise Carbon Footprint  
2. Minimise Embodied Energy 
3. Maximise Impact Strength 
4. Minimise Density 
5. Minimise Cost 

Table 1. Material selection constraints and objectives. 

Fig. 3. Eco-Audit results for the Case 
Study Part. 
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The goals of the environmental LCA were as follows:  
• Analyse and compare the impacts of the whole lifecycle of a PLA and WPC compact to 

those of an ABS compact.  
• Compare the effects of different End-of-Life (EoL) scenarios i.e. (i) industrial composting, 

(ii) landfill, (iii) incineration, and (iv) recycling, for ABS, PLA and WPC compacts. 
As for the scope of this assessment, the LCA was conducted for the base and lid of the compact, 
disregarding any pins and aluminium pans. Furthermore, a cradle-to-grave assessment was 
followed, neglecting the use and transportation phases. The use phase was ignored as the compact 
is a static object and thus consumes no energy or resources during its use phase. The transportation 
phase was also disregarded as it was assumed that similar routes would be followed by all three 
materials, thus having no significant influence on the overall environmental impact, given their 
relatively similar densities. Additionally, the functional unit, which is a quantified description of 
the system's performance was taken to be 2 million Infinity Round Compacts. During the life cycle 
inventory assessment stage, the necessary inputs and outputs to evaluate the life cycle impacts of 
the compact were realised as highlighted in Table 2. The PLA and ABS readily available in 
SimaPro were selected for the raw material production phase. For WPC, the material was 
synthesised by first reviewing the material patent as in [12] and then relating this with the thermal 
analysis QIS test results. By noting that WPC Sulapac scored an 8 compared to PLA, it was 
assumed that it comprises 80% PLA and 20% wood fibers. As for the manufacturing phase, the 
injection moulding process was considered for all materials. For the EoL phase, landfilling, 
incineration, recycling, and industrial composting were considered. In Ecoinvent v3.3, there was 
no EoL scenario for industrial composting which was considered as an EoL scenario for the 
biodegradable polymers; thus, this was created by assuming that when the biodegradable compact 
is placed in an industrial composting facility, it transforms into carbon dioxide, water and humus 
as stated by NatureWorks in [13]. 
 

Table 2. Mass of raw material used per component. 

Raw Material Component Volume (cm3) Density (g/cm3) Mass (g) 

ABS 
Lid 9.543 

1.05 
10.020 

Base 12.733 13.370 

PLA 
Lid 9.543 

1.35 
12.883 

Base 12.733 17.190 

WPC 
Lid 9.543 

1.26 
12.024 

Base 12.733 16.044 

Following this, two assessments were conducted, (i) an EoL assessment and (ii) a Life Cycle 
assessment. For the latter, the EoL scenario considered was a mix of all scenarios. This was done 
as the probability of all the compacts ending up in the same waste disposal environment is highly 
unlikely as this depends on a series of factors such as the geographical location and product 
material. Therefore, the method adopted by Moretti et al. in [14] was implemented to model a 
complete life cycle of the compacts. For ABS, it was assumed that 30% was recycled, 39% was 
incinerated, and 31% was landfilled; for WPC and PLA, it was assumed that 15% was industrial 
composted, 15% was recycled, 39% was incinerated, and 31% was landfilled. 

The results were interpreted by following the ReCiPe 2016 impact assessment method. This 
method follows a cause-and-effect pathway that allows for assessing the relationship between the 
inventories and their potential impacts. This addresses various environmental concerns at the 
midpoint level and then combines them into three endpoint categories, (in terms of damage to 
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Human Health, Ecosystems, and Resource Availability) allowing for a detailed and generalised 
assessment. The results obtained were then interpreted by first noting the impacts on the whole life 
cycle by switching from ABS to PLA and WPC, together with the effect of different EoL scenarios 
chosen. As highlighted in ISO 14040:2006, this phase must include the identification of significant 
issues highlighted throughout the assessment and an evaluation of the study itself [15]. This was 
done by first reviewing the life cycle inventory to confirm that the methods and data applied across 
the different materials were consistent and ensuring that long term emissions were considered in 
all scenarios.  
Results and Discussion 
Following the series of analyses conducted, the results were analysed to generate a comprehensive 
understanding of the impacts on the functional, cost and environmental factors when switching to 
PLA and WPC from ABS for the cosmetic compact case.   
Thermal Analysis. From the Tan Delta vs Temperature 
graph shown in Fig. 5, the material's viscous to elastic 
response ratio was analysed. From the Tan Delta values 
at room temperature obtained, PLA registered the most 
significant Tan Delta value of 0.05 ± 0.01, followed 
closely by WPC at 0.03 ± 0.01 and then ABS at 0.02 ± 
0.01. These values could imply that PLA has the 
relatively best energy absorption at room temperature. 
However, one must acknowledge that this is not related 
to the material's impact strength; thus, further 
functional testing is required to confirm such an 
assumption.  
 
 
Furthermore, by noting the glass transition temperatures of the materials, ABS was the most 
thermally stable material, followed by PLA and WPC, which are relatively similar. The onset glass 
transition temperature for both PLA and WPC was initiated at approximately 40˚C, relatively close 
to room temperature. Therefore, when both compacts are used at temperatures above 40˚C (such 
as when the cosmetic compact is left in a car in summer), their structural integrity may not be 
upheld, and the compacts may warp or shrink depending on how excessive the temperatures are.  

Table 3 summarises all thermal analysis results. ABS is an amorphous material, so no melting 
temperature was measured for this material. Furthermore, although PLA is a semicrystalline 
polymer, it behaved amorphously as no melting point was recorded. This is firstly due to its low 
crystallisation rate and secondly due to a relatively high cooling rate during the preparation of the 
testing samples. Therefore, the melting temperature of PLA listed in Table 3 was taken from its 
datasheet instead [16]. When comparing the WPC to PLA it was observed that the crystallisation 
rate increased for WPC, due to the presence of the wood particles, thus, resulting in a higher 
melting point.  
 

Table 3. Thermal analysis results (Mean ± St. Deviation). 

Material  Tan Delta  
at Room Temperature  

Glass Transition 
Temperature (˚C) 

Melting 
Temperature (˚C) 

ABS 0.02 ± 0.01 108.50 ± 5.78 NA 

PLA  0.05 ± 0.01 61.47 ± 2.25 145-160 [16] 

WPC 0.03 ± 0.01 57.77 ± 1.85 187.77 ± 2.32 

Fig. 5. Tan Delta vs. Temperature 
(˚C). 
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Quality Analysis. The results from the quality tests conducted were as seen in Fig. 6-9. Considering 
the overall performance of all three materials, PLA and ABS passed all tests, making PLA a viable 
biodegradable material for this case study part. WPC, on the other hand, while being visually 
attractive, was functionally inadequate. Throughout all the tests, the WPC compact was repeatedly 
failing from the hinge as a result of a low-quality weld line which was formed here, leading to the 
premature failure of the compact. It was assumed that the wood powder portion of WPC hindered 
the proper mixing of the two PLA melt flow fronts during injection moulding.  
The injection moulded compacts were produced, having a relatively smooth surface finish. The 

PLA compact had a slight yellow tint which was not as attractive as the others. This may be 
improved by adding a colorant or master batch to cancel out the yellow tint. Furthermore, the PLA 
compact had visible streaks along the base, close to the injection point, as seen in Figure 6. These 
could be due to the low mobility of the polymer and could be avoided by increasing the melt 
temperature and back pressure during the injection moulding process as well as by adding a 
colorant. In all cases, there were no pronounced defects on the compact surfaces and all in all, they 
had a good surface finish. 
Cost Assessment. The cost per compact of ABS was €0.15, WPC was €0.21, and PLA was €0.23. 
The first observation was that biodegradable alternatives cost 40-53% more than ABS. This may 
be attributed to ABS's relatively more significant market presence. WPC and PLA compacts cost 
relatively alike, having only a 9% difference between them, which may seem minuscule, however, 
considering the yearly production of two million compacts, this difference will sum up to 40,000 
EUR/yr. This distinction in price may be mainly attributed to the discrepancy in material cost 
rather than processing related costs.  
Environmental Analysis. During the environmental assessment, three endpoint indicators were 
examined to obtain an understanding of the impact in terms of the effect on human health, resource 
availability and the ecosystem. To then generate a more in-depth assessment, the midpoint 
categories were used, allowing for a detailed understanding of the generated impact.  
 

Fig. 6. Streaks along PLA base. 
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Life Cycle Assessment. After modelling the whole life cycle of the compacts, the relationship as 
seen in Fig. 10 was obtained by considering the total weighted impact of the three endpoint 
categories, which is the summation of the impact of the three endpoints. ABS had the overall 
highest environmental impact throughout its lifecycle. Opting for a WPC compact was found to 
correspond to a 35.2% reduction in life cycle environmental impact when compared to an ABS 
compact. Alternatively, opting for a PLA compact would lower the environmental impacts of the 
whole life cycle by 19.5%. During the material production phase, PLA generated the relatively 
most significant impact, 23.3% higher than that of ABS. WPC, however, generated relatively the 
same impact as ABS material production. Therefore, one may conclude that by increasing the 
content of wood powder in the PLA matrix for WPC, the impact during this life phase may be 
reduced. Moreover, for the manufacturing phase the biodegradable materials generated a more 
significant impact on the environment than ABS. The injection moulding of the PLA compact 
generated a 16.3% higher environmental impact than ABS, and WPC generated a 17.8% higher 
impact than ABS. This distinction corresponds to the relatively higher energy required and carbon 
footprint linked to the injection moulding of WPC and PLA [10].  
 

 
 

 
End-of-Life Assessment. In this assessment the EoL scenario was analysed by generating a total 
weighted impact score of the three endpoints as seen in Fig. 11. This allowed for the complete 
visualisation of the environmental impact of each EoL scenario. 

If one were to assume that the compacts would be incinerated at EoL, opting for PLA would 
generate a 57.8% smaller environmental impact than ABS and WPC would generate a 78.4% 
smaller impact than ABS. This distinction could be linked to the carbon dioxide given off during 
incineration, corresponding to 314,000 kg CO2 eq for ABS, which was found to be 62.2% more 
than PLA and 82.9% more than WPC. Additionally, ABS contributed to the emission of 49,600 
kg CO2 eq of methane, which was significantly much more than that of PLA and WPC.  
In terms of recycling and landfilling the variation in the results is not as significant as with 
incineration. With recycling, opting for PLA would reduce the environmental impact by 15.6% 
and opting for WPC would reduce the impact by 36.3% than ABS. From a midpoint analysis, 
recycling ABS ranked relatively high, as a substantial amount of waste was being generated, which 
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in turn was ending up being incinerated. Furthermore, in terms of carbon dioxide emissions during 
recycling, ABS was found to emit 155,000 kg CO2 eq, which was 37.5% higher than PLA and 
76.2% higher than WPC.  
When considering landfilling as an EoL option, PLA generated the most significant impact, while 
ABS and WPC had relatively the same overall impact. The 14.6% difference between PLA and 
WPC and the 20.1% difference between PLA and ABS may be attributed to the higher biogenic 
methane gas emissions of biodegradable materials when landfilled. When a biodegradable material 
is placed in a landfilling facility, it undergoes anaerobic digestion due to the lack of oxygen, 
resulting in the emission of excessive biogenic methane gas [17]. When landfilling WPC and PLA, 
more than 650 kg/year of biogenic methane gas would be given off than when landfilling ABS.  

In terms of the industrial composting scenario, the impacts of both WPC and PLA were the 
lowest out of all other scenarios. The 32.3% difference in environmental impact between the two 
may be attributed to the 20% wood fibres considered in the WPC material. In fact, one common 
trend across all EoL scenarios is the relatively lower impact of WPC to PLA which is linked to the 
wood fibre in the PLA matrix. Therefore, it may be assumed that by increasing the wood content, 
the environmental impact may be reduced.  

 

  
Summary 
The target objectives of this study were met as the evaluation of using biodegradable materials in 
the cosmetic industry was made in terms of the functional, cost and environmental categories. 
Following this assessment, PLA was recommended as a viable biodegradable alternative to ABS, 
as it generated a 19.5% lower life cycle environmental impact to ABS and when considering the 
EoL scenarios for PLA, it generated a 57.8% lesser environmental impact during incineration 
which is the most likely EoL scenario for cosmetic packaging [6]. Furthermore, PLA was 
recommended as it passed all functional tests carried out at the industrial partner, at times 
performing better than ABS, the datum material of this study. The downside of using PLA is that 
it costs 53% more than ABS. However, this distinction is projected to decrease once biodegradable 
polymers establish themselves more on the polymer market. Also, by considering the ever-
increasing costs of the fossil-based polymers, ABS may no longer be a viable option in the near 
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future. One must mention that WPC was not recommended as the biodegradable alternative to 
ABS simply because of its failure to pass the quality functional tests. Had WPC passed the hinge 
break test, and the drop tests it would have been a relatively better material than PLA in terms of 
both cost and environmental impact, and so should not be completely disregarded for its 
application in the cosmetics packaging industry. The results of WPC break test can significantly 
be improved simply by positioning the weld line away from the hinge area, which in turn can be 
accomplished by changing the position of the injection gate. 
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Abstract. Data acquisition and data analysis to gain a better process understanding are one of the 
most promising trends in manufacturing technology. Especially in cold forging processes, data 
acquisition close to the deformation zone seems challenging due to the high surface pressure. Thus 
far, process parameters such as die temperature are mainly measured with state-of-the-art sensors, 
including standard thermocouples, which are integrated into the tooling system. The application 
of thin-film sensors has been tested in hot forging processes for local die temperature 
measurement. However, the process conditions regarding tribology and tool load in cold forging 
are even more difficult. In this contribution, the use of thin-film sensors, applied on a cold forging 
punch for cup backward extrusion, is subjected. The aim is to investigate the applicability of such 
thin-film sensors in cold forging with special emphasis on temperature measurement in cyclic 
forming processes. The thin-film sensor system and its manufacturing procedure by vacuum 
coating technology combined with microstructuring are described. With these thin-film sensors 
the cup backward cold extrusion of steel billets was investigated experimentally. Cyclic tool 
heating simulations with thermal parameter variations were performed as a reference to 
experimental results. 
Introduction 
Cold forging has a long and established history and is still one of the most cost- and energy-
efficient technologies to produce metallic components on a large scale for fasteners industry and 
automotive drive train systems. Besides the high process productivity and the low energy 
consumption, the parts show increased yield strength as a consequence of strain hardening during 
cold forming. Scientific process investigations in cold forging technology are usually conducted 
under stationary conditions, neglecting effects such as cyclic tool heating, which is inevitably a 
part of industrial processes. Process instabilities can cause scrap and may lead to unplanned 
downtimes of the whole process. In recent times, process digitization and process monitoring 
became one of the most promising trends in manufacturing technology to identify such process 
instabilities [1]. One decisive parameter for both dimension of the forged component and the 
tribological system of the process is the thermal condition of the tooling system. Especially during 
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transient ramp-up phase, temperature may increase a lot. To study the influence of tool heating on 
part dimensions, correct model boundaries are most important for a good prediction. 
Fundamental investigations on elastic tool deformation considering both thermal expansion and 
mechanical compression were presented by Kuzman [2], who found a linear correlation between 
the normal pressure applied on a punch and its compression under different thermal conditions. 
The higher the temperature, the more the thermal expansion compensates the elastic compression 
of the punch due to mechanical loads. Numerical studies on die heating during process ramp-up in 
cold forging were shown by Qin et al. [3]. Tool heating was investigated with special emphasis on 
the characterization of ramp-up duration, until the die temperature reaches a steady state. 
Müller et al. [4] first investigated thoroughly the effect of temperature increase on friction 
conditions. In sliding friction tests could be shown, that a temperature increase (ΔT = 125 K) 
during process ramp-up yields in friction coefficient decrease of up to 45 % for several lubricants 
such as molybdenum disulphide, polymer and soap. Furthermore, adhesion can be one limiting 
parameter under certain tribological loads and temperatures. Thus, it is important to be aware of 
the resulting temperature during the forming process close to the deformation zone - or even better, 
in the interface between tool and workpiece. 

For the measurement of process data in the interface between two bodies, the use of thin-film 
sensors has been studied for different applications in manufacturing engineering [5]. A thin layer 
of a certain material featuring specific properties is applied on a surface layer, that insulates the 
sensory layer from the substrate material. Materials such as chromium are used to create thin-film 
sensors with a specific shape to allow measurement of the electrical resistance during changing 
external loads. Such sensors have been successfully applied in machining processes for 
temperature measurement of cutting inserts right on the rake face [6] as well as in grinding 
processes [7]. Novel application methods for the thin-film layer were studied in [8] and [9]. The 
application of thin-film thermocouples in surface textures of carbide tools was investigated in [10]. 
First applications in metal forming technology were shown in [11], where thin-film sensors were 
applied on hot forging tools to measure the die temperature in the interface between tool and 
workpiece during deformation. The wear resistance of the sensors, however, was limited. 
In this publication, a first application example of thin-film sensors for temperature measurement 
on a punch surface in cup backward cold extrusion of steel cans is subjected. Especially the high 
tribological loads regarding normal pressure, sliding velocity, surface expansion and temperature 
prevailing in cold forging seem challenging for the application of such sensor systems. Wireless 
data acquisition is tested to gain real-time data during the experiments using an amplifier and data 
acquisition unit mounted to the press. The results show, that punch temperature profiles could be 
recorded, using the thin-film sensor system. Cyclic process simulations, considering the forming 
process itself, the ejection process and transfer time were performed using QForm UK 10.2.2 
software. Parameter variations in cyclic simulations showed the main influencing factors during 
the die heating process within 250 forming cycles. 
Experimental Setup and Process Simulation 
System description.  
For the investigation of the developed thin-film sensors in cold forging technology, a lab-scale cup 
backward extrusion process, consisting of a mechanical knuckle-joint press and a data acquisition 
system, was set up (see Fig. 1). The cup backward extrusion punch was chosen for the application 
of the thin-film sensors. An embedded system was connected to the press for data acquisition and 
transfer to a processing system via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The thin-film layer system was 
designed according to the tribological loads applied to the tool surface, such as normal pressure, 
relative velocity, temperature and surface expansion, which were gained by numerical simulation. 
Data visualization and analysis was maintained by a data processing unit. 
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Fig. 1. Procedure for temperature measurement with thin-film sensors and data acquisition. 
 

Thin-film sensor system.  
The thin-film sensor system subjected here could be directly applied to the surface of a forging 

tool and consisted of three different functional layers. These layers were applied to the polished 
surface of the punch by means of physical vapor deposition (PVD) and plasma-enhanced chemical 
vapor deposition (PECVD) process. To realize sufficient electrical insulation in the required 
temperature range between the tool and the sensor structures, an aluminum oxide layer (Al2O3) 
was homogeneously deposited with a thickness of approx. 5 µm. An electrically conductive 
chromium layer with a thickness of 0.2 µm was chosen for the sensor layer. Due to the positive 
temperature coefficient (PTC) of chromium, the material was suitable as a temperature sensor, 
since an increasing temperature led to an increase in electrical resistance. The structuring of the 
metallic layer was achieved by a combination of photolithography and chemical wet etching. As 
shown in Fig. 2 a), a final layer of amorphous hydrogenated carbon (SICON®) was applied on top 
of the structured sensor layer for electrical insulation and wear resistance. 

 

Fig. 2. a) Thin-film sensor on cold forging punch, b) temperature-resistance characterization. 
 

The temperature sensors were conceived in a meandric design that enables a high spatial 
resolution of the measurement while keeping the sensor resistance in an optimal range for the 
measurement system. Due to the low resistance of the conductor paths, 4-wire sensing was used, 
enabling resistance measurements without an influence of the leads. To determine the 
characteristic curve for each sensor, the thermoresistive behavior was analyzed. For that purpose, 
the punch was heated up to 180°C in a furnace and cooled down to ambient temperature. A Pt100 
reference sensor was positioned on the surface close to the sensor structure. As shown in Fig. 2 b), 
the dependence between resistance and temperature is approximately linear. To achieve higher 
accuracy, the measured values were fitted with a quadratic function. 
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Data acquisition system.  
An embedded data acquisition unit was developed to collect the temperature data directly within 

the press in close distance to the sensory punch to suppress noise. The system is depicted in 
Fig. 3 a) featuring the sensory punch itself (1), the acquisition unit (2) and the data processing 
system (3). 

 

Fig. 3. a) Embedded data acquisition unit and b) process flow for temperature measurement. 
 

The data acquisition process is shown in Fig. 3 b). A variation of the measured physical 
quantity, here punch temperature, led to a variation of the electrical resistance of the meandric 
thin-film sensor structure, which was measured by the data acquisition unit. This was achieved by 
sourcing a known current through the sensor and measuring the voltage drop across the sensor. To 
compensate the voltage drop over the wires, the sensor was connected with four wires. The known 
current in the range of 2 mA was flowing through two of them. The 4-point measurement method 
was used for the punch temperature sensor, as the sensor resistance was in the range of about 
230 Ω. The main board included the power management unit, the USB- and BLE-interface for 
data exchange and the direct interface to the thin-film sensor via the analog frontend. To guarantee 
a good radio transmission, a polymer case surrounded the main board. Texas Instruments ADS131 
analog to digital converter (ADC) was used within the embedded system. In the first stage, the 
embedded system sent raw digital data to a graphical user interface (GUI) running on a personal 
computer. The data was processed outside the embedded system. The digital value was 
transformed to the sensor resistance using the following Eq. 1. 

𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚

𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟
𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟

 (1) 

where Uref is the reference voltage of the ADC, ISensor is the known current trough the sensor, 
ADCvalue is the measured ADC-Value of the ADC and ADCmax is the maximal ADC value of the 
ADC. Then, using the calibration curve of the sensor in Fig. 2 b), the resistance was transformed 
into the temperature signal. 
Investigation of Tool Heating 
Experimental investigations.  
Cyclic tool heating was investigated experimentally based on an automated cold forging process. 
For the experiments, steel billets from DIN C15 (AISI 1015) were prepared by cropping and 
upsetting (d = 22.2 mm, l = 22.1 mm). A usual lubrication system, consisting of a phosphate 
conversion layer with soap lubricant (5 g/m2) was applied to the billets. The cyclic cold forging 
experiments were performed on a mechanical knuckle joint press MAY MKN2-600/14 
(Fmax = 6,000 kN), equipped with a gripper automation system featuring 6.5 strokes per minute, 
see Fig. 4 a. Process subjected here was cup backward extrusion. The billet and a cross section of 
the cold extruded cup are shown in Fig. 4 b). 
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup for temperature measurement in punch and die during cyclic cold 
forging a) press and tool set, b) workpiece. 

 
The average strain for this process was εA = (da

2-di
2)/da

2 = 0.48. During the experiments, 
process data such as ram stroke and punch load were recorded. As a central part of the 
investigation, thermal conditions of both die and punch were measured. For the application of 
thermocouples inside the forming die, a deep hole (d = 0.9 mm, l/d = 50) was manufactured by 
electrical discharge machining. The position and depth of the hole were chosen in such a way, that 
its ground was close to the inside die surface and close to the deformation zone during cup 
backward extrusion. The punch temperature acquisition was performed using the thin-film sensor 
and equipment described in 2.3 according to Fig. 2. The cyclic forging experiment was started at 
ambient temperature (28°C). A maximum of up to 250 cycles in one batch was performed with an 
average cycle time of 9.25 s. 

Numerical investigations.  
Punch diameter d = 16 mm was used to simulate the forming process of cups with an outer 

diameter D = 22.4 mm. Initial billet height was h0 = 22.1 mm and final bottom height h1 = 6 mm 
(see Fig. 4 b). Finite element code QForm UK 10.2.2 was used to create an axisymmetric process 
model with a plastic workpiece and rigid tools. Initial workpiece temperature was set to T = 28 °C 
and mixed friction model with a friction factor m = 0.12 and a friction coefficient µ = 0.05 was 
used for contact definition between workpiece and tools. Decisive for the tool heating simulation 
were the heat transfer coefficients applied to the interface between the objects (see Fig. 5), such as 
heat transfer between workpiece and tools (including punch, ejector and die), heat transfer between 
die and compression ring / compression plates as well as heat transfer between die and 
environment, considering heat convection. Regarding the material properties, literature values for 
conductivity and heat capacity of M2 tool steel and AISI 1015 workpiece material were used. A 
full factorial design of experiments was set up for parameter identification according to the upper 
and lower limits depicted in Fig. 5. All parameter combinations were performed for 250 forming 
cycles. For analysis of the most suitable parameter combination, the temperature profiles of 
simulation variants and experiment were compared. The maximum temperature Tmax, minimum 
temperature Tmin and mean temperature Tmean = (Tmax+Tmin)/2 were calculated for each cycle as 
shown in Fig. 5 b). For the simulated 250 forming cycles, an average value of the deviations in 
minimum, maximum and mean temperature between experiment and simulations was calculated 
for identification of the most suitable parameter set within the last third of the subjected number 
of strokes. 
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Fig. 5. a) Simulation model for cyclic tool heating, b) analysis of heating curves. 
 

Flow stress data for C15 steel was gained from compression tests at the Institute for Metal 
Forming Technology at the University of Stuttgart. The characterization tests were conducted on 
a thermomechanical testing system Gleeble 3800 C in a temperature range of 20°C ≤ T ≤ 200°C 
with strain rates of 0.1 s-1 ≤ �̇�𝜑 ≤10 s-1. Die and punch temperature were analyzed in the same area 
as measured by the thermocouples and the temperature meander, respectively (see Fig. 5 a). Using 
the cyclic heating simulation module in QForm UK 10.2.2, the whole process chain, consisting of 
forming operation, return stroke, ejection and transfer time, was modeled to gain representative 
results for thermal analysis. Mean cycle time in experiments was 9.25 s with a deviation of 
± 0.6 %. 
Results and Discussion 
Experimental results.  
The experimental investigations showed, that the embedded system and the wireless 
communication with the data processing system allowed to record the process data with a sampling 
rate of 60 Hz. For the punch temperature measurement, a maximum of 22 forming cycles were 
performed and for the die temperature measurement, 250 cycles were investigated. First surface 
scratches of the punch coating layer were detected in the area of the punch land after 22 cycles. 
The sensory structure considered here was not damaged, as it was located in the relief area of the 
punch. The experimental results for die heating (thermocouple at point P1, see Fig. 5 a) and punch 
heating (meander structure at point P2) are depicted in Fig. 6 for the second forming cycle of a 
continuous experiment. During forming process (1→2) with a duration of 1 s, heat was transferred 
to the tools and resulted in a die temperature increase. Due to the elastic compression of the punch, 
the measured resistance and thus the calculated temperature decreased in the first 0.2 s of the 
forming process. Possible reason for that behavior is a temporarily short-circuit between the 
sensory chromium layer and the punch substrate or the workpiece due to insufficient insulation 
under combined thermal and mechanical loads. As the heat transfer to the punch increased and the 
punch load decreased towards the end of the forming process, the calculated punch temperature 
significantly increased and reached its maximum. Elastic deformation of the workpiece as a 
consequence of residual stresses led to frictional heat and frictional forces during retraction of 
punch (2→3). This is why die temperature increased further, where the calculated punch 
temperature decreased due to the resulting axial and radial loads. During ejection process (3→4) 
and transfer time, both die and punch temperature decreased due to heat transfer to the surrounding 
objects and heat convection to the environment. For further analysis of the experimental punch 
heating profile, the areas with a significant influence of mechanical loads on the measured 
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resistance and temperature profile respectively, were neglected. Assuming, that the thin-film 
sensor measured the temperature without force influence only right after retraction of punch 
(2→3), a simplified linear segment between (A) and (B), as depicted in Fig. 6 a), was inserted. 
Due to the neglected thermal influence between (2→3), the temperature at point B was assumed 
as a lower bound estimation of the maximum cycle temperature. 

 

Fig. 6. a) Experimental tool heating profiles for one cycle; b) referring cold forging process. 
 

The temperature profile for one forming cycle in Fig. 6 a) was extracted from a cyclic forming 
experiment depicted in Fig. 7. The diagram shows both punch and die heating during the first 
22 forming cycles of the cold forging process. The punch temperature profile was simplified as 
described above by neglecting the influence of elastic punch deformation. Minimum, maximum 
and mean values of die and punch temperature profile were calculated as described in Fig. 5 b). 
Comparing the profiles after 22 strokes, the mean value of punch temperature is around 2.6 times 
higher than die temperature. The measurement position of punch temperature was close to the 
deformation zone, where frictional heat was generated. 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of experimental punch and die heating profiles during 22 forming cycles. 
 

While the die temperature amplitude showed a decrease of about 20 % within 22 strokes, the 
amplitude decrease in punch temperature was about 70 %. Starting from an initial temperature of 
28°C, the punch temperature showed a significant increase within the first strokes and a significant 
decrease during transfer time, where heat convection to the environment was predominant. As the 
temperature was measured with the thin-film sensor on the punch surface, such effects were even 
more visible. 
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Simulation results.  
The fitting between full-factorial numerical parameter variations and experiments was analyzed 

by means of the die heating profile. For each forming cycle, the difference in mean value and 
amplitude between simulation and experiment was calculated according to Fig. 5 b). For an overall 
comparison of the parameter variations, the average of both mean value difference and amplitude 
difference within the last third of the subjected 250 strokes (no. 166-250) was quantified. Fig. 8 
shows the magnitudes of both parameters as relative values, referred to the experimental result, for 
all 27 parameter sets. The sampling of each parameter set, consisting of heat transfer coefficient 
between workpiece and tools (parameter 1), between die and compression ring (parameter 2) and 
between die and compression platen (parameter 3) according to Fig. 5 is given below the diagram. 
The results show, that parameters 1 and 3 were the most decisive for both mean value and 
amplitude deviation. An increase of the heat transfer coefficient between tool and workpiece 
decreased the mean value deviation, but in the same way led to a higher amplitude deviation. An 
increasing heat transfer between die and compression platens (parameter 3) yielded in decreasing 
mean values of the heating profiles. The thermal field within the die showed after 50 strokes 
temperatures in the interface between die and compression ring of about 60°C and in the lower 
area of the die, close to the compression plate, around 40°C. It can be assumed, that both 
parameters 2 and 3 showed low effect due to the limited die heating prevailing within 50 forming 
cycles. With increasing number of strokes, the thermal field propagates in the die, which is why 
the heat transfer between die and adjacent objects becomes more important as shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Deviation of cyclic die heating profiles between simulation and experiment as mean 
values for stroke no. 166-250 for a full factorial parameter study with 27 parameter sets. 

 
For best fit between simulation and experimental results within the subjected strokes no. 166-

250, the mean value deviation was the most important factor for the correct prediction of the 
heating profile. Parameter set no. 13, as highlighted in Fig. 8, was the most suitable for describing 
the experimental heating profile with a little mean value deviation (-1.5 %) in combination with 
an amplitude deviation of 20 %. The numerical die heating result for parameter set no. 13 is shown 
in Fig. 9 in comparison with the experimental results.  

The simulation profile showed due to the little mean value difference a good agreement with 
the tendency of the experimental die heating profile, thus the amplitude difference was about 22 %. 
Parameter set no. 13 was used to track also the punch temperature profile as a reference to the 
experimental results for 22 forming cycles. The maximum value of the experimental punch heating 
profile was well represented by the cyclic simulation result, whereas the amplitude was 
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overestimated by two times in simulations. The large deviation in punch heating amplitude may 
arise from the assumptions described in Fig. 6 a). According to this, higher maximum temperature 
values of each stroke should appear considering the complex interaction between elastic and 
thermal deformation of the punch. Furthermore, the punch was modelled as a monolithic body, 
which does not include the thermal properties of the thin-film layer system on the punch surface. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of cyclic tool heating in simulation and experiment: a) die, b) punch. 

Summary 
In this contribution, the application of a thin-film sensor system on a cup backward extrusion punch 
in cold forging of C15 steel for temperature measurement close to the deformation zone was 
subjected. Punch heating during cold forging process was analyzed in experiments using the novel 
sensory structure in combination with the developed data acquisition unit featuring wireless data 
transfer. For calibration of simulation model, die temperature close to the deformation zone was 
measured with thermocouples inside the die. Numerical parameter variations were performed to 
gain suitable heat transfer coefficients for die heating and to use this data for punch heating 
simulation. The investigations showed, that the application of the thin-film sensor for temperature 
measurement on a cold forging punch close to the deformation zone is possible considering the 
prevailing tribological loads during 22 cyclic experiments. The developed embedded system 
allowed resistance measurement of the applied thin-film meander structure and wireless data 
transfer via Bluetooth Low Energy, where the actual punch temperature values were calculated 
based on calibration curves. The thin-film sensors for temperature measurement on the punch 
surface were due to the physics of the measuring principle force sensitive. A simplified punch 
temperature profile could be gained by neglecting the area of the process, where the punch was 
under mechanical load and thus yielded in a lower-bound estimation of the maximum temperature 
during deformation. The cup backward extrusion process could be modelled using the cyclic tool 
heating module in QForm UK 10.2.2 considering the whole process chain over a duration of 
250 strokes. Parameter variations showed, that the heat transfer coefficients to adjacent objects, 
such as compression platens underneath the die, become more important for a correct prediction 
of the heating profile with increasing number of forming cycles. The analysis of mean amplitude 
deviation and average mean value deviation between measured and simulated die heating profile 
is a suitable method to find a best-fit parameter set. Using the most suitable parameter set of the 
die heating investigation also for the punch heating investigation yielded in an underestimation of 
the measured punch temperature profile, where maximum values were in good agreement.  

In future investigations, the calibration of force influence on the measured resistance signal of 
the thin-film sensor should be considered for a precise estimation of the maximum temperatures 
during forming process. Furthermore, for both die and punch, more temperature measurement 
points should be investigated to make proof of the identified heat transfer parameters. 
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Abstract. Workpiece property-control permits the application-oriented and time-efficient 
production of components. In reverse flow forming, for example, a control of the microstructure 
profile is not yet part of the state of the art, in contrast to the geometry control. This is, due to 
several reasons, particularly challenging when forming seamless tubes made of metastable 
austenitic stainless AISI 304L steel. Inducing mechanical and/or thermal energy can cause a phase 
transformation from austenite to martensite within this steel. The resulting α’-martensite has 
different mechanical and micromagnetic properties, which can be advantageous depending on the 
application. For purposes of local property control, the resulting α’-martensite content should be 
measured and controlled online during the forming process. This paper presents results from the 
usage of a custom developed cryo-system and different application strategies to use liquid nitrogen 
as a coolant for local enhancement of the forming-temperature depending α’-martensite content. 
Introduction 
With growing customer demands the requirements on materials, tools and processes within 
manufacturing companies are increasing accordingly [1]. Therefore, one of the main objectives of 
production and manufacturing technology is the reproducible production of (complex) defect-free 
components. The control of local workpiece properties (e.g. microstructure profile), satisfying 
customer needs while meeting requirements, has gained more and more importance. This still 
constitutes a challenge in reverse flow forming, since the process is affected by a large number of 
influencing factors e.g. tool and machine behavior, properties of the semi-finished product like 
eccentricity as well as the chemical composition and is therefore hard to predict [2]. A promising 
approach in this context is an according closed-loop process control. Extensive experimental 
investigations were carried out in regard to a better control of the α’-martensite content in austenitic 
stainless steel (AISI 304L) tubes during thermomechanical reverse flow forming. The focus of the 
investigations was the use of temperature as a control variable to influence local transformation 
behavior. Since cooling favors the phase transformation (austenite  α’-martensite) liquid 
nitrogen was applied through a custom developed cryogenic nozzle to maximize the cooling effect 
and therefore the α’-martensite formation. As part of the cryogenic reverse flow forming different 
process strategies (timing of cooling during the process) and different cooling strategies (varying 
cooling areas to produce axial and axial-angular graded α’-martensite areas) were investigated. 
Local property control e.g. wall thickness and α’-martensite offers an advantage in product 
labeling. This method can be utilized for a unique, invisible and novel product identification 
comparable to an invisible QR code. The local manipulation of the α’-martensite content, while 
maintaining the external dimensions, generates an individual and invisible microstructure profile, 
making the products tamper-proof. Previous and current work has shown, that two strategies can 
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be differentiated to decouple the geometry and the product properties. The first strategy employs 
a multi-stage process that utilizes process parameters such as the feed rate and infeed, which has 
been demonstrated to be effective in earlier research. Our previous investigations have shown a 
correlation between the selection of these parameters and the α’-martensite content, while 
maintaining the external dimensions [3]. The second strategy is part of current work and involves 
thermomechanical forming, which locally affects the formation of α’-martensite in a single-stage 
process through the active manipulation of temperature (cooling/heating). To locally grade 
properties such as the α’-martensite content, it is necessary to differentiate between grading 
directions. One approach to improve the properties of the tube is through axial grading, where the 
martensite content is varied along the length of the tube. While previous research has shown 
success in this method [3], current efforts aim to enhance the technique by also controlling the 
α'-martensite content in the angular/circumferential direction. For this, rapid cooling methods or 
periodic/cyclic local cooling or heating must be implemented during the tube forming process, as 
the tubes need to reach varying temperature profiles in both the length and angular direction as 
they rotate. However, precise control of these properties remains a challenge and is yet to be 
established as a common practice. The ongoing research endeavors to develop new techniques and 
methods to overcome these challenges and achieve the desired level of local property control. The 
α’-martensite contents for local grading of the microstructure profile and the creation of an 
invisible labeling of the components must be distinctly detectable for the sensors to be used. The 
differences of the martensitic and non-martensitic ranges must be well above the measurement 
uncertainty of the measuring instrument. For these investigations the feritscope FMP30 from 
Helmut Fischer was used with a measuring accuracy of approx. ±1 %. 
Principles and Material  
Flow forming as an incremental process offers various advantages in terms of flexibility and 
efficiency [4]. Based on a defined wall thickness reduction within tubular components the process 
allows the production of parts with an excellent shape and dimensional accuracy as well as prime 
surface qualities [5]. Components that meet such high standards and offer the above-mentioned 
advantages can be used to produce, among others, components for the aerospace industry. Here, 
precision and lightweight play an essential role, which is covered by flow forming. Just to name a 
few application examples: drive shafts for jet engines and helicopters are flow formed 
components [6]. In principle, the rotating tube is set backlash-free on a rotating mandrel and is 
typically deformed by a multiple roller tool arrangement generating the necessary deformation 
forces for the wall thickness reduction. The roller tools can be moved in radial and axial direction, 
reducing the outer diameter of the tube and thus generating an elongation. In reverse flow forming, 
the material flows in the opposite direction to the roller tool movement [7], as demonstrated in 
Fig. 1. This process is the focus of this paper. 

 
Fig. 1. Reverse flow forming principle. 
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The stainless steel AISI 304L (X2CrNi18-9, 1.4307), which is used as semi-finished material 
for the seamless tubes, is austenitic. Containing a metastable austenitic phase, a phase 
transformation from austenite to α’-martensite could occur strain- or temperature-induced [8]. The 
α’-martensite, nucleating at the intersections of the shear bands, has different mechanical and 
micromagnetic properties and can be detected offline (e.g. Feritscope) or online via micromagnetic 
sensor equipment (e.g. 3MA-II) like addressed in previous papers [9,10,11]. Besides the mentioned 
influencing factors, the α’-martensite formation is also dependent of the chemical composition and 
the austenite grain size of the semi-finished product [12,13]. Depending on the chemical 
composition of the material batch the potential for α’-martensite formation can significantly vary. 
The used material batch offers a qualitatively low potential for α’-martensite formation, since 
fractions of austenite stabilizing elements like nickel are relatively high [14]. Comparisons with 
different material batches show for the same process parameter combinations variations in 
resulting α’-martensite content between approx. 10 % and 85 %. This aspect again emphasizes the 
need for property control. For material batches with low potential for α’-martensite formation, 
more deformation and/or lower (cryogenic) forming temperatures must be achieved to reach 
similar α’-martensite contents. Since the semi-finished tubes with an outer diameter of 80 mm are 
seamless, they contain an eccentricity and therefore slight deviations from the nominal wall 
thickness of 4 mm. 
Machine and Experimental Setup 
All experiments were carried out on a PLB 400 spinning machine from Leifeld Metal Spinning 
GmbH (Ahlen, Germany) with a drive power of 11 kW and a maximum achievable spindle speed 
of 950 rpm. The hydraulically driven cross support equipped with two machining axes, was 
developed at LUF at Paderborn University and is capable of generating a maximum force of 35 kN 
on each of its axes (X/Y-axis). By default, the operating pressure of the external hydraulic system 
amounts 80 bar and can be increased up to 120 bar, when required. Additionally, a universal tool 
holder allows the attachment of a variety of tools or tool systems. For the investigations, a single-
roller tool configuration was used to provide enough space for the sensor equipment, which will 
be applied for online-measurement purposes, which was presented in previous publications of the 
authors and is not the focus of this paper. The roller has an attack angle of α = 12°, a transition 
radius of R = 2 mm and an exit angle of β = 5°. For the external dimensions, a rolling diameter of 
155 mm and a roller width of 46.5 mm can be measured. In the process, a solid counter holder 
with two ball-bearing counter rollers is used to support the mandrel. A cryogenic cooling system 
was developed for the experiments and placed on the machine bed. It contains a liquid nitrogen 
tank, a flexible stainless steel tube for the liquid nitrogen, pneumatic tubes, a set of valves and a 
two-component cryogenic nozzle that bundles the liquid nitrogen and transports it with 
compressed air surrounding it. The cryogenic nozzle was mounted in a distance of 8 mm from the 
specimen, which was to be deformed. For temperature monitoring an infrared camera (Infratech 
VarioCam head HiRes 640) was used. Fig. 2 shows the machine and experimental setup. 
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Fig. 2. Machine and experimental setup as 3D-model. 

 
Experiments with three different cooling strategies were conducted. In the first experimental 

cooling strategy, the tube was rotated and simultaneously shock-cooled for a certain period of time 
prior to forming. Due to the stationary positioning of the cryogenic nozzle, this resulted in an axial 
section on the tube which was cooled down circumferentially (ring-shaped cooling prior to 
forming). The second experimental set-up was performed in analogy to the first strategy, with the 
difference that the shock cooling was conducted simultaneously to the flow forming (ring-shaped 
cooling while forming). In the third experimental set-up the aim was to create a spot that was 
shock-cooled before forming, which is why the rotation was switched off during the cooling of the 
component. (spot cooling prior to forming). For all three cooling strategies a radial infeed of 2 mm, 
a feed rate of 0.1 mm/s and a rotational speed of 5 rpm was selected. Fig. 3 shows the initial state 
of the specimens and the deformed specimens on which the cooled areas are highlighted in red. 

 
Fig. 3. Cryogenic deformed areas on specimens (highlighted in red). 

Results and Discussion 
For the first cooling strategy (ring-shaped cooling prior to forming) the tube, with an initial 

temperature of 16°C, was cooled down with the liquid nitrogen in the ring-shaped area for approx. 
200 s to -8°C using a rotational speed of 5 rpm. Then the reverse flow forming process was 
initiated. The time span between the cooling of the tube and the deformation of the ring-shaped 
cooled area was approx. 115 s and the initial pressure of the liquid nitrogen tank was at 0.5 bar. 

For the second cooling strategy (ring-shaped cooling while forming) the tube had an initial 
temperature of 17°C and was also cooled down to -8°C in the ring-shaped area using the liquid 
nitrogen. In this case, the forming process was started before cooling. Only after reaching the tube 
section to be cooled, the cooling was started and sustained for approx. 200 s, also at an initial 
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pressure of 0.5 bar. At a feed rate of 0.1 mm/s, an axial tube section of 20 mm was thus formed 
with active cooling. Fig. 4 shows the actual setup for the second cooling strategy. 

 
Fig. 4. Ring-shaped cooling while forming (second cooling strategy). 

 
   The third cooling strategy (spot cooling prior to forming) included a tube with an initial 
temperature of 15°C. After the reverse flow forming process was initiated prior to cooling, the 
axial feed and the rotation of the mandrel was switched off while forming was taking place. The 
system was switched off so that the area, in this case a circular spot, could be cooled down for 
approx. 130 s until the surface of the tube was frozen, again with a liquid nitrogen tank pressure 
of 0.5 bar. The infrared camera was not able to measure the temperature in the spot since it 
displayed a temperature of -273.15°C, which corresponds to absolute zero with 0 K. Then the 
cooling process was stopped and the reverse flow forming process was restarted to form the cooled 
spot as well as the rest of the tube. Here, the cooling process was not sustained while forming, 
since the rotation would again result in the cooling of a ring-shaped area. Fig. 5 shows the actual 
setup for the cooling strategy. 

 
Fig. 5. Spot cooling prior to forming (experiment 3). 

 
The resulting tubes were investigated through measurements with a Feritscope (FMP 30, 

Helmut Fischer) using the magnetic induction method, a micromagnetic sensor (3MA-II, 
Fraunhofer IZFP) based on magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) effect, eddy current analysis 
(Modulus r - 200 kHz) and hardness tests (HV3). The measurements were used to localize and 
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quantify the α’-martensite content, which correlates with the underlying measured variables such 
as the maximum amplitude of the MBN profile (Mmax) [15,16]. Fig. 6 shows the measurement 
results with the Feritscope, where cooled areas show higher α’-martensite contents. Four 
measuring circles with identical distances of 22 mm were used for the measurements. For this 
purpose, the measuring circles were divided into 30°-sections. The result for the second cooling 
strategy shows the highest α’-martensite content with a maximum of approx. 17 vol.-%, which is 
comparatively low due to the chemical composition of this specific material batch, which contains 
high proportions of austenite-stabilizing elements. This result can also be explained by the fact 
that the component was deformed during cooling and therefore could not warm up towards room 
temperature before deformation, in contrast to the first cooling strategy. Also, the coolant flow 
continuously dissipates the forming heat. In addition to measuring circle 2 where the cooling was 
mainly carried out, an increased α’-martensite content can be observed in measuring circle 1. This 
is due to the fact that this section adjacent to measuring circle 2 was also cooled during the cooling 
of measuring circle 2. Since there is little time between the cooling of measuring circle 2 and the 
forming of measuring circle 1, this result is also reasonable. The ups and downs for the 
α’-martensite measurement in the measuring circle 2 are due to pulsation of the liquid nitrogen. 
As a result of the evaporation of the liquid nitrogen, due to the comparatively warm hose, liquid 
nitrogen and a gas mixture alternately escape from the nozzle. This leads to inhomogeneous 
cooling of the rotating tube section. The first cooling strategy shows the same effect due to 
pulsation of the liquid nitrogen. The α’-martensite content is also lower than for cooling strategy 
2, which is due to the time span between the cooling of and the deformation of the ring-shaped 
cooled area. For the cooling strategy 3 only one large peak for the α’-martensite content is visible, 
since only one spot was cooled down. An increase in α’-martensite content for areas close to the 
spot is due to thermal conduction to the adjacent area.  

 
Fig. 6. Feritscope measurement results for the three applied cooling strategies. 

 
The measurements with magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) effect performed with the 3MA-II, 

shown in Fig. 7, also display higher values for measuring circle 2, which is located in the cooled 
areas. Similar to the previous measurements with the Feritscope, areas adjacent to measuring circle 
2 also have slightly higher values, as they have been co-cooled. 
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Fig. 7. 3MA-II measurement results for the three applied cooling strategies. 

 
Other than expected, here the values for the measurements regarding cooling strategy 1 show 

low magnitudes for measuring circle 2. This might be due to the fact that the areas with martensitic 
microstructure might be smaller in terms of area than in cooling strategy 2, for example. However, 
it may also be caused by disturbance influences such as the incorrect alignment of the measuring 
head to the workpiece. 

Eddy current analysis was used as a further non-destructive characterization technique. The 
changes of conductivity and permeability of the material due to the phase transformation from 
austenite into α’-martensite can be detected by means of the parameter “modulus r”. This 
parameter is computed from real and imaginary parts of the impedance vector corresponding to 
each deformation state with respect to a point considered as the initial condition (unformed 
metastable austenite). The measurements, shown in Fig. 8, indicate a strong similarity to the 
measurements with the Feritscope. Here, the correlation of the measuring variable with the 
α’-martensite is also visible. The comparison of the measured α’-martensite contents with the 
Feritscope in Fig. 6 shows in cooling strategy 1 there are higher magnitudes for the parameter 
“modulus r” for lower α’-martensite contents, which could be due to a superposition of effects 
triggered by other variables influencing “modulus r”. 
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Fig. 8. Eddy current analysis for the three applied cooling strategies. 

 
A comparison of the results from the hardness tests (HV3) in Fig. 9 show the same correlation 

with the α’-martensite content. The hardness increases with higher magnitudes of α’-martensite. 
As can be seen, for example, from the measurements for cooling strategy 3, the highest value for 
hardness results here, although the α’-martensite content is higher for cooling strategy 2 (compare 
Fig. 6). This is due to the influence by the work hardening, which can be quite different. 

 
Fig. 9. Hardness tests (HV3) for the three applied cooling strategies. 
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Investigations of the wall thickness (compare Fig. 10) did not show any influence caused by the 
martensitic microstructure. The wall thickness increase in feed direction of the roller tool is caused 
due to material-pile-up in feed direction. 

 
Fig. 10. Wall thicknesses resulting from the three applied cooling strategies. 

 
The EBSD results in Fig. 11 show the microstructure of the cryogenic flow formed areas. The 

phase mappings display a qualitative distribution of austenite (blue) and α’-martensite (red) 
phases. The inverse pole figure (IPF) shows the grain orientation of the microstructure. The 
pictures of the areas deformed at room temperature conditions, indicate almost no transformation 
of the microstructure, which remains predominantly austenite (blue color in the phase mapping). 
This correlates well with the micromagnetic measurements on these areas, where almost no 
α’-martensite was detected. On the cryogenic flow formed area the dark lines in both pictures 
correspond to shear bands, which are a characteristic of the phase transformation during plastic 
deformation of metastable austenite. The intersection points of these shear bands are energetically 
favored nucleation points of the α’-martensite (red color in the phase mapping), which is shown 
on the red colored areas of the phase mapping. 

 
Fig. 11. EBSD results of the microstructure of the cryogenic flow formed area: phase mapping 

and inverse pole figure (IPF). 
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A higher quantity of shear bands and nucleation points of α’-martensite is present close to the outer 
surface, where the cryogenic deformation occurs. On the deeper areas, the deformation decreases 
which is evidenced in a lower quantity of shear bands and α’-martensite. 
Summary 
The results from the investigation show that the cryo system is useful for the invisible local 
enhancement of the α’-martensite content. The cryogenic nozzle is capable of focusing the liquid 
nitrogen surrounded by compressed air to form a cooling jet. As a result from the investigation of 
the different cooling strategies, cooling during forming was found to be the most effective method 
for maximizing the α’-martensite content. The investigations also show that the material batch of 
the tube used allows comparatively little α’-martensite formation due to its chemical composition, 
which contains high proportions of austenite-stabilizing elements. The investigations have also 
shown that automation of the cooling, i.e. inclusion of the cooling strategy in the process control, 
appears to be useful. Currently, to cool a spot, as with cooling strategy 3, both process stop and 
shock cooling were performed manually. In the future, the cryogenic system is to be further 
developed so that position-dependent (depending on the axial position of the roller tool) and angle-
dependent (angular position of the tube to be formed) cooling is controlled automatically. This 
enables the automated production of so-called 2D-gradations (axially and angularly graded 
structures) similar to cooling strategy 3. For this purpose, an absolute encoder has been 
implemented within the forming machine, via which the angular position of the tube can also be 
incorporated into the control system. Furthermore, electromagnetic valves are currently being 
implemented in the control system in order to automate the release of the liquid nitrogen and the 
compressed air. The planned design of the cryogenic system is shown in Fig. 12. 

 
Fig. 12. Planned cryogenic system design. 

 
With regard to thermomechanical forming, ongoing work is currently being conducted on an 

induction system which is to be used for purposely lowering the α’-martensite content locally 
through heating. In this way, for example, the co-cooling of adjacent tube sections can be 
prevented, which can improve the grading sharpness in the axial and angular direction. The 
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sharpness of local gradients in the grading process depends on various factors, including the 
geometry of the roller tool determining the contact area (e.g. transition radius and the attack angle 
of the roller), the achievable temperature differences in the areas being formed, the thermal 
conductivity of the material, the duration between cooling and forming. These factors, along with 
the constraints of the forming machine, such as achievable process parameters and actor dynamic, 
affect the formation of α’ martensite and the distinction between different areas. Contact with 
warm tools and resulting process heat can decrease the temperature differences crucial for grading 
sharpness. These aspects are currently being investigated and will be quantified in future work. 
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Abstract. Climate change, rare resources and industrial transformation processes lead to a rising 
demand of multi-complex lightweight forming parts, especially in aerospace and automotive 
sectors. In these industries, flow forming is often used to produce cylindrical forming parts by 
reducing the wall thickness of tubular semifinished parts, e.g. for the production of hydraulic 
cylinders or gear shafts. The complexity and functionality of flow forming workpieces could be 
significantly increased by locally graded microstructure and geometry structures. This enables 
customized complex hardness distributions at wear surfaces or magnetic QR codes for a unique, 
tamper-proof product identification. The production of those complex, 2D (axial and angular) 
graded forming parts currently depicts a great challenge for the process and requires new solutions 
and strategies. Hence, this paper proposes a novel control strategy that includes online 
measurements from an absolute encoder to determine the angular workpiece position. Workpieces 
of AISI 304L stainless steel with 2D-graded structures are successfully manufactured using this 
new strategy and analyzed regarding the possible accuracy and resolution of the gradation. At this 
point, a dependency of the gradations on the sensor and actuator dynamics, accuracy and geometry 
could be noted. It is further evaluated how the control strategy could be extended by an observer-
based closed-loop property control approach to enhance the accuracy of the suggested strategy.   
Introduction 
Current developments and transformation processes like climate change, the transition to electric 
vehicles and the rising scarcity of resources depict a great challenge for products as well as for 
production processes. Especially in the automotive, aerospace and railway industry, there is 
therefore a rising demand for high strength, lightweight forming parts [1]. Furthermore, product 
counterfeiting is a serious problem in several industrial fields. A locally graded microstructure 
distribution on the surface of a forming part could be a feasible new solution for both cases. This 
could be e.g. an invisible, magnetic QR code for unique product identification against 
counterfeiting or a locally restricted hardness distribution at wear surfaces that allows reducing the 
wall thickness of the components. 

To produce those customized parts, there is a need of flexible forming processes that allow 
individual product shapes or product features by function integration in small batches. At this 
point, classical die based-forming processes like deep drawing are rather at a disadvantage since 
the product shape is defined by the product-specific tool design. Thus, incremental forming 
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processes with mobile, universal tools like in the flow forming process are preferred in this case 
[2]. Flow forming is already used in the automotive and aerospace industry to produce cylindrical 
forming parts by reducing the wall thickness of tubular semifinished parts, e.g. for the production 
of hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders or gear shafts [3]. According to current knowledge, angular 
graded microstructure profiles have not yet been added to the products like an invisible QR code 
that represents additional functionality.  

The process-integrated manufacturing of those novel graded parts requires special control 
strategies and information of the angular workpiece position during the whole process. For this 
purpose, a new control strategy is subsequently proposed in this paper that includes the sensor 
feedback of an absolute encoder to coordinate the actuator motion. Thus, it is possible to produce 
flow forming parts with locally restricted forming areas. These forming areas - in contrast to the 
workpiece area outside - incorporate a martensitic microstructure which is caused by deformation 
in terms of a strain-induced phase transformation. In the following, the special axial and angular 
restricted areas with a different microstructure are called 2D gradation. Each gradation produced 
by the proposed control strategy features a certain local accuracy which is further analyzed in this 
paper. Building on this, a closed-loop property control can be prospectively designed to enhance 
the accuracy of the gradations and simultaneously adjust geometric and material properties, so that 
the created QR code will be manufactured invisible.  
Setup 
Process and material.  
This paper focusses on backward flow forming on a single roller flow forming machine. The 
investigations were performed with seamless tubes of stainless steel. The semifinished parts own 
a length of 𝐿𝐿 = 120 mm, an outer diameter of 𝑑𝑑𝑂𝑂 = 80 mm and a nominal wall thickness of 
𝑤𝑤 = 4 mm. The tubes are manufactured according DIN1127. Thus, the tubes feature an angular 
wall thickness eccentricity due to fabrication tolerances, with a deviation between maximum and 
minimum value of up to 15% [4]. The tube material is AISI 304L (X2CrNi18-9, 1.4307) which is 
a metastable austenitic stainless steel. By plastic deformation of this steel, a strain-induced phase 
transformation from austenite to α’-martensite can occur [5, 6] that influences the workpiece 
properties like the hardness and the micromagnetic properties. The process and material were 
already used in previous publications of the authors. Thus, it is referred to [7, 8] for additional 
information. 

Machine and sensor concept.  
The experiments were executed on a PLB 400 single roller spinning machine originally 

manufactured by Leifeld Metal Spinning GmbH (Ahlen, Germany) and later modified. The current 
setup is shown in Fig. 1 and was previously published in [7]. Here, the roller (entry angle 𝛼𝛼 = 12°, 
transition radius 𝑅𝑅 = 2 mm, exit angle 𝛽𝛽 = 5°) is mounted on a hydraulic actuated cross support 
that can be moved position-controlled in axial (𝑥𝑥) and radial (𝑦𝑦) direction for forming the 
workpiece. The specimen is positioned on a mandrel that is set into rotation by a spindle with an 
electric drive motor. The mandrel is also supported by two stationary rollers in opposite direction 
to the tool to compensate the high forming forces and to avoid mandrel deflection. 
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Fig. 1. Machine setup.  

 
The machine setup includes an additional sensor system for angular gradations and property 
control purposes (see Fig. 2). An absolute encoder Hengstler Acuro AC58 is mounted at the end 
of the spindle shaft for the determination of the angular workpiece position and of the rotational 
speed. The sensor is specified with a resolution of 12 bit and 2048 incremental pulses in the single 
turn mode. The machine also contains a laser distance measuring system for measuring the 
resulting wall thickness reduction online during the forming process. Two laser sensors OM70 by 
Baumer Electric are connected to the machine support moving axially along the workpiece. One 
of the sensors points perpendicularly near of the forming zone with an angular offset of 90°, but 
no axial offset. The second sensor is positioned with an additional axial offset of 5 mm in front of 
the forming zone. While the first sensor is measuring the formed area, the latter measures the 
unformed. It is thus possible to calculate the resulting wall thickness reduction from the differential 
signal of both sensors. The sensor system also contains a micromagnetic 3MA-II sensor that is out 
of the focus of this paper (see [8] for additional information about the sensor concept). 
 

 
Fig. 2. Sensor concept (scheme). 

 
Machine control architecture and control strategy. 
The flow forming machine is equipped with a NI compactRIO real-time controller (cRIO 9035). 

On the controller, the overall machine control is executed including the position closed-loop 
control of the two hydraulic actuators and the control of the spindle motor. The additional sensor 
system is also connected to the cRIO controller (see [8] for further details). The absolute encoder 
transmits the measured rotational position and speed digitally using the BiSS-C protocol to a 
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special encoder module (SEA 9521) of the cRIO. The control on the cRIO is programmed in the 
LabVIEW development environment. It is a free programmable, CNC-orientated control software 
that was developed in [9] and [10] and extended in [8] for property control issues. In the control 
program, the toolpath is defined by   

𝑃𝑃 = �
𝑥𝑥1 𝑦𝑦1 𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥,1
⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀 𝑦𝑦𝑀𝑀 𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥,𝑀𝑀

𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦,1
 ⋮

𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦,𝑀𝑀   

𝜃𝜃1
⋮

𝜃𝜃𝑀𝑀   

𝑛𝑛1
⋮
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀

� (1) 

Each row corresponds to a block of a conventional NC program. In each block, the desired final 
tool position in axial direction 𝑥𝑥 and in radial direction 𝑦𝑦 is defined, and in addition the feed in 
both directions for the tool movement (𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥 and 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦) until reaching the specified final position. Those 
values act as an input to the internal position control of the machine support. The program is added 
in this paper by two additional columns for the rotational speed 𝑛𝑛 and the desired angular position 
of the mandrel 𝜃𝜃. Here, a transition to the next block (with new desired values for 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖, 𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥,𝑖𝑖 and 
𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦,𝑖𝑖) is enforced when the measured value 𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 amounts approximately 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖. Since the absolute 
encoder delivers the measurement values with a certain accuracy and the rotation of the mandrel 
takes places continuously without stopping at 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖, it is thus necessary to utilize a threshold value 𝜀𝜀 
for defining the transition condition: 

|𝜃𝜃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 −  𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖| < 𝜀𝜀 (2) 

Procedure 
Effective resolution of the absolute encoder within the control system.  
For defining a suitable threshold value, the effective resolution of the absolute encoder within the 
setup is determined at first. It generally depends on the nominal resolution of the encoder itself 
and the signal sampling of the control system. For this purpose, the time signal of the absolute 
encoder is analyzed at different rotational speeds from 3 to 50 rpm. By comparing the measured 
angle values between two consecutive sample values, the effective angular resolution ∆𝜽𝜽 is 
determined (see Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3. Working principle of the forming control for angular parts. 

 
The effective resolution ∆𝜃𝜃 significantly depends on the rotational speed 𝑛𝑛. It varies between 0.2° 
at the lowest speed and 3° at the highest. This effect is caused by the sampling time of the control 
system 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 = 0.01 s. Since the nominal sensor resolution amounts ∆𝜃𝜃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 = 360°

212
= 0.088° 

and is much higher, the sampling effect is clearly dominating regarding the resolution. From the 
effective resolution, a suitable threshold value for the control can be defined since the threshold 
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should be greater (or equal at minimum) than the effect. In the worst case, the resolution is 3° in 
the experiments. Thus, the threshold value 𝜀𝜀 for the control is determined to ±3° in this paper. 

Determination of the desired values (control strategy).  
To produce axial and angular graded surface elements of 45°, 90° and 180° on the tube, an 

angle-dependent control strategy must be defined. In this paper, a rectangular strategy for the 
desired control values is proposed that alternates the actuator position in radial direction between 
a position near above the tube surface and a second position that corresponds to a desired infeed 
depth (see Fig. 4). The switching point of the desired value is  

𝑖𝑖 ⋅ ∆𝜃𝜃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  for 𝑖𝑖 = 0 … 360°
∆𝜃𝜃𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔,𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 (3) 

e.g. 0°, 90°, 270°, where ∆𝜃𝜃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  is the desired gradation angle. The sequence is repeated for 
several revolutions. Concurrently, an axial feed movement is defined. Thus, a gradation area 
occurs on the workpiece surface through the superposition of rotation and axial feed. 
 

 

 

Fig. 4. Control strategy for 90°-gradations - desired actuator toolpath. 
 
Experimental investigation by forming graded structures.  
Two geometric gradation structures were investigated on specimens with the novel control 

strategy to validify the strategy and to analyze the accuracy of the produced gradations. Both 
specimens include three annular areas where gradations are placed. In the first area, a single 
gradation with ∆𝜃𝜃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 180° is placed, two 90°-gradations in the second and four 45°-
gradations in the third (see Fig. 5).  

 

  

  

a) b)   
Fig. 5. Specimen 1 (a) and specimen 2 (b) with graded structures.  

 
Both specimens differ in the axial width of the gradations. In specimen 1, the axial width of each 
gradation is equal while the width is varying in specimen 2 by contrast. Here, the width is defined 
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by the number of rotations during the production of the specimen: 8 rotations for 180°-gradations, 
4 rotations for 90°-gradations and 2 rotations for 45°-gradations. Thus, the width declines the 
shorter the gradation angle in this specimen.  
Both experiments were performed with an axial feed of 0.1 mm/s according to former flow 
forming experiments of the authors in [7]. The rotational speed was defined by 5 rpm and the radial 
feed was set to 10 mm/s. The radial feed value 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 was determined after preliminary investigations 
(specimen type 3). Here, 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 was varied between 1 and 18 mm/s by a constant rotational speed of 
5 rpm and a constant nominal gradation length (desired gradation angle) of 90°. This experiment 
was carried out without axial feed and only by performing a single rotation. 
Results 
Investigation on the radial feed.  
At first, a specimen type 3 (produced with different radial feeds) was evaluated regarding the total 
length of the gradation. Since the gradations depict local areas with a reduced wall thickness and 
a gleaming, it was possible to evaluate the graded areas using a flexible measuring tape.  
 

 

 

a) b) 
Fig. 6. Influence of the radial feed/infeed velocity on the total angular gradation length:  

specimen (a) and results (b).  
 

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the total gradation length differs in every case from the desired 
nominal length of 90°, which is defined by the control. At a radial feed of 1 mm/s, the measured 
length amounts more than 180°. The total gradation length is significantly reduced by increasing 
the feed from 1 mm/s up to 8 mm/s. This is due to the shorter time the actuator takes until reaching 
the desired infeed position (see Fig. 8a). For infeed velocities of more than 8 mm/s, the total 
gradation length converges to approx. 103° despite of the faster actuator. This effect is probably 
caused by the contact area between roller and workpiece. Hence, the oversize of 13° cannot be 
compensated by a higher actuator dynamic. Additionally, a strong vibration occurs at the counter 
holder of the machine for radial feeds of more than 10 mm/s. The following experiments on 
different nominal gradation lengths are thus performed with a radial feed of 10 mm/s.  

Local resolution and accuracy of the gradations.  
Both specimens with different nominal gradation lengths (specimen 1 and 2) were analyzed 

regarding the gradation geometry and length. Hence, it is possible to exactly determine the 
resolution/accuracy of the gradations and to obtain a correlation between the resulting and nominal 
gradation length, which is the input to the control.  

On specimen 2, the gradation width was also varied. Thus, there are gradations of a single 
rotation (single turn gradation) and of multiple rotations (multi turn gradation). A single turn 
gradation consists of three regions in axial and angular direction (see Fig. 7). In angular direction, 

Nominal 
gradation length
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the gradation consists of three areas: a full width main area and two transition areas at the 
beginning and the end where the width increases or declines. Therefore, two different lengths of 
gradation could be distinguished: the inner length of the full width area and the total angular length 
of the gradation (full width area length + transition area length) that was already used as a measure 
in the preliminary investigation. The shape of the transition areas is mainly influenced by the roller 
geometry since the wall thickness is not constant in the axial direction of the whole gradation. 
There are two inclined surfaces in axial direction at the beginning and at the end of the gradation 
with a declining/increasing wall thickness. The inclined surfaces (entry and exit region) are caused 
by the entry and exit angle of the roller while the deepest point of the gradation corresponds to the 
nose region of the roller [11]. In the transition areas, the width of the entry and exit region 
decreases/increases to/from zero while the nose region exists on the whole length of the gradation. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Geometry of the gradations. 

 
On the multi turn gradations (90° and 180°), the entry and exit region is rarely visible. This is due  
each multi turn gradation consists of a superposition of single turn gradations that are axially 
displaced by the related feed 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 in axial direction. Through the axial feed, the entry and exit area 
are repeatedly shifted by the nose radius of the roller. The entry and exit region thus exist only on 
the two axial edges of the gradation. Hence, the full width area can only be measured at the edges 
while the length of the plan area inside the gradation corresponds to the total gradation length.   
The results of the length measurement are summarized in Fig. 8b taking the example of specimen 
2, but generally the results for specimen 1 are similar. In each case, the total angular gradation 
length exceeds the desired value of 45°, 90° or 180° (nominal gradation length) by approx. 
15 − 25°, like in the results from the preliminary investigations. The precise value might vary 
between the gradations due to the accuracy of the switching condition (ε-condition, see section 2) 
up to ±3°. The full width area length amounts approximately 18° less than the total angular length 
of the gradation in every case. It can be seen that the mean value of the total angular length and 
the full width area length is approximately (with the accuracy of ±3°) equal to the nominal 
gradation length from the control. There are principally two reasons for the existence of the 
transition areas at the edges of the full width area: the actuator dynamics and the roller geometry. 
In case of the 90°-gradations, the actuator takes 2° until entering the workpiece surface and 
additional 7° until reaching the desired infeed of 2 mm (see Fig. 8a). Exactly 90° after starting the 
motion, the actuator is leaving the workpiece (with the same duration as entering but vice versa). 
This obviously leads to an angular displacement of the gradations of 2 ⋅ 2° and to the elongation 
of the gradations due to the transition areas by 2 ⋅ 9°. Otherwise, it has been seen from the 
preliminary investigations that a higher actuator dynamic of more than 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 = 10 mm/s does not 
influence the total length of the gradations anymore. In this case, also the roller geometry in 
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circumferential direction leads to the transition area. This is due to the contact area between tube 
and roller that corresponds to an intersection of a cone (roller) and a cylinder (tube, see [11] for 
further information regarding the contact geometry).  
 

 

 

a) b) 
 

Fig. 8. Influence of the radial feed/infeed velocity on the effective angular gradation length: a) 
measured actuator dynamics, b) measured gradation length.  

 
By conclusion from the investigations on accuracy, the resulting gradation geometry is mainly 
influenced by the transition areas at the left and right edge of the gradation. Using the correlation 
from Fig. 8b, it could be possible to adjust the nominal gradation length in the control to receive a 
full width area length or total gradation length that matches to a desired value. But in every case, 
there will be a fuzziness of the gradation due to the physics of the actuator and roller geometry. In 
this context, also the minimal dimension of a gradation with the current machine setup (process 
parameter, controller, infeed, and roller geometry) can be derived. Here, the minimal angular 
length is 18° since the angular gradation length minimally amounts to the length of both transition 
areas. The minimal axial width corresponds to the width of a single turn gradation, namely the 
width of the entry, nose and exit region. In the experiment with an infeed of 2 mm, the minimal 
width amounts approximately 0.6 mm. Generally, it also depends on the wall thickness reduction 
since the contact area between roller and tube differs.    

Wall thickness reduction of the gradations.  
The gradations were also investigated regarding the resulting wall thickness reduction. 

Therefor, a caliper Kroeplin D4R50 (resolution: 0.05 mm) was used. The measured average wall 
thickness inside the gradations of specimen 1 amounts 3.74 mm, and in specimen 2 the wall 
thickness is 3.78 mm. The average initial wall thickness also differs between both specimens 
(3.95 mm for specimen 1 and 4.03 mm for specimen 2). The resulting wall thickness reduction is 
thus 0.21 mm (specimen 1) and 0.25 mm (specimen 2) which is nearly the same regarding the 
accuracy of the caliper. Hence, a deviation between the infeed of the roller (2 mm) and the 
thickness reduction is observed. This effect is essentially caused by undesired machine behavior, 
e.g. the flexibility of the support and the mandrel, and was already detected during previous 
investigations at the same machine (see [7] for example). The detailed results for each gradation 
are shown in Fig. 9. In angular direction, the wall thickness slightly differs between each gradation 
and moreover inside of them. This effect is caused by the eccentricity of the semifinished parts. 
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Specimen 1 Specimen 2 
Fig. 9. Measured wall thickness inside the gradations.  

 
α’-martensite formation inside the gradations.  
A deformation-induced α’-martensite formation inside the gradations was expected due to 

metastable austenitic semifinished parts and the wall thickness reduction inside the gradations. For 
this purpose, the specimens were also analyzed by Feritscope FMP30 (Helmut Fischer GmbH, 
Sindelfingen, Germany) to detect the volume fraction of the α’-martensitic phase. The results (see 
Fig. 10) were measured at intervals of 5 mm in axial and 12° in angular direction.  
 

 

 

Fig. 10. Measured α’-martensite volume fraction of specimen 1 (left) and specimen 2 (right).   
 

In each gradation of specimen 1, an α’-martensite volume fraction of approximately 11% was 
measured. In the non-deformed areas by contrast, the α’-martensite amounts less than 3%. Thus, a 
clearly graded α’-martensitic structure could be identified. On the axial edge of each gradation, the 
peak value of the α’-martensite measurement is on a lower level (e.g. 5% for the 90°-gradations). 
This effect could be influenced by the sensor spot that measures inside and outside the gradation 
at the edge. In angular direction, there is also a gradient of the measured amount of α’-martensite. 
At the beginning of the gradation (inside transition area I), the α’-martensite amount is lower than 
at the middle (full width area), where a maximum is reached, and decreases again until the 
gradation end (transition area II). This is because the contact conditions between tool and 
workpiece are optimal at the center. However, while forming the gradations, a forming force 
gradient is created over the material until the optimal contact conditions are reached (at the 
beginning) or released (at the end), which is reflected in the angular α’-martensite gradient. 

Online measurements of the wall thickness reduction during forming.  
Regarding a future use in a property control for 2D gradations, the measurements of the two 

laser distance sensors were also recorded during the production of the two specimens. Sensor 1 
was placed on the same axial position as the forming tool, but with an angular displacement.  Here, 
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the distances between the two sensors and the workpiece arise when the support starts infeeding 
at 𝑡𝑡 = 98.5 s/𝜑𝜑 = 182° (see Fig. 11). Similarly, the distances decline with a distinct downshift at 
𝑡𝑡 = 104.9 s/𝜑𝜑 = 360° while the support moves back into the starting position. Both distance shifts 
are similar, so no wall thickness reduction is detected during the support motion. Wall thickness 
reduction is firstly measured with a temporal delay of 3.3 s to the actuator signal starting at 𝑡𝑡 =
 101.8 s/𝜑𝜑 = 275° and ending at 𝑡𝑡 = 108.2 s/𝜑𝜑 = 90.5°. This temporal delay is caused by the 
angular displacement between sensor and forming zone that amounts approximately 90°. The 
signal difference of both laser distance sensors amounts approximately 0.3 mm which corresponds 
roughly to the manually measured wall thickness reduction values.  
 

 
Fig. 11. Influence of the actuator movement and angular sensor displacement on the online wall 

thickness measurement (forming and measurement of the gradation). 
Summary 
In this paper, a novel control strategy for the flow forming process was presented. Here, flow 
forming was enabled to more complex, 2D (axial and angular) graded structures on the specimen 
surface like a QR code by integrating an absolute encoder into the control. This encoder-based 
control strategy was successfully validated by the experimental manufacturing of locally graded 
forming parts. The resolution and accuracy of these gradations in angular direction significantly 
depend on the actuator dynamics, namely the infeed velocity/feed in radial direction. Above a 
certain critical velocity, the effect of the actuator dynamic decreases. In this case, the imprint of 
the roller geometry on the specimen (contact area) becomes the dominating effect. The result is 
that the gradations own a greater total angular length than the actuator feeds in. In axial direction, 
the gradation edges were also influenced by the roller geometry. For this reason, a minimal 
gradation dimension of 0.6 mm in axial and of 18° in angular direction was concluded from the 
experiments. Thus, a required line thickness of 0.5 to 4 mm for a QR code could be almost realized. 
In angular direction, structures of 4° to 40° were required since multiple gradations should be 
circumferentially placed for a QR code. For this purpose, different roller geometries will be 
evaluated in further investigation to enhance the accuracy due a dependence on the roller radius is 
assumed. Besides the dimensional accuracy in angular and axial direction, the specimens were also 
investigated regarding the wall thickness reduction in radial direction. Here, a significant deviation 
between infeed and thickness reduction was noticed. Nevertheless, the wall thickness reduction 
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also leads to an α’-martensite formation and thus to a locally graded α’-martensite structure on the 
specimen. The resulting magnetic properties of the α’-martensite structure will be analyzed in 
future research.  

The presented control strategy could be further extended by a closed-loop control of the wall 
thickness reduction to compensate the deviation of the reduction. Concurrently, it would be 
favorable to adjust the α’-martensite volume fraction by a closed-loop property control to a defined 
value (see Fig. 12).  
 

 
Fig. 12. Concept of a closed-loop property control structure with a model-based observer.  

 
As seen from the measurements of the laser distance sensors, such a closed-loop control for 2D 
gradations is difficult since the forming result is detected with a spatial and temporal displacement. 
Therefore, it is not possible to simply compare the measured value to the desired. A possible 
solution to overcome this challenge is to include a model-based observer into the closed-loop 
control structure (see Fig. 12). The observer could allocate the measured values to the correct 
location within a model of the specimen surface and output the wall thickness and the α’-martensite 
fraction at the actual actuator position. Thus, it would be possible to correctly determine the control 
error and enhance the process accuracy by applying a closed-loop property control to the process.    
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Abstract. The open-die forging process can produce large workpieces with excellent material 
properties that can be used for heavy-duty applications like turbine shafts. The mechanical 
properties result from the microstructure, which in turn directly results from the process route. 
Since in open-die forging processes commonly hundreds of unique forming operations are carried 
out, numerous process routes lead to the same final geometry but produce different 
microstructures. This is why the prior design of an optimal pass schedule is essential to ensure 
good mechanical properties of open-die forgings. In the past reinforcement learning (RL) was 
already used to design optimized pass schedules for open-die forging that achieve the desired 
geometry, utilize the available press force, and reduce the number of passes. Furthermore, the 
design of a single pass schedule only took a few seconds which creates opportunities for the use 
of RL in control systems e.g. for the microstructure. This is why in this publication an existing RL 
algorithm is extended so that microstructure can be included in the optimization. Within this 
process, a microstructure model is integrated into the RL algorithm and the reward function 
(defines the goal of the training process) was extended in two steps to also rate the achieved 
average grain size continuously dependent on the temperature of the workpiece. In addition, the 
RL implementation was changed to ensure the production of the desired final geometry leading to 
a decrease in the complexity of the optimization problem. Thus, both an improvement of the 
designed pass schedules and a significant reduction of the training time of the RL algorithm was 
achieved. 
Introduction 
Open-die forging is a bulk metal forming process that offers the possibility to produce large mostly 
longitudinally oriented workpieces while removing casting defects from the component. This 
includes the closing of casting voids and the transformation of an unfavorable microstructure that 
can result from casting into a fine homogeneous one. Therefore, open-die forgings exhibit 
excellent mechanical properties and are often used for heavy duty applications like turbine shafts. 
During the forging process, the workpiece is incrementally formed using simple tools. Therefore, 
the final geometry of the component results from the sequence of forming operations, which can 
comprise up to several hundred individual strokes. This leads to an infinite number of different 
forging processes, which all result in the same final geometry, but can differ significantly in terms 
of the microstructure produced, the energy required, or the process duration. 

To ensure efficient processes and high component quality in open-die forging targeted process 
design and, in the long term, process control are of great importance. An optimized process design, 
considering the microstructure produced, can be achieved e.g. via finite element (FE) simulations 
coupled with a microstructure model. Since FE simulations of open-die forging processes often 
require long computing times, a fast design or the control of forging processes is not possible using 
this approach. In the industry forging processes are until today often designed based on experience 
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or using simple models describing e.g. the geometry development. In addition, commercial 
software to design pass schedules, such as the program "ForgeBase®" from SMS group GmbH [1] 
or "easy2forge" from Dr. Fister GmbH [2], are available. Although these programs can quickly 
design (in some instance optimum) pass schedules for various ingot geometries, considering e.g. 
plant boundaries, the microstructure generated is not yet included in the design. Overall, a need 
for new possibilities for rapid design of optimum pass schedules as well as targeted process control 
arises, whereby besides geometry further workpiece parameters such as grain size are included. 

In this publication, a novel approach for the design of optimized open-die forging processes 
using the machine learning method reinforcement learning (RL) is presented. RL algorithms as 
well as deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approaches have been successfully applied in various 
manufacturing applications including metal forming for different process design and control tasks 
[3,4]. Gamal et al. [5] trained a deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm to control the roll gap 
in bar and wire hot rolling using real plant measurement data. Dornheim et al. [6] used a RL 
approach coupled to a FE-simulation of the process to optimize the blank holder force in sheet 
metal deep drawing. Scheiderer et al. [7] used a soft actor critic algorithm to design an optimal 
pass schedule for heavy plate rolling that produces a desired grain size.  

Since RL algorithms learn and store general rules for optimal behavior in different situations, 
after a successful training process they can determine solutions for individual problems in a very 
short time. In addition, (deep) neural networks can be used to store the knowledge learned during 
the training process, which can map even highly nonlinear correlations that are often present in 
open-die forging e.g. due to the incremental forming. For this reason, a double deep q-learning 
(DDQL) algorithm for the optimized design of open-die forging processes was developed in [8]. 
The algorithm is capable of designing pass schedules that achieve the desired final geometry while 
making use of the available press force and reducing the number of passes. Since the design of one 
optimized pass schedule via RL took only 2-4 seconds, the potential of RL for process planning 
and control has already been demonstrated. Since microstructure has a great influence on the 
mechanical properties of a forging, in this publication, a microstructure model is incorporated into 
the existing DRL algorithm to enable consideration of the produced grain size in the design of 
optimized pass schedules for open-die forging. 
Previous Reinforcement Learning in Open-Die Forging  
The machine learning approach RL is similar to human trial-and-error learning [3]. In an industrial 
open-die forging plant, this learning procedure runs unconsciously. Both press and manipulator 
operators select process parameters such as height reduction or bite ratio on a daily basis, 
interacting with their environment the open-die forge. In addition, they receive subsequent 
feedback on the part quality, e.g. good part or scrap, and thus with time learn how different 
materials and workpiece geometries are forged optimally (cf. Fig. 1, left). 

Throughout its training process, the RL algorithm implemented in [8] undergoes the same 
learning process. Here, a so-called RL agent (cf. Fig. 1, center) interacts with its environment by 
selecting actions that correspond to process parameters such as bite ratio or height reduction (cf. 
Fig 1, middle). In contrast to a plant operator, who learns directly from the real forging process, 
the RL agent uses a virtual forging environment (cf. Fig. 1, right). This incorporates fast process 
models that can calculate the change in key workpiece properties such as geometry [9], 
temperature [10], and equivalent strain (in the core fiber) [11] as well the process duration and 
press force. Since it is often necessary to design several thousands of pass schedules in a RL 
training process as well as analyzing them concerning the material and process properties 
achieved, using a real forging plant for training is not feasible. This is due to risks for operators 
and machines as well as considerable costs incurred from the material used, wear, and the 
occupancy of staff and plants. 
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The virtual forging environment uses the process parameters selected by the agent to adjust the 
current state of the workpiece, including its geometry, temperature, and equivalent strain (in core 
fiber). An evaluation of this action selection according to a so-called reward function follows. The 
reward function assigns a scalar reward to each process parameter selection of the algorithm 
considering the current ingot state and hence, defines the goal of the RL training process. 
Afterwards, the agent uses the rewards and the information on the state change to adapt its action 
selection rules stored in a neural network (cf. Fig 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the trial-and-error learning procedure; left: human plant 

operator; right: RL algorithm. 
 

In the given implementation, the RL agent learns how to design efficient forging processes. The 
goal includes not only to produce the desired final geometry but also to minimize the number of 
passes and to make the best possible use of the available press force. At the same time, process 
and plant limits such as the maximum force of the press are considered in the pass schedule design. 
For this reason, 80 % of the maximum press force is set as the nominal value, which, when adhered 
to, provides the maximum reward for the algorithm. In contrast, the reward function produces a 
penalty if the press force limit is exceeded. A detailed description of the implementation as well 
as the training process of the RL algorithm can be found in [8]. 
Description of the Use Case 
To ensure good mechanical properties in open-die forged components while forging efficiently a 
targeted adjustment of the microstructure is essential. The RL algorithms presented throughout 
this publication are all trained to design pass schedules considering forging ingots made of 1.4301 
steel (AISI 304), with a starting temperature of 1100°C and an initial grain size of 200 µm. The 
initial ingots have square initial cross-sections with edge lengths between 180 mm and 220 mm 
and are drawn out to final cross-sections with edge lengths between 100 mm and 140 mm. The 
initial length of the forging ingots is 500 mm. In the end, the trained RL algorithms should be able 
to give optimal pass schedules in seconds for various combinations of initial and final ingot 
geometries within the above-mentioned ranges. This would enable the use of RL-algorithms not 
only for fast offline design but also for online process adaption in order to control forging 
processes. 

In a first step, the existing RL algorithm for efficient forging (no consideration of grain size) is 
trained without modifications. Afterwards, 400 different pass schedules with uniformly distributed 
combinations of initial and target geometry were designed using the RL agent. A semi-empirical 
microstructure model [12] was used to analyze the produced grain size along the core fiber of each 
pass schedule. This creates a comparative measure to rank the effectiveness of the later discussed 
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changes that account for grain size in the optimized pass schedule design. Fig. 2 shows the 
consolidated results using a heat map. Here, each box represents a pass schedule whose associated 
initial and target workpiece geometry can be read on the x and y axes, respectively. The coloration 
of the box represents the average austenitic grain size achieved in the core fiber of the workpiece 
at the end of the forging. 

 

Fig. 2. Heatmap showing the produced 
average grain sizes of 400 different pass 

schedules designed by RL without a specific 
grain size reward. 

 

The generated average grain sizes vary between 80.03 μm and 98.91 μm with a standard 
deviation of 3.82 μm. Averaged over the 400 pass schedules, the mean average grain size is 86.71 
μm. Furthermore, averaged comparative values for the deviation from the target geometry 
(± 0.23 %), the average number of passes (6.15), and the utilization of the press force (± 5.02 %) 
are calculated and listed in Table 1. 
Extension of the Previous RL Implementation 
To enable the RL algorithm (cf. Fig. 1) to consider the production of a specific grain size in the 
process design, the existing implementation was extended in three steps. The first step consists of 
the implementation of a microstructure model developed by Karhausen et al [12] into the 
environment of the algorithm. The model uses semi-empirical equations to estimate 
recrystallization and grain growth, as well as a substructure modeling to determine the change in 
austenite grain size during forging. The model input is time-resolved data of temperature and 
equivalent strain along the core fiber that is already available in the environment of the RL 
algorithm. 

In the second step, the previous reward function (cf. [8]) consisting of a weighted sum of the 
single rewards for force utilization and geometry, was complemented by an additional term RGS to 
evaluate the generated mean austenitic grain size in the core fiber at the end of each process (cf. 
Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 2, the mean average grain size produced by the previous algorithm was 
86.71 ± 3.82 μm with a minimum grain size of 80.03 μm. To force the adapted RL agent to change 
its pass schedule design pattern for each combination of initial and target geometry, a target grain 
size of 70 μm, as well as a permissible maximum deviation of ± 10 μm, was chosen. This ensures 
that the new target grain size does not overlap with the previous grain size spectrum of the efficient 
forging use case (cf. Fig. 2). 

To reflect this, a grain size reward function RGS was designed, which is evaluated only once at 
the end of each pass schedule and hence, is referred to as a sparse reward. The reward RGS divides 
into three characteristic sections depending on the mean grain size (cf. Fig. 3). The first section 
covers the permissible target grain size region of 70 ± 10 μm. Here, the reward increases 
parabolically and reaches its maximum at the exact target grain size. Outside the permissible grain 
size range, the reward drops linearly with increasing deviation from the target grain size in section 
two until it remains constant at its minimum in section three. This lower limit of the reward is 
called reward clipping. It prevents large gradients from occurring in the training process of the RL 
algorithm, which can increase the training stability.  
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation 
of the sparse grain size reward 

RGS. 
 

Finally, the action selection of the algorithm, which previously consisted of height reduction 
(3% - 30%) and bite ratio (0.3 – 0.9), was extended by the selection of a break time between 0 and 
120 seconds before every second pass. This enables the algorithm to influence the microstructure 
significantly more throughout the forming process. Now, depending on the current ingot state, the 
RL can e.g. lower the workpiece temperature by cooling or give material-physical processes such 
as static recrystallization or grain growth the necessary time to complete. 
Training of the RL Algorithm – Sparse Grain Size Reward 
After the RL algorithm was extended and the use case was defined, a new training process with 
100,000 iterations was carried out. This corresponds to 100,000 designed pass schedules that are 
analyzed concerning their final workpiece properties by the environment using fast process 
models. The training process took about eight days on four cores of an Intel® Xeon® E5-2667 v3 
processor with the algorithm successfully converging against high rewards. 

To classify the quality of the generated pass schedules, again 400 different pass schedules were 
designed using the trained RL agent and then analyzed concerning their achieved grain sizes. 
Subsequently, averaging was used to generate comparable process parameters such as a mean 
number of passes or an averaged deviation from the target geometry. On average, the grain size 
over all 400 pass schedules is 70.99 ± 3.58 µm (cf. Fig. 4) and thus close to the desired target value 
of 70 µm. In comparison to the previous RL algorithm for efficient forging, the mean grain size 
decreased significantly throughout all 400 pass schedules (cf. Fig. 2) while the standard deviation 
remained almost the same. Moreover, nearly all processes produce a grain size within the 
permissible range between 60 µm and 80 µm. Only a small cluster of five pass schedules (cf. 
Fig. 4, red frame) exceeds the permissible maximum value of 80 µm with a maximum grain size 
of 82.05 µm for the combination of an initial height of 189 mm and a final height of 139 mm. 

In addition to the new optimization goal of generating a defined grain size, the agent also 
successfully took into account the objectives for efficient open-die forging. The average number 
of passes was reduced to 5.9 while the designed pass schedules use the available press force well. 
This is underlined by a small average deviation of 6.1 % from the target press force, whereby the 
maximum press force is not exceeded in any pass schedule. In general, the designed pass schedules 
lead to the desired target geometry well resulting in an average deviation of 0.31% between 
generated and desired final height. Nevertheless, one of the 400 pass schedules (initial height = 
213 mm and target height = 137 mm) failed on the permissible final height range (target height ± 
1%) with a deviation of -1.02 % from the target geometry.  
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Fig. 4. Heatmap showing the produced 
average grain sizes of 400 different pass 
schedules designed by RL with a sparse 

grain size reward (cf. Fig. 3). 
 

The pass schedules failing slightly on complying with the target grain size and target geometry 
ranges indicate that the algorithm might not have converged to its full extent yet. One reason for 
this slow and incomplete convergence could be the increased complexity of the optimization 
problem. Furthermore, an unclear formulation of the optimization goals within the reward function 
can result in bad convergence as well as the observed grain sizes outside of the desired range. A 
longer training process might improve the result quality but due to the already high training 
duration of several days, it is not a feasible solution. Instead of longer training durations, the 
following chapter aims at two different approaches to increase the efficiency of the training 
process: Reducing the complexity of the optimization problem and improving the reward function. 
Reduction of Complexity 
The first change to the implementation of the RL algorithm aims at reducing the complexity of the 
optimization problem to be solved. Until now, the algorithm has had to balance four optimization 
objectives (set final geometry, minimize number of passes, utilize press force, set grain size) and 
satisfy all of them simultaneously. So far, the final geometry resulted from the selected height 
reductions and bite ratios, considering the occurring spread. Since the desired final cross section 
is known upfront and fast process models can predict the geometry change during forging, from 
now on the desired final geometry is directly ensured in the implementation of the RL environment. 
As soon as the algorithm selects a combination of height reduction and bite ratio that causes the 
final height of the workpiece to fall below the desired final height, a correction of the last two 
passes happens. Here, the height reduction is inversely lowered by backwards calculation of the 
geometry model ensuring the exact production of the target geometry. The bite ratio and break 
time selected by the algorithm remain unchanged during this adjustment. This change to the 
implementation removes one of the four optimization objectives, so that the complexity of the 
optimization problem decreases significantly, which should lead to improved convergence in the 
training process. Since hereafter, the desired geometry is always produced perfectly, the associated 
reward calculated after the last pass is invalid and removed from the reward function. 

Furthermore, a restriction of the number of actions selectable by the agent decreases the 
complexity even further. The discrete action choice of the used RL (double deep Q-learning) agent 
is based on the estimation of the value Q(s,a) for all possible action choices a in the current state s. 
The Q value represents a measure of the total reward expected for the remaining process, which 
the agent tries to maximize. Therefore, the agent always chooses the actions with the highest 
Q-value, promising the highest total reward gained. So far, the RL agent can choose bite ratios 
between 0.3 and 0.9 in increments of 0.05, and height reductions between 3% and 30% in 
increments of 1%. In combination with break times, which the algorithm is allowed to choose 
between 0 s and 120 s in 30 s increments, 1820 combinations of action choices are possible in each 
state of the forging. Hence, before every action choice 1820 Q-values need to be calculated, leading 
to the conclusion that in the current implementation increasing discretization of actions leads to 
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slower action choices and hence to higher training durations. Furthermore, the algorithm must 
estimate the value Q(s,a) for all combinations of state s (state of the forging ingot) and action a 
(combination of process parameters) and store it in the neural network. This mapping becomes 
more difficult as the number of combinations increases. This is why the step size of the action 
choices bite ratio (0.3 : 0.05 : 0.9  0.3 : 0.1 : 0.9) and height reduction (3% : 1% : 30%  
3% : 3% : 30%) were reduced. Through this adjustment, the number of possible actions per state 
decreases from 1820 to 350 representing another significant reduction in complexity. 
Adaption of the Reward Function 
Besides the high complexity of the optimization problem, the design of the reward function can be 
a reason for the slow convergence behavior as well as the miss of the desired grain size range. The 
definition of the reward function is one of the most important issues in RL, because the reward 
function does not only influence the achieved result, here e.g. the quality of the generated pass 
schedules, but also the training process itself. A well-defined reward function contributes to 
accelerating the convergence of RL algorithms and leads to more stable training processes. It is 
known that compared to sparse rewards, continuous reward functions promote the convergence of 
RL algorithms and lead to better training results. In the present context of pass schedule design, a 
sparse reward corresponds to feedback that is given only once per pass schedule after the last pass, 
whereas a continuous reward is calculated after every second pass. The current reward function 
already includes continuous rewards for utilizing the available press force and for minimizing the 
number of passes, but producing a specific grain size is only rated sparsely (cf. Fig. 3). It is hardly 
possible to describe the microstructure evolution during open-die forging processes inversely due 
to the incremental forming and interaction of various material physical effects like recrystallization 
and grain growth. For this reason, there is no feasible benchmark for the continuous evaluation of 
the ingot state over the process to achieve a desired grain size at the end of the process. 

To overcome this hurdle, a new temperature-dependent continuous reward of the grain size is 
introduced, which should help the algorithm to reliably achieve the desired final grain size across 
all combinations of initial and target geometry. This reward structure is based on the assumption 
that the algorithm can only influence the microstructure as long as the ingot is sufficiently hot. As 
the workpiece cools during forging, processes such as recrystallization and grain growth are 
increasingly restricted, and hence, the influence of the agent on the microstructure decreases. This 
insight enables the creation of a new reward function RGS,C for rating the grain size continuously 
throughout the pass schedule. A downward-opening parabola whose maximum occurs at the target 
grain size forms the basis of this function. As can be seen in Fig. 5, on the one hand, the minimum 
reward is lowered with falling temperatures. On the other hand, the parabola is unilaterally 
stretched in the direction of larger grain sizes with raising temperatures. Both effects described, 
apply linearly between 900°C and 1100°C and represent the decreasing influence on the grain size 
(cf. Fig. 5). Outside this temperature range the reward RGS,C remains constant. The new continuous 
grain size reward only complements the existing sparse grain size reward. Hence, at the end of a 
pass schedule still a grain size reward inspired by Fig. 3 is calculated. It is to be noted that RGS,C is 
deliberately defined as negative. The punishment granted for each pass indirectly represents the 
goal to also minimize the number of passes, since higher amounts of passes lead to more grain size 
evaluations resulting in a higher overall punishment. 
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the 
continuous reward function for the grain size 

RGS,C. 

Retraining of the adapted RL algorithm – Continuous Grain Size Reward 
To be able to assess the influence of the adjustments made, the adapted RL algorithm had to be 
retrained once again. This training process comprised 50,000 iterations that equal 50,000 designed 
and analyzed pass schedules, and took only 24 hours on four cores of an Intel® Xeon® E-2236 
processor. Again, 400 different pass schedules were designed using the trained RL algorithm and 
the achieved mean austenitic grain sizes are summarized in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Heatmap showing the produced 
average grain sizes of 400 different 

pass schedules designed by RL with a 
continuous grain size reward. 

Averaged over all 400 pass schedules, the adapted RL algorithm produces a mean grain size of 
69.85µm, which is very close to the target grain size of 70µm. The standard deviation results in 
2.27µm while none of the 400 pass schedules produces a grain size outside the desired range. In 
addition, the algorithm continues to meet the goals of efficient open-die forging with an average 
number of passes of 5.55 and an average deviation of 5.5% between the predicted and nominal 
press force. At the same time, plant limits such as the maximum press force are observed in all 
pass schedules. Compared to the previous results from the RL algorithms with no and with sparse 
grain size rewards (cf. Table 1), a significant improvement in the quality of the designed forging 
processes was achieved. 

Table 1. Summary of the pass schedule quality of all three RL algorithms. 

RL algorithm no GS reward 
sparse GS 

reward 
continuous GS 

reward 
Average grain size [µm] 86.71 ± 3.82 70.99 ± 3.58 69.85 ± 2.27 

Average number of passes 6.15 5.88 5.55 
Avg. deviation nominal Force [%] 5.02 6.13 5.53 

Avg. deviation from final height [%] 0.23 0.31 0 
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In general, the latest RL algorithm shows similar process design patterns compared to its 
predecessor with sparse grain size reward. Whenever possible, large height reductions are applied 
to reduce the number of passes. At the same time, break times and bite ratios are selected 
interdependently so that the press force is utilized well and the desired grain size is achieved. The 
greatest behavior change is present in the area in which the maximum permissible grain size of 
80 µm was previously exceeded (see Fig. 4, red frame). Here, the adapted RL algorithm applies 
six passes instead of four while concentrating deformation in passes three and four. This leads to 
a different recrystallization timing, which shifts the final grain size into the desired range. 

The significant improvement in the quality of the designed pass schedules, combined with the 
drastic reduction of the training duration from eight days to 24 hours, demonstrate the feasibility 
of RL for the design of optimized pass schedules in open-die forging with consideration of 
microstructure. After the training process, the design of one optimized pass schedule only takes 
about four seconds. This short calculation time enables the use of RL for the control of open-die 
forging processes when combined with a suitable process monitoring system (cf. [13]). If 
deviations from the target process route happen that would lead to e.g. an undesired change in final 
grain size, the monitoring system can detect those. Subsequently, a RL algorithm could be used to 
calculate a new optimized pass schedule in real time, starting from the intermediate state of the 
process and continuing to produce the desired final grain size. To achieve this, further changes to 
the RL algorithm are necessary, so that it can cope with sensor noise present in the real forging 
environment as well as a wider range of input states of the forging ingots. 
Summary 
In this publication, an existing RL algorithm for the design of efficient open-die forging processes 
was extended to successfully consider microstructure in the process design. In a first extension, a 
sparse grain size reward was introduced into the RL algorithm leading to an improved 
microstructure. The average grain size of 70.99 ± 3.58 µm was significantly closer to the target 
value of 70 µm compared to the original implementation (86.71 ± 3.82 µm). The goals of efficient 
open-die forging (produce target geometry, use available press force, reduce number of passes) 
were also met, although slightly worse than before (cf. Table 1). Since individual pass schedules 
still missed the desired range for the grain size as well as the target geometry, a new continuous 
reward structure depending on the ingot temperature was added in a second extension. Besides 
that, the complexity of the underlying optimization problem was reduced so that the RL algorithm 
is now able to design optimized pass schedules for all combinations of initial and target geometry. 
On average, the mean austenitic grain size after the forging resulted in 69.85 ± 2.27 µm while all 
designed pass schedules complied with the specified grain size limits. In addition, the adherence 
to the optimization objectives of efficient forging also improved, underlining the great potential of 
utilizing process knowledge for the improvement of reinforcement learning applications. Besides 
the raise of result quality the duration of the training process decreased from eight to one day and 
the design of individual optimized pass schedules still takes just a few seconds. This highlights not 
only the possibility to use RL for the fast design of optimized pass schedules, but also the potential 
to use RL for the control of open-die forging processes. 
Outlook 
In the future, forging experiments on the open-die forging press of the Institute of Metal Forming 
(IBF) as well as microstructure analysis are planned to validate the presented RL approach. In 
addition, after the extension, the algorithm is still able to design individual optimized pass 
schedules in a few seconds. This offers the potential to extend the RL algorithm from designing 
processes in advance to control open-die forgings with regard to microstructure. To achieve this, 
the RL has to be extended so that deviations from a nominal process, such as interruptions or 
varying initial temperatures, can be included in the training process and hence, be reacted to.  
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Abstract. Material properties can vary both along a sheet-metal coil and from coil to coil despite 
tight tolerances influencing the process stability of sheet-metal processes and the part quality, 
which leads to rejects and machine downtime [1]. This significantly affect the economic efficiency 
of the process. Monitoring fluctuations in material characteristics at regular intervals along sheet-
metal coils is enabled directly by non-destructive testing (NDT) before the process offering 
conclusions on the material properties. Another material monitoring technique arises from 
monitoring process conditions of the upstream processes, e.g., cold rolling, leading indirectly to 
insights on material properties. In this work, a systematic literature review (SLR) [2] is conducted 
to investigate recent approaches for material monitoring and for the utilization of resulting material 
data for optimizing different sheet-metal forming processes. Existing approaches for different 
sheet-metal forming processes are critically appraised. Based on the SLR research gaps are 
revealed and research opportunities, e.g., arising from a potential transfer of existing solutions 
between different forming processes and recent advances in data-driven methods, are identified. 
Introduction 
Despite tight tolerances, variations in material properties along a sheet-metal coil or between 
different batches of the same material have been shown to occur during sheet-metal production 
[3]. These material fluctuations lead to defects such as burr formation or dishing behavior in 
shearing processes and to defects such as spring back in bending or forming operations [4]. Thus, 
fluctuating material properties result in rejects, robustness problems and downtime of sheet-metal 
forming processes. Typically, material properties are only measured at the beginning and at the 
end of coils. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the material quality in the event of 
defects.  

With the rise of the digital transformation in manufacturing to the Industry 4.0 the concept of 
the Internet of Production is gaining more importance [5]. In an Internet of Production all process-
characterizing information about a production process is available for the realization of real-time 
process control and decision support.  In the case of material variation that means the information 
about the material properties along the coil needs to be available to achieve full transparency, to 
adapt the process to changes in material properties and in case of workpiece defects to provide 
data for effective troubleshooting.  

One solution to this problem is to measure or monitor the material characteristics along the 
sheet-metal coil before the sheet-metal process with the help of non-destructive testing (NDT). 
Already in 1994, Engel et al. demonstrated the potentials of NDT for sheet-metal processes [6]. 
Nowadays NDT allows drawing direct conclusions about material properties, such as tensile 
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strength or elongation at break, and can be performed inline at regular intervals along the coil as it 
is being processed [7]. 

Besides NDT, another approach to material monitoring arises from monitoring process 
conditions of the upstream processes of sheet-metal forming processes, e.g., hot rolling [8], leading 
indirectly to insights on material properties. The use of cross-process data fundamentally enables 
the identification of quality-relevant parameters in the process chain and thus, the optimization of 
the process itself or of the subsequent process in the process chain. The sharing of information 
along the process chain is one of the main goals of an Internet of Production.  

Since a lot of research is already done in this field, this paper methodologically researches the 
approaches to handle fluctuating material properties for the usage in an Internet of Production. The 
two presented approaches of monitoring material properties along sheet-metal coils lead to 
following research questions: 

RQ1. How can fluctuating material properties be directly measured by NDT? 
RQ2. How can fluctuating material properties be indirectly measured by monitoring the 

upstream process? 
RQ3. How is the knowledge of fluctuating material properties along the coil utilized to 

optimize sheet-metal processes? 
To answer these questions a systematic literature review (SLR) is conducted. First, the research 

methodology is described in section 2 and after that in section 3,4 and 5 the research questions are 
discussed chronological based on the results of the SLR. In section 6, research gaps in the field of 
material monitoring are identified. 
Research Methodology  
The research methodology of the conducted SLR is based on the research methodology from Xiao 
and Watson [2]. It consists of three stages planning, conducting and reporting with different steps 
(Fig 1). The problem formulation is already described in section 1 in the form of three research 
questions.  

 
Fig. 1. Methodology of the SLR (adapted from [2]). 

 
Based on these research questions, topics for keywords were selected (see Table 1). The first 

keyword topic focusses on “mechanical properties” and “material variations” ensuring that the 
retrieved literature contains these or synonyms of these terms. In addition, the literature search is 
intentionally limited to publications on sheet-metal forming, in particular, common sheet-metal 
forming or shearing technologies and the most important upstream processes for the production of 
sheet-metal coils. Here common sheet-metal forming processes were chosen. The last keyword 
topic focuses on different monitoring and utilization methods of known material properties based 
on the fact that known material characteristics are used for control or data-driven analysis. 
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Table 1. Keywords of the conducted SLR. 

 
With these keywords 355 publications were found in the database Scopus. Scopus only considers 
peer-reviewed papers, books, and conference papers. Duplicates and publications that were not in 
English or older than from the year 2000 were removed. Based on the research questions the 
publications were examined by their title and abstract. Then a backward/forward search was 
conducted. An overview of the conducted SLR is given in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 3. Publication per year. 

 

Material Properties Sheet Metal Forming Processes Utilization

material variation OR
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material scatter OR
mechanical properties OR
material properties OR
steel strip properties OR
sheet metal properties OR
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strip steel OR 
steel sheets OR
sheet metal OR
sheet material OR
steel strip OR
cold rolled strip OR
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AND

normal cutting OR
shear cutting OR
shearing OR
blanking OR
punching OR
fine blanking OR
fineblanking OR

AND

optimization OR
monitoring OR
NDE OR
NDT OR
non-destructive testing OR
non-destructive evaluation OR
non-destructive examination OR
nondestructive testing OR
nondestructive evaluation OR
nondestructive examination OR
eddy current OR

stamping OR
deep drawing OR
car body part OR
bending OR

closed loop control OR
control materials OR
feedback control OR
feedforward control OR
online control OR
offline control OR
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roller levelling OR
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cold rolling OR
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A first analysis of the publications per year shows that the topic of monitoring fluctuating material 
properties for optimizing sheet-metal forming processes became increasingly important until 2014 
and after 2014 the importance remained, leading to the assumption that this topic is still relevant 
and will be relevant in the future.  

To give a first overview of the results, Fig. 4 shows the number of publications found in the 
SLR after filtering for duplicates and time for different keyword topics displayed in the rows of 

column 3 of Table 1. It is evident that 
the topic of material variation is 
addressed primarily for the upstream 
processes, hot rolling, cold rolling, and 
roller levelling and for the sheet-metal 
forming processes stamping, deep 
drawing and bending. There are not 
many publications regarding sheet-
metal separation processes.  
In the following three sections the 
research questions will be discussed 

based on the outcome of the SLR. A summary of the cited publications is given in Table 2.  
Non-Destructive Testing in Sheet-Metal Forming (RQ1) 
Non-destructive testing methods are suitable for measuring the material properties at regular 
intervals along the coil before the sheet-metal forming process. The operating principles of non-
destructive testing methods include ultrasonic testing, X-ray examinations and electromagnetic 
methods. In sheet-metal forming, electromagnetic methods are commonly used because there is a 
correlation between the mechanical and electromagnetic properties of sheet-metal since the 
microstructure is influencing both. Several scientific publications study how signals from various 
electromagnetic sensors correlate with material properties.  

For instance, Magnetic Barkhausen noise was used to measure hot-stamped high strength steel 
[9] and cold-rolled steel strips [10,11] in a lab setting. These measurements were used to predict 
different material properties, e.g., yield strength. Unterberg et al. distinguish whether material 
specimen were extracted from the start, the middle, or the end of a sheet-metal coil using a machine 
learning algorithm with magnetic Barkhausen noise as input data [12]. However, magnetic 
Barkhausen noise has not yet been used for inline monitoring.  

Commonly used sensors for in-line measurements of sheet-metal material include, eddy current 
sensors (eddy current method), the 3MA sensor (micromagnetic, multiparametric microstructure 
and stress analysis), and the IMPOC sensor (magnetic inductive method). For each of these 
sensors, it has been shown that the sensor signals are related to the mechanical properties. Various 
publications report successfully using 3MA sensor for inline sheet-metal monitoring and 
predicting tensile strength, yield strength, residual stress, and hardness of the material along a coil 
with a regression based on 3MA data [13-15]. Heingärtner used multidimensional regression based 
on eddy current data to calculate the material parameters tensile strength, yield strength, uniform 
strain, and elongation at break in inline production [7]. Moreover, Lee et al. tested different 
machine learning algorithms to predict the yield stress and the uniform elongation based on 6 
features of eddy current signals and achieved a high accuracy [16]. Zoesch et al. were able to detect 
cracks and thinning of material during deep drawing with two sensors (eddy current, 3MA) [17]. 
The IMPOC sensor was used to predict mechanical parameters such as tensile strength and yield 
strength [18] as well as to find uniformity in material properties along coils [19]. 

Fig. 4. Publication regarding different processes. 
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Indirect Measurements of Material Properties (RQ2) 
The monitoring of processes that produce sheet-metal represents an alternative strategy to directly measuring the 
material in sheet-metal forming processes. The inline monitoring of sheet-metal producing processes not only facilitates 

the optimization of these processes itself, but also of 
downstream sheet-metal forming processes. 

For the process of hot rolling, it was already 
shown in 2005 that it is possible to predict different 
mechanical properties such as yield strength of hot 
rolled steel coils based on data including process data 
such as coiling temperature and chemical factors with 
an artificial neural network. However, approximately 
21% of the predicted yield strength values deviated 
more than ±15 MPA from the true value [23]. Chen 
and Fan showed in 2021 that based on the input data 
rolling temperature, curling temperature and the 
chemical composition of the material the material 
properties tensile strength, compression and 
elongation can be predicted by different regression 
models with an coefficient of determination of over 
99% [8]. In [21] similar results were presented. In 
addition, electromagnetic monitoring was used in a 
hot strip mill to monitor the phase transformation and 
to extract the data of austenite transformation. Based 
on this data the hot rolling process was optimized in 
an offline control system [22]. Cuznar and Glavan 
investigated the data-driven optimization of the cold 

rolling process. The developed models enabled optimal cold rolling parametrization and real-time 
monitoring [24]. 

The roller levelling process was monitored by Nikula and Leiviskä using acceleration 
measurements. They utilized these measurements to predict the properties yield strength, width 
and thickness of the processed steel along the coil [27].  Magro et al. investigated an approach to 
predict the yield stress after the tension levelling process and to adapt the initial process parameters 
according to an analytical model [26]. Grüber and Hirt proposed a semi-analytical model that 
calculates the levelling force and determines in an inverse approach the material data [25].  

In another approach, times series signals from force sensors of the stamping process as an 
upstream process are evaluated and used to predict the tensile strength, yield strength and 
elongation at break of the processed material [28]. 
Utilization of the Knowledge of Fluctuating Material Properties (RQ3) 
Fluctuating material properties create uncertainties for downstream sheet-metal forming processes. 
These uncertainties influence the process stability, the process outcome and hence the product 
properties [20]. Thus, material fluctuations must be included in the process parameterization to 
increase the stability of the process or when adapting the process with different control strategies 
to optimize the process outcome. 

For a stamping process, variations of material were measured with non-destructive testing and 
different motions for a servo-press were evaluated [29]. The data of this experiments were then 
evaluated using Bayesian logistic regression resulting in a model that determines motion profiles 
for a servo-press based on material characteristics [31]. Maretta and Di Lorenzo proposed a method 
were meta-models and Monte Carlo simulation were combined to analyze the influence of coil-to-

Research 
Question Processes/Sensors Literature 

Fluctuating 
material 
properties 

Sheet-metal 
forming in general  [1,3,4,20] 

RQ1 

Magnetic 
barkhausen noise  [9-12] 

Eddy current  [6,7,16,17] 
3MA  [13-15] 
IMPOC  [18,19] 

RQ2 

Hot rolling [8,21-23] 
Cold rolling  [24] 
Roller levelling  [25-27] 
Stamping  [28] 

RQ3 
Stamping  [29-31] 
Deep drawing  [32-40] 
Bending  [41-43] 

Table 2. Summary of the publication 
conducted in the SLR.  
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coil material variations on thinning and spring back to enhance the robustness of a stamping 
process [30]. 

A method for knowledge-based control of a deep drawing process was proposed by Fischer et 
al., combining feedforward control based on inline material measurements from an eddy current 
sensor and feedback control based on inline measurements of draw-in [36]. Another approach to 
minimize the influence of material variation by feedback control was presented by the same author 
[37]. Heingärtner et al. implemented an intelligent control system using numeric simulations and 
material data acquired by eddy current, process settings and draw-in measurements to optimize the 
manufacturing of kitchen sinks and tested it on a production site [38].  

Endelt distinguishes between non-repetitive uncertainties and repetitive uncertainties in sheet-
metal forming. While non-repetitive uncertainties are for example variance in sheet thickness and 
uneven lubrication. The repetitive uncertainties are for example changes in material properties, 
tool wear and tool temperature, which lead to process downtimes [33]. To handle these 
uncertainties Endelt and Danckert proposed a control strategy with an inner loop reducing the 
current draw-in error of the produced part and an outer loop based on a iterative learning control 
scheme handling the repetitive uncertainties and transfer information to optimize the draw-in 
flange from the produced part to the next part [35]. Endelt tested also a similar approach of iterative 
learning control algorithms on two benchmark problems [34]. Furthermore, Endelt develop the 
control strategy based on an inner loop and an outer loop further by adding numerical simulations 
to reduce the draw-in error [33]. A numerical study for a deep drawing process, where material 
fluctuations were included through a sensitivity analysis, and a proof of concept for a new control 
strategy by adapting the blank position was conducted by Briesenick et al. [32].  

Based on various material data such as IMPOC signals and oil levels recorded in a stamping 
plant, van Stein implemented an anomaly detection algorithm in a car body stamping process to 
detect outliers in material properties along steel coils [39]. On the same press shop, Purr examined 
various data sources in a press shop from various measuring systems also IMPOC signals with the 
aim of detecting fluctuations in the process. The result shows that the material fluctuations have a 
strong influence on the quality of the car body components [40]. 

In bending, material variations lead to spring back and thus, control strategies have been 
developed. A summary of these strategies is given in [20]. In this systematic literature review the 
focus was on the fluctuations of material properties. In [41] the authors used finite element 
simulation to identify a spring back compensation strategy. It was shown that this compensation 
strategy is able to reduce spring back under varying material properties and sheet thickness. Lafon 
et al. modelled different uncertainties, especially material properties to find a robust optimization 
procedure for a draw bending process [42]. The effect of yield strength variation and part 
dislocation was studied by Waheed et al. to optimize bending force and residual stresses [43]. It 
was found that the yield strength has a major effect on bending force and residual stresses. 
Identified Research Gaps 
The SLR revealed existing scientific studies, which already apply different NDT methods to obtain 
insights about material properties at regular intervals along sheet-metal coils in-line at the shop 
floor. Nevertheless, only few studies investigate in-line monitoring of material properties in 
relation to the parametrization of sheet-metal forming processes and the outcoming part quality at 
industrial scale. The investigation of non-destructive material measurements along coils offers the 
quantification of influences originating from the material and enables profound data-driven 
evaluation based on a high amount of available data to realize decision support and real-time 
control. Furthermore, NDT has been used to predict material properties by using features of raw 
signals but further investigation of correlations between specific signal properties of the raw 
signals and specific material properties provide an opportunity to derive new insights into 
potentially underlying cause-and-effect relationships. 
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Although existing publications already report that knowledge of material properties was 
obtained by monitoring upstream processes, in particular hot rolling, cold rolling, roller levelling 
and stamping, it is at best used to optimize the same process but there is no publication using these 
insights to optimize the subsequent sheet-metal forming processes. Compared to NDT, the 
approach to monitoring upstream processes usually requires cross-company collaboration, which, 
combined with the heterogeneity of the different process data, further complicates this approach. 
However, research on other manufacturing technologies suggests, that a holistic optimization of 
process sequences not only offers economic but also ecological advantages [44]. A holistic 
approach in sheet-metal processing requires to overcome existing data silos and to share data 
across processes in the sense of an Internet of Production [45].  

Another opportunity arises from the combination of the two material monitoring approaches to 
obtain larger data sets, facilitating the use of data-driven methods to adjust the sheet-metal process 
to ensure to enable a high-quality process outcome despite fluctuating material properties. Data-
driven methods for process optimization and control in sheet metal processing offer the potential 
to learn complex, unknown interdependencies along process sequences. This leads not only to the 
optimization of the sheet metal forming process and the quality of the resulting part, but also to 
the adaptation of upstream processes to specified material requirements based on the previously 
established dependencies between varying material properties and process parameterization. 

In addition, research is mainly limited to sheet metal forming processes, whereas the influence 
of material variations and a corresponding process optimization has not yet been investigated for 
sheet metal shearing processes. Hence, there is an opportunity to transfer the solutions presented 
from sheet metal forming to shearing processes. 
Summary 
A systematic literature review was conducted showing that there are two different approaches to 
monitoring fluctuating material properties along coils. It has been shown that non-destructive 
testing is used successfully inline to measure material properties. Moreover, various methods to 
monitor material properties in the upstreaming processes hot rolling, cold rolling, roller levelling 
and stamping were pointed out. The knowledge of material properties along a coil is already used 
to optimize stamping and deep drawing processes based on different control strategies and research 
considers fluctuating material properties to optimize different bending processes.  

In addition, research gaps were identified: 1) The utilization of knowledge of material properties 
along coils in relation to the parametrization of sheet-metal forming processes and the outcoming 
part quality on an industrial scale needs to be investigated in more detail. 2) Further cross-process 
data exchange is required to research the optimization of downstream processes when fluctuations 
in material properties occur. 3) The investigation of material variations in sheet-metal shearing 
processes is still an open topic.  
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Abstract. Process controls are getting increasingly more common in forming. Nevertheless, they 
are not suitable to achieve consistent quality when dealing with varying process disturbances. 
Differing properties of the raw material and other external influences like temperature variations 
and vibrations make it hard to achieve the tightly specified tolerances needed in today’s production 
environment. Product property controls represent a solution for these difficulties and create the 
opportunity to integrate additional functionality into the product and the process. In this project, 
the implementation of a multivariable product property control is investigated using the example 
of a recently developed process, called punch-hole-rolling. It is targeted to control product 
properties such as the collar height and the hardness on the inner surface. It has been shown in 
previous publications that it is possible to control the collar height in 1.0338 by carefully choosing 
suitable process parameters. In recent works the possibility was presented to control the hardness 
by changing the same parameters, using the TRIP steel 1.4301. The publication at hand aims at 
proving the feasibility of the multivariable product property control by reviewing the previous 
results for 1.4301 and proving that it is possible to control the collar height and the hardness on 
the inside of the collar simultaneously. Further, a concept is presented for the implementation of 
such a control. 
Introduction 
In recent years resources have become increasingly scarce. In 2022, steel prices in northern Europe 
and especially Germany spiked at two times the rate it had, just three years ago [1,2]. 
Simultaneously, the price of energy has almost tripled in the same time period [1]. Furthermore, 
environmental protection is becoming increasingly more important as new legislation for example 
in Germany proves [3]. Reducing the material and energy consumption is an easy way to improve 
the human impact on nature. Given the current circumstances it is obvious that this also brings 
major economic benefits. Simply reducing the consumption is not an option in most industries, 
however, as this would lead directly to a proportionate reduction in production, which is neither 
economically viable nor desirable. Therefore, other solutions need to be found. One option is to 
switch from production processes which are less material and energy efficient to those that are 
more efficient. Here, forming processes have great advantages compared to cutting processes. 
They have a higher material utilization and use less energy on average [4]. Nevertheless, there are 
many products, which can not be produced by forming. Either the geometry cannot be formed or 
the products require tolerances, which cannot be produced by conventional forming processes. A 
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great example for this type of products are bearing seats. Due to the great advantages of forming 
processes it is senseful to develop new processes to overcome these challenges. In the case of 
bearing seats, punch-hole-rolling is a proposed solution, which is a recently developed forming 
process that is presented in more detail in the following chapter. Another option to increase the 
resource efficiency of production processes is to reduce the proportion of parts that have to be 
scrapped. Fluctuations in the material can easily lead to product properties out of specification, 
especially in forming processes. Controls enable the compensation of disturbances, but 
conventional process controls in forming are not able to detect the specific deviations, and many 
conventional processes do not have the degrees of freedom to counteract them. In their work, 
Allwood et al. presented product property controls in combination with suitable processes as a 
solution for these problems [5]. With this technology it is also conceivable to control more than 
one property at a time and further enhance the advantages of forming processes.  

Punch-hole-rolling.  
Punch-hole-rolling is a process, which was recently developed at the Institute for Production 

Engineering and Forming Machines (PtU) at the Technical University of Darmstadt in cooperation 
with the Institute for Applied Materials (IAM) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. It is a 
forming process which is best specified as sheet-bulk metal forming, according to the definition 
by Merklein et al. [6]. Additionally, the process is an incremental forming process. Knoll et al. 
classified the process as pressure forming due to the acting stresses and as a rolling process due to 
the main tooling used [7]. Punch-hole-rolling consists of two separate steps. The first step is the 
punching step in which the starting hole is generated. Unlike the name may suggest, the starting 
hole does not have to be punched. Previous tests showed that drilling is a suitable alternative. The 
two steps of the process also do not have to be performed directly after another. The second step 
is hole-rolling. In this step, the roller is inserted into the hole in the workpiece, which was created 
by the first operation. After that, the tool performs a spiral movement, in which the material of the 
sheet metal is pushed outwards and to the top and bottom. This movement enlarges the hole, 
simultaneously forming a collar on both faces of the metal sheet. Ideally both sides of the collar 
are mirrored copies of each other. In Fig. 1 the punch-hole-rolling process is pictured. On the left 
side of the figure, the process is shown from the top and the spiral movement of the roller is 
marked. On the right side of the figure, the process is shown from the front. The sectional view of 
the workpiece allows to see the forming of the collar. On the right-hand side of the workpiece the 
collar is pictured almost in the final stage, while the left-hand side shows it shortly after the process 
started.  

 
Fig, 1. Sketch of the punch-hole-rolling process, including the relevant process parameters [8]. 
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The process can be influenced by changing the starting hole diameter in relation to the diameter of 
the finished product, the radial feed rate and the rotational speed. With these process parameters 
the two product properties of interest, collar height and hardness on the inner surface of the collar, 
can be influenced. The specific relations will be discussed in the subsequent chapters. In Fig. 2 the 
setup for performing the punch-hole-rolling process is shown. A conventional lathe is used for this 
purpose. Therefore, the sheet metal is mounted on the main spindle. The starting hole is drilled in 
this position with the tailstock. For rolling a tool, designed for this use, is fitted to the cross slide. 
The tool has a roller, which can freely rotate, additionally two sensors for measuring the process 
forces are integrated. A linear sensor from Burster is used to measure the radial movement. Due 
to the one-sided bearing of the roller in this setup, the process forces are limited significantly. 
Additionally, the deflection often leads to an asymmetrical collar. Therefore, a new tool is built 
[8]. Nevertheless, all tests for the publication at hand were performed with the setup on the 
conventional lathe.  

 
Fig. 2. Punch-hole-rolling setup on a conventional lathe cf. [7]. 

 
The final product of punch-hole-rolling is a hole with a collar on both sides of a metal sheet. Pure 
forming processes which produce similar geometries are collar forming and friction drilling. 
Compared to these two processes, punch-hole-rolling has three distinct advantages for the use case 
of forming bearing seats. Punch-hole-rolling produces a double-sided collar; Therefore, the 
bearing center and the sheet center can be aligned to enhance the force transfer from the bearing 
to the housing. Additionally, the incremental nature of the process allows for production of the 
small tolerances required for bearings. Furthermore, the process has multiple degrees of freedom, 
that can be used to control the material properties. 
Characteristic of the Collar Height in Punch-Hole-Rolling 
By varying the process parameters in punch-hole-rolling a few different product states can be 
produced. One of the product properties, that can be influenced is the height of the collar. The 
height depends strongly on the difference between the initial diameter and the final diameter of the 
hole in the product, but can be adjusted in a smaller range during the process.  

Collar height in DC04. 
In [7], tests were performed on DC04 to characterize the forming of the collar and, especially 

the development of the collar height in more detail. The collar height was found to increase 
approximately linearly with the change in radius. In [9], it was additionally found that changing 
the radial feed rate of the process leads to a change in the gradient of the graph. Thereby, a higher 
feed rate leads to a lower gradient and thus to a lower collar height. Furthermore, it was concluded, 
that the rotational speed does not influence the collar height in a significant way. In Fig. 3, three 
graphs are shown that highlight the different relations between the collar height and the various 
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process parameters. In each graph, the collar height is plotted over the radius of the hole. The x-
axis starts on the starting hole radius, for which 4 mm is chosen in most tests. The y-axis begins at 
a collar height of 2 mm, which equals the thickness of the sheet metal. Each graph consists of 
many datapoints, measured on different test pieces, which are hole-rolled to various radii and 
measured offline. Therefore, steps in the graphs can occur due to variations in the process. On the 
left side of Fig. 3, the trends of collar height for three different rotational speeds and two different 
feed rates are depicted. As stated by Mühl et al., the difference in rotational speeds is insignificant 
compared to the change in feed rate. On the right side of Fig. 3, the trends of collar height for four 
different feed rates are shown. As can be seen in the first graph, and as stated before, it is clear that 
the feed rate influences the collar height in a significant way. Nevertheless, the maximum spread 
of the collar height is quite small with less than 2 mm for a 6 mm widened radius. By changing 
the starting hole diameter, the collar height can be adjusted in a wider range. For demonstration, a 
fifth trend is added of test pieces with a starting hole radius of 5 mm. The trend runs parallel to the 
one with the same feed rate but with a smaller starting hole. 

 
Fig. 3. Trend of the collar height over the inner radius in punch-hole-rolling in the material 

DC04 for varied process parameters left: for two different feed rates and three different 
rotational speeds each and right: for four different feed rates at rotational speeds between 25 

and 210 rpm and for one varied starting diameter. 
 

Collar height in 1.4301.  
To identify the limits of the process and the current test setup, tests were also conducted with 

the stainless steel 1.4301. This steel has a significantly higher yield stress than the tested DC04. 
Additionally, this material is affected by the TRIP-effect, which is going to be used in the product 
property control. TRIP stands for transformation induced plasticity. The effect is the strain induced 
conversion to martensite. [10] Due to the higher hardness of martensite compared to the normal 
grain structure of the material, it is possible to change the hardness of the material in dependence 
of the martensite fraction. The influence of punch-hole-rolling on this product and material 
property will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter. 
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To evaluate the correlations between the process parameters and the collar height in 1.4301, the 
same tests as on DC04 are conducted. It is planned to determine if the same characteristics also 
can be seen in 1.4301. In Fig. 4, the trend for the collar height in 1.4301 is depicted. Due to the 
higher strain-hardening coefficient, the process force rises much faster than in DC04. Therefore, 
it is not possible to reach the same radii with the same force restriction. Additionally, a roller with 
a bigger diameter has to be used and the feed rate is highly restricted. As seen in Fig. 3, the feed 
rate has a significant influence on the collar height. Due to the limitations in choosing the process 
parameters, only a small variation can be achieved. In this case, feed rates of 0.03 mm/rev and 
0.05 mm/rev are compared. Nevertheless, a similar trend as in DC04 can be observed. Even though 
the trend is noticeable, the difference between both parameters is quite small. To rule out 
measurement noise as a cause, another test is performed with 210 rpm instead of 25 rpm, which is 
expected not to differ significantly from the test with same feed rate. It can be observed that the 
trends for the two tests are quite similar and both show a significant difference to the test with the 
different feed rate. Therefore, it is assumed, that the collar height in 1.4301 has the same 
characteristics as in DC04. Nevertheless, it is necessary to conduct more tests with the planned, 
more advanced setup [8]. 

 
Fig. 4. Trend of the collar height over the inner radius in punch-hole-rolling in the material 

1.4301 for varied process parameters. 
Characteristic of the Hardness of the Inner Surface in Punch-Hole-Rolling 
The second product property, which can be influenced by punch-hole-rolling is a non-geometric 
one. It is the hardness of the surface on the inside of the formed collar. The hardness is examined 
for two different materials with different effects for its hardening. The first is DC04, where the 
hardness increase was discovered and is explained by conventional cold hardening of the material 
due to the plastic deformation. In 1.4301, the TRIP effect leads to an increase in the martensite 
fraction and thus to a higher hardness of the material in general. Both characteristics are discussed 
in more detail in the following chapter. 

Hardness in DC04.  
In DC04, the hardening of the material due to punch-hole-rolling was measured for the first 

time. To determine the characteristics more closely in [9] specimens from the previous tests 
primarily concerning the collar height were examined in more detail. It was discovered that the 
hardness rises with increasing radius and thus deformation, but remains constant above a certain 
point. A correlation between the process parameters feed rate and rotational speed and hardness 
could not be observed. Therefore, the hardness in DC04 cannot be controlled with the punch-hole-
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rolling process. It is suspected that the increase in hardness occurs due to cold hardening during 
the deformation of the material. 

Hardness in 1.4301.  
Due to the disadvantages with DC04, it is decided to use the stainless steel 1.4301 in future 

tests. As explained before, this steel is affected by the TRIP effect by which the grain structure of 
the material is transformed into martensite. This effect is strain induced. [10] In preliminary flat 
crush tests it was shown that the transformation depends on the plastic strain as well as the plastic 
strain rate. In punch-hole-rolling this leads to a dependence on all of the process parameters. The 
radial position of the roller in combination with the rotational speed determine the tangential speed 
between the roller and the material. In Fig. 5 the trend for the surface hardness over the inner radius 
is shown for two different sets of process parameters. To measure the hardness, the collar was cut 
and the slice embedded in epoxy. The hardness was measured by conventional means 
approximately 50 μm below the surface. It can be seen that the hardness generally increases with 
increasing inner radius and thus plastic strain. Additionally, the trend shows that the increase of 
hardness is reduced with higher forming rates. This also reflects the behavior observed in the 
preliminary tests and correlates with the lower measured martensite volume fractions of these 
samples. 

 
Fig. 5. Trend of surface hardness over the inner radius in punch-hole-rolling in the material 

1.4301 for varied process parameters. 
Barkhausen noise.  
To be able to control the hardness of the material during the process, it is necessary to measure 

it first. This is especially challenging due to the needed real time capability of this sensor and the 
necessity to take the measurement without disturbing the forming process. As a suitable solution 
for this challenge, the Barkhausen noise analysis is identified. This analysis is based on the fact 
that in ferromagnetic materials the magnetic domains grow during magnetization and therefore the 
walls between the different domains are moved. Due to interactions of these domain walls with 
pinning sites such as material defects, sudden changes in the magnetization of the material occur. 
Measuring the magnetic flux density of the material during a cycle of magnetization and 
demagnetization results in the so called Barkhausen noise. Due to the interaction of the domain 
walls with the microstructure of the material the Barkhausen noise includes information about 
many different material properties. [11-14] In their paper, Mühl et al. showed that the hardness of 
the material after punch-hole-rolling can be correlated with the root mean square value of the 
Barkhausen noise signal. [9]. Furthermore Spies et al. have shown in their paper that this is also 
true for the amplitude of the signal and that it can also be correlated with the alpha martensite 
volume fraction and the plastic strain in 1.4301. Moreover, a concept was presented for the 
integration of the sensor into a future test rig. [8] All correlations were identified by taking offline 
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measurements and comparing them with the results of conventional measuring processes [8,9]. 
Using this data, the online Barkhausen noise measurements can be converted into the product 
properties of interest. All this taken together shows the theoretical feasibility of a magnetic 
Barkhausen noise sensor for the use in a process control for punch-hole-rolling. 
Proof of the Feasibility of a Multivariable Product Property Control in Punch-Hole-Rolling  
The previous chapters have shown, that the collar-height and hardness can be controlled 
individually in the material 1.4301. This includes proposing Barkhausen noise as a solution to the 
challenge of inline hardness measurements. The collar-height meanwhile could be measured by a 
2D laser scanner. For a multivariable product property control it is nevertheless necessary to prove 
that this control can also be achieved simultaneously and independently from each other. Since the 
test setup is currently incapable of proving this experimentally, it is expedient to do so by a 
theoretical presentation of the proposed closed-loop control strategy instead. Therefore, the 
process is represented mathematically. In Equation 1 the dependencies of the product properties 
collar height and surface hardness are depicted. The height of the collar is dependent on the relative 
radius Δ𝑟𝑟 and the feed rate �̇�𝑟. The starting radius is determined before the process starts, therefore 
it is not a variable that can be used. The product radius is demanded by the planned application. 
Therefore, the relative radius is also not variable. By solving the yet to be determined formula for 
the collar height for the feed rate, it is possible to determine the feed rate, necessary to achieve the 
desired collar height. The process is quite similar for the hardness, the only difference being that 
it also depends on the rotational speed. Due to the pre-determined feed rate the formula is solved 
for the necessary rotational speed.  

� ℎcol𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻sur
� = � 𝑓𝑓hcol(Δ𝑟𝑟, �̇�𝑟)

𝑓𝑓HVsur(Δ𝑟𝑟, �̇�𝑟,𝜔𝜔)� (1) 

It is obvious that a poorly chosen start radius leads to not achievable numbers in the process 
parameters. Unachievable product properties will also lead to unrealistic process parameters. 
Therefore, the set of producible product parameters is finite. In addition, not all combinations of 
product properties can be reached, even though the properties can be simultaneously controlled in 
theory. To look into this in more detail, it is suitable to look at the properties that can be achieved 
with the given range for the forming parameters. Since the process varies a lot for different roller 
diameters and relative radii these will be defined for this example. The following numbers are 
valid for a roller diameter of 8 mm and a relative radius of 2 mm. The feed per revolution can be 
varied between 0.03 mm/rev and 2 mm/rev whilst the rotational speed can be varied between 
25 rpm and 800 rpm. In Fig. 6, an approximation of the working area for this parameter set is 
shown. It should be noted that some of the depicted values are approximated an may change 
slightly with further research. Nevertheless, the diagram is suitable to get a quick overview. In the 
corners the extreme values of the possible parameter combinations are shown. The first number 
describes the rotational speed and the second one the feed per revolution. It can be noted that in 
the lower left corner two points correspond to another. This happens because the feed per 
revolution of 2 mm/rev is so high that no transformation to martensite is expected to occur even at 
the lowest rpm. The hardness of 300 HV1 matches the hardness of the base material. Due to cold 
hardening, this is nevertheless likely to increase to a limited extent. 
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Fig. 6. Approximation of the achievable product properties, collar height and surface hardness 

for a given set of process parameters in the material 1.4301. 
Concept for a Multivariable Product Property Control in Punch-Hole-Rolling 
In order to control the process, the transfer behavior of the manipulated variables 𝒖𝒖 = [�̇�𝑟 𝜔𝜔]𝑇𝑇 to 
the product properties to be controlled 𝒙𝒙 = [ℎcol 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻sur]𝑇𝑇  is of essential importance. The 
relations described in Eq. 1 can be described using data-driven models of varying complexity. In 
this context, data-driven models have two elementary advantages. First, the complex relationships 
between manipulated and controlled variables do not need to be described by analytical models. 
Second, large parts of data-driven models are differentiable, which is especially useful for control 
engineering applications. If the functions 𝑓𝑓hcol and 𝑓𝑓HVsur presented in equation 1 are fitted via 
data-driven models and then derived with respect to the manipulated variables, formulas for the 
rates of change of the variables according to Eq. 2 follow. 

�̇�𝒙 = 𝜕𝜕[𝑓𝑓hcol(𝒖𝒖) 𝑓𝑓HVsur(𝒖𝒖)]
𝜕𝜕𝒖𝒖

⋅ �̇�𝒖 = 𝑱𝑱(𝒖𝒖) ⋅ �̇�𝒖 (2) 

The locally linearized inverse of the Jacobian matrix 𝑱𝑱(𝒖𝒖)−1 can now be used to transform 
deviating-controlled variables 𝒆𝒆𝑥𝑥 into velocity changes of the manipulated variables Δ𝒖𝒖. Fig. 7 
provides an overview of the proposed closed-loop control approach. The reference variable for the 
properties to be controlled is a time series whose final values are the final collar height and 
hardness. Deviations between the desired time series 𝒙𝒙des,𝑡𝑡−1 and observed time series 𝒙𝒙�act,𝑡𝑡−1 can 
be transformed into velocity changes of the manipulated variables Δ𝒖𝒖 via the inverse Jacobian 
matrix 𝑱𝑱(𝒖𝒖)−1 and carefully selected gain factors 𝑘𝑘P,𝑖𝑖 in the diagonal gain matrix 𝑲𝑲P. The elements 
of the diagonal gain matrix thus weight the control deviations of the corresponding control 
variables 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 and lead to low control dynamics if chosen too low or to oscillations if chosen too 
high. These calculated velocity changes Δ𝒖𝒖 can then be added to the manipulated variable 𝒖𝒖𝑡𝑡−1 
generated in the last cycle step of the control unit and lead to the manipulated variable 𝒖𝒖𝑡𝑡 = 𝒖𝒖𝑡𝑡−1 +
Δ𝒖𝒖 of the next cycle. In the punch hole rolling process, the implemented sensors are then used as 
input variables for an observer 𝒇𝒇obs that observes the product properties 𝒙𝒙�act from the sensor 
signals 𝒔𝒔. In the observer, the correlations between recorded sensor signals and the controlled 
variables that have already been investigated in published papers (e.g. magnetic Barkhausen noise 
and hardness) are used to estimate the actual states of the controlled variables. [8, 9] These are 
then in turn used in the feedback loop of the control scheme to determine the control deviation. 
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Fig. 7. Block Diagram of the proposed closed-loop control approach for punch-hole-rolling. 
 
Summary 
In this paper, the basic behavior of the material, formed by punch holing was presented. In 
particular, the changes of the product properties of interest, collar height and surface hardness on 
the inside of the collar during the process have been discussed. Subsequently, the possibility for a 
multivariable product property control in the punch-hole-rolling process was shown, supported by 
the data presented prior. Lastly, a concept for the control itself was established, considering the 
difficulty of controlling more than one property at a time, which are not completely independent 
of each other. It is planned to validate the theoretical possibility for the multivariable product 
property control presented in this paper in the near future by means of further tests. The upgraded 
test setup required for this is being built currently. It is also planned to implement the concept for 
the control scheme shown in the new test setup and to test and improve its suitability as well. 
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Abstract. Freeform bending with a movable die makes it possible to bend complex structures and 
seamless radii without changing the bending tools. Currently, most research focuses on minimizing 
the geometrical deviations without considering the mechanical properties of the bent tubes. A 
previous work showed, that the geometry can be decoupled from the mechanical properties with 
non-tangential bending [1]. The implementation of a soft sensor based on ultrasonic contact 
impedance measurements (UCI) of the property-controlled freeform bending has also been 
examined [2], as well as a structure for closed-loop control based on material properties [3]. The 
present work deals with a micro-magnetic sensor and Barkhausen noise (BHN) and investigates 
its suitability for the closed-loop control. For this purpose, different processing routes for freeform-
bent steel tubes are experimentally investigated by their characteristic BHN. In addition to an 
existing simulation model, a data basis for the impact of freeform bending parameters is built to 
extend the existing model of a property-based closed-loop control. 
Introduction 
Freeform bending with a movable die is a forming technology that allows the bending of complex 
three-dimensional tube geometries without changing the bending die. The accuracy of the bending 
process depends on the tolerances and fluctuations in the mechanical properties as well as the 
tolerances of the process (e.g., friction, etc.). These disturbances significantly influence the bent 
part. In addition, inadequate knowledge of the mechanical properties before and after the bending 
process can lead to deviations in downstream processes. This leads to the conclusion, that there is 
a need for closed-loop control based on the mechanical properties of the tube, to reduce failures as 
well as scrap and to improve the quality of freeform-bent parts. 

Non-tangential bending allows the decoupling of the geometry and mechanical properties [1]. 
In order to control the mechanical properties during the freeform bending process, a suitable 
measuring system must be available in addition to the intervention in the kinematics of the bending 
die. This paper provides an experimental analysis of the influence of freeform bending process 
parameters on BHN for steel tubes. Therefore, different states of the steel tubes (unbent, bent, 
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unbent and annealed, annealed and bent) are measured with a micro-magnetic sensor and the BHN 
is analyzed. Furthermore, tubes formed with the new concept of non-tangential bending are under 
investigation. Ultimately, the results are compared to the numerical model to check the congruence 
between the numerical model and measurements on real bent tubes. 
State of the Art 
Freeform bending with a movable die is a process that has been investigated to a large extend. 
Most of the research focuses on improving the geometrical accuracy of the freeform-bent part, but 
only a few investigate the mechanical properties during the bending process. [4] showed that the 
manufacturing strategy of roll-formed tubes influences the material properties and the subsequent 
bending process. There have also been investigations that analyze the influence of different process 
parameters on the bending result in freeform bending using numerical simulations [5]. Numerical 
simulations are often used to get a better understanding of the freeform bending process. [6] 
showed two models for freeform bending with three and five degrees of freedom and a simulation 
model for rotary draw bending. Both round tubes and profiles were bent using these models. 
Another simulation model for freeform bending as the preform forming step of hydroforming was 
also investigated [7]. A simulation model is used to calculate the motion profile of the bending die 
to get better geometrical accuracy results while reducing scrap [8]. If only a 2D bending part is 
manufactured, the hole part can be described by the parameters radius and bending angle. In 
freeform bending there is a process-related, complex transition between straight tube segments and 
the area of constant curve curvature due to the particular motion profile of the bending die [9]. 
Accordingly, the specified bending radius is determined by means of regression only in the region 
of constant curve curvature [10]. The bending angle is calculated from the direction vectors of 
approximated straight lines at the beginning and end of the bent part. Automatic extraction of the 
bending line from discrete data and vice versa makes this analysis much faster and more efficient 
[11]. In terms of influencing factors, [12] conclude with numerical simulations and validation 
experiments that the yield strength affects the forming limit and wrinkling instability. The results 
also showed that friction and clamping pressure have a smaller impact on the forming limit 
compared to the axial propulsion speed and the gap between the tubes and bending die. The 
concept of [13] shows that a kinematic bending process can be controlled. A concept for both 
direct and indirect control of torque superposed spatial bending was presented in their work. 

Different approaches are pursued to optimize the bending processes using the extended Kalman 
filter (EKF) in particular. On the one hand, it is used to predict the trajectory during freeform 
bending and thus to optimize the process and the process parameters [14]; on the other hand, the 
EKF is also used in the field of stress prediction and closed-loop control during freeform bending 
[1]. There have also been investigations into BHN measurements to analyze the residual stresses. 
BHN is affected by residual stresses to the same extent as it is by the microstructure, but a careful 
calibration process is necessary to get a good correlation between stresses and BHN [15]. BHN 
has also been installed in a broaching machine tool to conduct in-situ measurements during the 
orthogonal cutting process, and a correlation between the residual stress and the detected BHN 
signal was evaluated [16]. Another study showed that the reciprocal of the peak amplitude of the 
BHN has a linear relationship with the stresses [17]. Therefore, tensile tests with carburized SAE 
9310 and 32CDV13 were applied. For low-frequency BHN measurements near the surface, it was 
shown that in case-carburized steel, the residual stresses change differently compared to the 
subsurface in response to the prior applied tensile or compressive stresses [18]. Although BHN 
has been the subject of numerous studies, the results are difficult to compare because most studies 
differ in terms of the material and samples used [19]. Therefore, it can be concluded that a better 
understanding of how different factors influence BHN is still needed. 

As the state of the art indicates, BHN is suitable for measuring different specimens and a range 
of materials. In addition, it is also shown that freeform bending with its many degrees of freedom 
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is a suitable controllable process. Overall, the great need for closed-loop control based on the 
mechanical properties of the tube during freeform bending can clearly be seen. 
Materials and Methods 
This paper deals with the experimental analysis of the influence of residual stresses in the raw 
material on the geometry and BHN of freeform-bent steel tubes. The aim is to show that different 
stress states can be measured using a micro-magnetic sensor and analyzed using BHN. In addition, 
it will be shown that different stress states influence the resulting bent part. Due to the kinematic 
forming process and the associated many degrees of freedom, freeform bending with a movable 
die is particularly suitable for influencing the mechanical properties. 
Freeform bending machine and tubular raw material. In this article, all experiments are performed 
using a 6-axis freeform bending machine with a movable die, built by J. Neu GmbH (Grünstadt). 
The machine has six degrees of freedom, of which three are translational and three are rotational. 
Fig. 1 shows the six degrees of freedom and all relevant parts of the freeform bending machine. 

 
Fig. 1. Principal of freeform bending with movable die and the resulting bent part [1]. 

 
To produce a freeform-bent part, a round tube must first be inserted into the machine. The tube 

is then advanced along the z-axis at a constant speed. The tube is pushed over the bending mandrel 
and through the bending die. In addition to the feed, the die starts to move. The bending die can 
be deflected in the xy-plane and can rotate around all three axes (x-, y- and z-axis), performing the 
movements simultaneously. To bend a tube, as shown in Fig. 1, the bending die is deflected and 
rotated to its maximum position, then stops and remains in the maximum deflected position until 
the bending angle is reached, and then returns to the starting position. This entire process occurs 
while the tube is being constantly advanced. The kinematic process can therefore be divided into 
three sections: the transition, the constant and return sections. For a more detailed understanding 
of the process, the authors refer to detailed studies of the freeform bending process [1-3, 7, 8]. 

For the experimental investigations in this paper, welded steel tubes made of P235 are used. 
The circular steel tubes have an outer diameter of 42.4 ± 0.5 mm, a thickness of 2.6 ± 0.3 mm and 
a length of 800 ± 2 mm with an evenly finished weld seam. The tubes are manufactured according 
to the international norms EN 10217-1 and EN 10219-1. The steel tubes have been used in other 
investigations and are already described in detail [1, 2, 20]. 
Analysis of bending geometry and Barkhausen noise signal. To analyze the geometry of the parts, 
a three-dimensional triangular surface mesh of the part is created by an optical measurement 
system with a handheld laser sensor. The bend angle is determined by fitting a cylinder at each 
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end of the tube and then measuring the angle between the two centerlines. To analyze the curvature, 
several sections are created along the longitudinal direction of the tube, and a circle is fitted 
through each section. The centers of all fitted circles are then connected, resulting in the centerline 
of the bent part. The curvature of the centerline is then calculated and evaluated. The curvature is 
divided into the same three sections as dictated by the kinematics of the bending tool (transition 
section, constant section and return section) and a non-bent section at the beginning and end of 
each tube. 

To measure and analyze the BHN, a micro-magnetic sensor named µmagnetic in interaction 
with the software Optimizer4D from QASS GmbH (Wetter) is used. As BHN is a non-destructive 
testing method measurement method with high sampling rates, it is advantageous compared to 
other stress measurement methods, such as the hole drilling method. Since the BHN can be 
influenced by a gap between the sensor and workpiece, the sensor is placed directly on the tube to 
neglect this influence. To avoid short-circuiting or overdriving the BHN, a tape covers the sensor 
and, at the same time, minimizes the distance between the sensor and the tube. The sensor measures 
the inductive current, and the results are subsequently visualized using a Fourier transformation. 
The 3D landscape of the measurement signal consists of the axes frequency, time and amplitude. 
The process flow for the downstream signal processing of the BHN is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Process flow for measuring and analyzing the MBH. 

 
An analysis network with a so-called “energy detector” is used to analyze the Fourier-

transformed BHN signal. It finds contiguous ranges of a certain minimum energy in a signal. The 
energy is calculated within a rectangular window (in time and frequency), which is successively 
shifted forward in time. Neighboring windows in which an energy threshold is exceeded are 
combined to form a pattern. This pattern is analyzed with respect to the mean value and standard 
deviation for each measurement point. To ensure a high penetration depth, an excitation frequency 
of 200 Hz and magnetizing voltage of 700 mV is set. At higher frequencies, the penetration depth 
is reduced. The Optimizer4D software offers an energy-related value in both the time and 
frequency axes, which is called QASS energy. This value cannot be expressed by the SI-unit 
system and is, therefore, given later on without a unit [16]. 
Strategy. The focus is on the influence of the stress state of the raw material in freeform bending 
and the suitability of the micro-magnetic sensor for inline measurement of property changes during 
freeform bending. Therefore, different conditions of the unbent tube are investigated, as well as 
freeform bending experiments with different starting conditions (see Fig. 3). With these 
experimental investigations and bending strategies, some research questions arise: 
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1. Can disturbances in the unbent raw material be measured with BHN and is there a 
difference compared to annealed raw material? 

2. How does annealing influence freeform-bent tubes in terms of geometry and BHN? 
3. Is it possible to measure a different BHN in non-tangential freeform-bent tubes? 

This paper tries to find answers to these research questions by carrying out experimental 
investigations and micro-magnetic measurements on freeform-bent steel tubes. 

 
Fig. 3. Big picture and schematic depiction of measurement points on the unbent and bent part. 

Experimental Investigations 
This section describes the experimental investigations starting with residual stress annealing the 
unbent tubes, followed by the freeform bending process with a movable die, and the BHN 
measurement and analysis methods. 

Residual stress annealing.  
Residual stress annealing is used to minimize the residual stresses within the unbent tube. Table 

1 shows the exact annealing parameters for the steel tubes made from P235. The annealing 
parameters were also part of other investigations with the same tubes [1].  

 
Table 1. Residual stress annealing parameters for the experimental investigations. 

Temperature 𝑇𝑇0 620 °C 620 °C 620 °C  𝑇𝑇0 
Time 2 h 2 h 48 h 

 
Fig. 4 shows the microstructure of the base material for normal and annealed tubes, based on 

the investigations of [1]. 

 
Fig. 4. Light microscopic image of the microstructure at x500 magnification 

Left: base material, Right: residual stress annealed [1]. 
 
Freeform bending and Barkhausen noise measurement. After the residual stress annealing, all 
tubes (normal and annealed) are bent with the freeform bending machine. Two different bending 
strategies are used. The first bending strategy includes five different part geometries (V01 - V05), 
where all result in a different curvature and bending angle. The second bending strategy includes 
seven different kinematics using the non-tangential bending technology [1]. This results in bent 
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parts with the same geometry but different residual stresses, according to [1]. The maximum 
deflection 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and rotation 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 of the bending die for all experiments are listed in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Freeform-bent parts with deflection and rotation of the bending die. 
Name V01 V02 V03 V04 V05   
𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 5.85 mm 7.47 mm 9.85 mm 13.29 mm 18.15 mm   

𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 9.83 ° 12.32 ° 15.79 ° 20.39 ° 26.11 °   

Name A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 

𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 9.00 mm 10.00 mm 10.00 mm 11.00 mm 11.00 mm 12.00 mm 12.00 mm 

𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 22.00 ° 16.00 ° 20.00 ° 13.00 ° 14.00 ° 12.00 ° 13.00 ° 

 
The unbent (normal and annealed) and the bent tubes are measured at several measuring points 

with the micro-magnetic sensor; see Fig. 3. There are three measuring points on the sides of the 
tube, with one side corresponding to the weld seam (0°). On the inside (270°) and outside (90°), 
there are seven measuring points each since this is where the tube records the greatest possible 
deformation. Please note that all measurement points are on the constant section of the bent tube. 
Results and Discussion 
At the beginning, the unbent raw material and the annealed raw material are investigated by micro-
magnetic measurements, and additionally, the influence of the annealing process on the 
geometrical dimensions of the unbent tubes is analyzed. Subsequently, the results of unbent tubes 
with and without prior annealing are described and discussed in terms of geometry and BHN. A 
distinction is made between tangentially and non-tangentially bent tubes for the bent components. 

Unbent raw material.  
There are two different conditions of the unbent material: normal and annealed. The annealing 

process has been carried out with the parameters shown in Table 1. Optical measurement 
technology was used to measure the surface of the tube and then evaluate the outer diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂) 
and inner diameter (𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼). In addition, measurements were carried out with the micro-magnetic 
sensor at the positions shown in Fig. 3. The results are shown  
in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Results for unbent tubes with and without residual stress annealing 

Left: Outer diameter, right: BHN. 
 

For the outer diameter, it can be seen that all measurement points are within the desired 
tolerances (42.4±0.5 mm) for the normal and annealed tubes. The left side of Fig. 5 shows an 
example of a measured tube where the measuring points are distributed over the length. In addition, 
it appears that a trend reversal is occurring because of the annealing. At both ends, the normal tube 
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has a larger diameter than in the middle area, while the annealed tube shows the opposite trend. 
The deviation of the outer diameter is smaller after annealing compared to the normal material. 
The thickness of the material is within the tolerances (2.6±0.5 mm) for all measurement points. 
For geometrical tolerances, annealing has a positive impact due to the fact that the deviations 
become smaller. 

On the right side of Fig. 5, the weld seam (0°) has a higher QASS energy level compared to the 
other measurement points for the normal tube. After annealing, the energy level of the weld seam 
decreases to approximately the same level as the other points. Because of the annealing process, 
the stresses throughout the tube were relieved, and the microstructure was affected. Fig. 4 shows 
significantly fewer grain boundaries in the annealed material, resulting in a lower QASS energy 
level. Overall, it can be stated that stress-relief annealing mainly affects the weld seam and results 
in a more homogeneous measurement signal with lower standard deviations. 
Influence of bending process on BHN. Both unbent tube conditions (normal and annealed) are bent 
with the freeform bending machine and the exact same process parameters. The results are divided 
into the results for tangential bending (V01 - V05) and non-tangential bending (A01 - A07). The 
results are analyzed in comparison with numerical simulations based on a simulation model 
already described in [20]. 

In terms of geometry, it can be seen that the tubes made from the annealed material achieve 
higher constant curvature (equals smaller radii) than the non-annealed tubes, according  
to Fig. 6. This trend can be seen for all bent components V01 - V5 and A01 - A07. It can also be 
seen that for the non-tangential bent parts, approximately the same curvature results. This validates 
that constant curvature is possible for various non-tangential bending setups and builds the 
foundation for the following investigations. Since no differences were found in the geometric 
dimensions of the unbent annealed tube compared to the normal unbent tube, the differences in the 
curvature must be attributed either to the reduced stresses or the changed microstructure and the 
associated material properties after the annealing process. 

 

  
Fig. 6. Curvature of the freeform-bent parts made from normal and annealed straight tubes. 

 
The results of the BHN analysis for the outside of the freeform-bent parts V01 - V05 and the 

non-tangential bent parts A01 - A07 with and without annealed raw material are shown in Fig. 7. 
The figure also shows the von Mises stresses determined by numerical simulations using the same 
measurement points as in the real bending investigations. In all tests and in the simulation, the 
results on the inside scatter strongly, which is why the evaluation concentrates only on the outside. 

Fig. 7 shows that the BHN measurements for annealed tubes have greater fluctuations than the 
BHN results of normal tubes. A similar trend can be seen in the results of the annealed tubes and 
the simulation. With increasing curvature, the QASS energy level in the annealed tubes and the 
von Mises stresses determined in the simulation increase. This behavior is also to be expected due 
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to the bending process because the greatest strain occurs at the greatest curvature, which increases 
the stresses. The increase in the BHN can be explained by the fact that predominantly tensile 
stresses are expected on the outside of the bent tube, and these stresses increase the intensity of the 
BHN. Compressive stresses, on the other hand, reduce the intensity of the BHN. Only test V03 
does not fit well with this trend. In contrast, this trend cannot be seen in the normal tubes. Here it 
seems like the QASS energy level decreases with increasing curvature. This allows the assumption 
that the stresses induced in the base material run counter to the stresses introduced by the freeform 
bending process. The fact that the results of the simulation fit better to the annealed tubes than to 
the normal tubes is because in the simulation, bending is done with a tube where the initial stress 
state is zero. The annealing reduces the stresses, and therefore the simulation corresponds more to 
these experiments.  

In the following section, the results of non-tangential bending are examined in more detail. The 
quintessence of non-tangential bending is the introduction of different stress states at constant 
geometry. If we look at Fig. 7 together with Fig. 6, we can see exactly this relationship. Significant 
differences can be seen in both the simulations and the measured freeform-bent parts. On the 
outside, for example, the highest QASS energy level (A03) is more than 10% higher than the 
lowest (A01). In contrast to the previous results, a similar trend for the non-tangentially bent 
components can be seen between normally bent tubes and the simulation. The annealed tubes also 
fit with this trend, except for the outlier at A03. In the context of the BHN, the results show that 
as stresses decrease, the BHN also decreases, and as stresses increase, the BHN increases. Based 
on the results shown, it can be said that the sensor used and the BHN are suitable for measuring 
different stresses during freeform bending. However, in order to be able to use the sensor in a 
property-based control loop, a correlation of the BHN with the real stresses in the bent part must 
still be created. In addition, the magnetization parameters must be further refined in order to 
determine the various influences on freeform bending as much as possible, even in an inline 
measurement. 

 
Fig. 7. Resulting BHN on the outside of freeform-bent tubes in comparison to von Mises stresses 

determined in numerical simulations. Left: tangential bending, right: non-tangential bending. 
Summary 
In the present work, the influence of different initial conditions in the tubes during freeform 
bending on the geometry and BHN was investigated. For this purpose, a series of tests were carried 
out with annealed and non-annealed tubes, which were then measured and evaluated with the 
micro-magnetic sensor. In addition, the results were compared with the results from the simulation. 
The following findings can be noted in relation to the research questions defined at the beginning 
of the study: 
• Different QASS energy levels were found in the circumferential direction of the tube, with 

the weld seam significantly above the base material. The energy levels of the base material 
were all within a certain scatter band, which is reduced by annealing. 
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• In terms of geometry, it was found that the annealed tubes lead to smaller radii compared to 
non-annealed raw material. In terms of BHN, the annealed tubes showed better accordance 
with the simulation result and the presented theory. 

• In non-tangential bending, it is possible to decouple the mechanical properties from the 
geometry. The differences in the non-tangentially bent tubes could be measured with BHN, 
showing a similar trend in the normal and annealed results as in the simulations. 

• The micro-magnetic sensor can measure differences in freeform-bent parts, and the results 
are in good accordance with the simulation model. With these results, it can be said that the 
sensor can be used to measure BHN quickly and use the results in order to control the 
freeform bending process based on its properties. 

For future work the parameters of the micro-magnetic sensor need to be optimized for the given 
steel tubes in order to measure more accurately. In addition, a correlation between the BHN and 
residual stresses is necessary to get a better understanding of the process and to control the bending 
process.  
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Abstract. Fine blanking is a highly productive process for manufacturing of high accuracy sheet 
metal parts with functional surfaces. The specific process characteristic leads to high forming in 
the shear zone and an associated strain hardening of the sheared functional surfaces. Utilization of 
the process-immanent sheared surface hardening can reduce time and resources of downstream 
heat treatment processes such as case hardening. High Manganese Steels (HMnS) are characterized 
by a high strain hardening capacity due to the deformation mechanisms of twinning and 
transformation induced plasticity occurring during forming. As a result of high tensile strengths, 
HMnS are suitable as lightweight materials, but often exhibit a relatively low yield strength in 
terms of structural design features. One approach for increasing the strength values without 
changing the alloy design is a forming-induced strain hardening of the semi-finished sheet metal 
by means of upsetting. Therefore, this paper deals with an experimental investigation of the 
influence of pre-hardening on the blanked part properties during fine blanking of HMnS 
X40MnCrAlV19-2 LY (1.7401). For this purpose, sheet blanks were strain hardened by means of 
flat coining and subsequently fine blanked with an analog geometry representing tribologically 
stressed functional surfaces. Relevant functional surfaces were then analyzed by means of 
microhardness measurements with regard to the sheared surface hardening as well as characterized 
in terms of the quality-determining attributes die roll and clean-shear area. Due to the deformation 
mechanism of twinning, fine blanking of pre-hardened HMnS resulted in a combination of 
process-immanent high sheared surface hardening and increased yield strength with simultaneous 
optimal functional surface quality. 
Introduction 
The intrinsically driven economic resource efficiency [1] as well as the reduction of ecologically 
harmful emissions [2] force a continuous optimization of product development and the necessary 
manufacturing processes in the sheet metal processing industry. Particularly in the development 
of dynamically moving sheet metal workpieces, this results in the implementation of consistent 
lightweight design strategies for saving raw materials and emissions through lightweight material, 
shape and concept design [3]. Fine blanking is a process for the series production of geometrically 
complex sheet metal workpieces with high dimensional and shape accuracy combined with 
optimum material utilization [4]. Due to the high accuracy and quality of the sheared surface, fine 
blanking is a near-net-shape technology, e.g. for the manufacturing of gears or sprockets [5]. 
Process characteristics of fine blanking (cf. Fig. 1b and c) are three independently acting process 
forces (blanking, counter and vee-ring force), a small relative die clearance, a wedge-shaped vee-
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ring as well as die edges prepared with a chamfer or radius [6]. During the shearing process, the 
vee-ring and counter force induce a high hydrostatic pressure in the shear zone [7]. The embossing 
of the vee-ring, the die edge preparation as well as a small die clearance favor the formation of 
additional compressive stresses [8]. The resulting superimposed compressive stress generates a 
plastic flow in the shear zone over the entire blanking path, which prevents tensile stresses and 
results in a smooth and tear-free sheared surface of high quality [9]. The load-bearing capacity of 
sheared functional surfaces is reduced by a die roll (cf. Fig. 1c), which is completely formed after 
20 to 30% of the blanking path [10]. A large number of scientific studies have already investigated 
the factors influencing the clean-shear area and die roll during fine blanking and have shown 
comparable tendencies regarding the influence of process (e.g. vee-ring force), tool (e.g. die 
clearance) and workpiece parameters (e.g. material properties) [7].  

In terms of process mechanics, a small die clearance with increasing blanking velocity from 10 
to 70 mm/s causes a significant temperature increase of the shear zone during plastic flow as well 
as an increase of the blanking force [11]. The plastic flow of the sheet material in the shear zone 
basically leads to high deformation in the area in front of the die edge, which results in a significant 
increase in the dislocation density and thus in strain hardening of the sheared surface [12]. This 
process-immanent hardening in the near-surface area of fine blanked functional surfaces offers the 
potential to substitute a downstream heat treatment by using sheet materials with high strengths 
and strain hardening properties [8]. Regarding the use of lightweight materials, High Strength 
Steels (HSS) such as micro-alloyed fine grain steel S700MC (1.8974) are increasingly used for 
fine blanking [13]. However, as increasing strength is accompanied by a lower forming capacity 
[14], HSS are only suitable to a limited extent for forming sheet metal workpieces with spatially 
complex geometry. High Manganese Steels (HMnS) exhibit a superior combination of high 
strength and high formability [15] and thus offer the potential to address both lightweight material 
and shape design in sheet metal workpieces. HMnS are classified with a manganese content higher 
than 15 wt.% and characterized by a high strain hardening capacity during plastic deformation 
[16]. Forming of HMnS thus leads to a high strain hardening of the plasticized area, which is a 
result of the occurring secondary deformation mechanisms Twinning Induced Plasticity (TWIP) 
and Transformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP). With unchanging alloy design, the activation of 
different deformation mechanisms and thus the influence on the hardening behavior depends on 
the temperature [17], stress state [18] and strain rate [19]. The alloy design of a HMnS influences 
the magnitude of the stacking fault energy (SFE), which is used as a parameter to adjust the 
secondary deformation mechanism [16]. This enables the design of a specific deformation 
mechanism at a given temperature based on thermodynamic calculations of the SFE [20]. Despite 
the high strain hardening capacity, HMnS often exhibit low yield strength due to the soft austenitic 
matrix [17].  

However, in order to exploit a lightweight and forming potential based on deformation 
mechanisms in fine blanking of HMnS, fundamental investigations are still lacking. Investigations 
on fine blanked sprockets made of non-alloy structural steel S275JR (SS400) have shown that 
these exhibit a higher wear resistance due to the sheared surface hardening than conventionally 
manufactured and heat-treated sprockets made of non-alloy quenched and tempered steel C50 
(S50C) [21]. As a result of increased residual compressive stresses, fine blanked gears made of 
micro-alloyed fine grain steel S355MC (1.0976) showed a comparably high tooth root bending 
strength to low-alloy, heat-treated case-hardening steels [22]. Fine blanking of higher-strength 
Dual Phase (DP) steels DP600 [23] as well as DP780 and DP980 [24] offers potential for 
substitution of downstream heat treatment due to the strain hardening behavior, but also resulted 
in poor sheared surface quality with a tear-off height of more than 50% of the sheet thickness. 
Investigations on fine blanking of TRIP steel also revealed large tear-off heights of 40% of the 
sheet thickness at the sheared surfaces [25]. In a study on fine blanking of flat coined case-
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hardening steel 16MnCr5 (1.7131), the die roll formation was reduced due to a forming-induced 
increase in the strength values [26].  
In fine blanking of conventional steels, the sheared surface hardening has a positive effect on the 
behavior of tribologically stressed functional surfaces and thus shows potential for substituting 
heat treatment. The high deformation in the area in front of the die edge provides an ideal condition 
for utilizing the combination of high strain hardening and high formability during fine blanking of 
HMnS. Pre-hardening of the sheet material by means of upsetting represents a possible approach 
for influencing the strength values of HMnS. In order to achieve a combination of increased yield 
strength and high sheared surface hardening, fine blanking of pre-hardened HMnS was 
investigated in the present work. For this purpose, sheet metal blanks with various height 
reductions have been flat coined and fine blanked with a part geometry representing tribologically 
stressed functional surfaces. Depending on the part geometry, an analysis of the strain hardening 
as well as quality-determining attributes was then carried out. 
Experimental Setup for Fine Blanking of Pre-Hardened HMnS 
To investigate the influence of pre-hardened HMnS on the sheared part properties during fine 
blanking, sheet blanks made of hot-rolled X40MnCrAlV19-2 LY (1.7401) with the dimensions 
given in Fig. 1a were used. In order to evaluate the potential of mechanism-induced sheared 
surface hardening, additional sheet blanks of micro-alloyed fine grain steel S700MC (1.8974) have 
been fine blanked. Table 1 shows the yield strength 𝑅𝑅p0.2, ultimate tensile strength 𝑅𝑅m, uniform 
elongation 𝐴𝐴G, elongation at fracture 𝐴𝐴 and initial hardness for the sheet materials. 

Table 1. Characteristic values of the mechanical properties valid for room temperature T = 22°C 

Material 𝑹𝑹𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩.𝟐𝟐 [MPa] 𝑹𝑹𝐦𝐦 [MPa] 𝑨𝑨𝐆𝐆 [%] 𝑨𝑨 [%] Initial hardness [HV0.1] 
HMnS 407 843 50 𝐴𝐴50 = 55 202 ±4 
S700MC 780 865 9.5 𝐴𝐴80 = 19.1 296 ±5 

 
Fig. 1a and b show the schematic setup for fine blanking of pre-hardened HMnS. The pre-
hardening of the sheet blanks was carried out in a tool for flat coining with two parallel ground 
upset plates. The tool-side adjustment of the height reductions Δ𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 was carried out using spacers 
adapted to the target sheet thickness of 𝑠𝑠 = 4.6 mm. In order to investigate two different pre-
hardening stages of HMnS, sheet blanks have been surface ground on both sides to the initial sheet 
thicknesses 𝑠𝑠I𝑖𝑖 specified in Fig. 1a. As a reference for the sheared part analysis, sheet blanks from 
both HMnS and S700MC were additionally surface ground to the target sheet thickness 
of 𝑠𝑠 = 4.6 mm.  
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Fig. 1. Setup for pre-hardening (a) with subsequent fine blanking (b) and a detailed view of the 

shear zone (c). 
 
Flat coining was carried out on a Schuler HPX 400 hydraulic press with a ram velocity of 5 mm/s. 
After measuring the upset sheet blanks regarding the height reduction, the fine blanking tests were 
conducted on a servomechanical fine blanking press Feintool XFT 2500 speed. Fine blanking was 
performed with a modular designed single part producing tool (one part per stroke), which is 
instrumented with piezoelectric force sensors to measure the process forces. The sheared part 
geometry consisting of convex form elements with different tip angles 𝛼𝛼 and tip radii 𝑅𝑅D𝑖𝑖 
represents an analogy application case for tribologically stressed functional surfaces. Acute angles 
with small radii are challenging (high difficulty level 𝐷𝐷) in terms of blanked part quality as well 
as punch edge load. To categorize the difficulty level, classification tables dependent on the sheet 
thickness and sheared part geometry (e.g. angles) are used according to [8], where 𝐷𝐷 = 1 represents 
the lowest difficulty. The major geometric quantities of the sheared part are shown in Fig. 1b. The 
blanking punch and die were manufactured from Böhler S390 powder metallurgical high speed 
steel with a hardness of 65 HRC and provided with the Platit FeinAl coating (AlCrN-based 
nanolayer coating) tailored to fine blanking. Holifa VP1150/200 chlorine-free lubricant was used 
for the flat coining and fine blanking experiments. The process and tool parameters used for fine 
blanking are specified in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Process and tool parameters used for fine blanking. 

Blanking velocity 𝒗𝒗𝐁𝐁 45 mm/s Die chamfer angle 35° 
Vee-ring force 𝑭𝑭𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕 620 kN Die chamfer height 0.3 mm 
Counter force 𝑭𝑭𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂 170 kN Vee-ring distance 𝒅𝒅𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕 2.5 mm 
Die clearance 𝒖𝒖 20 µm Vee-ring height 𝒉𝒉𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕 0.7 mm 

 
In order to investigate the mechanical properties and to evaluate the hardening behavior, tensile 
tests of the HMnS used were conducted at the Steel Institute IEHK according to DIN EN ISO 6892. 
The tensile tests were carried out at different temperatures using a ZwickRoell Z250 tensile testing 
machine with a temperature chamber. The strain was measured in an open loop using Zwick 
multiXtens. Dynamic tensile tests were conducted at a strain rate of 10 /s using a servohydraulic 
20kN Roell-Amsler high-speed (18m/s) tensile testing machine. The force was measured by a piezo 
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electric load cell and combined with strain gauges on the sample heads to obtain a smoothed signal 
[27]. The initial dimensions of the samples used had a thickness of 2mm, length of 15mm and 
width of 6mm. The analysis of the sheared surface hardening was carried out in dependence of the 
part geometry using the three convex form elements with the tip radius 𝑅𝑅D1 = 1.1 mm (Fig. 2a). 
For this purpose, samples at the corresponding tip angles 𝛼𝛼 were separated out for each blanked 
part investigated in such a way that the separation line A-A is aligned normally to the functional 
surface. After metallographic preparation, microhardness measurements were conducted 
according to the scheme shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Investigated form elements with measurement scheme (a) and a micrograph of the die roll 

area (b). 
 
Since the sheared surface hardening depends on the blanking path, three measuring fields were 
investigated based on the distance to the die roll side 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖. Fig. 2b exemplarily shows a micrograph 
of the die roll area of HMnS at the position circle with the pattern of hardness indentations, which 
have horizontally as well as vertically an indentation distance of 100 µm to each other. The high 
strain hardening directly below the sheared surface enables the hardness measurement to start at a 
distance of 50 µm from it. To increase the resolution of the hardness profile, an associated series 
of measurements was carried out with an offset of half an indentation distance. In order to enable 
a smoothing of the hardness values by means of averaging, two of these patterns were measured 
for each measuring field. The microhardness measurements were done using a Fischer 
microhardness measuring system Fischerscope HM2000 according to the force-indentation depth 
method with a holding time of 10 s. In this case, the Vickers hardness 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 is determined by 
converting the plastic part of the universal hardness 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 based on DIN 50359-1 into 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. In 
order to evaluate the quality-determining attributes of fine blanking, the die roll was measured and 
the functional surfaces were investigated regarding tear-off. To determine the die roll, the fine-
blanked parts were polygonized using a GOM ATOS Core 3D scanner and a software-based target-
actual comparison was conducted using a CAD model by means of GOM Inspect Suite. For this 
purpose, the height differences at the form elements marked with colored circles in Fig. 2a were 
measured in a 2D plot using sectional planes with an equidistant step size of 2.5 µm and evaluated 
script-based. For the investigation of the tear-off height, images of the functional surfaces were 
taken based on light optical microscopy (LOM) using a Keyence VHX-5000 digital microscope 
and evaluated graphically. For each analyzed state regarding the pre-hardening of the HMnS as 
well as the additionally considered HSS S700MC, respectively two blanked parts were evaluated 
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and averaged for the hardness results. All other analysis results presented are based on the 
averaging of five blanked parts in each case. 
Results Analysis 
To evaluate the strain hardening behavior, Fig. 3a shows the calculated SFE of the investigated 
HMnS as a function of the temperature as well as the ranges of assumed secondary deformation 
mechanisms. The SFE was calculated based on a thermodynamic model using the chemical 
composition of X40MnCrAlV19-2 LY at a grain size of 30 µm [20]. Generally, a SFE below 18 
to 20mJ/m2 enables a TRIP effect and a higher SFE up to about 50mJ/m2 results in a TWIP effect. 
[28]. Above an SFE of 45 to 50mJ/m2, twinning is drastically reduced and dislocation slip (SLIP) 
is the preferred activated deformation mechanism [16]. For the HMnS investigated, the TWIP 
effect is assumed to occur in a temperature range of approx. -20 to 140°C. 

 
Fig. 3. Calculated SFE (a) and stress-strain behaviour (quasi-static) as well as adiabatic heating 

(dynamic) (b). 
 
Fig. 3b shows the strain hardening behavior of HMnS based on true stress-strain and strain 
hardening curves determined from the tensile tests. The true stress-strain curves were determined 
for a temperature of 23 and 200°C with a strain rate of �̇�𝜑 = 0.0001 /s. The corresponding strain 
hardening curves shown (dashed lines) result from the derivation of the respective stress-strain 
curves. An increase in temperature leads to a reduced flow stress in the stress-strain progression. 
Likewise, the corresponding strain hardening curve is significantly reduced with increasing 
temperature from a true strain of approx. 𝜑𝜑 ≈ 0.04. Since the elastic strain of the tool elements in 
the force flow and the true strain of the sheet material in the shear zone are superimposed during 
fine blanking, the exact determination of the strain rate is challenging. Neglecting the elastic tool 
strain, the strain rate with regard to the investigated process parameters is about 10 /s during the 
shearing process. Fig. 3b additionally shows the temperature rise due to adiabatic heating 
measured by thermography during the dynamic tensile test for a strain rate of �̇�𝜑 = 10 /s up to a 
true strain of 𝜑𝜑 ≈ 0.35. The rising adiabatic heating as well as the reduction in strain hardening at 
higher temperature during the tensile tests indicate an increase in SFE (Fig. 3a) and thus an 
influence on the strain hardening behavior due to shearing of HMnS. 

Based on the respective initial sheet thickness 𝑠𝑠I𝑖𝑖, the height reductions Δ𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 were measured to 
determine the relative height reduction Δℎ = Δ𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖/𝑠𝑠I𝑖𝑖 of the upset sheet blanks. For the first pre-
hardening stage, a height reduction Δ𝑠𝑠1 = 0.2 mm with a deviation of ±0.012 mm was obtained, 
which corresponds to a relative height reduction of Δℎ ≈ 4.2%. With a deviation ±0.015 mm for 
Δ𝑠𝑠2 = 0.3 mm, the relative height reduction for the second pre-hardening stage is Δℎ ≈ 6.1%. To 
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evaluate the process behavior during the shearing process, Fig. 4a shows the blanking force 
progression of the HMnS in the reference state (Δℎ = 0%) compared to HSS S700MC and 
exemplarily the specified vee-ring and counter force. Due to the sensor arrangement (cf. Fig. 1b), 
the blanking force 𝐹𝐹B is determined by subtracting the counter force 𝐹𝐹CP from the blanking punch 
force 𝐹𝐹BP. In the fine blanking press used, the counter and vee-ring force are applied hydraulically 
and exhibit a subsiding oscillating curve over the shearing phase resulting from the closed loop 
control behavior. Both force curves are slightly above the set values after transient oscillation, but 
during the shearing phase the underlying settings are obtained on average. 

 
Fig. 4. Fine blanking forces of the reference state (a) and blanking force comparison of pre-

hardened HMnS (b). 
 
Despite almost equally high tensile strength compared to the HSS S700MC, an increased 
maximum blanking force 𝐹𝐹B,max of approx. 32 kN is observed for the reference state of the HMnS 
(Fig. 4a) due to the high hardening capacity. The slightly less steep increase in blanking force in 
the shearing phase is due to the forming behavior of HMnS reflected in the yield strength 𝑅𝑅p0.2. In 
contrast, the comparison of pre-hardening stages shown in Fig. 4b indicates a more rapidly rising 
blanking force with increasing relative height reduction Δℎ, which can be explained by an increase 
of the yield strength. For the first pre-hardening stage (Δℎ = 4.2%), the maximum blanking force 
increases by 21 kN and for the second (Δℎ = 6.1%) by 37 kN compared to the reference state of 
HMnS. With less than 0.3%, the standard deviations of the maximum blanking force given in 
parentheses are to be considered as neglectable.  

Fig. 5a shows the sheared surface hardening for fine blanked HMnS in the reference state 
(Δℎ = 0%) as well as for HSS S700MC with respect to the functional surface 𝛼𝛼 = 80° for the 
measuring fields (cf. Fig. 2a) top (𝑎𝑎1) and bottom (𝑎𝑎3). As expected, the hardness values in the 
near-surface area (𝑑𝑑S ≤ 0.5 mm) increase related to the die roll side with increasing blanking path 
(top to bottom). Due to the high strain hardening capacity, the HMnS is characterized in the near-
surface area by a pronounced sheared surface hardening with an enormous hardness increase. 
Directly below the sheared surface, the hardness values of HMnS are approx. 140 HV higher than 
the values of S700MC for the top as well as the bottom measuring field. The plotted work 
hardening depth of the respective materials indicates the distance from the sheared surface where 
the bulk hardness is reached on average regarding the measuring field middle. With a value of 
about 𝑑𝑑S ≈ 1.6 mm, the HMnS in the reference state (Δℎ = 0%) achieves a work hardening depth 
more than twice as large as that of the micro-alloyed fine grain steel. According to DIN EN ISO 
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18203, the hardness value for determining the case hardening depth CHD is defined as 550 HV, 
and for determining the surface hardening depth SHD, limiting hardness values are specified based 
on the minimum surface hardness. For the measuring field bottom, the achieved sheared surface 
hardening of HMnS is accordingly comparable with a case hardening depth of CHD ≈ 0.15 mm 
and for a surface hardness (𝑑𝑑S ≈ 0 mm) of 630 HV with a surface hardening depth of 
SHD ≈ 0.25 mm. 

 
Fig. 5. Sheared surface hardening for tip angle α = 80° regarding the reference state (a) and 

pre-hardening (b). 
 
Fig. 5b shows the hardening of the fine blanked functional surface 𝛼𝛼 = 80° depending on the 
relative height reduction Δℎ carried out for pre-hardening of the HMnS in comparison to the HSS 
S700MC for the measuring field middle (𝑎𝑎2). The pre-hardening of the HMnS has no influence on 
the profile and the height of the sheared surface hardening in the near-surface area, but causes an 
increase in the bulk hardness, of which the averaged value is given for each hardness profile shown. 
The first pre-hardening stage (Δℎ = 4.2%) increases the bulk hardness by an average of 26 HV and 
the second (Δℎ = 6.1%) by an average of 43 HV, which in each case also suggests an increase in 
the yield strength. Compared to the measuring field middle, the hardness values for the reference 
state of the HMnS in the field bottom (Fig. 5a) are above the determined bulk hardness (~198 HV) 
after reaching the work hardening depth (𝑑𝑑S ≥ 1.6 mm). One possible reason that the hardness 
values are on average 14 HV higher than the bulk hardness is a strain hardening due to the induced 
compressive stresses of the vee-ring and counter force at least in the area of the sheet surface close 
to the shear zone. The hardness profile for the S700MC in the measuring field middle (Fig. 5b) 
shows a slight softening with values about 20 HV lower than the bulk hardness (~296 HV) in the 
range of 𝑑𝑑S ≈ 0.8 to 2.2 mm. With increasing pre-hardening Δℎ, the achievable work hardening 
depth of the HMnS decreases (Fig. 5b). Based on a bulk hardness of 300 HV, a work hardening 
depth of at least 𝑑𝑑S ≈ 0.8 mm is to be expected for the measuring field middle with increasing pre-
hardening of the HMnS. 
The tip angle of the convex form elements also has no influence on the profile and height of the 
sheared surface hardening with respect to the investigated tip radius 𝑅𝑅D1 = 1.1 mm. Fig. 6a 
exemplarily shows the hardness profiles for pre-hardened HMnS (Δℎ = 6.1%) and S700MC for 
the measuring field middle (𝑎𝑎2) depending on the tip angle 𝛼𝛼. The achieved work hardening depth 
of the second pre-hardening stage of HMnS is about 𝑑𝑑S ≈ 1.3 mm. Regarding a comparison to case 
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and surface hardening, for the measuring field middle the hardening depths are CHD ≈ 0.1 mm 
and SHD ≈ 0.2 mm (surface hardness 570 HV). For all determined hardness profiles, the scatter 
of the averaged hardness values lies within a range of ±6.4 HV. 

 
Fig. 6. Sheared surface hardening regarding the tip angle (a) and quality of the functional 

sheared surfaces (b). 
 
The quality of the investigated functional surfaces is shown in Fig. 6b based on the LOM images 
for the reference state and the second pre-hardening stage of the HMnS compared to the HSS 
S700MC. Independent of the investigated tip angle 𝛼𝛼 as well as the relative height reduction Δℎ, 
the fine blanked HMnS is characterized by a high sheared surface quality without tears and with 
tear-off heights below 0.05 mm. The micro-alloyed fine grain steel exhibits a comparably high 
sheared surface quality with minor tear-off heights of about 0.2 mm at 𝛼𝛼 = 70° and 80° and a tear-
off height of 0.4 mm at 𝛼𝛼 = 90°. 

For the analysis of the die roll formation, two tip angles with smaller tip radius (𝑅𝑅D2 = 0.8 mm) 
were considered in addition to the form elements marked with 𝑅𝑅D1 in Fig. 2a. Fig. 7a shows the 
characteristics of the investigated fine blanked part and the sectional planes used to measure the 
die roll. The sectional planes are collinear to the respective angle bisector of the investigated tip 
angle 𝛼𝛼. In order to quantify the influence of pre-hardening on die roll formation during fine 
blanking of HMnS, relative reference values have been formed based on the values of the 
determined heights and widths. The relative die roll height difference ΔℎPH indicates the relative 
reduction between the reference state (Δℎ = 0%) and the second pre-hardening stage (Δℎ = 6.1%) 
of the HMnS and is based on the minimal die roll height difference ΔℎR,min in each case for 
considering the variation range. The minimal die roll height difference was determined using the 
standard deviations calculated for the respective worst case (cf. Fig. 7b). The determination of the 
relative die roll width difference Δ𝑏𝑏PH regarding the pre-hardening is based on an analogous 
approach to ΔℎPH. The evaluation of the HMnS compared to the micro-alloyed fine grain steel is 
carried out on the basis of the relative die roll height difference ΔℎMF as well as width difference 
Δ𝑏𝑏MF. These reference values indicate the relative difference between the reference state of the 
HMnS and the HSS S700MC and were determined analogously to the procedure described before. 
The results of the die roll analysis are shown in Fig. 7b in dependence of the investigated form 
elements. The pre-hardening of the HMnS results in a reduction of the die roll at all form elements, 
which rises with increasing relative height reduction Δℎ. For the HMnS, the second pre-hardening 
stage results in reductions of about ΔℎPH ≈ 7 to 11% in terms of the die roll height and about 
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Δ𝑏𝑏PH ≈ 7 to 14% in terms of the die roll width. Compared to the HSS S700MC, a larger die roll is 
formed for the reference state of the HMnS, which is characterized by approx. ΔℎMF ≈ 30 to 56% 
higher die roll heights and between Δ𝑏𝑏MF ≈ 50 to 60% higher die roll widths. For the second pre-
hardening stage of HMnS, the relative difference values to S700MC are consequently lower. 

 
Fig. 7. Characteristics of the investigated fine blanked part (a) and comparison of die roll height 

width (b). 
 

Regarding the comparison of related relative height reductions Δℎ of the HMnS, no influence 
of the tip angle 𝛼𝛼 on the die roll height is observed in terms of the larger tip radius 𝑅𝑅D1 (Fig. 7b). 
In contrast, a slightly decreasing trend with increasing tip angle is detectable for the die roll width. 
With respect to the smaller tip radius 𝑅𝑅D2, the comparison of the relative height reductions for 
HMnS shows a significant increase in die roll heights and widths with decreasing tip angle. For 
the S700MC, a comparable behavior to the HMnS is observed for both tip radii with regard to the 
influence of the tip angle on the die roll height and width. 
Discussion and Conclusion on Fine Blanking of Pre-Hardened HMnS 
The influence of pre-hardened HMnS X40MnCrAlV19-2 LY on the sheared surface hardening as 
well as the quality determining attributes during fine blanking was investigated. The process-
immanent sheared surface hardening is described in the literature with a positive influence on the 
wear resistance as well as on the dynamic strengths of tribologically stressed functional surfaces 
and thus offers the potential to substitute a subsequent heat treatment after fine blanking. The 
investigated HMnS showed a good formability with high strain hardening during fine blanking, 
but with regard to the use as lightweight material also exhibits a low yield strength in relation to 
the tensile strength. In order to increase the strength values, HMnS sheet blanks were pre-hardened 
by means of flat coining and subsequently fine blanked with an analog geometry representing 
tribologically stressed functional surfaces (form elements). With almost the same tensile strength 
compared to the additionally fine blanked HSS S700MC, the hardening properties of HMnS lead 
to an increase in the maximum blanking force of 6.3% for the reference state and 13.7% for the 
second pre-hardening stage. Increased blanking forces cause especially at a high difficulty level D 
increased tool loads during fine blanking due to locally high stresses [24] and require the use of 
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appropriate tool materials regarding a sufficiently high tool life [13]. Compared to the reference 
state, the relative height reduction of the second pre-hardening stage (Δℎ = 6.1%) led to a steeper 
rise of the blanking force progression as well as to a 6.9% increase of the maximum blanking force. 
Forming-induced strain hardening generally results in an increase in yield as well as tensile 
strength due to dislocation accumulation and increased dislocation density [9]. This is reflected in 
the blanking force progression of the second pre-hardening stage of the HMnS, so that an increase 
in the strengths as well as in the yield strength ratio 𝑅𝑅p0.2/𝑅𝑅m can be assumed. The higher strength 
was also evident in a 20.7% increase in the bulk hardness for the second pre-hardening stage. 
Based on the deformation mechanisms, the high strain hardening capacity of HMnS caused an 
enormous increase in hardness in the near-surface area (𝑑𝑑S ≤ 0.5 mm) of the functional surfaces 
compared with HSS S700MC. Directly below the sheared surface, the hardness values increased 
with increasing blanking path from 500 HV (top) to 630 HV (bottom). Due to the process 
characteristics of fine blanking, the high deformation of the sheet material in the area in front of 
the die edge leads to heat dissipation. Based on results in the literature for shearing with a small 
die clearance [11], a temperature increase in the range of 170 to 210 °C is to be expected with 
increasing blanking path for the sheet thickness and blanking velocity investigated in this work. 
The tensile tests of HMnS showed a reduction of the strain hardening curve with a temperature 
increase in the quasi-static case and a significant increase in adiabatic heating with increasing true 
strain in the dynamic case. Regarding the calculated SFE of HMnS, the TWIP effect is assumed 
to be the dominant deformation mechanism for the high hardness increase of the sheared surface. 
However, due to the superposition of high true strain and high temperature rise with increasing 
blanking path, an influence on the strain hardening behavior in the shear zone as a result of reduced 
twinning cannot be excluded. 

In terms of tribologically stressed functional surfaces, a non-uniform hardness distribution due 
to the hardening increase depending on the blanking path represents a disadvantage. One 
possibility to compensate for this hardness gradient is a strain hardening of the die roll side by 
means of a subsequent forming operation after fine blanking [8]. The pre-hardening state as well 
as the tip angle of the form elements had no influence on the hardness values in the near-surface 
area at the respective investigated position of the functional surface. An influence of local stresses 
due to the geometry of convex form elements on the sheared surface hardening is therefore not 
determinable. Based on the comparison to case and surface hardening, limit values of the 
achievable work hardening depth have been determined for the HMnS used as well as the process 
parameters applied, which allows a first evaluation of potential applications. Compared to the large 
tear-off heights during fine blanking of DP and TRIP steels described in previous studies, the 
investigated functional surfaces showed a high quality despite pre-hardening of the HMnS. The 
higher die roll of the form elements in comparison to S700MC is due to the lower yield strength 
ratio of HMnS [9]. The observed die roll reduction with increasing pre-hardening of the HMnS 
confirms the results of previous works [26].  
The investigation on fine blanking of pre-hardened HMnS has shown that a combination of 
process-immanent high sheared surface hardening and increased yield strength with simultaneous 
optimal functional surface quality is achievable. Based on an appropriate adaptation of the heat 
treatment and the rolling process in semi-finished HMnS production [17], there is thus the potential 
to realize sufficiently high basic strengths with high sheared surface hardening for the 
implementation of lightweight design strategies by exploiting the deformation mechanisms during 
fine blanking. In summary, the following conclusions are to be derived: 
1. Forming-induced pre-hardening in combination with fine blanking allows a targeted global or 

local increase in strength and thus an influence on the sheared part properties. The pre-
hardening of the investigated HMnS increased the basic strength and reduced the die roll. 
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2. The superposition of high deformation and compressive stress in the shear zone enables an 
activation of the deformation mechanisms during fine blanking of HMnS. Compared to HSS 
S700MC, the investigated HMnS was characterized by a significantly increased sheared surface 
hardening due to the TWIP effect. 

3. The achieved sheared surface hardness in the near-surface area was neither dependent on the 
pre-hardening state nor on the geometry of the sheared part. Due to the good formability of the 
investigated HMnS, the fine blanked functional surfaces showed a high sheared surface quality 
despite pre-hardening. 

4. Semi-finished HMnS production designed for fine blanking offers the potential to realize 
application-specific sheared part properties in terms of high functional surface hardness, quality 
and basic strength by exploiting the deformation mechanisms. 
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Abstract. The surface roughness including average roughness (Ra) and peak number (RPc) after 
skin-pass rolling influences the strip’s product properties, such as its friction coefficient in the 
subsequent sheet metal forming process. In order to both ensure an optimal tribological behavior 
and fulfill the process requirements of the following forming steps, predefined roughness 
combinations of Ra and RPc should be attained in skin-pass rolling. In this work, a preliminary 
friction model relating friction and combination of Ra and RPc is determined using flat die drawing 
tests for DC04 steel. The model is validated by deep drawing tests and embedded in a roughness 
control system for skin-pass rolling. To show a proof of concept for independent control of 
tribological properties from strip thickness, a simulation framework is implemented in 
Matlab/Simulink. The results indicate that the friction coefficient can be controlled between 
0.0924 and 0.1003 for the considered test scenario (which is) characterized by a normal pressure 
of 75kN and a relative speed of 10mm/s.  
Introduction and State of the Art 
In modern industry, skin-pass rolling is used to adjust the strip’s surface roughness by imprinting 
the work rolls’ textured surface. Since skin-pass rolling is mostly the last rolling pass after 
conventional cold rolling, it influences the subsequent processes decisively by controlling the 
strip’s surface quality. In accordance, correlations between the strip’s roughness including average 
roughness (Ra) and peak number (RPc), and its tribological properties, i.e the friction coefficient, 
have been reported [1]. In sheet metal forming processes like deep drawing, friction is usually 
required to generate the necessary forming force and control the movement of the sheet within the 
dies [2]. At the same time, the friction coefficient significantly affects the springback, failure, 
minimal sheet thickness as well as the deviation of sheet thickness of the workpiece [3,4]. Under 
defined lubrication and deformation conditions, the sheet formability and cracking tendency also 
largely depends on the surface finish [5]. Hence, in skin-pass rolling a certain surface roughness 
shall be achieved in accordance with the subsequent forming condition for optimal tribological 
behavior to fulfill process requirements and avoid forming defects in the next process. 

The friction coefficient primarily depends on the surface roughness, relative speed, normal 
pressure, and lubrication between the contact surfaces [2]. A common model is given by the 
Stribeck curve, which relates dynamic viscosity of the lubricants, relative speed, and normal 
pressure [6]. Three lubrication regimes can be identified from the Stribeck curve: boundary, mixed, 
and hydrodynamic lubrication, as shown in Fig. 1 (left). In the first two lubrication regimes asperity 
contact exists while in the third lubrication regime asperity contact can be neglected. Thus, there 
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is less wear regarding both contact surfaces for high Hersey numbers.  It can also be observed that 
the friction coefficient is relatively higher in boundary lubrication and the initial stage of mixed 
lubrication. Noteworthy, there is no clear boundary of the three lubrication regimes. Since in sheet 
metal forming the friction is required and avoiding the wear between sheet and tool is not the 
primary objective, only friction with limited amount of lubricant, i.e. boundary and mixed 
lubrication, is considered in this work.  

 
Fig. 1. Stribeck curve with the lubricant’s dynamic viscosity η, relative speed V, and normal load 

per length PL (left); two mechanisms of influence of Ra on friction coefficient (right) [7] . 
 

According to Stribeck curve the friction coefficient µ increases with lower relative speeds, 
higher normal pressures, and lower lubricant’s viscosity in regions of boundary and mixed 
lubrication. However, some works [7,8] also show that a higher normal pressure causes lower 
friction in some pressure ranges and processes. The influence of surface roughness on friction has 
also been extensively studied in recent decades. Emmens et al. utilized flat die drawing tests and 
rotation friction tests to study the effect of surface roughness on friction for a deep drawing process 
with steel and aluminum [1,9]. Stribeck curves of specimens were determined for a surface 
roughness range from 0.1 µm to 3.08 µm. The result for steel indicates that a higher surface 
roughness regarding the maximal peak height (Rpm) causes a higher friction coefficient [1]. Here, 
the parameter Rpm is proportionally related to Ra. For aluminum the surface roughness shows a 
different influence on friction depending on the applied normal pressure. In case of lower normal 
pressure, the surface roughness has the same influence as for steel: higher Ra leads to a higher 
friction coefficient. However, when applying higher normal pressures,  the friction coefficient 
drops slightly at first and then rises with a increasing Ra [9]. In another study, Zhou et al. 
investigated the influence of surface roughness on the friction coefficient by using a tribometer 
with a tool which moves reciprocally on the steel specimen surface[10]. The reciprocating 
frequencies were 2 Hz, 4 Hz, and 6 Hz and the specimen surface roughness (Ra) varied from 
0.02 µm to 0.5 mm. The result reveals that below a testing frequency of 2 Hz a higher surface 
roughness causes a higher friction coefficient. For higher testing frequencies (4 and 6 Hz) the 
friction coefficient decreases at first and then increases again with increasing surface roughness. 
This non-linear behavior of the influence of roughness on friction coefficient (first decreasing and 
then increasing) is also observed by Lee [11] in flat die drawing tests and by Wihlborg [12] in 
bending under tension tests. This phenomenon can be explained as the interaction of two 
mechanisms, i.e., the adhesion between contacting asperities and the flattening of asperities, cf. 
Fig. 1 (right) [7]. With relatively lower surface roughness, the adhesion effect dominates while 
increasing roughness reduces the real area of contact and offers more lubricant pockets, therefore, 
friction coefficient decreases. With relatively higher surface roughness, the flattening effect 
dominates and asperities tend to be flattened by the normal load during the contact, which 
introduces more resistance for slide, and thus results in higher friction coefficient [7,13]. Because 
the decoupling of Ra and RPc is difficult in most roughening processes such as normal skin-pass 
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rolling, shot-blast texturing (SBT), or electric discharged texturing (EDT), there is only limited 
amount of works focusing on the influence of RPc on friction coefficient. In fact, both positive 
and negative correlations between RPc and the friction coefficient can be observed under different 
test conditions [14,15]. According to the aforementioned works, the effect of surface roughness on 
friction depends on test types, and multitude of different processes and lubrication conditions in 
different ranges of roughness. Due to this complexity, the type of friction test and its condition 
should be chosen carefully in accordance with the considered forming process. 

In order to produce strips with a defined surface roughness in skin-pass rolling, the surface 
roughness of work rolls or the transfer ratio during imprinting should be adjusted. Because of the 
time and cost inefficiency of producing and changing rolls with different surface roughness, 
frequent change of work rolls should be avoided. Therefore, the adjustment of strip’s surface 
roughness is usually achieved by changing the roughness transfer ratio, which is influenced by 
several process parameters. Kijima et al. [16,17] found that the peak pressure within the roll gap 
and work roll radius influence the roughness transfer ratio: Higher rolling forces lead to better 
roughness transfer as the peak pressure in the roll gap is higher, and a greater roll radius is favorable 
for roughness transfer due to higher peak pressure. The work of Çolak et al. [18] shows that in dry 
and lubricated condition higher rolling speeds and higher thickness reductions increase the rolling 
force and thus the transfer ratio. Furthermore, according to industrial practice lower strip tension 
in skin-pass rolling causes higher imprinting [19]. This effect was also investigated in preliminary 
work by Li et al. [20] and validated using multi-scale finite element (FE) simulations. Along with 
a higher thickness reduction, decreased strip tension causes higher average roll pressure and 
consequently increases the transfer ratio. The potential of changing the strip’s surface roughness 
by varying strip tension was indicated in this work as well. The aforementioned process 
parameters, especially thickness reduction and strip tension, can be employed during skin-pass 
rolling for controlling the transfer ratio and adjusting the product’s surface roughness, thus 
enabling automatic control. 

Conventionally, a tandem rolling mill is used to control strip roughness during skin-pass rolling. 
It uses an allocation of the total height reduction between the two rolling stands to independently 
control the strip roughness from the strip thickness. Li et al. [21] used a tandem rolling mill 
together with a heuristic model to control the resulting strip roughness. The heuristic model 
employed here describes the correlation between the tactile measurement of the strip roughness 
with the process force, roll roughness, and roll radius. Overall, a roughness of (0.42 ± 0.05) µm 
could be ensured for 65 % of the material, in contrast to 15% in the uncontrolled case. The heuristic 
model of Bozhkov et al. [22] predicts the resulting strip roughness based on the average contact 
stress, roll radius and material strength. Here, experimental validation demonstrated that there was 
an average deviation between measured and predicted strip roughness of 7% with varying strip 
roughnesses between 1 µm and 2.5 µm over 170 km of strip. 

Utilizing the strip tension to manipulate the imprinting represents an alternative method, first 
validated in  [23]. The independent control of strip roughness and strip thickness with the use of 
strip tension has the advantage that no additional height reduction is necessary. However, it has 
the disadvantage that strip tensions of up to 40 % of the material yield strength are necessary to 
obtain a sufficiently large process window [23]. In preliminary work, the strip tension could be 
used together with the manipulation of the roll gap to vary the roughness of the strip by 0.3 µm 
with a height reduction of 5% and an initial strip thickness of 1 mm. However, due to the high 
measurement noise of the roughness measurement and the insufficiently high strip tension, this 
should only be considered as a proof-of-concept [23].  

So far there is no publication on the process control of skin-pass rolling with regard to the strip’s 
friction coefficient. As a preliminary trial, the task of this work is at first the determination of the 
friction coefficient of steel specimens with different surface roughness under test conditions, which 
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resemble a subsequent deep drawing process. The result is utilized to model the influence of Ra 
and RPc on the friction coefficient. The second task is including this friction model into a control 
system for skin-pass rolling with roughness control to ensure production of strips with desired 
tribological properties that meet the requirements of the subsequent forming process. A Matlab 
simulation framework is implemented based on process models validated in previous work. In 
particular, a model for predicting the rolling force according to Bland & Ford (1948) [24], a 
function for modeling the progressive roll stand deflection [25], and a heuristic function describing 
the imprinting of the rough work rolls are used [23]. Moreover, using the strip tension and tandem 
rolling as actuators, the two aforementioned concepts for roughness control in skin-pass rolling 
are combined in order to obtain the largest possible variation range of roughness and friction 
coefficient. A typical rolling test is presented in which the desired tribological property is varied 
while keeping a constant strip geometry. 
Materials and Flat Die Drawing Test 
In this study two steels, DC01 and DC04 are used. DC04 is primarily considered in the friction 
model and the considered deep drawing process. However, our DC04 strip is too narrow for the 
flat die drawing machine, and the amount of the wider DC04 plates we have is limited. Due to this 
geometric restriction, a similar material, DC01 is applied in friction tests. The result is compared 
to some additional friction tests with DC04 plate specimens to ensure the substitutability of DC01 
for DC04 results.  

The surface of test strips is treated by SBT to create different surface roughness. Roller leveling 
is used afterwards to ensure the flatness of specimens. The surface roughness Ra and RPc were 
measured using a mobile roughness measuring tool MarSurf PS1 by Mahr GmbH in accordance 
with DIN 4287. The Ra and RPc of the specimens are listed in Table 1. Note that #1 is not treated 
by SBT and as a result, shows both the lowest Ra and RPc values while in other specimens (#2 to 
#5) RPc decreases with a higher Ra. 

 
Table 1. Specimens and parameters used in flat die drawing test. 

Specimen Material Geometry 
[mm3] 

Ra 
[µm] 

RPc 
[1/cm] 

Normal pressure P 
[MPa] 

Drawing speed V 
[mm/s] 

#1 

DC01 1*10*1000 

1.02 66 

10, 25, 50, 75 10 
#2 1.55 171 
#3 2.14 146 
#4 2.96 125 
#5 3.46 105 5, 10, 50  

#1-V DC04 1*32*1000 1.04 72 50 10 #3-V 2.03 152 
 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the friction parameter is determined using flat die drawing test with 
Tribometer 5000 by Raziol Zibulla & Sohn GmbH. The tool with a size of 200mm2 is made of 
steel 1.2379 with hardness of HRC 63. The DC01 specimens are tested with normal pressures of 
10MPa, 25MPa, 50MPa, and 75MPa with a drawing speed of 10 mm/s to determine the influence 
of Ra, RPc, and normal pressure, see Table 1. For specimen #5 extra tests with varied drawing 
speeds of 5mm/s and 50mm/s are conducted to investigate according correlations. The tests with 
DC04 specimens (#1-V and #3-V) with a normal pressure of 50MPa and a drawing speed of 
10mm/s are used as a comparison to the respective tests with DC01 (#1 and #3) to ensure that the 
result of DC01 can be generalized for DC04. The lubricant WISURA LS 710 by Fuchs Lubricants 
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Germany GmbH is applied while the lubrication condition for all tests in this work is controlled 
using a laboratory lubrication system by Raziol Zibulla & Sohn GmbH with a nozzle opening 
value of 35, nozzle height of 35mm, and oil pressure of 3 bar. Every test is repeated 4 times with 
fresh specimen. The results are then averaged for the subsequent analysis. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Flat die drawing test. 

 
The result of flat die drawing test for DC01 is depicted in Fig. 3. The influence of normal 

pressure P can be observed in Fig. 3 (left): Under this test condition a higher normal pressure 
causes a lower friction coefficient, which is also noticed in other works [7,8]. Because of the totally 
different Ra and RPc combinations of specimens the influences of Ra and RPc on friction 
coefficient are difficult to separate from each other, see Fig. 3 (middle, right). However, it can still 
be noticed that a descending tendency exists with higher Ra and lower RPc, if #1 is neglected due 
to the irregularity of its Ra and RPc combination. This influence of Ra can be explained with the 
domination of the adhesion mechanism: higher Ra decreases the real contact area, and thus, the 
friction coefficient [7,13]. Moreover, higher RPc results in narrower peaks and valleys on the 
contact surface, which then deforms easier due to the flattening effect [7]. Accordingly, the real 
contact area increases, the volume of lubricant pockets decreases and consequently higher friction 
coefficients result. It is also visible that the effect of Ra and RPc is more obvious with higher 
normal pressures: The maximal difference of friction coefficient at a normal pressure of 10 MPa 
is 0.0106, while the maximal difference of friction coefficient with a normal pressure of 75 MPa 
is 0.0231. This result of flat die drawing test is also plotted in 3D space, see Fig. 4 (left). Here, the 
different combinations of Ra and RPc of the specimens can be clearly identified. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Results of flat die drawing tests for DC01. The evolution of friction coefficient is 

illustrated over normal pressure P (left), average roughness Ra (middle), and peak number RPc 
(right). 

Drawing speed is varied for test series #5 while a normal pressure of 50 MPa is applied. Fig. 4 
(right) shows the minor influence of the drawing speed on friction under this test condition: Higher 
relative speeds lead to slightly lower friction coefficients, which is also observed in the Stribeck 
curve. 
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Fig. 4. Result of flat die drawing test for DC01 in 3D space (left); Influence of relative speed on 

friction coefficient (right). 
 

Comparing the friction coefficients derived for DC04 and DC01, only small deviations are 
apparent, see Table 2. This result can also be supported by the similarity of the two steels’ chemical 
compositions and mechanical properties. Therefore, the results obtained for DC01 can also be 
generalized for DC04, given the same test conditions. 

 
Table 2. Comparison of the results of DC04 and DC01. 

Specimen 
Normal 

pressure P 
[MPa] 

Drawing 
speed V 
[mm/s] 

Friction coefficient µ[-] Deviation 
[%] DC04 DC01 

#1-V (DC04) and #1 (DC01)  
50 10 

0.1058 0.1060 - 0.19 
#3-V (DC04) and #3 (DC01)  0.1067 0.1057 0.95 

Modeling of the Friction Coefficient 
Based on the results of the flat strip drawing tests, a preliminary friction model considering the 
influence of normal pressure P, average roughness Ra, peak number RPc, and relative speed V is 
fitted using flat surfaces for different normal stresses, as shown in Fig. 5 (left). Accordingly, the 
friction coefficient µ is calculated as: 

μ = 𝑓𝑓(Ra, RPc, P, V) = (a + b ∗ Ra + c ∗ RPc) ∗ d (1) 

where [b]= /µm and [c]=cm, and a and d are dimensionless. These fitting parameters a, b, c, 
and d mapping the normal pressure, Ra, RPc, and relative speed respectively. These fitting 
parameters are given by: 

𝑎𝑎 = 1.987 ∗ 𝑃𝑃−1.549 + 0.09679 (2) 

𝑏𝑏 = −0.0003376 ∗ 𝑃𝑃0.763 + 0.001973 (3) 

𝑐𝑐 = 4.426 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑃𝑃3 − 5.358 ∗ 10−8 ∗ 𝑃𝑃2 + 1.751 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 𝑃𝑃 + 9.141 ∗ 10−5 (4) 

𝑑𝑑 = 1 − 0.001038 ∗ (𝑉𝑉 − 10) (5) 
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with [Ra]= µm, [RPc]=/cm, [P]=MPa and [V]=mm/s. As extrapolation strategy, parameters b 
and c are fixed if the normal pressure is outside the measured data, i.e., lower than 10MPa and 
higher than 75MPa. 

 
Fig. 5. Fitted friction model (left); Validation of the friction model (right). 

 
With a maximal deviation of -5.77% the friction model shows a good agreement with the 

measured data and is sufficient to describe the friction behavior under the given conditions, see 
Table 3.  

 
Table 3. Deviation of the fitted model from the measured data recorded at V = 10 mm/s. 

Specimen Deviation [%] 
10 MPa 25 MPa 50 MPa 75 MPa 

#1 -0.36 0.14 -5.43 -5.77 
#2 0.04 2.68 2.99 3.62 
#3 0.16 2.02 1.66 4.92 
#4 1.57 4.13 1.86 3.78 
#5 0.82 4.24 3.00 0.11 

 
The friction model is also implemented in FE simulations using the user-subroutine 

FRIC_COEF with continuum shell elements in Abaqus/Standard 6.14. The results are validated 
with deep drawing (cupping) tests with tool speed of 5 mm/s, blankholder force of 60 kN, drawing 
depth of 15 mm, and punch diameter of 50 mm. As shown in Table 4 two DC04 plates with 
different surfaces are employed for validation. The corresponding experiment is conducted on a 
deep drawing press by Lauffer GmbH. After the experiment the thickness along the center line is 
measured using a thickness gauge by Mitutoyo with a precision of 0.01mm.  

These measured thickness profiles are compared with the ones obtained from the simulation 
and presented in Fig. 5 (right). The results of simulation and experiment show the same tendency: 
from center to edge the thickness reduces at first, which is induced by large deformation in radial 
direction near the cup corner. Then the thickness increases significantly, which is caused by 
tangential material flow on the side and flange. On the edge of the specimens, the thickness of #S2 
is higher than the thickness of #S1 due to the different initial surface roughnesses, which can also 
be observed in the simulation. The maximum relative deviations of #S1 and #S2 between 
simulation and experiment are 8.61% and 8.54%, respectively. This is due to the flattening of 
surface asperities on the edge, which is visible after the deep drawing experiments (see Fig. 6 left) 
and is not considered in the friction model. Another reason of this deviation is that the maximal 
normal stress in this deep drawing process is notably higher than for the flat die drawing tests. 
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Especially near the cup corner high normal stress is observed and it can cause poor extrapolation, 
cf. Fig. 6 (right). Moreover, the substitutability of the results of DC04 and DC01 can also be 
affected by the high normal stress. In addition, measurement errors stemming from the thickness 
gauge should also be considered. 

 
Table 4. Specimens for deep drawing tests with their initial roughness. 

Specimen Material Geometry [mm3] Ra [µm] RPc [/cm] 
#S1 DC04 2*80*80 2.92 130 
#S2 4.44 99 

 
Fig. 6. Flattening of surface asperities after experiments (left); normal stress distribution in deep 

drawing (right). 
Automatic Control of the Friction Coefficient 
To show a proof of concept for independent control of tribological properties and strip thickness, 
a simulation framework is implemented in Matlab/Simulink. A tandem rolling mill with a quarto 
rolling stand with flat work rolls and a duo rolling stand with EDT work rolls with a Ra of 3 µm 
and RPc of 78 1/cm are modeled. In order to enlarge the process window, the control system is 
combining the roll gap actuation of a tandem rolling mill with the strip tension in the incoming 
and outgoing strip 𝑡𝑡0 and 𝑡𝑡2, respectively. The strip tension between the stands 𝑡𝑡1 is kept constant 
in order to avoid cross-coupling of the two roll gaps. In order to keep the number of manipulated 
variables small, the strip tension at the entrance was set equal to the strip tension at the exit. This 
simplification had no negative impact on the possible process window of the control, since both 
actuators share a positive correlation with the friction coefficient. 

The presented friction model as well as a cold rolling, roll stand deflection and imprinting model 
from prior work are embedded into the model-based optimal control system with a sampling time 
of 5 ms and a rolling speed of 100 m/s. The material under consideration is DC04 steel and a 
rolling speed of 50 m/min is selected, so that actuator speeds are well within in their respective 
admissible sets. Lubrication is neglected  and the simulated process variables are superimposed by 
process and measurement noise according to a real tandem rolling mill from Bühler Redex GmbH 
with modified measurement setup [26]. The strip tension can be varied in the simulation between 
150 N and 3000 N.  

The simulative results are presented in Fig. 7. The actuator values are shown in the two lower 
diagrams. The roll gap heights of the two roll stands are shown at the bottom left and the strip 
tensions are shown at the bottom right. The diagram at the top left shows the initial strip thickness 
ℎ0, the strip thickness between the two roll stands ℎ1 and the strip thickness at the exit ℎ2 along 
its reference ℎ2,𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. It can be seen that the outgoing strip thickness tracks the constant reference of 
0.93 mm with minimal error (root mean squared error of 1.1 µm), despite of incoming strip 
thicknesses ℎ0 of (1 ± 0.008) mm, which reflects actual material tolerances present in DC04 steel. 
The measured and desired friction coefficient µ are shown in the diagram at the top right. 
Reference values between 0.093 and 0.101 are specified in 0.001 steps. The controller attains the 
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desired friction coefficients µ with exception of coefficients over 0.1 which prove infeasible due 
to the constraints on the strip tension and the minimal contact requirement of the second roll stand.  

The feasible process window (friction coefficient as a function of the selected strip thickness 
ℎ2) for an exemplary sheet metal forming process with a normal pressure of 75kN, relative speed 
of 10 mm/s, and controlled lubrication condition is shown in Fig.8. Here, the maximum and 
minimum adjustable friction coefficient are shown as two enveloping lines. By increasing the total 
height reduction, the maximum of the friction coefficient can be significantly increased. For a 
height reduction of 7%, a friction coefficient between 0.0924 and 0.1003 can be set in the 
demonstrated process, which corresponds to a variation of 8.6%. Extending the actuators’ working 
range would also increase the feasible process window.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Simulative results of independent control of strip thickness and friction coefficient µ. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Simulative evaluation of the realizable process window for DC04. 
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Summary 
In this work, the influence of Ra and RPc on the friction coefficient of the considered deep drawing 
process is investigated in experiments and simulations. The results show that a higher Ra and lower 
RPc decrease the friction coefficient under the given conditions. Based on this result a preliminary 
friction model considering the influence of Ra, RPc, normal pressure, and relative speed is 
proposed. The model is validated qualitatively using deep drawing tests. 

The friction model is embedded into a simulated control system for skin-pass rolling. The 
simulations suggest that the system is capable to control the surface roughness to optimize the 
tribological property of friction for the subsequent forming process while decoupling a predefined 
strip geometry 

In future work, a more precise friction model should be determined by obtaining more measured 
data with higher normal stress and considering the asperity flattening during sheet metal forming. 
In addition, a validation of the simulation results should be performed to evaluate the 
transferability of the friction model derived from SBT surfaces to skin-pass rolling surfaces. 
Furthermore, the required roll surface per roll stand that extends the process window of control 
could be investigated, particularly with regard to the peak number.  
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